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ARBORETUM ET FRUTICETUM
BRITANNIC UM.

CHAP. LXXVIII.

OF THE HARDY AND HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE
ORDER ^SCLEPIAD^'CJS^.

Genus I.

i
PERITLOCA L. The Periploca. Lin. Syst. Pentandria Digjnia.

Identification. R. Br. in Mem. Wern. Soc, 1. p. 57. ; Lindl. Nat. Syst. Bot., edit. 2., p. 305. ; Don's
Mill., 4. p. 163.

Synonymes. Periploca Fr. ; Schlinge, Ger.
Derivation. From peripleko, to wrap about ; in allusion to the twining stems.

Gen. Char., S^c. Corolla rotate. Throat furnished with 5 awned scales, which
alternate with the segments of the corolla. Filaments distinct. Anthers

cohering, bearded on the back
;
pollen masses applied to the dilated tops of

the corpuscles of the stigma, solitary, or composed of 4 confluent ones.

Stigma almost mutic. Follicles cylindrical, much divaricate, smooth. Seeds

comose. (Don's Mill., iv. p. 163.)— The hardy species are natives of the

south of Europe, the north-west of Asia, or the north of Africa. Twining
glabrous shrubs. Leaves opposite, shining. Flowers subcorymbose, inter-

petiolar ; of easy culture in common soil, and propagated by cuttings of the

root or shoots, or by layers.

-I I. P. grje'ca L. The Greek Periploca.

Identification. Lin. Sp., p. 809. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 163. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.
Synonyme. P. maculilta Mcench, Schmidt Baum., 1. t. 46., Bu Ham. Arb., 2. p. 104. t. 21., Hart.

Angl., 1. 15.

Engravings. Jacq. Misc., I. p. 11. 1. 1. f. 2.; Fl. Grsec, t. 249. ; Bot. Reg., t. 803. ; Schkuhr Handb.,
t. 53. ; and our figs. 1087. and 1088.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves varying from ovate to lanceolate. Corymbs on long

peduncles. Flowers hairy inside. Branches brown. Segments of corolla

linear, rounded at the apex, greenish outside,

and brownish inside, and clothed with copious

short hairs. Leaves deciduous, 3—4 in, long.

(Don's Mill., iv. p. 163.) A hardy twining

shrub, a native of the south of France, and of

Bithynia, found also about
Bursa, and on Mount
Athos ; flowering in July

and August. It was in-

troduced in 1597, and is

frequent in gardens. The
remarkable colour and (^

rich velvety appearance
of the flowers, the elegant

form of the leaves, and
the facility with which the

plant can be made to cover an extensive space, render it useful for arbours,

&c. ; but it is mentioned in the N. Du Hamel that the odour of the flowers
* 4 N 6
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1258 ARBORETUM AND FRUTICETUM. PART III.

is considered unwholesome, and even dangerous, to those who are long

exposed to it. In the Gard. Mag., vol. ix. p. 586., Mr. Godsall, nursery-

man, of Hereford, mentions that he has seen the pavement of an arbour

over which a plant of Periploca grae'ca was trained, and in full flower,

literally covered with dead house-flies, which appeared to have fallen from

the blossoms, apparently killed by some deleterious property contained in

them. The capability of extension of this plant is proved by one in the

Cambridge Botanic Garden having been trained, by means of a jack chain,

as high as the branches of one of the trees of Sophora japonica, mentioned

in p. 565. as being 50 ft. high, and which was clear of branches to a con-

siderable height. When twined round a tree, the periploca forms a deep

identation in the bark. (See Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. vi. p. 331.) Price of

plants, in the London nurseries, 1*. &d. each ; at Bollwyller, 60 cents ; and

at New York, 37J cents.

S. 2. P. ANGUSTiFO^LiA LubUl. The narrow-leaved Periploca.

Identification. Lab. PI. Syr., dec. 2. p. 13. t. 7. ; Don's MUl., 4. p. 163.

Synonymes. P. rfgida i'iv. ; P. laevigata Vahl.

Engravings. Labill. PI. Syr., dec. 2. p. 13. t. 17. ; and om fig. 1089.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves veinless, narrow-lanceolate, glabrous, per-

sistent. Cymes trichotomous. Flowers purplish inside, pale yellow

beneath and round the mouth, with a white spot in the middle.

Leaves 1 in. long. {Don's Mill., iv. p. 163.) A twining shrub, a

native of Tunis, on Mount Schibel Jsekel ; and of the Island of

Lampedosa, at the sea side, near Laodicea. An ornamental plant,

which was introduced in 1800, and is quite as hardy as P. graa'ca.

It is rare in British collections.

fl_ P. lisvig&ta Ait. ; P. punicEefblia Cav. Icon., 3. t. 217. ; is a
twining evergreen shrub, a native of the Canary Islands, which was
introduced in 1779; and, though generally kept in green-houses,

would live through the winter against a south wall, with protection.

The half-hardy species of Periploca, being deciduous, may be pre-

served through the winter with much less care than many other

tender trees and shrubs.

CHAP. LXXIX.

OF THE HARDY AND HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS BELONGING
TO THE ORDER BIG^OI^IA'^CEJE.

The genera belonging to this order which contain hardy species are,

Bignonia, Tecoma, and Catalpa, which are thus distinguished :
—

BiGNo^N/^ Tourn. Calyx 5-toothed. Dissepiment of the fruit parallel.

Te'coma Juss. Calyx 5-toothed. Dissepiment of the fruit contrary.

Cata'lpa Juss. Calyx 2-parted. Dissepuuent of the fruit parallel.

Genus I.

BIGNO'N/.^ Tourn. The Trumpet Flower.
Angiospermia.

Lin. Syst. Didynamia

Identification. Tourn. Inst., 72. ; Juss. Gen., 139. ; Gaertn. Fruct, t. 52. ; H. B. et Kunth Nov. Gen.
Amer., 3. p. 132. ; D. Don in Edin. Phil. Journ. : Lindl. Nat. Syst. Bot., edit. 2., p. 282. ; Don's
Mill.,4. p. 216.

Synonymes. Bignbni'a sp. of Lin. and others ; Bignone, Fr. ; Trompetenblume, Ger.
Derivation. So named by Tournefort, in compliment to the Abbi Bignon, librarian to Louis XIV.

Gen. Char., Sfc. Calyx campanulate, 5-toothed, rarely entire. Corolla with a
short tube, a campanulate throat, and a 5-lobed bilabiate limb. Stamens 4,

didynamous, that is, 2 long and 2 short ; with the rudiment of a fifth. Lobes
of anthers divaricate. Stigma bilamellate. Capsule silique-formed, 2-celled ;
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having the dissepiment parallel with the valves. Seeds disposed in
2 rows, imbricate, transverse, with membranous wings, (Do7i's Mill. iv.

p. 216.)— Usually climbing shrubs, furnished with tendrils, rarely erect
trees or shrubs. Leaves opposite, simple, conjugate, trifoliolate, digitate,
or pinnate. Flowers axillary and terminal, usually panicled. Corollas'
trumpet-shaped, white, yellow, orange-coloured, purple, violaceous, or rose-
coloured. The only hardy species is a subevergreen climber, a native of
North America ; and, like all the plants of this order, easily propagated by
cuttings of the roots, or shoots.

1 fl- 1. B. capreola'ta L. The tendriled Bignonia, or Trumpet Floiver.
Identification. Lin. Sp., 870. ; Hort. Cliff., 317. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 217
Engravings. Bot. Mag., t 864. ; Breyn. Icon., 33. t. 25. ; Du Ham. Arb., 1. p 104 t 40 Bore Sir

31. t. 15. f. 31. ; Zan. Hist., 74. f. 2. ed. 2. 49. t. Z3. ; and our^g^. 1090.
' '

Spec. Char., ^c. Climbing. Leaves conjugate; leaflets cordate-oblong; lower
ones simple. Tendrils small, trifid ; the lobes bifurcate. Peduncles axillary
1-flowered, crowded. Calyx entire. Corollas red-
dish yellow. Follicles flattened, 1 ft. long. (Don's
Aim., iv. p. 217.) A climbing shrub, a native of
North America, in the more southern parts ; flower- '

ing in June and July. The follicles are said, as
above, to be a foot long; but, on an open wall, in

the Horticultural Society's Garden, they do not
exceed 6 in. or 8 in. It was introduced in 1710, and
forms a very ornamental wall climber in British
gardens. This is an excellent plant for covering
dead walls, from its great capability of extension, its

being subevergreen, and the singular shape of its

large and handsome leaflets. It requires a sheltered
situation, and favourable exposure, in order to
flower freely. The plant of this species in the Horticultural Society's
Garden ripens seeds. Price of plants, in the London nurseries 2s each •

at Bollwyller, where it is a green-house plant, 4 francs; and at New York'
50 cents.

'

Genus II.

I /
LJ-J I

TE'COMA Juss. The Tecoma. Lin. Syst. Didynamia Angiospermia.
Identification. Juss Gen., p. 139. ; R. Br. Prod.. 471. ; H. B. et Kunth Nov. Gen. Amer . S.-p 142 •

Lindl. Nat. Syst. Bot., 2d edit., p. 282. : Don's Mill., 4. p. 223.
'

Synonyme. Bignun/Vi sp. of Lin. and others.
Derivation. From Tecojnaxoc/iitl, the Mexican name of one of the species.

Gen. Char., 8fc. Calyx campanulate, 5-toothed. Corolla with a short tube,
and a campanulate throat ; limb 5-lobed, bilabiate. Stamens 4, didynamous,'
that is, 2 long and 2 short ; with the rudiment of a fifth sterile filament.
Stigma bilamellate. Capsule silique-formed, 2-celled, having the dissepi-
ment contrary to the valves. Seeds disposed in 2 rows, imbricate, win<^ed
transverse. (Don's Mill., iv. p. 223.)— The only hardy species yet intro-
duced is a deciduous climbing shrub.

± \. T. RADi^CANS Juss. The vootmg-branched Tecoma, or Trumpet Flower.
Identification. Juss. Gen., p. 139. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 225.
Syncmynies^ B^gndn^Vi ^adicans_^Z,m. Sp., 871., Hort. Cliff., '5\7.,JIps.j, m., Gron. Virg., 73.,

Fr.
; Wurzeln Bignonia, Ger. ; Esschenbladige Bignonia, Dutch.

Derivation. Wurzeln is, simply, rooting ; and Esschenbladige, ash-leaved.
Engravings. Bot. Mag., t. 485. ; and om fig. 1091.

*4n 7
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Spec. Char., S^c. Climbing, glabrous. Branches rough, rooting. Leaflets 9,

ovate, acuminated, coarsely serrated. Racemes terminal, corymbose, on
long peduncles. Tube of corolla 5 times longer

than the calyx. {Don^s Mill., iv. p. 225.) A
beautiful hardy climber, which fixes itself to trees

or walls by its roots, like ivy. The flowers are

produced at the ends of the shoots, in large

bunches; and have long swelling tubes, shaped

somewhat like a trumpet. The corolla is large,

scarlet, and orange-coloured. It is a native of
Carolina, Florida, and Virginia, and flowers in

August and September. It was introduced in

1640, and is frequent in British gardens, where it

grows vigorously, producing tufts of leaves and
fine flowers, abundantly at the extremity of the

branches, but being rather apt to become naked
below. One of the finest specimens of this plant

in Europe is that trained against the Palace Pitti

at Florence, which, when we saw it in 1819, was,

if our recollection does not deceive us, upwards of 60 ft. high, and extending

proportionably in width. It is quite hardy in England ; but in the north

of France they cover the trunk with straw during winter, for a few j'ears,

till it has become perfectly ligneous. Price of plants, in the London nurse-

ries, 50s. per hundred; in pots, \s. 6d, each ; seeds, Is. 6d. per ounce: at BoU-
wyller, 50 cents, or 15 francs per hundred: and at New York, 50 cents.

Varieti/,

-t T. r. 2 major Hort. has the flowers larger and of a paler scarlet ; the

leaves, also, differ considerably, both in size and shape. It is a

climbing shrub, a native of Carolina, which flowers in August, and
was introduced in 1724.

1 2. T. grandiflo'ra Swf. The great-flowered Tecoma,

Identification. Sweet's Hort. Brit., p. 14. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 225. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. Bignonm grandiflbra Thunh. Fl. Jap., 253., Blum. Bijdr., Tl^. ; B. chinensis Lam.
Diet., 1. p. 424.; Rjotsjo Kcempf. Amcen., p. 856., Banks Icon. KcEinpf., t 21. ; IncaryiUea grandi-

flbra Spreng. Syst., 2. p. 836. ; Tung-von-fa, Chinese.

Engravings. Banks Icon. KEempf., t. 21. ; ami ouifig. 1092.

S2}ec. Char., Sf-c. Slightly scandent, glabrous. Leaflets 7—9, ovate, acumi-

nated, coarsely serrated, attenuated at the base. Panicles terminal,

pendulous. Calycine segments lanceo-

late, length of the tube of the corolla.

Branches rooting. Young shoots spotted
,

with dark purple. Leaves 6— 10 in. long.

Petioles marginate. Flowers pendulous,

forming terminal cross-armed panicles,

large, of a tawny orange colour on the

outside, and of a tolerably bright red-

dish orange colour inside, with brighter

streaks. Nectary a glandular crenated

ring. Anterior lobe of stigma recurved.

(Dijon's Mill., iv. p. 225.) A climbing

shrub, a native of China and Japan.

Introduced in 1800, and flowering in July and August. This species,

when first introduced, was thought to be rather tender; but it is now
found to be almost as hardy as Tecoma radicans, which it greatly re-

sembles, but is of a slighter habit, though it has much larger flowers, and

is altogether a very splendid plant. There is a fine specimen at Kew, in

front of one of the stoves ; a large one in the Horticultural Society's Garden,

which has stood against the conservative wall there since 1825 ; and one

against the wall in the Hackney arboretum. Price of plants, in the London

nurseries, 2s. 6d. each.
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App. I. Half-hardy ligneous Plants belonging to the Older

Big7i07iiaceas.

Bigndma crucigera Plum. Icon., t. 58., has the leaflets large; the flowers yellow, and whitish

beneath ; and the follicles, or pods, 1 ft. long. A transverse section of the sten. represents a

cross; and hence the trivial name. It is a
climbing shrub, a native of Virginia, Mexico,
&c. ; and was introduced in 1759. Perhaps it

might be grafted or inarched on B. capreo-
l&.ta ; and, if so, it might then be tried against
a conservative wall.

Tecoma australis R.Br.; Bignf)niaPand6r<s
Vent., Bot. Mag., t. 865. ; and out Jig. 1093.

;

has the flowers a pale red, with a dark purple
bearded throat. It is a climbing shrub, a
native of New Holland, within the tropics,

and of New South Wales. It was introduced
in 1793 ; and, in green-houses, its flowers ^
have a very fine appearance. It is tolerably ^^
hardy, and would succeed against a conser-
vative wall in favourable situations.

T. cap^nsis LindL ; Bign6n/« capensis
Thunh. Bot. Beg., t. 1117. ; and ourJig. 1094.

;

i s a Cape shrub, with orange scarlet flowers,

3 in. long. It is tolerably hardy ; and, by
grafting on T. radicans, might, in all probability, live against a conservative wall

parts of Devonshire, we are informed, it stands out without any protection at all.

Genus III.

'Vti

1093 1094

In the warmest

CATA'LPA Juss. The Catalpa. Lin. Si/st. Diandria Monogj'nia.

Identijication. Juss. Gen., 138., cd. Usteri, p. 155. ; Spreng. Gen., 1. p. 25. ; Sims Bot. Mag., 1. 1094. ;

Schkuhr Handb., t. 175. ; Lindl. Nat. Syst. Bot., 2d edit., p. 282. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 230.

Synonymes. Bignftnin sp. of Lin. and others ; Bignone Catalpa, Fr. ; gemeine Trompetenblume, Ger.
Derivation. The Indian name of a species of Bign6n!o.

Gen. Char., S(c. Calyx 2-parted. Corolla campanulate, with a ventricose

tube, and an unequal 4-lobed limb. Stamens 5, 2 of which are fertile, and
3 of them sterile. Stigma bilamellate. Cajjsule silique-formed, long, cylin-

drical, 2-valved. Dissepiment opposite the valves. Seeds membranously
margined, and pappose at the base and apex. (Doii's Mill., iv. p. 230.—
Trees, with simple leaves, opposite, or disposed 3 in a whorl. Flowers
terminal, panicled.

It 1. C. SYRiNG.^Fo\iA Sims. The Lilac-M-e-leaved Catalpa.
Identification, Sims Bot. Mag., t 1094. ; Schkuhr Handb., t. 175. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 230. ; Lodd

Cat., ed. 1836.

SynonyTites. Bignbnia Catalpa Lin. Sp., 868., Willd. Sp., 3. p. 289. ; Wangenh. Amer., p. 58. t. 20. f. 45. •

Catalpa hignomoides Wait Fl. Car., p. 64. ; C. cordifblia Nut. Gen. Amer., 1. p. 10., Du Ham
Art., 1. 5. 104. t 41., Catesb. Car., 1. p. 49. t. 21., Lin. Hort. Cliff:, 317. ; Bois Shavanon, Catalpa
de I'Amerique, Fr. ; Trompeten-baum, Ger. ; Catalpa-boom, Dutch.

Derivation. The French of Upper Louisiana call this tree Bois Shavanon, from its being found in
abundance on the banks of the river Shavanon, now called the Cumberland. Catalpa is supposed
to be a corruption of Catawba, an Indian tribe that formerly occupied a great part of Georgia and
the Carolina?.

Engravings. Schmidt Baum., 1. 1. 14. ; Bot. Mag., 1. 1094. ; Schkuhr Handb., 1. 175. ; and the plates
in our last Volume.

S2)ec. Char., Sfc. Leaves cordate, flat, 3 in a whorl, large and deciduous.
Branches strong. Panicles large, branchy, terminal. Corollas white,
speckled with purple and yellow. (Don's Mill., iv. p. 230.) A deciduous
tree, a native of North America. Introduced in 1726, and flowering in July
and August. The seed-pods are remarkably long, narrow, and horny.
The leaves come out very late, and the flowers appear in August. The
tree thrives best near the banks of rivers j but, in some situations, it is very
liable to die off by large Umbs at a time. The branches dye wool a kind
of cinnamon colour. This beautiful tree is a native of North America,
where it is found on the banks of rivers in the upper part of the Carolinas^
Georgia, and the Floridas ; though, as Michaux observes, it is remarkable
that it does not exist in the lower part of these provinces. " In these

* 4 N 8
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southern regions," says Michaux, " it frequently exceeds 50 ft. in height,

with a diameter of from 18 in. to 24 in. It is easily recognised by its bark,

which is of silver grey, and but slightly furrowed ; by its ample leaves, and

by its wide-spreading head, disproportioned in size to the diameter of its

trunk. It differs from other trees, also, in the fewness of its branches."

(iV. Amer. Sylva, ii. p. 64.) The catalpa is a tree of rapid growth, and

its timber is remarkably light, of very fine texture, and brilUant when po-

lished : its colour is of a greyish white; and, when properly seasoned, it is

very durable. If a portion of the bark of this tree be removed in spring,

" a venomous and offensive odour is exhaled." The bark is said to be

tonic, stimulant, and more powerfully antiseptic than the Peruvian bark

;

and the honey collected from its flowers to be poisonous, and analogous in

its effects to that made from the flowers of Gelsemiuvi nitidum. The

catalpa is generally propagated by seeds, which are imported from America;

but it will grow readily by cuttings of the root ; and, of course, plants

so raised will flower much sooner than those which are raised from seed.

The tree is of rapid growth till it attains the height of 20 ft., which, in deep

free soil, in the neighbourhood of London, it does in 10 years. Seedling

plants begin to flower, under favourable circumstances, in 12 or 15 years;

and, in soils and situations where the wood is well ripened, they continue

flowering every year, making a splendid appearance, not only froni the large

size and lively colour of the flowers, which are white, marked with purple

and yellow spots, but from the fine pale green of its very large leaves, which

are of a different shade of green from those of almost every other tree ; the

nearest approach to it being that of the leaves of Negundo /raxinifolium.

In fine seasons, the flowers are succeeded by seed-pods, which somewhat

resemble those of the common cabbage, but on a large scale ; being fre-

quently 2 ft. long, and curved upwards so as to resemble horns.

statistics. Catalpa syringje/oiza in the Environs of Lmidon. At Kenwood, 40 years planted, 40 ft.

high diameter of trunk 1 ft. 5 in., and that of the head 35 ft. ; head irregular ; in sandy loam on

clay
' At Fulham Palace, 150 years planted, and 25 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the

head 20 ft. At Syon, the tree figured in our last Volume, 52 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 3 ft.,

and that of the space covered by the branches 50 ft. At Kensington Gravel Pits, in the grounds oi

S C Hall Esq , 30 ft. high ; diaineter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 40 ft. ; on gravelly soil; and

flowering abundantly every year. At Muswell Hill, 31 ft. high, with a head 30 ft. in diameter. In

the Mile End Nursery, 35 ft. high.
, ,„ ^ , a a n-

n

Catalpa syrings/oZ/fl South of London. In Devonshire, at Luscombe, 19 years planted, and 2/ ft.

high • diameter of trunk 11 in., and that of the space covered by the branches 24 tt. ; estimated height,

in lo'vears 15 ft.: in loam on gravel. In Kent, at Cobham Hall, 30 years planted, and 30 It. high,

diameter of trunk 2 ft. 3 in., and that of the head 35 ft. ; at Eastwell Park, 50 ft. high. In Wiltshire,

at Longleat, 65 years planted, and 35 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 5 in., and of the head 37 ft.

;

at Wardour Castle, 50 years planted, and 30 ft. high ; at Longford Castle, 25 years planted, and

Catalpa syringae/oKa North of London. In Bedfordshire, at Ampthill, 38 years planted, and

30 ft high diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 40 ft. In Berkshire, at White Knights, 25

year's planted and 30 ft. high. In Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, 35 years planted, and 27 ft.

hieh In Cheshire, at Eaton Hall, 13 years planted, 14 ft high. In Essex, at Hylands, 10 years

Slanted 21 ft high • at Witham, two trees, from 40 to 50 years planted ; one with a trunk free from

branches to tine height of 17^ ft., and the other to the height of 19^ ft. ; both have wide-spreading

heads and flower abundantly every year. In Gloucestershire, at Doddington, 20 years planted,

and "Oft high In Hertfordshire, at Clieshunt, 10 years planted, 18ft. high. In Lancashire, at

Latham House, 60 years planted, and 33 ft. high. In Oxfordshire, at Blenheini, several fine old

trees upwards of 30 ft. high, with heads from 30 ft. to 50 ft. in diameter. In Pembrokeshire, at

Stack'nole Court, 6 years planted, and 6 ft. high. In Suffolk, in the Bury Botanic Garden, 11 years

planted and 13 ft. high. In Warwickshire, at Combe Abbey, 20 years planted, and 10 ft. high.

In W^orcestershire, at Croorae, 40 years old, 60 ft. high ; at Hagley, 8 years planted, 8 feet high. In

Yorkshire, in the Hull Botanic Garden, 8 years old, and 6 ft. high. ,,^^,.. ,_ , ,, „,

C syrineasfolia in Scotland. At Gosford House, 12 years planted, and 15 ft. high. In the Glasgow:

Botknic Garden, almost herbaceous, even under the shelter of a wall; a proof of the coldness and

moisture of the autumnal months in that part of .Scotland, so very diSerent from the chmate of the

C syTi'nBSifhIia in Ire/and. In the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 30 years old, and 16 ft high,

diameter of the trunk 12 in., and of the top 15 ft. ; at Cypress Grove, 16 ft high diameter of trunk

14 in., and of the top 12 ft. ; at Terenure, 8 years planted, and 7 ft. high. In Galway, at Cool, 25 ft.

'

Cat&lpa syringxfoUa in France. In the Jardin des Plantes, 60 years planted, it is 40 ft high, the

diameter of the trunk 20 in., and that of the head 40 ft. ; at Sceaux, SO years planted, it is 50 it. high,

the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 30ft. ; in the Botanic Garden at 1 oulon, 3b years

planted, it is 36 ft. high, with a trunk U ft. in diameter ; at Nantes, in the nursery of M. De Nerrieres

30 years planted, it is 29 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. ; in the Botanic Garden at

Avranches, 29 years planted, it is 89 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft 8 in., and of the head

"0 ft'
Cal&lpa syringse/o/ia in German!/. In Hanover, at Schwobber, it is 30 ft. high ;

in the Gottingen
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Botanic Garden, 10 years planted, it is 16 ft. high. In Cassel, at Wilhelmshoe, 40 years planted, it

is only 5 ft. high, with a trunk 8 in. diameter, the shoots being killed back every year by the autumnal
frosts. In Austria, at Vienna, in tlie University Botanic Garden, i3(i years planted, it is +0 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 18 in., and that of the head 24 ft. ; at La.\enburg, 20 years planted, it is

18 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 6 in., and of the head 10 ft. ; at Kopenzel, 25 years planted,
it is 24 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 in., and of the head 8 ft., against a wall ; at Briick on
the Leytha, 40 years planted, it is 34 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk IJ ft., and of the head
24 ft. In Prussia, at Sans Souci, 20 years planted, it is 11 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 in.

;

in the Pfauen.Insel, 9 years planted, it is 10 ft. high.
Catalpa syringa?/D/!a in Russia. At Petersburg and Moscow, it is a green-house plant ; in the

Government Garden at Odessa, in the Crimea, it forms a splendid tree, flowering every year, and
sometimes ripening seeds ; though in the winter of 1835, M. Descemet informs us, it was very much
injured by frost.

CatAlpa syring^/o/?rt in Italy. In various parts of Italy and the south of France, and particu-
larly in the neighbourhood of Milan and Montpelier, the CatiUpa is planted as a road.side tree, and
along the avenues to country houses; where, with McWa. Azednrdch and the tulip tree, and in

some places, where the soil is moist, with Magn&hVi acuminata and other species, it forms a scene
of splendour and beauty worthy of a climate so congenial to vegetation. In Lombardy, at Monza,
29 years planted, it is 24 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk loin., and that of the head 24 ft

Comviercial Statistics. Price, in the London nurseries, seedlings 5^. per 100;
transplanted seedlings, from 2 ft. to 4 ft., from 25s. to 75a-. per 100 ; single

plants from 1*. fo 2s.(id. each, according to their size; and seeds 2.i. per oz.

At Bollwyller, plants are from 1 franc to H francs each, and 2 years' seedlings

15 francs per 100. At New York, plants are 50 cents each.

App. I. Of the half-hardy ligneous Plants of the Order
Bigno7i\Sicese.

Eccrcmocdrfyus longiflorus Humb. et Bonp. PI. ^quin., I. p. 229. t. 65., and our Jig. 1095., is a
climber, a native of Peru, with leaves abruptly tripinnate; and yellow flowers, which are produced
in July and August. It was introduced in 1825, and is sutfruticose rather than ligneous ; but, preserved
in a pit during the winter, and turned out into light rich soil in May, and trained against a wall
with a southern aspect, it grows with extraordinary rapidity, flowers freely, and ripens seeds, from
which, or by cuttings, it is readily propagated.

E. viridis Ruiz et Pav., Don's Mill., 4. p. 231., has green flowers and bipinnate leaves. It is a
native of Peru, in woods ; but has not yet been introduced.

Caldmpelis sciibra D. Don; Eccremocarpusscaber /?i«'2 et Pav., Bot. Rcg.,t. 939. ; a.m\ ourfigs. 1096.

and 1097. Introduced from Chili in 1824. Leaves bipinnate, with the leaflets alternate, obliquely cor-

date, ovate,, serrated or entire. The calyx is green ; the corolla scarlet, or of a deep orange red ; and the

capsule large and muricated. It requires exactly the same treatment as Eccremocarpus ; and, where
young plants cannot be preserved through the winter in a pit or green-house, they may be raised

from seeds (which the plant ripens abundantly in the open air, in the neighbourhood of London),
early in spring, in a hot-bed, and shifted from smaller pots to larger ones, so as to be ready to

be turned out in the open ground about the end of May. In mild seasons, this species, and
also Eccremocarpus longiflurus, live through the winter with very little protection, and shoot up
again in the spring. A plant of Calampelis scabra, in the Horticultural Society's Garden, has stood

out against a wall in this way since 1830. Perhaps it may be objected to our introducing such plants

as Eccremocarpus and Calampelis, that they are not truly ligneous ; and that, north of London, they
require to be treated more as herbaceous summer climbers or conservatory plants, than as hardy
ligneous ones. We readily admit that such plants as these form, as it were, the boundary of the

ligneous kingdom ; but still we think they are more woody than herbaceous, and that the same kind
of garden culture which is applicable to ligneous plants is the best adapted for them. Besides, in the
south of England, the stems of the species of both these genera assume a decidedly more ligneous

character than they do in the climate of London, and the plants endure in the open air, against a wall,

for several vears.

4 o
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CHAP. LXXX.
OF THE HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS OR SUFFRUTICOSE PLANTS

BELONGING TO THE ORDER COBCE^'c£^.

" Cob(e"ascdndens Cav. Icon. Rar. 1. p. 11. 1. 16., N. Du Ham., 4.

t. 50., and o\ir fig. 1098., is a tendrjled climber, well known for

the rapidity of its growth, the fine glaucou.'; green of its smooth

leaves and shoots, and the beauty of its large, solitary, axillary,

nodding flowers, with bell-shaped violet or purple corollas, and
its large, oval, pendent fruit. Plants should either be raised in

autumn, and preser%'ed in a pit, and turned out in spring (which

is the general practice about London), or they may be sown in

spring, and brought forward in a hot-bed. In mild winters,

plants, in dry soil, against a conservative wall, maybe preserved

alive by covering them with mats. A plant of CobceV seandens

against the veranda at the Castle Inn at .Slough, in 1806, is said

to have extended its shoots upwards of 100 ti., on each side of

the root, in one season. Astonishing effects might be produced
by this plant in a single season, if it were thought desirable to

incur a little extra expense. By preparing a large mass of turfy

loam well enriched with leaf mould, or thoroughly decomposed
manure, and by mixing this mass with a quantity of small sand-
stones, as recommended byMr.M'Nab fortheculture of thegenus
£rica, a large fund of nourishment would be produced. Now,
in order that this nourishment might be rapidly imbibed by the
roots, it would be necessary to supply it with bottom heat early

in the season, and with liquid manure from a surrounding
trench, three parts filled with that material, during the whole
summer. A plant so treated would cover several thousand
square feet of surface, either of wall, roof, or of the open ground,
in one season.

CHAP. LXXXI.
OF THE HARDY AND HALF-HARDY SUFFRUTICOSE PLANTS BELONGING

TO THE ORDER CONVOLVULA^CE.a;.

There are a few species of Convolvulus which are technically considered shrubby, and, though
for all practical purposes they may be treated as herbaceous plants, we shall, for the sake of those
who wish to gather every thing into an arboretum that can be included in it, here notice two or
three species.

-4 Convdlvulus Horycniiim L., Fl. Grjec, t.
i i /-, , -

200., and our^^. 1100., is a native of the Levant, I lOl'
and is common on the road sides near Corinth, [/

where it forms a little bush about the height of

1^ ft., producing its fine rose-coloured flowers in

1099
June and July. It was introduced in 1806, and
is occasionally met with in collections. It is suit-
able for rockwork.

a. 0. Cneoruni L., Fl. Ora-c, t. 200., and our
fig. 10B9., is a native of Spain, Crete, &c., with a
shrubby.branched stem, and the whole plant covered witli soft silvery down. It was introduced in

IGiO.; grows to the height of 2 ft. or 3 ft. ; and produces its white and paJjB red flowers from May to

September. It is about as hardy as Cncbrum tricoccum (see p. 560.).
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C. scopdrius L., and C.Jidridus L., are natives of the Canaries, where they form trailing shrubs
from 1 ft. to 3 ft. in height ; and they might probably be treated as half-hardy.

CHAP. LXXXII.
OF THE HARDY AND HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS BELONGING

TO THE ORDER 50RAGIN A^CE^.
tt- U//iospermum frutichsum L. {Garid. Aix., p. 68. 1. 15.) is a native of the south of Europe and

north of Africa, where it forms a shrub from 1 ft. to 3 ft. high, producing its blue flowers in May
and June. It was introduced in 1683, but is not common In collections.

«. \^. frutich.tum viajus Lehm. ; L. rosmarinifiJlium Tenorc, But. Reg., t. 1736. ; and ourJig. 1101.
is a native of Naples, and on the mountains of the Grecian Archipelago.

no2K„ h. pi-ostratum Lois. Fl. Gall., 1. p.

105. t. 4., is a prostrate suffruticose plant,
a native of France. Introduced in 1825.
The corolla is of a bluish purple ; and
the whole plant is pilose and canescent.
It is, in all probability, only a variety of
L. fruticosum.
E'chium L. There are some species of

this genus natives of Teneriffe, the Ca-
nary Islands, and Madeira, on rocks.
They have mostly splendid blue or white
flowers, and some of them, such as £. gi-

gantfeum, grow as high as 10 ft. On dry
rockwork, in a warm sheltered situation,
we have no doubt they would all prove
half-hardy. E. canriicans L., Rot. Reg.,
andt. 44.,our^^. 1102., is oneofthe most
common species in British green-houses.
It is a native of Madeira, on high rocks ;

was introduced in 1777 ; grows to the
heightof from 2 tt. to i ft. ; and produces
its blue, campanulate flowers in May and
June.
Heliotrdptum peruvianmn L,, H. p.

hyhridum Hort. Brit., and H. corym-
hhsum Ruiz et Pav., Bot. Mag , 1. 1609.,

are Peruvian under-shrubs, well known
for their fragrant flowers, and on that account introduced into every flower-garden. Plants are raised by
cuttings early in spring ; and, being turned out ir)to a bed of rich light soil, they flower freely all the
summer, till they are destroyed by frost. Two or three stock plants should be kept through the
winter, in the green-house or pit, to be ready to be placed in a hot-bed or stove, in order to furnish
abundance of cuttings in spring. (See the mode of treating /?6sa I'ndica by Mr. Elles, noticed p. 801.)

1101

CHAP. LXXXIII.
OF THE HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER COKHIA' CEJE.

Ehrit\a serruta Roxb. Cor., 1. 1. 55., and o\xxJig. 1103., is a
low tree, a native of the East Indies and China. Introduced
in 1795, and generally kept in stoves; but a plant has stood,

since 1830, against a wall in the Horticultural Society's Gar-
den ; where it grows rapidly, flowers freely, and appears
quite hardy. A plant, as a standard, in the open garden, -at

Messrs. Loddiges's, has the shoots killed down every year to

within 1 ff. of the ground ; but the stool sends out fresh
shoots every spring, which generally attain the heightof 3 ft.

or 4 ft. in the course of the summer, and make a fine appear-
ance, from the large size of their leaves. The circumstance
of a plant like this, a native of the East Indies, and so long
considered as a stove plant in England, having lived in the
open garden for several years; and, against a wall, having not
only lived, but flowered freely; ought to be a great encourage- %
ment to cultivators to try almost every kind of plant, what-
ever be its native country, in the open air, when they have
an opportunity. We do not recommend the trial of scarce
and valuable stove plants ; and from the palms, Orchidficeip,

and other endogenous orders or tribes, perhaps little is to

be hoped for in the way of acclimatisation : but all her-
baceous plants that die down annually to the ground, and
all exogenous ligneous plants, deserve a trial, when a plant
can be spared without injuring the collection to which it

belongs. If, after a thousand trials, one species only should
have proved sufficiently hardy to endure the open air in our
climate, the recompense to the cultivator will be ample.
Let him not forget, in making experiments of this kind, that
Aiicuba jap6nica was originally treated as a stove plant, and
K^rrra japonica as an inhabitant of the green- house.

4-0 2
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CHAP. LXXXIV.
OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER 50LANA^CE^.

The few ligneous or suffruticose hardy plants contained in this order are

included in the genera 5'olanum, Lycium, and Crabowskia, which are thus

characterised :
—

(S'oLA^NUM Pliny. Calyx 5-cleft, rarely 4-cleft. Corolla rotate, rarely campanu-
late, usually 5-cleft. Anthers connivent, dehiscing by pores at the apex.

Berry 2-celled, rarely 4-celled. {Don's Mill., iv. p. 398.)
Z/y'cium L. Calyx 5-toothed, or 3—5-lobed. Corolla funnel-shaped or tu-

bular. Anthers usually exserted, and not connivent, opening lengthwise.

Berry 2-celled. {Don's Mill., iv. p. 398.)
Crabo'wski.j Schlccht. Calyx 5-toothed. Corolla funnel-shaped. Limb

convolute in aestivation, reflexed. Drupe containing two, 2-celled, bony
carpels. Cells 1 -seeded. {Don's Mill.,iv. p. 400.)

Genus I.

jSOLA^'NUM Pli7ii/. The Nightshade. Lin. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia_

Identification. Tourn. Inst., p. 149. t. 62. ; Lin. Gen., No. 25).; Schreb. Gen., No. 337.; Juss. Geri.,

126., ed. Usteri, p. HI. ; Mcench Meth., p. 473. ; R. Br. Prod., 444.; Dunal Mon. Sol., 115. ;

Lindl. Nat. Syst. Bot, p. 295. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 400.

Synonymes. Melongina Tourn. Inst., p. 151. t. 65. ; Psetido-CApsicum Mcench Meth., p. 476. ;

Nyctferium Fent. jard. Maim., p. 85. ; Aquart?Vz Jacq. Amer., p. 15. t. 12. ; Morelle, Fr. ; Nacht-
schatten, Ger.

Derivation. The first use of the word Solanum occurs in the writings of Tragus, who applied it to

Chenopiidium hybridum. It is said to be derived from solari, to console. The Greeks called our
European solanums struchiwi, a name which Linnjeus transferred to the genus of tropical shrubs,
Str^chnu.s, to which the nux vomica belongs. (Bot. Re/t., t. 1516.)

Gen. Char., Sfc. Caly permanent, 5-, rarely 4-, cleft. Corolla rotate, rarely

campanulate, 5-, rarely 4-, cleft. Anthers oblong, connivent, opening by 2

pores at the apex. Berry almost globose, 2—3—4-celled, but usually

2-celled. {Don's Alill., iv. p. 400.)— Herbs or shrubs, unarmed or prickly,

rarely spiny. Leaves undivided, sinuated, lobed, impari-pinnate, or decom-
pound, usually alternate ; but, in many species, twin, rarely ternary. Pedun-
cles solitary or numerous, simple or multifid, axillary or extra-axillary, 1- or

many-flowered, opposite the leaves, or scattered, or terminal. The pedicels

in iS', tuberosum are articulated under the flower. The fruit of S. esculen-

tum is lara;e and 5-celled. In some species, the flowers are sometimes
6—9-cleftT

1 L S. Dulcam.Ora L. The Bitter-sweet, oricoody Nightshade.

Identification. Lin. Sp., p. 264. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 409. ; Smith's
Eng. Fl., 1. p. 317.; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. S. sc^ndens. Neck. Gal/n-Bel., 119. ; Dulcamara flex-

uosa Mcench Meth. ; p. 514. ; S. scandens seu Dulcamara Tourn.
Inst., p. 149.; Amira diilcis Gerard Emae., 350. ; Dulcis am'ira
Trag., 816. ; Glycypicros seu Dulcamara Bauh. Hist., 2. p. 109.

icon. ; la Morelle grimpante, Rcgnault Bot. Icon.

Engravinirs. Engl. Bot.,t. 565. ; Baxl, Brit. Fl. PI., vol. 2. t. 110. ; -i-

Curt. Fl. Lond., 1. 1. 14. ; Fl. Dan., t. 607. ; Woodv. Med. Bot.,
97. t 33.; Stev. et Church. Med. Bot Icon. ; and out Jig. 1104.

Spec. Char., S/'c. Shrubby, scandent, flexuous.

Leaves ovate-cordate j superior ones hastate.

Corymbs almost opposite the leaves. Shrub
glabrous. Leaves cordate ; superior ones has-

tate, all quite entire. Corymbs panicled. Co-
rolla violet-coloured, with reflexed segments,

each segment furnished with 2 green spots at the

base. Berries elliptic, red. {Doti's Mill., iv.

1104
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p. 109.) A climbing shrub, a native of Europe, Asia, and North America,
in hedges and among bushes

;
plentiful in Britain ; flowers in June and July,

Varieties.

1 S. Z). 1 violdcea Hort. Eyst., p. 385. t. 384.. No. 3.— Corollas violet.

-i S. D. 2 alba Lin. Fl. Suec, p. 66. — Corollas white. There are

plants of this variety in the collection of Messrs. Loddiges.

_t S. Z). 3 curnea Cels. Ups., 32.— Corollas flesh-coloured.

-t S. D. 4p/e«a Tourn. Inst., 149., Hort. Eyst., 1. c.— Corollas double.

1 S. Z). 3 variegdta Munt., fig. 156., Tourn. Inst., 149., Lodd. Cat., ed.

1836.— Leaves variegated.

1 S. Z). 6 hirsida Don's Mill., iv. p. 409.; S. littorale Hort. — Plant

hairy or downy. Flowers violet. Found on the sea coast. There
are plants in Messrs. Loddiges's collection.

1 S.D.I rupestris Schmidt Fl. Bot., p. 69.— Stem erect. Leaves ovate,

quite entire. Racemes few-flowered, dichotomous. A native of Bo-
hemia. {Don's Mill., iv. p. 409.)

Desc)'iptio7i, Properties, ^-c. The stems of this species are roundish,

branched, twisted, and climbing by elongation, among other shrubs, and in

hedges, to the height of 6 ft. or 8 ft. or upwards. When bruised, broken, or

rubbed, they yield a strong and peculiar odour, not unlike that which proceeds

from rats and mice. The roots smell like potatoes; and both roots and
stalks, upon being chewed, first cause a sensation of bitterness, which is soon
followed by a considerable degree of sweetness, whence the specific name.
The plant has been in repute for its medical \drtues since the days of Theo-
phrastus, by whom it was called Jltis sylvestris ; by Pliny, it was called

Melortum. Gerard, Boerhaave, CuUen, and others, attribute to the berries,

and also to the leaves and stalks, many virtues ; and the plant is still in great

repute among rustic practitioners. In Wales a salve is made from the leaves,

which is considered infallible in removing bruises. A decoction of the whole
plant, or an infusion of the young twigs, is considered excellent in rheumatic

cases, and also in jaundice and scurvy. The berries are poisonous; and, as

they are common in hedges, they are very frequently eaten by children,

on whom they operate by exciting violent vomiting and purging. To lessen

their deleterious eifects, warm water should be administered immediately, and
in large quantities, to dilute the poison, and provoke vomiting. To prevent

vomiting, when an infusion or decoction of the plant is taken medicinally, it is

diluted with milk. {Smith''s Eng. FL, i. p. 118.) Trained to a single stem, to

the height of 6 ft. or 8 ft., and supported by a strong iron rod, with a parasol

top, this common hedge weed might form a very handsome gardenesque

pendulous tree. The Acherontia A'tropo* Fab., in its larva state (fig. 1081. in

p. 1253.) feeds on the bitter-sweet and the elder, as well as on the common
white jasmine.

« 2. S. suFFRUTico^suM Schousb. The sufFruticose Nightshade.

Identification. Schousb. ex Willd. Enum., p. 236. ; Dun. Sol., p. 154. ; Syn., p. 13. ; Don's Mill., 4.

p. 413.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Stem unarmed, suffruticose. Leaves ovate, dentately angular, nearly glabrous,

ciliated. Flowers subpanicled (ex Dun.). Umbels extra-foliaceous, pedunculate (ex Willd.).

Branches 2-edged, or quadrangularly winged from the decurrence of the petioles. Angles toothed.

Leaves large, glaucous, covered above with soft hairs while young. Flowers white. Berries black.

Very like S. nigrum ; but the stem is shrubby, the leaves larger, and the flowers more numerous.
Sec. (Don's Mill, 4. p. 413.) A shrub, a native of Barbary, where it grows to the height of 4 ft., and
flowers from May till September. It was introduced in 1804 ; but we have not seen the plant.

» i. 3. S. CRi'spuni R. ^ S. The curled-leaved Solanum.

Identification. Rcem. et Schult. Sp. PI., 4. p. 595. ; Fl. Peruv., 2. f. 1. 1. 158. f. a. ; Dunal Solan., 159. ;

Syn. p. 16. No. 78. ; Lindl. Eot. Reg., t. 1516. ; Don's Mill, 4. p. 414.

Engravings. Bot. Reg., 1. 1516. ; and our/(g. 1105.

Spec. Char., cfc. Stem shrubby. Leaves ovate, subcordate, wavedly curled,

acuminate. Flowers corymbose. (Rcem. et Schult. Sp. PL, iv. p. 95.) Leaves

all simple, undivided, ovate, or cordate, acuminate, petiolate, slightly curled <

at the margin ; younger leaves powdery, but full-grown ones green. Cymes
4 o 3
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niany-flowercd, termintil, all the parts

powdery. Bracteas none. Calyx short,

3-toothed. Corolla middle-sized, of a

bluish lead-colour. Anthers equal, yel-

low. (Li«rf/.) A native of Chiloe. in waste

places and hedges. Introduced by Mr.
Anderson, collector to Mr. Lowe of the

Clapton Nursery, in 1830. It is a hardy

vigorous-growing plant, of a much more
ligneous character than ^S'. Dulcamara,
siibevergreen, and covered with flowers

nearly the whole summer. A plant in the

Horticultural Society's Garden attained

the height of 10 ft., against a wall, in 3
years ; and its stem is between 3 in. and
4 in. in diameter: one in the Clapton
Nursery is still larger. As this species

will grow in any soil, and is readily pro-

pagated by cuttings, it promises to be
of great value as an ornamental climber, for rapidly covering naked
walls. Dr. Lindley observes that, " if tied to a stake, and thus forced

to grow erect, it will throw out a great number of lateral branchlets, at the

end of every one of which is a bunch of flowers. It this state it was ex-

hibited by Mr, Lowe of Clapton, at a meeting of the Horticultural Society,

in April, 1832, and was greatly admired." {Bot. Reg., t. 1516.) It is readily

propagated by cuttings, and promises to be a most valuable shrub for

covering naked walls, or varying ruins or rockwork. The smooth shining

green of its leaves, which are seldom eaten by insects, and the profusion of

its flowers, which are bluish, render it highly ornamental.

* 4. S. bonarie'nse L. The Buenos Ayres Nightshade.

Identification. Lin. Sp., No. 2&t., exclusive of the syn. of Plum. ; Dun. Sol., 1!)8., Syn,,p.3i.; Dill.
Elth., p. 264. ; Don's Mill, 4. p. 429.

Engruvin;s. Dill. Elth., p. 264. t. 272. f.3yl.; and our .^^. 1106.

Sjjec. Char., Sfc. Shrubby, almost un-
armed. Leaves ovate-oblong sinu-

ately repanded, smoothish. Racemes '

corymbose, lateral, or extrafoliaceous.

Stem green, prickly at the base ; adult

stems unarmed. Leaves sometimes
entire, rarely prickly. Corymbs large.

Calyx 4—5-cleft. Segments subu-
late. Corolla large, white, downy
outside. Berry globose, ? yellow,

4-celled, size of a small pea. Root
creeping. {Don's Mill., iv. p. 429.)
A shrub, a native of Buenos Ayres,
where it grows from 6 ft. to 10 ft. in

height, flowering from June to Sep-
tember. It was introduced in 1727; and a plant in the Chelsea Garden
has stood against the wall for 50 years, and is now 8 ft. high.

App. i. Half-hardy ligneous orfruticose Species qfSolcmiim.
Sol^man BalUsn Ounal, Sot. Beg., t.liO., is a native of South America, with blue flowers,

which are produced from April to September. It was introduced in 181(S, and, at first, treated as a
F^,o".,

"^'^ P "' ' ^"*- " specimen planted against the wall in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
ni 18d3, grows vigorously, and flowers freely every year. It belongs to the section Dulcamara, of which
there are a number of species or varieties indigenous to almost every part of the world, which arc,
in all probability, halt-hardy or liardy. There are several shrubby sorts, unnamed, from Valparaiso,
which have stood out several years in the Chelsea Botanic Gardcii ; and a number of names in the
enumeration in our Horlus Brilannicus seem to indicate that the plants might be tried in the open
air in favourable situations.
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S. hetuceum Cav., But. Rep., t. +11., is a native of South America, from which country it was in-
troduced into Britain in 1S0.'5. It forms a splendid shrub, 10 tt. or 12 ft. higli, and produces egg-shaped
fruit, of a deep crimson colour. The fruit are aliout the size and shape of magnum bonum plums,
and hang down in clusters of three or four together. {Gard. Mag., vol. ii. p. 105.) A plant of this
species in the Cambridge Botanic Garden, in ISlfi, produced leaves nearly a foot in length, and half a
foot in breadth

;
giving out, when handled, an odour resembling that of the bruised wood of S. Dul-

camiira. This species resembles, in its free habit of growth,
Brugmans;'n suavcolons ; and it is observed by a correspondent
of the Gariit'm'r's Magaznie, that it is likely to thrive and flower
under the same treatment as that plant. The same writer adds,
" did the plants of S. bctkceum, when planted out, produce only
a copious clothing of such leaves, they would, in themselves, be
striking, and impart an additional tropical feature to the British
flower-garden." {Ih/'d., p. l')5.) The plants of this species in the
Bristol Nursery are said to be somewhat different from that
figured in the Botanical Repository. (Il)id., p. 269.)

S. angulattim R. et S., Dun. Sol., 2. 95. t. 1., is a natnoot
Lima, introduced in 1825. It has large angulated prickly |Pd\es,
with purple veins and petioles. Preserved through the wmter
in a stove, and turned out in the spring, it makes a splendid
appearance in the flower border.

S. margi/iutum \V., Bot. Mag., t. 1928., is a native of Afrit i

and forms an evergreen shrub, 4 ft. or 5 ft. high., striking from
the mealy whitenesss of its leaves.

S. Pseudo-Ciipsicvm L., Capsicum /im6mum Plini^ Gcrird,
is a native of Madeira, an old inhabitant of our green-houses
It grows 4 ft. or 5 ft. high, and produces red, or yellowish fruit,

about the size of cherries. Gerard says, " it is a rare and pie isant
plant, kept in pots and tubs in green-houses during the extn mity
of winter, and set abroad in March and April."

S. sodbmcum L., the apple of Sodom, is a native of difTerent

parts of Africa, and also of Sicily, and the south of Italy. It is

a shrub, with numerous short and thick branches, armed with
many spine.s. The leaves are above 4 in. long, and 2 in. broad.
The flowers are blue, and the berries yellow, as large as walnuts.
It abounds, along with .Spartium infestum Prcsl, on the coast
of Calabria, and at the foot of Mount Etna. {Comp. Bot. Mag.,
1. p. 95.)

S. Ugustrinum L<jdd. Bot. Cab., t. 1963., and our^^. 1107., is

a native of Chili, introduced by Mr. Gumming in 1831, and
flowering in a sheltered border from May to September. It is a
free-growing shrub, readily propagated by cuttings ; and judging
from the plant in the Chelsea Botanic Garden, from which our
figure was taken, we should think it tolerably hardy.

Genus II.

LY'CIUM L. The Box Thorn. Lin. Sj/sf. Pentandria Monogynia.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 1262.; Lam. III., t. 112. ; H. B. ct Kunth Nov. Gen. Amer., 3. p. 50.

;

Lindl. Nat. Syst. Bot., 2d edit., p. 295. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 4.57.

Synoiiymes. Jasminoides Nis$. in Act. Gall., 1711, Mich. Gen., 224. t. 105. ; Matrimony Vine,

Amcr. ; Lycien, Fr. ; Bocksdoin, Ger. One species, L. barbarum, is commonly called the Duke
of Argyll's tea tree, from the circumstance of a tea plant {Thia viridis) having been sent to the

Duke of Argyll at the same time as this plant, and the labels having been accidentally changed.

Derivation. Derived from Lycia, in Asia Minor ; hence the lukion of Dioscorides ; a name given by
him to a thorny shrub, which was supposed by Dr. Sibthorp to have been the /{h^mnus infectbrius,

but which Mr. Royle, with greater probability, regards as identical with a species of Birberis,

which he has denominated Birberis iycium.

Descrij)tion, Sfc. Thorny rambling shrub.s, in general producing long slender

shoots, and assuming the character of climbers. Natives of Europe, Asia,

Africa, and America. Hedges may be formed of the first nine sorts.

± 1. L. EUROP^E^UM L. The European Box Thorn.

Identification. Lin. Syst., 228. ; Mant., p. 47. ; Willd. Enum., ]. p. 246. ; Sibth. et Smith Fl. Graec,

t 236. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 458. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 18,36.

Synonymes. L. ialicifulium Mill. Diet., No. 3., Mich. Gen., p. 224. t. 105. f. 1., Mill. Icon., t. 171.

f i* • Jasminoides aculeatum Mic/i.

Engravings. Mich. Gen., t. 105. f. 1. ; Mill. Icon., 1. 171. f. 2. ; and our Jig. 1108.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Branches erect, loose. Buds spinescent. Leaves fascicled,

obovate-lanceolate, obtuse, or spathulate, bent obliquely. Flowers twin or

solitarv. Corolla funnel-shaped. Stamens exserted, but shorter than the

limb. Calyx 5-cleft, ruptured at the side. Corollas pale violet, reticulated

with red veins; tube greenish. {Don's Mill., iv. p. 458.) A rambling
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^

dicellate.

shrub, with long slender shoots, and prone to throw
up innumerable suckers; a native of the south of

Europe, where it grows to the height of from 10 ft.

to 12 ft.; flowering from May till August. It was
introduced in 1730, and is common in British gardens

;

where it s valuable for covering naked walls, as it

grows with extreme rapidity, and flowers and fruits

freely, in almost any soil or situation. Established

plants, in good soil, will make shoots 10 ft. or 12 ft.

in length in one season ; and the plant, when trained

against a house or high wall, will reach the height of

30 it. or 4Uft., as may be seen in some courts in

Paris. Trained to a strong iron rod, to the height

of 20 ft. or 30 ft., and then allowed to spread over an
umbrella head, it would make a splendid bower. Its

shoots would hang down to the ground, and form a

complete screen on every side, ornamented from top

to bottom with ripe fruit, which is large, and bright

scarlet or yellow ; with unripe fruit, which is of a

lurid purple; or with blossoms, which are purple

and white. Some idea of the quantity of ripe and
unripe fruit, and of blossoms, which may be found on
a shoot at one time, may be formed from Jig. 1 108.,

which is only a portion of a shoot, the upper part of
which (not exhibited in the figure) contained two or

three dozen of fruit, all ripe at once. If it were re-

quired to open the sides of a bower covered with

this plant, the shoots could be tied together so as

to form columns, at regular distances all round : but
they must be untied in an hour or two afterwards,

to prevent the shoots in the interior of the column
from being heated so as to cause them to drop their

leaves and fruit. Price of plants, in the London nur-

series, from Qd. to 1*. each ; at BoUwyller, 30 cents
;

and at New York, 37i cents.

Varieties. There is a variety with yellow fruit, and
another with the fruit roundish ; and, in our opinion,

L. barbarum, chinense, ruthenicum, Shawi, and Tre-
•wimmm, all which we have seen in Loddiges's arbo-

retum ; and, probably, other sorts which we have not
seen, are nothing more than variations of the same
form.

J 2. L. (e.) ba'rbarum L. The
Barbary Box Thorn.

Identification. L'n. Sp., 277. ; Willd. Sp., 4.

p. 1059., exclusive of thesynonymesof Shaw
and Lam. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 458. ; Lodd.
Cat, ed. 1836.

Synomjmes. L. Aalimifblium Mill. Diet., No.
6. ; L. barbarum « vulgare Ait. Hort. Kew.,
1. p. 257. Seklmfir Handb., 1. p. 147. t. 46.,

Hayne Term. Bot., t. 10. f. 5., Du Ham.
Arh., 1. p. 306. t. 121. f. 4., Mieh. Gen., t.

105. f. 1. ; the Duke of Argyll's Tea Tree.
Engravings. Wats. Dend. Brit, t 9. ; and
ourfig. 1109.

<Sp<?c. Char., S^c. Branches depend-
ent. Buds spiny. Leaves lan-

ceolate, flat, glabrous, acute.

Flowers twin, extra-axillary, pe-
Torolla fnnnel-shaped. Stamens exserted,

about equal in length to the limb. Branches angular.
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Buds often without spines. Calyx 2—3-lobed. Corolla with a purple

limb, and yellowish base. Stigma 2-lobed. Berry ovate, yellow. Stamens
bearded near the base. There is a variety of this, having livid or pale

corollas, and reddish yellow berries. {Dons Mill., iv. p. 458.) A climb-

ing shrub, a native of the north of Asia, Africa, and south of Europe

;

where it flowers from May till August. It was introduced in 1696; and
what has been said respecting L. europse^um is equally applicable to this

sort, which, we think, may, without any hesitation, be pronounced only

a variety of it.

-* 1 3. L. (e.) chine'nse Mill. The Chinese Box Thorn.

Identification. Mill. Diet., No. 5.; Bunge in Mem. Acad. Petersb., 2. p. 123. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 458.

Synunymes. L. barbarum /3 chin^nse Ait. Hort. Kew., 1. p. 257. ; L. biirbarum Lour. Cock., 1.

p. 165. ? ; L. ovktum N. Du Ham., 1. \). 107.

Engravings. Lam. 111., 1. 112. f. 2. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., t. 8. ; and our

fig. IIIU. from the N. Du Ham., and fig. 1111. from, we think, a spe.

cimen in the Horticultural Society's Garden.

Sjiec. Char., Src Branches pendulous, prostrate, stri-

ated. Buds spinescent. Leaves by threes, ovate,

acute, attenuated at the base. Peduncles much
longer than the calyx, which is entire. Stamens

exserted. Said by Bunge
to be nearly allied to L.
ruthenicum ; but diflTers in

the leaves being broad-

ovate. Corollas purple. Ber-
riesorange-coloured. Shoots
very long (ex Mill.). We
know not whether the plants

described by Miller and by
Bunge are the same: the

plant here meant is that of

Bimge. {Don^s Mill., iv. p.

458.) A climbing shrub, a

native of China, about Pekin
and Canton; and of Cochin-
China ; where it flowers from

May till August. It is un-

certain when it was introduced; but there are plants

in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and in the

arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges ; and the chief dif-

ference between it and L. europa3\nn is, that it is a
smaller, weaker plant.

1 4. L. (e.) Tv^^wja^num G. Don. Trew's Box Thorn.

Identification. Don's Mill., 4. p. 4.58. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Symmyme. L. barbarum Lam. Diet., 3. p. 509., ex Poir. Suppl., 3. p. 427., Trew Ehret., t. 68., ex-
clusive of the synonymes ; L. chinense N. Du Ham., 1. p. 116., Pers. Ench., 1. p. 231. No. 9.

Engraving. N. Du Ham., t. 30.

Sjjec. Char., Sfc. Branches diffuse, angular. Buds spinose. Leaves petiolate,

lanceolate, acute. Peduncles 1-flowered, solitary, or twin, extra-axillary.

Calyx 2—3-cleft. Corolla funnel-shaped. Stamens exserted. This
species differs from L. chinense Mill, in the spines, and from L. barbarum
in the leaves. Branches rufescent. Spines few. Corolla fine purple, with
a white star in the centre. Filaments pilose at the base. Berry ovate.
{Doll's Aim., iv. p. 458.) A shrub, a native of China, where it grows 6 ft.

high, flowering from May till August. It was introduced in 1818; and,
judging from the plants in the Hackney arboretum, is scarcely, if at all,

different from L. europae^um.

1 5. L. (e.) ruthe'nicum Miirr. The Russian Box Thorn.

IdeiUification. Murr. Comra. Goett., 1779, p. 2. t. 2. ; Bicb. I'l. Taur. Cauc, 1. p. 166. ; Don's Mill., 4.

p. 458. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.
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St/nonyincs. L. tatAricum Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. p. 78. t. 49. ; Lycien ile la Russie, Fr.

Engravings. Murr. Comm. Goett, 1779, p. 2. t. S. ; and our Jig. 1112.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Branches dependent. Buds spinescent. v.

Leaves linear-lanceolate, fleshy, obtuse, attenuated

at the base, solitary, or sub-fasciculate. Peduncles

longer than the calyx. Calyx with 5 unequal teeth.

Stamens exserted, equal to the limb. Calyx usually

irregularly 3-toothecl, rarely 2—3-lobed, as in L.

barbarum. Corolla with a white tube and purplish

limb. Leaves grey, like those of L. afrum. (Don's

Mill., iv. p. 458.) A cHmbing shrub, a native of

Siberia, in nitrous places ; on the Wolga, and in

Hyrcania; flowering from June till August. It was

introduced in 1804; and, judging from the plants

in Messrs. Loddiges's collection, is scarcely, if at

all, different from L. euroi)a;Huii.

J'arieti/.

± L. r. 2 cdspimm Pall. Fl. Ross., t. 49. f. a.—
Leaves shorter. Buds more spinose. Flow-

ers smaller. Native about the Caspian Sea.

(Don's Mill., iv. p. 458.)

_l 6. L. (e.) lanceola'tum Puii: The lanceolate-kaved Box Thorn.

Identification. Poir. Suppl., 3. p. 429. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 4.'')8.

Syrwnyme. L. euiopic^um /3 Dec. Fl. Fr., No. 2699., Fers. Ench., l? p. 231. No. 8., N. Du Ham.,
1. p. 123. t. 32., Loud. Hart. Brit., ed. 1829.

Engraving. N. Du Ham., t. 32.

Spec. Char., ^c. Branches dependent, reflexed. Buds spinescent. Leaves lanceolate, nearly sessile,

acute at both ends. Flowers solitary, extra-axillary, pedicellate. Corolla funnel-shaped. Sta-

mens exserted. Calyx unequally 5-toothed. Corolla purple, with a white bottom. Berry oblong,
red. {Don's Mill, iv. p. 458.) A climbing shrub, a native of the south of Europe, particularly of
Naples, Greece, &c. ; where it flowers from May till August. When it was introduced is uncer-
tain, and we have never seen the plant.

Thorn.1 7. i«. (? E.) TURBINA^TUM Z)««i/«»?. The turhmate-fruited

Identification. N. Du Ham., 1. p. 119. t. 31. ; Pers. Ench., 1. p. 231., exclusive

of the synonyme of Lam., No. 3. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 458.

Synonymes. L. AalimifSlium Mill. Diet., No. 6. ? ; L. barbarum /3 Dec. Fl.

Fr., No. 2700.

Engravings. N. Du Ham., t. 31. ; and our fig. 1113.

Spec. Char., t<c. Stems erect, fascicled. Branchlets dependent, terete. Buds
spiny. Leaves sessile, lanceolate, acuminated. Flowers aggregate, pe-

dicellate, extra-axillary. Corolla funnel-shaped. Stamens exserted. Calyx

trifid. Berry red, and turbinate. Corolla violaceous, with a white bottom.

[Don's Mill., iv. p. 458.1 It is a climbing shrub, a native of China, where

it flowers from May till August. It was introduced in 1709 ; but we have

not seen the plant. Though we consider many of the sorts.of this genus,

which are described as species, as only different varieties, it does not follow

from that circumstance that each sort may not be tolerably distinct.

Wherever plants are raised in great numbers from seed, it is easy to pick

out from among the seedlings many different varieties, which, if propa-

gated by extension, will remain distinct till the end of time. We must
confess, however, that we know of very few genera of ligneous plants,

indeed, where so many of the different alleged species so very closely

resemble each other, as in Xycium. We have no doubt that by taking

a dozen plants of any one of the kinds, from numbers 1 to 9 inclusive, and

placing them in a dozen different climates, soils, and situations, we should

have a dozen sorts, as well entitled to be considered as species, as most

of those which are here described as such.

1 8. L. (? E.) tetra'ndrum Tlmnb. The tetx-AwdYOus-floivered Box Thorn.

Identification. Thunb. Prod., p. 37. ; Lin. Suppl., 150. ; Thunb. in Lin. Trans., 9. p. 154. t. 15. ; Don's

Mill., 4. p. 4G().

Engraving. Lin. Trans., 9. t. 15.

Spec. Char., S;c. Spinv, erect. Branches angular, straight. Leaves fascicled, ovate, obtuse. Flowers

nearly sessile. Corollas quadritid, tetrandrous. Stem twisted, glabrous, angular, grey, stiff".

Branches horizontal, spiny. Leaves a line long. Flowers solitary, rising from the fascicles of

leaves on short pedicels. Very like L.fifrum, but is distinguished from that species in the leaves

being more fleshy, and in the flowers being tetramerous and tetrandrous. It is also, perhaps, the

; L. capense of Mill. Diet., No. 7., of which the following description is given :

— " Leaves oblong-

ovate, thickish, crowded. Spines strong, leafy. Leaves scattered, selitary, or fascicled, thick,

pale green, nermancnt." {Don's Mill., iv. p. 4fi(t.l A shrub, a native of the Cape of Good Hope,

about Cape Town ; where it grows to the height of 6 ft. or 7 ft., flowering in June and July. It

was introduced in 1810; but we have not seen the plant.
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1 9. L. (?E.) Sha'w/ Rcem. Shaw's Box Thorn.

Identification. Roem. et Schultes Syst., 4. p. 693. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 4.58.

Synonyme. L. europse'um Mill. Diet., No. 4., Shaw Afr., p. 349. f. 349.

Spec. Char., ^c. Branches dependent, rather tomentose at the apex. Buds spinescent. Leaves
ovate-lanceolate, thickish. Branches scattered. Prickles strong. Leaves short, thick, scattered.

Flowers lateral, small, white. (Don's Mill., iv. p. 458.) A shrub, a native of Barbary, where it

grows 7 ft. or 8 ft. high ; flowering in June and July. It was introduced in 1700.

as 10. L, a'frum L. The African Box Thorn.
Jdentijication. Lin. Sp., 277. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 459.
Engravings. Mill. Icon., t. 171. f. 1. ; Swt. Fl. Card., 2d ser. t. 324. ; Bot. Reg., t. 354.; Lam. Ill,

112. f. 1. ; N. Du Ham., 1. p. 107—110. ; Trew Ehret, 4. t. 24. f. 2. ; Plenck Icon., t. 127. ; Mich.
Gen., p. 224. t. 105. f. 2. ; Nis. Act. Par., 1711., p. 420. t. 12. ; and our figs. 1114. and 1115.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Erect, spiny. Leaves fascicled, linear, canescent, attenuated

at the base, obtuse, fleshy. Flowers almost axillary, sohtary, drooping.

Corola tubular, 3 times longer than the calyx. Stamens enclosed. Bark
grey-coloured ; the smaller branches frequently spiny. Leaves

glaucous. Filaments bearded near the base, as in all the true

species. Stigma slightly 2-lobed. Corolla violaceous rich

purple above. Berry globose, violaceous. Calyx

5-tootlied. {DoiCs Mill., iv. p. 439.) It is a shrub,

a native of some parts of Spain, the north of Africa,

Palestine, Syria, Egypt, and Arabia Felix; where
it grows to the height of from 6 ft. to 10 ft., flower-

ing in May and June. It was introduced in 1712,

and is very commonly kept in the green-house ; but

a plant in the Chelsea Botanic Garden has stood

out against a wall since 1823, where it has attained

the height of 1 2 ft., and flowers profusely every year.

It is readily distinguished from all the other sorts by its

dark blue or black fruit. Belon, in speaking of the plain of

Jericho, and of the banks ofthe river Jordan, says, the bushes which bear the

lycion grow in this plain ; and we find in the Bible (Genesis, chap. 1. v. 10,

11.), that the Children of Israel, in their journey from the land of Goshen

to Canaan, came to the threshing-floor of Atadad; that is, in Hebrew,
lycium ; the plant being cultivated there for its berries, which were used in

medicine as a purgative, known to the ancients by the name of lucion, and

the mode of preparing which is indicated by Dioscorides. It is, however,

doubtful, whether the berries of i?hamnus saxatilis, which are known to be

cathartic, are not confounded with those of the iyvcium in this passage,

ijcium afrum is one of the most ornamental species of the genus ; and,

though rather tender, it well deserves a place in every collection, against a

wall. Plants, in the London nurseries, 2s. 6d. each.

L. Qvatum Hort. There are plants bearing this name in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, and at Messrs. Loddiges's.

L. sjjathuldtum Hort. There is a plant bearing this name in the Horticultural

Society's Garden against the wall.

Genus III.

1115

GRABO'WSKU Schlecht. The Grabowskia.
Monogynia.

Lin. Syst. Pentandria

Identification. Schlecht. in Linnsea, 7. p. 72. ; Lindl. in Bot. Reg.

Synonymes. iycium sp. Lin. ; Ehrfetfa sp. L'Herit. ; Crabowskia Don's Mill., 4. p. 480.

Derivation. In honour of Dr. H. Grabowski, one of the editors of Flora Silesiaca.

Description, ^c. A shrub, with the habit of the genuine species of Zycium,
much branched, furnished with axillary spines. Leaves scattered, quite

entire. Flowers from fascicles of leaves, or the revolute branchlets ; or sub-

corymbose from the tops of the branchlets : hence, they appear as if they

were panicled at the tops of the branches. (Dons Mill., iv. p. 480.)
* 4 o 6
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J. 1. G. BOERiiAAv/^FO^i/^ Sclilecht. The Boerhaavia-leaved Grabowskia.

Identiflcat'um. Schlecht. in Linricea, 7. p. 72. ; Lindl. in Bot. Reg.
Synonymcs. Z^cium boerhaaviff/Wmm Lin. Suppl., p. 150., N. Du Ham., 1. p. 128., Lam. Diet., 3.

p. 510. ; Ehrtt/a AalimifMia L' lUril. Stirp., 1. p. 45. t. 83. ; Lycium heterophjlhim Murr. Comm.
Gbtt, 1783, p. 6. t. 21. ; Jasminoides spinusum Du Ham. Arb., 1. p. 306. No. 5. ; Crab6wskio boer-

ha.a.vicefdlnmi Don's Mill., 4. p. 4S0. ; I>vcium panicule, Fr.

Engravings. L'Hferit. Stirp., 1. t. 83. ; Bot. Keg., t. 1985. ; and our fig. 1116.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves coriaceous, glaucescent, with a saltish, bitterish

taste. Corolla white, having the throat veined with green. Stamens white.

Stigma green. Nuts the form of those of Coffea

arahica, convex oji one side, marked by a slender

furrow in the m.iddle, obtuse at top, and perforated

by two roundish holes at the base : hence it is tri-

dentate, the first tooth from the middle of the back,

the other two from the sides : sometimes, but only

by abortion, 1-celled. Albumen copious, fleshy.

{Don's Mill., iv. p. 480.) A shrub, a native ofthe

south of Brazil, in woods, where it has been col-

lected by Sello ; but which was introduced from

Peru by Joseph Jussieu into France, whence it was
sent to this country in 1780. It grows to the height

of 6 ft., and flowers in April and May. There are

fine specimens of it in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, against a wall ; and in the Epsom Nursery, as a bush in the opeiv

garden ; from which it appears to be as hardy as Zyycium europae'um. The
whole plant has a mealy white appearance ; by which, and by the singular

form of its leaves, it may be known at first sight from any species of Z-ycium.

Though it has been introduced into British gardens so many years since,

and was known in France in the time of Du Hamel, it is rarely met with

in collections ; and, though so easily propagated by suckers, it is not to be

found for sale in the nurseries.

App. I. Half-hardy ligneous Plants belojiging to the Order-

SokmdcecE.
Nicot\S.na glat'ica Grab., Bot. Mag., t.

287. ; and our^^. 1118. ; is a splendid suifru-

ticose plant, which will grow to 10 ft. or

12 ft., or probably to 20 ft. or upwards,
against a wall, making a tine appearance
in the summer season, with its large glau.

cous leaves, and yellowish green flowers.

A plant in the Horticultural Society's

Garden has stood out since 18)2 ; and,
though its stems are occasionally cut down
by the frost, yet the stool always pushes
out vigorously in the spring. A plant of
this species in the Chelsea Botanic Garden
attained the height of 14 ft., in 1835, in

the open border.

1117

Brugmdnsia sangidiiea Ruiz ct Pav. ; B. bicolor Pcrs., Swl. Fl. Card., Sd ser., t. 271?. ; and our

fig. 1117.; has an arboreous stem, which rises to the height of from 10 ft. to 20 ft. The flowers

are produced from the forks of the branches. Corolla funnel-shaped, 7 in. long, green towards

the base, orange yellow farther along its length. The limb S-lobed, of a deep orange scarlet ;

this colour, leasened in intensity, seems to extend down the tube, until it blends with the orange
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1120

yellow, which, in its turn, blends with
the green below it. This species was
raised in 183.3, from imported seeds, at

Hayes' Place, Kent, the seat of Miss
Trail. " One of the plants survived the
winter in the open border ; and this has
happened to be the first to flower, which
it did in October, 1S31-. The rest of the
plants began to blossom soon after, and
all apparently varying in the degree of
intensity of colour. In a sheltered bor-
der, with a southern aspect, we have no
doubt of its flowering quite as well as if

retained in the conservatory." (Brit. Fl.

Card.) This very beautiful plant well

deserves trial against a wall, more espe-

cially in the south of England, where it

is almost certain to succeed.
£. steai'eolens Willd. Enum., Datitra

arbbrea Hort., is a well known ornament
of the green-house ; and, being decidu-
ous, may be taken up in the autumn,
when the wood is ripe, and the leaves
have dropped, preserved in a cellar or pit

through the winter, and turned out again
in spring. Fig. 1120. will give an idea of
the beauty of this plant ; respecting which
a great variety of information will be
found in the Gardener's Magazine, particularly in vol. xii., at p. y.S9. An instance is there given of
a plant being turned out into the open border on the 1st of June, with its ball entire ; and, after it

had grown a month, and the roots had been cut all round, close to the old ball, it was surrounded
with a quantity of rotten manure, in consequence of which it grew so
vigorously, that, from the middle of May to the end of September, it

expanded 1050 flowers, each of which measured 50 square inches. In Ger-
many it may frequently be seen splendidly in flower in the open border,
the plants being taken up and preserved in dry cellars during winter.

SoldndrSL grandiflC>ra L. is a rambling
Jamaica shrub, with large pale yellow
flowers, which, being deciduous, might
be tried with the same kind of treat-
ment as that recommended for Brug-
mansm suaveolens. (See Gard. Mag.,

I?
vol. ii. p. 48., and vol. ix. p. 107.)

\\ Q4stru7n nocU'irnum L., Dill. Elth.,

p. 153. t. 185., and our Jig. 1119., is a
shrub, a native of the East Indies,
where it grows to the height of 6 tX. ox(
7 ft., and produces its white flowers in
October and November. Though ge-
nerally kept in the stove, it has bcen^
found to stand the winter in the Hor.
ticultural Society's Garden, with no other
protection tlian that of a wall.

C. Parqui L., Bot. Mag., t. 1770., and
our fig. 1122., is a native of Chili, with

j

pale yellow flowers, which are produced
in June and July. It stands out in the
Chelsea Botanic Garden, and flowers
freely every year. The circumstance
of two species of a genus composed
almost entirely of plants from hot cli-

mates succeeding so well in the open air, is an encouragement to try all
stove plants whatever in that way; since many of them, hitherto kept in
stoves, are, doubtless, as hardv as Cestrum.

re'siia ]tjcid'ides Willd. ; Cantua figustrifWia Juss., Bot. Reg., t. 299. : and our fie. ll'l • is a Chili
* 4 o 7

J'^ -'
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shrub, introduced in 1815, growing to the height of 3 ft., and producing its yellow flowers in abun-

dance in June and July. It is almost hardy, having stood in the Kew Garden, against a wall, 6 years,

without any protection whatever ; and in various other gardens about London, where the soil is dry,

as a border shrub.

CHAP. LXXXV.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER
SCROPHULARXA^CEiE.

This order, which is nearly allied to iSolanaceae, consists chiefly of herba-

ceous plants, the only hardy ligneous genus being Buddlea.

Genus I.

1124.

BU'DDLEJ L. The Buddlea. Lin. Si/st. Tetrandria Monogynia.

Identmcation. Lin. Gen., No. 140.; Reich., 146.; Schreb., 184.; Houst. Phil. Trans, et Reliq

Houst., t. 3. ; Gaertn., t, 49. ; Jus., 118. ; Lindl. Nat. Syst. Bot., p. 292. ; Don's Mill., 4. p. 596.

Derivation. Named by Dr. Houston, in honour of Adam Buddie, a botanical amateur, who is often

mentioned in Ray's Synopsis, and whose dried collection of British plants is preserved in the

British Museum.

Gen. Char., Sfc. Calyx 4-cleft, equal. Corolla tubular ; limb 4-cleft, regular.

Stamens 4, equal, enclosed. Stigma capitate or clavate. Capsule 2-ce\\edi,

2-valved ; valves bifid. Placenta central, at length free.— Shrubs, with oppo-

site branches, the young shoots quadrangular. Natives of South America,

Asia, and Africa ; but of which only one species, a native of China, is

decidedly hardy in the neighbourhood of London.

31^ 1. B. GLOBO^SA L, The ^ohe-flowcred Buddlea.

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew., 1. p. 150. ; Hope
in Act. Harlem., vol. 20. pt. 2. p. 417. t. 11. ;

Curt. Bot. Mag., t. 174. ; Don's Mill, 4. p. 597.

Synonymes. Bi'iddlen globifliira N. Du Ham., 1.

p. 85. t. 2-5. ; B. capitata Jacg. Col., 2. p. 332.,

Icon. Bar., t. 307. ; Pdlquin Feuillee It., 3. p. 51.

t, 38. ; Buddleia globuleux, Fr. ; Kopftragende

Budleje, Ger.
Engravings. Act. Harlem., vol. 20. pt. 2. p. 417.

t. 11. ; Curt. Bot. Mag., t. 174. ; N. Du Ham.,
1. p. 85. ; Feuillee It., 3. t. 38.; and our^s.
1123. and 1124.

Spec. Char., ^c. Branches tetragonal,

clothed with hoary tomentum, as

well as the under

sides of the leaves.

Leaves lanceolate,

acuminated, cre-

nated, petiolate.

Heads of flowers

globose, peduncu-

late. A shrub, a
^^-^

native of Chili,

growing to the height of 12 ft. or ^
15 ft. in the climate of London, and
producing its bright yellow globe-

like heads of flowers, which are fra-

grant, from May to July. It was
introduced in 1774, and is frequent

in collections. North of London, it
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requires a dry sheltered situation, or to be planted against a wall. It will

grow in any common soil, and is readily propagated by cuttings put in in

autumn, and protected from the frost by a hand-glass. Price of plants, in

the London nurseries, 1.?. 6<7. each. A plant at Purser's Cross is 12 ft.

high and 15 ft. in diameter ; and it has frequently ripened seeds, from which
young plants have been raised.

App. i. Half-hardy Species of Bnddlea.

Blidd/ea salvlfblia Lam. ; Lant^iia salviR)1ia Lfn., Jac. Sc, 1. t. 28. ; is a native of the Cape of
Good Hope, bearing some resemblance to the common species, but smaller in all its parts. It has
been known to stand out for two or three years together against a wall, without any protection.

B. pan/culdta Wall, is a native of Nepal, introduced in 18'23, but not common in collections.

B. sa/lgiia Willd., Jacq. Sc, 1. t. 29., is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, with white flowers,

which are produced in August and September.
B. crlspa Royle lUust, p. 291., is said to be a highly ornamental shrub, found at moderate elevations

in the Himalayas.

App. I. Half-hardy ligneous Plants of the Order Scrophidaridcece.

Hallir'ia. liicida L., Hot. Mag., 1. 174+., and our Jig. 1125., is a shrub, a native of the Cape of Good
Hope, with shining leaves, and scarlet flowers, whicfi are produced from June to August. A plant has
stood out in front of the stove at Kew since 1826.

Maurdndt/A semperfldrens Jacq., Bot. Mag., t. 460. ; and jV. Bmxlaifkna. Bot. Bcs., 1. 1108. ; are
Mexican climbers, well known for the beauty of their flowers ; and which, in warm situations, grow
and flower freely against a wall in the open air, and may be protected during winter; or seeds, which

they produce in abundance, may be sown early in the season in a hotbed, and
the plants brought forward in pots, and in due time turned out.

Mitiiuliis g/iithiosus Willd., Bot. Mag., t. &'>4., is an evergreen shrub, a native
of California, with rich orange-coloured flowers, which would, in all probability,
thrive against a conservative wall with very little protection.

Anthocercis viscusa R. Br., Bot. Reg., t. 1624., is a native of New Holland, in-
troduced in 1822. It is a handsome evergreen shrub, with
dark green leaves,and rather numerous, large, white flowers,
which are produced in May and June. It is e.isily propa-
gated by cuttings, on which account it well deserves a place
in a warm sheltered border] during the summer season, or
against a conservative wall.

Calceolaria integrifblia L., Bot. Reg., t. 744. ; C. riigbsa
. Fl. Per., Hook. Ex. Fl., 29.; and Csmx^Vm Hort., see our j?^*.

1127,1128.; and many other sufftuticose hybrids; stand
through the winter, as border shrubs, in many of the warmer
parts of Devonshire and Cornwall ; and with due care, in the
neighbourhood of London, they may be kept alive on a con- i i ,^q
servative wall. 1 1 ~o
Ver6nica decussata .\it., Bnt. Mag., t. 242., and owxfigs. 1129, 1130., is an ever-

green shrub, a native of the Falkland Islands, which grows to the height of 1 ft.

or 2 ft., and produces its white or bluish white flowers from June to August. It is very easily protected,
either at the foot of a wall or on rockwork,and stands out without any protection in the Isle of Port,
land, where it grows to the height of 4 ft. or .) ft.

1127
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1129
Brit

Cils\a. lanata Jac, Bot. Reg., t. 438., and om fig.

11 '.'6., is a suft'ruticose plant of uncertain origin, but

with showy yellow flowers, which it produces from

July to September. It is commonly kept in a frame,

but would thrive well on conservative rockwork, in a

favourable situation.

Caprtiria lanceolata L. ; Froelinia ^alicifftlia Bot.

Mag., t. 15ja ; is a native of the Cape of Good Hope,

introduced in 1774. A plant has stood against the wall

in the Chelsea Botanic Garden for several years;

and, though it is generally klled down to the ground

in winter, it has always hitherto sprung up again in

spring, and made a much finer appearance than it

could possibly have done in a pot.

The genera Aonsba. R. et P., Angel6nia H. B. et

Kiint/i, Lophospirmum Don, Rhodoc/iiton Zucc, Nyc-
terinia D.Don, all contain species which might be tried

against a conservative wall in the south of England.
If, after perusing what is stated in this work resjiecting the half-hardy ligneous

plants of any order or tribe, the reader will turn to the same natural order or tribe

he will generally find a number of other species, green-house or stove plants, and

1130

in our Hort. - „ . .

suffruticose or completely ligneous, from which he may increase his selection fortrial in the open air.

CHAP. LXXXVI.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER LABIA^CE^.

Almost the whole of the plants of this order, which are technicall}' ligneous

or suffruticose, may be more properly treated, in gardens, as herbaceous plants

than as shrubs; nevertheless, as

this work would be incomplete

without noticing them, we shall

name some of the principal species,

and refer for the remainder to

our Hortm Britannicus. The best

situation for a collection of lig-

neous Labiaceas, is on dry rock-

work.

Saturqa mo}itana L., Fl. Graec. t. 54-3., and om fig. 1131., is a well-known

culinary lerb, a native of the south of Europe, which, on dry calcareous soil,

will form a neat little evergreen bush,

from 1ft. to 2 ft. in height. S.

capitata Willd., a native of the Le-

vant, is equally hardy, and, indeed,

appears to be only a variety of the

former. There are, also, some species

or varieties from Sicily, Candia, and "^^

the Ionian Islands, which are con- ^*'

sidered as frame plants, and may ^''

be tried on conservative rockwork.

Thymus vulgaris L., and our

fig. 1132., forms a neat little ever-

green shrub, when kept in dry cal-

careous soil, or on rockwork : and
T. gravdifiorus Hort. ; T. Masti-

china L., Black., t. 134'. ; is a native

of Spain, with hoary, hairy calyxes.

In an arboretum where every single

species or variety is to be exhibited

by itself, such a beautiful and fragrant genus as Thymus
may have a small cone or hemisphere of rockwork devoted to each species

or variety. There are some half-hardy species, which might also be tried.

They are not only beautiful when in flower, but are highly fragrant, and
attractive to bees.

Yii/ssopus ofiicin(ili.i h., and our^^r. 1 1.33., forms an undershrub of 2 ft. in

1133
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1136

1138

height, and is very ornamental when ^
in flower. It should be treated

like TTiymus.
Tc/imum angustifoimm Schreb. is

an evergreen undershrub, a native

of Spain, which will grow to the

height of 8 ft. or upwards, and is or-

namental when covered with its blue

flowers. T. fridicans {figs. 1 135,

1136.) is a well-known half-hardy

species, which will sometimes stand the open air in the

neighbourhood of London, for several years in succession,

on dry rockwork. T. M«;-?//h L. (fig. 1 1 34.), j^,^
T. fidviim, T. Vu/iii)u, and various others S|"
enumerated in the Hortus Britannicus, ^^
being all natives of the south of Europe,
or the north of Africa, are half-hardy;

or, in the south of England, in warm
situations, in dry soil, quite hardy. T.

cori/mbosum R. Br. is a native of Van
Diemen's Land, which has small leaves

and white flowers. It has been raised in

the Cambridge Botanic Garden, where it

has attained the height of 3 ft.

Vhldmhfruficdsn L., N. Du Ham, 6. t.40., Bot.Mag., t. ISiS.,

and our fig. 1 137. ; Jerusalem sage ; is a native of Spain,

with yellow flowers, appearing in June and July.

This is a greyish evergreen shrub, growing 4 ft.

or 5 ft. high, and, in

dry soils, enduring 10

or 12 3'ears. The
flowers are produced
in large whorls, and
have a very conspi-

cuous appearance.

The plant well merits

a place in collections,

on account of the

remarkable appear-

ance of its foliage, in-

dependently altoge-

ther of its flowers.

Other ligneous, ever-

green, hardy species, with yellow flowers, will

be found mentioned in our Hortus Brifanniciis.

V. purpurea Smith Spic, 6. t. 3., and our /i'. 1138., differs from the pre-

ceding sort, in having its flowers of a pale purple colour. Both sorts have a

peculiar soapy smell.

Rosmarinus officinalis L., Fl.Graec, 1 . 1. 14., and onrfig. 1 139., is a well-known

evergreen shrub, a native of the south of Europe, which has been an in-

habitant of our gardens since 1548. There are plants of it in different gardens

in the neighbourhood of London, which, as bushes in the open border, in 5

or 6 years have attained the height of as many feet, and breadth in proportion ;

thus "forming very handsome evergreen bushes. We may refer in proof of

this to the Twickenham Botanic Garden, and to the gardens of many small

suburban villas. In a wild state, the rosemary grows 4 ft. or 5 ft. high; but

there is a variety with broad leaves, which, when trained against a wall, will

grow to the height of 10 ft. or 12 ft. As the plant flowers from January to

April, it forms, when so treated, a very desirable garden ornament. There
4 p
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are, also, a,variety with the leaves variegated with gold colour,

and a silvery-leaved variety; but these are often rather

weaker, and more dwarf, than the species.

The wild rosemary is a native of the south of France,

Spain, Italy, the Levant, Barbary, &c., on rocks and rock}'

hills ; and, in some places, it is so abundant, that in spring,

when it is in flower, the air is perfumed with its odour to

a considerable distance. On this account, and also from the

powerful attraction which it forms to bees, at a season when
there are few other plants in flower, it has long been partially

cultivated by the inhabitants of those countries of which
it is a native. In Narbonne and Mahon, the rosemary is

so abundant, partly from being indigenous, but principally

from its being frequently used there to form hedges to gar-

dens, that it communicates its flavour to the honey, which
is considered the finest in France. The rosemary is men-
tioned, in many of the old Continental songs of the trouba-

dours, as emblematic of that constancj' and devotion to the

fair sex, which was one of the characteristics of the days of
chivalry. Garlands and chaplets were formed of myrtle,

laurel, and rosemary, and put on the heads of the principal

persons in fetes. It was formerly held in high esteem as a

comforter of the brain, and a strengthener to the memory

;

and, on the latter account, is considered as the emblem of

'

fidelity in lovers. Formerly, it was worn at weddings, and also at funerals;

and it is still grown for that purpose in many parts of the Continent. Many
allusions have been made to both customs by poets, and also to its being

the symbol of remembrance. Shakspeare makes Ophelia say, " There's
rosemary for you: that's for remembrance;" and in the notes to Stevens's

edition of Shakspeare are many references to passages referring to this

plant in the works of the old poets. It is said to be found wild in the Great
Desert; and Moore, in allusion to this, and its use for funerals, says,

—

' The humble rosemary.
Whose sweets so thanklessly are shed
To scent the desert and the dead."

The points of the shoots area most powerful bitter, and they are aromatic;

they, also, when distilled with water, }ield a thin, light, pale, essential oil, at

the rate of 8 oz. of oil to 100 lb. of the herb in a green state. The oil of the

flowers (which ought always to be gathered with their calyxes) is somewhat
more volatile than that of the leaves, and is readily extracted with spirits of

wine. This oil contains a considerable quantity of camphor. The oil of

rosemary was in great use among the Greeks and Romans, and still forms an

article of the materia medica. Hungary water (so called from being first used

by the Queen of Hungary) is made with rosemary, and is considered excellent

for keeping the hair in curl. If constantly used, however, the hair will lose

its colour, and become wiry. The smell of the plant is fragrant and aromatic ;

and the taste pungent and bitter. Its properties are effectually extracted by
rectified spirit, and partly, also, b}^ water. In France, besides its use by the

apothecaries and perfumers, a conserve, a honey, and a liqueur, are made from
it by the confectioners. Though the rosemary is indigenous to the south

of France, it will scarcely live through the winter, in the open air, in the

neighbourhood of Paris; and the varieties, except the broad leaved one, are

kept there in the conservatory. In some parts of Germany, especially in the

Catholic countries (at Nuremburg, for example), rosemary is cultivated in

quantities, in pots, by the commercial gardeners, for the purpose of selling sprigs

of it when they come into flower, in winter and early in spring, for religious

purposes. (See Enyc. of Gaid., edit. 1835, § .545.) Like almost all the plants

of this chapter, it is easily propagated by cuttings, and it also lipens seeds in

abundance in fine seasons. It is said alw•a^ s to thrive best near the sea

;
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as is indicated by the name, which is compounded of two Latin words, I'on,

marinns, signifying sea-dew.

Sidc/ii/s fruticulosa Bieb. is a low evergreen shrub, from Caucasus, whicli

seldom grows above 1 ft. in height; but which maybe planted where it is

desired to include as many species as possible in tlie arboretum. S. steno-

j>hylla Spr., from Spain, and S. pa/esthia L., from Syria, grow about the same
height. Sfac//i/s /avaiulu/a-fo/ia is a native of the Levant, and produces its pur-

ple flowers in May and August.
Lavandula SjKca L., N. Du Ham., 3. t. 42., and

our^g. IIIO., the common lavender, is a well-known
fragrant shrub, which, like the rosemary, has been
long an inhabitant of British gardens. In deep, dry,

calcareous soils, it will grow to the height of 3 ft., and
form a compact hemispherical bush, flowering abun-
dantly every year. The flowers are generall}' purple,

but there is a variety with white flowers ; and L. lati-

folia Ehrh., which is not uncommon in gardens, and
which has lilac flowers, though treated by some as a

species, is probably nothing more than another variety.

The common lavender is a native of the south of
Europe, the north of Africa, and the west of Asia, in

warm, rocky, and barren places. It is particularly

abundant in Provence; where, as the rosemary, the

thyme, and the heath do in other districts, it gives a

peculiar flavour to the honey, which is known as the miel de Provence,

and which, after that of Narbonne, a kind that, as already mentioned, takes

the flavour of rosemary, is considered the best in France. The lavender
was held in high estimation by the Greeks and Romans, for its fragrance

and aromatic properties ; and it has been esteemed, on the same account,
in Britain, and cultivated in gardens for its medicinal virtues from time
immemorial. Medicinally, in the form of tincture, spirit, or essential oil,

it is considered a powerful stimulant to the nervous system, and is, conse-

quently, generally had recourse to in headachs and hysterical affections.

The odour resides entirely in the essential oil, which is contained in every
part of the plant, but principally in its spikes of flowers and flower-stalks,

from which the oil is obtained by distillation. This oil, rectified, and again

distilled, and mixed with spirits of wine, forms the well-known lavender
water of the perfumers. The flowers, on accoimt of tlieir powerful aromatic
odour, are frequently put into wardrobes among clothes, as an antidote to moths,
particularly in the case of woollen stuffs. A ^ew drops of the oil will serve

the same purpose. So powerful are the eflfects of this oil, that, if a single drop
of it be put in a box along with a living insect, the latter almost instantly dies.

The lavender is cultivated in various parts of France ; and it is so much
hardier than the rosemary, that it is grown in quantities for perfumers, even
in the neighbourhood of Paris. The driest soil, in the warmest situation,

produces most oil ; and, as the odour of this plant and the rosemary, as,

indeed, of all the LabiaccEe, depends on the disengagement of their oil, of
course it is most felt in hot days and during sunshine. The lavender has been
long cultivated in the neighbourhood of London, and in other parts of
England. Park Place, near Henley on Thames, is celebrated for its lavender
plantations, which occupy between 40 and 50 acres. " The plants are raised

from cuttings, which are slipped off and prepared by women in the autunni, and
bedded in, in rows, in any spare piece of garden groimd, where they remain
for two years. The ground into which they are to be trans[)lanted, being

prepared by shallow trenchings or double ploughing, the plants ai'e placed in

rows 4 ft. apart, and at 2 ft. distance in the rows. For three or four years, a
row of turnips or potatoes is grown between the rows of lavender ; after which
period, or about the time that the lavender plants in the rows touch each
other, half of them are removed, leaving the field covered with plants 4 ft.

4p 2
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apart every waj'. All the culture which is required afterwards is, keeping the

soil free from weeds. In a few years the plants will have grown sufficiently to

touch each other ; and in this state they will remain from fifteen to twenty
years, according to the nature of the soil : they are then taken up, and the

ground cropped for two or three years with turnips and other field crops;

after which the lavender plantation is renewed. The flowers are obliged to

be either sold to a regularly licensed distiller, or
distilled on the premises, on account of the excise

laws. The oil from the plantation here is said to

be of the best quality ; doubtless from the cal-

careous nature of the soil." {Gard. Mag., ix.

p. 661.) Miss Kent, in her Flora Domestica,
mentions that the stalks of lavender, when
stripped of their flowers, form an agreeable sub-

stitute for pastiles, and burn very well in the
little vessels made for burning pastiles in. (p. 219.)
The poets have not quite neglected the lavender.

Shenstone, in his Schoolmistress, says,—
" And lavender, whose spikes of azure bloom

Shall be erewhile in arid bundles bound,
To lurk amidst her labours of the loom.

And crown her kerchiefs clean with mickle rare perfume."

«- K'cynos gravcolens'Lmk, and A. rohtnclifdUu

Pers., the former a native of the Crimea, and the

latter of Spain, are small thyme-like shrubs, seldom exceeding 1 ft. in height>

which might be placed on rockwork.
Gardoqiiia Hookcr'i Benth., Swt. Biit. Fl. Gard., 2. s. t. 271., is a small

upright-branched shrub, with obovate pointed leaves; a native of South
Carolina, where it was discovered by Mr.
Alexander Gordon, a collector sent out
by Mr. Charlwood, and was introduced in

18.31. It is a delicate, but showy, little

shrub, with brilliant scarlet flowers, and in

all probability is half-hardy.

Wesfriiigia vosmariniformls Sm., Bot. Rep.,

t. 214., is a native of New South Wales;
introduced in 1791, and producing its pale

blue flowers from May till August. It is a
very eligible shrub for a conservative wall,

from the rosemary-like character of its ever-

green foliage. In the conservatory of the
Cambridge Botanic Garden, it is 9 ft. high

in a pot, and will doubtless grow much higher
when trained against a wall.

n. Salvia officinalis L., N.Du Ham., 6. t. 25.,

and ourJig. 1141 ., is a well-known suflfruticose

plant, which, though seldom seen above 2 ft.

in height, yet, in deep sandy soil, will grow to
the height of 5 ft. or 6 ft., and produce a
stem as thick as a man's leg. We have seen
plants of this size in Donald's Nursery, at

Goldsworth, in Surrey; and we have seen
hedges of sage on chalky soils, between .3 ft.

and 4 ft. high. It is a native of the south of Europe, and has been known
in British gardens from time immemorial, and when grown in masses, and
abounding in racemes of flowers, it is very ornamental. The virtues of sage
have been celebrated from time immemorial. The Latin name of the plant, Salvfa,
is derived from salvere, to heal; and one of the Latin poets asks, "Why should
a man die who has sage in his garden ?" According to Gerard, " No man needs
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to doubt of the wholesomeness of sage ale, being brewed as

it should be with sage, scabious, betony, spiknard, squinanth,

and fennel seeds." (^Herbal, p. 766.)
There are several varieties ; one of which has the leaves

variegated ; another has the whole plant of a reddish hue ; and
one 0%. 1142.), common in the neighbourhood of Paris, and
of which there are plants in the Horticultural Society's Gar-
den, has leaves larger than those of the species.

JUL S. Hablitziana, Willd., Bot. Mag., t. 1429., and our

Jig. 1143., is a native of Siberia, and appears tolerably dis-

tinct. '*^W^
«. S. pomifera L. ; S. cretica frutescens pomifera Toiirn.,

Fl. Grcec, \. t. 15.; and o\xxfig. 1144. ; is a native of Candia; inti'oduced in

1699. This sort of sage is described as growing 4 ft. or 5 ft. high, and
having pale blue flowers, like <S'. officinalis. The
branches are liable to be punctured by insects ; in

consequence of which protuberances are produced
as big as apples, in the same manner as galls are

produced upon the oak, and mossy excrescences

upon the rose tree. Tournefort says the spikes of

flowers of this kind of sage are 1 ft. in length, and
that the odour of the plant partakes of the common £5
sage and lavender. In the Isle of Crete, the com- ^
mon sage is said to produce the same excrescences

as those of S. pomifera ; and the inhabitants carry

them to market there under the name of sage apples.

This circumstance, and some
others, induce us to doubt
whether pomifera, and several

other of the alleged species,

natives ofthe south of Europe,
the Levant, and the north of
Africa, enumerated in our
Hortus Britannicus, are any
thing more than varieties of 5.

officinalis. There are various

half-hardy species, some of which will be noticed in

- the Appendix to this chapter.

Aitdibertmincdna Benth., Bot. Reg., t. 1469., and our

j^^^ fig. 1 146., is a curious little evergreen shrub, sent from
Colombia, in 1827, by Douglas. It grows to the

height of 1 ft. or 2 ft., and produces its pale blue

flowers from July to September. There are plants in the Horticultural

Society's Garden.

App. I, Half-Jiardij ligneous or suffniticose Species of LahidcecE.

1146 Lavandula Stce^chas L., Bar. Ic, 301., N. Du Ham., 3. t.

43., and our ^^. 1149., is an elegant little evergreen shrub,
with conspicuous lilac-coloured flowers. It is a native of the
south of Europe, and has been known in gardens since the
days of Gerard. It is commonly kept in green-houses'; but
it will pass the winter on dry rockwork, with little or no
protection.

L. dentata'L., Bot. Mag., t. 401., and our /^. 1146., is a
native of Spain ; and L. pinnata Bot. Mag., t.400., and our
Jig. 1147., is a native of Madeira. Both sorts are curious in

their leaves, and well deserve a place in collections. L. vi.

ridis L'Herit., Fl. Port., 1. 1. 4., is a native of Madeira, with
purple flowers, which are produced from May to July.

Plectranthus fruticdsus L'Herit. Sert., 85. t. 41., and our

fis. 1148., is a native of the forests near the Cape of Good
Hope, an old inhabitant of our green.houses, and one of the
few green-house plants that were found in old conservatories
in France before the Revolution. In that country, among the
old orange trees, pomegranates, olives, and oleanders, which

are occasionally found lingering about the few old chateaux that still exist, Plectranthus fruticosus

4 p 3
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f"^->-

J ] 48 e may f's found sometimes
"i; fi ft. or 7 ft. high. In an
f area of a house in Berke-

ley Street, there were, in

1836, two plants, about
6 ft. high, and of propor-

portionate bulk. Mr.
Bowie, in avery interest-

ing communication to

the Gard.Mag.on raising

Australian and Cape
shrubs from seeds, and
acclimatising them to

Europe, propo.sesto place

the PIcctr&nthus fruti-

cdsus in green-houses,
as the most susceptible

of cold ; which, if pro-

perly placed, will prove
a warning thermometer
to guard against direct

injury to others, as it is

always the first to suffer,

and consequently will

show the increasing
harm. {Gard. Mag., vol.

viii. p. 7.)

Hidcritis ci'indicans

Ait., Com. Hxjrt., 2. t.

99., is a native of Madei.
ra, an old inhabitant of
green-houses inEngland,
and of orangeries in

France, where we have
Been it growing about
the same; height as the
PlectrSnthus frutic6sus.

There are several other sorts, from the Canaries, Spain, the Levant, kc, which will be found enume-
rated in the Hortus Britannlcus, all of which would probably live on rockwork, with very little pro.

tection during winter.

LeonhUs Lcoiitiriis R. Br. ; Phlbmis Leonflrus L., Bot. Mag., t. 4/8. ; is a Cape shrub, which has

been in the country since 1712. It grows to the height of 3 ft. or 4 ft., and is tolerably hardy. It

bears showy scarlet flowers, but does not flower freely in Britain.

Sp/idcete campnmtluta Benth., Bot. Reg., t. 1382, and our fig. 1151., is a

shrub, from Chili, which grows to the height of 2 ft. or 3 ft,, and produces its

pale blue flowers in July and August. There is a plant in the Horticultural

Society's Garden„which has stood out at the foot of a wall since 1832. S.

Lindlky\ Benth., Bot. Reg., t. 1226., is another species which was introduced

from Valparaiso in 1825.
Dracoc(!p?ialum canaridnsc Com. Hort., 2. t. 41., is

an old favourite, much esteemed for its fragrance.

Trained against a wall, and protected during winter,

it will, in two years, cover a space 4 ft. or 5 ft. high,

and 5 ft. or 6 ft. broad ;
producing its pale purplish

flowers in abundance from July to September. It

may be raised from seeds early in spring, and turned

out in the borders, like a tender annual.

Salvia sjjlendcns Ker, Bot. Rog., t. 687. ; S.formosa
Willd., Bot. Mag., 375. ; S. fulgens Cav., Bot. Reg,
1356. ; and S.Gr(ika?m Benth., Bot. Beg., t. 1370., and
our^g.1151. ; are all splendid suffruticose plants, na-

tives of South America, which will live through the

winter against a wall, and flower beautifully during

summer ; but, though technically shrubs, in prac-

tice they are best treated as herbaceous plants, kept

in pots and pits, or green.houses, through the winter, ,;;^--J

and turned out into the open borders in spring

S. Grkhami has stood in our garden, in the open
border, th rough the severe winter of 1835-36, without
any protection whatever. S. chainicdryindes Cav is

a dwarf species, the flowers of which are of a pecu-

liaily intense and brilliant blue. It is frequently grown in England for planting out in beds in regular

flower-gardens, where its flowers form a mass of beautiful blue. There are some Cape species, which

are truly ligneous, that might be tried against a wall. Of these, S. aArea is one of the most splendid.

Prusium majus L., Fl. Grrec, t. 584., is a native of Spain, which has been in the country since the

time of Gerard. It grows 3 ft. high, and produces its white-spotted flowers, some of which are fol-

lowed by pulp-covered seeds, from June to August.
, „r , L- . ,.

Prostanthha lasidnthos Lab., Bot. Reg., 1. 143., is a native of New South Wales, which has stood

in the Horticultural Society's Garden, at the foot of a wall, since 1831 ; but it was killed in the spring

Other half-hardy Species belonging to this order may be found in considerable numbers by looking

over the lists in our Ilortus Britannieiis ; but, with the exception of the salvias, the phlomises, and
the lavandulas, we can hardly recommend any of them for culture, except in the warmer situations

of the south of England, where they will grow with little or no protection. Where much labour

and expense are required to protect tender plants during winter, only those that are truly ligneous

ought to be made choice of; but where the climate is such as to render protection easy, a greater

latitude mav be allowed.

1151
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CHAP. LXXXVII.
OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER FERBENA^CEjE.

This order, which is closely allied to Labiaceae, consists chiefly of plants
natives of tropical countries ; and, among these, the most remarkable is the
Teclona grandis L., or teak tree, the oak of India. This tree, Mr. Royle informs
us, has been planted as far north as Saharunpore, lat. 29° 57' N., or about
the parallel of the Canary Islands; from which we should think it might be
grown in the south of England against a wall.

Genus I.

FPTEX L. The Chaste Tree. Lin. S^st. Didynaniia Angiospermia.
Identification. Lin. Gen., No. 790. ; Reich , No. 853. ; Schreb., No. 1060. ; Tourn., t. 373 • Juss 107 •

Gartn., t. 56. ; Mill. Icon., t. 275. ; N. Dti Ham., 6. p. 115. ; Lindl. Nat. Syst. Bot., p'278 : Don's
Mill., 4.

Syyionymes. Gatilier, Fr. ; Kenschbaum, Ger.
Derivation. From vieo, to bind, as with an osier; in reference to the flexibility of the shoots.

Gen. Char.y Sfc. Calyx short, 5-toothed. Corolla bilabiate; upper lip bifid,

lower one trifid ; middle segment of the lower lip the largest. Stamens 4.
didynamous, ascending. Stigma bifid. Drupe containing a 4-celled nut.
Cells 1-seeded. (Don's Mill.,i\.)— Deciduous shrubs and trees, natives of
the south of Europe, India, China, and North America. The only hardy
species is a native of Sicil}'.

a^ 1. V. /J'gnus ca'stus L. The officinal, or true, Chaste Tree.

Identification. Lin. Sp., StK). ; Lam. Diet., 2. p. 611. ; Don's Mill., i.

Synoni/mcs. £leagnum Theophrasti Lob. Icon., 2. 138. ; Wgnus castus Blackw. ; Arbre au Poivrc,
Poivre sauvage, Fr.

Engravings. Blackw. Herb., t. 129. ; N. Du Ham., 6. t. 35. ; and ourfig. 1152.

Sjjec. Char., Sfc. Leaves opposite, digitate, 7—3-Iobed : leaflets lanceolate,

mostly quite entire, hoary beneatli. Racemes terminal, paniclcd. Flowers
verticillate. (Don's Mill.,iv.) A shrub, of the height of 3 ft. or 6 ft., which
produces its white, bluish white, and sometimes red-

dish white, flowers in September. It is a native of
Sicily, Naples, the north of Africa, and Egypt, and
has been in cultivation since 1370. In favourable

situations, in the neighbourhood of London, it

grows to the height of 8 ft. or 10 ft. The flowers

are produced in spikes at the extremities of the

branches, from 7 in. to 13 in. in length. In fine

seasons, they appear in September, but in bad
autumns not till October ; and then they never ex-

pand freely. Its flowers have an agreeable odour;
but the leaves have an unpleasant smell, although
aromatic. No seeds are produced in England.

The plant received the name of chaste from the

Greeks; because, according to Pliny, the Athenian
matrons, during the festival in honour of Ceres, called

Thesmophoria, when they were dressed in white

robes, and enjoined to preserve the strictest chastity,

strewed their beds with it. The seeds Bcrgius states to be carminative
;

and those of Fitex trifolia L., a native of India and China, are much used
on this account, by Indian practitioners. The plant grows freely in any soil

that is tolerably dry ; and it is readily propagated by cuttings, put in in
autumn, and protected with a hand-glass. Price of plants, in the London
nurseries, Is. 6rf.; at Bollwyller, 1 franc 30 cents ; and at New York 30 cents

4 F 4
'
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Variety.

A. 2 latifolia Mill. (.V. Du Ham.,\i. p. 116.) has the leaflets broader

and shorter than those of the species. The spikes of flowers

are shorter, and the flowers are always blue. It is a native of the

south of France and Italy, and was known to Lobel and Bauhin.
There are plants of it in the Cambridge Botanic Garden.

is a native of
was introduced

1153

App. i. Half-hardy Species qfWtex.
\.iitcisa Lam., Mill. Ic, t. 27.5. figs. 1. and 2.; V. Negundo Bot. Mag., t. 364. ;

China, where it grows to the height of 4 ft., and flowers from July to September. It

in 1758, but is not common in green-houses.

App. I. HaJf-hardy Plants of the Order \erhendcece.

Clerodendrum inirine R. Br.; Volkam&ri«
incrmis L. , Jacq. Siippl., 117. 4. f. 1. ;

and our^jOf. 1153. This shrub grows, with
the greatest vigour, against the wall in the
Horticultural Society's Garden, where it

has stood since 1829; uninjured by any of
the winters that have occurred during that
period.

Clerodendrum speciosissimuni Paxton's
Mag of Hot., 3. p. 217. A branching shrub,
growing to the height of 4 ft., with an erect
stem, and cordate pointed leaves, and Howers
produced in large spreading terminal pani-

cles, of a vivid scarlet colour, and each
averaging 2 in. in length, tubular below,
with a S.parted spreading limb. The native

country of this plant is not stated ; but it is probably Japan. Messrs. Lucomb
and Pince of the Exeter Nursery received the plant from Belgium in 1835,

and it flowered profusely in their nursery in August and September, 1836,

and at Chatsworth in October of the same year. Mr. Paxton describes it as

oneof the finest plants which he has had the good fortune to figure; and as

far superior in beauty to any of the family to which it belongs. Messrs. Lucomb
^nd Pince have a very fine plant in the open border.

Durdnta cyanea Hort. is a native of Soutli America, and is generally

considered as a hot. house plant ; but a plant has stood against the wall

in the Horticultural Society's Garden since 1833; and, though the shoots

are killed back during the winter season, it always grows vigorously during
summer, attaining nearly the height of the wall. 1 154

Aloi/sia cih-ioddra Or.; Terbena triphyllaZ/'J^t'?7Y. ; Lippifli citriodora A'm^zM,

Bot, Mag., t, 367.; and onr fig.
1154.;' is a native of Chili, and has been in

the country since 1784. In dry soils, in the neighbourhood of London, it

will live in the open border for many years, without any protection, except

a little litter thrown about the roots ; for, though frequently killed down to

the ground, it seldom fails to spring up with vigour the following spring,

and continue flowering the greater part of the summer. In the Chelsea Bo-

tanic Garden, there is a plant against the wall, which in six years has attained

the height of 10 ft., growing vigorously, and flowering freely. The leaves are

gratefully fragrant when slightly bruised ; and on this account, and also on that

of its small elegant whitish flowers, it well deserves a place in collections. Of
all those shrubs, Dr. Macculloch observes, " which require the protection of a

green-house in England, the Ferbena triphylla (Alojsia ritriodora) is that of

which the luxuriance is in Guernsey the most remarkable. Its miserable

stinted growth, and bare woody stem, are well known to us. In Guernsey it

thrives in exposed situations, and becomes a tree of 12 ft. or 18 ft. in height,

spreading in a circle of equal diameter, and its long branches reaching down
to the around on all sides, Its growth is indeed so luxuriant, that it is

necessary to keep it from becoming troublesome by perpetual cutting : fresh

shoots, 14 ft. in length, resembling those of the osier willow, being annually

produced." (Qitaj/le's Jersey and Guernsey, Appendix, p. .341.) It is also com-
monly said that this shrub attains a large size in the Isle of Jersey ; but a

writer in the Gardener^s Alagazine, vol. xii. p. 551., says that he expected to

see it generally cultivated, but that the only plant he saw in the island was
one in the garden of a nurseryman, and that not of extraordinary size. The
nurseryman, however, told him there were trees in the island with steins as

thick as his wrist, and proportionably high.
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CHAP. LXXXVIII.

OF THE HALF-HARDY PLANTS OF THE ORDER MYOPO'rIN^.

Myiporwn parvifdliiuii R. Br., Bot. Mag., t. 1691., is a native of New Holland, with trailing stems
and small white flowers, which are produced in great profusion nearly all the year. A plant

against our conservative wall at Bayswater lived four years, producing shoots of 5 ft. or 6 ft. in

length in one season, which were most beautifully covered with flowers. The plant grows
so rapidly, that we have no doubt it would cover many square yards of wall in a very short period.

There are other species of the genus having the same habit of growth, more particularly M.
oppositifuliu)7i R. Br., M. diffiisum R. Br., and M. adsc^ndens R. Br.

CHAP. LXXXIX.
OF THE HALF-HARDY PLANTS BELONGING TO THE ORDER

GLOBULARIA^CEiE.

Globuldria longifolia L. ; G. iaiicina Lam., Bot. Beg,,

t. 659. ; and our j^g. 1 153. ; is a native of Madeira, with

long, dark green, shining leaves, and white flowers,

which are produced in July and August. It was in-

troduced in 1773 5 and grows to the height of 3 ft. or

4ft. in pots, and, doubtless, twice that height, or more,
against a conservative wall.

G. Alt/pum L., Gar. Aix, fig. 42., the alypo globularia,

is a native of the south of Europe, which has been in

cultivation in British gardens since 1640. It is a pretty

little evergreen shrub, growing to the height of 2 ft.,

about Aix and Montpelier ; and producing its pale

bluish flowers in August and September. Like all the

plants from that part of Europe, it is easily protected

in British gardens in a cold frame, surrounded by turf

walls or litter, and covered with mats during severe

frosts. It might, therefore, be readily protected on dry

rockwork in a warm situation, or at the base of a con-

servative wall. Tliere is a variety, G. A. integnfoUum,

a native of the same climate, which is distinguished

from the species by having entire leaves.

CHAP. XC.
OF THE HALF-HARDY PLANTS OF THE ORDER PLUMBAGINA'CE^.
S/dtice monopetala L., Boc. Sic, t, Ifi., is a native of Sicily, where it grows to the height of 3 ft., and

produces its fine bluish pur|)le flowers in July and August. S. suffruticbsa L. is a native of Siberia,

which seldom exceeds 1 ft. in height. Both these species are very suitable for conservative rockwork.
Plumb'igo cape'nsts Tliunb., Bot. Reg., t.-H?., is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, with light

blue flowers, which it produces in great profusion throughout the summer; and, though it is seldom
seen above 5 ft. in height in green.houses, yet we have seen it reach the top of a wall 10 ft. or 12 ft.

high, at Bishopstoke Vicarage, in Hampshire. [See Gard. Mag., vol. x. p. 130.)

CHAP. XCI.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER CHENOPODIA^CE.ffi;.

The hardy ligneous species of this order have whitish or glaucous foliage,

and small flowers of nearly the same colour : the latter have not a corolla,

and are not showy. They are included in three genera ; the names and cha-

racteristics of which are as follows :
—
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Chenopo^dium L. Flowers bisexual. Calyx inferior, with 5 sepals, perma-

nent. Stamens 3, hypogynous ; opposite to, and of about the length of,

the sepals. Anthers with round lobes. Ovary orbicular, depressed. Ovule,

according to the character of the order, 1, and erect. Styles 2, short.

Stigmas obtuse. Fruit a utricle, invested by the calyx. Seed lens-shaped.

Leaves alternate, generally lobed, bearing a friable, unctuous scurf. Flow-
ers numerous, small, green, in groups that are disposed in leafy spikes or

naked panicles; or the flowers solitary, or 2—3 together, in the axils of leaves.

(Smitk Eng. Fl. ; Lindley Nat. Sj/st. of Bot.; and observation.)

^'triplex L. Flowers some bisexual, some female; those of both kinds

upon one plant.— Bisexual flower. Calyx inferior, with 5 sepals, perma-

nent. Stamens 5, hypogynous ; opposite to, and about as long as, the

sepals. Anthers with round lobes. Pistil and fruit much as in the female

flower ; but, in Britain, in the native species, seeds are scarcely produced

from the bisexual flowers.— Female flower. Calyx inferior, deeply divided

into two large, flat, equal, or nearly equal, lobes, and so compressed that the

lobes have their inner faces approximate
;
permanent. Ovary compressed.

Ovule, according to the character of the order, 1, and erect. Fruit a

utricle, invested by the calyx, which is now enlarged. Seed compressed,

orbicular. — Leaves alternate or opposite, undivided or jagged, bearing a

meal-like scurf. Flowers numerous, small, greenish, in groups that are

axillary or disposed in spikes. (Smith. Eng. Fl. ; Lindley Nat. Syst. of Bot.

;

and observation.)

Dio'tis Schreb. Flowers unisexual, those of both sexes upon one plant.

— Male flower. Calyx inferior, with 4 sepals, permanent. Stamens 4, in-

serted at the bottom of the calyx; opposite to, and prominent beyond, the

sepals.— Female flower. Calyx inferior, of one piece deeply divided, and
ending in 2 horns, permanent, and, possibly, adnate to the ovary. Ovule,

according to the character of the order, 1, and erect. Fruit a utricle, vil-

lous at the base, partly invested by the calyx.— Leaves alternate, lanceolate,

entire, bearing hoary pubescence. Male flowers in axillary groups that are

disposed in leafy spikes. Female flowers about 2 together, axillary.

{Encycl.ofPlants ; NuttallGen.; Lindley Nat.Syst.of Bot.; and observation.)

Genus I.

CHENOPO'DIUM L. The Goosefoot. Lin. Sijst. Pentandria Digynia.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 121., but with some modification since.

Synonymes. SalsMa, Sp. ; Anserine, Fr. ; Gause Fuss, Ger.
Derivation. From the Greek words cken, a goose, and pous podos, foot ; many of the species having

large angular leaves extremely like the webbed foot of a waterfowl.

Description, ^-c. A genus of which there are only three ligneous species

in Britiih gardens : two of these formerly belonged to the genus Salsula, or

saltwort; and, like the other plants of that genus, they contain a large pro-

portion of soda, more especially in their native habitats, near the sea. The
plants are of the easiest culture in any dry soil ; and they are readily pro-

pagated by cuttings.

• 1. C. FRUTico^suM Schrad. The shrubby Goosefoot, or Stonecrop Tree.

Identification. Schrader, according to G. Don in Hovt. Brit.

Synonymes. Salsbla fruticbsa Lin. Sp. PI., 324., Willd. Sp. Pi., 1. p. 1316., Eng. Sot., t. 635., Ft.

Gnec, t. 255., Eng. Flora, "i. p. 18., A'. Du Bat)i.,6. p. 263. ; the shrubby Glasswort; Soude en
Arbre, Fr. ; strauchartiges Salzkraut, Ger.

Engravings. Eng, Bot., t.635. ; Flor. Grsc, t. 25,5. ; N. Du Ham., 6. t.79. ; and our figs. 1156,1157.

Spec. Char., ^c. Shrubby, upright, evergreen. Leaves semicylindrical, blunt-

ish, imbricate. {Smith Eng. FL, and Willd. Sp. PI.) This species is a low

shrub, seldom exceeding 3 ft. or 4 ft. in height, with numerous cylindrical

upright branches ; and sessile, linear, fleshy, and alternate leaves, which are
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glabrous, and flat on their upper surface,

of a very glaucous green, and placed very

near each other. The flowers are small,

greenish, and axillary ; usually solitary.

The stamens are generally longer than the

divisions of the calyx; and the styles,

which are 2—3 in number, are reddish.

It is found wild on the shores of the Me-
diterranean, both in Europe and Africa;

and on the sea coasts in England. It is

perfectly hardy ; and, even when killed

down to the ground by severe frost in

winter, it is sure to throw up fresh shoots

in spring. It is not very ornamental, but
is useful, in some situations, as a glaucous

ll^Q evergreen bush. It may be propagated by
seeds, layers, cuttings, or suckers. It

should be planted in a sheltered situation, as it is an evergreen, and the
leaves, from their succulency are easily affected by the frost, which turns
them black. The branches are very brittle, and apt to break off": they
should not, however, be tied up closely, as the leaves will rot if they are
not allowed abundance of light and air,

tt. 2. C, PARviFO^LiUM R. et S. The small-leaved Goosefoot.

Identification. Rcem. et Schult. Syst. Veg., 6. p. 266.

Synonyines. C. fruticosum Bich. in Fl. Taur.-Cauc, 1. p. 181., exclusively of all the synonynies; C
microphyllum Bieb. in Suppl. to Fl. Tanr.-Cauc, 1. p. 275. ; Salsbla fruticb.sa Bieb. Casp., p. 149.
App. No. 22., Pall. It., 3. p. 524.; Suaeda micropbylla Pall. Illust., 3. t. 44.

Ejigraving. Pall. 111., 3. t. 44.

Description, S^-c. Imperfectly evergreen, frutescent, much branched, spreading, glabrous, about 2 ft.

high. Leaves taper, oblong, obtuse, glaucescent, fleshy ; the lower half an inch long, the floral ones
shorter. Flowers of the shape of those of C. mari'timum, three together, attached to the petiole above
its base, not bracteated. The sepals that attend the fruit are equal and convex at the back. (Bieb.)
Frequent in the plains of Eastern Caucasus, towards the Caspian Sea, and near the salt river Gorkaja,
where it is believed to be deleterious to horses. {R. et S. Syst. Veg.) It was introduced into Eng-
land in 1825, but is very seldom found in collections.

11. 3. C. horte'nse R. et S. The Garden Goosefoot.

Identification. Rcem. et Schult. Syst. Veg., 6. p. 268.

Synonymes. Suafedahort^nsis Forsk. JEgypt. Arab., p. 71. ; Delile D<!scr. de rE'gypte.,'So. 291.

;

Salsbla divergens Pair. Enc. Meth., 1. p. 299.

Description, Sfc. Subevergreen. A shrub, about 2ft. high, very difRise. Stem, branches, and leaves

spotted with white, having upon their surface a mealy matter that may be rubbed off. Leaves flat

above, linear, fleshy. Flowers axillary, sessile, in groups. Stigmas 3, united at the base. Calyx, as

it attends the fruit, fleshy, diverging. It is very similar to, if not identical with, Salsola trigyna
Caif. [R. et S. Syst. P'eg.) A low uninteresting shrub, a native of Asia, and the south of Europe,
supposed to be in British gardens ; but we are not certain that we have seen the plant.

Genus II.

n r !

J'TRIPLEX L. The Orache. Lin. Syst. Polygamia Monoe^cia.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 745. ; Eng. Flor., 4. p. 255.

Derivation. From ater, black ; according to some by antiphrasis, in reference to the whitish, or
mealy, hue of the plants.

Description, S^c. Shrubs, with imperfectly woody branches, and succulent
leaves, white or glaucous from being covered with a mealy powder. Natives
of Britain or the south of Europe, of easy culture and propagation in any
common garden soil.

* 1. /I. ii/A'LIMUS L. The Halimus Orache, or Tree Purslane.

Mill. Diet., No. 2.,Identification. Lin. Hort. Cliff., 469. ; Gron. Virg., 195. ; Roy. Lugdb., 218.

Pall. It, 1. ; Append. It., 2. p. 477. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. //alimus latifulius sive fruticbsus Bauh. Pin., 19.0., Ger. Eniac, p. 522. ; //alimus i.

Clus. Hist., I. p. 53. ; the broad.leavcd Sea Purslane Tree ; Arroche, Fr.; strauchartige Melde, Ger.
Engravings. Park. Theatr., 724. t. 2. ; Ger. Emac.,p. 522. f. 1. ; and ourJig. 1158.
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Spec. Char., ^c. Stem shrubby. Leaves alternate or

opposite, their figure partaiiing of an oblong and a

rhomb, entire. (Willd.) It inhabits hedges on the

coast of Spain, Portugal, Virginia, and Siberia ; and

was introduced in 16-10. An evergreen shrub, which

grows about 5 ft. or 6 ft. high, and forms a lai'ge broad

head. The young branches are covered with a smooth

white bark, which becomes grey, and peels off length-

wise, as the tree gets old. The branches are very

brittle, and have but little pith. The leaves are soft,

white, and silvery, and, in shape, resemble the Greek

A. The shrub seldom flowers in Britain; but, from

its not being quite deciduous, and from the silvery hue
of its foliage, it is a valuable plant for shrubberies and

other ornamental plantations. It may be propagated

by cuttings made in the usual mannei', but carefully

protected from sparrows, which are so fond of the

leaves of this shrub, that " when they once find them
out, they will never leave or forsake them, until they have entirely stripped

the plants ; and though the shrub will shoot out afresh, yet they will as

constantly repair to their repast ; and will thus continue to prey upon
them, until they have entirely destroyed them." (See Marshal/ on Planting

and Rural Ornament, vol. ii. p. 29.) It requires a sheltered situation,

being liable to injury from frost. Price of plants, in the London nurseries,

\s. Qd. each.

!U 2. A. PORTULACOI^DES L. The Purslane-like, or shrubby, Orache, or Sea
Purslane.

Identification. Lin. Fl. Suec, 828. 919. ; Mill Diet , No. 3. ; Willd. Sp.

PI., 4. p. 957. ; Smith Eng. Flor., 4. p. 256.

Synonymes. //alimus secundus Clus. Hist., 54. f. ; H. vulgJlris Get:

£7«(7C. , 523. f. ; //alimus seu fortulaca marina Bauh. Pin., 120.;

^'triplex maritima, ifalimus et /"ortul^ca marina tiicta, angustifMia,

Rail Syn., 353. ; the narrow-leaved Sea Purslane Tree.

Engraving*. Eng. Bot., t. 231. ; and onxfig. 1159.

Spec. Char., 8fc. Stem shrubby, spreading. Leaves

opposite, obovate-lanceolate, entire. Flowers gene-

rally unisexual ; those of both sexes upon one plant.

i^Smith Eng. Flur.) It inhabits the northern shores

of Europe ; and, in Britain and Ireland, is occasion-

ally found in muddy places by the sea side. It is a

low shrub, or trailer, with less silvery leaves than

those of the preceding species; the whole plant, also,

is much smaller. It may be grown in the open gar-

den, or in pots among alpines. The name of i/ali-

mus, given to this and the preceding species by Clu-

sius, has probably been the source of the epithet ha.-

limifolia, applied to several other plants; so that _
5accharis /^alimifolia, &c., means that the leaves are glaucous, and resembling

those of certain kinds of yi'triplex.

Genus III.

DIO'TIS Sckreb. The Diotis. Lin. Syst. Monoe'cia Tetrandria.

Identification. Lin. Gen. PI., ed. Schreber, No. 1423. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 368. ; Nutt. Gen. and Cat.

N. Amer. PI., 2. p. 2(l7. It is not the Dibtis of Desf. Fl. Atl. ; Dec. Fl. Fr. ; Smith Eng. Flor.. 3,

p. 44)2. ; which is the Otanthus of Link Enum., and the Santolina marltima L.

Synonymes. CeratOldes Tottrn. ; A'xyris Lin. ; Ceratosptrmum Pcrs.
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Derivation. From dis, twice, and ous, otos, an ear. The calyx of the female flower ends in two seg-
ments, which fancy may compare to ears, although they more resemble horns : and this second
idea is doubtless that referred to in Tournefort's generic name CeratOides, from keras, a horn, gen.
keratos, and eidos, likeness.

J* 1. D. Ceratoi^des W. The two-\\ovned-cal)jxc(lY)\o\\s.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 368.
Synonynes. A'xyris Ceratiiides Lin. Sp. PI., 1389. ; Jacq. Icon. Rar., 1. t. 189. ; Ceratospermum
pappcisum Pe7-s. ; A'xyris frutici)sa, fluribus foemineis lanfttis, Gme/. .Sib., 3. p. 17. No. 10. t. 2. f 1.

;

Achyranthespappbsa Forsk. VeiC):,4S.; Krascheninnikovin Guildenst. Act. Petrop., Ifi. p. 548. 1. 17. ;

Z7rtlca fbliis lanceol^tis, foemininis hirsCltus, Roy. I.i/gdh., 210. ; Ceratoldes orientalis fruticbsa
£la;agni fblio Toiii/i. Cor., 52. ; Orientalisches Doppelohr, Ger.

Engravings. Jacq. Ic. Rar., 1. 1. 189. ; Gmel. Sib., 3. p. 17. No. 10. t. 2. f. 1. ; Act. Petrop., 16. t. 17. ;

and our^^. 1160.

Description, ^c. A shrub, a native of Siberia and Tartary. Introduced
in 1780, and producing its obscure apetalous flowers in March and April. It

grows 2 ft. or more high, much more acros.s,

and abounds in slender spreading branches. Its

leaves are lanceolate, narrow, and alternate. The
whole plant is hoary. The male flowers are very

abundant, and disposed mostly in approximate
axillary groups about the terminal part of the

branches. The female flowers are less numerous,
and mostly upon a lower part of the branch,

axillary, and generally two in an axil. Both male
and female flowers are sessile, or nearly so. The
female flowers are not obvious. The male flowers

are not showy; though their number, grouped
character, and the yellow anthers prominent from
them, render the flowering of the shrub obvious.

They have a slight scent of a honey-like sweet-

ness. The stocky part of this plant is persistently

ligneous. D. Ceratoides thrives in a light soil,

and is easily propagated by layers, or by cuttings

inserted in' the soil and kept covered with a hand-glass. Plants in the

Cambridge Botanic Garden, in August, 1836, growing, some in calcareous

soil, and one or more in heath mould, were about 2 ft. high, and with widely

spreading recumbent branches. This shrub, therefore, appears particularly

well adapted for rockwork ; and, if gardens were laid out with a view to the

geographical or topographical distribution of plants, the D. Ceratoides, with

the different species of Nitraria, Calligonum, &c., would form suitable species

for the rockwork of Siberia.

tt. D. lanAta Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 602., Nutt.Gen. N. Amer., 2. p.207., resembles D. Ceratoides,

but is easily distinguished, at first sight, by the long, woolly, white toraentum which pervades all its

parts. The stem is zigzag. The groups of flowers are so crowded as to produce the resemblance of
spikes.

App. I. Half-hardy Species of Chenopodiacece.

Anabasis tamariscifolia L., Cav. Ic, 3. 293., is a curious little salsola.like plant, a native of Spain,

where it grows 2 ft. high. It was introduced in 1752 ; but, being of little interest, except to the

botanist, it is rarely to be met with even in botanic gardens. A. aphylla L., Salsbia articulata Forst.,

is another plant of the same genus, a native of Asia Minor.
Koc/iia prostrdfa Schr., Jacq. Au., 3. 294. ; Sals61a prostr^ta L.; is a native of the south of Europe,

growing to the height of 5 ft., with the general habit of a sal.sola. It is almost sufficiently hardy to

stand in the open air without protection. A plant in the Cambridge Botanic Garden, m a partly

open border, is a freely growing shrub, about 5 ft. high, with its lower branches prostrate, and its

upper ones drooping. It is clothed with abundance of narrow, pointed, pubescent leaves, which are a

little canescent. . „ , _
Rosea. Yervamora L.,n'alf. Hort., 24. t. 10., Encyc. of Plants, f. 34.53., is a nativeof the Canaries,

where it grows to the height of 8 ft. or 10 ft. A plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden has

stood out since 1834, against a wall. It is generally killed to the ground during winter, but grows up
again vigorously during summer, and usually reaches from 5 ft. to 6 ft. high.

Campfiordsma monspel'iaca Schk. Hand., 1. t. 26., is a low heath.like shrub, a native of the south of

Europe, common in various places in France ; for instance, at Avignon, on the ruins of the old castle.

It is of a decumbent habit, with red bark to its young shoots, and with hairy narrow.pointed leaves,

in groups along the branches. It is a most desirable plant for conservative rockwork ; and if trained

against a wall, we have no doubt it would cover several square yards of wall in a very short time.

Other Genera belonging to Chcnopodiuceiv contain species which may be reckoned half-hardy ; but

as they may be readily found by turning to the enumeration in our Hortiis Britannicus, we do not

give them here.
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CHAP. XCII.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER POLYGONA^CEiE.

Distinctive Charncteristics. Leaves alternate. A filmy cylindrical

sheath, called an ochrea (which signifies a boot), arises from the base of every

leaf, except in three genera, and surrounds the stem or branch for more or less

of the interval between that leaf and the next above it. Generally speaking,

this is sufficient to distinguish the Polygonaceae from all other plants. Addi-

tionally, they have an erect ovule, with a superior radicle, and, in most, fari-

naceous albumen. (^Lindley Nat. Syst.of Bot.) The hardy ligneous species

are included in the three genera, Tragopyrum Bieb., Jtraphaxis Z,., and Cal-

Ifgonum L. ; which have the following characters.

Tragopy^rum Bieb. Calyx inferior, with 5 sepals, that are imbricate in

aestivation, permanent ; the 2 exterior smaller, the 3 interior investing the

fruit, which is an achenium that is 3-cornered in a transverse section of it.

Stamens 8. Styles 3. Undershrubs, with the habit of Jtraphaxis, but

decumbent or trailing ; and the leaves of one of the species, at least (T.

Z>uxif6Hum Bieb.), are deciduous. In the stamens and pistil they resemble

Polygonum, and in the calyx i?umex. (Bieb. Fl.Taiir-Ca%ic.,m. t^.2SA^.;

Lindley Nat. Syst. ofBot.; and observation.) Pedicels jointed in T. lanceo-

latum Bieb. and T. jiolygamum Spr. (Vent.)

Jtrapha'xis L. Calyx inferior, of 4 leaves, in an outer smaller pair and an

interior pair, the latter resenibhng petals; or 4-parted, with the lobes equal.

Stamens 6. Stigmas 2, in one species ; style bifid, in the other. Fruit

compressed, in one species; roundish, in the other. Seed 1. — Species 2.

Small shrubs, with leaves more or less ovate. (JVi/lcl. Sj}. PL, 2. p. 248,

24.9.,and obs.)

Calli'gonum L. Calyx inferior, persistent, turbinate in the lower part,

ending upwards in a 5-parted spreading border ; the 2 outer lobes rather

the smaller. Stamens about 16; the filaments slightly united at the base,

and then diverging. Anthers peltate. Germen 4-sided, acuminate. Styles

4 or 3, united at the base for a little way, slender, spreading. Stigmas

capitate. Fruit an achenium that has 4 sides and 4 wings ; and the wings

are either membranous, longitudinally 2-parted, toothed, and curled, or

rough with branched bristles. C. Pallas», the best-known species, is an

erect shrub 3 ft. or 4 ft. high, with rush-like shoots, without obvious leaves,

with the flowers in groups, and their calyxes partly white. (UHeritier in

Lin. Soc. Trans.,!, p. 177. ; and Eces's Cyclop.)

Genus I.

TRAGOPY'RUM Bieb. The Goat Wheat. Lin. Syst. Octandria

Trigynia.

Identification. Biob. Flor. Taurico-Caucas., 3. p. 281.

Synonyme. Polygonum Lin. Hort. Ups., 95., VVilld. Sp., 2. p. 440., Bot. Mag., 1. 1055., Bot. Beg.

t. 255.

Derivation. Tragos, a goat, am\piiros, wheat. The S-Cornered fruits of such of the Polygonacex
as have them are comparable, with some allowance, to wheat ; and goats may feed upon those of

the Tragopyrum, or upon the shrubs themselves ; or it may be that the name has been invented

as one readily distinctive from the name Fagopyrura, now the name of a genus that includes the

different kinds of buck-wheat.

!U Jc 1. T. LANCEOLA^TUM Bicb. The \a.iiceo\ate-leaved Goat Wheat.

Identification. Keb. Fl. Taurico-Caucas.

Synonymes. Polygonum frutescens Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 440., JVilld. Baitmz., p. 286., Bot. Beg.,

t. 254. : strauchartiger Knciterig, Ger.

Engravings. Gmel. Sib , 3. t. 12. f. 2. ; Bot. Reg., t. 254. ; and our./;^. 1161.
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Spec. Chnr.y Sfc. Stem spreading widely.

Leaves lanceolate, tapered to both ends,

flat. Ochrea lanceolate, shorter than the

internode. The 2 exterior sepals reflexed,

the 3 interior ones obcordate. Flowers
octandrous, trigynous. A native of Sibe-

ria and Dahuria. (JVil/d.) A shrnb, a

native of Siberia, growing from 1 ft. to

more than 2 ft. high, branchy, even to the

base. Introduced m 1770, but rare in

collections. Branches twiggy. Leaf with
a frosty hue, spathulate-lanceolate, nearly

1 in. long, several times longer than broad
;

its edge obscurely indented. The petiole

short. The ochrea ends in 2 acuminate
points. 1 he flowers are borne on terminal

twigs, are pediceled, erect, axillary, 1—

3

in an axil, often 3, and are so disposed as

to constitute leafy racemes. The calyxes are whitish, variegated with
rose colour, and persistent ; and of the 5 sepals to each flower, the 3 that

invest the ovary after the flowering become more entirely rosy. The pedicels,

erect while bearing the flower, after the flowering become deflexed,and render
the fruit pendulous. (Bof. Beg.) Tliere is a plant in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, in an unfavourable situation, being much shaded by
trees, which is upward of 1 ft. in height; and there is one in the arboretum
of Messrs. Loddiges, which forms a hemispherical bush 2i ft. high; which,
during great part of July and August, 1836, was covered with its beautiful

white flowers, tinged with pink ; and formed a truly admirable object. It

thrives best in peat soil, and is worthy of a prominent place in the most
select collections.

-* 2. T. jSuxifo'lium Bieb. The Box-leaved Goat Wheat.

Identification. Bieb. FL Taurico-Caucas.
Synonymes. Polygonum crispulum var. « Sims Bot. MUg., t. 1065. ; P. cauc&sicum Hoffmannsegg.
Engravings. Bot. Mag., t. lOfiy. ; and our Jig. 1162.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaf obovate, obtuse, tipped with a short

mucro ; the lateral margins undulated and reflexed,

glabrous. Ochreas with 2 awns. (Sims in Bot. Mag, t.

JOGj.) a shrub, a native of Siberia. Introduced in

1800, and flowering in July. Its decumbent branches

will extend 2 ft. and upwards on every side of the root;

their bark is ash-coloured. The leaves are of a light

green colour, rather rounded in outline, about 1 in. in

diameter, and deciduous. The flowers are produced in

long racemes, are nodding, and white. The fruit is

enclosed by the 3 inner sepals, which become, as the

fruit ripens, of a rosy colour. This, and the preceding

species, are extremely interesting and beautiful little shrubs, and it is much
to be regretted that they are so very seldom seen in collections. Though
they require heath soil, and some little time to be firmly established, yet

when once they are so, from their compact neat habit of growth, very little

care will be necessary afterwards. They never can require much pruning,

are quite hardy ; and, provided the soil be not allowed to get too dry in the

heat of summer, they are always certain of flowering freely. We hope in

due time to see our provincial horticultural societies encouraging the growth

of plants of this kind, by offering premiums for well grown specimens ; and

for those who collect the greatest number of sorts,

J* 3, T. poly'gamum Spr. The polygamous-se-awZ Goat Wheat.

Identification. Spreng. Syst. Veg., 2. p. 251.

Si/nonymes. /"olygonum polygamurn J'ent. Cels, t. 65. ; P. parvif61ium Nutt. Gen., 1. p. 256.

Engravings. V^ent. Cels., t.65. ; and o\xx fig. 116;3.
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ISi^r

Spec. Char., S;c. Leaves spathulate-linear. Ochreas lanceolate.shorter than the internodes.
in branched racemes, whose rachises are thread-shaped. Styles distinct. A native of
wastes in Carolina. Introduced in 1810, and flowers in July and
August. {Spreng.) T. polygamum Spr. differs from T. lanceolatum
.6/f6., especially in the following points: stem very much branched;
leaf spathulate ; sexes polygamous ; sepals expanded during the
flowering; and ochreas entire at the top. The polygamous condition
of the sexes consists in the flowers of the same plant being some bi-
sexual, some female. (Vent.) It is a shrub less than 1 ft. high. Its

stem is upright, of the thickness of a raven's quill, cylindrical, and
bears in its upper part numerous slender ramified branches, that
are disposed so as to form a bushy head. The stem, branches, and
branchlets are of a brown colour, and all bear ochreas of this colour,
and that are striated, membranous at the tip, truncate on one side,

and end lanceolately on the other. The leaves are spathulate, reflexed,
glabrous, less than half an inch long, a fourth of their length broad, and
of a delicate green colour. The flowers are small, of a greenish white
colour, disposed in racemes that are axillary and terminal ; and they
together give the appearance of a globose panicle. The rachis of the
raceme bears ochreas. The pedicels have each a joint. {I'ent. Cels.)

We have not seen the plant. In fig. 1163. a is a stamen, b the pistil,

and c the bisexual flower.

T. p-ungens Bieb., T. glducutn Spr., T. grandiflbrum Bieb., are de.
scribed by botanists, but not yet introduced.

Genus III.

Flowers
dry sandy
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^TRAPHA'XIS L. The Atraph.\xis. Lin. Syst. Hexandila Digynia.

Identification. Schreb. Lin. Gen., No. 612. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 248.

Derivation. According to some from a privative, and trepho, to nourish; in allusion to the fruit,

which, though in form like that of the buck wheat, is unfit for food ; according to others, /xira to

athroos auxein, from its coming up quickly from seed, viz. on the eighth day.

J* 1. A, sPiNo'sA L. The spine-im?2c^erf Atraphaxis.

Identification. Lin. Hort. Cliff, 1.38. ; Mill. Diet, No. 1. ; L'Herit. Stirp. Nov., 1. p. 27. t. U. ; Willd.
Sp. PI., 2. p. 248. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., 1. 119.

Synony7ne. .^'triplex orientalis, friilex aculektus, fibre pdlchro, Tourn. Cor., 83.

Engravings. L'Herit. Stirp. Nov., 1. t. 14. ; Buxb. Cent., 1. t.30. ; DilL Elth., t. 40. f 47. ; Wats.
Dend. Brit, t. 119.; and out fig. 1164.

Spec. Char., ^c. Some of its branches resemble spines, and this character

distinguishes it from the other species, A. undulata, and is implied in the

epithet spinosa. In the following description, most of its characters are

noted :— A shrub, of about 2 ft. high, upright, with

most of the branches directed upwards, but with some
horizontal, and some a little deflexed. The horizontal

and deflexed ones are the shorter, and, when leafless,

have the appearance of spines. Watson has attributed

(Dend. Brit.') this to their tips being dead: and the

case seems to be so. The bark of the year is whitish

;

that of older parts is brown. The foliage is glaucous.

The flowers are white. The leaves are about half an
inch long, many less. The disk ovate-acute ; the pe-

tiole short. The flowers are borne a few together

about the tips of shoots of the year; each is situate

upon a slender pedicel, that has a joint about or below v ,

the middle, and arises from the axil of a bractea. The \^^

calyx is of 4 leaves that are imbricate in aestivation.

The 2 exterior are smaller, opposite, and become re-

flexed. The 2 interior are opposite, petal-like, hori-

zontal during the flowering, afterwards approximate to the ovary, which
is flat, and has one of the approximate sepals against each of its flat

sides. Stigmas 2, capitate. Stamens connate at the base, into a short
disk that surrounds the base of the ovary. (Observation, and Willd. Sp.
PL, and Wats. Dend. Brit.) Indigenous near the Caspian Sea, and in

the Levant, and flowering in August. It was introduced in 1732, but
is rare in collections. There is a fine plant in the arboretum of Messrs.
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Loddiges, upwards of 2 ft. high, which was profusely covered with white
flowers, tinged with pink, in August, 1836. It frequently ripens seeds

there ; but no plants have hitherto been raised from them. There is also a

plant in the Chelsea Botanic Garden. It thrives best in sandy peat, and is

propagated by layers. So elegant and rare a plant deserves a place in every

choice collection.

tt- 2. A. UNDULA^TA L. The v^aved-leaved Atraphaxis.

Identification. Lin. Hort. ClifT, 137- ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 249.

Engraving. Dill. Elth., t. 32. f. 36.

Spec. Char., ^c. It is less rigid than the A. spinbsa, and has not a spiny character. Its leaves are

ovate, waved at the edges, and of a greener hue. The calyx is ^-parted, and has the lobes equal,

ovate, and concave. Stamens lanceolate. Style bifid. Fruit roundish. (Observation, and Willd.

Sp. PI.) A native of the Cape of Good Hope, whence it was introduced in 1732, but is rare in

collections. In British green.houses, it flowers in June and July ; and, when planted out in the
open garden, it will produce shoots from subterraneous stolones. We have not seen the plant.

Genus IV.

CALLI'GONUM L. The Calligonum. Lin. Si/sf. Dodecandria Tetra-

gynia.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 680. ; L'Heritier in Lin. Soc. Trans., 1. p. 177. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 926.
Synonymes. Pallksza L., Pteroc6ccus Pall.
Derivation. Kallos, beauty, gonu, a knee ; in description of the neat and jointed character of the

branches.

1165

afe 1. C. Palla^s/.^ L'Herit. Pallas's Calligonum.

Identification. L'Herit. Stirp., 2. p 37., and in Lin. Soc. Trans., 1. p. 177. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., 2.

p. 2*2. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 927.

Synonymes. Pteroc6ccus aphyllus Pall. Voy., 2. p. 738. t. 8. ; Calligonum polygoncildes Pall. Itin.,

3. p. 536. ; Pal!^sz« caspica Lin. fil. Suppl., 2.52., Savigny in Encycl. ; VaWiisia Pteroc6ccus Pall.
Fl. Ross., 2. p. 70. t 77, 78. ; Caspischer Hackenknopf, Ger.

Engravings. Lam. HI., 410. ; Pall. Itin., 2. t. 81. ; Pall. Fl. Ross., 2. t. 77, 78. ; and onrfigs. 1165, 1166.

Spec. Char., Sjc. Fruit winged: wings membranous, curled, and toothed. {L'Herit. in Lin. Soc.
Trans.) A shrub, 3 ft. or 4 ft. high. Introduced in 1780, but rare in collections. In its native
state, on the banks of the Caspian Sea, its root is thick, woody, 1| in. in diameter, striking deep into
the sand, with a tuberose head. Stems numerou.s, about the thickness of a

finger, erect, branched, spreading, dichotomous, brittle, with a grey striated

bark. Branches alternate, round, zigzag, pointed, a little knotty ; without
leaves ;

putting out every spring, at each
joint, from 6 to 10 close-set, herbaceous, \

rush-like shoots, sometimes simple, some- \ .

times branched, of a fine green and nearly ^,
glaucous colour ; a few of which survive
the winter, and harden into branches

;

the rest perish and leave a knotty scar.

Stipule membranous, obscurely trifid,

shriveling, surrounding the joint, as in

the polygonums. Leaves alternate, sessile,

solitary, at each joint of the herbaceous
shoots ; round, awl-shaped, fleshy, resembling the shoots ; half an inch long.

Pallas says there are no leaves ; but L'Heritier affirms they were actually

present in plants cultivated by himself, which were bearing flowers and fruit.

Flowers numerous, in clusters, 3—5 in a cluster, lateral, or axillary within
the stipules, on the young or woody branches, as well as on the herbaceous shoots ; white, with
a greenish tinge in the middle. Stamens 16, the length of the calyx, and withering with it

as the fruit increases, without falling ofT. Filaments bristle-shaped, thickest at the base, downy.
Anthers nearly globular, 2.celled. Ovary conical, 4-sided, rarely 3-sided, tlie bifid angles prolonged
so as to form the wings of the fruit. Wings somewhat oval, of a crimson colour, striated, and split

on the edges, spreading on each side so as to conceal the nut. Pallas describes this plant as a singu-
lar shrub, growing plentifully in the Desert of Naryn, and in the sandy tracts between the rivers
Rhymnus and Wolga, lying towards the Caspian Sea, where it frequently covers whole hills ; the
branches attaining the height of a man, and the roots often descending upwards of 6 ft. into the
sand. It abounds on gravelly hills near the Wolga, at Astracan, and near the mouths of the Cama,
in the deserts of Tartary. The thick part of the root being cut across in the winter season, a gum
exudes, having the appearance of tragacanth. Infused in water, it swells, and is changed into a
sweetish mucilage, which does not soon grow dry ; and, if exposed to heat, ferments in a fev/ days,
and acquires a vinous flavour. The wandering tribes form tobacco-pipes and spoons from the knots
found upon the trunk. The smoke of the wood is said to be good for sore eyes. The fruit is succu-
lent, acid, and excellent for quenching thirst. The flowers are produced in May, and the fruit

ripens in July. The nuts germinate freely when sown deeply in sand, and the two seed-leaves break
forth, and suddenly spring up, in one night, 1 in. in length, and thread-like and decumbent; but
they become speedily erect.
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C. combsum L'Herit. in Lin. Trans., 1. p. 180., Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 927. ; anil C. I'diidcrx L'Herii. ;

are described by botanists, and registered in Stveet's Hortus Britannicus as introduced j but we arc

not aware of their being in the country.

App. I. Half-hardy Species ofVulygonace(E.

Brunnichia cirrhhsa Gffirtn. Fruct., 1. t. 45. f. 2., is a tendrilcd climber, a
native of Carolina, with alternate, cordate, acuminate leaves, and flowers
in panicled racemes. It was introduced in 17S7, and is occasionally met with
in old collections ; for example, in the Cambridge Botanic Garden.

Yiiunex I.uiuiria L., Pluk. Aim , 252, 253., is a native of the Canaries, with
roundish glaucous leaves, which has been occasionally found in green-houses,
since the days of Parkinson. It grows to the height of 5ft. or G ft. in the
Cambridge Botanic Ciarden ; and produces its greenish flowers in June and
July. There are two other African suff'ruticose species recorded in our Hor-
tus Britannicus ; and there is a plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
from Moldavia, whicli has twining stems, and of which a portion is re|ire-

sented in fig. 1167. It grows against a wall with an east aspect, and, though
frequently killed down during winter, never fails to spring up vigorously the
following spring.
Volyj^onum adpressum R. Br., Bot. Mag., t. 3145., the Macquarrie Harbour

vine, is a native of Van Diemen's Land, principally on the sea shore, about
Macquarrie Harbour. It is an evergreen climber or trailer, growing to
the height of 60 ft. ; flowering from May to August ; and ripening its fruit

in December and January. The flowers are axillary, and are succeeded by
racemes of fruit, which, at first sight, resemble grapes. " The seed of all

the polygonums, which is a small hard nut, is known to be wholesome,
(buck-wheat, for example) ; but in P. adpressum the seed is invested with
the enlarged and fleshy segments of the calyx, which gives to each fruit the
appearance of a berry : some acidity in this fruit renders it available for

tarts." [Bot. Mag., April, 18.'J2 ; see also Gard. Mag., vol. viii. p. 347., and
vol. xi. p. 341.) This plant was introduced in 1822; and, though considered
as requiring the green-house, yet we have little doubt it would live against
a conservative wall, or as a trailer on dry rockwork, in peat soil, in a warm
situation. The extraordinary rapidity of its growth might perhaps recom-
mend it for the same purposes as the coboea, and other rapid-growing
climbers.

CHAP. XCIII.

OF THE HARDY AND HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER
XAURA'CEiE.

This order is distinguished from all others by the following short charac-
teristics : -— Anthers opening by valves which curve upwards ; carpels solitary
and superior; and ovules pendulous, {Lindl. Nat. Si/st.ofBot.) The only
other order treated of in our work, in which there is an analogous mode of
opening in the anthers, is Berherucecc. The species are chiefly trees, some of
them shrubs, natives of Asia and North America, and one of them of the
south of Europe.

Genus I-

LAU'RUS Plin. The Laurel, or Bay, Tree. Lin. Syst. Enneandria
Monogynia.

Identification. Pliny, on the authority of C. G. Nees von Esenbeck in Lindl. Nat. Syst. of Bot.,
p. 202. ; Lin. Gen., No. 503., in part ; and so of most other botanical authors.

Synonymes. Sassafras and Benzoin, C. G. Von Esenbeck ; Daphne, Greek.
Derivation. From /a;/*, praise; in reference to the ancient custom of crowning the Roman con-

querors with laurel in their triumphal processions. There appears some doubt of the iaurus
ndbilisbeingtheLaurusoftheRomans, and the Daphne of the Greeks. (See jDaphne.) As, however,
nothing certain is known of the subject, we have followed the popular belief; and, in the history
given below of the iaOrus n6bilis, we have treated it as if identical with the Daphne of the Greeks.

Gen. Char.,^c. iSea'c^ polygamous, or dioecious. Ca/j/j: with 6 sepals. Slame7is9;

C exterior, 3 interior, and each of them having a [lair of gland-like bodies
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attached to its base. These last have been deemed imperfect stamens.

Antliem achiatc ; of 2 cells in most of the species, of 4 unequal ones in the

others : each cell is closed by a vertical valve that opens elasticall^y, and
often carries up the pollen in a mass. Fruit a carpel that is pulpy ex-

ternally and includes one seed. Cotyledons eccentrically peltate, or, in

other words, attached to the remainder of the embryo a little above their

base line ; as, according to Brown, is the case in all iauraceae.— Species

about 9. Trees or shrubs. Leaves alternate, deciduous, or persistent in

4 species, entire, or lobed. Flowers, of the kinds having deciduous leaves,

appearing before the leaves, in small conglomerate umbels ; or, in L. Sas.sn-

frns L. and L. albida Xiift., in conglomerate bracteate racemes. (Xiittf-'/l

chiefly.) L. carolinensis Cateshi/ is an evergreen species of the United

States. L. nobilis IV. is an evergreen species of Italy. The latter has

fragrant leaves. Most of the American kinds have fragrant bark, and their

groups of flowers attended by the scales of the buds that had included

them. (Sims in Bot. Mag.) The genus iaurus L. has been divided, and

several genera formed out of it ; but all the hardy species are here retained

under the generic name of Z/aurus. There are only three perfectly hardy

species, i>aurus nobilis, L. Sassafras, and L. Benzoin, but there are several

that will live in the open air in mild climates, or with a little protection.

A. Plants evergreen ; hardy.

* 1 1. L. no'bilis L. The noble Laurel, or Sweet Bay.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 529. ; Hort. Cliff., 155. ; Mill. Diet., Ko. 1. ; Martyn's Mill., No. 9. ; "Willd.

Sp. PI., 2. p. 479. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synomjmes. iaurus Camer., Toiirn., Dodon., Bay, L. vulgaris Batih. Pin., 4:60. ; Laurier commun,
Laurier franc, Laurier d'Apollon, Laurier k sauce, Fr. ;

geineine Lorbeer, Ger.

Engravings. Blackw. Herb., t. 175. ; Flor. Gra^c, t. 365.; and the plate in our last Volume.

Spec. Char.y Sfc. Evergreen. Flowers -i-cleft. Sexes dioecious. Leaves

lanceolate, veiny. A native of Italy and Greece. {Willd. Sj). PL, ii. p. 480.)

Varieties.

• L. n. 2 undulatn Mill, is a low shrub, seldom growing higher than

4 ft. or 6 ft., with leaves waved on the edges, which is stated in the

Xoiiveau JJti Hamcl to be hardier than the species.

• L. n. .3 salici/olia Swt., L. n. angustifolia Z/orfrf. Cat.,\s a shrub, rather

higher than the preceding variety, with long narrow leaves, not so

thick as those of the species, and of a lighter green.

» L. n. 4 variegdta Swt., L. n. f(M. var. Lodd. Cat. — Leaves variegated.

• L. n. 5 latifolia Mill, has the leaves much broader and smoother than

those of the species. This is the broad-leaved bay of Asia, Spain,

and Italy, and it is generally considered as too tender for the open

air in England.
• L. n. 6 crispa Lotld. Cat. has the leaves somewhat curled,

ii L. 71. 1 Jlore plcno N. Du Ham. has double flowers.

There are also occasionally variations, such as the stamens varying in

number, and the stamens being sometimes expanded flat.

Description, Sfc. An evergreen tree, or rather enormous shrub, sometimes

growing to the height of 60 ft., but always displaying a tendency to throw up

suckers; and rarel}', if ever, assuming a tree-like character. The leaves are

evergreen, and of a firm texture ; they have an agreeable smell, and an aromatic,

subacrid, slightly bitterish taste. The flowers are dioecious, or the male and

female on different trees, and are disposed in racemes shorter than the leaves.

The male tree is the most showy, from the greater proportion of yellow in the

flowers. The berry is ovate, fleshy, and of a very ilark purple, approaching

to black. The sweet bay tree is a native of the south of Europe, and the

north of Africa, where its general height is about 30 ft. St. Pierre observes

tiiat the wild bay trees on the banks of the river Pcneus in Thcssaly are remark-

ably fine, which might probably give rise to the fable of Daphne (supposing the

Greek daphne to "be this tree) being a nymph, the daughter of that river.
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Pallas mentions having found it in Tauria. The exact date of its introduc-

tion into Britain is unknown, but it must have been previous to 15G2, as it is

mentioned in Turner's Herbal, published in that year ; and we find tiiat, in

the reign of Elizabeth, the floors of the houses of distinguished persons were
strewed with bay leaves. It was formerly considered medicinal, both leaves

and berries being highly aromatic and stomachic ; they are also astringent

and carminative. An infusion of them was not only considered beneficial,

when taken internally, but it was used for fomentations, &c. At present, the

principal use of the tree is as an ornamental plant, though the leaves are still

employed for flavouring custards, blancmange, &c. In mythology this tree is

celebrated as having once been Daphne, the daughter of Peneus, who, flying

from the embraces of Apollo,and reaching the banks of her parent stream, called

on the river god for aid, and was changed into a laurel. In the age of

Roman greatness, this tree was considered as the emblem of victory, and also

of clemency. The victorious generals were crowned with it in their triumphal

processions ; every common soldier carried a sprig of it in his hand ; and

even the dispatches announcing a victory were wrapped up in, and ornamented

with, leaves of bay. The aromatic odour of these trees was supposed by the

ancient Romans to have the power of dispelling contagion, and during a pes-

tilence the Emperor Claudius removed his court to Laurentine, so celebrated

for its bay trees. Theophrastus tells us that superstitious Greeks would

keep a l)ay leaf in their mouths all day, to preserve themselves from misfor-

tunes. The Greeks had also diviners who were called Daphnephagi, be-

cause they chewed bay leaves, which they pretended inspired them with the

spirit of prophecy. The bay was dedicated to Apollo, and the first temple

raised to that god at Delphi was formed of the branches of the tree. It

was the favourite tree of the poets : and we are told that Maia, the mother of

Virgil, dreamt that she was delivered of a bay tree ; and that one of these

trees sprang from Virgil's ashes, and is still growing over his tomb. In later

times it was supposed to be a safeguard against lightning ; and Madame De
Genlis mentions the device of the Count De Dunois, which was a bay tree,

with the motto " I defend the earth that bears me." It was a custom in the

middle ages, to place wreaths of laurel, with the berries on, on the heads of

those poets who had particularly distinguished themselves ; hence our ex-

pression, poet laureate. " Students who have taken their degrees at the

universities are called bachelors, from the French hachcVicr, which is derived

from the Latin haccalaureus, a laurel berry. These students were not allowed

to marry, lest the duties of husband and father should take them from their

literary pursuits; and, in time, all single men were called bachelors." {Si/lva

Flor., i. p. 115.) This tree is mentioned by Chaucer as the crown of the

Knights of the Round Table.

Soil, Propagation, Sfc. The Laurus nobilis requires a good free soil, and

it will not thrive in the open air, in a climate much colder than that of the

environs of London. It is generally propagated by layers ; but as the berries

are ripened in the south of England, and can be had in abundance from

France, the species is very generally increased from seeds, and the varieties

only raised from la3'ers or cuttings. As an evergreen shrub, not only beau-

tiful in itself, but connected with many classical and interesting associations,

it ought to have a place in every collection. As it forms a dense conical

bush, when not trained to a single stem, it is well adapted for garden hedges.

This tree is very tenacious of life, and the root or stump of an apparently

dead tree will often send up suckers two years after it has appeared to

be dead.

Statistics. 'Laicrus ndbilis in the Environs of London. There are plants upward of 20 ft. high, at

various places, the largest of which, that we have seen, is a plant at Syon 28 ft. high, forming an
immense conical bush, 18 ft in diameter at the base. The rate of growth in the neighbourhood of

London, as deduced from the dimensions of several young plants sent us, is about 15 ft. in height, in

10 years.

ijaurHS ndhi/is South of London. The largest tree of this species in England is at Slargram in

Glamorganshire, the seat of C. P.Talhot, Esq., M.P., about 12 miles from Swansea. It is 61 ft. 6 in. high,

and forms a magnificent bcU-shapcd bush, .about 60ft. in diameter at the base. In Devonshire,
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at Killerton, 90 years planted, it is 26 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. In SomersetBhire, at

Nettlecombe, 70 years planted, it is 22 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 20 in., and of the head 39 ft.

In Surrey, at Claremont, 25 ft. high, as a bush, the branches covering a space 15 ft. in diameter. In

Sussex, at Arundel Castle, it is 25 ft. high.
Ladnis ndbiUs North of London. In Bedfordshire, at Southhill, 22 years planted, it is 10 ft. high.

In Berkshire, at White Knights, SO years planted, it is ISJft. high. In Cheshire, at Kinmel Park, 20

years planted, it is 18 tl high ; at Eaton Hall, U years planted, it is 9 ft. high, and the diameter of the

space covered by the branches 10 ft. In Shropshire, at Willey Park, 10 years planted, it is 12 ft. high.

In Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, GO years planted, it is £0 ft. high ; at Great Livermere, 12 years planted

,

it is 18 ft. high. In Warwickshire, at Combe Abbey, 40; years? planted, it is 14 ft. high, against a

wall. In Yorkshire, at Hackress, 16 years planted, it is 8 ft. high ; at Grimston, 13 years planted,

it is 14ft. high.
L,a(irus ndbilis in Scotland. At Gosford House, 36 years planted, it is 15 ft. high, the diameter of

the space covered by the branches 12 ft. ; at Dalhousie Castle, 14 years planted, it is 15 ft. high,

against a walL In Berwickshire, at the Hirsel, 35 years planted, it is 14 ft. high, against a wall. In

Haddingtonshire, at Tynninghara, it is 10 ft. high. In Aberdeenshire, at Thainston, it grows 8 in.

in a year, and stands the winter well in sheltered situations. In the Isle of Bute, at Mount Stewart,

it is 27 ft. high, and the diameter of the space covered by the branches 26 ft. In Hoss-shire, at Brahan
Castle, it is 11 ft. high. In Stirlingshire, at Airthrey Castle, 45 years planted, it is 14 ft. high.

iMiirus ndbi/is in Ireland. At Cypress Grove, Dublin, it is 50 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft.

2 in., and of the head 25 ft. In the CuUen's Wood Nursery, 35 years planted, it is 25 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 2^ ft., and of the head 24 ft. In Wi.klow, at Shelton Abbey, 16 years planted,

it is 34 ft. high. In Fermanagh, at Florence Court, 30 years planted, it is 10 ft high.

Ijatirus ndhilis in Foreign Countries. In France, in the Botanic Garden, 'I'culon, 14 years planted,

it is 19 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 6 in. ; at Vaucluse, among the scattered houses not far

from the fountain, it was 15 ft. high, in 1P19. Throughout Germany it is a green-house i)Iant. In
Russia, in the Crimea, it requires protection during winter. In Italy and Spain it attains a larger

size than any where else in Europe, forming immense bushes, from 50 ft. to 70ft. in height.

Commercial Statistics. Plants of the species in the London nurseries are 1.5.

each, and the varieties from Is. Qd. to 2s. 6d.; at Bollwyller it is a greenhouse

plant ; at New York, plants are 1 dollar each.

B. Plants evergreen ; half-hardy.

i 2. L. caroline'nsis Catesb. The Carolina Laurel, or Red Bay.

Identification. Catesb. Car., 1. p. 63. ; Michx. Fl. Amer., 1. p. 245. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 276.

;

Spreng, Svst., 2. p. 665.
Synonymcs! L. Borbbnw Lin. Sp., 529., Syst, 383., Martyn's Mill., No. 13., N. Du Ham., 2. p. 16.3.,

Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836; L. axillaris Lam.; Borbinw sp. Plum. Gen., 4. ic. 60., Persea Borbdma
Spreng. ; the broad-leaved Carolina Bay ; Laurier rouge, Laurier Bourbon, Launer de Carohne,

Fr. ; Carolinischer Lorbeer, Bother Lorbcer, Ger.
Engravings. Catesb. Car., t 63. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl.,2. t82.i N. Du Ham., 2. t33. ; and our

fig. 1168. after Michaux, and fig. 1169. after Du Hamel.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Evergreen. Leaves oval, lanceolate, slightly glaucous be-

neath. Flowers in peduncled axillary groups. (Spreng. Syst., ii. p. 265.)

An evergreen tree, a native of North America, from Virginia to Louisiana

;

introduced in 1739, and flowering in May; but seldom found in collections.

Varieties.

1 L. c. 2 glabra Pursh has the leaves slightly glabrous.

i L. c. Spubescens Pursh has the leaves slightly pubescent.

t L. c. 4 ohiiisa Pursh has the leaves ovate-obtuse.

All these varieties were introduced in 1806; and they all flower from

May to July. In ouvHortus Britannicus, and other modern catalogues, L.

Borbonia and L. carolinensis are made distinct

species ; the former being said to be tender,

and introduced in 1739, and the latter to be
hardy, and introduced in 1806. Both, however,
are said to be the American red bay ; and in

Pursh's Fl. Amer. Sept., and in the N.Dii Ham.,
they are considered identical. It appears pro-

bable that this is the case ; and, as it appears

from Michaux {N. Amer, Sylva, ii. p. 150.), that

the tree differs exceedingly according to the lati-

tude in which it grows, L. Borbonia (7%. 1 168.)

may be the form it assumes in the southern

states, and Z/. caroHnensis (7%. 1169.) its ap- ^^^""V
pearance in the more northern ones. - f/ ""^Z

Description, Sfc. The red bay, though it sometimes, in the south of Georgia

and the Floridas, attains the height of 60 ft. or 70 ft., with a trunk from 15 in.
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1169to 20 in. in diameter, yet rarely exhi-

bits a regular form : its trunk is gene-

rally crooked, and divided into several

thick limbs at 8 ft., 10 ft., or 12 ft. from

the ground. In America, Michaux tells

us, " upon old trunks the bark is thick,

and deeply furrowed ; that of the young
branches, on the contrary, is smooth,

and of a beautiful green colour. The
leaves are about Gin. long, alternate,

oval-acuminate, glaucous on the lower

surface, and evergreen. When bruised

they diffuse a strong odour, resembling

that of the sweet bay (Laurus nobilis),

and may, like those of that species, be employed in cookery." (j\Iic/u\ North

Amcr. Si/l.^ ii. p. 151.) The male flowers come out in long bunches from the

axils of the leaves ; and the female flowers in loose bunches on pretty long

red peduncles. The berries are of a dark rich blue, in red cups, and they

grow two, and sometimes three, together. The red bay is found in the lower

part of Virginia, and it continues in abundance throughout the maritime dis-

tricts of the Carolinas, Georgia, the two Floridas, and Lower Louisiana.

Mixed with the sweet bay (Z,aurus nobilis), tupelo (Nyssa biflora), red

maple (/l^cer riibrum), and water oak (Quercus aquatica), it fill s the broad

swamps which intersect the pine barrens. A cool and humid soil appears

essential to its growth ; and it is remarked, that the farther south it grows,

the more vigorous and beautiful is its vegetation. It was discovered by

Catesby, and described and figured by him in his work on Carolina; Miller

cultivated it in 1739. In France, Plumier constituted it a genus, to which

he gave the name of Borb6n;a in honour of Gaston de Bourbon, son of

Henry IV., and uncle of Louis XIV, In America, the v/ood of the red

bay is used for cabinet-making, as it is very strong, and of a beautiful rose-

colour, has a fine compact grain, and is susceptible of a brilliant polish,

having the appearance, as Catesby tells us, of watered satin. Before mahogany
became the reigning fashion in cabinet-making, Michaux observes, the wood
of the red bay was commonly employed in the southern states of North

America by the cabinet-makers, who produced from it articles of furniture of

the highest degree of beauty ; but trees of the red baj' are now no longer to

be found in North America of sufficient diameter for this purpose, and re-

course is had to mahogany, which is imported from St. Domingo at a moderate

price. It might also be employed in ship-building, and for other purposes of

construction, as it unites the properties of strength and durability ; but its

trunks are rarely found of sufficient dimensions to render it available for

these purposes. In England it is solely considered as an ornamental tree

;

and as it is more tender than the common sweet bay, it is only suitable for

warm or sheltered situations, or for being placed against a wall.

» 3. L. Catesbi^\v>4 Michx. Catesby's Laurel, or Red Bay.

Identification. Michx. FL Bor. Amer., 1. p. 2-W. : Spreng. Syst., 2. p. 265. ; Pursh Fl. Amer., SepL 1.,

p. 275.

Engraving. Catesb. Car., t. 28.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Evergreen. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, glossy. Flowers in a terminal panicle. Fruit

ovate. [Spreng. Syst., 2. p. 265.) An evergreen shrub, a native of the sea-coast of Georgia and Ca-

rolina, introduced in 1820, and flowering in May. The flowers are white, and the berries black,

based by red calyxes, on thick red peduncles. We have not seen the plant.

• 4. L. aggregaVa Sims. The gvovL^eA-flowcred Laurel, or Bay,

Identification. Sims Bot. Mag., t. 2497.

Engravings. Bot, Mag., t. 2497. ; and our ^g^. 1170.

Si>ec. Char., S^c. Evergreen. Leaves ovate-acuminate, S-ncrvcd, glaucous beneath. Flowers

upon distinct pedicels, disposed in axillary groups, that are attended at the base with scaly,

ovate, concave bracteas. (.SV?«s in Bot. Mag., t. 2497.1 An evergreen shrub, a native of China,
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ervative wall, at

introduced in 1821. The leaves are alternate, petiolated, of a yel-

lowish or apple green on the upper suie, and very glaucous on the
under, with the three nerves uniting a little above the insertion of the
petiole, and terminating short of the point of the leaf. The young shoots
are axillary, and come out from among the flowers, and are furnished
with several membranaceous slightly coloured scales, or a sort of sti-

pules, which are very deciduous. It is rather tender ; but, from the lo-

cality, where it is indigenous, it would probably succeed with very little

protection against a conservative wall.

'L.fn'^k'ns Ait, L. madeir^nsis 'Lam., Persea foeHens Sprcng., is a native
of Madeira, and the Canary Islands, introduced in 1760, and producing its

greenish yellow flowers from March to October. In its native country it

forms a small tree 20(1. high; but in British gardens it is commonly kept
in a green-house, or in a cold-pit. The plant, however, in the Horticultural
Society's Garden, has stood out as a bush since 1831, and is now upwards of
4 ft. high. There can be little doubt that this, and the other species enu-
merated as half-hardy, would stand against a wall with very little protection.

L. ^lyrrha Lour, is a native of China, which has stood against a wall in the
Horticultural Society's Garden since 1832. It is generally injured more or
less when the winters are severe ; but it always springs up again, and grows
vigorously during summer.

L. indica L. is an evergreen tree, with noble foliage, which lives and
attains a considerable size in our conservatories and green-houses ; and
there can be little doubt that in the south of England it would live against a con
1 east as well as the orange and the lemon.

C. Leaves deciduous,

t 5. L. Sa'ssafras L. The Sassafras Laurel, or Sassafras Tree.

Identification. Lin. Hort. Cliff., 151. , Gron. Virg., 46. ; Kalm It., 2. p. 270. 434. ; Mill. Diet., No. 7. ;

Trew Ehret, t. 59, 60. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 485. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Si/twnymcs. Cornus mas odorata, folio trifido, margine piano. Sassafras dicta, Pltik. Aim., 1'20, t. £22

'f. 6., Catesb.Car.,\.x>.55.t.br}.. Seligm. Av. /c, 2. t 10. ; Sassafras arbor, ex Florida, ticulneo

folio, Bauh. Pin., 431. ; Sassafras sp. C. G. Kces Von Esenbeck ; Persea Sassafras Spreng. ; Laurier
Sassafras, Fr. ; Sassafras Lorbeer, Ger.

Engravings. Trew Ehret, tS9, 60. ; Blackw. Herb., t 267. ; Giesecke Ic, fasc. 1. No. 9. ; Pluk.

Aim., t 222. f. 6. ; Catesb Car., 1. t. 55. ; Seligm. Av. Ic., 2. t 10. ; and plates in our last Volume.

5))ec. Char., Sfc. Sexes dioecious. Habit arborescent. Both leaves and

flowers are produceil from the same buds. Buds, younger branches, and

the under surface of the leaves, pubescent. Leaves entire, or with 2—

3

lobes. Veins prominent on the under side. Flowers in corymbose con-

glomerate racemes. Anthers with 4 unequal cells. In the female flower,

additionally to the pistil, are 6 gland-like bodies, like those in the male

flowers. (Ntitt. Gen.y i. p. 259.) A deciduous tree, from 40 ft. to 50 ft.

high. A native of North America. Introduced in 1633, and flowering in

April and Ma}'.

Varieties. Nuttall states (Gen. Sr Cat. i\\ A. P.) that the inhabitants of North
and South Carolina distinguished two kinds of sassafras, the red and the

white, calling the latter, also, the smooth. The red he identifies with the

i(., subgenus Euosmus Nutt., Sassafras L.; and the white or smooth he con-

siders a species belonging to the same subgenus, which he calls L. E. ulbida

Kutt., and of which he has adduced the following characteristics. Its buds

and younger branches are smooth and glaucous j its leaves are every where

glabrous and thin, and the veins are obsolete on the under surface; the

petiole is longer. He had not seen it in flower. The root is much more
strongly camphorated than the root of the red sort {L. Sassafras), and is

nearly white. This kind is better calculatetl to answer as a substitute for

ochra(/fibiscus esculentus) than the L. Sassafras, from its buds and young
branches being much more mucilaginous. It is abundant in North and

South Carolina, from the Catawba Moimtains to the east bank of the

Santee, growing with L. Sassafras, which, in North Carolina, is less abun-

dant. {Nut. Gen., i. p. 259, 260.)

Description, Sfc. The sassafras tree often grows, even in England, to the

iieight of 40 ft. or 50 ft. (See plate of the tree at Syon, in our last Vohime.)
The leaves, which vary very much in size and shape, are covered, when they

first appear, with a soft woolly down ; they are generally deeply lobed, on
long footstalks, and of a pale green; they fall oft" early in autumn. The
flowers are of a greenish )'ellow, and but slightly odoriferous ; the berries

are oval, of a bright l)ut deep blue, and contained in small dark rctl cups,

4 ti 4
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supported by long red peduncles. These berries are greedily devoured by

birds, and consequently do not remain long on the tree. The bark of the

young branches is sniootli, and beautifully green ; but, when old, it becomes
of " a greyish colour, and is chapped into deep cracks. On cutting into it,

it exiiibits a dark dull red, a good deal resembling the colour of Peruvian

bark." {Micfhv. N. Amer. Si/L, ii. p. l-iG.) In the United States the sassa-

fras is found as far north as lat. 43"^
; but it there appears only as a tall shrub,

rarely exceeding 15 ft. or 20 ft. in height. In the neighbourhood of New
York and Philadelphia, however, it grows to the height of 40 ft. or 30 ft.,

and attains a still greater size in the southern states. It is abundant from
" Boston to the banks of the Mississippi, and from the shores of the ocean

in Virginia to the remotest wilds of Upper Louisiana beyond the Missouri,

comprising an extent in each direction of more than 1800 miles." (Mic/hv.)
" The sassafras, on account of its medicinal properties, was one of the first

American trees which became known to Europeans. Monardez, in 1349, and

after him Clusius," treat of its uses. Gerard calls it the ague tree, and says,

that a decoction of its bark will cure agues, and many other diseases. The
bark is still employed in medicine, that of the roots being preferred; and it is

said to be an excellent sudorific. A decoction of the chips is well known as

a remedy for scorbutic artections. In different parts of the United States, a

tea is made of the flowers, which is considered very efficacious in purifying

the blood. In Louisiana the leaves are used to thicken pottage; and in

Virginia a beer is made of the young shoots. The sassafras chips which are

sold in the English druggists' shops are formed of the wood of this tree; but

what are called the sassafras nuts are the fruit of the Laurus Pucheri of the

Flora Peruviana. (See Lindl. Nat.Syst.of Bot.) Bigelow says that this tree is

produced in almost ever}- part of the United States. " It not only inhabits

every latitude from New England to Florida, but we are told it is also found

in the forests of Mexico, and even in those of Brazil. Its peculiar foliage,

and the spicy qualities of its bark, render it a prominent object of notice, and

it seems to have been one of the earliest trees of the North American con-

tinent to attract the attention of Europeans. Its character, as an article of

medicine, was at one time so high, that it commanded an extravagant price,

and treatises were written to celebrate its virtues. It still retains a place in

the best European pharmacopseias." {Bigelow^s American Botani/yVo\. li. p.l41.)

He adds that " the bark has an agreeable smell, and a fragrant spicy taste.

The flavour of the root is more powerful than that of the branches ; and both

flavour and odour reside in a volatile oil, which is readily obtained from the

bark by distillation. Tiie bark and pith of the young twigs abound with a

pure and delicate mucilage; and in this mucilage and the volatile oil all the

medicinal virtues of the tree are contained. The bark and wood were for-

merly much celebrated in the cure of various complaints, particularly in

rheumatism and dropsy ; but they are now only recognised as forming a warm
stimulant and diaphoretic." {Ibid.) The sassafras is of little value as a

timber tree. In America, the wood, which is white or reddish, is sometimes

used for making bedsteads and other articles of furniture, which are not liable

to be attacked by insects, and have a most agreeable odour, which they re-

tain as long as they are sheltered from the sun and rain. The wood is of

very little esteem for fuel; and the " bark contains a great deal of air, and
snaps while burning like that of the chestnut." {Michx.) The most inter-

esting historical recollection connected with this tree is, that it may be said to

have led to the discovery of America; as it was its strong fragrance, smelt by
Columbus, that encouraged him to persevere when his crew mutinied, and
enabled him to convince them that land was near at hand.

Soil, Projmgation, i$-c. Any free soil, rather moist than dry, will suit this

species, which is generally propagated from imported seeds, which should be
sown or [)ut in a rot-heap, as soon as received, as they remain a year, and
sometimes two or three years, in the ground, before they come up. The sas-

safras may aloo be [iropagated by cuttings of the roots, or by suckers, which
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the roots of old trees (at Syon, for example,) throw up in great abundance.
The situation where the tree is finally planted should be sheltered ; and, in the
north of England and in Scotland, to insure fine foliage, it should be planteil

against a wall.

Statistics, hnun/s S&ssafras in England. In the environs of London, the largest tree is at Syon,
where it is 40 ft. liigh, the diameter ol the trunk 1 ft. 8 in., and of the head 29 ft. At Kew, it is 40 ft.

high. In the Fulham Nursery, it is 30ft. high. In the Mile End Nursery, it is 21 ft. high. South
of London, In the Isle of Jersey, in Saunders's Nursery, 14 years planted, it is 12 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk Din., and of the head 9ft. In Kent, at Cohham Hall, 30 years planted, it is F>0 ft. high,
andthediameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in. In Surrey, at St. Ann's Hill, 30 years planted, it is 22 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 1ft. 2 in., and of the head 12 ft. North of London, in Worcestershire, at
Croome, 40 years planted, it is 2;) ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 12 ft.

L. Sassafras in Scot/and. In the Isle of Bute, at Mount Stewart, it is 10 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 3 in., and of the head 5 ft.

L. Sassafras in Ireland. In the environs of Dublin, at Castletown, it is 28 ft. high, the di-
ameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in. North of Dublin, in Galway, at Coole, it is 19 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 12 in., and of the head 22 ft. In Louth, at Oriel Temple, 12 years planted, it is 9 ft. high,
the diameter of head 5 ft.

L. Sassafras in Foi-eign Countries. In France, at Sceaux, 16 years planted, it is 15 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 8 in., and of the head 6 ft. In the neighbourhood of Nantes, 24 years planted,
it is 30 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. in diameter. In the Botanical Garden at Avranches, 29 years
planted, it is 20 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 8 in., and of the head 12 ft. In Italy, in Lombardy,
at Monza, 12 years planted, it is 10 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 8 in., and of the head 5 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Plants in the London nurseries, are 5s. each ; and
seeds 6*. a quart; at Bollwyller, plants are 2 francs and 30 cents each; and at

New York, 25 cents.

s 6. L. BENZd'lN L. The Benzoin Laurel, or Benjamin Tree,

Identification. Lin. Hort. Cliff., 154.; Gron. Virg., 46.; Mill. Diet., No. 6. ; Willd. Arb., 165.;
Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 485. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. Arbor virginiana citrea; vel limonii folio, Benzoinum fundens, CoJiim. Hort., 1. p. 189.

t. 97. ; /-aurus aestivalis Jf'ang/i. Anier., 87. ; L. Vsetido- Benzijin Mich. Fl. Araer., 1. p. 243. ; L.
Euijsmus Benzoin Nutt. Gen., 1. p. 259. ; Benzoin, sp. C. G. Nees Von Esenbeck ; Spice Bush, Spice
Wood, or wild Allspice, Anier., according to Nuttall ; Laurier faux Benzoin, Fr.; Benzoin Lorbeer,
Ger.

Engravings. Coram. Hort, 1. t. 97. ; Pluk. Aim., t. 139. f. 34 ; and our fig. 1171.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves cuneate-obovate, entire, the under side whitish and
partly pubescent, deciduous. Sexes polygamous. Flowers in umbels.

Buds and pedicels of the umbels glabrous. {Nutt. Gen.,i. p.2o9.) Leaves

without nerves, ovate, acute at both ends.

(JVil/d. Sp. PL, ii. p. 485.) A deciduous

shrub, a native of Virginia, where it gi'ows

to the height of 10 ft. or 12 ft. It was in-

troduced in 1688, and is not unfrequent in

collections. In British gardens, it forms a

rather tender peat-earth shrub, handsome
from its large leaves, but seldom thriving,

except where the soil is kept moist and the

situation sheltered. The bark oiL. Benzoin

is highly aromatic, stimulant, and tonic,

and is extensively used in North America
in intermittent fevers. The oil of the fruit

is said to be stimulant. (Lindl. Nat. Syst.

ofBot., on the information ofBarton.) The
true Benjamin tree, or gum benzoin, is

not, as Ray supposed, this Laurus Benzoiji,

but a species of 6'tyrax ; as was first shown
by the late Mr. Dryander, in the Philoso-

jMcal Transactions for 1787, p. 307, t. 12. (Rees's Cyclop.) iaurus Benzoin

is propagated from imported seeds, which require to be treated like those

of iaurus Sassafras.

statistics. The largest plant, in the neighbourhood of London, is at Ham House, where it is 15 ft.

high ; at Syon, it is 14 ft. high ; at Kew, 6 ft high ; in the Horticultural Society's Garden, 8 ft. high.

In Sussex, at Westdean, 14 years planted, it is 12 ft. high. In Warwickshire, at Newnham Paddocks,

10 years planted, it is 5 ft. high. In Worcestershire, at Croome, 15 years planted, it is 15 It high ; at

Hagley, 12 years planted, it is 6 ft, high. In Ireland, at Oriel Temple, 12 years planted, it is 6 ft.

high. In Germany, near Vienna, at Briick on the Leytha, 25 years planted, it is 15 ft. high. At
Berlin, in the Botanic Garden, 14 years planted, it is 10 ft. high. In Italy, at Monza, 24 years

planted, it is 14 ft. high.
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Commercial Statistics. Price of plants, in the London nurseries. Is. 6d.

each, and seeds 6*. a quart j at Bollw^Uer, 2 francs; and at New York,
25 cents.

^ 7. L. (B.) Z>iosPY^Ris Pcrs. The Diospyrus-///e Laurel, or Bay.
Identification. Pers. Syn., 1. p. -150. ; Bot. Mag., t. 1470. ; where Dr. Sims states that Persoon's epi-

thet, Diospyrus, is an abbreviation of Michaux's one of rfiospyroldes.

Synony7nes. L. Euosmus Diospyrus Niitt. Gen., 1. p. I2;")g. ; 1.. rfiospvroides Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer.,
1. p. 243. ; ? L. raelisssfblia Walt. Fl. Car., l.>t. Dr. Siras [Bot. Mag., t. 1470.) states that he has
not much doubt that the L. nielissief. Mia Jf'a/ter is identical with tins species ; and he adds that
Mr. Fraser, who was the friend of Walter, and editor of his work, always considered it as such,
and has remarked that " the leaves are not at all like those of the balm ; but it was, probably, the
scent, not the form, that suggested the appellation."

Engravings. Bot. Mag., t. 1470.; and our fig. 1172.

S2}ec. Char., Sfc. Habit low, surculose, twiggy. Leaves oblong-oval and
entire, the under side veiny and pubescent, deciduous. Flower buds and
pedicels villous. Sexes dioecious. Fruit large. {Xutt. Gen.,\. Y).2b9.) A
running twiggy shrub, 2 ft. or 3 ft. high, in its

native swamps, in Virginia and Carolina; intro-

duced in 1810. Leaves opaque, oblong-oval, at-

tenuated towards the base, entire, the under side

veiny and pubescent, deciduous. Scales of the

buds purple, villous. Younger branches villous.

Sexes dioecious. Flower buds and pedicels villous.

Flowers disposed in sessile uinbeled groups, 3—

5

in a group. Perfect stamens 9. Gland-Uke bodies

large, orange yellow. Fruit larger than that of
L. Benzoin, oblong-ovate, scarlet, upon thick and
distinct pedicels Cotyledons large, thick, oilv,

attached by near their base to the remainder of the

embryo. (Xutt. Gen., i. p. 259.) It is what may be
deemed the male sex that is represented in Bot.

Mag., t. 1 470., and our Jig. 1172. ; and in the text of the Bot. Mag. is the
following interesting information by Dr. Sims, on the structure of its

flowers. There were 9 perfect stamens, and an imperfect ovary; and 6
glands on short pedicels, resembling so many Httle yellow mushrooms, with
a warty pileus : the anthers had 2 cells each. (Bot. Alag.) L. Pseudo-Ben-
zoin Michx. is supposed by Dr. Sims (Bot. Mag., t. 1471.) to be either

identical with, or a slight variation from, this species. The only plant
which we have seen bearing the name of Zy. ZJiospjrus is at White Knights,
where it so closely resembles L. Benzoin, as to leave no doubt in our
mind that Dr. Sims's conjecture was right.

at 8. L. (B.) ^STiVA^Lis L. The summer Laurel, or IVillow-leavcd Bay.
Identification. Iav\. Sp., 529. ; Syst., 384. ; Mart. Mill., No. 24. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 485.
Synonymes. L. enervia Mill. Diet., No. 8. ; L. Euosmus jestivMis Nutt. Gen., 1. p. 259. ; Pond bush,
Amer. ; Sommer Lorbeer, Ger.

Engraving. Catesb. Car., 2. t 28.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves oblong-acuminate, entire, glabrous, veiny, deci-

duous. Flowers in umbels. Sexes polygamous. (Xutt. Gen.,\. ^.2o9.)
Dr. Sims has noted, incidentally, in the Bot. Mag., t. 1470., that there
are two different specimens of the L. a;stivalis in the Banksian herbarium

;

that one of them, the flowering specimen from Jacquin's hcrbai-ium, is

evidently a specimen of the L. genicuh\ta Bot. Mag.,t. 1471.; and that the
other, in the leaves, is similar to the L. Z)iospyrus Bot. Mag., t. 1470.
Farther, Dr. Sims has noted, t. 1471., that it is not easy to say to which
species L. jestivalis really belongs, and that if Linnjeus had meant the cha-
racter of supra-axillary branches to describe that the buds are produced
below the branches, and not in the axils of them, it is as applicable to the
allied L. Diospjrus and L. geniculata. (Bot. Mag., t. 1470.) A shrub,
about Oft. or 8ft. high, a native of Virginia, in the swamps whicii inter-

sect the pine barrens. Introduced in 1775. There was a plant in the
Horticultural Society's Garden, some years ago, which is since dead.
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9. L. genicula'ta Mirfi.v. The knee-ftexed-braiicf/ed Liiurel, or Bat/.

Walt. FI. Car., p. 133.Identification. Miihx. FI. Bor. Anier., 1. p. 2+4. ; Pers. Synops., 1. p. 450.
Pursh FI. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 270. ;-Bot. Mag., t. 1471.

Synony7nes. L. Euusmus geniculfita ]s!utl. Gen., 1. p. 259. ; L. Eestivalis Willd. Sp. PL, 2. p. 484.,
according to Pursh.

Engravings. Bot. Mag., 1. 1471. ; and ourjf^. 1173. '

Spec. Char., Sfc. Branches divaricate and flexuous. Leaves cuneate-oblonp,
mostly obtuse, about l^in. long, in many instances less than half an inch

wide, entire, glabrous, except upon the under side near the base. Flowers
in temiinal small umbels, that are upon con-
spicuous footstalks and smooth. Anthers
unequally 4-celled. Sexes polygamous. XjJ'^x €^
{Nutt.Gcn.,\. p. -259.) Nuttall adds that

this kind grows from 8 ft. to 12 ft. high,

and that the branches are flexuous, grey,

smooth, and so remarkably divaricated as

to give a characteristic a[)pearance to the

pods which they border ; and that its native "^^I^l/.«y^, ir^li
localities are, invariably, sandy swamps, and Ml \ym fi^^
the margins of lagoons, from Virginia to

Florida. Dr. Sims has noted that the ^ '-^

zigzag direction and deep colour of the branches distinguish the L. geniculata

at first sight ; and that he could not perceive in its bark any of the aromatic
scent so remarkable in most of the genus, and which is so clearly percep-
tible in L. Benzoin. Pursh states that the flowers are yellow, and the
berries globose and scarlet. We received a plant of this species from Bar-
tram's Botanic Garden, in 1831: it appeared very distinct; but, owing
to the crowded state of our garden, and the want of moisture, it died in the

summer of 1834. Price of plants, at New York, 1 dollar.

App. I. Jrlalf-hardy Species qfl^auracecc.
Cinnambmum Camphora .Swt. Xai'irus Cam-phora L., the Camphor tree, (^V. Du Ham , 2. t. 35. ;

Bol. Mag., t. 2058"; and oiir^^.1174.) is a native of Japan, and other parts of Eastern India, where
it grows to the height of the European lime tree, and makes a fine ai)pcarance, from its glossy

shining leaves. The wood is white, with reddish waxy
leaves, and the odour of camphor is exhaled from it, and
from every other part of the plant. Camphor, and camphor
oil, arc well known medicines, which are obtained from
this tree. Camphor is considered one of the principal

diaphoretics, and is of a particularly subtile and penetrating

nature quickly diffusing itself through the whole human frame. It is used in a great variety ot

medica'l preparations Camphor is obtained from the tree by splitting the wood into small pieces,

and distilling it with water in an iron retort, covered with an earthen or wooden put, in the hollow

of which hay or straw is placed, to which the camphor adheres as it rises with the steam of the water.

It is at first of a brownish white, and in very small particles, but, after being redistilled, it is com-

pressed into the lumps which we see in the shops. The camphor used in Europe is chiefly imported

from Japan Camphor oil is obtained by making an incision in the trunk of the tree, and inserting

a small tube of reed, through which the sap exudes, from which the oil is obtained by skimming.

In British gardens the camphor tree is commonly kept in green.houses or cold-i)its ; and we have no

doubt whatever, that, with a moderate degree of protection, it would live against a conservative wall.

C virum Swt. ; iaiirus Cinnamomum /.. ; L. Cassia But. .Vd^'., ICJti. ; and v:\ir fig. 11/5. ;
the
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cinnamon tree, is a native of the Island of Ceylon, and other parts of the East ; and it has been in-
troduced into South America, and the Isle of France, where it is cultivated for the bark. It is com-
monly considered as a stove plant, but it has ripened seeds in the conservatory of IVl Boursault, at
Paris, from which young plants have been raised, in 1827,~1828, :.nd 1829, and these plants have stood
the winter in the open air there for several years, with very little protection. It well deserves a trial,
therefore, against a conservative wall, in British gardens.

C. Cassia D. Don ; Xaurus C&ssia L. ; L. Cinnambmum Bot. Rep. ; Ptrsea Cassia Spr. ; the
Wild Cinnamon, .Bo<. iRe/)., t. 596., which is a native of Ceylon, where it grows to the height of 50 ft. or
60 ft., with large spreading branches, is thought to be nothing more than C. vferum in a wild state.

Other ligneous plants belonging to this order, natives of Japan, Mexico, the Cape of Good Hope,
and of New South Wales, and usually kept in green-houses, will be found enumerated in our Hortus
Britannicus. Most of them, we have no doubt, could make a much better appearance against a flued
conservative wall, than ever they can do in a house.

CHAP. XCIV.

OF THE HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS BELONGING TO THE
ORDER VKOTEA^CEM.

All the plants of this order are ligneous ; and, with very few exceptions, are natives of Australia,
and the Cape of Good Hope. Many species have been introduced, belonging to upwards of 80

1176

genera; and, doubtless, there are a great number of these, particularly the natives of New Holland,
which would stand the winters of the climate of London against a conservative wall.

Bdnks'ta. littoralis R.Br, is a native of New Holland, where it forms
a bush 8 ft. high, A plant stood against a wall in the Horticultural
Society's Garden, from 1832 till it was killed by the severe spring of
1836.

B. oblongifdlia Cav., Bot. Cab., 241., stood out with us at Bayswater
for four years, but was killed in the spring of 1836.

Grevillea. rosmarin/fulia Cun. (^^'.1176.) is a very elegant plant, a
native of New South Wales, where it grows to the height of •1ft. or
5 ft. A plant has stood out in front of the stove at Kew, since 1826,
flowering freely every year.

G. acuminata R. Br. {figs. 1177, 1178.) is also a native of New South
Wales, and is considered equally hardy with G. rosmarinif61ia.

HdJiCa. acicularis R. Br., Vent. Malm., 3. ; H. suaviolens R. Br. ;

and H. pugionifdrmis R. Br., Bot. Cab., 353., and our^g^.1179. ; have
stood out in the Horticultural Society's Garden since 1832.

It is probable that most of the species belonging to this order are
equally hardy with those above enumerated ; and we should have
no hesitation in asserting that, against a flued wall, with straw hur-
dles to be set against it during severe weather, and taken off for an
hour or more every fine day, all the Proteuccte might be exhibited in
the climate of London in greater vigour and beauty than they are in
their native countiy. This may be thought a bold assertion ; but, as
it holds good in the case of £rlca and Pelargdnium, we see no reason
why, if the same care were applied, the same should not follow in the
case of all the plants of this very interesting order.
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CHAP. XCV.
OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER THYM ELA^CEjE,

These belong to two genera, Z)aphne L, and Dirca L., which have the
following characters : —
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Z)a'phne L. Calyx inferior, somewhat salver-shaped ; in most, of some other
colour than that of the leaves, and, from its shape and colour, resembling
a corolla : segments of its limb 4, deep, ovate, or oblong, imbricate in aesti-

vation. Stamens 8, in two rows ; the filaments with but a short part distinct

from the tube of the calyx ; the anthers not prominent beyond it. Ovary
solitary. Ovule solitary, pendulous. Style very short. Stigma capitate.

Fruit an ovate carpel, pulpy externally. Seed 1, pendulous. Shrubs.
Inner bark silky. Most of the kinds evergreen. Leaves entire, in most
alternate ; if not alternate, opposite. Flowers terminal or axillary, mostly
in groups, highly fragrant. The whole plant, in most, perhaps in all, intensely
acrid and dangerous. {Smith Eng. Flora ; Lindl. Nat. Si/st. ; Brown Prod.,
and observation.)

Di'rca L. Calyx inferior, fimnel-shaped, ending in -i (Du Hamel has stated
in the "essential character" 5) unequal teeth : it is of a pale yellow colour,
and hence, and from its figure, resembles a corolla. Stamens 8, arising

from the middle of the calyx, and prominent beyond its tip, unequal.
Ovary solitary. Style thread-shaped, extending a little beyond the sta-

mens. Stigma a simple point. Fruit a dry carpel. Seed 1, pendulous.
D. pak'istris L. is the only species described; and is a low shrub, that has
upright branches, a very tough bark, and flowers 3 together. (Du Ham.,
Bot. Beg., Lindl. X. S., and observation.)

Genus I.

^ !^. La=^
DA'PHNE L. The Daphne. Lin. Si/st. Octandria Monogynia.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 192. ; Juss. Gen. PI., 77. ; Lam. III., t. 290. ; Smith Eng. Flora, 2. p. 228.
Synonyme. Tliymelic^a Tourti. hist., t. 366., Gccrtn., t. 39.

Derivation. UapUnS is asserted by Lindley, and some other botanists, to have been the Greek name
of the /f I'lscus racemusus, or Alexandrian laurel, into which it is fabled that Daphne was changed.
" Why the name has been applied to the shrubs now called Daphne, it is not easy to say." (Lintil. Bot.
Beg.,t. 1177.) It is stated in Ttiees'i Cyctopcrdia, under /.aiirus, that L. nobilis "is certainly
the Z)(7p^;ie of Dioscorides, and, consequently, the classical laurel. It is still called by the same
name among the modern Greeks ;" this is also the popular belief (See St. PieTTc's E'tudes rie la
Xature, Lempriere's Ctass. Did., icc. &c.) Supposing the Dap/me to have been the Laurus n6-
bilis, or bay tree, it is easy to account for its being applied to this genus, the D. Meze}-eu7n
being formerly called the dwarf bay in England ; and nearly all the species retaining the names of
laureole and laureola in France and Italy.

Description, t$'c. Undershrubs, evergreen and deciduous, natives chiefly of
Europe, but partly also of the cooler parts of Asia, including Japan and
China. The odour of some of the species is very agreeable ; and the bark of
all of them is acrid. They are all beautiful, and rather difficult to propagate,
except by seeds. The price of plants, in the London nurseries, is from l.v.

to 2s. 6d. for all the sorts, except i>. Mezcrenm, and D. Laureola, which
are 6d. each.

A. Leaves deciduous.

^ I. D. Meze^reUM L. The Mezereon Daphne, or common Mezereon.

Identification. Lin. Sp PI., p. 509. ; Willd. Sp. PI , 2. p. «5. ; Mill. Diet., n. 2. ; Smith Eng.
Flora, 2. p. 228. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. Spurge Olive, Spurge Flax; Flowering Spurge, Parkinson; Dwarf Bay, Gerard;
Laureole femelle, Bois gentil, Mezfereon, Bois joli, Fr. ;

geraeiner Seidelbast, or Kellerbalz,

Ger. ; Peperachtige Daphne, Dutch ; Laureola femina, Biondella, Caraelia, Ital. ; Laureola hem-
bra. Span.

Derivation. Mezereum and Mezereon are said to be derived from madzaryon, the Persian name for

this shrub.
Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1381. ; CEd. Fl. Dan., t. 268. ; and o\irfig. 1180.

Spec. Char., <^c. Leaves lanceolate, deciduous. Flowers distributed over

the branches in threes mostly, and in pairs and fours, expanded before the

leaves are protruded. A native of the woods of northern Europe. (Willd.,

Smith, and obs.) Found in woods, but rare, in the south and west of
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England
;
growing to the height of -tft., and flowering in February, March,

or April.

Varieties.

a D. M. 2 ^ore alho has white flowers and yellow fruit.

Si D. M. 3 aiitumndle. — This is a remarkably distinct variety, not fas-

tigiate in its mode of growth, but spreading; also with larger leaves

than the species, and producing its flowers in autumn. These are

very seldom succeeded by fruit, as might be expected from the season

at which they are produced. It is a most desirable shrub, being

commonly covered with its gay pinkish blossoms from November to

March. It is rare in the nurseries about London ; and is principally

propagated by the INIessrs. Backhouse of York.

Description, l^c. The mezereon is a well-known shrub, much valued in

our gardens and shrubberies for the beauty both of its flowers and fruit. It

produces its agreeably fragrant flowers in February or March, before the

leaves; when, as Cowper has beautifully expressed it, its branches are

" Though leafless, well attired, and thick beset
With blushing wreaths, investing every spray." Tasi; book v.

The whole shrub is poisonous to human beings,

though the berries are a favourite food for finches,

and other birds, more especially the robin. The
bark is powerfully acrid : it is used in France for

forming setons or slight blisters, and is very effica-

cious in cases where it is thought desirable to pro-

duce a slight serous discharge, without raising a

large blister. When either the bark or berries are

chewed, they produce violent and long-continued

heat and irritation in the mouth and throat. The
mezereon is sometimes used in medicine ; but it

requires to be administered by a skilful hand.

When the berries have been eaten by children or

others, accidentally, the best remedies are oil, fresh

butter, linseed tea, milk, or some other kind ofu^
emollient, to allay the violence of the inflammation.

The branches of this plant afford a yellow dye. The
mezereon is of very easy culture. It is generally

propagated by seeds; which, if suffered to get dry

before they are sown, will remain two years in the soil ; but which, if sown in

autumn immediately after gathering them, generally come up the following

spring. The best time for transplanting this shrub is in October, as it begins

to vegetate very soon after Christmas. It thrives most in a loamy soil, and

in an open situation ; and, when it is properly treated, and has room, it will

in 8 or 10 years form a bush oft. or 6ft. high, and 7 ft. or 8 ft. in diameter.

There is a plant in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges, 6 ft. high. Price of

plants, in the London nurseries, 50^. a hundred; and of the autumn-flowering

varietv, \s. 6d. a plant : at Bollwyller, 50 cents a plant : and at New York,

20 cents, and of the white-flowered variety, 50 cents.

36 2. D. ALTA^iCA Pal/. The Altaic Daphne.

Iilentijicalion. Pall, Fl. Ross., 1. p. 5S. t. 35. ; Willd. Sp. Pi., 2. p. 422. ; Sims in Bot. Mag., t. 1875.

;

Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.
Synont/mes. Daphne altaique, Laureole de Tartaric, Fr. ; Sibirischer Seidelbast, Ger.
Engravings. Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. t. 35. ; Bot. Mag., t. 1875. ; Bot. Cab., t. 399. ; and om fig. 1181.

Spec. Char., S^-c. Leaves obovate-lanceolate, glabrous. Flowers sessile, in

terminal umbels, about 5 in an umbel. {Sims in Bot. Mag., t. 1875.) Bark
reddish brown in colour. Leaves oblong, broader towards the upper

extremity, and narrowed downwards, of a somewhat glaucous and

yellowish green, the latter colour prevailing most while they are young.

Flowers white, and scentless
;
produced in May and June. Lobes of
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the calyx rcvolute. A native of the Al-
taic Alps, in Siberia. (Ibid.) In the NoinH'au

Dh Hamcl, it is stated that this plant bears a
striking resemblance, in its general appearance,

to the mezereon, with the exception of the

flowers, which are disposed in terminal umbels,

and are white and scentless. It is at present

not very common in British collections, thongh
it well deserves a place there, from its neat
compact habit ofgrowth ; and from its flowers,

which come in in succession to those of the

common mezereon. Plants, in the London
nurseries, are 2s. 6d. each.

J* 3. D. ALPi^NA L. The Alpine Daphne.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 510., Syst., 371. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 418. ; Mill.

Diet., n. 5.
J
Gouan Illustr., 27. ; Willd. Arb., 99. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. IS.Jfi.

Synonynit'S. The Alpine Chamelea Marsh. Plant., 2. p. 112. ; Daphne
des Alpes Fr. ; Alpen Siedelbast, Ger.

Engravings. Lodd, Bot. Cab., t. 66. ; and our fig. 1182.

Sjicc. Char., Sfc. Leaves lanceolate, a little obtuse, to-

mentose beneath, deciduous. Flowers sessile, aggre-

gate. (JV/J/d. Sj). P/.,i\. p. +18., and observation.) A
native of the Alps of Switzerland, Geneva, Italy, and
Austria; where it grows to the height of 2 ft., flower-

ing from May to July. It was introduced in 1759, and
is frequent in collections.

Description, ^c. A low branchy shrub, with white
flowers, silky on the outside, which come out in clusters

from the sides of the branches, and are very fragrant.

They appear in March, and are succeeded by roundish

red berries, that ripen in September. It is quite hardy,

and is very suitable for rockwork ; as the roots fix

themselves deeply into the crevices of the rocks.
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* 4.

B. Erect. Leaves persistent. Flowers lateral.

D. Laure^ola L. The Laureola Daphne, or Spurge Laurel.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 510. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 418. ; Smith Eng. Flora, 2. p. 229.; Hook. Fl.
Scot., 119. ; Jacq. Austr., t. 183. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Si/7ionynics. Daphnoides verum, vel Laurtola, Gcsn., fasc. 1. 7. t. 6. f. 9. ; Laureola Rail Si/n., 465.,
Ger. Em., 1404. ; T'hymela'^a Laurdola, Scop. Cam., 2. n. 463. ; the Evergreen Daphne; Laur<;^ole
male, Laureole des Anglais, Fr. ; Immergriiner Seidelbast, Ger.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 119. ; Jacq. Austr., 1. 183. ; and ourfi'g. 1183.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Evergreen. Leaves obovate-lanceolate, smooth. Flowers
in axillary, simple, drooping clusters, that are shorter than the leaves :

flowers in each about 5. Calyx obtuse. ^^f---
(Smith Eng. Flora., ii. p. 229.) An ever-

green shrub ; a native of Britain, and most
other parts of Europe, in woods

; growing to

the height of 3 ft. or 4 ft., and producing its

yellowish green flowers, which are disposed in

clusters of 5 each, soon after Christmas, if

the weather be not very severe, and continuing

flowering till March. Though not showy in

its flowers, it is a valuable plant for a shrub-

bery, from its being evergreen, and from its

thick, glossy, shining leaves being disposed in

tufts at the ends of the branches, so as to give it a full bushy appear-
ance; which has a good effect in plantations, where it is desirable to pro-
duce masses of dark green. It thrives best in the shade, and will flourish

in situations under the drip of trees, where few other plants would grow.
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If exposed to the sun, the leaves turn back with a kind of twist ; and, instead

of their natural pure deep green, they assume a brownish tinge. The ber-

ries are oval, green at first, but black when ripe ; and they are a favourite

food of singing birds : though, as De Candolle observes in the Flore Fran-

fciisc, they are poisonous to all other animals. The spurge laurel is propa-

gated by seeds, like the mezereon ; but, as they will remain two years in the

ground before they vegetate, they are generally treated like haws, and kept

for some time in the rotting-heap. It may also be propagated by cuttings ;

but not readily. It is much used in nurseries, as a stock on which to graft

the more tender species of the genus ; but as, like all the other daphnes, it

has few roots, it requires to be transplanted with care.

« 5. D. po'ntica L. The Pontic Daphne, oi- twin-fiowered Spurge Laurel.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 511.; Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. p. 54. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 419. ; Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836.

Synonymes. T'hyraelffi'^a pontica, citrei foliis, Tourn. Itin.,3. p. 180. t. 180.; Laurgole du Levant,
Fr. ; Pontischer Siedelbast, Gcr.

Engravings. Tourn. Itin., 3. t. 180. ; Bot. Mag., t. 1282. ; and our fig. 1184.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Evergreen. Leaves obovate-lanceolate, glabrous. Flowers
bractless, glabrous, in many-flowered upright clusters, each of the long

partial stalks of which bears two flowers. Lobes of the calyx lanceolate,

long. (Spre72g.) A native of Asia Minor, where it forms a shrub, growing
to the height of 4 ft. or 5 ft., and producing its greenish yellow flowers in

April and May. It was introduced in 17.59, and is frequent in collections.

Vaiieties.

» D. p. 2 riibra Hort. has red flowers, and is supposed to be a hybrid. It

is rather more tender than the species.

• D. /J. 3 foliis variegdtis Lodd. Cat., 1836, has variegated leaves.

Description, l^c. The whole plant, in general

appearance, strongly resembles the common
spurge laurel ; but the leaves are more oval, and
shorter; and the flowers, which are disposed in

twos instead of fives, are yellower, and of a

sweeter scent. The leaves somewhat resemble

those of the lemon tree, especially in colour;

whence Tournefort's trivial name. When bruised,

they smell like those of the elder. This fine plant

was first discovered by Tournefort, on the coast of
the Black Sea, on hills and in woods ; and Pallas

says that it is also found in Siberia, in thick woods,
and in the valleys which occur between the ridges

of lofty mountains. It is, generally speaking, sufficiently hardy to bear the win-
ters of the climate of London without protection ; but, beingdisposed to put forth
its young shoots very early, they are often injured in exposed situations, by the
spring frosts; "an inconvenience which probably might be avoided by planting
it in tiiickets, and under the shelter of trees." (Bot. Mag., t. 1282.) It thrives
best in soil similar to that usually prepared for American plants, on the shady
side of a wall, or in some other sheltered situation, where it will form a very
handsome bush,4 ft. or 5 ft. high, and 6 ft. or 8 ft. in diameter. It may be propa-
gated by seeds or cuttings. Plants, in the London nurseries, are Is. 6d. each.

* 6. B. Thymel^'a L. The Thymelaea, or Milhwort-Uke, Daphne.
Identification. Vahl Symb., 1. p. 28. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 416.
Synonymes. Thymel^'a foliis polygalje glabris Bauh. Pin., 463. ; T. alpina glabra, flosculis subluteis
ad foliorum ortum sessilibus, P/i<A. Aim., 366. t. 229. f. 2. ; Sanamunda viridis vel glabra Bauh.
Prod., 160. ; Sanamunda glabra Bauh. Hist., 1. p. 592.; Passerlna rhymels'a Dec. ; the Wild
Olive; La Thymelie, Fr.; astloser Seidelbast, Ger.

Derivation. riiymclEe'a is probably derived from thymos, poison, and elaia, or elcea, the olive tree,
in reference to the poisonous qualities of the plant, and its slight resemblance to the olive.

Engravings. Ger. Prov., t. 17. f. 2. ; Pluk. Aim., t. 229. f. 2. ; and our fig. 1185.

Spec. Char., S)-c. Evergreen. Stem nmch branched. Branches simple, warted.
Leaves lanceolate, broader towards the tip, crowded. Flowers axillary,
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Daphne.

sessile. {Vahl Symb., 1. p. 28.) A native of Spain, and of the

neighbourhood of Montpelier, where it forms a shrub 3 ft. high,

flowering from February to April. Introduced in 1813; but

rare in collections. The leaves are of a glaucous hue; and the

flowers, which are produced in clusters on the sides of the

branches, are of a yellowish green ; they are inconspicuous, and
they are succeeded by small berries, which are yellowish when
ripe. The plant requires to be kept warm and dry ; and to be
grown in sandy peat, kept in an equable degree of moisture. For
this reason, this and other species of ZMphne form very suitable

plants for being grown together in a daphnetum, in the same man-
ner as the heaths in an ericetum.

• 7. D. TA'RTON-RAfRA L. The Tarton-raira, or silveri/'leaved,

Identification. Lin. Sp.,510. ; VVilld. Sp. PI., 2. p. 417. ; Lodd. Cat.,
ed. 1836.

Synonymes. TTiymelse'a foliis candicantibus et serici instarraollibus
Bmih. Pin., 463. ; Tarton-Raire Gallo-provinciae Monspeliensiura
Lob. Ic, 371. ; Sanami'iiidaargentata tatifblia Barr. Ic, 221. ; Pas-
serina 2<ir/o«-rrtira Schrad. ; the oval-leaved Daphne; Laureole
blanche, Fr. ; Silberblattriger Seidelbast Ger.

Engravings. Lob. Ic, 371. ; Barr. Ic, 221. j Fl Graca, t. 354. ; and
our^^.1186.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves persistent, obovate, nerved,

silky, hoary. Flowers sessile, lateral, aggregate,

imbricated with scales at the base. (^Vnhl Symb.)
A native of the south of France, where it grows
to the height of 3 ft., flowering from May to July.

Cultivated by Miller in 1739, and now frequent in

collections. This species is remarkable for the
smallness and silkiness of its leaves, and the white
appearance of the whole plant. The flowers are

small, yellowish, sessile, and come out in thick

clusters. The plant is very suitable for rockwork,
as its branches are weak, irregular, and scarcely

ligneous ; it requires a warm dry situation, exposed
to the sun. Plants, in the London nurseries, are Is. Qtcl. each.

at 8. D. (? T.) pube'scens L. The pubescent Daphne.
Ideniijication. Lin. Mant., 66. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 417.

Synonymes. ThymeliE^a italica, Tarton.raire Gallo.provinci» sirailis, sed per omnia major, Mickeli,
cited in Tilli Cat. Hort. Pisani ; behaarter Seidelbast Ger.

Engraving. TiUi Cat. Hort. Pisani, t. 49. f. 2.

Spec. Char., SfC. Stems pubescent, simple. Leaves linear-lanceolate, almost mucronate, alternate.
Flowers axillary ; 5, or fewer, in an axil ; sessile, narrow, shorter than the leaf; the tube thread-
shaped and downy. It seems different from D. rhymela;^a, and was found in Austria by Jacquin.
(fVilid.) It is stated to have its leaves nearly deciduous. Introduced in 1810.

* 9. D. (? T.) TOMENTo'sA LoDK The tomentose Daphne.
Ideniijication. Lam. Diet. ; N. Du Ham., 1. p. 26.

Synonymes. Passerina vill6sa Lin. ; Laureole cotonncuse Latn. Encyc, 10.

Spec. Char., Sic. Flowers sessile, axillary. Leaves oblong-obtuse, covered with tomentum on both
sides. {Lam.) A low shrub, very nearly allied to D. Tarton-raira, but larger in all its parts, and
with more obtuse leaves, which are covered with tomentum, instead of a silky down. It is a native
of Asia Minor and the Levant, and produces its white flowers in May. It was introduced in 1800,
but is now probably lost.

C. Erect. Leaves j^ersistent. Flmvcrs termitial.

m 10. D. coLLi^NA Smiih. The hiW-inhabi/ing Daphne, or Neapolitan
Mezereon.

Identification. Smith in Fl. Grseca, t. S')9. ; Smith Spicil, t 18. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 2. p. 423. ; Bot.
Mag., t. 428. ; N. Du Ham., t. 2. ; Wikstrora Diss, de Daphni', p. 32. ; Lnum., p. 9. ; Lodd Cat
ed. 1836.

Synonymes. D. collina a, Bot. Reg., t. 822., ? D. JuxifMia Vahl Symh., 1. p. 29. ; Daphni des CoUines,
Laureole a Feuilles de Sant^, Fr. ; Stumpfblattriger Seidelbast, Ger.

Engravings. Fl. Oraeca, t. 359. ; Smith Spicil., t 18. ; Bot. Mag., t. 428. ; N. Du Ham., t. 2. ; Bot
Cab., t. 1348.; and om fig. 1187.

4 R
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Sjyec. Char., S^c. Leaves obovate, glabrous and glossy

above, and hirsutely villous beneath. Flowers in

terminal groups. Calyx externally silkily villous;

its lobes ovate, obtuse. ( IVikstrom, quoted in Bot.

Reg., t. 822.) A low shrub, with pretty pinkish

blossoms. Found abundantly on low hills, andon
the banks of rivers, in the south of Italy, where it

grows to the height of 3 ft., and flowers from Janu-
ary to .June. It was first discovered by Tournefort in

the Isle of Candia (the ancient Crete) ; and after-

wards by Sir J. E. Smith in the kingdom of Naples, in

1787. It was introduced in 1752, and is frequent in

collections. It well deserves a place in every daph-
netum. Grafted plants, grown in a border sheltered

from the north by a wall, thrive well ; and form thick

bushes, with nearly level heads, covered with flowers.

The branches always take an upright direction, and
are tipped with groups of pale pink blossoms, which
are extremely fragrant, and expand very early in the
spring. Price of plants, in the London nurseries,

\s. 6(1. each.
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* 11. Z). (c.) neapolita'^na Lodd. The Neapolitan Daphne.

Identification. Lodd. Bot. Cab., t. 719. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.
Syno7iy7ne. D. colllna /3 neapolitana Liiidl. in Bot. Reg., t. 822.
Engravings. Lodd. Bot. Cab., t. 719. ; Bot. Reg., t 822. ; and outfig. 1188.

Spec. Char., S)-c. " This pretty plant is surely a mere variety of D. colliria,

from which it differs, as far as we can observe, after comparing the living

plants, chiefly in the want of pubescence on the under sur-

face of the leaves. Like many other plants with which the

catalogues and floras of the present day are augmented, it is

a sport of nature, which the ingenious acuteness of mo-
dern botanists have brought into notice; but which, if

unmolested upon its native hills, would quickly have passed
away into the type from which it sprang." (Lindley in Bot.

Beg., t. 822.) In cultivation in British gardens since 1822. Price of plants

2s. (jd. each.

* 12. Z). (c.) oleoi'des L. The Olive-like Daphne.

Identification. Lin. Mant., 65. ; Schreb. Dec, 13. t. 7.; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 423.

;

Reich., 2. p. 194. ; Sims in Bot. Mag., t. 1917. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.
Synonymes. ChamaDdaphniildes cretica Alpin. Exol., 44. t. 43. ; T1iyinel£e''a

cretica olere folio utriusque glabro Town. Cor., 41. ; Z)aphne saliciftil'ia Lam.
Encycl., 3. p. 423. ; Laureole ^ Feuilles d'Olivier, Fr. ; Oelbaumblattriger
Seidelbast, Ger.

Engravings. Alpin. Exot., t. 43. ; Schreb. Dec., 13. t. 7. ; Bot. Mag., t. 1917.

:

Bot. Cab., t. 299. ; and our fig. 1189.

Spec, Char., ^c. Leaves obovate-lanceolate, terminated with
a minute mucro, glabrous upon both sides. Flowers ter-

minal, sessile, a few together, and surrounded by leaves,

that in some measure involucrate them. (Bot. Mag., t.

1917.) A native of Crete, where it grows to the height of^
2 ft., and produces its flowers during the greater part of

^^

the year. It is less showy in its flowers than D. collina, but ^^

is deserving of cultivation from its nearly glossy and pointed
^

leaves, and neat habit ofgrowth. It was introduced in 1815.
Price of plants, in the London nurseries, \s. 6d. each.

* 13. D. (c.) SERi'cEA Vahl. The silky-leaved Daphne.
Identification. Vahl Symb., 1. p. 28. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p 423
Symnytncs. 7Tiymel»;a cnHica oleae folio subtus viUoso ^o^«n^. Cor.,i1.; Dinhne ole^mia Lam.

Encycl., 3. p. 424. ; Seuienartiger Seidelbast, Ger.
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Spec. Char., SfC. Leaves lanceolate, bluntish, glabrous above, villous beneath. Flowers terminal,
aggregate, villous, sessile. Lobes of the calyx obtuse. It differs from D. (c) oleSides in its leaves

being villous beneath, in the number of its flowers, and in the lobes of the calyx being oblong.

{Witld.) A native of Candia and Naples, introduced in 1820 ; but we have not .'seen the plant.

D. sericea Von. noticed in p. 175., is a native of the Himalayas, and is quite a dift'erent plant from
that just described.

» 14. D. STRiA^T.\ Trat. The stnateA-calyxed Daphne.

Identification. Tratt. ; Spreng. Syst.; 2. p. 237.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves subspathulate-linear, sessile, tipped with a small mucro, glabrou.';. Flowers
terminal, aggregate, sessile, glabrous, striated. Lobes of the calyx acute. A native of Switzerland

and Hungary. (..S'/Drn/j. Syst., ii. p. 2o7.) This plant is said to have been introduced in 1819,

and to have purplish flowers ; but we have never seen it.

D. Erect. Leaves peisistent. Fhivers in Racemes,

» 15. D. Gni'dium L. The Gnidium, or Flax-leaved, Daphne.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 311.; Mill. Diet., n. 7.; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 420. ; Lodd. Cat., ed.

1836.

Synonypies. TTiymelse'a foliis lini Bauh. Pin., 463.; Spurge Flax, Mountain Widow Wayle ; Daphn^
Gnidiuio, Laureole ^ Panicule, Fr. ; Rispenblattriger Seidelbast, Ger.

Engravings. Lodd. Bot. Cab., t. 150. ; and ouv Jig. 1190.

Spec. Char,, <^(?. Evergreen. Leaves hnear-lanceolate, with a cuspidate tip.

Flowers in terminal, panicled racemes. (IVilld.) A native of Spain, Italy,

and Narbonne, where it grows to the height of

2 ft., and flowers from June to August. It

was introduced in 1797, and is frequent in

collections. An elegant little shrub, with ter-

minal panicles of sweet-smelling pink flowers,

which are succeeded by small, globular, red

berries. The same deleterious properties are

attributed to this shrub, as to the common
mezereon. It is rather tender, but would be
suitable for conservative rockwork. Dr.

Lindley observes of this plant, that both it

and Passerina tinctoria are used in the south

of Europe to dye wool yellow. (A''. S. of
Bot.) The price of plants, in the London nurseries, is 2s. 6d. each.

E. Prostrate. Leaves persistent. Flowers terminal, aggregate.

t^ 16. D. Cneo^rum L. The Garland-flower, or trailing, Daphne.
Identification. Lin. Sp., 511., Syst., 371. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 422. ; Bot Mag., t. 313. ; Lodd. Cat.

ed. 1836.

Synonymes. Cnebrum Matth. Hist., 46., Clus. Hist., 89. ; wohlriechender Seidelbast, Ger.
Engravings. Jacq. Aust, 5. t, 426. ; Bot. Mag., t. 313. ; Bot. Cab., t. 1800. ; and onxJig. 1191.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Evergreen. Stems trailing. Leaves lanceolate, glabrous,

mucronate. It flowers twice a year. The flowers are terminal, aggregate,

sessile, red upon the upper side, and the groups of them are surrounded by
leaves. ( Willd.) It is wild in Switzerland, Hungary, the Pyrenees, Mount
Baldo, Germany, and France, where it grows a foot high, and flowers in

April and September.

Varieties.

*~ D. C. 2 foliis variegdtis. — The leaves have a narrow portion of yellow
at the edges.

*- D. C. 3fl6re albo.—Clusius, in his Hist., has
stated that the species varies with white
flowers. {Willd. Sp. PI.)

Description. Sfc. This plant is seldom more than
a foot high, but it is ornamented by numerous pink-
ish flowers, which are disposed in terminal umbels,
and are remarkably fragrant. The berries are white,
small, and globose, but they are seldom produced
in England. The plant is valuable for rockwork,
and growing in pots, on account of its dwarf habit,

4 R 2
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and the beauty and delightful fragrance of its flowers. It is commonly propa-

gated by layers, and it thrives best in peat soil, kept rather moist.

App. i. Half-hardy Species ofDaphne.

m D. odbra Thunb. Fl. Jap., 159., Banks Ic. Kaempf., 1. 16., Ait. Hort. Kew., ii.p. 26., N Du Ham.,

1 p 28 Lodd Cat ed 1836; D. i'memis Lam. Diet. ; the sweet-scented Daphne, Laureole de t hine,

Daphn^'odorant, Fr ; wohlriechender Seidelbast, Ger.; has the leaves lanceolate, thin, and glabrous ;

and the flowers terminal and sessile. {Lois, in N. Du Ham.,i.p.2S.) It is a native of China and Japan,

which was introduced into Britain in 1771, and forms an erect shrub, greatly resembling D. pOntica

in general appearance. The branches are glabrous, and the flowers, which are disposed in terminal

umbels, are remarkably sweet. The flower buds are pink in their exterior,

and the petals of the flowers, after expansion, are pink on the outside, though

they are white within. D. od6ra was first brought to England by Benjamin

Torrens, Esq., and being confounded with the D. indicaof Linnaeus, from

which it differs in having sessile flowers and alternate leares, it was at first

kept in the stove. By degrees it was tried in a green-house, and is now found

to stand in the open air in sheltered situations. Du Hamel classes it with the

myrtle and the orange as to hardiness. There is a plant in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, which has stood out since 1832.

m D. o. 2 varieghta Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836, has variegated leares, and quite

white flowers, „ , „ ..„„* D. 0. 3 rubra D. Don, Brit. Fl. Gard., 2d ser., t.320., and our fig. 1192,

has lanceolate leaves, and flowers of a rich deep pink colour. The flowers

are produced at the extremities of the shoots ;
" they are of a dark red

in the bud state, but become paler and glossy after expansion, and they

are then highly fragrant." There are plants in the nursery of Mr. G.

Smith, at Islington, which appear very nearly hardy, having borne a

considerable degree of frost without protection. (See Gard. Mag., xii.

m'D.h^brida Swt. Brit. Fl. Gard., 1st ser. t. 200., Bot Reg. t. 1177., and

ourfig. 1193. ; the JD. delphinia of the French gardeners ; and the I), dau-

phinii, or dauphin's daphne, ofthe English gardeners ; has the

branches pubescent when young, but afterwards becoming

glabrous. Leaves alternate, oblong-elliptic, glossy above, and

pubescent beneath. Flowers in terminal groups, nearly ses-

sile, and covered on the outside with silky hau-s. (Swt. Brit.

Fl. Gard.) This is a highly esteemed kind, and one that is

much propagated in the London nurseries. It grows freely,

has large handsome glossy leaves, and produces its purplish

flowers, which have a most delightful fragrance, in great

abundance. It is supposed to be a hybrid between D. col-

lina and D. odora ; but it is not known when, or by whom,

it was originated. It is generally kept in the green-house,

but would succeed perfectly in the open air, ifplanted in light

sandy soil, against a south wall where it could be protected

in very severe weather. It flowers under glass in February,

but would probably be a month or six weeks later in the

open ground. (Sweet and Lindl.)
m D Indica L., the Indian or Chinese daphne, is a small shrub, with acute

entire leaves, and terminal sessile flowers. Introduced in 1800, but much 1193
more tender than either of the preceding species.

v, , , u- u n
m D. papyrdcea Wal., D. cann&bina Wal., is a Nepal species, from the inner bark of which a son

kind of paper has been made in India. It was introduced in 1824.

Genus II.

DrRCA i. The Dirca.o?- Leather-wood. Lin. Syst. Octandria

Monogynia.

Identification. Lin. Amoen. Acad., 3. p. 12. ; N. Du Ham., vol. iii. p. 193. ; Bot. Reg., t. 292.

Svnonyme. Thymelae'a Gron. Virg., 155.

Derivation, From dirke, a fountain ; from the plant growing in watery places.

a 1. D. PALu'sTRis L. The Marsh Dirca, or Leather-wood.

Identification. Lin. Amcen. Acad., 3. p. 12

Ham., iii. p. 193. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836. , ^ u , ^
Synonymes Moorwood ; Bois de Cuir, Bois de F[ombj Fr. ; Sump. LederhoU Cf(T.

Engravings. Lin. Amoen. Acad., 3. t. 1. f. 7

our ,^.1194.

Willd, Sp. PI., 2. p. 424. ; Bot. Reg., t. 292. ; N. Du

^lomb, Fr. ; Sump. Lederholz Ger.

Du Ham. Arb., 1. t. 212. ; Bot. Reg., t. 292. ; and
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Description, 8fc. A low deciduous shrub with the habit of a miniature tree,

a native of Virginia, where it grows about 5 ft. or 6 ft. high, producing its

yellow flowers in March and April. It was in-

troduced in 1730, and is common in collection

of peat-earth shrubs. It has a branchy and
fastigiate habit, and has a tumidity at the base
of each branch on the under side. The bark is

brown and glabrous. Linnaeus has remarked
that the wood and bark are so tough, that it is

scarcely possible to divide the substance ofeither
without a knife, and this quality has obtained
for the plant the English name of leather-wood.

The leaves are lanceolate, oblong, alternate, of
a pale green, villous beneath, and deciduous.

The flowers are produced while the plant is

leafless, and, in England, they are seldom, if ever,

followed by seeds. The bud of the shoot of the

same year is enclosed in the bud of the inflo-

rescence. The young plants are very liable to

be eaten by snails. (^Bot. Heg.) Though quite

a tree in its habit of growth, it is rarely seen in

England above 3 ft. high. In Canada, the twigs

are used for rods, and the bark for ropes, baskets,

&c., for which it is very suitable, being equal in

strength and toughness to the bark of the lime

tree. In British gardens, D. paliistris is propa-

gated by layers, which require two years to root properly. The soil in which

the plant grows best is peat kept moist. Price of plants, in the London

nurseries, 5s. each ; at BoUwyller, 3 francs ; and at New York, 25 cents.

App. I. Half-hard^ ligneous Plants belonging to the Order

Thymeldcece.

Gnidia imbricata L. ; G. detiudJlta Bot. Reg., t. 757. ; has grey villous leaves, and pale yellow

flowers. There were plants of this species in Knight's Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, in

1830, one of which was upwards of i ft. high.

Passenna filifdr?nis L. is a plant well known in old collections. It is a native of the Cape of Good
Hope, which was introduced in 1732; and in a conservatory it will grow to the height of 8 ft.

It has slender, twiggy, spreading branches, which have the leaves imbricated along their terminal

parts in •! rows. It bears its white flowers plentifully on the terminal parts of the branches. Nearly

all the species of Passerina are low shrubs, natives of the Cape of Good Hope, which might probably

stand out against a conservative wall.

Phnelea drupucea Lab., Bot. Cab., t. 5W., the cherry-fruited pimelea, is tolerably hardy. It is

an evergreen shrub, about 2 t\. high, a native of New Holland, which was introduced in 1817.

Its flowers, which are white, are produced in May, and they are succeeded by a bcrry.like sessile

fruit, which is quite black when ripe, and has a striking appearance on the plant when produced

abundantly.

CHAP. XCVI.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER SANTALA^CEM.

The only hardy genus is Nyssa L., to which the following character be-

longs :
—

Nv'ss^iJ L. Flowers bisexual and male : the two kinds upon distinct plants,

and without petals.—Bisexual flower. Calyx connate, with the ovary in its

lower part ; it has a free 5-parted limb. Stamens 5. Ovary ovate, containing

1 pendulous ovule (2 in some instances, Nuitall). Style simple, revolute

(curved inwards, Rees's Ci/chp.). Stigma acute. Fruit a roundish drupe

;

nut elliptical, acute, angidar, somewhat irregular, grooved lcngthwise,contain-
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ing 1 seed which is albuminous, anu has an embryo that has large leafy coty-

ledons and a superior radicle. — Male flower. Calyx 5-parted, spreading.

Stamens 5,8, 10, and 12; surrounding a shield-shaped gland ( ? an unformed

pistil).—Trees. Leaves alternate, entire. Inflorescence axillary, peduncled,

of 1 flower, or several aggregate flowers. ? The male flowers in a corymb.

Fruit red or blackish purple, suffused with a frosty appearance. {Nutt,

Gen., Lindl. N. S. of Bot., Rees's Cycl., other sources, and observation.)

OsY^Ris L. Flowers apetalous, unisexual, at least in effect; those of the 2

sexes upon distinct plants.—Male. Flowers borne in lateral racemes, about

3—5 in a raceme, and disposed in 1—2 pairs, with a terminal odd one.

Calyx spreadingly bell-shaped, 3-parted ; its aestivation valvate. Nectary

disk-like, 3-cornered. Stamens 3, arising from the nectary, alternate to its

angles, and opposite to the lobes of the calyx ; anthers of 2 separate lobes

that open inwards. (T". Nees ah JE.) Scopoli {Fl, Cam.) has seen the

rudiments of an ovary, and of styles, in the male flower. (Willd. Sp. PI.)

— Female. Flowers solitary. Calyx urceolate ; its tube connate with the

ovary ; its limb free, 3-cleft. Style single. Stigmas 3. There are not

any rudiments of stamens. (T. Kees ab Eseiib.) Rather the flower is

bisexual, but it does not bear seed unless a male plant is contiguous.

( Willd. Sp. PI.) Fruit globose, fleshy exteriorly, crowned by the limb of

the calyx, and the remains of the style. Carpel with crustaceous, brittle

walls. Seed affixed by its base. Embryo incurved, in the centre of fleshy

albumen,

—

O. alba L., the only known undisputed species, is a shrub with

twiggy branches, alternate, linear-lanceolate, small leaves, white flowers, and

red fruit. (7*. Nees ab Esenbcck Gen. PI, Flor<B Germanicce.)

Genus I.

NY'SSJ L. 1iA^^\%?>k, or Tupelo Tree. Lin. Syst. Polygamia Dice'cia;

or rather, according to Smith in Rees's Cyclopcedia, Decandria Monogynia.

Idenlificatlon. Lin. Gen., 551. ; Lin. Gen., ed. Schreb., No. 1599. ; Willd. Sp. PI., i. p. 1112. ; Mill.
Diet. V. 3. ; Rees's Cyclop.

Derivation. From Nyssa, a water nymph so called ; a name given to this plant by Linnaeus,
because " it grows in the waters." [Hort. Cliff.) Tupelo appears to be an aboriginal name.

Description, ^c. Deciduous trees, natives of North America, and, though
several sorts have been described by botanists, probably all referable to two,

or at most three, species : viz. N. biflora, N. candicans, and N. tomentosa, the

last two being very nearly allied. In the case of Nyss«, as in those of i^raxinus

and Quercus, there are seeds of several alleged species procured from America

;

and though plants from these may come up tolerably distinct, we do not con-

sider that circumstance sufficient to constitute each sort a species. The trees

of this genus are of little use for their timber; but the fruit of N. candicans,

N. tomentosa, and N. denticulata, gathered a little before maturity, and pre-

served with sugar, forms an agreeable conserve, tasting somewhat like cran-

berries. {Nnttall Gen.). In British gardens, two or three of the sorts occa-

sionally occur ; but they are not conomon in collections. The largest nyssa

that we know of in England is at Richmond, where, in 1836, it was 45 ft.

high. The trees which have flowered in England have, as far as we are

aware, only produced male blossoms ; but, to compensate for the want of

fruit, the foliage of all the species of the genus dies off of an intensely deep

scarlet. The different sorts are almost always raised from seeds ; and seeds

with the names of N, denticulata, N. tomentosa, N. aquatica (N. biflora), N.
candicans, and N. sylvatica, according to Charlwood's Catalogue for 1836,

are sold at \s. a packet. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 2s. 6d. each;

at Bollwyller 2 francs ; and at New York, from 25 cents to 1 dollar.
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3! 1 , N. biflo'ra Micfix. The twin-flowered Nyssa, or Tiqido Tree.

Identification. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amcr., 2. p. 259. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 1113.
Synonymes. N. aquatica Lin. Sp. PI., l.OU., Hort. Cliff-, -iHS., Du Ilui Harhk., 1. p. 4t4., Michx. N.

Anier. Syl., iii. p. 36. ; N. carolijii-ina /,. ; N. integrifMia Ait. Hort. Kew, 3. p. 44ti., Smit/i in Ilecs's
Cyclop. ; N. pediinculis uniHuris Gron. I'irg., 121. ; Mountain Tupelo, Mart. Mill. ; Gum Tree, Sour
Gum Tree, Peperidge, Amcr.

Engravings. Catesb. Car., 1. t. 41. ; Pluk. Aim., t. 172. f. 6. ; and owrjigs. 1195, 1196.

Sjiec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate-oblong, entire, acute at both ends, ghibrous.
Female flowers two upon a peduncle. {Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 1113.) The
drupe is short and obovate, and the nut striated. (Mic/iaiw.) A decidu-

1 iy5 ous tree, a native of Virginia and Ca-
rolina, in watery places, where it

grows to the height of 40 ft. or 45 ft.

;

flowering in April and May. It was
introduced in 1739, and is one of the

most common sorts in British collec-

tions. The tupelo tree is most abun-
dant in the southern parts of New
York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania,
where it grows only in wet ground

;

having a clear stem, of a uniform size,

from the base to the height of 5 ft. or

6 ft., where it throws out horizontal branches. On old trees the bark is

" thick, deeply furrowed, and, unlike that of every other tree, divided into
hexagons, which are sometimes nearly regular." (Micluv, N. Amer. Syl., iii.

p. 37). The leaves are smooth, slightly glabrous below, and often united
in bunches at the extremity of the young lateral shoots. The flowers are
small, and scarcely apparent ; but the fruit, which is always abundant, and
attached in pairs, is of a deep blue colour, and is ornamental, remaining on
the tree after the falling of the leaf, and aflbrding food for birds. "The
tupelo holds a middle place between trees with hard and those with soft

wood. When perfectly seasoned, the sap-wood is of a light reddish tint,

and the heart-wood of a deep brown. Of trees exceeding 15 in. or 18 in.

in diameter, more than half the trunk is hollow." {Micltx.) The timber
of the tupelo is of little value, but, from its peculiar organisation (the fibres

being united in bundles, and interwoven like a braided cord), it is extremely
difficult to split. It is on this account much esteemed in America foV

wooden bowls. As fuel, it burns slowly, and difllises a great heat. "At
Philadelphia, many persons, when making their provision of wood for the
winter, select a certain proportion of the tupelo, which is sold se[)arately,

for logs." {Michx.). In British gardens it does not appear that nnich
pains have ever been taken to encourage the growth of this or any other
species of Nyssa ; for though there are abundance of plants to be procured
in the nurseries, yet there are very few of a tree-like size to be seen in

pleasure-grounds. The largest tupelo tree that we know of in England is

at the Countess of Shaftesbm-y's villa at Richmond, where it is 45 ft. high,
and has a trunk 1 ft. 4 in. in diameter. There are, also, a tree in Lee's Nursery
20 ft. high ; one in the grounds of the villa of the late Mr. Vere, at Kensing-
ton Gore, about 15 ft. high ; one at the Duke of Wellington's, at Strathfield-
saye, 30 ft. high j and some at White Knights; from all of which, except that
at Lady Shaftesbury's, we have received specimens when in flower, and all

these were male blossoms. At Schwobber, in Hanover (see p. 148.), there is

a nyssa 40 ft. high. To insure the prosperity of the tree, it ought always to be
planted in moist peat, or near water. The trees at Strathfieldsaye and at
Schwobber are in moist meadows, on a level with the water ofadjoining rivers.

I' 2. N. (b.) villo'sa Michx. The hairy-lcaved Nyssa, or Tupelo Tree.
Identification. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 258. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 1112. : Pursh Fl Amer Sent

1. p. 177.
•'

1
•>

Synonymes. N. .sylvatica Mich. X. Amcr. Syl., 3. p. 33., Lodd. Cat., ed.l8S6; N. multiflSra TVan
genh. Amcr., ie.t.lG.t'. 59. ; T>i. monlkus. Hort. ; N. pediinculis multifloris Gro«. r»vf, 121 GoiirGum Tree, Black Gum, Yellow tJuni, A)ncr. ; haariger TuIt)elobaum, Gcr.

b > ~ ,

Engravings. Wangenh. Amer., t. 16. f. 39. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. t. 110. ; a

4 R 4
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Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves oblong, entire, acute at both ends ; with the

petiole, niiilrib, and edge villous. Female flowers, about three upon a
peduncle. (IVilld. Sp. PL, iv. p. 1113.) Peduncle of female flowers long,

1197 , ;, ^1 and for the most part two-flowered. Nut
small, ovate, obtuse, striated. (Mic/ix.) A
deciduous tree, a native of
North America, where it

grows from 60 ft. to 70 ft.

high, and flowers in April and
May. It was introduced in

1824, and is occasionally to

be met with in collections.

N. sylvatica 3Iickx., which we have made
synonymous with N. villosa, on the authority

of Pursh (see Fl. Amer. Sept. Addenda, ii. p. 175.), is said by Michaux to

exhibit a remarkable singularity in its vegetation. " In Maryland, Virginia,

and the western states," he observes, "where it grows on high and level

ground with the oaks and the walnuts, it is distinguished by no peculiarity

of form : but in the lower part of the Carolinas and of Georgia, where it is

found only in wet places, with the small magnolia or white bay (Magnob'a

glauca), the red bay (Laurus carolinensis), the loblolly bay (Gordonia Lasi-

anthus), and the water oak (Quercus aquatica), it has a pyramidal base,

resembling a sugar loaf; a trunk 18 ft. or 20 ft. high, and 7 in. or 8 in. in dia-

meter, at the surface of the ground; which, a foot higher, is only 2 in. or

3 in. thick ; the proportions, however, varying in different individuals." (N.
Amer. Si/L, iii. p. 34'.) This tree appears to differ very little from N. biflora,

except in the greater height attained by the tree, and in the downiness of the

petioles of the leaves. The fruit is of the same size and colour, generally

produced in pairs on similar peduncles, and the wood is of the same descrip-

tion, fine-grained, but tough. " The alburnum of the trunks of trees growing

upon dry and elevated lands is yellow ; and this colour, being considered

by wheelwrights as a proof of the superior quality of the wood, has probably

given rise to the name of yellow gum, which is sometimes applied to this

species." (Ibid.) The wood is used for all purposes, for which timber is

required of moderate dimensions, which is not liable to split. The only

plant which we have seen of this kind is in the arboretum of Messrs.

Loddiges, where, in 1835, it was 10 ft. high, and had produced male
blossoms ; but it died in the spring of 1836, apparently from the soil being

too dry.

S 3. N. ca'ndicans Michx. The vf\i\tis\\-leaved Nyssa, or Ogechee
Lime Tree.

Identification. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 259. j Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 1113.

Synonymes. N. capitata Walt., Ait. Hort. Kew, Michx. N. Amer. Sy/.,3. p. 43. ; N. coccinea Bar
tram ; Sour Tupelo Tree, Ogechee lyime Tree, Wild Lime ; weisslicher Tulpelobaum, Ger.

Engravings. Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. t. 113. ; and ourfig. 1199.

Spec. Char., S^c. Leaf with the petiole very

short, and the disk oblong, wedge-shaped at

the base, nearly entire, whitish on the under
surface. Female flowers one upon a pe-

duncle, {Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 1113.) It varies,

with its leaves obovate, entire, or rarely sub-

dentate. The male flowers are grouped into

little heads. The bracteas attending the

female flowers are short ; the calyx of these

flowers is tomentose ; its lobes are short.

The drupe is oblong. (Afichaiix.) A deci-

duous tree, a native of Carolina, on the
banks of rivers, particularly the Ogechee.
genus, rarely exceeding 30 ft. in height.

It is the smallest tree of the
It was introduced in 1806.
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The leaves are 5 in. or 6 in. long, oval, rarely denticulated, of a light green
above, and glaucous beneath. The flowers are similar to those of the large

tupelo (N. grandidentata), but the sexes are borne by separate trees; and
Michaux remarks, " as a peculiarity witnessed in no other tree of North
America, that the male and female trees are easily distinguished by their

general appearance when the leaves have fallen. The branches of the male
are more compressed about the trunk, and rise in a direction more nearly
perpendicular ; those of the female difiiise themselves horizontally, and
form a larger and rounder summit. The fruit is supported by long peduncles,
and is about Hin. in length, of a light red colour, and of an oval shape.
It is thick-skinned, intensely acid, and contains, like that of the large

tupelo, a large oblong stone, deeply channeled on both sides." (^Alichx.

N. Amer. Si/L, iii. p. 43, 44.) This appears to be the kind of Njssa
mentioned in Martyn's Miller, as not then introduced, but which is said

to be described by Mr. Humphry Marshall, from Bartram's catalogue, " as
a tree of great singularity and beauty, rising to the height of 30 ft.; the
fruit of which is of a deep scarlet colour, and of the size of a damascene
plum. It has an agreeable acid taste, whence it is called the lime tree."

Professor Martyn adds that Bartram calls it Nyss« coccinea, and observes
that there is no tree which exhibits a more desirable appearance than this,

in the autumn, when the fruit is ripe, and the tree is partly divested of its

leaves; for then "the remainder looks as red as scarlet, and the fruit is of that
colour also." It is the shape of the olive, but larger, and contains an agreeable
acid juice. " The most northern habitation of this tree yet known," he adds,
"is on the great Ogechee, where it is called the Ogechee lime, from its acid
fruit being about the size of limes, and being sometimes used in their

stead." There is a plant, bearing the name of N. capitata, in the arbo-
retum of Messrs. Loddiges, 6 ft. or 7 ft. high ; which, from its foliage, we
have no doubt, is indentical with Michaux's figure.

5^ 4. N. grandidentaVa Michx. The deeply-ioothedi-leaved Nyssa, or
Large Tupelo Tree

Identification. Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. -W.

Synonymes. N. tomeiitbsa, and N. angulizans, Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. S-W. ; N. denticulata Ait.
Hort. Kcu)., 3. p. 446., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 1114. ; N. angulosa Poir. ; N. uniflbra JVangenh. Atner

'

p. 83. ; Wild Olive, Amer. ; Virginian VVater Tupelo, Mart. Mill.
''

Engravings. Wangenh. Amer., t. 27. f. 57.'; Catesb. Car., 1, t. 60. ; Michx. N. Amer. Svlva, 3. t 112 •

and OUT figs. 1200, 1201.
'

' '

Spec. Ckar.,Ssc. Leaf with a long petiole, and a disk that is oblong, acuminate, distantly serrate
Female flowers one upon a peduncle. (Willd. Sp. PI., iv. p. 1114.) The leaves are invariably toothed
with large pointed teeth. The bracteas are rather longer than the ovary. The lobes of the calyx

laOU are wedge-shaped. The drn^e ii oblong. [Michaux.) A deciduous
tree, a native of North America; which Michaux calls the most re.
markable species of its genus for height and diameter; and which
was introduced into Britain in 1735. It grows chiefly
in the southern parts of the United States; and
Michaux observes that it is always found in company
with the long-leaved pine (Pinus palus(ris) and the
cypress (Taxodium dlstichum). In South Carolina and
Georgia these trees are constantly found growing with
the over-cup oak (Qu^rcus lyrata), the water locust
(Gleditsch/n monosp(?rraa), the cotton wood {P6-
pulus canadensis), the Carolinian poplar (Pdpulus
angulata), and the water bitter-nut hickory {Ck-
rya aquatica) ; intermixed with which they compose
the dark impenetrable forests which cover the miry
swamps on the borders of the rivers, to the distance
of 100 to £00 miles from the ocean. The presence of
these trees is considered an infallible proof of the depth
and fertility of thesoil, and, consequently, of its fitness

for the culture of vine. " The rivers, at their annual overflowing, sometimes cover these marshes
to the height of 5 ft. or 6 ft., as is shown by the marks left ujion the trees by the retiring
waters. Vegetation seems only to acquire new energy from these inundations, and the large
tupelo sometimes attains the height of 70 ft. or 80 ft., with a diameter of 15 in. or 20 in. imme-
diately above its conical base, and 6 ft. or 7 ft. from the ground. This size continues uniform to
the height of 25 ft. or 30 ft. At the surface the trunk is 8 ft. or 9 ft. thick. (Michx. N. Amer.
Syl., iii. p. 41.) The leaves of the large tupelo are comm.only 5 in. or 6 in. long, and 2 in. or 3 in.
broad ; but on young and thriving plants they are of twice these dimensions. They are of an oval
shape, and are garnished with two or three large teeth, which are irregularly placed, and generally
only on one side of the leaf. When the leaves unfold in spring, they are downy ; but they become
smooth on both sides as they expand. The flowers are numerous though single, and are succeeded
by fruit of considerable size, and of a deep blue colour, of which the stone is depressed, and very

1201
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distinctly striated. The wood is extremely light and soft ; and as, in the arrangement of its fibres, it

resembles other species of the same genus, it is employed for making bowls and trays. The roots,

also, are tender and light, and they are used by fishermen to buoy up their nets with, instead of

cork. {Ibid.) This species is described in Martyn's MUler as the Virginian water tupelo tree,

rising, with a strong upright trunk, to the height of 8Uft. or 100 ft., and dividing into many
branches towards the top. The drupes. Professor Martyn adds, " are nearly the size and shape of
small olives, and are preserved as that fruit is, by the French inhabitants of the Mississippi, where
this species of Njssa greatly abounds, and is called the olive tree. The timber is white and soft

when unseasoned, but light and compact when dry ; which renders it very proper for bowls, &c."

It sometimes varies, in having the leaves quite glabrous, and less deeply toothed.

Genus 11.

J

OSY^RIS L. The Osyris, or Poet's Casia. Lin. Sj/st. DioeYia Triandria.

Identification. Lin. Gen. PI. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 715.

Synonyme. C^sia Camer., Lob., A/pin., Gesn.
Derivation. The Osuris of Pliny and Dioscorides is so named from ozos, a branch ; from tlie length

and pliability of the branches.

» 1. O. a'lba L. The \\h\te-J?owered Osyris, or Poet's Casia.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 14j0. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 715. ; Roy. Lugdb., 202. ;

Sauv. Monsp., 56. ; Gouan Monsp., 502. ; Gron. Orient., 308. ; Mill. Diet., No.
1. ; Scop. Cam., No. 1215.

Synonymes. 0. fbliis linearibus acCltis Loefl. It., 169. ; 0. frutescens bacctfera
Bauh. Pin., 212. ; CSisia poetica Monspeliensium Cain. Epit., 26., Lob. Ic.,

432. ; C^sia Latinorum A/p. Exot., 41. ; C^sia Monspelii dicta Gesn. Epit., 50.

;

weisse Osyris, Ger
Engravings' Lam. 111., t. 802. ; T. Nees ab Esenbeck Gen. Plant. Fl. Ger. Ic. et
des lUust., t 20. ; and our fig. 1202.

Spec. Char., Sfc. A shrub 3—4 ft high. Stem roundish, striated. Leaves alter,
nate, linear-lanceolate, 1 in. long, entire, glabrous. Flowers upon the branch-
lets, peduncled. Drupe red, of the size of a pea. (Willd.) A native of Italy,
Spain, Montpelier, Libanus, and Carniola. Introduced in 1793, and cultivated
by Miller ; but we have not seen the plant. The long supple branches of this
tree were formerly used for brushes, and they are still used in making crates,
or packing-cases in the south of Europe. It Js celebrated by Keats for the
whiteness of its flowers :

—

.
" A dimpled hand.

Fair as some wonder out of Fairy-land,
Hung from his shoulder; like the drooping flowers
Of whitest casia, fresh from summer showers "

Poetns, p. 24.

CHAP. XCVII.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER £L.5:AGNA^CEJE.

They are included in three genera, £laeagnus Totim., ifippophae L., and
Shepherd/a 2Vutt. ; and these have the following characters :—
jEl^a'gnus Tourn. Flowers, some bisexual ; some, in result, male only ;

both kinds upon one plant.—Bisexual flower. Calyx resembling, internally,

a corolla; tubular below, bell-shaped above, with a slightly spreading, lobed,
deciduous limb ; the lobes mostly 4 ; the tubular part includes, but is not
connate with, the ovary and part of the style, and bears at its mouth a
conical crown, through which the style passes. Style long. Stigma clavate
or coiled. Stamens arising from the bottom of the bell-shaped part,

shorter than it, alternate with its lobes, the filaments adnate to it, except at

their tip. Ovary oblong. Ovule 1. Fruit consisting of an achenium, and
of the tubular part of the calyx rendered fleshy, and including the achenium.
Seed erect. Embryo erect. — Male flower. Calyx resembling, internally,

a corolla, bell-shaped ; it has a limb of 4—6—8 lobes. Stamens of the
number of the lobes ; otherwise as in the bisexual flower. A conical crown
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surrounds the style of an abortive pistil. — Species several ; arborescent

or shrubby; inhabitants of Ceylon, Nepal, Japan, south of Europe, and
North America. The fleshy part of the fruit is, in some, eatable. Leaves
alternate, entire, bearing, as does the bark of growing shoots, scales, or stars

of hairs. Flowers axillary, pediceled. (Chiefly T, Xees ab Esenbeck, Gen.
PL Fl. G«7H.,whose elucidation relates to E. angustifolia i. ; Lindley; and
Ach. Rich.)

i/ippo'pHAE L. Flowers unisexual, those of the two sexes upon distinct

plants.— Male flower. Calyx arched, seeming as if constituted of 2 leaves

connate at the tip. Stamens 4, not extended out of the calyx. — Female
flower. Calyx tubular, cloven at the top, including the ovary, and becom-
ing eventually succulent. Ovary of 1 cell. Ovule 1. Style short. Stigma
long, with a longitudinal furrow. Fruit consisting of a polished achenium,
that has a slight furrow on one side, and of the calyx, now enlarged, and
succulent with an acid juice. Seed erect. Embryo erect. — Two species

are known, one wild in Europe, the other in Nepal. The European one is

partially spiny. Both have leaves narrow, entire, scaly, and silver}', es-

pecially beneath. The succulent part of the fruit is eatable. (7". Xees ab
EsenbecJi, Gen. PL FL Germ. ; Smith, Eiig. Flora ; and obs.)

Shephe'rdw Nutt. Flowers unisexual ; those of the two sexes upon distinct

plants. — Male flower. Calyx 4-cleft. Stamens 8, included, as to length,

within the calyx; alternate with 8 glands.— Female flower. Calyx bell-

shaped, its limb 4-parted, flat, the portions equal; its tube ? adnate to the

ovaiy. Ovule 1. Style 1. Stigma oblique. Fruit as in i/ippophae.—Two
species are known, both natives of North America, and having the aspect of
JElaeagnus ; one a small tree, the other a shrub. Their leaves are entire, and
bear scales. Male flowers ? laterally aggregate, in groups that resemble

a catkin. Female flowers smaller than the male ones, shortly pedunculate
(Xittt. Gen.): racemose at the ends of the branches (^Lindlei/ in Enci/c. of
PL; NuttalL).

Genus I.

£LiEA'GNUS Tourn. The El;eagnus, Oleaster, or Wild Olive
Tree. Lin. Syst. Tetrandria Monogynia.

Identification. Tourn. Cor., 51. ; Ach. Rich. Monogr., p. 26. ; T. Nees ab Eseiibeck, Gen. PI. Fl,
Germanicae ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 87.

Synonymes. Chalef, Fr. ; Wilde Oelbaum, Ger.
Derivation. " The claiagnos of Theophrastus was a plant with hoary leaves, growing in marshy

places in Arcadia, and was probably a species of Sfilix, although certainly not S. babylonica, as
Sprengel has stated it to be. It was named from its resemblance to the elaia, or olive, from which
it differed in not bearing fruit. Dioscorides writes elceagros, which means the wild olive; and
some botanists have adopted this reading, which is most likely the true one. The plants to which
the name iJlteagnus is now applied are also something like the olive. The French call the EXxkg.
nus, chalef; a sUght alteration, according to Golius, ot likalvf, the Arabic name of the willow;
but more probably of kalaf, the Persian name of the Z^laeignus itself." (^Lindley in But. Reg.,
t. 1156, adapted.) Oleaster is a Latin word, which is interpreted a wild olive tree; and perhaps
it is derived from olea, an olive tree, and instar, likeness.

Desaiption, ($-c. Deciduous shrubs, or low trees; natives of the south of
Europe, the Levant, the Himalayas, and North America. In British gardens,

there are two or three species which grow freely in any soil tolerably dry, and
are readily propagated by seeds, layers, or cuttings.

J: I. E. horte''nsis Bieb. The Garden Elaeagnus, Oleaster, or Wild
Olive Tree.

Identification. Bieb. Fl. Taur. Caue.. p. 113.

Synonymes- J?. angustif.>lia L., Wi/lri. Sp. PI, 1. p. 688., Rwm. ct Sc/iult. Si/st. J'eg., 3. \>. i~8..
Pall. Fl. Ross, p. 10. t. 4., N. Du Ham. ,2. p. 87., Rot. Reg., t 1 156. ; E. in^rmis Mill. Dirt., No. '2.

;

E. aigt'nteus Mccnc/i Met/i., p. 6.58. ; E. oricnthlis Dclisle; ? E. argifentea Wats. Dend. Rril., t. 161.;
Jerusalem Willow ;"01ivier de 15ohfeme, Chalef a Feuilles §troite6, Fr. ; schmalblaltrigcr Oleaster,
Oer.
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Engravings. Pall. Ross., 1, t. 4. ; N. Du Ham., 1. t. 89. ; Bot. Reg., t. 1156. ; ourJig. 1203., and the

plate in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. A tree, growing to the height of from 15 ft. to 20 ft. Leaves

lanceolate, hoary all over, as are the shoots of the current year, vi'ith stars

of hairs of a hoary colour. Branches brown and smooth, more or less spiny.

Leaves 2—3 in. long ; upon the upper surface whitish

green, and upon the under one very hoary. Flowers

2 or 3 together, axillary, upon short peduncles, fragrant

;

bisexual flower 4-cleft, interior of a pale yellowj male

ones 5 or more cleft, interior of a golden yellow. Both

are furnished on the exterior with stars of hairs, like the

under surface of the leaves. Fruit ofa red-brown colour,

something like a small date. A native of the south of

Europe, in Bohemia, France, Spain, the Levant, Tar-

tary, and various parts of Asiatic Russia ; flowering in

May, and ripening its fruit in August. It was introduced

in 1633, and is frequent in collections. The silvery

whiteness of the foliage of this tree renders it a most ^^ :«.

conspicuous object in plantations; and hence, in any n .^

view where it is wished to attract the eye to a par-

ticular point, it may be usefully employed. For ex-

ample, suppose a villa surrounded by grounds perfectly flat, with a boundary
strip of plantation, or shrubbery, in the middle distance, a monotonous
third distance, in which there is no object of interest but the spire of a
church, and that scarcely perceptible over the tops of the trees of the

plantation : plant one or two trees of elaeagnus in that part of the

plantation over which the eye sees the spire, and they will, by the light

colour of their fohage, attract the eye in that direction. This tree, wiiich

is called by the Portuguese the tree of Paradise, is also remarkable

for the fragrance of its blossoms, which are produced in great abundance
in May, and perfume the air for a considerable distance around. For
this reason it is a most desirable tree for a lawn or shrubbery. There
are good specimens in the Horticultural Society's Garden ; but the finest

trees that we have seen, were, in 1815, in the grounds of Malmaison, near

Paris, where they were neai"ly 30 ft. high, and with heads nearly as much in

diameter. In the Levant, the fruit of the cultivated varieties, £. h. orientalis

and dactyliformis, is made into preserves, and also dried like pistachia nuts.

The plant requires a sheltered situation, and, to attain any size, must be
planted in a good soil. Price of plants in the London nurseries, 2s. Qd.

each J
at Bollwyller 1 franc 50 cents ; and at New York, 1 dollar.

Varieties. Bieberstein, in his Fl. Taiir. Cauc, i. p. 1 1 2, 1 13., as quoted in Harm,

et Schult. Sj/st. and Bot. Beg., has comprehended under one species several

forms, some of which are treated of as specifically distinct by Linnaeus and

other botanists. He gives E. hortensis as the name of the species, which

he considers to exist under the four following forms :
—

5f E, A. 1 angustifdlia Bieb., E. angustifolia L.— Leaves lanceolate,

shining. Fruit insipid. This is the most common sort in British

gardens. There is a tree of it in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
20 ft. high ; and one at Kew, 8 ft. high.

i $ E. h. 2 dactylijdrmis.—Leaves lanceolate, shining. Fruit date-shaped,

eatable.

t 'E.. h. 3 orientdlis, E. orientalis L., Pall. Fl. Ross., i. t. 5., Gmel. It.

III., t. 4,—Branches not spiny. Fruit date-shaped, eatable ; almost

as large as that of a jujube, and used in the dessert in Persia, where
it is called zinzeyd. The flowers are more fragrant than those of
E. h. angustifoha. {Lindl. in Bot. Beg., t. 1156., and in Xat. Syst.

Bot., p. 194-.) There are plants of this variety in the Horti-

cultural Society's Garden, and there is one in the Chelsea Botanic
Garden.
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^ "E. h. 4^ spinosa ; £. spinosa L. — Branches spiny. Leaves lanceolate.

Fruit insipid.

!tt 2. E. arge'ntea P/i. The silvery-leaved Elaeagnus, or Wild Olive Tree.

Identification. Pursh FL Amer. Sept., 1. p. IH. ; Nutt. Gen. Amer., 1. p. 97. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.
Synonymc. Missouri Silver Tree, U. S. of N. Atner.
Engraving. OutJig. 1204.

Spec. Char., S^c. A shrub, from 8 ft. to 1 2 ft. high, not spiny. Leaves
waved, oval-oblong, rather acute, glabrous on both surfaces, and covered
with silvery scales. Flowers aggregate, nodding. Sexes apparently

dioecious. Fruit roundish-ovate, of about the size of a small cherry, car-

tilaginous, covered with silvery scales, having 8 grooves ; the flesh dry,

farinaceous, eatable ; the nucule subcylindric, its exterior part consisting of

a tenacious woolly integument. A native of Hudson's Bay, and found on the

argillaceous broken banks of the Missouri, near Fort Mandan ; flowering in

Julyand August. (Nutt.) It was introduced in 1813. There are plants in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, and in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges.

According to Pursh, Shepherdfa arg^ntea Nutt. resembles the jElseagnus

argentea Pursh so much, without the fruit, that, in this state, one might

easily be mistaken for the other. In the Garden of the London Horticultural

Society, the shrub or low tree bearing this name is very distinct from any

species of Elaeagnus ; but it differs from the species of that genus, in having

opposite leaves and branches. Whether it is the plant meant to be described

bj' Pursh, we are unable to determine ; it is certainly not the E. argentea

figured in Watson's Dendrologia, which appears to be jE'.orientaHs,the flowers

being produced on the current year's wood. The plant which is in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, and which may be considered provisionally

as E. argentea, is one of very great neatness and beauty ; and well deserving
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a place in every collection, especially when trained as ui our figure, so as to

resemble a small tree. The plant appears nearly allied to Shepherd^a cana-

densis, and we have no doubt it will ultimately be referred to that genus.

Possibly, indeed, it may be only a modification of S. canadensis ;
lor it is

not more different from it than the woolly-leaved varieties of the common

pear in a wild state, such as Pjrus communis salicifoha, are from the green-

leaved varieties, such, for example, as those which are found indigenous in

most parts of England, or are grown for stocks in British nurseries.

App. i. Half-hardy Species o/Eladgmis.

Sfc E confirta Roxburgh, Burm. Zey!., t. 39. f. 1., according to

Don's Prod Fl. Nep., the grouped-flowered elsagniis, is a large,

branched siirub, and, according to Roxburgh, a climbing one.

Leaves oval-oblong, acuminate, 3—4 in. long, 1^—2 in. broad, sil-

very beneath. Fruitoblong, succulent, eatable. A native of Nepal,

where it flowers in November, and where the fruit is eaten by the

inhabitants. (Don's Prod. Fl. Xep. ; Li/idl. Nat. Si/st. of Bot.)

This species is stated to have been introduced m 182i> ; but we
have not seen it. „ ., „ . ,

If E. arbirea Roxb., Don Prod. Fl. Nep., p. 67., is a large tree,

with spiny branchlets, and oval-oblong leaves, a native of Nepal,

at Nahrinhetty, where it flowers in November, and produces an

edible fruit. It was introduced in 1819.
, , ^

m E. latifolm L.,Bur. Zcy., 39. t. 2., is a native of the East In.

dies, where' it forms an evergreen shrub, 4 ft. or 5 ft. high. There

are plants at Messrs. Loddiges, which are preserved through the

winter in cold-pits; whence we infer that, like the preceding

sorts, it would stand against a conservative wall.

S E. salicifolia? D.Don, (Jig. 1205) is a species apparently very

distinct, and tolerably hardy, of which we have only seen one

plant about 3 ft. high, in the arboretum at Kew. It promises to

he a most valuable addition to our nearly hardy shrubs. It

bears in foliage a close resemblance to Shepherd/a canadensis.

Genus II.

iTIPPO'PHAE L. The Hippophae, Sea Buckthorn, or Sallowthorn.
Lin. Si/st. DicfiVia Tetrtindria.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 517., in part: the H. canadensis Z,. is now included in the genus Shep-

herdm Nutl.
Synonymes. Rhamnoides Tourn. Coi'. 53. ; Argoussier, Fr. ; Haffdorn, or Sanddorn, Ger. ; Espino

amarillo. Span.
Derivation. Hippophacs, or Hippophues, was the name of a shrub mentioned by Theophrastus

and Dioscorides ; and which is supposed to be the same as the hippophyes of Pliny. The deriva-

tion is supposed to be from hippos, a horse, and phao, to brighten ; and, as according to the

Nouveau Du Hamcl the plant was employed by the Greeks as a medicine for horses, it may have
been given to them to make their coats sleek and shining, and have thus procured its name.

Description, (^c. Large shrubs or trees ; natives of Europe and Asia

;

ornamental in British gardens, on account of their grey silky foliage, and of

their berries.

^36 \. H. Rhamnoi^des L. The Buckthorn-like Hippophae, Sea Bucktkorn,

or Salloivthorii.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1452. ; Smith Engl. Flora, 4. p. 238. ; Eng. Bot., t. 425.

Synonymes. Rhamndides flortfera salicis fblio Tourn. Cor., 53. ; Rhamnoldes frucMfera Rail Syn.

445. Argoussier faux Nerprun, Fr. ; Weidenblattriger Sanddorn, Ger. ; in the Alps of Swit-

zerland it is called Arve, or Saule epineux.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t 425. ; Fl. Dan., t. 265. ; N. Du Ham,, 6. t. 80. ; Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. 1. 68. ;

and our fig. 1206.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Branches each ending in a spine. Leaves linear-lanceolate,

mostly bluntish, dark green, and minutely dotted, not scaly on the upper

side ; silvery as well as scaly on the under one. (Smith.) A low tree, or

large shrub ; a native of many parts of Europe, on sandy sea coasts. Found
in England, in various places on the east and south-east coast, but not in

Scotland; flowering in May, and producing bright orange-coloured berries.
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which are ripe in September, and remain on the tree as long as the leaves,

and frequently till the following spring.

Stadstics. In the environs of London, the largest trees are those at Syon, one of which is 33 ft.

high, with a trunk 11 in. in diameter, and a fine round head 17 ft. in diameter. At Kew, a male
plant, near the palace, is 25 ft. high. In Oxfordshire, at Oxford, in the Botanic Garden, 10 years
planted, it is l.")ft. high. In Rutlandshire, at Belvoir Castle, 18 years planted, it is 15 ft. high. In
Suflfblk, at Ampton Hall, 12 years planted, it is 12 ft. high. In Yorkshire, in the Hull Botanic
Garden, 10 years planted, it is 12 ft. high. In Scotland, in Banffshire, at Huntley Lodge, 12 years
planted, it is 20 ft high. In Argyllshire, at Toward Castle, 13 years planted, it is 14 ft. high. In
Sutherlandshire, at Dunrobin Castle, 13 years planted, it is 5 ft. high. In Ireland, in the Glasnevin
Botanic Garden, Dublin, 30 years planted, it is 12 ft. high ; at Cypress Grove, Dublin, it is 15ft. liigh.
In the King's County, at Charleville Forest, 10 years planted, it is 15 ft. high. In Galway, at Coole,
it is 28 ft. high. In Louth, at Oriel Temple, 25 years planted, it is 19 ft. high. In Sligo, at Makree
Castle, 10 years planted, it is 5 ft. high. In France, near Paris, at Sceaux, 10 years planted, it is 15 ft.

high; in the Botanic Garden at Avranches, 10 years planted, it is 16ft. high. In Germany, in
Hanover, at Harbke, 6 years planted, it is 5 ft. high. In Saxony, at Worlitz, 46 years planted, it is

20 ft. high. In Bavaria, at Munich, in the Botanic Garden, 24 years planted, it is 18 ft. high.
In Austria, near Vienna, at Briick on the Leytha, 40 years i)lanted, it is 16 ft. high. In Prussia,
near Berlin, at Sans Souci, 20 years planted, it is 16 ft high. In Sweden, at Stockholm, in the Govern-
ment Garden, 15 years planted, it is 7 ft. high. In Ru.ssia, in the Crimea, where, according to
Descemet, it is employed, as in some parts of France, to fix drifting sands, and protect the seeds of
Plnus Pinaster, which are sown on them, it grows with great vigour. In Italy, at Monza, near
Milan, 21 years planted, it is 12 ft. high.

Va/ieties.

5 aj H. i?. 2 angustifolia Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; see the plate ofthis tree

in our last Volume, which is a portrait of a tree, of the female sex, in

Messrs, Loddiges's arboretum, taken in October, 1834. Its leaves

are obviously more narrow than those of the species ; the young
branches are pendulous ; and the tree is highly ornamental. There
are plants, both of the male and of the female of this variety, in

the Horticultural Society's Garden, and in the collection of Messrs.
Loddiges.

¥ afe H. i2. 3 s'lhirica, H. sibirica Lodd. Cat.^ ed. 1836, appears to differ

very little, if at all, from the species ; but, the plant not being in a

healthy state, it may be more distinct than we suppose it to be. A
male plant of H. Rhamnoides in the London Horticultural Society's

arboretum, which flowered in 1835, had its flower buds smaller and
earlier in blossom than those of the other ; and this, perhaps, may
be H. R. sibirica ; the plants of species which are common to

Siberia, and the west of Europe, always flowering earlier in this

country than plants of the same species which are indigenous to it,

or to Central Europe generally.

Description, S^c. In its wild state, the sea buckthorn, sallowthorn, or wil-

lowthorn, rises, with ligneous stems, to the height of 8 ft. or 10 ft. ; but, in a

state of culture, and when trained to a single stem, it grows twice or thrice that

height. Its branches are numerous, irregular,

and covered with a brown bark. The flowers are

small, solitary, and appear before the leaves, or

coeval with them. The berries are produced on "^ /r

the female plant in great abundance, when the ^\^
male plant stands near it, but not otherwise, ^wi

There is said to be a variety with red berries

which Miller saw on the sand-banks in Holland ;

but we have not heard of its being in cultivation.

The species is found wild in England, upon cliffs

above the level of the sea, from Kent to York-
shire ; and is plentiful between Yarmouth and
Cromer, on the flat sandy coast. In Russia, it

is found in low, wet, and sandy situations, more
particularly in the subalpine districts about
Caucasus; and it is abundant throughout great

part of Tartary. " //ippophae Rhamnoides
grows in profusion all along the course of the

Arve ; and Deilephila (5'phin.r) hipp6phaes is now so plentiful, in consequence
of the numbers of it collected and bred by the peasants, that a specimen costs
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but 3 francs ; specimens were formerly sold at 60 francs each, and one of those

first discovered was sold for 200 francs." (Spence in Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. iv.,

for J 830, p. 148.) A shrub so common throughout Europe and Asia could

not escape being known to the Greeks and Romans ; but to what use they

applied it is uncertain. In modern times, its leaves form the food of sheep, in

poor maritime pastures, where the sheep sometimes also eat the berries. In

Dauphiny, a decoction is made of these berries, which is used for the same pur-

pose as that made from the berries of the ^oliinum Dulcamara, in Wales

;

viz., to remove cutaneous eruptions. According to Pallas, the berries of

the sea buckthorn are gratefully acid, and are much eaten by the Tartars,

who make a jelly or preserve of them, and serve them up with milk or

cheese, as great dainties. The fishermen of the Gulf of Bothnia prepare a

rob, or jam, from them, which imparts a grateful flavour to fresh fish ; and a

kind of sauce is also made from them in the south of France. In some
parts of France and Switzerland they are considered poisonous. J. J. Rous-
seau, in his Reverie du Promeneur Solitaire, vii. Promenade, relates a curious

story respecting his having made a botanical excursion in the neighbourhood

of Grenoble, with a local botanist, who, though he saw him eating the

fruit, which he knew, or believed to be, poisonous, was so polite, or regarded

Rousseau with so much respect, that he durst not presume to warn him of

his danger. In Britain, and on the Continent, the sea buckthorn is some-
times planted as hedges ; and, as it endures the sea breeze, and throws up suck-

ers freely from the roots, it is a useful plant for fixing drift sands, along with the

grasses Psamma, £"lymus, Carex, &c., and also for producing woody scenery

in marine situations, where few other trees or shrubs will grow. In pleasure-

grounds, when trained to a single stem, it forms a small, durable, and very

interesting tree, from the dull pewter-like tinge of its foliage in summer, and the

fine effect of its berries in autumn ; but it must be recollected that the berries

will not be produced unless both sexes are planted contiguously. As the

flowers, especially those of the male plants, come out very early in the season,

their buds, which are in spikes, have a conspicuous appearance during winter,

and contrast finely with the fruit on the female plants, which remains on
through the winter, after the leaves drop off, unless it is eaten by birds.

In British nurseries, plants are com-
monly increased by suckers, which
are produced in abundance ; and a

deep sandy soil is suitable for grow-
ing the plant to a large size. It may
be planted in elevated and exposed
situations and on the sea coast, whei'e

few other trees will grow.

1^2. H. SALiciFO^LiA D. Don.
The Willow-leaved Hippophae,
Sea Buckthorn, or Salloivthoi-n.

Identification. Don Prod. Fl. Nep., p. 68. ; Lodd
Cat, ed. 1836.

Synonyme. H. conf^rta Wall, in MSS. qf the

Catalogue qf the Linncean Society's Indian
Herbarium, RoyWs Illust., p. 323.

Engraving. OuTjig. 1207.

Spec. Char., 4'C- Without thorns, up-
right, branched. Leaves lanceolate,

obtuse, whitely tomentose, as are

the branchlets. A native of Siri-

nagur, in Nepal, whence it was
introduced in 1822. Judging from
the plants in the Horticultural So-
ciety's Garden, and in the arbo- '^^^

return of Messrs. Loddiges, it appears to be a much more robust
species than H. Rhamnoides, though probably more liable to be injured by
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frost. The shoots produced in one season, from a plant cut down, are 5 ft.

or 6 ft. in length, and the leaves about twice the length of those of the
common species, much less silvery, and so closely resembling those of (Salix

viminalis, as to make the shoots from a plant that has been cut down liable

to be mistaken for shoots of that species at a short distance. The plant in

the London Horticultural Society's Garden is of the female sex, and
flowered in 1835, when it was about 15 ft. high.

Statistics. In the environs of London, the largest plants are in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
where they are 20 ft. high. In Surrey, at Deepdene, 9 years planted, it is 22 ft. high. In Wor-
cestershire, at Croome, 10 years planted, it is 10 ft. high. In Scotland, in Edinburghshire, at Gobford
House, 13 years planted, it is IS ft. high. In France, in the neighbourhood of Paris, it is upwards
of 30 ft. high.

Genus III.

SHEPHE'RD/J Nutt. The Shepherdia.
Octandria.

Lin, Si/si. Dioe^cia

1208

Identification. Nutt. Gen. Amer., 2. p. 240.

Synonyme. /Tippophae i., as to the species S. canadensis "bSutt.

Derivation. Named by Nuttall, in honour of the late Mr. John Shepherd, curator of the Botanic Gar-
den of Liverpool, a scientific horticulturist, to whose exertions, and the patronage of the celebrated
Roscoe, that institution owes its present eminence.

Description, Sfc, Small spinescent trees, with the aspect of .Elaeagnus.

Leaves entire, covered with silvery scales. Flowers small, laterally aggregate.

Berries diaphanous, scarlet, acid. (^Nutt.^ Culture, in British gardens, as in

iTippophae.

s^ 1^ 1. S. arge'ntea iVz(«. The silvery-Zeawc? Shepherdia.

Identification. Nutt. Gen. Amer., 2. p. 240.

Synony77ies. i?ipp6phae argentea Pursk Ft. A?ner. Sept., 1. p. 115. ; Missouri Silver Leaf, and
Butfalo Berry Tree, Amer. ; Rabbit Berry, and Beef Suet Tree, Amer. Indians ; Graise de Buffle,

or Buffalo Fat, French Traders.
Engravings. Our fig. 1208.

Spec. Char., c|)'c. Leaves oblong-ovate, obtuse ; on both

surfaces glabrous, and covered with silvery peltate

scales. (Fnrs/i and Kittt.) A small tree, from 12 ft.

to 18ft. high; a native of North America, on the

banks of the Missouri, and its tributary streams, and
of other places ; flowering in April and May. It was
introduced in 1818, and is not uncommon in collections.

The plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden, in

1835, was 7 ft. high, though crowded among other

shrubs. It forms a very elegant small tree, particularly

well adapted for suburban gardens. In the Brighton

Nursery, near Boston, in North America, there is a

standard tree which, in 1831, was 14 ft. high, though
only 8 years old, from the seed. The tree is per-

fectly hardy in every part of America, where it is one
of the earliest-flowering trees, producing its blossoms
in March. " Its fruit is about the size of the red Antwerp currant, much
richer to the taste, and forms one continued cluster on every branch and
twig." (Garcl. Mag., vii. p. 571.) The largest plant in the neighbourhood
of London is in the T^'ickenham Botanic Garden, where it is called .Elajagnus
argentea, and in 1836 it was 5 ft. high. It flowers freely every year. Price
of plants, in the London nurseries, 2s. 6d. each.

a 2. S. canade'nsis Nidt. The Canadian Shepherdia.

Identification. Nutt. Gen. Amer., 2. p. 241.

Synonyme. /fi)>p6phae canadensis im. 5p. P/., 1453., Mill. Diet., No. 2., H'iild. Sp. PL, 4. p.l-li.,
Pursh ft. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 119.

Engravings. Encyc. of Plants, No. 13878. ; and ourfig. 1209.

Sjicc. Char., S^-c. Leaves ovate, or cordate-ovate, opposite; green, and nearly
is
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glabrous upon the upper surface ; upon the under one stellately pilose,

silvery, and scaly ; the scales rusty, deciduous. Branches opposite.

Flowers disposed in upright racemes between the first

leaves, and of half the length of these. {Nutt., Willd.,

and obs.) A deciduous shrub, a native of North Ame-
rica, on the borders of lakes, in the western parts of

the state of New York, in Canada, and along the St.

Lawrence to its source, where it grows to the height

of 6 ft. or 8 ft. It has been in cultivation, in British

gardens, since 1759, but is not frequent in collections.

The fruit is sweetish, but scarcely eatable. A plant of

this species, in the Cambridge Botanic Garden, is a

thinly branched shrub, about 5 ft. high, and not striking

in its general aspect ; the plant in the Hackney arbo-

retum is about the same height ; one in the arboretum

at Kew is only 3 ft. high. One in the Twickenham
Botanic Garden is 4 ft. high.

CHAP. XCVIII.

OF THE HARDY AND HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE
ORDER ^RISTOLOCHIA'CEiE.

Those of which we shall treat are included in the genus Jristolochia L.,

which has the following characters :
—

.(4ristolo^chia L. Calyx of some other colour than green, and in colour and

texture resembUng a corolla; in its lowest part connate with the ovary;

inflated above this part, then tubular, and ending in an expanded border,

which has 3 segments, and these are valvate in aestivation. Stamens 6, ad-

hering to the style and stigmas. Style 1. Stigmas 6, radiating. Capsule

with 6 cells and numerous seeds. Embryo very minute, placed in the base

of fleshy albumen. Habit of growth, in most, twining. Wood without

concentric zones. Leaves alternate, undivided in most. Calyx, which is

the obvious part of the flower, yellow, brown, dark brown, and, in some,

spotted on a yellow ground. (Lindhy, Nat. Sj/st. of Bot. ; Willd. Sp. PI.;

and observation.) Twining shrubs. The hardy species natives of North
America, and the half-hardy of Africa and the Levant. " The most re-

markable species of the genus ^ristolochia are those which, in many of the

tropical parts of America, excite the wonder of travellers, by the gigantic

size or grotesque appearance of the flowers ; such as A. cymbifera, the border

of the calyx of which resembles one of the lappets of a Norman woman's
cap, and measures 7 in. or 8 in. in length ;" (see Bot. Beg., vol. xviii.

t. 1543.) and A. cordiflora and A. gigantea, the flowers of which are from

15 in. to 16 in. across, and are large enough to form bonnets for the Indian

children." (Pennt/ Cyc, vol. ii. p. 328.)

Genus II.

^RISTOLO^CHIA L. The Birthwort.
Hexandria.

Lin. Syst. Gyn&ndria

Identification. Schreb. Lin. Gen., No. 1383. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 151.

Synony^nes. Aristoloche, Fr. ; Osterluzey, Ger.
Derivation. Aristolnchia was the name of a plant mentioned by Dioscorides, and considered as of
sovereign use in the disorders incident to childbirth : it is derived from ariston, best, and lochia,

parturition.
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A I. A. si^PHo UHcrit. The Siplion-^7ir, or tiihe-fiowcrcd, Birthwort.

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 311. ; L'Hi?rit. Stirp. Nov., 13. t. 7. ; Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., '1.

p. 161. ; WiUil. S|). PI., 4. p. 155. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Sy nonymea. A. inacrophylla Lam. Encycl., 1. p. 252. ; Aiistoloche Syphon, Fr. ; grossblattrige
O sterluzey, Ger. ; Pipe Vine, or Birthwort, Amer.

Engravings. L'Herit. Stirp. Nov., t. 7. ; N. Du Ham., 4. t. 10. ; Bot. Mag., t. 534. ; and our

fig. 1210.

Spec. Char., Sj-c. Stem twining. Leaves cordate, acute. Bractea of the
peduncle ovate. Corolla ascending ; its limb in 3 equal portions, not ex-

panding flat, brown. (lVi//(l.) A deciduous twining shrub; a native of
North America, on the Alleghany

Mountains, from Pennsylvania to

Carolina; producing its yellowish

brown flowers in May and June. It

was introduced in 176.3, and is fre-

quent in gardens, where it forms a
tall twining shrub, flowering abun-

dantly. In favourable situations it

reaches to a considerable height : a

plant in the Cambridge Botanic Gar-
den, after reaching the top of the

wall it was planted against, ascended

a tree in the next garden ; in all 20ft.

The appearance of the magnificent

leaves of this species is striking. In

its native country, it climbs and
twines to the summits of the ver}'

highest trees; flowering early in sum-
mer, and ripening its seeds in autumn,
though liut sparingly. Tliis species

is remarkable for the form of its " ^^^ 1210
flower, which is bent like a siphon ; for the trifid border of its corolla ; for

the very large bractea placed on the middle of the peduncle ; and for the
disposition of the seeds, and the aril common to all the seeds of each cell.

The roots are woody, and have the smell of camphor. The stems, branches,
and twigs are also strongly scented, as are the flowers. In British gardens,
this species, to grow freely, requires a deep free soil, dry rather than moist,
and a warm situation. It is propagated by division of the root, by suckers,
or by seeds, which are sometimes received from North America. Price
of plants, in the London nurseries. Is. 6d. each ; at BoUwyller, 2 francs

;

and at New York, 50 cents.

-S 2- A. TOMENTO^SA Sims. The tomcntose Birthwort.

Identification. Sims in Bot. Mag., t. 1369. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Engravings. Bot. Mag., t. 1369. ; Bot. Cab., t. 641. ; and ouTfig.lSll.

Spec. Char., i^c. Stem twining. Leaves cordate, downy
beneath. Peduncle solitary, without a bractea. Corolla

with its tube twisted back, and much more deeply divided M
than in A. sipho, expanding flat, and yellow, with the

*

mouth of the tube of a deep purple. ( Encyc. of PI.)

A native of North America; introduced in 1799,

There is a plant in the Chelsea Botanic Garden,
which is 12 ft. high ; but we are not without consider-

able doubts as to its being any thing more than a

variety of A. sipho. Being tolerably distinct, however,

it merits a place in collections.

App. i. Half-hardy Species of Kristolbchia.

A. sempervirens L , Bot. Mag., t. 1116,, Bot. Cab., t. 231., is a native of Candia ; introduced in
1727, and produces its flowers in May and June. In grcen.houses, it is seldom .seen more than 4 ft.

or 5 ft. in height ; but, against a conservative wall, it would probably grow much higher.

4 s 2
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A. glai'eca Desf., Bot. Mag., 1. 1115., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, is a native of Barbary ; introduced in

1785. It is evergreen, like the preceding sort.

A. allissima Desf., A. cauduta Desf., and A. trilobata Willd., are described in the Nouv. Du Hamel
as growing in French gardens, with protection during winter. A. trilobata Hot. Reg., t. 1.399., is a

native of South America, where it grows to the height of 6 ft. or 7 ft. There is a species of /iristo.

l&chia, a native of China, against a wall in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which is not yet

named. It has stood there four years, and appears quite hardy.

CHAP. XCIX.

OF THE HARDY AND HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE
ORDER EV!PnOVi^IA"'CEM,

The hardy species belonging to this order are included in 3 genera, namely

J^iiphorbia L., Stillingia Garden, and B\x\us Tourn. ; and these have the fol-

lowing characters :

—

JS'uPHo'RB/yJ L. What seem flowers, and were formerly deemed flowers,

are now regarded as each an inflorescence. This consists of an involucre,

within which flowers of both sexes are associated, many male flowers around

a solitary central female one. Involucre of one leaf, bell-shaped or top-

shaped, with a limb in 8— 10 segments, the outer coloured and resembling

petals. — Male flower. This consists of a stamen, articulated upon a

supporting column that is attended, (?) at its base, by, mostly minute, chaffy

scales. — Female flower. Pistil solitary, central, upon a long pedicel, and

becoming protruded. Ovary roundish, of 3 cells, each containing 1 ovule,

affixed to the angle next the centre of the ovary. Styles 3, connate at

the base, each ending in a bifid stigma. Fruit a regma. {^Lhidley's Intr.

to Bot.) Valves 3, with a partition from the centre of each, by which they

form 3 cells. Seeds 1 in a cell ; cells bursting elastically.—Sap, in all, milky,

resinous; and, in most, acrid. Leaves, in most, alternate. Inflorescences

disposed in umbels or panicles. (Z". Nees ab Esenbeck, Gen. PI. Fl. Germ.;

Smith, Eng. Fl. ; and observation.)

Stilli'ng/.^ Garden. Flowers unisexual. Males in a spike ; females at the

base of the same spike : (?) the two kinds, in S. /igustrina, upon distinct

plants. — Male. Seven flowers together, within an entire involucre ; or, in

S. /igustrina, with the flowers not involucrated, but solitary in the axil of a

bractea. Calyx like a corolla, of 1 piece, funnel-shaped, its margin jagged j in

S, /igustrina the calyx is 3-cleft, and rather flat. Stamens 2-3; in S. /igustrina,

prominent, the filaments very slightly connected at the base. — Female.

Involucre 1-flowered ; otherwise as in the male. Calyx superior, shaped as

in the male. Ovary roundish. Style thread-shaped. Stigmas 3. Fruit a

regma (Lindlet/'s Intr. to Bot.), surrounded at the base by the involucre a

Httle enlarged, somewhat turbinate, bluntly triangular, 3-lobed, 3-celled,

1-seed in each cell.—Sap milky. Leaves alternate, stipuled, entire. Spikes

of flowers solitary or dichotomous, terminal or lateral. (Smith in Bees^s

Cyclop.; and Ntdt. in his Gen. Amer.)

Bv'xvs Tourn. Flowers in axillary groups; unisexual in effect, but the male

flowers have a rudiment of a pistil; those of both sexes borne on one
plant. — Male. Calyx of 4 minute leaves. Stamens 4, inserted under the

rudiment of a pistil. — Female. Flowers singly, at the tip of groups of

male ones. Calyx as in the male. Ovary sessile, roundish, of 3 cells, and 2

ovules in each cell. Styles 3. Stigmas 3. Fruit a regma, leather}', beaked

with the styles ; consisting of 3 incomplete cells that open down the centre

and divide the style, and of 3 valves that bear the incomplete dissepiments in

their centres. Seeds 2 in a cell, pendulous, both enclosed in the endocarpial

lining of the cell; and this endocarpial lining, after the seed is ripe, dispai'ts

elastically, to admit of, and conduce to, their dispersion. (T. Necs ab Esen-

beck's Gen. PI. Fl. Ger.)—Evergreen shrubs, or simuU trees, with rigid.
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smooth, stalked, opposite, entire leaves. Flowers aggreeatc, from axillary

buds, whitish. Fruit green. {Smith Eng. Fl.y iv. p. 132.)

Genus I.

£UPHO'RB/J L. The Euphorbia, or Spurge.
Monandria.

Lin. Syst. Monoe'cia

W&i

Ideniification. Lin. Gen., 243. ; Lam. HI., t. 411. ; Smith Eng. Fl., 4. p. 58.

Synonymes. Tith^malus Tourn. Tnst.,t. 18., Gcertn. Fruct., t. 107. ; Euphorbe, Fr. ; Wolfsmilch, Ger.
Derivation. From Euphorbus, physician to Juba, king of Mauritania, who is said first to have used
some of the plants of this genus in medicine.

Description, Sfc. This genus consists of milky plants, most of which are herb-
aceous, but two or three of which are rather woody. The flowers of the hardy
kinds are generally of a greenish colour, which renders them inconspicuous

;

and they have all an extremely acrid juice, which has the appearance of milk.
This juice was formerly considered medicinal, and is still used occasionally to
destroy warts, or for raising slight blisters. The plants are propagated by
division. The only two worth cultivating, as shrubby, appear
to us to be the E. Chariicias L. and E. spinosa L.

a. E. Chardcias L., Mart. Mill., No. 95., Smith Eng. Fl.,

iv. p. 68., Eng. Bot., t. 442. ; E. aleppica of some gardens
;

and our fig. 1212. — An upright, bushy, leafy plant, green in

its foliage, and purplish brown in the bark of its shoots,

which are mostly unbranched. The flowers are in stalked

panicles a few in each panicle, and the panicles are disposed

racemosely along the upper portions of the shoots. The
more obviously coloured part of the inflorescence is of a dark

purple. The scent of the flowers is powerfully fetid and
disagreeable. The plant, in a sheltered nook, under a wall,

will attain to the height of 3 ft. or more (in Martyn's Miller,

5 ft. or 6 ft.) ; and is interesting, even when not in flower,

from its being evergreen, and from the character of its fo-

liage ; the leaves being lanceolate, acute, entire, downy, dark
green, and spreading every way. (Smith Eng. FL, and obser-

vation.) It is indigenous in France, Spain, and Italy, accord-

ing to IVilld. Sp. PI. ; and, according to Mr. Whatel}', as

quoted in E?ig. FL, it is very plentiful in the Forest of
Needwood, Staffordshire, and undoubtedly wild there. A plant which we
have had in our garden, at Bayswater, since 1828, was found wild by us, in
the July of that year, in a wood belonging to John Perry, Esq.,

at Stroud House, near Hazlemere. It forms a dense evergreen

bush, admirably adapted for rockwork ; its fine, dark, bluish

green, shining leaves, with which the shoots are densely clothed,

render it highly ornamental at every season of the year; and its

flowers, which appear in February, continue on the plant through
the spring and part of the following summer.

E. spinosa L.,Wats. Dend. Brit., t. 45, and our fig. 1209.— A
leafy, shrubby plant ; a native of the south of Europe

; generally

kept in green-houses in Britain, where it assumes the character

of an erect shrub, about 2 ft. high, with a decidedly ligneous

stem. The tips of the branches become dry with age, and as,

though withered, they continue on the plant, they have the ap-

pearance of spines. It was cultivated by Miller, in 1752, but is

rare in British collections. In the open air, in the Botanic
Garden at Cambridge, it is a recumbent shrub. It is not easily

propagated by cuttings made in the common way, but is said to

grow readily from cuttings of the roots.

4 s 3
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App. i. Half-hardy Sj)ecies qfl^upJidrbla.

R dendrindes L. is a native of Italy, Crete, and of the Island of

Hieres, near Toulon, where it forms a small branched shrub, about
4 ft. high. E. Charkcias and E. dendriiides, according to Dr. Philippi,

grow in the streams ofdecayed lava on Etna. E. dendriiides, he adds,
" is one of the finest shrubs in Sicily, and rises to a height of about
6 ft., the stem forking soon above the ground, and each branch di-

vided again, so that the form of the whole is perfectly semiglobular.

In summer it is quite bare of foliage, when the numerous, smooth,
verticillate branches give the plant a most singular appearance ; but
with the rains of autumn the numerous linear leaves begin to sprout

forth at the end of the boughs, and a corymb of yellow flowers tips

the extremity of each in February." (Cotiip. to the Bot. Mag., i. 51 )

E. mellifera Ait., Bot. Mag., t. 1.305., and our^g.1214., is a handsome
free-growing shrub, a native of Madeira. A plant stood out in the
Trinity College Botanic Garden, at Dublin, from 1821 to 1831, form-
ing a bush about 4J ft. high, and 5 ft. in diameter, flowering all the
winter. It was cut down by the severe frost of the spring of 1831,

but sprang up again ; and it is now (Sept. 1836), Mr. Mackay informs
us, nearly 5 ft. in height, and 5ft. in diameter. E. Chaiacias, in the
same garden, rarely exceeds 2J ft. in height.

Other species, natives of the Levant, the Canaries, Portugal, and
North and South' America, may possibly be found as hardy as E. mel-
lifera. In the Vues Phytostatiqvcs of Webb and Bcrtholet's Histoire

Naturelle des lies Canaries, the E. canariensis and E. piscatOria are
represented in pi 2. as the prevailing species ; the latter forming
handsome trees, fromlOft. to 15 ft. high, with straight, erect stems

Genus II.

1214

STILLI'NG/.^ Garden. The Stillingia. Lin. St/st. Monoe'cia

Monaddlphia.

Identification. " Stillingia was sent under that name to Linnjeus by the celebrated Dr. Alexander
Garden." [Smith in Recs's Cyclop.) Lin. Mant., 19. ; Schreb. Lin. Gen., a'iS. ; Smith in Rees's

Cyclop.; Mart. Mill. Diet.

Derivation. Named by Dr. Alexander Garden in honour of Mr. Brnjnmhi Stillingji<-ct, author of

a work entitled Miscellaneous Tracts relating to Natural History, &c., partly translated from the

writings of Linnxus.

Description, Sfc. The only hardy species is a deciduous shrub; a native of

North America.

^ 1. S. iiGu'sTRiNA Willd. The Vnvet-leaved Stillingia.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 588. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 608.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Shrubby. Leaf consisting of a petiole and a disk that is

oval-lanceolate, pointed at both ends, and entire. Male flowers upon very

short pedicels. {Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., ii. p. 213.) Nuttall has questioned

whether the sexes are not dioecious, and has noted the female flowers as

" not seen," but the male ones as being disposed in spikes, part lateral, part

terminal, and as having a 3-cleft, rather flat, calyx, and 3 stamens that have

kidney-shaped anthers; and the bracteas as 1-2-glanded and 1-flowcred.

(N'utt. Gen. Amer.) A deciduous shrub, growing about 4 ft. high ; a native

of North America, in shady woods, in Carolina and Georgia ; flowering in

June and July. It was introduced in 1812, and plants were in the collection

of Messrs. Loddiges in 1830. From these gentlemen we received a plant

in that year, but it is since dead ; as is also a plant of this species in the

Hackney arboretum ; we are not aware that the species is now in exist-

ence, in a living state, in England.

Genus III.

^U'XUS Tourn. The Box Tree. Lin. Sijst. MonoeVia Tetrandria.

Identification. Tourn. Inst., t. 345. ; Lin. Gon., 486. ; Smith Eng. Flora, 4. p. 132. ; Theodor Nees
ab Esenbeck Gen. Plant. Flora; Gernianica;, fasc. 3. t. 16.

Synont/mc!. Buis, Fr. ; Buxbaum, Buclisb.ium, Ger.
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Derivation. From puknos, dense ; in reference to the hardness and closeness of the wood ; or, perhaps
to the denseness of the foliage. The Greeks called the boxes made of this wood, which were highly
esteemed for their durability, pyxides; and hence, probably, arose the word pi/x, which is used for
the chest containing the Host in the Roman Catholic church.

Description, Sfc. Low evergreen trees or shrubs, with shining coriaceous
leaves, and greenish yellow flowers ; natives of Europe, and the temperate
parts of Asia ; of easy culture in any soil that is tolerably dry ; and propagated
freely by cuttings, or by seeds,

1*1. .5. sEMPERvi^RENs L. The cvcrgreen, o/' cow»«oH, Box Tree.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1391. ; Smith Eng. Flora, 4. p. 133. ; Baxt. Brit. Flow. PI., 2. t. 142.
Synimymes. B<\y.»!, liaii Syn, 445., Gei: Emac, 1410. f., and other authors; Buis commun, Bois

beni, Fr. ; Buchsbaum, Ger. ; Busso, Bossolo, Mortel, Hal.
Engraving. Eng. Bot., t. 1341.

Spec. Char., ^c. Disk of leaf ovate, convex; footstalk slightly downy at the
edges. Anthers ovate-arrow-shaped. (Smith's Eiig. Fl., iv. p. 133.) A
low evergreen tree, a native of many parts of Europe, and, according to
some, including Britain

; growing to the height of from 15 ft. to 30 ft. ; and
flowering in April and May.

Varieties and Subvarieties.

t B. s. 1 arborescens Mill. Diet., No. 1. ; Buis arborescent, Fr. ; hoch-
staninge Buchsbaum, Ger. — Arborescent. Leaves ovate. (IVi/ld.

Sp. PL) This is the most common form of the species.

1 B. s. a. argcntea Hort.— Arborescent. Leaves ovate, varie-

gated with a silvery colour.

1 B. s. a. aurea Hort.— Arborescent. Leaves ovate, variegated
with a golden colour,

t B. s. a. margindta Hort.— Arborescent. Leaf ovate, with a
margin of a golden colour,

t B. s. 2 angustifdlia Mill. Diet., No. 2.— Arborescent. Leaves lan-

ceolate. ( WiUd. Sp. PL)
} B. s.a. variegdta Hort.— Arborescent. Leaves lanceolate,

variegated.

tt- B. 5. 3 suffniticosa Mill. Diet., No. 3. ; B. hCmiilis

Dad. Pempt., 782. ; B. s nana N. Du Ham., i.

p. 83. ; and omx fig. \2,\b.; Buis nain, Buis a
Bordures, Buis d'Artois, Buis de Hollande,

petit Buis, Fr. ; zvverch Buchsbaum, Ger.—
Dwarf. Leaves small, obovate. {ham. Encyc.
Willd. Sp. PL) This is the kind usually culti-

vated for edging beds in gardens.

« B. *. 4 myrtifolia Lam. Encyc. — Dwarf. Leaves
small, oblong, narrowish. (Lam. Encyc, i. p.

505.; Willd. Sp. PL) A pretty little plant;

generally quite low, but, under favourable cir- 1215
cumstances, growing to a considerable size.

Description, Sfc. The box is a well-known hardy evergreen tree or shrub,
much esteemed in Europe, both for ornamental and useful purposes. In a
wild state, it seldom exceeds the height of 12ft. or 15ft. in Britain; but, in

Turkey and Asia Minor, trees of it have been found as high as 25 ft. The thick-

ness of the trunk is very considerable in proportion to its height, and, in full-

grown trees, varies from 6 in. to 8 in. in diameter. The bark is yellowish on
the young wood, but rough and greyish on the trunk of old trees. The leaves

are opposite, oval, and almost sessile : they are persistent, of a coriaceous
texture, and a shining yellowish green, when they grow in a situation fully

exposed to the light ; but of a fine deep glossy green when shaded by other
trees. The flowers are of a greenish yellow, and are disposed in little tufts in

the axils of the leaves. The tree will bear the knife patiently, and is there-
fore, and from the closeness of its habit of growth, well adapted for clipped

hedges, and all kinds of verdant architecture and statuary. " The box," says
4 s 4
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a French writer, " has the advantage of taking any form that may be wished,

under the hands of the gardener. Here it displays a niche cut in an ap-

parently solid green bank ; there, an arbour impenetrable to the rays of the

sun. On one side it covers a wall witii a tapestry of continual verdure, and
on the other it clothes a palisade : now it divides the walks of a garden,

and now it marks out the figure of a parterre. In all cases, it presents a most
agreeable verdure to the eyes, and preserves the idea of cheerfulness even in

winter, when almost every other^tree appears mourning for the absence of the

sun." {Noiiv. Coiirs. d'Agri., tom. iii. p. 276.) It grows slowly, rarely making
shoots of more than 6 in. or 8 in. annually. But the tree is of great longevity

;

and so extremely hardy, that it is the only evergreen that will stand in the

open air, without protection, in the gardens of Paris, Berlin, and Vienna.
Gcographi/. The box is found wild throughout Europe and Asia, between

37^ and 52° of N. lat., on mountains, and spreading as undergrowth among other

trees, but never forming forests entirely by itself. The largest collections of

wild box trees in Europe are in the Forest of Ligny in France, and in that of St.

Claude on Mount Jura; but in both cases the box trees are mixed with trees

of other species. Box trees are also found in forests of other trees, in several

parts of France ;
particularly in Franche Coaipte, Dauphine, Haute Provence,

the chain of mountains stretching across Languedoc, and the Pyrenees. The
box tree is produced abundantly in Turkey, and on the shores of the Black
Sea ; but a great proportion of the boxwood of commerce, sold in the

European markets as Turkey box, is grown in Circassia and Georgia, whence it

is brought to Odessa, and shipped for Europe. It is found in various parts

of Persia, China, Cochin-China, and, according to some, in Japan. In Britain,

the box is a disputed native. ( See p. 25.) It grows plentifully upon Box Hill,

near Dorking, in Surrey : not among deciduous trees, and shaded by them, as

it does in its native habitats in France, and in other parts of the Continent

;

but only mixed with a few juniper bushes, that do not rise so high as itself.

Ray mentions three other habitats; viz. Boxwell, in Gloucestershire; Boxley,

in Kent ; and the chalk hills near Dunstable : but the box tree does not appear

to be now found growing in uncultivated ground any where in Britain, but on
Box Hill. In Baxter's British Flowering Plants, vol. ii. p. 145., it is stated,

on the authority of the Rev. Archdeacon Pierson, to be found in the hedges
about Kilburne, near Coxwold, in Yorkshire ; which, however, is no proof of

its being indigenous.

Historj/. The box tree appears to have been first mentioned by Theophrastus,
who ranks the wood with that of ebony, on' account of the closeness of its

grain. Pliny describes it as being as hard to burn as iron, as producing no flame,

and as being totally unfit for charcoal. He distinguishes three kinds, which
he calls the larger, the smaller, and the Italian box ; and speaks of the use

of the tree for topiary work, and of the wood for musical instruments. Vitru-

vius also recommends the box for topiary work ; and it appears to have been

much employed in verdant sculpture, and close-clipped hedges, in the gardens

of Roman villas in the Augustan age. Pliny describes his Tusculan villa as

having a lawn adorned with figures of animals cut out in box trees, answering

alternately to one another. This lawn was again surrounded by a walk

enclosed with evergreen shrubs, sheared into a variety of forms. Beyond
this was a place of exercise, of a circular form, ornamented in the middle

with box trees, sheared, as before, into numerous different figures ; and the

whole fenced in by a sloping bank, covered with box, rising in steps to the top.

In another part of the grounds of the same villa, the box is mentioned as

being cut into a variety of shapes and letters ; some expressing the name
of the master, and others that of the artificer, &c. {Plin. Epist., book v.

letter vi.) The same practice is followed in several Roman gardens at the

present day; and, in that of the Vatican, the name of the pope, the date of his

election, &c., may be read from the windows of the palace in letters of box.

Virgil calls it

" Smooth -grain'd, and proper for the turner's trade,
Which curious hands may carve, and steel with ease invade."

Dryden's I'irgil.
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Both Virgil and Ovid allude to the use of this wood for musical instruments, and
employ the word box as if synonymous with that of flute. In more modern
times, in Britain, it is mentioned by Turner, Gerard, Parkinson, and other
writers on gardening and rural affairs ; and, previously to the eighteenth cen-
tury, was in great repute for gardens in the geometric style, from the facility with
which it could be made to assume whatever form the gardener wished : it was
also highly valuable when there were but few evergreens grown in England,
from its hardy habit, and the liveliness of its hue. The wood of the tree has
been in use for turnery from the earliest ages, and for wood engraving since
the fifteenth century.

Properties and Uses. The wood of the box is remarkably heavy ; weighing,
when newly cut, 80 lb. 7 oz. per cubic foot, and, when perfectly dry, 68 lb.

12 oz. and 7 gr. It is the only European wood that will sink in water : it is

yellow, very hard, and susceptible of a fine poHsh. The wood was formerly
much used in England in cabinet-making and inlaying, as it still is in France

;

and, also, in both countries, for musical and mathematical instruments, combs,
and various articles of turnery. The principal use of the boxwood, however,
at present, is for wood engraving; and for this purpose it is an important
article of commerce.

For Turnery, the boxwood used by the cabinet-makers and turners in

France is chiefly that of the root. The town of St. Claude, near which is

one of the largest natural box woods in Europe, is almost entirely inhabited
by turners, who make snuff'-boxes, rosary beads, forks, spoons, buttons, and
numerous other articles. The wood of some roots is more beautifully mar-
bled, or veined, than that of others ; and the articles manufactured vary in

price accordingly. The wood of the trunk is rarely found of sufficient size

for blocks in France ; and when it is, it is so dear, that the entire trunk of a
tree is seldom sold at once, but a few feet are disposed of at a time, which
are cut off the living tree as they are wanted. There are in the Forest
of Ligny, generally, many stumps which have been treated in this manner.
Boxes, &c., formed of the trunk, are easily distinguished from those made
of the root, by the wood of the trunk always displaying a beautiful and very
regular star, which is never the case with that of the root. Boxwood
is very apt to split in drying; and, to prevent this, the French turners
put the wood designed for their finest works into a dark cellar as soon as it

is cut, where they keep it from three to five years, according to circumstances.
At the expiration of the given time, they strike off' the sap-wood with a hatchet,
and place the heart-wood again in the cellar till it is wanted for the lathe.

For the most delicate articles, the wood is soaked for 24 hours in fresh verv
clear water, and then boiled for some time. When taken out of the boiling

water, it is wiped perfectly dry, and buried, till wanted for use, in sand or
bran, so as to be completely excluded from the light, and air. Articles made
of wood thus prepared, resemble, in appearance, what is called Tunbridge ware.
The spray of the box, though it burns very slowly, is much esteemed in France,
as fuel for lime-kilns, brick-kilns, ovens, &c., where a great and lasting heat
is required. (^Xouv. Coiirs., &c.)

Wood Engraving. The wood used for this purpose is chiefly imported
from Turkey or Odessa; and sells, in London, for from 71. to 14/. a ton,

duty included; the average annual consumption in Britain being about
582 tons. In the year 1832, M'CuUoch tells us (in his Dictionary of Com-
merce), the duty on imported boxwood was 1867/. 17^. 4rf. In France,
the native trees are seldom of sufficient size for wood engraving ; and wood
to the amount of 10,000 francs is annually imported from Spain. The box
trees which were cut down on Box Hill in 1815 produced upwards of 10,000/.

The art of cutting on wood was invented before the art of printing; and it is

supposed to have been first practised between the years 1400 and 1430. The
first objects to which it was applied were very different in their character;
viz. books of devotion and playing cards. The mere outlines of the figures

were rudely cut in the wood with knives in the direction of the grain, and the
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impressions were taken off by friction, without the aid of a press. The earliest

specimen of wood engraving now extant in England is in the collection

of Earl Spencer, and represents St. Christopher carrying the infant Saviour :

the date is 1423. A very curious work was published between 1430 and

1450, entitled Biblia Pauperum, the Bible of the Poor, This work consisted

of about 40 plates, illustrated by texts of scripture, all cut in wood (see

Penny Magazine, vol. ii. p. 419.) ; and it is supposed to have given the first

idea of the art of printing with movable types, which was invented soon after

by Guttemburg. Wohlgemuth, a wood-engraver at Nuremberg in 1480, was

the first who attempted to introduce shade into wood engravings ; and his

pupil, Albert Durer, carried the art to a very high degree of perfection

;

in his time the wood-cutters, or formschneiders, of Germany became so nume-
rous as to be incorporated into a body distinct from that of the briefmahlers,

letter-painters or writers. Holbein succeeded Albert Durer ; but soon after-

wards the art of engraving on copper having been discovered, wood engraving

was comparatively neglected ; and it fell into disuse till the time of Bewick,

who displayed in it such extraordinary force, and delicacy of execution,

as to revive a taste for the art. The first engravers on wood, and up to the

time of Bewick, or nearly so, were accustomed to have the trunks of the trees

on which they were to engrave sawn up into planks, and to cut out the en-

graving with a knife, or other tools, on the side of the grain ; but, about

Bewick's time, or before, the practice of cutting the trunk across into sections

about 1 in. in thickness was adopted ; and the engravings were cut on the

wood, across the grain, with tools which will be hereafter described. The
advantages of this mode are, that much finer lines can be produced ; that the

engraved block will give a much greater number of impressions ; and that it

will be far more durable. The followers of Bewick produced some beautiful

engravings ; but, from the mode of printing them, though they were mixed

with the type, they were almost as expensive as if they had been worked, like

the metal engravings, from separate plates. By the modern practice, however,

woodcuts are printed from with the same ease as the movable types. Tlie

mode in which the operation of cutting on wood is still performed differs but

little, according to the Penny Magazine, from that described and illustrated

by a plate in a work called the Book of Trades, published at_ Frankfort in

1634. In this plate, the formschneider, or wood-cutter, is represented sitting

" at a table, holding the block in his left hand, upon which he is cutting with

a small graver in his right. Another graver, and a sort of a gouge, or chisel,

lie upon the table. If we enter the work-room of a wood-engraver of the

present day, we shall find the instruments by which he is surrounded nearly

as few and as simple. His block rests upon a flat circular leather cushion

filled with sand : and this so completely answers the purpose of holding the

block firmly, and yet allowing it to be moved in every direction, that it is

expressively called the wood-cutter's third hand. His cutting instruments

are of three sorts : the first, which is called a graver, is a tool with a lozenge-

shaped point, used for outlines and fine tints ; the second, called a scauper,

presents a triangular point and edges, and is used for deeper and bolder

work ; and the third, which is a flat tool, or chisel, is employed in cutting

away those parts of the block that are to be left entirely light." {Penny Ma-
gazine.) The design is previously drawn upon the block with a black-lead

pencil
J
the block, which is always cut directly across the grain, and polished

so as to present a perfectly smooth surface, being previously prepared with

powdered white lead mixed with a little water, to make it receive the pencil.

The drawing is generally made by one artist, and the engraving executed by
another. It is the business of the wood-cutter " to leave all the lines which
the draughtsman has traced with his pencil ; and to do this, he, of course, cuts

away all the parts which form the spaces between the various lines of the

drawing. The lines thus stand up, as it is called, in relief; and, when ink is

applied to them by the printer, in the same way as he applies it to his metal

types, they transfer the ink to the paper placed over them upon being subjected
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to an adequate pressure." (Ibid.} Formerly, a great deal of care was required,
in printing woodcuts, in " the adjustment of a number of small pieces of paper
between the stretched parchment and blanket that covered the block, during
the impression from the common hand-press, in order to give a greater force

to the bearing upon shadows, while the lights were, of course, equally relieved

from the presure;" but a models now discovered of lowering the lights by
the wood-engraver; and the blocks are now introduced with the type, and
printed from with the same facihty, by the revolving cylinder of a printing-

machine.
In the geometricalaiid architectural Styleof Gardening, the box was extensively

employed, both as a tree and as a shrub, throughout Europe, from the earliest

times. As a tree, it formed, when clipped into shape, hedges, arcades, arbours,
and, above all, figures of men and animals. As a shrub, it was used to border
beds and walks, and to execute numerous curious devices ; such as letters, coats
of arms, &c., on the ground ; but of all the uses of the dwarf box, the most im-
portant, in the ancient style of gardening, was that of forming parterres of em-
broidery ; it being the only evergreen shrub susceptible of forming the delicate

lines which that style of parterre required, and of being kept within the narrow
limits of these lines for a number of years. In those days, when the flowers used
in ornamenting gardens were few, the great art of the gardener was to distin-

guish his parterres by beautiful and curious artificial forms of evergreen
plants. These forms may be described generally as belonging to that style

of ornament known as the taste of Louis Quatorze. Fig. 1216. is a small

portion of the ground plan of a parterre laid out in this manner ; all tlie

lines and dark parts of the figure being formed of box, in no part allowed

to grow higher than 3 in. from the ground, and the finer lines being about 2 in.

wide. The space between the lines, in the more common designs, was co-

t^ered with sand all of one colour ; but in the more choice parterres, different

coloured sands, earths, shells, powdered glass or potsherds, and other articles,

were used, so as to produce red, white, and black grounds, on which the green

of the box appeared to advantage at all seasons. This variety of colours gave

occasion to Lord Bacon's remark :
" As for the making of knots and figures

with divers coloured earths, they be but toys : you may see as good sights

many times in tarts." The beauty of these parterres was most conspicuous,

when they were seen as a whole from the windows of the house, or from

a surrounding terrace-walk. Sometimes, however, they were placed on a

sloping bank, to be seen from below ; an instance of which may be found in

the view of the Palazzo del N. H. Venier, on the Brenta, as given in Volka-

mer's Continuation der Niiremhergischen Hesperidmn, published in 1714, a

portion of which is represented in perspective in Jig. 1217. In a view of
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•'^vur<-,-. 1217" le Chasteau de Richelieu

en Poictou," given in Ma-
rot's Recueil des Plans, Sfc,

des jjlusieurs de Chasteaiuv,

Grottes, &c., published in

1661, of which our/g. 1218.

is a copy, a very rich parterre

of embroidery may be ob-

served in the fore-ground

with a fountain in the centre;

and, in the back-ground, a

large semi circular space ap-

pears to be covered with the

same description of orna-

ment. It may also be ob-

served, that there is not a

single tree or shrub shown in

a natural state within several hundred feet of the house, on every side. The
embroidered style of parterre is still occasionally to be met with adjoin-

^--. .^_ 1218

ing very old residences in France and Italy, and even in a few places in

England; and, as affording variety, it is at least as worthy of revival as the

architectural style of the age in which it most extensively prevailed. The
best designs in this style are to be found in the edition of Boyceau's Jardinagc,

&c., which was published in 17 li, in folio. Topiary work, or the art of cut-

ting the box and other trees into artificial forms, was carried to such an

extent among the Romans, that both Pliny and Vitruvius use the word
topiarius to express the art of the gardener ; a proof that, as far as ornament
was concerned, the art of clipping was considered the highest accomplishment

that could be possessed by a gardener, among the ancient Romans. This
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appears to have been equally the case in Europe in modern times ; gardeners,

even so late as the time of the Commonwealth, being called by Commenius
pleachers (See Janua Triliuguis, Oxford edit.) About the middle of the

seventeenth century, the taste for verdant sculpture was at its height in

England ; and, about the beginning of the eighteenth, it afforded a subject of

raillery for the wits of the day, soon afterwards beginning to decline. There
are some humorous papers on the subject in the Guardian, and other contem-
porary works. The following lines will give a good idea of a topiary garden :

—

" There likewise mote be seen on every side

The shapely box, of all its branching pride
Ungently shorne, and, with preposterous skill.

To various beasts, and birds of sundry quill,

Transform'd, and human shapes of monstrous size.

Also other wonders of the sportive shears.

Fair Nature mis-adorning, there were found :

Globes, spiral columns, pyramids, and piers

With spouting urns and budding statues crown'd ;

And horizontal dials on the ground.
In living box, by cunning artists traced

;

And galleys trim, on no long voyage bound.
But by their roots there ever anchor'd fast."

G. West.

In modern Gardening, the tree box forms one of our most valuable evergreen

shrubs or low trees. It is more particularly eligible as an undergrowth in

ornamental plantations ; where, partially shaded by other trees, its leaves

take a deeper green, and shine more conspicuously. Next to the holly, it

has the most beautiful appearance in winter; more especially when the

ground is covered with snow. The variegated sorts are admissible as objects

of curiosity ; but, as they are apt to lose their variegation when planted in the

shade, and as, in the full light, their green is frequently of a sickly yellowish

hue, we do not think that they can be recommended as ornamental. The
myrtle-leaved forms a very handsome small bush on a lawn. The use of the

dwarf box for edgings is familiar to every one.

The other Uses of the box, in former times, were various; but most of them
are now almost forgotten. The bark and leaves are bitter, and have a dis-

agreeable smell; and a decoction of them, when taken in a large dose, is said

to be purgative; and, in a small dose, sudorific. An empyreumatic oil is

extracted from them, which is said to cure the toothach and some other dis-

orders. A tincture was made from them, which was once a celebrated specific

in Germany for intermittent fevers; but, the secret having been purchased and
made public by Joseph I., the medicine fell into disuse. Olivier de Serres

(^Theat. d'Agri.) recommends the branches and leaves of the box, as by far the

best manure for the grape ; not only because it is very common in the south

of France, but because there is no plant that by its decomposition affords a

greater quantity of vegetable mould. The box is said to enter into the com-
position of various medicated oils for strengthening and increasing the growth
of the hair ; and Parkinson says that " the leaves and sawdust, boiled in lie,

will change the hair to an auburn colour." Box is sometimes substituted

for holly in the churches at Christmas; and, in a note to Wordsworth's poems,
we are informed that, " in several parts of the north of England, when a

funeral takes place, a basinful of sprigs of box is placed at the door of the

house from which the coffin is taken up ; and each person who attends the

funeral takes one of these sprigs, and throws it into the grave of the deceased."

{Words. Poems, vol.i. p. 163.) The box is the badge of the Highland clan

M'Intosh ; and the variegated kind, of the clan M'Pherson. (Baxt. Brit. Fl. PL,
ii. t. 142.) Pliny affirms that no animal will eat the seed of the box ; and it is

said that its leaves are particularly poisonous to camels. It is also asserted by

many authors that box trees are never cropped by cattle ; and that the Corsican

honey is rendered poisonous from the bees feeding on the flowers of the box.

Propagation and Culture. The box is propagated by seeds, cuttings, and

layers. It seeds freely where it is allowed to grow freely ; but, where it is
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closely clipped in, the seeds are seldom permitted to ripen. When the seeds

are to be sown, they should be gathered the moment the capsules appear ready

to open, and sown immediately in light rich earth, consisting chiefly of vege-

table mould, which is well drained, so that the water may never lie on the seeds.

Cuttings of from 4 in. to 6 in. in length should be put in, in autumn, in a

sandy soil, and a shaded situation, and in a year they will be fit to transplant

into nursery lines. Layers may be made either in the spring or autumn, and

either of the young or old wood. The dwarf box used for edgings is propa-

gated by being taken up, divided, and replanted. The roots of the box, being

numerous and small, though by no means hair-like, like those of the Erica-

ceae, retain the earth about them ; so that plants of box always come up with

a ball ; and hence the tree may be transplanted at almost any season, provided,

if in summer, that the weather be moist at the time. Box edgings are best

planted early in spring, because the frost in winter is apt to destroy those

leaves which have been cut in trimming the plants. Box edgings and hedges

may be clipped at almost any season, except midwinter. Some garden-

ers prefer trimming box edgings in June, just when the plants have nearly com-

pleted their year's shoots ; because they will afterwards make shoots of

i in or 1 in. in length, or, at all events, protrude a few leaves, and thus, in a

week or two, will conceal all appearance of the use of the shears. When this

practice is followed, it is necessary to go over the edgings or hedges in July,

in order to cut neatly off with the knife any shoots that may have been pro-

truded too far ; taking care not to cut the leaves. The more common prac-

tice is to clip the box in autumn ; but in that case, as many of the leaves are

injured by the shears, their marks remain till the middle of the following May.

The edging or hedge looks well for a fortnight at that season; but afterwards it

has rather a neglected appearance, till the next trimming season, which is in the

beginning of September. The superiority of the June clipping must be obvious,

whether applied to edgings, hedges, or mural or sculpturesque ornaments.

Box edgings, when kept low, if they are wanted to endure many years, require

occasionally to be cut in almost to the ground ; and this operation should only

be performed on one side of the edging in one year, and not on the other side

till the second year following. When treated in this way, both edgings and

hedges will, on good loamy soil, last an extraordinary length of time ; whereas,

if they are continually clipped on the surface only, a network of shoots is

formed there, which, by excluding the air from the stem within, occasions the

decay of the weakest ; and the edging or hedge becomes naked below, and

unsightly. Sometimes this evil may be remedied by cutting down ; but, in

general, the best mode is to replant. The form of the section of a box edging

or hedge should always be that of a truncated triangle ; the broadest end

being that next to the ground. In the case of edgings to walks, or to flower-

beds^ their breadth at the ground may be 3 in., the height 4in., and the breadth

at top 2 in. ; or half these dimensions may be adopted. In every case, both of

edgings and hedges, the base ought always to be broader than the summit, in

order that the rain may fall on the sides, and the light of the sun strike on

them with more force. In clipping box trees into artificial forms, it is usual

to enclose the tree in a slight frame of wirework of the form proposed : the

wire should be copper, and painted green, for the sake of durability, and to

render it inconspicuous. The same kind of skeleton wirework, or trellis-work,

is put up for mural and architectural topiary work.

Insects and Diseases. The box is very rarely attacked by insects, and has

very few diseases. There is a proliferous

growth of leaves at the points of the

shoots, which appears in some seasons,

and is^probably occasioned by the punc-

ture of an insect, but of what species

we are not aware. The fungus Puccfnia

BiiyA GretK (./%.1219.) is found occasion-

ally on the leaves. 1219
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Statistics. The largest box trees in the neighbourhood of London are at Syon, where there are
various trees from lr3ft. to 16 ft. in height. There is also one at Kcw, 15 ft. high. In the Oxford
Botanic Garden, there are two old box trees, one of which, in 1835, was '21 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 7^ in., and of the head 18 ft. The largest box hedge in England is at Petworth, where
it is more than 12 ft. broad at the bottom, 15 ft. high, and 4U yards long : it is supposed to -je upwards
of two centuries old. The oldest sculpturesque topiary works in England are in the garden at Leven's
Grove, in Westmoreland, laid out in the time of James II. In Scotland, at West Plean, near
Stirling, there is a box tree, 10 years planted, that is tift. high. In France, in the Jardin des Plantes,
a box tree, upwards of 100 years planted, has attained the height of 30ft.

Commercial Statistics. Plants of the tree box, in the London nurseries, are

from Qd. to \s. 6d. each, according to the size of tlie variety : at Bollwyller
plants of the species are 50 cents each ; and of the varieties, from 1 franc to

H francs each : at New York, plants, or the tree kind are 25 cents each ; and
of its varieties, 37i cents. The dwarf box is sold, in English nurseries, at 6d.

per yard ; at New York, at 50 cents per yard.

i 2. B. balea'rica Willd. The Balearic Box.

1220Identification. Willd. Arb., 50., Sp. PI. 4., p. 337. ; ?Lam. Encyc, 1. p. 505.

Synonyrncs. B. s. var. gigantta X Du Ham., 1. p. Si.'. ; Minorca Box;
lAu\f de Mmorque, Buis de Mahon, Fr. ; Balearischer Buchsbaum, Ger.

EiigraviniiS. N. Du Ham., pi. 23. f. 1. ; and our^^*-. 1220. and 1221.

Spec. Char., S^c. Disk of leaf oblong ; footstalk glabrous.

Anthers arrow-shaped, linear. {Willd. Sp PL, iv. p.

338.) A native of Minorca, Sardinia, and Corsica

;

and growing there, according to the Nouveau Du Ha-
mel, to the height of 80 ft. It is also found m great

abundance on all the rocky surfaces both of European
and Asiatic Turkey. It was first brought to France

about 1770; whence it was introduced into England
in 1780. In both countries, it was at first treated as a

green-house plant ; but it was afterwards found quite

hardy. In Paris, according to the Koitvean Du Hamcl,

it was found to resist the severe frosts of HO-i and
1799. The Balearic box is a very handsome species, with leaves three

times as large as those of B. sempervirens, and a straight smooth trunk.

The leaves, when the plant is fully exposed

to the air, are of a much paler green than

those of the common box ; but, when they

are in the shade, they are of an intensely

deep green. The wood is said to be of a

brighter yellow than that of the common
box. It is sent to England in large quantities

from Constantinople, for the use of the wood-
engravers ; but, being of a coarser grain, it

is inferior to that of the B. sempervirens.

which, if placed in sandy soil under glass, or in "heat, generally strike

root in about two months after being taken off. Cuttings will also succeed,
if treated like those of the common box.

statistics. The largest plant within 10 miles of London is at Kew, where it is 13ft. high. At
Walton on Thames, at Lady Tankerville's, it is 10 ft. high. In Sussex, at Arundel Castle, it is 17 ft.

^igh. Price of plants, in the London nurseries, l*-. 6d. each ; at New York, where it requires protec-
Hon during winter, 37g cents.

App, i. Half-hardy Species qfWixiis.
B. chini'nsis Lk. is a native of China, introduced in 1802, and growing about 3ft. high; .ind

B. «us/;-o/;s Cun. is a native of New Holland, growing about 6 ft. high. Both require protection
during winter, but would probably succeed against a conservative wall.

A true species of .Biixus, Mr. Koyle observes, is common in the Himalayas, found chiefly in valleys,
as at Mugra, Kamaon, &c. It grows to a considerable size and thickness, and the wood appears as
compact and good as that of the common box.

App. I. Half-havihj Species belonging fo the Order Yjuphorbmceae.

On looking over the genera belonging to this order in the Hortus Britaunicvs, several lignenu.?
species will be observed indicated as requiring the green-house ; but, .us very few of them are of
much beauty, we consider it unnecessary to go into many details respecting them.

1221

It is propagated by cuttings.
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Plagiantfius divaricatus V'orst. , t. 43., is a native of New Zealand, and was introduced in 1822.

It is tolerably hardy ; a plant having lived with us at Bayswater, with very little protection, since

1829. P. sido'ides Hook. Bot. Mag., t. 3396., is a twiggy shrub, from i ft. to 3 ft. high, probably also

as hardy as the other. Both species flower in April.

Clu'^t'ia. stiaternoldes Bot. Mag., t. 1321., has been an inhabitant of our green-houses since 1692. It

is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, and would probably stand against a conservative wall.

CHAP. C.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER 6'RTICA^CE.^.

These are included in five genera, which have their names and characters

below.

ikfo^RUS Tourn. Flowers unisexual ; those of the 2 sexes, in most species,

upon the same plant ; in M. nigra Poir., and, according to Gronovius {Virg.,

146.), in M. rubra L., upon distinct plants : according to Kalm {Act. Suec,

1776), the sexes of Af. rubra //. are polygamous.—Male flowers disposed

in a drooping, peduncled, axillary spike. Calyx of 4 equal sepals, imbri-

cate in aestivation, expanded in flowering. Stamens 4. A rudiment of a

pistil is present.— Female flowers in ovate erect spikes. Calyx of 4

leaves, in opposite pairs, the outer pair the larger, all upright and persistent,

becoming pulpy and juicy. Ovary of 2 cells, one including one pendulous

ovule, the other devoid of any. Stigmas 2, long. In the state of ripeness,

each ovary is a flesliy and juicy utricle, and is covered by the fleshy

and juicy calyx : the aggregate of the ovaries and the calyxes from a

spike of flowers constitutes what is termed a mulberry. Seed pendulous
— Species several ; natives of Asia, south of Europe, and North America.

Trees. Sap white. Leaves alternate, large, mostly lobed, and rough ; the

favourite food of the silk-moth (i?6mbyx mori F.) ui its caterpillar state.

(Chiefly from T. Nees ah Esenbeck, Gen. PL Fl. Germ.)

Broussone't/^ L'Herit. Flowers unisexual; those of the two sexes upon

distinct plants. — Male flowers in pendulous cylindrical catkins ; each

flower in the axil of a bractea. Calyx shortly tubular, then 4-parted. Sta-

mens 4, elastic.—Female flowers in peduncled, axillary, upright globular

heads. Calyx tubular, its tip with 3—4 teeth. Ovary within an integument

that arises from the bottom of the calyx. Style lateral, prominent. Stigma

taper. Fruit club-shaped, proceeding from the bottom of the calyx, and

extended much beyond its tip; and consisting of the integument in which

the ovary was enclosed, and now become very juicy ; and of a 1-seeded

oval utricle with a crustaceous integument, and enclosed within the juicy,

integument.— Species 1, native to Japan and the isles of the Pacific Ocean.

A tree, with leaves large, lobed or not, and hairy. {Du Hamel, Traite des

Arbi-eSy ed. nouv. ; and the Penny Ci/ciopcedia.)

MACLU^R/i Nuttall. Flowers unisexual; in M, aurantiaca Nidt., and M.
tinctoria D. Don, those of the two sexes upon distinct plants ; if not so in

the rest, then upon the same plant. What follows relates to M. aurantiaca

;^utt.— Male flowers in a very short almost sessile racemose panicle of 12

or more flowers. Calyx 4-parted. Stamens 4, in some instances 3. —
Female flowers closely aggregate upon an axis, and forming a globular head

that is borne upon a short axillary peduncle. Calyx oblong, urceolar,

apparently with 4 lobes at the tip : it includes the ovary, which is situated

above its base, and is terminated by a style that is thread-shaped, downy,

and protruded beyond the calyx to the length of nearly 1 in. The ovary

becomes an achenium about f in. long, half as much broad, compressed,

oval, with the tip blunt and uns} mmetrical from an indentation on one side

in which the style had been attached. — A tree, native of North America.

Spiny : spines axillary. Sap white. Leaves alternate, ovate. Stipules

minute, deciduous. {Nuttall; Gard. ilfffg., vol. xi. p. 312—316., and vol.

xii. p. 210.; and observation.)
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i^i^cus Touni. Flowers inserted upon the interior surface of a hollow glo-

bular or pear-shaped fleshy receptacle, in whose tip is an orifice closed with
small scales ; minute, many within a receptacle ; those in the upper part
male, the rest female ; or the flowers of each sex occupy distinct receptacles
upon distinct plants.— Male flower. Calyx 3-parted. Stamens 3.— Fe-
male flower. Calyx 5-cleft, having a tube that invests a threadshaped
stalk that bears the pistil. Stalk adnate to the ovary on one side, and
extending to the base of the style : the style is inserted rather laterally.

Ovary with 1 cell and 1 ovule. Stigmas 2. Fruit a utricle. Seed pen-
dulous. Embryo falcate, in the centre of fleshy albumen.— Species nume-
rous. Trees or shrubs, occurrent in the warmer regions of both iiemi-

si)heres. F. Carica inhabits the south of Europe. Sap white. Leaves
alternate, stipulate. Stipules large, convolute, deciduous. (7\ Necs ub
Esenbeck, Gen. PL Fl. Grrm. Most of the characters are taken from F.
Carica L.)

Bo^RY.-; Willd. Flowers unisexual : those of the two sexes upon distinct

plants.— Male flower. Calyx minute, in ! deep segments. Stamens 2—3.— Female flower. Calyx inferior, in 4 deep segments, that are deciduous

;

two opposite ones very minute, and in some instances not present. Ovary
roundish-ovate : it has 2 cells. Style sliort. Stigma capitate, depressed,
obscurely cloven. Fruit pulpy, oval-oblong, with 1 cell. Seed mostly soli-

tary; its skin membranous, its embryo straight, its albumen horny.— Species
5; 4 native of North America, 1 of the West Indies: all shrubs, with their

leaves opposite, or nearly so, mostly smooth and entire; and their flowers
minute, axillary, fascicled and bracteated. (Smit/i, under Bigel6vi« in Rces's
CycL; Nuttall'va. Gen. ; and observation.)

Genus I.

i#

MO'RUS Town. The Mulberry Tree. L'ln. St/st. Monoe'cia Tetrandria.

Identification. Tourn., quoted by T. Necs ab Esenbcck, in his Gen. PI. Fl. Germ. ; Scliret) Lin.
Gen. PI., No. 14-24. ; Wilki. Sp. Pi., 4. p. 368. ; T. Nees ab Esenbeck Gen. PI. Fl. Germ., fasc. 3
No. 5.

Synonymcs. MCirier, Fr. ; Maulbeere, Ger.
Derivation. Several derivations have been given for the word ^/brus : some suppose it to be taken
from the Greek word morea, or muron, signifying a mulberry or blackberry ; others derive it from
tiiauros, dark ; and Sir J. E. Smith suggests that it may have been taken by antiplirasis troni inOros,
foolish, the mulberry tree, from its slowness in putting out its leaves, being anciently considered
the emblem of wisdom. The Morea, in the Levant, is said to be so called from the resemblance
of the shape of that peninsula to the leaf of a mulberry.

Description, i^c. Deciduous trees, natives of Europe, Asia, and America,
remarkable for their large leaves, which are mostly lobed, and which, in a state

of cultivation, are liable to great variation in point of magnitude, form, and
texture. They are easily propagated by seeds, layers, cuttings, and trun-

cheons ; every part of the mulberry, like the olive, taking root easily, and
forming a tree. All the species will serve to nourish the silkworm ; but M.
alba, and its varieties, are considered much the best for this purpose. In
warm climates, such as Persia, the leaves of AI. nigra are sufficiently succulent
for feeding the silkworm ; but in colder countries they do not answer equally

well.

5^ I. TkT. Ni^GRA Po;>. The black^rzw/ff/, 0?- common. Mulberry.

Identification. Poir. Ency. Meth., 4. p. 377. ; Lin. Sp. PI., 1398. ; Hort. Cliff, 441. ; Mart. Mill., No 2 •

Willd. Sp. PI, 4. p. 369.

Synonymes. jVbrus Bod. Pempt., 810. ; M. fn'ictu nigro Bauh. Pin., 459.
Engravings. Ludw. Ectypa Veg., t. 114. ;

Hlackw., t. 126. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., t. 159. ; N. Du Ham.,
4. t. i22. ; and the plate in our last Volume.

,

S2)ec. C/iar., ^c. Sexes moncecious, sometimes dioecious. Leaves heart-shaped,
bluntish, or slightly lobed with about 3 lobes; toothed with unequal teeth,

4t
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rough. ( Willcl. Sp., iv. p. 369.) A deciduous tree, a native of Persia, but

found also on the sea coast of Italy
;
growing to the height of 20 ft. or 30 ft.

Introduced in Id+S. Sir J. E. Smith remarks that this species is " sometimes

perfectly dioecious, and very frequently partially so; the stamens being in

greater perfection in most flowers of one tree, and the pistils in those of

another." (liccs's CycL, art. Morus.)

Variety.

It M. n. 2 ladniata Mill. Diet., No. 2., has the leaves jagged rather than

cut. This alleged variety of the species may be considered as more
properly a variation of the individual ; since leaves jagged and lobed

in a great variety of ways are frequently found on plants in one

season, and only heart-shaped comparatively entire leaves the next

!

Description. The common mulberry is generally a low, much-branched

tree, with a thick rough bark, and broad heart-shaped leaves, which are un-

equally serrated, and very rough. The fruit is large, of a dark purple, very

wholesome, and agreeable to the palate. The mulberry tree is remarkable for

the slowness of its growth ; and also for being one of the last trees to deve-

lope its leaves, though it is one of the first to ripen its fruit. In Britain, the

tree always assumes something of a dwarf or stunted character, spreading into

very thick arms, or branches, near the ground, and forming an extremely large

head. It is a tree of very great durability ; the trees at Syon beiu" said to be

300 years old, and some at Oxford and other places being supposed to be of

nearly equal antiquity. It is also wonderfully tenacious of life; the roots

of a black mulberry, which had lain dormant in the ground for twenty-four

years, being said, after the expiration of that time, to have sent up shoots.

{Ann. des Sden. Nat., toui. ix, p. 338., as quoted in Braudes Journ. for Oct.

1827.)
Geography. The common, or black, mulberry is generally supposed to be

a native of Persia, where there are still masses of it found in a wild state

;

though the date of its introduction into Europe is unknown ; and though it is

occasionally found apparently wild in Italy. It is, however, so frequently

confounded by the earlier writers with the white mulberry, as to render it

difficult to ascertain the countries of which it is really a native.

History. The black mulberry has been known from the earliest records of

antiquity. It is twice mentioned in the Bible ; viz. in the Second Book of

Samuel, and in the Psalms. The same difficulty, however, exists in tracing

its history distinctly from that of the white mulberry, as in its geography ; and

it is only when spoken of as a fruit tree, or when its colour is decidedly

mentioned, that we can be sure which species is meant. Ovid, however,

evidently points out the black mulberry as the one introduced in the story of

Pyramus and Thisbe; and Pliny seems also to allude to it, as he observes

that there is no other tree that has been so neglected by the wit of man,

either in grafting or giving it names ; an observation which holds good to the

present day respecting the black mulberry, as it has only one trifling variety,

or rather variation, and no synonyme ; whereas there are numerous varieties

of M. alba. Pliny adds, " Of all the cultivated trees, the mulberry is the

last that buds, which it never does until the cold weather is past ; and it is

therefore called the wisest of trees. But, when it begins to put forth buds,

it despatches the business in one night,and that with so much force, that their

breaking forth may be evidently heard." (Book xvi. c. 25.) The black

mulberry was first brought to England in 1548; when some trees were planted

at Syon, one, at least, of which (fig. 1222.) is still in existence. Others say

that the first mulberry tree planted in England was in the garden at Lam-
beth Palace, by Cardinal Pole, about 1555. The tree is mentioned by Tusser,

and also by Gerard, who describes both the black and the white mulberry

as being cultivated in his time. The royal edict of James I., about 1 G05,

recommending the cultivation of silkworms, and offiiring packets of mulberry

seeds to all who would sow them, no doubt rendered the tree fashionable, as
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there is scarcely an old garden or gentleman's seat, throughout the country,

which can be traced back to the seventeenth century, in which a mulberry tree

is not to be found. It is remarkable, however, that, though these trees were
expressly intended for the nourishment of silkworms, they nearly all belong to

il/orus nigra, as very few instances exist of old trees of il/orus alba in Eng-
land. (See Bradley's Treat, on Hush, and Gard., ed. 1726, vol. i. p. S-iO.)

Shakspeare's mulberry is referable to this period, as it was planted in 1609
in his garden at New Place, Stratford ; and it was a black nuilberry, as Mr.
Drake mentions a native of Stratford, who, in his youth, remembered fre-

quently to have eaten of the fruit of this tree, some of its branches hanging

over the wall which divided that garden from his father's. (^Drake^s Sliak-

sjyeare, vol. ii. p. 584-.)

Proj)erties and Uses. The black mulberry is cultivated, Du Hamel tells us,
" for its fruit, which is very wholesome and palatable ; and not for its leaves,

which are but little esteemed for silkworms;" and which, at the beginning of
autumn, often become covered with red sj)ots. The fruit, he adils, is eaten

raw, or " made into syrups, which are considered excellent for sore throats."

(Nouv. Du Ham., iv. p. 91.) The wood is considered of but little value in

France, except for fire-wood: it is less compact than even that of the white
mulberry ; and weighs only 40 lb. 7 oz. the cubic foot. Cattle eat the leaves,

and all kinds of [)oultry are very fond of the fruit.

In England, the fruit is generally eaten at the dessert ; and it is considered

of a cooling aperient nature when ripe. It forms an agreeable sweetmeat,

though it is not generally used for that purpose; and Evelyn says that, mixed
with the juice of cider apples, it makes a very strong and agreeable wine.

Dr. Clarke mentions that he saw some Greeks in the Crimea employed in dis-

tilling brandy from mulberries; which he describes as "a weak but palatable

spirit, as clear as water." (^Travels, vol. i. p. 329.) A wine is also made from
it in France ; but it requires to be drunk immediately, as it very soon becomes
acid. The root has an acrid bitter taste, and is considered excellent as a ver-

mifuge, in doses of half a drachm in powder. {Smith in Rees's Ct/cl.) The
tree in every part contains a portion of milky juice, which, being coagulated,

is found to form a kind of coarse Indian rubber. In some parts of Spain, on
Mount ^tna, and in Persia, the leaves of this species are said to be preferred

to those of the white mulberry for silkworms. (Hook. Bat. Conij)., vol. i. p. 59.)
Poetical tnd mythological Allusions. The mulberry was dedicated by the

Greeks to Minerva, probably because it was consiilered as the wisest of trees
;

and Jupiter the Protector was called Morea. Ovid has celebrated the black

mulberry tree in the story of Pyramus and Thisbe ; where he tells us that its

fruit was originally snow-white ; Init that when Pyramus, in despair at the
4. r 2
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supposed death of his mistress, killed himself with his own sword, he ftll

under one of these trees; and when Thisbe, returning and finding him dead,

stabbed herself also, their blood flowing over the roots of the tree, was

absorbed by them, and gave its colour to the fruit.

' Dark in the rising tide the berries grew,

And, white no longer, took a sable hue
;

But brighter crimson, springing from the root.

Shot through the black, and purjilert o'er the fruit."

Cowley describes the black mulberry as being used, in his time, both for its

fruit and leaves :
—

" But cautiously the mulberry did inove,

And first the temper of the skies would prove.

What sign the sun was in, and if she might
Give credit yet to Winter's seeming flight :

She dares not venture on his first retreat,

Nor trusts her fruit and leaves to doubtful heat
;

Her ready sap within her bark confines.

Till she of settled warmth has certain signs;

Then, making rich amends for the delay.

With sudden haste, she dons her green array

:

In two short months, her purple fruit appe.irs.

And of two lovers slain the tincture wears.

Her fruit is rich, but she doth leaves produce
Of far-surpassing worth and noble use."

Cowi.EY on Ptanls, book v.

The destruction of Shakspcare's nkilberry tree in 1756, by its then pro-

prietor, Mr. Gastrell, gave rise to several songs, and other pieces of poetry ;

but they rather relate to the individual tree than to the species.

Soil, Situation, Propagation, and Culture. The black mulberry will grow in

almost any soil or situation that is tolerably dry, and in any climate not nuich

colder than that of London. In Britain, north of York, it requires a wall,

except in very favourable situations. It is very easily propagated by trun-

cheons or pieces of branches, 8 ft. or 9 ft. in length, and of any thickness, being

planted half their depth in tolerably good soil ; when they will bear fruit the"fol-

lowing year. (See Gard. JMag., vol. iii. p. 5il7., and vol. y. p. 63.) Every pan

of the root, trunk, boughs, and branches may be turned into plants b} separa-

tion ; the small shoots, or spray, and the small roots, being made into

cuttings, the larger shoots into stakes, the arms into truncheons, and the

trunk, stool, and roots being cut into fragments, leaving a portion of the bark

on each. (I/nd., vol. iv. p. 152.) It is very seldom, if ever, now propagated by

seeds, which rarely ripen in Britain. The mulberry, from its slowness in

putting out its leaves, being rarely injured by spring frost.s, and its leaves being

never devoured by any insect, except the silkworm, and never attacked by

mildew, very seldom fails to bear a good crop of fruit. This fruit, however,

though excellent and extremely wholesome, does not keep, and is so far trou-

blesome, that it is only good when it is just quite ripe, and is best when it is

suffered to fall from the tree itself. For this reason, mulberry trees are gene-

rally planted on a lawn or grass-plot, to prevent the fruit that falls from being

injured by the dirt or gravel. In a pa()er by J. Williams, Esq., of Pitmaston,

published in the Horticultural Tran^tctlons for 1813, this practice is, however,

censured. " The standard mulberry," says Mr. Williams, "receives great in-

jury by being planted on grass-plots with the view of preserving the fruit when
it falls spontaneously. No tree, perhaps, receives more benefit from the spade

and the dunghill than the mulberry ; it ought therefore to be frequently dug

about the roots, and occasionally assisted with manure. The ground under the

tree should be kept free from weeds throughout the summer, purticularl}' when
the fruit is ripening, as the reflected light and heat from the bare surface of the

soil is thus increased ; more especially if the end branches are kept prunetl,

so as not to bow over too near to, and shade, the ground. The fruit is also

very fine if the tree is trained as an espalier, within the reflection of a south

wall, or other building. If a wooden trellis were constructed, with the same
inclination as the roof of a forcing-house, fronting the south, and raised about
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6 ft. from the ground, leaving the soil with the same inclination as the trellis,

a tree trained on it would receive the solar influence to great advantage,
and would probably ri[)en its fruit much better than a standard." (Hort.
l^rans., &c.) When the mulberry is trained against a wall, and required to

produce very large and fine fruit, the following mode of pruning is recom-
mended by Mr. Williams : — " All the annual shoots, except the foreright,

are neatly trained to the wall ; but these last must be left to grow till towards
midsiunmcr, and then be shortened about one third of their growth, to admit
light to the leaves beneath. B}' the end of August, the foreright shoots will

have advanced again, so as to obstruct the light, and they must then be short-

ened nearer to the wall than before. In the month of March or beginning of
April, the ends of the terminal shoots should be pruned away down to the first

strong bud that does not stand foreright; and the front shoots, which were
pruned in August, must also be shortened down to two or three eyes. If

trained after this method, the tree will afford fruit the third year. The fore-

right shoots should then be shortened at the end of the month of June, or
beginning of July, so as to leave one leaf only beyond the fruit ; the terminal
shoots lieing nailed to the wall as before, and left without any summer
pruning; the foreright shoots, thus nailed, will not advance any farther, as
their nutriment will go into the fruit ; which, when quite ripe, will become
{)erfectly black, very large, and highly saccharine." {Ibid.) As a standard tree,

wliether for ornament, or the |)roduction of moderately sized fruit, the mul-
berry requires very little pruning, or attention of any kind, provided the soil

be tolerably good.

statistics. 'M.'orus tiigra in the Environs of London. Tho oldest tree (supposed to be planted in
the Itith century, by the botanist Turner,) is at Syon, where it is 22 ft. high. (See fig. 1222 in p. 1345.)
There is another tree 28 ft. high, diameter of trunk 3 ft. 3 in., and of the head 57 ft. At Hampstead,
at Kenwood, 38 years planted, it is 25 ft high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 1 in., and of the head 25 ft. ;

and at Mount Grove, Middlesex, 12 years planted, it is 9 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2| in. At
Battersea, on the estate of Earl Spenser, one, 300 years oUl, is from 30 ft. to 40 ft. high, the diameter
of the head 70 ft. by 50 ft. ; with 14 trunks, averaging alx)ut 1 ft. in girt at 1 ft. from the ground.
M. ?i'igra Soitt/i of Londmi. In Devonshire, at Bystock Park, 22 years planted, it is 17 ft. high,

diameter of the trunk 7 in. In Kent, at Canterbury, in a garden which belongs to the ruins of the
Abbey of St. Augustine, is a mulberry tree of great antiquity. It had once been a tree of consider-
able height ; but is supposed to have been blown down about the end of the 17th, or beginning of the
ISth, century. The trunk lies horizontally along the ground ; and is in length 21| ft, and about 2 ft.

in diameter, at 4 ft. from the root. Two large branches have risen perpendicularly from this trunk,
and now form trees with trunks, the one 8 It. high, and about 14 in. in diameter, where it proceeds
from the main trunk ; and the other still higher and thicker. This tree was inspected by the depu-
tation of the Caledonian Horticultural Society, when on their way to France, in August, 1817. " On
examination " they " perceived that a continuous portion of the bark was fresh all the way from the
original root ; and by removing a little of the earth" they "likewise ascertained that many new
roots, tiiough of small size, had been sent off' from the base of the two branches' which had formed
themselves into stems and heads." " The fruit of this aged tree," the deputation add, " is excel-
lent ; indeed it is commonly said that the fruit of the oldest mulberry trees is the best. In 1815, the
berries, sold at 2i'. a pottle, yielded no less than 6 guineas." [Journal of a Hort. Tour, &c., p. 14.)
We are informed by Mr. Masters of Canterbury, that this tree has increased considerably in size
since 1817 ; the two trees being now, the one 19 ft. high, with a head 25 ft. in diameter; and the
other 16ft. high, with a head 20ft. in diameter. In Somersetshire, at Hinton House, 18 years
planted it is 14 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 6 in., and of the head 13 ft. ; at Nettlecorabe, 45 years
planted, it is 24 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 4 in., and of the head 26 ft. In Surrey, near Kipley,
at Sutton Place, is a very old mulberry tree, which must have been blown down early in the ISth
century, as the branches from the prostrate trunk have all the appearance of old trees. The house
at Sutton Place was built by the brewer of Henry Vlll., about the end of that king's reign. In
Sussex, at Cowdray, it is 25 ft. high, with a trunk 1 ft. 8 in. in diameter. In Wiltshire, at Wardour
Castle, 100 years old, it is 40 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 26 ft.

M. nigra Nortli of London. In Bedfordshire, at Ampthill, 85 years planted, it is 25 ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 25 in., and of the head 30 ft. In Cambridgeshire, in the grounds of Christ
Church College, at Cambridge, is one planted by Milton when a student of the college, 20 ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 2 in., and of the head 30 ft. In Cheshire, at Kinmel Park, it is 20 It. high,
diameter of the trunk 16 in., and of the head 20 ft. In Cumberland, at Ponsonby Hall, 45 years
planted, it is 24 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1ft. 2in , and of the head 18 ft. In Gloucestershire,
at Doddington, 50 years jjlanted, it is 25 (t. high, diameter of the trunk 1| ft., and of the head 90 ft.

In Leicestershire, at Whatton House, 26 years planted, it is 13 ft. high, against a wall, circumference
of the trunk 1ft. 4 in., and of the head 70 ft. In Oxfordshire, in the Common Room Garden, at Pem-
broke College, are two mulberry trees, which are said to have been planted before the college was
founded, which was in 1624. One of these is only about 25 ft. high, but it has a trunk 2 ft. 2 in. in
diameter at 4 ft. from the ground ; a little higher it divides into two large arms, one of which girts
5 ft., and the other 3 ft. 1 in. The other tree appears to have been much larger, but is now decayed. In
Pembrokeshire, at Golden Grove, 60 years planted, it is 25 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and
of the head 14 ft. In Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle, 26 ft. high, diameter of trunk 1 ft., and of
the head .30 ft. In Rutlandshire, at Belvoir Castle, 10 years planted, it is 15 ft. high, diameter of the
trunk 4 in., and of the head 8 ft. In Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, 70 years planted, it is 40 ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 2ft., and of the head 42 ft. ; at Ampton Hall, 12 years planted,, it is 10 ft, high,
diameter of the trunk 6 in., and of the head 161t. In Worcestershire, atCroomc,40.yearsplanted, it

4 T 3
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is 30 ft. high, diameter of the trunk lo in., and of the head 25 ft. At Hagley, £0 years old, it Is

10 ft. high, diameter of nunk 18 in., and of the head 11 ft.

M. n'igra in Scotlani/. The following specimens are all against walls. In Mid-Lothian, at Gosford
House, 1.") ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 3 in., and of the space covered by the branches 21 ft.

In Haddingtonshire, at Tynningham, 14 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1ft. 8 in., and of the head
30 ft. In Renfrewshire, at Erskinc House, 15 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 2 in., and of the
head 17 ft. In BanSshire, at Gordon Castle, 12ft high, against a wall. In Perthshire, at Kinfauns
Castle, 8 years planted, and 4 ft. high. In Ross.shire, at Brahan Castle, 6 years old, and 10 ft. high,

extent of the branches 18 ft.

M. nigra in Ire/and. Near Dublin, in the grounds at Terenure, there is a remarkable specimen,
the trunk of which divides, close by the ground, into five limbs, nearly of equal bulk, the largest

exceeding 10 in. in diameter, height 25 ft., circumference of the head 130 ft. At Castletown, 30 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 2 tt. 6 in., and of the head 30 ft. In Galway, at Coole, 14 ft. high,

diameter of the trunk 8 in., and of the head 14 ft. In Sligo, at Makree Castle, 8 years old, it is 8 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 5 in., and of the head 7 ft.

M. nigra in Foreign Countries. In France, at Nantes, in the nursery of M. De Nerrieres, 60 years
planted, it is 49 ft. high, with a trunk 2| ft. in circumference. In the Botanic Garden, at A vranchcs,

40 years planted, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 20 ft. In Saxony,
at Worlitz, 30 years old, it is 19 ft. high; the diameter of the trunk 6 in. In Cassel, at Wil-
helrashcihe, 7 years planted, it is 6 ft. high. In Bavaria, at Munich, in the Botanic Garden, 18 years
{ilanted, it is 20 ft. high. In Austria, near Vienna, at Briick on the Leytha, 42 years old, it is 33 ft.

ligh, the diameter of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 15 ft. In Prussia, near Berlin, at Sans Souci,

70 years old, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 14in., and of the head 11 ft In the Pfauen
Insel, 40 years old, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 13 in., and of the head 44ft.

t 2. M. a'lba L. The white-fruited Mulberry Tres.

Jdcntijlcation. Lin. Hort. ClifT., 441. ; Mill. Diet., No. 3. ; WiUd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 368. ; N. Du Ham., 4.

p. 87.

Synonymes. M. cAndida Dod. Pcinpt., 810. ; M. fructu albo Bauh. Pin., 459. ; M. alba fructu
minor! albo insulso Du Ham Arb., 2. p 24.

Engravings. Schkulir Handb., 3. 29). ; T. Nees ah Esenbeck Gen. PI. Fl. Germ., fasc. 3. No. 5.

f. 1—6., the male ; and our plate in Vol. III.

Spec. Char., c^-c. Leaves with a deep scallop at the base, and either heart-

shaped or ovate, undivided or lobed, serrated with unequal teeth, glossy, or,

at least, smoothish ; the projecting portions on the two sides of the basal sinus

unequal. (JVi/ld. Sp. PL) A deciduous tree, growing to the height of 30 ft.

A native of China. Introduced in 1596 ; flowering in May, and ripening its

fruit in September.

Varieties.—These are extremely numerous ; and the same kinds are even dis-

tinguished in different countries by different names. The following are

some of those most generally cultivated for their leaves, as affording food for

the silkworm : —
5 afc M. a. 2 multicaulis Perrottet in Ann. de la Soc. Lin. de Paris, Mai, 1824,

p. 129., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; M. tatarica Desf., but not of Lin. or

Pall. ; M. buUata Balbis ; M. cucul-

lata Hort. ; Chinese black Mulberry,
Amer. ; Perrottet Mulberry, many-
stalked Mulberry; Milrier Perrottet,

Fr. ; Miirier a Tiges nombreuses,

Miirier des Philippines, Ann. des Sci.,

i. p. 336. pi. 3.; and om fig. 1223.;

Moro delle Filippine, Ital. — This

variety was introduced into France,

in 1821, by M. Perrottet, "agricul-

tural botanist and traveller of the

marine and colonies of France," from
Manilla, the capital of the Philippine

Islands ; into which country it had
been brought as an ornamental tree, some years previously, from

China. It is considered, both in Italy and France, as by far the

best variety for cultivation as food for the silkworm. It is a tree,

or, rather, a gigantic shrub, as the name implies, of rapid growth,

with vigorous shoots, and large pendulous leaves, which, even
in poor dry soils, are 6 in. long, and 8 in. or 9 in. broad ; but which, in

rich humid soils, are often 1ft. in breadth, and 15 in. or 16 in. in

length. The3' are convex on the upper surface, of a beautiful glossy

green, and of a succulent texture. The fruit of this variety was un-
known in Europe till 1830. It is long, black, and of a flavour some-
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what resembling that of the common black mulberry. This variety

of nmlberry differs from all the others, in throwing up suckers freely

from the roots. It also strikes more readily by cuttings, either of the
young or old wood, than any other variety. It is extensively propa-

gated in the French and Italian nurseries ; and it has also become a
favourite variety in North America. In the Gardener^s Magazine,
vol. xii., the numerous good qualities of this variety will be found
pointed out in detail, by Signor Manetti of Monza. See, also,

Kenrick's American Orchardist, and the American Gardener's Ma-
gazine, vo\.\.^. 310. and 336., and vol. ii. p. 33. From the colour
and excellence of the fruit, we think it highly probable that this sort

of mulberry belongs rather to M. tatarica Pall., than M. alba.

"t M. a. 3 Morettihnu Hort., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; Dandolo's Mulberry;
has black fruit, and very large, perfectly flat, deep green, shining

leaves, which are thin, and perfectly smooth on both surfaces. Its

leaves rank next to those ofil/. a. multicaulis as food for silkworms;
and the silk made by worms fed on them is of a beautiful gloss, and
of a finer quality than any other. It is, however, neither so productive
nor so hardy as AI. a. multicaulis. It was first brought into notice
in 1815, by M. Moretti, professor in the university of Pavia; whence
its name of Moretti««a. Its name of Dandolo Mulberry was given

in honour of Count Dandolo, who has not only devoted much time
to the improvement of the culture of the silkworm, but has written

an excellent work on the subject.

»t M. a. 4- macro'phylla Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; M. a. latifolia Hort. ; M.
hispanica Hort. ; Milrier d'Espagne, Feuille d'Espagne, Fr.—This
variety produces strong and vigorous shoots, and large leaves, some-
times measuring 8 in. long, and 6 in, broad, resembling in form those
of M. nigra, but smooth, glossy, and succulent. The fruit is white.

If grown in rich soils, this sort, it is stated in the Nouveau Cours

d'Agrictilture, is apt to produce leaves which are so exceedingly

succulent and nourishing, that they occasion the worms fed on them
to burst. It is a most valuable variety for poor soils, particularly in

rocky calcareous situations.

t M. a. 5 romdna Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; M. a. ovalifolia; Murier romain,
Fr. ; bears so close a resemblance to the above sort, as not to require

any more particular description.

i M. a. 6 nervosa Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; M. nervosa Bon Jard., 1836 ;

il/. subalba nervosa Hort. ; has the leaves strongly marked with
thick white nerves on the under side. There is a subvariety {M.
n. 2 longifolia) mentioned in the Bon Jardinier, which has longer

leaves.

'i M. «. 7 italica Hort. ; M. italica Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; has a lobed

leaf. In 1825, and for a few years before and after, while attempts

were making to introduce the culture of silk into England and Ire-

land, this variety was principally planted. The plants were im-
ported from the Continent, chiefly by Messrs. Loddiges. M. a. i.

rubra, the AI. rubra of Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, is a subvariety of this

sort.

i M. a. 8 rosea Hort., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; the small white Mulberry;
Murier rose, Feuille rose, Fr. ; is one of the kinds called, in France,
a wild variety. The fruit is small, white, and insipid ; and the leaves

resemble the leaflets of a rose tree, but are larger. This kind is

said to produce remarkably strong silk.

5f M. «. 9 columbdssa Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; Columba, Fr.', has smalldeli-

cate leaves, and flexible branches. It is considered the most tender
of all the kinds.

$ M. rt. 10 viembrandcca Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; Murier a Feuillesde Par-
chemin, Fr.; has large, thin, dry leaves.

4 T 4
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t M. a. 1 1 sinensis Hort. ; M. sinensis Hort. ; M. cliinensis Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836; the Chinese white Mulberry, Amcr.; is a large-leaved

variety.

* M. a. \2 pinnila Nois., ? Jf . a. nana Hort. Brit , is a shrub, seldom
exceeding 10 ft. high. There are plants bearing this name in the

arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges, which have leaves nearly as large

as those of M. a. macrophjlla.

Other Varieties. All the above sorts are in the arboretum of Messrs.

Loddiges ; but in the catalogues of foreign nurserymen there are several

other names. In the Humbeque Nursery, near Brussels, a number of va-

rieties are cultivated for the American market, where the white mulberry
is now much in demand ; and a list of their names will be found in Gardener's

Magazine, vol. xi. p. 539. Castelet, in his Traile sur les Muriers blancs,

which is generally considered the best work on the subject extant in

France, divides the varieties of JM. alba, now cultivated in Provence for

their leaves, into two classes, the wild and the grafted ; the latter being

propagated by grafting, and the former by cuttings, layers, or seeds.

Wild Mulhcrrtes.
La Fenillc roff. —This is the same as .V. a. 8 /bsea, nieTitioned above.
La Fcuillc dcrrec, M. a. IClcicla Hort., M. lilcitia Hort., which has large, heart-shapetl,

shilling leaves, and small purplish fruit.

La Heine hutardr has the leaves twice as large as those of the Feuille rose, ami
deeply toothed. This is probably the Foglin zaxola of the Italians.

La Femclle.—'Vrcc spiny, and sending forth its Iriiit before its leaves,which are trilobate.

Grafted Mulberries.
La Heine, which has shining leaves, much larger than any of the wild varieties; anil

ash. coloured fruit.

La grossc Reirte. —This is a subvariety of M. a. macrophylla, which has '.he leaves of a
very deep green, and the fruit black, instead of white.

La Feailtc d'E.ipagrte.—1 his variety is the same as i>/. a. 4 macrophylla, mentioned above.
La Fciiille de floes has the leaves of a very deep green, and growing in tufts at the ex.

trentities of the branches. The fruit is produced in abundance, but never arrives
at maturity. This is probably i\\e Foglia rfo/)/j?a, or double-leaved variety, of the
Italian gardeners.

Besides these, there are many garden varieties in the French, German,
and Italian nurseries.

Description, Sfc. The white mulbeiTy is readily distinguished from the

l)!ack, even in winter, by its more numerous, slender, upriglit-growing, and
white-barked shoots. It is a tree of much more rapid growth than M. nigra,

and its leaves are not only less rough and more succulent, but they contain

more of the glutinous milky substance resembling caoutchouc, which gives

tenacity to the silk produced by the worms fed on them. Thej' are generally

cordate and entire, but sometimes lobed, and always deeply serrated. The
fruit of M. alba and its wild varieties is seldom good for human food, but it

is found excellent for poultry ; and, for this purpose, a tree of the species was
formerly generally planted in the basse cour of the old French chateaux.
(Busc.) The fruit of ilf. a. multicaulis, and some other of the highly cultivated

varieties, is not. only eatable, but agreeable. The rate of growth of young
plants is much more rapid than that of AI. nigra; plants cut down producing
shoots 4; ft. or 5 ft. long in one season ; the tree attaining the height of 20 ft.

in five or six years ; and, when full grown, reaching to 30 ft. or 40 ft. Its

duration is not so great as that of AI, nigra.

Geography. The white mulberry is only found truly wild in China, in the

province of Seres, or Serica; it is, however, apparently naturalised in many
parts of Asia Minor and Europe ; and nearly all its varieties are of European
origin. It does not embrace so extensive a range of country as AI. nigra,

being unable to resist either great cold or great heat. In a cultivated

state, it is found, as a road-side pollard tree, in many parts of France, Spain,

Italy, and Germany as far north as Frankfort on the Oder. In England,
it is not very common ; and it is scarcely to be found in Scotland, even
against a wall.

Historij, S^-c. The Chinese appear to have been the first to cultivate the
raulberrv for feeding silkworms; and they are supposed to have discovered the

art of making suk 2700 years b. c, in the reign of the Emi)eror Hong, whose
empress, Si-ling-chi, is said to have first observed the labours of the silk-
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worms on wild mulberry trees, and applied their silk to use. From China, the

art passed into Persia, India, Arabia, and the whole of Asia. The caravans

of Seres, or Serica (the part of China where the silk was most abundantly

produced), "performed long journeys, of 243 days, from the 'far coasts' of

China to those of Syria. The expedition of Alexander into Persia and India

first introduced the knowledge ot silk to the Grecians, 3o0 years before Christ;

and, with the increase of wealth and luxury in the Grecian court, the de-

mand for silks prodigiously augmented. The Persians engrossed, for a time,

the trade of Greece, and jjecame rich from the connnerce of silk, which they

procured from China. The ancient Phoenicians also engaged in the traffic of

silk, and carried it to the east of Europe ; but, for a long time, even those who
brought it to Europe knew not what it was, and neither how it was pro-

duced, nor where was situated the country of Serica, from which it originally

came." (Kenrick's Ainer. Si/k-Groiver's Gi(ide,p. 11.; X. Du Ham.,^.; Nouv.
Coins d Agric, &c.) From Greece it passed into Rome ; and, though the

exact year of its introduction is unknown, it was probably about the time of

Pompey and Julius Caesar ; the latter, we find, having used it in his festivals.

In the reign of Tiberius, an edict was passed prohibiting the use of silk as

effeminate. Heliogabalus, about 220, is said to have been the first emperor
who wore a robe made entirely of silk ; which then, and for some time after-

wards, sold for its weight in gold. Aurelian, in 280, is said to have denied

his em[)ress, Severa, a robe of silk, because it was too dear. About the be-

ginning of the sixth century, after the seat of the Roman empire had been
transferred to C'onstantinople, two monks arrived at the court of the Emperor
Justinian, from a missionary expedition into China : they had brought with

them the seeds of the mulberry, and comnumicated to him the discovery of

the mode of rearing silkworms. Although the exportation of the insects from
China was prohibited on pain of death, yet, by the liberal promises and the

persuasions of Justinian, they were induced to undertake to import some from

that country ; and they returned from their exjiedition through Bucharia

and Persia to Constantinople in 555, with the eggs of the precious insects,

which they had obtained in the " far country," concealed in the hollow of

their canes, or pilgrim's staves. Until this time, the extensive manufactures

of Tyre and Berytes hatl received the whole of their supply of raw silk from
China through Persia. ( See M''Cidlochh Diet, of Com., Noiiv. Cotirs, and Amer.
Sd/i-Growcr's Guide.) " The eggs thus obtained were hatched in a hot-bed,

and, being afterwards carefully fed and attended to, the experiment proved

successful, and the silkworm became very generally cultivated throughout

Greece."('^«^. ^^'^'g- vol. iii. p. 2.) The silkworm and the black mulberry were
introduced sinmltaneously into Spain and Portugal by the Arabs, or Saracens,

on their conquest of Spain in 711. When the silkworm was first introduced into

the north of Europe, there appears little doubt but that it was fed on the leaves

of the black mulberry. The white mulberry is more tender ; and, putting forth

its leaves much earlier than the black mulberr}', it is more likely to be injured

by spring frosts. It was, consequently, long confined to Greece ; but, when
Roger, king of Sicily, in 1130, ravaged the Peloponnesus, he compelled the

principal artificers in silk, and breeders of silkworms, to remove with him to

r^alermo, and determined to try the white mulberry in that country. The
white mulberry was accordingly transplanted into Sicily; and, flourishing in

its fine climate, that island became the great mart of nearly all the raw silk

required for the manufactures of Europe. On Mount iEtna, the ilforus

nigra is grown at an elevation of 2500 ft., for the silkworm, to the exclusion

of M. alba, probably on account of the tenderness of the latter tree in that

elevated region. (See Dr. R. A. Phihppi on the vegetation ofMount JEtna, in

the Linncea, as quoted in Hook. Comp. Bot. Mag., vol. i. p. 50.) In 1440,

the white mulberry was introduced into Upper Italy; and, under the reign of

Charles VII., the first white mulberry tree was planted in France, as it is said,

by the Seigneur d' Allan; and it is added that this tree still exists at the gates

ol' Montelimart. Silk manufactures were first established in France in 1480,

at Tours. This was in the reign of Louis XI. ; that monarch having invited
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workmen from Italy to settle in France. The manufectures, thus established,

were, however, at first entirely supplied with their raw silk from Piedmont and
Sicily. In HQ-t, several of the great landed proprietors who had followed

Charles VIII. in his Italian wars, brought with them, on their return from
Naples and Sicily, some plants of the white mulberry, which they planted in

Provence, in the vicinity of Montelimart. In 1520, Francis I., having taken

possession of Milan, prevailed on some artisans of the city to establish them-
selves at Lyons ; and, to encourage them to remain there, he granted them
especial privileges and immunities. Henry II. and Charles IX. appear to

have been the next sovereigns who endeavoured to promote the culture of the

mulberry and the silkworm in France; and in the reign of the latter monarch,
in 1564, Francois Traucat, a gardener of Nismes, formed a large nursery,

expressly for raising white mulberry plants, from which he supplied all the

south of France. Henry IV. was no sooner established on the throne, than he
exerted himself to promote the culture of the silkworm throughout his domi-
nions ; and by his desire, Olivier de Serres, seigneur de Pradel, in 1601, formed
a plantation of white mulberry trees in the garden of the Tuileries, where
a large building for the silkworms was erected. (Ami. d'Hori., vol. xviii.

p. 130.) In 1603, an edict was passed for encouraging the planting of mulberry
trees throughout France

;
promising to reward such manufacturers as had

supported and pursued the trade for twelve years with patents of nobility. ( See
M'Culloc/i's Diet, of Commerce, p. 1029.) Under Louis XIII. the silk manu-
factures of France were neglected ; but they were again brought under the

attention of the government in the reign of Louis XIV,; whose minister, Col-

bert, seeing the advantages that might be drawn from the culture of mulberry

trees, resolved to enforce it by every means in his power. He reestablished

the royal nurseries
; gave plants to all who desired them ; and even planted

by force the lands of those proprietors who were not willing to cultivate the

trees voluntarily. This arbitrary measure disgusted the proprietors, and the

mulberry plantations were soon suffered to decay. Colbert now tried more
gentle measures ; and he offered a premium of 24 sous for every mulberry

that had stood in a plantation three years. This plan succeeded ; and, in

the course of a few years, mulberry plantations were general throughout

France. {See Xoiiv. Cows (rAgricult. , art. Murier.) At present the silk manu-
factures of France constitute a very important part of her commerce ; and
some idea may be formed of the silk goods annually sent to England from that

country, from the foct, that the quantity on which duty was paid, from 1688 to

1741, averaged 500,000/. a year. (Al'Cu/lock.) It is, however, remarkable, that,

notwithstanding the great quantity of silk now raised in France, the manufac-

turers of that country still import to the annual value of 30,000 francs of raw
silk from Piedmont and Italy. The culture of silk was first introduced into

Germany by Frederick II., who had mulberry trees planted extensively in dif-

ferent parts of his dominions ; and the example was soon afterwards followed

in Saxony, Austria, and in some of the smaller states. In Bavaria, the silk

culture was commenced under the auspices of government, and of the Munich
Agricultural Society, about 1820, at the recommendation of a highly patriotic

individual, M. Hazzi. A great many mulberry plants have since been raised

in the government nurseries, and distributed throughout the provinces (see

Gard. Mag., vol. v. p. 424.); but, on the whole, neither in this part of Ger-

many, nor in any other, have the silk manufactories ever been considerable.

In many of the southern states, pollarded mulberry trees may be seen border-

ing the highways ; and in some of the cities silk goods are made from

German siUc ; but the only establishments of this kind worth mentioning are

at Vienna, at Roveredo in the Tyrol, at Creveldt, at Cologne, and at Berlin.

The culture of silk has been introduced into Belgium (A^in. d'Hort, de Paris,

vi. p. 368.), with every prospect of success ; and the tree has also been planted

in the southern states of Denmark. In Sweden, an attempt has been made
to introduce silk culture in the southern provinces ; but, as far as we have

been able to learn, with very little success. In Russia, silk culture has been
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commenced in the Crimea, by the planting of all the best varieties of AI. alba

in the government garden at Odessa; where, according to M. Y)escemet {Tab.

Hist., &c., p. 53.), they succeed perfectly. In Spain, the culture of silk was

introduced, as we have already seen, by the Arabs ; and it is universally

allowed to have been in a highly flourishing state in the fifteenth century ; but it

has declined ever since ; and at the present day, as Capt. S. E. Cook informs

us, it is one of the most neglected branches of agriculture in Spain ; being

almost confined " to Valencia, Catalonia, Murcia, and a part of Grenada."

(Sketches in Spain, &c., vol. ii. p. 38.) In Egypt, the culture of silk was

introduced some years since, by the Pa9ha Ibrahim, and it is in a prosperous

state. M, a. multicaulis is also mentioned among the trees tliat have been

planted in the government gardens at Algiers. (See p. 178.)

The first record of silk in Britain is of a present sent by Charlemagne to

OfFa, king of Mercia, in 780, consisting of a belt and two silken vests. Silk is

mentioned in a chronicle of the date of 1286, in which we are told that some
ladies wore silk mantles at a festival at Kenilworth about that period ; and,

by other records, we find that silk was worn by the English clergy in 1534.

Henry VIII. had the first pair of silk stockings that were ever seen in

England sent to him from Spain ; and Edward VI. had " a pair of long

silk hose," from the same country, presented to him by Sir Thomas Greshara

(who built the Royal Exchange) ;
" a present which was thought much

of." {HoweWs Hist, of the World, iii. p. 222.) These stockings were cut

out of a piece of silk, and sewed together, like the cloth hose that were
worn previously ; the first knit silk stockings were worn in England by

Queen Elizabeth. Silk manufactures were introduced into England in the

fifteenth century; but they do not appear to have made much progress " till the

age of Elizabeth ; the tranquillity of whose long reign, and the influx of the

Flemings, occasioned by the disturbances in the Low C-ountries, gave a powerful

stimulus to the manufacturers of England." (M'Culhch.) In 1G09, James I.,

probably in imitation of Henry IV., passed his famous edict for introducing

the culture of the silkworm into Britain (see p. 1344.) ; and from the

Issues of the Exchequer, &c., of his reign, lately published, it appears that he
planted largely himself. One of the entries in this curious work is an order,

dated Dec. 5. 1608, directing the payment to "Master William Stallenge "

of the " sum of 933/., for the charge of four acres of land, taken in for His
Majesty's use, near to his palace of Westminster, for the planting of mulberry

trees; together with the charge of walling, levelling, and planting thereof

with mulberry trees," &c. By another entry, we find that the attempt to rear

silkworms was not hastily abandoned ; as it contains an order, dated January

23. 1618, nine years after the preceding one, for 30/. to be paid the keeper

of His Majesty's house and gardens at Theobald's, " for timber-board, glass,

and other materials, together with workmanship, for making a place for His
Majesty's silkworms, and for making provision of mulberry leaves for them."
Hartlib, in his Legacy, &c., printed in 1652, quotes some passages from
Boned on Mulberries, a work, printed in 1609 ; and among others a letter from
King James to his lords lieutenants, recommending the planting^of mulberry
trees, and offering them at 2 farthings each. (See Legacy, &c., ed. 2., p. 39.)

Though this attempt to rear silkworms in England pi'oved unsuccessful, the

manufacture of the raw material, supplied by other countries, was extraordinarily

flourishing. The silk-throwsters (twisters) of the metropolis were united

into a fellowship in 1362; and were incorporated in 1629. Though retarded

by the civil wars in the time of Charles I, and the commonwealth, the manu-
facture continued gradually to advance; and so flourishing had it become,
that it is stated in a preamble to a statute passed in 1666 (13 & 14 Chas. 2.

c. 13.), that there were at that time no fewer than 40,000 individuals engaged
in the trade. (M'Culloch.) A considerable stimulus was given to the Eng-
lish silk manufacture by the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685; when
above 50,000 French artisans took refuge in England. At this period, the

consumption of silk goods was so great in England, that, besides the quantity
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manufactured in the country, from 600,000/. to 700,000/. worth were im-

ported annually. In 1719, the first silk mill was erected at Derby. After

the failure of James I.'s attempts to establish the silkworms and the

jnulberry, no effort of any importance seems to have been made for many
years; though several individuals had, at different times, reared the worms,

imd produced silk. In 1825, however, a company was established, under the

name of " The British, Irish, and Colonial Silk Company," with a large capital,

and under the direction of the celebrated Count Dandolo, whose treatise on

the management of the silkworm, &c., is considered the best work extant on

the subjec^t in Italy. This company formed extensive plantations in England and

Ireland, particularly near Slough, and near Cork; and Mr. John Heathcoat of

Tiverton, Devonshire, one of its most influential members, invented a method of

reeling which was attended with the most complete success. The company
also formed plantations in Devonshire : but, after numerous trials, it was found

that the climate of the British Isles was too humid for the production of useful

silk ; and the company was finally broken up, and its plantations destroyed,

in 1829. For further details respecting this company, and its operations,

see Enri/c. of Agric, 2d edit., p. 1103. The cause of the entire failure of

this s[)irited undertaking, as well as that of James I., will, we think, be found

in the following very judicious observations from the Jouiiial d"Agriculture

(IcsPnys-Bas ; which will show the impracticability of any future attempt to rear

silkworms as an article of commerce in Britain, or in any similar climate ;

—

" The mulberry tree is found in different climates ; but the juice of the leaves

grown in the north is much less suitable for the production of good silk, than

that of the leaves of the south. In this respect, mulberry leaves and silk differ

as much as wines, according to the climate and soil in which they are pro-

iluced. In general, every climate and soil that will grow good wheat will

produce large succulent mulberry leaves; but these leaves will, in many cases,

be too nutritive ; that is, they will have too much sap, and too much substance

and succulency. The wild mulberry, with small leaves, answers better, for such

a soil, than the grafted mulberry, with large leaves. A general rule, and one

to be depended on, is, that the mulberry, to produce the best silk, requires the

san)e soil and exposure that the vine does to produce the best wine. Expe-

rience has proved that silkworms nourished by leaves gathered from a dry

soil succeed nmch better, produce more cocoons, and are less subject to those

diseases which destroy them, than those which have been nourished by leaves

produced by an extremely rich soil." (See Gard. Mag., vol, iv. p. 52.) The
silkworm was introduced into America by James I. ; who, at the same time

that he published his edict for the planting of the mulberry tree in England,

sent over nmlberry trees and silkworms to Virginia, accompanied by a book of

instructions for their culture, and exhortations to the inhabitants to pursue it

instead of that of tobacco. The worms thus introduced were partially culti-

vated ; but, not being so lucrative as tobacco, rice, and indigo, they made but

small progress till the time of Dr. Franklin. That truly great man established

a silk manufactory at Philadelphia, which was put a stop to by the war of

independence. Silk has still continued to be raised in some remote parts of

the country; but it is only since about 1825 that any establishments have

been formed on a large scale. It is now protluced extensively through all the

southern provinces of the United States; and it seems probable, from the heat

and dryness of the American summers, that it will equal the silk of Italy.

Since the introduction of M. a. raulticaulis into America, which took place in

1831, an attempt has been made to obtain two crops in one year, which, it is

said, is attended with every prospect of success. The same may be observed

of the culture of silk in South America, in which it has been commenced at

llio Janeiro, the Caraccas, Buenos Ayres, and other places.

In India, the culture of the mulberry and the silkworm continues to be

practised ; but how far it will be promoted or retarded by the progress of this

cidturc in Europe and America remains to be proved. It appears probable,

however, from the superior climate of Eastern Asia, that, when general com-
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merce is once free, it will far exceed its former extent. In Australia, tiie

culture of silk has been coinnienced, and it appears likely to succeed in that

fine climate ; but very little, as yet, can be said on the subject with certainty.

One great object that we have had in view, in giving this article at sncli length,

is, the promotion of silk culture in that interesting part of the world.

Proj}erties and Uses, The bark, and more especially the leaves, of the white

nnilberry abound in a milky juice, which is found to have more or less of the

properties of caoutchouc, according to the climate in which the tree is grown.

It is thought by many to be owing to this property in the leaves of the nud-

berry that the cocoons of the silkworm have so much more tenacity of fibre

than those of any other insect that feeds on the leaves of trees. Hence, also,

the silk, like the tobacco and the wine, of warm climates, and of poor

dry soils, is always superior to that produced in colder climates, and from

rich and moist soils. The fruit of some of the varieties, particularly of M.
a. multicaulis, is used for making robs and syrups ; and is said to be remark-

ably good to eat ; for which reason this variety, in warm climates, might be

introduced into orchards. The bark, according to Rosier, may be converted

into linen of the fineness of silk. " For this purpose, the young wood is ga-

thered in August, during the ascent of the second sap, and immerhed for three

or four days in still water. It is then taken out, at sunset, spread on the

grass, and returned to the water at sunrise. This is daily repeated ; and,

finally, it is prepared, and spun like flax." {Amer. Stllc-Gioiv. Guide, p. 24.)

The bark is also used, like that of the lime tree, for making bast for mats.

The wood weighs only 44 lb. per cubic foot : that of the brunches is used for

vine props, posts and rails, and fire-wood ; and that of the trunk for making
wine casks, for which it is highly valued, as it is said to impart an agreeable

violet-like flavour to white wines. {Diet, des Eaux et Forcts, 6ic.) By far

the most important use of the white mulberry, however, is as food for the

silk-moth; and this subject we shall here notice under two heads; viz. that

of the management of the trees and leaves, and the management of the

insects.

Midherry Plantations. In India and China, these are made much in the

same manner as those of the sugar-cane, and other agricultural plants. A
field is laid out into squares of 5 ft. or 6 ft. on the sides ; and in the centre

of each square a hollow is formed ; the soil stirred and manured ; and five or

six mulberry cuttings inserted in a group in the centre. These plants are

never allowed to grow higher than 3 ft. or 4 ft. ; being cut down to the ground
every year, in the same manner as a raspberry plantation. In the south

of Europe, the white mulberry is grown in plantations by itself, like willows

ami fruit trees ; also in hedgerows, and as hedges ; but in all cases the plants

are kept low, for the convenience of gathering the leaves without injuring the

trees ; the greatest height they are suffered to attain being that of a pollard of

6 ft., which is annually lopped. In Guernsey, and the north of France, and also

in some parts of Italy, the mulberry is chiefly grown as a hedgerow pollard, or

as a pollard by the road side, in the same manner as fruit trees. (See p. 886.)

The leaves of the nuilberry should be gathered for feeding the silkworms, when
perfectly dry, after the dew has disappeared in the morning. The person

employed to gather them strips them off upwards, and deposits them in a

bag kept open with a hoop, and provided with a loop and stra[) to pass over

his shoulder. When the leaves are gathered, the trees must be stripped en-

tirely of every leaf; as this is found not to injure the tree half so much as if

only part of the leaves were taken off. In America, the operation of stripping

off the leaves is often repeated a second time the same year ; but, in France
and Italy, the tree is very rarely subjected to so severe a trial. When labour

is sufficiently cheap, the leaves are best cut off with a pair of scissors. After

tiie first stripping, the white mulberry and all its varieties are very soon again

covered with leaves ; and, if all the leaves were removed at once, the tree does

not appear to have been at all injured by the operation ; but, if any leaves were
left on, the tree will be found to have received a severe shock. According
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to Count Dandolo, a hundred trees, great and small, will furnish 7,000 lb. of
leaves, and these will be sufficient for 200,000 silkworms.

Management of the Silkworm. Tlie silkworm is the popular name for the larva, or caterpillar, of
the moth kiiowuto entomologists as the iSombyx mdri FaO. ; a native of China, which was introduced
into Europe, as we have before seen, in 550. Fig. 122+. represents this insect, in its various stages,

1221

of the natural size: «, the eggs, which, when good, are of a pale slate or dark lilac colour; b
is the larva, or caterjiiHar, when full grown ; c is the insect in its chrysalis state, after the silk has
been removed ; it is the male imago, or perfect insect ; and e, the female. When full grown, the
larva is nearly 3 in. long, of a yellowish grey colour, with a horn-like process on the last joint of the
body. The eggs, in Britain, may be purchased in Covent Garden Market, at iOs. per oz. ; and care
should be taken that they are of the proper colour; because those that are of a pale yellow
colour are imperfect. They are preserved in a cool place, that is, in a temperature of from 10° to 12°
Rtaumur (.55° to 59° Fahr.), till wanted for use, and will retain their vitality upwar Is of a year.
To hatch them, a temperature of 86° Fahr. is required ; for which purpose, in most parts of
Europe where the silkworm is cultivated, the rooms used for that purpose are heated by stoves;
though in the East Indies, in the Islands of France and Bourbon, &c., and in the south-rn
parts of the United States, the natural temperature of the air is found sufficient. The houses in
which the insects are kept are built with numerous windows, for the admission of air; and fur-
nished with tables or shelves, on which the insects'are kept. These shelves have movable ledges,
of 1 in. or more in height, on each side, to confine the insects ; and several stages of them may be
formed one above the other, if care be taken that they are not attached to the wall, in order to admit
a free circulation of air on every side. When the mulberry begins to unfold its leaves, it is time to
commence the hatching of the eggs. These should be placed on the shelves in the temperature
mentioned ; and when they begin to turn white, which will be in about ten days, they should be
covered with .sheets of writing paper, turned up at the edges, and pierced full of holes with a large
knitting needle. On the upper side of the paper should be laid some young twigs of mulberry,
which the insects will smell ; and, crawling through the holes in the paper, will begin to cat as soon
as they are hatched. As fast as these twigs become covered with insects, they are carefully taken
up and removed to another shelf, where they are placed on whity-brown or any absorbent paper,
about one to every square inch. The silkworm changes its skin four times before it spins its cocoon.
Its life is thus divided into five ages ; during the first of which it is fed with chopped or young
leaves, fresh ones being given as soon as it has eaten what it had before. At this time it frequently
appears to sleep, when it should on no account be disturbed. When the silkworm is in its second
age, it may be feil with young leaves entire, or old ones chopped small ; a great part of this age al.so

is passed in sleep. During the third age the silkworms become more lively and vigorous, and they will
devour full-grown leaves without cutting. In the fourth age the silkworm changes to a flesh colour,
and eats greedily. In the fifth age the silkworm will eat the coarsest leaves, and it should be teii

abundantly niglit and day, and have plenty of air and warmth. Each change is preceded by a day or
two's apparent sickness and want of appetite in the insect, which becomes torpid before the change
of its skin takes place. During the whole period of the silkworm's life, the litter made by the waste
leaves. Sec, must be frequently removed, the insects being attracted toonecorner of their shelves with
some fresh leaves, while the other parts are cleaned. When the caterpillars cease to eat, and run to and
fro, frequently looking up, it is an indication that they are preparing to make their cocoons. They
will now have become transparent, of a clear pearly colour, and the green circles round their bodies
will have assumed a golden hue. Twigs of oak, tufts of dandelion, rolled up shavings from the
cabinet-maker, cornets of paper, or sprigs of alaternus, phillyrea, heath, or broom, as may be most
convenient, are then placed on the tables or shelves, to serve as a support for the insects ; the tables
or shelves having been previously cleared of all litter, and the branches, or other materials, having
been so arranged as to give the insects a feeling of security. They then immediately begin to make
their cocoons, which are exuded in threads from the mouth, and which are generally completed in

from four to seven days. When the insects have done working, the cocoons are taken from the
twigs, and sorted : those that are double, or in any way imperfect, are thrown aside ; a certain num-
ber are selected to breed from, and the rest are set apart for reeling the silk. The first operation
with these last is to kill the insects enclosed. This is performed, in Italy, by exposing the cocoons to
the heat of the sun for three days, from 10 o'clock a. m. to 5 o' clock p. m., when the thermometer
stands at 88° Fahr. In France they are put into bags or baskets, and enclosed for half an hour in
ovens heated to 88°; but in America they are generally placed in sieves or boxes, having perforated
bottoms ; these are covered very closely with a woollen cloth, and then placed over the steam
either of boiling water, or boiling whiskey or rum. (See New York Farin., vol. vi. p. '221.

) The in.
sects being killed, and the cocoons cleared of the external floss which is manufactured under the
name of floss, or spun, silk\ they are thrown by handfuls into basins of pure soft water, placed over
small furnaces of charcoal fires. When the water is almost at the boiling point, the cocoons are sunk
with a whisk of broom or peeled birch under water for two or three minutes, to soften the gum and
loosen the fibre. This, however, is unnecessary when they have been killed by the steam of boiling
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spirits, the gum having been dissolved by the spirit. The whisk is then moved lightly about till

the filaments adhere to it, and are drawn off. As soon as a sufficient number are collected, the
reeling begins. (See Amer. Si/k-Groircr's Guide, Murrai/ on the S/'/kworm; Nouv. Cours d'Agric, kc.)
If well fed, in a proper temperature, the caterpillars will have finished their labours in 24 days from
the period of being hatched ; and the quantity of silk produced will, other circumstances being
equal, be in proportion to the quantity of food devoured: its quality will depend on the climate ami
soil in which the leaves have been grown. An ounce of eggs will produce about 40,000 caterpillars,
which will consume IOTj lb. of leaves, and produce SO lb. of cocoons, or about 8 lb. of raw silk. The
worms are subject to numerous diseases, the most fatal of which is vulgarly called the tripes ; and
is brought on by wet or improper food. When any insects appear sick, they should be immediately
removed from the rest, as all their diseases appear to be contagious Wet leaves should never be
given to silkworms, as they occasion disease ; and it is better to let the insects fast for 24 hours,
or even longer, than to give them leaves that are not perfectly dry. In wet weather, the branches
of the tree should be gathered, and hung up in a dry place; or the leaves should be gatliered, and
spread out to dry. {Noiiv. Cours d'Agric, vol. xvi. p. 103.)

Substitutesfor Mzilberry Leaves in feeding the Silkivorm. It is probable that the leaves of all the
plants that contain a milky juice will, if they are eligible in point of texture, afTord suitable food
for the silkworm, from the common property of milky juice, that of containing caoutchouc.
Accordingly, trials have been made with the tender leaves of the fig, with the leaves of the maclura,
and of yi'cer jolatandides and /(. tataricum, among trees; and of lettuce, endive, beet, spinach, nettle,
&c., among herbaceous plants. None of these substitutes, however, are of any real use, unless wc
except the maclura and the lettuce. The former, according to the American Gardener's Magazine,
is thought likely to answer to a certain extent; as the lettuce and endive have done formerly, more
especially when the plants have been allowed to send up their flower stalks before their leaves were
gathered. In 1792, a Miss Croft of York sent a specimen of silk of her own rais ng to. the Society
of Arts, the worms producing which had been fed entirely on lettuce leaves.

Soil, Situation, Propngafion, and Culture. The white mulberry is more
tender than ilforus nigra, and requires more care in choosing a situation for

it. Calcareous soil is said to produce the best silk ; and humid situations, or
where the roots of the tree can have access to water, the worst. A gravelly

or sandy loam is very suitable; and trees grown on hilly surfaces, and poor
soils, always produce superior silk to those grown in valleys, and in rich

soils. The tree is propagated by seeds, cuttings, layers, and grafting. To
obtain seeds, the berries must be collected from trees which have been
known to produce male catkins the preceding spring. The berries are

either gathered when quite ripe, and left to become dry before the seed

is separated from them ; or they are put into water as soon as gathered,

and rubbed so as to separate the seeds, which are cleansed from the pulp
in the water, and then rubbed dry on a linen cloth, and either sown im-
mediately, or mixed with sand, and kept till wanted for use. In the south
of France, the seeds are sown as soon as the fruit is gathered, and the plants

come up the same autumn ; but, in colder climates, they are kept till spring,

when they generally come up in three or four weeks, and require some pro-

tection, at first, during cold nights. In Germany, and in the north of the

United States, the young plants are covered, during the first winter, with dry
leaves or straw ; and this covering, or mulching, is continued on the ground
for three or four years, till the plants are thoroughly established, to protect
their roots from the cold. The young plants are generally taken up and
replanted the second spring, care being taken to place them in rows 4 ft.

asunder, for the convenience ofgathering the leaves. AI. a. multicaulis is always
propagated by layers or cuttings ; the layers being made in spring or at mid-
summer, and separated from the mother plant in autumn ; or by cuttings of
branches, or truncheons, which will root readily, and produce leaves for the

worms the following year. Count Dandolo recommends grafting the species

with the large-leaved varieties, near the ground, the third spring ; but most
writers on the silkworm appear to prefer seedling plants, or plants raised

from layers or cuttings, to grafted ones. In pruning, cutting in, or heading
down, the trees, the great object is to preserve the equilibrium of the heads,

so that the sap may be equally distributed through the branches on every
side. On this depends the production of a crop of leaves of equal quality on
every part of the tree, which is alike important both for the first crop, which
is given to the worms, and for the second crop, which is required for the
nourishment of the tree.

Insects and Diseases. The leaves of the white mulberry are eaten by no
insect but the silkworm : it is, however, attacked by numerous diseases, i)artly,

no doubt, occasioned by the unnatural manner in which it is treated, by being

stripped of its leaves. One of these diseases is brought on by any sudden
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check given to the transpiration of the leaves, which turn yellow, and fall off)

the tree dying in a few days. Another is the death of the roots, from the

formation on them of a parasitic fungus. In both cases, nothing is to be

done, but to remove the tree, and replant. The leaves are also apt to be

attacked with honey-dew, mildew, rust, and other diseases, which render them
unfit for the food of the silkworm. The leaves covered with honey-dew may
be washed, and, when thoroughly dry, given to the insects without injury; but

the other diseased leaves should be thrown away. If leaves covered with

honey-dew are given to silkworms without washing, they cause dysentery and
death.

Stattitics. The largest v/liite mulberry trees in England are at Syon, where there is one 45 ft. high
;

diameter of the trunk 1 ft. lU in., and of the head 5'J ft. ; and which is covered with fruit every year.

At Kenwood is one, 38 years planted, which is 33 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 1 in., and of the

head 28 ft. In Hertfordshire, at Chcshunt, 7 years planted, it is 10 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk
2 in., and of the head (5 ft. In Oxfordshire, in the Oxford Botanic Garden, 20 years planted, it is |20 ft.

high ; diameter of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 20 ft. In Suffolk, at Ampton Hall,y years planted, it

is 9 ft. high ; diameter of tlie trunk 2 in., and of the head 5 ft. In Worcestershire, at Croome, 55 years
planted, it is 40 ft. high; diameter of the trunk 12 in., and of the head 40 ft. In Scotland, in Forfar,

shire, at Airlie Castle, 8 years planted, it is 8ft. high; in Perthshire, at Kinfauns Castle, 8 years
planted, it is 5 ft. high ; in Ross-shire, at Brahan Castle, 25 years planted, it is 10 ft. high. In Ireland,

at Terenure, near Dublin, S years planted, it is 6 ft. high. In France, in the Jardin des Plantes, 35 years
planted, it is 32 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 3fi ft. ; in the Botanic Gar-
den, Toulon, .30'years old, it has a trunk 2 ft. 7 in. in circumference. In Saxony, at Worlitz, 50 years

old, it is 40 ft. high, with a trunk 2^ ft. in diameter. In Austria, at Vienna, in the University Botanic
Garden, 30 years planted, it is 45 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 24 ft. ; in

Rosenthal's Nursery, 18 years old, it is 30 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 4in.,and of the head
25 ft. ; at Hadersdorf, 30 years old, it is 18 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 10 in., and of the head 2 ft.

;

at Briickon the Leytha, 27 years planted, it is 30 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 8 in., and of the
head 12 ft. In Prussia, at Berlin, at Sans Souci, 25 years old, it is 9 ft. high ; the diameter of the
trunk Sin. In Denmark, at Rosenberg, near Copenhagen, 10 years planted, it is 10ft. high. In

Sweden, at Limd, in the Botanic Garden, it is 18 ft. high, with a trunk SJ in. in diameter. In Italy,

at Monza, 200 years old, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk is 3 ft., and of the Lead 50 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Price of plants, in the London nurseries, from Is. 6(1.

to2s. 6rf. each : at Bollwyller, plants three years old, and transplanted, are 10s.

per thousand ; two years old, 5s. per thousand ; at New York, single plants

are 37^ cents ; and Jil. a. multicaulis is from 25 to 30 dollars per hundred,

according to the size of the plants.

The best iirorks on the culture of the white wulheiTy and the siJkworin are,

Dandolo's DeWArte di governare i Bacchi da Seta, Milan ; Castelet's Traite

sur le Murier blanc, Paris : Grognier's Rechcrches Historiqiies et Statisques

sur le Murier, le Vcr a, Soie, et la Fabrication de la Soierie, &c., L>ons ;

Bonafous's Memoire sur itne Education de Vers a Soie, &c., Paris ; Kenrick's

America7i Silk-Grower^s Gidde, Boston ; Cobb's Manual of the Mulherry Tree,

&c., Massachusetts ; Dr. Pascalis's Treatise on the Mulbeiry, &c., New York
;

and Murray's Observations on the Silkworm, London.

5E 3. il/.(A.)coNSTANTiNOPOLiTA'NA Poir. The Constantinople Mulbcrry Tree.

Identification. Poir. Encyc, 4. p. 381. ; Spreng. Syst. Veg., 1. p. 492.

Synonyme. M. byzantlna Sicb.

Engraving. N. Du Ham., 4. t. 24.

Spec. Char., SfC. Leaves broadly ovate, heart-shaped at the base, undivided, serrate, 3-ncrved ;

glabrous on both surfaces, except at the axils of the veins on the under one, where they arc
villous. Male flowers in fa.scicles. {Spreng. Si/st. fVi;-., i. p. 492.1 This is a low branching tree,

seldom exceeding the height of 10 ft. or 15 ft. ; a native of Turkey, Greece, and Crete ; which has
been long cultivated in the Jardin des Plantes, but which was not introduced into England till

1818. The fruit is short, thick, and, according to Du H.imel, of a deep red, and insipid taste. The
leaves are very good for silkworms. This alleged species is considered ss only a variety of jV. ftllia

by Bosc {NoJiv. Cnurs d'Agric, ix.) ; who sajs that it is easily recognised by its rough, furrowed,
stunted trunk ; its thick and short branches ; its leaves, which are always' entire ; and its solitary

very white fruit It is, he adds, a real monster (un veritable monstre, mais qui se propage toujours
le ineme). We have little doubt of its being only a variety of M. alba. Du Hamel's description and
that of Bosc agree in every particular, except the colour of the fruit. According to M. Madiot, In

the Journal dc la Soriefe d'Agriculture Pratique, M. a. pumila (p. 13.50.) was obtained from seeds of
M. (a.) constantinopolitkna. Plants of M. constantinopolitSna, in the Bollwyller Nursery, are 3
francs each ; at New York, 50 cents.

5 4. M. (a.) tata'rica Pal. The Tartarian Mulberry Tree.

Identification. Pall. Fl. Ross , 2. p. 9. t 52.; Lin. Sp. PI, 1399 ; Mill. Diet., No. 7. ; Willd. Sp. PI.,

4. p. 369.

Engravings. Pall. Fl. Ross., 2. t. 52. ; and our fig. 1225. ; both sprigs taken from one tree.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Leaves with a shallow scallop at the base, and either

heart-shaped, ovate, or lobed; serrated with equal teeth, smooth ; the pro-
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jecting portions beside the

sinus equal. Very closely

akin to Al, alba L., and, per- v » v^ ^
haps, originally produced from \^ \] \^

that species. It inhabits places

inundated by the waters of

the rivers Wolga and Ta-
nais, or Don. (JVilld. Spec.

PL, iv. p. 369.) A deciduous

tree, growing to the height

of 20 ft. ; and introduced in

1784. In the American Silk-

Grower's Guide, it is stated

that the fruit is black, and
resembles that ofil/. nigra.

Gerber, also, says that it is

black. " Pallas speaks of it

as reddish or pale, of no good
flavour, though it is eaten raw in Tartary, as well as dried, or made into a
sweetmeat. A wine is also prepared from it, and a very well-flavoured spirit.

This species is reported to be most esteemed for silkworms in China."
{Smith in Rees's C^cloptsdia.) In America, M. tatarica is considered to make
the finest silk. According to a writer in the Annales de Fromont, the M.
tatarica is, as we have already observed (p. 1349.), nearly related to M, a.

multicaulis. From the trees, or rather large shrubs, bearing this name
in the Kew Garden, we confess our inability to fix on any permanent
distinction between them and M. alba, as far as the leaves are concerned :

the fruit we have never seen. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 2s. 6d.

each J at Bollwyller, 1 franc 50 cents ; at New York, 75 cents.

2 3. M. Ru^BRA L. The red-Jruited Mulberry Tree.

tdentification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1399.; Mill. Diet., No. 4. ; Willd. Arb.,197. ; Mich.x. Fl.Bor. Amer., 2.

p. 179. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 639. ; Wangcnh. Amer., p. 37. 1. 15. f. 35.; Nutt. Gen. N. Amer.
PI. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 3fi9. ; N. Du Ham., 4. p. 91.

Synonymcs. M. virgfnica Pluk. Aim., p. 253., DuHam. Arb., 2. p. 24. ; M. pennsylv&nica Nois. Arb.
Friiit., Lodd: Cat., edit. 1S36.

Engravings. Wangenh. Amer., 1. 15. f. 35. ; Pluk. Aim., t. 246. f. 1. ; and the plate in our last Volume.

Sjiec, Char., S,-c. Sexes polygamous. (Kalm Act, Sitec, 1776.) Sexes dioeci-

ous. (Gronov. Virg., 146.) Spikes of female flowers cylindrical. Catkins

[? of male flowers] of the length of those of the common birch (^etula
alba L.). Leaves heart-shaped, ovate, acuminate, 3-lobed, or palmate ;

serrated with equal teeth, rough, somewhat villous ; under surface very
tomentose, and, in consequence, soft. ( Willd. Sp. PL) A tree, a native of
North America, from Canada to Florida; varying in height from 40 ft. to 70 ft.

"Cultivated here, according to Parkinson's Paradisus, p. 596., early in the

seventeenth century'. He says, it grows quickly with us to a large tree, and
that the fruit is long, red, and pleasantly tasted." (Smith in Rees^s Cyclo-

paedia.) It flowers in July. This tree is named M. pennsylvanica in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, and in Loddiges's arboretum. It appears
very distinct from any of the preceding sorts, in the spreading umbelliferous

appearance of the branches, the flat, heart-shaped, very rough-surfaced
leaves, which are almost always entire, but which, nevertheless, are occasion-

ally found as much lobed and cut as those of any other of the genus.
This we witnessed in September, 1836, in the specimen tree in the Hack-
ney arboretum.

Description, S^c. M. rubra attains by far a greater size, as a tree, than any
other species of Mbrus. It is seldom found, in a wild state, less than 40 ft.

in height ; and, in some parts of Pennsylvania and Virginia, it is often 60 ft.

or 70 ft. high, or more, and with a trunk 2 ft. and upwards in diameter. The
" leaves are large, sometimes entire, and sometimes divided into 2 or 3

4 u
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lobes; rounded, cordiform, and denticulated; of a dark green colour, a thick

texture, and a rou^h uneven surface." (J\Iic/i.v. Si/I. Amcr., iii, p. 51.) They
are the worst of all the kinds of mulberry leaves for feeding silkworms. The
fruit is of a deep red colour, an oblong form, and an agreeable, acidulous,

sugary taste. The trunk of the red mulberry is covered with a greenish

bark, more furroweil than that of the oaks and hickories. The perfect wood
(which is fine-grained and compact, though light,) is of a yellowish hue,

approaching to lemon colour. " It possesses strength and solidity ; and,

when perfectly seasoned, it is almost as durable as that of the locust, to which

,

by many persons, it is esteemed equal." (il/zV/u*.) It, however, grows more
slowly, and requires a richer soil, it being generally found in valleys, at

a distance from the sea. It is a common opinion among shipwrights and
carpenters, that the wood of the male mulberry is more durable, and of a

better quality, than that of the female; but Michaux does not appear to

credit this supposition ; which, indeed, evidently cannot be depended on, as

the male and female flowers are very often found on the same tree. The red
mulberry is well deserving of cultivation as an ornamental tree, from its

thick and shady foliage ; and as a fruit tree, from the agreeable flavour of its

fruit. Miller mentions a plant of this species in the garden of Fulhani
Palace, which, in 1731, had been there for several years without producing any
fruit ; but which, at some seasons, produced a great number of catkins, much
like those of the hazel nut ; which occasioned Ray to give it the name
of C'orylus. {Diet., ed. I.) On encn'.iring for this tree in 1834, we found
nothing known about it. It is generally said that no insect feeds on the mul-
berry but the silkworm. In Smith and Abbott's work on th^ insects of
Georgia, however, a specimen is given of the red mulberry, with the small

ermine moth (Phaiae^na punctatissima) feeding on it. (See Insects of Georgia,

vol.ii. t,70.)

? Variety.

1 M. canadensis'Lam. Diet., iv. p. 880., seems to be a variety of M. rubra,

(^Sniith in Bccs's Ci/c/opcedia.)

Siu/istics. In the environs of London, almost the only plants that we know are those mentioned
a? in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and in the arboretum of Messrs. I.oddiges ; the latter being 8ft.

or 10 ft. high, and tlie former 16ft. high. In Durham, at Southend, ,'3U years planted, it is 20 ft. high,
against a wall ; diameter of trunk 12 in., and of the head 21 ft. not trained. In Oxfordshire, iii the
Oxford Botanir Garden, Hi years old, it is 12 ft. high against a wall ; diameter of the trunk 10 in., and
of the head 30 ft. In France, in the Jardin des Plantes, 50 years planted, it is 4") ft. high ; thedianicter
of the trunk U ft., and that of the head 38 ft. In Italy, at Monza, 60 years old, it is 26 ft. high ; the
diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 30 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Price of plants, in London, 2^. each ; at BoUwylier,
francs; at New York, 37^ cents.

"i 6. M. (r.) sca^bra IVi/ld. The rough-leaved Mulberry Tree.

Identification Willd. ; Spreng. Syst. Veget., 1. p. 492. ; Nutt. Gen. N. Amer. PI.: Lodd. Cat.ed.
1856.

Synonynic. M. canadensis Poiy.

Spec. Char., S^c. Leaves rough on both surfaces, heart-shaped, 5-cleft ; the

lobes acuminated to the tip, tapered to the base, and serrated with equal
teeth. A n-tive of North America. {Sprcug. Si/st. Veg.) A tree, growing
to the height of 20 ft. Intrt)duced in 1817; and, from the appearance of the
plant bearing this name in the Horticultural Society's Garden (which, in

1836, was 8 ft. high), doubtless only a variety of, or possibly identical

with, M. riibra.

App. i. Hnlf-harchj Species q/'Mdrus.
M. indica \j. is near M. alba ; but its leaves are not heart-shaped at the base. ( Willdenotr Sp. PI.

)

This name occurs in Mr. Koyle's list (see p. 17.5). " Runiphius says that the fruit is delicately fla-

voured, and black when ripe; and that the Chinese feed their silkworms with the leaves. Loureiro
mentions the same practice of the inhabitants of Coi'hin-Cliina,who replant the tree every year, that
the foliage may be tender." {Smith m Rees's Ci/clo/kcdia.)
M. maiiritiima Jacq. has the leaves oblong, entire, tapered to both ends, and rough. The leaves of

young plants are tidille.shaped. (Wilidenow Sp. Pi.) " A large and strong tree. Fruit green, sweet,
with siimt aridity ; I^ in. or 2in. long. 'J'he French call this tree la rApe, or the rasp tree of Ma.
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dagascar. The leaves seem calculated to serve as a tine file or rasp, like those of some of the tig kind.
It is a most distinct species, and ought to have been named M. /aurifolia or M. citrif61ia." (Smilfi in
Jiees's Cyclop.') This name is also in the list derived from Mr. Koyle.
M. latifblia Willd.jis ajnative of the Isle of Bourbon. Its leaves are ovate, heart-shaped at the base,

serrate ; the disk 4 in. long, 3 in. broad, scabrous, reticulately veined ; the petiole 1 in. long. ( WiUde-
now Sp. PI.)

M. australis Willd. is a native of the Isle of Bourbon. It has ovate, serrated, rough leaves ; and the
styles bearded, even when persistent in the fruit. [Willd.)

M. celtidifolia Thunb. is a native of Quito. Its leaves are ovate-oblong, acuminate, undivided,
sharply serrated, 3.nerved ; roughish above, glabrous beneath. [Spreng. Syst. Te'^., i. p. 492.)
M. corylifolia Thunb. is a native of Quito. Its leaves are roundish ovate, acuminate, sharply

serrate, 3-nerved, glabrous. [Spreng., 1. c.)

M. cdlcar-gdJli Cum. is a native of New South Wales, where it is called the yellow wood vine.
This " is a shrub which extends itself to a great length, and may eventually prove to belong to the
genus Maclijra."

M. dtro-purpiirea ; M. parvifblia ; M. serrata, syn. M. heterophylia j M. Iccvigatn viridis ; and M.
scandens i are Nepal kinds, of which very little is known. (Seep. 174.)

Genus II.

BROUSSONET/^ Vent. The Broussonktia. Lin. Sj/st. Dice^cia

Tetrandria.

Identification. Vent Tabl. du Rdgne Veget, 3. p. 547. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 743. ; Llndl. Nat. Syst.
of Bot, p. 178.

Synonymes. Afdrus Sebn KfBmpf , Lin. ; Papyrus Encyc. Bot., 5. p. 5., Lam. III. Gen., t. 762.
Derivation. Named in honour of P. N. V. Broussonet, a French naturalist, who wrote numerous
works on natural history.

» 1. B. papyri'feba Vent. The paper-bearing Broussonetia, or Paper
Mulberry.

Identification. Vent TabL du Rfegne Veg^t., 3. p.547. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 743.

Synonymes. Mbxns 'papyrifera Lin. Sp. PI., 1399., Mill. Diet., No. 6., Du Rot Harbk., 1. p. 433.,

Thunb. Fl. Jap., 72.

The Sexes. Both the male and female plants are in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and in the
arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges.

Engravings. Ksmpf Amoen., t. 472. ; Hist, du Japon, t. 40. f. 1. ; Seba Thesaur., 1. t. 28. ; Lam. 111.

Gen., t. 7f)2. ; N. Du Ham., 2. t. 7. ; and the plate in our last Volume.

V^ariety.

* B.J). 2 cuculldta ; B. cucullata BonJard., 1833, p. 919. ; B. spatulata

Hort. Brit.', B. navicularis Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.—A sport, found on a
male plant by M. Camuset, foreman of the nursery, in the Jardin des
Plantes ; which has its leaves curved upwards, like the hood of a
Capuchin, or the sides of a boat. It is propagated by grafting, and
may be had in most of the Paris and London nurseries.

Description, S^c. A deciduous low tree or large shrub, a native of China
and Japan, and of the South Sea Islands ; which so closely resembles the

mulberry, that it was long considered to belong to that genus, and still retains

its English name of the paper mulberry. It was introduced in 1751, and
flowers in April, ripening its fruit in the climate of London, in autumn. Its

leaves are large, hairy, and canescent ; and either heart-shaped, or cut into

deep irregular lobes. The fruit is oblong, of a dark scarlet colour when ripe,

and of a sweetish, but rather insipid, taste. The tree is perfectly hardy ; but,

from the extreme brittleness of its wood, it is very liable to be broken by high

winds. The wood is soft, spongy, and of no value, except for fire-wood. The
leaves are too rough and coarse in tlieir texture for silkworms ; but they are
found excellent for cattle ; and, as the tree will grow rapidly in almost any
soil, and throws out numerous tufts of leaves, it might be valuable in some
situations and climates, as fodder. The principal use, however, to which the

broussonetia appears capable of being applied is for the paper that may be made
from its bark. The following is an abridgment of Kaempfer's account of the
mode of preparing this paper in Japan, as quoted in the Penny Cyclopcedia,

vol. V. p. 472. :—" The branches of the current year, being cut into pieces
about a yard long, are boiled till the bark shrinks from the wood, which is

taken out and thrown away ; and the bark, being dried, is preserved till wanted.
4 u 2
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In order to make paper, it is soaked for three or four hours in water; after which

the external skin, and the green internal coat, are scraped off, and the strong-

est and firmest pieces are selected ; the produce of the younger shoots being

of an inferior quality. If any very old portions present themselves, they are,

on the other hand, rejected as too coarse. All knotty parts, and every thing

which might impair the beauty of the paper, are also removed. The chosen

bark is boiled in a lixivium till its downy fibres can be separated by a touch of

the finger. The pulp so produced is then agitated in water till it resembles

tufts of tow. If not sufficiently boiled, the paper will be coarse, though strong ;

if too much, it will be white, indeed, but deficient in strength and solidity.

Upon the various degrees and modes of washing the pulp, much also depends

as to the quality and beauty of the paper. Mucilage obtained from boiling

rice, or from a root called oreni (Kcempf., 474.), one of the mallow tribe, is

afterwards added to the pulp. The paper is finished much after the European
mode, except that stalks of rushes are used instead of brass wires." (^Pen. Cyc,
art. Broussoneti«) The India or Chinese paper used for taking proofs of en-

gravings is thus made. In Otaheite, the bark of this tree is made into dresses.

Plants are readily propagated by layers, suckers, or cuttings of the root.

Statistics. Ill the environs of London, the largest plant we know of is in the Botanic Garden at

Kew, where it is 20 ft. high. In Berkshire, at White Knights, 25 years planted, it is 23 ft. high ; the
diameter of the trunl< 9J in., and of the head 20 ft. by 13 ft. In Cheshire, at Eaton Hall, 10 years

planted, it is 8 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 3 in., and of the head 7 ft. In Oxfordshire, in the
Oxford Botanic Garden, 1+ years planted, it is 25 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 4 in., and of the
head 15 ft. In Worcestershire, at Croome, 40 years old, it is 20 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 12 in.

In Scotland, in Perthshire, at Kinfauns Castle, 8 years planted, it is 5 ft. high. In France, at

Villers le Bade, 10 years planted, it is 25 ft. high. In the Botanic Garden, Toulon, 20 years planted,

it is 25ft. high ; and the diameter of the trunk is 1 ft. 2 in.'; at Nantes, in the nursery of M. De
Nerrieres, 30 years planted, it is 25ft. high : in the Botanic Garden at Avranches, 40 y^ars planted,

it is 40 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 7^ in., and of the head 30 ft. In A\istria, at Vienna,
in the University Botanic Garden, 20 years planted, it is 22 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 9 in.,

and of the head 10 ft. : at Laxcnburg, 20 years planted, it is 14 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk
4 in., and of the head 6 ft. : at Hadersdorf, 6 years planted, it is 14 ft. high. In Italy, at Monza, 24
years planted, it is 40 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 20 ft.

Commercial Stallstics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are from \s 6d. to

'2s. Qd. each ; at Bollwyller, 1 franc each ; and at New York, the male plant

50 cents each, and the female plant 75 cents.

Genus III.

MACLU^R/f Nutt. The Maclura. Lin. Syst. Dioe'cia Tetrandria.

Identification. Nutt. Gen. N. Amer. Plants, 2. p. 2.33. ; Lindl. Nat. Syst. of Bot, p. 178.

Synonyme. Toxylon liafinesque in 1817, Gard. Mag., vol. viii. p. 247.

Derivation. Named, by Nuttall, in honour of William Maclure, Esq., of the United States ; an emi-
nent natural philosopher.

J 1. M. AURANTi\^CA Nutt. The orange-like^TO/w/ Maclurii, or Osage
Orange.

Identification. Nutt. Gen. N. Amer. PI., 2. p. 234.

Synonymes. Bow-wood, Yellow Wood, N. Atner.
The Sexes. Both male and female plants are in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and in the
Hackney arboretum.

Engravings. Appendix to Lambert's Monog. on the Genus Pinus, 2. p. 32. ; and owi Jig. 1226., in
which a is the female flower, and b the male.

Description, Sfc. The maclura is a deciduous widely spreading tree, with
spiny branches, growing to the height of about 30 ft., on the banks of the

Red River ; or, according to Nuttall, of 60 ft., in the Arkansas. The leaves are

ovate acuminate, of a bright shining green, broad, with a cuspidate point,

3 in. or 3| in. long, and about 2 in. broad. The petiole is often 1 in. long. The
spines are simple, rather strong, about 1 in. in length, and produced in the

axils of the leaves. The flowers are inconspicuous, and nearly green, with a
slight tinge of yellow. The fruit, which in size and general appearance, at a

distance, resembles a large Seville orange, consists of radiating, somewhat
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woody fibres, terminating in a tuberculated surface,

and contains numerous seeds (or nuts, as they are

botanically termed), and a considerable quantity o
sweetish milky fluid, which, when exposed to the

action of the air, coagulates like milk. The sap of
the young wood and leaves is also milky, and soon
dries on exposure to the air. It is insoluble in

water, and contains a large proportion of caout-

chouc. This tree is found on the banks of the

Red River, and in deep and fertile soil in the adja-

cent valley. The Arkansa appears to form its

northern boundary. It was first introduced into

the gardens of St. Louis, on the Mississippi, from
a \allage of the Osage Indians; whence it obtained
its popular name of the Osage orange. It was
afterwards planted in the nursery of Mr. M'lNIahon

at Philadelphia, whose widow now carries on the

business, and still possesses the original tree. About
1818, seeds were sent to England by M. Correa
de Serra (See Gard. Mag., i. p. 356.) ; and, subsequently, plants of both sexes

were imported by the London nurserymen.
Properties and Uses. The fruit, when ripe, is of a golden colour, and on

the tree has a splendid appearance ; but, though eatable, it does not appear to

be any where used for human food. M. Le Roy, nurseryman at Angers, in-

formed us, in June, 1836, that he had tasted some of the fruit which had ripened

at Lyons ; and that it was scarcely so good as that of the ^J'rbutus i/'nedo.

Fruit has also been ripened at Clairvaux, near Chatellerault {Recueil Indusf.,

2d ser., torn. ii. 1836, p. 50.); and at Montpelier. (See Algemeinc Garten-

Zeitung, Nos. 36. and 37., for September, 1836.) An Osage orange sent

to us by Dr. Mease of Philadelphia, from Mrs. M'Mahon's Nursery, in Jan.

1830, (ofwhich/g. 1227. isa view, and/^. 1228. a section; both of the natural

1226

size ;) measured 9 in. round one way, and 9iin. the other. It weighed ]5oz.

when gathered. The colour was of a greenish yellow, and the taste insipid,
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but slightlj' acid. It did not appear half ripe when we received it; and it

decayed without coming to maturity. We have since, at different times, re-

ceived two other fruits, also from Dr. Mease ; but perceived no difference

between them and the one figured above. The seeds in the fruit last re-

ceived appearing full, we distributed them ; and young plants have been raised

from them by M. Vilmorin of Paris ; Mr. Gordon of the London Horticul-

tural Society's arboretum ; Mr. Campbell of the Botanic Garden, Manches-
ter; and others. Mr. R. Buist, in the American Gardenei-'s Magazine, vol. ii.

p. 77., states that there are four trees in Mrs. M'Mahon's Nursery, Phila-

delphia, which were among the first introduced into that part of America. They
are planted two and two, each pair being about 400 ft. apart. In 1831, it was dis-

covered that one of these trees produced larger fruit than the others, and that

this fruit contained perfect seeds. Two of the other trees produced smaller fruit,

but the seeds they contained were abortive ; while one of the trees was entirely

barren. The next year, it was discovered that the barren tree was the male plant;

and that the tree which produced perfect seeds was the fertile plant, which

stood by its side. The wood is of a bright yellow colour, uncommonly fine-

grained, and elastic; and, on account of the latter property, it is used by all the

southern tribes of American Indians for bows. It is said to be extremely

durable, and capable of receiving the finest polish. It resembles the wood of

the Maclurrt tinctoria, or fustick tree (a stove plant, a native of the West In-

dies), in affording a yellow dye. The tree is said by the Americans to be very

ornamental, not only from its general form, its shining foliage, and its golden

orange-like fruit, but on account of its retaining its leaves longer than any

other deciduous tree. The branches being thorny, it has been proposed by

some to employ it as a hedge plant, and by others as a stock to the mulberry;

and it has been suggested that it might prove a valuable substitute for, or

auxihary to, the M. a. multicaulis, as food for the silkworm. A memorial to

the latter effect, it is said, has lately been presented to the French Institute.

(See Amer. Gard. Mag., vol, i. p. 400.) M. Bonafous, visiting the Botanic

Garden at Montpelier, in 1835, and observing the luxuriance with which the

maclura grew there, had a number of the leaves gathered, and tried to feed

silkworms with them, in the same way as is done with those of the mulberry.

He gave the leaves of the maclura to 18 silkworms, as their only food, and

they produced very beautiful cocoons ; but it is not stated how these cocoons

turned out when they were reeled. A second experiment was made in 1836,

by M. Raffeneau De Lile, director of the Montpelier Garden, by giving 50
silkworms the leaves of the maclura only during the latter part of their ex-

istence. The worms were not fed on the maclura till the 19th of May, when
they cast their second skins. These worms never seemed to eat the leaves

greedily ; but they increased in size as much as those that were fed on the
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leaves of the mulberry. In the course of feeding, 15 silkworms wandered

away or died ; and, during the time of spinning, 20 more died, the latter be-

coming black, rotten, and reduced to a liquid. The cocoons were not ready

till some days after those of the worms fed on mulberry leaves : only 5 of

them were quite perfect, but several others were tolerably so ; and from all

these the silk was reeled easily, and was of excellent quality. Other experi-

ments have been tried in Italy, but with still less favourable results. (Otto's

Garten Zeitung, vol. iii. p. 292.) The tree is perfectly hardy about Philadel-

phia, and also in the climate of London ; where, when cut down after having

been two or three years established, it throws up shoots 6 ft. or 8 ft. in

length, and nearly a in. in diameter, with fine, broad, shining, succulent leaves.

Hitherto it has had no proper trial as a standard in England, having been

originally considered tender, and planted against a wall ; but we have no doubt

it will, in time, become a valuable timber tree of the second rank. It is

propagated with the greatest ease by cuttings of the roots, or by layers ; and

it will grow in any common soil.

statistics. In the environs of LondoM, the largest plant, as a standard, is a female tree in the Ham-
mersmith Nursery, which is nearly 16 ft. high. In our garden at Bayswater, a female plant, against a

wall, is about the same height. At Kew, one against a wall is I'J ft. hiyh. In Staffordshire, at

Blithefield, in 18ji, it was 6 ft. high against a wall. In France, in the Jardin des Plantes, 10 years

planted, it is 18 ft. high ; in the nur-erv of M. Sidv, at Lyons, where it has fruited, it is 25ft. high
j

at ViUers la Bade, 8 vears planted, it is 15 ft. high ; 'in the Botanic Garden at Toulim, 5 years planted,

it is 12 ft. high. In Austria, at Briick on the Leytha, 10 years planted, it is 6 tt high. In Italy, at

Monza, the female tree, C years planted, was, in 1835, 16 ft. high, and fruited for the first time. In

North America, at Philadelphia, the four largest trees are those mentioned as in Mrs. M'JIahon's
Nursery ; and there are also large trees in Landreth's Nursery, which, in 1831, " were full of fruit."

In Virginia, at Beaverdam, a female tree, with a globular head, yielded, in 1835, 150 fruit, many of

which weighed IS oz. or 19 oz. each. [J»ier. Garci. Mag., 2. p. 9.)

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 2s. each; at New
York, female plants are 1 dollar, and male plants 2 dollars, each.

GeiNUS IV.

1\
Fret's Tonrn. The Fig Tree. Liu. St/st. Polygamia Dioe'cia.

Identification. Tourn. ; T. Nees ab Esenbeck Gen. PI. Fl. Germ., fasc. 3. No. 6. ; Wilkl Sp. PL, 4.

p. 1131. ; Lindl. Nat. Syst. of Bot.,p. 178.

Synonymes. Figuier, Fr. ; Feigenbaum, Ger.

Derivation. Some derive Ficus trout firciitidus, on account of its abundant bearing ; and others from
sukos (Greek), or fag (Hebrew, the names for the fig tree in those languages. The fig tree has

nearly the same name in all the European languages.

Description, ^-c. The species are all trees, natives of warm climates, and

remarkable, in a popular point of view, for having their flowers concealed by

the fleshv receptacle known as the fruit. The sycamore of Scripture (Ficus

5yc6morus L.) is a species of fig, a native of Egypt, where it is a timber tree

exceeding the middle size, and bearing edible fruit. A large tree of this

species is figured in the Picture Bible, vol. ii. p. 181. The only species which

will endure the open air in Britain is the F. Carica, or common garden fig.

These two species are the only ones which produce eatable fruit. It is men-
tioned in the Xouveau Du i/ame/, that the receptacle which forms the fruit of

the fig is not always entire and connivent ; but that there are some few sorts

in which the fruit constantly opens when it approaches maturity ; dividing

ordinarily into four parts, which expand like the petals of a flower, to such

an extent, that each division becomes perpendicular to the peduncle. The
varieties which exhibit this singularity are called the Barnissotes and the

Verdales. {X. Du Ham., tom. iv. p. 198., note.)

? 1. F. Ca'rk A L. The common Fig Tree.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1513. ; Willd. Sp., 4. p. 1131. ; Lam. Diet., 2. ; Mill Ic, t. 73. p. 489. ; N. D
Ham., 4. p. 19S.

Synonymes. F. communis Bauh. Pin.,i5i.; F. hiimilis and F. sylv^stris Tow;-/!. /hj/., 663. ; Figuier

coinmun, Fr. ; Gemeine Feigenbaum, Gcr.
*

4 u 4
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Engravings. Mill. Ic, t. 73. ; Lam. Ill, t. 8G!. ; N. Du Ham., t. 5.3. ; and the plate of this tree in our
last Volume.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Leaves palmate and subtrilobate ; rough above, pubescent
beneath. (JVilhl.) A low deciduous tree, a native of the East, cultivated in

Britain from time immemorial ; and ripening its fruit against walls, in the
climate of London, in the month of September.

Varieties, Botanically, the common fig may be considered as existing in three

different states :— 1. Wild, in which the leaves are comparatively small, and
not much cut; and the fruit small, and sometimes blue and sometimes white.

2. Cultivated, with very large leaves, very deeply cut, such as the blue

Ischia and the Brunswick fig, and other sorts ; the fruit ofsome of which is

white,and ofothers dark. 3. Cultivated, with very large leaves, not much cut,

as the white Marseilles fig, and others with fruit of different colours. Those
who are disposed to go farther may form three subvarieties under each of
these heads, according as the fruit is blue or black, red or purple, or
yellow, white, or green.

Garden Varieties, Theseare very numerous. In the A^oiiveau Du Hamel, a

selection of 36 choice sorts is given, and several of them figured. In the
Horticultural Society's Fruit Catalogue for 1831, 89 sorts ai"e enumerated,
independently of synonymes. In the Enci/c. of GarcL, ed. 1835, a selection

of 22 sorts is given for a large garden j and also selections for smaller gardens.

For an arboretum in the climate of London, and to be treated as standards, we
would recommend the wild fig (which has the leaves generally entire, and
of which there is a standard tree in the Twickenham Botanic Garden), the

white Marseilles, the Brunswick, and the small brown Ischia. The latter

will, in very fine seasons, and in warm situations in the climate of London,
ripen a few fruit on a standard in the open air.

JDescription, S)-c, The common fig is a low, deciduous tree, rarely exceeding

20 ft. in height as a standard, even in the south of Europe ; with large deeply
lobed leaves, rough on the upper surface, and pubescent beneath. The
branches are clothed with short hairs, and the bark of the trunk is greenish.

The fig is a native of the west of Asia and the shores of the Mediterranean,

both in Europe and Africa. In no country is it found in elevated situa-

tions, or at a distance from the sea. Hence its abundance in the islands of
the Archipelago, and on the shores of the adjoining continents. It has been
cultivated from time immemorial ; and, indeed, the fig was said to have been
the first fruit eaten by man. In the Bible, we read frequently of the fig tree,

both in the Old and New Testament. Among the Greeks, we find, by the

laws of Lycurgus, that figs formed a part of the ordinarj' food of the Spartans.

The Athenians were so choice of their figs, that they did not allow them to be
exported ; and the informers against those who broke this law, being called

sukophantai, from two Greek words, signifying the discoverers of figs, gave
rise to our modern word sycophant. The fig tree under which Romulus and
Remus were suckled, and the basket of figs in which the asp was conveyed

to Cleopatra, are examples familiar to every one of the frequency of the allu-

sions to this tree in ancient history. At Rome, the fig was carried next to

the vine in the processions of Bacchus, who was supposed to have derived his

corpulency and vigour from this fruit, and not from the grape. Plin}', also,

recommends figs as being nutritive and restorative ; and it appears from him,

and other ancient writers, that they were given to professed champions and
wrestlers, to refresh and strengthen them. Pliny mentions six different kinds

of fig, enumerating the peculiar qualities of each.

The first fig trees planted in England are said to have been brought from
Italy in 1548, in the reign of Henry VIII., by Cardinal Pole, and placed by

him against the walls of the archiepiscopai palace at Lambeth. In Miller's

time, these two trees covered a surface of 50 ft. in height, and 40 ft. in breadth
;

and the diameter of the trunk of one tree was 9§ in., and of the other 7^ in.

These trees were much injured by the severe winter of 1813-14; but the

main stems being cut down, they recovered, so as in 1817 to be in tolerable
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vigour, when Dr. Neill, and the other members of the deputation of the

Caledonian Horticultural Society, inspected the archiepiscopal gardens.

On our visiting the grounds, however, in September, 1836, we found that the

trees had been destroyed some years before, when the palace was undergoing

repair; and that the only traces left of them were some young plants raised

from cuttings, which are now growing in the archbishop's kitchen-garden.

At Mitcham, in the garden of the Manor House, formerly the private estate of

Archbishop Cranmer, there was, in Miller's time, the remains of a white fig

tree, confidently asserted to have been planted by Cranmer himself; but it was
destroyed in 1790. Its stem, some years before, was 10 in. in dian)eter ; but
its branches were very low and weak. In the Dean's garden at Winchester,

there existed, in 1757, a fig tree protected by a wooden frame, supposed to be
of very great age. On the stone wall to which it was trained there were se-

veral inscriptions, one of which bore testimony that, in 162.3, James I. " tasted

of the fruit of this tree with great pleasure." Miller says that it was suffered

to perish for want of necessary repairs to the framework. A fig tree

brought from Aleppo by Dr. Pococke, and which was planted by him, in 1648,

in the garden of the regius professor of Hebrew in Christ-Church, Oxford,

seems to be the only ancient fig tree on record still existing in Britain. Some
of the figs produced by this tree were exhibited at a meeting of the London
Horticultural Society, in August, 1819 ; and others gained a prize, as the best

white figs, at a meeting of the Oxford and Oxfordshire Horticultural Society,

in August, 1833. An account of this tree, by Mr. Baxter, curator of the

Oxford Botanic Garden, will be found in the London Horticultural Society's

Transactions, vol. iii. p. 433. ; from which it appears that, in 1806, Dr. White,
then professor of Hebrew in Christ-Church, caused an engraving to be
made of the tree. It was at that time 21 ft. high, and the trunk mea-
sured 3 ft. 6 in. in circumference at its upper part. The tree, when we saw
it in 1833, contained but very slight remains of the old trunk; but it had
thrown out a number of branches, perhaps at that time of 20 or 30 years'

growth, and some of which were upwards of 25 ft. in length. (See Gard.

Mag., vol. X. p. 105.) The fig tree, though introduced so early, appears for

a long time not to have been extensively cultivated in England. Professor

Burnet thinks that this was owing to a popular prejudice, the fig having been

once a common vehicle for poison : a singular contrast to the ideas expressed

in the Bible respecting this fruit ; the best blessing of heaven being typified

by every man sitting under his own fig tree. In France, the culture of the fig

tree was not carried to any degree of perfection till the time of OlivierDe Serres

;

but it is now general throughout the whole country. In the south of

France, figs are grown for drying as an article of commerce, but in the northern

provinces they are only used for the table. In the East, as well as in Italy

and Spain, figs form a principal article of sustenance for the population, and
a considerable article of commerce. According to M'Culloch, the import-

ation into Britain is about 20,000 cwt., notwithstanding that every cwt.

pays a duty of 21s., which exceeds 100 per cent upon the price of the figs in

bond. If this duty were reduced, he says, to 8s. or lOv. the cwt., it may very

fairly be concluded that the quantity imported would very soon be trebled,

or more.
In Britain, the fig is in general cultivation in first-rate gardens; usually

against walls; but in some parts of the southern counties, as along the coast

of Sussex, and in Devonshire, &c., as standards. In Scotland, it is never seen

as a standard ; but it ripens its fruit against a south wall, without the aid of

fire heat, in some parts of East Lothian, and in Wigtonshire ; and against

a flued wall, even in the neighbourhood of Glasgow. The largest fig tree

against a wall which we have seen in England is at Farnham Castle, where, in

25 years, it has reached the height of 40 ft. against the walls of the castle.

The largest standard fig trees that we have seen are at Arundel Castle, where
they are upwards of 25 ft. high, with trunks 1 ft. in diameter. At Tarring,

and at one or two other places near Brighton, fig trees are grown as standards.
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and produce abundant crops ; though the fruit is interior in flavour to that

ripened against walls, except in very fine seasons.

Pj-ojjerfies and Uses. Tlie fig is cultivated almost entirely for its fruit.

Its wood, which is extremely light and tender, is used, in France, for making
whetstones, from its facility in receiving and retaining the emery and the

oil that are employed to sJiarpen smiths' tools. The soft wood is white, and
the heart-wood yellow. It loses a great deal in weight by drying; but it

acquires by that process so much strength and elasticity, that the screws of
wine-presses are made of it. When used as fuel, it does not give a very
intense heat ; but its charcoal has the valuable property of consuming very
slowly. The fruit is esteemed demulcent and laxative ; and it has been long
used in domestic medicine as a poultice. King Hezekiah's boil was cured by
a lump or poultice of figs, applied according to the directions of Isaiah, and
which, Professor Burnet observes, is the first poultice that we read of in history.

In the Canaries, in Portugal, and in the Greek Archipelago, a kind of brandy
is distilled from fermented figs. The leaves and bark of the fig tree abound in

a milky acrid juice, which may be used as rennet, for raising blisters, and for

destroying warts. This milky juice containing caoutchouc, Indian rubber might
consequently be made from the common fig tree in England, if it were thought
desirable ; and, on account of the same property, the very tenderest of the
young leaves might be given to the larva of the silkmoth. All the species

of the genus i^icus, and also of the allied genus Carica, are said to have the
singular property of rendering raw meat tender when hung beneath their shade.

Oa what chemical principle this is to be accounted for, we are ignorant,

but the fact seems undoubted. As a fruit tree, the fig is valuable for thriving

and ripening fruit in situations not favourable in regard to light, air, or soil

;

such as against walls in court-yards, against the walls of houses in crowded
cities, on the back-walls of green-houses and forcing-houses, comparatively in

the shade, &c. It also bears better than any other fruit tree whatever, in

pots
J
and, with abundance of liquid manure and heat, will produce, in a stove,

three, and sometimes even four, crops in the course of a year.

Culture and Management of the Fig in Countries luhere it is grotu7i as an Article

of Commerce. In France, more particularly about Marseilles, when a fig

plantation is to be formed, an open situation is made choice of near the sea, and
exposed to the south and the east. The ground is trenched 2 ft. or 3 ft. deep,
and richly manured; and the trees are planted in squares, or in quincunx, at

from 12 ft. to 15 ft. distance from each other. The plants are watered fre-

quently during the first summer, and left without any pruning whatever ; but
in the winter of the second year they are cut down to the ground. The third

year, they throw up vigorous shoots, five or six of which are retained to form
a bush ; and in the following, or fourth, year the tree is suffered to ripen fruit.

In some cases, the trees are trained to single stems ; and this is generally the

case in Italy and Greece, where the climate is milder, and the tree attains a
larger size than in France. In the future management of the trees, they
require very little pruning, except when they get too much crowded with

branches. They seldom suffer from insects ; but always more or less, during
very hot summers, from the want of water, which they require in abundance,
on account of the excessive transpiration which takes place from their lai'ge

leaves and very porous bark, which has bat a very slight epidermis. Hence, in

seasons of very great drought, the branches are sometimes completely burnt
up. Severe frost has the same effect on the branches in winter, even at Mar-
seilles, as extreme drought has in summer. In the south of France, and in all

countries which may properly be called fig climates, two crops are produced
in a year : the first is from the old wood, and corresponds with our crops in

England; and the second from the wood of the current year, the figs pro-

duced by which, in this country, are never ripened except in hot-houses. In

Greece and Egypt a third crop is sometimes produced. The first crop is

ripened, in the south of France and in Italy, in May ; and the second crop in

September. Those which are to be dried are left on the tree till they are
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dead ripe, which is known by a drop of sweet liquid which appears hanging
from the eye. The figs, being gathered, are placed on wicker hurdles, in a dry
airy shed ; and, when the dew is off, every morning they are exposed to the sun
during the hottest part of the day. To facilitate the piogress of drying, the

figs are occasionally flattened with the hand ; and, in moist dull weather, they

are placed in rooms warmed by stoves. When thoroughly dried, they are

packed in rush baskets, or in boxes, in layers, alternately with long straw and
laurel leaves, and in this state they are sold to the merchants. In some parts

of the south of France, figs are prepared by dipping them in hot lye made from

the ashes of the fig tree, and then dried ; the use of lye being to harden their

skins. The white figs are preferred for the market, the violet kind being

retained in the country for the use of the inhabitants ; and forming in Greece,

with barley bread, their principal food for a great part of the year. Fowls
are remarkably fond of figs ; and, where they are abundant, as in the depart-

ment of the Var in France, and in the islands of the Archipelago, they are

given to horses, mules, and oxen, with a view to strengthen and bring them
into good condition, or to fatten them.

Culture and Management of the Fig in the North of France. Except in the

gardens of private persons, where the fig is generally trained against walls, as

in England, there are only two or three places where it is grown for its fruit

as a standard ; and the principal of these is at Argenteuil, in the neighbourhood
of Paris. We visited the fig gardens there in 1828 ; and an account of them,
at length, will be found in the Gardener^s Magazine, vol. vii. p. 262. The fig

trees are kept as low bushes, and the shoots are never allowed to attain more
than three or four years' growth; because it is necessary to bend them down to

the ground, and retain them there, by means of stakes, or stones, or a mass of

soil, to protect them from the drying effects of the frost. It is observed in the

Noiiveau Cours d^Agriculture, that the figs at Argenteuil are never brought to

such a degree of perfection as to please the palates of those who have been

accustomed to the figs of Marseilles. They are, sajs the writer, always either

insipid or half rotten ; and, even to bring them to this state, it is necessary

to pinch oft' the points of the shoots, in the same way as is done with the vine

when early grapes are wanted ; or with the pea, to accelerate the maturity of

the pods. An additional process is requisite in cold seasons, and at the latter

end of every season ; and that is, the inserting of a small drop of oil, by means
of a straw, into the eye of the fruit ; which has the effect of destroying the

vital principle, and causing the fig to part readily from the shoot, like ripe

fruit ; after which it soon begins to decay.

Caprification. This process, which we shall hereafter describe, and which
has been in use for an unknown length of time in the Levant, was first men-
tioned by Tournefort; and, though it is laughed at by many of the French phy-

siologists of the present day, we cannot helji thinking that it must be of some
important use. It is alleged by Bosc that it has no other object than that of

hastening the maturity of the crop ; but others are of opinion that, by insuring

the fecundation of the stigma, it tends to increase the size ofthe fruit, and, by fill-

ing it with mature seeds, to render it more nourishing. Olivier, the botanical

traveller, asserts that, after a long residence in the islands of the Archipelago, he
is convinced of the inutility of the practice ; and Bosc, though he allows that it

may hasten thematurityof thefigs,as the larva of the pyralepommonelle hastens

the maturity of the apple inFrance,yet believes that it has no effect in improving

either the size or the flavour of the fruit. M. Bernard, the author of a

Memoire sur le Figuier, and of the article on that tree in the Xouveau Du
Hamel, goes farther, and asserts that the figs which have undergone the process

of caprification are inferior to others in size, flavour, and the property of keep-

ing. In Egypt, where the sycamore fig is the prevailing species, an operation

is performed on the fruit, which is said to answer the purpose of caprification,

as far as respects early ripening. When the fruit is a third part of its size, a

slice is cut off" the end of it, of a sufficient depth to remove all the stamens,

which have not by this time matured their fertilising dust. The wound is
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immediately covered with sap, which thickens, and forms a mass that exchules

the air from the interior of the fruit ; and the consequence is, that it ripens,

or becomes ready to drop off, in half the time usually taken by nature, without
losing any of its size or of its flavour. This process, Bosc observes, deserves

a trial in France.

The Process of Caprlfication is described by Tournefort ; and his description

differs very httle from that given by Pliny. It consists in inducing a certain

species of insect of the gnat kind, which abounds on the wild fig, to enter

the fruit of the cultivated fig, for the purpose of fecundating the fertile flowers

in the interior of the fruit by the farina of the barren ones near its orifice. The
details will be found given at length in Rees's VyclopcEd'ui', under the word
Caprification in Martyn's ^Tiller; and in the Encydopcedia of Geography.

Propagation and Culture. The fig is easily |)ropagated by cuttings of the

shoots or roots, not one of which will fail ; and also by suckers, layers, and
seeds. In British nurseries, it is generally propagated by layers ; though
these do not ripen their wood, the first season, so well as cuttings. When the

fig is to be planted as a standard tree, constant attention must be paid to

remove all suckers from its collar, and all side shoots from its stem. When
trained against a wall in a cold climate, the branches should proceed from a

single stem, and not from the collar, as is generally the case ; because the

plant, when so treated, produces shoots which are less vigorous, and, con-

sequently, more likely to ripen their wood.
Insects, Accidents, and Diseases. The fig, in hot countries, and in dry seasons,

especially when at a distance from the sea, is apt to have its leaves and fruit

scorched and shriveled up by the sun. It is scarcely subject to any diseases;

but it is liable to the attacks of the cochineal, the kermes, and psylla. In

British gardens, it is very seldom injured by insects in the open air; but it is

very liable to the attacks of the red spider, the coccus, and the honey-dew,

under glass. Abundance of water, and a moist atmosphere, like that of its

indigenous habitat, the sea shore, are perhaps the best preventives.

Statistics. The largest standard fig trees that we know of in the neighbourhood of London are at

Syon, Chiswick, and in the Mile End Nursery, where they are about 15 ft. high. In Sussex, at

Arundel Castle, there are several standard trees in thej^old garden, £'5;ft. high ; at Tarring, near
Worthing, in the largest fig garden, there are 70 standard trees, from 12 ft. to 15 ft. high. At Black-
down House, near Haslemere, there are some tine old standard fig trees, which ripen fruit every year
In France, in the neighbourhood of Nantes, the tree, as a standard, seldom exceeds 18 ft. in height : at

Avignon it attains the height of 20 ft. or 25 ft. ; and, in 1819, we observed some very fine specimens in

the garden of the Military Hospital there. In Italy, at Monza, a tree, 60 years old, is 30 ft. high ; the
diameter of the trunk \\ ft., and of the bead 60 ft, P'lants, in the London nurseries, are from \s. 6</.

to 5s. each, according to the varietv ; at Bollwvller, 2 francs each ; and at New York, from 50 cents to

1 dollar.

Genus V.

BO'RY^ W. The Borya. Lin. Syst. Dice cia Di-Triandria.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 711. ; Ait. Hort Kew., ed. 2., vol. 5. ; Lindl. Nat Syst. of Hot.,

p. 178.

Synonymes. Adclia Michx. Ft. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 223. ; BigeI6vj(z Smith in Rees's Cyclop., Addenda.
Derivation. Named in honour of Bury de St. J'incent who visited the Mauritius and the Isle of

Bourbon, to examine their botany. Smith, in Rees's Cyclopaedia, objects to the name of B6rya
being applied to this genus, because La Billarditre had previously given the same name to another
genus ; and he suggests the substitution of the name of Bigel6v/a, in commemoration of Dr. Bigelow
of Boston, author of the Florula Bostoniensis, and of the American Medical Botany. The genus
B6rya Lab., and the genus B6rya Willd., are both cited in Lindl. Natural System uf Botany, and it

is most probable that another name will be instituted for one of them.

Description, Sfc. Deciduous shrubs, growing to the height of from 6 ft. to

] 2 ft. in common garden soil, with a dark brown or purple bark, and small,

deep green, opposite leaves. Propagated by cuttings, and quite hardy.

3^ 1. B. i/Gu'sTRiNA Willd. The Privet-like Borya.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 711. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., vol. 5.

Synonymes. Adfelia /igustrina Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 224. ; Bigelbvia /igiistrina Smith in

Rees's Cyclop. Addenda, Lodd. Cat., ed. 18.36.

The Sexes. The plants bearing this name in Loddigcs's arboretum have not yet flowered.
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Spec. Char., c^c. In habit and leaves, somewhat resembling the common privet
'
(Ligustrum vulgare L.). Leaves with very short petioles, and disks that are

lanceolate-oblong, entire, somewhat membranous. Fruit rather shortly

ovate. (Mic/hv. ^Fl. Bor. Amer.) A native of North America, in thickets

about rivers, in the countries of the Illinois, Tennessee, &c. ; flowering in

July and August. {Smlt/i.) Introduced into England in 1812, by Lyon;

and there are plants in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges, where it grows

freely in common garden soil, forming a shrub, apparently a fit associate

for Ligustrum, Fontaneszrt, and Prinos.

afe 2. B. (?L.) ACUMINA^TA WilM.

Identitication. Willd Sp. PI., i. p 711.; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., vol. 5.

Synonymes. AdiJIia acuminata Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 225. t. 48.;

Bigelbvja acuminata Smith in Rees's Cyclop. Addenda, Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836.

Tfie Sexes. Uncertain wliich is in England.
Engravings. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. t. 28. ; and our fig. 1229.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves membranous, lanceolate in

almost a rhombic manner ; but most tapered to the

outward end ; liin. long, serrulate.—Male flowers

several together in small sessile tufts, encompassed

with several ovate bracteas. — Female flowers

stalked, very small. Fruit pendulous, elliptic-ob-

long, nearly 1 in. long before it is ripe, tapered to

the tip in a beak-like manner. — It appears that the

taper lateral branches form something like thorns.

{Michx. and Smith.) Indigenous to the banks of

rivers in Carolina and Georgia. Introduced into

England in 1812 ; but the plants in the arboretum

of Messrs. Loddiges have not yet flowered. The
only difference which we can observe between

B. acuminata and B. /igustrina is, that the former

has the leaves of a paler green.

rhe acuminate-/e«red Borya.

1229

* 3. B. (l.) porulo^sa Willd. The pore-like-dotted-leaved Borya.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 711. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., vol. 5.

Synonymes. Adelia poruldsa iV//'cAj. F/. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 224. ; BigelOvj'a porulbsa S»J/7/i in Rees's

Cyclop., Addenda ; ? B. ovJita Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

The Sexes. Uncertain which is in England.

pec Char
, ^c Leaves coriaceous, sessile, lanceolately ovate, but with a

blunt point, entire j the lateral edges revolute ; under surface rather rusty,

and punctured with little holes. {Michx. Fl. Bor, Amer.) It is indigenous

to the coasts of Georgia and Florida. Introduced into England in 1806.

The plants in the collection of Messrs. Loddiges differ from B, /igustrina,

chiefly in the leaves being shorter.

sfc 4. B. distichophy'lla Nutt. The two-rowed-leaved Borya.

Identification. Nutt. Gen. N. Amer. PI, 2. p. 232.

Spec. Char., SfC. A shrub, 12 R. to 16 ft. high. Leaves in two rows, subsessile, lanceolate, acute, entire

rough at the edge, membranous. Branchlets very slender. Scales of the bud pungently acute,

[?} " confluent in the leaves." Indigenous to the banks of French Broad River, East Tennessee.
{Nuttalt, who had seen it alive.) Mr. George Don thinks that this plant has been introduced ; but
we have never seen it.

CHAP. CI.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER UhMA^CEJE.

They are included in three genera, which have the following names and
characters :

—
f/'LMUs L. Flowers, in most species, protruded earlier than the shoots

and leaves of the year; disposed in groups, each group lateral, and proceeding
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from a bud peculiar to it ; the flowers of the group situated each upon a

peduncle, or each upon a pedicel, and disposed a few together upon short

peduncles, or situated in both modes. Flowers bisexual, or a few of them
male : both kinds upon one plant. Calyx reddish, distinct from the ovary,

top-shaped, or bell-shaped, of one piece, but having 5 or 4—8 segments, which
are imbricate in aestivation; remaining until the fruit falls. Stamens as

many as the segments ; inserted into the lower part of the calyx, oppositely

to the segments, and prominent beyond them : anthers opening lengthwise,

outwardly {Smith), inwardly (T". Nees ah Esenbeck). Ovary elliptic-

oblong, compressed, cloven at the summit, having two cells and a pendulous
ovule in each. Style very short, or there is not one. Stigmas 2, acuminate,

villous on the inner face. — Fruit a samara, and this compressed, more or

less round or oval, and having the wing-like part membranous, broad, and
present all round, except in a notch, whose base is the place of the attach-

ment of the stigmas. Seed : 1 in a samara, pendulous : in many instances,

it is not perfected. Embryo not attended by albumen, straight, its radicle

uppermost.— Species several : wild in Europe, North America, and India;

one or more in Asia, one in China. Trees : some of the species attaining

great size and age. 13ark rugged. Wood hard. Branches twiggy. Flowers

small. Leaves alternate, in 2 ranks, feather-veined ; in most, unequal at

the base, annual, serrate, and harsh to the touch. Stipules oblong,

deciduous. Leaves within the bud folded lengthwise, in 2 portions,

upright, with scales between leaf and leaf. {T. Nees ah Esenbeck, Gen.

PI. Fl. Germ. ; Smith, Engl. Flor. ; Duhy et Decand. Bot. Gallic. ; and
observations.)

Pla'ner^ Gmelin, Sexes polygamous, or each in a distinct flower; in each

case, upon the same plant.—Female and bisexual flowers. Calyx bell-shaped,

distinct from the ovary, membranous, green, of one piece, but having Sciliate

lobes. Stamens, in the bisexual flower, 4—5 less developed than those in the

male flower. Ovary top-shaped, villous. Stigmas 2, sessile, diverging, white,

pimpled. Fruit roundish, gibbous, pointed, dry, 2-celled, each cell contain-

ing 1 seed.— Male flower. Calyx as in the female and bisexual flowers.

Stamens 4—5, inserted near the centre of the bottom of the calyx, and

oppositely to its lobes. Anthers reaching a little beyond the lobes of the

calyx, borne outwardly to the filament, of 2 lobes that seem as 4, and 2 cells

that open sidewise and lengthwise.—In P. Gmelinithe fruits are in heads;

and in P. Richardz nearly solitary.— Species 2—? 3. Trees : natives of

Asia and North America. Leaves alternate and more or less ovate and
toothed ; feather-veined and annual ; and the flowers small, and not showy.

P. Richardi has stipules : which are straight, pointed, villous, and soon fall

off". This species has united by ingrafting with the elm. (Tiirpin and
MichatLv.)

CVltis Tonrn. Flowers borne upon the shoots of the year, axillary; either

solitary, or 2—3 together, each, in any case, upon a peduncle ; or from 2 to

many, in a raceme or panicle : in the kinds hardy in Britain, the flowers

are protruded just previously to the leaves to which they, or the fruits, are

afterwards axillary : bisexual, or, less commonly, by the imperfection of

the pistil, only male in effect ; both kinds upon one plant, and when they

occur in the same raceme, the latter are the lower. Calyx bell-shaped,

distinct from the ovary, 3—6-parted, the segments imbricate in aestivation.

Stamens 5—6, inserted into the base of the calyx, oppositely to its lobes,

and they are shorter than the lobes. Filaments at first incurved. Anthers

cordate-acuminate; the cells 2, opening at the sides. Ovary ovate, 1 -celled.

Stigmas 2, sessile, acuminate, long, spreading or recurved, downy or

glanded, simple or 2-parted. Fruit a drupe, subglobose. Ovule and seed,

each 1, and pendulous. Embryo sickle-shaped, its radicle uppermost : traces

of subgelatinous albumen are between the cotyledons.— Species 19 or more;

1 wild in Europe, the north of Africa, and Iberia; in the Levant; and 2 in

China; 4 in North America; some in the West Indies and South America;
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several in India. Some of them grow in i!ioist soil. Most of them are trees

with spreading iieads and slender branchlets. In some, the bark of the
branchlets and branches has white oblong spots scattered here and there.

Leaves alternate, in 2 ranks, ovate ant! |5ointed, unequal at the base, serrate;

rougii on the upper surface, apparently from the callous bases and remains

of bristles ; annual in the kinds hardy in Britain, and these have the primary
veins forming but a small angle with the midrib, and extending through a

considerable portion of the length of the disk of the leaf. Stipules lanceolate,

soon falling off. Leaves in the bud not folded, but plaited, with scales present

between leaf and leaf. Fleshy part of the fruit eatable, but small in quantity.

(T. Nees ab Eseiibeck, Gen. PL Fl. Germ.; Spreng. Syst. ; Wats. Dend.
Brit.; Smith in Rees'sCycl.; Duby et Dec. Bot. Gallic; and observations.)

Genus I.

t/'LMUS L. The Elm. Lin. Syst. Pentandria Dig>nia.

Identification Lin. Gen., 123. ; Lam. 111., t. 185. ; T. Nees ab Esenbeck Gen. PI. Fl. Germ., fasc 3
t. 3. ; Sm. Engl. Fl., 2. p. 1, 2. and 19. ; Lindl. Nat. Syst. of Bot., p. 179.

Synonymes. Orme, Fr. ; Ulm, or Riister, Gcr. ; Olino, Itnl.

Derivation. U'Xmxxi is suppo.sed to be derived from the Saxon word elm, or ultn ; a name which is

applied, with very slight alterations, to this tree, in all the dialects of the Celtic tongue. Ulm is

still one of the German names for the elm ; and the city of Ulm is said to derive its name from
the great number of elm trees that are growing near it. There are above forty places in England,
mentioned in the i)o<;«Md.ry-i?()o/.-, which take their names from that of the elm ; such as Barn
Elms, Nine Elms, &c.

Description, S^c. The elms are long-lived trees, with hard wood ; rugged, and
sometimes corky, bark; and zigzag, somewhat slender, branches. The leaves

are alternate, stalked, deciduous, in general serrated and harsh ; unequal at the
base, and bearing tufts of hairs at the axils of the primary veins. The flowers

are earlier than the leaves, tufted, copious, and dark red ; the capsules are pale,

chaffy, and light, serving as a wing to the seed, which is often imperfect. (See
Smith'' s Engl. Flora, ii. p. 19.) The roots of young plants, in some of the
species, are of leathery toughness, very strong, of considerable length and
suppleness. The commoner, and perhaps all, the kinds increase rapidly in

the number and the size of their roots and branches. U. campestris emits
suckers from the older roots, which are extended under the surface of the
soil; but this is not the case with L''. montana. All have strong upright-

growing trunks ; but these vary, in the several kinds, in their diameters and
length. The disposition of the branches relatively to the trunk, and to the
head which they constitute, also varies exceedingly ; and considerable dif-

ference of character prevails in the spray. For example, the tufted twigs

of U. campestris bear very little resemblance to the prominent wand-like
shoots which stand out thinly over the surface of the heads of young
trees of U. montana, and all its varieties, or allied species; though in old
trees the branches spread horizontally, and become drooping at their extre-
mities. The tufted shoots of U. campestris assume occasionally the character
of knots of entangled cord; and those tufts are called witch knots in some
places. The character of the fohage is nearly the same in all the kinds of
elm. That of U. campestris is very striking, from the smallness of the leaves,

their number, the depth of their green, and their somewhat rounded figure

:

they remain on, also, till very late in the year. In U. montana, U. m. glabra,

U. americana, and in some other kinds, the leaves are large, long, and some-
times pointed, with the marginal teeth more obvious, though, perhaps, only
from the size of the di^sk ; their green is lighter; and, in general, they fall

off much earlier, than those of ^7. campestris. The different kinds vary, also,

considerably in their time of leafing. The leaves of all the sorts have the base
unc(}ual, the margins doubly dentated, and are feather-nerved. The flowers

are always protruded before the leaves, and are disposed in small groups,
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which give a knotted character to the leafless branches, before they are fully

developed ; but which afterwards, from their colour, and their being supported

on peduncles, look like little tufts of red fringe. The seeds of the elm, also,

differ in the dift'erent kinds. " The inner bark of the elm is slightly bitter

and astringent ; but it does not appear to possess any important quality. The
substance which exudes spontaneously from it is called ulmine." (hindley'sNat.

Syst. of Bot., p. 179.) Small bladders which possess considerable vulnerary pro-

perties are found on the leaves of elms, particularly in warm countries. The
elm is a native of Europe and North America, and part of Asia and Africa,

extending as far south as the coast of Barbary, and as far north as Russia.

The elm has been a well known tree since the time of the Romans ; and,

of all the European trees, it is that which is the most generally cultivated,

and most commonly applied to agricultural purposes. The reasons for

this preference, no doubt, are, that its culture is extremely easy ; its growth
rapid; and that it will thrive in almost any soil or situation. It may also

be transplanted, with comparative safety, at almost any age j and the timber

will remain uninjured for a greater length of time than any other, when
exposed to moisture. To counterbalance these advantages, the timber is

very apt to shrink and warp, unless it be constantly moist, or the wood be
kept for several years, after it is cut, before it is used. The tree, while in a

living state, is also very often attacked by insects; and the timber is liable to

become worm-eaten. Trees grown on a dry soil, and singly, make the best

timber ; but they are neither so large nor so long-lived as those grown in a

moister soil, which form what is called in France le bois gras. Notwith-
standing this, the elm will not thrive in very moist soil, as it is by no means
an aquatic tree, like the alder. The wood of elms that have been frequently

pruned becomes knotted; and this wood, when polished, is very ornamental.

To obtain it, the trees in France are sometimes kept lopped, and headed down
every three or four years. The variety called the twisted elm (orme tor-

tillard) is also much esteemed for its wood ; as are the monstrosities, or knobs,

found occasionally on all the species of elm ; and which, when cut into thin

slices, and polished, are kept by cabinet-makers for the purpose of veneering.

The elm is remarkable for the aptitude of the different species to vary from
seed ; so much so that it is extremely difficult to say in this genus which are

species and which are varieties; or even to what species the varieties belong.

Tons it appears, that there are only two sorts which are truly distinct

;

viz. U. campestris and U. montana. U. americana, we are assured by Mr.
Masters of Canterbury, who has paid great attention to the genus, and raised

many sorts, both from American and European seeds, is identical, or apparently

so, with what is called the Huntingdon elm ; a variety raised at Huntingdon,
between 80 and 90 years ago, from seeds gathered from trees in that neigh-

bourhood. U. glabra and U. major seem intermediate between U. campes-
tris and U. montana. U. effusa appears very distinct ; but is probably only
a variety of U. campestris. Of all the numerous varieties which may be
procured in British nurseries, the best kinds for cultivation for their timber
appear to be, the Huntingdon elm (^U. m. glabra vegeta), and the wych elm

( IJ. montana) ; and for ornament, the weeping elm ( U. montana pendula),

the subevergreen elm ( U. campestris virens), and the twiggy elm ( U. cam-
pestris viminalis). The sucker-bearing elms are chiefly the varieties of U.
campestris, and these seldom produce seeds; but U. montana, and U. m.
glabra, and their varieties, which never throw up suckers, produce seeds in the
greatest abundance every year. U. campestris does indeed produce seeds

occasionally, though rarely, in England; and the U. c. viminalis is a British

seedling. In France, U. campestris ripens seeds much more freely, and these

have given rise to many varieties.

J 1. t/. campe'stris i. ^he Englishy ?ie\d, or common small-IeavedyVAm.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 327. ; Willd. Sp. PI., p. 1324.; Host Fl. Austr., 1. p. 330. ; Sm. Engl.
Fl., 2. p. 20. ; Lindl. Synops., p. 226. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 141. ; Mackay Fl. Hibernica, pt. 1. p. 240.
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Synonyvies. f/'lmus Aiin'ia. Pliny Nat. Hist., lib. 16. cap. 17., and lib. 17. cap. 11., Cam. Epit. 70
Cr., No. 1586. h. Hall. Hist., 2. 269. ; U. minor, folio angusto scabro, Ger. Emac, 1480 f.',

Raii Syji., 469.
Engravings. Engl. Bot., t. 1886. ; N. Du Ham., 2. t. 42. ; Dod. Pempt., 837. f. ; Ger. Emac 1480 •

Hayne, t. 27. ; Michx. Nortli Amer. Sylva, iii. t. 129. f. 1. ; and tlie plates in our last Volume. '

SiJec. Char., Sfc. Leaves doubly serrated, rough. Flowers nearly sessile, 4-
deft. Samara oblong, deeply cloven, glabrous. (Smith E/ig. Flora.) A
tree from 60 ft. to 80 ft. in height ; flowering in March and April, and
ripening its seeds in May.

Varieties. These are very numerous, both in Britain and on the Continent ; and
most of thera have been selected by nurserymen from their seed-beds. Any
one, Baudrillart remarks, who has ever observed a bed of seedling elms, must
have noticed that some have large leaves, and some small ones ; some are
early, and some late; some have smooth bark, and some rough bark; and
some soft leaves, and others very rough ones. Some varieties are higher than
others; the branches take now a vertical, and again a horizontal, direction.
In short, while botanists describe, and cultivators sow, they will find that na-
ture sports with their labours, and seems to delight in setting at fault alike the
science of the one, and the hopes of the other. This is always the case with
plants that have been long submitted to the cultivation of man. The cares
that are bestowed upon them, the different situations in which they are placed,
and the different kinds of treatment which they receive, appear to chano-e
their native habits. (See Diet, des Eaux et Forets, ii. p. 460.) The quan-
tity of the timber of the several varieties differs as much as the size of the
leaves and the habit of growth. In some varieties, such as U. c. vimi-
nalis, it is of no value, from the slenderness of the trunk ; in others, the tree
is subject to decay at the joints of the branches, the bark to split into long
thin strips, and the interior of the trunk to rot. The most valuable varieties
for cultivation as timber trees are, U. c. stricta, U. c. acutifolia, U. c. alba, and
U. c. latifolia. We shall first give the names of the principal varieties of the
common English elm which are to be found in British nurseries ; and,
next, the names of those which are said to be cultivated in France. We might
have doubled the number of these varieties; and we should have felt justi-

fied in including among them U. suberosa, and perhaps some other kinds
which we have treated as species ; for there is, in truth, no certainty as
to what are species and what varieties in elms.

A. Timber Trees.

5' U. e. 1 vulgaris, U. campestris Hort. Bur.—Ver}' twiggy; pale smooth bark

;

of irregular growth in some plants, with almost horizontal branches,
where no others are near to force the shoots upwards. In some
soils, it is very subject to decay at the joints. The bark is leaden-
coloured while young, splitting into long thin strips with age. A
bad variety to cultivate for timber.

5^ U. c. 2 latifolia Hort. has broader leaves than the species, and ex-
pands them very early in spring. There is a tree of this variety in

the London Horticultural Society's Garden, which, in 1824, after

being 10 years planted, was 17 ft. high.

1^ U. c. 3 alba Masters.— Of upright growth. The old bark cracks in

irregular long pieces, and becomes very pale with age. Shoots with
the bark tinged with red, and the footstalks of the leaves quite red.

Leaves shining, and doubly and deeply serrated, bearing a very near
resemblance to those of U. effusa. A valuable timber tree.

It \].'c. 4 acutifolia Masters.— Growth, during its early stages, very like the
last, but stronger. The leaves, in old specimens, more tapering, and
the branches more pendulous. The young leaves do not justify its

name. Bark like the last. This appears very common in some
parts of Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk. Also a good timber tree.

5^ U. c. 3 striata Hort. Dur. Red English Elm.— One of the most valu-
able timber trees of the small-leaved kinds. Growth vcr\' rigid.

4 X
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The timber is excellent ; and the tree forms poles of equal diameter

throughout. Thei'e are fine specimens of this tree in Minster,

Thanet, and at Ickham, near Canterbury. In Mr. May's park, at

Heme, where there are several kinds of elms, all of which thrive

remarkably well, one recently cut down showed this day (Nov.

14. 1836) indications of upwards of 100 years' growth. A portion

of the trunk girts 15 ft. for 16 ft. in length. The remaining part of

the tree has been appropriated. There is a tree in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, marked U. c riibra, which, judging from the spe-

cimens sent to us by Mr. Masters, appears to be identical with this

variety. It is a splendid tree, and, in 1834-, had attained the height

of 32 ft., with a trunk 7 in. in diameter, after being 10 years planted.

3t U c. 6 inrens Hort. Dur., or Kidbrook Elm, is almost evergreen in a

mild winter; and, as such, is the most ornamental tree of the genus.

It nuist not, however, be depended upon as a timber tree, because,

in some autumns, the frost kills the shoots. The bark is red, and the

tree of spreading habit. This, like the last-mentioned kind, grows

well upon chalk. Notwithstanding its name of Kidbrook elm, a

place in Sussex, it is a Cornish variety. There is a fine tree in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, named there U. montana nodosa,

which fully answers to the above description of Mr. Masters.

S U. c, 7 cornubiensis Hort. ; U. stricta Lindl. Si/noj).,p, 221.,Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836; the Cornish Elm ; is an upright-branched tree, with small,

• strongly veined, coriaceous leaves. " Branches bright brown, smooth,

rigid, erect, and very compact." {Lindl.) This variety, in the climate

of London, is a week or fortnight later in coming into leaf than the

conmion elm. It attains a very great height, and has a somewhat
narrower head than the species. There are very large specimens

of it at Bagshot Park, 70 years planted, which are 70 ft. high; the

diameter of the trunk 3ft., and of the head 40 ft. In Worcestershire,

at Croome, the tree, 50 years planted, is 70 ft. high ; the diameter of

the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 15 ft. There are young trees in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, one of which, in 1834, after being

10 years planted, was 15 ft. high ; and several at Messrs. Loddiges's.

Dr. Lindley mentions a subvariety of this sort, with much smaller

leaves ; which he has named U. s. 2 parvifolia, and which is the U.

s. 2 microphjlla of Lodd. Cat., 1836. There are two other sub-

varieties mentioned in Lodd, Cat., under the names of U. s. aspera,

and U. s. crispa.

^ \5. c.Ssarnicnsis ; C7. sarniensisiorfrf. Co^., 1836; the Jersey Elm ; is a

free-growing variety, differing very little from the species. There are

trees of this kind 20 ft. high in the Horticultural Society's Garden.

"i V.c.Q fortuosa; U. tortuosn Lodd. Cat., 1836; ? Orme tortillard, Fr.

The twided Elm. — For an account of the uses of this tree, see the

list of French varieties, p. 1379. There is a plant in the London
Horticultural Society's Garden, 6 ft. high.

B. Ornamental, or curions, Trees.

t U. c. \Of('iliis variegdiis liodd. Cat., ed. 1836.— This variety,which may
be called the silver-leaved elm, has the leaves striped with white,

and, in spring, is very ornamental.

5t U. c. 11 hetulcefdlia, U. Aetulaefolia Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, has leaves

somewhat resembhng those of the common birch.

* U. c. 12 viminulis; U. viminalis Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; and the plate in our

last Volume ; has small leaves, and numerous slender twig-like

branches. It is a very distinct and elegant variety ; and easily recog-

nised, either in summer or winter. In some stages of its foliage, this

sort is frequently mistaken for a variety of birch. It is (juite useless

for timber, but makes an ornamental tree, with a character of its
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own. It was raised in 1817, by Mr. Masters. The stems are

erect ; and it does not appear likely to exceed 30 ft. in height. It

produces an abundance of twigs, and these are in great part |)endu-

lous, whence its name. There is a fine tree of this variety in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, which, in 1834, when we had a

drawing taken of it, was 30 ft. high.
"* U. c. 13 parfifolia ; U. parvifolia Juc. PL Rar. Hort. Scha'iibr., iii. p. 261.

t. 262., Pair. Encycl. Siippl., iv.p. 189., Rcem. et Schulf. Si/st. Veg.,

vi. p. 302., Wi/ld. Enum. Hort. BeruL, i. p. 295., Wi/Id. Baiimz.,lp.
521.; U.nncrophyWa Pers.; Z7. pumila var. ;8 (transbaicalensis) Pal/.

Boss.,!, p. 76. t.48.; U. pumila Willd. Sp. Pl.,\. p. \32G., Ait. Hart.

Kew., Gviel. Sib., iii. p. 105. No. 82., Poiret Enri/c.Mcth., iv, p. 612.

Rwm. ct Sclnilt. St/st. Vcg., vi. p. 202. ; U. p.

foliis parvis, &c., Pliik Aim., p. 293.; tl.

humilis Eimm. Stirp. Ruth., p. 180. No. 260.;

and our fig. 1230.— A tree, according to

Pallas, who mentions several varieties of it,

very common in all the woods of the south
of Russia, and varying in height from that

of a middle-sized tree to that of a diminu-

tive shrub, according to the soil and climate

in which it grows. It is very plentiful about
Caucasus ; through Siberia, it gradually be-

comes more scarce ; but it occurs again about
the Lake Baikal, where the inhabitants use

the leaves as a substitute for tea. It has

been treated by most botanists as a species
;

but it is not nearly so distinct from U. cam-
pestris as U. c. viminalis, which we know
to have been raised, by Mr. Masters, from 12.30

seeds of the connnon English elm. The wood of this variety, ac-

cording to Pallas, when it assumes a tree-like form, is very hard and
tough ; and it is veined with transverse lines. Tlie root is also

beautifully variegated, and used by the turner and cabinet-maker.

One of the subvarieties mentioned by Pallas has the bark somewhat
fungous or corky; another has the branches slender, wand-like, and
of a whitish grey. In mountain rocks, the branches are short and
thick ; but, in sandy soils, the trees are small, and the shoots slender.

2 U. c. lijjlan/JdliayU. planifolia //o;-/., and the plate of this tree in our last

Volume, is a handsome small tree, closely resembling the preceding

variety.

Y U. c. 15 chinemis ; U. chinensis Pers.,i. p. 291. No. 9., Ra-m.et Schult.

Syst. Veg.,\\. p. 303.; The de I'Abbe Gallois, Orme nain, Fr.; and
our^g. 1231.; is a low bush, introduced from China, ^Qr>^

but when is uncertain. Notwithstanding the circum-

stance of its being kept in green-houses in some cases,

and retaining its leaves there through the winter, we
cannot consider it as anything else than a variety of

U. campestris. We are confirmed in this opinion by

Mr. Main, who brought home some plants of this sort

from China, and found them stand the rigour of our

winters in the garden of his friend, the Rev. Mr.
Norris of Grove Street, Hackney. (See Gard. Mag.,
vol. ii. p. 139.) We believe it to be the same sort

which is sometimes imported from China, in the form

of a miniature old tree, planted in a China vase.

While retained in these vases, and sparingly supplied

with nourishment, it maintains its stunted figure ; but,

planted out in the free soil, in a favourable situation, in a year oi two
4x2
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it will make shoots 5 ft. or 6 ft. long, as may be seen in the garden of

the London Horticultural Society. The manner in which the Chinese

procure these miniature trees is, by ringing the extremities of the

branches of old trees, and then applying a ball of loam, kept moist

by water and moss, till roots are thrown out from the callosity

formed at the ring ; when the small branch is cut off, and planted

in a porcelain pot, either, says Mi\ Main, "round, or, most commonly,

an elongated square, 12 in. or 14 in. long, Sin. wide, and about Sin.

in depth. Along with the tree they place pieces of stone, to re-

present rocks, among which moss and lichens are introduced. The

tree, thus planted, is not allowed to rise higher than about 1 ft. or

15 in.; no greater supply of water is given than is just sufficient to

keep it alive ; and, as the pot soon acts as a prison, its growth is

necessarily impeded : at the same time, every means are used to check

its enlargement. The points of the shoots, and the half of every

new leaf, are constantly and carefully cut off; the stem and branches,

which are allowed to extend only a certain length, are bound and

fantastically distorted, by means of wire; the bark is lacerated to

produce protuberances, asperities, and cracks ; one branch is partly

broken through, and allowed to hang down, as if by accident ; another

is mutilated to represent a dead stump : in short, every exertion of

the plant is checked by some studied violence or other. This treat-

ment produces, in course of time, a perfect forest tree in miniature.

Stunted and deformed by the above means, it certainly becomes a

curious object, bearing all the marks of extreme old age. Its

writhed and knotty stem, weather-stained and scabrous bark ; its

distorted and partly dead branches ; its diminutive shoots and

leaves ; all give it the aspect of antiquity. Various kinds of trees

are chosen for this purpose ; but the two most commonly met with

are thef/'lmus (campestris)parvif61ia sinensis, and a species of -Ficus,

very much like i*". indica." {Gard. Mag., \o\.u. p. 139.) Grafted

standard high on the common English elm, the Chinese elm would

form a very handsome small tree. The French name, The de VAbbe

Gallois, arises from that gentleman, in the reign of Louis XV., having

imported this plant from China, supposing it to be the real tea tree.

For a very full account of the Chinese mode of dwarfing trees,

see Hort Trans., iv. p. 231.
5f U. c. 16 cuculldta Hort. has the leaves curiously curved, something like

a hood. There is a tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden.
2 U. c. 17 concaviefolia Hort. resembles the preceding kind. There is a

tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden.
2 U. c. 18 foliis aiireis Hort. has the leaves variegated with yellow,

Olher Varieties. In Messrs. Loddiges's Catalogue, ed. 1836, U. c. nana,

U. c. foliis maciddtis,\J . diibia,\]. viscosa, and some others, which are indicated

as belonging to this species, are mentioned ; but, with the exception of U.
viscosa, of which there is a tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden,

which, in 1834, after being 10 years planted, was 20 ft. high, we can say very

little of them, on account of the small size of the plants.

French Varieties. The following sorts are enunierated in tlie Nouvcau Cours d'Agriculture, and
ill tiie Dictionnaire ties Eaux et Forits j and, though we have not been able to identity all of them
with the English kinds, and think it very probable that some of them do not belong to U. cam-
pestris, yet we have thought it right to place the names before our readers ; in order that collectors

of these interesting trees may endeavour to procure them, with a view to adding to the varieties

nnw in cultivation.
I.'Orme « Feuilles targes el rutlcs, the rough broad-leaved Elm.
L'Ornie Tcll,l'Ormc, TiUcul, I'Orme de Hullande ; the British, or Lime Tree, Elm.— The

leaves are not so rough as those of some of the other varieties.

L'07-mille, POrme niiin, the dwarf Elm, with small, narrow, rough leaves.

L'Orme a Feuilles lisses et glahres, the shining smooth-leaved Elm, has the leaves of a

blackish green, leathery, and unequally divided by the midrib.

Le petit Orme a Feuil/es pnuachees de blaiic.

L'Orme h Feuilles lisses pannchees de blane, the shining silvery-leaved Elin.

Le petit Otmca Feuilles panackecs dcjaunc, the dwarf golden.leavcd Elm.
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L'Orme H petites Feuillcs, I'Orme mute, I'Orme pyramuUil, tlie sinall-leaved Elm, which
always grows erect, with the branches close to the trunk.

L'Orme d tres-grandes Fcuilles, VOrme femellc, I'Orme de Trianon, the large-leaved Elm,
the branches of which spread horizontally. This elm, says Du Hamel, branches much,
and furnishes kneed timber, which is very useful to the wheelwright. Its wood, how-
ever, is not so strong as that of the twisted elm.

L'Orme de Hollande a grandes Feuilles panacMes, the variegated Dutch Elm, has broad
variegated leaves.

L'Orme tortillard, 'i U. tortiitisa Lodd. Cat. (see p. 1376.), the twisted Elm.—This is a very dis.

tinct variety; and it is one which very frequently comes true from seed. Its leaves

are of a very deep green, and about the middle size ; its trunk is marked with alternate

knots and hollows; and the fibres of its wood are all twisted and interlaced together.

This kind of elm presents a very singular appearance when it becomes old, as a number
of knots, or bosses, appear to surround its trunk. It produces but few seeds, and some
years none at all. Its seeds are, also, much smaller than those of the common elm. It is

the best of all the varieties for the use of wheelwrights ; and particularly for the spokes
of wheels. This elm is verv much cultivated in France, at Varennes, in the nurseries

near Meaux, and at Amiens. On the road from Meaux to Paris, there is a great

number of these trees. Michaux mentions the twisted elm in his North Amcricgn
Sylva, 3. p. 96., and strongly recommends it to both English and American planters.

Bescription, ^-c. The common English elm is, perhaps, more frequently to

be found in the parks and pleasure-grounds of the English nobility and gentry,

than any other tree, except the oak. It is of a tall upright habit of growth,

with a straight trunk, 4-ft. or 5 ft. in diameter when fully grownj and attaining

the height of 60 ft. or 70 ft. or upwards. It has rather slender branches,

which are densely clothed with small deep green leaves, somewhat shining on
the upper surface, though rough to the touch. These leaves are broad in the

middle, and contracted towards each end ; being, like those of all the other

species of elms, unequal at the base, and doubly dentated ; and having a

strongly marked midrib, with other equally prominent lateral ribs proceeding

from it on each side. The colour of the flowers, which appear before the

leaves, varies from a dark red to a dull purple. According to Evelyn, the

common elm will jjroduce a load of timber in about 40 years : it does not,

however, cease growing, if planted in a favourable situation, neither too dry

nor too moist, till it is 100 or 150 years old ; and it will live several centuries.

Young trees, in the climate of London, will attain the height of 25 ft. or

30 ft. in ten years, of which there are living proofs in the London Horti-

cultural Society's Garden. According to Dr. Walker {Nat. Hist., p. 72.), the

English elm, when planted beside the Scotch elm, grows much faster, and

produces a greater quantity of timber in the same space of time ; though that

timber is inferior in colour, hardness, and durability.

Geography. The small-leaved elm is a native of the middle and south of

Europe, the west of Asia, and Barbary. In France and Spain, it is found in

great abundance ; and many botanists consider it a native of England. If not

truly indigenous, it appears to have been introduced at a very early period,

probably by the Romans, and to have been propagated by art ; for, as Pliny

observes, it seldom bears seeds to any considerable extent. According to

Sir J. E. Smith, it is found wild in woods and hedges in the southern parts

of England, particularly in the New Forest, Hampshire, and in Sussex and

Norfolk. (See Eng. Fl., ii. p. 20.)

History. The common fiekl elm was known to the ancient Greeks, as it

appears evident from Pliny mentioning that the Greeks had two distinct kinds,

one inhabiting the mountains, and the other the plains. The Romans, Pliny

adds, had four kinds; the mountain, or tall, elm ( C/'lmus Jtfnia, our U.

campestris) ; the Gaulic elm ; the elm of Italy, which had its leaves in tufts ; and

the wild elm. The elm was scarcely known, as an ornamental tree, in France,

till the time of Francis I. ; and it appears to have been first planted there to

adorn public walks, about 1540. (See Diet, des Eaux et Forets, ii. p. 453.) It

was afterwards planted largely, particularly in churchyards, by Sully, in the

reign of Henry IV. ; and, by d'^esire of that king, who, according to Evelyn,

expressed a wish to have all the highways in France planted with it, it soon

became the tree most generally used for promenades and hedgerows. Many
old trees existed at the period of the first French revolution, which were

called Sully or Rosni, and Henri Quatre ; names that had been given to them

apparently to commemorate their illustrious planters. Bosc states that he
4x 3
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himself had seen some of these elms in Burgundy, with trunks from 4 ft. to

5 ft. in diameter, which, though hollow, yet supported heads capable of shel-

tering some thousands of men. In England, the elm has been planted from

time immemorial ; and, probably, from the era of the possession of the island

by the Romans ; though Dr. Walker supposes it to have been brought over at

the time of the Crusades. The oldest trees on record are, perhaps, those of

Mongewell, in Oxfordshire, which were celebrated in the time of Leland, in the

reign of Queen Elizabeth. There may, however, be much older trees ; for the

elm, being a tree of less national importance than the oak, has never possessed

the same attractions for antiquaries. In Scotland, the English elm was hardly

known before the union of the two kingdoms. Dr. Walker mentions it, in

] 780, as being found nowhere in that country of a large size; but, as already

mentioned, promising to aflbrd a much greater quantity of wood than the

Scotch elm in the same space of time. He particularises a tree planted in

1771, which, in 1799, was 35 ft. high. In Ireland, the narrow-leaved elm is

said, in Mackay's F/ora Hibeniica to be abundant, but scarcely indigenous

;

and no instances are given of large trees. In the middle and southern states

of Germany, it attains a considerable size, as will be seen by our statistics

of this tree in foreign countries.

Proj}erties and Uses. The wood of the elm loses a great deal in drying

:

weighing, when green, nearly 70 lb. the cubic foot; and, when dry, not more
than ISi lb. The wood is of a brownish colour, and is hard and fine-grained.

It possesses greater lateral adhesion, and less longitudinal toughness, than that

of U. montana, and, consequentl}', does not crack so much as that sort in

drying. In ship-building it is valuable for forming the blocks and dead eyes,

and other wooden furniture of rigging, being particularly suitable for tliese

purposes, from its hard and adhesive nature, and indisposition to crack

or split when exposed to sun or weather. (See Matthews on Naval Thuber,

&c., p. 57.) The great use of the English elm, however, in ship-building, is

for keels. The Norfolk elm is said by Sir J. E. Smith to make the best

timber, and to sell for double the price of any other. It is rather remarkable,

that Marshall seems of a diametrically opposite opinion ; since he says that there

is not a single good elm in that county. Sir J. E. Smith adds that, in Norfolk,

the elm is generally used for the naves of wheels ; and in many parts of
England, and particularly about London, it is also employed for coffins. (See
Eng. FL, ii. p. 20.) The knobs which grow upon old trees are divided into thin

plates by cabinet-makers, particularly in France and Germany; and, when
polished, they exhibit very curious and beautiful arrangements of the fibre,

which render this wood extremely ornamental for furniture. A mode is

mentioned in the Museum Rusticum (vols. i. and ii.) of preparing the wood of
the trunk of the elm for cabinet-makers, and giving it the colour of mahogany.
This consists in sawing the wood into thin planks, and then boiling it for an
hour or more, till all the sap is extracted. The planks are afterwards wiped
dry with coarse cloths, and laid in piles, alternately with layers of deal laths,

placed across the boards at regular distances ; about ten or twelve boards are

thus placed one above the other, and a heavy weight put on the last. In this

way, the boards dry without warping, and are afterwards washed with aqua
fortis, when they are ready for the dye. This consists oftwo drachms of pow-
dered dragon's blood, one drachm of powdered alkanet root, and half a drachm
of aloes. These ingredients are steeped in half a pint of spirits of wine, and the

tincture is applied with a sponge, being repeated two or three times, according
to the depth of colour required. Elm timber is remarkably durable in water

;

and it is particularly adapted for piles, pumps, water-pipes, or any other similar

purposes. It is generally employed for making the keels of large ships ; and,
for this purpose, it often sells for a higher price than is obtained for any
other kind of timber in the place where it grows. It has been used from
time immemorial for water-pipes, or troughs, for conveying the water of the
salt springs to the large boxes, or pans, where the watery particles are eva-

porated by the heat of the sun or by fire, and the salt deposited ; and, as it
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is well known that our Saxon ancestors called all the places whore there

were salt springs wich or wych (such as Droitwich, Nantwich, &c.), hence,

probably, originated tiie name of wych elm, which was originally applietl to

all the British kinds, as well as to U. niontana. (See Hunter's Evehjii, i. p. 11 4.)

As fuel, the wood of the elm is to that of the beech as 12j9 to 1540; and, as

charcoal, as 1407 is to 1600. (Harfig.) The ashes of the elm are rich in

alkaline salts ; and among the ashes of 73 sorts of trees, the properties of

which have been tried, it occupies the tenth place. ( JVeriieck), The leaves

and young shoots were used by the Romans to feed cattle, and they are still

so employed in many parts of France. They have in some places been given

to silkworms ; and, in both France and Norway, they are boiled to serve as

food for pigs. In Russia, the leaves of U. c. parvifolia are used for tea. The
bark, is used, in some places, as an astringent medicine ; and-the inner bark, like

that of the lime, for making bast mats and ropes. It is said that both the leaves

and bark contain a considerable proportion of glue. Young deer are very fond

of this bark ; and in Norway they kiln-dry it, and grind it with corn to make
flour for bread. The elm was planted by the Romans for the purpose of

supporting the vine ; and it is still so employed, along with the Lombardy
poplar, in the south of Italy. Coliunella informs us that vineyards, with elm

trees as props, were named arbusta, the vines themselves being called arbus-

tivae vites, to distinguish them from others raised in more confined situations.

Once in two years, the elms were carefully pruned, to prevent their leaves

from overshadowing the grapes ; and this operation being deemed of great

importance, Corydon is reproached by Virgil, for the double neglect of suf-

fering both his eims and vines to remain unpruned.

" Semiputata tibi frondosa vitis in ulmo est"

Your vine half-pruned upon the leafy elm.

As a picturesque tree, " the elm," Gilpin observes, " has not so distinct a

character as either the oak or the ash. It partakes so much of the oak, that,

when it is rough and old, it may easily, at a little distance, be mistaken for

one; though the oak (I mean such an oak as is strongly marked with its

peculiar character) can never be mistaken for the elm. This is certainly a
defect in the elm ; for strong characters are a great source of picturesque

beauty. This defect, however, appears chiefly in the skeleton of the elm :

in full foliage, its character is more marked. No tree is better adapted to

receive grand masses of light. In this respect it is superior both to the oak

and the ash. Nor is its foliage, shadowing as it is, of the heavy kind. Its

leaves are small; and this gives it a natural lightness: it commonly hangs

loosely, and is, in general, very picturesque. The elm naturally grows upright,

and, when it meets with a soil' it loves, rises higher than the generality of trees
;

and, after it has assumed the dignity and hoary roughness of age, kw of its

forest brethren (though, properly s[)eaking, it is not a forester) excel it in gran-

deur and beauty. The elm is the first tree that salutes the early spring with its

light and cheerful green; a tint whidi contrasts agreeably with the oak,

whose early leaf has generally more of the olive cast. We see them some-
times in fine harmony together, about the end of April and the beginning of

May. We often, also, see the elm planted with the Scotch pine. In the spring,

its light green is very discordant with the gloomy hue of its companion ; but,

as the year advances, the elm leaf takes a darker tint, and unites in harmony
with the pine. In autumn, also, the yellow leaf of the elm mixes as kindly with

the orange of the beech, the ochre of the oak, and many of the other fading

hues of the wood." {GHpin's Forest Scenery, vol. i. p. 43.) " The elm throws

out a beautiful bloom, in the form of a spicated ball, about the bigness of a

nutmeg, of a dark crimson colour. This bloom sometimes ajjpears in such

profusion as to thicken and enrich the spray exceedingly, even to the fulness

almost of fohage." (Ibid., p. 114.) " The branch of the elm has neither the

strength nor the various abrupt twisti<igs of the oak ; nor does it shoot so

much in horizontal directions. Such, also, is the sprav. (fig. 1232.) It has a

4x4
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more regular appearance, not Start- ^ 1232
ing off at right angles, but forming
its siioots more acutel}' with the

parent branch; neither does the

spray of the elm shoot, like the

ash (fig. 1046, in p. 1222.), in re-

gular pairs from the same knot,

but in a kind of alternacy. It has

generally, at first, a flat appearance

;

but, as one year's shoot is added to

another, it has not strength to support itself; and, as the tree grows old,
it often becomes pendent also, like the ash : whereas the toughness and
strength of the oak enable it to stretch out its branches horizontally to the
very last twig." {Ihid., p. 113.) As an ornamental tree, it is used, both in
Britain and on the Continent, more especially in France and Holland, for
planting in avenues, particularly in public walks. For this purpose it is well
adapted, from the comparative rapidity of its growth in any soil, the straight-

ness of its trunk, the facility with which it bears lopping, the denseness of
its foliage, its hardiness, and its longevity. It has also the great advantage
of requiring very little pruning, or care of any kind, after it has once been
planted. There are many fine avenues of elms in France, particularly those in

the Champs Elysees and at Versailles ; and in Holland, at the Hague. In
England, the principal public elm avenues are in St. James's Park, and at
Oxford and Cambridge ; but there are also some very fine ones at gentle-
men's seats, especially at White Knights, Littlecote Hall, and Strathf^.eldsaye.

Poetical and historical Allusions. The ancient poets frequently mention this

tree, which, in common with many other barren trees, was devoted by them
to the infernal gods. The Greeks and Romans considered all the trees" which
produced no fruit fit for human use as funereal trees. Homer alludes to this

when he tells us, in the Iliad, that Achilles raised a monument to the father of
Andromache in the midst of a grove of elms.

" Jove's sylvan daughters bade their elms bestow
A barren shade, and in his honour grow."

Ovid tells us that, when Orpheus returned to earth after his descent into
the infernal regions, his lamentations for the loss of Eurydice were so pathetic,
that the earth opened, and the elm and other trees sprang up to give him
shade. Virgil, in his Georgics, mentions that the Roman husbandmen bent the
young elms, while growing, into the proper shape for the buris, or plough-
tail. (See Georg. i. ver. 170.) The use, however, which the Romans made of
the elm, as a prop to the vine, has given rise to the most numerous allusions
to the tree by poets, not only ancient, but modern. Ovid makes Vertuinnus
allude to it, when he is recommending matrimony to Pomona.

" ' If that fair elm,' he cried, ' alone should stand,
No grapes would glow with gold, and tempt the hand

;

Or if that vine without her elm should grow,
'Twould creep, a poor neglected shrub, below.' "

Miltoujin describing the occupations ofAdam and Eve in Paradise, says,

—

" They led the vine
To,wed her elm : she, spoused, about him twines
Her marriageable arms ; and with her brings
Her dower, the adopted clusters, to adorn
His barren leaves."

Tasso has also alluded to this custom, in the beautiful lines beginning,
" Come olmo, a cui la pampinosa pianta," in the 20th canto of ia Gerusalemme
Liberata.

In the early ages of Christianity, the hunters were accustomed to hang the
skins of the wolves they had killed in the chase on the elms in the church-
yards, as a kind of trophy.

Soil and Situation. " Narrow-leaved EngHsh elms," says Mitchell, "abhor
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clays, and all moist soils. I saw a line ofthem at Bcaulieu Abl)ey,in Hampshire,
30ft. or 60ft. high, not more than 4 ft. or 5ft. in circumference; all hollow,

from the root to the top, as if they had been bored for water pipes. They grew
on a sandy, marly, wet, heathy soil." (Dendrologia, p. 36.) " The propriety

of planting the elm," Marshall observes, " depends entirely upon the soil : it

is the height of folly to plant it upon light sandy soil. There is not, generally

speaking, a good elm in the whole county of Norfolk : by the time they arrive

at the size of a man's v/aist, they begin to decay at the heart; and, if not taken

at the critical time, they presently become useless as timber. This is the case

in all light soils : it is in stifl" strong land which the elm delights. It is observ-

able, however, that here it grows comparatively slow. In light land, especially

if it be rich, its growth is very rapid ; but its wood is light, porous, and of little

value, compared with that grown upon strong land, which is of a closer stronger

texture, and at the heart will have the colour, and almost the hardness and
heaviness, of iron. On such soils the elm becomes profitable, and is one of
the four cardinal trees, which ought, above all others, to engage the planter's

attention ; it will bear a very wet situation." (^Planting and Rtiral Ornament, ii.

p. 431.)
Pro'pagation and Culture. The common elm produces abundance of suckers

from the roots, both near and at a great distance from the stem ; and through-

out Europe these afford the most ready mode of propagation, and that which
appears to have been most generally adopted till the establishment of regu-

lar commercial nurseries; the suckers being procured from the roots of grown
up trees, in hedgerows, parks, or plantations. In Britain, the present mode
of propagation is by layers from stools, or by grafting on the U. montiina.

The layers are made in autumn^ or in the course of the winter, and are rooted,

or fit to be taken off, in a year. Grafting is generally performed in the whip
or splice manner, close to the root, in the spring ; and the plants make shoots

of 3 ft. or 4 ft. in length the same year. Budding is sometimes performed, but

less frequently. On the Continent, plants are very often procured from

stools, simply by heaping up earth about the shoots which proceed from them.

These shoots root into the earth; and, after growing three or four years, during

which time they attain the height of 10 ft. or 13 ft., they are slipped off; and
either planted where they are finally to remain, or in nursery lines. When
they are transplanted to their final situation, the side shoots are cut off; and
the main stem is headed down to the height of 8 ft. or 10 ft.; so that newly
planted trees appear nothing more than naked truncheons. The first year, a

great many shoots are produced from the upper extremity of each truncheon;

and in the autumn of that year, or in the second spring, these shoots are all

cut off but one, which soon forms an erect stem, and as regular a headed tree

as if no decapitation had previously taken place. (See Gurd. Mag., vol. ii.

p. 226. and p. 461.; and Annales de la Soc. d'Hort. de Paris, t. xviii. p. 360.)

This corresponds with Evelyn's recommendation to plant trees about the

"scantling of your leg, and to trim off their heads at 3 ft. or 6 ft. in height."

Cato recommends 3 or 6 fingers in thickness; adding that yon can hardly plant

an elm too big, provided you trim the roots, and cut off the head. All the

avenues and rows of elm trees in Europe were planted in this manner pre-

viously to about the middle of the eighteenth century ; and, according to

Poiteau {Ann., 1. c), the same practice is still the most general in France.

The late Professor Thouin, in his Cours de Culture (torn. ii. p. 231.), argued

against it, and had some avenues planted in the Jardin des Plantes, without

cutting off the heads ofthe trees; but, besides being found much more expen-

sive, from the necessity of taking up the plants with a greater quantity of roots,

transporting them to where they were to be planted with greater care, and
preparing a wider pit to receive them, it was found that they grew much slower

for the first 3 or 4 years than those that had been decapitated. The only

advantage proposed to be gained by planting trees with their heads nearly

entire is, that of preserving the centre of their stems from being rotted, in

consequence of the water entering at the end made by the decapitation ; but
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this, it is proved by the practice in Belgium, is only an imaginary evil, pro-
vided the superfluous shoots are removed from the upper extremity of the
decapitated tree the second year, and the head formed with common care
by future prunings. (See the very instructive article by Poiteau, already re-

ferred to, in tlie Annalcs, and also tlie account of the Belgian practice, in

the Gardener''s JMagazine, vol. x. p. 8.) In Britain, young elm trees, having been
two or three times ti-ansplanted in the nurseries, are placed in their final

situations without heading down ; and in our moist climate they grow vi-

gorously the first year, and require very little pruning. On the Continent,
owing to tlie greater warmth of the summers, and the consequent increased

evaporation from the leaves, plants are Uable to be killed when trans-

planted with all their branches on; and, hence, the mode of denuding the
plants just described is that generally practised. In France and Belgium, the
narrow-leaved elm is the most common tree planted by road sides, and along
the boulevards and streets of towns and cities ; and, in such cases, a large pit

is previously dug, 4 ft. or 5 ft. in diameter, and from 2 ft. to 3 ft. in depth ; and a
considerable portion of rich fine mould is placed in immediate contact with
the roots of the trees, and the pit filled up with the best part of the soil which
had been previously dug out of it. During the first summer, water is regularly

supplied; and the trees, or rather stumps, grow freely; very little attention is

required afterwards, except to encourage the leading shoot, and to shorten
in the lateral branches, so as to encourage the plant to assume a tree-like

form. In the neighbourhood of Paris, and in the south of France, U. cam-
pestris, and several of its varieties, occasionally bear seeds ; and these are

sometimes sown by the nurserymen, in order to procure new sorts ; and by
the managers of the national forests, in order to obtain numerous plants at a
cheap rate. The common English elm very rarely produces seeds in England

;

nevertheless it has done so in a few places, and one of these is Lea Park,
near Littlebourne, about four miles from Canterbury. Mr. Masters of Can-
terbury has only known seeds twice ripened in this park ; and one of the

times they did not ger:ninatc. From those which did he obtained U. c.

viminalis, and nearly a score other very distinct varieties, which, however,
from the number of varieties already existing, and the little demand for them,
he did not consider worth keeping separate, and giving names to. U. c.

stricta, and some other varieties of the common elm, as well as the species,

flower very profusely every year, but scarcely ever ripen seeds.

It is observed by Bosc, that the more remarkable varieties, such as the
twisted elm, the broad-leaved elm, the lime-tree-leaved elm, &c., come
tolerably true from seed, speaking of the mass of young plants ; but that among
these are constantly produced numerous subvarieties. The seeds fall from
the trees as soon as they are ripe; and, being swept up, are sown immediately
in beds of light rich soil ; the seeds being placed about 1 in. apart every way,
and covered to the depth of about an eighth of an inch. The plants come
up the same season, and are fit for transplanting into nursery lines in the au-

tumn. Of all the European timber trees, not belonging to the coniferous family,

except the Lombardy poplars, the narrow-leaved elm requires the least care or

pruning after it is planted ; and, at the same time, no tree will bear better

than it does the knife or the shears. All the branches may be cut from the

stem, except a small tuft at the top ; and still the tree will grow vigorously,

affording, where that mode of feeding cattle is considered profitable, an ample
crop of branches ever}' three or four years. When headed down to the height

of 10 ft. or 12 ft., it is very prolific of branches, as a pollard, and will live

and be productive, in this state, for a great number of years. When
grown exclusively for the timber of its trunk, however, it requires to be
allowed a considerable amplitude of head

;
perhaps not less than one third of

its whole height. The timber, in this case, is found to be far more compact
and durable, though not so curiously veined and variously coloured, as it is

when the tree is allowed to produce branches from the ground upwards. The
timber of the elm, not being remarkable for its durability, is, in old trees, very
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commonly found decayed at the heart ; and this is very generally the case,

even when the exterior circumference of the trunk is in a healthy and
vigorous state, and prolific of branches. The most profitable age for felling

the elm is between 70 and 80 years ; and, if the trunk is disbarked a year

before it is cut down, the wood will be more thoroughly seasoned.

Accidents, Diseases, and Insects. The elm is not a brittle tree ; and, from the

straightness and strength of its trunk in proportion to its head, it is not liable to

be injured by high winds. It is, however, subject to many diseases ; and is

very liable to be attacked by insects. The principal disease with which it is

assailed is, a species of ulceration, " which appears on the body of the tree, at

the height of 3 ft. or 4 ft. from the ground, and which discharges a great quantity

of sap. The disease penetrates gradually into the interior of the tree, and

corrupts its substance. Many attempts have been made to cure it in the be-

ginning, or to arrest its progress, but hitherto without success. The best

treatment is to pierce the tree to the depth of 2 in. or 3. in. with an auger, in

the very heart of the malady, which is declared by the flowing of the sap."

(Michx.) The matter discharged by this ulcer has been analysed by M.
Vauquelin, and found to contain O'S-IO parts of carbonate and sulphate of
potash; 0'051 of carbonate of lime ; and TOOi parts of carbonate of magnesia.

(Alevi. de I'Institut, tom. ii.) The mode of treatment recommended in the N'oii-

vcau Cours d'Agricii/fnre is, to pierce the ulcer, as above advised by Michaux,

and then to dress the wound with powdered charcoal, or a mixture of cow-dung
and clay. Elms, when in a soil which does not suit them (viz. when it is either

excessively wet, or excessively dry), are very subject to a disease called carci-

noma. " An unusual deposit of cambium takes place between the wood and
the bark : no new wood is formed, but, instead of it, the cambium becomes
putrid, and oozes out through the bark, which thus separates from the albumen."

{Liiidl. Introd. to Bot., p. 298.) This disease shows itself by the extravasated

cambium forming long black streaks down the bark, and by its sweetness

attracting numerous insects, of several tribes, to prey upon it. Mr. Spence
thinks that this disease is very probably caused by the scolyti. " I have

seen," he says, "many elms pierced by these insects, where the extravasated

cambium partly oozed out in white masses like gum or manna, and parti}'

formed long black streaks down the bark (as described above), and numerous
insects were attracted to feed on it."

Many kinds of insects attack the elm. One of these, a species of Haltica

(vulgarly called the elm flea, from its habit of leaping), devours the leaves,

but is said not to do any serious injury to the tree. ( See Ent. Mag., i. p. 427.)

It is a beautiful little insect, covered with a brilliant cuirass of green and
gold, and having the thighs of its hinder legs so large as to appear almost

round. These insects are so lively, and so quick in their movements, that,

though a branch may appear covered with them one moment, the next they

have all vanished. The larvae are small and slender, and devour the leaves

equally with the perfect insect. (See Diet. Classique d'Hisi. Nat., art.

Altise; and i\"o«i;. Cours d'Agric, tom. i. p. 256.) In the Dictionnaire des

Eaiix et Forets, and in the Koiiveau Du Hamel, it is mentioned that galls,

or small bladders, are produced on the leaves of the elm, by the puncture of

some kind of insect (probably some species of Cynips), which are first green,

but afterwards turn black. These galls each contain some drops of a liquid,

which is called, according to Du Hamel, elm balm, and was formerly em-
ployed for the cure of recent wounds. In the Xouveau Cours d''Agriculture,

four insects that feed on the elm are mentioned. The first is the common
caterpillar ^ombyx chrysorrhoe^ai^ai., which destroys the leaf buds and leaves

entirely, so as to give the tree, in spring, the appearance of winter. The second

is the galeruque de I'orme (Galeriica ulmariensis Fab.), a coleopterous insect,

the larvae of which, in some seasons, entirely destroy the leaves of the elm trees

in the public promenades both in England and on the Continent. Mr. Spence
mentions that, visiting the boulevards at Rouen, in the sunnner of 1636, he

found the larvae of this insect had so completely destroyed the leaves of the
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elms planted there, by eating the parenchyma, and leaving the skeleton of the

leaves dry and brown, that, at first sight, lie supposed they had all been

blighted by some neighbouring manufactory of acid. These larvae are blackish,

and exhale, when crushed, a most disagreeable smell. They coil up the

moment they are touched, and let themselves fall to the ground. The perfect

insect is extremely sluggish in its movements, counterfeiting death, in cases of

danger, rather than imfolding its wings to fly away. (See Diet. Classiqitc

d'Hisl. Nat., art. Galeruque.) It conceals itself in the interstices of the bark,

under stones, and between the bricks of walls ; and will produce, sometimes,

three generations in the course of one summer. The third is a species of C'os-

sus (Cossus Ligniperda Fab.), or Goat Moth (7%. 1233.), which has destroyed

1233

innumerable trees, particularly in the neighbourhood of Paris. The larva

{fig. 1233. a) is about 3 in. long, with its body sprinkled with slender hairs;

it is of a reddish brown on the back, becoming yellow beneath, with eight

breathing-holes on the sides, and a black head. It exhales a most disagreeable

odour, which is produced by an oily and very acrid liquor, which it discharges

from its mouth ; and the use of which is supposed to be to soften the wood be-

fore it devours it. This liquor has a strong scent, like that of a goat, whence the

English name of the insect is derived. The pupa (c) is brown, the abdominal
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c 123t ^6

segments bearing two rows of spines directed backwards. Before the larva

becomes a pupa, it spins a strong web, intermixed with particles of wood,
which constitutes its cocoon (b) ; in some instances the larva changes to a pupa
under ground. In^g. 1233., e, f, g, h, and i are representations magnified
of the spines upon certain of the abdominal segments : e represents the 4th
abdominal segment seen laterally ;/, three of the basal row of spines

; g, three
of the hinder row of spines ; and /«, three of the basal ^ ^
row of spines of the 9th abdominal segment. Fig. f H^ s^\
1234. represents the jaws, or mandibles, of the larva,

(
ptt\WHt^ _) „

with which it cuts its way through the wood : in this

figure, a is the mandible ; h is the labrum, or upper
lip ; and c shows the clypeus. These mandibles are

formidable-looking instruments, each having the ap-

pearance of a sort of chisel, with a toothed edge. The perfect insect (f/ \nfig.
1233.) has dark grey wings, clouded with dark brown, and streaked with black.

The imago belongs to the class of insects that fly by night, and it appears about
the end of June. The female lays but one course of eggs, but these generally
amount %o 1000 in number, and are always deposited at the base of the trees

;

whence the caterpillars penetrate the bark, wherever they can find the easiest

entrance. The eggs are small, in proportion to the size of the imago; and the
caterpillar, which grows to a large size, is said to remain in the larva state three
years. The large size of the larva, Samouelle observes, compared with the small-
ness of the egg, strengthens this idea, and prepares us to expect that it would be
likely to consume a great quantity ofwood in the progress of its growth. The
smell of the larva is so strong, as to be easily perceived by persons passing near
trees infested with it. (^Samouelle.^ The green woodpecker preys upon these
caterpillars, and its stomach, on dissection, has an intolerable stench. The prin-

cipal kinds of tree which the cossus feeds on are, the elm, the alder, the oak, the
ash, the walnut, the beech, the lime, and some kinds of willow and poplar.

The larvae devour the liber, or inner bark, making long galleries in the
wood, like the insects that attack the pear tree (see p. 886.), and finally

destroying the tree. Many remedies have been proposed ; but that of Latreille

appears to be most approved of in France. This consists in surrounding the
base of the tree, where it has been observed that the females always deposit
their eggs, with a thick coating of a mixture of clay and cow-dung, which the
insects cannot penetrate. For further inform-

ation respecting this insect, see Gard. J\Iag.,

vol. xii. p. 464. The foiu-th enemy of the elm
tree is the scolytus. The S. destructor Oliv.

is generally considered by far the most inju-

rious ; but it is assisted in its ravages by
another species, the S. armatus.

Scolytua destructor. The female insect

(7?g. 1235., in which a is the natural size,

and d the insect magnified), about July, bores

through the bark, until she has reached the

point between the soft wood and the inner

bark; she then forms in the latter a vertical

channel, usually upwards, of about 2 in. in

length, on each side of which she deposits her

eggs as she advances, to the number offrom 20
tooO in all. It appears probable that, after do-

ing this, she dies, without making her way out

again, as she may be often found dead at the

end of the channel. About September, the

larvae are hatched ; and they commence feed-

ing upon the matter of the inner bark (c), at

the edge of the channel {b), and, in a very
slight degree, on that of the soft wood opposite ; advancing, as they, feed, in a

1235
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course at about right angles from the 1236

primary channel, on each side of it.

(See fig. 1236.) The true food of the

insect is the inner bark ; and the

erosion of the soft wood is so slight,

as to be, perhaps, nearly accidental.

The course of each individual larva,

on each side of the primary channel, is

about parallel to that of the larva next

to it ; and each forms a channel by its

feeding that is enlarged as the larva

increases in size. When each larva has

finished its course of feeding it stops in

its progress, turns to a pupa, and then to

a beetle; after which it gnaws a straight

hole through the bark, and comes out.

The beetles begin to come out in

about the latter end of May of the year

following that in which the eggs vpere

deposited. The sexes afterwards pair,

and the females, bearing eggs, bore

through the bark, as before detailed ; and so on from generation to generation,

and year to year.

The result of the erosions of the female parent, and of the larva, in the inner

bark and soft wood, is that of cutting off the vital connexion between these

two parts ; and, when the erosions effected in a tree have become numerous, of

occasioning its death, by preventing the ascent and descent of the sap. It

has been said that the scolytus never attacks a tree in a perfectly healthy

state; and, also, that trees suffering under carcinoma (see p. 1385.) are par-

ticularly liable to it. In the year 1825, an avenue of elm trees in Camberwell
Grove were attacked by this disease, which was supposed to be brought on
by the gas which escaped fi'om the pipes laid down along the road being

absorbed by the roots ; and which gave rise to a suit in Chancery between the

inhabitants and the proprietors of the gas-works. Various persons, considered

as competent judges, were employed to ascertain the cause of the decay of the

elms ; and their general conclusion was, that the carcinoma had been brought
on by old age, excavations for building in an exceedingly dry soil, and an extraor-

dinarily dry summer, and that the gas had had no influence in producing the decay
of the trees. The trunks of the trees, when examined in 1826, were found
infested with an immense number of larvae feeding on the soft inner bark. An
interesting account of the Camberwell elms will be found in the Gardener^ Ma-
gazine, vol. i. p. .378. In relation to the capability of the scolytus to effect injury

on elm trees, it is stated that 80,000 have been found in a single tree. It

has also been remarked that the scolyti seldom destroy the trees they attack

the first year that they commence their ravages ; and that they prefer a tree

that they have already begun to devour, to a young and vigorous tree.

(See the observations of Mr. Spence in p. Ij89.) It is easy to ascer-

tain the infested trees, as the bark will be found perforated by small holes,

as if made by shot or a brad-awl, in various parts ; and little particles

of a substance like fine sawdust will be found on the rough surface of the

bark, and at the foot of the tree. The scolyti, as Mr. Denson, sen., has
observed, never attack dead trees The Scolytus destructor, as an enemy to

elm trees, appears first to have attracted the attention of entomologists in

England about the year 1824', by M'Leay's Report to the Treasury upon
the state of the elms in St. James's and Hyde Parks. (See this Report in

Edin. Phil. Joiirn., No. xxxi. art. 12.'; and see Tilloch's Phil. Mag., Oct. 1823,
art. 51.) In the year 1828, a controversy was carried on in a Cambridge
newspaper, between Mr. John Denson, sen., the author of A Peasant's Voice

to Landowners, &c., and Mr. J. Deck of Cambridge, respecting the cause of
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the death of" certain elms in the public

walks in that city. Mr. Deck's opinion

was, that the trees were destroyed by
the insects ; and Mr. Benson's, that the

trees were only attacked by the insects

after they had become injured or dis-

eased. To prove this, Mr. Denson
selected in his own garden, in the spring

of 1828, a healthy young elm, about
18 ft. high, and 1 ft. in diameter at the

surface of the ground. At about 30 in.

up the stem, that is, at b, Jig.\-237, he
says, " I cut out completely round the

stem a band, or ring, of bark, about
4 in. broad, expecting by this act to

intercept the passage of the sap to c d,

and thence to have cd in a duly diseased

and paralysed state, to be perforated by
the scolytus in June or July ; while, by
retaining a alive, and in a growing state,

I should be able to witness whether
the insect would attack the live part

also, or not. Quite contrary to my ex-

pectation, c d (the tree had been de-

prived of its head when I adopted it for

my experiment) emitted side shoots,

and grew as freely through the season

of growth, both of 1828 and 1829, as a

itself; evincing, indeed, no difference, either from a, or other elms standing near

it, except that the leaves turned yellow somewhat earlier, and fell somewhat
sooner. Too impatient to wait longer, early in 1830, from c d I cut off d, a

piece about 9 ft. long, and placed it near the remainder of the tree ; and, to my
great gratification, in June, d was visited by scolyti, perforated in many places,

and, from the eggs then deposited, now (Sept. 9. 1830) teems with larvae;

while a b c did not receive a single perforation, and now does not contain a

single larva. This result satisfies my mind that the Scolytus destructor is

altogether guiltless of causing the death of healthy growing trees."

In this controversy, we are informed by William Spence, Esq., F.R.S.,who
has recently attended to this subject, that both parties, like the knights who
quarrelled about the shield with one side of gold and the other of silver, are

both right and both wrong. It is quite true, as Mr. Denson maintains, that the

female scolyti never deposit their eggs in trees perfectly healthy ; but it is

equally true, that both they and the males pierce young and healthy trees

for the sake of eating the inner bark, which constitutes their food ; and that

the numerous holes which they thus cause, partly from the loss of sap which
exudes from them, and partly from the effect of the rain which lodges in them,

in a few years bring the trees in which they occur into that incipient state of

ill health in which the female selects them for laying her eggs, just as in trees

beginning to decay naturally ; and thus healthy trees are effectually destroyed

by the combined operations, first and last, of the scolyti of both sexes, though

not in consequence of the sole deposition of the eggs of the female. That
this explanation of the subject, so happily reconciling former apparently

contradictory facts, for which those who are interested in the preservation of

the elm are indebted to the distinguished naturalist, M. Audouin, professor

of entomology at the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle at Paris, who has

recently closely studied the habits of these insects, is correct, Mr. Spence,

to whom he communicated it this spring, informs us he has had numerous
opportunities of proving in the most satisfactory manner; having, both at
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Brussels (where, in consequence of his suggestions to the local authorities, it

was found necessary to cut down from 20 to 30 large trees attacked by

Scolytus destructor in the Park, and from 50 to 60 younger ones in the

boulevards), and also during a tour in the north of France this summer
(where he found the promenades of elms equally ravaged by the scolyti at

Dunkirk, Calais, Boulogne sur Mer, Montreuil, Rouen, Havre de Grace, Caen,

St. Lo, Granville, &c.), seen hundreds of young trees in that incipient

state of decay indicated by M. Audouin as arising from the attacks of the

scolyti sunply for food ; and great numbers of these in which the females,

having found them sufficiently debilitated, had deposited their eggs, and given

birth to numerous broods of larvae, which had caused them to be either dead

or fast dying.

It is scarcely possible to overvalue, in an economical point of view, the

importance of M. Audouin's discovery, w hich, if it had been formerly known
and acted upon, might have saved the greater part of the fine elms in the

jiromenades in many of the principal cities in the north of Europe, which have

fallen victims to the ravages of Scolytus destructor, as well as 30,000 young
oaks in the Boisde Vincennes, near Paris, which it has been recently necessarj'

to cut down in consequence of the attacks of another insect of the same tribe,

S, pygmae\is. The practical directions to which it leads, in all cases where
there is reason to suspect the presence of scolyti, are very simple, and may
be briefly expressed as follows :

—
1. The first thing to be done is, to pare away the exterior rough bark with

a cooper's spokeshave, or other convenient tool : this admits of a distinct

inspection of the actual state of the trees, which, if there is no trace in the

inner bark either of small holes in old trees, or of those superficial furrows

which the scolyti make for food in young trees (and which may be distin-

guished from the natural crevices in the bark by their dark-coloured and dead
margins), may be pronounced to be in a sound and healthy state, and requiring

no furtlier attention.

2. If the inner bark exhibits either of the appearances just mentioned, the

next thing to be ascertained is, whether the female has already deposited her

eggs in it, and if it contain the larvae of the scolyti : to know which, it is

necessary to cut away portions here and there of the bark down to the actual

wood, and examine them ; and, if the existence of larvae be proved, the

trees should be cut down, and their bark peeled oft", and every fragment of it

carefully burnt.

3. Those trees which, though pierced with exterior superficial holes or

furrows, have no larvEe in them, are such as have been attacked by the scolyti

for food only ; and, if they be carefully brushed over w ith coal tar, the smell of
which is highly offensive to the perfect scolyti, there is every probability that

they will be secure from the future attacks of the females ; and that the

repetition of the same process in the spring, for a year or two, would enable

them to resume their vigour, and to become healthy trees ; for the future fate

of which, if, at the same time, the entire removal of all the trees actually diseased

has been attended to, there would be no need for apprehension. It is in this

way, as we are informed by Mr. Spence, that a great number of the young elm
trees in the boulevards at Brussels, brought into an incipient stage of debility

by the attacks of the scolyti for food, but not yet attacked by the females,

were treated in the spring of 1836 with every prospect of a successful result;

though, of course, some years must elapse before any absolute deductions can

be drawn from the experiment. The above most important information was
communicated to us by Mr. Spence in December, 1836.

Recorded Elms. Evelyn, to prove that the elm attains " a prodigious growth
in less than a person's age," mentions a tree which he had seen, " planted by
the hand of a countess, living not long since, which was near 12 ft. in compass,
and of a height proportionable." He mentions elms, *' now standing in good
numbers which will bear almost 3 ft. square for more than 40 ft. in height."
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" Mine own hands," he adds, " measured a table more than once, of about 5 ft.

in breadth, 9^ ft. in length, and 6 in. thick, all entire and clear. This, cut out

of a tree felled by my father's order, was made a pastry board. . . . The incom-

parable walks at the royal palaces in the neighbourhood ofMadrid were planted,"

he continues, "with this majestic tree." These are said to have been the first

elms that were planted in Spain ; and Baron Dillon tells us that, when he saw
them, about the end of the last century, they were 6 ft. in diameter, and in a

healthy state. The plants were taken from England by Philip II., who had

married Mary Tudor, daughter of Henry VIII., and Queen of England.

Henry IV. ofFrance planted an elm in the gardens of the Luxembourg, in Paris,

which stood till it was destroyed during the first French revolution. An elm in

Switzerland, near Morges, at the time it was blown down, had a trunk 17 ft.

7 in. in diameter, and was estimated to be 335 years old. Queen Elizabeth is

said to have planted an elm at Chelsea, which was cut down in n4-5, and

sold for a guinea by the lord of the manor, Sir Hans Sloane. It was supposed
to have become a nuisance to the public road, close to which it stood, from
its great size and age. It was 13 ft. in circumference at the ground, and half as

nmch at the height of -i+ft. Before the hard frost in 1739-40 had injured its

top, it was 1 10 ft. high. The Crawley Elm, which has been figured by Strutt,

stantls on the high road from London to Brighton. It is 70 ft. high, and the

trunk is 61 ft. in circumference at the ground. Its trunk is perforated to the

very top ; and it measures 35 ft. round the insitle at 2 ft. from the base. There
is a regular door to the cavity in this tree, the key of which is kept by the lord

of the manor; but it is opened on particular occasions,when the neighbours meet
to regale themselves within the cavity, which is capable of containing a party

of more than a dozen. The floor is paved with bricks. Madame de Genlis

says a poor woman gave birth to an infant in the hollow of this tree, where
she afterwards resided for a long time A hollow elm stood formerly at

Hampstead, but in what spot is uncertain. It was engraved by the cele-

brated Hollar, in 1653 ; and Jig. 1238. is a copy of it from Parke's Hampstead,
reduced to the scale of 1 in. to 12 ft. " The Great Hollow Elm Tree of

Hampstead," as it is called in the engraving, was upwards of 42 ft. high. It

was hollow from the ground to the summit, from which the trunk appears to

have been abruptly broken off; and in the hollow a wooden stair, or ladder, was
formed, which conducted to a turret on the top, containing seats on which six

persons might sit. The following quaint description is given on the margin of
the engraving: — " 1. The bottom above ground, in compass, is 28 foote.

2. The breadth of the doore is 2 foote. 3. The compass of the turret on
the top is 34 foote. 4. The doore in height to goe in is 6 foote 2 inches. 8.

The height of the turret is 33 foote. 11. The lights into the tree is 16.

18. The stepps to goe up is 42. 19. The seat above the stepps six may sitt on,

and round about roome for foureteene moore. All the way you goe up within

the hollow tree." {Parke's Hampstead, p. 34.) About the time that the

engraving was published, a number of rhymes were printed on the subject of

this tree, some of them by Robert Codrington ; and others were printed by
E. Cotes, and were " to be given or sold in the Hollow Tree at Hampstead."
Hollar's engraving appears also to have been sold at the tree. Nine elm trees,

standing on Hampstead Heath in 1805, were celebrated in a poem by Edward
Coxe, Esq., published in that year. {Ibid., p. 40.) In a manuscript lent to

Professor Martyn by Craven Ord, Esq., of Purser's Cross, and probably

written by Oldys (the translator of Camden^ Britannia, who died in 1761),

mention is made of several remarkable elms. One at Charlton, in Kent,

about which it is said Horn Fair was kept, spread 8 yards on every side; the

height was about 10 yards, but the trunk not above 1 ft. in diameter. One of

Sir Francis Bacon's elms, in Gray's Inn walks, planted in 1600, was felled,

upon a suspected decay, in 1720 or 1726, and was 12 ft. round; its head
contained 45 ft. of timber. In 1750, not above eight trees of his planting were
left. They were planted in 1600. At Fulham are, or were, some elms planted

in the time of King Edward VI. ; and one at Richmond, said to be planted bv

4 v
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a courtier of King Henry VII., whilst that king kept his coiu't there, and yet

(in Oldys's time) in its prime. The row of ehns on that side of the Mall in

yt. James's Park next to the palace are some of them about 160 years of age.

One, which stood at the upper end, turning to the Green Park, being blown

down, was found to be above 60 ft. in height, and near 12 ft. in circumference

near the root. They are now (in 1805) considerably more than 200 years

old; but very few are remaining [in 1836, none], and those very much de-

cayed. Two elms, at St. John's College, Oxford, were sizeable trees in the

rei'gn of Queen Mary. Statelv rows of elms, at Hillhall, in Essex, are saiil

toliave been planted by Sir" Thomas Smith. {Mart. Mill.) On the 29th

of November, 1836, some of the largest elms in St. James's Park, and

also in Kensington Gardens, were blown down during a tremendous hur-

ricane, which made dreadful havock among large trees in most parts of

England. Mr. Coxe, in his account of Monmouthshire, mentions an ancient

e\m at Ragland Castle, which Vv'as 28 ft. 5 in. in circumference near the root

(Ibid.) Mr. Boutcher informs us that he sold a line of English elms, about

60 in number, at a guinea a tree, at 24- years' growth : they were about

18 in. in diameter at 1ft. above ground, and 40 ft. high. It is probably the

tree mentioned in the above quotation from Martyn's Miller, as having been

planted by a courtier of Henry VII., that Mr. Jesse alludes to in the 2d series

of his Gleanings. He says, "At the north-west angle of Eichmond Green may

now be seen "the trunk of an ancient elm, called the Queen's Elm, from

having, it is said, been a favourite tree of Queen Elizabeth's. Some kind hand,

with equal good taste and feeling, has planted ivy round its naked trunk; and

the inhabitants of Richmond, much to their credit, have protected it from

injury by surrounding it with a paled fence. The ivy has thriven, and the

lately naked trunk is now richly covered with a verdant mantle." (p. 268.)

Mr. Jesse also mentions an elm tree in Hampton Court Park, called Kmg
Charles's Swing, which, he says, " is curious from its size and shape. At 8 ft.

from the grounil, it measures 38 ft. in circumference It is, perhaps, not
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generallj' known, that one of the elm trees standing near the entrance of the
passage leading to Spring Gardens was planted by the Duke of Gloucester,
brother to Charles I. As that unfortunate monarch was walking with his
guards from St. James's to Whitehall, on the morning of his execution, he
turned to one of his attendants, and mentioned the circumstance, at the same
time pointing out the tree." (Jesse's Glean., 2d series, p. 273.)

Piffe's Elm, in the Vale of Gloucester, between Cheltenham and Tewkesbury,
was, in 1783, the finest tree of the species in the county. It was then mea-
sured by Marshall, and found to girt IGft. at the smallest part of the trunk.
It was between 70 ft. and 80 ft. high, and its head proportionablv wide.
The Chipstead Elm, in Kent, figured by Strutt, was 60 ft. high, and contained

268 ft. of timber. Its trunk was covered with ivy, and the tree appeareil very
luxuriant when Mr. Strutt made his drawing ; but, in the spring of 1836, as
\ve were informed by J. Polhill. Esq., the tree did not put forth its leaves, and
it stood throughout the following summer a leafless trunk. The elms at
Mongewell, in Oxfordshire, a place celebrated by Leland for its " faire woodes,"
are also engraved by Strutt. The largest is 79 ft. high, 1-1 ft. in circumference
at 3 ft. from the ground, the diameter of the head 65 ft., and it contains 250 ft.

of solid timber. About the centre of a group of these elms stands an urn,
inscribed to the memory of two highly valued friends of the possessor in 1830,
who was the Bisliop of Durham ; and whom, iNIr. Strutt observes, " it was de-
lightful to contemplate w andering, in his 90th year, amidst shades with which
he was almost coeval, and which in freshness and tranquillity afforded most
suitable emblems of his own green and venerable old age." In Ireland, the
dimensions of several elms are recorded by Hayes, which, though the specie?
is not named, we think belong to U. campestris. Near Arklow, at Shelton,
an elm had a trunk 5 ft. 4 in. in diameter at the surface of the ground. At
Luttrelstown, an elm by the road side girted 18 ft. 10 in. at the ground, and
had a straight trunk 40 ft. high. In the county of Kildare stood an'elm, which,
till the year 1762, was, perhaps, the finest tree of the species in the world.
The diameter of the head, taken from the extremities of the lower branches,
exceeded 34 yards ; but in the end of that year the two principal arms fell from
the trunk in one night, apparently from their own weight, as the weather was
perfectly calm. The timber contained in these branches alone sold for 5 guineas.
In this situation the tree continued till the winter of 1776, when a \iolent storm
tore up the whole by the roots, with a great mass of soil and rock adherino- to
them. Some time previous to this the trunk had been carefully measured,
and was found to be 38 ft. 6 in. in circumference. It had been hollow for
some years; and the value of its timber by no means answered what might
have been expected from the sale of its two branches in 1762. We have
nothing certain as to its age ; but tradition supposes it to have been planted
by the monks of St. Wolstan, some time before the dissolution of that mo-
nastery, which happened in the year 1538. An elm at Carton, the seat of the
Duke of Leinster, is 14 ft. Sin. round near the bottom, diminishing like the
shaft of a Doric column, and being. 13 ft. in circumference at 16 ft. from the
ground, and containing 169 cubic feet of timber.

Statistics. Existing Trees. V'Imus campestris in the Environs of London. At Ham House, Essex,
it is 88 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 6 ft., and of the head 7j ft. In the Fulham Nursery, 70 years
planted, it is 60 ft. high. At Yorlc House, Twickenham, 120 years planted, it is PO ft. high, diameter
of the trunk :y\ ft, and of the head 60 ft.

Vhnus campestris South of London. In Devonshire, at Killerton, 200 years planted, it is 100 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 7 ft. 3 in., and of the head 62 ft. ; at Muswell Hill, it is 77 ft. high, wiili
a trunk 1 ft. in diameter. In Dorset>hire, at Melbury Park, 2t;0 years old, it is 125 ft. high, diameter
of the trunk 6 ft 9 in., and of the head 80 ft. In Hampshire, at Alresford, 81 years planted, it is
73 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft 4 in., and of the head 48 ft. ; at Strathfieldsaye, 130 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 5.| ft., and of the head 72 ft. In the Isle of Wight, in Wiikins's Xurserv, S3
years old, it is 50 ft. high. In Somersetshire, at Leigh Court, it is 9011:. high, diameter of the trunk
51ft., and of the head 60 ft. ; another, 14 years planted, is 50 ft. high : at Nettlecombe, 210 years old
it is 100 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 5 ft. 8 in., and of the head 5) ft. In Surrey, at Farnham Castle'
it is 96 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 7 ft. 9 in., and of the head 85 ft. ; at St. Anne's Hill, it is 82 ft!
high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 8 in., and of the head 64 ft. ; at Claremont, it is 100 ft. high, diameter
of the trunk 6 ft., and of the head 83 ft. In Sussex, at Cowdry, it is 45 ft. high, diameter of the
trunk 4 ft. 10 in. ; and at Parhara Park, there are some fine specimens. In Wiltshire, at Wardoiir
Castle, .50 years planted, it is 70 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and of the head 42 ft.

V. cahipestris Xorth of Lnndou. In Kedforrishire, at Flitwick House, it is 60 ft. high, with a trunk
4 V 2
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5 ft. loin, in diameter. In Berkshire, at Bearwood, 16 years planted, it is 40 ft. high, diameter
of the trunk 8 in., and of the head 18 ft. In Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, 40 years planted,

it is 50 ft. high; diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 40 ft. In Denbighshire, at Llanhcde
Hall, 70 years planted, it is 54 ft. high, dia-

meter of the trunk 3|ft., and of the head
48 ft. In Flintshire, at Gredington, it is 72 ft.

high, and the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 9 in.

In Gloucestershire, at Doddington Park, it

is 90 ft. high,diameter of the trunk 7 ft., and
of the head '249 ft. In Herefordshire, at Croft

Castle, it is 'Jo ft. high, diameter of the trunk
6 ft., and of the head 60 It. ; at Eastnor
Castle, 18 years planted, it is 55 ft. high; at

Rotherwas, the old tree represented in fig.

1239. to a scale of 1 in. to 50ft., from a draw-
ing kindly sent to us by Mr. Hay Brown,
gardener at Stoke Edith Park, near "l^edbury.

In Hertfordshire, at Hatfield, is one 48 ft. in

girt, containing 493 cubic feet of timber. In
Leicestershire, at Donnington, 100 years old,

it is 92 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 7| ft.,

and of the head 94 ft. In O.Kfordshire, at

Tew, 16 years planted, it is 52 ft. high. The
plantations here have been made with great
care by the proprietor, Matthew Bolton,
Esq. ; and the success has been most e.\tra-

ordinary, as may be seen by the returns of
the different species. In Pembrokeshire, at

Stoakpole Court, 70 years old, it is 85 ft. high.

In Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle, SO
years planted, it is 70ft. high, diameter of
the trunk 3 ft. 8 in., and of the head 60ft.

In Shropshire, at Hardwicke Grange, 11

years planted, it is 36 ft. high ; at Willey
Park, 15 years planted, it is 43 ft. high. In
Warwickshire, at Coombe Abbey, 200 years
old,it is 150 ft. high, diameter of the trunk
9 ft. 6in., and of the head 74 ft. ; at Whitley Abbey, 7 years planted, it is 16 ft. high. In Worcester,
shire, at Hadzor House, 10 years planted, it is 25ft. high ; at Croome, 100 years old, it is 115 ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 7 ft., and of the head 10 ft. ; at Hagley, 12 years planted, it is 32 ft. high. In

Yorkshire, at Studley Park, it is 108 ft. high ; at Hornby Castle, it is 84 ft. high, with a trunk 3 ft.

in diameter ; at Castle Harwood, nine elm trees in Roywood average nearly 100 cubic feet of timber
each (see Gard. Mag., vol. xi. p, 17.) ; at Sprotborough Hall, there is an elm 80 ft. high, diameter
of the trunk 5| ft., and of the head 115 ft., which is said to be the finest in England.

U. campistris in the Environs of Edinburgh. At Newbattle Abbey, it is 75 ft. high, diametcrof
the trunk 6 ft. 4 in., and of the head 74 ft. ; at Cramond House, it is 70ft. high, diameter of the
trunk 4 ft., and of the head 54 ft. ; at Dalmeny Park, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
4ft., and of the head 66 ft. ; at Barnton House, it is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 3 in.,

and of the head 80 ft. ; another is 100 ft. high, with a trunk 4^ ft. in diameter ; at Gogar House, it is

80 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 60 ft.

U. campestris South of Ediyiburgh. In Ayrshire, at Kilkerran, 75 years planted, it is 90ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 42 ft. In Kircudbright, at St. Mary's Isle, it is 80 ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 84 ft. In Haddingtonshire, at Yester, 100 years planted,
it.is 98 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 9 in., and of the head 63 ft. ; at Tynningham, it is 46 It.

high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 5 in., and of the head 48 ft. In Renl'rewshirc, at Erskine House,
it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 5 in., and of the head 60ft.; at Bothwell Castle, it is

86 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 5n , and of the head 98 ft.

U. campiistrls North of Edinburgh. In Banffshire, at Gordon Castle, it is 86ft. high, diameter of
the trunk 3 ft. 4 in., and of the head 75 ft. ; at CuUen House, it is 89 ft. high, diameter of the trunk
3 ft., and of the head 90 ft. In Fifeshire, at Dysart House, is one 70 ft. high, with a trunk 2ft. in
diameter, and that of the head 36 ft. ; at Wemyss Castle, it is 90 ft. high, diameter of the trinik 9 ft.

3in.,andof the head 51ft. In Forfarshire, at Cortachy Castle, 102 years old, it is 70ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 2| ft., and of the head 45 ft. In Perthshire, at Taymouth, 20 years planted, it

is 36 ft. high ; another is 100 years old, and 40 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 6 ft., and of the head
75 ft. In Ross-shire, at Brahan Castle, it is 75 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head
60 ft.

U. campi'stris 171 Ireland. In the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 30 years planted, it is .50 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk l|ft., and of the head 20 ft.; at Terenure, it is 50 ft. high, diameter of the
trunk 2| ft., and of the head 43 ft. In Kilkenny, at Mount Juliet, it is 102 ft. high, diameter of the
trunk 4 ft. 2 in., and of the head 32 ft. In King's County, at Charleville Forest, 45 vears planted, it is

85 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 8 in., and of the head 65 ft. In the county of Down, at Mount
Stewart, 50 years planted, it is 56 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 4 in., and of the head .38 ft. ; at
Ballyleady, 100 years old, it is 40 ft. high. In Fermanagh, at Florence Court, 60 years planted, it is

70 ft. high. In Gahvay, at Coole, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 45 ft.

In Sligo, at Makree Castle, it is 90 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3^. ft., and of the head 40 ft.

U. campestris in France. At Nantes, in the nursery of M. De Nerrieres, 80 years old, it is 70 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 6 ft. ; in the Botanic Garden at Avranches, 40 years old, it is 40 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 20 ft.

U. campestris in Germany. In Saxony, at W6rlitz,.60 years old, it is"50ft. high, with a trunk 3 ft.

in diameter. In Bavaria, in the Botanic Garden, Munich, 84 years old,' it is 50 ft. high, with a trunk
1ft. in diameter. In Austria, at Vienna, in the Laxenburg (iarden. 100 years old, it is 40 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk l|ft., and of the head 20 ft ; at Kopenzel, 40 years old, it is 36 ft. high, (he
diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 18 ft. ; at Hadersdorf, in the' garden of Baron Loudon, 40
years old, it is 30 ft. high, with a trunk 14 in. in diameter, and the diameter of the head 18 ft. In
Prussia, at Berlin, in the Botanic Garden, 50 years old, it is 40 ft high, the diameter of the trunk
28 in., and of the head 24 ft. ; in the Pfauen Insel,43 years old, it is 42 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 14 in., and of the head 30 ft.

U. campestris in Italy. In Lombardy, at Mnnza, 29 years planted, it is 75 ft. high ; the diameter
of the trunk I ft. 9 in., and of the he.-id 45 ft.
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Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, from 3 ft. to 4 ft.

high are 20*. per hundred, from 5 ft, to 6 ft. high 36,?.
;

the striped-leaved

variety 50?. per hundred. At Bollwyller, large plants are 1 franc each ; and
at New York, 37i cents.

3f 2. U. (c.) suBERO^SA Mcench. The cork-barJced Elm.

Identification. Ehr. Arb., 142. ; Willd. Sp. PI., p. 1324. ; Baumz., 391. ; Host Fl. Austr., 1. p. 328.
;

Eng. Bot., t. 2161. : Engl. Fl., 2. p. 21. ; Hook. Br. Fl
, p. 141. ; Lindl. Synop., p. 226. ; Mackay Fl.

Hihern., pt. 1. p. 241. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 18.36.

Synonymes. U. campestris Woodv. Med. Bot., t. 197. ; U. camp^stris and Theophrasti Du Ham.
Arb., 2. p. ,567. 1. 108. ; t^. vulgatissima fMio IJlto sc^bra Ger. i'ywfl'C., 1480. f., Rati i>H., 468. ; U.
montana Cam. Epit., t. 70., upper fig. ; common Elm Tree, Hunt. Evcl. Syl., p. 119 ; I'Orme Liege,
rOrme fungeux, Fr.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 2161. ; Hayne, t. 28. ; Wood. Med. Bot, 1. 197 ; Du Ham, Arb., 2. 1. 108. ;

Math. Valgr.,1. p. 130. f. ; our Jig. 1240. ; and the plate in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves pointed, rough, doubly and sharply serrated. Flowers
stalked, 4—5-cleft. Samara almo.st orbicular, deeply cloven, glabrous.

Branches spreading; their bark corky. (Smith Eng. Fl.) Taller and
more spreading than the common English elm. Bark,
when a year old, covered with very fine dense cork,

in deep fissures ; whence the specific name, suberosa,

'

first given by Moench, and adopted by Ehrhart.
Leaves rough on both sides, more rounded, and twice

or thrice as large as in U. campestris ; very unequal
at the base, strongly, sharply, and doubly serrated,

hairy beneath, with dense broad tufts at the origin of
the transverse ribs. Flowers much earlier than the
foliage, stalked, reddish, with 4 or 5 rounded segments,
and as many stamens, with dull purple anthers. Sa-
mara nearly orbicular, with a deep sinus reaching to

the place of the seed. (Sm. Engl. Fl.) A very marked
kind of elm, but evidently a variety of U. campestris

;

and we should have included it among the varieties of that species, had there
not been some very distinct subvarieties of it, which, we think, may be more
conveniently kept by themselves ; and because we should, for the same
reason, have been obliged to include U. major, also, under U. campestris,
it being, in our opinion, as much a variety of that species as U. suberosa.
It varies exceedingly in the character of its corky bark ; sometimes beinc
deeply furrowed, and sometimes much less so. It also varies much in the
character of its head ; being sometimes low, loose, and spreading, as re-
presented in the plate in our last Volume ; and sometimes being tall and
narrow. It is propagated by grafting on U. montana, or by layers or suckers.

Varieties.

5^ U. (c.) s. 1 vulgaris, U. suberosa Hort. Bur. The Dutch cork-barked
Elm, — This, except the American elm and the Canterbury seedling
{U. montana major glabra), is the quickest-growing of any that

, Mr. Masters cultivates. It is, moreover, valuable, on account of its

growing well upon the Kentish chalks ; and it keeps its leaf till

late in the autumn. It is a tree of large growth : many of the elms
at Windsor are of this kind.

"i U. (c.) s. 2 foliis variegdtis Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; ?7. suberosa variegata
Hort. Bur. ; is precisely like the last, except in its variegation. Mr,
Masters has seen a few of very large dimensions ; and there is one in the
grounds of G, May, Esq., Strood House, Heme, remarkable for its

size and beauty.

5J U. (c.) s. 3 alba, U. suberosa alba Masters. — A lower tree, of more
compact growth, than the two preceding varieties ; and often growing
into an oval, or rather cone-shaped, head. Young shoots pubescent.
Foliage thickly set. Bark much wrinkled, and becoming white
with age. Fine specimens of this are growing in Lee Park, near
Canterbury.

4 V 3
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1 U. (c.) s. 4 en-cta Lodd. Cat., ed. 183 has a tall narrow head, re-

sembling that of the Cornish elm ; but differing from that tree in

having much broader leaves, and a corkj' bark.

^ U. (c.) s. 5 var. The broad-leaved Hertfordshire Elm, Wood, nursery-

man at Huntingdon. — The shoots show some tendency to become
corky, which, in our opinion, determines this variety to belong to

U. (c.) suberosa, rather than to U. montana or U. (ni.) glabra.

2 U. (c.) s. 6 var. The narrow-leaved Hertfordshire Elm, JVoud.—
Leaves and shoots differing very little from those of U. campestris.

statistics. The largest trees of U. (c.) suberbsa, in the environs of London, are at Hampstead, in

different small gardens, and in Kensington Gardens. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury I'ark, trees, 30 years

planted, are 50 ft. high. In Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court, a tree, 50 years planted, is 40 It.

high. In Shropshire, at Kinlet, there is a tree 102 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk is 5tiin., and
of the head 55 ft. In .Scotland, in Clackmannanshire, in the garden of the Dollar Institution, a tree-,

12 years planted, is 30 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 12 in., and of the head l-Z ft. In Cromarty,
at Coul, It is 28 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk IJ ft., and of the head 20 ft. In Forfarshire, at

Monboddo, 70 years planted, it is 45 ft. high. In Ireland, near Dublin, in the Glasnevin Botanic
Garden, 35 years planted, it is 40 ft. high. In Hanover, at Gdttingen, ini the Botanic Garden, 30
years planted, it is 60 ft. high. In Bavaria, in the Munich Botanic Garden, 24 years planted, it is

soft, high, with a trunk 15 in. in diameter. In Austria, near Vienna, at Kopenzel, 24 year.'* planted,

it is 18 ft. high. In Prussia, at Berlin, in the Botanic Garden, 14 years planted, it is 36 ft. high ; the
diameter of the trunk 15 in., and of the head 9 ft. In Italy, at Moiiza, 29 years planted, it is 70 ft.

high; the diameter of the trunk 1| ft., and of the head 40 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Price of plants, in the London nurseries, transplanted,

3 ft. high, 50.?. per thousand ; at BoUwyller, 1 franc each, and the variegated

variety 2 francs ,• at New York, 15 cents.

It 3. U. (c.) MA^JOR Smif/i. The greater, or Dutch cork-barJicd, Elm.

Identification. Sm. Engl. Bot., t. 2542. ; Sm. Engl. Fl., 2. p. 21. ; Hook. Br. Fl., p. 142. ; Lindl.
Synops., p. 226. ; Host Fl. Austr., l.p. 328. ; Lodd. C.it., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. U. hollandica Mill. Diet., ed. 8. No. 5. ; U. mijor hollandica, &c., Pluk. Aim., 393. ; V.
major, amplirire fblio, &c., Du Ham. Arb., 2. p. 368. ; Tilia m^s Matth. Valgr.,\.l5ii.f., Cam.
Epit., 92. f. ; U. latifulia Michx. N. Amer. Syl, 3. t. 129. f. 2.

Engravings. Engl. Bot., t. 2542. ; Cam. Epit., 92. f. : N. Amer. Syl., 3. t. 129. f. 2. ; our fig. 1241.

;

and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Sjiec. Char., Sfc. Leaves rough, unequally and rather bluntly serrated.

Flowers nearly sessile, 4-cleft. Samara obovate, slightly cloven, glabrous.

Branches drooping, their bark corky. (Smith.) The branches spread widely,

in a drooping manner, and their bark is rugged, and
much more corky than even the foregoing. Leaves on
short thick stalks, larger and more bluntly serrated than
the last ; rough on both sides, especially beneath ; but
the hairy tufts at the origin of each transverse rib are

very small. Segments of the calyx short and rounded.
Stamens 4. Samara obovate, with a very small rounded
sinus, not reaching half so far as the seed. (Id.) This
appears to be the kind brought over by William UL
from Holland ; which, from its quick growth, was, at

first, much used for hedges, and formal rows of clipped ''^^

trees ; but, when the Dutch taste in gardening declined,

the tree was no longer cultivated ; as its wood was 4
found very inferior to that of most other kinds of elm. 'Wff^ i241
The elm trees in the old part of Kensington Gardens,
near the palace, are of this kind : many of them are upwards of 70 ft. in

height ; and a number, which have been blown down in different winters
since 1816, were constantly found rotten at the heart. The Dutch elm is

propagated by layers, and grafting on the U. montana. Price as of the
preceding kind.

i 4. U. c'arpinifo'lia Lindl. The Hornbeam-leaved Elm.
Identification. Lindl. Synop., p. 226. ; Hook. Brit. Fl., p. 142.

Spec. C/iar., Sfc. Leaves ovate-acuminate, coriaceous, strongly veined, simply crenate, serrated,
slighUy oblique and cordate at the base; shining, but rather scabrous above ; smooth beneath.
Branches bright, brown, and nearlv suiooih. Samara— ? A tree. (A/«rf/.) The locality which
Lindley has quoted for this is :—" Four miles from Stratford on Avon, on the road to Alccster."
We havenot seen a plant of this sort.
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If 5. U. liKFU^sA M'illd. The sprea(.iing-6/a/u7i<?f/ Elm.

Jdentiflctition. Willd. Arb., 393. ; Sp. PI., 1. p. lo25. ; Spreng. Svst.Veg., 1. p. 9 »0. ; llu-ra. et Scliult.

SystVeg , 6. p. 300. ; Recs's Cyclo., No. 6. ; Fl. Franc, 3. p. 316. ; Duby et Dec. Bot. Gall , 1. p. 42i;.

Synoni/mes. U. ciliJlta E/irh. Arb., 72., Sm. Engl. Fl., 2. p. 23 , incirioinally ; {'. pedunculata Lati/.

Did., No. 2., Sup/)/., i. p. 187. ; U octaiidra Sc/ik. Bof. Hamib., 178. t. 67. ; U. fblio latfssimo, See,
Btixb. Hal., .310. ; U. lie^vis Pal. Ross., vol. 1. p. 75. ; rOrine pedoncule, Fr.

Engravings, Schk. Handb., t. 57. ; Hayiie, t. 29. ; oar fig. l-2-i2. ; and the plates of this tree in our
last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves mostly resembling those of the U. montana, but

quite smooth on the upper side ; unequal at the base, doubly serrated.

Flowers on drooping stalks. Stamens in a flower 6—8. Samara elliptic,

deeply cloven, strongly fringed with coarse dense hairs. (Smith in Hee.>i's

Ci/cL, and in Eng. Fl.) A native of Europe, chiefly in the south of France,

and in the Caucasus; flowering in April and May. When it was intro-

duced is uncertain.

Descriplion, c^-r. This species is very distinct, even when the tree is bare

of leaves, as will be seen by comparing the winter tree of it, in our last Volume,
with that of U. montana major depicted at the same season. In spring and
summer, it is equally marked by the long droop-

ing peduncles of its flowers, and its hairy sa-

maras. It expands its leaves, according to M.
De Foucault, at least three weeks sooner than

any other kind of elm, and a month sooner

than some of the varieties. Its leaves are

large, and of a beautiful light shining green.

The trunk resembles that of U. montana more
than that of U. campestris ; forming numerous
branches, and a spreading head. The buds are

long, sharply pointed, and greenish ; while in

the U. campestris they are short, obtuse, and
covered with greyish hairs. (A/males Foren-

tieres for 1 8 11
.
) It is a native of Russia, where

it becomes a large tree ; and has a much wider

geographical range than, U. campestris, being, it would
hardiest of European elms ; and it has been found in the forests near Soissons,
and in some other parts of France. The first botanist who mentioned this

tree was Pallas ; and, about the same time, it was described, at length, by M.
Fougeroux de Bondaroy, in the Mcmoires de rAcadimie des Sciences for 1784.
Pallas states that the wood is very hard and durable, and that it is used in

Russia for all the purposes that the common elm is employed for in Europe.
Bondaroy says that this sort of elm is very common by the road side, between
Villars Cotterets and Paris; and also between that city and Cressy. It

comes into leaf 15 or 20 days before the common elm, and it grows much
faster. The head is more spreading than that of the common elm ; and its

bark, instead of being furrowed, is smooth. On the whole, he says, the trees
are so diflerent in their general appearance, that they may be reailily distin-

guished from each other, even without their leaves. The colour of the young
wood, the buds, and the size, colour, and serrature of the leaves, are re-
markably like those of the Huntingdon elm; from which circumstance this
species is probably more nearly allied to U. montana than to U. campestris.
As a tree of ornament, it is well worth cultivating for the beauty of its

leaves, for the distinct character of its spray in winter, and, indeed, for its

general appearance at all seasons. In British nurseries, it is propagated by
grafting on U. montana. There are handsome young trees of it in the
London Horticultural Society's Garden ; and there is a "tree of it at White
Knights, in front of the mansion, which is 6.3 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 22 in., and of the head 70 ft. This tree, we are informed by the o-ar-

dener, Mr. Ward, flowers, but does not ripen seeds, on which account it

woulti appear to be allied to U. campestris ; but, though its roots run very
near the surface, it never throws up a single sucker, and hence it woukl seem
to belong rather to U. montana. There are plants at Messrs. Loddigcs's.

appear.

1242
one of the
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t 6. U. monta\na Bank. The mountain, Scotch, or Wych, Elm.

Identification. Bauh. Pin., 427. ; With. Bot., 279. ; Sm. Engl. Bot, t. 1827. ; Engl. Fl., 2. p. 22.; Hook.
Brit. Fl.,p. 142.; Lindl. Synop., p. 227. ; Mackay's Fl. Hibern. PI., 1. p. 241.; Lodd. Cat., cd.

Si/nonitmes U glabra Huds., ed. 1., 95. ; U. eflfusa Sibtfi., 87., Abbot, 55. ; U. scabra Mill. Diet., So. 2. ;

U. nilda Ehr/i. ; U. campestre mild. Sp. PI, p. 1324., Fl. Dan., t. 632., Huds., 109., Lightfoot,

1091.; WychiHazel of old authors.
, , ,

Engravings. Engl. Bot., t. 1S87. ; Fl. Daa, t. 632. ; and the plates of some of the varieties in our
last Volume.

Spec. Char., c^-c. Leaves pointed, rough, broad, and doubly serrated. Flower.s

on longish peduncles loosely tufted, 5—6-cleft. Samara somewhat orbicular,

slio-htly cloven, naked. Branches drooping at their extremities ; their bark

smooth and even. (5w»V/i, adapted.) A tree, a native of Britain, and of

various parts of Europe ; flowering in April and May, and ripening its seeds

in June.

Varieties. The varieties of the Scotch elm are extremely distinct, and very

handsome trees, some well worth cultivating in a useful, and others in an
ornamental, point of view.

A. Timber Trees.

1 U. m. 1 vulgaris.—Tree spreading ; seldom exceeding 40 ft. or 50 ft. in

height, except when drawn up by other trees.

1 U. m. 2 rugosa Masters, U. rugosa Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.—Bark reddish

brown, cracking into short regular pieces, very like that of ^^cer
campestre. Tree of spreading growth, and moderate size. A tree

with this name attached to it, in the London Horticultural Society's

Garden, has much smaller and rougher leaves than the species, and
they are of a deeper green. The tree is of upright growth, and is,

probably, not identical with the U. m. rugosa of Mr. Masters.
1 U. m. 3 vidjor Masters.—The tree is of upright and rapid growth, with

few branches ; and, in some stages, approaching the habit of the

common Scotch elm, but of a more tapering form. The leaves fall

almost a month sooner than those of the following sort. There is a
very handsome tree of this variety in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, which we have figured in our last Volume, and which we
have no doubt is identical with the kind described by Mr. Masters.
It loses its leaves, in the Horticultural Society's Garden, before
any other species or variety.

Y U. m. 4 minor Masters, as compared with U. m. major, is of a more
branching and spreading habit, of lower growth, with more twiggy
shoots ; and these are more densely clothed with leaves, which aVe
retained long in the autumn.

t U. m. 5 cebennensis Hort. The Cevennes Elm.—There is a tree of this

variety in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which, in 1834, was
12 ft. high, after being 10 years planted. Its habit is spreading, like

that of U. m. vulgaris ; but it appears of much less vigorous growth.
t U. m. 6 nigra, U. nigra Lodd. Cat., the black Irish Elm, is a spreading

tree, with the habit of U. montana vulgaris, but with much smaller
leaves. It is by some considered as a vai'iety of U. campestris ; but,
as it ripens seeds in Ireland, we are inclined to think it belongs to
what may be called the seed-bearing section of the genus, and, con-
sequently, to U. montana.

t U. m. 7 austrdlis Hort.— The tree of this variety in the Horticultural
Society's Garden has rather smaller leaves, and a more pendulous
habit of growth, than the species ; but it does not appear to be dif-

ferent in any other respect.

B. Ornamental or curious Varieties.

It U. m. % i^endula ; U. pendula ZvOf/rf. Cat., ed. 1836 j U. glabra deciim-
bens Hort. Dur. ; U. horizontalis Hort. ; U.i'Vthra in the Horticultural
Society's Garden ; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

—
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This is a beautiful iiighly characteristic tree, generally growing to
one side, spreading its branches in a fan-hke manner, and stretching
them out sometimes horizontally, and at other times almost per-
pendicularly downwards, so that the head of the tree exhibits great
variety of shape. By some, this variety is considered to belong to
an American species of elm ; but from' its large rough leaves," its
vigorous young wood and large buds, and, above all, from its flower-
ing at tlie same time as U. montaua, and, like it, ripening abundance
of seeds, which no American elm whatever does in Europe, we have
not a doubt that it is a variety of U. montana. For particular
situations hi artificial scenery it is admirably adapted : for example,
for attracting the eye, and fixing it, in order to draw it away from
some object which cannot be concealed, but which it is not de-
sirable should attract notice. There is a handsome tree of this
variety in the Hammersmith Nursery, where, after being 12 years
planted, it is 30 ft. high. One in the Horticultural Societ/s Garden
was, in 1 834, after being 10 years planted, 26 ft. high.

t U. m. Ofas^igiataUort., U.ghabra rephckta Hort.Dur., U.Fordii Hort.,
U. exoniensis Hort., and the plate in our last Volume. The Exeter
Elm, Ford's Elm.—A very remarkable variety,with peculiarly twisted
leaves, and a very fastigiate habit of growth." The leaves, which are
very harsh, feather-nerved, and retain their deep green till they fall

oti; enfold one side of the shoots. The whole habit of growth of
of i\ m. fastigiata is remarkable; and it forms a singular cup-
shaped tree, that cannot be mistaken for any other. Its foliac^e is
darker than that of any other elm, save that of U. c. virens. (See
p. 1376.) This variety was raised at Exeter, by Mr. Ford, nur-
seryman there, about 1826. It is of less vigorous growth than
the preceding varieties ; but, being of a very marked character, it

well deserves a place in collections. There is a handsome tree of
this variety, 16 ft. high, in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and
plants in most English nurseries.

* U. m. 10 cnspa, ? U. crispa Jl'i/fcl. The re«7(?rf-leaved Elm.—The tree
of this variety in the Horticultm-al Society's Garden is 8 ft. or 10 ft.

high, and rather of a slender and stunted "habit of growth.
Other Varieties. Several might be taken from catalogues, both timber

trees and curious plants ; but the former, such as U. montana vegeta Lindl.,
we think may be best classed under U. m. glabra, and the latter are of so'
little merit, that we hardly think them worth recording in this work. CSee
Ludd. Cat., ed. 1836.)

Description, 8fc. The Scotch elm has not so upright a trunk as the English
elm

; and it soon divides into long, widely spreading, somewhat drooping
branches, forming a large spreading tVee. It is " of quicker growth than U.
campestris

; and the wood is, consequently, far inferior in hardness and
compactness, and more liable to split. The branches are, in some individuals,
quite pendulous, like the weeping willow. Their bark is even ; downy in a
young state. Leaves larger than any of the foregoing; broadly elliptical,
with a longer copiously serrated point ; rough on the upper surface, with
mmute, callous, bristly tubercles, but less harsh than most of the preceding;
the under surface downy and paler, with straight, parallel, transverse ribs'
copiously hairy at theu- origins and subdivisions. Flowers rather larger and'
paler, in looser tufts than most of the species; each in 5, 6, or 7 oblong-acute
segments, and as many broad, rather heart-shaped, dark purple antherst Cap-
sule broadly obovate or elliptical, and almost orbicular, with a shallow notch
at the end, not extending half way to the seed." A native of the northern
and temperate parts of Europe. ( Watson.) It is found in numerous places in
Britain

; and is the most common elm in Scotland and Ireland. From the leaves
somewhat resembling those of the hazel, Gerard tells us that, in Hampshire, "it
is commonly called the witch hasell. Old men affirm," he adds, " that, when
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long bows were in use, there were very many made of the wood of this tree;

for which purpose, it is mentioned in the English statutes by this name of

witch hasell." ( Ger. Emac, p. 1480.)

It is onlv within the present century that this tree has been much planted

in England", though in Scotland and Ireland its timber has long been consi-

dered as next in value to that of the oak; and it has, accordingly, been exten-

sively introduced into artificial plantations. It is very remarkable that this

species seems to be altogether unknown in France and Germany ; neither

being mentioned in the NouvcauDu Haniel,the Xouveau Cours cTAgriculture, the

Dictionnaire des Eaux et Forets, the Flore Frai^-ahe, nor even in Willdenow's

Baumzucht, as far as we have seen in the Continental nurser3men's cata-

logues, and with the exception of that of Booth of Hamburgh ; though, by the

American catalogues, it appears to have been introduced into that country.

It may possibly," however, be known on the Continent as a variety of U.

campestris, that species being given as synonymous with it in Smith's English

Flora, on the authority of several authors. Indeed some botanists are of

opinion that the U. campestris of Linnaeus is the U. montana of modern

botanists. Among the trees of France L'^'lmus montana Baiih. is included,

but this, Mirbel, in his Nuuveau Du Hamcl, makes synonymous with the Dutch

elm ( U. major), and with U. effusa Willd. Sir J. E. Smith, however, con-

siders Bauhin's figure as representing U. montana, and as the U. montana

cebennensis is a native of the south of France, we may safely assume the

species as being indigenous throughout Europe generally, though not under

our name of U. montana.
Properties and Uses. The wych elm, according to Gerard, was applied to

various uses in ancient times. It was not only made into bows, but its bark,

which is so tough that it will strip or peel off' from the wood from one end of

a bough to the other without breaking, was made into ropes. The wood was

not considered so good for naves as the wood of the common elm, which then, as

now, was esteemed superior in toughness and strength, though the wood of the

wych elm cleaved better. In Scotland, where the tree abounds, both naturally

and in artificial plantations, it weighs less than the wood of the English elm,

and is more coarse-grained. Nevertheless, Sang observes, "it is always prized

next to the wood of tiie oak." "It is used," he adds, "by the ship-builder,

the boat-builder, the block and pump maker, the cartwright, the cabinet-

maker, and the coachmaker." The timber, Matthews observes, has much
sap-wood, and great longitudinal toughness; but, from the great quantity of

sap-wood, and want of lateral adhesion, it splits considerably when dry. The
tree has a peculiar fan-like spread of the branches, often tending to one side,

and most perceptible in young trees. Hence the tree, when grown up, " has

generally a slight bending in the stem, which renders it very fitting for floor-

timbers of vessels ; the only part of a ship, except the bottom plank, to

which it is applicable, as it soon decays above water. Its great toughness and

strength, however, render it fit for floors." (On Kaval Timber, &c,, p. 52.)
" The tree," Matthews continues, " when come to some size, on the primary

branches being lopped off", like the common elm and the oak, often throws out

a brush of twigs from the stem ; and tiiese twigs impeding the transit of the

sap, the brush increases, and the stem thickens considerabl}', in consequence of

a warty-like deposit of wood forming at the root of the twigs. This

excrescence, when of size, after being seasoned in some cool moist place,

such as the north reentering angle of a building exposed to the dripping

from the roof, forms a richer veneer for cabinet-work than any other timber."

(Ibid., p. 53.) But, even without this process, the wood has often a curious

laced appearance, which renders it fit for beautiful cabinet-work. A writer in

the Gardener's Magazine (Mr. Ashworth of Prestwich, near Manchester,)^

states the timber of the Scotch elm to be nearly equal in value to that of

the ash. " It is good," he says, " for the naves, poles, and shafts of gigs and

other carriages ; and, from its not splintering, as the oak and the ash do, in

time of battle, for swingle-trees of great gun carriages. It is also used for
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dyers' and printers' rollers; the wood, by constant use, wearing smooth. Cart-

wrights employ it for shafts, naves, beds, rails, and staiuiai'ds for wheel-

barrows; and the handles of spades, forks, and other agricultural implements."

The price of the wood of U. campestris is from is. to Is. -id. per cubic foot, and
that of U. montana is from Is. 8d. to 2^. Young plants of the former, 6 ft.

high, are 6(1. each ; but of the latter, only 125. per hundred. (Vol. xii. p. 409.)

As an ornamental tree, Sang observes, " the Scotch elm cannot be termed

beautiful ; but, certainly, an aged elm, when standing singly, is a very capital

object. In the form of its branches, and its general outline, it much resembles

the oak. Hence, in many of the recently improved places in Scotland

(where this tree chiefly abounds), it has been reserved as an ornamental tree,

and, in this particular, is an excellent substitute for the oak. Even where the

oak and the chestnut abound (as at Alva), the Scotch elm maintains its place,

with excellent effect, as a park tree." (Sa)ig's PI. Cal., p. 86.) Gilpin says

of the'wych elm, that it " is, perhaps, generally more picturesque than tiie com-
mon sort, as it hangs more negligently, though, at the same time, with this

negligence, it loses in a good degree that happy surface for catching masses of

light which we admire in the common elm. We observe, also, when we see

this tree in company with the common elm, that its bark is somewhat of a

lighter hue. The wych elm is a native of Scotland, where it is found, not

only in the plains and valleys of the Lowlands, but is hardy enough to climb

the steeps, and flourish in the remotest Highlands ; though it does not attain,

in those climates, the size which it attains in England. Naturalists suppose

the wych elm to be the only species of this tree vvhich is indigenous to our
island." (Gilpin's Forest Sceneri/, vol. i. p. 44.) On this passage, Sir Thonjas

Dick Lauder observes, " We are disposed to think that Mr. Gilpin hardly

does justice to this elm. For our parts, we consider the wych, or Scottish,

elm as one of the most beautiful trees in our British sylva. The trunk is

so bold and picturesque in form, covered, as it frequently is, with huge ex-

crescences ; the limbs and branches are so free and graceful in their growth ; and
the foliage is so rich, without being leafy or clumpy as a whole ; and the head

is, generally, so finely massed, and yet so well broken, as to render it one of

the noblest of |)ark trees ; and, when it grows wildly amid the rocky scenery

of its native Scotland, there is no tree which assumes so great or so

pleasing a variety of character." (Lander's Gilpin, i. p. 91.) One of the

most common uses of this tree, in British nurseries, is as a stock for the dif-

ferent sorts of English and American elms.

Popular Superstitious. In many parts of the country, the wych elm, or

witch hazel, as it is still occasionally called, is considered a preservative against

witches; probably from the coincidence between the words wych and witch.

In some of the midland counties, even to the present day, a little cavity is

made in tlie churn, to receive a small portion of witch hazel, without which

the dairy-maiils imagine that they would not be able to get the butter to

come.
Soil and Situation. " The Scotch elm," Sang observes, " accommodates

itself, both in a natural state and when planted, to many different soils and

situations. The soil in which it most luxuriates is a deep rich loam ; but that in

which it becomes most valuable, is a sandy loam, lying on rubble stone, or on dry

rock. It is frequently found flourishing by the sides of rivers or streams,

which sometimes wash part of its roots
;
yet it will not endure stagnant

moisture. In wet tilly clays, as at Panmure in Forfarshire, it soon sickens.

On bleak hills, among rocks, and where soil is hardly perceptible, its roots

will often find nourishment, and the tree will arrive at a considerable size.

In a mixture of loam and clay schistus, incumbent on whinstone rock, as at

Alva, it arrives at a large size within a century." (Plant. Cal., p. 56.)

Propagation and Culture. The Scotch elm does not produce suckers like

the English elm ; but, according to Boutcher, it roots more readily from layers

than that species. The most ready mode of propagating it, however, is by

seeds, which arc produced in great abundance, and are ripe about the middle
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of June. They ought to be gathered with the hand before they drop, as from
their hghtness and winged appendages, they are very apt to be blown away by
the wind. The seeds may either be sown as soon as gathered, in which case,

many plants will come up the same season ; or they may be thinly spread out

to dry in the shade, and afterwards put up into bags or boxes, and kept in a

dry place till the following March or April. Sang directs the seeds to be

chosen from the tallest and most erect and healthy trees ; on the sound
principle, that plants, like animals, convey to their progeny their appearance

and habits, whether good or bad. Trees, therefore, though having abundance
of seeds, if they be either visibly diseased, or ill formed, should be passed over

by the collector. Elm seeds should be gathered the moment they are ripe, which
is readily known liy their beginning to fall. If the gathering is delayed for a

single day, the seed is liable to be blown oft", and scattered by the slightest gale.

(Plant. Cal., p. 412.) The seeds, whether sown inmiediately when gathered,

or in the following spring, ought to be deposited in light or friable I'ich soil, and
very thinly, in order that the plants that rise from them may be strong and vigo-

rous. If they rise too thickly the first year, they are for several years after sensi-

bly affected, contmuing weak, although carefully thinned out. The best form in

which the seed can be deposited is in beds ; and the covering of soil should
not be more than ^ in. thick. (7f/., p. 283.) The plants may be transplanted

into nursery lines, either at the age of one or two years ; and they may be
grafted the following spring. If not intended to be grafted, they may go
through a regular course of nursery culture, till they have attained the desired

height ; and they will transplant readily at 20 ft. or 23 ft., though not nearly

so well at that size as the U. campestris. Few plants succeed more readily

by grafting than the elm ; so much so, that when the graft is made close to

the surface of the soil, and the scion tied on with matting, the mere earthing

up of the plants from the soil in the intervals between the rows will serve as

a substitute for claying. The graft, in our opinion, should always be made 6 in.

or 8 in. above the collar, in order to lessen the risk of the scion, when it

becomes a tree, throwing out roots ; which, in the case of all the varieties of

U. campestris, would become troublesome by their suckers.

statistics. Recorded Trees. Cook ( Forest Trees, \ire{. p. xiv.) mentions a wych elm, which was
felled in Sir Walter Ba^ot's Park, in Staflbrdshire, wliicli was 12Uft. high, with a trunk 17 ft. in di-

ameter at the surface of thcground. Itrequired two men fivedaysto fell it; afterwhich it lay 40 yards
in length, and was at the stool 17 ft. in diameter. Itbroke, in the fall, 14 loads ofwood ; and had 48 loads
in the head. It yielded 8 pairs of naves ; 8660 ft. of boards
and planks; and the whole was esteemed to weigh 97 tons.

The Tutbury wych elm is mentioned, in Shaw's Stafford,
shire, as forming a magnificent feature, both in the near
and distant prospect. Strutt, who has given an engraving
of this tree, of which fig. 1243. is a reduced copy, to the
scale of 1 in. to 50 ft. describes it as having a trunk 12 ft.

long, and 16ft. 9in. in circumference at the height of 5 ft.

from the g'-ound. The trunk divides, at the height of 12 ft.,

into 8 noble branches, which are nearly 50 ft high, and
extend between 50 ft. and 6D ft. from the centre of the tree,

which contained 689 cubic feet of timber. This tree exists

still, and the dimensions and contents given by Strutt

have been confirmed to us by Thomas Turner, Esq., Sud-
bury. The wych elm at Bagot's Mill is also figured by i 94.3
Strutt (p. 68.), who says that it is a tree more remark-

~

able for its beauty than its size. The largest elms which are known certainly to belong to the
species U. montana are supposed to be in Scotland. The following dimensions are taken from
Sang's Planter's Calendar ; and the reader may rely on their being of trees of the true ?/. montana. On
the estate of Castle Huntly, there are several fine Scotch elms, which gilt, at 3 ft. from the ground,
about lift. At Lord Morton's, Aberdour, Fife, there is a Scotch elm, which measured, March 10.

1812, 40ft. length of bole, and in girt^llft. 6in. Twoelms, at Yair, in Selkirkshire, girt each, at the
surface of the ground, 13 ft. An elm tree, in the parish of Roxburgh, in Teviotdale, called the
Trysting Tree, was measured in 1796 ; and its girt, at 4 ft. from the surface of the ground, was 30 ft.

An elm, on the lawn at Taymouth Castle, girted, in September, 1814, 15 ft. 9 in. {Sang's Nicol's
Plant. Cal., p. 549.) In Ireland, the wych, or native Irish elm, appears to grow with great vigour.
Hayes mentions six trees, produced from layers from the stole of a tree felled for that purpose, which
in '26 years girted from 3 ft. 11 in. to 4 ft. 9 in. at 5 ft. from the ground. Three out of these six
trees would thus, at 26 years' growth, cutinto 12 in. planks. (Pract. Hints on Plant., p. 162.) A Scotch
elm, remarkable for its fantastic boughs, is figured in Monteith's Forester's Guide, pi. 12., and said
to stand on the estate of Touch, Stirlingshire. "My reason for giving a figure of this tree," says
Monteith, " is, that it proves to demonstration the difterent crooks and shapes that, by a timely
attention to the growth of trees, they could be brought to grow to. The crooked branch of this tree
had evidently once been the main stem ; but was kejit down, I am told, by children swinging upon
it when young. Hence it has, ;is will be seen by looking at the dimensions, been brought to form
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crooks nearly equal in largeness to the bole of the tree. This tree affords a very great natural

euriosity to the eye of a lover of trees. (For. Guide, p. 392.)

Statistics of crisfing Trees In England. At IMuswell Hill, it is 85 ft. higli, the diameter of the

trunk J ft., and of the head 45 ft. In Hampshire, at Alresford, 81 years planted, it is 72 ft. high,

diameter of the trunk i.' ft. 5 in., and of tlie head Sti ft. In the Isle of Wight, in Wilkins's Nursery,

it is 25 ft. high. In Somersetshire, at Nettlecombe, 40 years planted, it is 65 ft. high, the diameter

of the trunk 1 ft.ll in , and of the head 26 ft. In Surrey, at Farnham Castle, it is 80 ft. high, diameter

of the trunk 2 ft. 4 in., andof the head 86 ft. ; at St. Anne's Hill, it is 70 ft. high, diameter of trunk 4 ft.,

and of the head 99 ft. In IJedfordshire, at Woburn Abbey, is one with a trunk 6| ft., and the diameter

of the bead 92 ft. In Monmouthsbire.at Dowlais House, 20 yearsold, it is 30 ft. high. In Oxfordshire,

in the Oxford Botanic Garden, it is lUU ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 10 in., andjof the head 120 ft.

In Worcestershire, at Croome, 70 years planted, it is 70 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the

head 28 ft.; at Hagley, 10 years planted, it is 14 ft. high. In Yorkshire, at Grimstone, 12. years

planted, it is 24 ft. high.

V. montana i/i Scotland. In the Horticultural Garden, Inverleith, 29 years planted, it is 18 ft.

high ; at Hopetoun House, 100 years planted, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the

head 51 ft. In Clackmannanshire, in the garden of the Dollar Insti.

tution, 12 years planted, it is 30 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1ft.,

and of the head 24 ft. In Lanarkshire, at Pollock, are some very
large wych elms, one of which figured by Strutt in 1812 was then
86 ft. high, but in October, 1839, it was again measured for this work,
and was found 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk nearly 4 ft.,

at 5 ft. from the ground. There are three other elms at Pollock nearly
as large ; and one which is reported to have been planted by Sir

Thomas Maxwell, lord advocate of William III,, and one of the
commissioners of the union, and which must consequently be up-
wards of 180 years old. In Perthshire, at Kinfauns Castle, it is

70 fl high, diameter of the trunk 6i ft., and of the head 60 ft A
sketch of this tree was sent us by Mr. Robertson, gardener at Kin-
fauns Castle, of which Jig. 1244. is an engraving, reduced to the
scale of 1 in. to 50 ft. In Stirlingshire, at Airthrey Castle, it is 63ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 48 ft. ; at Callender
Park, it is 46 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and of the
head 66 ft.

U. montuna in Ireland. In Cork, at Castle Freke, it is 50 ft. high, 1244'
diameter of the trunk I ft. Sin., and of the head 32ft. In Louth, near Mansfieldstown, at Pawn,
a tree planted to commemorate the birth of the grandfather of the present proprietor, and which is

considered to be of about 120 years' growth, is 70 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk at the base 9 ft.

8 in., at 6 ft. from the ground 5 ft. 4 in., and the diameter of the head 90 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nnrseries, are, seedlings 5s.

per tlioiisand ; transplanted seedlings, from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high, 15.?. per thou-
sand ; from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, 2os. per thousand ; from 4 ft. to 6 ft. high, 50.?.

per thousand. At Bollwyller, large plants are 1 franc each ; and at New
York, they are 5 cents each.

i 7. U. (m.) gla'bra Mill. The smooth-leaved, or Wych, Elm,
Identification. Mill. Diet., ed. 8., No. 4. ; CuUum, 97. ; Engl. Bot, t. 2248. ; Sra. Engl. Fl.,2. p. 23.

;

Hook. Br. Fl., p. 142. ; Lindl. Synop., p. 226. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 241.
Synoni/mes. T. montiina /3 Fl. Br.,im. ; Hull., ed. 2., 75., U. folio gl^bro Gcr. Emac, 1481. f..

Rati Syn., 469. ; U. campestris var. 3. With. 279. ; the feathered Elm.
Engravings. EngL Bot., t. 2248. ; Ger. Emac, 1481. f. ; and outfig. 1245.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptic-oblong, doubly serrated, smooth. Flowers
nearly sessile, 5-cleft. Samara obovate, naked, deeply cloven. (Smith.)

A tall elegant tree, with spreading, rather drooping, smooth, blackish
branches, scarcely downy in their earliest stage of growth.
Leaves smaller than any of the preceding (except U. cam-
pestris), as well as more oblong ; strongly serrated, very
imequal at the base, not elongated at the extremity ; their

substance firm, or rather rigid ; the surfiice of both sides
very smooth to the touch, and without any hairs beneath,
except the axillary pubescence of the ribs, which often
forms a narrow downy line along the midrib. Flowers .^.ri

nearly sessile, with 5 short, bluntish, fringed segments,
and as many longish stamens ; the anthers of which are
roundish heart-shaped. Samara smaller than most other
species, obovate, cloven down to the seed, smooth, often
reddish. A native of Britain, chiefly in England, in

woods and hedges; and forming the most common elm
in some parts of Essex. It bears seeds in nearly as great abundance as U.
montana, ami it does not throw up suckers ; which convinces us that it is

only a variety of that species. The propagation, culture, &c., of U. olabra
and its varieties are the same as in the preceding sort; but, to preserve the
latter distinct, they ought to be grafted.

1245
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Varieties. In consequence of U. glabra ripening seeds in different parts of

England, many varieties have been raised from it, most of winch are distin-

guished by great rapidity of growth. From the specimens that have been

sent to us from the Canterbury, Huntingdon, and other nurseries, and also

from the trees in the Horticultural Society's Garden, it is difficult to de-

termine, in every case, whether the varieties of U. (m.) glabra are not nearer

to U. mo.itana or U. americana, than to that sub-species ; and, in some in-

stances, they appear to partake of the character of U. campestris and U.

(c.) suberosa. T. A. Knight, Esq., informs us that from seeds of one variety

of U. (m.) glabra, viz. the Downton elm, which were ripened in the cold

climate of that part of Shropshire, he " raised plants which are so perfectly

similar to the U. suberosa, and which approximate so nearly to the character

of the U. glabra, that " he does " not doubt but that the U. campestris, U.

suberosa, U. glabra, and three or four other varieties which" he has "seen

in different parts of England, are all varieties only of the same species."

A. Tiuiber Trees.

1 U. 0"0 g- 1 vulgaris. The common smooth-leaved Elm.
1 U. (vi.)g. 2 vegcta; U. montana vegeta in the Horticultural Society's

Garden; U. ameYickna Masters. The Huntingdon Elm, the Chichester

Elm, the American Elm in some places, ami, perhaps, the Scampston
Elm. — This is by far the most vigorous-growing kind of elm propa-

gated in British nurseries, often making shoots from 6 ft. to 10 ft. in

length in one season; and the tree attaining the height of upwards of

30 ft. in 10 years from the graft. Having written to Huntingdon, Chi-

chester, York, Newcastle, and various other places, respecting this

elm, we have received the following information from Mr. John
Wood, nurseryman, nearHuntingdon,dated November, 183G.—" The
Huntingdon elm," he savs, " was raised here about 80 or 90 years

ago, by an uncle of mine, from seed collected in this neighbourhood.

I have sent many plants of it all over the country ; and it has been
given out from Norwich, Bristol, and other places, under the name
of the Chichester elm ; but } ou may rely on my word that the Chi-

chester elm and the Huntingdon elm are one and the same thing.

The tree is the fastest grower, and produces the best timber, of all

the elms. I have lately cut down some trees planted about 40 years

ago, and have used the planks in various ways in house-building."

The young shoots of this elm sent to us by Mr. Wood were 9 ft.

long; and those sent to us by Mr. Masters, under the name of the

American elm, which he considers as a synonyme to the Hunting-
don elm, were about the same length. We also observed that the

shoots of U. campestris alba Masters, and of U. c. acutifolia Alas-

ters, strongly resemble those of the Huntingdon elm. The tree

marked as the Huntingdon elm in the Horticultural Society's Gar-
den was, in 1834, 35 ft. high, after being 10 years planted.

^ U. {m.) g. 3 var. The Scampston Elm.— The earliest notice which
we can find of this tree is in the Agricultural Report for the County

of Durham, published in 1810; and in which it is said that the

Scampston elm comes from a place of that name in Yorkshire, but

is supposed to be originally from America. It is said to be a plant

of wonderfully quick growth, having made shoots from grafts, in one
year, of 5 ft. or 6 ft. in length. From the tree bearing this name in

the Horticultural Society's Garden, which, in 1834, was 18 ft. high,

after being 8 years planted, it is clearly some variety of U. glabra,

and very little different from the species.

i U. (m.)g.4^viaJor, C^. glabra major i/o?Y. Di/r., the Canterbury Seedling,

is of more vigorous growth than the species, and, indeed, is a rival

to U. americana and the Huntingdon elm, in quickness of growth.
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It preserves its foliage long after U. (m.) glabra; and its bark is

like that of the Huntingdon elm. This tree is also more spreading

than that sort. Judging from the specimens of this variety sent to

us by Mr. Masters, we should say that it belongs fully as much to

U. montana as to U. (m.) glabra.

^ U. (m.) g- 5 glandiilosn Lindl.— Leaves very glandular beneath.

1 U. (h«.) g. 6 latifolia Lindl.— Leaves oblong, acute, very broad.

1 U. (???.) g. 7 micnypJiijlla H. S.— The tree of this variety in the Horti-

cultural Society's Garden is 40 ft. high, and bears a considerable

resemblance to U. campestris ; but is evidently of the U. montana
family. A tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden, marked V

.

g. jKirvifolia (from Germany), seems to us identical with this variety.

B, Ornamental or curious Trees.

3^ U. (w.) g. 8 pcndula, U. campestris pendula Hort. Dur.,t\\e Downton
Elm, was raised in Smith's Nursery, at Worcester, Mr. Smith
states, in 1810, from seeds obtained from a tree in Nottinghamshire.

Mr. Knight of Downton Castle purchased some of these trees

;

and one of them turned out to be that weeping variety which
has since obtained the name of the Downton elm. On writing to

Mr. Smith, to endeavour to get some information respecting the

trees that produced the seed, he informs us in answer, that, after

making every enquiry in Nottinghamshire respecting these trees, he
finds " they were a mixture of wych and English : prol)ably they
were all planted as English ; but, being grafted trees, and being planted

by the side of a public road, they might have been broken off at the

graft when young. At any rate, the plants produced from the seeds

were a complete mixture of the English and wych elms, both by
their leaves and their manner of growth. The original trees in Not-
tinghamshire have been long since cut down, and the ground built

up'on. The plants which I raised," he adds, " not meeting with a

ready sale, I grafted them with the common English elm, which is

more in demand in this neighbourhood." Mr. Knight observes that
" the Downton elm is more remarkable for the singularity of its

form and growth, than for its value as a timber tree." There is a tree

of this variety in the Horticultural Society's Garden 23 ft. high, the

branches of which are somewhat pendulous.
^ U. (?«.) g. 9 variegdta H. S. has variegated leaves.

3f U. {m.)g. 10 ?r/;wH/bs« Booth.—We have not seen this variety lateh
;

but there were plants of it in the Horticultural Society's Garden
some years ago ; and we supjiose it still exists in the Floetbeck
Nurseries.

Statistics. Young trees of tMmus gIM)ra in the Hortirultural Society's Garden, which, in 1834,
had been 10 years planted, were between oO ft and 40ft. high. In Dorsetshire, at Melt)ury Park,
40 years planted, it is 66 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 44 ft. In Staffordshire,
at Treiitham, '26 years planted, it is 34 ft. high. In Yorkshire, at Grinistcn, 14 years planted, it is

25 ft. high. In Perthshire, at Taymouth, IhO years planted, it is 100 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk
8 ft., and <if the head 90 ft. In Germany, in' the Botanic Garden, Gottingen, it is 30 ft. high, with
a trunk 1 ft. in diameter.

Commerdal Statistics. Plants of the Huntingdon elm, in the London nm'-

series, from -t ft. to 5 ft. high (that is, one year grafted), are 25.?. per hundred
;

from? ft. to 9 ft. high (that is, 2 years from the graft), 50.?. per hundred.

5? 8. U. a'lba Kit. The \N\\\Us\\-Ieaved Elm.

Identification. Kitaib., quoted in Ra?m. et Schult. Syst. Veg., 6. p. 300. ; Willd. Baumz., p. .'JIS.
;

Schult. Oestr. Fl., ed. 2., 1. p. 466. ; Rcem. et Schult. Syst. Veg., 6. p. 300. ; Spreng. Svst. Veg., 1.

p. 930.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Bark grey brown ; smooth, not chinky. Leaves with downy petioles ; and disks
oblong, acuminate, 2* in. long, unequal at the base, doubly and very argutely serrate; above,
deep green ; beneath, downy, and becoming obviously whitish. {W/l/d. and Sc/iult. Si/st. fC};., \\.

p. 300.) A native of Hungary ; said to have been introduced in 1834, but wc are not aware that
the plant is in British gardens.
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¥ 9. U. AsiERiCA^XA L. The American Elm.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 327. ; Willd. Sp. P)., 1. p. 1325., exclusive of the var. y ; WilW. Eiium.
Hort. Berol., p. 295., aiid Suppl., p. 14. ; Poiret. Eiicycl. Meth., 4. p. 6U. ; Michx. Fl. Bor. Anier., 2.

p. 172. ; Roem. ot Schiilt. .Syst., 6. p. 300. ; Pursh Fl. Anier. Sept., 1. p. 199., exclusive of the var.

; Michx. Arb., 3. p. 269. ; North Amer. Sylva, 3. p. 83. t. 126. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., No. 3., exclusive
of the var. pemlula ; Smith in Rees's Cyclop., No. 7. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Si/nonyines. The white Elm, Amer. ; the Canadian Elm ; the American white Elm.
Engravings. Michx. North Amer. Sylva, 3. t. 126. ; and ourJig. 1246

Sjjec. Char., ^-c. Leaf with the petiole 1

—

\\ in. long, and hairy with short

hairs ; and the disk unequal at the base, 4

—

5 in. long, inchisive of a long

acuminate point, 2—2^ in. broad, serrate, and mostl}' doubly so ; the axils

of the veins underneath joined by a membrane. Flowers peduncled, effuse

;

peduncles short, glabrous. Stamens 5 and 8. Samara fringed at the edge

with hairs, ovate, acute. (If'il/cl. Enum. and Siipj)!., Ra^m. et Scliulf. Si/st.

Veg.) This species is readily distinguishable from others by the membrane
which appears at the axils of the veins. (

Willd. Enum. S/ij^pl.) Young
branches brown, with short, very fine hairs. Leaves deeply green above,

almost glossy, rough ; beneath, pale, downy. Flowers like those of U. effusa.

Wild in North America, in low woods, from New England to Carolina.

A tree, growing, in North America, to the height of 80 ft. or 100 ft. Intro-

duced in 17J2 ; but rarely flowering, and never ripening seeds, in Englantl.

l^arietie.i.

It \J. a. I liibra Ait. Hort. Kew., i. p. 319.— Branches red. Leaves ovate,

rugose, rough, {llcem. et Schiilt. Si/st. Veg.)

5 U. a. 2 alba Ait. Hort. Kew., i. p. 819. ; Marsh., p. 250.— Branches
whitish. Leaves oblong, rough. ? U. mollifolia. (Raeni. et Sclntlt.

Syst. Veg.)

1 v. a. 3 j)enduln Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., i. p. 200., Ait. Hort. Kew.,
I, p. 319., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836. — Branches pendulous.

S U. a. 1 indsa IL S. See the plate in our last Volume.— This variety

differs from the other varieties, in having the leaves somewhat more
deeply serrated, and rather smaller, approaching nearer to those of

U. eftusa. There is a tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
which, in 1834-, was 27 ft. high.

Desa'iption, ^c. The leaves of the white American elm, according to

Michaux, are -tin. or 3 in. long, borne on short petioles, alternate, unequal at

the base, oval-acuminate, and doubly denticulated : they are generally smaller

than those of the red elm (L^'lmus (a.) fi'ilva). The flowers

appear before the leaves, and are very small ; of a purple A
colour, supported by short slender footstalks, and united in .J.-

bunches at the extremity of the branches. The seeds are ,%''. i;^

contained in flat, oval, fringed capsules, notched at the base, .' l^jj: 'li|-^

The trunk is covered with a tender white bark, very deeply
'^"^''''

furrowed. In favourable situations, on the banks of rivers,

the tree reaches a great height, and displays extraordinary

magnificence of vegetation. " In clearing the primitive

forests," says Michaux, " a few specimens of the white elm

are sometimes left standing. Insulated in this manner, it

appears in all its majesty, towering to the height of 80 ft. or

100 ft., with a trunk 4 it. or oft. in diameter; regularly i \\iiil|

of V'^"'!rshaped, naked, and insensibly diminishing to the height

60 ft. or 70 ft. ; when it divides itself into two or three * "'^Xilr

primary liinbs. The limbs, not widely divergent near the 1246
base, approach and cross each other 8ft. or 10ft. higher; and diffuse on
all sides long, flexible, pendulous branches, bending into regular arches, and
floating lightly in the air. A singularity is observed in this tree, which I

have witnessed in no other : two small limbs, 4 ft. or o ft. long, grow in a

reversed position near the first ramification, and descend along the trunk."
(^N. Amer. Si/l., iii. p. 85.) In New Hampshire, he adds, " a great number of
young white elms are seen detached in the middle of the pastures : they
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ramify at the height of 8 ft., 10 ft., or 12 ft.; and their limbs, springing at the

same point, cross each other, and rise with a uniform inclination, so as to

form on the summit a sheaf-like head, of regular proportions and admirable

beauty." (Ibid.) The white elm is a native of North America, from Nova
Scotia to Georgia, a distance of 1200 miles; but it is found in the greatest

perfection in Lower Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, the north-eastern

section of the United States, and Genessee in the state of New York. The
white elm delights in low humid situations ; soils such as, in the northern states,

are called interval lands. In the middle states, it grows in similar situations,

and on the border of swamps. West of the mountains, it abounds in all the fer-

tile bottoms watered by the great rivers that swell the Ohio and the Mississippi,

particularly on the brink of the rivers, where its base is inundated at the rising

of the waters in the spring. The wood is used for the same purposes as the

European elm, but it is decidedly inferior in strength and hardness; it has also

less compactness, and splits more readily. The bark is said to be easily de-

tached during eight months of the year. Soaked in water, and rendered supple

by pounding, it is se[)arated into shreds, or ribands, which are used, in the

northern states, for weaving into seats for common chairs, as rushes are in

England. (Michaux.) This tree was introduced into England in 1752, by
Mr. James Gordon ; though, as Martyn observes, no notice is taken of it, or

of any other American elm, in the edition of Miller's Dictionary which was
published sixteen years afterwards. The three varieties have doubtless existed

in the arboretum at Kew, and, probably, in the grounds at Syon ; but they are

Hot now to be found in either of these collections. The only plants w hich we
have seen ai'e those in the Horticultural Society's Garden ; where there are

several from 15 ft. to 30 ft. in height. They bear a general resemblance to

U, montjuia, both in their naked and clothed state; but they are readily

distinguished from tliat species by the roughness of their bark. The leaves,

also, are more pointed, longer in proportion to their breadth, have longer foot-

stalks, and are of a finer green. They so closely resemble other trees, marked,
in the Horticultural Society's Garden, U. hispanica, as scarcely, if at all, to

be distinguishable from them. Michaux sent seeds of this elm to France in

1807,from which several thousand plants were raised ; and ofwhich, according to

the Nmiveau Du Hamcl, there are very fine specimens at Trianon, where they

are distinguished from all other elms by the superior beauty of their leaves.

Cobbett informs us that he imported a quantity of elm seed from the borders

of Lake Ontario, which was gathered from a tree that had a clear straight

stem 70 ft. high, before it began to ramify; but that these seeds, from having

been put together before they were thoroughly dried, had fermented on the

passage, and not one ever came up. (M'oodl^ncfs, &c., p. 2-tl. and 242.) In

the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, there is a tree which, in 1828, was 25 ft. 6 in.

high, with a trunk 7 in. in diameter. Price of plants, in the London nurseries,

Is. each ; and the weeping variety is 50 cents,

i 10. U. (a.) fu'lva Alichx. The tawny-budded, or slippery. Elm.

Identification. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 1. p. 172. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 200. ; Spreng. SysL
Veg , 1. p. U31. ; Ree.s's Cyclop., No. 10. ; Lodd. Cat,, ed. 18.3a

Synompnes. U. rClbra Michx. Arb., 3 p. 278., and a fig.. North Amer. Sylva, 3. p. 89. t. 128. 4 Ornie
gras, French of Canada and Upper Louisiana ; red Elm, red-wooded Elm, Moose Elm.

Engravings. Michx. North Amer. Sylva, 3. t. 128. ; and out fig. 1247.

Spec. Char., ^c. Resembles the Dutch elm. Branches rough, whitish.

Leaves ovate-oblong, acuminate, nearly equal at the base, more or less

cordate there; serrate with unequal teeth, rugose, very rough, hairy on

both surfaces: they are larger, thicker, and rougher than those of U.

americana. Leaf buds tomentose, with a tawny dense tomentum : they are

larger and rounder than those of U. americana. Scales of the buds that

include the flowers downy. Peduncles of flowers short. Samara not fringed,

very like that of U. campestris ; orbicular, or, according to the figure in

Michaux's North American Sy/va, obovate. {Michx., Pursh.) Leaves vari-

able in shape and seiratures, but more downy than the other North Ame-
4 z
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rican elms. Stamens 5—7. Stigmas purplish. Samara, when young, downy

on both sides. This tree has been introduced, but when is not stated in

British catalogues.

Description, c^-c. The red, or slippery, elm, according to Michaux, bears a

strong resemblance to the Dutch elm. It forms a tree from 30 ft. to 60 ft.

high, and 15 in. or 20 in. in diameter. In the winter, Michaux obscrvts,

" ft is distinguished from the white American elm x..^ 121.7

by its buds, which are larger and rounder; and

which, a fortnight before their developement, are

covered with a russet down." The flowers are

l)roduced in tufts at the extremity of the young

shoots. The scales which surround the bunches

of flowers are downy, like the buds. The calyx is ^ ^
downy and sessile ; the stamens short, and of a pale Vi

rose colour. The seeds are large, destitute of fringe, V,

round, and very similar to those of the European

elm ; and they ripen very earl}'. The bark is

brown ; and the leaves are oval-acuminate, doubly

denticulated, and larger, thicker, and rougher than

those of U. americiina. " Except the maritime

districts of the Carolinas and Georgia, this species of elm is found in all

parts of the United States and of Canada." (Michaux.) " It is less

abundant than the white American elm ; and the two species are rarely found

together, as the red elm recjuires a substantial soil, free from moisture, and
even delights in elevated and open situations, such as the banks of steep rivers,

particularly the Hudson and the Susquehanna. The heart-wood is coarser-

grained and less compact than that of U. amcricana, and is of a dull red tinge ;

whence the name of red elm. Even in the branches of 1 in. or Sin. in diameter,

it consists principally of perfect wood. It is the best wood in the United

States for blocks ; and it makes excellent rails, which are of long duration, and
formed with little labour, as the trunk may be easily and regularly split; and

this is probably the reason that it is never employed for the naves of wheels.

The leaves, and bark of the branches, macerated in water, yield a thick and
abundant 'iiucilage (whence the name of slippery elm), which is used as a

retrcshing drink for colds, and for emollient plasters, in the place of the marsh
mallow root, which does not grow in the United States. {Michx.) There

are small plants bearing the name of U. fulva, in Loddiges's arboretum ;

but they are scarcely, if at all, distinguishable from U. americana.

5 II. U. ala'ta Michx\ The Wahoo, or co/A-winged, Elm.

Idcntijicalion. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 1. p. 1/3. ; Arb., 3. p. 275. ; Michx. North Amer. Sylva, 3.

l>.
87. t. 127- ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p. SiJO. ; Spreng. Syst. Veg., 1. p. 931. ; Rees's Cycl.,

No. 11.

Siinunymes. U. pC>mila jyalt. Fl. Carol., 111. ; Wahoo, Indians of North America.
Engravings. Michx. North Amer, Sylva, 3. t. 127. ; and our^i^. 1248.

Sjycc. Char., Sfc. A middle-sized tree, with leaves like those of the hornbeam
(C'ar[)inus i>etidus L.). Branches bearing two longitudinal corky wings.

Leaves with short petioles, and disks that are oblong-oval, narrowed to an

acute point, almost e(|ual at the base, toothed. Samara downy, bearing a

dense fringe of hairs at the edge : it is smaller than that of U. americana,

by the figure in Michanx's North American S^lva, narrowed to both ends,

and having an open niche at the upper one. (Michx. N. A. S., Pursh Fl.

A. S.) A tree, 30 ft. high. Introduced in 1820.

Description, ^-c. The wahoo elm is a tree seldom exceeding 30 ft. in height,

with a diameter of 9 in. or 10 in. The flowers do not differ materially from those

of the other elms. The seeds are fringed, and much smaller than those of the

white American elm. The leaves are oval, doubly denticulated, and rather small.

The n)ost remarkable part of the tree is, however, a fungous appendage, two
or three lines wide, attached to the branches throughout their whole length

;

from which the name of alata (winged) has been given to the species, Tlie
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U. (c.)

given in

wahoo elm is found only in the lower part of Virginia, in the

maritime districts of the Carolinas and Georgia, in West
Tennessee, and in some parts of Kentucky. It is generally

found on the banks of rivers, and in the great swamps en-
closed in the pine barrens. The wood is fine-grained, more
compact, heavier, and stronger than that of U. americana.

The heart-wood is of a dull chocolate colour, and always
bears a great proportion to the sap-wood. At Charleston,

and some other parts of the southern states, it is used for

the naves of coach wheels ; but Michaux says that it is not
appropriated to any othei* use. There are small plants in

Messrs. Loddiges's collection, which, from the leaves, might
be taken for those of U. (c.) suberosa ; and the engraving
in Michaux, from which j%. 1248. is reduced to our usual

scale, closely resembles the young shoots and leaves of that tree of
suberosa in the Horticultural Society's Garden, of which a plate is

our last Volume.

App. i. Doubtful Sorts o/'TJ'lmus.

This genus, as observed by Professor Lindley (Si/nops., p. 227), is in such a state of confusion, that it

is impossible to determine wliat plants are meant by various names extant in botanical works. U. pu-
hescens Walt, and U. fruticdsa VVilld. are of this description. In p. 17-t., U. intesrifblia and U. virgitta

are mentioned as Himalayan species, probably hardy or half-hardy. In Royle's I/lust., p. 339., U.
ianciJMia, U. crdsa, which resembles U. eff'Usa, U. laevigata, and U. virguta, are mentioned as natives
of the Himalayas and other parts of India, and some of them of China. A plant named U. canadensis,
in the Horticultural Society's Garden, has a smooth bark, like U. montana, and appears to be nothing
more than that species. The Wormley Grange, or Byford, elm, and the black elm of Ireland, are
said by Dr. Lindley to be probably other species to add to the British flora. Sir J. E. Smith considers
the Hertfordshire elm as U. montana ; but Dr. Lindley says that it " is probably a variety of U. cam-
p^stris." Notwithstanding the utmost attention that we have been able to give to this subject, and
the communication of specimens from all parts of the country, we have by no means been able to
draw up this article in a manner perfectly satisfactory to ourselves. Specimens, except in cases
where they have been gathered from trees by ourselves, and, therefore, serve to remind us of the ge-
neral appearance and habit of the tree whence they have been taken, we have found in this, as in many
other cases, to be of comparatively little use. The genus, as Dr. Lindley has observed, must be
studied during a period of several years, from living plants. An ulmarium, though it would not
exhibit so much grandeur as a pinetum, so much beauty as an ericetum, nor so much blossom in
early spring as a salictum, would be incomparably more useful; provided proper space were allowed
to admit of every tree attaining its natural size and shape, and that, after ten or twelve years," a
specimen of -every tree were cut down, and the wood examined.

Genus II.

PLA'NER.^ Gmel. The Planera. Lin. Sj/st. Polygainia Monce'cia; or

Tetr-Pent-andria Digynia.

Zdentificaiion. Gmel. Syst. Nat., 2. p. ?150. ; Michx. North Araer. Sylva, a p. 100. 4 N. Du Kara., 7.

p. 65. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., t. 106. ; Lindley Nat. Syst. of Bot., p. 179.

Synonymes. Rhkranus Pall., Giildcnst. ; ZJ'lmus, various authors, as to the Planern Richard?'.

Derivation. Named in honour of i'/a?i«-, professor of botany at Erfurth, who published, in 1788,
a work entitled Index Plantarian Agri Erfordicnsis, in one volume 8vo.

Description. Deciduous trees and shrubs, natives of Western Asia, and
North America; quite hardy in British gardens, and readily propagated by
grafting on the elm, or by layers, in any common soil.

5 1. P. Richa'rd/ Michx. Richard's Planera, or Zelkoua Tree.

Jdentificaiion. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 243. ; Bieb. Fl. Taur. Cauc. Suppl., 1. p. 187. ; Roem. et
Schult. Syst. Vog., 6. p. 304. ; Desf. Hist, des Arbres et Arbriss., 2. p. 446.

Synonymes. P. cren^ta Michx. Mem. sur le Zelkoua ; P. carpinifolia Wats. Dend. Srit., t 106.
;

P. crenata Desf. ; flhamnus carpinifblius Pall. Fl. Ross. ; R. uXxaoXAes GUldenst. It., 1. p. 313. and
427.; U \m\\i cxcnkia. Hort. Par., f/. parvifblia IVilld. Baum.; U. campestris Walt. Fl. Carol.,

p. iii. ; U. polygama Richard Act. Paris, 1781 ; U. nemoraiis Ait. Hort. Kew.,eA. 2., p. 108. ; U.
loliis crenatis basi a;qualibus, fructu ovoideo, non compresso, Poiret Encyc. Melk., iv. j). 611. ; le
Zelkoua, or Orme de Sib^rie, Fr. ; Richard's Planere, Ger.

Engravings. Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. t. 60. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., t. 106, ; our Jig. 1249. ; and the plates of
the tree in our last Volume.

Sjiec. Char., c^f. Flowers solitary in the axils of leaves ; and both flowers and
1- z 3
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leaves borne on a shoot that is developed in the same year with themselves.

Petiole of leaf not obvious ; disk of leaf elliptical, unequal at the base,

dentate. Indigenous to the west of Asia, and upon the shores of the Caspian

Sea ; and to Imiretta and Georgia, on the south of Mount Caucasus. (N. Du
Ham.) Introduced in 1760; flowering in April or May; and growing to

the height of from 50 ft. to 70 ft.

Description, t^-c. The zelkoua, in its native country', according to Michaux,

is a tree of the largest size, growing to the height of from 75 ft. to 80 ft., with

a trunk of the diameter of about 4 ft. The trunk is straight and upright, often

attaining the height of 25 ft. or 30 ft. before it

throws out a single branch. The base of the

trunk is not enhu'ged, like that of most other

trees, its thickness being very little greater at

the surface of the ground than it is at the point

of ramification. Like that of the hornbeam, it

is marked with longitudinal furrows, like open
gutters. The head is large, tufted, and very

much branched ; but the branches, though
widely extended, are more slender, and more
vertical in their direction, than is generally the

case with forest trees. The bark of the trunk is

not grey and cracked, like that of the elm or

the oak, but resembles rather that of the horn-

beam or beech. As is the case with those trees,

the surface of the bark of the zelkoua is smooth,
and its texture is firm and compact; but it has

this remarkable difference, that, when the tree

becomes about 8 in. in diameter, it scales off'

in large thin pieces. The flowers are small, of

a greenish brown, and smell like those of the elder; and they are disposed in

groups along the shoots of the current year. The fruit is not larger than a
pea; and the seeds, which are contained in little gibbous capsules, having two
cells, are about the size of a grain of hemp-seed. In Imiretta (a pastoral

district lying between Georgia and the shores of the Black Sea), where the

zelkoua is found in the greatest abundance, the seeds ripen in the month of
October; but in France they always drop off before they have completed
their maturity. This is the more remarkable, from the tree having been
introduced into France above seventy years ago, and there being at Versailles

a tree above fifty years old, in a most vigorous state of growth, which has

resisted the most severe frosts. The foliage strongly resembles that of the

elm in its general appearance. The leaves are borne on very short petioles,

and are generally from lin. to 3 in. long. They are alternate, and equally

dentated, or rather crenulated; differing, in this respect, from those of every

kind of elm known ; the leaves of the elm always having every large indentation

accompanied by a smaller one. The leaves of the zelkoua are, also, of a much
firmer and drier texture than those of the elm ; and, it is said, are not, like those

of the latter tree, liable to the attacks of insects. When the first tree of this

species planted in France was cut down, in 1820, it was found to be 70 ft.

in height, and its trunk to be 7 ft. in circumference at 5 ft. from the ground.
The bole of the trunk was 20 ft. in length, and of nearly uniform thickness;

and the proportion of heart-wood to the sap-wood was about three quarters

of its diameter. This tree was about fifty years old, but was still in a growing
state, and in vigorous health. (See Michaux's Memoire sur le Zelkoua, Paris,

18.31.) Descemet, in his Tableau Historique des Progres de la Culture des Arbres
a Odessa, &c., describes this species as a "lofty and beautiful tree, a native of
Mingrelia and Caucasus, which is distinguished by its shining green, broadly
crenulated leaves, anil its smooth and greenish trunk." (p. 60.) In British

gardens, the rate of growth of this tree is similar to that of the beech or
connnon hornbeam ; it attaining the height of 20 ft. in 10 years.
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Geographt/, His/on/, t*jx'. The zelkoiia is a native of the country lying

between the Black and the Caspian Seas, between lat. 35° and 47°, par-

ticularly of Imiretta and Mingrelia ; of the north of Persia, and of Georgia.

It was first described b}' Pallas, in his Flora Rossica (published in 1784), under

the name of TJhamnus rarpinifolius. In 1782, the elder Michaux under-

took " a journey into Persia, under the auspices of Monsieur (afterwards

Louis XVIII.), in order to make botanical researches. Having left Ispahan,

in order to explore the province of Ghilan, he found this tree in the forests

which he traversed before arriving at Recht, a town situated on the Caspian

Sea. In this town he had opportunities of remarking the use made of the

wood, and of judging how highly it was appreciated by the inhabitants."

(^Michx. sur le Zelkoun, p. .3.) The first tree introduced into Europe appears

to have been planted by M. Lemonnier, professor of botany in the Jardin

des Plantes, &:c., (see p. 140.) in his garden at Montreuil, near Versailles.

This garden was destroyed in 1820; and the dimensions of the tree, when it

was cut down, will be found in p. 1410. The oldest tree now existing in

France is in the Jardin des Plantes, where, in 1831, it was about 60 ft. high.

It was planted in 1786 (when a sucker of four years old), about the same
time as the lime trees which form the grand avenue called the Allee de Buffon.

There is, however, a much larger zelkoua on an estate of M. le Comte de Dijon,

an enthusiastic planter of exotic trees, at Podenas, near N^rac, in the depart-

ment of the Lot et Garonne. This fine tree was planted in 1789; and, on the

20th of January, 1831, it measured nearly 80 ft. high, and the trunk was nearly

3 ft. in diameter at 3 ft. from the ground. A drawing of this tree, made by the

count in the autumn of that year, has been kindly lent to us by M. Michaux
;

from which 7?g. 1250. is an engraving, to a scale of 1 in. to 12 ft. There are

several other trees of the zelkoua, at Podenas, nearly as large ; and some elms

planted thirty years before the zelkouas, and measured at the same time, were
only a few inches more in size. In England, the zelkoua appears to have been

planted at Kew, and at Syon, probably about the year 1760, when it was first

introduced. A tree in the former garden is upwards of 50 ft. high ; and, in the

latter, the tree of this species figured in our last Volume was, in 1835, when
the drawing was made, upwards of 54 ft. high.

Properties and Uses. Both the sap-wood and the heart-wood of the zel-

koua are used as timber. The sap-wood is white, and very elastic, resembling,

in many respects, the wood of the ash. The heart-wood, which comprises at

least two thirds of the whole, is reddish, and sometimes of a russet brown.
This wood, when cut obliquely, resembles that of the robinia, and presents,

like it, numerous interlacements of fibres. It is very heavy, and, when dry,

becomes so extremely hard, that it is difficult to drive nails into it with a

hammer. In the countries where it is abundant, it is employed for the same
purposes as oak ; and it is found to be even superior to that wood for furni-

ture. Its colour is agreeable; it is finely veined; and its texture is so compact,

and its grain so fine, as to render it susceptible of the highest polish. It has,

also, the great advantage of never becoming wormeaten, however old it may
be. It is remarkably durable as posts, to stand either in water or in the

earth. (^Miclix. Mem. sur le Zelkoiia, p. 9. 17.)

Propagation and Culture, Sfc. The zelkoua is generally propagated by
grafting on the common elm ; but we are told by M. Michaux that M. le

Chevalier Gauba, the French consul at Teflis, who is the proprietor of large

forests in Imiretta, has had a great quantity of seeds collected, and sent to

France, from which young plants have been raised. When grafted, M. Michaux
observes that the operation should be performed as near the collar of the stock

as possible; when, if the stocks are in a deep fresh soil, the grafts will push
shoots of from 6 ft. to 9 ft. long the first season.

Statistics. In the environs of London, the largest tree is at Syon, where, in 1834, it was 54 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 3 in., and of the head 34 ft. ; at Kew, it is upwards of 50 ft. high ; in

the Horticultural Society's Garden, 10 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. (See the plate of this tree in

our last Volume.) In Rutlandshire, at Belvoir Castle, 4 years planted, it is 10 ft. high. In France,
in the Jardin des Plantes, 55 years planted, it is 58 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 21 in., and of
the head 30 ft. ; at Sceaux, 30 years planted, it is 50 ft. high ; in the Botanic Garden at Rouen, it is,

4 z 3
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40ft. high ; at Podenas {see fig. K50.), various trees, 50 years planted, are from 70 ft. to 80ft. high.
In Bavaria, in the English Garden at Munich, Ifi years planted, it is 12 ft. high. In Italv, at McHiza,
near Milan, 18 years planted, it is 18 ft. high.
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Commercial Slatistics. In Englisli nurseries, tlic plants, being little known,

are sold for 2.?. (Sd. each, and upwards; but, if in demand, the price would not

be higher than that of grafted elms, or about \s. each. At Bollwyller, plants

are I franc 50 cents each.

t 2. P. Gme^lin/ Michx. Gmelin's Plancra.

riicnfification. Michx. Fl. Bor. Aimer., 2. p. 248. ; Desf. Hist, des Arbres et Arbriss., 2. p 446.

Synonynies. P. (/ImifWia Michx. Arh. Amer., 3. p. 2S3. t. 7 , North Anwr. Sylva,o. p. 100. t. 13()., N.
Du Hnm. Arb., 7. p. 6;"). t. 21. ; P. aquatica WWd. Sp. PI., 4 p. 967., Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1.

p. 115.; Anonymiis aquaticus arbor, &c., fVa/t. Carol., 230.

Engravings. Michx. Arb. Amer, t. 7. ; North Amer. Sylva, 3. t. 130. ; Du Ham. Arb., ed. nov., 7.

t. 21. ; and our^^. 1251.

Spec. Cliar.,Sfc. Flowere in heads, opening before the leaves are protruded,

and borne on branches or branchlets developed in some previous yeai-.

Leaf with an obvious petiole, and a disk ovate-acuminate, equal at the base

,

and serrate. A shrub, or low tree, even in

its native country, rarely more than 20 ft.

or 30 ft. high, and with the diameter of the

trunk from 12 in. to loin. The flowers

appear before the leaves, at the ends of the

branches, in globose heads, and upon very

short footstalks : the}' are small, of a green-

ish brown colour, and not at all cons[)i-

cuous. The fruit becomes brown before the

leaves fall : it is small, oval, inflated, and
rough : the seed is minute. The leaf is

much smaller than that of P. Richard/, and
resembles that of t/^'hnus campestris, except

in being serrated with equal teeth ; it is of

a lively green on the upper surface, and grey

on the under one. This species is a native

of North America, where it is found in

Kentucky, Tennessee, the banks of the

Mississippi, and throughout the southern

states. It is particularly abundant in the

large swamps on the borders of the river

Savannah in Georgia. The wood of this

tree, according to Michaux, "is hard, strong, and seemingly proper lor

various uses," It is, however, not used for any purpose in America ; and
the tree is so little esteemed, that it has not received any pojndar name.
It was introduced into Britain in 1816, but is rare in collections; though
it might be readily multijilied by grafting on the elm. There are plants at

Messrs. Loddiges's. The price, in New York, is 1 dollar per plant.

? P. Abelicea Schullcs {Roem. et Schult. Si/sf. f'cg., 6. p. 304., the Abelicea of Clusius) is .supposed

to belong to this genus. It is described by Clusius as being a large upright tree, with a branchy head,
roundish deeply serrated leaves, and greenish black fruit, about the size of a grain of pepper. The
wood is hard, reddish, and possesses somewhat of the fragrance of sandal wood. It is a native of
Crete, on the mountains ; but has not yet been introduced.

Genus III.

LfJ
CE'LTIS Toiirn. The Celtis, o>- Nettle Tree. Lin. St/.ii. Polygamia

MonoeVia, or Pentandria Digynia.

Identification. Tourn. quoted by T. Nces ab Esenbeck, in his Gen. PI. Fl. Germ., fasc. 3. t. 4.

Synmtymes. L5tus of Lobel and other authors ; Micocoulier, Fn ; Ziingelbaum, Gen
Derivation. The name of Celtis is said to refer to the tree having been known to the ancient Celts ;

and the appellation of Nettle Tree relates to the similarity of the leaves to those of some kind of
nettle (t'rtlca).

Descrfption. Handsome, much branched, deciduous trees, natives of
Europe ami North America, varying in size and foliage, but all bearing fruit,

+ z 4
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which is edible, and, though small, is remarkably sweet, and said to be very

wholesome. Some of the species, according to Descemet, are very orna-

mental
;
particularly C. crassifolia, the branches of which assume the character

of a fan ; and C. occidentalis, the branches of which droop like a parasol.

The wood of C aiistralis is valuable ; but that of most of the other species is

too weak to be of any use in the arts. The leaves of all the species, like

those of all the species of ZJiospyx'os, drop off almost simultaneously, and thus

occasion very little trouble to the gardener in sweeping them up. Propa-

gated by layers or seeds. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 1.?. Qd. each
;

at Bollwyller, 1 franc ; and at New York, 50 cents.

t 1. C. austraYis L. The southern Celtis, or European Nettle Tree.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., H78. ; Mill. Diet., No. 1. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 993. ; Du Ham. Arb., ed.

nov., 2. p. 34. t. 8. : Lam. 111., t. 884. f. 1. ; Flore Fran?., 3. p. 313. ; Duby et Dec. Bot. Gallic,

1. p. 421. ; Rcem. et Schult. Syst. Veg., 6. p. 305. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., t. 105.

Synonymes. Z,5tus arbor Lob. Ic, 2. p. 186. ; i6tus sive Celtis Cam. Epit., 15.5. ; Lote tree; Mico-
coulier austral, Micocoulier de Provence, Fabrecoulier, Fabreguier des Provengaux (see .AT. Du
Ham.) ; Lotu, Ital.

Engravings. Cam. Epit, ic. ; Lam. III., t. 884. f. 1. ; Scop. Del. Flor. Insubr., t. 18. ; St. Hilaire
Livr., 27. t. 7. ; Du Ham. Arb., ed. nov., 2. t. 8. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., 1. 105. ; and our^g-. 12S2.

Spec. Char., 8^c. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, oblong-lanceolate, or acuminate,

argutely serrated, unequal at the base, rough on the upper surface ; soft,

from down, on the under one. Flowers solitary. Fruit black. Indigenous
to the south of Europe and the north of Africa ( Willd. Sp. PL, and Roern.

ct Sclni/t. Syst. Veg.), also to the west of Asia. A tree, growing to the

height of 40 ft. Introduced in 1 796 ; flowering in May, and ripening Its

fruit in October.

Variety, Brotero, in his Flora Liisitanica, mentions a variety, with variegated

leaves, that was found wild in Portugal.

Description. A tree, from 30 ft. to 40 ft. high, with a straight trunk and
branched head. The branches are long, slender, and flexible, with a grey

bark, spotted with white, and covered with a slight down at the extremities.

The bark of the trunk is dark brown. The
leaves are of a dark green, marked str ogly

with the nerves on the lower side, and, when
young, covered with a yellowish down.
They are oval-lanceolate, terminating in a
point at the summit, and at the base having
one side prolonged down the petiole. The
flowers are small, greenish, and inconspi-

cuous ; and are produced at the same time
as the leaves. The fruit, which, when ripe,

is blackish, and resembles a very small

withered wild cherry, is said not to become
edible till the first frost (see N. Du Ham.,
vol. ii. p. 35.) ; and it hangs on till the fol-

lowing spring. It is remarkably sweet, and'
is supposed to have been the Z/Otus of the
ancients, the food of the Lotophagi ; which
Herodotus, Dioscorides, and Theophrastus
describe as sweet, pleasant, and wholesome

;

and which Homer says was so delicious,

as to make those who ate it forget their

country. (See Odyssey, lib. ix. v. 93.) The
berries are still eaten in Spain ,• and Dr.
Walsh says that the modern Greeks are very fond of them. According
to Dr. Sibthorpe, they are called, in modern Greek, honey berries. (See Hogg
on the Classical Plants of Sicily, in the Joiirn. ofBat., 2d ser., p. 204.) The tree
grows rapidly, more especially when once established, and afterwards cut
down ; sometimes producing shoots, in the climate of London, 6 ft. or 8 ft. in
length. It bears pruning remarkably well, at every age. Its leaves are very
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seldom touched by insects, either on the Continent or in England ; and the

C'ossus Ligniperda and Scolytus destructor, which are so injurious to tiie

timber of many other trees, never touch either that of CVltis, that of Planerw

Richardi, or that of Pyrus Morbus. C. australis is found on both the shores of

the Mediterranean, throughout the whole of the south of France, Italy, and

Spain. It is particularly abundant in Provence; and there is a celebrated tree

at Aix, under which it is said that the ancient sovereigns of Provence delivered

their edicts to the people. The European nettle tree is much used in the

north of Italy and the south of France, for planting squares and public walks,

where it is frequently found from 40 ft. to 50 ft. high, with trunks from Hft.

to 3 ft. in circumference. The wood of this tree is extremely compact ; ranking

between that of the live oak and that of the box, for hardness and density.

According to Baudrillart, it weighs, when dry, 70 lb. 3 oz. per cubic foot. The
wood of the branches is elastic, and so extremely supple, that a piece 5 ft. or

6 ft. long, and 1 in. in diameter, may be made into a circle without breaking.

Its compactness renders it susceptible of a high polish ; and, when it is cut

obliquely across the fibres, it very much resembles satin-wood. It is principally

used for furniture, and, by the sculptors in wood, for carving into the statues of

saints ; but it is also employed for making tubs and cisterns, and the branches

for hay-forks. These divers uses, says M. De Cubieres, " remind one of the

verses of La Fontaine, when he makes his carver in wood exclaim,—
" Scra-t-il dieii, table, ou cuvette?"

" What shall I make of it ? ay, that 's the rub
;

A god, a tabic, or a salt-fish tub ?
"

The principal use, however, of the nettle tree, in the south of France, is for

making hay-forks ; for which use the pliability and toughness of its branches

render it particularly suitable. Plantations of the tree, for this purpose, are

common near Lyons, and in several parts of the south of France; and in

the department du Gard there are about seven acres of rocky ground which

would be quite useless for any other purpose, but which are planted with

nettle trees, from which above 5000 dozens of hay-forks are made every

year, producing a yearly revenue of 25,000 francs. The stem of this tree,

when cut over by the ground, throws up thick and vigorous shoots, which

make excellent handles for coach whips, ramrods to muskets, and walking-

sticks, which have almost the flexibility of a supple-jack. When the trees

are intended for this purpose, they are planted in masses very close to one
another, in order that they may be drawn up, and increase in length rather

than in thickness. The inhabitants of Narbonne, and of the department of

Aude, cultivate the nettle tree for these purposes, in the very best soil ; and
the shoots produced form an article of extensive commerce, under the name of

bois de Perpignan, furnishing, according to Baudrillart, whip-handles to all the

coachmen in Europe. It is also much used for musical instruments, and for

the shafts and axletrees of carriages, the poles of sedan chairs, and the naves

of wheels. The root is used for dyeing yellow ; the bark for tanning ; and
an oil is expressed from the stones of the fruit.

statistics. In the environs of London, the largest tree is at Mitchani, in the grounds which fer-

merly belonged to Mr. Dubois ; where the trunk is Gtt. 8 in. in circumference, and the head 50 ft. in

diameter. It bear.s abinidance of fruit every year, as noticed, with other particulars, in p. 63. At Kew,
there is a tree 4<l ft. high ; and one at Kenwood, which, in 40 years, has attained the height of 40 ft.,

with a trunk 1 ft. in diameter. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 30 years planted, it is ii8 ft. high
;

the diameter of the trunk is 2 ft., and of the head 21 ft. At Coul, in Cromarty, it is 16 ft. high. Near
Dublin, atTerenure, it is 10 ft. high. In France, in the Jardin dcs Plantes, in Paris, fiO years planted,
it is eO ft. high, the diameter of the trunk U ft. ; in the Botanic Garden at Toulon, JiO years planted,
it is 40 ft. high, and the diameter of the trunk 1:^11. ; near Montpelicr, there is a tree with a trunk
3 ft. 4 in. in diameter. In Italy, at Monza, 100 years old, it is 70 It. high ; the diameter of the trunk
3 ft., and of the head 72 ft.

t 2. C. (a.) cauca'sica Willd. The Caucasian Celtis, or Nettle Tree.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI, 4. p. 994. ; Poiret in Encycl. Suppl., 3. p. 688. ; Roem. et Schult. Syst.

Veg., 6. p. 305.

Spec. Char., SfC. This is very closely akin to C. australis ; but it differs in its leaves being more ovate,
having the acuminate part shorter, and being glabrous, except in so far as is stated below. The
leaves of C. caucasica may be described as follows : — Oblong, acuminate, serrate with large teeth, a
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little narrowed at the base, and almost equal there; above, deep preen ; beneath, pale, yellowisli

;

and the veins, when scon under a lens, a little hairj'. Indigenous to ('.uicasus, on the statement
of Adams. {Willil. Sp. PI.) Willdcnow had seen a dried specimen with fruit. In lin-m.ct Schiilt.

Sysl., it is quoted from Poirct Eiici/cl. Sup/)/., that the teeth of the leavcsare usually large, atid arc
unequal; and that the fruit is solitary, axillary, globose, and teddish, and borne upon a peduncle
of the length of the petiole. It is noted that it is very remarkable that the author of the F/orn

Tavrico-Cancnsica (IJiLbcrstcin) has not mentioned this species in that work. (See under C. sini'nsis

Pers., No. 4.)

^ ^ 3, C. Tournefo'rt// Lam. Tournefort's Celtis, oi- Nettle Tree.

Identification. F-am. Encvcl.,4. p. 132. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 994.; Bieb. Fl. Taur. Cauc., 2. p. 449.

Ka-m. et Schult. Syst. Veg., 6 p. 306. ; N. Du Ham. Arb., 2. p. 38.

SyMinymes. C. orientalis minor, foliis minoribus et erassioribus, fructu flavo, Tovrn. Cor., 42.,

Itin., 2. p. 425. t. 41. ; C. orientalis Mt//. Diet., No. 3., but, according to the Nonveau Du Hamcl, not
of Lin., which is considered a half-hardy plant in Britain ; Micocoulier du Levant, Micocoulier
d'Oricnt, Pr. ; Morgenlandischer Zungelbaum, Gcr.

Engravings. Tourn. Itin., t. 41. ; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Sj)cc. Char., S^c. Leaves, when adult, ovate, acute, unequal at the base,

crenatcly serrate, roughish on the upper surface ; when young, sulicordate

at the base. Fruit yellow, becoming brown. {JVi/td. Sp. Pt.y and Ii(rm. et

Sclmlt. Si/st. Veg.) A native of Armenia. {Toitrnefort.) Leaves bluntish,

rough on both surfaces, glossy. (Sjyreng. Syst. Veg.) Introduced in 17.39,

and flowering and fruiting at the same time as C. australis.

Dcscriptiony Sfc. A shrub, or low tree, rarely exceeding 25 ft. in iieight, but

generally forming a bush of only 10 ft. or 12 ft. high, with round glabrous

branches, covered with a brownish bark. The petiole of the leaf is very short

;

the disk is unequally dentated, somewhat heart-shaped, and glabrous ; it is of a

deep green above, and paler beneath, and is of a thicker texture than that of

Celtis australis. The fruit, which is solitary, and borne on a long petlunclc, is

oval, greenish at first, then becoming yellowish, and afterwards nearly black.

From the specimens in the London Horticultural Society's Garden, the fruit

does not appear to ripen so soon as that of C. occidentiilis ; as, in October, 1 8.36,

the fruit of C. Tournef6rt« was quite firm and green, while that of C. occi-

dentalis was shriveled, blackish, and extremely sweet. C. Tournefortii is a

native of the Levant ; from which country Tournefort brought the seeds to

the Jardin des Plautes, in Paris, about 1717, whence plants have been dis-

tributed all over pAirope. It was introduced into England in 1739. It is

rather more tender than C. australis and C. occidentalis. The seeds should

be sown in autumn, as soon as they are ripe ; as, if not sown till spring, they

generally remain a year or more in the ground. They prefer a moist soil, and a

sheltered situation. This species is readily known from all others, in winter,

by its forming a compact upright-branched bush, or low tree ; and, in summer,
by the deep green and dense mass of its rigid-looking foliage. There are

plants of it from 6 ft. to 8 ft. high, in the London Horticultural Society's

Garden, and at Messrs. Loddiges's.

S ®. 4. C. (T.) siNE'Nsis Pers. The China Celtis, or Nettle Tree.

Identification. Pers. Syn., 1. p. 292. ; Rcem. et Schult. Syst. Veg., 6. p. 306.

Spec. Char., S^c. Leaves broad-ovate, obtuse, crenate, largish, glabrous

;

veins prominent. Native in China. Cultivated in Cels's garden. (Pe;,?.

Syn.~) Alow tree, growing to the height of from 12 ft. to 15 ft. The plant

of this kind in the Horticultural Society's Garden seems to differ very little,

if at all, from C. Tournefortw.

'*t 5. C. WiLLDENOv/.^V^ Schultes. Willdenow's Celtis, or Nettle Tree.

Identification. Roem. et Schult. Syst. Veg., 6. p. 306.

Synonyme. C. sinensis Willd. Enum. Suppl.,p. 68., Willd. Baumx., p. 81.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves ovate, oblong, acuminate, narrowed to the base, serrate from the middle
to the tip; above, glabrous; beneath, roughish. Schultes has quoted Jf'illd. BniDnz,

ly. 81., (or

this specific character; and has added, that a young tree in the Berlin Royal Oarden h;is the
disk of its leaf IJ in. long, and the upper surface, as inspected through a lens, dotted ; and that the
kind is a native of China. In a supplement (published in 1813) to Willdenow's Enumcralion of the

Plants of the Berlin Royal Ga»i?c«, is the following short description of C. sinensis fI7//rf., which,
though not essentially different from the above, is not quite the same -.^lieavcs obovatc oblong, ser-

rated at the tip; glossy on the upper surface, slightly hairy on the under one. Schultes has noted
that the specific character of C. sinensis Pers. clearly shows that kind to be distinct from the C.

sinensis Willd. ; and that, as ('. sinensis Pers. was first published, it is necessary to apply some
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other name to C. sinensis Jf'illd. Sc-Iiultcs has given it that of WilldenoTji'i/M. There being no
plant bearing the name of C. WilKlenov/VJnrt in the London gardens, we can say nothing about it.

¥ 6. C. occiDENTA^Lis L. The western Celtis, or North American Nettle Tree.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1478. ; Mill. Diet., No. 2., and Ic, t. 88. ; Michx. Arb., 3. p. 226. t 8.,

North Amer. Svlva, 3. p. 45 t. 114. ; Du Roi Harbk., 1. p. 141. ; Willd. .\rb., 57., Willd. Sp. PI.,

4. p. 994. ; Lam. Encycl., 4. p. 137. ; Du Ham. Arb., ed. 1., t. oS. ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 36 t. 9 ; Pursh
Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 200., Rcem. et Schult. Syst. Vcg., 6. p. 306. ; Wats. Dendr. Brit., t. 147. ;

Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Synonymes. C. fructu obscure purpurascente Tnurn. 7«jA,612. ; C. obliqua Mccnch; Nettle Tree,
Sugar Berry, yl/«fr. ; Bois incnnnu, ///»no/.s/ Micocoulier de Virginie, F>'.

Engravings. Mill. Ic, t, 88. ; Du Ham. Arb., ed. I., 1. 1. 53., ed. nov.,2. t. 9. ; Michx. North Amer.
Sylva, 3. t. 114. ; Wats. Dendr. Brit, t. 147. ; T. Nees ab Esenbeck Gen. PI. Fl. Germ., fasc. 3.

t, 4. ; and the plates of this species in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate-acuminate, unequal at the base, serrate,

rough on the upper surface, hairy on the under one. Fruit dull red.

(^Mich.v. N. A. S.) Fruit dark purple. (Pursh Ft. A. S.) Similar in foliage

and general appearance to C. australis. Flowers solitary. (JMichaux.)

Leaves serrate, with equal teeth. Flowers, in the lower part of the branch,

3 in an axil; in the upper part, 1 only in an axil. Fruit obscurely purplish.

(Rcem. et Schult. Si/st. Veg.) Very closely akin to C. australis. Leaves,

when young, ovate-lanceolate, a little downy ; when adult, broad-ovate,

acuminate; in the acuminate part, and at the base, entire ; in the interval on
each side, serrate, glabrous, veined with conspicuous veins ; the hinder portion

of the base as narrow again as the other one. (Linn., quoted in Rcvni.

et Schult. S. r.) C. occidentalis differs from C. australis, in having its

leaves much broader in proportion to their length, and of an oval-acu-

minate form. (Lam. Encycl,, iv. p. 137.) Disk of leaf 3—4 in. long. (Ra^m.

et Schult. S. V.) Indigenous, in woods and near rivers, from Canada to

Carolina, where it flowers in May. (Pursh.) Introduced in 1656.

Varieties.

S C. o, 2 corddta Willd. Wild. Baumz., p. 82.— Leaves subcordate at

the base, very acuminate; above, less rough; beneath, more veinj'.

disk 3—4 in. long. ( Willd. W. Baumz., and Rcem. et Schidt. Syst.

Veg.)

H C o. 3 scabriuscula Willd. Sp. PI., iv. p. 995., Lam. Encycl., iii.

p. 137. ; C. australis Jf'illd. Arb., 56. ; C. ?o. /3 tenuifolia Pe;s. Syii., 1.

p. 292. ; C. aspera Lodd. Cat.,ed. 1836 ; Corientalis Hart.—Leaves
shorter, more slender, less acuminate ; roughish above, in some
instances glabrous ; but it can scarcely be a distinct species. (Willd.

Sp. PI.) Disk of leaf U—2 in. long. (Rtem. et Schult. S. V.) It

is a native of Louisiana, and was cultivated in the Royal Garden at

Paris ; but, as it was killed down to the root every winter by the

frost, Lamarck never saw its flowers or fruit, and, therefore, could not
determine whether it was merely a variety or a distinct species.

(Smith in Rees's Cyclo.)

Description, ^c. This species, Michaux observes, " is similar in its fo-

liage and general appearance to the European nettle tree, the branches of
both are numerous and slender ; and the limbs originate at a small distance

from the ground, and take a horizontal or inclined direction." (N. Amer. Syf.,

iii. p. 45.) The leaves are alternate, oval, oblique at the base, very much
acuminated, and somewhat rough. The flowers open early in spring, and are

small, white, single, and axillary ; the fruit also is small, single, of a round
form, and a dull red colour. When ripe, it becomes shriveled, and of a reddish

brown or black, like a very small wild cherry. It is rather fleshy, and very

sweet. Michaux says that he has never seen the wood employed in any part

of the United States ; but, from the analogy between this species and the

European one, he has no doubt but that the wood might be applied to the

same purposes. The tree, in Britain, is very hardy and ornamental ; and it

possesses the property of keeping on all its leaves very late, and then, like

the other species, dropping them all at once, so that they may be swept away
at one time for litter. C occidentalis is readily known from C australis
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l)y its leaves being larger, and of a lighter and more shining green, and its

wood being of a lighter colour in winter. The leaves also die off sooner,

and of a brighter yellow, than those of the European species. It is more
hardy, and is readily propagated by layers, or by seeds. The insect most
commonly found on the nettle tree and hackberry, in America, is the 6'phin.r

drupiferarum, or Hackberry Hawk Moth. (^Abbott and Smith''s Insects of
Georgia, ?ix\d our fii^. 1253.) This insect greatly resembles the privet hawk

moth (p. 1201.); but the colour of the moth is a beautiful shaded brown, without
any tinge of redness. The larva is green, beautifully marked with shaded pink
and a brilliant white.

Statistics. Ce/tis occidentnlis in the Environs of London. At Symi, it is 54 ft. higli ; diameter of
the trunk 2 ft. 4 in., and of the head SOft. In the Fulham Nursery, 70 years planted, it is SOft.
high.

Celtis occidcntalis South of London. In Devonshire, at Killcrton, 2,5 vears planted, it is 3-3 ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 31ft. In Surrey, at Barn Elms, it is 40 ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 54 It. In Sussex, at Westdean, 14 years planted, it is

19 ft. high.
Celtis Occidentr'lU^ North of London. In Cambridgeshire, in the Cambridge Botanic Garden, it is

35 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1ft. 7 in., and of the head 24 ft. in Durham, at Southend, fi years
planted, it is 11 ft. high. In Lancashire, in the Manchester Botanic Garden, 5 years planted, it is

4 ft. high. In Oxfordshire, in the Oxford Botanic Garden, it is 30 1\. high, diameter of the trunk
1 ft. 4 in,, and of the head 30 ft. In Suffolk, in the Bury Botanic Garden, 10 years planted, it is 12 ft.

high; at Arapton Hall, 12 years old, it is lift. high. In Worcestershire, at Croonie, 20 years
planted, it is CO ft. high ; at Croome (var. scabriuscula), 20 years planted, it is 15 ft high. In York-
shire, in the Hull Botanic Garden, 10 years planted, it is 13 ft. high.

Celtis occidentalis in Scotland. In the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, 14 ft. high. At Dalhousie
Castle, 6 years planted, it is 8 ft. high.

Celtis occidentalis in Ireland. Near Dublin, at Terenure, 8 years planted, it is 6 ft. high.
cutis occidentalis in Fm-eign Countries. In France, at Paris, in the Jardin des Plantes, 130 years

old, it is 68 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 8 in., and of the head 40 ft ; at Nantes, in the nursery
of M. De Nerritres, 29 years planted, it is 29 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk i; ft.; in the Botanic
Garden at Avranches, 40 years planted, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of
the head 28 ft. In Hanover, in the Botanic Garden at Giittingen, 30 years planted, it is 30ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. In Saxony, at Wcirlitz, 30 years planted, it is 40 ft. high. In Aus-
tria, at Vienna, in the University Botanic Garden, 60 vears planted, it is 55 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 29 ft ; at Briick on the Leytha, 45 years planted, it is 60 ft. high
the diameter of the trunk 2| ft, and of the head 40ft In Bavaria, at Munich, in the Botanic
Garden, 24 years planted, it is 15 ft high. In Prussia, at Berlin, in the Botanic Garden, 30 years
planted, it is 15 ft high ; in the Pfauen Insel, 40 years planted, it is 26 ft high, with a trunk 8 ia
in diameter.

3^ 7. C. CRASsiFO^LiA Lam. The thick-leaved Celtis, or Hachherry.
Identification. Lam. Encycl., 4. p. 132. ; Michx. Arb., 3. p. 228. t. 9. ; North Amer. Sylva, 3. p 47 ,

t. 115. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 995. ; Pursh FI. Amer. Sept, 1. p. 200. ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 37. : Rrem.
et Schult. Syst. Veg., 6. p. 307.
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Sunonymes. C. cordif61ia i:llerit. Hort. Par. ; C. cord.Ma Desfont., t. 2. p. 4+8., Dum. Cows. Bat.

Cult., 6.389., Lodd. Cat, eel. 1836; Hagberry or Hoop-ash, Aim-r.; Micocoulier a Feuilles en
Cceur, Fi:

Knurauings. Miclix. North Amer. Sylva, 3. t. 115. ; N. Du Ham., 2. t. 9. ; and our /y. 125+.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves with disks ovate-acuminate, Gin, long, 3—4- in.

broad ; heart-sliapetl, anricled and unequal at the base ; serrated with un-

equal teeth, rather leathery, rough on both surfaces. Flowers 1—

2

upon the peduncle. Fruit "black. (Mic/i.v., Lam. Encycl., IViM., Pur.s/i.)

Indigenous to North America, in woods and near rivers in Virginia,

Kentucky, and Tennessee; in which places it flowers in May. {Pursli.) Al-

lied to ('! occidentalis. Young branches downy. Bark red brown. Leaves

oin. long, and more. Petioles slightly hairy, 3—6 lines long. Flowers

much like those of C. austriilis, upon slender peduncles ; the peduncles of

the fruit longer than the petioles. Fruit of the size of the binl cherry,

{Lamarck, as quoted in Ravn. et Scliult. Si/.st. Vcg., vi. p. 307.)

Description, <^c. This, according to INIichaux, is a very distinct species ; and

it forms " one of the finest trees w^hich compose the dusky forests of the Ohio."

It sometimes grows to the height of more than 80 ft., but with a trunk ofthe very

disproportionate diameter of only 18 in. or 20 in. -s, 1254
" The hackberry is distinguished by the form of

its trunk, which is straight, and undivided to a

great height ; and by its bark, which is greyish, un-

broken, and covered with asperities unequally dis-

tributed over its surface. Its leaves are larger than

those of any other species of nettle tree ; being

6 in. long, and 3 in. or 4 in. broad. They are oval-

acuminate, denticulated, cordiform at the base, of

a thick substantial texture, and of a rough surface.

The flowers are small, white, and often united in

pairs on a common peduncle. The fruit is round,

about as large as a pea, and black at its maturity."

(X. Amer. Si/l., iii. p. 48.) The hackberry is found

in the greatest abundance in the western states of

America, and on the banks of rivers and in valleys,

wherever the soil is fertile, in Kentucky and
Tennessee. The banks of the Delaware above Philadelphia ma}' be con-

sidered as its north-eastern boundary; and it has never been found in

any of the more southern states. It was introduced into England in

1812. It is principally considered, even in America, as an ornamental tree;

and is well adapted for planting in situations where a screen or shade

is required, from the rapidity and luxuriance of its growth, and the large

size and thick texture of its leaves. The wood is of little value, from its

weakness, and its liability to decay when exposed to the weather. It is,

however, "fine-grained and compact, though not heavy; and, when freshly

exposed, it is quite white. Sawn in a direction parallel or oblique to its

concentric circles, it exhibits the fine undulations that are observed in the

elm and the locust." (A^. Amer. Si/L, iii. p. 4-8.) The sap-wood, Michaux
adds, if laid open in spring, will change, in a few minutes, to green, from a pure

white. The only uses to which the wood is applied, in America, is for

shingles, for the bottoms of chairs, and for baskets ; for which it is admirably

adapted, from its lightness, facility to split, and elasticity. The plants of this

kind of C'eltis, in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges (where it is named C.

cordsita), are quite small ; and from their appearance we should judge it to

be only a variety of C occidentalis, though, according to Michaux's figure

(of which^g. 1254. is a reduced copy), the two sorts are very distinct.

Statistics. In Cheshire, at Eaton Hall, a tree, 13 years planted, is 15 ft. high. In Durham, at

South End, 6 years planted, it is lift. high. Near Dublin, at Tereniire, 10 years planted, it is

8 ft. high. In Austria, at Briick on the I^eytha, 12 years planted, it is !• It. high. In Lombardy,
at Monza, 24 years planted, it is 35 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk Tin., and of the head 2U ft.
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« 8. C. l^eviga'ta Willd. The g\abrous-leaved Celtis, or Nettle Tree.

Identification. Willii. Eiium. Suppl., p. 68. ; Willd. Baumz., p. 81. ; Roem. et Schult. Syst. Veg.,
6. p. 306.

Synonyme. Sprengel has suggested, in the Index to his St/nt. Veg., that glabr&ta is the epithet fitter

for this species than laevigata : glabrata signifies rendered, or become, bald ; IcEvigata, rendered
perfectly even in surface.

Sj)cc. Char., SjC. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, subcordate at the base, nearly entire
; glabrous on the

upper surface ; roughish upon the veins on the under one. {Willd. Enum. Suppl.) In Roem. et

Schult. Syst. Veg., a somewhat difterent specific character is quoted from Willd. Wild. Baumz.,
p. 81., the following: — Leaves ovate, acuminate, subcordate at the base, unequal there, nearly
entire, glabrous on both surfaces. Additionally to the specific character, it is stated as follows : —
It is a large tree. Its leaves have 1—2 teeth at the tip. It is a native of Louisiana. To this kind
seems to belong that Ctltis named C. americana, or Micocoulier de la Louisiane, cultivated in the
Paris Garden, which Poiret, in Encycl. Suppl., 3. p. 668., No. 10., has noticed to have its leaves
membranous, rough on both surfaces, yet nearly glabrous ; with the base with one side shorter
than the other, and narrower, and some leaves almost falcate.

3fe 9. C. PU^MILA Ph. The dwarf Celtis, or Nettle Tree.

Identification. Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 200. ; Roem. et Schult. Syst. Veg., 6. p. 307.

Spec. Char., SfC. A small straggling bush. Leaves ovate, acuminate, serrate with equal teeth ;

unequal at the base; downy while young, afterwards nearly glabrous on both surfaces. Flowers
3 upon a peduncle. Fruit solitary, ovate, black. Indigenous to the banks of rivers in Maryland
and Virginia, where it flowers in May. Pursh has seen the kind ahve. {Pursh Fl. A. S.) The
plant was introduced by Lyon in 1812; and the name is in Loddiges's Catalogue, ed. 1836; but we
have not seen the plant there or elsewhere.

App. i. Sjjecies of Celtis half-hardy^ or not yet introduced.

C. orlcntalis Lin., R. Mai , 4. t. 40., and ourfig. 1255., is

a native of the Himalayas, introduced in 1820. In foliage it

resembles C. occidentSilis ; but we have only seen a very
small plant of it, against a wall, in the Horticultural So-
ciety's Garden. In p. 174., five Himalayan species are
enumerated as likely to prove hardy or half-hardy ; but
none of them are yet introduced. In the Hortus Britan.
nicus three species are enumerated as indigenous to Ja-
maica, and as, in Britain, requiring the stove ; but, as C.
orientilis is also designated as a stove tree in catalogues,
it is possible that the Jamaica species may be equally
hardy. In the Himalayas, Royle observes, the genus
Celtis occurs at considerable elevations, and as far north
as Cashmere. C. orientklis Wall., which we suppose to
be identical with C orientalis Lin., " and species allied to
it, occur in the hottest places; C. tetrindra Roxb. extends
along the foot of the mountains as far as Cashmere." C.
alpina Royle was found by Mr. Royle on Urrutka, nearly
at the greatest elevation, and if it were introduced would,
doubtless, be hardy in the climate of London. C. Ingldsu
Royle occurs in Kunawur ; and is, doubtless, equally hardy
with C. alpina As the seeds of Celtis go in little bulk,
and retain their vital energies for at least a year, there
will be little difficulty, we think, in getting these species
introduced into Britain.

CHAP. CII.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER JUGLANDa'cEjI;.

The hardy ligneous plants of this order are included in the genera named
and characterised as under : —
JuViLANs L. Flowers unisexual; those of both sexes upon one plant.

—

Male. Flowers in cylindrical, drooping, solitary catkins ; many in a catkin ;

the catkins developed from buds borne by shoots produced previously to
the year in which the catkins appear. Calyx of 5—6 scales, that are
attached to a bractea at a distance from its base and tip. (Is the flower
stalked, and connate with the bractea?) Stamens 18—36.—Female. Flowers
solitary, or a few in a group, terminal upon a shoot developed in the same
year. Calyx ovate, including and adhering to the ovary, except in the
4-toothed tip. Petals 4, small, inserted into the free part of the calyx.

Ovary of one cell, and one erect ovule. Stigmas 2—3, fleshy, scaly with
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glands. Fruit a drupe (a tryma, Watson). Covering of the nut, a fleshy

husk of one piece, that bursts irregularly. Nut woody, of 2 valves. Seed 1,

erect, lobed, wrinkled, eatable in most, perhaps all.—Species 4, 3 native to

North America, 1 to Asia. Large trees. Rate of growth quicker than in

C'arya. Leaf bud not covered by scales. Leaves alternate, impari-pinnate,

of 5— 19 leaflets, all but the terminal one in opposite, or nearly opposite,

{)airs ; all serrate in most, and all spreading in one plane. Some species

pubigerous; ? hairs simple, glanded. (T. Necs ab Esenbeck Gen. PI. Fl.

Germ., Lindlct/ Xat. Sjjst. Bot., Nuttall Gen. N. Amer. PL, Michaux North
Amcr. Sijlva, and observation.)

C'a^kva Nuttall. Flowers unisexual, those of the two sexes upon one plant;

male, female, and leaves, all upon a shoot, developed from one bud in the

year of the flowering; male flowers borne at the base of the shoot below
the leaves, or in the axils of the lower leaves ; the female flowers, a few
together about the tip of the shoot.—Male. Flowers in slender pendulous
catkins, that are disposed 3 upon a peduncle. Calyx a 3-parted minute
leaf. Stamens -!•—6.— Female. Calyx including, and adhering to, the

ovary : its tip free, and 4-cleft. Stigma sessile upon the ovary, partly

discoid, 2—i-lobed. Fruit a drupe (a tryma, Watson). Husk fleshy,

separating into 4 equal valves, or dividing into 4 equal portions in the

upper part. Nut with 4 or more blunlish angles in its transverse outline;

the surface pretty even. Seed eatable or bitter.— Species about 10, native

to North America. Large trees. Rate of growth slower than in J^iiglans.

Bark appearing reticulated.— Leaf buds partially covered with scales in

some species, naked in others. Leaves alternate, impari-pinnate, of 5— 15
serrate leaflets; all, except the terminal one, in op^josite, or nearly opposite,

pairs ; and all spreading in one plane. Pubescence stellate. Fruit upon
short stifl" stalks. Nuttall has stated (Gen.) that the sexes are poly-

gamous ; but he has not described the bisexual flowers, nor the dispo-

sition of them. (Nuttall Gen., Michaujc N. Amer. Si/lva, Watson Dend.
Brit.)

Pteroc.Orva Kunth. Flowers unisexual, those of the 2 sexes upon one plant.

—Male. Flowers in spikes. Stamens in a flower many.—Female. Flowers
in long pendulous spikes, and distant, sessile, and ? without bracteas.

Calyx connate with the ovary, except in a terminal portion, which is cleft

into ? 3—5 y unequal lobes. Ovary, and the part of the calyx that is con-

iuite with it, taken together, flagon-shaped, bearing 2 wings above the base

;

their direction transverse and oblique: cell 1; ovule 1, erect. Style 1,

very short. Stigmas 2, large, spreading, revolute. Fruit subdrupaceous,

angled; having 2 wings, as the ovary; much tapered to the tip, not open-
ing, containing a bony nut, which has 4 cells in its lower part, whose parti-

tions do not extend to the top, so that it is 1 -celled there. Seed 1, its

lower part in 4 ileep lobes. Embryo not accompanied by albumen ; its

radicle uppermost.— Si)ccies 1, indigenous to the eastern part of Caucasus,

and in moist woods, by the Caspian Sea. A tree. Leaves impari-pinnate

not dotted; leaflets about 17, lanceolate, sessile, unequal at the base, ar-

gutely serrulate; the veins beneath villous. Fruit small. (Kunth in Ann.
Scicn. Nat., ii. p. 34G. ; WUld. Sp. PL ; and Spreng. Si/st. Vcg.).

Genus I.

JU'GLANS L. The Walnut Tree. Lin. Syst. Monce'cia Polyandria.

Idcnlijiaition. Schreb. Lin. (icii.. No. l-14t!. ; T. Necs ab r.seubcck Gen. PL l'"l. Genu., tasc. ,;. t. 2. ;

Nutt. (ieii. N. Amcr. PI.. 'J. p. '-'20., LiiuU. Nat. Syst. of Hot., p. ISO.

Si/noHyniiS. Noyer, Fr. ; Walnuss, Gcr.
Derivation, ./iiglaiis is contracted from Jovis, Jove's, and gluns, a mast, or acorn ; and was applieil

by the Roman writers to this tree, on account of the excellence of its fruit as food, comi>arcd with
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other masts, or acorns ; the only spec'ies that was known to the Romans having been the
i^Oglans regia, or common walnut tree.

Description. Large trees, with pinnate leaves, coarse-grained wood, and
frnit, in one species at least, much esteemed at the dessert, and valuable for the

oil which it contains.

General. Observations. The trees belonging to tliis order bear, with only

two or three exceptions, so close a resemblance to one another in their

young state (in which state alone most of them are to be seen in Britain),

that we have been unable to satisfy ourselves as to what are species, and what
are only varieties. In pursuance of our idea, that no plant can be truly a

species, that is not readily distinguished from every other, in every stage of

its growth, and at every season of the year, we should say that there were
not more than two species of walnut hitherto discovered, either in Europe or

America; viz. ./uglans regia and ./. nigra: and three species of Carya; viz. C.

amara, C. laciniosa, and C. squamosa. We submit this opinion, however, with

great deference, having formed it chiefly from inspecting the young plants in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, in the collection of Messrs. Loddiges, and from

observing the great variety of foliage distinguishable in a bed of seedhngs of any
of the American sorts ; we shall therefore adopt the descriptions and figures

of Michaux, and leave the truth to be discovered by time and future observa-

tion. Previously to describing the species of the three genera, ./uglans, Carya,

and Pterocarya, we shall quote Michaux's introductory observations
;
pre-

mising that this author includes both J'uglans and Carya under the genus

J^iiglans; the genus Carya, as we have seen in the generic characters above,

having been separated from ,/iiglans by Nuttall, chiefly on account of a tech-

nical distinction in the fruit. " The walnuts of North America," Michaux ob-

serves, " appear to present characters so distinct, as to require their division

into two sections. These characters consist principally in the form of the bar-

ren aments, or male catkins ; and in the greater or less rapidity ofgrowth in the

trees. The first section is composed of walnuts with single aments, and in-

cludes two American species: the black walnut (./iiglans nigra L., fig. 1260. in

p.l+SG.), and the butter-nut (./. cinereaiy., fig.1262. in p. 1439.); to which is

added the European walnut (./. regia L., fig. 1257. in p. 1425.). The second

section consists of such as have compound aments, and comprises eight spe-

cies : the pacane-nut hickory (Carj'a olivaeformis Nittt., fig. 1263. in p. 1442.),

the bitter-nut hickory (C amara Nutt., fig. 1264. in p. 1443.), water bitter-

nut hickory (C aquatica Nutt., fig. 1265. in p. 1444.), mocker-nut hickory

(C. tomentosa Nutt., fig. 1267. in p. 1445.), shell-bark hickory {C. alba

Nutt., fig. 1269. in p. 1446.), thick shell-bark hickory (C. sulcata Nutt.,

fig. 1271. in p. 1449.), pig-nut hickory [C. porcina Nutt., fig. 1273. in p. 1450.),

and nutmeg hickory (C. myristicEeformis Nutt., fig. 1275. in p. 145 1.). The first

three species of the second section bear some relation to those of the first

in their buds, which are not covered with scales. For this reason, I have
placed them immediately next, beginning with the pacane-nut hickory, which,

by its numerous leaflets, most nearly resembles the black walnut and the

butter-nut, the buds of which are also uncovered. Throughout the United
States, the common name of hickory is given to all the species of the second

section. This common appellation is due to certain properties of their

wood ; viz. coarseness of grain, and a reddish colour in the heart-wood,

which, however modified, are possessed by them all, in a greater degree than

by any other tree of Europe or America. These species exhibit, also, a
striking analogy in their forms and in their leaves, though they differ in the

number and size of their leaflets. To these sources of confusion must be
added another in the fruit, which is often so various in its appearance, that it

is easy to mistake the species to which it belongs. It is not, then, on the

most remarkable differences alone that our distinctions must be founded;
recourse must also be had to an examination of the shoots of the preceding

vcar, of the buds, and of the aments." (Rlic/n: North Aiiicr. Stjlva, vol. i.

p. 139.)
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i. Smplc Anients. Growlli rcip'ul. ]. /iiglans regia L. 2. J. nigra L.

3. J. cathartica JMich.r., syn. ./. cinerca L. The order of the flowering of
these species in England is, Hrst J. regia, tlien ./. cinerea, in a few days
after whicli the catkins of ./. nigra expand. The order of fruiting is differ-

ent ; for, while the fruit of the common walnut begins to drop in the first or

second week in September, that of the black walnut does not fall till the end
of the same month, and that of the grey walnut, not till the beginning of
October. {Mart. Mill.) To this section may be added Pterociirya, a genus
recently separated from ./nglans.

$ ii. Compound Amenta, each Peduncle hearing three. Groivlli slow. 1, Jii-

glans olivajformis Alich.v. (syn. Carya olivasformis Nntt.) 2. ./. amara
Alichx. (f. amara Nutt.) 3. ./. aquatica Mich.r. (C. aquatica Nntt.) 4. ./.

tomentosa Mich.v. (C. tomentosa Xntf.) 5. J. squamosa Michx. (C.

iilba Nutt.) 6. J. laciniosa Michx. (C. laciniosa Nutt.) 7. J. porcina

Michx. (C. porcina Nutt.) 8. J. myristicaeformis Michx. (C. myristici

forinis A^utl.)

i 1. ./. RE^GIA L. The royal, or common. Walnut Tree.

Jdentification. Lin. Hort. Cliffi, p. 4+9.; Mill. Diet, Xo. 1. and Ic. ; Dii Roi Harbk., p.;>23. ;

Willd. Arb., 15;5. ; Willd. Sp. PI., i. p. 4.55. ; Michx. N. Amer. Sylva, 1. p. 14.3.

Synont/mes. Niix Jilglans Dad. Pempt., 816. ; Niix Juglans, seu rfegia vulg-iris, Bauk. Pin., 417.
;

Noyer comniun, Fr. ; No.seguier Provence; geraeine Walnuss, Gfr.

Engravings. Mill. Ic. ; Lain. III., 781.; Ludw. Ect., t. 188.; Blackw., t. 247.; Knorr Del., 1.

t. N. 7. ; T. Nees ab Esenbcck Gen. PI. Fl. Germ., fasc. 3. f. ii. ; Michx. N. Amer. .Sylva, t. 29.

;

ourjig. 1257. ; and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sj-c. Leaflets in a leaf, 5—9 ; oval, glabrous, obscurely serrated.

Fruit oval, situated upon a short inflexible peduncle. Nut rather oval,

rather even. A native of Persia, in the extensive province of Ghilan, on
the Caspian Sea, between 35° and 40° of latitude. In cultivation in

England since 1562, and probably long before; flowering in April and May,
and ripening its fruit in September.

Varieties.

^ J. r. 2 maxima; Nux Jiiglans fructu maximo Bauh. Pin., ^11,, N.
Dn Hayn., iv. p. 173.; Noix de Jauge Bon Jard., ed. 1836, p. 473.,

Nois. Jardin Fridtier, t. 16.; ^anvmt,Wariiickshire. — This variety

has the fruit double the size of that of the species, being sometimes
nearly as large as a turkey's egg ; but, in drying, the kernel shrinks

to one half its size; and, hence, the fruit of this variety is not good
for keeping, but ought to be eaten directly after being gathered.

The leaves are large, and the tree has a magnificent appearance
;

but its timber is not nearly so durable as that of the common
walnut.

5 J. r 3 tenera ; Nux ./iiglans fructu tenero et fragile putamine Bauh.
Pin., 417., N. Du Ham., iv. p. 173.; Noyer a Coque tendre, Noyer
Mesange Bon Jardinier, 1. c, Noyer de Mars in Dauphinc. The thin-

shelled, or Titmouse, Walnut. (See Hort. Trans., vol. iv. p. 517. ; and
E. ofGard., ed. 1834, p. 942.)— The latter name is given to this kind
of walnut, because its shell is so tender, that the birds of the titmouse
family (mesange, Fr.) (Parus major i>.,^g. 1256. a ; P. caeruleus L.,

fig. 1256. h; and also P. ater and P. palustris Z/.) pierce it with their

bills, and eat the kernel, leaving the remaining part of the fruit on the
tree. (See Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. vii. p. 147.) This variet}' has the
most delicate fruit of all the walnuts: it keeps longer, and produces
more oil ; but it is not so good a bearer as the other sorts. M. Trat-
tinik, a (ierman botanist, states, in the Nouveau Dn Hamel, that he
has seen a tree of the ./uglans regia which only produced female
catkins, and never male ones ; and that it bore every year a great
quantity of fruit with a tender shell. It is known that the shells

of walnuts are much more tender in some years than in others ; and,
also, that the shells often vary in their degrees of hardness on the

same tree, in the same year ; and, very likely, this may depend on
5 A
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fecundation : if so, the shells of the fruit of any walnut tree my be

rendered tender, by removing all, or the greater part, of the male

catkins, the moment they appear.

t J. r. 4 serotina Desf,; Nux Juglans fructu serotino Bajik Pin., 417.,

2i\ Du Ham., iv. p. 174. ; Noyer tardif, Noyer de la Saint-Jean

Bon. Jard., ed. 18.36, p. 472., Noyer de Mai in Dauphine. The late-

vegetating Walnut. — This is a most valuable variety for those dis-

tricts where the frosts continue late in spring. In France, about
Paris, its leaves do not appear before the end of June ; but the fruit

ripens nearly as early as that of the other varieties. In the London
Horticultural Society's Garden, there is a plant of this variety, 5ft.

or 6ft. high, which, on the 1st of July, 1835, when every other tree in

the garden was in leaf, had not burst a single bud.
1" J. r. 5 (aciniata ; Nux J^uglans foliis laciniatis Reneauhn., JV. Du

Ham.,'i\. p. 174.; Juglans heterophylla Hort.; J. f\\\c\i6\\a Lodd.
Cat., ed. 1836 ; the Fern-leaved Walnut Tree, has cut leaves, some-
what like those of i^raxinus excdsior salicifolia.

Other Varieties. The above are the most remarkable and valuable of the
varieties of the common walnut; the first three, on account of their fruit;

and the last, as a curiosity, on account of its leaves. But in the Bon Jardinier

five others are enumerated; and in the Horticultural Society's i^??«7 Certe-

logue for 1832 nine are given, of which the most valuable for cultivation for its

fruit is the highflier ; a variety which was originated at Thetford, in Norfolk,

and which is held in much esteem in that county and in Suffolk. (^Hort.

Trans., iv. p. 517. ; and E. of Gard., ed. 1835, p. 942.) There is also the

Yorkshire walnut, which is much planted in that county. The varieties

recommended by Mr. Thompson, as having proved the most prolific in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, are, the round early oval ; the double large

French, No. 1. above; the tender-shelled, No. 2.; and the thick-shelled.

A variation, worth notice, was displayed in a nut sent to us by Mr.
Samuel Taylor of Whittington, near Stoke Ferry, Norfolk, which had
nearly three perfect valves, but was devoid of kernel.

Description. The walnut forms a large and lofty tree, with strong spread-

ing branches. The leaves have three or four pairs of leaflets, terminated by an
odd one, which is longer than the rest. The male catkins are pendulous, and
are produced near the points of the shoots. The bark is thick, and deeply
furrowed on the trunk ; but on the upper branches it is grey and smooth.
The leaves, when bruised, exhale a strong aromatic odour; and, in the ex-

treme heat of summer, the exhalations from them are so powerful, as to

produce unpleasant effects upon some persons, if they slumber under the
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tree. The fruit is green and oval

;

and, in the wild species, contains a

small hard nut. In the most es-

teemed cultivated varieties, the fruit

is of a roundish oval and is strongly

odoriferous; about If in. long, and
from lA in. to H in. in diameter.

The nut occupies two thirds of the

volume of the fruit. Towards autumn
the husk softens, and, decaying from

about the nut, allows it to fall out.

The shell is slightly channeled, and,

in most of the cultivated varieties,

so thin as to be easily crushed by the

fingers. The kernel is of an agree-

able taste; and is covered with a fine

pellicle, and separated by a thin

partition, which may be readily de-

tached both from the shell and
from the kernel. The plant is some-

what tender when young, and ajjt

to be injured by spring frosts :

nevertheless, it grows vigorously; and, in the climate of London, attains tlie

height of 20 ft. in 10 years, beginning about that time to bear fruit. The
tree attains a great age, as well as size; and, as it advances in both, increases

in productiveness. There is, perhaps, no tree that sends down a more
vigorous taproot than the walnut ; and this it will do in the clefts of rocks

;

and, when it reaches good soil, produce a most ample head, and so thick a

trunk and root, as in time to biu-st even rocks. Hence, there is no tree less

liable to be torn up by the roots than the walnut ; and, for this reason, and

also because it makes its shoots rapidly, instead of continuing to elongate

them all the summer, like some other trees (such as the larch, the oak, the

poplar, &c.), it forms an erect well-balanced tree, even in exposed situations.

The walnut is generally considered injurious, by its shade, both to man and
plants. Pliny says that even the oak will not thrive near the walnut tree; which,

if it be true, may be owing to the interference of their roots in the subsoil : but

it is certain, that neither grass, nor field nor garden crops, thrive well under

the walnut. The late Mr. Keen, an extensive market-gardener at Isle-

worth, being the owner of the land he cultivated, planted, about the begin-

ning of the present century, a number of rows of walnut trees, at consider-

able distances from each other, across his grounds, in order at once to

produce shelter to his herbaceous crops, and fruit for the market. He was
celebrated for the growth of strawberries ; and Mr. Phillips, the author of

Pomarium Britannicum (published in 1820), says that Mr. Keen informed him
that the walnut trees were so injurious to his strawberry beds, that the plants

seldom bore fruit in their neighbourhood. The injury done to grass, and
other plants on the surface of the ground, must be chiefly owing to the

decaying of the fallen leaves, and the washing into the soil of their astringent

properties; consequently, the evil may be much alleviated by sweeping them
up, and carrying them away as soon as they fall.

Geography and History. The walnut is a native of Persia; and, according

to Loureiro, of the north of China. Pallas found it frequently in the Penin-

sula of Taurida, and on the south of Caucasus, growing spontaneously to a

large size, so as to appear almost indigenous; the fruit ripening about the end

of August. The elder Michaux, who, m the years 1782, 1783, and 1784, visited

the province of Ghilan, was the first in modern times to ascertain, with cer-

tainty, that the walnut belonged to the same country as the peach and the

apricot. It was known to the Greeks, whose names for it were Persicon and

Basihcon, the Persian and roval nut. According to Pliny's account, the

b A 2
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Greeks afterwards called the walnut tree Caryon, on account of the heaviness
of the head produced by its strong smell. When the walnut was introduced
into Europe is altogether uncertain ; but it was cultivated by the Romans
before the death of the Emperor Tiberius, and is supposed to have been
brought from Greece by Vitellius. Strabo informs us that in Rome, at one
time, tables of the wood sold at a higher price than those of citron. Ovid
wrote a little poem, entitled De Nnce, by which it appears that then, as now,
walnuts were knocked down from the trees by boys ; and that, at marriages,
walnuts were thrown by the bride and bridegroom among the children
who surrounded them; a ceremony which was instituted to show that
the bridegroom had left off his boyish amusements ; or, perhaps, to signif}'

that the bride was no longer a votai-y of Diana, (See p. 1430.) Hence, pro-
bably, is derived the French word for nuptials, des noces. In France, at the
festival of the Rosiere at Salency, in the department of the Oise (see p. 792.),
in the sixth century, it is directed that an offering be presented to the
young maid who is crowned, composed of walnuts and other fruits of the
country. The walnut tree is now to be met with in every part of Europe,
as far north as Warsaw ; but it is nowhere so far naturalised as to produce
itself spontaneously from seeds. In Britain, it has been in cultivation from
the earliest period of botanical history, and, in all probability, since the
time of the Romans. It ripens its fruit in fine seasons, in the neigh-
bourhood of Edinburgh, as a standard ; and it lives against a wall as far

north as Dunrobin Castle, in Sutherlandshire. It is much cultivated, in some
parts of Italy, France, Germany, and Switzerland, as a road-side tree.

Michaux says that it is more abundant in those parts of France which lie

between 45° and 48°, than in any other part of Europe ; and that the fruit,

the oil, and the wood may be considered as forming, in that region, some of
the principal branches of commerce. This corresponds with what is stated
by Evelyn. "Burgundy," says that author, "abounds with walnut trees,

where they stand in the midst of goodly wheat lands, at sixty and a hundred
feet distance; and so far are they from hurting the crop, that they are looked
upon as great preservers, by keeping the ground warm; nor do the roots
hinder the plough. Whenever they fell a tree, which is only the old and
decayed, they always plant a young one near him ; and, in several places,

betwixt Hanau and Frankfort, in Germany, no young farmer whatsoever is

permitted to marry a wife, till he bring proof that he is a father of such a
stated number of walnut trees ; and the law is inviolably observed to this

day, for the extraordinary benefit which this tree affords the inhabitants."
{Hunter's Eveli/n, p. 168.) " The Bergstrass," he adds, " which extends
from Heidelberg to Darmstadt, is all planted with walnuts," {Ibid., vol. i.

p. 168, and p, 170,)

At different periods, there has been a great dearth of the wood of this tree in

France, where, as in England, in time of war, it was much in demand for

gun-stocks. It is a remarkable fact in the history of this tree, that, in the
winter of 1709, the greater part of the walnut trees of Europe, and more
especially of Switzerland, France, and Germany, were killed ; or so far in-

jured, as to render it advisable to fell the trees. The Dutch, at that time,

foreseeing the scarcity of walnut timber that was likely to ensue, bought up
all the trees that they could procure, in every direction, and sold them again,

according to the demand, for many years afterwards, at a greatly advanced
price. In the year 1720, an act was passed, in France, to prevent the ex-
portation of walnut timber, on pain of confiscation, and payment of a fine of
.3,000 livres. A great many walnut trees were, at that time, planted in the
royal demesnes. In 1806, the manufacture of muskets required about 12,000
trees yearly. In consequence of this, a great many plantations were made by
individuals; and a prize was given for the cultivation of the tree by the
Society for the Encouragement of Arts, in Paris. We have been informed
by M. Michaux, in a letter dated December, 1834, that in 1818 he formed a
nursery of between five and six acres, for government, in the Bois de
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Boulogne, and raised in it upwards of 30,000 walnut trees, for transplanta-

tion, which, at the time he wrote, were from 20 ft. to 30 ft. high.

In England, formerly, Evelyn informs us, " there were considerable plant-

ations of this tree, particularly on the chalk hills of Surrey." He instances

those of Sir Richard Stidolph, near Leatherhead ; Sir Robert Clayton, at

Morden, near Godstone, once belonging to Sir John Evelyn ; and the country

about Carshalton. During the late war, great numbers of wahuit trees,

in diflerent parts of England, were cut down for the purpose of su[)plying

gun-stocks; till the price of walnut timber rose so high ((iOO/. having been

given for one large tree), as to induce its importation from the Continent,

and the substitution of the wood of the bWk walnut of America. In

the present day, when mahogany and other tropical woods are substi-

tuted for walnut wood by the cabinet-makers, and when wood for gun-

stocks is imported from the Black Sea, and also from North America, the

profits attending the culture of the common walnut tree are gi-eatly dimi-

nished ; and it is, accordingly much less generally planted as a timber tree.

As a fruit tree, its planting is, perhaps, on the increase; the improved varieties

becoming better known. In North America, the European walnut has been

planted for its fruit; and Michaux recommends it to be budded on the black

walnut ; but, as the wood of the former is considered as being far inferior to

that of the latter, he does not recommend its introduction into the United
States as a forest tree. Walnuts for the table are now annually imported from

France and Spain; and pay a duty oi' 'is. per bushel. The quantity imported

in 1831 was 23,578 bushels, of which 160 bushels were exported, and the

remainder retained for home use. In 1832, only about two thirds of the

quantity were imported ; but 551 bushels were exported. {Af'Culloch's Comm.
JDict., p. 1218.) This variation, in respect to the importation and exportation

of the walnuts, is owing to the variations in the crop on the Continent and in

Britain.

Projierties and Uses. The wood of the walnut weighs 58 lb. 8 oz. in a

green state; and when dried, 46 lb. 8oz. It is white in young trees, and in

that state is subject to be wormeaten ; but, as the tree grows old, the wood
becomes solid, compact, easy to work, and acquires a brown colour, veined,

and agreeably shaded with light brown and black. In this state, it is considered

the most beautiful wood produced in Europe; and, being neither subject to crack

nor twist ; it was employed in preference to every other for the best kinds of

furniture, before the discovery, in America, of other kinds of wood still more
beautiful. In France and Germany, it is still mucii sought after by turners,

cabinet-makers, joiners, coachmakers, and millwrights, for screws to presses ;

by the makers of sabots, or wooden shoes, or clogs, musical instrument

makers, and, above all, by the manufacturers of arms. For solidity and beaut}',

the wood of those trees is preferred which have grown on hilly and poor soils

;

that grown on plains, and in rich soils, being of a much coarser grain, and
being less beautifully veined, and less durable. The suiallest size of trunk

that can be employed in making furniture with advantage, in point of beauty,

is li ft. in diameter. The white, or soft, wood may be rendered fit for use by
immersing it in boiling walnut oil. The most beautiful veinings are in the

roots of the tree ; which are much sought after by cabinet-makers, and, when
they can be found of large size, bear a high price. The younger timber,

Evelyn says, is held to make the better-coloured work ; but the older, and
especially the firm and close timber about tiie root, is best atlapted for " flaked

and carableted works." Those trees, he says, which have small and thick-

shelled fruit produce better timber than the large-fruited or thin-shelled kinds.

Evelyn strongly recommends walnut timber for household furniture, utensils,

and wainscoting walls, " instead of the more vulgar beech, subject to be weak
and unsightly ; but which, to counterfeit and deceive the unwary, they wash
over with a decoction of the green husks of walnuts, &:c." In France, he says,

it may be seen in every room, both of poor and of ricli ; but he is in raptures

with the cabinet-works which he has seen made of the walnut wood of
5 A 3
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Grenoble, " of all others the most beautiful and esteemed." To render the

wood better coloured, Evelyn continues, "joiners put the boards into an
oven after the batch is forth, or lay them in a warm stable ; and, when they
work it, polish it over with its own oil, very hot, which makes it look black

and sleek ; and the older it is, the more estimable : but then it should not be
put in work till thoroughly seasoned ; because it will shrink beyond expect-

ation. It is only not good to confide in it much for beams or joists, because
of its brittleness ; of which, however, it has been observed to give timely

notice, like that of the chestnut, before it breaks." {Hunt. Evel., p. 172.) For
fuel, according to Baudrillart, the wood, when dry, is of nearly the same value

as that of the common sycamore, burning with a mild flame ; but, as charcoal,

it is not productive. In Britain, the chief uses of the timber are for gun-
stocks (it being found lighter in proportion to its strength and elasticity than
any other), and for musical instruments, turnery, and t03'-making.

The most vahiable part of the walnut is its fruit, which is much in demand,
throughout Europe and other parts of the world, for the table, and for various

other purposes. In a young and green state, it is pickled and preserved ; and,
when mature, it is used as food for the poorer classes in the countries where it

abounds, and at the dessert of the richer classes. In the north of Italy, in Swit-
zerland, and in the south of France, the roads are lined for many miles together

with walnut trees ; and, during August and September, when the fruit is ripe,

or nearly so, and the weather so warm that the shelter of a house is not
required to protect the traveller from cold, he may walk under the shade of
the tree, and eat its fruit during the day, and sleep under it during night. We
have even known the case of a person who travelled by a public conveyance
from Florence to Geneva, eating scarcely anything by the way but walnuts
and heads of maize, which he gathered by the road side. About the end of

June, walnuts are preserved, either with or without their husks : in the latter

state they are most agreeable, but in the former most strengthening to the
stomach. Gerard says, " The green and tender nuts, boyled in sugar, and eaten
as suckarde, are a most pleasant and delectable meate, comfort the stomache,
and expell poyson." A fine stomachic liqueur is made from the young nuts
about the middle of June; and about this time, also, they are pickled. In

August, before the shells become hard, they are eaten in what the French
call en cerneanx, that is, with the kernel, while green, scooped out with a short,

broad, brass knife, and seasoned with vinegar, salt, pepper, and shallots. The
nuts, for this purpose, should be taken at least a fortnight before they are ripe;

they should be thrown into water as soon as they are separated from the
husk, and allowed to remain there till the moment' when they are wanted to

be seasoned ami set upon the table. The seasoning may be that already
mentioned; or the juice of green grapes and salt, without anything else.

Towards the end of September, or beginning of October, walnuts are eaten
raw, and they are good as long as they continue fresh ; that is, as long as it is

easy to detach the skin from them; but when this cannot be removed, the nuts
become indigestible, and their acridity attacks the gimis and the palate. In
order to preserve them fresh, they ought to be buried, with their green shells

on, in sand or in dry soil, beyond the reach of frost or surface heat, in which
state they will continue fresh for six months. Of the dried kernels, a conserve
bridee is formed ; which, in France, is called nougat, and is considered very
agreeable. In Spain, Evelyn tells us, they strew the gratings of old and hard
nuts over their tarts and sweetmeats. In London, young walnuts are much
used for pickles, and in making catchups, or adulterating soy, and other sauces.
The nut of the large-fruited walnut (jaiige, Fr. ; the variety No. 1. above)
is, in France, made into cases by jewellers, and furnished with trinkets, for the
amusement of children. In Limerick, it is customary to put a pair of fine

Limerick gloves into a walnut shell, and a dish of walnuts with this kind of
kernel is sometimes presented at table. Thus furnished, they are often sent
as presents to England ; and gloves are sent in the same manner from France.
The most general use of the ualnut on a large scale, in the south of Europe, is
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to express an oil IVoin it, which is employed by artists in mixing white, or any

delicate colours; and which serves as a substitute for olive oil in the kitchen

and at table, for oil of almomls in medicine, and for burning in lamps. Half

the people in Franco, Bosc observes, consume no other oil than that of the

walnut. The marc, or mass of husks which remains after the oil is extracted,

is used to feed swine or sheep, or is formed into cakes, and serves for the

nourishment of poultry ; and the inhabitants of the Mirbalais make a kind of

candles of it, which burn with a very clear flame. In Tartary, Dr. Clarke

informs us, an incision is made in the tree in spring, when the sap is rising,

and a spigot inserted for some time ; after which, on withdrawing it, a clear

sweet liquor Hows out, which, when coagulated by evaporation, is used as

sugar. In other parts of Europe and Asia, a wine is made of the sap, or

a spirit distilled from it. The roots of the walnut, before the rising of the sap,

yield, by boiling, a dark brown dye, which becomes fixed, in wood, hair, or

wool, without the aid of alum. This dye is used by gipsies, and also by

theatrical performers, to stain the skin of a deep brown. The husk of the

nut produces nearly the same colour as the root, and also the bark of the

young shoots, and even the leaves. For this purpose, the bark should be

taken off when the sap is in movement in spring ; the leaves should be gathered

when the nuts are half formed ; and the husks of the nuts when the fruit is

nearly ripe, or after its maturity, when they begin to scale off. The husk of

the nuts is used by cabinet-makers and joiners, to stain white wood antl yellow

wood of a dark brown or black colour, like that of the walnut. When the

fingers are stained with walnut juice, or the skin has been dyed with it, it is

exceedingly difficult to remove; but this may be partially effected by the

application of moistened salt.

To obtain a dark.broivn or black Dyefrom the Walnut, the husks must be left to rot, or to

macfrate, in a heap in the shade, taking care to keep them always moist. When they are sufficiently

rotted and black, they are then boiled, adding to them fresh water, and supplying them with a
sufficient quantitv of it This gives a most beautiful nut colour to any kind of wood, which may.be
made lighter or darker, as may be wished, by employing a greater or less quantity of husks to the

same quantity of water ; or the wood may veined by applying the colour with a pencil to particular

parts ; after which it is varnished. When it is wished to colour the boarded floor of an apartment,

the husks are boiled, and no more water added than is sufficient to keep the bottom of the vessel

from being injured by the fire. When the whole is reduced to one mass, it is laid on the boards,

and left to dry ; it is then swept off, and the wood rubbed with hard, short-bristled bruslies, till it

becomes perfectly bright.

To extract ttie Oil of Walnuts. When the fruit is gathered, and the nuts are separated from the

husks, thev should be kept drv, and occasionally moved till they are used. The most proper time
for the operation is at the close of winter ; as, at this season, the change by which the mucilage of

the fruit is converted into oil has been completely effected ; and by longer delay the kernel grows
rancid, and the oil becomes of a vitiated qualitv. The nut is cracked by striking it on the end with

a small mallet ; and pains are taken not to bruise the kernel. The slight ligneous partition is

detached, and such kernels as are partially spoiled are picked out and thrown aside. The sound
kernels, thus cleared from every particle of the shell, should be sent immediately to the mill, as

they soon become rancid bv exposure to the air. They are crushed by a vertical stone, which turns

in a circular trough, and is moved by a horse, or by water. The paste is next enclosed in bags of

strong linen, and submitted to the press. The oil which flows from this first pressure, without the

application of heat, is of the best quality It is very clear, and is proper for food; but it sensibly

retains the taste of the nut, which, in general, is not agreeable to persons unaccustomed to it; so

that the consumption is limited to the departments where it is made. To be kept sweet for the

t.ible, it should be drawn off several times during the first months, carefully corked, and kept in the

cellar, as it is more easily affected than any other oil by the action of air and heat. After the

first expression, the paste is emptied from the sacks, moistened with warm water, and moderately

heated in coppers. It is then replaced in the sacks, and returned to the press. The oil of the

second discharge is highly coloured, and very speedily becomes rancid; it is therefore employed
only in the preparation of colours. The cakes which remain after the expression is finished are

used, as alreaiiy stated, for fattening swine, sheep, or fowls, or making candles. The principal use of

this oil is in the preparation of fine colours : it is preferred for thispurpose, on accountof the coinplete

and rapid manner in which it dries, and of the facility with which it is obtained in a perfectly limpid

state, which is done by diffusing it upon water in large shallow vases.

In coiiperplate printing, walnut oil is considered, in Paris, indispensably necessary for a fine

impression, whether in black or in colours But there are peculiar modes of preparing it for the

several colours with which it is to be mixed. Thus, for white, blue, light, and the intermediate

shades, it is reduced by boiling to two thirds of its bulk ; but for dark green and black, to one fifth,

which leaves it a thick semifluid substance. To facilitate the process, one tenth part of linseed oil

IS added to it : it is then placed in an iron or cojiper vessel over a strong clear fire. When it begins

to boil rapidly, the vessel is removed, and the oil takes fire by contact with the flame, and hums till

it is reduced to the proper consistency. Sometimes it is not allowed to kindle, but, when the ebullition

commences, crusts of bread are thrown into it, which remain till the necessary evaporation is effected,

and are then taken out, charged with mucilaginous particles. The principal advantage of this oil,

in the preparation of white lead for painting the interior of houses, as well as of the colours

employed in copperplate printing, is the longer and more perfect preservation of the tints. The
back.of prints done with it, also, does not turn yellow like others. {Michx. N.Amer. Sijlva,H',l-iS.)

b K \
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One bushel of nuts will yield 15 lb. of peeled and clear kernels, and these half as many iiounds ol oil.

The small thick-shelled fruit, other circumstances being the same, always yields more oil in proportion

to their bulk, than the large, or thin-shelled, fruit. A very interesting account of the mode of prepar-

ing the walnuts for being crushed for oil, and of the various uses to which the fruit is applied in Pied-

mont will be found in Bakewell's Travels in the Tarentaise.

Alkaline Ashes. A full-sized walnut tree, Bosc, in 1822, states, will produce two sacks of nuts,

worth 12 francs ; and, if the leaves which fall, or are knocked down from the tree, are burned, they

will give a third' part of their weight in pot-ashes, which are valued at 6 francs ; thus giving a total

increase per annum which, at ti per cent, represents a capital of 300 francs. The tree, the same
author states, is particularly valuable for a cultivator without much floating capital ; for he has known
repeatedly a product in fruit and ashes of 400 francs, procured at a total expense of not more than

36 francs ; and that this sum was expended almost entirely in manual labour, with scarcely any^aid

from building or machinery.

Medicinally, the use of the walnut is of the greatest antiquity. It is said to

have been one of the antidotes used by Mithridates. Pliny recommends it

" for drivin"- worms out of the stomach ;" and adds that, " eaten after onions,

they keep them from rising." (Book xxiii. c. 18.) An extract of the unripe

fruit is used by rustic practitioners for the destruction of worms : the fruit

itself is stomachic : and the bark, either green, or dried and powdered, is a

powerful emetic. The root is said to be purgative and diuretic ; and a de-

coction of the wood, sudorific. The sap of the leaves, mixed with milk, is

considered a remedy for horses having the fistula. Evelyn tells us that the

husks and leaves, being macerated in warm water, and that liquor poured on
grass walks and bowling-greens, infallibly kills the worms, without endangering

the grass. Not, says Dr. Hunter, that there is anything peculiarly noxious

in this decoction, but worms cannot bear the application of anything bitter to

their bodies ; which is the reason that bitters, such as gentian, are the best

destroyers of worms lodged in the bowels of animals. Worms are seldom

observed in the intestines of the human body, except in cases where the

bile is either weak or deficient. (Hunter''s Eve/., p. 178. note.) Philips states

that anglers water the ground with a decoction of walnut leaves, to cause the

worms to come to the surface of the ground, when they pick them up for

bait. The leaves, dried and mixed with those of tobacco, are said to have

similar virtues to those of that plant. An extract of the unripe fruit, and

also a rob prepared from its juice, are laxative; and the vinegar in which

walnuts have been pickled is a very useful gargle.

Poetical and legendary Allusions. The walnut tree was dedicated to Diana,

and the festivals of that goddess were held beneath its shade. The Greeks

and Romans, as before observed, strewed walnuts at their weddings.

Horace, Virgil, Catullus, and many of the other Latin poets, allude to this

custom, which probably had reference to the bride's deserting the ranks of

Diana (to whom, as we have seen above, the walnut was dedicated,) for those

of Hymen (see p. 1426.) ; and there is an allusion to it in Herrick's Epilha-

lamium on Sir Thomas Southwell and his lady :
—

" Now bar the door— the bridegroom puts
The eager boys to gather nuts."

Spenser mentions walnuts as employed in Christmas games j and many other

British poets mention it for different qualities. Cowley, however, has

enumerated so many of the properties, which the walnut was believed to

[)OSbess m his day, that we give the passage entire :
—

" 'i'he walnut then approached, more large and tall,

Htr fruit whicli we a nut, the gods an acorn call

:

Jove's acorn, which does no small praise confess,

T ve called it man's ambrosia had been less ;

Nor can this head-like nut, sliaped like tlio brain.

Within be said that fjrm by change to gain.

Or Caryon called by learned Greeks in vain :

For membranes soft as silk her kernel bind,

Whereof the inmost is of tenderest kind,

I/ike those which on the brain of man we find.

All which are in a seam-joined sliell enclosed.
Which of this brain the skull may be supposed.
This very skull enveloped is again
In a green coat, her pericranium.
Lastly, that no otijcction may remain.
To thwart her near alliance with the brain,
She nourishes the hair, remembering how
Herself deform'd, without her leaves does show.
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Oil barren scalps she makes fresh honours grow.
Her limber is lor various uses good

;

The carver she supplies with useful wood.
She makes the painter's lading colours last;

A table she atibrds us, and repast

;

E'en while we feast, her oil our lamp supplies
;

The rankest poison by her virtues dies.

The mad do^'s foam, and taint of raging skies.

The I'ontic king, who lived where poisons grew,
Skilful in antidotes, her virtue knew.
Yet envious fates, that still with merit strive,

And man, ungrateful from the orchard drive

This sovereign plant ; excluded from the field.

Unless some uscles.-^, nook a station yield,

Defeiicele.'-s in the common road she stands,

Expo-sed to restless war of vulgar hands;
By neighbouring clowns, and passing rabble torn,

Batter'd with stones by boys, and left forlorn."

Cowley's Plants, book iv.

CoUinson, in his Histori/ of Somersetshire, speaking of" the Glastonbury

thorn, mentions that there grew also, in the Abbey-church yard, on the north

sitle of St. Joseph's Chapel, a miraculous walnut tree, which never budded
forth before the feast of St. Barnabas (that is the llth of June), and on that

verv day shot forth its leaves, ami flourished like other trees of the same
species. He adds that this tree was much sought after by the credulous ; and
that "Queen Anne, King James, and many of the nobility of the realm, even

when the times of monkish superstition had ceased, gave large sums of money
for small cuttings from the original." (Hist, of So7>i,, vol, ii. p. 265.) This

tree was, no doubt, of the late variety called by the French Noijcr de la St.

Jean.
Propagation, Sfc. The species is propagated by the nut ; which, when the

tree is to be grown chiefly for its timber, is best sown where it is finally to

remain, on account of the taproot, which will thus have its full influence on
the vigour and prosperity of the tree. Where the tree is to lie grown for fruit

on dry soils, or in rocky situations, it ought also to be sown where it is finally to

remain, for the same reasons. In soils on moist or otherwise unfavourable

subsoils, if sown where it is finally to remain, a tile, slate, or fiat stone should

be placed under the nut at the depth of Sin. or 4- in., in order to give the tap-

root a horizontal direction ; or, if this precaution has been neglected, after

the plants have come up, the taproot may be cut through with a spade 6 in.

or 8 in. below the nut, as is sometimes practised in nurseries with young
plants of the horsechestnut, sweet chestnut, walnut, and oak. On the other

hand, when the walnut is planted in soil which has a dry or rocky subsoil,

or among rocks, no precaution of this sort is necessary : on the contrary, it

would be injurious, by preventing the taproot from descending, ami deriving

that nourishment from the subsoil which, from the nature of tlie surface soil,

it couiil not there obtain. The varieties may be propagated by budding,

grafting, inarching, or layering, and, possibly, by cuttings of the root.

Budding and Grafting the Walnut. Much has been written on this subject

by French authors ; from which it appears that, in the north of France, and in

cold countries generally, the walnut does not bud or graft easily by any mode

;

but that, in the south of France, and north of Italy, it may be budded or
grafted by different modes, with success. At Metz, the Baron de Tschoudy
found the flute method (fig. 1258.) almost the only one
which he could practise with success. By this mode, an
entire ring of bark, containing one or more buds, is put

on the upper extremity of the stock ; either exactly fitted

to it, as at Jig. 1258. a ; or made to fit it by slitting up the

ring of bark, if too small for the stock, as at A ; or, if too

large, by slitting it up, and cutting out a small portion, so I2.j8

as that, when placed on the stock, it may fit it as closely

as in the entire ring «. When this mode of budding .^.^^
is practised without lieading down the stock, as in fig.

1259., it is callctl ring budding, greffe rn unncau. Both flute budding and
ring budding are generally practised in spring, when the sap is in motion;
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hut they may be also carried into effect in summer, at

the ordinary season. In Dauphine, young plants in the

nurseries are budded chiefly by the above modes, which
succeed best the closer the operation is performed to the

collar of the plant. It has also become customary, of

late, in that part of France, to cover the branches of old

trees with buds. For this purpose, the branches are

shortened in the month of October, or in May, to within

8 ft. or 10 ft. of where they proceed from the trunk, in

order that they may throw out a number of young shoots.

The spring afterwards, when the sap is in motion, from

30 to 100 of these shoots are made choice of, and

budded either in the common manner, or in the flute or

ring method. The two latter modes are preferred, as

being more certain of success, and less likely to have the young shoots blown

off by the wind. When the common method is practised, the young shoots

are pinched in once or twice in the course of the season, to prevent them
from elongating to such an extent as to endanger their being blown off.

In England, the walnut is very seldom either budded or grafted; and,

though Boutcher recommends inarching, we believe it has been practised

only on a very limited scale. In Jersey, we are informed by Mr. Saunders,

nurseryman there, the walnut and the sweet chestnut are sometimes, but

very rarely, grafted ; and that, to insure success, the operation must be per-

formed while the stock is young, and the scion must be about the same size as

the stock. The graft should be made close to the ground, and not till late in the

spring, when the sap is in full motion. Mr. Knight succeeded in budding the

walnut by making use of those minute buds which are found at the base of the

annual shoots of the walnut and other trees, " which are almost concealed in

the bark, and which rarely, if ever, vegetate, but in the event of the destruction

of the large prominent buds which occupy the middle and opposite ends of

the annual wood." Mr. Knight inserted in the stock these minute buds, in

the usual manner, in several instances, and found them invariably succeed

;

but it is necessary to state that the operation was performed on yearling

stocks, which grew in pots that had been placed, during the spring and early

part of the summer, in a shady situation under a north wall, in order to retard

them ; and which were removed, late in July, to a forcing-house, and instantly

budded with buds, w hich, as before observed, had been taken from the base ofthe

current year's shoots. M. Bosc, noticing this mode of Mr. Knight's, says that

he has long remarked that buds placed immediately on the collars of the roots

always succeed; which he attributes to the shade and the humidity which that

situation affords. It appears to us that Bosc's mode, provided flute or ring

budding were substituted for the common method, and each graft were co-

vered with a hand-glass, is the one most likely to be successfully practised in

the climate of Britain. Layering or inarching might, doubtless, be adopted

with success in the case of the common walnut, as they are found to succeed

with Pterocarya caucasica Kimtk (./uglans /raxmifolia Lam.) and the cut-

leaved walnut. Indeed, whip grafting is successfully practised with the cut-

leaved variety, in Sedy's Nursery, at Lyons, and in other gardens in the south

of France,

Grafting the Walnut. This operation has been successfully performed by

T. A. Knight, Esq. " Young, or last year's, wood is employed both as the

scion and as the stock ; and both scion and stock are allowed to unfold their

buds, and grow for a week or ten days, before the operation of grafting is

performed. Previouslv to doing this, the young shoots and foliage are

rubbed off. Out of 28 instances, 22 grew well, many producing shoots of

nearly a yard long, and of very great strength. ' The scions were attached to

the young (annual) wood of stocks, which were between 6 ft. and 8 ft. high,

and in all cases they were placed to stand astride the stocks, one division of

the scion being in some instances introduced between the bark and the wood
;
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and both divisions being, in others, fitted to the wood and bark in the or-

ciinary way. Both modes of operatini; were equally successful. In each of

these methods of iiraftiiig, it is advantageous to pare away almost all the

wood of both the divisions of the scions ; and, therefore, the wide dimensions

of the medulla, in the young shoots of the walnut tree, do not present any in-

convenience to the grafter.' (7V«h.s-. Hort. Soc., 2d ser., vol. i. p. 21G.)"

Culture. The nuts may be sown as soon as gathered, if there is no danger

from vermin ; but, if there is, it is better to defer sowing till February. The
most convenient mode is to deposit the seed in drills, 2 ft. a[)art from each other,^

placing the seeds at from .3 in. to 6 in. apart in the drills. The advantage of

sowing in drills is, that the plants, being all at some distance from one another,

come\ip with greater vigour, and their taproots may be shortened about

midsunmier, by inserting a spade on each side of the drill in a slanting direc-

tion, so as to cut off their points. In France, in some cases, the nuts are

germinated in a heap before sowing ; and the points of the taproots are

pinched off with the finger and thumb, as is done with almonds. (See p. 078.)

Whether the nuts are sown in drills or broad-cast, almost the only attention

required in their culture while in the nursery is, to shorten once a year their

tap, or main, roots, in order to induce them to throw out fibres, for the purpose

of facilitating their transplantation. No tree requires less pruning than the

walnut, either in a young or in a mature state ; though there can be no doubt

that in the case of this tree, as in that of all others, thinning out some of the

shoots will add vigour to the leaves and fruit of those which remain. Evelyn

mentions, that he had been told by an industrious and very experienced

husbandman, that, if walnut trees be transplanted as big as one's middle, it

may be done safer than when younger ; and Bosc, in the Nouveau Cours

(V Agriculture, recommends them not to be removed from the nursery till the

stems have attained the height of 5 ft. or 6 ft. from the ground, and are 5 in.

or 6 in. in diameter. Pits, he says, ought to be previously dug for the trees,

8 ft. in iliameter, and 3 ft. deep, and the soil exposed to tlie air some months

before the time of transplanting. When the planting is performed in autumn,

all the branches may be left on till spring ; because the severity of the winter

would injure the wounds made by cutting them off. Early in spring, before

the sap begins to rise, the head of the tree is entirely cut off, leaving only a

main stem terminatmg in the stumps of the principal branches. The wounds
in these stumps are carefully covered with plaster composed of loam and cow-

dung, or grafting clay, secured from the weather by straw and cords, or by a

board nailed over the plaster, and cemented on the edges ; because the wood
of the walnut, especially that of the young trees, is so spongy and porous, that

it is more easily injured by the weather than that of most other trees. The
nails, being driven into the heart-wood, do no kind of injury to the tree, that

wood having lost its vitality. Trees headed down and treated in this manner,

in France, push out shoots of great vigour the first year ; and these being

thinned out, or rubbed off, the remainder soon form a head, the branches of

which so completely obUterate the wounds made by the decapitation which

took place at transplanting, as to render it next to impossible to discover

where they were situated. This, indeed, takes place with all the road-side trees

in France, which are headed down in a similar manner when they are trans-

planted. As the winters in England are less severe than they are in the

greater part of the Continent, or, at least, are attentled by a moister atmo-

sphere, large wounds are less liable to become cracked or otherwise injured

by severe frost. Hence, when walnut trees, or any other trees, of very large

dimensions, are transplanted in Britain, they may be headed down immediately

on removal, without any fear of the consequences. This will give the trees

the advantage of the winter for the preparation, or swelling, of the buds whicii

are to form the next year's shoots ; because it must not be forgotten, that in

trees, as in all other plants, the sap is in motion, to a certain extent, during

the whole winter.

Soil and Situation. The walnut tree attains the largest size in a deep loamy
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soil, dry rather than moist ; but the fruit has the best flavour, and produces
most oil, when the tree is grown in calcareous soils, or among calcareous

rocks : in a wet-bottomed soil, whatever may be the character of" the surface,

it will not thrive. The walnut is not a social tree, and neither produces good
timber nor fruit when planted in masses. Both on the Continent and in

England, it succeeds well as an avenue or road-side tree ; and it forms an
excellent shelter for orchards and kitchen-gardens, when planted at such a
distance as not to injure them by its roots or by its shade. In ornamental
grounds, the somewhat light yellowish and shining green foliage of the walnut
forms a fine contrast with that of other trees, throughout the greater part

of the season; and the symmetrical form of the head accords well with

buildings.

Gathering and keeping the Fruit. The fruit of the walnut, both in France
and in England, is commonly knocked down from the tree by thrashing

the extremities of the branches (on which alone it is produced) with

long poles. By this process, Mr. Rogers observes, "many of the points

of the branches are broken, which causes the production of many spur-

like shoots, that afterwards bear flowers and fruit. Hence the custom
of beating a barren tree to make it bear." {Fruit Cult., p. 380.) Bosc con-

siders that beating down the fruit with poles is injurious to the tree ; but,

in France, he adds, as the trees are not in enclosures, this barbarous practice

is altogether unavoidable. If the trees were enclosed, he continues, or if pi-o-

perty exposed by the road sides were sufficiently respected, it would be unne-
cessary to beat down the nuts at all, as the wind alone, when the fruit is com-
pletely matured, would be quite sufficient to detach it from the tree. This

has suggested to us the idea of using long rods, with a contrivance at their

extremities for taking fast hold of the branches, so as to admit of shaking

them powerfully, and thus obtaining by art the effect of a violent wind. In

gathering up the friu't which has been either beaten down, or fallen naturally,

those nuts which have separated from the husks are kept by themselves, taken

home, and spread out on a boarded floor in an airy shed or granary, to the

depth of Sin. Here they are turned over daily, till they become perfectly

dry. Those fruits from which the husks have not separated in falling are

placed in little heaps on the ground, but still under cover; and turned over,

and gently beaten, till the husk separates. In France care is taken to prevent

these heaps from fermenting, or sweating, as it is called ; because that occa-

sions a change in the kernel, and gives a taste to the oil. When the nuts have

been thoroughly dried, those not wanted to crush for oil are laid by, often in

wooden boxes or chests, where they are not subject to the vicissitudes of the

atmosphere ; in which state they will retain all their good qualities for about

twelve months. In Britain, the nuts of the walnut may be preserved fresh and

fit for the table, or for sowing, for a year; either by burying them in dry soil or

sand, so deep as not to be reached by frost, by the heat of the sun, or by rain ; or

by placing them in dry cellars, and covering them with straw. The latter mode is

that most commonly adopted by the growers of this nut for the London market.

Walnuts, Rogers observes, should not be gathered till the outer covering parts

readily from the shell, which is before that covering becomes mealy. There is

a critical time at which the covering leaves the shell without staining it, which
it is apt to do if allowed to remain on till it becomes soft. After being shelled,

the nuts should be well dried in the sun for a day or two, and then stored

away, either on shelves in an airy room, or packed in jars or boxes, among dry

white sand, which improves the colour of the shell, and keeps the kernel more
moist. When the nut is to be preserved through the winter, for the purpose
of planting in the following spring, it should be laid in a rot-heap as soon as

gathered, with the husk on ; and the heap should be turned over frequently in

the course of the winter. We have entered into greater details respecting

the various uses of the timber and fruit of the walnut, partly because they

are less generally known in Britain than those of most other fruit-bearing
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timber trees; but chicfl^', because vvc tliiuk the tree well adapted for cultiva-

tion in Australia.

Statistics. Jiiglans lug/'a in the Environs of London. At Ham House, Essex, it is 72 ft. high,
diameter of the trunl; 3 ft. 3 in., and of the head 08 ft. ; at Chiswiciv, it is fi.'jft. high ; and in various
gardens about I.'ileworth and Twiclienham, from (K) ft. to 80 ft.

Jug/ans rtgia South of London. In Devonshire, at Killerton, it is B') ft. high, diameter of the trunk
2 ft., and of the head W ft. ; at Cothclstone, it is (>1 ft. high, diameter of tlie trunk fi| ft., and of the
head 97 ft. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 'JOO years old, it is 66 ft. high, diameter of the trunk
3 ft., and of the head 5S ft. In Hampsliire, at Testwood, 70 years old, it is 40 ft liigh, diameter of the
top S ft., and of the head f)!! ft. In Kent, at Cobham Hall, is a walnut tree with a fine spreading head
and immensely large limbs, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and of the head !)Oft. In Somersetshire,
at Nettlecombe, 40 years planted, it i.'' 38 ft. high ; at Brockley Hall, two trees, 70 ft. high, diameter
of the trunk of one 5 ft. and of the other 4 ft. 7 in. In Sussex, at Cowdray, diameter of the trunk
5 ft,, and of the he.id 40 (\. In Wiltshire, at Wardour Castle, 100 vears old.'it is GO ft. high, diameter
of the trunk 4 ft. 8 in., and of the head 49 ft. ; at Longford Castle, 'it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the
trunk ojft., and of the head 75 ft.

ihglaju rt'gia Xoith of London. In Bedfordshire, at Woburn Abbey, it is 40ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 80 ft. ; at Amptliill, in (Jibbs's Nursery, on deep sandy soil,
it is 70 ft. high, diameter of the head GO ft. in Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, H) years old,
it is ,30 ft. high. ;In Cheshire, at Kinmel Park, it is 45 ft. high, diameter of ihe trunk 3ft., and of
the head 3') ft. In Denbighshire, at Llanbede Hall, 50 years planted, it is 55 ft high. In Gloucester-
shire, at Doddington, it is 50 ft. high, diameter of the trunk i,'ft.4in., and of the head 59ft. In
Hertfordshire, at Cheshunt, 6 years planted, it is ISJ ft. high. In Lciccstersliire, at Doniiington, 100
years old, it is 65ft. high. In Oxfordshire, in the stable-yard of the president of St. John's College,
Oxford, it is 50ft. high, diameter of the trunk, at 1 ft. from the ground, and also at 10 ft. or 12ft., in
height, 4 ft 4 in., and the diameter of the head 90 ft. In|Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court, 55 years
planted, it is 40 ft. high. In Radnorshire, at JIaeslaugh Castle, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the
trunk 2 ft. 8 in., and of the head 71 ft. In Rutlandshire, at Belvoir Castle, 4 years planted, it is

20 ft. high. In Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, 100 years old, it is 90 ft. high, diameter of the trunk
4 ft. 10 in., and of the head 70 ft. In Worcestershire, at Hadzor House, 17 years planted, it is 32 ft. high.
In Yorkshire, at Hackness, 40 years old, it is 35ft. high.

Jtlg/ans regia in the Environs of Edinburgh. At Hopetoun House, it is 40 ft. high, diameter of
the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 42 ft

Juglans rtgia South of Edinburgh. In Ayrshire, at Rozelle, it is 38 ft. high ; at Fullerton, it is 67 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 78 ft. In Berwickshire, at the Hirsel, 10 years
planted, it is IS ft. high. In Kirkcudbrightshire, at St. Mary's Isle, it is 48 ft high, diameter of the
trunk 2| ft, and of the head 36 ft In Haddingtonshire, at Tynningham, it is 46 ft high, diameter
of the trunk 2 ft. 3 in., and of the top .33 ft. In Renfrewshire, at Bothwell Castle, it is 57 ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 90 ft

ifiglans rtgia North of Edinburgh. In Aberdeenshire, at Thainston, 20 years planted, it is 15 ft.

high. In Banffshire, at Gordon Castle, it is 66 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 2 in., and of the
head 77 t^. In Clackmannanshire, in the garden of the Dollar Institution, 9 years planted it is

16ft. high. In Forfarshire, at Monboddo, 24 years jilanted, it is 15ft. high. In Fifeshir'e, at
Danibristle Park, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3|ft., and of the head 69 ft ; at Largo
House, ;it is 40 ft. high, diameter of the trunk I ft. 8 in. , and of the head 42 ft. In Forfarshire, at
Courtachy Castle, 120 years old, diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 40ft In Perthshire,
at Taymouth, 30 years planted, it is 70 ft. high. In Ross.shire, at Brahan Castle, 50 years old it is
45 ft. high.

Jiiglans rigia in the Environs of Dublin. In the Glasncvin Botanic Garden, 53 years old, it is

30 ft high ; at Cypress Grove, it is 70 ft. high , diameter of the trunk 3 ft, and of the head 96 ft. • at
Terenure, 20 years old, it 25 ft high.

Juglans rigia South of Dublin. In King's County, at Charleville Forest, 45 years old, it is 50 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 8 in., and of the head .50 ft.

Miglans rigin North of Dublin. In Fermanagh, at Florence Court, 50 years planted, it is 40 ft.

high, [dianieier of the trunk 2|ft., and that of the top 36 ft. In Galway, at Cool, ,35 ft high, diameter
of the trunk 2'ft. 4 in., and of the head 50 ft. In Sligo, at Makree Castle, it is 65 ft. high, diameter
of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 39 ft.

Jiiglans rigia in France. Near Paris, in the Jardin des Plantes, 60 years planted, it is 61 ft high,
the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. At Nantes, in the Nursery of M. De Nerri&res, 80 years old, it is

7fl ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. in diameter.
Jiiglans regia in Germany. In Austria, at Vienna, in the University Botanic Garden, 45 years

planted, it is 36 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 8in., and of the head'lSft. ; at Kopenzel,.30 years
planted, it is 25 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 10 in., and of the head 16 ft. ; at Hadersdorf, in
the garden of "Baron Loudon, 40 years planted, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 8 in., and
of the head 12Vt.

Jiiglans rigia in Russia. It is remarkable that this tree is so much injured by the climate of Odessa,
as not to be considered by M. Descemet as acclimatised there ; though J. nigra grows freely, and
matures its fruit

Jiiglans rigia in Ilnly. In Lombardy, at Monza, 80 years planted, it is 46 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 60 ft.

Commercial Statiatirs. Price of plants, in the London nurseries, seedlings,

.5.?. per hundred ; transplanted plants, from 2 ft. to 5 ft. high, 2,j.?. per hundred
;

from 6 ft. to S ft. high, 1.?. each ; from 10 ft. to 20 ft. high, 2*. 6f/. each.
Nuts, 8,5. per bushel. At Bolhvyller, plants are 1 franc eachj at New York,
40 dollars per hundred, or 50 cents each.

t 2. J. m'gr.a L. The h\ack-wooded Walnut Tree.

Identification. Lin. Hort. Cliflf:, p. 4-19. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 456. ; Michx. Arb., 1. p. 157. t 1 : Michx
North Amer. Svlva, 1. p. 153. t. 30. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 636. ; Mill. Diet., No 2 • Lodd
Cat. ed. 1836.

Synonymes. The black Walnut, the black Hickory Nut, JV. Amer.; Noyer noir,' Fr.
Engravings. Michx. Arb., 1. t. 1.; Michx. North Amer. Sylva, t. 30.; Jacq. Ic. Rar. J. t. 191.; Wangh.
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Araer., t 8. f. 20 ; Catesb. Car., 1. t 67. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., t. 1,'58 ; our.^. 1260., and the plate
of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., t^o. Leaflets, in a leaf, 13—17; cordate-acuminate, unequal at

the base, serrated, somewhat downy ; lateral ones upon short petiolules.

Fruit globose, roughish with minute prominent points, situated upon a

short inflexible peduncle. Nut globose, somewhat compressed at the

sides, ridged and furrowed. {Michx. Xorth Anie?: Si//va,\.p. 133.) A native

of fertile soil in woods in North America, from New England to Florida.

Introduced in 1656, and growing to the height of from 60 ft. to 100 ft.;

flowering in April or May, and ripening its fruit in October.

Description,Si'c. The
^ 1260

black walnut, in the

United States is of-

ten seen from 60 ft.

to 70 ft. in height,

with trunks of from

3 ft. to 4 ft. in diame-

ter ; and occasionally

much higher, with

trunks of from 6 ft. to

7 ft. in diameter. Ac-
cording to Michaux,
when it stands insu-

lated, its branches ex-

tend themselves ho-

rizontally to a great

distance, and spread

into a spacious head,

which gives the tree a

very majestic appear-

ance. The leaves are about 18 in. in length, composed of 6, 7, or 8 pairs

of opposite leaflets, with an odd one. They are acuminate, serrated, and

somewhat downy ; and, when bruised, they emit a strong aromatic odour.

The male catkins are simple, pendulous, and cylindrical; unlike those of

the hickories, which are always compound. The fruit is round, odoriferous,

and of rather an uneven surface : it is sometimes 7 in. or 8 in. in circum-

ference when fully grown ; and it always appears at the extremity of the

branches. The husk is thick, and is not, as in the hickories, divided into

sections ; but, when ripe, it softens and gradually decays. The nut is

hard, somewhat compressed at the sides, and furrowed. The kernel is

divided by firm ligneous partitions. According to Michaux, it is of a sweet

and agreeable taste; but Catesby says that it is very oily and rank; and,

when fallen from the tree for some months, or gathered and laid by, is

only eaten by squirrels or Indians. The wood is of a dark colour, approach-

ing to black. In Kentucky, the nut is nearly as large as the European wal-

nut ; but in Genessee, where the climate is colder, it is not above half the size.

Michaux says that the differences in the moulding of the fruit are so various,

as to induce Europeans to consider the variations, in this respect, as indica-

ting distinct species. In England, the tree attains as great a height as in

North America, but the fruit is not quite so large. In the garden at the

palace at Fulham, abundance of fruit is produced every year ; and the nuts are

sent to table, but scarcely considered eatable. The growth of the tree is re-

markably quick, more so than that of the European walnut : the leaves come
out, in Pennsylvania, in the second week of May ; and, in England, about the

beginning of June, before those of the common walnut. At 8 or 10 years of

age, J. nigra begins to bear, and age increases its fertility. No tree will grow
under its shade, and even grass is injured by it. In 40 years it will attain

the height of from 30 ft. to 60 ft.

Geography. This tree is found in all parts of the United States, as far
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north as hit. 40" 50". It is abundant in the forests about Philadelphia ; and,
with the exception of tiie lower parts of the southern states, where the soil

is too sandy, or in the swamps, where it is too wet, it is met with from Go-
shen to the banks of the Mississippi, throughout an extent of 2000 miles. It

grows in the forests with Gymnocladus canadensis, (ileditschM triacan-

thos, Robln/« Pseud-zlcacia, Movus rubra, Carya alba, yl^cer saccharinum,
f '^'Imus rubra, and Celtis crassifolia. It is always found in good deep soil.

History. The black walnut seems to have been one of the first trees that

were introduced from America into Europe; having been cultivated by Trades-
cant, jun., about the middle of the seventeenth century. As it ripens its nuts
in this country and in France, it has been very generally introduced in artificial

plantations ; and it thrives as far north as Sweden, though it will not bear
fruit there. In America, Jacquin informs us, it is much planted near houses
for its shade, and also for its fruit ; being there, as here, considered hardier
than the common walnut.

Properties and Uses. The heart-wood remains sound for a long period,

when exposed to heat and moisture ; but the sap-wood speedily decays.
When properly seasoned, the wood is strong, tough, and not liable to warp
or split. It is never attacked by worms, and has a grain sufficiently fine and
compact to admit of a beautiful polish. It is made into cabinet-work, used
in building houses, and also split into shingles 18 in. long, and from 4 in. to

6 in. wide, which are employed instead of tiles or slates for covering houses.
Its most appropriate use, however, is for furniture, which, when made from
pieces selected from the upper part of the trunk, close below the first ramifi-

cation, is marked by highly beautiful curlings of the grain ; though for cabinet

purposes it is inferior to the wood of the wild cherry. It is employed for the
stocks of military muskets in America, as the wood of the common walnut is

for those of Europe ; but for fowling-pieces, the wood of the red maple is

preferred, as being lighter. Posts made of the black walnut have been
known to last in the ground undecayed for from 20 to 25 years. It makes
excellent naves for wheels; and, in Philadelphia, coffins are universally made
of it. It is well adapted for naval architecture, being more durable, though
more brittle, than the wood of the white oak ; and not liable, like that

wood, to be attacked by sea worms in warm latitudes. On the river Wa-
bash, canoes are made of it, some of them 40 ft. long, and 2 ft. or 3 ft. wide,

hollowed out of a single trunk, which are greatly esteemed for their strength and
durability. The wood is frequently exported to Europe, in planks of 2 in. in

thickness, where it is used for cabinet purposes. As compared with the wood
of the European walnut, which it more nearly resembles than it does anv
other of the American species, it is heavier, much stronger, susceptible of a
finer polish, and not so liable to be injured by worms. The husk of the fruit

is used, in America, for dyeing woollen stuffs yellow. In Europe, Michaux
thinks that this tree might be advantageously employed along high roads, to

succeed the elm ; for experience has proved, he observes, that, to insure

success in the continued cultivation of either ligneous or herbaceous plants

in the same soil, species of different natural orders must be made to succeed
one another.

Propagation and Culture. In Europe and in America, the tree is uni-

versally raised from the nut, which, after being imported, ought to be sown
immediately, as it seldom retains its vital power more than six months after

it has ripened. Nuts of ./uglans regia and J. nigra have been planted at the
same time, and in the same soil ; and the latter have been observed to grow
more vigorously, and to attain a given height in a shorter time, than the former
Michaux suggests that, by grafting the European upon the American walnut,
at the height of 8 ft. or 10 ft., their respective advantages in quality of wood
and fruit might be united : but we have not heard of this having been done.
In Europe, as we have already observed, the black walnut is almost univer-
sally raised from the nut ; and, if the nut is planted where the tree is finally

to remain, it will grow up with greater vigour, and not be retarded by that
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1261check which i s always
given to taprooted
trees by transplant-

ing. Nuts are best

imported from Ame-
rica packed in moist

loam, or in moist

moss ; and, if they

should germinate be-

fore their arrival,

they will suffer little

injury if planted im-

mediately.

Insects. The prin-

cipal insect that at-

tacks the black wal-

nut in America is the

Phalae^na neogama,
or great yellow un-
derwing moth. {fis,.

1261.) The larva Is

of a dark brown, so

nearly of the colour

of the bark, against

which it stretches it-

self when it has done
feeding, as hardly to

be distinguished from
it. The perfect in-

sect is very beautiful

;

its wings being of a
bright yellow, and
bright brown. {Abb.

and Smith, t. 88.)

Statistics. Jhglans nigra in the Environs of Lundnn. At Fulham Palace, liJO years old, it is 50 ft.

high ; diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and of the lieadSO ft. (See p. 43.) At Syon, 7y ft. high ; diameter of
the trunk 2 ft. 11 in., and of the head 59 ft. The trunk of a walnut tree, grown on the south side of
Lake Erie, in North America, was exhibited in London in 1827. It was 12 ft. in diameter, hollowed
out, and furnished as a sitting room. The tree was said to have been 150 ft. high, with branches from
2 ft. to 4 ft. in diameter. The bark wa.s 1 ft. thick.

Jiigtans nigra Soiit/i of London. In Hampshire, at Testwood, 70 years old, it is 52 ft. high; di-

ameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 150 ft. In Wiltshire, at Bowood, 35 years planted, it is

48 ft. high; diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 4 in., and of the head 36 ft.

Jiig/ans nigra Nort/i of London. In Lanca>hire, at Latham House, 40 years planted, it is .52 ft.

high ; diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 2 in., and of the head 24 ft. In Shropshire, at Kinlet, it is ."iS ft.

high ; diameter of the trunk 13 in., and of the head 29 ft.

3Uglans nigra in Scotland. In Cromarty, at TuUoch Castle, it is 60 ft. high; diameter of the
trunk 3 ft., and of the head 42ft. In Fifeshire, at Uonibristle Park, 14 years planted, it is 35 ft. high ;

diameter of the trunk 13 in., and of the head 24 ft.

Jugla)is nigra in Ireland. Near Dublin, at Terenure, 15 years old, it is 18 ft. high. In Limerick,
at Adare, is a tree with a trunk 2 ft. in diameter.

Jiiglans nigra in France. At Toulon, in the Botanic Garden, 50 years old, it is 60 ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 5 in ; at Colombe, near Metz, fiO years old, it is 20ft. high, diameter of
the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 50 ft. ; at Avranches, in the Botanic Garden, 29 years old, it is

29 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 19 ft

iiiglans nigra in Germany. AtGiittingen, in the Botanic Garden, 40 years planted, it is 70ft.

high, with a trunk 1 ft. 6 in. in diameter. In Cassel, at Wilhelmshiie, 60years old,it is 12 ft. high, with
a trunk 1 ft. 6 in. in diameter. In Bavaria, in the Botanic Garden, Munich, 24 years planted, it is 20 ft.

high. In Austria, near Vienna, at Kopenzel, 25 years planted, it is 16 ft. high ; in Rosenthal's
Nursery, 20 years planted, it is 30 ft. high ; at Hadersdorf, in the garden of Baron Loudon, 40 years
planted, it is 20 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 14 in., and of the head 16 ft. ; at Briick on the
Leytha, 45 years planted, it is ,56 ft. high. At Berlin, in the Botanic Garden, 40 years planted,
it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 36 ft.

Jkglans nigra in Itati/. In Lombardy, at Monza, 24 vears planted, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 16 ft. ; at Desio, near 'Milan, it is 62 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 2 ft. 3 in,, and of the head 40 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 1,?. 6f/. each, and
nuts 9^. per quart ; at Bollwyller, 1 franc 50 cents ; and at New York, 37^
cents.
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¥ 3. J. ciNE^REA Z/. The grey-branched Walnut Tree, or Bultcr-nut.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1415. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 456. ; Pursli KI. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 636. ; Loiid.

Cat., ed 1836.

Sytwnynus. J. cathartica Korth Amcr. Sylva, 1. p. 160—165. t. 31., Michx. Arh., 1. p 16.5. ; .7. oblonga
Hill. Diet., No. 3.„Iii'tz. Obs., I. p. 10. ; Oil-nut, White Walnut, Attier. ; Noyer cendr^, Fr. ; graue
Walnuss, Ger.

Engravings. Michx. Arb , 1. t 2. ; Michx. North Amcr. Sylva, t. 31. ; Jacq. Ic. Kar., 1. t. 192.

;

Wangh. Amer., t. 9. f. 21. ; and ouryf^'. 1262.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Petiole villous. Leaflets, in a leaf, 15— 17; lanceolate,

rounded at the base, serrate with shallow teeth ; toraentose beneath j lateral

ones sessile. Fruit oblong-ovate, with a tapered tip, downy, covered with

viscid matter in small transparent " vesicles " [? glanded hairs], pendulous

on a flexible peduncle. Nut oval, with an acuminate tip, very rough with

prominent irregular ridges. {Alirhx. N. Amer. Si/L, and I'lirsh.) A native of

North America, near the sea coast, from Canada to Virginia, and on the

Alleghany Mountains; where it flowers in April and May, and ripens its fruit

in October. Introduced in 1656.

Description, ^-c. The grey walnut, according to Michaux, is a tall tree, like

Juglans nigra ; of which, notwithstanding the very different form of the fruit,

we cannot help thinking it is only a variety ; because it is not very readily

distinguished from that .,

species by the wood or
^^ |^^

the leaves. We speak,

however, only from

what we have seen in

young trees in the

neighbourhood of Lon-
don : and this seems to

be the case with young
trees in America; for

Michaux observes that

the two species, when
young, resemble each
other in their foliage,

and in the rapidity of
their growth ; but that

they are distinguishable

at first sight, when ar-

rived at maturity. The
buds of the ./uglans cinerea, like those of J^. nigra, are not covered by scales ; and
the leaves unfold a fortnight earlier than those of the genus Chrya, or hickories.

The leaves are composed of seven or eight pairs of sessile leaflets, with an
odd one. The leaflets are from 2 in. to 3 in in. length, serrated, and slightly

downy. The male catkins are large, and cylindrical, 4 in. or 5 in. long, and
attached to the shoots of the preceding year; diflfering, in this respect, from
the male catkins of the ./uglans nigra, which appear at the extremity oi" the

branches of the current year. The fertile flowers come out on the extremity

of the current year's shoots, and their stigmata are rose-coloured. The fruit

is commonly single, and suspended by a thin pliable peduncle, about Sin. in

length : its form is oblong-oval, without any appearance of seam. It is often

2iin. in length, and 5 in. in circumference; and is covered with a viscid

adhesive substance, com|)osed of small transparent vesicles, which are not
readily discovered without the aid of a glass. The nuts are hard, oblong,

rounded at the base, and terminated at the summit in an acute point ; the

surface is very rough, and deeply and irregularly furrowed. In America, in

the neighbourhood of New York, the nuts are ripe about the middle of Sep-
tember, a fortnight earlier than those of the other .species of walnut. The
kernel is thick and oily, and soon becomes rancid ; hence, doubtless, the

names of butter-nut and oil-nut. In America, the tree produces the fruit in

such abundance, that in some seasons a person may gather .several bushels of
5 B
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them in a day. It grows with equal rapidity, when young, as the .7. nigra;

but the trunk ramifies at a less heigiit; and, the branches extending more hori-

zontally than those of most other trees, and spreading widely, a large and flat

tufted head is formed, which gives the tree, in America, more especially in

exposed situations, a most remarkable appearance. In Britain, we have

scarcely seen any old trees ; and, never having observed any fruit on the

few of middle size which we have seen bearing this name, we have always

been in doubt as to the specific difference between them and J. nigra.

Geography. Juglans cinerea is found in Upper and Lower Canada, and in

the temperate regions of the United States; but not in the lower parts of the

Carolinas, of Georgia, and of East Florida. It grows vigorously in Vermont,
where the winter is so rigorous, that sledges are used during four months of

the year. IMichaux has seen no trees of it so large as some in New Jersey,

on the steep and elevated banks of the Hudson, nearly opposite to the city of

New York. There the woods are thin, the soil cold, unprotluctive, and in-

terspersed with large rocks. In the interstices of the latter, the butter-nut

may be found 50 ft. high, with trunks measuring 10 ft. or I'ift. in circum-

ference at 5 ft. from the ground ; the roots extending horizontally, close

under the surface, and with little variation in point of thickness, to the dis-

tance of 40 ft. from the tree.

History. J. cinerea a[ipears to have been first sent to Europe in 1099, at

which period it was cultivated by the Duchess of Beaufort; but whether in

her garden at Chelsea, or in that at Badminton, we are not aware. It is

said to have been grown by Miller; but, from his description of it, as having

only two pairs of leaflets, we think it more likely that the plant he describes

has been some other species under this name. At present, J. cinerea is not

unfrequent in British and French nurseries ; and nuts are annually imported
by the seedsmen ; but we know of very few large trees.

Properties and Uses. The wood of ./uglans cinerea is light, of a reddish

colour, and of little strength ; but it possesses, in common with the wooiX of

all the species of the genera of this order, the great advantage of lasting long,

and of being secure from the annoyance of worms. In America, it is never

used in towns for the construction of houses; but in the country, in some
districts, it is used for sleepers and sills in the framework of barns and
other farm buildings. As it long resists the effects of heat and moisture, it is

valued for posts and rails, and for watering and feeding-troughs for the use o<"

cattle. Being lighter, and less liable to split, than the wood of the red maple,

it is preferred to it for corn shovels and wooden dishes. Canoes and small

skiffs are also made of it, and at Windsor, in Veimont, coach panels. The
medicinal properties of the bark have been proved by several eminent Ame-
rican physicians. An extract, or a decoction, sweetened with honey, is a sure

and safe purgative, unattended, even in the most delicate constitutions, with

j)ain or irritation. The bark is also applied to cure the toothach, and to

dye wool of a dark brown colour; though, for this last purpose, it is inferior

to the bark of .7. nigra. If an incision is made in the trunk of the tree, in the

month which precedes the unfolding of the leaves, a copious discharge of
slightly sugary sap takes place, from which, by evaporation, an inferior sugar

is obtained. On the whole, notwithstanding the various properties of this

tree in the United States, Michaux does not think it sufficiently valuable,

either in the arts or for fuel, to recommend its introduction into the forests

of Europe. It should, he says, find a place only in our pleasure-grounds.

statistics. In the environs of London are some trees bearing this name, in the Chelsea Botanic
Garden, and at Syon and Purser's Cross, which are from 30 ft. to 40 ft high ; and in the Horticul-
tural Society's Garden there is one which, in 1834, after being 10 years planted, was from 20 ft. to

2oft. high. In Loddiges's arboretum, one is 18 ft. high. In France, at Toulon, in the Botanic
Garden, 40 years planted, it is 60 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 25 ft. In
Saxony, at Wiirlitz, 50 years old, it is 40 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. In Austria, at

Vienna, in the park ofLaxenburg, 16 years planted, it is 14 ft. high. At Briick on the Levtha, 45
years planted, it is 54 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. !)in., and of the head 28 ft. In Prussia,
at Berlin, in the liotanic Garden, 40 years planted, it is 16 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk
8 in. and of the head lift.
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Genus II.

C'A^RYA Xultall. The Carya, or Hickory Tree. Lin. Syst.

IM()noe\"ia Tetr-Hex-anclria.

IJcnlificaiion. Nutt. Gcii. N. Amcr. PI., 2. p. '2'20. ; Lindley Nat. Syst. of Hot, p. ISO.

St/nonfftnes. Jiiglans sp. Lin., If i//il., Mic/ij:.; Hicdriits llafincsquc ; Hickory, A7iu-r.
Derivatioiu " Karua (Carya), the walnut tree: the name which the Gxeeks applied to ./ilglans

rfegia." {Nuttall, Gen. A. Amcr. PI., ii. p. '2'iO.) The name of CJlrya was applied to the common
walnut by the Greeks, in honour of Carya, daughter of Dion, king of Lacoiiia, who was changed
by Bacchus into that tree. (See Sir Wm. Chambers's Treatise on Civil Arch., vol. i . p. 55.) Diana had
the surname of Caryata from the town of Carya, in Laconia, where her rites were always celebrated
in the open air, under the shade of a walnut tree. [Pausanias, Lac. c. 10.) Plutarch says the name
of Carya was applied to the walnut tree from the effect of the smell of its leaves on the head.
{Syiit., lib. ii.)

Description, Sfc. In the general remarks on the vvahiuts and hickories quoted
from Michaux, it was observed, that, while the hickories bore a great family

resemblance to each other, yet that they differed considerably in the number
and size of their leaflets, and in their fruit : but, notwithstanding this dif-

ference, an extraordinary uniformity of structure pervades the timber of
the whole of the hickories, " So close an analogy exists in the wood of these

trees, that, when stripped of their bark, no difference is discernible in the grain,

which is coarse and open in all ; nor in the colour of the heart-wood, which
is uniformly reddish." (2IicLv.) The timber of all is of great weight, strength,

and tenacity; but it decays speedily when exposed to heat and moisture, and
is peculiarly liable to injury from worms. It is, consequently, never used in

building houses or ships ; but it is found admirably adapted for the axletrees

of carri;iges, the handles of axes, and for large screws, particularly those of
bookbinders' presses. It is also used for the backs of chairs, coach-whip
handles, musket-stocks, rake teeth, flails for thrashing grain, the bows of yokes,

and many similar purposes. Ttie principal use of the hickory in the United
States is, however, for forming hoops lor casks; and it is the only American
wood which is found perfectly fit for that purpose, " When it is considered

how large a part of the productions of the United States is packed in barrels,

an estimate may be formed of the necessary consumption of hoops," and, con-
sequently, of the great demand that there nuist exist for hickory wood. In

consequence of this great demand, hickory wood is becoming scarce; particu-

larly as the shoots do not sprout a second time from the same root, and the
growth of young plants is slow. In sloops and schooners, the wooden rings by
which the sails are hoisted, and confined to the mast, are always of hickory.

Nearly all the hickory timber is very heavy, and will produce an ardent heat

while burning, and leave " a heavy, compact, and long-lived charcoal." It is

consequently greatly esteemed for fuel. When propagated, the nuts should,

if possible, be planted where the trees are intended to remain, as most of the

species have very long taproots, which are nearly destitute of fibres. This
remark, however, does not apply to C. amiira, which, like Jiiglans nigra, has
abundance of fibrous roots. The pig-nut (C. porcina) ami the mocker-nut
(Ctomentosa) are considered to afford the best timber; and the pacane-nut
(C, olivaeformis) decidedly the best fruit, though small. Michaux suggests the
probability of improving it in size by grafting it on the common, or black,

walnut. Nuts of most of the kinds may be had in London, at dd. per quart :

and plants of some sorts from l.v. 6(1. to 2s. each,

5! 1. C oliv^:fo'r.'»iis Xnit. The olive-shaped Carya, or Pacanc-nul Hickory.

Identification. Nutt. Gen. N. Amer. PI., p. 221.

Synonymrs. JClglans rObra Gierln Scm., 2. p. 51., t. 89. ; J. cylindrica Lam. Encyci, y. Dii Ham.,
i. p. 179. ; J. Pbcan Miihlenb. in Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut, Berol.,3. p. 3^2. ; J. angustiCMia Ait.
Iloit. Krw.; J. oliva-formis Michx. Fl. lior. Amcr., p. 1!)2., VI Hid. Sp. PI., 4. p. 457., Mic/i.r.
S'orlh Amer. Sylva, 1. p. lf)7., Pursh Ft. Amcr. Sept., 2. [>. 6ot). ; Pecan-nut, Illinois Nutj Atner. ;

Pccanier, Pacanus, Noyer Ptcaiiier, Fr.

o R 2
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Engravings. Gjertn. Sem., 2. t. 89.; Michx. Arb., 1. t. 3.; North Amer. Sylva, 1. t. 32. ; and
out Jig. 1263.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaflets, in a leaf, 13—15; ovate-lanceolate, serrate ; lateral

ones nearly sessile, and somewhat falcate. Fruit oblong, widest above the

middle. Fruit and nut each with four angles in its transverse outline.

Nut in form and ? size, compared with the fruit of the olive, narrowly ellipti-

cal. {Michx. N. A. S.) Native to North America, on the banks of the

Ohio, Mississippi, and other rivers in Upper Louisiana ; where it flowers in

April and May. Introduced in 1766.

Description. In America, this species forms a beautiful tree, with a regular

trunk, reaching to the height of 60 ft. or 70ft. The buds, like those of J. nigra

and J. cinerea, are smooth and uncovered. The leaves are from 12 in. to 18 in.

in length ; the petioles are

somewhat angular ; and the

leaflets are sessile, and com-
posed of 6 or 7 pairs, ter-

minated by a petiolated odd
one, which is somewhat
smaller than the pair imme-

diately preceding it. The
leaflets, on flourishing trees,

are from 2 in. to 3 in. long

;

ovate, serrated, and re-

markable for the circular

form of the upper edge,

while the lower one is less

rounded. The main rib is

not exactly in the middle

of the leaflet. The nuts,

which are usually abundant,

are contained in a husk

from I line to 2 lines thick,

and have 4 slightly promi-

nent angles, which corre-

spond to the divisions of the

kernel. They vary in length

from 1 in. to l^in.; are

pointed at the extremities,

of a cylindrical form, and of a yellowish colour, marked at the period of perfect

maturity, with blackish or purple lines. The shell is smooth and thin, but too

hard to be broken by the fingers. The kernel is full, and, not being divided by
ligneous partitions, is easily extracted, and of an agreeable taste. The wood is

coarse-grained, and, like that of the other hickories, is heavy and compact,

possessing great strength and durability. The nuts, which are very agreeable,

are exported to the West Indies, and to the ports of the United States ; and
Michaux considers them to be more delicately flavoured than any of the nuts

of Europe. There are some varieties, he says, the fruit of which is far superior

to that of the European walnut. C. olivaeformis is a native of Upper Louisiana ;

and it abounds on the borders of the livers Missouri, Illinois, St. Francis,

Arkansas, and Wabash. On the Ohio, it is found for 200 miles from its junc-

tion with the Mississippi ; higher than which it becomes rare, and is not seen

beyond Louisville, nor beyond the mouth of the Great Mackakity, in lat. 42°

51". It grows naturally in cold and wet soils. There is a swamp of 800
acres on the right bank of the Ohio, opposite to the river Cumberland, called

by the French La Pacaniere, which is said to be entirely covered with it.

Dumont De Courset, in his Botaniste Cultivciteiir (vol. vi. p. 237.), says that

his brother, who had served in the army of Washington in 1782, told him
that " that celebrated general had always his pockets full of these nuts, and
that he was continually eating them." There are trees in France, Michaux
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observes in 1819, which have been planted more than tliirty years, but wliich do

not yield iriiit. He reconnnends the grafting of this species on the common
walnut. In the neighbourhood of London, tliere ai-e trees in the Horticultural

Societ} 's Garden, and in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges, upwards of 20 ft.

high ; "and accounts have been sent us of some other trees of a greater size
;

but, tiiough we liave seen some of them at Purser's Cross and other places,

we are so doubtful of their identity with the kind above described by Michaux,

that we can assert nothing certain respecting them. There is a tree in the

Jardin des Plantes, in Paris, which is 30 years planted, and 30 ft. high ; diame-

ter of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 22 ft.

S 2. C. AMA^RA Nutt. The bitter-?2M^ Carya, or Hickory.

Identification. Nutt. Geii. V. Amer. PI., 2. p. £22.

Synonytnes. Jiiglans am&ra Miclix. Arb., 1. \i. 170., North Amer. Sylva, 1. p. 170., Piirs/i Fl. Amer.
Sept., 2. p. 638. ; Bitter nut. White Hickory, Swamp Hickory, Amer.

Engravings. Michx. North Amer. Sylva, 1. t. '33.
; and ourJig. 1264.

Spec. Char., c^-r. Leaflets, in a leaf, 7—9 ; ovate-oblong, acuminate, serrate

with a?ep teeth, glabrous; lateral ones sessile. Sets of catkins in pairs.

Fruit roundish-ovate, bearing, in its upper half, 4 wing-like ridges ; husk
thin and fleshy, softening and decaying, and never becoming ligneous, as in

the other species. Nut subglobose, broader than long, tipped with a mucro.
Seed bitter. (Mic/u: A\ A. S., Pursh Fl. A. S.) A native of North Ame-
rica, in dry woods in fertile soil, from New England to Maryland, on the

mountains; flowering in April. Introduced in 1800.

Description, ^-c. The bitter-nut hickory grows to a very large size in Ame-
rica ; Michaux having measured trees in that country 70 ft. or 80 ft. high, with

trunks from 3 ft. to 4 ft. in diameter. The leaves, which unfold a fortnight

1261-

later than those of any other species, are from 12 in. to 15 in. in length, and
nearly as much in breadth. Each leaf is composed of 3 or 4 pairs of

leaflets, terminated by an odd one, which is larger than the rest. " The leaf-

lets are about 6 in. in length, and ) in. in breadth ; sessile, oval-acuminate,

deeply toothed, smooth, and of a pretty dark green. When the tree has shed
its leaves, it may still be distinguished by its yellow and naked buds." (Mic/u:
N. Amer. Syl., i. p. 171.) The peduncles of the barren flowers are in pairs,

each supporting three flexible and pendulous catkins, which are attached to

the base of the shoots of the same season ; at the extremities of which are

the female flowers, which are inconspicuous. The fruit is very small, and
produced in great abundance. The husk, which is thin, fleshy, and surmounted
on its upper half by 4 appendages in the form of wings, never becomes
ligneous, like those of the other hickories, but softens and decays. The shell

is smooth, white, and thin enough to be broken with the fingers ; the kernel

is remarkable for the deep inequalities produced on every side by its foldings.

It is so harsh and bitter, that squirrels and other animals will not feed upon it

while any other nut is to be found. {Michx.) The bitter-nut hickory is a

native of New Jersey and the Illinois, where it grows only in spots where the

3 ij 3
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soil is excellent, cool, and frequently inundated by creeks and rivers. " It

is probably because it thrives most in such situations, that it is called the

swamp hickory." {Id.} In some parts of Pennsylvania, an oil is made from

the nuts. The wood resembles that of the other species of hickory ; but it is

very inferior to them. There is a tree of this species at Croome, in Worcester-

shire, which has been 30 years planted, and is 40 ft. high.

^ 3. C. aqua'tica Nutt. The aquatic Carya, or Water Bitter-nut Hickory.

Jdentification. Nutt. Gen. N. Amer. PI., 2. p. 222.

Synonyme. Jiiglans aqii&tica Michx. Arb., 1. p. 182., North Amer. Sylua, 1. p. 174., Pursh Ft.

Amcr. Sept., 2. p. 638.

Engravings. Michx. North Amer. Sylva, t. 34. ; and our/^& 1265. and I2G6.

Sjjec. Char., ^c. Leaflets, in a leaf, 9— 11; narrowly lanceolate, serrate.

Very similar to the leaves of the peach tree (Persica vulgaris Mil.); the

lateral ones sessile. Fruit peduncled, ovate, with 4 rather prominent

ridges at the seams of the husk. Nut broadly oval, angular, a little de-

pressed at the sides, roughish, reddish. {Michx. N. A. S., Pursh Fl. Am. S.)

A native of North America, in swamps and rice fields, from South Caro-

lina to Georgia ; flowering in April. Introduced in 1800.

JDescription, ^c. The water bitter-nut hickory is a tree of 40 ft. or 50 ft.

high, with rather slender branches. " Its leaves are 8 in. or 9 in. long, and of

a beautiful green : they are composed of 4 or 5 pairs of sessile leaflets, sur-

1265

1266

mounted by a petiolated odd one." (Mickr.) The leaflets are serrated, long

hi proportion to their breadth, and very similar to the leaves of a peach tree.

The husk is thin ; and the nuts are small, somewhat rough, of a reddish colour,

and very tender. The kernel is in folds, and too bitter to be eatable. This

species is found in the southern states, in swamps, and in the ditches

which surround rice fields ; it appearing to require a great deal of warmth and

moisture. The wood is light, weak, and very far inferior to every other kind

of hickory. There are plants in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges ; and a

tree at Milford, near Godalming, between 40 ft. and 50 ft. high.

$ 4. C. TOMBNTO^sA N't/ft. The tomentose Carya, or Mocker-tmt Hickory.

Identification. Nutt. Gen. N. Amer. PI., 2. p. 221.

Synonymes. JCiglans ftlba Lm. Sp. PI., 141.5., according to Willd. Sp. P/.,in Pursh 's Worn, this is

referred to J. alba Mic/ix. Fl. Par. Amer., C. alba Nutt. ; J. &lba Mill. Diet., No. 4., Du Rot
Harbk., 1. p. 33a, Knlm in Act. Holm., 1769, p. 117., Wangh. Amer., 23., Willd. Sp. PI., 4.

p. 457. ; J. tomentosa Mich.r. Fl. Por. Amer., 2. p. 192., Arb., 1. p. 186., North Amer. Sylva, 1.

p. 176., Piirs/i Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 637. ; White-heart Hickory, common Hickory, Atner.
;

Never dur, Illinois.

Engravings. Wangh. Amer., 2, 3. t. 10. f. 22. ; Michx. Arb., 1. 1. 6. ; North Amer. Sylva, 1. t. 35.

;

and our^"g.I267.

Spec. Char., t^c. Petiole downy beneath. Leaflets, in a leaf, 7—9; obovate-

lanceolate, serrate with shallow teeth ; downy and rough beneath ; lateral

ones sessile. Catkin very tomentose. Fruit, on some trees, globose, with

depressions in the husk at the sutures; on other trees, oblong, with angles
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at the sutures. Nut with 4—G angles in its transverse outline, having

a short capitate beak at the tip. IShell somewhat channeled. {Michx.

N. A.S., Pursh Fl. A.S.) A native of North America, in forests where the

soil is fertile, from New England to Virginia, and on the Alleghany Moun-
tains. (Purs//.) Introduced in ? 17GG.

rnrietn.

tt C. (. 2 maxima Nutt., Sweet's Hort. Brit., ed. 1830,— Leaflets 7 in a

leaf, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, serrulate ; beneath, softly pubescen t,

and of a paler colour; terminal leaflet subpetiolate. Fruit partly

globose, of nearly twice the size ordinary in the species ; as large as

an apple. Husk exceedingly thick. Nut (juadrangular, very large,

having a tliick shell, and a mucro that is prominent, f|iiadrangular,

anil truncate at the tip. The kind grows a few miles from Phila-

delphia. (Xiiff. Gen. N. Avier. PL, ii. p. 221.)

Description, ^-c. The mocker-nut hickory, Michaux informs us, is a tree

about GO ft. in height, and 18 in. or 20 in. in diameter. The buds of this

species are large, short, of a greyish white, and very hard. In winter, they

afford a character-

istic by which the ^^^^

tree is easily dis- )^x ,

tinguishable from
f* A/\ / 1 V^ \

all others of the ^"^7 \ >^^^ '

same genus. In ^ J.\\V /

1

the beginning of

May, the buds
swell, the external

scales fall ofl", and
theinner ones burst

soon after, and dis-

play the young
leaf. The leaves

grow so rapidly,

that Michaux has

seen them gain 20
inches in 18 days.
" They are com-
posed of 4 pail's of

sessile leaflets, ter

minated by an odd
one. The leaflets

are large,ovate-acu-

minate, serrate, pretty thick, and hairy underneath, as is the common petiole to

which they are attached. With the first frosts, the leaves change to a beautiful

yellow, and fall off soon after. The barren flowers appear on pendulous, downy,
axillary catkins, Gin. or 8 in. long; the fertile flowers, which are not very con-
spicuous, are of a pale rose colour, and are situated at the extremity of the

young shoots." (N. Amer. SijL, i. p. 178.) The fruit is ripe in November,
and varies very much in size and sha|)e. The shell is very thick, and ex-

tremely hard ; and the kernel, which is sweet, tltough small, is so (lifficult to

extract, because of the strong partitions which divide it, as to have give.i rise to

the name of mocker nut. The trunk of the old trees is covered with a thick,

hard, rugged bark ; and the wood is remarkable for its strength, tenacity, and
durability. Tlie heart-wood of the young trees is white ; and hence the name
of white-heart hickory, by which this tree is known in some parts of America.
This tree is found principally in the forests which remain on the coast of the

middle states; but it is rarely found in the Carolinas or Georgia, or north of
Portsmouth, in New Hampshire. It is the only hickory which springs in the

pine barrens. In these extensive tracts, the mocker-nut hickory and the
r, vt ^
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black jack oak (Quercus nigra var. ferruginea) are the only

trees to be seen. They survive the conflagrations which

almost every year envelope the prairies; but their vegetation

is checked by the fire, and they rarely exceed the height of

8 ft. or 10 ft. (N. Amer. Sj/L, i. p. 177.) Of all the hickories,

this species is of the slowest growth ; a fact, Michaux adds,

that he has proved, by planting nuts of the several species if

together, and comparing the length of their annual shoots.

It is, also, more liable to be attacked by worms than any

other kind of hickory ; especially by the larva of Callidium

flexuosum (/%. 1268.), which eats into the body of the tree.

5t 5. C. A 'lbA Ahdt. The white-nutted Carya, or Shell-bark Hickory.

Identification. Nutt. Gen. N. Amer. PL, 2. p. 221.

Synonymes. Juglans alba Michx. Fl. Sot: Amer., 2. p. 193., Pursh Ft. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 458., and
Lin. Sp. Pi, 1415., on Pursh's citation ; J. alba ovata Marsh. Arb., 115. ; J. squamosa Miciix. Arb.,

1 p 190., "North Amer. Sylva, 1. p. 181. ; J. compr^ssa Gcertn. Sem., 2. p. 51., MUhlenb. in Nov.
Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 3. p. 390., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 458. ; Shag-bark Hickory, Scaly.bark

Hickory, Kisky Thomas Nut, Amer. ; Noyer tendre, Illinois.

Engravings. Gsrtn. Sem. 2. t. 19. ; Pluk. Aim., t. 309. f. 2. ; Michx. Arb., 1. t. 7. ; N. Amer.
Sylva, 1. t. 36. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., 1. 148. ; our fig. 1269. ; and the plate of this tree in our last Vol.

Spec. Char., S^-c. Leaflets, in a leaf, 5—7 ; oblong-acuminate, argutely serrate

;

villous beneath ; the pair nearest to the base of the petiole rather remote

from it; terminal leaflet nearly sessile. Catkin glabrous. Fruit depressedly

globose, with 4 longitudinal furrows, in the line of which the husk divides

into 4 valves that become wholly separate. Nut compressed, oblique,

4-angled in its transverse outline, white. Bark exfoliating in long narrow

strips. {Michx. N. A. S., Ptirsk Fl. A. S.) A native of North America,

in forests where the soil is fertile, from New England to Carolina, and

throughout the Alleghany Mountains ; and flowering, in America, in April

and May. Introduced in 1629.

Desa-iption, Sfc. Tliis species, Michaux observes, is named shell-bark, shag-

bark, or scaly-bark, from the striking appearance of its outer bark, which

peels off in long narrow plates, that curl up at their extremities, and only adhere

in the middle. Of
all the hickories, fB f^\ /\ fv'X y-^''7i
this species grows " <» C # ""«

It i . S Xi i\ ,/
i

i^^?

to the greatest

height, with pro-

portionately the

smallest diame-

ter ; being some-
times seen 80 ft.

or 90 ft. high,

with a trunk clear

of branches, and
not more than

2 ft, in diameter

for three fourths of its length. The buds are formed of scales, closely applied

upon one another; the two external ones adhering, though only half the

length of the bud ; which disposition of the scales is peculiar to C. alba and
C. sulcata, and seems to indicate, according to Michaux, the exfoliating cha-

racter of the epidermis of the bark. When the sap begins to ascend in the

spring, the outer scales fall, and the inner ones swell, and become covered

with a yellow silky down. After a fortnight, the buds attain the length of 2 in,,

and the young leaves are protruded. The growth of the leaves is so rapid,

that in a month they attain their full length, which, in vigorous trees, is some-
times above 20 in. They consist of 2 pairs of leaflets, with a sessile odd one.

The leaflets are very large, oval-acuminate, serrated, and slightly downy under-
neath. The barren flowers, which, in the state of New York, appear from the

15th to the 20th of May, are disposed on long, glabrous, filiform, pendulous
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catkins, of which tlirec are united on ii common petiole, attached at tlic basis

of the young shoots. Tlic fertile Howers are of a greenish hue, snuiU, and
situated at the extremity of the shoots. The fruit is ripe about the beginning

of October ; and in some years it is so abundant, that several bushels may be

gathered from a single tree. It is round, \\itli tour depressed seams, and
averages, in general, .).', in. in circumference. The husk se|)arates entirely from

the nut; and its thickness is so disproportioned to the size of the nut, as to

form a character peculiar to this s[)ecies and C. sulciita. The nuts are white

(whence the name of C. alba), compressed at the sides, and marked by four dis-

tinct angles, which correspond to the divisions of the husk. The kernel is

fuller and sweeter than that of any other American walnut or hickory, except

that of ('. olivaeformis ; but it is inferior to the fruit of the European walnut.

Though the shell is thin, it is hard, and cannot, like that of the European
walnut, be crushed with the fingers. The nuts are in considerable request,

both for consumption in the United States and for exportation. The Indians

lay up a store of these nuts for winter, a part of which they pound in wooden
mortars ; and, boiling the paste in water, they collect the oil which swims upon
the surface, and use it as a seasoning to their food. The tree abounds on the

shores of Lake Erie, about Geneva in Genessee, in the neighbourhood of

Goshen in New Jersey, and on the banks of rivers in Pennsylvania. It does
not extend farther north than Portsmouth and New Hampshire; nor farther

south than Goose Creek, in South Carolina. It is found in company with the

swamp white oak (Qaercas Prinus discolor), the red maple (J^cer rnbrum),
the sweet gum (Liquidambar Styraciflua), the button-wood (Platanus occi-

dentalis), and the tupelo (Nyssa bicolor). The wood, like that oft', sulcata,

is strong, elastic, and tenacious, but has the defects common to all the

hickories ; viz. those of

soon decaying, and of

being eaten up by worms.
It is seldom used in con-

struction, either in civil

or naval architecture

;

but, because it splits

very easily, and is very

elastic, it is used for

making whip handles
and baskets. The whip
handles are esteemed
for their suppleness, and
considerable quantities

ofthem are annually ex-
ported to England. In
the neighbourhood of
New York and Phila-
delphia, it is much used
for the back bows of
Windsor chairs. Mi-
chaux recommends the
introduction of the tree
into European forests,

where it should be
planted in cool and
humid places, analogous
to those of its native
habitats. In the north
of Europe, he says, it

could not fail of sue- '<

ceeding, as it securely braves the severest cold. He mentions a variety which
he saw upon a farm in Seacocus, near Snake Hill, New Jersey, vvfth fruit
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nearly twice as large as that of the species ; and having a white shell, with

rounded prominences instead of angles. A century of cultivation, he says,

would perhaps not advance tiie species generally to an e(]ual degree of perfec-

tion with this accidental variety. Fig. 1270. represents the 5'i)hin.r juglandis,

or Hickory Hawk Moth, which in (Georgia is found on this tree. The cater-

pillar is smaller than that of most of the other species, and generally is of a

shaded red and yellow, though it is sometimes green. The perfect insects are

brown, and resemble the English poplar hawk moth. The caterpillar buries

in the ground, and varies very much as to the time in continues there : one
observed by Abbott having gone into the ground in May, and reappeared in

June ; and another having buried itself in September, and remained in the

ground till the following April. (Abhoft and Swith, Inaccts of Georgia.)

statistics. Near London, at Mount Grove, Hampstead, SO years old, it is flS ft. high, diameter
of the trunk 1ft. 11 in., and of the head 47 ft. ; at Syoii, it is 79 ft. high, diameter of the trunk
2 ft. 3 in., and of the head 4(i ft. ; at Fulham Palace, 40 years planted, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 20 ft. ; at Ham House, Essex, 65 ft. high, diameter of the trunk
1 ft. 10 in., and of the head 33 tt. In Sussex, at West Dean, 20 years planted, it is 3Gft. high. In
Bedfordshire, at South Hill, it is 35 ft. high, diameter of tlie trunk 23 in., and of the head 30 ft. In
Cambridgeshire, at Wimpole, 100 years old, with a trunk 3 ft. in diameter. In Durham, at Southend,
15 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Worcestershire, at Croome, 15 years planted, it is 30 ft. high.

In Hertfordshire, at Cheshuut, 14 years old and 19 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 6 in., and that of
the space covered by the branches 18 ft. In Nottinghamshire, at Nottingham, in Clumber Park,
52 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the top bo ft. In Scotland, in Berwickshire, at the Hirsel,

6 years planted, it is 9 ft. high. In Messrs. Dickson and TurnbuU's Nursery, Perth, 2ti years old, it is

25 ft. high. In France, at Toulon, in the Botanic Garden, ,50 years old, it is 70 ft. high ; the diameter
of the trunk 5 ft. 11 in. In Austria, at Vienna, in the University Botanic Garden, 45 yeai's planted,

it is 35ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 1ft. Sin., and of the head 25ft.

i 6. C. SULCA^'TA Nutt. The {uvrowniX-fniitcd Carya, or Hickori/.

Identification. Nutt. Gen. N. Amer. PI., 2. p. 221.

Synoiiymes. JCiglans lacinibsa Michx. Ark, 1. p. 199., NorthAmer. Sylva, 1. p.l88. ; J. mucron^ta. Micfix.
Ft. Bor. Atner., 2. p. 192. ; .7. sulcilta Wi/lil. Arb., 154., t. 7., Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scritt Rfrol., 3.

p. 391., n'illd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 4.")7. Piirsh Ft. Amer. Sept., '2. p. 637.; thick Shell-baik Hickory,
Springfield Nut, Gloucester Nut, A^ner.

Engravings. Willd. Arb., t. 7. ; Michx. Arb., 1. t. 8. : North Amer. Sylva, t. 37. ; and omJig. 1271.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Leaflets, in a leaf, 7—9 ; obovate-acuminate, argutely

serrate; downy beneath. Fruit roundish, having 4 longitudinal ridges that

extend from the tip to the middle, and 4 intervening depressions, or furrows.

Husk dividing, from one extremity to the other, in the line of the furrows,

into 4 equal valves. Nut subglobose, slightly compressed, having a long

mucro at the tip, and a shorter stouter one at the base
;
yellowish. Bark

exfoliating in long narrow strips. {Michx. N. A. S., Piirsh Fl. A. S.) A
native of North America, in fertile valleys in the Alleghany Mountains ; and
flowering in April and May. Introduced in 1804.

Description. Michaux says, speaking generally of the scaly-bark hick-

ories, that " they exhibit many striking traits of resemblance which may
warrant the grouping of them into a separate section. Besides their

generic and specific characters, they possess others peculiar to themselves,

by which they are so nearly related, that, were it not for some remarkable

differences, they might be treated as a single species." C. sulcata grows to

the height of 80 ft., with an ample head, and a straight trunk. The bark is

divided into strips, or shretls, from 1 ft. to 3 ft. long, tiie pieces of which,

when they are ready to scale off, are warped outwards at each end, and attached

only in the middle. When they fall, they are succeeded by others similarly

exposed. In this species, Michaux observes, the plates of bark are narrower,

more numerous, and of a ligliter colour, than those of C. alba ; from which

differences he thought it advisable to give it the specific name of laciniosa.

The leaves vary in length from 8 in. to 20 in., and are composed of from 7 to

9 leaflets ; whereas in C. alba, the shell-bark hickory, the leaflets are invari-

ably 5. The barren catkins are long, glabrous, fdifbrm, and pendulous ; 3
being united on a common petiole, attached to the basis of the young shoots.

The fertile flowers appear, not very conspicuously, at the extremity of the

shoots of the same spring. They are succeeded by a large oval fruit, more
than 2 in. long, and 4 in. or Sin. in circumference. It has four depressed
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seams, which, at coin[)k'tc iiumuit}', open throughout their wliole length for

the escape of the nut. The shell is thick, and of a yellowish hue ; while that

of the C. alba is white. Tlie wood is of the same quality as that of C. alba :

it is brought to market in Philadelphia, but only in very small quantities.

The Gloucester hickory, Michaux considers to be a variety of this species;

and he also mentions another, growing in the gardens of the Petit Trianon,

and to which he thinks the specific name of ambigua might be given ; as he is

doubtful whether it is a variety or a species. In the Horticultural Society's

Garden, and in the collection at Messrs. Loddiges's, and at White Knights,

there are plants marked 6'arya sulcata, or Jiiglans laciniosa, which are dis-

tinguishable from all the other species of C'arya, by their very large leaf-

lets, which, in autumn, die off sooner than those of any of the other sorts.

Nuts of this species are, in London, Is. Gd. a quart.

X 7. C. porci'na Nutt. The V\g-7iut Carya, or Hickorj/.

Identificatioti. Nutt. Gen. N. Amer. PI., 2. p. 2-22.

Symmymes. JClglans porclna a obcordata Michx. Jrb., 1. p. 206., Pursk Fl. Amcr. Sept , 2. p. 638 ,

fVats. Dctul. Brit.ft. 167.; J. porcina var. with fruit round, and somewhat rough, Mic/ix. North
Amer. Sylva, 1. p. 196. ; J. obcordata Miihlenb. in Kou. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. lierol., 3. p. 302.,

rVi/ld. Sp. PI., 4. p. 458. ; Pig-nut, Hog-nut, Broom Hickory.

Emravings. Michx. Arb., 1. 1. 9. f. 3, 4. ; North Amer. Sylva, 1. t. 38. f. 3, 4. ; Wats. Dend. Brit.,

t. 167. ; and omfigs. 1272, 1273, and 1274.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaflets, 5—7 in a leaf, ovate-acuminate, serrate, glabrous,

dotted beneath with dots of resinous matter ; terminal leaflet sessile. Nut
obcordate. {Willd. Sp. PL) Fruit round, somewhat rough. {Michx.

K. A. S.) See our fig. 1272. a, and fig. 1274. a.

Vnriett/.

J 6. C. p. 2 glfihra ; Jiiglans porcina/3 fici-

formis Michx. Arh., i. p. 209., Piir.ih

Fl. Amcr. Scjjf,, ii. p. G38. ; ./. glabra

Mrihl. in Nui\ Act. Soc. Nat., &c., iii.

p. 391., Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 458.;

and OUT figs. 1272. h, and 1274. />;

has the husk of the fruit shaped like

a small fig, instead of being round,

like the sjjecies. Pursh observes ol'

this variety, that the inhabitants

from New England to Virginia make
brooms of it, by slitting the very

tough wood into narrow slips, which
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finally form a very good and durable broom. The nuts, he adds,
are very small, and extremely hard.

Desnijition, Sfc. The pig-nut hickory is a lofty tree, 70 ft. or 80 ft. high,
with a trunk from 3 ft. to 4 ft. in diameter. In winter, when stripped of its

leaves, it is easily known by the shoots of the [)receding summer, which are

1273

brown, less than half the size of those of C. alba and C. tomentosa, and ter-
minated by small oval buds. C. porcina has scaly buds, which are more than
1 in. in length before they unfold. The inner ycales, which are large and
reddish, do not fall off till the leaves are Sin. or 6 in. long. The leaves
generally consist of three pairs
of leaflets, and an odd one. \
The leaflets are 4 in. or 5 in.

long, acuminated, serrated,
nearly sessile, and glabrous on
both sides. On vigorous trees
which grow in shady exposures
the petiole is of a violet colour.
The catkins are about 2 in.

long, smooth, flexible, and pen-
dulous. The female flowers
are greenish, and situated at

the extremity of the shoots

:

the fruit which succeeds them
is frequently produced in pairs.

The husk is thin, of a beautiful

green ; and, when ripe, it opens
through half its length for the
passage of the nut, which is

small, smooth, and very hard,
on account of the thickness
of the shell. The kernel is

sweet, but meagre, and difficult to extract, from the firmness of the partition.
These nuts, in America, are never carried to market, but serve for food for
swme, racoons, and numerous squirrels which people the forests. {Michx.
N. Amer. Sj/l.,i. p. 169.) This tree is found in the middle, western, and
southern states, on the borders of swamps, and in places which are wet,
without being marshy. It has been observed, that the mocker-nut is always
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found in company with the pi^-nut ;
" but that tlie [)ig-niit docs not always

accompany tlic mocker-nut, which is satisfied with a mncii less substantial

soil." The wood of this tree is stronger and better than that of any other kind

of hickory; and, on account of its extreme tenacity, it is preferred to any of the

otherAmerican woods for axletreesand axe-handles. For ti)is reason, Michaux

recommends its introduction into the forests of Europe, where its success, he

says, would be certain. Tiiere are plants in the Hackney Arboretum.

3t 8. C, myristic.«fo'rmis Niitt. The Nutmeg-like;/)-«//crf Carya, or Xutmeg
Hickory.

yorlh Amcr. Sylva, 1. p. li)8., Punlt
Jdeniificaiion. Nutt. Gen. Amer. PI., 9. p. 22'-'.

Synonyync. Jiiglans mvristica;rurniis Mic/ix. Art)., 1. p. ill.

Fl. Amer. Sept., 'J. p. 638.

Engravings. Michx. Arb., 1. t. 10. ; North Amcr. Sylva, t. 3?. ; and our^^'. 1275.

Spec. Char., SfC. Leaflets, in a leaf, S» ; ovate-acuminate, serrate, glabrous ; the terminal one nearly

sessile. Fruit ovate, roughish. Nut oval, with a small point at each end, even, brown with
longitudinal lines of white; in which it resembles a nutmeg, which is the seed of Myrlstica mos-
ch&ta ; and hence the epithet myristicxformis. A
native of South Carolina. {Michx. N. A. S., Piirsk

Fl. Am. Sept)

Description, Stc. Very little is known of this tree.

Michaux described only from a branch and a handful
of nuts, which were given to him by a gardener at

Charleston. The leaves con.'sist of four or six small

leaHets, and an odd one ; and the nuts, which are very

small, smooth, and brown, streaked with white,
strongly resemble a nutmeg ; whence the name. The
shell is so thick, that it constitutes two thirds of the

nut, which is, in consequence, very hard, and has a

minute kernel, which is inferior even to that of the
pig-nut. Michaux had no means of ascertaining the

value of the wood ; but he found the shoots of tlie

current year extremely tough and flexible. [Syl., i. p.

199.) This sort is not yet introduced.

5? 9. C. microca'rpa Nutt. The small-fruited Car^a, or Hickori/.

Identification. Nutt. Gen. N. Amer. PI., 2. p. 221.

Spec. Char., &;c. Leaflets, in a leaf, about 5 ; oblong-lanceolate, conspicuously acuminate, argutely

serrulate, glabrous
;
glandular beneath ; terminal one subpetiolate. Fruit subglobose. Husk thin.

Nut partly quadrangular, small ; its shell rather thin, its mucro obsolete and truncate. Indigenous
to the banks of the Schuylkill, in the vicinity of Philadelphia. {Nuttall.) A large tree, with even
bark. Fruit much like that of C. tomentdsa, and eatable ; but very small, the nut not exceeding
the size ofa nutmeg. Catkins tritid, very long, glabrous, without involucre; scales 3-parted, their

lateral segments ovate, the central one linear. Anthers pilose, mostly +, sometimes .'J, sometimes
5. Female flowers 2 or 3 together ; common peduncle bracteolate. .Segments of the calyx

very long, and somewhat leafy. Stigma sessile, discoid, 4-lobed, somewhat rhomboidal. (Xutla/l.)

Not yet introduced.

5 10. C. iNTEGRiFoYiA Spi-eng. The entire-leaf (let)ed Carya, or Hickory.

Identification. Spreng. Syst. \'eg., 3. p. 849. ; Sweet Hort. Brit., ed. 1830.

Synonyme. Hichrius integrifblius Rafinesque.

Spec. Char., S^c. Branchlets and petioles tomentose. Leaflets, in a leaf, about II ; lanceolate,

acuminate, entire. Stamens 6—S in a flower. Nut with 4 angles in its transverse outline.

{Sprcngel.) Not yet introduced.

App. i. Other Kinds of Carya.

C. nwAfgHd ; ./uglans amWgua -V/fAj-. iV. A. Syl.yWX).; is a kind which Michaux found in the

gardens of the Petit Trianon, where it had been raised from American seeds. Its bark exfoliates in

strips ; its leaves resemble those of C sulcMa ; and its fruit that of C. alba, but is smaller. F>ora this

description, it appears to belong to the shell-bark hickories.

C. pub^sccns Lk. En.. Sweet's Ilort. Brit, ed. IS.3.3, is a kind of which we know nothing.

C. rigida, J. rigida Lodd. Cnt., ed. 1836. The plants bearing this name in the Hackney Arboretum
appear to be varieties o( C. ^Iba.

Genus III.

m
PTEROCA'RYA Kunt/i. Thk Ptkkocarya. Lin. Syst. Monoe'cia

? Polyiindria.

Identification. Kunth in Annales des Sciences Naturellos, 2. p. .316. ;
Lindley Nat. Syst. of Bot.,

p. 180.

Synonyme. JdgVans sp. Lin.
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Derivation. Pferon, a wing; karua, the common walnut The fruit has wlngj; and, except in
tliese, resembles that of the walnut.

3: 1. P. cauca'sica Kunth. The Caucasian Pterocarya.

Identification. Kunth in Anna), iles Scien. Nat., 2. p. 346.

Synonymes. Jiiglans pterocirpa Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer , 2. p. 192., Bicb Fl. Taur. Supp. 33. p. 622.,

VVilld. Sp. PI., i. ia5., Spreiig. Syst., 3. p. 865. ; iJhus obscilrum JS;Vft. Fl. Tau>:Cauc.,riO.€ti(>.;

J.yVaxinif blia Lamond MS., N. Du Hani., 4 p. 182. ; FrSxinus laevigata Hort Par.
Eitgravings. Our Jig. 1276. from a seedling plant, and the plate of this tree in our last Volume

Sj>cc. Char., Sfc. Leaflets, in a leaf, about 19; ovate-oblong, acuminate,

argutely serrate, glabrous ; each with the lower or hinder side of its

base attached to the petiole. (Lamarck MS., and Spreng. S^st. I'cg., iii.

p. 865.) The following description is translated from that

written by Poiret, published in the Encychpedie Mctho-
diquc:—"A tree, about -10 ft, high, with an ample and tuft-

ed head. Young branches brownish green, very smooth,
glossy. Pith disposed in thin membranes, placed trans-

versely, and at about a line distant from one another : J.

regia has its pith arranged in a similar manner. Leaves
alternate, very large, commonly having 19 leaflets each,

which are oblong, denticulate with blunt teeth ; have their

upper surface very smooth, almost glossy, and of a beau-
tiful rather dark green, their under surface paler; and
are disposed almost alternately. Buds, when bursting, of
a rusty or brownish red colour. One remarkable character, and which
serves to distinguish the species clearly, is, that each of the leaflets has
one side of its base shorter than the other, and one of them attached,

at least while the leaf is young, to the petiole. It occurs, in many in-

stances, that, when the leaf gets old, the attached part of the leaflet

becomes distinct from the petiole; but it is always the case that one side of
the base is longer than the other. The petiole is round and very tumid at

the base, smooth, and of a beautiful clear green." This tree is a native of
moist woods at the foot of Caucasus, where it was discovered by Steven, and
described by him in XheMem.Soc. Nat. Cur. Mos., iii. p. 247, and iv. p. 70.;

as noticed by Bieberstein in the Supp/cmciit to his Fhra Taur. Cauc, quoted
above. It was introduced into England as /. /raxinifolia, several years
since, and there are specimens under that name in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, and in the collection of Messrs. Loddiges, where they form broad
bushy plants, not yet more than 8 ft. or 10 ft. high. At Croome, in Wor-
cestershire, there is a tree, 13 years planted, which is 2.5 ft. high. This
species appears to have been first brought into notice by the elder Michaux,
who, on his return from Persia in 1782 (seep, l+ll.), introduced into

France a plant from the shores of the Caspian Sea; which, ac-

cortling to Bosc, was the first that had ever been seen in Europe, and
which still exists at Versailles, flowering there every year. It is described

as growing from 20 ft. to 30 ft. high ; and, though affected by frost, is yet
sufficiently hardy to be classed among ornamental trees of the third rank.

It is readily propagated by layers. For small gardens, and diminutive
arboretums, this tree may serve very well to exemplify the J^uglandaceae.

Care should be taken to train it to a single stem, and not to plant it in

soil so rich and moist as to prevent it from ripening its wood. Perhaps,
also, something might be gained in point of hardiness by grafting it upon
the common walnut, either on the collar of the stock, in order to form
dwarf trees, or bushes; or standard high, in order to form trees that would
from the first have clear straight stems, and as they would ripen their wood
better, in consequence of growing slower than low trees or bushes, so they
would perhaps show blossoms and ripen fruit. Some years ago, Messrs.
Booth of the Floetbeck Nurseries reintroduced this species into Britain as

a new tree (see Gard. Mug., vol. xi. p. 207.), under the name of Ptero-
carya cauci'isica, being not aware of its identity with Jiiglans yi'axinifolia.

Plants, in London, are 25. Qd. each; and at Bollwyllcr, 3 francs.
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CHAP. cm.
Ol' THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OP THE ORUEU i'ALICA'CEiE.

All the plants of this onlcr arc ligneous, and includeil in tiie genera 5alix

L. and Populus L., which agree in having the Howers unisexual, and those

of the two sexes situated upon distinct plants, ilisposed in catkins, and indi-

vidually subtended in the catkins by a bractea, termed a scale by many
botanical authors ; in the seetls being contained in a capsule of one cell and
two valves, and each seed bearing a tuft of longish white hairs ; and in tiie

leaves having stipules. The points of structure in which the genera differ

w ill be found in the following characters ; the essential distinction being in the

number of stamens:

—

S.'CiAX L. Bractea to the flower of each sex entire. Male flower consisting

of 1—5 stamens, more in a few species, and of one or more glands inserted

contiguously to the stamens. Female flower consisting of a |)istil that is

stalked or sessile, or nearly sessile; and one or more glands inserted con-

tiguously to it. Leaves, in most, with the disk more or less lanceolate.

{Smith Engl. FL, and observation.)
7*0 'pulls L. Uractea to the flower of each sex laciniated in its terminal

edge. Male flower consisting of a calyx, and 8 stamens at fewest ; in

many instances, many more. Female flower consisting of a calyx and a

l)istil. Leaves with the disk more or less oblate ; and the petiole, in most,

compressed in the part adjoining the disk. (T*. Nces ab Esenbeck Gen, PI.

FL Germ. III., and observation.)

Consistently with Dr. Lindlcy's definition of a catkin, given in his Intro-

duction to Botani/, ed. 2., what, in the genus 5'alix, has been usually termeil

the scale or the calyx, and by Borrer, in the Supjilemciit to Fngli.sli Botani/, the

calyx scale, is here denominated a bractea; and what useil to be called the

nectary is, agreeably with Dr. Lindley's definition, in his Sjjnoiisis of the

British Flora, here termed a gland.

Genus I.

5A^LIX L. The Willow. Lin. Sijst. Dioe^cia Diandria.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 514. ; Ju.ss.,408. ; Smith in Rees's Cycla, vol ,"31. ; Fl. Br., 1039. ; Tourn.,
t. 3ii4. ; I>.im., t. 80'.'. ; Gicrtn., t. 90.

Synnnytnes. Harab, Hebrew ; Ilea, Gr. ; .S^lix, Lai. ; Saiile, Fr. ; Weiilc and Pelber Gcr, ; salcio,

Ilal. ; Sauze, Span. ; Widi-, Svucd. ; Wilge, Flem. ; VVithig, Anglo-Sax. ; Willow, VVitliy, Sal-
low, Osier, Enj^l. ; Saugh, Scolch.

Derivation. Prom sal, near, and //,v, water, Celtic ; in rcforenco to its general li.iliitat. According
to others, from satire, to leap ; on account of the extraordinary rapiiiity of its growth.

De.irripfion, iS"f'. Trees and shrubs, mostly the latter, varying from 2 in. or

3 in., to of) ft., 00 ft., and even to 80 ft. or 90 t't. in height. The branches are

round and flexible. Leaves simple, iuidi\i(led, stalked, generally alternate,

deciduous. Stipules in pairs at the base of the footstalks, very variable in

size, deciduous. The leaves are arranged spirally on the branches ; those on
which .'} complete the spiral have the epithet tripla applied to them ; those

which have -t, tetrapla, c*i:c. Li a very few species only are the leaves |)laced

o|)posite, and not in a spiral order. In by far the greater number they are dis-

posed in a hexaplous order. ( Walker.') Catkins early, erect or drooping.
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either from the same buds as the leaves, or, more commonly, from different

ones. Their florets are almost invariably separated, being all barren on one
plant, and fertile on another of the same species. The growth of the dwarfest

species, such as S, herbacea, is slow, and, in its native habitat, not above

1 in. a year, and often not so much ; that of the larger shrubs, in their native

habitats, varies from 5 in. or 6 in. to as many feet, especially when the plants

are young, or newly cut down. The growth of some of the kinds cultivated

for basket-making or hoops, in good soil, when cut down every year or every

two years, is often from 8 ft. to 12 ft. in a single season. The growth of the

tree kinds, more especially of S. alba and iS. RusselhVma, is equally rapid

when young ; so that in ten years, in the climate of London, in suitable soil,

and within reach of water, these kinds will attain the height of 50 ft. or 60 ft.

The branches of most of the tree kinds have an upward direction, and have a

flame-like motion in the wind, as in S. alba; but in others they are spreading,

as in S. caprea ; and, in one instance, drooping in a very decided manner, as

in S. babylonica.

Anomalies in ike Flowers. The flowers have been observed in various cases

of anomaly, as to the manner in which they are disposed, or as to the con-

stituent parts of themselves. A collection of cases and instances is here

presented. Male flowers and female ones have been observed to occur in the

same catkin in the following instances :— »S^. Hoppea"ft #Hld., as noticed in

Willd. Sp. PL, in Koch's Comm., and in Smith's Engl. Fl. ; S. undulata Ehrli.,

or else S. No. 37. of Treviranus's Obs. Bot. ; S. niirabilis Host's Sal. Austr., i.

t. 41. ; and S. cinerea, S. aurita, and S. aquatica, as noticed in Engl. Fl. Koch
has noticed (Comm.) two instances under his ;S'. cinerea, which is more com-
prehensive than that of E?igl. Fl. ; S. caprea, as noticed by Koch, and taking

the species as he views it ; S. Toiumholdtidna , as noticed in Koch Comm. ; S.

tenuiflora, as noticed in Host's Fl. Austr., ii. p. 633. ; and S. Forby«wa, as no-

ticed in Engl. Fl. The following cases are similar to the above, but some of

the flowers are in a monstrous state : — iS^. cinerea, as noticed in Engl. Fl.

;

S. aquatica, as noticed in Rees's Cyclo., No. 118.; and S. montana Host Sal.

Austr., i. t. 73. The appearance of stamens being changed into pistils has

been observed in the following species :— S. hermaphroditica L., as noticed in

Koch's Comm. ; S. Crovienna, as elucidated in Sal. Wob. ; S. polymorpha of

Host's Sal. Austr., as shown there ; S. oleifolia Sm., as noticed in Engl. Fl. ;

and S. bicolor Ehrh., as cited by Borr. in Engl. Bot. Siqypl. S. Hoi)pe«Ka,

besitles having the majority of its catkins constituted partly of male flowers

and partly of female ones, has, in some instances, in the upper flowers of a

catkin, the middle one of the three stamens of a flower changed into a perfect

ovary ; and, hence, the flower seems as if comprising two stamens and an

ovary. (Koch's Comm.) Smith has noticed what may be a distinct case;

viz. that in S. fragilis the stamens are not unfrequently accompanied by an

imperfect pistil. (Eiigl. Fl.) The combination of the filaments, in some kinds,

is a relative subject. Mr. Borrer considers the instance observed in S.

Crowedna a monstrosity. (Engl. Bot. Sitppl., t. 2655.) He adds that the

stamens " are represented as changing into " ovaries, " as those of S. bicolor

Ehrh., and of some of the common sallows, have been observed to do." It is

likely that Mr. Borrer would apply the same remark to every instance of the

filaments occurring in a state of combination. The following is a hst of kinds

in which the filaments have been observed in this state; and the practical cul-

tivator may instruct himself by investigating, relatively to the above remark,

as many of the following species as may come under his notice when in

flower:— S. rubra Huds., noticed in Eng. Fl. ; S. concolor oi' Host's Sal. Auscr.

(whether this be the same as the ^S'.' rubra Huds., as the synonyme cited

under it indicates, or difterent) ; S. Crowedjia in Eng. Fl. ; S. riparia, as

shown in Host's Sal. Austr., i. t. 58.; S. linearis Forbes, as depicted in Sal.

Wob. ; S. intermedia of Host's Sal. Austr., i. t. 56., as shown there ; S. parvi-

flora Ibid., i. t. 49. ; S. discolor Ibid., i. t. 60. ; S montana Ibid., i. t. 73.

f. 4.; S. lanata L., as shown in Eng. Bot. Snppl. ; and S. cladostemma of
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Ilayne Dendr., as cited in Koch Comm. It seems that Kocli {Comvt.) and
Lindley {Si/nops. Brit. Fl.) view tlie kinds of the grou[) Purpureje which
have only 1 stamen to a Howcr, as having that stamen constituted of 2 com-
bined. Besides the kinds of tiiat gronp treated of in our work, exclusively of
S. rubra, whicii may be examined as to the testing of this view, S. oppositi-
folia of Host's Sal. Auslr., i. t. 38. ; ^S'. austriaca Ibid., i. t. 64-. ; S. montana
Ibid., i. t. 73. f. 5.; and ,lS\ monandra Ibid., i. t. 71., may also be inspected.

The Sexes. Botanists seem to dift'er in opinion, as to the influence which
the sex has upon the character, or appearance, of the plants. Dr. Walker
says that " the male and female, of the same species, often differ remarkably
from each other in their foliage ;" and lie instances tlie ^S*. alba //., in the female
of which, he says, " the leaves are much larger, greener, and not so white, sil-

very, and pubescent, as tiiose of the male. This makes the difference in their

aspect so great, he says, that, when standing together, they might, at first view,
be presuinetl to be different species. In general," he adds, " the female of most
plants is of more vigorous growth, of larger size, and less brittle, than the
male; and," tlicrefore, "the female ought always to be preferred when the
species is to be cultivated for economical purposes that require strength; and
the male for those which require delicacy." (£'wrt//.s, p. 420.) Sir J. E. Smith
is of a very different opinion from Dr. Walker, asserting that between a male
and a female plant of the same species "there is not the slightest possible dif-

ference in the character or appearance of the two individuals, in any other
respect" than in their flowers. {Eiig. F/o>:,\o\. iv. p. 163.) Most other
botanists seem to incline more to the opinion of Dr. Walker, than to that of
Sir J. E. Smith (see Dcsfontaine/s Ilistoire, &c., vol. ii. p. 460 ; N. Du
Ham., vol. iii. p. 104., &c.) ; and it is only necessary to turn over the figures
of the s[)lendid work of Host, in which engravings, a foot or two in length,
are given of the male and female of every species, to be convinced that the view
taken by Dr. Walker is correct. The importance, then, of knowing to what
sex any species of willow belongs that we intend to cultivate for use is

obvious. It appears, also, from Dr. Host's work, that the colour of the
young wood, in the one sex, often differs from that of the other ; for

example, the young shoots of S. alba, female, are not only stronger, and the
leaves broader, than those of the male, but tlie bark is of a dark red ; while
the young wood of the male is of a whitish green.

Hybrids. The production of hybrids in this genus was observed by Sco-
poli in 1760, and has since been confirmed or admitted by most other bota-
nists. " The great number of hybrids in this genus," Koch observes, "no
one can deny." (p. 9.) Sir J. E. Smith, however, formed quite a different

opinion. During the thirty years that he studied the willows in Mr. Crowe's
garden, along with that botanist, " seedlings innumerable," he says, "springing
up all over the ground, were never destroyed till their species were de-
termined, and the immutability of each verified by our joint inspection. This
was the more material, to set aside the gratuitous suppositions of the mixture
of species, or the production of new or hybrid ones, of which, no more than
of any change in established species, I have never met with an instance.

Strange alterations in the shapes and sizes of leaves, and their stipules, have,
indeed, been seen on 3oung radical shoots, from a tree or bush that has been
felled ; but not more than usually happens in poplars, limes, elms, and
others." (Eiig. 7*7., iv. p. 16.5.) It is much to l)e wished that some cultivator

of willows would endeavour to originate, scientifically, some h}brids between
species with opposite characters of foliage, which would set this question
at rest.

Geography. The willows are chiefly natives of the coliler parts of the
temperate regions of the northern hemisphere. They are gcnerall\- found in

cold moist soil, or by water ; the trees on plains, and the eree[)ing or trailing

sorts on heaths and mountains. A few species are natives of the arctic circle;

and S. herbacea and S. arctica approach nearer to the pole tlian any other lig-

neous plants. S. baby lonica is a native of Armenia, and also of China and Japan;
5 c
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and Royle mentions several species as indigenous both to the lowlands and

mountainous regions of Northern India. S. pedicelliita Desf. and .S*. baby-

lonica are found wild in the north of Africa; and tS'. Iiuniboldt/««« and

S. Bonpland/««fl on the mountains of Peru and Columbia. The species

indigenous to North America are not very numerous ; but Pursh has de-

scribed 37 sorts, as either wild or in a state of cultivation there. The
number of species in different countries, however, cannot at present be deter-

mined with anything like accuracy, since what are considered as species by

some botanists are looked upon as only varieties by others. Thus, Schleicher

finds 119 species within the narrow limits of Sv/itzerland ; Host, GO species

natives of Austria; and Smith, and other British botanists, 71 species in-

dio'enous to Britain. Koch, however, the latest, and, as it appears to us, the

most judicious, writer on the genus SkVix, considers that all the alleged spe-

cies, natives of Eui'ope, may be reduced to 48. Perhaps, in addition to

these, there may be a dozen natives of North America, which are not natives

of Europe ; and half that number natives of Asia. Of 182 species described

by botanists, Koch observes, 17 only are extra-European.

History. Theophrastus and Pliny speak of different sorts of willows ; the

latter describing 8 species, as among the mo.-st useful of aquatic trees, not even

excepting the poplar and the alder. The willow, Pliny says, furnishes long

props for supporting vines, and the bark may be employed for tying up the

shoots ; and the young shoots, he adds, are much employed in basket-making.

The kinds v>'hich the Romans used for this purpose appear, from Pliny's

descriptions, to have been the S. alba, 6'. vitellina, >S'. viminalis, and the »S', ame-

rina of Pliny and Dalechamp, which was probably, as Dr. Walker thinks, the

white willow of Theophrastus, and is certainly the S. decipiens L. These

kinds formed the osier holts of the Romans, and are still those principally

cultivated for basket-making, throughout Europe and North America, in the

present day. Among modern botanists, the Bauliins, in 1650, first began to

distinguish willows by their magnitude, the shape of their leaves, and by the

nature of their flowers and fruit : and these authors were also the first to

recognise in each species a fertile and an unfertile individual; and, with

Tragus, to assert that willows could be propagated from seed, like other plantsj

a fact that had been denied since the days of Aristotle. Scopoli, in his

Flora Carnio/ica, published in 1760, relates that he had often observed female

•willows fecundated by males which are accounted of a different species ; and,

if this observation is correct, it will help to account for the great number of

kinds which compose this genus. The scientific botanical history of the wil-

low may be considered as commencing with Ray's Synojisis, in 1660, in which

he describes 10 species as growing in the neighbourhood of Cambridge. Lin-

naeus, in 1737, described, in the Flora Lapponica, 19 species, chiefly alpine

kinds ; and in the second edition of his Species Plantarurn, published in 1753, 31

species. Ilaller, in 1758, described 21 species as natives of Switzerland ; and

Villars, iu 1789, 30 species as natives of Dauphine. Willdenow, in his edition

of Linngeus's Species Plantarinn, published in 1797, describes 116 species.

Smith, in Rees's Cyclopccdia, published in 1819, describes 14I species; to which

Willdenow and other botanists have since added, according to Koch, 41 species

more, making in all 182; adding to these Schleicher's 119 new species, the

total number is 254 ! In 1785, Hoffmann published the first fasciculus of his

elaborate History of Willows, the last fasciculus of which came out in 1791 ;

but the work was never completed. In so far as it goes, it is a splendid work

;

and one which can scarcely be surpassed either for accuracy or beauty. In

1828, Professor Koch, director of the botanic garden at Erlangen, publisned

his De SaHcibus Europa^is Commentatio, an admirable work, of which a more

particular account will be given here after ; in which he has reduced all the

European sorts, amounting, as we have just seen, to 237 (17 of the 254 being

extra-European), to 48 sp'ecics, belonging to 10 groups. Subsequently to the

appearance of Koch's work. Dr. Host, director of the Flora Austriaca Botanic

Garden at Vienna, published his Salix ; of which only the first volume ap-
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peared before the author's death. This volume is limited to figuring and describ-

ing the willows of Austri;i, amounting to 60 sorts j of which engravings are given

of both sexes, on extra-large folio plates : the specimens being of the natural

size, and mostly from 1 ft. Ci in. to 2 ft. in length; exhibiting both sexes when in

flower, when the leaves are fully exj)anded, and the female catkins matured.

This is indeed a splendid work, and only equalled by the small portion which
appeared of the Hisloria Salicum of Ilofiinann, before mentioned. A great

drawback, however, to the utility of Host's work is, that the author has given

new nan)es to most o( his sorts, and has identified but a very few of them
with the kinds described by other botanists.

In 18-i9, His Grace the i3uke of Bedford had printed, for private circulation,

the Salictiim Wobtuncnsc, in which 100 species are figured and described; all

of which, with the exception of a very few, were at that time alive in the

salictum at Woburn. The engravings are small, bnt good ; the descriptions

are chiefly taken from Smith, but are partly original, by Mr. Forbes, the Duke
of Bedford's gardener. " We have in the Salictum Woburncnse" Sii' W. J.

Hooker observes, " a standard set of figures of all the British, amongst many
exotic, species ; which, together with those of theEng/i,s/i Bu/aui/, do, it must be

confessed, give to the British naturalist an advantage over all that Continental

authors have published on the subject ; and to them I refer in every instance,

and with great satisfaction. The arrangement of the species in the Salictum

is due to the botanical skill and knowledge of Mr. Forbes, head gardener at

Woburn, which His Grace has fully acknowledged; and that department does

hun great credit." {Br. Fl., i. p. 4i6.)

In 1831, Sir W. J. Hooker, in the second edition of his British Flora, had,

with the aid of ]Mr. Borrer, arranged the British species in 18 groups, and
enumerated under these 68 species, considered by him and others as indi-

genous ; which, in the third edition of the British Flora, published in 1835,

were increased to 71. In the same year (1835), Dr. Lindley adopted the

system of Koch in his Sj/iiopsis of the British Flora, 2d edit., and reduced

the 71 species of Smith and others to 28 species.

The willows of North America were, as far as they were known in 1814,

described by Pursh, with the assistance of Mr. G. Anderson, who had in culti-

vation several rare species from that country ; and some species have subse-

quently been added by Nuttall. Since then, Dr. Barratt of Middletown, Con-
necticut, has undertaken to describe all the willows grown in America, whether
indigenous or exotic, amounting to 100,a conspectus of which he has sent to Sir

W. J. Hooker, arranged in U groups,, chiefly the same as those of Mr. Borrer.

Cuttings of most of these 100 sorts have been received by the Duke of Bed-
ford, and [)lanted in his salictum at Woburn, where many of them are alive.

Some othci- particulars respecting them will be found in the Companion to the

Botanical Magazine, vol. i. p. 17. As Dr. Barratt's descriptions must neces-

sarily, in great part, be taken from dried specimens, it appears to us very

doubtful how far they will be of use to the European botanist; but there can

be no doubt as to the benefit which will result from the introduction of all

these sorts into British gai-dens, because there they may be compared in a

living state with the kinds we already possess.

Lightfoot, in his Flora Scotica, paid considerable attention to willows ; but,

according to Sir J. \i. Smith, " he laboured at the subject with hesitation and
mistrust, from an opinion of the species being confounded by cross-impreg-

nation." Lightfoot, and his contemporary Hudson, therefore. Sir James adds,

have hardly enumerated a fourth part of the native willows of our island.

The cultivation of willows, with a view to the determination of their specific

characters, was, according to Sir J. E. Smith, first taken up with vigour and

ellect by James Crowe, Esq., F.L.S., of Lakenham, near Norwich, "a most
excellent British botanist," about the end of the last century; and Sir James

E. Smith, writing in 1828, says that he had laboured full 30 years in the

study of willows in Mr. Crowe's garden, which contained all the sorts that

could then be procured in anv part of Britain. {Rees's Cycl.) Mr. George
5 c 2
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Anderson, F.L.S., had at that time a collection at West Ham, in Essex,

which he was studying for the same "purpose ; as had Edward Forster, Esq.,

at Walthamstow, and which has since been removed to Woodford, in Essex ;

and W. Borrer, Esq., at Henfield, in Sussex. At Lewes, in the same county,

Mr. Wooll<i-ar had extensive willow grounds, studied the species very assidu-

ously, and°communicated several facts to Sir J. E. Smith. Subsequently,

a collection was made by His Grace the Duke of Bedford at Wo'jurn, which

appears to have been the most extensive till then made in England ; and the

next greatest number of sorts is in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges, at

Hackney. In all these salictums, we are informed by those who have ex-

amined them, the plants were placed too closely together to attain their

characteristic form and size. At Woburn, the plants were, till 1836,

crowded together in a very limited space, which necessarily prevented

their habits from being properly studied ; but they have since been trans-

planted, and allowed more room; though they are not, even now, as it

appears to us, in a situation either sufficiently large, or adequately ex-

posed to the influence of the sun and the air. A few species of willows have

attained the size of trees in the Horticultural Society's Garden ; but, as

far as we are aware, there is no extensive collection of full-grown willows any

where either in Britain or on the Continent. INIost of the kinds in the

Woburn salictum are in the arboretum at Flitwick House, at Goldworth,

and at Messrs. Loddiges's, Hackney ; and we believe, also, that there are

excellent collections in the principal botanic gardens, more especially in

that of Edinburgh. The Duke of Bedford, indeed, has liberally contributed

cuttinn-s from his collection at Woburn to all who have applied for them ;

so that, if willows are not in future extensively cultivated, and properly

studied, it will not be for want of plants, but from the cultivators not allowing

them sufficient room to attain their natural size and habits. On the Continent,

the best collections are in Germany, and principally, we believe, at Erlangen,

under the direction of Koch. Dr. Host is said to have cultivated upwards

of 300 sorts in the botanic garden luider his care at Vienna; and there are

good collections at Gottingen, Bremen, and Berlin.

In an economical point of view, scarcely anything was added to our know-

led^e of the culture and uses of the willow since the time of the Romans ;

till1;he slight notices of the uses of willows given by Ray, and afterwards by

Evelyn. The first systematic essay on the subject appears to have been

written by Dr. Walker, about the latter end of the last century, though not

published till 1812. It is entitled Sciliceturn ; or, the Botanical History and

Cultivation of Willows ; and it is contained in his volume of Essays, p. 403

—

469. Here 22 species are described, and an account is given of their uses

and mode of cultivation. All these species, and various others, which are

promised to be described in a future volume, were cultivated by the author in

his garden at Collinton, near Edinburgh.

Satires, &c., by Dr. \Vade, was published in 1811, and contains descriptions

of most of the European species at that time known, with directions for their

propagation and culture.

Willows for basket-making and hoops were principally imported from

Holland and France, till towards the commencement of the present century;

when our exclusion from the Continent, in consequence of the continued war,

led to the formation of plantations at home. The Society of Arts, directing

their attention to the subject, have, at various times, oifered premiums for the

cultivation of willows; and in their Transactions for 1801, 1804, and 1805, as

well as in previous and subsequent volumes, will be found accounts of plant-

ations made for which premiums were awarded. In England, the principal

of these plantations were made by Arthur Borron of Warrington, in Lan-

cashire ; Mr. Wade of Suffolk ; and Mr. Phillips and Mr. Bull of Ely: and,

in Scotland, by Mr. Shirreff, at Captainhead, near Haddington.

The principal plantations of willows for basket-making, in every country,

are made along the banks of rivers and streams; and, in England, those on the
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Thames and the Cam are the most celebrated. In botli these rivers, and in

some others, small islands are frequently planted entirely with willows, and
are called osier holts. There arc many such islands in the Thames, between
London and Reading. The most extensive willow plantations in fields are
in the fenny districts of Cambritlgcshire and Huntingdonshire ; and, perhajis,

the largest plantation in England is that of Mr. Adnani, near Heading. The
principal market for basket willows is London; but they arc in demand, more
or less, in every town in the country. The willow is frequently cultivated as

a pollard, the lop being \aluable lor fence-wood, poles, hurdles, and fuel.

It is sometimes, also, cultivated as a timber tree ; but, as an ornamental tree

or shrub, it may be considered to be in a great measure neglected.

Properties anil Usea. The importance of the willow to man has been re-

cognised from the earliest ages ; and ropes and baskets made from willow
twigs were probably among the very first of human manufactures, in countries

where these trees abound. The Romans used the twigs for binding their

vines and tying their reeds in bundles, and made all sorts of baskets of them.
A crop of willows was considered so valuable in the time of Cato, that he
ranks the salictum, or willow field, next in value to the vineyard and the
garden. In modern times, " the many important uses," Sir W. J. Hooker
observes, " rendered to man by the different species of willow and osier, serve to
rank them among the first in our list of economical plants." In a state of nature,

the willow furnishes food by its leaves to the larvae of moths, gnats, ancl

certain other insects ; and, by its flowers, to the honey-bee. Its wood, also, is

preferred to most others by the beaver. The leaves and young shoots are

wholesome and nourishing to cattle; and in some northern countries they are

collected green, and then dried and stacked for that pur]3ose. In France,
those of S. ca[>rea, whether in a green or dried state, are considered the very
best food for cows and goats ; and horses, in some places, are fed entirely on
them, from the end of August till November. Horses so fed, it is stated, will

travel 20 leagues a day without being fatigued. (^Bosc.) In the north of Sweden
and Norway, and in Lapland, the inner bark is kiln-dried and ground for

the purpose of mixing with oatmeal in years of scarcity. In a rude state of
civilisation, the twigs of the willow were used in constructing houses, house-
hold utensils, panniers, the harness of horses and cattle, and for various pur-
poses connected with boats and fishing. The twigs are still very generallv

applied, in Russia and Sweden, to all these uses ; and Dr. Walker relates that

he has ridden in the Hebrides with a bridle made of twisted willow twigs, and
lain all night at anchor with a cable made of the same material. The bark of
the trunks of young trees is used generally, throughout the north of Europe,
for the same purposes as that of the lime tree (See p. 368.); and in Tartary,

it is said, it is macerated, and the fibre, when separated, spun into threads,

from which cloth is woven.

The bark of the willow, and also the leaves, are astringent ; and the bark of
most sorts maybe employed in tanning. That of .9. ciipreais used both for tanning

and dyeing black, in Sweden, the north of Scotland, and Switzerland. {WaUcer.)

A substance called salicine has been extracted from the bark of S. Russelho/iff,

S. /felix, and some other kinds of willow, which Professor Burnet states to
have been " proved to be equally efficient with the Peruvian bark ;"' and he
remarks on the wise provision of Providence, in placing the remedy for agues,

and other low fevers, exactly in those moist marshy situations where these
diseases are most prevalent. (Sec Jiiintet\i Iiinngural Address to the Medicc-
Bolanical Sncictii, February, 1831, p. 12.) This new principle was first dis-

covered by M. Leroux ; and M. Majendie states that he has knov.n three
doses of 6 grains each stop a fever; which is nearly the same quantity as
woidd be required for the same purpose of sulphate of quinine. {Annalcs de
6'///»/Jr, tom. xliii. p. l-iO., as quoteil in Jiraiidc\s Journal for 1831.) Salicine is

in the form of very fine nacreous whitish crystals, perfectly soluble in water
or alcohol. It is very bitter, and partakes something of the colour of willow
bark. The process for obtaining it is rather long; and it requires about 3 lb.

5 c 3
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of willow bark, when dried and pulverised, to yield 1 oz. of salicine. (Ibid.)

The wood of the willow is soft, smooth, and light : that of the 6alix caprea

is heavier than that of any other species of the genus, weighing, when dry,

41 lb. 6 oz. per cubic foot, and losing a twelfth part of its bulk in drying ; that of

Salix alba weighs 27 lb. 6 oz. |)er cubic foot when dry, and loses, in drying, some-
what more than a sixth part of its bulk. In Pliny's time, willow wood was in re-

quest for the fabrication of shields, on account of its lightness; and in the present

day, it is, for the same reason, [)referred for making cutting-boards for the use of

shoemakers and tailors. It is also used for whetting the fine steel instruments of

cork-cutters, and other mechanics. It is in demaud for turnery, and for shoes,

shoemakers' lasts, and toys ; for dyeing black, in imitation of ebony, as it takes

a fine polish ; and for a great variety of minor purposes. The wood of the

larger trees, such as S. alba and S. HiiaseWidna, is sawn into boards for floor-

ing, and sometimes for rafters; in which last situation, when kept dry and
ventilated, it has been known to last upwards of a century. The straight

stems of young trees, when split in two, make excellent styles for field ladders,

on account of their lightness. The boards are well adapted for lining waggons
and carts, particularly such as are intended for coals or stones, or any hard ma-
terial, as willow wood, like other soft woods, is by no means liable to splinter

from the blow of any hard angular material. It is also valued lor the boards
of the paddles of steam-vessels, and for the stronds of water-wheels, as it

wears in water better than any other kind of wood. The red-wood willow,

or stag's-head osier (.S*. fragilis), according to Mathew, produces timber superior

to that of S. alba, or of any other tree willow. It is much used in Scotland
for building small vessels ; and especially for fast-sailing sloops of war, by
reason of its lightness, pliancy, elasticity, and toughness. The wood, when
dry, is easily known from that of all other willows, by its being of a salmon
colour; on which account it is sometimes used in cabinet-making and for

children's toys. " Formerly," says Mathew, " before the introduction of iron

hoops for cart wheels, the external rim, or felloe, was made of this willow ; and,

when new, the cart or wain was drawn along a road covered with hard smallgravel

(and, in preference, gravel somewhat angular) ; by which means the felloe shod
itself with stone, and thus became capable of enduring the friction of the road
for a long time, the toughness and elasticity of the willow retaining the gravel

till the stone was worn away. Under nuich exposure to blows and friction,

this willow outlasts every other home timber. When recently cut, the ma-
tured wood is slightly retkhsh, and the sap-wood white. When exposed to

the air, and gradually dried, both are of salmon colour, and scarcely dis-

tinguishable from each other." (On New. Timh., p. G3.) S. RusselhV/«a being
very nearly allied to S. fragilis, its wood has, probably, the same charac-
teristics. The longer shoots and branches of the tree willows are made into

poles for fencing, hop-poles, props for vines, and other purposes ; and, when
forked at one end, into projjs for supporting hues for clothes. They are also

much used for the handles of hay-rakes, and other light agricultural imple-

ments ; and they are split, and made into hurdles, crates, and hampers ; and,

when interwoven with the smaller branches, into racks, or cradles, tbr the hay
and straw given to cattle in the fields, or in feeding-yards. The smaller rods,

with or without the bark on, are manufactured into various kinds of baskets,

for domestic use ; and, split up into two, four, or more pieces, for making
lighter and ornamental articles, such as work-baskets, ladies' reticules, &c.
It is a remarkable fact, that basket-making was one of the few manufactures
in which the ancient Britons excelled in tlie times of the Romans. These
baskets, or bascaudae, as they are called by Martial, are said to have been of
very elegant workmanship, and to have borne a high price. (See Enci/c. Brit.,

art. Basket-making.) At Caen, in France, hats are manufactured from
strips or shavings of the wood of the S. alba, in the same manner as they are
manufactured in Switzerland from shavings of the wood of iJaphne Laureola;
and as they were, some years ago in Essex, from the wood of /Y»pulus fastigiata.

Branches of two or three years' growth are taken and cut up into thin slices
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with an instrument called a shave, ami afterwards ilivided into ribands by
a steel comb with sharp teeth. Similar willow hats were formerly manufac-

tured in England, and sheets of what is calleil willow, which is a kind of stuff

woven with fine strips of the wood and afterwards stiftened, are still in common
use for the framework of bonnets; and, when covered with felt, for light cheap

summer hats. This stufi'is chiefly manufactured by the weavers at Spitalficlds,

where one set of |)ersons cut the willows into thin strips, and others weave
these strips into sheets.

The downy substance which envelopes the seeds is used by some
kinds of birds to line their nests; and by man, occasionally, as a substitute

for cotton, in stuffing mattresses, chair cushions, and for other similar pur-

poses. In many parts of (Jermany, it is collected for making wadding for

lining ladies' winter dresses; and a coarse paper may be formed of it. The
shoots of willows of certain vigorous-growing kinds, when cut down to the

ground, produce, in two years, rods which admit of being split in two for

hoops for barrels ; while others, in one year, produce shoots mure or less

robust, and of different degrees of length, which are used, with or without their

bark on, for all the different kinds of basket-making and wickerwork. This

last application, indeed, is by far the most general purpose to which the willow

is applied. In the neighbourhood of London, the market-gardeners use the

smaller shoots of T. decfpiens for tying up broccoli, coleworts, and other vege-

tables sent to market in bundles; and, both in Britain and on the Continent, the

smaller shoots of w illows are used for tying the branches of trees to walls or

espaliers, for tying up standard trees and shrubs into shape, for making
skeleton frames on which to train plants in pots, for tying bundles and pack-

ages, and for a thousand other purposes which are familiar to every gardener,

or will readily occur to him in practice. The lop of willows, and all the

branches or old trunks which can be applied to no other useful purpose,

make a most agreeable fuel, producing, when dr\', a clear fire with little smoke;
but, when the wood is moist, it is apt to crack. In the time of Evelyn, willow-

wood appears to have been that principally used in the manufacture of char-

coal, both for smelting iron, and for gunpowder; but, for the former purpose,

it has long given way to the coke of mineral coal. It is still in request for

gunpowder, on account of its taking fire readily, and is esteemed by painters

lor their crayons.

The uses of the entire plant are various. Almost all the species being

aquatics, and of rapid and vigorous growth, they are peculiarly fitted for

planting on the banks of rivers and streams, for restraining their encroach-

ments, and retaining the soil in its place. Various other trees and shrubs,

from being also aquatics, and having numerous roots, are, no doubt, adapted for

this i)urpose, such as the alder ; but the willow has this great advantage, that

it grows readily by cuttings, and, therefore, does not require the soil to be dis-

turbed by the operation of planting. As coppice-wood, to be cut down every

six or eight years, S. caprea and its numerous varieties are valuable plants;

few others [)ro:lucing so great a bulk of hoops, poles, and faggot-wood in so

short a time, in a cold, moist, undrained soil. S. alba is also an excellent

species for coppice, where the soil is drier and better ; and forms a good nurse
for plantations of timber trees that are made in moist situations. The shrubby
kinds make hedges, both in dry and in moist soil ; but, in the latter, such
hedges are of most value on account of the use of their annual shoots in

basket-making. The sorts of willow that can be grown for timber with

most advantage are, S. alba, S. Uussellw/(«, .S'. fragilis, S. caprea, and some
others, which we have enumerated under the head of Culture. The trees

which are most ornamental are, the well-known .S'. babylonica, »V. alba mas, S.

alba foem., .S'. vitellina, S. pentandra, ^V. acutifolia, S. pne'cox, S. purpurea, S. i/elix

,

S. amygdalina, and some others. S. caprea is remarkable for the profusion of its

flowers ; .S", vitellina, for its yellow bark ; S. decipiens, for its white cane-like

shoots; and .S". acutifolia, and .S'. praeVox for their purple shoots, covered, when
not exceeding three or four years' growth, with a delicate bloon), like that of

5 c 4
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the plum. All the shrubby species are interesting or beautiful when planted

singly, and allowed to take their natural shapes ; but, unless planted very thinly

and allowed to grow old and round-headed, they do not mass well together.

They are therefore well adapted for the arboretum, and for indicating water,

or moist situations, but not for general use in ornamental plantations. Where-
ever willows are planted for the beauty of their blossoms, the male plant should

be chosen; because the colour and effect are produced chiefly by the anthers.

Willows in general, Gilpin observes, are trees of a straggling ramification, and

but ill adapted for use in artificial landscape ;
" except as pollards to charac-

terise a marshy country ; or to mark, in a second distance, the winding banks

of a heavy, low, sunk river ; which could not otherwise be noticed." Some
species, he says, he has admired ; and he particularises the S. alba, as having

a " pleasant, light, sea-green tint, which mixes agreeably with foliage of a

deeper hue." By far the most beautiful willow, when in flower, is S. caprea,

the catkins of which are not only larger than those of every other species,

but produced in greater abundance. Hence the great beauty of this willow

in early spring, and its importance as furnishing food to bees. " It is in

flower," says Dr. Walker, speaking with reference to the climate of Edin-

burgh, " between the ] 5th of March and the 8th of April. During this

time, whenever the thermometer is at or about 42° in the shade, accompanied

with sunshine, the bees come abroad. This is a temperature which often

occurs ; and, if bees have an opportunity, during that interval, of feeding

three or four days upon this willow, the hive will be preserved, when, without

this, it would probably perish."

As a curious use of the willow, it is mentioned in the Xouveau Du HameJ,

that the roots are more readily changed into branches, and the branches into

roots, than in any other species of a tree. All that is necessary is, to take up

a plant, and bury the whole of the branches in the soil, leaving the whole of

the roots above ground. Poiret, the writer of the article, says he saw this

done, in the neighbourhood of Marseilles, with a great number of plants of S.

alba; that the larger twisted roots became the principal branches, and pre-

served their general forms ; but that the young shoots produced by these took

the forms and appearances common to the species in its natural state.

Poetical and legendarj/ Allusions. The willow does not appear to have been

celebrated by any of the Greek poets, nor by any of the Latins, before the

Augustan age. Herodotus, however, speaks of the willow divining-rods of

the ancient Scythians ; and the use of the willow in basketwork, &c., is men-

tioned by many of the Latin prose writers. Martial alludes to the baskets

(bascaiidce) made of willow twigs by the ancient Britons.

" Barbara de pictis veni bascauda Britannis :

Sed me jam mavult dicere Roma suam."

" From Britain's painted sons I came.
And Basket is my barbarous name

:

But now I am so modish grown,
That Rome would claim me for her own."

The druids are said to have formed huge figures of wickerwork, which, on

great occasions, were filled with criminals, and set fire to (see Sat. Mag.,

vol. i. p. 74.) : but these baskets, according to Burnet and others, were

formed of the twigs of the oak, and not the willow. Virgil, Lucan, and

many other of the Latin poets, speak of the boats, shields, and other articles

formed, both by the Britons and Homans, from the twigs and branches of this

tree.
" The bending willow into barks they twine.
Then line the work with spoils of slaughter'd kine."

Rowe's Lucan, book iv.

Ovid gives a very good description of the situation in which willows generally

grow : —
" A hollow vale, where watery torrents gush.

Sinks in the plain ; the osier and the rush.

The marshy sedge and bending willow, nod
Their trailing foliage o'er the oozy sod." Met.,\i\x vii.
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Among the British poets who have sung this plant, most have alluded to the

willow being considered the emblem of despairing love. Herrick says,—
" A willow garland thou didst send

Perfumed last day to nic

;

Which did but only this portend,
1 was forsook by thee.

Since so it is, I '11 tell thee what.
To-morrow thou shalt see

Me wear the willow, after that"

To die upon the tree :"

and Spenser calls the tree

" The willow, worn by fjrlorn paramour."

Shakspeare thus represents Dido lamenting the loss of iEneas : —
" In such a night

Stood Dido, with a willow in her hand,
Upon the wild sea banks, and waved her love
To come again to Carthage ;"

and, again, in relating the death of Ophelia,

—

" There is a willow grows ascaunt the brook
That shows his hoar leaves in the glassy stream.
Therewith fantastic garlands did she make,
Of crow-flowers, nettles, daisies and long purples.
There on the pendent boughs her coronet weeds
Clambering to hang, an envious sliver broke

;

When down her weedy trophies and herself
Fell in the weeping brook."

Cowper says, •

" We pass a gulf in which the willows dip
Their pendent boughs, stooping as if to drink."

The allusions to this tree by modern poets are still more numerous ; but, as

they are too many to be all quoted, and as most of them are, besides, very well

known, we shall content ourselves with the following:—
" Odours abroad the winds of morning breathe.
And, fresh with dew, the herbage sprang beneath :

Down from the hills that gently sloped away
To the broad river shining into day
They pass'd ; along the brink the path they kept.
Where high aloof o'erarching willows wept,
Whose silvery foliage glisten'il in the beam.
And floating shadows fringed the cliequer'd stream." MontgoiMery,

'

The quotation from Lord Byron, given below, refers to the weeping willow,
and to the beautiful passage, hereafter quoted, when speaking of Sklix baby-
lonica, from the Psalms of David.

" On the willow thy harp is suspended,
O Salem ! its sound should be free

;

And the hour when thy glories were ended
But left me that token of thee

;

And ne'er shall its soft notes be blended
With the voice of the spoiler by me." Hebrew Melodies.

The legendary origin of the weeping willow, according to the Arabian story-

tellers, is as follows. " They say that,after David had married Bathshcba,he was
one day playing on his harp in his private chamber, when he found two strangers
opposite to him, though he had given strict orders that no one should intrude
upon his privacy. These strangers were angels, who made him convict himself
of his crime, nearly in the same manner as it is related in Holy Writ. David then
recognised in the strangers the angels of the Lord, and was sensible of the
heinousness of his offence. Forthwith he threw himself upon the floor, and
shed tears of bitter repentance. There he lay for forty days anil forty nights
upon his face, weeping and trembling before the judgment of the Lord. As
many tears of repentance as the whole human race have shed, and will shed on
account of their sins, from the time of David till the judgment-day, so many
did David weep in those forty days, all the while moaning forth psalms of
penitence. The tears from his eyes formed two streams, which ran fi'bm the
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closet into the anteroom, and thence into the garden. Where they sank

into the ground, there sprang up two trees, the weeping willow, and the

frankincense tree : the first weeps and jnourns, and the second is incessantly

shedding big tears, in memory of the sincere repentance of David." (Lan-
guage of Flotvers, p. 39.) The branches of one of the weeping willows on
the banks of tiie Euphrates are said to have caught the crown from the head
of Alexander the Great, when he passed under the tree in a boat on that

river; a circumstance which made the Babylonish diviners predict his earl}'

death.

Soil and Siluation. Almost all the willows are found fiaturally either in a

cold soil and moist climate, or, if in a sandy soil, within reach of water. The
low-growing kinils are sometimes, however, found in dry arid soils ; but in

such soils they are never in a thriving state. Willows are very seldom found

growing on moist peat bogs ; the only species observed in such situations

by Steele being the S. caprea and the S. pentandra, and these only sparingly

in peat bog that was dry. (See Siee/e's Histori/ of Peat AIoss,\). '^.) This

author tried the S. alba, S. fragilis, S. viminalis, and, in general, all the largest

and best willows, in every possible way, in peat soils ; and states that he is

" satisfied that they will not grow there, even on the sides of moss (peat bog)

ditches." {Steele in Gard. Mag., vol. iii. p. 256.) It will be recollected that

the moss here spoken of consists entirely of peat, without any admixture of

earthy matter ; and is totally different from the heath mould, which, in the

neighbourhooil of London, is often improperly called peat. It is observed by
Desfontaines, that willows, taken from the Alps, and planted in gardens, so

completely change their character and general aspect, as not to be recog-

nisable for the same species. Narrow leaves become broad ; those which are

shaggy and woolly, often smooth and shining; and plants only 1 ft. or 2 ft. high

attain the height of two or three yards. It has also been observed, that the

wood of willows, whether that of the trunks and branches, or of the young
shoots, is smaller, harder, tougher, and more compact and durable, than that

of willows grown in rich moist soils. In dry soils, also, the growth of the

plant is much slower than in moist ones. From these data, it may reason-

ably be deduced, that, when the object of growing willows is to preserve the

forms which they have in their natural habitats, these habitats should be imi-

tated as much as possible ; and that, on the contrary, when the object is to

ascertain what are species, and what only varieties, the soil and situation

should be uniform for all the sorts, of a richer quality, and of a description

more favourable for rapid growth, than what occurs to the average number of

sorts in a state of nature. Where bulky produce, either in timber, branches,

rods, or twigs, is the object, the soil ought to be good, and the situation and
other circumstances favourable to rapid growth. The best situation, when
the object is free and rapid growth, is on the sides of rivers and brooks which

pass through a level country. In such situations, the timber-producing kinds

attain a larger size than in any other ; and larger hoops and basket-rods are

there also produced : but both kinds of produce may also be obtained in dry

upland soils, that arc deep and free ; and the wood from such soils will be of

a finer grain, and the hoops and basket-rods smaller and tougher, than when
the growth has been impelled by an extraordinary supply of water. The best

tree willow for thriving in dry uplands is the S. alba ; and the best basket

willow is the grey or brindled willow, first recommended by Phillips of Ely,

under that name.
Propagation. All the w'.llows are propagated by cuttings ; though some of

the more rare alpine kinds root with difficulty. Some species propagate very

readily from seeds ; and there can be little doubt that grafting, and other

similar modes of propagation, would be as successful in this genus as in most
others. The cuttings for plants which are to be grown in nurseries previously

to their removal to their final situation maybe made of one-year-old wood,
about 1 ft. in Ungth, cut straight across at the lower end, and sloping at

the upper end. Thej may be about 1 ft. in length, 9 in. of which shoidd
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be inserted in the soil ; the cuttini^ being placed perpendicularly-, and the

soil pressed firmly to it, more especially at its lower extremity. The reason

why the lower end of the cntting is cut directly across, and not sloping like

the upper end, is, that it may form an equal callosity all round it, and, con-

sequently, throw out an ecpial number of roots from that callosity on every

side. The reason why the cutting is placed upright is, that the roots may be

principally formed at its lower extremity ; because that makes a handsomer

and more symmetrical plant than when tlie roots are protruded partly from

the lower end, and partly from the side. It is found from experience, that,

vhen a cutting is put in in a sloping direction, roots are protruded nearly

equally through ail that part that is bm-ii.Hl in the grouml, unless the soil has

been more closely pressed against one part than another; in which case

the roots will there be protruded in greater abundance ; and, if the soil has

not been pressed to the lower extremity, it will probably produce no roots

at all there, but rot. The upper extremity of the cutting is cut in a sloping

direction, merely to throw oil" the rain. When willows are to be planted

where they are finally to remain, cuttings may be made of the two-years-old

wood, about 2 ft. long, and cut in a sloping direction at both ends. The
advantages of choosing the two-ycars-old wood is, tiiat the plants produced

are more vigorous, which is not always desirable in plants that are to be trans-

planted, on account of their greater bulk, and the consequent expense of

their removal. The cuttings of the two-years-old wood should be inserted

in the grountl, either by means of an iron-pointed dibber, or merely by being

pushed in, at least 10 in. in length, and made firm by treading. They should

be inserted in a slanting direction ; in consequence of which, and also of

being made firm during the whole length of the part buried in the soil,

roots are protruded not only at the lower end, but throughout the whole

length of the [)art which is in the ground. This mode of making cuttings,

and of inserting them, is more particularly necessary when a [)lantation of

willows is made in a grassy surface on the banks of rivers or streams. Cut-

tings of the smaller kimls of willows, and especially of those kinds which are

somewhat difficult to strike, should be planted in a sandy soil, in a shady

situation, and kept moist. The few that are extremely difficult to strike

should have their cuttings formed of the growing wood with the leaves on

;

and, after being planted in sand, they should be covered with a hand-glass.

The best season for putting in cuttings of the winter's wood is the autumn,

in consequence of which the buds swell during the winter, antl are ready to

grow with vigour in the spring ; but in wet soil, and in climates where they

are liable to be loosened by the frost in the winter season, cuttings planted in

autunm ought to be made firm a second time in the spring.

The principal willow which propagates itself by seeds in Europe is the iS*.

caprea, and its very numerous allied kinds. The seeds are small and black, and

envelo[)ed in a tuft of cottony matter. They are ripe in May, or early in

June ; and they are speedily dispersed by the wind. If they fall in soil

moist and shaded from the sun, or if a heavy shower of rain happen soon

afterwards, they will spring up in three weeks, and produce plants 3 in. or

4 in. high before the end of the season. In France, Bosc informs us, this

kind of willow is sometimes raised from seed, in the government nurseries,

for transplantation into the national forests ; and all that it re(]uires is, to be

sown on an even surfiice, well watered, and very slightly covered with loose

litter. We are not aware of the will(;w having ever been grafted, though we
think very curious and beautiful plants might be formed by grafting the

trailing sorts standard high, or by grafting a number of sorts on one tree.

In some parts of England, seedling willows are collected in the indigenous

woods by the country people, by whom they arc sold to the local nurserymen,

who grow them for one or two years, after which they are ready for planting

in coppice-wooils.

Cullurc. The first point to be atteuiled to in the culture of any species

of willjw, no matter for what purpose, is, to determine whether the male or the
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female plant is the more desirable kind for the object of the cultivator. There
can be no doubt that the female of every species is the more vigorous-growing

plant; and, consequently, where timber or coppice-wood, hoops, or I'ods for

the larger kinds of basketwork, are the produce wanted, the female of the

species to be cultivated ought to be preferred, however difficult it may be,

in the present state of the nursery culture of willows, to procure plants

the sex of which is known. On the other hand, as'we have before observed,

when tough, yet delicate, rods are required for basket-making, not only the

finer-growing species, but the males of these species, ought to be selected. It

ought also to be borne in mind, as a general principle, that willows, to be of

any use, either as basket-rods, hoops, poles, or timber trees, must annually

ripen their shoots ; and that, in cold climates, this cannot be done where
they are grown in soil which is abundantly supplied with water late in the

season. Hence the colder the climate, the drier should be the soil; on
account of the necessity of perfectly ripening the wood. In regard to gene-

ral management, few ligneous plants require so little care as the willow, when
cultivated as timber or coppice-wood ; but considerable care is requisite

where it is grown for hoops or rods for wickerwork.
Culture of Tree Willows. Willow groves, or plantations of the tree in

masses for the production of timber, are best formed in low moist bottoms,

which, hov/ever, must be drained in such a manner as that the soil may
never become saturated with stagnant M'ater. When planted in rows, or as

single trees, the most eligible situation for the w'illow is along the high

banks of rivers, brooks, or ditches. Some sorts, and especially S. alba and
S. Russellirt«i7, may also be planted in upland soil in masses ; and S. caprea

will succeed in cold, boggy, or marshy soil, if drained ; but neither this nor
any other kind of tree willow will produce timber in peat, gravel, sand, or

chalk. When willows are intended to remain where they are first planted,

and to grow up as trees, all that is necessarj'. at the end of the first year's

growth, is to cut off all the shoots but the strongest one, which is left to

become the stem of the future tree. The after-management of thinning,

pruning, &c., differs in nothing from the ordinary routine culture of timber

trees. In felling willow trees when the bark is an object, the trees may
either be barked standing, in the month of May, and cut down in the August
following ; or cut down in May, and disbarked while lying on the ground.

Choice of Speciesfor growing as Timber Trees. S. alba, which will attain the

height of from 60 ft. to 80 ft. in 20 years. S. Russelh><«« and S. fragilis,

which are frequently confounded ; and, indeed, in external appearance
differ very slightly from each other, except in size. S. RusselhV/Ka grows
as rapidly, and to as great a height, as S. alba ; but S. fragihs, though it grows
with equal rapidity, does not attain so great a height. S caprea, and some
of its allied kinds, grow as rapidly as S. fragihs for three or four years ;

and will attain nearly the same height as that species in the same time

;

that is, on good soil, from 30 ft. to 40 ft. in twenty years. According to Bosc,

S. caprea is the most valuable of all the tree willows grown in France.

Other willows, which attain a timber-like size, or about 30 ft. or 40 ft. in twenty
years, are, S. triandra, S. rotundata, S. lucida, S. M.eyeridiia, S. preeVox, S.

Pontedevcina, S. acuminata, S. pentandra, S. vitellina, and S. «mygdalina.

Many, and perhaps most, of the other species, in good soil, if allowed sufficient

room, and trained to a single stem, would attain the size and character of
trees; but, with a view to timber, the four species first mentioned, viz. S.

alba, iS. IlusselliV/H/7, iS". fragilis, and S. caprea, are alone worth cultivating.

Culture of the Willow as Coppice-wood. The best sorts for this purpose
are S. caprea and its allied kinds. Plants may either be raised from
cuttings or from seeds, which are produced in great abundance. In the

plantation, they may be placed at 4 ft. or 5 ft. a])art every way ; and afterwards

thinned out as the stools increase in size. No other species of willow will

produce such vigorous shoots in a bad soil ; and in a gootl soil, after being

cut over, shoots of one year may frequentl}- be found from 10 ft. to 12 ft. in
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lengtli, and -2 in. in diameter at tlie lower end. Such slioots make excellent

hoops, or rods for cratework, hurdles, and different other wickerworks, and also

rods for tying plants, and for fencing. In good soil, a coppice of this

species, will produce the greatest return in poles, hoops, and rods, every five,

six, seven, or eight years ; and in middling soil, where it is grown chiefly for

faggot-wood, it will produce the greatest return every tin-ee, four, or five

j'ears. In bad soil (and on such soil only should it be grown for the leaves),

the plants should be cut over every year, or every two years, in the month
of August, and the leaves tlried in the same manner as hay, and afterwards

stacked. We are aware that there is a great prejudice in Britain against

feeding cattle with the shoots of any descri[)tion of ligneous plant, either in a
green or dried state : but let it be recollected that there is one exception in

the case of the furze ; and, if that is found so well worth culture as a herbage
plant, why may not the willow be found equally advantageous for a similar

purpose, under particular circumstances of soil, situation, and climate ?

For the coarser description of basketwork, the plants in a coppice-wood
may be cut over every year in the beginning of November. To preserve the
vigour of the stools, the shoots should not be cut over when in a green state,

in August, for two years in succession ; but a crop of the twigs with the
leaves on, cut at the end of August, should alternate with a crop of the
twigs without the leaves, cut in the following year in November. (See Bosc
N'ouv. Coins. d'Agri., torn xiii. p. 4-40.) These rules are founded on a prin-

ciple laid down by Varrennes de Fenille, that the poorer the soil is, the oftener

the wood that grows on it ought to be cut over.

T/ie Culture of the IVilloiv for Hoops. The best sorts for this purpose are

S. viminalis and .S". caprea. It is observed by Dr. Walker, that the <S'. vinii-

nalis was cultivated for hoops, in Holland, from the first establishment of the
herring fishery in that country, which, according to M'Culloch, was in 1164 ;

or, rather, from the epoch of the Dutch learning to pickle their herrings, and
pack them in barrels, w hich they were taught to do by Beukelson, who died in

1.397, and to whose memorj- Charles V. erected a magnificent tomb at Biervliet,

near Sluys. The Dutch boors. Dr. Walker informs us, without knowing any
thing of the sexes of willows, selected those plants of S. viminalis that
appeared to them to be of the most vigorous growth, and thus unintentionally

propagated only the female. As all the plants of S. viminalis grown in

Scotland were originally obtained from Holland, they are, consequently,
almost all females ; and we suppose the same thing is the case in England.
.We mention this circumstance here, because it shows the practical use that

may be made of a botanical knowledge of willows ; since, by ordering the
female only of any given species, the planter may be sure of having all strong
and vigorous-growing plants. The soil, for a plantation of hoop willows,

ought to be good and deep, well trenched, and even manured, before planting

the sets. It should be in a situation naturally moist, but so thoroughly
drained as at no time to be stagnated by water. The drains shoukl be at

regular distances, so as to throw the surface between them into beds, or compart-
ments ; and they may be made open, or built up on the sides, and covered
with flagstone. If they can be so arranged as to be filled with water at

pleasure, in the early part of sununer, that circumstance will contribute
materially to the rapid growth of the plants. Hoop willows may be grown
along the high banks of rivers or ditches where the extremities of the roots
will reach the water, but where the great body of them are in the soil above
its level, with perfect success ; but it is in vain to plant them upon poor or
dry soil, or upon soil, whether rich or poor, which is continually saturated

with water to within a foot or two of the surface. The cuttings may be
planted in rows 2 ft. apart, and at 18 in. distance in the rows. The shoots pro-
duced should not be cut ofFtill the second year after planting ; as by this time,

as Sang observes, " they will generally have formed one strong shoot, with,

probably, some inferior twigs. At the first cutting, care must be had not to

allow any part of the snjall twigs or side shoots to be left, but to cut them
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clean off: were a part of these small shoots allowed to remain, they might

produce a crop of twigs fit for wickerwork, but by no means adapted for

hoops. It is better to have a few good growths for that purpose, than a

profusion of inferior ones. At no period should any one stool be allowed

to bear many shoots, otherwise they will be small and worthless. Every

niana<i-er of willows has it in his power to increase or diminish the number of

shoots on the plants under his care ; for, if he take off the shoots clean by the

stem of the plant, in spring, the number of shoots will be proportionally

diminished in the following season." { Plant.. Ka/., y). 533.) Rods for hoops

may be cut at the end of the second or third year's grow th, according to the

size of the hoops wanted. In poor soil, or in plantations nearly worn out,

the rods will require three years' growth to enable them to attain their proper

size. " The proper season for cutting willow rods intended for hoops is

any time during the month of November, inmiediately after the leaves have

dropped. The cut should be made to within two or three buds of the place

whence the shoot issued ; and it should be in a sloping direction, at the back

of the uppermost bud left on the bottom of the shoot on the stool. In cut-

ting hoop willows from the stools, the swell at the bottom of the shoot only

should be left. This part is amply furnished with proper buds, to serve as

outlets for the rising sap ; so that it is unnecessary to leave so much at the

bottom of those as is necessary in the case of basket willows, especially as fewer

shoots are required in the present case." (Ibid., p. 5.34.) We agree with Sang in

being " decidedly hostile to the barbarous" manner in which coopers frequently

cut hoops fi-om the stools. Under the idea ofpreventing the hoops from being

split, they hack the rods off by cutting downwards with a hand-bill ;
" and

thus the under part left upon the stool is s[)lit into many pieces, to the

manifest injury of the plant." {Ibid.) The duration of willow plantations

grown for the hoops is considerably longer than when they are grown for

basket-making; because, in consequence of the stronger shoots, and of their

remaining on the stools two or three years, greater strength is thrown into

the root.

The Culture of Willows for BasJid-Iiods. Almost all the species of willows

may be grown for this purpose; but some are greatly preferable to others.

The most vigorous-growing basket willow is, unquestionably, S. viminalis

;

and it is also the sort most geneially cultivated for that purpose. It has

no disadvantage that we are aware of, except that in cold wet seasons, and

in a moist soil, it does not always ripen the pomts of its shoots. S. rubra,

S. ForbyftHo, »S'. decipiens, and S. stipularis are excellent species, of less

vigorous growth than S. viminalis, which ripen the points of their shoots

perfectly in most seasons. The best of these is, perhaps, S. Forby«Hr/. S.

triandra is nearly as vigorous as S. viminalis. S. //elix, S. vitellina,

and .S'. purpurea are very desirable species, where small tough rods are re-

quired. Various other sorts might be mentioned ; but these we consider as by

far the most valuable. The soil for basket willows ought to be deep, well

drained, and thoroughly prepared ; and the situation ought to be low, level,

and naturally moist; and, if there is a command of water for irrigation, so

much the better. " There are few soils," Sang observes, " that will not bear

willows ; yet some situations are very unfit for them. Dry and exposed
grounds, peat moss, and land covered with standing water, or a quagmire, arc

not at all suitable. Hollows, the soil of which is composed of rich, soft,

earthy particles, and which can be laid dry, are the most eligible for converting

into osieries ; and, if such can be occasionally soaked with water during the

dry months in summer, the situation may be considered perfect. Completely
draining the site of a basket willow plantation is the first step towards its

formation, and the foundation of its prosperity, and, consequently, of the

profit to be deiived from it. Drains, in any soil which is to be occupied
with a permanent crop of trees, should be constructed upon principles of
durability. If the drains be what are called rubble drains, the interstices will

soon be filled up with the fibres of the willow roots, which v i'l creep down
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to imbibe the oozing water. They ouglit, therefore, either to be open drains,

or drains buih on the siilcs, and covered over with flags, to prevent their

being clioked up with the roots. A variety of cases may, however, occnr,

where it will be unpossiblc to form covered drains ; or where, perhaps, the

expense might operate as a prohibition to doing so with the view of planting

willows. In such cases, the ground may be formed into beds of a less or

greater size, according to circumstances, by open cuts, or drains, of a sufhcient

width and depth to keep the soil dry. These open drains will require to be

cleaned out every autunni and spring ; and the cleanings may be scattered

over the general surface of the beds. In preparing ground for an osier plan-

tation, if the soil be j)oor, it should be as well dressed with dung as if it were
intended for a crop of wheat or barley. The manure most proper for willows

is stable dung." (P/ant. Ka/., p. 526.) Sang "tried lime as a manure for

willows, but found the twigs nmch fired, or spotted, with a sort of canker ; and,

in attempting to bend them, they readily broke over at the cankered place.

Indeed, if a plantation of osiers be formed previously to a thorough preparation

of the soil for the reception of the plants, the saving of the first expense will be

found a most severe loss in the end, by the diminution of the crop in the suc-

ceeding seasons. In no case should a plantation of willows be attempted,

but in prepared ground ; except, perhaps, where a few rows may be intro-

duced upon the very brink of a river, or on the top of the banks of ditches,

which form, in many instances, the barrier of the waters, where the soil can

scarcely be dug or otherwise ameliorated. Nothing can be farther from being

good management than planting the truncheons in grass land, and allowing

the sward to remain green under, or among the crop. Having fixed upon
the spot, and having also carefully prepared the ground, the next step is to

procure plants. These should be of the last year's wood, or of shoots of one
year old, taken from the under end of well-ripened shoots of good size,

and cut in a slanting du-ection, with a sharp knife ; and they shoidd be in

lengths of 1 ft. or 1 ft. 4 in. Every vigorous shoot will afford two or three

plants. The upper end, as far as it appears soft, being unripe, should be dis-

carded ; because such wood will only produce weak plants, and will not

make such good roots the first season, as the firmer parts of the shoots will

do. Pieces of two-years-old shoots of the same length, and cut in the same
manner, may also be used ; but these are more expensive, and not better for

the purpose, than the former. The distances at which osiers for baskets or

wickerwork ought to be planted are 18 in. between the rows, and 12 in.

apart in the rows. This distance will not be too thick for at least five or six

years ; but, after that period, every alternate plant should be stubbed up

;

which will leave those remaining at 2 ft. apart in the rows." (Jdid., p. 529.)
" Osier plantations," Sang continues, " must be carefully hoed and cleaned

every year. Nothing contributes more to the raising of a good crop of twigs,

after due preparation of the soil, than keeping it and the plants clean. The
stools should be carefully attemled to annually, from the first year of pro-

ducing a crop of twigs, in order to keep them clear of rotten stumps, and not

to allow them to be overcrowded at the bottoms of the shoots. When these

have become too numerous, they sliould be carefully thinned out, and also cut

down, leaving only an eye or two at tlie bottom of each, until they be dimi-

nished to such a number as the stool is capable of su[iporting with vigour

throughout the season. A basket-maker finds more service from one shoot of

6 ft. or 8 ft. in length, than from four of .3 ft. in length ; and one of the first

dimensions will not exhaust the stool or the land so much as four of the

others. The proper season for cleaning and thinning the stocks is from the

1st of March to the middle of April." (Ihid., p. 530.) The rationale of

choosing this season for the operation of cleaning the plants is, that, if it were
performed in the autumn, the germs of the buds existing at the base of the

small shoots cleaned oft" would swell in the course of the winter, and be

liable to throw out shoots in the following spring ; whereas, by delaying the

cutting off" of these till the sap is in motion, the germs remain dormant, the
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whole current of the sap being taken up by the buds ah-eady fully formed.

"The cleaning of the plants," Sang continues, "is done with a sharp knife ; and,

if it has been regularly attended to from the establishment of the plantation,

it is neither troublesome nor expensive : indeed, this care is necessary, were

it only for keeping the plants free from destructive insects. The shoots

should not be cut till the second autumn after planting; for, by being allowed

to remain uncut for such a length of time, the stools become stronger and more

able to produce a good crop, than if cut at an earlier period. Indeed, by the

tliird autumn after planting, under the above management, the crop will be

of very considerable value." {Ibid., p. 332.)

Cutting. The proper season for cutting basket willows is the autumn,

immediately after the fall of the leaf. The advantage of cutting at this

season is, tliat the buds which are left to produce the shoots for the succeed-

ing crop immediately begin to swell, and grow in strength diu'ing the winter
;

and, consequently, they make much earlier and stronger shoots in the following

spring. Immediately after cutting the rods, they are tied up in bundles, each

generally about 3 ft. 9 in. in girt, and if they are not intended to be used green,

that is with the bark on, they are set on their tliick ends in standing water,

to the depth of Sin. or 4 in. Here they remain during winter and spring,

till the shoots begin to sprout, which generally happens, in the neighbourhood

of London, about the end of February, when they are ready to be peeled.

Sometimes it happens that osiers are cut with the leaves on, in which case they

should never be tied up in bundles, on account of the fermentation that would

be produced by binding them closely together in that state; but the rods

should be set up thinly and loosely on end, their tops leaning against a rod

supported on two props.

In Cambridgeshire, when a basket-maker purchases green rods, he measures

the bundles, or bolts, as they are termed, by a band an ell long (liyard, or

3 ft. 9 in.) ; which band, previously to tying it round the rods, he marks at the

point to which the given length extends : with this he binds the bundle as soon

as it appears large enough to fill the band, and afterwards completes the bundle

by pushing under the band as many rods as he can. For this purpose, the large

rods are laid aside, from their filling up the given space more quickly than the

smaller ones ; and all the rods must be laiil parallel to one another in the

l)undle. Three bands are bound round each bundle; viz. one towards each

extremity, and the third in the middle. The one nearest the lower end, which

should be at the distance of 1 ft. 6 in. from the bottom, is the measuring band.

In forming their bundles, basket-makers tie up a small armful (which they call a

calf), and place it in the middle of the bottom of the bundle, so that the ends

extend about 1 ft. beyond the bottom, and tic it up in this state. By lifting

up the bundle a few times, and letting it fall on its base to the ground, the

calf is driven up, and, acting as a wedge, tightens the bundle. A machine

called a dumb-boy, made of wood and rope, is used by some purchasers for

compressing the greatest possible number of rods into a bundle. Another

machine, called a cow, which is made of iron, has a still greater power of

compression than the dumb-boy. The usual price for connnon green osiers,

in Cambridgeshire and Suffolk, is \s. Qd. per bundle. About London, the

bundles are of the same size, and the price varies from 2s. to 3^. per bundle.

The 0-pcration of Feeling is very simple, and is commonly done by infirm or

old men or women, at so much a bundle. The apparatus for peeling consists

of two round rods of iron, nearly ^in. thick, 1 ft. 4 in. long, and tapering a

little upwards, welded together, at tlie one end which is sharpened, so that the

instrument may be easily thrnist down into the ground. When the instrument

is inserted in a piece of firm ground, the peeler sits down opposite to it,

takes the willow rod or twig in his right hand by the small end, and puts a

foot or more of the thick end into the instrument, the prongs of which he

presses together with his left hand, while with his right he draws the willow

towards him ; by which operation the bark will at once be separated from the

wood : the small end is then treated in the same manner, and the peeling is
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completed. (Snug.) Another mode is, to fix a [)laiilv on legs at a convenient
height, so as to form a stool, or small hench, having holes bored in it with an
inch auger : into these is put a stick, the upper end of which is cleft

;

and through this cleft the willow twigs are drawn, to separate them from the

hark, in the same manner as through the iron rods. {Mitch. DouL, p. fiO.)

After being peeled, the rods will keep in good condition for a long time, till a
proper market is found for them. It may be useful here to remark, that

osiers in the peeled state will keep better to wait a market, than if left with
the bark on ; and that they never fail to produce a greater return in the peeled

state, after paying for the labour of peeling, than thej tlo when sold immediately
after they are cut from the stools. (Plant. Kal., p. 534.)

Whitened, or peeled, rods are lied up in bundles, the band of which is .3 ft.

G in. long, and sold, about London, at from 5.s. to 7> per bolt, or bundle. The
rods which have the best sale in the London market are those of S. triandra.

Green rods are sold by the score bolts, and whitened rods are sold by the

load of 80 bolts. En Clovent Garden Market, in and around which there are

several basket-makers, the rods of S. viminalis are by far the largest brought
to market ; and, whether with or without the bark o;;, to them is exclusively

applied the term osiers. All the other kinds of willow rods are exclusively

termed willows ; and those most frequently exposed for sale, with the bark
on, are S. decipiens and S. triandra. All the larger baskets, and all the ham-
pers, are made of the rods of ^9. vhninalis. In Germany, and also frequently

in Scotland, the willows, after being cut and tied up m bolts, are stacked, or
kept in an airy shed ; and, when the bark is to be removed, it is effected by
boiling or steaming them. The rods, thus prepared, are considered to be
rather more durable than when the bark is separated in consequence of the
rising of the sap ; and they may be used immediately after cutting, instead of
remaining in a useless state for several months.

Ba>iket-niafdng, in the commonest form of the manufacture, is a very sim|)le

operation ; and in most parts of Europe it was formerly understood Jay every
country labourer, and practised by him for himself or his master, as it still is

in Russia, Sweden, and other countries of the north. In Britain, and es-

pecially in Scotland, it was the custom, some years ago, for every gardener to

imderstand basket-making, and it generally formed a part of his occupation in

the winter evenings ; but this is no longer the case : gardening is now be-
come a more intellectual occupation, and the rising generation of gardeners
are obliged to spend their evenings, and every spare moment, in reading.
Still, we think that every gardener, forester, and woodman ought to know
how to make a common garden basket, and more esjiecially those wicker-
work structures which are now in very general use for the protection of half-

hardy trees and shrubs, when young, and planted out in the open garden.
These wicker structures are formed on the familiar principle of wattling a
hurdle or wickerwork fence, and, therefore, we shall not enter into details

respecting them in this place, but refer our readers to the Gard. Mag., vol. xiii.,

in which they will find a copious article, illustrated by engravings, on the
fabrication of wickerwork for garden purposes. We shall here confine our-
selves to giving a slight outline of garden basket making, as practised in Scot-
land and Germany, by gardeners.

Every basket, according to the Scotch and German mode of construction,
consists of two parts; the main ribs, or principal parts of the framework
of the structure; and the filling in, or wattled part, or web. The principal
ribs, in common baskets of a roundish form, are two : a vertical rib, or hoop,
the upper part of which is destined to I'orm the handle ; and a horizontal
hoop, or riu), which is destined to support all the subordinate ribs, on
which the wands are wattled. The two main ribs are first bent to the re-

quired form, and made fast at their extremities by nails or wire. They
are then joined together in their proper position, the one intersecting the
other ; and they are afterwards nailed together, or tied by wire, at the points
of intersection. The operation of wattling is next connnenced, by taking the

:> I)
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small end of a wand, and passing it once or twice round the cross formed by the

points of intersection ; after which one, or perhaps two, secondary ribs are in-

troduced on each side of the vertical main rib. The wattling is then proceeded

with a little farther, when two or more secondary ribs are introduced ; and

this process is continued till a sufficient number of subordinate ribs are put

in to support the wattling of the entire structure. For coarse baskets,

wattled with rods having the bark on, the distance of 3 in. or 4 in. between

the subordinate ribs, at the widest part, will be sufficient ; but for baskets

made of peeled rods, even of the largest size, 4 in. are rather too much.

When the form of the basket is a square or a parallelogram, exactly the same

process is pursued ; but greater care and skill are required in bending both the

main ribs and the subordinate ribs to the required forms. To facilitate this,

the rods which are to form the main ribs, and also those for the secondary

ribs, are split up the middle ; and, to render it easier to bend them, they are

steeped for some hours in cold water. The rods intended for the subordinate

ribs are sometimes split into four parts ; and, in bending both the main and

the subordinate ribs, the pith is always kept inwards, so that the outer side

presents a smooth surface. When the rods are to be split in two, a common
knife is made use of; but when they are to be split into three or more parts,

a piece of hard wood, 7 in. or 8 in. long, and about 1 in. in diameter, and cut

so as to present three or four sharp eilges radiating from its centre, called

a cleaver, is made use of. The knife being entered at the thick end of the rod,

so as to split it into three or four parts for the length of 1 in., the split part is

entered on the cleaver, and drawn against it till the whole rod is split from

one end to the other. This process is more simple, rapid, and easy in the

execution, than in the description.

Another Scotch mode of forming baskets and small hampers is, by com-
mencing at the centre of what is to form the bottom, and working from that

outwards, and, after the bottom is completed, upwards. In proceeding

according to this mode, two ribs, or larger wantls, are laid on the floor, cross-

ing each other at right angles; and one or two small wands are woven round

them, as a nucleus in which to insert the end of other ribs. These ribs,

it is evident, may be increased in number, and extended in direction, at plea-

sure, so as either to make the bottom of the basket circular, oval, or right-

angled. When the work is completed as for as the sides, the ribs are

turned upwards, and the work continued in a [)erpendicular direction as high

as required ; when a horizontal rod, or rim, can be introduced, and made
fast to the upright rods by wattling. If a handle is wanted, it can readily

be added.

The English mode of basket-making, which is in many respects easier than

the Scotch and German mode, is ejected by means of willow rods of one
year's growth alone; whereas the Scotch mode requires the addition of rods

of two years' growth for the handles, rims, and ribs ; and, in the case of all

l)askets intended to be tolerably strong, of rods, for these purposes, of a tough

and more durable kind of wood, such as ash, oak, hazel, &c. By the English

mode, the workman begins on the floor, on which he lays two, three, or more
rods, but commonly three, parallel to and touching each other, and cut to the

length of the diameter of the bottom of the basket. On these three rods are

placed other three, parallel to and touching each other at right angles, cut also

to the length of the diameter of the bottom of the basket. The operator now
puts his foot on the centre of intersection of the six rods, and begins to make
the rods fast there, by interweaving, or wattling, round them, with small rods.

As he proceeds with his interweaving, he frequently turns round the skeleton

l)ottom, under his foot, spreading out the rods which form the ribs, so that

their extremities, after two or three courses of wands have been woven in,

are at equal distances from each other in the circumference of what is to form
the bottom of the basket, like the spokes of a wheel. The weaving being

carried on to the full extent of the bottom, the latter is now turned upside

down, and, the points of the radiating ribs being cut off, a w illow rod is inserted
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on each side of each rib, and turned upwards ; the whole being kept in an
upright position by being bound sh'ghtly together at their upper extremities.

Rods are now interwoven between these upright rods, as high as required for

the depth of the basket ; after which the rods are loosened at the top, and
their ends brought down and plaited into an edge or brim, which, as we have be-

fore observed with regard to splitting the willows, is an operation much more
easily and rapidly performed tiian described. A small round basket or ham-
per is now producetl, like those in which potatoes are exposed for sale in the

London markets, ami to this a handle may be added by inserting in the inter-

woven part of the sides two or three rods close together, at opposite points

of the rim, pushing them down to near the bottom, and plaiting their upper
ends together so as to form a handle. A handle is also sometimes made by
forcing down the ends of a thick rod, in the woven work, before the rim is

completed ; and plaiting round it two or more of the ends of the rods which
form tiie ribs from each side. The durability of the Scotch basket is much
greater than that of the English one ; not only on account of the greater du-

rability of the handle and ribs, but, in the case of peeled rods, by the bark

being loosened by boiling, instead of by the rising of the sap.

Both modes of basket-making will readily be understood from the follow-

ing figures :

—

127^

Fig. 1277. shows the handle and rim of the commonest form of Scotch
basket, made fast at the points of intersection.

Fig. 1278. shows the same skeleton, with the ribs of one side added, and
the wattling, or woven work, commenced.

1279

Fig. 1279. shows the commencement of the English mode of basket-making

;

in which a represents the six rods that are to form the bottom of the basket,

5 D 2
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laid down crossing each other at right angles ; and /; the second stage, in

which the rods are made fast by the commencement of the weaving process.

Figs. 1280. and 1281. show the progress of weaving the bottom ; the latter

being what ultimately becomes the under side, and the former the upper

side.

1280 12S1

Fig. 1282. shows the bottom complete, the under side of it being uppermost.
Fig. 1283. shows the bottom turned upside down, the points of some of

the radiating ribs cut off; some of the rods
which are to form the side ribs inserted

;

and the side weaving commenced, as indi-

cated by the four rods at c.

Fig.128-1'. shows thebasket nearly completed,

with part of the rim finished, and the rod on
which the handle is to be placed inserted.

Fig. 1285. shows the rim completed, and
part of the handle plaited.

These details will be sufficient to enable

every gardener or woodman to form a common

1282

coarse basket, which, we think, is all that, in

the present state of the division of labour, can

be required of him. Those who are desirous

of farther information on this subject may
consult our article already referred to, in the

Gard. Mng., vol. xiii., or the Encyclopcedia

Britannica, ed. 183G; or, if they have an op-

portunity, spend an hour or two in the manu-
factory of an extensive basket-maker.

Baskets made of peeled rods, when com-

pleted, are washed with clean water, and after-

wards put into a close room, and bleached by

the vapour of sulphur. A small iron vessel

is made red-hot, and set in the centre of the

room, which is filled with baskets piled up all

round the sides of the room. A lump of

1283
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sulphur (lAlb. is sufficient for a room 10 It. on every side, and 10 ft. high)

is then dropped into the iron vessel, and the operator instantly leaves the

room, shutting it close, and leaving it for ten or twelve hours, generally

all night. The chemical explanation of the mode in which the sulphureous

gas generated operates has not, we are informed by chemists, been yet sa-

tisfactorily given. Some kinds of osiers whiten much better than others.

One of the best for this purpose is S. amygdalina ; next, S. triandra, and

S. decfpiens ; and the worst is S. Torhydiia, the rods of which cannot be

whitened at all.

Profit of a Plantation of Osiers for Wiclcerivork or BasJcetwork.— Much has

been said of the great profit to be obtained from a plantation of willows for

hoops or basket-making ; on which, as in all similar cases, it may be observed,,

that extraordinary care, in the case of any crop whatever, will be attended

with extraordinary produce ; and that, wherever there is extraordinary profit

without extraordinary care, there must be extraordinary risk. This last is

the case with willow plantations, in common v.ith those of the hop, of rape

for seed, and of various other crops. Mitchell quaintly remarks that, where

a quantity of land is planted w ith basket willows, " a man will do well to

make a net profit of 10/. per acre; for the plants are very subject to the

depredations of insects." In the Transactions of the Societyfor the Encourage-

ment of Arts, vol. xxiii., for 180a, an account is given of a plantation of seven

acres, made in the fen lands of Ely, from which we extract the following

details: — The land was cast into beds 12 ft. wide, and raised 18 in. higher

than the general surface, by the earth taken out of the intervening open dijains.

Fourteen thousanti sets were [)lantcd per acre, and the following is an account

of the result:

—

5 u 3
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First Cost per Acre.

Forming the bed ...
14,000 sets, at II. per 1000
Planting, at 3s. per 1000 -

Weeding twice the first season

s. d.

2
16

Total cost the first year £28 18

Annual Expense per Acre-

Rent -.....-
Weeding - - . . .

Parish rates and fences . . .

Cutting the rods, at 3s. per score bun-
dies of 45 in. girt - . . -

Interest of 28/. 18s., the first cost

Annual filling up of casualties -

£
16
10

i. d.

10

6

Total expense per annum £4 15

Produce.
Annual value of 160 bundles of rods, at Is. id.

Total expense per annum ...
£ s. d

- 10 13
- 4 15

Net profit 5 18

The additional expense of peeling would be about 4:1. per acre ; but the rods

peeled would have sold at a much higher price in proportion.

In vol. xxiv. of the same work, an account is given of a willow plantation

in Suffolk, in which the ground was ploughed and harrowed ; the expense of

which, and of planting the sets, was 21. 2s. per acre ; and the number of sets

planted was 12,000 per acre, which cost 10/. The price of cuttings of osiers,

in Cambridgeshire, in 1826, was, for S. viminalis, 8s. per thousand, and for the

less common kinds, \0s. or 12*. per thousand. Sang mentions inferior soils in

Scotland, which have produced from 25/. to 30/. per acre for several years in

succession ; the annual expense of cleaning being from 25s. to 35s. per acre,

exclusive of cutting, rent, interest of prime cost, and other charges.

Culture of the Willowfor Hedges.— The best kinds of willows for hedges are

those which belong to S. caprea, because the young shoots of these kinds are

most rigid, and are certain of annually ripening their wood ; while the catkins

are the most valuable of all others for bees; and the clippings, or trimmings,

which should be cut off in August or September, are the most valuable of

willow fodder for horses and cattle. Add, also, that this species of willow is

one of the most durable and woody kinds, and that when the hedge is cut

down it will reproduce itself the same season ; and, with a little assistance

from art, become a fence the season following.

Fences of live Willow are, in some
cases, formed by inserting rods of two
years' growth, such as are used for

making hoops, reduced to the length

of 6 ft. ; and 1 ft. or 1 ft. 6 in. being
inserted in the soil, a fence is at once '*V,^\s4/*\./''\^^\iv:!^\/%J
produced 4 ft. 6 in. in height. These «: l?s IX mJ( ^ss' sK M
rods may either be inserted in a ver-

tical direction parallel to each other,

and 6 in. or 8 in. asunder, as in Jig. 1287. a; in a sloping direction parallel to

each other, as in fig. 1287.6; or crossing each other at right angles, as in

fig. 1286. In the latter case, the rods require, in order to make a fence

1287

1286

5 tt. 6 in. high, to be cut to the length of 7 ft. or 8 ft. ; but a fence so formed
has this advantage, that the rods may be much farther apart than when they
are placed either vertically or sloping, and parallel to each other. In the two latter
cases, also, a top rod, or rail, is required to unite the ends of the parallel rods

:
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but tilis horizontal roil may be (.li.s|)cnse(l with where the roils are planted
crossing each other ; as, wlicn that is the case, eaeii is kept in its phice by a
single tie at any |)oint »)!" intersection near the top of the fence. The advantage
of placing the rods either sloping or intersecting is, that they push equally

throughout; whereas, when placed perpendicularly, they push chiefly at the

summit. The durability of fences of this description depends entirely on their

management ; on suttering no one rod, or plant, to grow more vigorously than
another; and cutting the hedge regularly every year, either in summer for the
leaves as fodder, or in November for the twigs for basket-making ; and in

keeping the ba.se of the hedge at least twice the width of the top.

Culture of Willows as ornamental Trees or Slirul/s, It is almost needless to

repeat what we have before stated on the subject of rendering trees and shrubs
either gardenesque, or picturesque, according to the character of the scene in

which they are to be [)laced. As gardenescjue objects, all the shrubs, as well

as the trees, will have most eftect when trained to a single stem, if only to the
height of "^ ft. or 3 ft. This alone gives them the character of art. All the
trailing sorts, such as S. herbacea, S. reticulata, &.C., to be truly gardenesque,
ought to be grafted standaril high, for the same reason. For picturesque
decoration in artificial scenery, all the upright shrubby and tree willows may
be scattered or grouped along the margin of water; and all the creeping or
traihng kinds placed on rockwork, and left to take their natural shapes.

Such species of willow as S. pentandra, S. Iiicida, and one or two others,

from having little of the aspect common to the willow family, antl, conse-
quently, their forms not being associated with the idea of moist soil or water,
may be placed near a house, or in a shrubbery or flower-garden, on account
of their fragrance and early blossoms: but this cannot be recommended with
respect to willows in general, which always convey the idea of the vii'iuity of
water, or of marshy ground.

A Salietuiu is the only scene in which a complete collection of willows can
be displayed to advantage ; because, as we have already observed, willows are
not trees that will associate well with any other kinds. We would by no
means recommend a salictum to be formed along the margin of water where
the plants can be seen only on one side ; unless, indeed, the object were to form
picturesque scenery. In this case, the plants may be groupetl in various ways

;

some on the margin of water, others on the open lawn, and some on rocks,
banks, and stony [daces. A salictum where the object is to preserve as much
as possible the indigenous characters of the kinds, ought to contain various
surfaces and kinds of soil ; and be wholly aquatic in some places, and rocky,
gravelly, sandy, or arid, in others. Such a salictum is admirably adapted for

hilly countries ; and, as almost all the willows are natives of cold climates,

a salictum of this kind would be a scene particularly suitable for the
north of Scotland. A gardenesque salictum is that which would produce
most eftect in a fertile and level country ; and, if water is at command, it may
either be conducted in drains under the surface, for the purpose of irrigation

at pleasure; or it may appear in a canal, surrounding the salictum, and assum-
ing a gardenesque or artistical form ; or in a geometrical or gardenesque pond
in the centre. In such a salictum, all the plants ought to be placed singly,

with an ample space between them to allow each to attain its natural size and
shape. The creeping and trailing sorts ought also to be planted singly, and
allowed free space to extend themselves on every side ; because, here, the
object being more to display botanical character in a gardenesque manner
thun to exhibit the curious gardenesque, it would hardly be proper to graft

the creeping and trailing sorts standard high, so as to make trees totally

dift'erent from any ever seen in nature.

As all the species of »S'alix flower in early spring, or from the beginning of
March to the middle of June, and as the flowers are, in the daytime when
the sun shines, covered with bees, the salictum is one of the most cheerful
and inviting of garden scenes after the gloom of winter has passed away.
For this reason, it is desirable that the soil of the salictum should be dry at

.5 D +
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that season, in order that the walks may be used without the risk of damping
the feet. For the same reason, also, when it can be accomplished, the salictum

should not be at any great distance from the shrubbery or the flower-garden.

Let us suppose a collection of a hundred sorts of willows, planted in good
soil, with sufficient room to assume their natural sizes and shapes; that the

j)lants have been ten years planted ; and that they are all in flower, or coming
into flower; and we shall readily imagine that a scene of so much of a particular

kind of beauty and splendour has never yet been presented to the botanist or the

lover of gardening. For such a salictum, two or three acres would be requisite;

but these, we should think, might easily be spared in the parks of wealthy pro-

prietors in England, or in the grounds of gentlemen having residences in the

mountainous districts of Wales and Scotland.

Accidents, Diseases, and Insects. The willow is subject to few accidents or

diseases; but it is liable to be attacked by many insects. 5alix fragilis

Mathew states to be subject, in Scotland, to a disease similar to what the

canker is in the apple tree. This disease, he says, is generally concentrated in cer-

tain parts ofthe bark and alburnum of the trimk; a portion of the branches above
which withers, and the uppermost boughs, after a time, assume the appearance
of a stag's head anil horns; which, from the indestructibility of these dead
branches, the tree retains for many years ; and hence the name of stag's-head

osier, which is applied to this species. This disease, and other causes, espe-

cially in old trees, give rise to rottenness in the trunk ; which, in the willow,

from its being comparatively a short-lived tree, takes place, more especially in

wet soils, much sooner than in most other species. Mr. Sang mentions (^Kal.y

p. 527.), that he found lime produce canker in the twigs of basket willows;

so that, when he attem[)ted to bend them, they broke short off at the cankered
place. (Seep. 1469.)

One of the earliest notices of insects injurious to willows is given by Mr.Wil-
liam Curtis, in vol.i. of theZ,iH7?tz?ff?/ Z'r«?iSrtc//o;w, published in 1 79 1. This article

we consider so interesting and instructive, that we shall here give it almost entire.

It was read before the Linneean Society in November, 1788:— " Several species

of willow, particularly tlu'ee of the most useful and ornamental, the S^ alba,

the S. fragilis, and the S. babylonica, are well known to be subject to the

depredations of numerous insects, and of the larvae of the C'ossus Ligniperda

(already described as attacking the elm, see p. 1386.) in particular, which feed

on the substance of the wood, and prove uncommonly destructive to the

latter species ; for, as the larvae in each tree are generally numerous, in the

course of a few years they destroy so much of the trunk, that the first

violent gale of wind blows down the tree. So infested are the weeping
willows, in many nurseries, with these insects, that scarcely one in ten can be
selected free from them." The willows are infested, also, in the same way by
the larvEe of the t'erambyx moschatus ; and also by those of a species of the

t'urculionidae, which was little suspected of committing similar depredations,

but which, in proportion to its size, is no less destructive than those of the

C'erambyx and Cossus. The larvae of a species of Nitidula [.S'ilpha L.] are

also found to be injurious in a similar manner to those above named.
In the beginning of June, 1780, Mr. Curtis observed a young tree of the

iSalix viminalis, which had been planted in his garden two years, and which
was about 6 in. in diameter, throwing out from various parts of its trunk

a substance somewhat resembling sawdust, which fell at its base in no incon-

siderable quantity. This substance, on a closer examination, was found to

proceed from holes about the size of a goose-quill, penetrating deeply into the

substance of the wood, obliquely upwards and downwards. On its first

coming out, it appeared of the colour of the wood, and -was moist ; and as it

grew dry it became of a browner colour. The whole of the trunk where this

internal operation was going forward emitted a smell somewhat like beer in a
state of fermentation ; and various insects, allured thereby, settled on the tree,

and seemed eiigerly to imbibe nourishment from it : among othei's, the Vanessa
Atalantfl!, Cetonia aurata, J'pis mellifica, Cantharis [Telephorus] livida, with
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various species of J/iisca>, were frequent attendants. On the 10th of June,

Mr. Curtis took the C'eranibyx moscliatus on the trunk, hut saw only one.
" These extraordinary appearances," Mr. Curtis continues, " strangely ex-

cited my curiosity ; 1 therefore often visited the tree, and, on minutely

examining its bark, I discovereil several small coleopterous insects in its

crevices, which at first, from their great similitude, I mistook for the C'imex

lectularius : a more close inspection, however, soon convinced me that it was
A'ilpha grisea [Nitidula grisea Fab., ilj-c-.]. On examining the sawdust-like

substance in its moist and fermenting state, I discovered many small larvae

feeding amongst it, which, when fully grown, were about a barleycorn in

length ; the body somewhat flattened, of a dirty white colour, having G fore

feet and 2 hind ones ; the head of a brightish brown colour, furnished with

t\\ o jaws ; each joint of the body projecting at the sides, so as to give it a

kind of serrated appearance ; the neck of a blackish brown colour, with two
or more rows of small dots running therefrom down the back to the tail, which
was terminated by four small setse, turning a little upwards, the two lowermost

by much the longest. The larva were generally found in considerable numbers
together, and, on being disturbed, ran pretty briskly. From their size, and
other concurring circumstances, I had no doubt but they were the larvse of
the i^ilpha grisea, feeding on the

spoils of the tree's grand internal j^Tfh^ 1288

enemy, t'ossus Ligniperda." Mr.
Curtis, being determined to get

a sight of the N. grisea, with a

hatchet chopped out a piece of

the tree, sufficient for the disco-

very ; when the large maggots re-

presented in fig. 1288. at a, b, were
found in perpendicularly cylin-

drical cavities, corroding the sub-

stance of the wood : they were

about twice or thrice as large as the maggot of the hazel nut, and very much
resembling it in shape; of a yellowish white colour, gross body, apparently

without any legs, having a shining head of a chestnut colour, armed with

strong jaws.

On the 25th of July, cutting out a piece more of the tree, Mr. Curtis " dis-

covered several 5ilphce [Nitidulge] as represented mfig.\2^9.; and, at the same
time, found on the bark of the tree the Curculio [Cryptorh\ nchus Illig.}

lapathi {fig. 12&8. d, c); and, on cutting further into the tree, found the same
species just broken forth from its pupa (r)." Mr. Curtis "was then satisfied

that all the mischiefwhich had been done to the tree was effected by this spe-

cies of C'urculionidae," viz. C. lapathi (r/, e) ; and which he " had some years

before found in great i)lenty on the leaves of the same species of 5alix,"

viz. S. viminalis. Having succeeded in discovering the |)rincipal circum-

stances of the history of this insect, Mr. Curtis was not a little anxious to

find the Nitidula in its pupa state ; and, after searching for it in vain on, and
under, the bark of the tree, " I found," he sa)s, " plenty of them under the

surface of the ground, among the moist earth and sawdust, and several, also,

of the same insect in its perfect state. I had no op|)ortunity of observing in

what manner the female t'urculio lapathi deposited her eggs : most probably

they are laid under the bark at first, or in some crack or crevice of the tree,

arising from an injury ; at least, that is the mode in which the female t'os-

sus Ligniperda deposits its eggs, and to prevent which, we cannot be too much
on our guard ; for, if the larvae have once entered the tree, we shall in vain

seek a remedy. If the tree, therefore, sustain any injury from lopping, or
from any other cause, a piece of canvass, spread over with some adhesive
resinous substance, should be applied to the wound ; or the nurseryman n)ay

find his account in matting over the I)odies of his young trees during the

months of June and July, when the moth comes out of its chrysalis; or,
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perhaps, brushing them over at that period with some coal tar " may, by its

smell, which is known to be offensive to all insects, deter any from settling on
the trees for some days or weeks. ln_fig. 1289.,/shows the larvae of Nitidula

128!)

grisea ; g, one of the same larvae magnified ; /i, the pupa of the Nitidula grisea ;

i, the pupa magnified ; k, the perfect insects ; and /, the perfect insect magnified,

(im. Trans., vol. i. p. 89.)

Cryptorhynchus lapathi is exceedingly abundant in the osier beds near

Barnes and Mortlake. In the perfect state, it is very sluggish, remaining

nearly stationary upon the leaves and slender twigs, to which it attaches

itself very firmly, by means of its broad cushioned tarsi, and probably, also, by

the bent hook at the extremity of the tibiae. Several intei'esting particulars

are recorded relative to this species in Howitt's Book of the Seasons. In

the late Mr. Haworth's Revieiu of Entomology, published in the first part

of the old Entomological Societys Transactions, is given an extract from the

Ashmolean AppendLv to Ray's Histoiia Insectoricm, relative to the " Curculio

lapathi of Liunieus, the ancient spelling of which appears to have been

Gurgulio ; which species was selected for two reasons ;
" the one, because it is

a well-known insect; and the other, because, according to this ingenious author,

it possesses, though feebly, the faculty of voice ; which is a piece of informa-

tion for which I am altogether indebted to this tract." " Lacessitus vocem
quserulam dedit." The sound here alluded to is produced by the friction

of the hollowed base of the thorax against the elevated front of the elytra.

This insect, which is the Curculio lapathi of Linnaeus {Syst. Nat.,\\. 608.

20. ; Rhynchae^nus lapathi of Fabricius,^^*^. Eleulh., ii. 466., and Gyllenhall

and the Cryptorhynchus lapathi of Illiger and Stephens), varies in length from

i in. to A in. It is of an opaque dirty black colour, with the sides of the thorax,

and the base and apical portion of the elytra clothed with white scales ; the

thorax and elytra being also ornamented with minute tufts of black scales.

It feeds, also, upon the alders and sharp dock (i?iimex acutus), according

to Gyllenhall. Kirby and Spence, however, appear to doubt the correctness

of this last habitat, considering the name lapathi to have been given to the

insect by mistake ; observing that, as " docks often grow under willows, the

mistake in question might easily have happened." (Jntrod. to Ent., i. p. 196.

note.)

In the salictum in the Botanic Garden at Oxford, we are informed by Mr.
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Baxter, several of the species are in some seasons almost entirely destroyed

by the Cryptorhynchus lapathi. Mr. Baxter, jun., informs us that the species of

willow which are least injiiretl by this insect are, the S. pentandra, S. deci-

piens, and S. nigricans. After tiie wood in the trunk of the tree is partially

destroyed, it is generally found infested by the black ant (Foruiica fuliginosa

Lair.), which is found, not only in the wood of the willow, but in that of other

decayed trees, even in houses, living on the decayed rafters and wooden
floors. In Kirby and iSpence's Entomologij, these insects ai"e described as living

in societies, and " making their habitations in the trunks of old oak or willow

trees, gnawing the wood into numberless stories, more or less horizontal, the

ceilings and floors of which are about five or six lines asunder, black, and as

thin as card; sometimes supported by vertical [)artitions, forming an infinity of

apartments, which communicate in some places by small apertures ; and at

others by light, cylindrical pillars, furnished with a base and capital, which are

arrayed in colonnades, leaving a comnmnication perfectly free throughout the

whole extent of the story." {Kirhi/ and Spence's Intvvd., &c., i. p. 483.)

By far the most valuable species of willow in English woods, as already

stated, is S. caprea; and on this the Trochilium crabroniforme, or lunar hornet

sphinx, feeds, in its larva state, upon the living wood, by boring into the trunk,

and thus destroying the tree. An account ofthis insect has been communicated
to the JMagazine ofXatural History by the Rev. W. T. Bree, of which we give the

following abstract -.

—" In the Transacliom ofthe L'nuuean Society/, vol.iii. tab.i., a

figure of the Tro-
chilium crabroni-

forme (/g. 1290.),

under the name
of .Sphin.r trabro-

niforniis, is given

in its three stages.

Lewin,the writer

of the article,

gives it as his

opinion that ' the

caterpillar does
not enter the

wood till the second year of its own age
;

' and he states as a reason, that,

' among all the numerous larvae he has found from June to November, he
could perceive but a slight difference in size. Possibly, therefore, they may
feed on the tender bark of the sallow root the first year after they are

hatched.' " This, Mr. Bree thinks, is very probably the case; for he adds that

he has not observed in the wood any perforations of a very small size, or

such as have the appearance of having been made by caterpillars newly
hatched. As the caterpillar eats its way ujnvards through the solid wood, a

question may arise; How is the sphinx, when it bursts from the chrysalis,

to make its escape out of the wood without injury ? To obviate this diffi-

culty, instinct directs the caterpillar, before it changes to a chrysalis, to turn

its head doivnwards, so as to be opposite to the orifice, which affords a ready

exit for the winged insect. A portion of the plate in the Linncean Transac-

tions above referred to is copied in^^'. 1290. ; in which a is the male imago,

or perfect insect ; b, the female imago : and in ^g. 1291.; in which c is the larva,

or caterpillar, in its proper situation, with its head upwards, in the act of feeding

on the wood; (/, the pupa, with its head downwards, preparatory to its exit;

and e, the web closing the orifice by which the larva had entered, and by which

the imago nmst come out. Mr. Bree sent us the butt ends of three young willow

trees, which had been [)erforated by the uisect, as shown by a view of their ends

given mfig. 1292. One of these, on being split up, presented the appearance of

fig. 1292. a ; and, as it did not then include the case of the pupa, we conclude

that the insect had escaped. The insect enters the stems, whicli it perforates

near theroot, and eats its way upwards for several inches,sometimes to thelength
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of 1 ft. or more. Mr. Lewin thinks the

caterpillar generally confines itself to the

pith in the centre of the stem ; but Mr.
Bree finds the jiith sometimes untouched,

all the perforations being made in the

solid wood between the pith and the

bark. Being an internal feeder, the cater-

pillar, of course, is only to be found by
cutting into and opening the stems of

the willow in which it is enclosed. When
the periodical falls of underwood take

place, Mr. Bree has observed that scarcely

a single willow wand is cut down that

does not exhibit proofs of the ravages of
this insect ; sometimes three or four, or

even five, separate perforations occurring

in the sanie stem . Though the Trochilium
crabroniforme is a common species, Mr.
Bree has never met with an example of
the winged insect at large in his neigh-

bourhood (AUesley, near Coventry).
He has bred it from the caterpillar; and
once he took a single pair in an osier

bed near Dudley, which, at the time,

were considered as great rarities. "The
wood of iSalix caprea is, in Warwickshire,
usually either sold to the rake-maker,

for the purpose of being worked up into

rake-teeth, &c. ; or converted into what
are called flakes, i. e. hurdles made of
split stuff nailed together, in contradis-

tinction to the conmion wicker hurdle,

which is formed of round wood, twisted

and plaited together without the help of
nails. The lower, and consequently the

thicker, portion of each willow rod, to

the length of .5 in. or 6 in., or occasionally 1 ft. or more, is spoiled by the

perforations of the larva, and rendered unavailable to the above purposes."
{Mag. Nat. Hist., new se-

ries, vol. i. p. 19.) Of the

Trochilium crabroniforme

(or, more properly T. bem-
beciforme) a beautiful figure

is given by Mr. Curtis in the

British Entomology, pi. 372.

fig. sup.; and several addi-

tional particulars relative to

its habits are given by Mr.
Westwood, in an article in

the third part of the Trans-

actions of the Entomological

Society.

The caterpillars of Ne-
matus caprese feed on the

leaves of the sallow {S. ca-

prea L.), and of several

species of willow and osier,

to which they are said to

in the neighbourhood of Penzance, after thoroughly preparing a piece of

1291

\292

be sometimes very destructive. A cultivator
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moi.st ground, liighly favourable in itself for the growth of osiers, plantnl it

;

and, after a few years, the osiers had disappeared, he hardly knew how.
It was planted a second and even a thirti time, and the plants always dis-

appeared. " My attention," says the writer, " being now strongly drawn
to the subject, I discovered that which I ought to have perceived half a

century sooner ; naniel}', that Neniatus capreae, favoured by the ()eculiar lo-

cality, was the cause of all this devastation. The spot is low, moist, shut

in by wood, and very near the southern limit of England. Tlie species of

willow planteil was chieHy one of those with broad leaves, woolly underneath

(probably S. caprea L.). The warmth of the situation, and the nidus for eggs

afibrded by these woolly leaves, were, I presume, the combined cause of the

insect being so remarkably attracted to this spot. Some of the plants were
of a s|)ecies with smooth narrow leaves ([)robably S. triandra L.) : these es-

caped much longer than the others, but still they did not escape eventually, as

they were also attacked by another caterpillar. I introduced both red and
black ants, and put some of the caterpillars into their nests ; but the ants

disregarded them altogether. Having, although thus slowly, ascertained the

true state of things, the ground was once more cultivated, and was planted

with apple trees. As there happens to be no insect there which much attacks

these, they thrive very well. The distance at which apple trees are planted

is, also, less favourable to the propagation of vermin. 1 have communicated
all this detail in order to show the importance to individuals of attending to

such seemingly trifling matters. Many a plantation, &c., fails in an apparently
inexplicable manner. A scientific investigation would, in numerous cases,

disclose the truth, and prevent farther loss. Had a person acquainted with

entomology been proprietor of this osier ground 50 years since, he would
speedil) have discovered the truth, and might have saved 200/. or more to

himself and his successors." (Mag. Nat. Hist., vii. p. 423.)

The Chrysoniela (PhaeMow) vulgatissima L. is another species which is

occasionally injurious to one of the narrow-leaved species of willow. This is

a pretty little insect, of a shining blue or green colour, and of an oblong-oval
form, about ^ in. in length, which is found, during the winter months, in great

profusion under the loose bark of willows, growing in damp localities. It

deposits its eggs upon the young leaves ; and the larvae, when hatched, form
little associations, feeding together in regular rows, the heads of the second row
touching the tails of the first. In this manner they proceed from the base
to the extremity of the leaf, which they soon strip of its parenchyma. They
then attack the next leaf; and so on, until they are full grown, when they
descend into the earth, and assume the pupa state ; shortly after which they
undergo the change to their last and perfect form.

The leaves of some species of willows are also infested with galls, which
are the production, not of a species of Cynipidae, but of one of the Tenthredi-
nidae (Xematus intercus Panzer Fauna Im. Genu., 90. fig. II.; or the
7'enthrcdo salicis pentandrae ViUars). The larvae of this insect, instead of
feeding externally upon the leaves of the willow, is enclosed in a gall, upon the
substance of which it subsists, and within which it undergoes all its changes.
Mr. Westwood's species Nematus gallicola (described by Mr. Stephens, Illnxf.

Brit. Ent., vol. vii. p. .36.), and the Euura C'ynips of Newman {Ent. Mag.,
No. 18. p. 200.), also reside in galls; whilst the larvae of Nematus salicis of
Saint Fargeau, and of the N. caprea;, are external feeders.

Among the Lepidoptera, the caterpillars of nearly all the species of moths
belonging to the genus Cerura (puss and kitten moths) feed upon different

species of willow ; and also, occasionally, the larva of the buff-tij) moth (Pygae'ra
bucephala Step//.). Brepha Parthenia.? (the orange underwing) feeds upon
poplars and willows ; and Xotodonta ziczac (the pebble prominent moth) upon
the same: Leiocampa dicta'aand L.dictaeoides (the swallow prominent moths),
Ptilodontes palpina (the pale prominent moth), (iastropacha quercifolia, &c.,
occasionally upon willows; ami the larva of Orthosis/ upsilon Slep/i. beneath
the bark of old willows and poplars.
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The larvae of Saturnia Pavonia minor feed on various species of osier.

Lozota^^nia cruciana, a small but beautiful tortrix, lives on a dwarf mountain

(Salix. Liparis (Leucoma Steph.) salicis is, in many j'ears, very abundant on
different willows. Several species of the very showy genus of i\^octuid£e, Ca-

tocala, also feed, in the larva state, upon several species of 5'alix. These
caterpillars exhibit a very interesting instance of deceptive similarity to the

plants on which they feed ; their colours being of a pale greyish brown, dot-

ted with black, and the sides of their bodies being furnished with a membrana-
ceous lobe, fringed with short whitish hairs, which are applied close to the sur-

face of the twigs, so that it is very difficult for an unpractised eye to perceive

them, or to distinguish them from bundles of lichens. The colours of the fore

wings of the perfect insects are also equally deceptive, rendering it quite as diffi-

cult to perceive the moths when settled upon the trunks of the trees. The hind

wings of these moths are, however, verybeautifully coloured, being either red or

pale blue, with black bands. CatocJila fraxini (the great Clifden nonpareil)

feeds, in the larva state, on poplar, ash,&c. ; C. nupta L. upon <Salix vitellina ;

and C. elocata Esper (the claim of which to be considered a native species is

questionable) upon willows and elms. Our fig. 1293. represents the last-

named species co[)ied from Curtis's J?nV/sZ! Entomologi/, pi. 2 17.; and the generic

details, a to i, are from C. nupta. a, b, parts of the antenna ; c, spiral tongue

;

d, palpus ; e, palpus denuded
; /, the head

; g, one of the ocelli; //, hind leg;
/', claws.

Amongst Coleoptera, the principal species which feed on the willow are,

Galeruca caprete, Pyrochroa rubens (on the rotten wood, whilst in the larva
state), Melasoma populi and tremula, Balaninus salicivorus, and Tachyerges
salicis ; and, amongst the Hemiptera, J^phis salicis L., and Coccus capreae and
C. salicis L.
Some parts of the preceding article have been furnished to us by J, O.

Westwood, Esq., by whom the whole has been revised.

The Study ofthe 'Species. The genus .Slilix has been a stumbling block to
botanists from the time of Linnaeus, who observes that so great are the
changes effected on the kinds by soil, situation, and climate, that it is difficult

to determine whether many of the differences should constitute species, or
varieties only. He recommends rejecting the old names and characters, and
describing anew the several species accurately, as seen in their natural places
of growth. For this purpose, he gives directions for observing the develope-
ment of the buds, the situation of the catkins, the form and other circum
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stances of the leaves, the number of stamens, and whether the phmts are trees,

shrubs, or creepers. Witli due deference to the opinion thus e,\i)ressed by
the great father of scientific botany, we think that the study of willows, or of

any other species of plant, in its native habitat is by no means a good mode
for determining what are species, and what are varieties ; but rather likely,

on account of the great ditierence of habitats, to increase the number of both
;

since every ditierence may be considered specific relatively to the circumstances

which proiluce that difference. It appears to us that it would be a better

mode to collect [)lants of the particular genus to be studied from all the dif-

ferent habitats in which they are to be found, and to cultivate and study them
in the same garden, where they would be all subjected to the .same exterior

inHuences. VVliat Sir J. E. Smith says on this subject does not appear to us

nnich more satisfactory than the advice of Linna;us. " Willows," he says,

" should be particularly studied at three difterent seasons: the flowering time;

the early part of summer, wlien the }oung shoots, with their stipules and ex-

panding I'oliage, are to be observed ; and, finally, when the leaves are come to

their full size. No botanist, therefore, can be competent to form an opinion

about them, unless he resides among the wild ones, for several seasons, or

continually observes them in a gartlen. No hasty traveller over a country,

no collector of dried specimens, or compiler of descriptions, can judge of their

characters or essential differences. One principle, above all, in this depart-

ment of botany, and inileed in every other, cannot be too strictly enforced.

We should study a species before we decide on its characters, and not lay

down rules of definition beforehand. In many plants, the differences of
simple or compound, entire, serrated, or jagged, leaves ; the presence or absence

of stipules ; though usually so essential and decisive, make no specific dis-

tinction at all. In some tribes or genera, one part affords the best specific

character, in others some different part. The distinctions of willows are fre-

quently so very nice, that the greatest observation and experience only can

stamp them with due authority." (Eng. FL, iv. p. 16.3.) After thirty years'

study of every kind of willow that could be procured in any part of Britain,

in the garden of Mr. Crowe, where seedlings innumerable sprang up all over

the ground, Sir J. E. Smith was not only confirmed in the immutability of
his species, amounting to G4, as natives of Britain, but also, that new or

hybriil species were not produced by the seeds of species growing together in

the same garden. Both these conclusions are alike at variance with those of
most other botanists. As the result of this eminent botanist's study of the

genus, he has arrayed his 64 species of British willows under three sections,

characterised by the margins and surfaces of the leaves; viz. 1. serrated and
smooth ; 2. entire and smooth ; and, 3. surface shaggy, woolly, or silky. Since
the time of Sir J. E. Smith, the principal British student of willows is Mr.
Borrer; and, in Sir W. J. Hooker's British Flora, this able botanist has ar-

ranged the British willows, increased in Sir \V. J. Hooker's work to 71

species, under 18 sections. These sections are all natural; and each is

characterised by the name of a tyjjical species. This is obviously a very great

improvement in the arrangement of this genus, whether these kinds are con-
sidered as chiefly species, or chiefly varieties ; and to us it appears the best

adapted for the present state of our knowledge of willows, till all the known
kinds .shall have been studied for a number of years in one garden.

Among the Continental botanists, the late Dr. Host of Vienna, and Pro-
fessor Koch of Erlangen, appear to be the principal students of willows.

Dr. Host, in the preface to his Salivy seems disposed to consider the kinds of
willow that exhibit the same appearances when under the same circumstances

of soil and situation as distinct species ; and he has described no fewer than
60 of these as natives of Austria. He admits the extreme difficulty of de-

termining what are species in many cases, from the different localities in which
the same species is sometimes found. For example, willows which inhabit

low moist situations in valleys flower only in the s[)ring; while those which
inhabit mountains do not flower till after the melting of the snow, which scl-
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dom happens before the beginning of summer. On the other hand, very many
sorts, in intermediate localities, are intermediate also in their time of flowering.

Hence, the same kind, when it inhabits three different regions, cannot be

compared together in the same stage of growth in a living state ; and, conse-

quently, three species may, in this way, be made out of one. Dr. Host farther

observes, that a great impediment to the determining of what are really species,

arises from the sexes of a species often inhabiting localities very distant from

each other, and sometimes even different regions ; and the beautiful figures which

illustrate this author's work, on the supposition that they are faithful portraits,

clearly show that the male and female differ very considerably in their foliage

and wood, independently altogether of their catkins.

The great master in the genus SkVix may be considered Professor Koch,
who has done more to advance a knowledge of this genus in his 12mo pam-
phlet of 69 pages, De Salicibus En?-opccis Commcntatio, published in 1828,

than the most voluminous of ancient or modern authors. The preface to this

pamphlet is so full of instruction as to the mode of studying this family of

plants, that we are confident that our readers will feel obliged to us for pre-

senting to them the following

Abstract of Koch's Preface to his Commentary oh the Genus Sdlir. The author,

after noticing the difRculties to be encountered in this genus, and referring to

what has been done by Linnaeus, Wahlenberg, Willdenow, Smith, and others,

notices the 119 species which had been sent to him by Schleicher, as found

by that botanist in Switzerland, and thus, as we have before observed (p. 1456.),

making the total number of species of SiiWx 254. Of Schleicher's species, he
says that he could not find one that truly deserved the name.. They are, he
adds, mere variations of species long since known ; and, for the most part, dif-

ferent forms of one changeable species, viz., his own S. y;hylicif<jlia. All

Schleicher's kinds are enumerated as species in Steudel's Nomenclator ; but

Koch treats them as spurious, he recognising not more than 50 truly distinct

European species.

The manner in which Koch obtained his knowledge of the genus iSalix is

thus given:—" For a number of years, I observed the willows growing wild

in the Palatinate ; also those I met with during my travels ; and those which I

have found, during the space of four years, in the neighbourhood of Erlangen.

All the species, or singular forms, which I found growing wild were trans-

ferred to the garden ; and to these were added kinds sent by my friends

Mertens and Zeiher, an addition of no small importance. From the former I

received genuine English willows in a living state. The whole collection was after-

wards transferred to the Botanic Garden at Erlangen, where, neither care nor
expense being spared, it has since been much increased. From M. Otto
director of the Botanic Garden at Berlin, I also received a number of kinds.

Of dried specimens 1 have received the whole collection of M. Seringe, from
that author himself; and the greater number of the Swedish, French, and
English willows, gathered in their native habitats, from Mertens ; forming in

the whole a greater number of species of this genus than was ever before

available by one individual.

" Every genus of plants has certain peculiar features, with which constant

observation and repeated examination alone can familiarise us ; but there is

no genus in which it is so necessary as in that of iS'alix, to investigate, not only

its peculiar characters, but also the growth of the plants, both in a wild and a

cultivated state. He who endeavours to characterise a species, either from a
dried specin)en or from a cultivated plant, is always liable to be deceived in

its characters. Hence, amongst all the writers on willows from the time of
Linnaeus, Wahlenberg alone has clearly described them. He travelled through
Lapland, Switzerland, the Carpathian Mountains, and Sweden ; examining
the kinds of this genus in their native places of growth ; and, following in his

footsteps, came Seringe, also a most diligent investigator. Taking these

authors for my guide, although, in some instances, I have been compelled to

differ from them, I here offer a synopsis of the European species of willow.
" In arranging this genus, and distributing its species, if we |iut near together
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kinds which most resemble each other, not only may the species having a close

natural affinity be recognised at a glance, but even the tyro will be greatly

assisted in tracing and identifying his specimens. If, however, the usual

arrangement of the species be adopted, in which the sections are charac-

terised by having the ovaries naked or pubescent ; the leaves glabrous or

downy, serrated or entire [as in Smith's English Flora, and the Sal. Wob.]

;

then "species widely separated by nature and habit must necessarily be

grouped together, not to mention that these characters are in themselves

liable to great changes. Fries (in Sj/llog. Xov. PL Sor. Bot. Nat,; Ratisb.

edita, t. 2. p. 3(5.) first distributed the Swedish species of this genus into natural

groups, according to characters taken from various p;irts of the plant. In

like manner, I have attempted a similar distribution of the European species

;

but, first, I shall offer a few words with respect to the characters according to

which I have divided the genus into sections and species.
" A character taken from the catkins appearing earlier than, at the same

time w ith, or later than, the leaves is of great importance ; but one taken

from the situation and insertion of the catkins is still more so. The situation

may be in three different modes. 1. In this a catkin is produced at the tip of

a branchlet, with a few others below it, and they are all sessile; the leaves

proceeding from buds at the base of the catkins. I only know of one instance

of this, S. lanata. 2. A bud on the tip of the last year's branchlet puts forth

a catkin, and the peduncle on which it is situated increases in size, and bears

leaves, in the axils of which are the buds of the following year. This peduncle

is, therefore, persistent, and continues the branch. This is the case in S.

reticulata, i'.#herbacea, iS. polaris, .S. retusa, and 6'. U\'a-ursi. 3. A terminal

bud, and generally more protruded beneath it, produce leaf-bearing shoots,

and the flower buds are situated beneath these. All the other species which

are known to me, except those enumerated above, belong to this division ;

and they may be subdivided as follows:— 1. Those in which the catkin is

sessile, on a very short peduncle, or as it were incipient, and bears at its base

weak scale-like leaves ; being thus lateral, sessile, and bracteated at the base.

2. Those in which the peduncle grows into a branchlet, and bears floral leaves

not very distant from the catkin, which afterwards become true leaves, but

without buds in their axils : from this branchlet is formed the lateral catkin,

which is peduncled with a leafy peduncle. All the species which protrude

their catkins before their leaves belong to the first of these subdivisions ; and
all those which do not protrude their catkins till after their leaves, with many
of those which protrude their catkins at the same time as their leaves, to the

second. This character seldom changes ; and only a few species (for example,

S. limosa) bear on one plant, or, as a variety, on two plants, catkins which

have short peduncles, and are surrounded at their base with very minute

scale-like leaves ; and also those that are peduncled, and have true leaves on
their peduncles. Even in these varying forms Nature shows her inexhaustible

fertility, and her wonderful skill and power of adaptation in creation : despi-

sing the too great carefulness of learned men, who hasten to build prisons for

their own systems, she delights in disturbing their magic circles, and, playfully

breaking loose from the chains in which the} have attempted to bind her, she

far exceeds Proteus himself in versatility.

" The im[)ortance of the characters which the pedicel of the capsule offers

has been [)ointed out by Wahlenberg. Its length relatively to the gland,

which is never wanting, is a very constant character, varying only in a few

s|)ecies ; but, to be rightly observed, it ought to be seen just at the time when
the ovary attains the size of a capsule, which happens a little after flowering

;

or, in dried specimens, if accuracy is wanted, part of the female catkin must be

softened in boiling water, and afterwards dried in blotting-paper, before ex-

amination. In dried specimens, the pedicel is so brittle, that in the analysis

it is seldom preserved entire ; or, from being joined to a gland not less fragile,

it is frequently injured. Besides, it must be remarked, that some catkins

have been found in which the inferior flowers were very remotely situated.

J E
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In these instances, the pedicel is often a little longer, and the capsules more
slender.

" The colour of the young shoots varies greatly, often so much as to cause

the varieties to appear distinct species. The branchlets of S. alba are either

brown, or, as in the var. vitelllna, of a yolk-of-egg or a red brick colour ; and
there is a different shade of yolk-of-egg colour in .S*. repens, and S. rosmarini-

folia {S. lae^ta Schultz). Many species, when carefully examined, will be found

to vary in colour, though onl}' to a small extent. The branches of S, purpurea
are of a coral colour, rarely of a dark yellow, and sometimes white, covered

with a reddish bloom. S. omygdalina has the shoots sometimes of a brownish
yellow, and sometimes of a brownish black.

" The form of the leaves in the same species, and even in the same plant, can

never be depended upon. In *S'. ^jhylicifolia, S. ??(yrtilloides, S. arbuscula, and
S. repens, they vary from narrow-lanceolate and being attenuated towards

the base, in the three last-named species, to roundish-ovate and being cordate-

emarginate at the base. In some species, the form of the leaves is almost

always the same, as in S. viminalis, S. incana, and S. /nppophaefolia. In

other species, the leaves vary ; being serrated or entire, green or hoary on the

under surface, and glabrous or hairy, on the same plant. The same variation is

common on the exterior of the ovaries ; which, in S. ^jhylicifolia, are some-
times glabrous, and sometimes hairy; some individuals of this species having

half the ovary hairy, and the other half glabrous; while in others there is only

a hairy or downy line. In certain species, however, these variations are never

found, or very rarely ; although in S. viminalis ovaries partly naked, and
partly downy, occur. The brown tip of the bracteas of the floj/vers, in some
species, turns paler, and in others red, or even purple ; which is another cause

of uncertainty in specific distinctions. The bracteas are sometimes obovate,

and only half the length of the ovary ; and sometimes, in the same species,

lanceolate, and reaching as far as the style. The style and stigma likewise

vary in length, and are occasionally more or less cleft
;

yet both these organs

afford most useful characteristics. The style often appears shorter from being

hidden by the long hairs of the ovary. Stigmas of a rose colour, and of a

yellow colour, have been found in the same species. The stipules vary in size,

but never in form ; hence they afford the very best characteristics for distin-

guishing species. In no species can these be said to be wanting; and, though
on old plants they are often not seen, such plants, when cut down, send up
young shoots which produce leaves attended by stipules of an extraordinary

size. The buds are always 1-valved; and the valves are often cleft at the tip,

and sometimes as far as the base ; though sometimes, on the same individual,

they are undivided. The folding of the leaves in the bud is, most probably,

constant, although different in the various species : but this I cannot affirm

as certain, not having examined the leaf buds of a sufficient number of species.

"The variation of the different parts is not the only difficulty with which the

botanical student, in this genus, has to contend : the great number of hy-

brids, the existence of which in the genus Sklix no one can doubt, is another

obstacle. Nobody will accuse me of arrogance in assuming to know S. rubra

and S. viminaUs. On the banks of the Rednitz, near Erlangen, there are many
thousand trees of these two species ; and, at the same time, many intermediate

forms, which I can refer to neither species. The catkins of these afford no
distinguishing marks ; for what seem at one time to belong to the formei

species, at another time appear more nearly allied to the latter." Koch con-

cludes by stating that, in his Covimentary, the species have been arranged in

10 groups ; and that no kind has been admitted as a species that he has not

himself seen and examined. He has added but few varieties, " although an

immense number of no importan je might have been adduced ; being convincea,

from daily observation and exp»^Hence, that the multiplication of varieties, in-

stead of rendering any intricate genus more clear, only involves it in a greater

difficulty."

The species of Koch, besides being identified with those of the Species
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Plantanim of Linnaeus, and the Spccict Plantanim of Willtlenow, liave the

synonynies of other authors addctl to tlicni.
'
In our App. iii. to the genus Sii\\\ will be found the characters of Koch's

10 different groups; and under each the names and synonymes of the species

which he has assigned to them.

From the perusal of Koch's observations, two points, we think, will be ren-

dered clear to the botanical reader : — 1. That the mode of arranging the

sections according to the character of the leaves, adopted by all the Linnaean

school previously to the time of Wahienberg, is altogether ilefective ; and,

2. Tliat the system of throwing the species into natural groups, as adopted by

Wahienberg, JFries, Koch, and Borrcr, is the true one. Being ourselves of

this opinion, the only question that remained for us to decide was, whether

we should follow Koch or Borrer in the arrangement of the species described

in this work as in a living state in British gardens.

The excellence of Koch's system was strongly impressed on our mind
from the moment that we saw it developed in Dr. Lindley's Si/iwpsis of the

British Flora ; and, if we could have classed all the numei'ous sorts of willows

in the salictum at Woburn, and in the Hackney arboretum, under Koch's ten

groups, in a manner satisfactory to ourselves, we should have done so ; the

more especiallj' as, from observing with care all the different sorts in the

Hackney arboretum, at different periods, from March to December, 1836, we
felt convinced in our own mind that by far the greater number of them were

varieties, and chiefly of S. caprea L. Not being able to do this, we determined

on endeavouring to obtain the advice and assistance of the first authority in

Britain on the subject of willows; and we accordingly applied to Mr. Borrer,who
at once, in the most kind and liberal manner, classed the sorts contained in the

Salictum Woburncme in the 22 groups into which, with the exception of a few

sorts, they are thrown in the following article. Mr. Borrer's knowledge
of this genus is universally known. He possesses an extensive collection of

living plants, which he has cultivated for some years ; and, as Sir W. J. Hooker
remarks, " No one has ever studied the willows, whether in a growing or a

dried state, more deeply, or with a less prejudiced mind." {Brit. FL, ed. 3.,

vol. i. p. 416.

)

The botanical details which we have given of each particular species, in-

cluding a comparison of specimens obtained in a living state from the arbo-

retum at Flitwick, from that at (ioldworth, and from the salictum at Messrs.

Loddiges'SjWere made out for us, with great care and industry, by Mr. Denson.
Our figures were chiefly drawn for us by Mr. Sowerby, from specimens received

from the salictum at Woburn Abbey; in the single instance of the S. caprea,

reduced from Host's work; and nearly all the remainder, including all the 28
plates of leaves of the natural size, by the kind permission of the Duke of

Bedford, have been copied from the Salictum Wobuniense.

It will thus appear that our article, lengthy and elaborate as it is, is, in a

botanical point of view, chiefly to be considered as matter for a history of

willows, rather than as a complete history in itself. Such a history, indeed,

can only be prepared by a botanist who has h; d all the species in a living state

under his eye for several years ; and who has applied to them one general

principle of contrast or comparison. Till this is done, not only with the genus
iSalix, but with every oiher genus of which there are numerous species, a

decided imperfection must ever be found in works like the present, in which
the specific characters are necessarily made up of descriptions given by dif-

ferent individuals, at clifterent times, and in different countries ; some from
living plants collected from their native habitats, others from living plants

grown in gardens, and many from dried specimens. All this shows the great

advantage that would result to botany and arboriculture from a national

arboretum; in which not only all the species and varieties should be col-

lected, but also both the sexes of all the kinds that have the male and female
flowers on different plants. Such an arboretum, on a sufficiently large scale,

and properly managed, would form a living standard of reference, both for the
botanist and the cultivator.

5 E 2
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Group i. Purpurea Koch, Borrer.

Osier Willows, witli one Stamen in a Flower.

L^

Monaiidrs is the name adopted for this group in Hook. Br. FL, ed. 3. ; but Mr. Borrer considers

Purpurea' preferable, because it is taken, like the name of each of the other groups in this ar-

rangement, from tlie name of a species included in that group. PurpClreK, too, is the name given
by Koch to the same group.

Filament 1, bearing an anther of 4 lobes, and 4 cells; or, in S. rubra, forked,

and each branch bearing an anther of 2 lobes and 2 cells. Gernien sessile.

Catkins very compact. Trees of low stature, or shrubs with twiggy branches,

and leaves that are more or less lanceolate, and serij^ted, and often broader
upwards. Interior part of the bark, in most, yellow and very bitter.

(Hooli. Br. Fl.) The leaves of nearly all of the kinds of this group turn

black in drying. The inner bark of most of the kinds included in this group
is extremely bitter, which renders the plants suitable for banks of rivers,

and other places which are infested by rats ; as the bitterness prevents

these animals from eating it.

a;^ 1. S. PURPu^REA L. The purple Willow.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 144J. ; Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1388. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 187. ; Forbes in Sal.

Wob., No. 1.; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 417. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., i)t. 1. p. 243. ; Hayne Abbild.,

p. 229.

The Se-res. Both sexes are figured in Eng. Bot, and are in cultivation in some English collections.

Synonyme. S. purpurea a Koch Comtn., p. 25.

Engravings. Eng. Bot, t. 1318. ; Sal. Wob., No. 1. ; Hayne Abbild., t. 169. ; our fig. 1294. ; and

fig. 1. in p. 1603.

Sjjcc. Char., Sfc. Branches trailing, decumbent. Leaves partly opposite,

obovate-lanccolate, serrated, very smooth, narrow at the base. Stamen 1.

Stigmas very short, ovate, nearly sessile. {Smith Eng. FL) A native of

Britain (between Thorpe and Norwich, &c.) ; flowering

in March and April. In a wild state, this species forms a

shrub, with a stem 3 ft. or 4 ft. high, with long, slender,

smooth branches, spreading widely, and, if not supported,

trailing on the ground ; very smooth, of a rich and shining

purple, with a somewhat glaucous hue. The catkins

aj)i)ear earlier than the foliage ; and often on different

branches. In cultivation, in dug grounds kept moist

and the plants cut down yearly, this species produces
shoots from 3 ft. to 5 ft. long, which are much esteemed

for the finer sorts of basketwork. It is also frequently

planted in Norfolk and Suffolk, and in some parts of

Essex, for "plaiting into close low fences, for the ex-

clusion of hares and rabbits; the bark and leaves being so extremely

bitter, that these animals will touch neither; whilst the shoots, being long,

tough, and flexible, may be formed into any shape ; and a fence of this kind

is reckoned little inferior to that of wire." (Fng. Flora, quoted in Sal. Wob.,

p. 2.) This species is well adapted for planting in ornamental shrubberies,

from the elegant slenderness of its twigs during winter ; the redness of its

catkins, the anthers of which are of that colour before they burst, and the

fine purplish and glaucous hue of its young shoots and leaves. The latter,

as will be seen by the figure of one of the natural size in p. 1603., are of

an elegant, and, if we may use the expression, artistical shape. Female

plants are in the Hackney and Goldworth arboi-etums, and at Woburn
and Flitwick ; and male and female at Henfield. The male plant, being the.

most beautifiil when in flower, ought to be most propagated by nurserymen.

Varieties. Koch, in his De Salicihus Europteis Commentatio, has described six ; but he includes the
S. HhWa and Lambertiarea (to be described as species below) as two of them. He has charac-

terised the six varieties as follows :
—
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1

a a p. 1 i
S. purpurea S;hi7A, fVilltl.— Stem dwarfcr. Brandies more spreading. Catkins

very slender.

Ik S. ;i. '2; S. Lanibcrt/<)na Smith, Willd. —Catkins twice as stout, and leaves larger and
broader than in .S'. purpurea ; otherwise not dillercnt.

<tt .S. p. ;> ; i'. //felix tl'iUti. En. — Branches uprightish, but spreading. Leaves longer.

Sk S. p. i »iimadi'/p/iica. — A male plant, with the stamens divided to the middle, or, rather,

having '2 stamens with the filaments connate, as in S. rilbra, and as far as to the middle.

Koch found this growing in the Falatinate of the Rhine, near Cassel.

a S. /). 5si'iicca; S. monindra scricea .SVr. Sal. Hclv., p. S.—Th\s has its leaves, while they

are young, covered with a den.se sHky down, which afterwards disappears. Seringe

observed this in Switzerland ; and Koch afterwards gathered it in the Palatinate.

# S. p. 6 brdcica nlftrn.—This has the scales of the catkin, that is the bracteas, of the colour

of red brick, and not black, (iiinther sent it to Koch from Silesia ; and Koch deems it

a rare and singular variety.

Remark. Ko<-h, considering .S'. purpQrea as including the above four, gives the geographical dis-

tribution of the species as follows : — It inhabits the banks of streams and moist meadows, and also

sandy and "omparativcly dry places, in plains and lower mountains, from the Pyrenees and Alps,

through England and the whole of Europe, as far as to the south of Sweden.

^ t 2. S. //e'lix L. The Helix, or Ro.sc, Willow.

hU-iUification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1444. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 67'2. ; Hayne Abbild., p. '."29. t. 170. ; Smith
Eng. Bot., t. ] U;. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 188. j Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 2. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. a, p. 417. ;

Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 244.

Synonyntcs. S. purjuirea var. Koch. Cmnnt., p. 25. ; VS. oppositifblia Host Sal. Auslr., 1. p. 11.

t. 38, 39.

The Sejces. Both sexes are figured in Sal. IVob., and also in Eng. Bot. ; but Mr. Borrcr believes

that tlie catkins of female flowers represented in the latter are those of .S'. Forbyiinn : if those of
Helix, they are much too thick. Mr. Borrer having only seen the male of S. HhWx, and the female
of iS. Laniberti«H(j, is inclined to regard them as the two sexes of one species.

Engraving.^. Eng. Bot,, 1. 1343., the male plant ; Sal. Wob., No. 2. ; Hayne Abbild., t. 170. ; and Jig. 2.

in p. l(iU3.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Branches erect. Leaves partly opposite, oblong-lanceolate,

pointed, slightly serrated, very smooth ; lineai* towards the base. Stamen
1. Style nearly as long as the linear divided stigmas. {Sal. Wob., p. 3.)

A native of Britain ; flow ering in March and April. A tree of luiinble

growth, but erect ; about 10 ft. high, smooth in every part, altogether of a

lighter hue than those of S. purpurea. The branches are not trailing, but

upright ; they are smooth and polished, of a pale yellowish or purplish ash

colour, tough and pliable; less slender and elongated than the foregoing,

though useful for the coarser sorts of basketwork. Catkins larger than

those of iS". purpurea ; the fertile ones, especiall}', full twice as thick. (Eng.
Flora, p. 188.) The branches, which are yellow, and the mode of growth,
which is erect, render this species easily distinguishable from the preceding.

Description. The name rose-willow relates to rose-like expansions at the
ends of the branches, which are caused by the deposition of the egg of a
cynips in the summits of the twigs, in consequence of which they shoot out
into numerous leaves, totally different in shape from the other leaves of the

tree, and arranged not much unlike those composing the flower of a rose,

adhering to the stem even after the others fall off. (Smith, and Kirbi^ and
Spence.) Smith had never seen this monstrosity but on S. Helix, except
once on S. aurita : but it is very common on S. Hoff(iiaiin/««« in Sussex

(
Borrcr), and on S. alba in Cambridgeshire, and is obvious in winter when the

|)lants are leafless. In these two kinds, the rose-like boilies are constituted of
leaves imbricately disposed, the upper the smaller : some of the bodies are

;}in. over. " The leaves and twigs are less bitter than those of S. purpurea;
and the greater size of the stem, as well as branches, renders this species

fit for several [)urposes which tiiat is not. It also makes a better figure in

|)iantations, and the roots give more solidity to the banks of rivers or ditches."
(Sinitli.) Gerard describes the rose-willow, of which he has given a figure, as
" not only making a gallant show, but also yielding a most cooling aire in the
heat of summer, being set up in houses for the decking of the .same." Dr.
Johnston, in his Floia of Berwick npon 7'iveed, states that S. HcUx withstands
storms better than any other species. A crystallisable principle, called sali-

cine, has been obtained from this species ; which, according to Majendie, arrests

the progress of a fever with the same power as sul|)hate of quinine. (Jour.
li. Inst., October, 1830, p. 177. ; Lindl. Nat. Si/sl., p. 187. See also our p.

1459.) In ornamental plantations, S. //eli.\ is an interesting shrub, from its
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slender shoots and glaucous leaves, which latter have a peculiar twist ; whence,

perhaps, the specific name oi' //elix, snail-like. There are plants at Hackney,

Goldworth, Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick.

ai 3. S. Lambert/^\v^ Smith. Lambert's, or the Boyton, Willow.

Identification. Sm. Fl. Br., p. 10+1. ; Eng. Bot, t. 1359. ; WiUd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 673. ; Smith Eng. Fl., 4.

p. 190. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 3. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3. p. 417. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1.

p. 214.

Synonyme. S. purpilrea fi Koch Comm., p. 25.

The Sexes. Both are figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob. Mr. Borrer has only seen the female of

this, and the male of S. Hfelix, and thinks they are the two sexes of one species.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1359. ; Sal. Wob., No. 3.; taiA fig. 3. in p. 1603.

Spec. Char., ^~c. Branches erect. Leaves partly opposite, obovate-lanceolate,

pointed, serrated, smooth ; rounded at the base. Stipules none. Stamen 1.

Stigmas ovate, obtuse, notched, very short, nearly sessile. {Eng. FL, iv.

p. 189.) A native of England, flowering in March and April. This species is of

the size and habit of the last, but very distinct from it at first sight, particularly

in the tender summits of the young growing branches, which, with their pur-

plish glaucous hue, and some degree of downiness, resemble those of a honey-

suckle. Catkins not more than halfthe size of those of iS'. i/eli.x, with rounded,

blackish, hairy scales. {Sm. Eng. Fl.) First discovered on the banks of the

Willey, at Boyton, Wilts, by A. B. Lambert, Esq., whom the specific

name is meant to compliment. It grows in North America, on the banks

of rivers and willow gi'ounds. It was introduced from Europe, and is cul-

tivated for basket-making. {Piirsh.) S. Lambertfa«a is suitable for in-

troducing into ornamental plantations, from the graceful character of its

slender shoots, and its glaucous foliage. There are plants in the Hackney
and Goldworth arboretums, and also at Woburn, Flitwick, and Henfield.

^ 4. S. WooLLG.\Rw\v.4 Borr. Woollgar's Willow.

Identification. Borr. in Eng. Bot. Supp.,t. 26;51. ; Hook. Brit. Fl., ed. 3., p. 417.

Synonym.es. S. monandra Sal Wob.., No. 4. ; S. monandra var. Hojffm. Hist. Sal., 1. p. 21. t. I. f. 1.

T/ie Sexes. The female is figured in Eng. Bot. Siippl., and both sexes in Sal. Wob.
;
yet Mr. Borrer,

in his elucidation of this kind, published in Eng. Bot. Suppl., subsequently to the publication of
Scd. Wob., remarks that he is unacquainted with the male flowers.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 4. ; Eng. Bot. Supp., t. 2651. ; unAfig. 4. in p. 1603.

Sjiec. Char., Sfc. Erect. Leaves cuneate-lanceolate, serrated, glabrous. Sta-

men 1. Ovary ovate, very pubescent, sessile, downy. Stigmas nearly

sessile, ovate, scarcely emarginate. {Hook. Brit. FL, p. 417.) A native of

England, about Lewes, Sussex, in osier holts, but scarcely wild ; at Kings-

ton upon Thames, apparently wild ; flowering in May. In the salictura

at Woburn, this species had not attained the height of 6 ft. in five years. It

is considered to be very distinct from either S. //elix or S. Lambertiana.

Mr. Borrer applied the specific name in compliment to the late Mr.Wooll-
gar, " a gentleman who supplied Sir J. E. Smith with several of his willows,

and who formed his opinions upon the species from long and accurate obser-

vation." {Hook. Br. FL, ed. 3.) S. WoollgarmM« had long been known to

Mr. Borrer and Mr.WooUgar as a variety of iS". monandra Hoffm.; but Mr.
WooUgar was so far of opinion that it was a distinct species, that he used

to call it S. cuneifoha, from the shape of its leaves, especially the upper

ones. {Ibid.) There are plants at Henfield, and in the Goldworth Arbo-

retum ; and some, with the name of <S'. monandra, in that of Messrs. Lod-
diges.

afe 5. S. YoTLB\A^NA Smith. Forby's Willow, or thefine Basket Osier.

Identification. Smith Fl. Br., p. 1041. ; Eng. Bot., t. 1344. ; Kees's Cyc, No. 49. ; Willd.ISp. PI.,

4. p. 674. ; Smith Eng. Fl., 4. p. 191. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 5. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 4ia ;

Mackay Fl. Hib., pt. 1. p. 244 ; Hayne Abbild., p. 231. t. 172.

Synonymes. S. {isf,a Lin. Soc. Trans., not of Hoff*. (Smit/i.) ; S. rtibra /3 Koch Coni>n.,p.'iT.

the Sexes. The female is described in Eng. F/.. and figured in Eng. But. The male is not known.
" The original plant, sent from Mr. Forby to Mr. Crowe, was found now and then U'> bear a solitary

stamen at one of the lower bvacteas of the catkins of female flowers, which showed this species to

be truly monandrous, and distinct from Hoffmann's S. fissa, to which it had previously been
relVrred." (Smith.)

Engraving'!. Eng. Bot, 1. 1344. ; Sal. Wob., No. 5. ; Hayne Abbild., t. 172. ; and fig. 5. in p. 1603.

Spec. Char.,Src. Branches erect. Leaves alternate, with small stipules, lanceo-
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late-oblong, with shallow serraturcs, smooth, roumlcd at the base, glauc ous

beneath. Stamen 1. Style nearly as long as the linear divided stigmas.

(SinU/i Eng. Fl.) A native of England, flowering in April. The stem is

erect, bushy, with uprigiit, slender, smooth twigs, very flexible and tough, of

a greyish yellow, not purple, hue. Fertile catkins extremely like those of

S. //elix, but the leaves widely diftijrent. A valuable species for the finer

sorts of wickerwork, ami for basket-making, bands for tying faggots,

packets, &c. When cut down, plants make shoots from 5 ft. to 7. ft. long.

There are plants at Hackney, Goldworth, Woburn, and Flitwick.

a* *t 6. S. ru'bra Huds. The red, or green-leaved. Willow, or Osier.

Identification. Huds. Fl. Angl, p. 4£8. ; Smith's Eng. Bot., t. 114.''). ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 674.

;

Smith's Eng. Fl., 4. p. 191. ; Forbes in SaL Wob., No. 6. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 418. ; Mackay's
Fl. Hib , pt. 1. p. 244. ; ? Hayne Abbild., p. 2oO.

Synonyyites. The name riibra seems to be originally given to S. vitelllna, a reddish [? twigged]
variety of which was confounded with S. rttbra Huds. {Smith.) ; S. riibra, in part, Koch >Comm.,
p. 26. ; A', fssa Hoffm. Sal., 1. p. 61. t. 13, 14. [f!mil/t) ; S. Cuncolor Host Sal. Aust., 1. p. 10. t. 34,
o.i., from Host's citation of Ray; S. virescens Vill. Dauph.,'3. 785. U 51. 30. {Smith) ; S. linearis

Walker's Essays, p. 467., on the authority of Borrcr.
The Sexes. Both are described in Ein;. Fl. ; and the female is figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob.
Ensravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1145.; Sal. Wob., No. 6. ; ? Host Sal. Aust., t. 1. t. 34,35.; Villars
Dauph., 3. t. 51. f. 30. {Smith.) ; ? Hayne Abbild., 171. ; and o\xrfig. 6. in p. 1604.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Stamens combined below in a manner which affords a cha-

racter in which it diiFers from all other British kinds of willow, except S.

Crowedna, and from nearly all the foreign kinds. Mr. Borrer, however, has

observed the same thing occasionally in S. fusca, and in several of the Cinereae.
" Leaves linear-lanceolate, elongate, acute, smooth, with shallow serratures ;

green on both sides. Stigmas ovate, undivided." (Smith E. F.) A native of
Britain (in England, in low meadows and osier holts, as at Maidenhead, &c.,

but rare ; in Scotland, frequent in hedges and osier grounds) ; flowering in

April and May. In its wild state, it forms a small tree. The branches are

long, upright, smooth, greyish or purplish, more frequently tawny, and very
tough and pliant. The leaves are very long and narrow, and agree in

shape with those of the common osier, S. viminalis; but have not, as that

has, dense white pubescence beneath. (Smith.) Koch considers the 5'. For-
bydna of Smith as a variety of S. riibra ; and states that both are common
about Eriangen, where there is also another variety, which he regards as a
hybrid between S. rubra and S. viminalis. The leaves of this kind, even
when adult, have their under surface covered with a dense silky down, like

those of .S". viminalis ; the young shoots bear stipules the length of the
petiole, like those of S. stipularis ; and the catkins resemble those of iS'. rubra.
There are plants of 5". rubra at Hackney, Goldworth, Woburn, Henfield, and
Flitwick. When the plants of this specie? are cut down, they send out
shoots from oft. to 8 ft. in length; and it is consequently one of the most
valuable osiers in cultivation, for bands, crates, basketwork or wickerwork,
and even small hoops.

Statistics. In the garden of the Horticultural Society of London, 10 years planted, it is 12 ft. high
;

at Shepperton, on the Thames, it is 30 ft. high.

App. i. Purpurea of "which Plants have been introduced^ but not

described.

& elliptica Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836. Leaves resembling 5. Hdlix, but narrower.

App. ii. Purpiirece described by Authors., but not yet introduced,

or ofdoubtfid Identity "jaith Species already in the Country.

S. cdncotor, mas ct fem., Host Sal., 1. p. 10. t. 34, 3,'>., Fl. Aust., 2. p. 6-39. ; syn. S. minima
ft-agilis filiis longissimis, &c., An/i 5yn., 449. In the £;i^. Ei., Ray's species is identified Willi S.
r libra ; but Host's plant may possibly be something different.

S. lUlix, mas et (em.. Host Sal., 1. p. 10. t. 3fi, 37., Fl. Aust., 2. p. 639. This species. Host
observes, when growing among trees, becomes a tall tree ; but under other circumstances is dwarfer

S. oppositifblia, mas et fem.. Host. Sal., 1. p. 11. t. 38, 39., Fl. Aust., 2. p. 640. Host has applied
to this a syn. of Ray, which identifies it with S. //Mix L.

S. purpurea, mas et fem.. Host Sal., 1. p. 12. t. 4<), 41., Fl. Aust., 2. p. 640. The catkins resemble
those of the S. purpiirea of British botanists ; and, hence, the two plants may be identical.

S. tnuldbUis, mas et fem.. Host Sal., 1. p. 12. t. 42, 43., Fl. Aust., 2. p. 640. Very diH'creiit from
the S. mutatili* of Sal. Ifob.
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S. carniAUca, mas et fern.. Host Sal., 1. p. 13. t. 44, 45., Fl. Aust., 2. p. 641. Abundant in Car-

niola, where it is used by the inhabitants, for many purposes; such as hedges for small gardens,

meadows, and stony fields. It is also planted on the banks of streams, for fixing by its roots their

sandy or gravelly banks. The shoots of the year are very long, unbranched, and tough : when
peeled, they are yellow, and are much used in basket-making. At the time of flowering, many of the

ovaries become wounded by insects, and afterwards much enlarged.

S. mirdbilis, mas. Host Sal., 1. p. 13. t. 46., Fl. Aust., 2. p. 641, Of the catkins upon a plant,

some consist of male flowers only, some of female flowers only, and many of male flowers inter-

mixed with female ones. In some catkins, male flowers occupy the lowest part of the catkin,

and female flowers the remaining part ; and catkins are found which have the flowers in the

lower and up])er part male, and in the intermediate part female. Each flower includes two
distinct stamens, or two connate in the lower part, or connate to near the tip, or often a single

stamen. It is not rare to find filaments devoid of anthers. These anomalies in the flowers of this

species are probably alluded to in the epithet mir&bilis.

Group ii. AcutifblicB Borrer. {Sy7i. Pruinosae Koch.)

Willows with dark Bark, covered with a fine Bloom.

Stamens 2, distinct. Tall shrubs, or becoming trees. Bark of the branches

and shoots of a dark colour ; that of the branches suffused with a whitish

matter, which is the character implied by Koch's term Pruinosae. This matter

is easily rubbed off. The bark is internally yellow, as in Group i. Foliage

of a lively green. Leaves lanceolate, acuminately pointed, serrate, glossy;

in many instances, downy when young, subsequently glabrous. Ovary and

capsule sessile, or nearly so. (Koch, Forbes, and observation.)

^ 'Y 1. S. ACUTiFO^LiA Willd. The pointed-leaved Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p» 668. ; Koch Comm., p. 22.

Synonyme. S. violJicea Andr. Bot. Rep., t. 581., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 33., Forbes in Sal.

Wob., No. 25., and of many English collections ; but not S. tiiolacea Willd., nor the S. caspica Hort.

{Willd.')

The Sexes. The male is figured in Sal. Wob., and is, perhaps, the only one cultivated in British col-

lections. Koch has implied that the female was unknown to him in any state.

Engravings. Andr. Bot. Rep., 581.; Sal. Wob., No. 25. ; and our fig. 25. in p. 1G07.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves linear-lanceolate, acuminated, smooth, with blunt

unequal serratures, glaucous beneath. Catkins of the male about 1 in. long.

(Sal. Wob., p. 49.) It is indigenous to Podolia, according to Besser. (Koch

Comm.) It was introduced into Britain previously to 1810, as Mr. Borrer

saw it growing in St. Andrew's Square, Edinburgh, in that year. In England,

it flowers in March or April, before the expansion of the leaves. It is a

small tree, with dark violet-coloured branches, slender, upright, and co-

vered all over with a whitish powder, like the bloom of a plum. Only
the male plant is in the Woburn salictum. This is a very beautiful species,

well deserving of culture in an ornamental point of view ; and Mr. Forbes

thinks its twigs would be useful for wickerwork. The catkins of the male

are ornamental, but, so far as we have seen, are not numerously produced.

The leaves are rather elegant. Its shoots and roots have the inner part of

the bark, or covering, of a yellow colour, and very bitter flavour; and,

hence, this kind may be eligible for planting upon banks in which rats

burrow. In the Horticultural Society's Garden, in 1835, there was a plant

of this species L5f't. high. There are plants in the Hackney and Gold-

worth arboretums ; and at Woburn Abbey, Flitwick House, and Henfield.

^i 8. S. OAPHNoi^DEs Villars. The Daphne-like Willow.

Identification. Vill. Dauph., 3. p. 765., t. 50. f. 7.,"t. 5. f 2." as quoted by Host; Koch Comm.,
p. 23.

Synonymes. S. praj'cox Huppe in Sturm D. Fl.,\. 25., Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 670., exclusively of the

syn. of Host; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 40., Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 26. ; S. bigemmis Hoffm.
Germ., 2. p. 260., Sal.,', t. 32. ; S. cinferea Host Sal. Auslr., 1. p. 8. t. 26, 27. Mr. Borrer, in a letter,

has remarked that Smith has erroneously cited, in his Flora Brit, S. daphndides Villars as a
synonyme of S. cinerea Smith ; and that this has led Koch to cite S. cinerea Smith as a synonyme
of S. rfaphnoldes Villars.

The Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Sal. Wob., and both are described and figured in Host
Sal. Austr.

Engravings. Vill. Dauph., .'3. t. 50. f. 7. ?or3. t. 5. ." 2.; Hoffm. Sal., t. 32. ; Sal. Wob., No. 26. ;

Host Sal. Aust., 1. t. 26, 27. ; our fig. 12U5. ; and fig. 26. in p. 1608.
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Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves broadly lanceolate, and pointed, with glandular ser-

ratures, smooth, glaucous beneath. Catkins appearing before the leaves.

Ovary sessile, ovate, smooth. Style elongated. {Sal. Wob., p. 51.) A
native of Switzerland and the south of France ; flowering at Woburn in

February. Introduced in 1820. It is a rapid-growing tree, with dark

greyish branches, shghtly covered with a powder, or bloom, similar to that

of jS. acutifolia ; the branches ascending obliquely. The tree at Woburn,
though only four years planted, was, in 1830, nearly 25 ft. high. The
catkins appear often in February, from large crimson buds, which dis-

tinguish this species from every other, and make it very ornamental.

There are plants in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges, and at Flitwick,

and Henfield.

Variation. The buds containing catkins are very large in the autumn; and, in

this state, it is the S. prae^cox gemmata Ser. Sal. exsicc. No. 83. {Koch
Comm., p. 23.)

5? 9. S. pomera'nica Willd. The Pomeranian Willow.

Identification. Willd. Enum. Suppl., 66. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 153.

Synonymes. S. rfaphnoldes Villars var., with narrower leaves, arid more slender catkins. (Koch
Com?/!., p. 23.) Mr. Borrer, in his manuscript list of grouped species, has indicated it as being
probably a variety of S. rfaphnoides.

The Sei:es. The female is described in Sal. Wob.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves lanceolate, tapering at both extremities, serrated

;

smooth and shining above, glaucous underneath. Stipules ovate, serrated ;

their margins generally revolute. Catkins about 1 in. long. Ovary
ovate, smooth. Style longer than the parted stigmas. (Sal. Wob., p. 281.)

A native of Pomerania. Introduced in 1822, and flowering, in the Woburn
salictum, in February and March. This is a rapid-growing kind, much re-

sembling, in the colour of its branches and its mode of growth, S. prae^cox.

The branches are long, smooth, round, shining, and copiously covered with

small yellow dots : the preceding year's shoots are covered with a violet-

coloured powder, similar to that on the shoots of S. praeVox, and S. acutifolia.

The leaves are about 4 in. long, and nearly 1 in. broad, tapering towards

both extremities, serrated ; the serratures somewhat glandular, smooth, and
shining on their upper surface, and glaucous underneath. Footstalks nearly

1 in. long, purplish and villous on their upper side. Catkins appearing be-

fore the leaves, and about 1 in. long. There are plants in the Goldworth
Arboretum, at Woburn Abbey, Henfield, and Flitwick.

Group iii. TriandrcE Borrer. [Syn. ^mygdalinae Koch.)

Osier Willows, with three Stamens in a Floiuer.

Stamens 3. Leaves lanceolate, approaching to ovate, serrated, glabrous,

having large, rounded, toothed, more or less deciduous, stipules. Flowers
loosely disposed in the catkin. Pistil stalked. Ovary mostly glabrous.

Most of the kinds constitute excellent osiers, and become trees if left to

themselves. {Hook. Br. FL, 2d ed., with adaptation.) The kinds may be
denominated, generally, the osiers with 3 stamens in a flower. Most, or all,

when in the state of larger shrubs and trees, have their older bark ex-

foliated in broad patches, in the manner of that of the western and eastern

plane trees (Platanus occidentalis L., and P. orientalis L.). Most or all

are ornamental as shrubs, for their lanceolate, glossy, serrated leaves, and
their flowers,

*t * 10. S. UNDULA^TA Kock, Hooker. The wavy-leaved Willow.

Identification. Koch Comm., p. 20. ; Hook. Fl. Br., ed. 3., p. 419. ; ? Hayne Abbild., p. 220.

Synonymes. Koch has cited as identical with, or included in, 5. undul^ta, the following kinds :—
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S. undul^ta E/ir/i. Scytr., (i. p. lul., according to the specific character, but without inspection of
Ehrhartian specimens, Jf'iVW. Sp. PI., 4. p. 655.; ? .S. No. 38., Trcv. Obs. Bot., p. 18. ; and, as a

variety, S. lanceolitta Smith Knu. Bot , t. 1436., according to an authentic English S])ecimen.

Hooker has deemed identical with N. undul&ta of his Br. Fl.,Cii. 3., p. 419., the kinds now to be
noticed : — .S. lanceoUMa Smith Eiig. Bot., t. 1436., Eiif;. Ft., and Forbes in Sal. H'ob., Ni). 14.

"Dr. McylcT of Giiltingeu has sent me specimens of the .S\ uiiduU\ta of Khrh., compared with

the Ehrhartian herbarium ; and Mr. Borreris satisfied that they are identical with Srnith's S.

lanceolata ; at least, with the Sussex specimens communicated by Mr. Woollgar to him, and
which are probably the same with the females figured in Kiig. Bot. Indeed, that station (viz. near

Lewes, in Sussex,) is the only one mentioned by Sir J. E. Smith as English. Mr. Borrer has

received German specimens ofS. undulita with silky germens; and these are probably the .S'. un-

dulata of Salict. Hob., which ditlers only in that respect, and in its more wavy leaves, from
our present plant. (Brit. Fl., ed. 3., p. 419.)

The Seics. The female is figured in AVi/. >Ko6 , Nos. 1.". and 14., and in Eng. Sot., t. 1436.; and
is described in Eng. Fl. Koch noted that he had seen the female wild and cultivated, but that he
had no knowledge of the male.

Engravings. Sal. VVob., Kos. 13. and 14. ; Eng. Bot., 1. 1438. ; ? Hayne Abbild., t. 160. ; ourjig. 1296.;

and Jigs. 13 and 14. in p. 1605.

Upec. Char., ($-c. Leaves lanceolate, acuminate tlirough

much of their length, serrulate at the tip, and minutely

crenulate at the base ; at first pubescent, but becoming
glabrous; wavy at the edge, or not. Stipules half-heart-

shaped. Catkin peduncled u[)on a leafy tvviglet. Brac-

tea liearded at the tip. .Stamens 3. Capsule ovate-

conical, more or less pubescent, or glabrous, stalked ; the

stalk twice the length of the gland. Style elongated.

Stigmas bifid. (Koc/i.) It inhabits the banks of streams, 1296

in the plains and lower valleys in the north of Germany, and in England.
(Id.)

Varieties.

It it S.u. 2; S. undulata Forbes in Sal. JVob., No. 13.— Mr. Forbes
has given the following specific character, or diagnosis, of this kind,

he treating it as a species ; and, as this character may serve to por-
tray its main features, we retain it in application to it, viewed as a
variety. Leaves linear-lanceolate, acuminate, somewhat attenuated
towards the base; wavy, and sharply serrated at their margins.

Ovary sessile, ovate, scarcely downy. Style about half the length

of the linear parted stigmas. (Sal. IVob., p. 25.) Cultivated in the
Dublin Botanic Garden, and flowering in April and May. It is an
upright-growing plant, soon forming a bushy tree, about 10 ft. or
12 ft. high, with brown, smooth, round branches, slightly downy
when young, and somewhat angular at the points. Catkins about
1 in. in length, bursting forth with the leaves. " This is a species

very distinct from the above, which is considered to be the <S'. undu-
lata of Ehrhart ; from which it is readily distinguished by long,

taper-pointed, wavy leaves. I conceive it to be a foreign kind.

I have not observed it in any collection but that contained in the
Dublin Botanic Garden, from which I derived it." (Forbes in Sal.

JVob.) In relation to this kind, Mr. Borrer has remarked in his

list, that, " if S. undulata Forbes, and ..S*. lanceolata Smilli and Forbes,
the S. undulata Hooker, are to be regarded as two species, the former
agrees best with Ehrhart's character of his S. undulata." There
are plants in the Hackney and Gold worth aiboretums, and at Wo-
burn Abbey, Henfield, and Flitwick House,

i s S. H. 3; S. lanceolata Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1436., Eng. Fl.,vv.

p. 168., Forbes in Sal. JVob., No. 14.— The following is Smith's
diagnosis of this kind:—Leaves lanceolate, serrated, glabrous, taper-
ing towards each end. Footstalks decurrent. Ovary stalked, ovate,
glabrous. Styles as long as the stigmas. (Smith Eng. Fl.) Smith
has farther noted of its distinctive characters as follows:— "Akin to
S. tritindra Lin. and iS*. Hoffmannw«a Smith. An essential means of
distinction exists in the leaves, which are longer and narrower than
those of S. triandra, or any o{' its reputed varieties ; more pointed
and tapering; not linear, but tridy lanceolate. Footstalks bearing
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at the summit a pair of glands, or minute leaflets ; not abrupt at the

base, but decurrent, each meeting with a projection of the branch,

tapering downward, and forming a kind of buttress ; which character

is clear and invariable." {Ibid.) There is a plant of S. lanceolata

in the Botanic Garden, Twickenham ; and there are also plants

in the Hackney and Goldworth arboretums, and at Henfield and

FHtwick House. Mr. Forbes observes that this sort deserves cultiva-

tion, as the rods are much used for hampers, crates, &c. although

not so well adapted for tying bundles, and for the finer sorts of

wicker work, as the S. triandra.
"¥ at S. 11. 4, having the catkins androgynous. iS. undulata occurs in this

case. {Koch Coimn.,-p. 20.)

* 11. 5. mppoPHAEFO^LiA ThuUUer. The Sea-Buckthorn-leaved Willow,
01' Osier.

Identification. Thuil. Paris., p. 514. ; Sering. Sal. exsicc, No. 44. ; Koch Coram., p. 20. ; Link
Enum.

Synonyme. S. undulMa Treviranus Obs. Bof., p. 17-, Koch in Rcgensb. Bot. Zeitimg, 1820, p. 311.
S. Aippophaefblia Thuil. is so similar to S. undulata, as to be, perliaps, but a variety of that species.

(Borrer in a letter.)

The Sexes. Both are noticed in the specific character.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaf lanceolate, obsoletely crenulate in a repand manner

;

toothed with glanded teeth, so small as to seem to consist of glands only ;

acuminate through much of its length, downy, eventually glabrous. Stipules

half-heart-shaped. Catkin borne on a leafy peduncle, which is a twiglet.

Bractea hairy. Stamens 2. Capsule ovately conical, tomentose, downy,
or glabrous ; seated on a stalk that is as long as the gland. Style long.

Stigma bifid. {Koch.) Wild in the plains and lower valleys of the Pala-
tinate, Wetteravia, Silesia, and the north of Germany. Treviranus thinks

that this is the true S. undulata of Ehrhart ; " but I," says Koch, " have
not been able to find any of its leaves undulated, among many specimens
observed growing wild; but, perhaps, Ehrhart included this in his S.

undulata, to which it is too near akin to be a species distinct from that."

{Id.)

at ¥ 12. S. tria'ndra L. The 3-stamened^owererf Willow, or Osier.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1442. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 654. , Smith Eng. Bot., t 1435. ; Eng. Fl.
4. p. 16fi. ; Forbes in Sak Wob., No. 15. j Hook. Fl. Br., ed. 3., p. 419. ; Wade's Salices, p. 6. :

Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 245. ; ? Hayiie Abbild., p. 219.
Synonyme. S. amygdalina, part of, Koch Conmi., p. 19.

The Sexes. Both sexes arc figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Gmd. Sib., 1. 155. t. 34. f 3. ; J Hayne Abbild., t. 159. ; Eng. Bot., t. 1435 : Sal. Wob.,
No. 15. ; our^^. 1297. ; and^^. 15. in p. 1605.

Spec. Char., S/-c. Leaves linear-oblong, serrated, glabrous, rather unequally
sloping at the base. Stamens 3. Ovary stalked, ovate, compressed, gla-

brous. Stigmas nearly sessile. {Smith E. Fl.) Bractea (or scale) clothed
externally with fine, long, spreading, more or less plentiful hairs. {Ibid.)

Bractea glabrous. {Hook. Br. FL, 3d ed.) Mi". WooUgar used to distin-

guish this species by the dark-barked smooth shoots of the female plant.

The male one he never met with at Lewes. {Ibid.) A native of Britain,

in wet woods and osier grounds, where it forms an upright tree, rising

naturally, when not injured, to the height of 30 ft. Leaves always perfectly

glabrous. This species is extensively cultivated for the long tough rods
which it produces when cut down, which are in frequent use for wicker-
work, hoops, &c. " -S*. triandra is one of the most valuable osiers. It is

cultivated for white basketwork, producing I'ods 8 ft. or 9 ft. long, tough
and pliant, even when stripped of theii- bark, and very durable. They are
cut down every year." {Smith in Eng. Fl.) There are plants in the Gold-
worth arboretum, at Flitwick House, at Henfield, and at Woburn Abbey.

Varieties. Several varieties, if not distinct species, are comprehended under
the name of S. triandra. " Of these, I venture to separate one as a species,
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by the name of S. Hoffinann/rtHr/." (I/jid.) Mr. Forbes, after describing
the kind that he has adopted as iS". triandra, adds, " I have another state

of" this, with mucli larger and broader leaves."
* If S. ? t. 2, Tlic French fVillow,so called, and cultivated, in Sussex, and the

east parts of England. (Ibid.)— Description. " 12 ft. to 15 ft. high.

Disks of leaves of but half the size of those of the S. triandra de-
scribed by Smith, of a fine bright green. Petioles more slender.

Sti|)iiles larger. Catkins large and yellow. Stamens 3 or more,
thrice as long as the l)ractca. I have not seen the female flowers,

nor am I informed of the peculiar properties of tiiis kind. Mr.
Crowe used to name it iS'. contorta, and esteem it a doubtful species,

and not supposed to be wild in Britain." (Ibid.) Synon. S.

triandra Curt. Ft. Lond. (Borrcr in a letter.) About Lewes,
Sussex, it is confined to tlie osier-grounds. {Borrcr in Hook. Br.
Ft., 2d ed.) This is apparently the S. Hoppe«rt« Wilkl., differing

only, according to my specimens from Salzburg, in the notched or
retuse bracteas. (Hooker^ ibid.) Smith has quoted the S. triandra
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Curt. FL Lond. as identical with S. HofFmanniawa Smith ; but has

remarked that it may possibly prove distinct, and that it doubtless

is so from the S. triandra, which he has described. There are plants

at Henfield.

^ 1 S.?t. 3 Hoppeana; S, androgyna Hoppe, quoted in Willd. Sp.

PL, iv. p. 63-t., under S. Hoppe«?zi2 Willd. ; S. Hoppe«na Willd.

Sp. PI., iv. p. 654., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 2., Hayne Ab-
bild., p. 218. t. 158.; S. triandra androgyna Seringe, quoted in

Hayne Abbild.; S. amygdalina, part of, Koch Comm., p. 18.—Smith,

in his Eng. FL, iv. p. 167., has incidentally described this, after S.

triandra, as follows :
— " S. Hoppe«?za Willd. is characterised by

having some catkins composed partly of male and partly of female

flowers. Its leaves, though very glaucous beneath, agree nearly with

those of S. triandra, of which species Mr. Sieber, who sent me
specimens from Salzburg, appears to think it a variety." (Smith.)

It is shown, under var. 2, that Hooker deems S. Hoppea?2a ap-

parently identical with that variety. Introduced in 1820.

^ 'ii S. ? t. 4^ ; S. triandra undidata Mertens, hied. — This is an approach

to S. flmygdalina; the twigs are of a yellowish grey as in that kind,

and their young points grooved, but in a less remarkable degree.

Mr. Forster regards this, and not the French willow of the Lewes
basket-makers, as the S. contorta of Mr. Crowe. I have plants of

both sexes from the Lewes osier grounds. {W. B.)

^ 13. S. HoFFMANN/^^i^^ Smith. Hoffmann's Willow, or Osier.

Identification. Smith Eng. Fl., 4. p. 168. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 16. ; Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl.,

t.2620. ; HooU. Br. Fl., ed. 3.,p. 420. „„„,„. ,^

Synonyme. S. triandra Hoffm. Sal., 1. p. 45. t. 9, 10., 23. f. 2. {Snitlh) ? exclusively of vars. [Borrer

in Hook. Br. Fl.) S. Hottmanni^^o Sm. seems to be the 5. triandra ot German botanists in

general {Smith in Eng. Ft., 2. p. 167.)
, . „ , „t ,_

T/ie Sexes. The male is figured in Eng. Bot. Suppl., and m Sal Wob. ; a notice relative to what has

been regarded as the female is given in Engl. Flora.
,^ „ „ „ „

Engravings. Hoff. Sal., 1. 1. 9, 10., and 23. f. 2. ; Sal. Wob., No. 16. ; Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2620. ; and

fig. 16. in p. 1606.

Sjjec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate-oblong, serrated, smooth, slightly rounded

at the base. Stamens 3. Ovary stalked, ovate, compressed, glabrous.

Stigmas nearly sessile. {Smith E. F.) The male plant is a native of

ft-itain, on the sides of streams, in Sussex, where it forms a much-

branched shrub, or crooked tree, scarcely ever exceeding 12 ft. high; flower-

in" in May. Mr. Forbes states that his plant, after having been cultivated

for five years, had not exceeded the height of 5 ft. There are plants in the

Goldworth Arboretum, and at Henfield.

5 14. S. ^mygda'lina L. The AXmonA-leaved Willow, or Osier.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1443. ; Willd. Sp. PI., p. 656.; Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1636. ; Eng. FL, 4.

p. 169. ; Forbes in Sal Wob., No. 18. ; Hook Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 420. ; Wade's Salices, p. 14. ;

Mackay FL Hibern., pt. 1. p. 245.

Synonyme. S. amygdalina, part of, Koch Comm., p. 18.

The Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1636. ; Sal. Wob., No. 18. ; our fig. 1298. ; a.nAfig. 18. in p. 1606.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves ovate, serrated, glabrous, rounded, and unequal

at the base. Stamens 3. Ovary ovate, compressed, smooth ; its stalks

almost as long as the bractea. Stigmas nearly sessile. Young branches

furrowed. Down of the seeds shorter, and less abundant, than in S. triandra.

Mr. Crowe first accurately compared and distinguished these two by their

leaves. {Sviith E. F.) A native of Britain, on the banks of rivers and

ditches, in the eastern counties of England, and in Scotland, where it

forms a tree growing to the height of 20 ft. or 30 ft.; flowering in April

and May, and, for the second time, in August. " If cut down every year, it

produces rods 6 ft. or 8 ft. long, in considerable plenty, for coarse basket-

work, but not equal to S. triandra when peeled." (Smith.) Among the in-

sects which live upon this species is the Phalse^na anastomosis L., the
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1299Mocca-stone moth (Smith

and AbboWs Insects, t.

72. ; and our fg. 1299.)

The caterpiTlars of this

insect appear all collected

together in a web spun

among the leaves. The
larva is of a bright yel-

low, streaked with brown,

and the imago of a pale

brown. The insect is

equally common in Eu-
rope and in America.

There are plants in the

Twickenham Botanic

Garden, and the Hackney
arboretum ; and at Wo-
burn, Henfield, and Flitwick.

5^ 15. S. ViLLARs/^^iv^ Fliigge et Willd. Villars's Willow, or Osiei:

Identification. Fliigge in Litt., quoted in Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 655. ; Smith in Bees's Cycl., No. 63.

;

Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 17.

Synonymes. S. triandra Villars Delph., 3. p. 76-2. ; S. amygdalina var. Koch Comm., p. 19.

The Sexes. Both sexes are described by Willd. ; the male is figured in Sal. Wob., and is in the

London Horticultural Society's arboretum.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 17. ; anAfig. 17. in p. 1606.

Sjjec. Char., ^c. Leaves elliptical, rounded at the base, pointed at the tip,

serrated, whitely glaucous beneath. Catkins appearing with the leaves.

Flowers triandrous. Ovary pedicellated, ovate, smooth. Stigmas sessile.

( Willd. and Forbes.) A native of Dauphine, where, according to Willdenow,
it forms a shrub 3 ft. or 6 ft. high, with dark violet-coloured, shining branches;

but, according to the experience of Mr. Forbes, in the Woburn saHctum,

it is a handsome upright-growing tree, attaining the height of 12 ft. or

14 ft., with the preceding year's branches of a greyish brown colour, and

the young twigs dark brown above, paler beneath, pohshed, and some-
what angular, or striated, and very brittle. Introduced in 1818. The
male, as observed in the London Horticultural Society's arboretum, in

1835, is an elegant kind, noticeable early in spring for its plentiful blos-

soms, and subsequently for its leaves, which are remarkably neat in their

figure and serrature, and more or less peculiar as compared with those of

kindred kinds. The dark colour of the shoots of the preceding year or

years is also an ornamental feature. There are plants at Woburn Abbey,
Henfield, and FUtwick House.

App. i. TridndrcB of which there are Plants in the Country not

described.

S. tenuifolia Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, and S. tenuifolia G., in the collection at Hackney, appear to be
the same, and near akin to S. lanceol^tum ; but are very different from the S. tenuifolia of Smith.

App. ii. Tridndrce described, but not yet introduced, or of doid)t-

ful Identity with Species in the Country.

S. spectdbilis, mas et fern.. Host Sal. Aust., 1. p. 1. t. 3, 4., Fl Aust., 2. p. 632. ; S. semperflirens,
tnas et fern.. Host Sal. Aust, 1. p. 2. t. 5, 6., Fl. Aust, 2. p. 633. ; S. ienuiflora, mas et fern.. Host
Sal. Aust, 1. p. 2. t 7, 8., Fl. Aust, 2. p. 633. ; S. venusta, mas et fem., Host Sal Aust, 1. p. 3. t 9, 10.,

Fl. Aust., 2. p. 633. ; S. varia, mas et fem.. Host Sal. Aust, 1. p. 3. t 11, 12., Fl. Aust, 2. p. 634. ;

S. a7?iyg(idlina, mas et fem.. Host Sal. Aust., 1. p. 4. t. 13, 14., Fl. Aust., 2. p. 634. ; S. h'giistrina, mas
et fem., Host Sal. Aust., 1. p. 4. t. 15, 16., Fl. Aust., 2. p. 634. ; S. specibsa, mas et fem., Host Sal.

Aust, 1. p. 5. t. 17., Fl. Ausf, 2. p. 635.
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Group iv. Pi/ihindrtc Boner.

Trees hnvins Flowers with 3—3 Stamens.

Stamens in a flower more tlian 3, in most instances 5. Ovary glal)rous.

The plants trees of" moderate size. Leaves lartje, glossy, fragrant, serrated,

and having gUuuls in tiie serratures, from which a resin exudes. Stamens
in each catkin so numerous and long, as to render tho flowers, which, too,

are in perfection at the same time as the foliage, quite iiandsome, and the

trees, in this condition, more ornamental than those of any other group.

(Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., with adaptation.)

If 1 ! S. penta'ndra L. The five-staniened^oM'cr«/ Willow.

IJcntificaliun. Lin. Sp. PI., 1442. ; WiUd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 6.")8.
; Hayne Abbild., p. 221. ; Smith Eng.

B<>t., t. 1805.; Eng. Fl.,*. p. 171.; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 34. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 420. ;

Wade's Salices, p. 36.; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 246. ; Host Sal. Austr., 1. p. 1.

Sunoni/mes. S. pent&ndra, part of, Kuc/i Comm., p. 13. ; the sweet Willow, or Bay-leaved Willow.

the Sfjcs. Both sexes are figured in Sai. Wob. and Uayne'i Abbild., and the male in Eng. Bo/.,

with two views of an ovary. Both sexes are figured in Host's Sal. Austr.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1805. ; Hayne Abbild.,t. 161.; Sal. Wob., No. 34.; Host Sal. Austr., 1.

t. 1. f. 2. ; our Jig. 1299. a ; and Jig. 34. in )>. 1610.

Spec. Char., <^-c. Leaves ovate, pointed, crenate, glandular, glabrous. Foot-

stalks glandular at the summit. Stamens 5 or more, hairy at the base.

Ovary ovate, tapering, smooth, nearly sessile. (Sal. Wob., p. 67.) A native

of Britain, on the banks of rivers and watery places

;

most frequent in the north. In 1804', this, and five or r:

six other distinct sorts were abundant on the banks of N

Gogar Burn, near Edinburgh, between Gogar House
and the junction of the burn with the river Almond.
It forms an upright tree, 18 ft. or 20 ft. high, with

smooth shining branches, and large, copious, shining

foliage, so as to give the plant, in the summer season,

the appearance ofan evergreen. It is one of the latest-

flowering willows, the flower seldom expanding till

the beginning of June. The flowers are remarkably

fragrant, as are the leaves, especially when bruised :

the fragrance, which is similar to that of the sweet

bay (Laiirus nubilis), but less powerful, is exuded
from the resinous notches of the leaves, and from the barren catkins. It is one
of the most desirable species of the genus for planting in pleasure-grounds, on
account of the fine display matle by the blossoms, their abundant fragrance,

the smooth, shining, rich deep green of the leaves, and the comparatively
slow growth and compact habit of the tree. Mr. Forbes states that, when
cut down, this species produces tough flexible rods, fit for basketwork

;

but, in a wild state, on the banks of Gogar Burn, where its five or six other
sorts were periodically cut down for basketwork and for hoops, the shoots
of S. pentandra were considered rather short and brittle, as compared with
those of the others. Phalae'na typicciides, the Gothic moth, which, Donovan
(in his Insects, &c., vol. xv. p. 2. pi. bOb.) says, is much esteemed by col-

lectors in Britain, on account of its scarceness, inhabits this willow. Not-
withstanding its being generally rare, it appears that it was seen in 1826, in

Cheshire, in immense tjuantities, during a thunder storm. (See jl/a^. Nat.
Hist., vol. iii., p. 404. ) There are several plants in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, which, in 1834, after having been 10 years planted, were from
15 ft. to 18 ft. high ; and others in the Hackney and Goldworth arboretums,
and at Flitwick, Henfield, and Woburn.

Varieii/.

¥ S. p. 2 hermaphrodiiica ; S. hermaphroditica Lin. Sp. PI., p. 144-2.,

5 F
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Wahlciib. Flo7-a Ups., according to Koch Cotnm., p. 14., Smith in

Rees's Cyclo., No. 1. — The catkins bearing rarely male flowers and

female ones, and some of the stamens being changed into monstrous

pistils.

5f 17. S. MEYER/^^i^^ Willd. Meyer's Willow.

Identification. Willd. Berl. Baumz., p. 427. ; Hayne .4bbild., p. 222. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 33.

;

Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 4'il.

Synonyrnes. Koch, in his Comm., p. 14., has presented the following :
— " S. cuspidata Schultz Fl.

Starg. Su!ipl.,p. il.; S. tinctbria Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 13.; S. pentandra ^ Linn. Fl. Suec,

according to Smith ; S. hexandra Ehrh. Arb., 140. ; S. Ehrhart/dna Smith in Rees's Cyclopadia."
Koch has adopted the name S. cuspidata Schultz. S. tetrandra Willd. is quoted as synonymous
in Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.

The Sexes. The male is figured in Hayne's Abbild., and described and figured in Sal. Wob., unless

some mistake as to the kind has occurred : see Borrer, below. The female is mentioned in Koch's
Com., and Hooker's Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 421.

Engj-avings. Hayne Abbild., t. 162. ; Sal. Wob., No. 33., with a doubt, at least, as to the flower-

bearing specimen
J
our fig. 1300.; and^jor. 33, jn p. 1610.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate-elliptic, pointed, glabrous, green, and shining

above, rather pale beneath, but not glaucous, serrated ; the serratures of

the young leaves glandular. Stipules soon falling off. Stamens 3-:-4.

Bractea obtuse, yellow. {Sal. Wob., p. 65.) Koch has stated the geogra-

phic distribution of S. cuspidata Schultz, to which he refers the S. Meyerichia

Willd., to be Pomerania and Sweden, in meadows, and woody and marshy
places. Germany is given as the native country of this kind in our Hortus

Britannicus, and in Sweet's : and the date of its introduction into Britain is, in

the former, 1822 j in the latter, 1823. Mr. Borrer states that the insertion of

this kind in Hook. Br. FL, ed. 3., as a native of Britain, arose from a mistake

of his. (See Borrer in Camp, to Bat. Alag., p. 225.) It forms a handsome-
growing tree, with brownish smooth branches, which are slightly warty ; and
large, broad, shining leaves, somewhat unequal, and obtuse at the base, often

broadest above the middle : of an ovate-elliptic shape, pointed ;
green,

smooth, and shining above
;
pale, but not glaucous, beneath ; strongly serrated,

and the serratures of the younger leaves furnished with glands. Nearly

allied to S. lucida, which, however, has smaller leaves, and longer, more
slender, catkins. It flowers in April. S. Meyen««a is a desirable kind

of willow for introducing into ornamental plantations of the coarser kind,

as it grows quickly, and has large shining leaves, and the catkins of

flowers of the male are ornamental. It assimilates to >S'. pentandra in its

flowers, but is obviously distinct from that kind when the two are seen

growing near together. It is of freer growth, is more robust, and its leaves

are longer, narrower, and more shining. Mr. Borrer has communicated
the following remarks relative to the figure of S. Meyerkhia, given in Sal.

Wo/)., No. 33.:— " I never saw the catkins sessile, as represented in Sal.

Wob., t. 33., but always on leafy stalks, as in S. lucida, t. 32. Possibly the
two figures represent the same species. In American specimens of S. lucida

M'uhl. and Willd., there is some silkiness on the young leaves. Still they
may be of the same species as S. Meyeri««fl' ; and, if so, <S'. lucida is the

older name." There are plants at Woburn Abbey, at Henfield, and at Flit-

wick House, the latter of which are 13 ft. high,

¥ 18. S. Lu^ciDA Miihlenb. The shimng-leaved Willow.

Identification. Miihlenb. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. p. 239. t. 6. f. 7. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4.

667. ; Muhlenb. Sims et Kon. Ann. of Bot., 2. 66. t. 5. f. 7. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 615. ;

.Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 32.; Michx. North Amer. Sylva, 3. p. 81. ; ? Forbes in Sal. Wob.,
No. 32., who has quoted Wiild. with doubt.

Synonymes. S. Forbtisii Sweet Hort. Brit., ed. 1830; where it is stated to be not the S. liicida of
others, and where the S. lucida of Spreng. S^s^, ^which is the S. lucida Miihlenb., is registered
besides.

The Sexes. The male is described and figured in Sal. Wob:, and noticed below, in the Specific
Character.

Engravings. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. t. 6. f. 7. ; Sims et Kon. Ann. of Bot., 2. t. 5. f. 7. ;

Michx. North Amer. Sylva, 3. t. 125. f. 3. ; ? Sal. Wob., 32. ; our fig. 1301. ; and fig. 32. in p. 1610.

S/)ec. Char., ^c. Leaves ovate, acuminate, serrated, glabrous ; shining above, pale

beneath; the serratures resinous. Footstalks glandular. Stipules large,

half- heart-shaped, serrated, and furnislied with glands. Catkins of the male
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l^in, long, or more. Stamens 3—5, bearded at the base. (Sal. Wob.y

p. 63.) Mr. Forbes believes that the kind which he has elucidated is a

native of Switzerland; but the S. lucida Muhlenb. is a native of North

America ; and this may be one reason, at least, why Mr, Sweet distinguished

the plants of the two countries as oftwo species, as shown under Synonymes,

above. S. lucida of the Salictum Woburnense forms a handsome low-growing

tree, with the branches of the preceding year of a greyish green colour, and

smooth : the young twigs are of a yellowish green, somewhat striated, or

angular, at the points. It flowers in April and May, and " appears a good
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basket willow." Mr. Forbes received it from Messrs. Loddiges, under the
name of S. Meycri»7ia ; which species, he says, is readily distinguished from
S. lucida by its much larger leaves, and shorter obtuse catkins. There are

plants in the Goldworth Arboretum, and in the salictum at Woburn.

Group V. Fragilcs Borrer.

Trees, ivith their Twigs mostly brittle at the Joints.

Stamens 2 to a flower. Ovary glabrous, elongated, seated upon a more or
less obvious stalk. Flowers very loosely disposed in the catkin. Leaves
lanceolate, serrated, glabrous, stipuled. The plants, trees of considerable

size. (Hook. Br. FL, ed. 2., adapted.)

t 19. S. bauylo'nica L. The Babylonian, or weeping, Willow.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1443. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 671. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 42. ; Forbes
in Sal. Wob., No. 2i. ; Koch Comm.,p. 17., note; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 614.

Synonymts. S. propendens Sering. Sal. He/., p. 73. (Koch) ; S. orientalis, &c., Tourn. ; S. arSbica,
&c., C. Bau/i. ; Saule pleureur, Parasol du grand Seigneur, Fr. ; Trauer Weide, Thriinen Weide,
Ger.

The Sexes. The female is figured in Sal. If'ob. ; the male is not known, in a living state, in Britain
unless it be S. b. Napolebna, as suggested in p. 1513.

Engravings. Rauw. It., 25. 183. ; Sal. Wob., No. 22. ; our^. 22. in p. 1607. ; and the plates of this

tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves lanceolate, acuminate, finely serrated, glabrous

;

glaucous beneath. Catkins protruded at the same time as the leaves.

Ovary ovate, sessile, glabrous. {Willd. Sp, PL, 4* p. 671.) A native of

Asia, on the banks of the Euphrates, near Babylon, whence its name; and
also of China, and other parts of Asia ; and of Egypt, and other parts of

the north of Africa. It is said to have been first brought into England by
Mr. Vernon, a merchant at Aleppo, who sent it to his seat at Twickenham
Park, at about 1730, where it was seen growing by the celebrated Peter

CoUinson, in 1748. In the Hortiis Kcwensis, the date of its introduction is

given as 1692; but no particulars are stated respecting it. Delille, in

a note to his UHomme des Chamj^s, says that Tournefort first introduced

it into Europe ; and some authors, on the authority of the St. James\<t

Chronicle for August, 1801, assert that Pope introduced it into England,

and that his favourite tree at Twickenham was the first planted in this

country. The story is, that Pope, happening to be with Lady Suffolk,

when that lady received a present from Spain, or, according to some, from

Turkey, observed that some of the pieces of withy bound round it appeared

as though they would vegetate ; and, taking them up said, " Perhaps these

may produce something that we have not in England." Whereupon, the

story adds, he planted one of them in his garden at Twickenham ; which
became the weeping willow, afterwards so celebrated. This paper was
published about the time that Pope's willow was cut down, because the

possessor of his villa was annoyed by persons asking to see it. The most
probable of these stories appears to be, that the tree was brought to

Europe by Tournefort. It is now universally cultivated wherever it will

stand the open air, not only in Europe, but m Asia, and in the civilised

parts o( Africa : it is also a great favourite in North America. That this

tree is a favourite one in China, and also very common in that country,

appears from the frequent representations of it that are found on porcelain,

tea-chests, &c. It is also pictured in a view of the village of Tonnan, drawn
by John Nicohoff, July 3, 1655, on his way to Pekin, with the embassy
which the Dutch sent to the Emperor of China in that year. {Syl. Flor., 2.

p. 265.) That the Chinese use it in their planted garden scenery, along

with other ornamental trees, is evident, from the published views of the

5 F 3
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gardens and villas of Canton, and other places in C'liina. Fig. 1302., which

is reduccil from a drawing kindly lent us by 8ir (J. T. Staunton, shows
part ot the villa ot" Consequa, who had one of the finest gardens in Canton

about the year KSl:^, when tiie drawing was taken. A large weeping willow

is shown in the left of the picture, two or more in the middle, and one on

the right, as if placed on a balcony ; or perhaps growing through it from

the conservatory below. The Chinese employ the weeping willow also in

their cemeteries, as ap|)ears from/%. 1304-., reduced from a plate in Dobell's

Travels, which represents the cemetery of the Vale of Tombs, near the lake

See Hoo. All the prints of Chinese objects, indeed, concur in showing that

the weeping willow is one of the most generally admired trees in Ciiina. It is

common in gardens in the neighbourhood of Algiers, and in burial-grounds

throughout Turkey, and great part of the west of Asia. In many countries,

particularly in France and Germany, it appears to have taken the place of tlie

cvpress, as a tree for planting in cemeteries; and the reasons why it is pre-

ferred for this purpose are tiuis given by Poiret in the X<mveau Du JIamcl :
—

'* The cypress was long considered as the appropriate ornament of the ceme-

tery ; but its gloomy shade among the tombs, and its thick heavy foliage

of the darkest green, inspire only depressing thoughts, and present death

under its most appalling image. The weeping willow, on the contrary,

rather conveys a picture of the grief felt for the loss of the departed, than

of the darkness of the grave. Its light and elegant foliage flows like the

dishevelled hair and graceful drapery of a sculptured mourner over a sepul-

chral urn ; and conveys those soothing, though softly melancholy, reflections,

which have made one ofour poets exclaim,' There is a pleasure even in grief.'"

Notwithstanding the preference thus given to the willow, the shape of the

cypress, conveying, to * fanciful mind, the idea of a flame pointing upwards,

has been supposed to afford an emblem of the hope of immortality, and is

still planted in many churchyards on the Continent, and alluded to in

epitaphs under this light. In many of the churchjards of (iermany, both

emblems are combined; the Lombardy poplar being substituted for the

cypress; as, indeed, we are informed it is in many of the cemeteries in

Turkey and Persia. Fig. 1.303. represents a churchyard in Baden, called the

1303

Oehlbcrg (Mount of Olives), where the two trees are both planted, so as

to produce a very pleasing effect.

Much lias, of late years, been said respecting a wee[)ing willow in the

Island of St. Helena, supposed to overhang the tomb of Napoleon. Accord-
j F 4
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ing to some, this is a distinct species, indigenous to the island ; and others

even assert that it is not a willow at all. Being anxious to procure correct

information as to the tree at St. Helena, we sent a letter to the Alornhig

Chronicle, which appeared in that journal on Sept. 5. 1836. We received

a great many answers ; some dried specimens ; a number of drawings and
engravings, either lent or given ; and one living plant. The result of the

whole, as far as it is worth making public, is as follows:— No species of
willow is indigenous to St. Helena; but about 1810, or before, when
General Beatson was governor there, he, being fond of planting, had a great

many forest trees and shrubs introduced from Britain ; and though, as

appears by the St. Helena Gazette for 1811-12, he had the greatest diffi-

cult}' in preserving his plantations from the numerous goats which abounded
in the island, yet several of the trees survived, and attained a timber-like

size. Among these was the tree of 5alix babylonica, which has since been
called Napoleon's willow. This tree grew among other trees, on the side

of a valley near a spring ; and, having attracted the notice of Napoleon, he
had a seat placed under it, and used to go and sit there very frequently,

and have water brought to him from the adjoining fountain. About the time
of Napoleon's death, in 1821, a storm, it is said, shattered the willow in

pieces; and, after the interment of the emperor, Madame Bertrand planted

several cuttings of this tree on the outside of the railmg which surrounds
the grave ; and placed within it, on the stone, several flower-pots with
heartsease and forget-me-not. In 1828, we are informed, the willows

were found in a dying state ; and twenty-eight young ones were, in conse-
quence, placed near the tomb, which was at that time surrounded with a
profusion of scarlet-blossomed pelargoniums. A correspondent, who was at

St. Helena in 1834, says one of the willows was then in a flourishing con-

dition ; but another, who was there in 1835, describes it as going fast to

decay, owing to the number of pieces carried away by visitors. In what
vear a cutting from this willow was brought to England for the first time
we have not been able to ascertain ; but it appears probable that it

may have been in the year 1823, and that one of the oldest plants is that

in the garden of the Roebuck tavern on Richmond Hill, which, as it appears

by the inscription on a white marble tablet affixed to it, was taken from
the tree in that year. Since that period, it has become fashionable to

possess a plant of the true Napoleon's willow ; and, in consequence, a great

many cuttings have been imported, and a number of plants sold by the
London nurserymen. There are now trees of it in a great many places.

There is a handsome small one in the Horticultural Society's Garden ; one
at Kew ; several at Messrs. Loddiges's ; some in the Twickenham Botanic
Garden ; one in the garden of Captain Stevens, Beaumont Square, Mile
End ; one in the garden of Mr. Knight, at Canonbury Place, Islington,

brought over in 1824; one in the garden of No. 2. Lee Place, Levvisham,
Kent ; one in the garden of No. 1. Porchester Terrace; one in the garden
of S. C. Hall, Esq., Elm Grove, Kensington Gravel Pits; one, a very
flourishing and large tree, in the garden of Mrs. Lawrence, Drayton Green ;

one at Clayton Priory, near Brighton; one at Allesley Rectory, near Co-
ventry; several at Chatsworth ; and there are various others in the neigh-
bourhood of London, and in different parts of the country. In orrximental
plantations, the weeping willow has the most harmonious eflfcct when in-

troduced among trees of shapes as unusual as its own
; partly of the same

kind, as the weeping birch, and partly of contrasted forms, as the Lombardy
poplar ; and the effect of these three trees is always good when accom-
panied by water, either in a lake, as in^^, 1,305., or in a stream and water-
fall, as \\\fg. 1306. Both these views are of scenery in the park at Monza.
( See Encyc. of Gard., ed. 1835, p. 36.) Fig. 1037, is an example of the use
of trees having drooping branches, and others having vertical branches, such
as the Lombardy po[)lar, in contrasting with and harmonising horizontal lines.

(See Gard. Mag., vol. i. p. 1 17.) For further remarks on the use of the
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weeping willow along with the Lombardy poplar, see Populus fastigiata in

a future page.

A large weeping willow, in a scene in which there are no other trees at all

harmonising with it by their form, however beautiful it may be in itself, always
more or less injures the landscape. In Gilpin's Forest Scenery, he remarks
that the " weeping willow is a very picturesque tree, and a perfect contrast

to the Lombardy poplar. The light airy spray of the poplar," he adds.

1306

" rises perpendicularly : that of the weeping willow is pendent. The shape of
its leaf is conformable to the pensile character of the tree ; and its spray,

which is lighter than that of the poplar, is more easily put in motion by a

breath of air. The weeping willow, however, is not adapted to sublime

subjects. We wish it not to screen the broken buttresses and Gothic windows
of an abbey, or to overshadow the battlements of a ruined castle. These
offices it resigns to the oak, whose dignity can support them. The weeping
willow seeks an humbler scene ; some romantic footpath bridge, which it

half conceals, or some glassy pond, over which it hangs its streaming foliage,

—
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' and dips
Us pendent boughs, stooping as if to drink.' COVVPER.

In these situations it appears in character, and, of course, to advantage."
Sir Thomas Dick Lauder remarks on this tree, that it is a native of the
East, and that interesting; associations are awakened in conjunction with it

by that very beautiful Psahii, " By the waters of Babylon we sat down
and wept, when we remembered thee, O Sion ! As for our harps, we
hanged them up upon the willow trees that are therein." (Psalm 137.) " The
tender and melancholy recollections of the captive children of Israel, when
taken in conjunction with this tree," he adds, " are of themselves sufficient

to give it an interest in every human bosom that may have been touched by
the strains of the Psalmist." (Lauder's GUpiii, vol. i. p. 135.)

The weeping willow roots freely by cuttings, and grows with great ra-

pidity in a rich soil, within reach of water, in the climate of London ; but,

in the north, the young shoots are very apt to be killed by frost. These
shoots are brittle, and neither they nor the wood are ever applied to any
useful purpose. The weeping willow is particularly subject to the attacks

of the Curciilio Icipathi L'ai., Cryptorh\' nchus Fab., and other insects, as

already pointed out in our general view of the genus <S^lix. (p. 1478.)

A curious instance is given in the Gardener's Alagar.iiie, vol. ix. p. 267.,

of a weeping willow in the Botanic Garden at Carlsruhe. This willow,

which was planted in 1787, was nearly thrown down by a storm in 1816;

and, in consequence of the injury it received, one branch was cut off,

and an oaken prop was put under the other, as represented in fig. 1308.

n. The willow sent down a root under the decayed bark of the oaken
prop. This root in 1829, when wc saw it, being increased to about the

thickness of a man's arm, had burst from the bark ; which being removed
the root stood alone, as shown at /;; and we are informed that it has since

so increased in size and strength as to render the oaken prop unnecessary.

Varieties. There is one very decided variety, commonly treated as a species,

under the name of S. annularis ; and Mr. Castles of the Twickenham Bo-
tanic Garden is of opinion that, exclusive of this variety, there are two
forms of the species in the country, one of which he thinks may pos-

siblv bo the male plant. This form, as it appears to be the same as the

plant sent from St. HeUna, we shall, till something further has been de-

cided respecting it, call it S. h. Napoleonrr. The varieties will, therefore,

stand as under :
—
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S S. i. 1 vulgaris fcem. Hort. has pale green young shoots, slender, with

an angular twist above the axil of each leaf, and large stipules. It

is the most common weeping willow in the neighbourhood of London,
and flowers in June.

If S. 6. 2 Napoleom. Hort. has round shoots, generally reddish, and the

leaves are without stipules. It is of very vigorous growth ; and there
" are a number of plants of this kind in a brickfield close to the
Lunatic Asylum at Hanwell ; one at the Marsh Gate, Richmond,
near the Poorhouse; and one at the Ferry, near Ham House. Mr.
Castles's son, Mr. George Castles, says there are also some by the
canal side, near Brentford." The tree at Richmond, when measured
for us in November 1836, was 60 ft. high, and the diameter of the
trunk was 3 ft. 3 in.

S S. A. 3 cnsjM Hort.; S. annularis Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 21.,

with a fig. of the female ; our Jig. 21. in p. 1606. ; and the plate of
this tree in our last Volume. T//e ring-leaved Willow.— Leaves lan-

ceolate, acuminate, serrated, curled, or twisted, glabrous, and glaucous
beneath. Young twigs erect, pubescent at the points. Stipules

half-heart-shaped. Ovary ovate, glabrous, and sessile. Stigmas
notched. (Sal. Wob., p. 41.) The preceding year's branches are
pendulous. A garden production, of uncertain origin, easily dis-

tinguished from the common weeping willow (S. babylonica), by the

crowded mass of its young twigs, and its curled leaves. The tree

does not appear as though it would attain the same height as the
species. The catkins of the ring-leaved willow appear in May.
The plant of this variety in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and
figured in our last Volume, was, in 1834, 17 ft. high.

S/atislics of the Species. Salix babyldnica in the Environs of London. There are many immense
trees on the banks of the Thames, and in villa gardens where the soil is moist, from 50 ft. to 60 ft.

high, with heads 60 ft. or 80 ft. in diameter. In the Horticultural Society's Garden, in 1834, two
trees, 8 years planted, were 18 ft. high. At Mount Grove, Hampstead, 4 years planted, it is 12 ft. high.

Saltj: bahyl6nica South of London. In Devonshire, in Bystock Park, 12 years planted, it is 24 ft.

high ; at Endsleigh Cottage, 10 years planted, 20 ft. high. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 20 years
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planted. It Is 31 ft. high. In the Isle of Jersey, hi Saunders's Nursery, 10 years planted, it is 30 ft.

high. In Somersetshire, at Nettlecoml)e, 24 years planted, it is 34 ft. high. In Surrey, at Clareniont,
it is 30 rt. high ; the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 9 in., and of the head 45 ft.

SiULr babyldnicn North t^ London. In Berkshire, at Bear Wood, 10 years planted. It Is 20 ft. high.
In Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, 40 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Denbighshire, at
Llanbedc Hall, 44 years planted, it is 54 ft. high. In Oxfordshire, in the Oxford Botanic Garden,
12 years planted, it is ;)Oft. high. In Pembrokeshire, at Golden Grove, 50 years planted, it is 20 ft.

high ; the diameter of the trunk IJ ft., and of the head 20 ft. In Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh.Castlc, 50
years planted, it is 42 ft. high. In Suftblk, in the Bury Botanic Garden, 10 years planted, it is 26 ft.

high ; at Finborough Hall, 70 years planted, it is 70 ft, high ; the diameter of the trunk 34 ft., and of
the head 54 ft. In Warwickshire, at Combe Abbey, 10 years planted, it is 24 ft. high. In Worcester-
•hire, at Hagley, 10 years planted, it is 20 ft. high ; at Croome, 70 years planted, it is 50 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 30 (t. In Yorkshire, at Grimston, 30 years planted, it is

25 ft. high.
S<7//.r babyldnica in Scotland. At Hopetoun House, near Edinburgh, IG years planted, it is 20 ft.

high ; the diameter of the trunk 8 in., and of the head 24 ft. In Fifeshire, at Danibristle Park, 10
years planted, it is 8 ft. high. In Perthshire, at Taymouth, 36 years planted, it is 70 ft. high ; the
diameter of the trunk JJ ft., and of the head 60 ft. In Stirlingshire, at Callender Park, 5 years planted,
it is 16 ft. high.

Sd/iJ babyldnica in Ireland. Near Dublin, at Terenure, 50 years planted, it is 35 ft. high. In Galway,
at Coole, it is 50 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 2i ft., and of the head 60 ft.

Sdlix babyldnica in Foreign Countries. In France, near Paris, at Sctaux, 40 years planted,
it is 50ft. high; the diameter of the trunk 3ft., and of the head 60ft. In Austria, at Vienna,
in the University Botanic Garden, 50 years planted, it is 20 ft high j the diameter of the trunk
10 in., and of the head 12 ft. : in Baron Loudon's garden, at Hadersdorf, near the tomb of the
celebrated Marshal Loudon, 12 years planted, it is 14 ft. high : at Briick on the Leytha, 50 years
planted, it is 49 ft, high ; the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 48 ft. In Prussia, near
Berlin, at Sans Souci, 40 years old, it is 24 ft. high; the diameter of the trunk 9 in., of the head7 ft.

In the south of Russia, the tree is met with in the gardens of some noblemen, and m the govern-
ment garden at Nikitka. In Italy it is frequent. In the burial-grounds of Turkey it is common

;

and it may be found in various parts of India, and even in China. It is commoner in almost every
other country than in its native habitat, the banks of the Euphrates.

i 20. S. DECi'piENS Hoffm. The deceptive, White Welch, or varnished,

Willow.

Identification. Hoff. Sal., 2. p. 2. t 31. ; Sm. Eng. Bot., t. 1937. ; Recs's Cycle., No. 37. ; Engl. Fl., 4.

p. l&i ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 29. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 246.
Synonymes. S. amerlna IValkcr Essays on Nat. Hist. ; S. frSgilis, part of, Koch Comm., p. 15.

The Sexes. Both sexes are described in Eiig. Fl. : the male is figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob.
" I am only acquainted with the sterile plant." {Hook. Br. Fl.)

Engravings. Hoffm. Sal., 2. t. 31. ; Eng. Bot., t. 1937. ; SaL Wob., No. 29. ; ourfig. 1309. ; andjig. 29.

p. 1609.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves lanceolate, pointed, serrated, very smooth ; floral

ones partly obovate and recurved. Footstalks somewhat glandular. Ovary
tapering, stalked, smooth. Style longer than the cloven stigmas. Branches
smooth, highly polished. {Sal. Wob., p. 57.) A native ^

of Britain, growing plentifully in woods and hedges
; ^^ ,|}

and flowering in May. According to Pursh, it grows
in North America, on road sides and about plantations

;

but was introduced from Europe. (^Fl. Amer. Sept.)

It forms an upright, but not lofty, tree, distinguished by
the smooth clay-coloured bark of the last year's

branches, which shine like porcelain, as if varnished

;

the shoots of the present year being stained of a fine

red or crimson. This species is frequently cultivated

for basketwork ; and, when planted in moist ground, ""i 1309

it produces annual shoots 6 ft. or 8 ft. in length, when cut down ; but, in

a few years, these gradually become shorter, and the plant ceases to be
worth cultivating. The crimson colour of its twigs, in this state, readily

distinguishes it from every other species ; though it is often confounded with
S. fragilis. A tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden was, in 1834, after

being ten years planted, 14 ft. high.

statistics. In Oxfordshire, on the banks of the Cherwell, in Christ Church Meadow, a tree,
estimated to be of 40 years' growth, is 40 ft high ; the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head
60ft. There are plants in the Hackney and Goldworth arboretums, and at Henfield.

t 21. S. monta\na Forbes. The Mountain Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 19.

The Sexes. The female is figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 19. ; and our^. 19. in p. 1606.

Spec. Char., Sfc. I^eaves lanceolate, with long, narrow, tapering points; glau-

cous, and slightly hairy beneath ; margins closely serrated. Branches yellow.

Catkins accompanying the leaves. Ovary nearly sessile, ovate-lanceolate.
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glabrous. Styles scarcely so long as the notched stigmas. (Sal. Wob., p. 37.)
' A native of Switzerland, where it forms an upright-growing tree, much re-

sembling S. vitellina, both in twigs and foliage. Catkins accompanying the

leaves, or appearing immediately after their expansion in May and June,

and nearly 2 in. long. According to Mr. Forbes, this species deserves cul-

tivation for the sake of its twigs and rods, which are little, if at all, inferior

to those of S. vitellina for tying, and for the finer sorts of wickerwork,

baskets, &c. There are plants in the Goldworth Arboretum, and also at

Woburn Abbey and Flitwick House.

¥ 22. S. fra'gilis L. The hrktie-twigged, or Crack, Willow.

Idoilification Lin. Sp. PI., 1443.; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 669. ; Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1807. ; Eng. Fl., 4.

p. 1804 ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 27. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3,, p. 421.; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1.

p. 246.

Syncryme. S. fr&gilis, in part, Koch Comm.-, p. 15.

the Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Lin. Fl. Lapp., No. 349. t. 8. f. b. ; Eng. Bot., 1. 1807. ; Sal. Wob., No. 27. ; outfig. 1310.;

fig.
'11. in p. 1608. ; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, pointed, serrated throughout, very

glabrous. Footstalks glandular. Ovary ovate, abrupt, nearly sessile, gla-

brous. Bracteas oblong, about equal to the stamens and pistils. Stigmas

cloven, longer than the style. {Smith E. F.) A native of Britain, and

frequent on the banks of rivers in marshy ground ; flowering in April and

May. A tall bushy-headed tree, sometimes found from 80 ft. to 90 ft. in

height, with the branches set on obliquely, somewhat crossing each other,

not continued in a straight line outwards from the trunk ; by which cha-

racter. Sir J. E. Smith observes, it may readily be distinguished even in

winter. The branches are round, very smooth, " and so brittle at the base,

in spring, that with the slightest blow they start from the trunk." Whence
the name of crack willow; though, according to Sir J. E. Smith, this "is

more or less the case with S. decipiens, and several other willows, both

native and exotic." Many medical properties were formerly attributed to
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this tree; but Sir J. E. Smitii (in his Eng. FL, vol. iv. p. 186.) says that

they belong, probably, to S. Russell/a««. The roots, however, ol" S. f'ragilis

are used, in Sweden, to boil with eggs, to make them of a purple colour, at

Easter ; it being the custom there, as in many other countries, to make
presents of coloured eggs at that festival. A similar custom is said to have
prevailed anciently in Scotland. " The withy, or A'alix fragilis," says
Gilpin, "is of little value in landscape; and yet there is something beautiful

in its silver-coated catkins, which open, as the year advances, into elegant
hanging tufts, and, when the tree is large and in full bloom, make a beautiful

variety among the early productions of the spring." (Gifp. For. Seen.) For
the properties and uses of this species as a timber tree, see p. 1460.

Slalistics. In the environs of London, on the banks of the Thamos, near Brentford, 50 ft. high.
In Sutlblk, at the bottom of the ohi Kury Botanic Garden, on the authority of Mr. Turner, the curator
of the new Botanic Garden at Bury, there was " a noble tree, 90 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk
"ifl., and of the head ,")+ft. A portrait of this tree was lithographed by Mr. Strutt." This tree,
which grew on the banks of the Lark, was blown down during the hurricaneof November 29th, 1836.
In Ireland, in the county Down, at Mount Stewart, 50 years planted, it is 57 ft. high ; the diameter
of the trimk 3Jft.,and of the head 27 ft. In Russia, at Petersburg, in the garden of the Taurida
Palace, 49 ft. high; the circumference of the trunk 10jft.,and of the head 49 ft. There are plants
in the Hackney arboretum, and at Woburn Abbey, Flitwick House, Henfield, the Botanic Garden
at Twickenham, and various other places.

i « 2.3. S. monspelie'nsis Forbes. The Montpelier Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 30.

Synonynie. ? S. fragilis var. (Borrer in a letter.)

The Sexes. The male is figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. SaL Wob., No. 30. ; znAfig. 30. in p. 1609.

Sj)ec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, pointed, glabrous
;
green, shining

above ; pale, and somewhat glaucous beneath ; margins strongly serrated,

glandular. Stipules ovate-lanceolate, deeply serrated. Catkins about
2'm. long. Stamens 2. Bractea oblong, fringed. {Sal. Wob., p. 59.)
A native of Montpelier, in France. Introduced into England about
1825, or before, and flowering in the salictum at Woburn Abbey in

April and May. It forms a small tree, 10 ft. or 12 ft. high, with round,

smooth, tough branches, forming a bushy head ; the young twigs pale

yellow, but becoming of a brownish green colour at the base, like the pre-

ceding jear's shoots. The leaves are from 4 in. to 6 in. long. There are

plants in the Hackney arboretum, and at Woburn Abbey, Henfield, and
Flitwick House.

y 24. S. RussELLf^Vv^ Smith. The Russell, or Duke of Bedford's, Willow.

IdenUfication. Smith Fl. Br., p. 1045. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 656. ; Koch Comm., p. 15., at least

in part ; Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1801. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 186. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 28. ; Hook. Br.

Fl., ed. 3., p. 422. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 246.

Synonymes. ?S. fragilis Woodv., and other medical writers; the Dishley, or Leicestershire, Willow :

in some counties, the Huntingdon Willow. Koch has deemed identical with this the following: —
S. piJndula Ser. Sal. Heh'., p. 79., from specimens from Seringe ; S. viridis Fries Nov., p. 120. ; S.

rdbens Schrank Baier. Fl., 1. 226.

The Sexes. The female is figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob. Smith, in the Eng. FL, states that he
had not seen the flowers of the male. Dr. Johnston, in his Flora ofBerwick upon Tweed, states,

that a male tree, which he has deemed of this species, is in " New-water-haugh Plantation."

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1808. ; Sal. Wob., No. 28., and the frontispiece; our Jig. 1311. ; and
J^. 28. in p. 1608.

Spec. Char., Spc. Leaves lanceolate, tapering at each end, serrated throughout,

very glabrous. Footstalks glandular or leafy. Ovary tapering, stalked,

longer than the bracteas. Style as long as the stigmas. {Smith E. F.)
Smith states that he had not seen the flowers of the male of this kind

;

and this sex is not farther noticed in Sal. Wob. Dr. Johnston, in his Flora

of Berivick upon Tivecd, has noticed the existence of a male tree of what
he deems this species within the province of his Flora ; and has given the

following botanical description of it :— " The male tree is very rare ; and, if

we are correct in our determination of it, the figure in Withering is not good.

Its catkins are 2 in. long, cylindrical, and yellow. Stamens 2. Filaments

not much longer than the pointed, more or less villous, bracteas. The
catkins stand on short leafy branchlets ; and ^the young leaves are entire,

1 in. to 2 in. long, but not otherwise diflferent from the adult ones. Catkins
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1311

fTtim

of the female rather longer, lax, with smooth lanceolate ovaries." The
following matter may be understood to relate chiefly, or wholly, to the female.

A native of Britain, in marshy woods or osier grounds, and, in many places,

flowering in April and May. This tree, like S. fragilis, is frequently found

from 80 ft. to 90 ft. high. According to Mr. Forbes, it is more handsome

than S. fragilis in its mode of growth, as well as altogether of a lighter or

brighter hue. The branches are long, straight, and slender, not angular

in their insertion, like those of S. fragilis ; and the trees of both species,

when stripped of their leaves, may be distinguished respectively by these

marks. The leaves. Sir W. J. Hooker observes, are of a peculiarly hand-

some shape when in perfection ; deeply sinuated, and much attenuated. This

extremely valuable tree, the same high authority observes, was first brought

into notice by His Grace Francis Duke of Bedford, about the beginning of

the present century, and thence most appropriately honoured by bearing the

family name. Of the size to which it reaches, some interesting details are

given in the present Duke of Bedford's introduction to the Salictum Wo-
burne7ise. The favourite tree of Dr. Johnson, at Lichfield, was of this species.

It is commonly said that this tree was planted by Dr. Johnson ; but, " in the

Gentleman's Magazine for July, 1783 (seven months after Dr. Johnson's

death), there is a particular account ofthis tree,wherein it is stated that it had

been generally supposed to have been planted by Dr. Johnson's father, but

that the doctor never would admit the fact. It appears, however, to have been
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a favourite tree of the doctor's, and to have attracted his attention for many
years : indeed, to use his own expression, it was the delight of his early and

waning life ; and it is said that he never failed to visit it whenever he went
to Lichfield; and, during his visit to that city in the year 1781, he desired

Dr. Trevor Jones, a physician of that place, to give him a description of it,

saying it was by much the largest tree of the kind he had ever seen or heard

of, and therefore wished to give an account of it in the PhUosophical Trans-

actions, that its size might be recorded. Dr. Jones, in compliance with his re-

quest, furnished him with the i)articular dimensions of the tree, which were

as follows:— The trunk rose to the height of 12 ft. 8^in., and then divided

into 15 large ascending branches, which, in very numerous and crowded

subdivisions, spread at the top in a circular form, not unlike the appearance

of a shady oak, inclining a little towards the east. The circumference of

the trunk at the bottom was 15 ft. 9^ in. ; in the middle, 1 1 ft. 10 in. ; and

at the top, immediately below the branches, 13 ft. The entire height of the

tree was 49 ft. ; and the circumference of the branches, at their extremities,

upwards of 200 ft., overshadowing a plane not far short of 4000 ft. The
surface of the trunk was very uneven, and the bark much furrowed. The
tree had then (Nov. 29. 1781) a vigorous and thriving appearance. The
most moderate computation of its age was, at that time, near fourscore years

;

and some respectable authorities were strongly inclined to think that a
century had passed over its head." The tree stood near the public foot-

path in the fields between the city of Lichfield and Stow Hill, the residence

of the celebrated " Molly Ashton ;
" and it is said that Dr. Johnson fre-

quently rested under its shade when on his way to the house of that lady,

whom he never failed to visit periodically, till a short period before his

death, {^ee Croker\i edition of Bo.iwcirs Johnson.) There is a portrait of

Johnson's Willow given as a frontispiece to the Salictum Woburnense ; but,

as that figure has much more the appearance of a spreading beech than of

a willow of any kind, we were induced to doubt its fidelity. We ac-

cordingly made enquiries, through a friend at Lichfield, respecting the

original tree ; and we have satisfied ourselves that the portrait alluded to

bears very little resemblance to what Johnson's Willow was at any stage of

its growth ; or, at least, at any time since the year 1810. (See Gard. Mag.,
vol. xii. p. 716 ; and vol. xiii. p. 94.) There are two engravings of Johnson's

Willow in the Gentleman's Magazine for 1785; one of these, a south-west

view of the tree, taken in July, 1785, by Mr. Stringer, and which may be con-

sidered as representing the appearance of the tree at Dr. Johnson's death, is

copied to the reduced scale of 1 in. to 12 ft. in /%. 1312. From this period,

the tree appears to have gradually increased in size till April, 1810, when Dr.

Withering found the trunk to girt 21 ft. at 6 ft. from the ground, and to extend

20 ft. in height, before dividing into enormous ramifications : the trunk and
branches were then perfectly sound, and the very extensive head showed
unimpaired vigour. In November of the same year, however, many of

the branches were swept away in a violent storm ; and nearly half of what
remained of the tree fell to the ground in August, 1815, leaving little more
than its stupendous trunk, and a few side boughs. We have seen a portrait

of the tree by Mr. Stringer, made in 1816, which was kindly lent to us by
that gentleman, by which it appears to have been then considerably muti-

lated, and in a state of decay. This decay was accelerated by a fire made
in the hollow of the trunk by some boys, in 1825, and which would pro-

bably have consumed the tree, had not Mr. Stringer, whose garden nearly

adjoins it, seen flames proceeding from the trunk, and sent some of his men
for the town engine to extinguish the fire. In April, 1829, the tree was
blown down in a violent storm, which took place on the 29th of that month,
about 3 o'clock in the afternoon. A drawing was taken of the tree as it lay

on the ground, from which a lithograph was published, representing its appear-

ance before its fall; and from this lithograph ^g. 1313. is reduced to the

scale of lin. to 12 ft.

5g
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After the tree was blown down, Mr. Holmes,a coachmaker residing in Lich-

field, and the proprietor of the ground on which Johnson's Willow stood,

regretting that there was no young tree to plant in its stead, recollected

that, the year before, a large branch had been blown down, part of which

had been used as pea-sticks in his garden ; and examined these, to see if

any of them had taken root. Finding that one had, he had it removed to

the site of the old tree, and planted there in fresh soil ; a band of music

and a number of persons attending its removal, and a dinner being given

afterwards by Mr. Holmes to his friends, and the admirers of Johnson.
The young tree is, at present, in a flourishing state, and 20 ft. high.

Johnson's Willow, at the time of its fall, was estimated to be of the age of

130 years, and its greatest height appears to have been about 60ft. After

it was blown down, some of Johnson's admirers, at Lichfield, had its

remains converted into snuff-boxes and similar articles.

Great as is the affinity, botanically speaking, between S. Russelh'flna and
the preceding species, S. fragilis, its economical properties are wholly dif-

ferent. The timber of S. Russelliawa is considered as the most valuable of
any of the willow tribe. So important is it as a plantation tree, that Mr.
Lowe, in his Survey of the County of Nottingham, states that, at eight years'

growth, the poles yielded a net profit of 214/. per acre; and, in two years

more, they would probably have produced 300/. per acre. The late George
Biggin, Esq., of Crossgrove Priory, an able chemist, ascertained that the
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bark of this tree contains the tanning principle in a superior degree to that

of the oak ; and it is supposed that the medical properties stated to belong

to S. fragilis are attributed to it by mistake, and should be referred to S.

Russellmwa. (Hook. Brit. Flor., p. 4 15., with additions.) The bark, according

to Sir J. E. Smith, has been found useful as a substitute for cinchona in

agues. (Eng. FL, vol. iv. p. 187.) This species is as readily propagated by
cuttings or truncheons as any other ; and, though it thrives best in good
soil near water, it attains a considerable size in uplands.

Varieties. Many forms intermediate between S. fr&gilis and S. Russelliana

are extant, which seem to me to be hj^brids. (Koch.) It should be re-

membered that Koch has included in his idea of S. fragilis the S. decfpiens

of the English botanists, and, perhaps, other exotic forms as dissimilar as

this is.

Slaiistics. In the environs of London, atSyon, there is a tree of 5. Russellii^na 89 ft. high ; the
diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 4 in., and of the head 55 ft : at Ham House, there is a tree 63 ft. high ; the
diameter of the trunk 32 ft., and of the head 59 ft. In Staffordshire, by the side of the road leading

from Lichfield to Stow, on the spot on which Johnson's Willow stoiod, a cutting of the old tree wag
planted in 1830, which, in May, 1836, was 20 ft. high, and in a most vigorous .state of growth. In
Scotland, in Stirlingshire, at Callender Park, 60 ft. high; thediameter of the trunk 3 ft.8 in., and that of
the head 70 ft. : a tree, at Gordon Castle, at the age of 61 years, was 57 ft. high, and above 11 ft. in

its greatest circumference. This tree, it is stated in the Salictum Woburm-nse, was blown down in a

storm, on the 24th of November, 1826. In Ireland, at Terenure, near Dublin, 15 years planted, it is

25 ft. high ; in the Cullenswood Nursery, there is a tree, which is said to be this species, 90 ft. high,
which, according to the Return Paper sent us, has not yet been 30 years planted.

5 G 2
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3f 25. S. Vvrshta^NA Borrer. Pursh's Willow.

Identification. Mr. Borrer suggests that this species may be called S. Purshjfina, as there is an

older S. ambigua. (Borrer in a letter.)

Symmytne. S. ambfgua Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 617., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., 36., Forbes in Sal.

Wob., No. 154., Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., incidentally under S. ambigua Ehrh.

The Sexes. The male is described in 5a/. Wob.

Spec. Char.,Sfc. Leaves lanceolate, pointed, serrated, glabrous; shining above,

glaucous underneath. Footstalks stout, glandular at the summit. Stipules

half-heart-shaped, serrated, deciduous. Catkins accompanying the leaves.

Stamens 2. Bracteas rounded and concave. (^Sal. Wob., p. 282.) A native

of North America, in low grounds ; and flowering in March and April.

This appears to be a rapid-growing tree, with round, greenish-brown,

smooth branches. The leaves are from 5 in. to 6 in. long, and about 1^ in.

in breadth, somewhat resembling those of S. Russelhana, but much broader,

and more obtuse at the base ; wherein they resemble those of S. fragilis ;

they, however, differ from this species by their very white glaucous hue
underneath ; the serratures are, likewise, much coarser, and they are glandu-

lar, which is very obvious in the young leaves, that are generally furnished

with two obtuse glands at the insertion of the footstalks, which sometimes

run into small leaflets. Footstalks stout, glabrous. Catkins appearing

with the leaves. Stamens 2 in a flower. There are plants under the name
of S. ambigua in the Hackney and Goldworth arboretums ; also at Woburn
Abbey, and Henfield.

App. i. Fragiles introduced, but not yet described, or of doubtful

Identity.

S. adscindens in Donald's Nursery. This kind is extremely dissimilar to the S. adscendens of

Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob. S. bigimmis 'Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836. Specimens were received from the

Hackney and Goldworth arboretums, which appear quite different from the S. bigemmis of Hoff-

mann, which is identified with S. daphniiides VUlars. S. dec'ipiens, fem., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836. S.

fragilis and S. mur'tna Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836. S. riibra G. Lodd.

App. ii. Fragiles described, but not yet introduced, or of doubtful
Identity with introduced Species.

S. fragilis, mas et fem.. Host SaL Aust, 1. p. 5. t. 18, 19., Fl. Aust, 2. p. 635. S. fragilior, mas et

fem., Host Sal. Aust., 1. p. 6. t. 20, 21., Fl. Aust., 2. p. 636. S. fragilissima, mas et fem , Host Sal.

Aust, 1. p. 6. t. 22, 23., Fl. Aust, 2. p. 636. ; synon. S. fragilis Host Syn., p. 527. S. palustris, mas
et fem.. Host Sal. Aust., 1. p. 7. t. 24, 25. ; Fl. Aust., 2. p. 637. S. capinsis Thunb. Fl. Cap., 1.

p. 139., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., under No. 42., resembles S. babyI6nica, and is probably a variety

of that species. S. suhserruta Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 671., Smith in Itees's Cyclo., No. 45. (S. Sdfsaf
bie'lledi Forsk. Cat PI. .Egypt, 76.), is described as having a leaf very like that of S. babyWnica.
(Rees's Cyclo.)

Group vi. A'lbce Borrer.

Trees of the largest Size, tvith the geiieral Aspect of the Foliage whitish.

¥
Stamens 2 to a flower. Ovary glabrous. Flowers loosely disposed in the

catkin. Leaves lanceolate, serrated with glanded serratures; hairy, espe-

cially while young, with appressed silky hairs, which give to the foliage a
light or whitish hue. Plants trees of considerable height. {Hook. Br. FL,
ed. 2., adapted.)

I 26. S. a'lba L. The whitish-leaved, or common white. Willow.

Jdentilkation. Lin. Sp. PI., 1449. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 710. ; Sm. Eng. Hot, t. 2430. ; Eng. Fl., 4.

p. 231. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 136. ; Hook. Br. Fl, ed. 3. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt 1. p. 247.

;

Hayne Abbild., p. 254. ; Host SaL Aust., 1. p. 9. ; Pursh FL Amer. Sept., 2. p. 616.
Synonymes. S&lix Raii Syn., 447., Ger. Emac, 1389 with a fig. ; S alba, part of, Koch Comm.,

p. 16. ; the Huntingdon, or Swallow-tailed Willow. [Pontey's Prof. Planter, ed. 1816, p. 92.)
The Sexes. Neither is rare in England, Both are described in Eng. Ft., and both figured in Eng.

Bot., Sal. Wob., Host Sat. Aust., and Hayne Abbild
Engravings. Eng. Bot., t 2430. ; Sal. Wob., No. 136. ; Host Sal Aust, 1. 1. 32, 33. ; Hayne Abbild.,

t. 197. ; our figs. 1314. and 1315. ; fig. 136. in p. 1629. ; and the plates of this tree in our last
Volume.
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Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, pointed, serrated, silky on both

sides ; tlie lowest serratures glandular. Stamens hairy. Gernien smooth,

almost sessile. Stigmas deeply cloven. Scales notched. {Sal. Wod.,

p. 271.) A native of Europe, trom Norway and Sweden to the Mediter-

ranean Sea; of the north-east and west of Asia; and introduced into the

United States; near all the larger rivers of Russia and Livonia, es-

pecially the Irtish, where it attains the height of a large tree.

It is frequent in Britain, and also in Ireland ; and has long

been more extensively planted as a timber tree than any other

species. It grows rapidly, attaining the height of 30 ft. in ten

or twelve years, and growing 50 ft. or 60 ft. high, or upwards,

even on inferior soils. In favourable situations, it will reach

the height of 80 ft. or upwards. It is very extensively planted

as a pollard tree, not only in Britain, but in many parts of the

Continent, and even in Russia ; some hundreds of miles of

the road from Moscow to the Austrian frontier, where it

crosses those interminable steppes that appear bounded only

by the horizon, being marked by pollards of S. alba, at regular

distances along each side of the road. 1314

Vaneties. Mr. Borrer suggests that, perhaps, two species are included in

S. alba. (^Borr. in a letter.) " One of the few botanists really acquainted

with willows, Mr. Borrer, has suggested that there are some presumptive
distinctions between our S. alba and that of Hoffmann, in the shape of the

lower leaves, and of the bracteas (scales), as well as in the length and
density of the catkins." (Smith in Eng. FL, iv. p. 232.)

X S. a. 2 ccBi-idea ; S. alba var. Smith FL Brit., p. 1072. ; iS. cserulea

Smith Eng. Bot., t. 2431., Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 137., Smith in

Rees's Cyclo., No. 141.; .S, alba )8 Smith Eng. FL, iv. p. 231., Koch
Cumm., p. 16. The upland, or red-tinged. Willow, Pontey Profit.

Planter, 4th ed., 1814, p. 72. ; the Leicester Willow, Davy's Agricul-

tural Chemistry, 1st ed.; BhcelVilloiv, Smith, and ourfig. 137. in p. 1629.— This kind has been treated of by Smith as a variety of S. alba in his

FL Brit., as a species in Eng. Bot., and subseqaently, in his E?ig.

FL, as a variety of S. alba. Forbes, in Sat. Wob., has treated of it

as a species, and given the following distinctive character of it, which is

the same as that given in Eng. Bot. Leaves lanceolate, taper-pointed,

serrated ; the under side at length almost naked of hairs ; the lowest
serratures glandular. Stigmas deeply cloven. (Sal. Wob., p. 273.)
The female is figured in Eng. Bot., where the male is stated to be
not discovered ; but the figure in Sal. Wob., given as of this kind,

exhibits the latter sex, which is common, Mr. Borrer informs us,

about Chichester, Bognor, &c., almost to the exclusion of the female

;

whilst he has never seen a male S. alba in flower in Sussex,
eastward ofthe neighbourhood of Arundel, with the exception ofsome
which he had himself introduced. S. a. caeriilea is a native of Britain,

in meadows and moist woods ; flowering, in the Woburn collection, in

May, and again in August. This willow, Sir J. E. Smith observes,

which is " mentioned in the Flora Britaiinica as a variety of iS. alba, is

so remarkable and so valuable, that we venture to name it as a species,

that it may be the more noticed. The male flowers, when known,may,
perhaps, afford better characters than we have been able to obtain

from the leaves. The late Mr. Crowe, who found the female plant
wild in Suffolk, was of opinion that this might be taken for S. alba in

many parts of England, the real one(jE'. 5., t. 2430. [our^g.1315.]) not
being known in some ofthe northern counties. He had for many years
paid great attention to this tree, as have Mr. Rigby at Framlingham,
and Mr. Browne at Hetherset, Norfolk. A cutting, planted by the
latter, became, in 10 years, a tree 3.5 ft. high, and 5 ft. 2 in. in girt,

and was blown down in 1800. This is a rapidity of growth beyond
o G 3
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1315

all comparison with that of the common white willow, and even ex-

ceeding that of 5. Russelliajza (No, 24. in p. 1517.). The wood and
bark are at least equal in quality to those of S. alba. The foliage

is distinguished by its great luxuriance, more azure hue, and the

almost entire want of the hairs from the under side of the adult

leaves. Mr. Crowe thought the stipules might aiFord distinctions,

but we find them too variable." (Sm. in Rees's Cyclo.^ vol. xxxi. No.
140.) Mr. Forbes says :

" Although this plant has been reunited

with S. alba, it appears to me to be sufficiently distinct, and to be

recommended for the quickness of its growth ; the leaves are, also,

much larger than the last when cut down, and, aS well as the twigs,

are of a darker hue." In the parish of Waterbeach, Cambridgeshire,

there are numerous trees of S. alba, the vigorous shoots and branches

of which, and especially those of pollard trees, have red bark, which,

when the frees are leafless in winter, are very conspicuous. This
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appears to be the upland, or red-twigged, willow of Pontey ; but it

may possibly be only a variation of the species, or the female. The
uses and culture of this sort may, of course, be considered as the

same as the last. There is a plant of this variety in Essex, at Audley
End, which, 20 years |)lanted, is 55 ft. high ; the diameter of the

trunk 2^ ft., and of the head 45 ft. In Northamptonshire, at Wake-
field Lodge, a tree, 16 years planted, is 30 ft. high. There are plants

in the Hackney arboretum, and at Woburn and Flitwick.

4 S. ?a. ?3 crispa.—A specimen received from Mr. Donald, nurseryman,
Woking, Surrey, named S. crispa, is very different from S. crispa

Forbes in SaL JVob., and seems clearly S. alba. The specimen con-

sists of a young shoot of the year, bearing leaves ; and these leaves

are narrow, contorted, and silky. So far as we can judge from the

single specimen, the kind may be regarded as a variety o( S. alba,

analogous to that which S. b. crispa, S. annularis Forbes, is, relatively

to S. babylonica.

* 5. a. 4 rosea Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.— The plant in Messrs. Loddiges's

collection under this name does not show any obvious marks of
difference from S. alba, nor any striking appearance of rosiness.

The epithet ?osea, may probably have been applied in relation to the

rosaceous tufts of leaves which are sometimes found on S. alba, as

noticed under S. Helix.

Properties and Uses. In the north of Europe, the bark of this tree is

used for tanning leather, and for dyeing yarn of a cinnamon colour ; and the

leaves and young shoots are given to cattle in a green state, or dried like the

twigs of the birch, and laid up for winter fodder. The inner bark of this tree,

like that of Scotch pine, being kiln-dried, and ground into a fine flour, is mixed
with oatmeal, and made into bread, in seasons of great scarcity, by the inhabit-

ants of Norway and Kamtschatka. The branches of the tree are used as stakes,

poles, handles to rakes, hoes, and other implements, and as faggot-wood for

fuel. The timber of the trunk is used for various purposes. It weighs, in a

green state, 70lb. 9oz. per cubic foot; half-dry, 511b. 14 oz.; and quite

dry, 32 lb. 12 oz. ; so as to lose more than one half of its weight by drying,

during which it loses a sixteenth part of its bulk. In ship bottoms, Mr.
Gorrie informs us, it is not found so liable to split by any accidental shock as

oak, or other hard wood. It is found an excellent lining for stone-carts, bar-

rows, &c. In the roofs of houses, rafters of this tree have been known to

stand a hundred years ; and, with the exception of about half an inch on the

outside, the wood has been found so fresh at the end of that period, as to be
fit for boat-building. (Gard. Mag., vol. i. p. 45.) The wood is also used in

turnery, mill-work, coopery, weather-boarding, &c. ; and the stronger shoots

and poles serve for making hoops, handles to hay-rakes, clothes-props (see

fig. 169. Encyc.of Cott. Arch.), and various other instruments and implements;
and the twigs are employed in wickerwork. Mitchell says the Huntingdon
willow has been in great demand for making willow hats for gentlemen's

summer wear, split, and worked the same as straw for bonnets. (Deiid.,

p. 56.) The bark, which is thick, and full of cracks, is in nearly as great

repute for tanning as that of the oak ; and it is also used in medicine, in

the cure of agues, as a substitute for cinchona ; though it is inferior

for both purposes to that of S. Russclli««a. As fuel, the wood of this tree

is to that of the beech as 808 is to 1540; but the old bark makes a
very useful fuel ; and both it and the wood will burn when green, in which
state the wood is said to give out most heat. The charcoal is excellent for

use in the manufacture of gunpowder, and for crayons. The ashes are

very rich in alkali, containing more than a tenth part of their weight of
that salt. In France, a fine blood-red colour is obtained from the bark

;

and that of the young tree is used in the preparation of leather for making
gloves.

5 G 4
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Propagation and Culture. It is justly remarked by Mr. Gorrie, that it adds

much to the value of the 5alix alba, that its propagation and culture are of

the most simple description; and that it will grow luxuriantly in most
soils where other trees make but slow progress. According to Sang, it will

thrive well in high and dry grounds ; and, if planted in the grove manner,

perhaps no other plantation, except larches, would give so quick a return

for the trouble and expense of planting, " It is an excellent coppice-wood,

grows extremely fast, and is very valuable. It is likewise an excellent nurse

to other plants placed in humid situations, as in such it outgrows all other

trees." (Plant. Kal., p. 103.) A plantation made by Mr. Gorrie on the northern

bank of the Carse of Gowrie, in Perthshire, is thus described by him in Decem-
ber, 1823, fourteen )'ears after it was planted:—" The soil is a dry ground, which

effervesces freely with acids, and is, consequently, calcareous. Its surface is

very steep, forming a slope of 43°
; and so poor, that it was without any sward

or covering ofgrass. At the bottom ran a small rivulet, on a bed of the same
kind of gravel. The banks and higher grounds were planted with oaks,

larches, and Scotch pines ; and the sides of the rill with alders and Hunting-

don willows. The undertaking was by my neighbours reckoned foolish, and

I had to encounter no little obloquy for my presumption. The result, how-
ever, has been favourable ; the plants on the high ground come away boldly,

and in the hollow, which is only about 50 ft. above the level of the sea, the

Huntingdon willow has made astonishing progress : at 4 ft. above the ground,

several of the trees already measure 46 in. in circumference, and in height

from 55 ft. to 60 ft.; giving fully 1 in. in diameter, and 4 ft. in altitude, for

every year they have been in the soil. The plants were about 4 ft. in height,

and i in. in diameter, at planting. Pruning has been regularly attended to ;

all large aspiring branches having been removed, and the leading shoot and
numerous small side shoots encouraged, for the purpose of producing suf-

ficient foliage to elaborate the sap. One peculiar advantage in the culture of

this valuable tree is, that, in planting it, rooted plants are not absolutely re-

quisite. I have found shoots of from 6 ft. to 8 ft. long, and about 2 in. in

diameter, succeed better than rooted plants : they require to be put in from

18 in. to 2 ft. deep in marshy soil, which should be drained : the numerous
roots sent out in such soil afford abundant nourishment, and shoots are pro-

duced the first year more vigorous than when the plants have been previously

rooted." (Gard. Mag., vol. i. p. 46.) On writing to Mr. Gorrie for an
account of the present state of this plantation, 10 years having elapsed since

the above was written, he informs us that, in October, 1836, he took a carpenter,

and measured several of the same trees, of which the dimensions were taken

in December, 1825, and found that they had increased very considerably in

growth. " One tree now (in 1836) measures in circumference, at 1 ft. from the

ground, 7 IJin., two trees 68 in., and one tree 67 in. The average girt of those

which grow near the rivulet is from 62 in. to 68 in. ; but those which stand fur-

ther from the stream are smaller. The measurable solid wood, above 6 in. in

diameter, is 30 solid feet on each of two of the largest trees ; and 25 solid

feet on each of two other trees. Two trees have lately been blown over by

the wind, which stood beyond the reach of the stream ; and these measured,

the one 76 ft., and the other 80 ft., in length. On cutting up the wood of

these trees into boards, it showed a beautifully waved bird's-eye appearance,

and it readily acquired a smooth glossy surface. These trees have now been
planted 24 years ; and the largest one, which is that first mentioned above, as

girting 71^ in., measures, within a fraction, 1 in. in diameter for every year it

has stood ; and the accumulation of solid wood is yearly increasing in pro-

portion to the extent of the circumference. The solid measurable wood in the

largest tree averages at the rate of 1 ft. 3 in. for every year it has been planted.

Upon the whole," concludes Mr. Gorrie, than who no man is a more
competent judge on this subject, " I continue of opinion that few trees can

come in competition with the SkVix alba, for rapidity of growth, elegance of

form, and, in short, value." At Woburn Abbey, there are five trees of this
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species, which stand on the margin of a pond, and were planted as cuttings

there in 1808, and measured for us in 1836. The height of these trees was
respectively 60 ft., 63 ft., 60 ft., 70 ft., and 71ft.; and they contained in the
trunk 17 ft., 20 ft., 16 ft., 42 ft., and 22 ft., and, with the addition of the

branches and bark, 53 ft., 85 ft., 40 ft., 101 ft., and 60 ft. It thus appears that

the largest tree had increased in its trunk at the average yearly rate of exactly

1§ cubic foot, and, in the trunk and head taken together, at the rate of more
that 3^ cubic feet ; which increase accords in a very satisfactory manner with
that above recorded by Mr. Gorrie.

Pontey calculates that an acre of land worth 31. lOs annually for rent and
taxes, if planted with the Huntingdon willow in sets cut from shoots of two
years' growth, and 10 in. or 12 in. in length, would, in 7 years, be worth
67/, 10*. per acre ; thus affording a clear profit of 39/. a year. (Prof. Plant,
4th ed., p. 72.)

Sir J. E. Smith, in speaking of this willow, says that the bark is thick, full

of cracks, good for tanning, and for the cure of agues, though inferior in

quahty to that of S. Russellirnia, " the true Bedford, or Huntingdon, willow."
We are certain that in Scotland, and, we think, frequently in England, the term
" Huntingdon willow " is applied to S. alba.

iSalix alba is one of the few willows which Gilpin thinks *' beautiful, and fit

to appear in the decoration of any rural scene. It has a small narrow leaf,

with a pleasant light sea-green tint, which mixes agreeably with foliage of a
deeper hue." In ornamental plantations, care should be taken never to plant

this species of willow with trees which are not of equally rapid growth with
itself; for, with the exception of poplars, no tree so soon destroys the character

of young plantations of hard-wooded trees, such as pines, oaks, beeches, &c.
Perhaps one of the best situations, in point ofornament, is on the banks of a
broad river or lake, ample room being allowed for the head to expand on
every side; but, when the object is to produce clean straight timber, the tree

requires to be drawn up in masses. It is observed by Sang, that, if " the

Huntingdon willow were not so very common, and so frequently met with in

low or mean scenery, it might, perhaps, be reckoned more ornamental than

many of the other kinds. They certainly are very elegant plants when young,
and in middle age ; and, if not picturesque when grown old, yet there is some-
thing very striking in their hoary and reverend appearance." (Plaiif. Kal.)

Statistics.—Recorded Trees. Mitchell speaks of a Huntingdon willow, near the Lodge of Milton
House, Northamptonshire, 70 ft. high, with a head 60 ft. in diameter, and the stem 13 ft. in circum.
ference. There is a holt of this willow, he says, in Cheshire, between the river Weaver and the
Manchester canal, the trees in which are 70 ft. high. In Farcy's Derbyshire Report, it it stated, that
a tree of SkXist. alba, felled at Wilksworth, produced 156 ft. of timber, which sold at 2s. 6d. ])er foot.

Sdlix alba in England. Near London, at Ham House, Essex, it is 79 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft.

Sill, in diameter; on the Common of Turnham Green, the tree of which a portrait is given
our last Volume was 65 ft. high, but it was blown down
in the hurricane of the 29th of November, 1836. In , », ,j , 1316
Devonshire, at Killerton, it is 65 ft. high, with a trunk » »i

.

i.

2ft. 10 in. in diameter. In Gloucestershire, at Dodding-

ton, 46 years planted, it is 60 ft. high ; the diameter ot

the trunk 2|ft., and of the head 50 ft. In Cheshire,

at Eaton Hall, 17 years planted, it is 50 ft. high. In Den.
bighshire, at Llanbede Hall, 45 years planted, it is .)H\

high. In Oxfordshire, near Oxford, on the banks ot the

Cherweil,it is 60 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 4 ft

,

and of the head 60 ft. In Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole .

Court, 50 years planted, it is 60 ft. high. In Rutlandshire,

at Belvoir Castle, 26 years planted, it is 50 ft. high. I

Suffolk, at Bury St. Edmunds, near the site of the aiicn

church, a tree of this species, in 1835, was 75 ft. high ; t

circumference of the trunk 18 ft. 6 in., and that of the ti

principal limbs 15 ft. and 12 ft. respectively; the circuin.

ference of the space covered by the branches was 204 ft ,

and the cubic contents of the tree were 440 ft. of solid tim-

ber. The above dimensions were taken fromMr. Strutt's

Sylva, who has given an engraving of the tree, from

which fig. 1316. is reduced to the scale of 1 in. to 50 ft.

This tree began to decay in 18o5; and in November, 18.36, as we are informed by Mr. Turner, three

fourths of it were dead ; so that it now presents a splendid ruin. In Yorkshire, at Hornby Castle, it is

70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4J ft., and of the head 80 ft.

S(j/i> alba in Scotland. Near Edinburgh, at Hopetoun House, it is 70 ft. high ; diameter of trunk

4 ft 9 in. i
and of the head 65rt. In Haddingtonshire, at Tynningham, it is .36 ft. high ; the diameter
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of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 99 ft. In Lanarkshire, in the Glasgow Botanic Garden, Ifi years

planted, it is 55 ft. high. In Banffshire, at Gordon Castle, it is 56 ft. high. In Perthshire, in the

Perth Nursery, 8 years planted, it is 22 ft high.

Salix alia in Ireland. In Kilkenny, at Woodstock, 65 years planted, it is 70 ft. high; the dia-

meter of the trunk 3| ft., and of the head 65 ft. In Sligo, at Makree Castle, it is 65 ft. high ; the

diameter of the trunk 5 ft. and of the head 60 ft

Sdlix dlba in Foreign Countries. In France, at Nantes, m the nursery ef M. De Ncrrieres,30 years

planted, it is 33ft. high. In Bavaria, at Munich, in the Botanic Garden, 84 years planted, it is

50 ft. high.

i 27. S. vitelli'na L. The yolk-of-egg-coloured, or yellow. Willow,
or Golden Osier.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1442.; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 668. ; Host Sal. Aust., 1. p. 9. t. 30, 31.;

Hoff. Sal 1. p. 57. t. 11, 12. and 24. f. 1. [Smith), Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1389. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 182. ;

Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 20. ; Hook. Br. FL, ed. 3., p. 423. ; Mackay FL Hibern., pt. 1. p. 248.

Synonyme. S. alba Koch Comm. , p. 16.

The Sexes Both sexes are figured in Eng. Bot, Sal. Wob., and Host Sal. Aust.

Engravings. Hoffm. Sal., t. 11, 12. and 24. f. 1. ; Host Sal. Aust, t. 30, 3L ; Eng. Bot., t. 1389.

;

Sal. Wob., No. 20. ; Jig. 20. in p. 1606. ; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves lanceolate, acute, with cartilaginous serratures
;

glabrous above ; glaucous, and somewhat silky beneath. Stipules minute,

lanceolate, deciduous, smooth. Ovary sessile, ovate-lanceolate, smooth.

Bracteas linear-lanceolate, acute, fringed at the base, longer than the pistil.

(Smith Eng. FL, iv. p. 182.) S. vitellina, strangely referred to S. alba as a

variety by the great Haller, differs from S. alba obviously in its longer, more
taper catkins ; lanceolate, pointed bracteas

;
glabrous filaments ; and gla-

brous adult leaves, and, perhaps, in other marks. {Smith, incidentally in Eng.

FL, under S. alba.) *' Hoffmann observes that the inner layer of the bark

in S. vitellina is yellow, while that of S. alba is green; but I have^reat

doubts of the constancy of this character." (Smith, under S. vitellina,) A
native of Britain, in hedges ; and cultivated in osier grounds, in many places

;

and readily distinguished from all the other sorts, by the bright yellow

colour of its branches. It has been introduced from Europe into North
America, where, according to Mr. Pursh, it is common by road sides and
in plantations." (Smith in his Eng. Fl.) It is much cultivated for basket-

work, tying, &c., and also as an ornamental shrub or tree. The rods, being

tough and flexible. Sir J. E. Smith says, are " fit for many purposes

of basketwork, as well as for package." As an ornamental tree, »S'alix

vitellina is very striking in the winter season, especially among evergreens.

As a shrub, it is not less so, both among evergreen shrubs and deciduous

kinds, having the bark of conspicuous colours. In the English garden at

Munich, extensive masses of this willow are placed in contrast with masses

of the white-barked honeysuckle (Lonicera Xylosteum), the red-barked

dogwood (C'ornus alba), and the brown-barked spiraea (.S'. opulifolia).

The outlines of the masses at Munich are lumpish and formal, and the one
mass is by no means blended with the other as it ought to be ; but still the

effect, in the winter season, is very striking, and well deserves imitation by
the landscape-gardeners of this country. The tree of this species in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, which is a male, and a very handsome tree,

was 30 ft. high in 1835, after having been only ten or twelve years planted.

Both male and female plants are in the Hackney arboretum and at Wo-
burn Abbey.

Variety. Smith, in his Eng. FL, under S. ri^ibra, and Koch in his Comm., p. 16.,

have cited a variety or variation of S. vitellina, with reddish branchlets.

Statistics. In Hertfordshire, at Cheshunt, in the arboretum of William Harrison, Esq., on the
banks of a stream, 7 years planted, it is 33 ft. high. In Ireland, in Galway, at Coole, it is

54 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 57 ft. In Bavaria, in the Munich
Botanic Garden, 84 years planted, it is 50 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, in the University
Botanic Garden, 30 years planted, it is 40 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the
head 28 ft : at Briick on the Leytha, 30 years planted, it is 30 ft. high.

App. i. A'lbes described^ but 'which, probably, have not been intro-

duced into Britain.

S. excelsior Host Sal. Aust., t. 28, 29.
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Group vii. NlgrcE.

Extra-European Kinds allied to the Kinds of one or all of the three preceding
Groups.

\±
Of the willows of Europe Koch has {Comm.) associated the kinds of Mr

Borrer's groups Pentandrae, Fragiles, and A'lbae into one group, which he
has named Fragiles; and he has pointed out and described, as extra-
European kinds belonging to it, S. occidentalis Bosc, S. nigra MiikL, S.

babylonica L., S. octiindra Sieber, and S. Humboldti««a Willd. Mr.
Borrer has included S. babylonica L. in his group Fragiles. The rest are
here collected in a group by themselves, to which is added S. /igustrina

Michx.jun.,^rom the notice by Mr. Forbes, and also by Michaux, that it is

similar to S. nigra.

i 28. S. NfGRA Muhlenb. The black, or dark-branched American, Willow.
Identificatioti. Muhlenb. in Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. p. 237. t. 4. f. S. ; Sims and Konig's
Ann. of Bot., 2. 65. ; WiUd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 657. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 78. ; Pursh FL Amer
Sept., 2. p. 614. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 11. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 152. ; Koch Comm.,
p. 17., note.

St/nonytnes. S. caroliniina Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 226. ; S. pent&ndra Walt. Fl. Car 243 •

S. vulgaris Clayt. Fl. Firg. '
'

The Sexes. Both sexes are noticed in the Specific Character. Willdenow had seen the male alive,
and both sexes in a dried state.

Engravings. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol, 4. t. 4. f. 5. ; Ann. of Bot., 2. t. 5. f. 5. ; Michx N
Amer. Syl., 3. t. 125. f. 1., without flowers ; Sal. Wob., No. 152., the leaf; anAfig. 152. in p. 163o'.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, pointed, serrated, green on both sides, glabrous, except a
downy rib and footstalk. Catkins accompanying the leaves, villous. Stamens about 5, bearded at
the base. Ovary stalked, ovate-lanceolate, glabrous. Stigmas divided, the length of the style.
(Sal. Wob., p. 280.) Catkin upon a seeming penduncle, which is a leafy twiglet. Stalk of the cap-
sules 3—4 times as long as the gland. Stigmas ovate, emarginate. {Koch Comm., p. 17., note *)
Branches of a dark purple colour. Disk of leaf 2 in. or more long. {Willd.) A tree, 20 ft. high
with smooth branches, brittle at the base; a native of North America, from Pennsylvania to Virl
ginia, on the banks of rivers. Introduced in 1811, and flowering in May. Mr. Forbes observes
that S. /igustrina of Michaux differs principally from 5. nigra in its larger stipules, which resem-
ble, as well as the leaves, those of S. triandra. {Sal. Wob., p. 28.) There are plants in the Hackney
and Goldworth arboretums, and at Woburn Abbey.

St 29. iS". HvMBOLVTlA^NA Willd. Humboldt's Willow.
Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 657. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 8. ; Humb. et Bonp Nov •

Gen. et Sp. PL, 2. p. 176. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 8. ; Koch Comm., p. 18., note; Lodd Cat

.

ed. 1836.

The Seres. Both sexes are figured in Sal. Wob., copied from Humb. et Bonp. Nov. Gen. et Sp. PI.
Koch has noticed [Comm., p. 18., note) that in specimens which he had seen there were andro-
gynous catkins mixed with catkins of female flowers.

Engravings. Humb. et Bonp. Nov. Gen. et. Sp. PL, t 99. and 100. ; Sal. Wob.. No. 8.; and fe 8.
in p. 1604. 7 JB

Spec. Char., Src Leaves, linear, acuminated, finely serrated, smooth. Catkins
appearing late, after the expansion of the leaves. Flowers polyandrous.
Ovary stalked and glabrous. ( Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 637.) Branches brown,
shining, erect, flexible. {Sal. Wob., p. 115.) A native of Peru, and culti-
vated in various places in South America. It was introduced in 1823 ; but,
being somewhat tender, it had not, in 1829 (the date of the Salictum Wo-
bumeme), produced its flowers in England. Mr. Forbes finds, at Woburn,
that it requires the protection of a green-house; but, in the Horticultural
Society's Garden, it stood out against a wall for 6 years ; and, though it was
killed in the spring of 1836, Mr, Gordon is ofopinion that it was not
altogether owing to its tenderness. There are plants in the collection of
Messrs. Loddiges.

* ? X 30. S. BoNPLAND/^\v^ Humb. et Bonpl. Bonpland's Willow.
Identification. Humb. et Bonpl. Nov. Gen. et Sp. PL. 2. p. 20. ; Forbes in SaL Wob., No. 9.
The Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Sal. Wob., copied from Humb. et Bonp. Nov. Gen. et Sp. PI A
plant in the Woburn collection had not flowered in 1829.

Engravings. Humb. et Bonpl. Nov. Gen. et Sp. PL, t. 101, 102. ; Sal. Wob., t. 9. ; and fis 9. ir»
p. 1604. ' t js
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Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves linear-lanceolate, narrow at the point, denticulate, glabrous, glaucous beneath.

Catkins appearing after the expansion of the foliage. Stamens from 6. to 8. Ovarv stalked, smooth.

{Sal. fVob., p. 17.) Stem erect, with round, smooth, even branches. A native of IVfexico, introduced

previously to 1829 into the Woburn salictum, where it has not yet flowered.

App. i. Nigra described, but ?iot yet introduced.

S. Mg^strina Michx. N. Amer. Sylva, 3. p. 80. t. 125. f. 2. ; Sal. Wob., p. 288. A tree, a native of

North America, about 25 ft. high, which at first sight resembles S. nigra ; but its leaves are longer,

narrower, and have heart-shaped stipules at their base.

S. oc'Udentalis Bo.sc, on the authority of Koch {Comm., p. 16.1, is a native of the Island of Cuba.
S. oc/dnt/ra Si eb., on the authority of Koch (Comm., p. 17.). Stamens 6—10. Stipules obliquely

ovate, acute. Wild in Egypt. Sieber deems it akin to S. tetrasp^rma Sozb. ; but Koch, who had
»een a dried specimen, thinks them different.

Group viii. ^rinoldes Borrer.

Shrubs, mostly Natives of North America, and used in Basket-making.

Kinds all, or all but S. conformis Forbes, natives of North America. The
kinds which Mr. Borrer has placed in this group are S. rigida Muhl., S.

jorinoides Pursh, and S. conformis Forbes. To these S. discolor Willd. and
S. angustata Pursh have been added, from their resemblance to S, pn-
noides.

at 31. 5'. ri'gida MUh/enb. The stiff-/eawrf Willow.

Identification. Muhlenb. in Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol, 4. p. 237. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 667.

;

Muhlenb. in Sims and K5n. Ann. of Bot, 2. 64. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 615. ; Smith in ReesV
Cyclo., No. 31. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 141.

Synonymes. S. cord&ta Michx. Fl. Bor.-Amer., 2. p. 225. ; S. cordifblia Herb. Banks MSS.
The Sexes. The female is noticed in the Specific Character.
Engravings. Nov. ,'\ct. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. t. 6. f. 4. ; Ann. of Bot., t. 5. f. 4. ; Sal. Wob.,
No. 141., a leaf; unAfig. 141. in p. 1630.

Spec. Char.fSfc. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, rigid, smooth, sharply serrated ; the two lowest serratures
elongated. Footstalks hairy. Stipules dilated, rounded, having glandular serratures. Catkins
accompanying the leaves. Stamens to a flower mostly 3. Bracteas woolly. Ovary lanceolate, gla.

brous, on a long stalk. Style the length of the divided stigmas. (Pursh.) A native of North
America, from New England to Virginia, in swamps and hedges. The branches are green, red
towards the end, and the younger ones pubescent. It is very tough, and is much used in Ame-
rica by basket-makers. (Pursh.) Introduced in 1811, and flowering in April and May.

« i 32. S. prinoi'des Pursh. The Prinos-like Willow.

Identification. Pur.sh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 613. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 2a ; Forbes in Sal.
Wob., No. 40. ; Koch Comm., p. 46. note*.

The Sexes. The female is figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 40. ; our fig. 1317. ; andfig. 40. in p. 1612.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves oval-oblong, acute, with dis-

tant wavy serratures
; glabrous above, glaucous be-

neath. Stipules half-heart-shaped, deeply toothed.
Catkins villous, protruded before the leaves. Ovary
stalked, ovate, pointed, silky. Style elongated.
Stigmas cloven. (Pursk.) A native of North Ame-
rica, on the banks of rivers, from Pennsylvania to
Virginia, where it forms a middle-sized tree, resem-
bling 5, discolor; flowering in March and April. It

was introduced in 1811. In the Horticultural So-
ciety's Garden, and in the salictum at Woburn
Abbey, it has only attained the height of 6 ft. or
8 ft. There are plants of it at Henfield.

afc 33. jS". di'scolor Muhlenb. The two-coloured Willow.
Identification. Muhlenb. in Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. p. 234. t. 6. f. 1. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4.

p. 6fi5. ; Muhlenb. in Sims and Konig's Ann. of Bot., v. 2. 62. t. 5. f. 1. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept.,
2. p. 613. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 25. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 147. p. 279.

The Sexes. Both sexes are noticed in the Specific Character.
Engravings. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. t. 6, f. 1. ; Ann. of Bot., 2. t 5. f. 1. ; Sal. Wob.,
No. 147., a leaf; and our fig. 147. in p. 1630.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, glabrou?, bluntly serrated, glaucous beneath. Catkins
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protruded before the leaves. Dractcas short, rounded, hairy. Ovary awl-shaped, silky, on a stalk
thrice the length of the bractca. (.Sniilh in Hecs's Cyclo.) A native of North America, and common
in low grounds and on the banks of rivers, from New England to Carolina. It is striking in its •

appearance, from the dark brown of its branches ; and from its flowers, the filaments of which are
white, and the anthers first red, becoming yellow when they burst. According to Pursh, this kind
is the one most commonly used in America by the basket-raakers. {Fl. Amcr. Sept., vol. ii. p. 613.)
Introduced in 1811 ; but we have not seen the plant.

a 34. S. angustaVa Pursh. The narrowed, or fapcrcd-Ieaved, Willow.

Identification. Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 613. ; Smith in Rees's Cycle, No. 27.

The Sexes. The female is noticed in the Specific Character.

Spec. Char., S/c. Leaves lanceolate, acute, very long, gradually tapering to the base, finely serrated,
glabrous, scarcely paler on the under surface. Stipules half.heart-shaped. Catkins protruded before
the leaves, upright, rather glabrous. Ovary ovate, glabrous, stalked. Style divided. Stigmas
2-lobed. A native of North .America, and found in shady woods on the banks of rivers, in the
•tates of New York and Pennsylvania; flowering in March and ApriL It has very long leaves,
and resembles S. priniJIdes. {Id.) Introduced into England in 1811.

a .35. S. confo'rmis Forbes. The un\form-!eaved Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 2-t.

The Sexes. The female only is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engraiings. Sal. Wob., No. 24. ; ai^dfig. 24. in p. 1607.

Spec, Char., S)C. Stem erect. Leaves lanceolate, pointed, tapering towards
the base, dull green ;

glabrous and shining above, glabrous and glaucous be-

neath. Stipules ovate, or half-heart-shaped, serrated. Catkins from 2 in.

to nearly 3 in. long. Ovary ovate, subulate, silky. Style about as long
as the deeply parted stigmas. {Sal. Wob., p. 47.) Supposed to be a native

of North America. It is one of the earliest-flowering of the species ; the
catkins of the female plant appearing in February or March. Mr. Forbes
has not seen the barren catkins ; but the plant, he says, is easily distin-

guished by its long handsome leaves, its upright mode of gi'owth, and its

long tough branches. The last property, Mr. Forbes observes, appears to

render it well adapted for basketwork.

Group ix. GrisecE Borrer.

Chiefly Shrubs, Natives of North America.

LI
Most of the kinds are natives of North America. S. Muhlenhergiana Willd.,

S. cordata Miihlenb., S. falcata Pursh and iS*. tristis Ait. are additions to
the kinds which Mr. Borrer has placed in this group. With regard to S.

reflexa Forbes, S. virgjita ? Forb ^s, and iS*. Lyon/i ? Schl., included in it

by Mr. Borrer, he remarks, " 1 am unacquainted with these, and have,
perhaps, placed them in the wrong group."

* 36. iS". vire'scens Forbes. The greenish-leaved Willow, or verdant Osier,

Identification. Forbes in Sal Wob., No. 7.

SffTumi/me. Mr. Forbes received the kind from Messrs. Loddiges, under the name 5. Aippophaefblia,
but has substituted the specific name of viresccns, as being one more descriptive of the plant.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. IVob.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 7. ; ourfig. 1318. ; and fig. 7. in p. 1604.

Spec. Char,, Sfc. Leaves linear-lanceolate, serrated, acute, smooth, green on
both sides. Ovary ovate-lanceolate, scarcely downy. Style divided. Stig-

mas parted. Stipules none. {Sal. Wob., p. 13.) A native

of Switzerland, and sent by Messrs. Loddiges to the Woburn
salictum, where it flowers in April. This is an upright

shrub, about 8ft. high, with slender, brown, smooth branches;

the young twigs yellowish, and somewhat furrowed ; and
the catkins long and slender, and appearing with the leaves.

In foliage and branches, it bears a strong affinity to S. rubra

Smith : but " the catkins, &c.," are very different ; much
resembling those of S. undulata Forbes. S. virescens is of dwarfer stature

than either S. riibra or S. undulata. There are plants at Woburn Abbey,

1318
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Henfield, and Flitwick House, and also in the Hackney arboretum, under

the name of S. ^ippophaefolia. The shoots are as valuable for basketwork

as those of S. rubra. {Forbes.)

at 37. S. refle'xa Forbes. The re&exed-catkined Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 94.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.

Engravings. SaL Wob., No. 94.; and outJig. 94. in p. 1619.

Spec. Char., 4'c. Leaves lanceolate, dentated, or distantly serrated ; cottony

beneath ; the older ones glaucous and glabrous. Stipules toothed, large,

on shortish footstalks. Catkins reflexed, on short stalks. Ovary stalked,

ovate, silky. Style short, divided. Stigmas parted. Bractea longer

than the stalk of the ovary, obovate, obtuse, notched, hairy, black in

its upper half. (Sal. Wob., p. 187.) A lovif spreading shrub; native

country not stated ; flowering in March ; with round green branches, villous

when young, marked with small yellow dots. Leaves from 3 in. to 3§ in.

long, scarcely 1 in. in breadth ; lanceolate, tapering towards their extremities,

serrated, entire at the base ; thickly covered with a short cottony substance,

while young, underneath ; finally, they lose this substance, and become
perfectly glabrous and glaucous ; the young ones are tinged with purple, and
very soft to the touch : lower leaves very small, and obtuse. Catkins about

1 in. long, recurved, slender. A very useful willow for tying, and for

the finer sorts of baskets and wickerwork, the younger twigs being very

tough and pliant.

J* 38. S. viRGA^TA Forbes. The twiggy Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 12.

The Sexes. Mr. Forbes states that, when seen by him, the catkins were withered, and unfit for

examination.
Engravings. SaL Wob., No. 12., without flowers; and onrfig. 12. in p. 1605.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves linear-lanceolate, glabrous, green on both surfaces,

finely serrated. Stipules rounded or half-heart-shaped, serrated or toothed.

Branches glabrous, shining. {Sal. Wob., p. 23.) A very distinct and hand-

some sort, growing, in the Horticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick, to

the height of 1 ft. 6 in. or 2 ft., with small round, brown, glabrous, twiggy

branches; flowering in May and June. In size, habit, and leaves it re-

sembles S. Houstomawa.

3» 39. S. Lyo^n// ? Schl. Lyon's Willow.

Identification. Sal. Wob., No. 12. Mr. Forbes obtained this sort, under the name of S, LySniY, from
Messrs. Loddiges, who had it, through M. Schleicher, from Switzerland.

The Sexes. Mr. Forbes had not yet seen the catkins in 1829, when the Salictum Woburnense wa»
published.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 10., without flowers ; and owx fig. 10. in p. 1604.

S})ec. Char., ^c. Leaves alternate, lanceolate, elongated, pointed, serrated,

glabrous, green and shining on both sides, veiny ; obtuse at the base, some-

times furnished with one or two glands. Branches round, glabrous, inclining

to a reddish brown. {Sal. Woh.,^. 19.) A native of Switzerland, intro-

duced by Messrs. Loddiges previously to 1829, the date of the Salictum Wo-
burnense. In the salictum at Woburn, it forms a bushy shrub, about 3 ft.

in height, with reddish brown branches, which are round, glabrous, and

shining ; these, again, throwing out many small twigs from the axils of the

leaves, which are villous when young. This species has not yet flowered

with Mr. Forbes, who has given the figure without catkins.

« 40. S. Houston/.^^n:^ Pursh. Houston's Willow.

Identification. Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept, 2. p. 634. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 43. ; Forbes in Sal.

Wob., No. 11.

Synonyme. S. tristis Lodd. Cat.., ed. 1836.

The Sexes. The male is described in Pursh's specific character, and the female is described and
figured in Sal. Wob.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 11. ; and fig. 11. in p. 1604.

Spec. Char., 8fc. Leaves linear-lanceolate, and very finely serrated, glabrous,

shining, and green on both sides. Stipules none. Catkins accompanying
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the leaves, cylindrical, villous. Bracteas ovate, acute. Stamens 3 to 3,

bearded halt-way u[). Branches extremely brittle at the base. (Pj/rs//.)

A native of Virginia and ('arolina. In the salictuni at Woburn, it is a low-
prowing shrub, with sleruler, roundish, smooth, yellowish branches, rising

about 3 ft. or ift. high; Howcring in May and June. " This species," Pursh
observes, " so frequently found in gardens under the name of S. tristis, is

very far from being in any way related to it. The specimen in the Banksian
herbarium was collected by Houston, and, as it is said, in Vera Cruz ; but
I am confident that it is a more northern plant, as I have frequently seen
it in Virginia." {FL Amcr. Sept., ii. p. 614.) There are plants in the Gold-
worth Arboretum, and at Woburn Abbey, Henfield, and Flitwick House

;

also in the arboretum at Hackney, under the name of S. tristis.

flJi 41. 5. FALCA^TA Pursh. The sickle-leaved Willow.

Identification. Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 614. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 44.; Forbes in Sal.

Wob., No. 148.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 148., a leaf; and our^^. 148. in p. 1630.

Spec. Char., SfC. Leaves very long, linear-lanceolate, closely serrated, tapering gradually, and some-
what falcate upwards ; acute at the base; glabrous on both surfaces; when young, sdky. Stipules

crescent-shaped, toothed, defle.ved. A very smooth species, with very slender brown branches :

flowers not yet observed. {Pursh.) A native of North America, from Pennsylvania to Virginia,

on the banks of rivers. Introduced in 1811, and flowering in April and May ; but we have never
seen the plant.

a 42. S. GRi'sEA Willd. The grey Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 699. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 615. ; Smith in Rees's Cycle,
No. ll,"). ; Koch Comm., p. 21., note *.

Synonymes. S. sericea Muhlenb. Nov. Act. Sac. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. p. 239. t. 6. f 8. ; Sims et

Konig Ann. of Boi., 2. 67. t. 5. f. 8. Perhaps the S. pennsylvanica Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 95., is

the S. grSsea JVi/ld. [Borrer in a letter.)

The Sexes. Both sexes are described in Willd. Sp. PI., and in Rees's Cyclo. : they are more briefly

noticed in the Specific Character below.
Engravings. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. t. 6. f. 8. ; Ann. of Bot., 2. t. 5. f. 8.

Spec. Char., Sjc. Petiole long, silky. Disk of leaf lanceolate, acuminate, serrulate
;
glabrous on the

the upper surface, silky on the under one. Stipules linear. Stamens 2. Ovary silky, oblong. Stig-

mas sessile, obtuse. {Willd. and MUhlenb.) Wild in marshes in Pennsylvania. A shrub of man's
height Branches brown, downy when young. Disk of leaf 1J in. long. Catkins protruded earlier

than the leaves. {Willd.) Introduced in 1820.

Fariety.
iit S.g.2eldbra.—Glabrous. Koch considers thisthe same as theS. petiolJlris of Smith, described

below, No. 43
.

; and asserts that it is not a native of Britain, though Smith has included
it in his English Flora.

S ^ 43. S. PETioLA^Ris Smith. The /o??g-petiolated Willow.

Identification. Smith in Lin. Soc. Trans., 6. p. 122. ; Eng. Bot., t. 1147. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 665. ;

Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 616. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 28. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 181. ; Forbes in

Sal. Wob., No. 23. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 423.

Synonymes. S. grfsea Willd. var. /3 subglabrata Koch Comm., p. 21., note*. Koch regards the
S. petiolaris Smith as a var. of S. grfsea ; and it probably is so. {Borrer in a letter.)

The Sexes. The female is figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob. Smith observes that he " knows
nothing of the male plant." {Eng. Fl.) Mr. Borrer had formerly both sexes growing at

Henfield, having received the male from Mr. G. Anderson, but at present he has the female
only. {W. B.)

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1147. ; Sal. Wob., No. 23. ; ourfig. 1319. ; andfig. 23. in p. 1607.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Leaves lanceolate, serrated, glabrous
;
glaucous beneath, some-

what unequal at the base. Stipules lunate, toothed. Catkins lax. Bracteas

hairy, shorter than the stalks of the ovate silky ovaries. Stigmas divided,

sessile. (Smith Eng. Ft.) A native of Scotland, in An-
gusshire and other places ; forming a bushy tree, with

slender, spreading, flexible, smooth, purplish, or dark brown
branches ; flowering in April. It is easily known from every

other species, by its short obtuse catkins, and long dark

leaves. After gathering, the young leaves especially exhale

a strong scent, like the flavour of bitter almonds, but less

agreeable. No use has been made of this willow, though

it seems to abound in tannin. {Smith in Eng. Fl.) " Sent

from Scotland by the late Mr. Dickson. In Pos.sil Marsh, 1319

on the north side of the canal ; Mr. David Don Marshes in Angusshire

;

Mr. George Don." (Hooker.) " Mr. Pursh has su.spected it not to be
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truly British ; but there seems no reason why, like several other willows,

it may not grow wild in Europe as well as in North America ; and the au-

thorities above mentioned are not likely to be erroneous." (Smith.) " I have

never seen native specimens." (Hooker in Br. Fl.)

St 44. S. pennsylva'nica Forbes. The Pennsylvanian Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 95.

Synonymes. ? Is not this the same as S. petiolftris Smith ; or, perhaps, it is the S. griseam/W. [Borrer

in a letter.) In Sweet's Hort. Brit., ed. 1830, it is questioned if S. pennsylvanica Forbes be not iden-

tical with S. pedicellaris of Spreitg. Syst., which is the S. pedicellaris Pursh.

The Sexes. The male is described and tigured in Sal. Wob.

Engravings. SaL Wob., No. 95. ; and our Jig. 95. in p. 1620.

Spec. Char., Sfc. A bushy shrub. Leaves alternate, lanceolate, serrated ;

smooth, glabrous, and shining above ; densely clothed beneath with silky

silvery hairs. Stipules very minute, soon falling off. Catkins of the

male nearly 1 in. long, slender. Bractea oblong, hairy. Gland obtuse.

This kind, in its whole form and habit, bears a strong likeness to S. petiolaris

Smith ; but the silvery silkiness of the old leaves perfectly distinguishes

it. (Sal. Wob., p. 189.) A native of ? North America; flowering in

April. Introduced in (?) 1825. A low spreading shrub, with yellowish

green, round, villous, brittle branches. Leaves lance-shaped, varying from

3 in. to 5 in. in length, sometimes nearly 1 in. broad ; dark green and

shining above ; beautifully silvery-silky beneath ; all the leaves of a thin

texture; midrib pale, prominent, and slightly villous. Footstalks scarcely

i in. long. Catkins appearing before the leaves, nearly sessile. Anthers

reddish before expansion; afterwards yellow. There are plants in the

Goldworth Arboretum, and at Woburn Abbey and Flitwick House.

Jc 45. S. MuHLENBERG/^V.4 WiUd. Miihleuberg's, or the brown American^

Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 692. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 609. ; Smith in Rees's Cycle.

No. 96. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 145. p. 278. ; Koch Comm., p. 21., note*.

Synonymes. S. alplna Walt. Car., 243. ; S. incana Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 225. ; S. flJlva Schoepf.

Mat. Med. Amer. ; S. tristis MUhlenb. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrnt. Berol., 4. p. 241. t. 6. f. 9., Sims
and Konig's Ann. of Bot., 2. p. 68. t. 5. f. 9.

The Sexes. Both sexes are noticed in the Specific Character.

Engravings. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. t. 6. t. 9. ; Ann. of Bot., 2. t. 5. f. 9., a leaf; Sal.

Wob., No. 145. ; and outfig. 145. in p. 1630.

Spec. Char., S(C. Leaves lanceolate, sharpish, nearly entire, downy, revolute ; veiny and rugose

beneath. Stipules lanceolate, deciduous. Bracteas oblong, fringed. Ovary ovate-lanceolate,

sillty, stalked. Style short. Stigmas divided. The branches greenish yellow, with black dots.

Anthers purple
;
yellow when they burst. Bracteas white, tipped with red, giving the catkins a

very pleasing appearance. i^Pursh.) A shrub, 1 ft. to 4 ft. high, mostly decumbent. Leaves 1 in. long,

or more. It is indigenous in gravelly places in Pennsylvania and Canada {Willd.) ; or, according

to Pursh, in shady dry woods, from New York to Virginia. Introduced in 1811, and flowering in

April.

w* 46. S. TRi'sTis Ait. The sad, or narrow-leaved American, Willow.

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., 3. p 393. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 693., Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept.,

2. p. 609. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 97. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 150. p. 279.

Engravings. SaL Wob., No. 150., a leaf; and our^. 150. in p. 1630.

Spec. Char., S(C. Leaves linear-lanceolate, entire, revolute, acute at each end; rather glabrous above,

rugged with veins and downy beneath. Stipules none. Catkins appearing before the leaves, and
oblong. Approaches near to S. Muhlenbergznna. (Pursh.) A native of North America, in dry

sandy woods, from New Jersey to Carolina. Introduced in 1765, and flowering in April

at 47. S. cordaVa Muhlenb. The \\ea.ri-leaved Willow.

Identification. Muhlenb. in Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. p. 236. ; WiUd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 666.

;

Muhlenb. in Sims et Kdn. Ann. of Bot., 2. p. 64. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 615. ; Smith in

Rees's Cyclo., No. 30. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 142.

The Sexes. Both sexes are noticed in the Specific Character.

Engravings. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol, 4. t. 6. f. 3. ; Ann. of Bot., t. 5. f. 3. ; SaL Wob.,
No. 142., a leaf; and ourfig. 142. in p. 1630.

Spec. Char.,^c. Branches green, red towards the end; younger ones pubescent. Leaves ovate-

lanceolate, serrated, smooth ; above deep green, paler beneath, heart-shaped at the base. Stipules

rounded, finely toothed. Catkins accompanying the leaves. SUmens to a flower mostly 3. Flowers
lanceolate, woolly. Ovary stalked, lanceolate, smooth. Style the length of the divided stigmas.

(Pursh.) A native of North America, from New England to Virginia. Introduced in 1811, and
flowering in April and May. The young shoots are very tough, and are much used in America by
the basket-makers. A shrub, about 6 ft. high, with green glabrous branches, and long leaves.

{WiUd.) There are plants in the Goldworth Arboretum.
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Group X. Wosmarinifuluc Boner,

Low Shrubs, with narrow Leaves.

1

1
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ovaries. {Hook. Br. FL, p. 417.) A native of Scotland,

on the Clova Mountains, and also near Dumfries
;
growing

to the height of 1 ft., and flowering in April. Botanists

are not agreed as to what is precisely the S. arbuscula L.

Smith deemed it to be this; but Mr. Forbes (Sal. Wob.,

No. 86., and incidentally under No. 138.) and Mr. Borrer

{Hook. Br. FL, ed. 2;) have conckided that it is not. Mr.

Forbes was much inclined to regard it as not specifically

distinct from S. rosmarinifolia Eng. Fl. and Eng. Bot.;

and Mr. Borrer, or Sir W.J. Hooker, or both, have regarded

it as probably the same as the S. angustifolia Wulfcn. As to its relation

to S. rosmarinifolia. Sir W. J. Hooker says, " I agree with Mr. Borrer in

thinking that they are distinct, though the difference lies ahuost entirely in

their ovaries: these are shorter in ^'rangustifolia, with denser, less glossy,

and less truly silky hairs, with ovate and quite entire stigmas, and more

shaggy bracteas. there are plants at Woburn and Flitwick.

-* 50. S. decu'mbens Forbes. The decumbent Willow,

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 88.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sa! Wob.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 88.; and/g. 88. in p. 1618.

Spec. Cliar., Sfc. Leaves linear-lanceolate, nearly entire; dull green and silky

above, pale and densely silky beneath. Stipules lanceolate. Branches

downy. Ovary ovate, silky, nearly sessile. Style elongated. Stigmas

divided. {Sal. Wob.,\). 175.) Anativeof? Switzerland. Introduced in 1823,

and flowering in May. A small shrub, with leafy downy branches, extending

obliquely from the ground to the height of 1 ft. or I ft. 6 in. The leaves are

from Hin. to2in. long, or more; linear-lanceolate, entire, or nearly so,

some of them marked with a few glands about the middle; dull green and

silky above, beneath densely silky ; the young ones have somewhat a silvery

appearance underneath. Bud^ red before expansion. Catkins nearly 1 in.

long. A very distinct species, resembling in foliage the male plant of

.S'. rosmarinifolia.

36 51. 5. FUSCA^TA Pursh. The dark-hrov/n-branched^\\\ov/.

Identification. Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 8. p. 612. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 110.

The Sexes. The female is noticed in the specific character.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves obovate-lanceolate, acute, somewhat serrated
;
glaucous beneath, downy

wlien very young. Stipules minute. Catkins drooping. Bracteas (scales) obtuse, scarcely hairy

on the inside. Ovary ovate, silky, somewhat stalked. Wild in North America, in low overflowed

grounds on the banks of rivers, from New York to Pennsylvania ; flowering in March or April.

Branches of the preceding year covered with a dark brown or black tomentum. {Pursh and Smith.)

Introduced in 1811.

Group xi. Fmccc Borrer.

Mostly procumbent Shrubs.

r
.^M

Stamens 2 to a flower, as far as to the kinds whose male flowers have been

observed. Ovary silky, stalked. Catkins ovate or cylindrical. Leaves

between elliptical and" lanceolate ; mostly silky beneath ; nearly entire.

Plants small shrubs. Stem, in most, procumbent. .S*. fusca L., Hookei-,

var. 1., and S. Donicma Smith, have a likeness in aspect to the kinds of the

group Purpurese, except S. rubra Huds. {Hook. Br. FL, ed. 2., adapted.)

-* 52. S. Fu'scA L. The brown Willow.

Identification. Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 417. ; ? Hayne Abbild., p. 242.

Synonymes. S. ripens Hook. Fl. Scot, 1. p. 284. ; S. rfepens Koch, part of, Koch Comm., p. 47. The

various synonymes to be cited below in application to varieties are, in efl'ect, synonymes of the

species also.

The Sexes. The female is figured in Hmjne Abbild., if the S. CuKa of that work is the S. fi'isca L.

Engravings. Hayne Abbild., t. 184. ; Sal. Wob. ; and cur fig. S-'5. in p. ItilS.
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Spec. C/iar., Jfc. Stems more or less prociunbent. Leaves elliptical or
elliptic-lanceolate, acute ; entire, or serrated with minute glanded serratures

;

somewhat downy
; glaucous, and generally very silky beneath. Ovary

lanceolate, very silky, seated upon a long stalk. Stigmas bifid. {Hook. Br.
FL, ed. 2.) Sir W. J. Hooker and Mr. Borrer have referred to this species
several kinds as varieties, which have been regarded as species by Smith
and others, and which we give below, retaining the specific character of
each, for the convenience of those who have received them as species, and
may wish to identify them.

Varlftiex.

-«* S./. 1 viiliiari.1 ; S. f. var. « Hook. Br. F/.,cd. 2.; S. fusca Smith Eng.
BoL, t. 19G0., E>ig. FL, iv. p. 210., For/ws in Sal. Wob., No. 83. ; S.

repens Koch Koch Comm., p. 47. ; and ourfig. 83. in p. 1618.—Stem
decumbent below, then upright, much branched. Leaves elliptic

lanceolate. (Id.) Mr. Borrer is disposed to deem the S. fusca Smilh
different from the S. fusca L., at least as seen growing in the garden

;

for he allows that "the dried specimens show no character;" in

which latter opinion I cordially agree with him." (Hooker.) " The
plant " of Smith "itself is usually a small procumbent shrub, with
rather long straight branches ; but varying exceedingly, according to
situation and other circumstances, as do the leaves also, which are
more or less glabrous above, and more or less silky beneath, where
the nerves are prominent." (Id.) The branches are spreading,
brown, and downy, with fine close hairs when young. (Smith.) Catkins
generally appearing before the leaves. A very beautiful little species,
nearly related to S. f. repens ; but is distinguishable from it by its

broader leaves, longer footstalks, and more upright mode of growth.
Smith states that it is found wild in moist mountainous heaths in

the north ; that its time of flowering is May. In the salictum at
Woburn, it flowered in May, and again in July. The male plant is

figured in the English Botany and the Salictum Woburiiense. There
are plants at Woburn Abbey, Henfield, and Flitwick House.

-* S. / 2 repens ; S. f. Hook. Br. FL, ed. 2. ; S. repens Lin. Sp. PL,
1447. (Smith), Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 693., at least in part. Smith in
Rees's Cyclo., No. 100., Eng. Bot., t. 183., Eng. FL, iv. p. 209.,

% Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 84., our^^. 84. in p. 1618., '^ Hayne Abbild.,

p.241. t. 183., ? Pursh FL Amer., ii. p. 610. ; S. repens Koch a
Koch Comm., p. 47.—The following description of this kind is derived
from Eng. FL and Sal. Wob. : — Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, straight,
somewhat pointed, nearly entire; almost naked above, glaucous and
silky beneath. Stipules none. Stem depressed, with short up-
right branches. Ovary stalked, ovate, downy. Capsules glabrous.
(Smith E. F.) A native of Britain, on moist and dry heaths,
moors, and sandy situations ; flowering in May. Stem woody, de-
pressed, often creeping; sending up numerous upright branches,
about a finger's length ; sometimes subdivided and spreading ; some-
times procumbent and moderately elongated ; all round and glabrous,
except the small leafy shoots of the present year, which are downy.
Leaves small, from i in. to fin. long, elliptical or broadly lanceolate,
somewhat revolute ; nearly or quite entire, veiny, bluntish, with a
minute straight poi-nt ; the upper surface dark green, glabrous;
under surface glaucous, densely silky when young. Footstalks short
and broad, frequently downy. Catkins appearing before the leaves,
numerous, and attaining 1 in. in length, in the fertile plant, when
the seeds are ripe. Both sexes are described in Eng. Flora, and
both are figured in Eng. Bot., in Sal. Wob., and in Haync Abbild., if
the latter engraving belongs to this willow. There are plants at
Woburn Abbey and in the Goldworth Arboretum.

-* S./ 3 prostrdta ; S. f. var. y Hook. Br. FL, ed. 2. ; S. prostrata Swifh
6 H 2
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Eng. Bot., t, 1959., Reeis Cyclo., No. 105., Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 695.,

Smith Eng. FL, iv., p. 21 1., exclusively of the locality ("in Eppiiig

Forest"), Forbes in SaL Wob., No. 82., and our/g. 82. in p. 1618.

—

The following particulars respecting this kind are derived from Eng.

FL and SaL Wob., chiefly from the former :— Leaves elliptic-oblong,

convex, somewhat toothed, with a curved point; glaucous, silky,

and veiny beneath. Stipules minute. Stem prostrate, with elongated

straio-ht branches. Ovary stalked, ovate, silky. Styles shorter

than the stigmas. {SaL Wob., p. 163.) A native of Britain, in moist

and dry moors, heaths, and sandy situations; flowering in May.

Root woody, rather long and slender. The stems compose an

entangled mat several feet in diameter, with straight, slender, round,

leafy, tough, downy or silky branches ; 1 ft. or more in length ;

spreading close to the ground in every direction, with a few short

upright ones occasionally. Leaves elliptic-oblong, numerous, scat-

tered, on short and rather thick stalks, ascending ; 1 in. long, convex,

but scarcely revolute
;

partly entire, partly toothed ; the point re-

curved or twisted; the upper side dark green, obscurely downy,

veiny; under side concave, glaucous, rugged, with prominent veins,

and silky, especially while young. Catkins numerous, appearing before

the leaves; | in. long. Distinguished from S. fusca vulgaris by its

longer prostrate branches, and broader leaves. Both sexes are

described in Eng. FL; the female is figured in Eng. Bot. and in

SaL Wob. There are plants at Woburn Abbey and Flitwick House,

and also in the Goldworth Arboretum. " S. prostrata and S. repens,"

Dr. Johnston observes, "have been confidently pronounced varieties

of the same species by some botanists of deserved eminence, while

others, not less eminent, consider them ' totally distinct.' Both
plants are familiar to me ; and I cannot hesitate to rank myself with

those who are of the latter opinion. S. prostrata is the larger species,

sending up from its prostrate stem straight simple branches, 1 ft.

or more in length, which are clothed with alternate leaves, rather

more than 1 in. long, and one half as broad. S. repens, on the

contrary, is a much branched creeping shrub, whose numerous
branches scarcely rise above the grass. The leaves are more closely

set, of a lighter green, and rarely one half so large. A general

dissimilarity in habit should surely keep plants separate, though they

may agree in some minute characters." {Flora of Berivick upon
Tiveed, vol. i. p. 214.)

-4 S./. ifce'tida; S. f. var. 5 Hook. Br. FL, ed. 2.; S. fce'tida Smith Eng.
FL, iv. p. 208. — Stem recumbent. Leaves elliptical. (Hooker.)

Smith has constituted his S. fce'tida of two kinds, that he had
previously published as species, by the names S. adscendens Smith

and S. parvifolia Smith. These two kinds may be here noticed

separately, as constituting together Hooker's iS*. fusca S.

-4 S. adscendens S?mth in Eng. Bot, 1962., Rces's Cyclo., No. 103., Forbes m Sal. Wob.,
No. 80.,our.^^. 80. in p. 1618. ; S. I'oe'tida, exclusively of /3 Smith Eng. FL, i. p. 208.;

S. repens Kock var. Koch Comm., p. 47. — The following particulars respecting
this kind are deduced from Sal. Wob. : — Leaves elliptical, nearly entire, with a
recurved point ;

glaucous and silky beneath. Stem recumljent. Ovary ovate-lan-

ceolate, on a silky stalk, nearly equal to the obovate bracteas. {Sal. Wo6., p. 159.)

A native of Britain, in sandy heaths ; flowering in May. A low creeping shrub,
with long, straight, densely leafy, recumbent, or somewhat ascending, round,
downy branches, silky when young. Leaves elliptical, narrower, and far less silky

than those of S. argentea. Mr. Forbes adds that he has observed so many points

of difference between this and the following kind, that he has preferred keeping
them distinct. The male is figured in Eng. Bot., the female in Sal. Wob. There
are plants at Woburn Abbey and Flitwick House.

-* S. parvifblia Smith Eng. Bot, t. 1961., Rees's Cyclo., No. 102., Forbes in Sal. Wob.,
No. 81., fig. 81. in p. 1618. ; S. foe'tida ^ S}nith Eng. Fl., 4. p. 208. ; S. rfepens Koch
var. Koch Comm., p. 48. — The following account of this kind is taken from Sal.

Wob. : — Leaves elliptical, nearly entire, with recurved points; glaucous and silky

beneath. Stem decumbent. Stipules ovate, entire. {Sal. Wob., p. 161.) A native
of Britain, on moist and dry heaths, on moors, and sandy situations ; flowering
in May, and, in the willow garden at Woburn Abbey, again in August. The
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stem is much branched, elongated, and decumbent. Branches elongated, wand-
like, 1 ft. or 1 ft. Gin. long, spreading obliquely, or else i)rocinnbent ; very densely

clothed with innumerable leaves, round, tliickisli, hairy or silky. Leaves .spread-

ing or recurved, about ^in. long, of a broad elliiitical figure, with curved points
;

the margin slightly revolute, either quite entire, or marked here and there with

a minute glandular'tooth ; the upper surface is of a dull lightish green, and nearly

glabrous ; the under surface glaucous, and more or less silky. Footstalks very

short, and broad. Catkins of the female ovate, dense, yellowish. Both sexes are

figured in Sal. Jt'ob. ; the female is described in Eng. Rot.

Both these kinds or subvarietics are disthiouished by their strong

fishy smell. " This odour becomes powerfully offensive, when fresh

specimens have been confined in a box for several days." (Erig. FL,

iv. p. 209.)
St S. f. 5 incubdcca ; S. f. 5 Hoolc. Br. FL, cd.3. ; S. incubacea Lin.

Sp. PL, \U1., FLSuec, ed. 2., 351., Smith Eng. FL,\\.\t.2\2.y

exclusively of all the synonymes, according to Borrer in Eng. Bot.

SiippL, except the two of Linnaeus quoted above, Forbes in SaL

Wob., No. 79., our fig. 79. in p. 1618., Borrer in Eng. Bot. SiippL,

t. 2600., Haj/iie AbbiliL, p. 243. t. 185, The female is described in

Eng. Flora and Eng. Bot. SuppL, and figured in Eng. Bot. Sttpp/.,

SaL Wob., and Hnyne Abbild.—Mr. Borrer, in Eng. Bot. SuppL, has

treated of this as' a specie.s, although he has since regarded it as a

variety. The following is the specific character, given in EngL Bot,

SuppL, and it will serve to portray the characteristic features of the

kind, whether viewed as a species or a variety. Leaves elliptic-lan-

ceolate, nearly entire, acute, with a twisted point; glaucous and silky

beneath. Stipules stalked, ovate, acute. Stem procumbent.

Branches erect. Catkins erect, oblong-cylindrical. Stalk of the

silky ovary about as long as the obovate bractea (scale). (Borrer.)

Wild in England, at Hopton in Suffolk, in Anglesea on sandy

shores; and in Switzerland and Germany. A shrub, about 4 ft.

high. It shows " the closest affinity to S. argentea Smith, in its

mode of growth, flowers, stipules, and silky pubescence; and from

which it differs in little besides the shape of the leaf. Serratures

are, indeed, more frequerftly found, and more apparent when
present ; but in S. argentea the leaves are not always strictly

entire. We have seen, on Swiss specimens, the male flowers of S.

incubacea, but they afford no distinctive marks." {Borrer.)

J: S / 6 argentea ; S. f. 6 Hook. Br. FL, ed. 2. ; S. argentea Smith

Eng. Bot., t. 1364., liees's Cyclo., No. 98., WillcL Sp. PL, iv. p. 693.,

Smith p})ig. FL, iv. p. 206., Walker's Essays, p. 435., Forbes in SaL

Wob., No 78., ourfig. 78. in p. 1618., Hai/ne Abbild., p. 240. t. 182.;

S. repens Koch y Koch Comm., p. 47.— Stem erect, or spreading.

Leaf elliptical, with a recurved point; the under surface very silvery.

The following information on this kind is derived from EngL FL
and SaL Wob., chiefly the former :—Leaves elliptical, entire, some-

what revolute, with a recurved point; rather downy above, silky and

shining beneath, as well as the branches. Stem upright. Ovary

ovate-lanceolate, silky ; its silky stalk nearly equal to the hnear

oblong bractea. Style not longer than the stigmas. (Smith E. FL)

A native of England, on dry heath and sandy situations, chiefly

near the sea ; flowering in April and May. Stems mostly spreading,

but, if sheltered, erect ; 4 ft. or 5 ft. high, with numerous, upright,

leafy branches, beautifully downy or silky. Leaves on short,

stout, downy footstalks, scattered; 1 in., or often less, in length,

and half as much in breadth ; truly elliptical, with a small curved

point; the margin entire, slightly revolute; the upper side of a dull

green, at first silky, then downy, finally naked, reticulated with small

veins ; under side covered at ail times with the most brilliant, silvery,

satin-like, close, silky hairs, very soft, almost concealing the strong

midrib and transverse veins. Catkins appearing before the leaves.

5 n 3
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This species is readily distinguished from the remaining ones be-

longing to this section (with the exception of S. incubacea), by its

very silvery leaves and upright mode of growth. Both sexes are

described in Eiig. Fl. ; the female is figured in Sal. Wob. and Hayne
Abbild. There are plants at Woburn Abbey, Henfield, and Flitwick

House, and also in the Goldworth Arboretum.

£ 53. <S'. DoN/yi\v.4 Smith. Don*s, or the rusti/-branched. Willow.

Identification. Smith in Eng. Fl., 4. p. 213. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 85. ; Hook. Br. FI., ed. o.,

p. 424.; Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2599.

The Sej:es. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob. and Eng. Bot. The male has not yet

been discovered.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 85. ; Eng. Bot., t. 2599. ; our^. 1322, ; anifig. 85. in p. 1618.

Spec. Char., cfc, Leaves obovate-lanceolate, partly opposite, acute, slightly

serrated, even ; livid and somewhat silky beneath. Stipules linear. Branches

erect. Catkins erect, cylindrical. Ovary stalked, silky, longer than the

obovate bearded bractea. (Smith and Borrer.) Sent from

Scotland, as British, by the late Mr. George Don. It

flowers in May. Stem 5 ft. or 6 ft. high, with straight,

wand-like, round, leafy branches, of a reddish or rusty

brown, scarcely downy, except when very young. Leaves
mostly alternate, but several of the lowermost pairs oppo-
site ; all nearly upright, flat ; li in. long, uniform ; broadest,

and most evidently serrated, in their upper part, towards
the point

; green, minutely veiny, and glabrous above ; livid,

or in some measure glaucous, as well as finely downy or silky, beneath,

with a prominent reddish midrib, and slender veins ; the silkiness less evi-

dent on the older ones. Footstalks short, very broad at the base, paler

than the branches. Catkins of female flowers appearing before the

leaves, on short lateral stalks. (Smith.) S. Donicma, in the female, which is

the only sex at present known to British botanists, assimilates to the kinds

of the group Purpureas, except S. rubra Hiids., in the aspect of the branches,

shoots, leaves, and catkins ; in some of the leaves being opposite ; and in

the old bark being internally yellow, tfiough less remarkably so than that of

these kinds ; but it differs from them in having its leaves silky beneath,

and its ovary stalked, and Mr. Borrer believes that, in the relation of

affinity, it is nearest to S. fusca ; but he notices that we are without the

means of proof, which the male flowers would affbrd. There are plants

at Woburn Abbey, Henfield, and Flitwick House, and in the Goldworth
Arboretum.

Group xii. Ajubtgucc Borrer.

Shrubs.

S. finmarchica Willd. has been added to kinds included in this group by Mr.
Borrer.

-* * 54. S. ambi'gua Ehi-k., Boirer. The ambiguous Willow,

Identification. Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2733., who has adduced there the following references :—
" Ehrh. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 700. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 418. ; Koch Comm., p. 49. ; Bluff, et

Fing. Fl. Germ., 2. .561."

Synchiymes. Some are cited under the varieties treated of below ; S. ambigua Koch, part of, Koch
Comm., p. 49.

The Sexes. Both sexes of var. a, the female of var. /3, the male of var. y, and the female of var. S,

are figured in Eng. Bot. Suppl.
Engraving. Engl. Bot. Suppl., t. 2733.

Spec. Char.,Sjc. Leaves oval, obovate, or lanceolate, slightly toothed, and having a recurved point

;

pubescent, somewhat rugose above, glaucous and having prominent veins beneath. Stipules half-

ovate, acute. Catkins stalked, upright, cvlindrical. Ovary stalked, densely silky. Style very
short. Stigmas short,'at length cloven. {Borr. in Bot. Sitppl.) Indigenous on gravelly heaths, in

Sussex, Essex, and Suffolk; and has been observed in Perthshire, Angusshire, Caithness, Orkney,
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and the Hebridt'S. {Uurrer.) S. aiiibigua approaches, on the one side, to S. aiirlta, with the smallest

varieties of which it is most liable to be confounded ; and, on the other, to .S'. fiisca ;
dillering

from the former by its less rugose and less vaulteil leaves, and in their distinct serrature, more
delicate texture, and less woolly pubescense ; also in its smaller, Hatter, and less obliiiuc stipules ;

and from the latter, by its less silvery pubescence, in the more uneven upper surface of its leaves,

and their more prominent veiiit beneath, as well as in some minute characters in the flowers.

Koch regards it as a hybrid between the two. It varies much in the procumbent, ascending, or

more erect manner of its growth, in the paler or darker brown tinge of the twigs, and in the

quantity of pubescence. [Burrcr.)

J'arieiies.

J: j» S. n. 1 vulgaris; S. a. « Borr. in Eng. Bol. Sup/)!., t. 2733., '> figures of the two sexes,

and description.— A small straggling shrub, with branches sometimes procumbent, some-
times rising 1ft. or 2ft. from the ground. {Boner.) A very full description, and 5

figures, are given in En/;. Bol. Suppl. There are plants at HenfieUI.
^ S. a. '2 m&jor : .S'. a. li miijor Borrer in Ettg. Bot. Suppl., t. 2/33., 3 figures of the female,

and description; f S. ambigua /3 tluuk. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 418. ; S. versifulia .SVri'ng

Sault'sdf laSuisse,'So. dn., Monogr, M). {Borrer.) —Mr. Borrer mentions the three

following forms of this variety :— 1. A plant found on heathy ground, at Hopton, Sufl'olk,

which attains, in the garden, the height of 5 ft., and scarcely differs from S. ambigua
vulgaris, except in growing erect, and in the greater size of all its parts. It is much
less silky than the following kind. 2. This, S. ambfgua /3 Hook. Br. Fl., has a silvery

appearance, from the abundance of silky hairs which clothe the leaves, especially

beneath. It is said by Mr. Drummond, who found it on bogs, near Forfar, to be of

upright growth, and oh. or 4 ft. high. 3. S. versifblia of .Scringe appears, from his speci-

mens, to belong to this variety ; but whether .S'. versifMia of Wahlenbcrg is, as Seringe

thought, notwithstanding the long style, and some other discrepancies, the same, we liave

no means of deciding. Koch thinks it rather, according to Wahlenborg's original idea,

a hybrid .offspring of .S'. myrtilloides, and S. Iim6sa of Wahlenberg, the S. arenaria L.

[Borrer.) There are plants at Henfield.
a S. a. 3 spat/iiUala; S. a. y spathulita Bor. in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2733., where three speci-

mens of the male plant are figured and described ; S. amWgua y Hook. Br. Ft., ed. 2.,

p. 418.; .S. spathulJita IVilld. Sp. Pl.,i.lO0.; Bluff, et Firtg. Fl. Germ.,^. 566. (Borrer);
S. spathulata fVillei. ; scarcely differs from S. ambigua viilg&ris, except in the narrower
base of the leaf. The style has been supposed to be longer; but that organ seems to

vary a little in length, in both S. vulgaris and S. a. major, from accidental circumstances.

(Borrer.) S. spathulata IVilld. is indigenous to Germany ; and, according to Mr.
Borrer's identification of a kind found wild in England, to Epping Forest, Essex. There
are plants at Henfield.

S S. a. 4 undutata ; S. a. 5 undulata Borrer in Eng. Bot., t. 2733., 4 figures of the female, and de-

scription ; S. spathulata I*V7W.,var.undulkta of Professor Mertens. {Borrer.)—This variety

occurs at Hopton in Suffolk, as well as S. a. major. It is remarkable for its lanceolate

or almost linear leaves, and distinctly stalked stipules. "' In our specimens of this, both
the style and the stalk of the germen are occasionally longer tlian in the other varieties."

{Borrer.)

?J: ? J* 55. S. finm.\'rchica Willd. The Finmark Willow.

Identification. Willd. Enum. Suppl., p. 66. ; Ber Baum., p. 441. ; Koch Comm., p. 51.

The Sexes. The female is noticed in the specific character.

S/)cc. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptic, obovate, or lanceolate, the tip recurved

;

entire, or toothed with distant glanded teeth; beneath, wrinkled with vein.s,

downy ; afterwards more or less glabrous. Stipules halt-ovate, straight.

Catkins of female flowers peduncled ; the peduncle a leafy twig. Capsule
ovate-lanceolate, glabrous, upon a stalk that is four times longer than the

gland. Style short. Stigmas ovate, notched. (Koc/i.) Wild in moist

meadows, and on mountains clothed with pines, in Podolia and Volhynia ;

and, perhaps, wild in Finmark. Very like S. ambigua Ehrh., from which it

differs only in its glabrousness, and in the peduncles of the catkins being

longer, and furnished with more perfectly developed leaves. {Id.) Intro-

duced in 1825. There are plants in the Hackney arboretum.

-* ? J* 56. S. VERSI'COLOR Forbes. The various-coloured Willow,

IdeTtiification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 77.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in .S<i/. IVob.

Engravings. .Sal. Wob., No. 77. ; and out Jig. 77. in p 1618.

Spec. Char., <.^c. Leaves elliptic, almost entire ; greyish green and villous

above, glaucous and pubescent beneath. Stipules large, ovate. Ovary
ovate, stalked, silky. Style smooth. Stigmas divided. (Sal. iVod., p. 153.)

A native of Switzerland ; when introduced is uncertain (? 1824-) ; flowering,

in the willow garden, in May. A low, depressed, or trailing shrub, about

2 ft. high, with slender, round, pubescent branches ; the young ones green-

ish brown, densely downy ; much resembling those of S. «laternoides, but

always depressed; while those of S. wlaternoider. are quite erect. Leaves
about U in. long, nearly 1 in. in breadth, elliptic, with bkintish points;

;;reen and villous above: glaucous, pubescent, and whitish beneath ; margins
H I
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distantly marked with 3 or 4 minute teeth, entire towards the base. Foot-

stalks short, rather slender, downy; midrib and veins prominent. Stipules

on short footstalks, ovate, sloping off at one side. Catkins numerous,
recurved, above i in. in length.

* 57. S. .-/LATERNoi^DES Forbes. The Alaternus-like Willow.

Jdentification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 76.

T/ie Sexes. The female is described and figured in S(U. Wob. " I have not met with a male plant."

{Forbes.)

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 76. ; and ourfg. 76. in p. 1618.

Sjiec. Char., 4"C. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, entire, pointed ; villous above,

hairy and white beneath. Stipules ovate, serrated. Catkins 1 in. long,

thick, and obtuse. Ovary ovate, subulate, silky, stalked. Style shorter

than the linear undivided stigmas. (Sal. Wob., p. 151.) A. native of Swit-

zerland. Introduced in 1824, and flowering in April and May. A low, up-

right, bushy shrub, growing, in theWoburn collection, to the height of 5 ft. or

6 ft., with slender, round, pubescent, reddish branches, dark green after the

first year. Leaves from 1 in. to H in. long, or perhaps more; about i in.

in breadth; elliptic- lanceolate, or somewhat obovate, pointed, entire, dull

green and villous above, whitish and densely hairy beneath ; reticulated,

with a pale midrib. Catkins 1 in. long, appearing before the leaves. There
are plants at Woburn Abbey and in the Hackney arboretum.

a ? i 58. S. vKotemfo'lia Schl. The Protea-leaved Willow.

Identification. Schleicher, quoted in Hook. Br. Fl, ed. 2., p. 419. ; Forbes in SaL Wob., No. 75.

Synovymes. Erroneously referred to S. ambigua in Hook- Br. Fl., ed 2. {Borrer MSB.)
The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 75. ; and our^g^. 75. in p. 1617.

Sj)ec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptical, entire ; villous above, white and silky be-

neath. Stipules ovate, silky. Catkins thick, obtuse. Ovary stalked, ovate,

silky. Bractea obovate, silky. Stigmas undivided. {Sal. Wob., p. 149.) A
native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1820; flowering in April and May.
This is a handsome upright-growing shrub, or low tree, attaining the height

of 12 ft., although only four years planted. Branches of a brownish green

fuscous colour, somewhat downy, but ultimately becoming smooth; the

young twigs are of a yellow purple, pubescent, and soft to the touch.

Leaves elliptic, about H in- long ; dull green and villous above, whitish and
silky beneath, and reticulated with large prominent veins ; the young leaves

have rather a silky silvery appearance ; while the old ones become more
firm and pubescent, their margins entire, or sometimes very distinctly

marked with shallow serratures. Catkins about 1 in. long. A very orna-

mental plant, but not fit for cultivation for economical purposes. There
are plants at Woburn Abbey, Henfield, and Flitwick House, and also in

the Goldworth Arboretum.

Group xiii. ReticuldtcB Borrer.

The characteristics ofthis group, as adopted in Hook. Br. FL, are not described
;

because it consists of only one species, the S. reticulata L., and the charac-

teristics of this species may be deemed representative of those of the group.

-* 59. S. RETicuLA^TA L. The netted, or wrinkled, leaved, Willow.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1446. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 685. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 75. ; Koch
Comm., p. 62. ; Du Ham. Arb.,ed. 1., 3. p. 132. ; Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1908. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 200. ;

Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 67. ; Hook. Br. Fl, ed. 2 , p. 419. ; Hayne Abbild., p. 236. ; Host Sal.

Aust., 1. p. 33. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 610.

The Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Eng. Bat., and Sal. Wob., Host Sal. Aust., and Hayne Abbil.

It may be inferred that both are not difficultly obtainable in the wild localities of the species.

Engravings. Lin. Fl. Lapp., ed. 2., t 3. f. 1., t 7. f. 1, 2. ; Fl. Dan., t. 212. ; Hoftm. Sal., 2—3.,
t. 25—27. ; Du Ham. Arb., ed. 1 , 3. t. 32. ; Eng. Bot, t. I9(t8. ; Sal. Wob., No. 67. ; Hayne Abbild.,
t. 178. ; Host Sal. Austr., 1. t. 105. ; our Jig. 1323. ; and Jig. 67. in p. 1616.
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Spec. Char., S^r. Leaves orbicular, somewhat elliptical, obtuse, entire,

coriaceous, with reticulated veins, nearly glabrous; glaucous beneath.

Ovary sessile, downy. (Sviit/i E. F.) The young foliage is often fioc-

cose. {^Br. F/.,ed.-2.) A native of England, and the high

mountains in Wales ami Scotland ; flowering from May to

July. Koch has stated its European places of growth to be
as follows:— Moist rocks, or other moist places, of the^ '5

highest mountains above the limit of perpetual snow, in - 1^
Piedmont, Savoy, Switzerland, the Pyrenees, Germany, i^'^

Carpathia, Transylvania, Britain, and Lapland. Hooker has ^ *'

remarked (Br. F/., ed. 2.) that he possesses S. reticulata,

obtained from Arc ic America, and having long silky hairs 1323

on both surfaces of the leaf INIackay has not inserted the species in

the F/orn Ilihcrnica. Lightfoot, as quoted by Smith, has noted the kind
of soil in which it occurs on many of the Scottish highland mountains
to be micaceous. "Larger than .S*. herbacea, with stout, woody, procumbent
stems and branches, either mantling the alpine rocks, or spreading on the

ground in large patches. Leaves 3 from each bud, on long slender foot-

stalks, without stipules; alternate, nearly orbicular, or somewhat elliptical,

1 in. broad, firm, coriaceous though deciduous, entire, with an occasional

notch at the end; the upper surface wrinkled, of a deep shining green ;

the under surface very glaucous or whitish, beautifully reticulated with
abundance of prominent veins, now and then somewhat silky. Catkins

solitary at the end of the same branch, above the leaves;" of a purplish

red colour, as are the buds. The veins on the under surface of the leaf are

of a purplish colour. (Lhmams.) This is a most remarkable species, totally

' different from any other; and it ought not to be wanting in any collection.

Smith has deemed it akin to S. herbacea. Koch has associated the two in

the same group. In its rounded wrinkled leaves, villous when young, in

its buds, and in its branches, it bears much similarity to .S". caprea, though
it is widely different in its inflorescence. There are plants in the arboretum
of iNIessrs. Loddiges, in the Fulham Nursery, and in the Goldworth Ar-
boretum.

App. i. ReticuldtfP described, hut not yet introduced.

S, vestita Pursh FI. Amer. Sept., 2. p 610., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 76., differs from S.

reticuiltta, in having the under side of its leaves clothed with long silky hairs. Pursh calls it a very
elegant species. It is a native of Labrador.

Group xiv. Glauccc Borrer.

Small, upright, with soft silky Leaves.

Stamens 2 to a flower, Ovary very downy, or silky, sessile. Plants small

shrubs, most of them upright ; all, or most of them, remarkable for their

foliage, wbicli consists of leaves that are oblong-lanceolate, soft, hairy, silky,

and, in most, white and cottony on the under surface. The kinds are very

closely akin, each among the rest. (Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., adapted.) Only
S. glaMca Z/., S. arenaria L., and .S*. Stuart/««« Smith, are associated together

under the above characteristics in Hook. Br. FL, ed. 2. Of the kinds

brought together below, as agreeing more or less in the quality of similarity,

Mr. Borrer has indicated S. t-laeagnifolia Forbes (elaeagnoides Schleicher), S.

glauca L., S. sericea Villars, S. Lapponum L., S. arenaria L., S. arenaria L.
? var., .S'. leucophylla Schleicher ; and S. SiusLTtidna Smith.

* 60. S. EL.CAGNof DES Schleicher. Tiie Elaeagnus-like Willow.

Idciitificalwn. Schltich. Cat. ; Seringe SaL Helv., p. PI. ; both quoted by Koch in Conim., p. "ifi.
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Syiwnyines. S. elseagiiit'6lia Forbes in Sal. VVob., No. 69., where the name is quoted as one adoiHed
by M. Schleicher; S. glaCica var., with leaves lanceolate, more narrow and more acute, and with
flowers in the catkin a little more laxly disposed. {Koch De Sal. Eurup. Comm.)

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob. ; but the male is neither mentioned
there, nor by Koch.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 69. ; dndfg. 69. in p. 1G16.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves entire, ovate-elliptic, nearly glabrous above, woolly and

white beneath. Catkins cylindrical. Ovary nearly sessile, ovate, downy.

Style elongated. Stigm-as b'lM. (Forbes in S. IV.) A native ot" Europe. In-

troduced in IS'Z'i; flowering in May, and, in the willow garden at Woburn
Abbey, in April, and again in August. This is an upright-growing shrub, at-

taining the height of 6 ft. ; the leaves and branches much resembling those

o( S. glauca, but distinct; the leaves being of a thinner texture, with a

different direction of their finer veins. The leaves are of an ovate-elliptic

shape, nearly glabrous on their upper surface, white and woolly underneath.

Catkins of the female 2 in. long, and cylindrical.

J* 61. S. GLAu'c.\X. The glaucous ikfoMwtem Willow.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1446. ; Fl. Lapp.,ed. 2., 299. t. 8. f.p,t 7. f. 5. ; but it is not S. sericea

of Villars {Smith.) ; Wahlenb. Fl. Lapp., '2(H. t. 16. f. 3. ; Willd. Sp. PI , 4. p. 687. ; Smith in Rees's

Cyclo., No. 84. ; Koch Comm., p. 55. ; Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1810. ; Eng. Flora, 4. p. 201. ; Forbes in

Sal. Wob., No. 68. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 419.

Synonyme. 5. appendiculita R. Da»., t. 1056., iVilld. Sp. PL, i. p. 690., Smith in Rees's Cyclo.,

No. 93.

The Sexes. Both sexes are described in Eng. Fl. ; the female is figured in Eng. Bat., and in 5a/.

Wob.
Engravings. Lin. Fl. Lapp., ed. 2. , t. 8. f. p, t. 7. f. S. ; Wahl. Fl. Lapp., t. 16. f. 3. ; Eng. Hot.,

t 1810. ; Sal. Wob., No. 68. ; Hall. Hist., 2. t. 14. f. 2. ; ourfig. 1324. ; and^g-. 68. in p. 1616.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves nearly entire, elliptic-lanceolate; even, and nearly

glabrous above ; woolly and snowy-white beneath. Footstalks decurrent.

Ovary sessile, ovate, woolly. (Smith E. F.) A native of the High-

lands of Scotland; flowering there in July, but, in the

willow garden at Woburn Abbey, in May. Described

by Smith as having a stem 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, stout,

bushy, with numerous short, round, spreading, brown
or yellowish branches, downy in their early state.

Leaves nearly 2 in. long, and ^ in. or fin. wide;

elliptic-lanceolate, acute, somewhat rounded at the

base ; nearly, if not in every part, quite entire ; the

upper side of a beautiful glaucous green, the under
one densely downy or cottony, of no less elegant and
pure a white, with slightly prominent veins, and a

reddish midrib. In the willow garden at Woburn Abbey the plant is 18 in.

high ; there are plants also at Henfield.

-* 62. S. SERi'cE.'V Villars. The silky Willow.

Identification. Villars Delph.,3. p. 782. t. 51. f. 27. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 688.

Synonyme. S. glauca, a synonyme of Koch Contm., p. 56. " S. serfcea of Villars, according to his

own specimens, is the true Lappbnum ; and I have Swiss ones, properly so named, from M. Schleicher.

It is HaUer's No. 1643." {Stnith in Engl. Fl., 4. p. 202.)

The Sexes. Willdenow has described the female, and noted that he had seen it in a dried state.

Engravings. Vill. Delph., 3. t. 51. f. 27. ; and fig. 74. in p. 1617.

Spec. Char., ^c. Stem prostrate. Leaf oblong-lanceolate, entire, obtuse,

silky and hoary on both surfaces. Catkins silky, stout. Capsules ovate-

oblong, stout, very villous, sessile. Very different from »S'. glauca L. (Willd.,

Villars in Willd. Sp. PI.) Branches brown, glossy. Leaves 2 in. long,

covered with long appressed hairs. Stipules are not apparent. Catkins
i in. long, cylindrical. Bracteas lanceolate, hairy, caducous. Style short,

bifid. Stigmas dilated, bifid. Wild in the Alps of Switzerland and France.

(Id.) Introduced in 1820, Mr. Forbes has a kind under the name <S'. sericea,

but has quoted Willdenow in identification, with a mark of doubt. The
following matter is taken from Mr. Forbes's account. Leaves oblong-

lanceolate, very entire, both sides silky, glaucous beneath. Ovary ovate,

villous, nearly sessile. Style deeply divided. Stigmas parted. (Sal. Wob.,

p. 147.) A native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1820, and flowering.
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in tlie willow garden at VVobuni Abbey, in April and May. This species

grows to the height of 5 ft. or G ft.
;

quite erect, with dark green, rounded,

pubescent branches ; the old ones shining and glabrous after the first year.

Leaves from 2 in. to nearly 3 in. or 3}, in. long, and from 1 in. to 1t\ in. broad ;

densely silky on both sides, elliptic-lanceolate, with acute oblique points ; the

lower rather obtuse ; margins entire ; whitish and glaucous beneath ; closely

covered with long, compressed, silky hairs. Midrib [)rominent, yellow.

Footstalks yellow, pubescent, very stout, and much dilated at the base.

Catkins 1 in. or more in length, ap[)earmg before the expansion of the

leaves. They remain on the plant during the greater part of the summer ;

by which peculiarity this very distinct species is readily known from every

other. The female plant is figured and described in the Salictum Woburnensc.

-* 63. S. Lappo^num L. The Laplanders' Willow.

Identification. I-in. Sp. PI., 1447. ; Fl. Lapp., ofifi. t. 8. f. /, ed. 2., .JOO. t. 8. f. / ; Willd. -Sp. PI., 4.

p. 689. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 89., but the syn. S. serfcea Villars, there applied to S. Lappb-
iium, Koch has applied to S. gla6ca ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 73.

Si/nonyme. S. aren5.ria Fl. Dan., t. 197. {Smith.),

tbe Sexes. The female is described in H'illd. Sp. PI., and described an4 figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Lin. Fl. Lapp., t. 8. f. /, ed. 2., t. 8. f. < ; Sal. Wob., No. 73. ; oxnfig. 1325. ; and^. 73.

in p. 1617.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves lanceolate, very entire, bluntish ; hoary above, woolly

beneath. Seed-vessels woolly and oblong. (Forbes S. IV.) A native of

Lapland; flowering there in May and June, and, in the Woburn collection,

in April. Introduced in 1812. " This appears to be a very

distinct species from glauca, clfEagnifolia, arenaria, lanata, and
Stuartkina. It grows with me to about 1 ft. high, with short,

pale, decumbent branches ; sometimes the young twigs are

tinged, with red. Leaves from 1 in. to H in. long, often un-

equal at the base, densely downy on both surfaces, and white

beneath. Catkins from I in. to 1^ in. long." (Foi-bes.) Smith

has incidentally noted in- Eng. FL, iv. p. 202., the following

characters of S. Lapponum L.:— " Leaves 2 in. to 2^ in. long,

greyish, all over very silky, both sides alike at every period of their growth,

and never cottony. Catkins large, with large floral leaves, like the proper
leaves. Bracteas oblong, hairy. Ovary and capsule sessile, peculiarly

woolly." It grows wild in the alps of Lapland, everywhere. {Willd.)

St t 64. S. OBTusiFoYiA Willd. The blunt-leaved Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 705. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 131.

Spec. Char., SjC. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, wedge-shaped at the base, finely villous on both surfaces,
glaucous on the under one ; the upper leaves acute and entire ; the lower bluntish and distantly
toothed. Frequent in the woods and on the mountains of Lapland. [Lin. and Smith.) A slender
shrub, not unfrequently arborescent. Young branches clothed with long silky down. Leaves
rather more than Sin. long, and f in. wide. It is remarkable that, contrary to the nature of most
willows, the lower blunter leaves of each branch are furnished with minute distant teeth ; while
the upper and pointed one.s are quite entire. Except in the teeth of the le<ive.s, it comes nearer
to S. Lapp6num than any other. {Smith.) Introduced in 1818.

4 65. S. ARENA^RiA L. The sand Willow.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1447. ; Lin. Fl. Lapp., ed. 2., 298. t. 8. f. o, q ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 689.,

exclusively of the svnonvmes ; Hayne Abbild., p. 236. ; Fl. Dan., t. 197., and Hall., No. 1642.;

Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 90. ; Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1809;, Eng. Fl., 4. 204. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob.,
No. 70. ; Hoo'k. Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 426.

Synont/me. S. limbsa IVahlcnh. Fl. Lapp , 2iv>., Koch Comm., p. 54.

The Sexes. Both are described \u Eng. Flora, and both are figured in Sal. Wob. : the male is

figured in Eng. Bot.

Engravings. Lin. Fl. Lapp., ed. 2., t. 8. f. o, ? ; Gmel. Sib., 1. t. 36. f. 1. ; Wahlenb. Fl. Lapp.,

t. 16. f. 4. ; Hayne Abbild , t 179. ; Eng. Bot., t. 1809. ; Sal. Wob., No. 70. ; and fig. 70. in p. 1617.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves nearly entire, ovate, acute ; reticulated and some-
what downy above ; veiny and densely woolly beneath. Style as long as the

sessile woolly ovary. Stigmas linear, deeply divided, the length of the

style. (Smith E. F.) A native oi the Highland mountains, especially

those of Breadalbane and Clova ; flowering there in June, but, in the willow

garden at Woburn Abbey, in May. A larger and stouter shrub than iV. glauca,

of which it was sujiposed by the original finder to be the female plant ; but
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barren as well as fertile individuals, of both species, agreeing exactly together

in other respects, and differing alike from correlative ones of the other spe-

cies, are now well known. In size and general habit, this most resembles

-S". glai'ica; but their discriminative marks are clearly discernible. The leaves

of S. arenaria are rather smaller and shorter, more precisely ovate, with a

little sharp point ; their upper surface dark green, reticulated with sunk
veins, and clothed with thin cottony down, more dense and soft upon the

young ones ; the under side pure white, with dense cottony wool ; the veins

prominent; midrib reddish ; the young leaves, as well as the floral ones, beau-

tifully silky beneath. (Id.) Mr. Forbes states that he has plants of this willow

with leaves not above half the size of those of others, owing to their being

planted in a different soil ; which will show, he says, "how much culture

improves the size of these species of plants."

? Variety.

^ S. a. ? lencophylla ; S. leucophylla Schleicher. (Borrer in a letter.)—
Koch has cited S. leucoph>lla Willd. Enum. SuppL, p. 66., Jierl.

Baumz.y p. 444. t. 6. f. 3., as a state of S. limosa Wah/enb., distin-

guished by having the under surface of the leaves less snowily
tomentose : perhaps this is the same as Schleicher's.

Jk 66. S. obovaVa Pursh. The ohova.te-leaved, or hahrador. Willow.

Identification. Pursh Fl. Araer. Sept., 2. p. 611. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 91. ; Forbes in Sal.

Wob., No. 144.

The Sexes. The male is noticed in the specific character.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 144., a leaf; anAfig. 144. in p. 1630.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Stem diffuse. Leaves obovate, obtuse, entire
;
glabrous above, clothed with silky

hairs beneath. Stipules none. Catkins sessile. Bracteas obovate, black and hairy at the end. Native
to Labrador, and to the north-western coast of America. Flowering in May. Allied to S. aren&ria
L., and somewhat inclined to be upright. Stamens two. (Pursh.) Whether introduced, or not,

is uncertain.

? ji ? a£ 67. S. cane'scens Willd. The greyish Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI, 4. p. 687. ; ? Enum. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 86.

Synoni/ine. S. limbsa IVahlenb. var., Koch Comm., p. 55.

The Sexes. The female is noticed in Willdenow's description.

Spec. Char., S^c. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, acute, slightly serrated in the middle part
;
glabrous and

glossy on the upper surface, white and tomentose on the under one. Capsules ovate, tomentose.
[Willd.) WiUdenow describes it more particularly from a female dried specimen, as follows : —
Branches brown, rather downy when young. Leaves 2 in. to 3 in. long when young ; canescent on
the upper surface. Stipules not apparent. Catkin of the female cylindrical, 1 in. long. Capsule
sessile. Native country not known with certainty; though in Sweet's Hort. Brit., ed. 1830, S.

canescens Willd. Enum. is stated to be a native of Germany, introduced into Britain in 1815.

^ 68. S. ^TVfL^tlA^NA Smith. Stuart's, or the small-leaved

shaggy. Willow.

Identification. Smith Eng. Bot., t. 2586 ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 84. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 203. ; Forbes'
in Sal. Wob., No. 72. ; Hook. Br Fl., ed. 2., p. 419.

Synonymes. S. arenaria masculina Smilh Fl. Brit., p. 1059., Eng. Bot., t. 1809. the text ; S. Lap-
ponum Walker; S. limbsa Wahl. var. tbliis angnstioribus lanceol&tis Koch Comm., p. 55.

Derivation. S. Stuart/a«a " was named in compliment to one of the best men, and most learned
scholars, that Scotland has produced, the late Ilev. Dr. Stuart of Luss." {Hoo/t. Br. Fl., ed. 2.,

1831.)

The Sexes. Both sexes are described in Eng. Flora : the female is figured in Eng. Bot., and in Sal.

Wob.
Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 2586. ; Sal. Wob., No. 72. ; and^^. 72. in p. 1617.

Sjjec. Char., ^-c. Leaves nearly entire, ovate-lanceolate, acute ; shaggy above,

densely silky, somewhat cottony, beneath. Style as long as the almost ses-

sile woolly germen. Stigmas capillary, deeply divided, the length of the

style. (Smith E. F.) A native of Scotland, on the Breadalbane Mountains ;

where it flowers in June, and, in gardens, in July and August. Bushy, and
copiously branched ; 2 ft. or 3 ft., or rather more, in height. The branches

dark brown ; downy when young, and leafy, cottony or silky at the tops.

Leaves scarcely half the size of those of S. glauca and S. arenaria, and more
lanceolate; rarely somewhat obovate, sharp-pointed; sometimes slightly

wavy or toothed ; the upper surface greyish green, shaggy or silky, partly

denudated by culture, always very even, not wrinkled or veiny ; the under
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side white, and more densely silky, partly cottony. (Smil/t.) There are

plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwiek.

Varietj/. Mr. Forbes has noted that he was in possession of a variety corre-

sponding with S. Lapponum in the catkins exactly, but differing from it in

the branches and leaves ; and that he had received it from Mr. M'Nab
of Edinburgh. (Sal. M'oA., No. 72.)

-* 69. S. pyrena'ica Gouan. The Pyrenean Willow.

Identification. Gouan Illustr., 77., exclusively of the synonymes ; VVilld. Sp. PI., 4. p. 696. ; Smith
in Rees's Cyclo., No. 107. ; Koch Comm., p. jti.

The Sexes. The female is described in the specific character.

Spec. Char., S(C. Leaves elliptic or ovate, acute, entire; when young, tomentosply villous; when
adult, glabrous, ciliate, of thesamecolour on both surfaces, reticulately veinetL Catkins peduncled

;

the peduncle a leafy twiglet. Capsules ovate-lanceolate, tonientoso, upon a sliort stalk, which is

longer than the gland. Style bitid. Stigmas elongated, biHd. A native of the Pyrenees, conti-
guously to the rugion of snow. {Koch.) Introduced in 1823.

Variety or Variation.
-* S. JD. 2 cilinta ; S. ciliita Dec. Fl. Fr., 3. p. £93. ; S. pyrcnMca ciliUta Dec. Fl. Fr., 5.

p. 3+4. (Koch Comm.), differs from the species in having no hairs on the surface of the
leaves, and only hairs remaining at the edges.

* 70. S. Waldstein/^'n:^ Willd. Waldstein's Willow.

Identification. AVilld. Sp. PI., 4. p. 679. ; Koch Comm., p. 57.

The Sexes. The female is noticed in the specific character.

Spec. Char., SfC. Leaves elliptic or lanceolate, acute, glabrous, serrated with distant adpressed
teeth Catkins upon a long leafy peduncle, which is a twiglet. Capsules ovate-conical, toraentose,
sessile at first, eventually having a short stalk. Gland reaching higher than the base of the cap.
sule. Style elongated, cleft half-way down. Stigmas bifid. Wild on the Alps of Carinthia,
the Tyrol, and Salzburg. {Koch.) Introduced in 1822.

Group XV. Vimindles Borrer.

Willows and Osiers.—Mostly Trees, or large Shrubs, loitlilong pliant Branches,
' usedfor Basket-making.

n
Stamens 2 to a flower. Ovary nearly sessile j in 5. mollissima Ehrh. sessile;

hairy or silky. Style elongated. Stigmas linear, mostly entire. Leaves
lanceolate. Plants trees of more or less considerable size, with long pliant

branches. {Hook. Br. FL, ed. 2., adapted.)

s 71. S. subalpiVa Forbes. The subalpine Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 93.

The Sexes. The male is described and figured iw S.tl. fVob. "The female plant I have not seen."
{Forbes.)

Engravings. SaL Wob., No. 93. ; andjig. 93. in p. 1619.

Spec. Char., Sj-c. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, nearly entire; villous above, white
and cottony beneath. Stipules not apparent. Catkins nearly 1 in. long.

Bractea reddish. Anthers vellow. (Sal. Wob., p. 185.) A native of Switzer-

land. Introduced in 1820, and flowering in April and May. A low upright
shrub, with round, yellowish, pubescent, slender branches, which soon turn
black in drying, the old ones becoming glabrous and brown. Leaves from
2 in. to 2i in. in length ; elliptic-lanceolate, bright green, wrinkled, and
pubescent ; beneath, somewhat glaucous, whitish, densely pubescent, reticu-

lated with prominent arched veins, their margins slightly rcvolute ; at first

seeming entire, but, on minute investigation, appearing furnished with a few
distant glandular serratures towards the apex. Barren catkins from i in.

_ to 1 in. long. Anthers yellow. The twigs are brittle, and, though rather

elongated, Mr. Forbes thinks them unfit for basketwork. Mr. Borrer
remarks of this kind, that, perhaps, it is not of the group Viminales, in

which he has placed it. According to a specimen of it which has been sent

to us by Mr. Brooks of Flitwick House, it has rounded rather tumid buds,
and the shoot is rather angled ; and in these characters, and in those of its
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leaves, it is dissimilar to S. viminalis : its buds and leaves seem rather to

indicate affinity to kinds ofthe group Cinereae. There are plants at Henfield.

sii 72. S. ca'ndida Wi/id. The whitish Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 708. ; Pursh F! Amer. Sept., 2. p. 608. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo.,

No. 1.38. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 91.

The Sexes. The male is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 91. ; ourfg. 1326. ; andjig. 91. in p. 1619.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves linear-lanceolate, very long,

obscurely toothed ; downy above ; beneath densely

downy. Stipules lanceolate, nearly the length of the

footstalks. ( Willd. and Forbes.) A native of North Ame-
rica. Introduced in 1811, and flowering, in the willow-

garden at Woburn Abbey, about the end of February
or beginning of March. Leaves from Sin. to 4 in.

long ; linear-lanceolate, narrow towards their extre-

mities, obscurely toothed j margins slightly revolute

;

downy above, snow-white and cottony beneath ; with

a prominent midrib, and obscurely prominent lateral

veins, owing to the down. Catkin of the male 1 in. long, cylindrical. A
very handsome species, well deserving a place in shrubberies, both for its

ornamental white leaves, and very early flowers. There are plants at

Woburn and Henfield.

Varieties. Mr Forbes mentions two varieties, one of which flowers full three

weeks earlier than the other, and has the anthers of a less deep scarlet.

{Sal. Wob.)

Sfc ? i 73. S. IXCA^NA Schranck. The ho2CTy-leuved Willow, ? or Osier.

Identification. Schranck Baier (Bavar.) FL, 1. p. 230. ; Koch Comni., p. 32. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob.,
No. 90.

Synonymes. S. riparia Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 698., Smith in Bees's Cyclo., No. 111., Hayne Abbild.,

p. 245., .? Host Sal. Austr., 1. p. 17. ; S. lavandulsefblia Lapeyr. Abr., p. 601., Seringe Sal. Helv.,

p. 70. ; S. angustifblia Pair, in Du Ham. Arb., ed. 1., 3. t. 29. ; .S'. rosmarinifblia Gouan Hart., 501.,

Schranck Salisb., No. 38., Scop. Cam., p. 527., Host Syn., 529.; S. viminalis Vill. Delph., 3.

p. 785.

The Sexes. Both are figured in Hayne Abbild. : the male is figured in Sal. Wob., where Mr. Forbes
has noticed that he had not seen the catkins of the other sex. If the kind of Host Sal. Austr. is

identical, both sexes of it are figured in that work.
Engravings. Du Ham. Arb., ed. 1., 3. t. 29. ; Hayne Abbild., t. 187. ; Sal. Wob., No. 90. ; ? Host

.Sal. Austr., t. 58, 59. ; om fig. 1327. ; anAfig. 90. in. p. 1619.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves linear-lanceolate, denticulated, hoary on the under
surface with hoary tomentum. Catkins arched, slender, almost sessile, sub-

tended at the base with small leaves. Capsule ovate-lanceolate, glabrous,

1327stalked; the stalk twice the length of the gland.

Style elongated. Stigmas bifid. Bracteas subgla-

brous, ciliate with short hairs. {Koch Comm.) The
following description of the kind is taken from Mr.
Forbes in Sal. Wob. : — " Branches villous, dark
brown, whitish when young ; long and slender, angu-
lated at the top of the young shoots, and distinctly

warted; forming a bush 4 ft. or 5 ft. high. Leaves
linear, from Sin. to 4 in. long; minutely serrated,

or, rather, furnished with a few glandular teeth to-

wards the base ; margin slightly revolute; upper surface green and villous ;

beneath, thickly clothed with white cottony down : the young leaves are all

revolute and snowy-white. Footstalks bearing at the summit two glands,

short and dilated at the base. Catkins appearing before the leaves, barren

ones 1 in. long. The leaves of this species. Mi*. Forbes observes, bear a

strong affinity to those of <S^. viminalis ; while the catkins, branches, and mode
of growth are quite different ; and that it never rises more than 5 ft. or 6 ft.

high." Host has described, in the Sal. Austr., his S. riparia as an elegant tree

;

but he may only mean a plant of tree-like figure, but slender and not of con-
siderable height. Koch states that the species is found in a wild state, in
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tlie lower alpine valleys on the Pyrenees, Cevennes, Alps of Daiiphiny,

Switzerland, Tyrol, Anstria, Carpatiiia; whence it follows the conrse ot"

rivers, and inhabits their banks and moist meadows; bnt it does not grow
in Germany, on the Rhine, beyond the limits of iSnabia, nor north of the

Dannbe. It descends from the Carpathian Monntains into Hnngary and
(ialicia ; bnt, according to Besscr, is not fonnd in Volhynia. Introduced in

18-i!. It flowers, in the willow garden at Woburn, in April. It is an in-

teresting kind for distinctness of character. There are plants at Woburn,
Ilenfield, and Flitwick ; and also in t!ie Hackney arboretum, under the

name of S. trichocarpa.

at 74. S. linka'ris Forbes. The Vmeiw-lcavcd Willow.

litentification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 89.

Synonyme. 't S. iiiciiia var. linearis Borrer. (Borrcr in a letter.)

the Sexes. The male is described and figured in Sal. t^ob. Mr. Forbes has noted that he h.id not
seen catkins of the temale.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., 89. ; outfig. 1328. ; and/^. 89. in p. 1619.

Spec. Char.ySfc. Leaves linear, villous; shining above, cottony beneath; mar-
gins slightly denticulated. Branches brown. Stipules none. Catkins ellip-

tical, nearly sessile. Bracteas elliptical, yellow, as are also the anthers. {Sal.

Wob., p. 177.) Brought from Switzerland by the Hon.
Henry Grey Bennett, in 18-20; and flowering, in the willow

garden at Woburn Abbey, in April. A low bushy shrub,

with copious branches, dark brown or purplish in every

stiige. Leaves from H in. to 2iin. long, truly linear; the

margins slightly serrated ; the teeth sometimes furnished

with glands; the upper surface green, shining, wrinkled,

and besprinkled with fine, minute, adpressed hairs, some-
times scarcely visible ; beneath, white and cottony, their

margins revoiute ; leaves frequently opposite and alternate

on the same branch. Buds of a bright crimson colour.

Footstalks short, reddish. No vestige of stipules is to * 1328

be perceived in any state of growth. Catkins appearing before the
leaves, 1 in. long, and erect in the male plant. Easily known bj' the
rosemary-like appearance of its leaves. In the figure of the stamens in

Sal. Wob. (see our^^. 1328.), the stamens are represented as palpably mon-
adelphous ; a case of which not any mention is made in the text there.

This kind is striking from the narrowness of its leaves. There are plants

at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick, and in the Goldworth Arboretum.

34 $ 75. S. viMiNA^Lis L. The twiggy Willow, or common Osier.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 14+8. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 706. ; Havne Abbild., p. 251. ; Koch Comm.,
p. 29. ; Host SaL Austr., 1. p. 16. ; Smith Eng. Bot., 1. 1898. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 228. ; Forbes in Sal.
Wob., No. \ii3. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ea.3. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 249. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2.

p. 608.

Synonyme. S. longifMia Lam. Fl. Fr., 2. 2.;;2. [Koch.)
The Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Eng. But., Sal. JVoh., Hayne Abbild., and Host Sal. Ausly.
Both exist in Britain. The male .seems less robust and vigorous than the female.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., 1. 1898. ; Sal. Wob., No. 13.". ; Hayne Abbild., t. 194. ; Host Sal. Austr.,
t. .")4, 55. ; our^^. 1.329. ; and fig. 133. in p. 1629.

Spec. Char., tS'f. Leaves linear, inclining to lanceolate,

elongated, taper-pointed, entire, wavy ; snow-white and
silky beneath. Branches straight and slender. Ovary
sessile. Style as long as the linear undivided stigmas.

(Smith E. F.) A native of England, in wet meadows ; and
flowering in April and May. According to Pursh, it

grows in North America, introduced from Eui'ope, on
the banks of rivers, and about plantations. The follow-

ing description of its characters is derived chiefly from
the Euiilish Flora :— Branches straight, erect, wand-
like, very long and slender, roiuid, polished; when young,

"'"'
looq

dov/ny with fine silky hairs. Leaves on short footstalks,

almost upright, about a span long, and i in. wide, being nearly linear, acute.
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entire, though slightly wavy at the edges, and somewliat revolute; the

upper side green, glabrous,' even ; under side pure white, with close cot-

tony, or rather silky, down. Stipules linear-lanceolate. Catkins numerous,

lateral, sessile, full 1 in. long." (Smith.) This species is readily distinguished

from others of the section to which it belongs by the white satiny under

surface of its leaves. It is held in high estimation for the various kinds

of basketwork, bands, «fec.; and it is generally employed for such purposes.

Varieties. One has the bark of the branchlets of a testaceous colour

(brownish yellow) ; another dark brown ; and the leaves of this variety are

of a darker green : but there are many intermediate varieties. (Koch Conim)
" There is a variety called the velvet osier, in which no external difference

is discernible ; but the twigs are said to be more pliant." It is much
esteemed as an osier for wickerwork. (Smith E7ig. FL, iv. p. 229.) Perhaps

it is right to understand Smith as intending this as a distinct kind from
" the true velvet osier," which he has noticed under S. Smith^Hfl, and
which is mentioned in this work under S. holosericea. In the neighbourhood

of Edinburgh, a brown-barked variety, probably the same as that mentioned

by Koch, is grown for hoops, under the name of the Dutch willow. It

makes shoots 10 ft. or 12 ft. long in one season. Plants are common in

the nurseries. Species named S. Villaresi/, S. purpurea mas, and S. rubra,

sent to us from the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges, are all the same as S.

viminalis.

Culture, ^c. There is nothing peculiar in the culture of this species, or its

varieties ; but, as it is a vigorous grower, those who cultivate it in quantities

for basket-making or hoops generally plant it in the best soil, intersected by

watercourses, so that the roots may always have that element within their

reach. Accounts of the formation, management, and profit attending osier

plantations will be found in the Bath Agricultural Society's Papers, vol. xvi.

p. 129. ; Transactions of the Society of Arts, vols. 19, 20. 22, 23, and 24. : but,

after our general directions for the culture and management of basket and

hoop willows (p. 1467.), it is unnecessary here to enter into farther details.

* ¥ 76. S. STiPULA^Ris Smith. The stipuled, or auricled-leaved. Osier, or

Willow.

Identification. Smith Fl. Brit, p. 1069. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 708. ; Koch de Sal. Europ. Comm.,
p. 29.; Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1214. ; Eng. Flora, 4. p. 230. ; Hook. Br. Fl, ed. 2., p. 420. ; Mackay Fl.

Hibern., pt. 1. p. 249.

The Sexes. Both are described in Eng. Flora, and both are figured in Eng. Bot, and both in Sal.

Wob.
Engravings. Eng. Hot., L 1214. ; SaL Wob., 132. ; a.ni fig. 132. in p. 1628.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves lanceolate, pointed, slightly wavy, obscurely crenate ;

soft and nearly naked above, white and downy beneath. Stipules half-

heart-shaped, stalked, very large. Gland cylindrical. Ovar}' ovate, nearly

sessile, as well as the linear undivided stigmas. (Smith E. F.) A native

of England, in osier holts, hedges, and woods ; and flowering in March.
" Twigs upright, tall, soft and downy, of a pale reddish brown, brittle, and
of little or no use as an osier. Leaves almost upright, numerous, about

a span long, sharp-pointed, unequally and slightly crenate, green, even,

and soft ; though hardly downy above, finely downy and whitish beneath,

with a nearly smooth, reddish, or pale midrib, and remarkably downy, or,

as it were, fringed, veins. Footstalks stout, ^ in. or f in. long." (Smith.)
" Allied to S. viminalis in fructification ; differing in its larger and coarser

leaves, less white beneath ; and in their large, very remarkable stipules."

(Hook. Br.Fl.) " It is not worthy of cultivation for any economical purpose :

yet it was sent several times to the late Mr. Sowerby to draw, as the

true S. viminalis, the valuable qualities of which every body knows." (Smith

E, F.) Common in the nurseries.

^ 11. S. SMiTH/.i\v.4 Willd. Smith's Willow, or the silhy-leai^ed Osier.

Identification. Willd. Enum., 1008.; Smith Eng. Fl., 4. p. 229. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 1.T4., so

tar as relates to the female; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 420. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 250.
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Syiwnjftnes. S. mo\lissiini SmUh Fl. Iiii/.,\t. 1070.,cxi;lusivt'ly of the syiioiiymes, Eng. But.,t. I0<n>.,

/ii\-i's Ci/fto. ; .v. acuuiiniMii, with narrowur leaves, Koc/i Comm., p. 31. ; S. acuiuiiiclta ^ Limil.
Si/iio/>., p. ;.'•').'>.

'J'/ic Sfxrs. The female is described in A'n^. F/.. atiil figured in Fni;. Btil. and SnI. }\'ob,

En^ravitigs. Kng. Bot., t. l.">09. ; Sal. Wob., No. \:'A., tlie female ; and owijiji- I.H. in p. \C&\.

Spec. Char., S,-c. Leaves lanceolate, poiiitetl, slightly wavy, minutely tootlieii

;

soft and downy above, but the down searceiy vi.sible; whitish and silky

beneath. Stipules Ion;,', narrow. Catkins ovate. Ciernien stalked. IStyle

siiorter tiiau the linear deeply divided stigmas. (Smith J'^ii^. Fl.) " In my
^peeimens the ovaries and braeteas are remarkably shaggy." {IIuo/c in lir. FL,
cd.2.) A native of England, in meadows and osier grounds ; common
in the woods in the neighbouriiood of Woburn ; and flowering in March
and A{)ril. " Branches erect, waiul-like, round, long, slender, reddish,

leaty, smooth, finely downy and soft when young; brittle, anil luifit for

basketwork. Leaves on sliortish tlowny footstalks, lanceolate, 3 in. or 4 in.

long, tapering to a point; the margin vvav}', or sliglitly crenated, with

minute teeth here and there, especially towards the point ; tiie upper side

green, delicately soft to the touch, with extremelj' minute, almost invisible,

close, silky ilown ; under siile paler, whitish, densely sdk)', and likewise

peculiarly soft; the midrib and slender veins reddish, rather less downy.
Catkins ap])eariug before the leaves, nimierous, small." (^Siiiilk.) S. 8mith-
uina is without merit in the economical aj)plication of its rods. (I<1.)

There are plants at Woburn Abbey, at Henfield, and at the Goldworth
Arboretum : also, under the name of S. moUissima, at Messrs. Loddiges's.

^ 78. .S*. MOLLi'ssiMA Ehrh. The softest-5Jt/y«ctY/ Willow, ur Osier.

Identification. Ehrh. Beitr., 6. p. 101. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 707. ; Wahlenb. Fl. Carpat., p. ."Jiy.

;

y Hayne Abbild., p. 25i!. ; Koch Coram., p. aS.

Syoiiyme. S. pilbera Kuc/i apud Biinniniihaitsfn Ft. Monaslfr.
The Sexes. The female is described in the specific cluiructer. Koch h;is noted that he had not seen
the male.

Engraving. ? Hayne Abbild., 1. 195., the female.

Spec. Cliar.y^c. Leaves lanceolate, acuminate, repandly toothed with distant minute teeth ; when
young, having the under surface finely tomentuse. Stipules ovate, acute. Catkins sessile, or upon

• a short twiglet seeming a peduncle, and bearing small leaves at the base of the catkin. C'ajjsule

ovately conical,;tomentose, sessile. Gland reaching higher than the base of the ovary. Style elon.
gated. Stigmas linear, bitid, reaching as high as the hairs of the braeteas. (A'ocA.) It is easily
distinguished from S. viminalis by the down of the leaves being tiwer, yellowish, and not shining

;

the flowers more loosely disposed in the catkin ; the braeteas of a yellowish rusty colour, and by
their hairs being of a dull white, and of the length of the stigmas. In S. viminalis the leaves are
white, and silky beneath ; the braeteas of a very dark brown, and have silvery hairs ; and the stig-

mas are undivided, and extend beyond the hairs of the braeteas. A', mollissima grows wild upon
banks of rivers, and contiguously to water, in the north of Germany, in Silesia, and in the north of
Hungary. (Kocli.) A native of Germany.

a ? i 79. S. HOLOSERi't.EA Hook., ? Willd. The velvety, or " sojt-shaggij-

Jlowered,'^ Willow, or Osier.

Identification. Hook. Br. FU, ed. 2., p. 421. ; Blufl". and Fing. Fl. Germ., 'J. p. 5fii. {Hook.) ; ? Willd.
Sp. PI., 4. p. 708. [Hook.) ; 'i Hayne Abbild., p. 253. ; ? Smith in Kees's Cyclo., No. 137. ; ? Koch
Comm. , p. 34.

Hynonymes. ,S'. Smithja7ja rugftsa, quoted as a name extant by ForAcA' in Hal. Woft., No. 134. ; ? S.

acuminata, the var. mentioned by Smith in Eng. Ft., 4. p. 228. ; .S'. acumiiijita var. rugosa Suiith

MSS., and iirobably .S. rClbra of Walker's Essays, p. 44j. (Borrer in a letter.) I believe that the
velvet osier is .S'. holosericea IVilld.

The Hexes. The male is figured in Sal. H'ub. ; the female is described in the Specific Character, S(C.

Engravings. Hayne Abbild., t. 196. (the sex is the male); Sal. Wob., No. 134., in which the male
catkin only is figured.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves lanceolate, acuminate, serrated ; glabrous above

;

pale, downy, ami strongly veined beneath. Catkins cylindrical. Ovaries
stalked, densely clothed with silky wool. Stigmas ovate, ses.sile. Braeteas
very shaggy, black. {Hook. lir. Fl.) Wikl about Lewes, Sussex. Mr.
Borrer thinks that this is probably allied to the S. holosericea Willd., and
distinguishes it from S. acuminata Smith by its sessile pale-coloured stigmas,

and leaves greener ami more rugose above, and more strongly veined beneath.

{Ibid.) A\ holosericea Willd. is noticed by Smith (Fug. Fl., iv. p. 230.), as

a native of Uermany, not so of Britain. It is recorded in the Hortus Bri-

tannicus, as introduced into Britain in lb'22. Smith has remarked, besides,

that he believes n kind of osier, called the velvet osier, to be identical

with S. holosericea Willd., ami that the velvet osier is much valued for

J I
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some kinds of wickerwork. There are plants at Henfield, and at Messrs.

Loddiges's.

s ? ¥ 80. S. MicHEL///\v^ Forbes. Michel's Willow.

Iden/iftcatiun. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 135.

Si/nonymes. 'I S. hoioserfcea IVilld., 4. p. 708. {Forbes) ; ? S. holosericea var. {Borrer in a letter.)

the Sexes. The male plant is figured and described in Sal. Wob. Mr. Forbes had not seen the

flowers of the female.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., 1. 135. ; anAfig. 135. in p. 1629.

Spec. Char., <^c. Stem erect. Leaves lanceolate, pointed; flat and villous

above ;
greyish, downy, and reticulated beneath. Stipules ovate, acute,

serrated. Filaments long, yellowish. Anthers yellow. Bractea elliptical,

hairy. {Sal. Wob., p. 269.) Flowering in April. This plant grows to the

height of 12 ft. or 15 ft., although it has not been cultivated above four

years. The branches of the preceding year are of a dark brownish green

colour, and somewhat villous ; those of the present year's growth more of

a yellowish brown, and densely covered with a fine pubescence. Leaves

from 3 in. to 4 in. long, lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate when fully grown
;

flat, villous, and ultimately shining above; reticulated, greyish, soft and

downy beneath ; upper leaves denticulated with small glandular teeth,

entire towards the base; lower leaves quite entire, gradually smaller. Foot-

stalks about i in. long, downy, pale yellow. Catkins of the male copious,

nearly sessile, appearing before the expansion of the leaves. Mr. Forbes

doubts whether this may not be the S. holosericea of Willdenow ; but he

retains the name of S. M\c\\e\'idna , which he received with the plant from

the Horticultural Society's Garden, till he has an opportunity of seeing the

catkins of the female, so as to aid him in coming to a decision. There are

plants at Woburn.

i 81. iS*. ferrugi'nea Anderson. The ieYTVLgmou5-leaved Sallow, or

Willow.

Identification. Anderson MS. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. ISiS. ; Borrer in EJig, Bot. Suppl., t.2665. ;

Hook Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 427.

The Sexes. Both sexes are described and figured in Eng. Bot. Suppl. : the female is described and
figured in Sal. Wob.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 128. ; Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2665. ; and om fig. 128. in p. 1627.

S/je-c, Char., Sfc. Leaves lanceolate, having at the edge wavy crenatures and
small teeth ; hairy with minute hairs on both surfaces, paler on the under

one ; thin in substance. Stipules small, half-ovate. Bracteas oblong-lanceo-

late. Ovary silky, stalked. Style about as long as the oblong stigmas.

(BoD'er in Bng. Bot. Suppl.) The late Mr. G. Anderson, who distinguished

and named the species, discovered it near Carlisle, in 1809; and found it

afterwards in Fifeshire and other counties of Scotland; and by the Thames,
near Windsor, Reading, &c. The female has been observed, also, near

Nuthurst, Sussex. (Id.) The following description is taken from that

given by Mr. Forbes in Sal. Wob.

:

—
' A bushy shrub or low tree ; flowering

in April, and growing, in the willow garden at Woburn Abbey, to the height

of 12 ft. or 14 ft., with shortish, green, fuscous branches, round, downy, and
somewhat of a rusty hue when young, especially towards autumn ; but of a

more pale yellow in an earlier state. Leaves from 2|in. to Sin. long;

obovate-lanceolate, tapering towards the base, with rather long oblique

points ; flat, villous, and dark green above ; densely silky, reticulated, and
greyish beneath ; lower leaves entire, scarcely 1 in. long ; upper ones finely

serrated towards the apex, or rather furnished with distant, minute, glan-

dular teeth, entire towards the base; the rusty hue also visible in the

older leaves. Catkins of the female from 1 in. to Hin. long, appearing

before the leaves." Mr. Forbes deems this a kind of sallow ; and its

rounded tumid buds show an affinity to the sallows. Mr. Borrer has placed

it in the group Viminales, and is of opinion that it comes nearest to S.

Smithmna : he adds, of the young leaves, that " the newly expanded leaves

of the male are beautifully tinged with brownish purple, which is nearly.
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or in general quite, wanting in the female. Their sides, in that stage of
growth, are closclj rolled back, as is usual in the group to which this

species belongs." (Eng. Bot.) There are plants at Woburn Abbey, at

Henfield, and at Flitwick : at the latter place, one specimen, seven years

planted, is 10 ft. high, with a trunk Tin. in diameter. It is also in the

Goldworth Arboretum, and at Messrs. Loddiges's, whence we have had
specimens of both sexes.

5f 82. S. KCVMlViXT ^. Smith. The acuminated-leaved, or large-leaved. Sallow,

or Willow.

Identification. Smith FI. Brit., p. 1068., excluding the references to Mill. Diet, and Hoffin. Sal.

\,Smith in Eng. Ft.)-, Willd. Sp. PI, 4. p. 7()4., excludinj^ the reference to Hoflin. Sal. : ? Hayne
Abbild., p. 251. ; Koch Comm., p. 30., exclusively of some of the synonymes; Smith Eng. Bot.,

t 1+8+. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 227. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 131. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 421. ; Mackay
Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 2o0.

Syiionyme. S. lanceol&ta Scringe.

The Sexes. The female is described in En^. Ft., and figured in Eng. Bot. and in Sal. Wob. Koch
has described the male, if what he has described belongs to this species.

Engravings. Ene;. Bot., t. 1434. ; Sal. Wob., No. 131. ; ? Hayne Abbild., 1. 193. ; o\xr fig. 1330.; and
fig. 131. in p. 1628.

Spec. Cliar., Sfc. Stem erect. Leaves lanceolate-oblong, pointed, wavy, finely

toothed, glaucous and downy beneath. Stipules half-ovate, then kidney-

shaped. Catkins cylindrical. Ovary stalked, ovate, hairy. Style as long

as the undivided stigmas. {Smith E. F.) A native of England, in wet
grounds; flowering in April and May. Neither Mr. Borrer nor Mr. Forbes
has ever found this species wild. (Hook. Br, FL, ed. 2.) Localities in

Ireland for it are stated in Mackay's Flora Hibernica. Smith and Forbes
place this kind among the true sallows. (Ibid.) In its upright mode of
growth, in the shape of its leaves, and in its general habit, it agrees much
better with S. viminalis, S. stipularis, and S. Smith/o?ia than with any of

the sallow tribe. At Florence Court, where I collected specimens in the

autumn of 1833, it has become a tree of about 20 ft. high, although grow-
ing in an elevated situation. (Mackay in Flora Hibern.) The following de-

scription is derived from Eiig. Fl. and Sal. Wob., chiefly from the former :—
Generally of more humble growth than the S. caprea ; though sometimes
becoming a lofty tree, with upright, or less spreading, branches, which are

always minutely downy, and very soft to the touch. Leaves of a totally

different shape, commonly 3 in. or 4 in. long, and 1 in. at least in breadth;
elliptic-lanceolate, tapering to an acute point, either flat or somewhat
rugged, with copious, though shallow and unequal, marginal notches; the

upper side green and smooth, except the midrib ; under side paler, and,

in a young state, glaucous ; delicately soft and downy, with a prominent
reddish midrib and veins. Footstalks reddish and downy, stout, mea-
suring full 4 in. Catkins of the female cylindrical. {Smith.) A very distinct

sallow, soon recognised to be different from iS'. macrostipulacea (Forbes)
by its downy germen, and much larger leaves. (Id.) There are plants at

Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick (where there is a var. called .S*. a. alpina),

and also at Messrs. Loddiges's. Specimens from the latter arboretum, also

bearing the names of S. serpyllifolia and S. repens, were S. acuminata.

App. i. Vimindles in the Country, hut 7iot described.

S. tric/iocdrpa. A specimen obtained from Messrs. Loddiges, under this name, seems the same as
S. incana, according to a specimen of the latter obtained of Mr. Brooks ; but it may be an allied
kind, not yet described.

Group xvi. Cinerea Borrer.

Sallows. — Trees and Shrubs, with roundish shaggy Leaves, and thick Catkins.

\1 f]
Stamens 2 to a flower. Ovary tomcntose with silky tomtntum. Leaves

5i 2
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mostly obovatc, toothed, grey or hoary, more or less wrinkled ; very veinv

beneath ; stipuled branches downy. Plants trees or shrnbs. The gronp
includes the kinds of willow that are usually called the sallows. {Hook.
Br. Fl., ed. 2., adapted.) The sallows are known by their obovate, or
rounded, downy leaves, and thick, early, silken catkins, with [)rominent,

yellow, distinct stamens, 2 to a flower. {Smith Eng. FL, iv. p. 210.) Not
a few of the group Nigrictintes Borrer also have been regarded as sallows.

Mr. Borrer, however, states that he is unacquainted with many of the

species, or supposed species, of this group, and of the group Nigricantes
;

and it is highly probalile that many of them are placed wrongly. {Borrer in

a letter.)

3£ 8.3. S. i'a'llida Forbes. The pale Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. t)6.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Ssl. Wob., No. 9(). ; and_^g'. 96. in p. 1620.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves lanceolate, obovate, acute, serrated; villous and
veiny above; beneath reticulated, glaucous, and cottony. Branches slender,

pale, villous. Stigmas ovate, deeply toothed or cloven at the base.

Ovary nearly sessile, ovate, lanceolate, silky. Style scarcely so long as the

ovate undivided stigmas. {Sal. Wob., p. 191.) A native of Switzerland.

Introduced in 1823, and flowering in April and May. Stem erect. A slender-

growing shrub, with short, palish green, round, villous branches; those of
the preceding year brownish green, glabrous, and delicately warty. The
leaves about 2 in. long, obovate-lanceolate, or often somewhat spathulate

;

dull green, veiny, and villous on their upper surface
; glaucous, downy, or

rather covered with a whitish cottony substance, beneath, and reticulated
;

the midrib and arched veins prominent. Footstalks shortish. Ovary almost

sessile. There are plants at Woburn, and in the Goldworth and Hackney
arboretums.

* 84. S. WiLLDEXOv//<\v^ Forbes. Willdenow's Willow.

Jdenfification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 41.

T/ie Sexes- The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 41. ; and^g^. 41. in p. 1613.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptic lanceolate, toothed, or bluntly serrated at the

base and tip; the old leaves glabrous and glaucous beneath; young ones densely

downy. Stipules large, half-heart-shaped, toothed, glabrous. Branches gla-

brous, villous when young. Ovary stalked, very silky, ovate. Style glabrous.

Stigmas notched. {Sal. JIW;., p.81.) Native country uncertain. Alow-
growing shrub, with brownish branches, which are green and villous when
young. The catkins appear in April, and again in August. " A very dis-

tinct and handsome species. The leaves bear a similarity to those of the

Myvica caroliniana, but are much larger on the young shoots. The S.

7?jyricoides Muhlenberg {Smith in Rees'.i Cyclo.) is a very different plant."

{Forbes.)

^ 85. S. PoNTEDERA^v^ WiUd. Pontedera's Willow.

Identification. Wiltd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 661. ; Smith in Rees's Cycle, No. 18. ; Koch Comm., p. 24. ;

Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 43.

Synontnnes. S. pumila alpina nigricans, folio oleagino serrato. Panted. Comp., 148, 149. ; S. Pen.
Inliiue Bellardi App. ad Fl. Ped., 4.".. ; Vill. Delf., 3. p. 766.

The Sexes. The male is noticed in Koch's specific character ; the female is described and figured in

Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob.. No. 43. ; our fig. 1331. ; and^^. 43. in p. 1613.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves elliptical, serrated, acute, glabrous
;
glaucous beneath,

and obtuse at their base; the midrib, footstalks, and young leaves hairy.

Ovary oblong and downy. (Sal. lVob.,p.85.) A native of Switzerland.

Introduced in 1821, and flowering before the expansion of the leaves,

in April. It is described by Willdenow as a shrub, 2 ft. or .3 ft. high ; but,

in the Woburn .salictum, Mr. Forbes has found it attain the height of 12 ft.

or 13 ft. in four years. In the Horticultural Society's Garden, crowded
5 I 3
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among other species of 5alix, it was 16 ft. liigh in ISS^, after being 10 years
planted. This species forms an upright bushy shrub or tree, with elliptical

leaves ; the lower ones entire ; the upper finely serrated, green, and a little

villous; shining above; glaucous, pubescent, reticulated, and whitish be-
neath. There are plants at Woburn, Flitwick, Henfield, Goldworth, and
Hackney.

$ 86. S. MACROSTiPULA^CEA Forbes. The large-stipuled Sallow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. ISO.
The Seres. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. loO. ; and Jig. 130. in p. 1627.

Spec. Char., c^r. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, somewhat obovate, pointed, ser-

rated, entire towards the base; upper side dull green and glabrous, glaucous
beneath. Stipules very large, toothed, often cloven. Ovary stalked,

ovate-subulate, glabrous. Stigmas parted. {Sal. Wob., p. 259.) A native of
Switzerland. Introduced in ? 1824, and flowering in April and May. A
rapid-growing tree, with dark green, round, downy branches, marked with
small yellow or reddish spots ; the lower branches pendulous. Leaves
elliptic-lanceolate, acute. Sin. or 4 in. long, and l^in. or more in breadth;
base obtuse, entire, dilated above tne middle ; margins rather distinctly

serrated ; the upper side green and glabrous ; under side glaucous, with a
downy midrib and veins. Footstalks reddish and downy, stout, measuring
full f in. long. Stipules large. Young leaves purplish, soft to the touch, and
pubescent. Adult ones rather coriaceous, copiously marked beneath with
dark blotches. Catkins of the female from l^in. to 2 in. long. There are

plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick, and also at Hackney.

s ^ 87. S. incane'scexs P Schl. The \\h\U%\\-leaved Sallow.

Identification. ? Schl. as quoted in Sweet Hort. Brit., ed. 1830, p. 469. ; Forbes in .Sal. Wob., No. 120.
T/ie Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Jt'ob.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 1'2U. ; andj?^'. I'JO. in p. 162o.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptic, obovate, serrated or denticulated
; gre3-ish

green and downy above ; very downy, whitish, and reticulated beneath.

Stipules rounded, serrated. Ovary ovate-lanceolate, downy. Style short.

Stigmas ovate, entire. {Sal. Wob., p. 239.) A native of Switzerland. Intro-

duced in 1823. Flowering in March, at which time the catkins are nearly

sessile ; and again in August. A bushy shrub or tree; the branches round,
pubescent, and of a muddy green colour, marked with a few yellow spots,

liaving the appearance of being besmeared with clay. Leaves obovate, about
2 in. long, and a little more than 1 in. wide ; margins a little revolute ; deeply
denticulated ; denticles a little glandular; the upper side densely pubescent,

wrinkled ; the midrib ferruginous ; beneath, pubescent, reticulated, of a

whitish colour, with prominent arched veins ; midrib pale beneath, and pro-

minent. Footstalks shortish and stout, dilated at the base, and downy.
Catkins from 1 in. to H in. long, appearing before the expansion of the

leaves, in March ; and again in August. " III adapted to any useful

purpose." {Forbes.)

a 2 88. S. PANNo'sA Forbes. The doth-leaved Sallow.

Jdefdificalion. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 123.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sat. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., 1. 123. ; and Jig. 123. in p. 1626.

Spec. Char., 4'c. Leaves elliptic-obovate, serrated; green and downy above,
greyish and densely pubescent beneath. Stipules large, serrated, glaucous.

Ovary ovate-lanceolate, silky, on a short footstalk. Style glabrous. Stig-

mas undivided. {Sal. Wob., p. 245.) A native of Switzerland. Introduced
in 1824, and flowering, in the Woburn salictum, in April and May. A small

tree, growing to the height of 12 ft. or 14 ft., with oblique spreading branches,

which are of a darkish fuscous colour, and closely covered with a short

pubescence ; the young twigs are of a greyish brown, and densely downy.
Leaves from l|in. to 2 in. long, about 1 in. in breadth; elliptic-obovate; dull

5 I 4
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green and downy on their upper surface ;
greyish, densely pubescent, and

denticulated with prominent arched veins beneath ; the small ones nearly

covered with pubescence ; the margins serrated, entire towards the base

;

tip oblique. Many of the leaves are opposite or nearly so, and alternate,

on the same branch. Footstalks stout. Catkins about 1 in. long. There

are i)lants at Woburn, Flitwick, Henfield, and Hackney.

P Varieti/. Mr. Forbes received a kind of SkWx, under the name of .S^.

mollis, which, as compared with S. pannosa, had its leaf, catkin, ovary, and

bractea larger ; and the catkins often recurved, and devoid of floral leaves.

Mr. Forbes expresses himself doubtful whether it is sufficiently distinct

from S. pannosa to constitute a distinct species.

s 89. iS*. muta'bilis Forbes. The changeable Willow, or Sallow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 160.

Tlif Seies. The female is described in Sal. IVoh.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptic, remotely serrated ; dull green and pubescent

above; pale glaucous and hairy beneath. Stipules rounded, serrated, and

minute. Ovary stalked, ovate-lanceolate, silk}'. Style somewhat elon-

gated and stout. Stigmas cloven. It bears an affinity to S. pannosa in cat-

kins and mode of growth. (Sal, Wob., p. 288.) A native of Switzerland.

Introduced in ? 1824, and flowering in March and April. Branches densely

downy, copiously beset with somewhat elliptical leaves, which are of a dull

green colour above, pale and hairy beneath, with prominent veins, the sub-

divisions of which form a rectangular network ; their substance is rather

of a thin cracklhig texture; the young leaves are very hairy in their earliest

state. There are plants at Woburn and in the Hackney arboretum.

It 90* S. ciNE^REA L. The grcT/ jSa/Zojf^, o;- ash-coloured Willow.

Identification. Lin. .Sp. PI., 1449. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 690., exchi.'^ively of the syn. ofVillar.';;

.Smitli in Rees's Cyclo.,No. 94., where Smith has remarked that Willdenow's descrijition disagrees,

in .some points, with his plant ; Smith Eng. Bot., 1. 1897. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 21.'). ; Forbes in Sal Wob.,
No. 12:J. ; Hook. Br. Fl., e<l. 3. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. S.W.

Syiioiii/mci. S. cint'rea var. Koch Comm., p. 36. The following information is derived from Mr.
Borrer. Smith has erroneously cited, in his tl. Br., p. 1063., the S. rfaphndides Villars as a syiio-

nyme of S. cindrea Smith j and this has led Koch [Comm., p. 23.) to cite S. cinerea Smith as a
synonyme of .S. rfaphiiiiides Villars.

The Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Sal. Wnh. The male is figured in E»g. Bot.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1897. ; Sal. Wob., No. VZo. ; out fig. 1332.; and^j^. 12.'). in p. 1626.

Spec. Char., Src Stem erect. Lower leaves entire ; upper serrated, obovate-

lanceolate
;
glaucous, downy, and reticulated with veins beneath. Stipules

half-heart-shaped, serrated. Ovary silky; its stalk half as long as the

lanceolate bracteas. (Smith Ei/g. Fl.) A native of Euii-

land, on the banks of rivers and in moist woods; and
flowering, in the willow garden at Woburn Abbey, in

April, and again in September. The following descrip-

tion is taken from the more detailed one of Smith in his

English Flora : — " A tree, 20 ft. or .30 ft. high, if left to

its natural growtii ; but in hedges or thickets it is more
tlwarf and bushy. It is readily to be distinguished from

other common willows, by its rusty glittering hue, which
lies more, perhaps, in the fine veins of its leaves, than in

the pubescence sprinkled over them, which consists of
minute, prominent, shining hairs, totally unlike the de-

pressed silkiness of the species of the groups (Jlaucss,

Fuscae, and /^osmarinifolias. The rusty colour, indeed,

increases after the specimens have been long dried, but i332

is visible in some degree in the growing plant, especiallj^ towards the
autumn. The branches are glabrous, reddish brown, and crooked ; and
the young ones are slender, spreading, and, in an early state, downy. On
the leafy branches of the year the lower leaves are neai-ly or quite entire,

1 in. or IJin. long, obovate, with a short obhque point, on shortish slen-

der footstalks, without stipules ;^ the upper ones twice as large, variously
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serrated, with half-heart-shaped stipules, strongly serrated, or toothed, vari-

ous in size, but never very large." According to Sinitii, S. cinerea is the least

useful of the sallows ; but its branches, when two years old, are used for

bands and coarse wickerwork. There are plants at Woburn, Flitwick, and
in the Hackney arboretum.

Varieties. There are several varieties of this species, one of which has va-

riegated leaves; and, as this is a rare character among willows, it merits a
distinct notice. Smith, in his Eng/ish Flora, iv. p. 210., notices having re-

ceived a specimen of such a variety from Germany. Mr. Forbes has since

found two plants with slightly variegated leaves, growing in the Woburn
plantations. He has figured some of these leaves, from which it appears
that they are blotched with small yellow blotches. Koch has referred to S.

cinerea L., as varieties, S. cinerea Sinil/i, S. aquatica Smith, and S. oleifolia

Smith.

^ 91. S. aqua'tica Smith. The Water .S'ar//o«', or Willow.

Identificatum. Smith Fl. Br., p. 1065. ; Willi). Sp. PL, 4. p. "01.
; ? Hayne Abbild., p 248. ; Smith

EiiK. Bot., t. 14o". ; in Rees's Cyclo., No. 118. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 218. ; Forbes in Sal.Wob., No. 127.

;

Hook.'iBr. Fl., ed. 3. ; Mackay's Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 250.

Si/noni/mc. S. cinorea var. Koch Comm., p. oti.

i'lic Sexes- Both sexe.< are figured in Sal. Wob.,anA in Hayne Abbild., if the kind is identical : the
female is figured in Eng. But.

Engravings. ? Hayne Abbild., 1. 191. ; Eng. Bot., t. 1437. ; Sal. Wob., No. 127. ; and o\XT fig. 127.
in p. 16'-7.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Stem and branches erect. Leaves slightly serrated, obovate-
elliptical, minutely downy, flat, rather glaucous beneath. Stipules rounded,

toothed. Ovary silky, stalked. Stigmas nearly sessile. (Smith Enit. Ft.)

A native of England, in wet hedgerows, swampy places, &c, ; and flowering in

April. Most of the following particulars are derived from Smith's description

given in his English Flora : — Stem generally bushy, rarely forming a tree.

Branches numerous, upright ; the young ones slender, hoary, or finely downy,
leafy throughout, often angulai-. Leaves on rather slender downy footstalks,

elliptic-oblong, acute, about 2 in. in length, flat, not wavy, though serrated

about the middle and towards the extremity, narrowest at the base j the lower
ones on each branch gradually smaller, quite entire, obovate, rounded
and obtuse; the lowest of all not ^in. long, all soft and pliant, of a dull

greyish green, reticulated with minute veins ; not rugged, but even, and fi-

nally glabrous on the upper side; glaucous and minutely downy underneath.
Catkins appearing before the leaves. A perfectly distinct kind from S.

<;inerea and S. oleifolia; being without the rusty hue of these species upon
the leaves, which are also much broader, antl of a thinner texture. The
branches, or twigs, are very brittle, and not adapted to any economical pur-
pose, except that, perhaps, of being used for fire-wood.

$ 92. S. OLEiFo^LiA Smith. The Olive-leaved Willow, or Sallow.

rricntificalioii. Smith Fl. Br., p. 1065. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 7(12. ; Smith Eng. Bot., 1. 1402. ; Rees's
Cvclo., No. UP. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p.219. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 12ri. ; Hook. Br. Fl.,ed. 3. ; Mackay
y[. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 251.

Synnm/me. S. cinfrea var. Koch Comm., p. 3().

The Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Sal. Wob. the male is figured in Eng. Bot.
Engravings. Eng. Bot, 1. 1402. ; Sal. Wob., No. 126. ; and fig. 126. in p.l626.

Spec. Char., S^c. Stem erect. Branches straight and spreading. Leaves obo-
vatc-lanceolate, flat, rather rigid, minutely toothed, acute, glaucous, reticu-

lated, and finely liairy beneath. Stipules small, notched, and rounded. Cat-
kins oval, nearly half as broad as long. (Smith E. F.) A native of England,
in wet hedgerows ; and flowering, in the willow garden at Woburn Abbey, in

March, and again in August. The following particulars are derived from
Eng. Fl. and Sal. JTci., chiefly from the former. Truly arboreous ; and, if

allowed to grow, becoming as tall as a common crab tree, though not of so
stout a habit as ^S'. caprea, except as regards the catkins. The branches
are rounded, and, when young, somewhat angular, brown, more or less hoarv
with short down, ver\ soft to the touch. The leaves spread but moderately,
and arc from 2 in. to .'iin. in lcnu:th,and 1 in., at most, in breadth, elli()tic-
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lanceolate, tapering at each end, and somewhat obovate, acute, not pointed

;

at first sight, seeming entire or minutely serrated ; but they are more gene-

rally bordered with glandular teeth : the upper side is green, flat, even, ob-

scurely hoary rather than downy ; under side paler, slightly glaucous, with

copious, prominent, reticulated, minutely hairy veins, acquiring by time a

portion of the rusty hue of S. cinerea. Their substance is firm rather than

coriaceous ; and in the earliest state they are densely downy. Footstalks

rather short and downy. Catkins remarkably large, appearing before the

leaves ; and that of the female about 2 in. long when at maturity. Distinguished

from S. cinerea and S. aquatica by the coriaceous texture of its leaves,

which very much resemble those of Quercus /Mex. When cut down, the

plant produces tough twigs, that are adapted for baskets or wickerwork.

The two-years-old shoots may also be used with advantage for making
wattled hurdles, crates, &c. ; but they are inferior to those of S. cinerea.

There are plants at Woburn, Flitwick, and (xoldworth.

i 93. S. geminaVa Forbes. The tvi'm-catkin Sallow, or Willow.

Identification. Sal. Wob., No. 129.

The Sexes. The male is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 129. ; and J^^. I'i9. in p. 1627.

Spec. Char., Sj-c. Leaves obovate-lanceolate, serrated ; deep green, shining,

and veiny above ; reticulated, hairy, and paler beneath. Stipules rounded

and toothed. Branches brownish, downy when young. Catkins large, often

two or three bursting forth from the same bud. Anthers yellow. Bractea

obovate and hairy. (Sal. Wob., p. 257.) Native country not stated : perhaps

it is Britain ; for Mr. Forbes received the kind from Sir J. E. Smith under

the name of S. cinerea ; and a specimen of the same kind has subsequently

been observed in the Smithian herbarium. Introduced in ? 1824, and

flowering in March. This appears a rapid-growing tree, producing long,

round, brown, brittle branches, downy only when young, and distantly

marked with yellow spots. The upper leaves are above 3 in. long, with

sharp points, serrated, and of an ovate-lanceolate shape; the lower obo-

vate, with short oblique points, and rather more than 1 in. broad above the

middle; entire, glabrous, and shining on their upper surface, except while

young, when they are hairy on both sides ; beneath, copiously besprinkled

with minute, depressed, shining hairs, and very distinctly reticulated with

prominent arched veins in every stage of growth. Footstalks downy, dilated

at the base, somewhat decurrent and brown on their upper side. Catkins

of the male about 1 in. long. Distinguished from S. cinerea by its long

narrow leaves ; large, obtuse, twin catkins ; and obovate, large, rounded

bracteas. There are plants at Henfield.

a 94. S. CRi'sPA Forbes. The crh^-leaved Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 42.

The Sexes. The raale is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 42. ; and^g^. 42. in p. 1613.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, crisped, wavy ;
glabrous above

;
glau-

cous, reticulated, and slightly hairy when young, beneath. Stipules half-

heart-shaped, deciduous. Branches pale green. Catkins small, rounded.

Anthers red before they burst, afterwards yellow. Gland bifid or trifid,

reddish. Bractea obovate, fringed. {Sal. Wob., p. 83.) Native country un-

certain. A low-growing shrub, with round, glabrous pale green branches,

which are villous only at their extremities when young. The catkins are

small, and burst forth before the leaves, in March ; amongst the earliest-

flowering of the species. The plant flowers again, a second time, in

August.

a 95. S. AURi TA L. The round-eaxed, or trailing. Sallow, or Willow.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 2. p. 1446. ; Hoffm. Sal., 1. 30. t. 4. f. 1, 2., t. 22. f. 1. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4.

p. 700. ; Hayne Abbild., p. 246. ; Koch Comm., p. 38. ; Smith Lin. Fl. Lapp., .303. t. 8. f. y ; Eng.

Bot, t. 1487. : Rees's Cyclo., No. 117. ; Eng. Fl.,4. p. 216. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No.l24. ; Hook. Br.

Fl , ed. 3, ; Mackav Fl. Hibem., pt. 1. p. 251.
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Synonyme. S. uligindsa H'lVW. Enum., lOo". {Smith and Koc/i) ; the trailing Sallow, so called in

Norfolk. {Smil/t E. F.)

The Sexes Both sexes are described in £ji^. Fl., and figured in Eng. Bot., in Sal. Wob., and in

Hayne Abbild.
Engravings. Hoffin. Sal., 1. t. 4. f. 1., 2. t. 22. f. 1. ; Smith Lin. FI. Lapp., t. S.f.y; Hayne Abbild.,

1 188. ; Eng. Bot., 1. 1487. ; Sal. Wob., No. 124. ; and our jf^. 124. in p. 1626.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Branches trailing. Leaves somewhat serrated, convex, obo-

vate, obtuse, with a small hooked point; iiairy, and reticulated with veins, on
both sides. Stipules roundish, convex, toothed. Ovary silky, stalked.

Stigmas nearly sessile. (Smith Eng. Fl.) A native of England, in moist

woods and thickets ; flowering in April and May. Stem bushy, usually 3 ft.

or 4 ft. high. " Branches spreading, or trailing, either amongst other bushes,

or on the ground, to a great extent. Leaves various in size, on short, stout,

downy footstalks, obovate, generally 1 in. or 2 in. long, more or less con-

tracted towards the base, though sometimes rounded, or nearly ovate in

that part : their termination is often remarkably obtuse or abrupt, with a

broad, short, recurved, hooketl, or oblique point; both sides hairy, and very

rugged ; the upper side dark green, wrinkled like a cabbage leaf; under side

paler, rather glaucous." (Smith Eng. Ft.) " The leaves occasionally

form permanent rosaceous tufts like those of iS'. Helix." (Ibid.) There
are male and female plants both at Woburn Abbey and in Messrs. Loddiges's

arboretum ; and from the latter we have received a specimen of S. ambigua,

which seems to be S. aurita.

Varieties. Koch and Smith have referred the S. uliginosa Willd. and S. aurita

Willd. to the S. aurita L. ; and Koch has thus contradistinguished the two
former :— S. uliginosa Willd. Taller. Leaves obovate. S. aurita Willd.

Dwarfer. Leaves roundish obovate, smaller by half. Mr. Forbes has noticed

that a variety was growing in the Woburn plantations which was about 1 ft.

or I ft. 6 in. high, and had its leaves truly obovate. Koch has deemed the

S. cladostemma Hayne Dendr. FL, p. 191. and fig. B, c, a singular variety of

S. aurita, and characterised it as having 2, 3, or 4 stamens to a flower, and

these with their filaments connate to beyond the middle. We have a spe-

cimen obtained of Messrs. Loddiges, under the name of S. aurita micro-

phjila, whose leaves are oblong, and do not look of the affinity of S. aurita.

Smith judged (Flor. Brit, and Eng. Fl.) the .S'. caprea pumila, folio subro-

tundo, subtus incano, of Dillenius in Raii Syn., to be a dwarf variety oi S
aurita ; but Mr. Borrer has expressed, in Eng. Bot. Sujip., t 2733., his

opinion that this " is probably a sjTionyme of S. ambigua."

* 96. S. LATiFoYiA Forbes. The broad-leaved Willow, or Sallotv.

IdentiJUation. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 118.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 118. ; and Jig. 118. in p. 1625.

Spec. Char., Sj-c. Leaves broadly elliptic, distantly denticulated towards the

base, and finely serrated towards the point. Stigmas half-moon-shaped, ser-

rated, glabrous, and large. Capsules ovate, silky, and footstalked. Bractea

ovate, hairy. Style about the length of the stigmas. (Sal. Wob., p. 23.5.) Na-
tive country not stated. Flowering in March. A straggling plant, with strong,

round, pubescent branches, which are of a brown fuscous colour, and be-

come nearly glabrous towards the lower end in autumn. Leaves of a large

elliptical form, a little heart-shaped and unequal at the base ; above, green

and shining ; beneath, glaucous, downy, and reticulated ; the margins re-

motely denticulated, and nearly entire towards the base ; finely serrated at the

apex. Footstalks i in. long, and ptibescent. Catkins nearly 1 in. long when at

maturity. A kind quite distinct from every other of this section, and re-

markable for the breadth of its leaves, which differ in texture from those of

S. grisophylla, that are also broad. There are plants at Woburn, Henfield,

and in the Goldworth Arboretum.

I 97. S. ca'prea L. The Goat Willow, or the great round-leaved Sallow.

Jdentifleation. Lin. Sp. PI., 1448. a. (Smith) ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 703., exclusively of the synonym*
of Fl. Oan. (Smith) ; Hayne Abbild., p. 249. ; Smith Eng. Bot., 1 1488. ; Rees's Cyclo., No. 126.

;
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Eng. Fl.,4. p.225. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 122. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 420. ;
Mackay Fl.

Hibern., pt. 1. p. 252.
, . ,. ,

Sipinnymcis. S. cA\ire!i Koch, part ot, Koch Co?nm., p.37. ; common Black Sallow, Saugh in l0)7f-

shire, Grey Withy.
Derivation. The name caprfea seems to have originated in the reputed fondness of goats for the

catkins, as exemplified in the wooden cut of the venerable Tragus, their namesake. {Smith in

The Sexes ' Both sexes are figured in Sal. Woh., and both in Hayne Abbild.

Ensravin<'s. Hoffin. Sal., t. S. f. l.,2. t. 21. f. a. h. c. (Smith); Hayne Abbild., t. 192. ; Eng. Bot.,

t. 14S8. " Sal. Wob., No. 122. ; ourfig. 1333., from the Sal- Wob. : and Jig. 13.34., representing the

male and Jig. 1335 the female, both from Host's Sal. Aiist., t. 66, 67. ; and Jig. 122. in p. 1626.

1333

Spec. Char.,Sfc. Stem erect. Leaves

roundish-ovate, pointed, ser-

rated, waved; pale and downy

beneath. Stipules somewhat

crescent-shaped. Catkins oval.

Ovary stalked, ovate,silky. Stig-

mas nearly sessile, and undivided

Capsules swelling. {Smith E.
n

F) A native of Britain, m woods and dry pastures, common; flowering

in April and May. The following traits are derived from Smith's fuller

description in his

E7iglisk Flora:— "A
moderate-sized tree,

with spreading, round,

brown or purplish

branches, minutely

downy when young.

Leaves larger and

broader than in any

other of the genus ; of

a deep green above,

with a downy rib;

white underneath, or

rather glaucous, veiny,

densely clothed with .?j;;..,.^ii
,^

soft, white, cottony "'^||
down

;
generallybroad-

ly ovate, approaching

to orbicular, with a

sharp point; some-

times more elliptical,

either rounded or

slightly heart-shaped

at the base; varying

in length from 2 in. to
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3 in. ; the margin wavy, and more or less strongly serrated. Footstalks
stout, downy. (Jatkins numerous, much earlier than the foliage, and
ahnost sessile." This tree, Sir VV. J. Hooker observes, " distinguishes itself

in the spring, by being loailetl with handsome yellow blossoms before any of
its leaves ap[)ear. The catkins," both ofthe male and the female, "are broader
and shorter than in most ofthe species with crowded flowers." "This species,"

Mr. Forbes observes, " has several very valuable qualities. The bark serves
the Highlanders for tanning, and is no indifferent substitute for the cinchona
in agues. The wood, being white, tough, and smooth in grain, forms excellent
hunlles, and good handles for hatchets. It is also used for charcoal, and
in the manufacture of gunpowder, &c. The catkins are nmch resorted to
by bees for honey." (^W. JVod., p. 243.) According to Mitchell, it is the
best underwood I'or coppices that we have. It makes good fences ; and
sheep-hurdles made of it will last a year or two longer than those made of
haxel; and they will suit every situation, wet or dry. {Dcndrul(>gia,\). 56.)
The flowering branches of this species are called palms, and are ijathered by
children on Easter Sunday j the relics of the Catholic ceremony formerly
performed in commemoration ofthe entry of our Saviour into Jerusalem.
(See Dr. Johnston^s Flora of Berwick upon Tweed.)

a 98. S. sPHACELA^TA Smith. The •mthereA-pointed-leaved Willow,
or Sallow.

Identification. Smith Fl. Br., p. 1066. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 702. ; Smith in Rees's Cvclo., No. 125 •

Eng. Bot., t. 2333. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 224. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 121. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3., p.429.
Synonytnes. S. cSprea var. Koch Comm., p. 38. ; S. caprea j3 Wahl. Carpat., p. 319. " I received S.
sphacelata Smith, for the S. /)opulif61ia Schleicher." [Fwbcs in Sal. Hob.)

The Sexes. Both sexes are described in Eng. FL, and figured in Eng. Bot. and in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Eng. Bot, t. 2333. ; Sal. Wob., No. 121. ; and^^. 121. in p. 1625.

Spec. Char., S^-c. Stem erect. Leaves elliptic-obovate, even, veiny, entire, or
slightly serrated ; downy on both sides ; discoloured at the point. Stipules
half-heart-shaped, toothed, erect. Ovary stalked, ovate-lanceolate, silky.

Stigmas notched, longer than the style. (Smith Eng. Fl.) A native of
Britain ; found, in Scotland, near the head of Loch Tay ; and flowering in

April and May. A small bushy tree, 5 ft. or 8 ft. high ; the young branches
very soft with dense, hoary, short, velvet-like down. Leaves, in like manner
soft and downy, especially when first opening; always of a greyish aspect

;

their shape obovate or elliptical, with a small oblique point ; their length
Hin., perhaps 2iin. at their full growth; the margin either quite entire,"or

slightly, sparingly, and unequally serrated; the upper side light green, clothed
with fine down, which finally disappears ; under more downy, with a pro-
minent rib and veins, hoary, not glaucous ; the tip, from its earliest formation
nearly naked, green or brownish, soon looking as if blasted or withered
and assuming a tawny hue. The footstalks are shortish, and thicklv downy.
Catkins on short hairy stalks, Hin. long when matured. Very distinct

from every other British willow that Mr. Forbes has seen ; and readily
known by its whitish woolly leaves, which are always more or less marked
with holes, and the larger ones of which are serrated in their adult state.

Group xvii. Nigricdntes Borrer.

Shrubs with long Branches, or small Trees. Mostli/ Sallows.

A group as difficult to define as are the kinds of which it is constituted.
Stamens 2 to a flower. Ovary stalked, glabrous or silk\-. Style more or
less 2-cleft. In leaves, many of the kinds approach those of the group
Cincreae very nearly, having ovate or obovate ones ; but the leaves are less
wrinkled. Plants shrubs with long branches, or small trees. (Hook. Br.
FL, ed. 2.) The term Nigricantes has been applied to this group, not, as it
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has been supposed, in allusion to the leaves of the kinds of which it is con-

stituted turning black in drying, but to mark their affinity to S. nigricans

Smith, a well-known individual of their number. (Borrer in Eng. Bot.

SuppL, t. 2795.) In this case, it may be supposed that the characters of S.

nigricans Smith are pretty well representative of those of each of the kinds

of the group. Some of the characters of S. nigricans Smith are described

below, No. 108. According to Mr. Borrer {Eng. Bot. Supj^l. t. 2729,) it

is doubtful, in application to abnost every kind of the group, whether it

is a species or not.

It is shown, under the preceding group, that Mr, Borrer professes

himself not acquainted with all the kinds of that group and this ; and

that he may, therefore, have placed some of them wrongly. It may in-

terest the lovers of broad grounds of distinction in species to know
that Koch, who has applied this principle to the willows, has included

several of the kinds in this group, which are treated below as distinct spe-

cies, in one species. Under his species S. ^jhylicifolia, he has cited S. phy-
licifolia Lin. Sp. PL, ii. 14-i2., Willd. Sp. PL,'iv. p. 659., exclusively of the

synonyme of Smith, Wahlenb. Fl.Lnpp., No. 482. ; S. stylosa Dec; S. stylaris

Seringe ; S. hastata Hopjjc ; and S. hybrida Hoffm. ; as synonymes : and the

following as being still the species, under a more or less varied form, — S.

nigricans Smith, S.Amva&nmdna Willd., *S'. Andersonidna Smith, S. 5piraea?f61ia

Willd. ex Link, S. rupestris Smith, S. Forsteridiia Smith, .S'. hirta Smith, S.

cotinifolia Smith, and S. zdmifolia Hort. Berol. He has intimated, besides,

that several of the kinds distinguished by Schleicher also belong to this

species. Dr. Lindley, in his Synopsis of the British Flora, where he has

followed Koch wholly, has added to Koch's S. phylicifolia the kinds S.

Jamascena Forbes and S. Borrer/awa Smith. Relatively to the principle of

rendering species in the willows thus comprehensive, Mr. Borrer makes the

following remark in Eng. Bot. SuppL, t. 2102.:— " We have repeatedly

disclaimed all dogmatical decision as to what are species among the willows

;

nor have we ever denied the probability that many of those which, in the

present state of our knowledge, wg think it expedient to propose as distinct

may be, in reality, mere seminal varieties or hybrids. This being admitted,

the farther admission can scarcely be withheld, that those botanists may
possibly be correct in their views who regard, in some instances, as species

what we are accustomed to regard as sections of the genus." Mr. Borrer

has added, " Of these facile jjrinceps is Koch, whose lucid De Salicibus

Europcsis Commentatio displays a most intimate acquaintance with his

subject." With regard to the details of Koch's adjudication of the above-

cited species S. /ihylicifolia, Mr. Borrer gives the following corrective

notices, which, for the sake of accuracy, we give below :
—

\JndieY S.ddimz?,cendiForbes,Eng. Bot. .S2Cjop/.,t.2709.,it is remarked,"Koch
would, no doubt, refer S. (/amascena, as he does its affinities, S. Andersomdna,

S. nigricans, &c., to Wahlenberg's S. ^hylicifolia ; but those botanists would

scarcely have appropriated the name to willows of this set, had they been

aware of the fact that the original Lapland specimen of S. /jhylicifolia in

the Linnaean herbarium is indubitably, as was long since stated by Smith,

the S. ^jhylicifolia of Eng. Bot., t. 1958. This last is united by Koch, with

numerous affinities, to S. arbuscula of Wahlenberg, which he regards as the

S. arbuscula of the Linnaean Flora Suecica." Under S. tenuifolia Smith this

remark occurs in Eng. Bot. SuppL, t. 2795. :— " S. tenuifoHa and S. rupes-

tris are so nearly allied, that we cannot undertake to point out satisfactory

distinctions
;
yet Koch places S. tenuifolia under S. arbuscula, and S. ru-

pestris under S. /jhylicifolia." Under S. petrae^a Eng. Bot. SuppL, t. 2725.,

is this remark : — " It is surely by error that Koch has placed S. petrae^a

under his .S*. arbuscula, with S. ^hylicifolia of Smith ; and not under his own
S. /^hylicifolia, with <S'. Ammanniawa and its affinities."
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ik 99. S. austra'lis Forbes. The southern Sallow, or Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 103.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
EngraoiTigs. SaL Wob., No. 103. ; and our^j'^. 103. in p. Iti'il.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptical, acute, sli;;htly serrated
;
glaucous beneath.

Stipules large, heart-shaped, serrated, and downy. Catkins appearing before

the leaves. Ovary glabrous, stalked. Styles longer than the divided

stigmas. {SaLWob.,^.20!i.) A native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824,

and flowering in April and May. A low, upright, bushy shrub, with red-

dish brown downy branches. The leaves from l^in. to 2 in. in length,

and about 1 in. in breadth; of an ovate-elliptic shape, acute at the point

;

their margins slightly serrated ; upper surface dull green, and a little downy;
beneath, glaucous, and more downy, but ultimately becoming nearly gla-

brous, particularly at the latter end of the season. Catkins on short stalks,

erect ; about 1 in. long. " Unfit for any useful purpose." (Forbes.) There
are plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick, and also in the Hackney
arboretum.

34 100. S. vaude'nsis Forbes. The Vaudois ;S'a//oHi, or Willow.

Irientificntiun. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 117.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
E/igravings. Sal. Wob., No. 117. ; and outfig. 117. in p. 16'24.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves elliptical, serrated ; dark green, shining and villous

above
;

glaucous, reticulated, and pubescent beneath. Stipules rounded,
toothed. Branches reddish, downy. Ovary ovate, stalked, downy. Style

rather longer than the parted stigmas. (Sal. Wob., p. 233.) A native of
Switzerland. Introduced in V 1824, and flowering in March and April. A low,

spreading, bushy shrub, with slender, round, downy branches, which are at

first reddish, but become of a dark sooty brown colour after the first year.

Leaves elliptical, somewhat obovate, with oblique points, entire towards
the base, serrated above ; lower leaves small, rounded, slightly crenate, and
becoming ultimately nearly glabrous ; upper ones dull green and villous

above ; but glaucous and reticulated with large prominent veins beneath,
and downy. The young ones are purphsh, on luxuriant shoots, above
2 in. long and lin. in breadth, but in their general habit little more than 1 in,

in length ; all of rather a thin texture, losing their pubescence when nearly

full grown. Footstalks of a middhng size, downy and purplish. Catkins
above 1 in. in length. A very distinct kind. There are plants at Woburn
and Flitwick, and in the Hackney and Goldworth arboretums.

^ 101. S. grisophy'lla Forbes. The grey-leaved Willow, o?- 5a//ottf.

Identification. Sal. Wob., No. 1191.
The Sexes. The male is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal Wob., No. 119. ; and out fig. 119. in p. 1625.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptical, acute, denticulated ; shining above, reticu-

lated and downy beneath. Stipules large, half-heart-shaped, serrated, pubes-
cent. Catkins nearly 1 in. long, obtuse, on short thick stalks. Bracteas
eUiptic and silky. (Sal. Wob., p. 237.) A native of Switzerland. Introduced
in 1824, and flowering in April and May. This is a strong-growing plant;

the branches round, hairy, of a reddish brown colour, and somewhat angu-
lar when young. Buds large, purplish when fully grown. Leaves from 2iin.

to 3 in. long, and H in. broad ; rounded at the base ; above, dull green and
shining, besprinkled with many minute hairs; beneath, pubescent, reticu-

lated, and of a whitish hue, with denticulated margins ; the substance of
the leaves of a thick coriaceous texture. Footstalks nearly a in. long, of
a purple colour, and much dilated at the base. Catkins nearly 1 in. long
when fully expanded ; bursting forth before the expansion of the leaves.

There are plants at Woburn and Flitwick ; also in the Hackney arbore-
tum.
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St 102. S. LACu'sTRis Forbes. The Lake Willow, or Sallow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 116.

T/te Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. iVob.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. IIH. ; and our^g^. 116. in p. 1624.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptical, serrated ; dull green and villous abave

;

glaucous, reticulated, and pubescent beneath. Stipules half-heart-shaj)ed,

serrated, often cloven. Ovary stalked, awl-shaped, glabrous. Style twice
the length of the ovate notched stigmas. {Sal. Wob., p. 231.) A native of
Switzerland. Introduced in 1824, and flowering in March. A straggling-

growing shrub, with round, dark, villous, pendulous branches, greyish brown
when young, and thickly covered with a short pubescence, which continues
on the preceding year's shoots. Leaves serrated, elliptical ; dull green, vil-

lous above
;
glaucous, pubescent, and reticulated with prominent veins be-

neath ; entire at the base, with short oblique points. Footstalks brown above,
pale and downy beneath, like the midrib. Catkins from I in. to H in. long.

Readily distinguished from S. crassifolia by its pendulous branches and bushy
mode of growth. There are plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick;
also in the Hackney and Goldworth arboretums.

at 103. S. CRASsiFo^LiA Forbes. The thick-leaved Willow, or Sallow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 115.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 115. ; and fig. 115..in p. 1624.

Spec. Char., Sj-c. Leaves ovate-elliptical, often heart-shaped at the base, point-

ed, bluntly serrated, pubescent, glaucous beneath. Branches downy. Sti-

pules half-heart-shaped, serrated. Ovary ovate lanceolate, glabrous. Style

longer than the obtuse stigmas. (Sal. Wob., p. 229.) A foreign species

;

but the date of its introduction is not stated. It flowers, in the Woburn col-

lection, in April and May. A bushy shrub, about 9 ft. or 10 ft. high, with

dark green downy branches, very soft to the touch when young. Leaves
from 1 in. to H in. broad, distinctly and bluntly serrated ; the serratures

somewhat glandular ; upper surface dark green, shining, and pubescent

;

beneath, glaucous, veiny, and reticulated with many prominent veins : the

substance of the leaves is thick, and rather coriaceous. Footstalks stout,

downy, dilated at the base. Catkins appearing before the leaves ; at first

short, but ultimately 2 in. long. Nearly allied to S. cotinifolia; but differing

from it in the thickness and downiness of its leaves, as well as in its obtuse

stigmas and nectary. It also grows much stronger, and the branches are

more brittle. .There are plants at Woburn and Flitwick ; also in the Hack-
ney arboretum.

^ 104. S. COTINIFO^LIA Smith. The Cotinus, or Quince, leaved Sfillow, or

Willow.

Identification. Smith Fl. Br., p. 1()6S. ; Eng. Bot., t. 1403. ; Rees's Cyclo., No. lai. ; Willrt. Sp. PI.,

4. p. 702. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 220. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 114. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. .J., p. 430.

Sl/nonynies. S. spadicea yillars''s Dauph.. oTO.; S. phylicifiilia var. Koch Comm., p. 42.

'the Sexes. The female is described in Eng. Fl., and figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. H'ob.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1403. ; Sal. Wob., No. 114. ; our fig. 1336. ; and^.;-. 114. in p. 1624.

Spec. Char., c^c. Stem erect. Branches spreading, downy.
Leaves broadly elliptical, nearly orbicular, slightly

toothed, glaucous and downy, with rectangular veins

beneath. Style as long as the linear notched stigmas.

(Smith E)ig. Fl.) A native of Britain, in woods and
on the banks of rivers ; about 2 ft. high, but sometimes,
if sheltered, attaining the height of 6 ft. or 8 ft. ; always

upright, with sti'aight, round, brown, downy, moderately
spreading branches. Leaves 1 in. or Hin. long, and i:^Tf^\jj

lin. wide; flat, broadly elliptical, frequently almost '\^Y'
orbicular, with a broad sharp point ; the base rounded
or obtuse, the margins beset with very shallow serratures,

or, more generally, with small glandular teeth; upper side of a dull green.
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covered with minute, depressed, scattered hairs; under side pale, or slightly

glaucous, more loosely hairy, especially the rib and transverse parallel veins,

the subdivisions of which compose a fine rectangular network. Catkins much
earlier than the foliage. (Ibid.) This is a readily distinguished species; and
the leaves are more heart-shaped at the base than even those of S. hirta.

There are plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick.

at t 105. iS*. hi'rta Smith. The hany-branched Sallow, or Willow.

Identification. Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1404. ; Rees's Cycle, No. 121. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. (i96. ; Smith
Eng. Fl.,4. 221. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 113. ; Hook. Br. FI., ed. 3. The first tour of these,
at least, relate to the male only : the titth relates to botli sexes. See, also, under Synonyme.

Synonyme. S. picta Schleicher is the female of S. hirta. (Forbes in Sal. Wob.)
The Se.res. The male is described in Eng. Fl.^ and figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wub. The female is

described in Sal. H'ob., and in Hook. Sr. Fl.. ed. 'J.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1404. ; Sal. Wob., No. 113. ; and ourfg. 113. in p. 1623.

Spec. Char., S^-c. Stem erect. Branches densely hairy. Leaves elliptic-heart-

shaped, {)ointed, finely crenate, downy on both sides. Stipules half-heart-

shaped, flat, toothed, and nearly glabrous. (Smith Eng. Fl.) A native of

Britain, in woods and on the banks of rivers ; flowering in May. A small

tree, remarkable for its thick, round, hoary branches, clothed very densely

with prominent, close, horizontal, soft, cottony hairs. Leaves elliptic-ob-

long, a little heart-shaped, or cut away, at the base ; from 2 in. to 3 in. in

length, and at least I in. in breadth ; sharp-pointed and flat, bordered with

shallow serratures, or blunt notches; the upper surface of a dull green,

minutely hairy ; under side pale or glaucous, and more densely downy,
particularly the rib and veins, which last are reticulated like those of S.

fotinifolia Smith. Footstalks stout, densely downy, t^- in. long. Catkins 1 in.

or more in length. (Ibid.) There are plants at Woburn and Henfield

;

and in the Goldworth and Hackney arboretums.

afe 106. S. RivuLA^Ris Forbes. The River Willow, or Sallow.

Jdentification. Sal. Wob., No. 102.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 102. ; and our^i^. 102. in p. 1621.

Spec. Char., S)-c. Branches erect. Leaves elliptical, glabrous ;
glaucous and

pubescent beneath when young; dark green on their upper surface. Stipules

rounded, serrated. Catkins obtuse, short. Ovary stalked, ovate-lanceo-

late, slightly downy. Style about the length of the parted stigmas. (Sal.

noA.,p. 203.) A native of Switzerland. Introduced in ?1824; and flowering,

in the willow garden at Woburn Abbey, in May. An erect-growing shrub,

with dark mahogany-coloured branches, nearly perpendicular in their mode
of growth, copiously marked with yellow dots; the young ones green and

pubescent. Leaves from 1 in. to H in. long, with short oblique points ;

generally unequal at the base ; finely serrated ;
green and villous above

when young
;
glaucous and hairy beneath, but soon losing their glaucous

hue, and much of their pubescence; the older leaves are bright green, and

almost glabrous on both sides. Footstalks rather long, slender. Catkins

on short thick stalks, scarcely 1 in. long. There are plants at Woburn,
Flitwick, Goldworth, and Hackney. In the latter arboretum is a variety

named S. rivularis minor Lodd. Ca^., ed. 1836.

If 107. S. ATROPURPi;^REA Forbes. The dark-purple-iranc^^/ Willow, or

Sallow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 156.

The Sexes. The male is described in Sal. Wob.

Spec. Char., clj-r. Leaves ovate, serrated; somewhat heart-shaped and unequal

at the base ; dark green, shining above
;
glaucous and finely hairy beneath.

Footstalks nearly 1 in. long, downy. Stipules very large, half-heart-

shaped, serrated, glabrous. Filaments yellow. (Sal. IVob., p. 284.) A
native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824, and flowering in April. This

is a low tree, with darkish brown branches, afterwards inclining to purple,

which are copiously covered with minute hairs, and marked with small

5 K
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yellow spots, and are very brittle. The leaves are from l^in- to 2 in. long,

and nearly Hin. in breadth, when fully grown; of an ovate, or somewhat

heart-like, shape at their base, and oblique at their tip. Upper surface

dark green and shining: underneath, veiny, minutely hairy, and glaucous.

Footstalks nearly 1 in. long, dilated at the base, and downy. This species,

although it bears some resemblance to S. rivularis, is yet very distinct. The
young shoots are brittle, and not adapted for basketwork.

* 108. S. CORIA^CEA Forbes. The coriaceous-leaved, or, leathery. Willow,

or Sallow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 1 12.

The Sexes- Both sexes are described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 112. ; and oxxr fig. 112. in p. 1623.

Spec. Char., S^c. Leaves elliptical, slightly obovate, acute, denticulated, crisped,

pubescent, reticulated and glaucous beneath. Stamens long, white. Anthers

4-celled, yellow. Catkins of the female about 1 in, long, thick, obtuse.

Ovary nearly sessile, ovate-lanceolate, very downy. Style longer than the

deeply parted stigmas. Bractea ovate-lanceolate, hairy. Stipules rounded,

serrated, glabrous. (AW. Wob., p. 223.) A native of Switzerland. Intro-

duced in ? 1823, and flowering in March. This is a low-growing bushy

shrub, attaining to the height of 7 ft. or 8 ft., with round pubescent branches,

of a pale green colour, remotely marked with yellow spots. Leaves about

2 in. long, elliptic-obovate, acute ; margins denticulated, crisped ; upper sur-

face of a dull shining green, besprinkled with minute appressed hairs ;

glaucous beneath, pubescent, with a prominent midrib, and with arched hairy

veins ; the substance of the leaves of a thick leathery texture. Footstalks

stoutish and yellow. Catkins nearly 1 in. long, densely downy before they

are expanded. There are plants at Woburn, Flitwick, and Hackney.

s 109. S. ni'gricans Smith. The dark broad-lenvcd Willow.

Identification. Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1213. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 659. ; Smith Eng. Fl., 4. p. 172. ;

Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 37. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.

Synonyme. S. /jhylicifT.lia /3 Lin. Sp. Pi., 1442., Fl. Lapp., No. 350. t. 8. f. c. {Smith from Herb.
Lin.), Koch Comm., p. 41.

The Sexes. Smith has described both sexes in Eng. Fl. ; the female from Lapland specimens : the
male is figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob. The .S'. nigrtscens Schl., female, is figured in Sal. Wob.,
as the female of 5. nigricans Smith. It does not appear that the flowers of the female have been
found wild in Britain. (Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2.)

Engravings. Lin. Fl. Lapp., t. 8. f. c. ; Eng. Bot., t. 1213. ; Sal. Wob., No. 37. ; and OMX fig. 37. in

p. 1611.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, acute, crenate ; glabrous, with a

downy rib above; glaucous beneath. Stamens 2, thrice the length of the

hairy bractea. Ovary lanceolate, downy, on a short downy stalk. (Smi/k

Eng. Fl.) The male plant is a native of Britain, in fens, osier grounds,

woods, and thickets. The female plant in the Woburn collection is the

S. nigrescens of Schleicher, which was introduced about 1825, or before.

The male plant in the Woburn collection forms a large bushy shrub,

scarcely attaining the height or form of a tree, with upright, round, stout,

rather brittle branches, glabrous, except when young. The catkins appear

in April, much earlier than the foliage; and those of the males, when full

grown, are 1^ in. long. The leaves are from 1 in. to l^in. broad, and from
4 in. to 5 in. long. According to Smith, S. nigricans is of no use in the arts.

There are plants at Woburn, Flitwick, Henfield, and Hackney.

* 110. S. Anderson7^4\v./1 Smith. Anderson's Willow, or the Green
Mountain Salloiv.

Jdcntificatim. Smith Eng. Bot., 2343. ; Rees's Cyclo., No. 123. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 223. ; Forbes in Sal.

Wob., No. 109. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.

St/nonyme. S. phylicifblia var. Koch Comjn.
The Sexes. The female is described in Eng. Fl., and figured in Eng. Bot. and in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 2343. ; Sal. Wob., 109. ; and our^^. 109. in p. 1623.

Spec. Char., t'j-c. Stem upright. Leaves elliptical, acute, finely notched,

slightly downy, paler beneath. Stipules half-ovate, nearly glabrous. Branches
minutely downy. Ovary glabrous ; its stalks almost equal to the bractea.
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Style cloven, longer than the cloven stigmas. (Smith En^. Fl.) A native of

Scotland, on the Breadalbane Mountains ; and England, on the banks of" the

Tyne below Newcastle. Stem bushy; its branches, which are green the first

summer, and afterwards of a sooty brown, are clothed with dense, short,

curved down, which finally disappears from the older ones. Leaves of a
rich bright green, blackish when dried, from 1 in to l^in. long, broadly

elliptical, acute, scarcely pointed, flat, finely crenate, or copiously and bluntly

serrated
;
paler, but not glaucous, underneath ; more or less downy on both

sides, especially the midrib and veins, with minute hairs, their substance

thin and pliant ; the very young ones silky. Footstalks downy, and rather

short. Catkins of ripe cajjsules not above 1 in. long. {Ibid.) There are

plants at Woburn, Flitwick, Henfield, and Hackney.

Varieties. Mr. Forbes states that he has three varieties of S. AndersonMwa, in

one of which the catkins are much shorter, and the capsules more loosely

set on the rachis, or axis, of the catkin, than in the one figured in the Salic-

tum Wobiirncnse. (Sal. JVob.)

s* 11 1. 5. Z)AMASCE^NA Forbcs. The Damson-leaved Willow, or Sallow.

IdcntificalioH. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 157.; Bor. in Eng. Bot Suppl., t. 2709.; Hook. Br. Fl.,
ed. 3.

Synonymcs. 5. <famascenifi>U3 Anderson MSS.; S. /)hyUciR)lia Zzn., a state of, Lindt. Synops. Br.
Fl.,p.'-2^.

The Sexes. The female is described in Sal. JVob., and described in Eng. Bot. Suppl. " Mr. Ander-
son possessed both sexes, but we have seen the female only." (Borrer.)

Engraving. Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2709.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Upright. Young shoots densely hairy. Leaves ovate, or

rhomboidal, bluntly toothed ; silky when young ; at length nearly glabrous

;

green on both surfaces. Stipules half-heart-shaped. Catkins, with the

flowers in blossom, longer than the floral leaves. Bracteas (scales) obovate.

Ovary stalked, glabrous. Style divided, longer than the diverging stigmas.

(Borrer in Eiig. Bot. Supjil.) Perhaps too nearly allied to S. Andersonfawa
to be properly regarded as a species. In that, the leaves, especially the

lower ones, are more oblong, and their under side is not so absolutely devoid

of a glaucous tinge ; the catkins are shorter, and rarely overtop the larger,

and generally leaf-like, bracteas of the catkin. The flowers, except that they

are more loosely set, and their bracteas (scales) more oblong and blacker,

are very nearly the same in structure. If the footstalk of the germen is

sometimes naked (a state which we have not seen), it is usually hairy. (Ibid.)

The late Mr. G. Anderson communicated to Mr. Borrer, in 1813, under the

manuscript name of S. rfamascenifolia, the S. rfamascena Forbes, as a species

obtained from the south of Scotland and the borders, that he had cultivated

for five years. The flowers appear with the young leaves, about the middle
of April. The plant is a very upright shrub, about 12 ft. high. The follow-

ing description is quoted from Mr. Forbes :
— " Stem and branches erect,

of a dark brown mahogany colour, copiously marked with small yellow

spots ; round and brittle. The leaves are from 1 in. to 1 h in. long, and
rather more than i in. in breadth, of an elliptic figure, bluntly serrated

;

the serratures furnished with glands towards the points of the leaf; deep
green and shining above, reticulated and glabrous beneath ; the prominent
arched veins only besprinkled with a few long hairs ; the young leaves

hairy, but ultimately losing their pubescence and their glaucous hue. Foot-
stalks long, slender, downy on both sides, and brown. The leaves and
young twigs of this species very much resemble those of the damson plum,
and of S. Anderson/ona. There are plants at Henfield.

a 112. 5. AysoylA^NA Forbes. Anson's Sallow, or Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 107.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sat. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 107. ; and our fig. 107. in p. 1622.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves elliptic, acute, bluntly and deeply serrated, glabrous
;

bright green and shining above; beneath, glaucous and besprinkled with

minute appresscd hairs. Stipules large, rounded, serrated, glabrous. Uvarv
5k 2
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ovate-lanceolate, slightlv downy. Style thick, glabrous, twice the length of

the parted stigmas. (Sal. Wob., p. 213.) A native of Switzerland. In-

troduced in ? 1824-, and flowering, in the willow garden at Woburn Abbey,

in March and April. A spreading bushy shrub, producing long, dark,

mahogany-coloured branches, which are glabrous and shining after the first

year; the younger ones reddish brown and pubescent. Leaves from 1 in.

to Uin. long, bluntly and deeply serrated, sometimes a little wwy and un-

equal at the base; green and shining above, glaucous and hairy beneath, but

ultimately becoming nearly glabrous on both sides : the young leaves are

very hairy when first expanded. Footstalks a in. long, brown and downy.

Catkins appearing before the expansion of the leaves. This species, Mr.

Forbes observes, is a very remarkable one. Its very dark mahogany-

coloured branches, which are of a deeper hue than even those of S. bicolor

and S. nigricans, readily distinguish it from any other species. There are

plants at Henfield.

^ 113. S. helve'tica Forbes. The Swiss Willow, or Sallow.

Jdentlfication. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. l.'Jg.

The Sexes. The female is described in Sal. Wob.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate, acute, serrated ;
green, shining, and silky

above
;
glaucous and hairy underneath. Stipules large, half-heart-shaped,

serrated. Catkins often recurved, about 1 in. in length. Ovary ovate,

silky, stalked. Style divided. Stigmas notched. {Sal. Wob., p. 287.) A
native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824, and flowering in April, and again

in August, in the willow garden at Woburn Abbey. This is a bushy

tree, somewhat resembling .S'. AndersonzV/wa in form of leaves and mode
of growth. In the Woburn salictum, it grows to about 14 ft. high, with

greenish brown, round, villous branches, which are copiously marked with

yellow dots. Leaves from l|in. to nearly 2 in. long, and about Hin.
in breadth ; ovate, acute, sometimes hollowed out at the base, finely ser-

rated ;
green and shining above ;

glaucous, and besprinkled with minute

hairs underneath. Footstalks above h in- long, villous, like the midrib. A
very distinct species.

St. 1 14. S. fi'rma Forbes. The iirm-leaved Sallow, or Willow.

Identiftcaiicm. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. lOfi.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 106. ; and ourJig. 106. in p. 1622.

Spec. Char., c'^c. Leaves elliptic, obtuse, serrated, unequal at the base ;
green,

shining, and villous above
;
glaucous and minutely hairy beneath. Stipules

large, rounded, glabrous. Catkins above 1 in. long, nearly sessile. Ovary
ovate-lanceolate, nearly glabrous. Style longer than the parted stigmas.

(Sal. Wob., p. 211.) A straggling bushy shrub, flowering, in the willow

garden at Woburn Abbey, in March or April, and again in August ; with

dark brown glabrous branches, much resembling S. dura in colour and mode
of growth ; but the leaves are very different in shape, being elliptical, broader

above the middle, and furnished with shallow serratures : in their surfaces

they have no material difference. Leaves about 2 in. long ; often obtuse and

unequal at the base ;
green, shining, and somewhat villous above ;

glaucous

and besprinkled with minute hairs beneath ; both surfaces becoming nearly

glabrous. Footstalks about I in. long, pubescent, reddish. Twigs and
branches very brittle. There are plants in the Goldworth and Hackney
arboretums.

fit 115. 5. CARPiNiFO^LiA Schl. The Hombeam-leaved Sallow, or

Willow.

Identification. ? Schleicher, as quoted in Hort Brit., No. 24078. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 155.

Synonyme. S. phylicifblia var. Kuck Comm., p. 42.

The Sexes. The female is described in Sal. IVob.

Spec. Char., i^c. Leaves ovate, acute, unequal, and a little heart-shaped at the
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liase; the margins deeply serrated, and furnished with glands, a little wavy
;

upper surface shining and downy; under one glaucous, and besprinkled

with small appressed hairs. Ovary ovate-subulate, glabrous. Style

longer than the divided stigmas. (Sa/. IVob., p. 283.) A native of Germany.
Introduced in 1824, and Howering in March and April. A small bushy
tree, with round villous branches, of a sooty brown colour. Buds hairy.

Leaves from 1 in. to lA in. long, of an ovate shape, deeply serrated, and
somewhat wavy ; unequal, and a little heart-shaped at the base ; more
or less downy on both sides, especially the midrib and veins, with minute
hairs ; beneath, glaucous. Footstalks downy. Catkins 1 in. long. This
species resembles, in leaves and mode of growth, jS". rotundata; but is a
very distinct kind, having the leaves more oblong and undulated. There
are plants at Woburn, and in the Hackney arboretum.

* 5! 116. S. rotundaVa Forbes. The roand-leaved Willow, or Salhtv.

Identification. Sal. Wob., No. 104.

Synonyme. ? S. roturnlil'blia Host.
The sixes. Both sexes are'described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 104. ; ourJig. 1337. in p. 1572. ; and fig. 104. in p. 1G2I.

Spec. Cliar.y c'Jr. Leaves orbicular, bluntly serrated ; glabrous and shining above

;

glaucous, reticulated, and slightly hairy beneath. Stipules rounded, ser-

rated, glandular. Ovary awl-shaped, glabrous, stalked. Style twice the

length of the parted stigmas. {Sal. Wob., p. 207.) A native of Switzerland.

Introduced in ?1824',and flowering, in the willow garden at Woburn Abbey,
in April and May. An upright-growing shrub or low tree, attaining the

height of loft, or more ; the preceding year's branches of a brownish green

colour, marked with several yellow spots, and retaining their pubescence;

very brittle ; the young twigs round, densely hairy, and copiously covered
with leaves. Leaves orbicular, somewhat heart-shaped at the base when
fully grown, bluntly serrated

;
glabrous and shining above; glaucous, reticu-

lated, and very minutely hairy beneath, becoming almost glabrous when at

maturity. Footstalks stout, and densely downy. Catkins of the male
nearly 1 in. long. The roundness of the leaves renders this a very distinct

species. There are plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Goldworth.

S 117. S. du'ra Forbes. The hardy Siz/Zozr, or Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 105.

T/ie Sexes. The male plant is figured in .Sa/. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 105. ; andouiJig. 105. in p. 1622.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptical, deeply toothed, a little heart-shaped at the

base ;
green, shining, and villous above ; glaucous and pubescent beneath.

Stipules large, rounded, glabrous. Catkins short. Bracteas yellow, fringed.

{Sal. Wob., p. 209. ) A rapid-growing tree, flowering, in the willow garden

at Woburn Abbey, in April and May ; with dark brown, glabrous, round
branches; the young ones reddish, and thickly covered with short white

hairs, which disappear towards autumn ; forming a bushy head, with long

oblique twigs. The leaves are nearly 2 in. long, and Hin. in breadth; of
an elliptical-roundish shape, obtuse and somewhat heart-shaped at the base,

with blunt oblique points
; green, villous, and shining above ; glaucous and

pubescent beneath, becoming nearly glabrous in autumn ; their margins

deeply toothed, the teeth furnished with glands, which are very conspicuous

in the young leaves. Footstalks rather short, stout, and downy. Catkins

about 5 in. long. A very distinct species ; and, though of very rapid and
vigorous growth, unfit, from the brittleness of its branches, for basketwork.

There are plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick, and also in the Hack-
ney and Goldworth arboretums.

si lis. S. FoRSTER/.4^A'.4 Smith. The glaucous Mountain Sallow, or

Forster's Willow.

Identification. Smith Eng. Bot., t. 2344. ; Rees's Cvclo., No. 124. ; Smith Eng. Fl., 2. p. 224. ; Forbct
in Sal. Wob., No. 110. ; Hook. Br. F!., cd. 3., p. 431.

.J K 3
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Sj/noni/me. S. ;)hylicifblia var. Koch Comvi., \>. +1.

T/ie' St-JTfs. The female is ilescribetl in En^ I'/., ami figurcil in Eng. Bot., where the style is repre-

sented too short [Smit/i Fng. Fl); anil in Sal. H'oh.

Engraviiifrs. Kng. Bot, I. '.' :44. ; SaL Wob., No. 110. ; and o\xi Jig. 110. in p. 1623.

SjHc Char.y ^-c. Stem erect. Branches minutely downy. Leaves elliptic-

obovate, acute, crenate, sliglitly downy, glaucous bcnciith. Stipules vaulted.

Ovary stalked, awl-shaped, silky. Style as long as the blunt notched stig-

mas. {Smith Eng. F/.) A native of Britain, in Scotland, on the Breadal-

bane Mountains ; and Howering in May. Tal'er than S. Andcrsonw7/«, and

forming a small tree, with finely downy branches. Leaves larger and firmer

than those of S. Andersonifl«« ; tiieir upper surface of a darker or didlcr

green, though more poiishetl, scarcely downy, except the midrib and veins ;

glaucous beneath, and finely veiny, with more downiness; their length 2 in.

or 3 in. ; the margin crenate, rather serrated ; the young ones very densely

silky, in the manner of the foregoing. Footstalks downy. Catkins of the

female 1 in. long when in full bloom, and more than twice as much when the

seeds are ripe. (Ibid.) In the Woburn collection there are three varieties of

this species. The one described drops its leaves much earlier than either

S. Andersonwwa or S. rupestris, and is, according to Mr. Forbes, quite dis-

tinct. There are plants at Woburn and Henfield ; also in the Goldworth
and Hackney arboretums.

J: 119. 5. rupe'stris Z)o727z. The 5?Mj/ Rock Willow, o»- .Sfl//oM>.

Identification. Donn Hort. Cant., ed. 5., p. 231. (Smith) ; Eng. Bot., t. e.342. ; Rees's Cyclo., No. 12.'5.

;

Smith Eng. Fl , 4. p. 222. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 111. ; Hook. Br. Fl., cd. 3.

The Sexes. Both sexes are described in Eng. Ft., and figured in Eng. Bot., and in Sal. IVoh.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t 2342. ; Sal. Wob., No. 111. ; and oxxifig. 111. in p. 431.

Spec. Char., ^c. Stem trailing. Leaves obovate, acute, serrated, flat, even,

silky on both sides. Stipules hairy. Branches minutely downy. Ovary
stalked, awl-shaped, silky. Style as long as the blunt undivided stigmas.

(Smith Eng. Fl.) A native of Scotland, in woods and on the banks of

rivers ; and flowering in April. Stems trailing or depressed, with dark-

coloured branches, covered with very fine down when young. Leaves about

1 in. long, obovate or elliptical, acute, even and flat, veiny, but not wrinkled
;

finely and regularly serrated, beautifully silky with depressed hairs ; more
especially beneath, and when young. Footstalks downy, in the manner of

the branches. Catkins appearing rather before the leaves, i in. long ; those

of the female soon becoming thrice that length, and more lax. A perfectly

distinct kind. The branches are tough, and suitable for tying and basket-

work. There are plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick ; and also in the

Hackney and Goldworth arboretums.

a 120. S. TENUiFO^LiA L. The thin-leaved Willow.

Identification. Lin. Fl. Lapp., ed. 2., 292. t. 8. f. c. (Smith.) The figure in that work represents

only a floral leaf, and that unlike any that we have seen in our plant. {Borrer in Eng. But. Suppl.)

Smith Fl. Br., p. 1052.; Eng. Fl., 4. ji. 179.; exclusively of the tynonyme of Eng, Bot, t. 2186.

;

Forbes in Sal. Wob.. No. .50. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3. ; Borr. in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2795.

Synonymes. S. arbuscula Wahle7ib. var. Koch Comm., p. 45. " If Koch had known .S'. tenuifblia

Smith Fl. Br. in the living plant, I think he would have referred it to his own S. ;;hylicif61ia."

(Borrer in a letter.) S. tenuif61ia of Eng. But., t 2186., is S bicolor Huuli. Br. Fl.

The ScTfj. :;. Both sexes are described and figured in Eng. But. Suppl., and figured in Sal. Wob.

Engravings. Lin. Fl. Lapp., ed. 2., I. 8. f. c. ; Sal. Wob., No. 50. ; Eng. Bot. Suppl., t 2795.; and
our fig. 50. in p. 1614.

Spec. Char., Sfr. Upright. Young shoots and petioles densely pubescent. Disks

of leaves elliptical or oblong, flat, with a recurved point, crenate, reticulated

with sunken veins, slightly hairy; glaucous beneath. Stipules half-heart-

shaped. Catkins on a short stalk that bears small leaves. Bractea oblong,

shacsrv. Ovary glabrous, on a glabrous stalk. Style as long as the stigma.s. A
link between the ialices nigricantes and iS'alices bicolores of //oo^. Br. FL,

most aUied, perhaps, to the former; and, indeed, .so nearly to S. rupe.stris, that

we cannot undertake to jjoint out satisfactory distinctions. (Boner in E. B.

Sitppi.) A native of England, above the bridge at Kirkby Lon.silale. The fol-

lowing are some of the features of the kind, as it is described by Mr. Borrer:—
" A much-branched spreading shrub, 10 ft. or 12 ft. high. Twigs very downy

J K 4
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when young, afterwards glabrous, or nearly so, and shining, green, or tinged,

especially in the female, with brown. Petioles downy, spreading, rather

long. Leaves by no means remarkably thin ; ovate or more or less rhomboid,

and having a short, decurved, somewhat twisted point ; on strong young

shoots more oblong ; dark green above and moderately shining
;
glaucous

beneath ; sprinkled, when young, on both surfaces with appressed hairs,

some of which remain in the advanced state ; veins sunken on the upper

surface, very prominent on the under one ; margin rather closely serrate, or

rather crenate, especially about the middle of the leaf, with a glandular

tooth in the notches. Stipules small, except on very vigorous shoots, half-

heart-shaped, pointed, serrated, beset with glands on the edges and on the

lower part of the disk. Catkins appearing in May, before the expansion of

the leaves; cylindrical, about 1 in. long when in full flower. Flowers closely

imbricated.
' Stamens thrice as long as the bractea." There are plants at

Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick, and also in the Goldworth Arboretum.

P Variety. Mr. Borrer states that he has, in his collection at Henfield, from

the same locality as the species, what seems a variety of it ; having silky

hairs on the upper half of the ovary and towards the base of its stalk. This

is, perhaps, the plant mentioned in the Flora Britannica, as deserving further

investigation. (^Borrer in 2^?ig. Bot. Sitppl.)

* "i. 121. S. propi'nqua Borr. The nearly related, orflat-leaved^ ujmglit.

Mountain Willow.

Identification. Borr. in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2729. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.

The Sexes. The female is described in the Specific Character ; and described and figured in Eng.
Bot. Suppl.

Engraving. Eng. Bot. SuppL, t. 2729.

Spec. Char., ^c. Upright. Young shoots pubescent with minute down.
Leaves elliptical, obscurely crenate, nearly flat, nearly glabrous on both

surfaces; veins slightly sunken ; under surface pale green. Stipules small,

vaulted, glanded. Ovaries stalked, silky towards the point. Style longer

than the notched stigmas. (^Borrer in Ung. Bot. Stipj}!.) Finding in this

some apparently distinctive characters, we venture, after much hesitation,

to add another presumed species to a section of the genus, of which almost

every species is doubtful. It was discovered in Britain by Mr. Anderson,
and we know it only from plants received from him. Planted by the side

I ( S. petrae^a, it has attained, in the same period, scarcely half the height of
that. (^Ibid.) S. petrae^a is, in some instances, more than 15 ft. high. There
are plants at Henfield, and in the Goldworth Arboretum.

^ 122. S. petRjE^a Anders. The Rock Sallow, or Willow.

Identification. First distinguished by Mr. G. Anderson, who is understood to have given to it the
name of S. petrfeV. {Borrer in E?ig. Bot. Suppl.) Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 97. ; Borrer in Eng.
Bot. Suppl., t. 272,5. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.

Synonymes. S. arbiiscula Wahlenb., Koch Comm., p. 45., where Koch has remarked that he has thus
adjudged the S. petra^^a Anderson from a specimen derived from Anderson. " It is surely by error
that Koch has placed ,S'. pctra;'a under his S. arbiiscula, with .S'. phylicif61ia Smith, and not under
his own S. phylicifulia, with S. Ammann/ana and its allies." [Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl.) If Koch
had known the .S'. petraj^a in the living plant, I believe that he would have referred it to his
own S. phylicifdlia. (Borrer in a letter.)

The Sexes. Tlie female is described and figured in Eng. Bot. Suppl., and in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 97. ; Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2725. ; and ourfig. 97. in p. 1620.

Spec. Char., Sj-c. Upright. Young shoots densely hairy. Leaves oblong, ser-

rated, carinate, twisted, reticulated with deeply sunken veins ; beneath, hairy,

glaucous, at length pale green. Stipules large, half-heart-shaped, flattish,

having few glands. Ovary stalked, naked, wrinkled towards the point. Style

divided, longer than the cloven stigmas. S. petrae^a is nearly allied to S.

hirta Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1404. ; and still more nearly, perhaps, to S. sty-

laris of Seringe Monogr. des Sanies de la Suisse, p. 62. {Borr. in Eng. Bot.
Suppl.) A British kind of willow, first distinguished by the late Mr. G.
Anderson, who communicated the plants from which our figure was drawn.
We have wild specimens from the mountains of Breadalbane. The kind is

a shrub, in some instances upwards of 15 ft. high, with crooked ash-coloured
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branches and brown twigs. Young shoots covered with short, horizontal,

or dcHexed hairs. Leaves on the upper surface slightly hairy, very dark
green and shining ; on the under one, bluish, and rather more hairy, or
woolly ; at length glabrous on both surfaces, except on the petiole and
midrib, and losing, or very nearly losing, the glaucous tinge on the under
one ; the edges slightly recurved, serrated throughout with blunt gland-
tipped teeth. Stipules remarkably large, serrated, having glands at the
edge, and a few on the disk, near the point of insertion. The kind is re-

markable for the long, dark, shining, wavy leaves, and large stipules, of its

strong shoots. The Mowers come forth with the young leaves about the
beginning of May. Catkin, in the earliest state of flowering, ovate, and
usually less than ^ in. long ; but it gradually becomes cylindrical, and 3 or 4-

times as long. (Ibid.) There are plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick.

1 12.3. S. Ammann/^\v,-i Willd. Ammann's Willow.

Tdentification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. (ifiS. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 21.

Sf/Twni/mes. S. phylicifblia var. Koch Comm., p. 41. ; S. iV/yrsinites Hqjf'. Sal., 1. p. 71. t. 17, 18, 19.
and '->4. f. 2. (Smilh in Rees's Cyclo.) " .S. styiaris Scringe Monogr. des Saules de la Suisse, p. 62., is

regarded as S. Amraanntdna Willd. (Borrer, incidentally in Eug. Bat. Suppl., t. 2725.)
The Sexes. The female is noticed in the Specific Character.
Engravings. Hoffra. Sal., 1. p. 71. t. 17, 18, 19. and 24. f. 2. (Smith.)

Spec. C/iar., ^-c. Leaves oblong-elliptical, acute, serrate, glabrous
j glaucous

beneath. Petiole long, downy. Stipules ovate, dentate, persistent. Cat-
kins protruded before the leaves. Ovaries lanceolate, glabrous. ( IVil/d.)

Wild in the alps of Salzburg and Carinthia. (Id. and Smith.) Introduced
in 1821.

3^ 124'. 5*. ATROvi^RENs Forbes. The dark-green Sallow, or Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal, Wob., No. 108.

The Sexes. Both sexes are described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 108. ; and our fig. 108. in p. 1622.

Spec. Char., t^-c. Leaves ovate-acute, bluntly serrated, nearly glabrous, heart-

shaped at the base. Footstalks rather short, downy. Stipules large,

rounded, serrated. Ovary awl-shaped, on a short stalk, downy. Style
glabrous, longer than the parted stigmas. (Sal. Wob., p. 215.) A native of
Switzerland. Introduced in 1824, and flowering, in the willow garden at

Woburn Abbey, in Ma)'. An upright shrub or tree, attaining the height of
10 ft. or 12 ft. Branches dark brown, round, downy, and slightly striated.

Leaves above 2 in. long, I5 in. broad, of an ovate-heart-shaped figure,

slightly hairy
;
glaucous beneath, with a downy midrib and prominent arched

veins ; margins bluntly serrated. Footstalks short. Catkins of the male
rather more than i in. long, and appearing with the leaves. A very distinct

species, and easily distinguished by its dark green leaves, which are generally

heart-shaped at the base.

^ 125. S. stre'pida Forbes. The creaking Willow, or Salloiv.

Identification. Sal Wob., No. 100.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 1(X). ; and ourfig. 100. in p. 1621.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves obovate-elliptical, acute, pubescent, glaucous beneath ;

margins denticulated ; the tip oblicjue. Stipules half-heart-shaped, serrated,

and glabrous. Catkins oblong. Capsules awl-shaped, silky. Style long.

Stigmas bifid. (iS";?/. JVob.,p. 199.) A native of Switzerland. Introduced in

1820, and flowering in March and April. This plant forms a straggling

bush, producing rather long pendulous branches, of a pale greenish colour,

very pubescent, and soft to the touch; perfectly round. Buds of a purplish

colour, and hairy. Leaves about 2 in. long, and broadest about the middle;

the tip oblique, acute, and nearly entire ; margins dentated, or slightly

serrated; the lower serratures, in some of the leaves, sometimes elongated
;

upper surface of a dull green, pubescent; under surface glaucous, hairy, with

a pale, prominent, and downy midrib. Footstalks rather short, sometimes

tinged with red. Catkins of the female 1 in. long. The shoots unfit for
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basketwork. There are plants at Woburn, and in the (Toldworth and Hack-

ney arboretnms.

at 126. S. so'rdida Forbes. The sordid Sallow, or Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 101.

The Sexes. The male is described and figured in Sal. Wob.

Engravings. Sal. Web., No. 101. ; and our^^. 101. in p. 1621.

Spec. Char., c'J-c. Leaves lanceolate, serrated, pubescent, and glaucous beneath.

Stipules rounded, toothed, glandular. Catkins numerous, recurved. Fila-

ments whitish. Anthers yellow, Bractea obovate, slightly fringed. (Sal. Wob.,

p. 201. A native of Switzerland. Introduced in 'r'182-t; flowering, in the

willow garden at Woburn Abbey, in April. It is a bushy, upright-growing

shrub, with yellow, round, pubescent branches, which are variously marked

with small black spots. Buds yellow, rather longer than in S. strepida.

(Forbes.) Leaves from 2 in. to 2i in. long, and about 1 in. broad, of an

elliptic-lanceolate shape, remotely serrated, the serratures furnished with

glands ; upper surface pubescent, but ultimately becoming nearly glabrous

;

glaucous beneath, with a densely pubescent midrib. Footstalks nearly

h in. long, slender. Catkins appearing before the leaves ; all inclining

towards one side of the branch ; very numerous. The twigs are brittle, and

unfit for basketwork. These are plants at Woburn, Flitvvick, Henfield, and

Hackney.

St 127. S. Schleicher/^' >r/! Forbes. Schleicher's Willow, or Sallotv.

Identification. Sal. Wob., No. 98.

The Sexes. The female is described in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 98. ; and owtfig. 98. in p. 1620.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptic, acute, serrated, dark green ; villous above,

glaucous and pubescent beneath. Germens awl-shaped, glabrous, stalked.

Style twice as long as the undivided ovate stigmas. Stipules half-ovate,

serrated. (Sal. Wob.,i^. 195.) A native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1S24';

flowering in April and May. This species forms a very bushy head, attaining

the height of 12 ft. or 13 ft., spreading obliquely, with round dark brown

branches, copiously covered with a sort of pubescence when young, which

continues, to a certain degree, on the preceding year's shoots. Leaves

from \h in. to 2 in. long, elliptic, acute ; shining and villous on their upper

surface ;
glaucous and hairy beneath; often contracted at the base; the

young ones densely covered with long silky hairs, but losing their pubescence

as they advance in age, and ultimately becoming almost glabrous. Footstalks

slender, about \ in. long. Catkins from li in. to 2 in. long, expanding with

the leaves. There are plants at Woburn and Henfield j and also in the

Goldworth and Hackney arboretnms.

afc 128. S. grisone'nsis Forbes. The Grisons Sallow, or Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 99.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 99. ; and our fig. 99. in p. 1620.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, acuminate, glabrous ; deep green,

shining above; paler glaucous beneath. Stipules half-heart-shaped, toothed,

glabrous. Ovary ovate-lanceolate, somewhat downy, on a short stalk.

Style glabrous, longer than the cloven stigmas. (Sal. Wob., p. ] 97.) A native

of the Grisons. Introduced in ? 1824, and flowering, in the willow garden

at Woburn Abbey, in March and April. A shrub, much resembling S. Schlei-

cheridna in size and mode of growth ; but the leaves are much longer, and

likewise the catkins, by which it is readily distinguished from that species.

The branches are brownish green, glabrous, and shining, after the first year;

young ones reddish brown, pubescent, but becoming glabrous in autumn.
Leaves from 2 in. to Sin. long, elliptic-lanceolate; their breadth 1 in. or

more; deep green, glabrous, and shining on their upper surface; glaucous and
paler beneath

;
pubescent in their young state ; their margins furnished with

shallow serratures, entire towards their extremities. Footstalks k in. or
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more in length, downy. Catkins from 2 in. to 3 in. long when matured.
Tlie branches are brittle, and apt to break when used for tjing. There are

plants at Woburn, Hcnfield, and Flitwick.

Group xviii. Bicolbres Borrer.

Biisht/ Shrubs, with Lcni'cs dark green above, and glaucous beneath.

Uk_
Stamens 2 to a flower. Ovaries silky. Leaves between obovate and lanceo-

late, glabrous, or nearly so ; dark green on the upper surface, very glaucous

on the under one. Plants twiggy bushes. (Hook, Br. Fl., ed. 2., adapted.)

Koch has included under one species, to which he has applied the name
S. arbuscula Wahlenbcrg, several of the species or kinds of this group.

The constituents of this species are as follows : — As synonymes, S. ai'bus-

cula Wahlenb. FI. Lapp., No. 4-76., Fl. Siiec., No. J 122.; S. arbuscula

a Lin. Succ., No. 386., Sp. PL, p. 1443., not of Smith, nor Vahl, nor
Jacq.— As varieties, Lin. Fl. Lapp., t. 8. f. c. ; S. johylicifolia Smith Fl.

Brit. ; S. radicans Smith Fl. Brit. ; S. tetrapla Walker; S. humilis Willd.

Berl. Baumz. ; S. DicksoniflTza Smith ; S. WeigeMana Willd. Sp. PL, p. 678.

;

S. /aurina Smith; S. majalis Wahlenb. FL Lapp., p. 270.; S. tenuifolia

Smith Fl. Brit.; S. petrse'a Anderson; S. Croweana Smith, Dr. Lindley,

in his Synopsis of the British Flora, has added to these the following kinds,

elucidated by Borrer in E7ig. Bot. Snppl., and treated as species below:
— S. laxiflora Boner ; S. ;jhillyreif61ia Borrer ; S. proplnqua Borrer ; S.

Weigel/«Ka Borrer ; S. nitens Smith; S. tenuior Borrer. In the part of the
prefatory matter of the group Nigricantes relating to S. ^jhylicifolia Koch,
some information on the above S. arbuscula Koch is incidentally given.

s 129. S. TENU^iOR Boirer. The narrower-leaved intermediate Willow.

Identification. Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2650. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 425.

Synonymes. Specimens were communicated to Smith, who appears to have united this kind with
the S. l!i\n\na'_Smit/i, the S. bicolor Smith Eng. Bot., t 1806. (Borrer.)

The Sexes. The,female is described and figured in Eng. Bot. Suppl.; the male is not known.
Engraving. Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. -2650.

Spec. Char., ^c. Disk of leaf obovate-lanceolate, acute, obsoletely crenate,

flat ;
glabrous on both surfaces, glaucous on the under one. Petiole slender.

Stipules acute, glandulose. Catkin slender. Flowers laxly disposed in the

catkin. Bracteas (scales) acute, longer than the silky stalk of the capsule.

Style longer than the ovate stigmas (Borrer.) Found by the river Lochy,
near Killin, in Breadalbane. The specimens figured were taken from a

plant brought thence in 1810. An upright shrub, 13 ft. or more high.

Branches loosely spreading. Disk of leaves about 2 in. long, when first

unfolded, sprinkled with appressed hairs on both surfaces, but soon becom-
ing glabrous except the midrib; upper surface dark green and shining.

Petiole long, pale, downy. The flowers appear, with Mr. Borrer, earlier

than the leaves, about the beginning of May. Catkin about 1 in. long,

while the flowers are in blossom ; eventually about 2 in. Mr. Borrer has
indicated its affinity as follows : — Very near S. /aurina Smith ; and, like

it, intermediate between the common sallows and the glabrous bright-

leaved affinities of S. ^^hylicifolia; resembling some of the former more
nearly in general habit and in the shape of the leaves; the latter, in the
deciduous nature of the pubescence, anil in the glandulose stipules. S.

nigricans angustifolia Seringe Saules de la Suisse, No. 22. : it is very similar

to S. tenuior Borrer. There are plants at Henfield, and in the Goldworth
Arboretum.
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^ 130. S. laxiflo'ra Borr. The loose-catkined Willow.

Identification. Borr. in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2749. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Eiig. Bet. Suppl. The male plant is not known.

Engraving. Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2749.

Spec. Char., ^c. Upright. Young shoots slightly pubescent. Leaves gla-

brous, flat, broadly obovate, narrower to the base, slightly toothed, glau-

cescent beneath ; upper leaves acute. Stipules small, concave Flowers

loosely disposed in the catkin. Ovary stalked, bluntish, glabrous in the

lower part. Style as long as the linear divided stigmas. (Borrer in E. B.

Suppl.) Wild at KilHn, in Breadalbane, where it was observed in 1810.

Mr. G. Anderson had previously distinguished it, and communicated to

Mr. Borrer the plant from which the specimens figured were taken, but

without informing Mr. Borrer in what part of Britain he had found the

kind. That plant has formed a tree-like shrub, more than 12 ft. high, with

crooked, divaricated branches, and flowers in April. The twigs are shin-

ing, greenish grey or slightly tinged with brown ; at first, sparingly and

inconspicuously pubescent. Leaves 1 in. to l^in. long; bright green and shin-

ing above, more or less glaucous beneath. Catkin about 1 in. long when
the flowers are in blossom, which are loosely set in the catkin. It flowers

in April. It resembles S. /aurina in the figure of the leaves; but that kind

differs in its more acutely angled ramification ; its mahogany-coloured

twigs, densely cottony while young ; the abundance of short appressed

hairs present on both surfaces of the young leaves ; the more awl-shaped

ovary, white all over with cottony hairs ; and the shorter style, with short

stigmas, the segments of which usually adhere together. (^Borrer in E. B.

Suppl. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.)

1 131. S. iAu'RiNA Smith. The 'L2LU\'e\-leaved, or shining dark green. Willow.

Identification. Smith Lin. See. Trans., 6. p. 122. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 425.

Synonymes. S. bicolor Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1806., Eng. Ft., 4. p. 178., Forbes in Sal. Woh., No. 38.

;

S. arbuscula Wahlenb. var. Koch Comm., p. 45.

The Sexes. The female is described in Enz. FL, Pi-i figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1806. ; Sal. Wob., t.38. ; om fig. 1338. ; a.nAfig. 38. in p. 1612.

Spec. Char., Ijc. Leaves elliptic-oblong, acute, waved,

and slightly serrated, nearly glabrous ; glaucous be- ^1

neath. Footstalks dilated at the base. Stipules

pointed, serrated. Bracteas obtuse, hairy, and half

as long as the densely downy, ovate, long-stalked

ovary. (Smith Eng. Fl.) A native of Britain, in

various parts; growing plentifully in woods and

thickets ; flowering in March and April. A shrub

or small tree. Branches at first erect, or wand-like,

round, of a mahogany-colour, be.?et with copious

nearly upright leaves, and attaining the height of 1338

6 ft. Catkins earlier than the foUage. If neglected, the plant becomes a

small tree. (Smith.) The twigs are very brittle, and unfit for any useful

purpose. (Forbes.) There are plants at Woburn and Henfield ; also in the

Goldworth and Hackney arboretums.

Ss 132. S. pa'tens Forbes. The spreading-6ra?tc//d'(£ Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 39.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 39. ; and our fig. 39. in p. 1612.

Spec. Char., S[c. Stem spreading. Leaves elliptical, entire ;
glabrous, green

and shining above ; veiny, glabrous, and glaucous beneath. Stipules lan-

ceolate, very minute, withering. Ovary sessile, ovate-lanceolate, silky.

Style longer than the parted stigmas. (Sal. Wob., p. 77.) The native country

of this species is not given. It is a branching shrub, about 3 ft. or 4 ft.

high, with short, spreading, dark brown branches, slightly villous only

when in their youngest state. The leaves are 1 in. long; and sometimes

2 in. long, and 1 in. in breadth, on luxuriant shoots; much resembling those
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of S. /aurina. The catkins appear with the leaves in May, and the plant

produces them a second time in August. The general length of the young
twigs is from G in. to 8 in. ; but this species is not likely to he applicable to

basket-making. There are plants at Woburn, Henficld, and Flitwick.

-* 133. S. RAof CANS Smith. The rooting-draiiched Willow.

Identification. Smith FI. Brit, p. 1053. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 676. {Smith); Hook. Br. KJ., cd. 2.,

p. 4i.'8. ; Borrer in Eng, Bot. Suppl., t. 2701., in the text.

Synonynus. S. /ihylicit'Mia 7.1/1. FI. Lapp., No. 351., t. 8. f. d.. Smith Ft. Brit., p. 1049., Eng. Bot.,

t. ISOS., Eng. Fl.,i. u.Mo. " The original I,apland specimen of S. phyliciJ'blia in the Linnsean
herbarium is indubitably, as was long .since stated by Smith, the S. /jhylicit'blia ot Eng. But., t. 1958."

(Borrer in Eng. Bot. Siippl., t. 2709 ) "As Linna;us no doubt included several other willows," be.«ides

the Lapland .S'. /)hylicitVilia noticed above, " under his S. phylicif61ia, it would be better to call " the
kind of Eng. Bot. " by Smith's first name, rad'icans." [Borrer, quoted in IIoo/c. Br. Ft., cd. 2.) S.

phyiicifblia Foibes in .S'«/. ll'ul).. No. 46. ; S. arbiiscula IVahlenb. var. Koch Comm., p. 44.

The Seizes. The female is described in Eng. FI., where Smith has noticed that he had not observed
the catkins of the male. The female is Hgurod in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Hob.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1958. ; Sal. Wob., No. 46. ; and our fig. 46. in p. 1614.

Spec. Char., S;c. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, with wavy serratures, very glabrous

;

glaucous beneath. Stipules glandular on the inside. Ovary lanceolate,

stalked, silky. .Style twice the length of the stigmas. Branches trailing.

(Siniffi Eng. FI.) The following traits are also derived from Smith. A
low, spreading, glabrous bush, whose long, recumbent, brown or purplish

branches take root as they extend in every direction. Leaves on shortish

stalks, not much spreading, about -^in. long, not 1 in. broad; very acute

at the point, not at all rounded at the base
;
glabrous at all times, except an

obscure downiness on the midrib above ,• harsh to the touch, bitter, variously

crenated or serrated ; the serratures peculiarly, and sometimes very re-

markably, undulated; the upper side of a dark shining green, and the

under glaucous. "A perfectly distinct plant, in its low mode of growth,

from S. BorrenaHfl and S. Davall/«««, and from all the other British species

with which I am acquainted." (Forbes.) Mr. Borrer has dcscribecl inci-

dentally, at the end of his account of S. DavaIl/««« in the Eng. Bot.

SiippL t. 2701., characters of S. radicans in contrast with characters of S.

Davall/«?i«. One of these is, that S. radicans flowers a full fortnight later

than S. Davalh'«H«.

^ 134?. S. BoRRER//i\v.4 Smith. Borrer's, or the dark upright. Willow.

Identification. Smith Eng. FI., 4. p. 174. ; Forbes in SaL Wob., No. 45. ; Borr. in Eng. Bot. Suppl.,

t.2619. ; Hook. Br. FI., ed. 3.

The Sexes. The male is described in Eng. FI. and Eng. Bot. Suppl., and figured in 5a/. Wob. and
Eng. Bot. Suppl. Sir. W. Wilson and Sir W. J. Hooker have found the female at Killin, in

Breadalbane. {Hook. Br. FI., ed. 2.)

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 45. ; Eng. Bot. Suppl., t.2619. ; our.^^. 1339. ; SiWA fig. 45. in p. 1614.

Spec. Char., ^c. Branches ereci:. Leaves lanceolate, serrated with shallow

nearly even serratures, very glabrous ;
glaucous beneath. Stipules lanceo-

late, small. Bracteas (scales) acute, shaggy. (Smith E. F., Borr. E. B. S.)

It is nearly allied to S. ^jhylicifolia Eng. Bot.,

t. 1958.; but seems distinct, dilFering much in its

mode of growth and habit, and its narrower and

truly lanceolate leaves. (Borr.) Native to Scotland,

"

in Highland mountain valleys : Breadalbane, Killin

in Breadalbane, and Glen Ne\as, are the localities

mentioned. It was first discovered by Mr. Borrer,

.

who has given a detailed description of it in Eng,

Bot. Suppl., from which the following traits are

derived : — A much-branched shrub, decumbent at

the base only, about 10 ft. high. Large branches

ash-coloured. Twigs spreading or ascending, short,

soon becoming of a deep mahogany hue, and glabrous. 1339

Buds large. Disk of the leaf lanceolate, tapering to each end, about 2 in.

long, and h in. or more wide ; keeled, twisted ; ilark green and shining on

the upper" surface, glaucous on the under one; glabrous on both, except

a few scattered silky hairs on each ; in the leaves of young shoots, closely
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crenate, or notched with shallow, flat, or slightly waved, gland-pointed

teeth. Petiole about a quarter of the length of the disk. Catkins of the

male numerous and showy
;
produced about the beginning of April, earlier

than in the generality of mountain willows. (E. B. S.) Ovary lanceolate

subulate, on a long stalk, quite glabrous ; style long, bifid ; stigmas linear,

bifid. (Hooker.) This kind, cultivated in the willow garden at Woburn
Abbey, produced its flowers before the expansion of the leaves in April

;

and again, when the plant was in full leaf, in July. Trained to a single stem,

it would form a very handsome small tree for suburban gardens. There
are plants at Flitwick and Woburn.

^ 135. S. Dawllia'NA Smith. Davall's Willow.

Identification. Smith Eng. Fl., 4. p. 175., as far as to the Scottish kind ; Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl.,

t. 2701. ; Smith's British specimens, not his Swiss one, were taken from the same individual as ours

{Borrer) ; Forbes in Sal. Wob. No. 47. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.

St/nonj/mes. S. tetrapla Walker (Anderson); S. phylicif&lia Willd. {Mertens); these relate to the
female of the Scottish kind {Borrer) : S. <hjmel£eoides Schle-'cher. {Forbes in Sat Wob.)

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Eng. Bot. Suppt. Mr. Borrer is not acquainted
with the male, but has added a figure of a specimen of what Mr. Anderson regarded as such,

prepared from a'sketch made from one of Mr. Anderson's specimens in 1811. Two sexes are

figured in Sal. Wob. As it is most probable that Mr. Borrer knew of these, perhaps he deemed
the male erroneous.

Engravings. Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2701. ; Sal. Wob., No. 47. ; and our^^. 47. in p. 1614.

Sj)ec. Char., Sfc. Upright. Leaves obovate lanceolate, flattish, very acutely

pointed, obscurely toothed or serrated; glabrous on both surfaces, somewhat
glaucous on the under one. Stipules minute. Young shoots and petioles

pubescent. Bracteas obovate, silky. Ovary stalked, acute, silky. Style

as long as the divided stigmas. (Borr. in Eng. Bot. Suppl.) The female

is a native of Scotland. We have specimens from Teesdale that seem of

the same species. (Borr.) A bushy shrub, with ascending branches,

scarcely exceeding 4 ft. high. Twigs tinged with brown. (Borr.) It grows

with me to from 6ft. to 7 ft. high, with upright, dark brown, shining branches.

(Forbes.) Leaves about liin. long (Borr.), 1 in. broad, on luxuriant

shoots (Forbes); upper surface dark green and shining, under surface pale,

and more or less glaucous. Petiole rather long and slender. Catkins of

the female about 1 in. long. The flowers appear when the leaves begin to

expand, about the end of April. (Borr.) There are plants at Woburn, Hen-
field, and Flitwick.

? Variety.

* S. Davalliana Smith, the Swiss kind. (Smith Eng. Fl., iv. p. 173.)—Bor-
rer has not identified, in Eng. Bot. Siij}pL, this with the Scottish

kind ; hence it becomes right to register it separately. The fol-

lowing notice of it is derived from Smith Eng. Fl. :— M. Davall

sent a specimen of the kind to Smith, in 1790, from Switzerland.

This specimen, when shown to Professor Mertens, was pronounced

by him to be of the S. jyhylicifolia of Willdenow and other German
botanists. " It is not, however, that of Linnaeus, nor, apparently,

that of Wahlenberg." It agrees with the female of the Scottish

kind, except that the ovary, ^pd all parts of the catkin, are much
less silky.

ffi 136. S. te'trapla Smith. The four-ranked Willow.

Identification. Smith Eng. Fl., 4. p. 177., exclusively of the citation of Walker ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2.,

p. 426., exclusively of the citation of Walker ; Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2702. ; ? Forbes in Sal.

Wob., t. 49. Borrer has not quoted the last.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Eng. Bot. ; the figure in Sal. Wob., whether of

this kind or not, is of the female ; and a male is described there. Male flowers not known to

Mr. Borrer; but who has found S. ramifi'isca Forbes {Sal. Wob., t. S3.), from recent specimens in

leaf, so similar to S. tetrapla S?mth, that he can scarcely doubt of that being the male of this.

Engravings. Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2702. ; > Sal. Wob., No. 49. ; and out fig. 49. in. p. Ifil4.

Spec. Char., ^c. Upright. Leaves lanceolate, twisted, somewhat carinate,

very acutely pointed, serrated ; nearly glabrous on both surfaces, glaucous

on the under one. Stipules small, hal&heart-shaped. Young shoots and

petioles pubescent. Bracteas lanceolate, silky. Ovary stalked, bluntish.
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glabrous on the lower part. Style longer than the diviiled stigmas. (^Bar-

rel- in Eng. Bot. Snppl.) Wilil in Breadalbanc, Scotland. Cuttings brought
thence in 1810 produced plants that, in 1831, were upright shrubs,

12 ft. to 15 ft. high. Twigs straight, spreading, slightly tinged with brown.
Leaves scarcely "2 in. long, except on luxuriant young shoots; rather rigid.

Catkins of the female scarcely 1 in. long while the flowers are in blossom.
Mr Borrer has thus contrastetl the kind \vith iS". Davalh'ffwa : — It is much
taller. The leaves are rather longer, and more spreading ; less shining, and
of a duller green above, and whiter on the under surface ; and the flowers
difl'er. The following traits of 5'. tetrapla are derived from Smith's descrip-
tion:— " The whole shrub is larger than S. Wulfenw?/a {S.We\ge\idna
Borr.) ; the leaves longer, more elliptical, and more pointed, with unequal
coarse, and wavy serratures ; deep green above ; finely glaucous, with pro-
minent pale or reddish veins beneath ; glabrous, except a very minute, short,

dense downiness on the upper side of the midrib and of the footstalks
;

sometimes even this slight pubescence is wanting." In conjunction with Mr.
Forster, Mr. Forbes compared this species with his S. Wulfen/«?i«, to which
he says, it does not bear the least alliance. Mr. Forbes notes it as flower-
ing in April. There are plants at Woburn and Henfield ; also in the
Hackney arboretum.

ffi 137. S. RAMiFu'scA Forbes, ? Anders. The brown-branched Willow.

Jdcntification. Mr. Forbes states that he obtained this new British species from Mr. Mackay of
the Dublin Botanic Garden, who received it from the late Mr. George Anderson. {Sal. Wob
No. 53.)

Si/nanyme. We find S. ramifi'isca Sal. Wob., t. 53., from recent specimens in leaf, so similar to our
S. tetrapla, that we can scarcely doubt its being the male of that species. {Borr. in Ens. Boi
Suppl., t. 2702.

The Sexes. The male is described and figured in Sal. fVob.

Engravings. SaL Wob., No. 53. ; and our Jig. 53. in p. 1615.

Spec. Char., ^c. Stem erect. Leaves elliptic-acute, serrated ; shining above ;

glabrous, reticulated, and glaucous beneath. Stipules half-heart-shaped,

serrated, and withering. Branches yellowish brown, pubescent when young.
Catkins nearly 1 in. long, on short stalks. Anthers yellow, of 4 lobes.

(Sal. JVob., p. 105.) A native of Britain, but where is not stated ; flower-

ing, in the Woburn salictum, in April, before the expansion of the leaves,

and again in July. An upright kind, attaining the height of between 12 ft.

and 14 ft., with round, glabrous, dark green branches, of the preceding year's

growth. The young twigs of a brownish yellow, slightly downy when young.
Leaves alternate, somewhat erect, elliptical, acute, approaching to an ovate
shape when fully grown

;
glabrous and shining on their upper surface, glau-

cous and reticulated beneath ; the two or three youngest leaves only slightly

downy, as also the tops of the young branches. Footstalks villous above,
glabrous beneath, as also the midrib. Catkins nearly 1 in. long; often two
catkins bursting from the same bud. There are plants at Woburn, Henfield,

Flitwick, and also in the Goldworth Arboretum.

* 138. S. FoRBES//i\v^. Forbes's Willow.
Synonyme. S. Weigel/dna Forbes in Sal. Wob., No? 51., ? Willd. Sp. PI., i. p. C78. {Forbes.) Mr. Borrer
has advised us, in his MS. list, that he is not certain whether S. Weigel/«re« Eng. Bot. Suppl. and S.
Weigel/nwa Sal. Wob. are to be distinguished, and, if they are, which is the S. \Veigcl/a«a Willd.
See, also, Eng, Bot. Suppl., t. S656. and t. 279.5. While 5. WcigcUuna Forbes remains unidentified
with any other kind, it must be treated of as a distinct one.

The Seres. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob. Mr. Borrer has expressed the opinion
• that he has both male and female specimens of S. Weigel(<Jra<i Forbes from the Highlands of Scot-

land. {Borr. in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2795.)
Engravings. SaL Wob., No. 51. ; and outfig. 51. in p. 1615.

Spec. Char., Sfc. The following is the amount of Mr. Forbes's original descrip-

tion, taken separately from what he has quoted from Willdenow:— Upright,

bushy, oft. to 6 ft. high. Branches glabrous, brown. Leaves elliptic, acute,

serrated, or finely toothed ; entire towards the base ; bright green and shin-

ing on the upper surface, glaucous and pale on the under one, where the
veins are parallel, arched, and prominent. Stipules remarkably small, soon
falling off". Catkins appearing, in the willow garden at Woburn Abbey, in
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p. 434. ? exclusively of syn., Willd.

;

April, before the leaves expand. Ovary ovate lanceolate, downy. Style

longer than the deeply parted stigmas. There are plants at Henfield.

^ 139. iS'. Weigelia^na Borr. Weigel's Willow.

Jdentification. Borr.

as intimated by Mr.
S. \Veigel/(J»a Eng. , _

which is S. WeigeWVima Willd." Hook. Br. Fl., ed.

? Havne Abbild., p. 2;52., with a fig. ^ , », ^ ,. ^ c i w ,i,

Synonijmes. S. WuUemana Smith Eng. Fl., 4. p. 176. ; Kees's Cyclo., No. 16. ; lorbes in Sal. Wob.,

No. 48. ; excluding from each the foreign synonymes. [Borrcr.)
r c iir i*-

The Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Eng. Bot. Suppl. ; the male in Sal. Wob-, as that ot 6. wuiten-

Engra'vings. Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2656. ; Sal. Wob., No. 48. ; Hayne Abbild., 1. 173. ; our fig. 1340. ;

and Jig. 48. in p. 1614.

Sj)ec. Char., ^-c. Leaves elliptical, rhomboidal, or almost round, with a short

point, obsoletely crenate ;
glabrous on both sides, glaucous beneath. Sti-

pules small. Catkins on short stalks. Floral leaves small. Bracteas

(scales) oblong, hairy, longer than the hairy stalk of the ovary.

Style longer than the stigmas. (Borrer.) It seems not uncommon
in the more mountainous parts of Britain : Breadalbane in Scot- ^
land, and Yorkshii-e and Westmoreland, are places named.

Cultivated. It is an upright shrub, about 10 ft. high. Mr. Borrer

thinks it probable that it is of more humble growth in its native

stations. Leaves thin, dark green, and more glittering than those

of iS'. nitens ; the under surface very glaucous. The catkins appear

earlier than the leaves, about April or May, and are very similar

to those of S. nitens. It is difficult to define satisfactorily the distinctions

between S. WeigeMdna and S. nitens ;
yet the aspect of the two is unlike,

from the dark hue of the whole bush in S. nitens ; and there seems to be a

real difference in the structure of the leaves. (Bon-er.) There are plants

at Henfield.

Variety. In what seems a variety of this species, the leaves are more con-

spicuously toothed, rather silky when young ; the shoots more downy, and

the ovary pubescent towards the point only, (Borrer.)

Sk 140. S. Ni^TENS Anders. The gMttenng-leaved Willow.

Identification. Anders. MS. ; Smith Eng. Fl., 4. p. 175. ; Forbes in SaL Wob., No. 44. ; Hook. Br.
Fl., ed. 2., p. 426. ; Borr. in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2655.

The Sexes. Both sexes are described and figured in Eng. Bot. Suppl.

Engravings. Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2655. ; Sal. Wob., No. 44. ; fig. 1341. ; undifig. 44. in p. 1613.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate, or elliptical, acute, slightly serrated ; nearly

glabrous above, with sunk veins
j
glabrous and glaucous beneath. Stipules

small. Catkins on short stalks. Floral leaves small. Bracteas (scales)

oblong, hairy, longer than the hairy stalk of the ovary.

Style longer than the stigmas. Nearly allied to S. Weigel-

iclna, and more nearly to S. Crowedna. (^Bon-er in Eng.
Bot. Suppl.) Mr. G. Anderson first distinguished the

kind ; and the male specimens figured were derived from

a plant that he communicated to Mi\ Borrer : the female

came from Teesdale. The kind is an upright shrub, taller,

and of rather stouter growth, than S. Borreriana, which it

resembles in the dark mahogany hue of its shining twigs,

most remarkable in the male. Young shoots slightly pu- 1341
bescent. Petioles short, reddish. Disk of leaf about \\m. long, in many
instances waved or twisted ; upper surface dark green, shining, more or less

silky when young, afterwards glabrous, except on the midrib ; under surface

glaucous, and even white. The ffowers appear with Mr. Borrer earlier than

the leaves, in April or May, about a fortnight later than those of S. Borrer-
imia. Catkins of the male scarcely lin. long ; of the female, by the figure,

more than 1 in. There are plants at Woburn, Flitwick, Henfield, Goldworth,
and Hackney.
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at 141. iS". CROwt:/i\Vvj Smith. Crowe's Willow.

Identification. Smith Eiig. Bot, t. 1146. ; Willd. Sp. PI., i. p. G75. ; Smitli in Rees's Cyclo., No. 51.
;

Kiig. FI., 4. p. IPi'. ; Korbos in Sal. Wob., No. 5'.'.
; Hook. Br. Fl., ed.3.

Synoiii/nifs. S. arbiiscula tl'ahli-tib., var. Koch Cimnn., p. 4."). ; S. hClrailis Schl. is cited in Sal. }Vub.

<is the female of .S'. Crowcd/id .Smith ; ?.S. heterophylla Host.

The Sexes. Both sexes are de.scribed in Kng. Hot., and figured in Sal. fVoh. Mr. Borrer deems the
case of the combination of the tilamcnts to be one monstrous in the species, rather than innate and
characteristic.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 114t5. ; Sal. \Vob., No. 52. ; and our^g-. 52. in p. 1G15.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Filaments combined below. Leaves elliptical, slightly ser-

rated, qnite glabrous, glaucous beneath. (Smith Ens^. Fl.) Mr. Borrer

regards (Eng. Bot. Sicppl., t. 2660. ; and Hook. Br. FL, ed. 2.) the conibi-

nation ot" the filaments as not a constitutional character of this species, but

as only such of the individual, from which all the individuals that are in this

case, that he has examined, have been propagated ; and he regards the state

as one founded in monstrosity. He has added, in argument :
" Indeed," the

stamens "are represented in the Salicium IVohioncnse as changing into"ovaries,
" as those of 5. bicolor Ehrhart, and some of the common sallows, have been
observed to do." See notices of instances below, and in p. 1434. ; and Mr.
Borrer has since found this change taking place in .S*. Crowewnw, in his own
garden. He views S. nitens Anderson and S. Crowedna Smith as very closely

akin ; and, in the following notice of some differences between them which
he has made (Eng. Bot. Sup]]/., t. 2660.), it may be inferred that what he
deems characteristic features are noticed : — " The leaves of 5. Crowe«wa are

less pointed, almost obovate; in every stage without pubescence, even in the

petiole; their edges rarely waved, and more obscurely crenate; and the

scales of the catkins, that is, the bracteas of the individual flower, shorter

and rounder." According to Hooker's British Flora, ed. 2., Mr. Borrer finds

the ovary, not downy, as Smith has described it to be, " but nearly glabrous,

as figured in the Salictum Wobitrnense." A native of England (Smith), in

swampy meadows and thickets, flowering in April and May. " S. Crowe-
dna, with submission, is not a Norfolk plant, but from the river Ettrick, near

Selkirk, whence Mr. Dickson sent it to Mr. Crowe ; and he gave me fresh

cuttings from the same place three years ago, which turn out exactly the

same individual as Crowe's from Dr. Smith." {Mr. Anderson, in a letter to

Mr. Borrer, 1815.) The following traits are drawn from Smith's detailed

description in his English Flora :— "A bushy shrub, usually 4 ft. or 3 ft. high,

with many stout, irregularly sjn-eading, glabrous, leafy, brittle, brownish

yellow branches. Leaves alternate, perfectly glabrous, on broadish glabrous

footstalks, uniformly elliptical, very rarely inclining to obovate, 1^ in. long,

more or less, acute, and often recurved at the extremity, contracted gra-

dually at the base ; the margin copiously, though not conspicuously, serrated,

or rather crenate; the upper side of a deep shining green, under glaucous,

veiny. The catkins appear before the leaves, and are about 1 in. long; those

of the male of a bright yellow. This .S'alix, when covered with male blossoms,

is amongst the most handsome; nor are the leaves destitute of beaut}'." S.

Crowedna has grown 10 ft. high with Mr. Borrer. Mr. Forbes has figured

a curious monstrosity in the plant of this species which is In the Woburn
salictum, of the catkins of the male changing into ovaries, with the style and
stigmas perfect, as in the fertile flower. Mr. Forbes observed the progres-

sive change of the stamens into ovaries. At first, he says, the filaments began

to thicken a little in the middle when they were united, and they gradually

grew into their subsequent shape, the filaments becoming pistils, and the

anthers stigmas. Sir W. J. Hooker states that a similar alteration has

been remarked by Mr. Borrer in S. oleifolia, and Mr. R. Gee in S. cinerea.

There are plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick.

£ 142. S. Bi'coLOR Ehrh. The two-coloured Willow.

Identification. Ehrh. Arb., US. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 427. ; ? Hayno .\bl)ild., p. 2.'j8.

Synoiiymes. S. tenuifbiia Smith Eiig. But., t. 218H., as to the figure; S. floribiinda Forbes in Sal.

Wot)., No. .54. Kijch, in his Connii., ha.s identified .S'. bicolor Ehrh. with S. livida JVahlrnb. ; and
noted that what is frequently cultivated in German gardens as .S'. bicolor Ehrh. is of another spe-

5 L
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cies, and much nearer to S. arbuscula Waklenb. Mr. Borrer has remarked on this as follows :

—

" I am not acquainted with S. livida Wahl. If this prove S. bicolor Ehrh., our .S. bicolor, which
is the plant of the German gardens, as I conclude from Mertens having given it me as S. bicolor,

may bear Forbes's name of floribiinda, unless Schrader's older name, discolor, belongs to it : see

Koch, p. 46." [Borrer in a letter.)

The Sexes. The male is described in Sal. Wob., and figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Woh. ; some
notice of what Mr. Borrer deems the female is given in Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 2186. ; Sal. Wob., No. 54. ; and our fig. 54. in p. 1615.; ? Hayne Abbild.,

t. 180., where the sex figured is the male.

Sjjec. Char., 6^c. Leaves elliptical, green and shining above, glabrous and
glaucous beneath ; serrated, ending in oblique points. Stipules crescent-

shaped, serrated. Catkins of the male copious, bright yellow. Filaments

slightly bearded at the base. (^Sal. Wob.., p. 107.) A native of Britain ; flower-

ing, in the willow garden of Woburn Abbey, in April, and again in July. A
bushy spreading shrub, with short yellow branches, slightly villous when
young ; the older ones rather a yellowish green, quite glabrous ; rising to the

height of 6 ft. or 8 ft., with bright yellow catkins in April, and again in July.

Leaves elliptical, acute, serrated, glabrous ; shining above, glaucous and veiny

beneath
; glabrous in every state of growth, with the exception of a slight

downiness on the very youngest leaves, which are always of a purplish

colour
J midrib and footstalks glabrous, yellow. Stipules crescent-shaped,

serrated. This is a very ornamental species when in flower; neither are the

leaves destitute of beauty ; and, when the shrub is cut down, it produces
tough, flexible twigs, that are good for tying, basketwork, &c. S. bicolor

has become 10 ft. high with Mr. Borrer. {Eng. Bot. Supj)/., t. 2660.)
There are plants at Henfield.

as 143. S. PHiLLVREiFO^LiA Bon-cr. The Phillyrea-leaved Willow.

Identification. Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2660. ; Hook. Br. FI., cd.2. p. 417.

The Sexes. Both sexes are described and figured in Eng. Bot. Suppl., the female in the fruit-

bearing state.

Engraving. Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2660.

Spec. Char., SfC. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, acute at each end, strongly serrated, glabrous on both
surfaces, glaucous on the under one. Stipules small. Young shoots pubescent. Bracteas (scales)

oblong, hairy, longer than the glabrous stalk of the glabrous ovary. Style as long as the stigmas.
In the arrangement of the kinds, this one may stand between .S'. bicolor and S. Dickson/awa, in
both of which; the leaves are for the most part obsoletely serrated, and of a figure approaching to
obovate with a point. (Borrer.) Mr. Borrer has thus stated its localities in a wild state. Highland
valleys of Scotland, particularly in Glen Tarfe, near Fort Augustus, Inverness-shire; and in the
vicinity of Ben Lawers, Perthshire. He has termed it a beautiful kind. The male, growing in

.
his garden since 1810, had become, in 1830, an upright much branched shrub, about 5 ft. high ; and
it flowers in about the middle of April, before the leaves appear, and sometimes again at mid-
summer. Catkins numerous, cylindrical, I in. long, closely set with flowers. The leaves, in size,

figure, and serratures, bear no slight resemblance to those of Phillyrea latifblia : when young, they
are sprinkled on both surfaces with minute appressed hairs, but become at length glabrous, except
in the upper surface of the petiole and midrib. The disk of the leaf is scarcely more than 1 in.

long, and has its upper surface of a bright, shining, full green; the under surface bluish : thepetiole
is about a third of the length of the disk. There are plants at Henfield.

i* 144. S. DiCKSoNw\v^ Smith. Dickson's Willow.

Identification. Smith Eng. Bot., 1. 1390. : the figure is bad, and has led to doubts as to this species,
which only authenticated specimens could remove. (Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2663., inci-
dentally.) Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 696. ; Smith in Rees's Cycle, No. 60. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 196. ; Forbes in
Sal. Wob., No. 55. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.

Synony7iie. S. myrtilldides Smith FL Brit., p. 1056., not of Lin.
the Sexes. The female is described in £w^. F/. and Sal. Wob., and figured in Eng. Bot. and 5a/.

Wob. Smith has noticed, in his English Flora, that he had not observed the stamens.
Engravings. Eng. Bot., 1. 1390., see under Identification, above; Sal. Wob., No. 55. ; and our
fig. 55. in p. 1615.

Spec. Char,, Sfc. Leaves elliptical, acute, slightly toothed, glabrous ; glaucous
beneath. Young branches very glabrous. Catkins ovate, short, erect. Ovary
stalked, ovate, silky. Stigmas nearly sessile. (Smith Eng. FL, iv. p. 196.)
Leaves, for the most part, obsoletely serrated, and ofa figure approaching to

obovate with a point. Ovary and its stalk densely silky. (Borrer in Eng.
Bot. SiippL, t. 2660., incidentally.) A native of Scotland ; flowering in

April, The following traits axe derived from Mr. Forbes's description :
—"A

low-growing upright shrub, attaining the height of 18 in. or 2 ft., with
smooth yellow branches ; the preceding year's are greenish and scaly. The
leaves are elliptic, obovate, minutely serrated in the middle, or denticulated;

entire at both extremities
;
glabrous and shining above, and very glaucous
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uiuierneiith. The footstalks are long and slender, dilated at the base."
From the remarks made by Sir W. J. Hooker in Brit. Fl. (ed. 2.), and by
Mr. Forbes, there seems to be a good deal of uncertainty as to this species

;

which, as far as we are concerned, must be left to time, and the examination
of plants in a living state, to be cleared up. There are plants at Henfield.

Group xix. \acciniifblia; Boner.

Small, and generally procumbent^ Shrubs.

Stamens 2 to a flower. Ovary sessile, downy. Leaves bearing a considerable
resemblance to those of a /'^accfnium ; opaque ; the under surface glaucous.
Plants, small shrubs, usually procumbent, rarely erect. {Hook. Br, Fl.,

ed. 2., adapted.) It is probable that S. arbuscula L. is the same as one or
more of the four kinds, .S'. racciniifolia Walker, S. carinata Smith, S. ^;runi-

folia Smith, and S. venulosa Smith. (Borrer in his manuscript list.)

jc 145. S. TACCiNiiFo^LiA Walker. The Vaccinium-leaved Willow.
Identification. Walker's Essay on Nat. Hist. {Hook Br. Fl., ed. 2.), ed. 1812, p. 460. : Smith Eng

Bot., t. 2^41. ; Rees's Cyclo., No. 56. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 194.; Forbes in Sal. VVob., No. 57. : Hook
Br. Fl., ed.3.

Synonyme. S. prunif61ia, part of, Koch Cojnm., p. 59.
The Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 2o41. ; Sal. Wob., No. 57. ; out fig. 1312., and fig. 57. in p. 1615.

Spec. Char., S(c. Leaves lanceolate-ovate, serrated ; glabrous and even above,

.
glaucous and silky beneath. Capsules ovate, silky. Stems decumbent. (Smith
Eng. Fl.) A native of Scotland, on Highland mountains ; flowering in May.
A low decumbent shrub, very distinct from S. ;arunif61ia, of a much more
humble stature, with decumbent, or trailing, long, and slender branches, silky
when young, though otherwise glabrous. Leaves of but half the breaiith of
thoseof S. prunifiilia or S. venulusa, covered at the back with close, delicate,

almost invisible, silky hairs, and likewise very glaui-ous ; the floral ones ovate,
obtuse, on long silky footstalks, and beautifully silky at the back, especially
when young ; the upper surface of all the leaves even and glabrous, nearly as
much so as in .S'. prunifblia. " An humble and pretty little shrub, which I had
referred (in Flora Scot.) to a variety of S. prunithVia, and which is very closely
allied to S. carinata, /(runifolia, and venulosa." (Hook.) Of all the willows, it

most resembles in foliage the /'acci'nium Myrtilius L., or bilberry. The leaves
have the teeth each terminated by a small spherical gland, and these are,
especially in early summer, of a pretty bright yellow colour. (ICa/k. Ess., ed.

1812, p. 461.) There are plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick, and in

the Goldworth Arboretum.
1342

a 146. S. carinaVa Smith. The keeled, orfolded-leaved. Willow.

Identification. Smith Fl. Br., 1055. ; Eng. Bot., 1. 1363. ; Wllld. Sp. PI., 4. p. 680. ; Smith in Rees's
Cyclo., No. 63. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 197. , Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 59. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.

Si/nont/me. S. ;jrunif6lia, part of, Koch Connn., p. 58.

The Sexes. The female is figured in £?;«. But. and in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1363. ; Sal. Wob., No. 59. ; and fig. 59. in p. 1615.

Spec. Char., S;c. Leaves ovate, finely toothed, glabrous, minutely veined, folded into a keel. Catkins
cylindrical, with rounded hairy bracteas. Ovary sessile, ovate, silky. (Smith Eng. Fl.') A native

of the Highlands of .Scotland, on mountains ; flowering there in.lune, and, in the willow garden
at Woburn Abbey, in April, and again in August. Larger and more erect than S. prunifblia or

S. venulbsa, to both which it is nearly related in the fertile catkins Mr. Forbes considers this

too diS'crent from .S'. t'acciniifblia and .S'. venulbsa, to require any detailed comparative view of
them. There are plants at Woburn and Flitwick.

J* 147. S. PRUNIFO^LIA Smith. The Plum-leaved Willow.

Identification. Smith Fl. Br., p. 1054. ; Eng. Bot., t. 1361. ; Rees's Cyclo., No. ,55. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4.

p. 677. ; Smith Eng. Fl , 4. p. 193. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 56. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.

Synonymes. S. ^Vyrsinites I.ighlf., not Lin. ; S. prunifblia, part of, Koch Comm., p. 59.

The Sexes. The female is figured in Eng. Bol. and Sal. Wob.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., 1. 1361. ; Sal. Wob., No. 56. ; and our^or. iei5.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves broadly ovate, serrated, glabrous on both sides ; even

above, glaucous beneath. Stem erect, much branched. Capsules ovate,

shaggy, like the bracteas, with silky hairs. (Smith Eng. Fl.) A native of
Scotland; flowering in x\pril. Described by Smith as a bushy shrub, often

3ft. high, with spreading branches; the whole erect, or ascending, not decum-
5l 2
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bent. In the Woburn salictum, it grows about 18 in. high, quite upright.

Young branches brown, bearing a little short, soft, curved down ; not rigid

prominent hairs, as in the S. ietulifolia Forster. Leaves broadly ovate,

tolerably uniform, 1 in. long, or rather more, bluntly pointed, serrated

throughout, but not deeply ;
quite glabrous, even, of a full shining green

on the upper surface, without any prominent veins ; glaucous, veiny when

very young only, besprinkled with a few silky close hairs, beneath. Catkins

obtuse, of a brownish piu-ple, much shorter than those of S. uacciniifolia,

S. venulosa, and S. carinata; and more like those of S. fietulifolia Forster.

The branches are, likewise, more thickly clothed with upright shorter leaves,

than those of either S. venulosa or S. racciniifolia. The above is derived

partly from Smith, and partly from Forbes. There are plants at Woburn
and Flitwick.

Variety.

ja S. p. stylo longiore Koch, style longer ; S. /;runif61ia Ser. Sal. Helv.

p. 49.; S. formosa Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 680. ; S. foe'tida Schleick. Cent.,

ii. n. 95. ; S. alpina Sut. Helv., p. 283.—This is wild in Switzerland.

{Koch Comni.) S. formosa Willd. is registered in Sweet's Hortus

Britannicus as introduced in ] 820.

34 148. S. VENULO^sA Smith. The veiny-leaved Willow.

Identification. Smith Fl. Br., 1055. ; Eng. Bot, 1362.; Rees's Cyclo., No. 57. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 195.

Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 58. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.

Synonyme. S. prunifTilia, part of, Kock Conim., p. 41.

The Sexes. The female is figured in Ens- Bot. and Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Eng. Bot., 1. 1362. ; SaL VV'ob., No. 56. ; and^. 56. in p. 1615.

Spec. Char., SfC. Leaves ovate, serrated, naked, reticulated with prominent veins above, rather

glaucous beneath. Capsules ovate, silky. Stem erect, much branched. {Smith Eng. Fl.) A native

of Scotland, on the Breadalbane Mountains, where the blossoms are in perfection in .June ; but in

gardens they flower in April ; and, in the willow garden at Woburn Abbey, they flower a second
time in August. In size and general habit, this species agrees with S. prunifolia; but the some-
what narrower leaves differ materially on their upper surface, in their prominent, elegantly reticu-

lated veins, conspicuous in the dried as well as growing specimens, especially towards the margin.

The under side is generally less glaucous than in the two last; and, in having many close-pressed

hairs, comes nearest to S. i/acciniifolia. Catkins much longer and more slender than in S. pruni.
f61ia ; and the whole shrub is more erect, and grows in the Woburn collection to twice the height

of either S. prunifblia or S. yacciniifblia. SirW. J. Hooker agrees with Mr. E. Forster, in considering

S. venulbsa as only a variety of S. prunifblia; and, indeed, he doubts if S. prunifblia, S. carinata,

and S. yacciniifiJlia, with 5. venulbsa, are not different states of the same species ; and Koch and
Dr. Lindley are of this opinion, having included them all under one species, S. prunifMia. We
accordingly consider those forms as varieties, though we have treated them, to a certain extent, as

if they were species, for the sake of those who differ from us in opinion. Mr. Borrer has remarked,
in the manuscript list with which he has favoured us, that probably S. arbiiscula L. is the same
as one or more of the kinds S. jiacciniifblia Walk., S. carinata Smith, S. prunitt)lia Smith, and S.

venulbsa Smith. There are plants at Woburn, Henfield, and Flitwick.

^ 149. S. CiE^siA Villars. The grey-leaved Willow.

Identification. Villars Dauph., 3. 768. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 80. ; Koch Comm., p. 59.

Synonymes. S. myrtilloides Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 686., exclusively of the synonymes of Linnaeus

(Borrer), Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 66. {Borrer) ; S. prostr^ta Ehrh. Fl. Select., p. 159., according

to Seringe (Koch).

The .S'M«. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Villars Dauph., 3. t. 50. f. 11. ; SaL Wob., No. 66. ; and our Jig. 66. in p. 1616.

Spec, Char., S^c. Leaves elliptic or lanceolate, acuminate, glabrous, not

shining, entire and revolute at the edge. Catkin upon a short leafy twiglet.

Capsule ovate-conical, tomentose, seemingly sessile, eventually having a

very short stalk. Gland reaching as high as the base of the capsule. Style

shortish. Stigmas ovate-oblong, entire, and bifid. (Kock.) Wild in the

Alps of Dauphine, and in Savoy, upon the mountain Enzeindog. (Id.)

Registered as introduced in 1824. IVIr. Forbes has given a detailed de-

scription, whence we quote as follows :
—"A low straggling shrub, attaining

the height of 3 ft. or 4 ft., with slender shortish branches, dark brown on

their upper side, pale beneath, somewhat wrinkled or striated. Leaves about

1 in. long, perfectly entire, wavy, with a short sharp point ; very glabrous,

glaucous and veiny beneath; lower opposite, upper alternate. Catkins

from A in. to nearly 1 in. in length, appearing, in the willow garden at

Woburn Abbey, along with the leaves, in April or May, and again in Au-
gust. Koch has noted (Comm., p. 52.) that S. cae^sia Villars differs from
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S. myrtilloides L. wholly in habit, and in its capsules being sessile, and

densely tomentose. Tiiere arc jjlants at Henfield.

Group XX. Mijrtilld]dcs Borrer.

Small Bilhcrry-likc Shrubs, not Natives of Britain,

This group consists of exotic kinds, and, therefore, does not appear in Hook.Br.Fl. ; and, consequently,
we cannot quote characteristics thence. In S. myrtilliildes L., we believe that the epithet was
meant to express a likeness in the foliage to that of Taccinium Myrtillus L. ; and we suppose that
this likeness appertains to each of the kinds of which Mr. Borrer has constituted his group Myr-
tilloides.

•" 150. S. MYRTiLLoi^DEs L. The Myrtillus-like, or BUberry-lcaved, Willow.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1446. ; Fl. Lapp., ed. 2., 295. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 79. ; Wahl. Fl.
Lapp., p. 267. ; Koch Coram., p. 52.

Si/nonj/me. S. clcgans i)fs,«-r E71. PI. Volliyn., p.~l. (Kocfi.)

the Sexes. The female is described in iiees's Cyclo., and the male partly so. The female is noticed
below.

Engravings. Lin. FL Lapp., ed. 2.,t. 8. f i. k. ; and out fig. 1343.

Spec. C/iar., ^c. Leaves very various in form, ovate, sub-
cordate at the base, oblong, or lanceolate ; entire, opaque,
glabrous ; veins appe.iring reticulated beneath. Stipules

half-ovate. Fruit-bearing catkin (? catkin of the female in

any state) borne on a leafy twiglet. Bracteas (scales) gla-

brous or ciliated. Caiisules (?or rather ovaries) ovate-lan-

ceolate, glabrous, upon a stalk more than four times as long
as the gland. Style short. Stigmas ovate, notcl>ed. {Koch.)
The flowers of the female are disposed in lax cylindrical

catkins. {Smith in Eng. Fl., 4. p. 196.) Wild in the infra-

alpine bogs of the Carpathians, and in spongy bogs of Po-
land, Livonia, Volhynia, and through Russia, Sweden, and
Lapland. It occurs in the alps of Bavaria, whence it descends
into the valleys ; and has been gathered even near Munich,
in turfy ground. {Koch.) This is registered as having been
introduced into Britain in 1772. Mr. Borrer has remarked
in the list that he is not aware that it has been introduced
alive into Britain.

1343

-" 151. iS. PEDiCELLA^Ris Piush. The /ong-stalkcd-cflpsw/tfrf WiUow.

Identification. Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 611. ; Smith in Rees's Cycle, No. 78.

Synonymc. S. pennsylvanica Host.
The Sexes. The female is noticed in the Specie Character.

Spec. Char., Sjc. Stem erect. Branches glabrous. Leaves obovate-lanceolate, acute, entire, glabrous,

green on both surfaces. Stipules none. Catkins stalked, nearly glabrous. Bracteas oblong, scarcely

hairy. Ovary ovate, oblong, glabrous, upon a stalk twice as long as the bractea. Stigma sessile,

divided. Wild on the Catskill Mountains, New York ; flowering in April. An elegant and sin-

gular species. Introduced by Pursh in 1811. {Pursh, Smith, and Hort. Brit.)

J* 152. S. PLAMFo^LiA Pnrs/i. The flat-leaved Labrador Willow.

Identification. Pursh FL Amer. Sept., 2. p. 611. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 92.

Spec. Char., ^c. It is inclined to rise from the ground on a single stem. Branches divaricating,

glabrous. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, very glabrous, flat, spreading ; acute at each end, minutely
serrated in the middle, paler beneath. Stipules none. Native of Labrador. Seen by Pursh, in

Mr. Anderson's garden, without flowers. {Pursh and Smith.) Introduced in 1811. Perhaps this

is not of the group Myrtilloides. {Borrer in a letter.) This singular species is easily distinguishe<l,

Pursh observes, by its remarkably flat and spreading leaves, and by its being, though procumbent,

inclined to rise from the ground on a single low stem. {Ft. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 611.)

Group XX i. Mj/rsinltes Borrer.

Small bushy Shrubs.

I ta. I

Stamens 2 to a flower. Ovaries downy. Leaves oval or broadly elliptical,

serrated, small, glossy, rigid. Plants small and bushy. (Hook. Br. FL,

adapted.) It seems to be the case that the epithet il/yrsinitcs, in S. ilfyrsi-

nites L., has been intended to imply a likeness in the foliage of that kind to

5 L 3
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that of the Facclnium ilfjrsinites ; and it may be supposed that this cha-

racter obtains more or less in all the kinds of the group.

J4 153. S. ilfYRSiNiVES L. The Whortleberry-ZeawrZ Willow.

Identification. Lin., cited by Borrer in Eng. Eot. Suppl., t. 2753., the text ; Fl, Dan., t. 1054. (Smith.)
Synonyines. S. Afyrsinites /3, Smiih Eng. Fl., 4. p. 195., Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 429. ; .S'. arljutifblia

Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p t)82. ;
probably S. Slacnab«dna Macgillivray in Jameson's Edinb. Phil. Jour.,

Oct. 1830. {The above indicated by Borrer.) S. Myrsinites Koch, part of, Koch Comm., p. b'O.

;

S. nrbutifulia Willd., Smith in Rees's Cycle., No. 67. ; S. diibia Safer Helv., p. 283. {Willd.)
The Sexes. It is implied in the Spec. Char., S(C., that the female is known.
Engraving. Fl. Dan., 1. 1054. (Smith.)

Spec. Char., S^c. This has, like 5". ietulifolia, short catkins, and
distinctly serrated leaves ; but these are more acute, and of an
ovate-lanceolate figure; and the long style seems to afford a dis-

tinctive character. (^Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2753., in the

text.) It occurs on various Scottish mountains, (/c^.) Wahlenberg
compares the stems and leaves to those of ^etula nana, from the

glossy greenness of the latter, their prominent veins, and their

remaining on the shoots in a withered state till the following year.

The whole plant is very dark, and almost black when dry. {Hook. 1344
Br. Fl.)

jtt 154. S. .betui.ifo'lia Forster. The dwarf Birch-leaved Willow.

Identification. Forster MS., cited by Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2753., in the text.

Synonymcs. S. iV/yrsinites Smith Eng. Bot., 1. 1360., exclusively of the references to HofTmann (Smith
in Eng. Fl.), Eng. f/., 4. p. 195., exclusively of the var. /3, Forbes in Sal. llob.. No. 60., Hook.
Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 429., exclusively of the var. /3, not of Linn. (Borrer) ; S. il/yrsinites Koch, part

of, Koch Ccrmm., p. 60.

The Sexes. The female is described in Eng. FL, and figured in Eng. Bot. and Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1360. ; Smith in Eng. Fl. has quoted, besides, Lin. Fl. Lapp., t. 7. f. 6. t. 8.

f. / ; and Villars Dauph., 3. t. 50. f. 12. ; but has designated this as " bad :
" Sal. Wob., No. 60. ;

our fig. 1.345. ; and^^. 60. in p. 1615.

Spec. Char., t^c. It differs from iS". procumbens by its smaller, rounder, more
conspicuously serrated leaves; shorter, almost ovate, catkins; shorter,

more truncate, and paler bracteas (scales) ; and more distinctly quadrangular

ovary. From the remarkable ^j?7ma^«> resemblance of its leaves

to those of ^etula nana, Mr. Forster has suggested for it the

name of ietulifolia. {Borrer in Eng. Bot. Supjjl.) Mr. Borrer

regards it as not certain that this kind is a native of Britain ; and
the question resting on whether the kind found by Dr. Stuart in

the mountains of Glencoe is identical with S. il/yrsinites of E7ig.

Bot., or with S, procumbens Eng. Bot, Siipjjl., he has stated

that, to ascertain this, it would be necessary to inspect the specimens of

the kind found by Stuart, preserved in LightfoOt's herbarium. If the kind

prove not British, Mr. Borrer does not know its source. Cultivated in

the willow garden at Woburn Abbey, it has flowered in May, and again in

August. A sturdy, upright, bushy siirub, 1 ft. to 2 ft. high, with abun-

dance of short, leafy, dark purplish branches, hairy when young, not downy.
Leaves very different from those of all the foregoing species, except S.

?«alif6lia, in their rigid, thin, crackling, veiny texture; without anything

glaucous or cottony about them, the fine hairs on the younger ones being

scattered and silky. {Smith Eng. Fl.) Pursh has included in his Flor.

Amer. Sept., ii. p. 617., a North American kind of willow, named S. ilfyr-

sinites : ? is this the same as either of the above.

-jk 155. S. procu'mbens Forbes. The procumbent Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 61., exclusively of the synonymes. The figure is not a cha-

racteristic one. (Borrer in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2753.) Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 2., p. 429. ; Borrer in Eng.
Bot. Suppl., t. 27.^)3.

Synonymes. S. Ise'vis Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 1., p. 432. ; S. retilsa Wither. Bot. Arr., ed. 4., 2. p. 49., and
a figure.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Eng. Bot. Suppl. and SaL Wob. The male plant

has not come under our notice. (Borrer.)
Engravings. Wither. Bot. Arr., ed. 4., vol. 2. ; Sal. Wob., No. 61., the figure not a characteristic

one; Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2753. ; and our fig. 61. in p. 1615.

Spec. Char., ^c. Branches diverging. Leaves oval, minutely serrated, re-

curved, bright green and shining on both surfaces. Catkins elongated,
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thick, cylindrical. Ovary nearly sessile, tapering, obsoletely quadrangular.

Style short, deeply cloveu. Stigmas spreading, bifid. (Borrer in Eng. Bo(.

Siippl.) A native ot'tlie Highlands of Scotland: it has been tbunil in the

mountains of Breadalbano, and upon Brae-Riach, one of the Cairngorm
range. It flowers iu June, but, in the willow garden at Woburu Abbey,
in May. Tlie following characters are some of those described of it by Mr.
Forbes :—A low procumbent shrub, extemling along the ground, with green-

ish brown, [)ubescent, round, shortisii branches. Leaves from 1 in. to Hin.
long, and u{)wards of 1 in. in breadth ; of a roundisii-elliptical shape,

hollowed out, or somewhat heart-shaped, at the base ; bright green and
shining on both sides ; always perfectly glabrous and serrated. Readily dis-

tinguished from S. Setulifolia, which at first sight it greatly resembles, by
its procumbent mode of growth, ami large elongated catkins. Dr. Hooker
has observed of it, that it is a beautiful shrub ; and that it has been culti-

vated for years in the Edinburgh Botanic (harden, where it retains all its

characters. There are plants of it at Henfield.

-* 156. S. RETU^SA L. The retuse-leaved Willow.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., \U5. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 684. ; Hayne Abhild., p. 234. ; Smith in
Rees's Cyclo., No. 70. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 139.

Si/noM/7)ies. S. retClsa Koch, part of, Koch Comm., p. 62.; S. «erpylUf61ia Jacq. Austr., t. 298.
{Koch.)

The Scxt's. Both sexes are described in Rees's Cyclo., and thence in Sal. Wob., and below ; and both
are figured in Hayne Abhild. : the male is figured in Sal. JCob.

Etigravings. Bocc. aius., 1. t. 1. ; Jacq. Austr., t. 298. ; Hayne Abbild., t. 176. ; Sal. Wob., No. 139. ;

out Jig. 1346. ; and j^. 139. in p. 1630.

Spec. Char., S^c, Leaves obovate, entire, glabrous, shining above. Catkins
of the female oblong, of few flowers. Bracteas (scales) the length of the
oblong smooth ovary. (Smith in Rees^s Ci/clo.) Native of the alps of
Germany, Switzerland, France, and Italy, but not of Britain or
the north of Europe. The main stems are woody, depressed,

trailing, branched, often of great thickness, throwing up many
short, glabrous, leafy branches, which are likewise partly decum- ^
bent. Leaves stalked, various in size and breadth, but usually

from h in. to 1 in. long, and from one to four lines broad
; quite

entire, abrupt, or even emarginate, at the extremity ; tapering at

the base; furnished with one rib, and many straight parallel veins.

Catkins lax; those of the male yellow, with%elliptic, oblong, ''^*"

slightly, hairy bracteas (scales). Stamens 2 to a flower. Catkin of the

female of about 8 or 10 flowers. Capsules large, nearly sessile, ovate, gla-

brous. The style, which is short and undivided, remains at the extremity

of one of the valves ; and, as the capsule becomes quite ripe, its stalk is

somewhat elongated. (Rees's Cj/c/o.) Introduced in 1763, and flowering in

May. It almost equals S. herbacea in diminutiveness. (JVilhl.)

? Varieties. It is probable that S. KitaibeMcina, S. UVa-ursi, and <S'. .serpyllifolia

Sco]}., are only varieties of 5. retusa L. {Borrerm his list.)

-* 157. S. KiTKm^i.lA^NA Willd. Kitaibel's Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 683. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 69. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob.,
No. 64. ; Wahlenb. Carpat., p. 314. [Koch.)

Synonymes. S. retilsa Koch, /3 major Koch Comm., p. 63. ; ? S. UVa-firsi Pursh. [fiorrer in his list.)

It is probable that S. KitaibehVrna is only a var. of .S'. retOsa L.
The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. H'ob.
Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 64. ; and our fig. 64. in p. 1610.

Spec. Chnr., ^-c. Leaves obovate, lanceolate, entire, emarginate; glabrous and
shining above. Catkins appearing with the leaves, cylindrical, and many-
flowered. Bracteas shorter than the ovate-lanceolate ovary. ( Willd. and
Smith.') A very small shrub, with yellowish glabrous branches, spreading close
along the ground. A native of the Carpathian Mountains ; flowering there in

April and May, and, in the willow garden at Woburn Abbey, in April and
May, and again in August. Branches dark brown, the young ones shining.

Leaves nearly 1 in. long, obovate, lanceolate, entire; emarginate at the
tip ; very glabrous on both sides, the upper side shining ; the under one

5 I. 4
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showing parallel veins, and being less shining. Introduced in 1823. There

are plants at Wobnrn, Henfield, and Flitwick.

ji 158. 5. UVa-u'rsi Pursh. The Bearberry-Zeaw^cf Willow.

Identification. Pursli Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 610. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 77. ; Forbes in Sal.

Wob., No. 151.

Synonymes. ? Identical with S. Kitaibeh'draa. {Boner in his list.) It is probable that S. U'va-ursi

is only a variety of S. retilsa L. {Id.)

The Sexes. The female is noticed in the Spec. Char., SfC., below.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 151. ; and our^g. 151. in p. 1630.

Sjiec. Char., Sfc. Stem depressed. Leaves spathulate-obovate, obtuse

entire, glabrous ; shining above, glandular at the margin beneath. Stipules

none. Catkins lax. Bracteas oblong, fringed. Ovary stalked, ovate,

glabrous. Style deeply divided. Stigmas two-lobed. A beautiful little

species, with all the appearance of Jrctostaphylos U\'a-ursi in habit, as well

as in the form of its leaves. {Piirsh.) A native of Labrador. Introduced

in ? 1811, and flowering in April and May. This was possessed alive by

Mr. G. Anderson.

^ 139. S. .SERPYLLIFO^LIA Scop. The Wild-ThjTiie-leaved Willow.

Hayne Abbild., p. 325. ; Smith in

1347

1348

Identification. Scop. Cam., No. 1207. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 68-1.

Rees's Cyclo., No. 71. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 65.

Synonymes. S. retOsa Koch, y Koch Comm., p. <ai. It is probable that S. jterpyllifolia Scop, is only a

variety ofS. retCisa L. {Borrer'm his list.)

The Sexes. The male is figured in Sal. IVob., the female in Hayne Abbild.

Engravings. Scop. Cam., t. 61. "Scopoli's figure throws no great light on the " species. {Smith in

Rees's Cyclo.) Sal. Wob., No. 65. ; our figs. 1347, 1348. ; and fig. 65. in p. 1616.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Leaves ovate, or ovate-lanceolate, acute, entire,

glabrous, shining above. Catkins oblong, of few flowers. Cap-

sules elliptic, glabrous. Stigmas sessile, (Smith in

Rees's Cyclo.) A native of the high mountains of

France, Italy, and Switzerland; flowering in May.
Introduced in 1818. Haller, AUioni, Villars, and

other botanists, took this for a variety of S. retiisa;

but it appears to be widely different, the leaves being nearly

three times smaller, and always acute. A very curious little plant, only

1 in. or 2 in. high, of which there are specimens at Henfield, in the Chelsea

Botanic Garden, and in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges.

jt 160. S. coRDiFO^LfA Pursh. The heart-leaved Labrador Willow.

Identification. Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 611. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 72. ; Forbes in Sal.

Wob., No. 143. p. 277.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. 143., a leaf ; andj?^. 143. in p. 1630.

Spec. Char., &c. Stem depressed. Leaves oval, rather acute, entire, reticulated with veins, hearl-

shaped at the base ; glabrous above, pale, with a hairy rib and margin beneath. Stipules half-

heart-shaped. Native of Labrador. In general habit it resembles S. Myrsinites. {Pursh.) A
native of North America, in Labrador. Introduced in 1811, and flowering from April till June.
Koch observes of this species, that it is very similar to S. Waldsteinwren Willd., and differs only

in the leaves being strictly entire. The leaves, when young, are sprinkled with villose hairs, but
soon become glabrous, except at the edge.

Group xxii. Herbdcece Borrer.

Very lotv Shrubs, scarcely rising an Inch above the Ground.

There are only two species in this group, the characteristics of which will be

found in their specific characters.

j» 161. iS*. HERBA^CEA L. The herbaceous-Zoo^mg Willow.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 2445.; Willd. .Sp. PI., 4. p. 682. ; Hayne Abbild., p. 233. ; Smith in
Rees's Cyclo., No. 66. ; Koch Coram., p. 63. ; Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1907. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 199.;
Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 63. ; Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3.; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 253. ; Host
Sal. Austr., 1. p. 32. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 617.

TIte Sexes. Both sexes are describeil in Eng. Fl., and figured in Sal. Wob., Hayne Abbild., and
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Host Sal. Austr. : in Enj;. Pot., the fbmalc, in fruit anil flower ; and bractea (scale) of the male.
Both sexes were living, in ]S,!ii, in the Twickenham Botanic Garden.

Eni;rnvings. Haync AbbiUI., t. 17."'. ; lOnp. Bol., t. 1907. ; Sal, Wob., No. fi2. ; and Host Sal.
Austr., 1. 1. 104. ; oury;^. 1J49. ; atu\J!g. tisi. in p. llilj.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Leaves orbicular, serrated, reticulated with veins; very
glabrous and shining on both sides. Ovary stalked, ovate-lanceolate,

glabrous. (Smith I'^iig. Fl.) A native of Britain, on the Welsh and High
land mountains ; flowering there in June, but, in the

w illow garden at Woburn Abbey, before the expansion «

of the leaves. It is a native, also, of various parts of i^
Europe; also, according to Pursh, of North America.
In the Companion to the Botanical Magazine, it is

stated that S. herbacea exceetls in the elevation of
its habitat every other shrub in Britain (p. 89.) ; and
that ' few hills of 800 or 900 yards in Britain are

without S. herbacea, whilst S. reticulata is probably
limited to the Scottish Highlands, and not very *^puo
plentiful there." (p. 222.) .S*. herbacea is the least

of British willows, and, according to Sir J. E. Smith, the least of all

shrubs. Dr. Clarke, in his Scandinavia, calls it a perfect tree in minia-
ture; so small, that it may be taken up, and root, trunk, and branches
spread out in a small pocket-book. According to Hooker (Br. FL,
ed. 2.), it is not " so small as is generally supposed, for its stems divide

and creep below the surface of the earth, scarcely rising 1 in. above it." In

ed. 3., it is stated, on the authority of Dr. Graham, that, " in the Bo-
tanic Garden of Edinburgh it has acquired a prostrate woody stem, 2 ft. to

3 ft. long, and as thick as the little finger." Under the liead Varieties,

we have noticed some plants which may belong to this species, and
which have stems 2 ft. or 3 ft. high. The leaves of S. herbacea are era-

ployed, in Iceland, in the tanning of leather. (LincU. Nat. Si/st. Bot.) S.

herbacea is called by the Laplanders the ptarmigan leaf. (Wahlenberg,
quoted in Eng. F/.) In Switzerland, M. Alphonse De Candolle observes,
" some species of willow (S. retiisa, herbacea, and reticulata) spread over
the uneven surface of the soil ; and, as their branches are often covered
with the earth, which the heavy rains wash over them, they present the
singular phenomenon of trees which are more or less subterranean. The
extremities of these branches form, sometimes, a kind of turf; and the
astonished traveller finds himself, as we may say, walking on the top of a
tree. The SkWx herbacea is the species that most frequently presents this

remarkable appearance, because it generally grows on steep slopes of loose
soil, particularly among the fragments of schistus, that are easily penetrated
by the melting snow and the rain." (Gard. Mag., xii. p. 235.) There are
plants at Henfield.

? Varieties. "A very remarkable kind of willow, from Sutherland, which has
all the characters of S. herbacea, except that it grows 2 ft. high, has been
sent to me by Dr. Graham, and is now alive in my garden." {Borrer in a
letter.) An unusually large variety was found by Mr. Templeton on the
top of Slieve-Nance, in the county of Antrim, Ireland, similar to some
of the large varieties gathered by Mr. M'Nab of Edinburgh on the moun-
tains of Sutherland. Mr. Moore lately sent Mr. Mackay very luxuriant
specimens from Dark Mountain, in the county of Derry, Ireland. (Ft.
Hibern., pt. 1. p. 253.)

jM 162. ,S. pola'ris Wahlenb. The Polar Willow.

Jdentification. Wahlenb. Suec., p. 636. ; Fl. Lapp., p. 261. ; Koch Comm., p. 64. ; Forbes in Sal.

Wob., No. 63.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Wahl. Fl. Lapp., t. IS. f. 1. ; Sal. Wob., No. 63. ; our Jigs. 1350. and 1351. ; andy?^. 63.

in p. 1615.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate, very obtuse, nearly entire, glabrous. Catkins

of few flowers. Stem filiform, or thread-shaped. {Wahlcnberg Fl. L.) A
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native of Lapland; flowering there in July, and, in the ».

willow garden at Woburn Abbey, in April, and again in --^r

July. Introduced in 1820. The branches and leaves of "i^^.^(.;;^

this species are more tender during the spring than those of ®
5'. herbacea; the stem is almost fihform. Leaves broadly

1350 oya^(.g^ or somewhat roundish, ovate, or obovate; hardly "'"^

ever so narrow as to be called oblong ; and shining on both sides. Mr.

Forbes says this plant bears a strong affinity to S. herbacea ; but that the

silky germens and glaucous leaves clearly show it to be distinct. There

are plants at Henfield.

Group xxiii. Hastdtce Borrer.

Low Shrubs, with very broad Leaves, and exceedingly shaggy and silky Catkins,

(Hook Br. Fl.)

dSnJ js&

Sfe 163. S. hastaVa L. The h&\hexA-leaved Willow,

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1+43. ; Fl. Lapp., ed. 2 , 293.; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 661. ; Smith in Rees's

Cycle, No. 22. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 35.

Synonyme. S. hastata Koch, part of, and, if the kinds indicated below as varieties be admitted as

such, all of Koch's S. Iiastata, except S. Wulfenianns Willd., Koch Comm., p. 42.

The Sexes. The female is described and figured in Sal. Wob. Smith has noted in Eees's Cyclo that

he had not seen male flowers.

Kngravhigs. Lin. Fl. Lapp., ed. 2. t. 8. f. 9. ; Sal. Wob., No. 35. ; our fig. 1352. ; and /g. 35. in p. 161 1 .

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate, acute, serrated, undulated, crackling, glabrous ;

heart-shaped at the base, glaucous beneath. Stipules nnequally heart-

shaped, longer than the broad footstalks. Catkins very woolly. Ovary
lanceolate, glabrous, on a short stalk. (Smith in

Rees's Cyclo.) A native of the mountains of Lap-

land. It is said that Messrs. Lee and Kennedy
first brought it into this country, in about 1780. It

rises to a small spreading tree, and flowers in April

or May. Branches blackish, hairy when very )'Oung

only. Leaves 3 in. long, and about half as wide,

(Id.) It generally attains the height of 4- ft. to 5 ft.

(Forbes.) Koch, viewing the species as comprising
,

the varieties indicated below and S. Wultemmia v^
Willd., has given the geographical distribution of *s^|^
it as follows :— Moist places, and by rivers in the

alpine and subalpine regions of Savoy, Switzerland,

Germany, and Carpathia, Sweden, and Britain. Its f^
most certain British station seems that discovered

by Mr, F, Drummond, " by a small stream that passes through the sands

of Barrie, near Dundee." (Bar.) In the north of Sweden, it inhabits

the bogs of the lower regions and plains. S. ?«alif61ia Smith, indicated

below as a variety of S. hastata, is the kind of the latter that is indigenous

to Britain. Koch, according to his view of the contents of iS'. hastata

as a species, has ascribed to it a variousness in the form of the leaf of from

lanceolate to ovate, with a heart-shaped base.

Varieties.

h. 2 sernddta. — Leaves broadly ovate, heart-shaped at the base ;

synon. 5. hastata Willd. Sp. P/., iv. p. 664. But Wahlenberg has

accurately remarked that the description relates to a shoot devoid

of flowers : the same kind, in a flower-bearing state, is the S. serru-

lata Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p, 664, (Koch Comm., p. 43.) This variety of

Koch's we consider as blended in our first, or typical, kind. Willde-

now has given Lapland as the native country of both his S. hastata

13,52

^ s.
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and S. serrulata : the latter is registered as introduced into Britain
in 1810.

a S. k. 3 malifulia; S. w/alifolia Smith Eng. BoL, t. 1617., Wiild. Sp. Pl.,iv.

p. 67G., Forhrs in SriL JVob., No. 36. ; ^S". hastata, part of, Koch
G)ww., p. 4:3. ; .S. hastata HooA: Br. i<7., ed. 2.; .9. hastata Borrer
in a letter.— The female is figured in Sa/. Wob. and in Eng. Bnt.,

where Smith notes that he had not seen the catkins of the male.
For a leaf, see our^ij. ."iG. in p. 1611. Leaves elliptic oblong, toothed,
wavy, thin and crackling, very glabrous. Stipules heart-shaped,
about equal to the footstalks. Bracteas obovate, bearded. Ovary
lanceolate, glabrous, on a short glabrous stalk. (Smith Eng. Fl.)
According to Koch, the leaves are obovate-oblong, serrated with
crowded and deepish teeth. (Comm., p. 43.) Sir J. E. Smith, who
considered this sort as a distinct species, described it as having an
aspect " altogether singular among our British willows, resembling
some sort of apple tree rather than a willow." The stem is from 3 ft.

or 4 ft. to 6 ft. high, crooked, with numerous irregular, spreading,
crooked, or wavy branches, most leafy about the ends ; their bark
blackish ; the young ones hairy. There are plants of S. hastata
and S. h. ?»alif61ia at Woburn and Flitwick.

3i ? J* S. /i. 4 arbuscnln ; S. arbuscula Wahl. Fl. Dan., t. 1055.,
Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 138., where there is a figure

.;
and description of the female plant (see our Jig. 1353.,
also/g. 138. in p. 1630.) ; .S'. arbuscula )3 Lin. Fl. Suec,
p. 348. ; iS. arbuscula 7 Z/i«. Sp. PL, p. 1545., Fl. Lapp.,
t. 8, f. m.— Leaves lanceolate, serrated with distant,

small, and appl-essed teeth, or almost entire. Accord-
ing to Forbes, the leaves are elliptic-lanceolate, sharply
serrated; glabrous above, glaucous and slightly silky beneath ; the
lower leaves densely silky. Catkins about \ in. long." Ovary ovate,
downy, sessile. Style longer than the linear divided stigmas. The
old leaves appear to be nearly glabrous, and to correspond with the
figure of iS. arbuscula in Flor'.Lapp., pi. 8. fig.JH. {Sal. Wob., p. 275.)
Brought from Switzerland, by Lord G. W. Russell, in ? 1824; and
flowering, in the Woburn salictum, in May. A very pretty little

shrub, not above 1 ft. high. {Ibid.)

s 164. 5'. lana'ta i. The woolly-/<?OTcrf Willow.
Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1446.; Fl. Lapp., ed. 2. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 688. ; Smith in Rees's

Cyclo., No. 88. ; Smith Eng. FL, 4. p. 205. ; Hook, in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t. 2624. ; Wahlenb. Lapp., 2,59.;
Hook. Br. Fl., cd. 2.

Synmiymcs. S. lanata, the kind No. 2., Forbes in Sal. H'ob., No. 71. ; S. lan^ta Koch, at least part
of Koch Comm., p. 53. ; ? .S. caprea Tl. Dan., t. 245. The style is represented as bifid, and the stig-
mas as bipartite. {Hookcrin E. B.) ?,S. chrysanthos Fl. Dan., t. 1057. , Furhcs in Sal. JVob., No. 71.,
the kind No. 1. In Fl. Dan., t. 1057., two styles to a flower are represented, though the plate, in
other respects, very faithfully represents my Lapland specimen of .S'. lanata, sent me by Dr. Wick-
strom. {Hooker in Eng. Bot.) The .S'. chrysanthos Fl. Dan. and the Scottish S. lanata appear to
me widely different in foliage, the Scottish kind having its leaf much more orbicular, and generally
heart-shaped at the base. {Forbes in Sal. Wub.) UillJ. Sp. PI., 4. p.7U4., Smith in liees's Cud.,
No. 127.

The Sexes. Both sexes are described and figured in Eng. Bot. Suppl., t.2624. : both sexes of .S

chrysanthos Fl. Dan. are figured in Sitl. IVob.
Engravings. Lin. Fl. Lapp., ed. 2., t. 8. f. x., t. 7. f. 7. ; Wahl. Lapp., t. 16. f. 1. ; Eng. Bot. Suppl.

t.2624.; Sal. Wob., No. 71., the kind No. 2.,aleaf; Fl. Dan., t.245. ? 1057. ; our fiff.1354. ; and
./^. 71. No. 2. in p. 1617.

Spec. Char., S^c. Leaves roundish ovate, pointed, entire ; shaggy on both
surfaces; glaucous on the under one. Ovary se.ssile, oblong, glabrous.
Styles four times as long as the blunt divided stigmas. {Smith Eng. Fl.)
Catkins clothed with long, yellow, silky hairs. Ovary nearly sessile, lan-
ceolate, longer than the style. Stigmas undivided. {Hooker in Eng. Bot.
Suppl.) Capsule upon a stalk that is longer than the gland. Stigmas
entire. {Koch Comm., p. 53.) Stamens 3 to a flower ; in some instances 2 ;

the filaments, in not a few instances, combined to a greater or less extent.
{Hooker in E. B. S.) A native of Lapland, the Faro Isles, and Sweden ; and,
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perhaps, other parts of the north of Europe, besides Scot-

land, in which country it has been found in two localities

;

one, Glen Callater, where it was found by Mr. G. Don,
who was the first to discover the species in Scotland; the

other, the Clova Mountains, where Mr. T. Drummond
discovered it on rocks, in sparing quantity. It flowers in

May. The figures in E)ig. Bot. SujipL, dated February,

1830, had been partly prepared from a plant cultivated

in the Chelsea Physic Garden, that had been originally

brought from the Clova Mountains. The following traits

are derived from Smith's detailed description in Eng. Fl. :— " Stem .3 ft. or 4 ft. high, with numerous thick dis-

torted branches, downy when young. Leaves broader than those of any
other British willow except S. caprea, on shortish stout footstalks ; elliptic

or roundish, with a short oblique point ; entire, though somewhat wavy

;

from liin. to 2i in. long, occasionally heart-shaped at the base; some-
times more obovate, inclining to lanceolate, and the earlier ones much
smaller ; all of hoary or grey aspect, being covered, more or less completely,

with long, soft, silky, shaggy hairs, especially the upper surface ; the under
one is more glaucous, beautifully reticulated with veins. Catkins terminal,

lai'ge, and very handsome, bright yellow : those of the female proceed from
lateral buds." Dr. Wahlenberg considers this species as " the most beau-

tiful willow in Sweden, if not in the whole world." The splendid golden

catkins at the ends of the young shoots light up, as it were, the whole
bush, and are accompanied by the young foliage, sparkling with gold and
silver. It yields, also, more honey than any other salix. Grafted standard

high, it would make a delightful little spring-flowering tree for suburban

gardens. There are plants at Henfield, and in the Goldworth Arboretum.

Varieties, according to Koch, in Koch Conim., p. 53.

ae S. /. 2 glabrescens', S. chrysanthos Vahl FL Dan., vi. t. 1057. (^Koch

Comm., p. 53.)— Leaves glabrous in a great degree.

as S. /. Sglandul'jsa Wahlenb. Fl. Lapp., t. 16. f. 1. (Koch Comm.)— Leaves

sublanceolate, glabrous in a great degree, tooth with glanded teeth.

? ^ S. /. 4 depolita Koch; S. depressa Lin. Fl. Succ, No. S99.,Fl. Lapp.,

No. 361. t. 8. fig. n., Waklenb. FL Lapp. (Koch Comm.), Lin. FL Succ,

ed. 2., 352., FL Lapp., ed. 2., 297. t. 8. f. n. (Smith in Rees's

Cyclo.)

If S. chrysanthos FL Dan. be admitted as a variety of S. lanata L., the

question as to its synonymes stated above may be deemed unnecessary.

Group XX iv. Miscelldnecc A.

Kinds ofSdlix described in Sal. Wob., and not included in any of the jyrccedmg

Groups.

t 165. 5. jEGYPti^aca L. The Egyptian Willow.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1444. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 686., excluding the references to Pallas and
Gmelin ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 82. ; Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 146.

Synonymes. Calaf and Ban, Alpin. JE^ypt., 61. t. 62.

the Sexes. The male is mentioned in the description in Rccs's Cyclo.

Engravings. Alpin. JEgypt., t. 62. ; Sal. Wob., No. 146. ; unA fig. 146. in p. 1630.

Spec. Char., SfC. Leaves somewhat toothed, elliptic, oblong, veiny; rather glabrous above, glaucous
and more or less hairy beneath. Stipules half-heart-shaped. Branches glabrous, and angular and
furrowed. Catkins sessile, very hairy. Alpinus describes this species as a small tree. The leaves

are on rather short footstalks, broad at the base, without glands, usually 3 in. or 4 in. long, and
nearly 2 in. broad ; acute, rather distinctly toothed

;
glaucous and densely downy when young.

{Rees's Cyclo., art. .Silix, No. 82.) A native of Egypt, where a water is said to be procured fron;

the catkins by distillation, which is considered antipestilential. (/ij'rf.)
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?¥ ?di ?^ IfiG. S. ALi-rNA 'i'Forbc.1. The alpine Willow.

Identification. ? Forbes Sal. Wob., No, HS». Mr. Forbes has not quoted an authority for the name,
though he has noted that he was indebted to Professor Don for a specimen.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., No. W.K ; and ourfig. WJ. in p. 1G30.

Spec. C/iar., f^c. Leaves obovatp, elliiitio, entire ; margins slightly revolute, densely silky on the
upper surface; glaucous, reticulated, hairy underneath. Branches slender, and very black when
dried. {Sal. ff'oA., p. 'J7!'.1 " Dr. (iraliam kindly sent me living cuttings of a willow with this

name, alplna, from the Kdinbursh (iarden, in IHjl ; but 1 have not succeeded in cultivating it. 1

think it much resembled S. cordifolia Pursh, which 1 formerly had growing.

-* 167. S. BEJlBElilvo^LiA Pall. The Berberry-leaved Willow.

Identification. Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. p. 2. 84. t. 82. ; Itin., 3., Append., 75D. t. K. k. f.

7. ; VVilld. Sp. PI., 4. p. 683. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 68. ; Forbes in Sal.

Wob., No. 140.

The Sexes. The male is figured in Sal. Wob. ; the female is noticed in the Specific

C/iaracter.

Engravings. Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. p. 2. t. 82. ; Itin. Append., t K. k. f. 7. ; Omel.
Sib., 1. t. 35. f. 3. ; Sal. Wob., No. 140.; ourfig. VoBS. ; and^^'. 140. in p. IfMO.

Spt-c. Char., S(C. Leaves obovate, bluntish, with deep tooth-like serraturcs, glabrous,

shining, ribbetl, and reticulated with veins on both sides. Capsules ovate, glabrous.

(Smith in Rees's Cyclo.) A native of Daiiria, in rocky places on the loftiest moun.
tains; growing, along with /ihododendron chrysaiithum, near the limits of per-

petual snow. The stems are branched and diffuse. Leaves with disks not much
above J in. long, and so deeply toothed as to be almost pinnatitid ; and very
happily compared to those of the berberry. {Smith.) A variety with elongated 1355
leaves is found in Kamtschatka. Introduced in ? 18-4, and flowering in May.

5f 168.5. tetraspe'rma Roxb. The four-seeded Willow.

Identification. Roxb. Corom., 1. p. 66.'; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 657. ; Smith in. Rees's Cycle, No. 9. ;

Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 31.

The Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Rax.' Cor. and in Sal. Wob.
Engravings. Roxb. Corom., 1. t. 97. ; Sal. Wob., No. 31. ; and fig. 31. in p. 1609.

Spec. Char., S(C. I/eaf oblong-lanceolate, with the upper part acuminate ; serrated, glabrous, glau-

cous beneath. Flowers blossoming after the protrusion of the; leaves. Male flower having 6 sta-

mens. Ovary ovate, stalked. Style short. Wild in mountainous places in India, by the banks
of rivers. (Willd. Sp. PL) A native of India. Introduced in 1796, or soon afterwards. In its

native country, it forms a middling-sized tree, with an erect trunk, but short, and as thick as a
man's body, bearing a very large branching head, with twiggy branches. It had not flowered in

the Woburn collection anteriorly to the date of the publication of that work in 1829.

1 169. S. TLMIFO^LIA Forbes. The Elm-leaved Willow, or Salloiv.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., No. 158.

The Sexes. The female is described in Sal. Wob., and in the Specific Character.

Spec. Char.,S(c. Stem erect. Leaves ovate-elliptic, serrated
;
glaucous beneath, shining above: a

little heart-shaped and unequal at the base, acute at the tip. Stipules large, half-heart.shaped,

serrated and glandular towards the stem. Ovary nearly sessile, ovate-lanceolate, glabrous. Style

elongated, glabrous. Stigmas notched. Bracteas obovate, dark in their upper half, and fringed.

{Sal. Wob., p. 286.) A native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1821, and flowering, in the Woburn
salictum, in April, and again in August. An upright bushy tree, attaining the height of 18 ft. or

more. Branches round, pubescent, of a dark brown colour, and marked with many small red

spots towards autumn The leaves from 2 in. to2|in. long, and 1| in. in breadth, of an ovate-elliptic

sha|)e, sometimes hollowed out at the base ; finely serrated
;
green and shining above, glaucous

and besprinkled with minute hairs underneath. Footstalks above ^ in. long, villous, like the mid-

rib. Catkin slender, 1| in. long when at maturity. Three applications of the epithet «Imif61ia,

besides the above, have been made; namely, S. wlmifblia Thiiill. Paris., 5\S., De Cand. Fl. Fr.

5. p. 34<). {Koch Comm., p. 37.; Smith Eng. Fl.) ; S. ulmifblia Schl. {Steud. No?n. Rot.) ; and S
ttlmifulia Hort. Berol. {Koch Comm., p. 42.) Koch has referred the first of these to .V. ciprea, and

Smith to S. aurlta ; the second is referred, in Steud. Norn. Bot., to S. nigricans Sytiith ; the third by

', Koch, to his S. phylicifblia. ? Is Mr. Forbes's distinct from all these. .V. j^lmifblia ThuUl. is regis-

tered 'in Hort. Brit., No. 24006., as having been introduced from Switzerland in 1821.

JM 170. S. VILLOUSA Forbes. The \'A\ous-leaved Willow.

Identification. Forbes in Sal. Wob., p. 183.

The Sexes. The plant in the Woburn collection had not flowered m 1829.

Engravings. Sal. Wob., t. 92. ; and^iV. 92. in p. 1619.

Spec. Char., S<c. I^caves obovate-lanceolate, finely serrated towards the tip ; rather slightly toothed,

and tapering towards the base ; up])cr surface shining, and minutely covered with small hairs ; be-

neath, glaucous, reticulated, and slightly hairy. {Sal. Woh., p. 183.) A small shrub, with slender,

greenish yellow, villous branches, which are sometimes marked with yellow dots ; growing here to

the height of 2 ft. The leaves are from 1 in. to li in. long, obovate-lanceolate, tapering towards the

base minutely serrated at their tip, but generally finely toothed in the middle : often ajipearing as

entire - their upper surface shining, besprinkled with very minute hairs
; under glaucous, reticu-

lated, covered with small shining hairs. The whole substance of the leaves is very thin and tender.

Mr Forbes cannot unite this with the hitherto described species; the leaves and slender growth

of the branches being very <lifl(;rent from any other species of the genus. It appears rather impa.

tientofcold; and, as it suffers during the winter, that maybe one reason why it has not yet

flowered a' S. villfisa Schleicher is registertid in Steudel's Nmnenelatnr Rolanicus ; and such is

likely to be indigenous to Schleicher's country of residence, Switzerland, whether the kind noticed

above is identical with it, or not.
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Group XXV. Miscelldnece B.

Kinds of Sd/iv introduced, and of many of ivhich there are Plants at Messrs.
Loddiges's, but which we have not been able to refer to any of the preceding
Groups.

Several of the names In this group are Schleicher's, Koch's estimate of which we have already
given in p. 1486. Many of the others are probably of kinds described as belonging to preceding groups ;

because, when the salictum at Woburn was planted, the entire collection of Messrs. Loddiges, as it

existed in 1827, was included. We have, however, given the names and descriptions below, that
nothing might be wanting to render our article on Salix as complete as the nature of the recorded
information on that genus will admit.

31^ 171. 5. albe'scens Schl. The whitish-Zeawc? Willow.

lilcntificatian. Schleicher Cat. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.
Synonyme. S. stylbsa x Dec.

Description, Sfc. There are living plants in the Hackney arboretum, which appear to belong to
Cineres. It is mentioned in the Horius Britamiicus as a native of Switzerland, introduced in 1824.

sik 172. S. /iLNiFoYiA Host. The Alder-leaved Willow.

Identification. Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description, Sfc. This kind appears to belong to the group Cin&res. There were living specimens
in the Hackney arboretum, and in the Cambridge Botanic Garden, in 1836.

i 173. S. AnukSSiA^NA Willd. Ammann's Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PL, No. 16. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 21. ; ? Walt., on the authority of
Steud.

Synonymes. S. Afyrsinltes Hoffm. Sal., 17, 18, 19., on the authority of Willd. ; 5. hastata Hupp.,
not L.

Engravings. Hoffin. Sal., t. 17, 18, 19. ; Hayne Abbild., t. 116.

Spec. Char., %c. Leaves oblong-elliptic, acute, serrated, glabrous, glaucous beneath. Stipules ovate,
permanent, toothed. Catkins about 1 in. long, with elliptic, obtuse, hairy scales ; appearing before
the leaves. {Smith, adapted.) A tree with brown branches, downy when young ; a native of the
Salzburg and Carinthian Alps. According to Hort. Brit-, it was introduced from Austria in 1821.

t 174. S. angusta'ta Pursh. The taper-leaved Ameiican Willow.

Identification. Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., No. 21. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 27.

Spec. Char., SfC. Leaves lanceolate, acute, very long, gradually tapering at the base, finely serrated,

quite glabrous, scarr^ely paler beneath. Stipules half-heart-shaped. Catkins erect, smoothish,
appearing before the leaves. (Pttrsh.) A low tree, found in shady woods on the banks of rivers,

in New York and Pennsylvania ; flowering in March. It has very long leaves, and resembles
S.prinoldes. {Ibid.) Introduced in 1811.

afe 175. S. ANGUSTiFo^LiA IVilld, The narrow-leaved Caspian Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 699. ; Smith in Rees's Cycle, No. 112.

Synonytne. ? S. caspica Pall. Ft. Ross., 1. p. 274.

Engraving. N. Du Ham., 3. t. 29.

Spec. Char., S(c. Leaves linear, very narrow, without stipules, nearly entire, ovate at the base,

hoary above, silky beneath. {Willd. and Smith.) A low shrub, a native of the country near the
Caspian Sea. Branches brown. Pallas's plant is said to be glabrous, otherwise his description
agrees with that given by Willdenow. {Ibid.) Introduced in 1825.

?^ 176. 5. .betu'lina Host. The Birch-like Willow

.

Identification. Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description, Sfc. This seems to belong to the group Cinferea;. There are living plants in the Hack,
ney arboretum, the leaves of which are too long and too narrow to bear much resemblance to those

of any kind of iJttula ; so that the name probably refers to some other part of the plant.

? afe 177. 5*. candi'dula i-Toi^, The whitish Willow.

Identification. Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description. Sfc. Leaves in form somewhat resembling those of an elm. Apparently belonging to

the group Cinerese. There were living plants in the Hackney arboretum, and in the Botanic Gar.
den at Cambridge, in 1836.

? St 178. S. cane'scens Lodd. The hoary Willow.

Identification. Lodd. Cat, ed. 183S.

Spec. Char.. Sjc. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, acute, 2 in. or 3 in. long; glabrous and shining above,
white and downy beneath ;

young leaves hoary on the upper side. Capsules ovate, sessile,

downy. There are plants under this name in the Hackney arboretum, which appear to belong to

the group Cinrreae Borr., p. 1553. ; and are totally different from S. cancscens Willd., No. 67.

in p. 154!?, which belongs to the group GlaiiCie Borr., p. 1543.
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a 179. S. CERAsiFoYiA Sc/il. The Cherry-leaved Willow.

tdetUification. Schleicher's Catalogue.

Description, $jc. An ornamental shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824.

31 180. S. chrysa'nthos CEW. The golden-flowered Norway Willow.

Idenfijication. (Edcr in Flora Danica, 1. 1057. ; Willd., No. 102. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 127.
Sipwnyme. ? S. lairita var.

Kiigraving. V\. Uan., t. 1057.

Spec. Char., <Sr- Leaves elliptic, acute at each end, entire, downy on both sides. Stipules ovate,
entire. Catkins thick, IJ in. long ; the scales clothed with long, shining, gold-coloured hairs. Style
divided to the base. {Smith.) A native of Finmark, as well as of the Norway alps. A shrub with
thick crooked branches, and large shaggy leaves. It takes its name from the gold-coloured hairs
on the scales of the catkin.

^ 181. (S. cinnamo'mea SM. The Cinnamon Willow.

Identification. Schl. Cat.

Description, S[C. A shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824.

^ 182. S. CLETHR^EFO^LIA Schl. The Clethra-leaved Willow.

Identification. Schl. Cat. ; Lodd. Cat., 18o6.

Description, S;c. A shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824. There are plants at
Messrs. Loddiges's, from which it appears to belong to the group Cilpres.

Sk 18.3. S. coni'fera Wangenh. The cone-bearing Willow.
Identification. Wangenh. Amer., 123. t. 31. f. 72. ; Miihlenb. in Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4.

p. 240. ; Willd. Arb., 347., Sp. PI., 4. p. 705. ; Miihlenb. in Sims et Kon. Ann. of Bot., 2. 67.

;

Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 612. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 130.

Si/nonyttie. S. longirustris Mich.r. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. 22(5.

The Sexes. A female plant, with this name attached, was flowering in the London Horticultural
Society's arboretum in the spring of 1835.

Engraving. Wangenh. Amer., t. 31. f. 72.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, serrulate with distant teeth
; glabrous on the upper

surface, even and tomentose on the under one. Stipules lunate, subdentate. Ovaries lanceolate,
villous. .Style elongated. Stamens deeply cleft. {Wi/ld. and Smith.) Wild in North America, in

shady woods on a gravelly dry soil, from New York to Carolina, where it flowers in April. The
cone-like excrescence at the ends of the branches, occasioned by an insect, is not unfrequently
found on S. prinoides audits allied species. {Pursh.) Introduced in 1820.

^ 18-i. S. coRu'scANs Willd. The glittering Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 681. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 64. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 180. j Host
Sal. Austr., 1. p. 28., who has quoted as identical Jacq. Austr., t. 408.

Synonymes. Willdenow has cited, as identical with this, 5. arbi'iscula Jacq. Austr., t. 408., and
Host Synops., 527. ; and remarked that it is close akin to S. tenuifvYm Smith ; and Smith has con.
firmed this relationship in Eug. Fl.,i. p. 180. : yet Koch has cited [Cotnm., p. 57.) the A', arbiiscula
Jacq. Austr., X. 408., as a rude and unfaithful figure of S. WaldsteiniVina Willd., a kind which
Willdenow has stated {Sp. PI.) to bo closely related to S. -l/yrsinltes] H'illd. Sp. PI., and, hence, very
different from S. tenuifolia Smith j and Koch has besides (Co»«?«., p. 45.) mentioned a doubt
whether S. cortiscans Willd. does not belong to S. arbiiscula Wa/ilenb., but that he dares not refer
it to it, from not having seen an authentic specimen.

The Sexes. Both sexes are described in H'illd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 681. ; and both are figured in Host Sal.
Austr.

Engravings. Jacq. Austr., t. 408. ; Host Sal. Austr., t. 94.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves ovate-elliptic, acute at the tip, tapered to the base ; serrate, the lower teeth
glanded ; glabrous

;
glossy above, [glaucescent beneath. Capsule ovate-lanceolate, glabrous,

{H'illd.) It inhabits the Alps of Styri.i, Carinthia, and Salzburg. {Id.) Willdenow had seen this
kind living, and has described it in detail in his Sp. PI. Introduced in 1818.

J* 185. S. CYDONLEFo^LiA Schl. The Quince-leaved Willow.

Identification. Schl. Cat. ; Lodd. Cat., cd. 1836.

Description, SfC. A dwarf shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824. There are plants

at Flitwick, and in the Goldworth and Hackney arboretums.

j» 186. S.vv'BixHort. The doubtful Willow.

Description, %c. There are plants under this name in the arboretum at Flitwick House.

J* 187. S. eria'ntha Sclil. The woolly-flowered Willow.

Identification. Schl. Cat.

Description, %c. A low shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1823, and flowering in April.

-«» \88. S. F\GiFo^i.iA JValdst. et Kit. The Beech-leaved Willow.

Identification. Waldstein et Kitaibel's PI. Rar. Hung. ; Willd., No. 103. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo.,

No. 128.

Spec. Char., SjC. Leaves ovate-elliptic, with a glandular point, serrated, entire at the base; about
l^in. long; dark green and .'iniooth above, reticulated with hairy veins beneath. Stipules kidney.

shaped, with glandular teeth. Branches brown, downy when youpR. Catkins not observed. {H'illd.)

A native of the Croatian Alps. There are plants in the Cambridge Botanic fiarden, and at Messrs.

Ixiddigcs'f
i
from the latter of which it appears to belong to the group Cuicrea;.
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5 189. S. finma'rchica Lodd. Cat. The Finmark Willow.

Identification. Lodil. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description, Sfc. A low tree, a native of Sweden. There are plants under this name at Messrs.
Loddiges's, which bear some resemblance to S. virain&lis ; and at all events are quite different from
S. finm&rchica Willd., No. 55. in p. 15tl. It flowers in April and May.

jtt 190. /S. FOLiOLO^sA J/ze/. The many-leaved Willow.

Identification. Afzel. in Linn. Fl. Lapp., ed. 2., p. 295. ; Willd., No. 61. ; Smith in Rees's Cycle,
No. 73.

Synonymes. ? S. foliisa Loud. Hart. Brit., No. 24028., Sweet's Hort. Brit., No. 159. ; S. alpina
»«yrtifolia Rudb. Lapp., 99. ; S. arbuscula /3 Bin. Sp. PI., 1445.

Spec. Char.,^c. Leaves elhptic- ovate, entire, somewhat pointed, smooth, glaucous beneath. Ovary
lanceolate, silky, on a long stalk. Stigmas nearly sessile, deeply divided. {Linn.) A very low
shrub, not exceeding I ft. high, with very thin almost pellucid leaves; and short, thick, many-
flowered catkins, produced on short lateral branches. A native, according to Linnaus, of sandy
fields in the wild part of Lajiland, but rare. (Smith in Rees's Cyclo.) Some botanists consider this

synonymous with S. llvida, No. 190.

^ 191. S. FORMO'sA Willd. The elegant Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., No. 51. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 62.

Synonymes. S. glauca IHlld. Arb., 3S8., ? S. alpina Scop. Cam., ed. 2. vol. 2. p. 255.

Engraving. ? Scop. Cam., vol. 2., t. 61.

Spec. Char., S;c. Branches reddish brown. Leaves 1 in. or more in length, a little contracted at

the base, finely fringed at the edge j the young ones very silky beneath. Stipules extremely minute.
Female catkins scarcely 1 in. long, .with lanceolate, fringed scales. ( Willd.) A native of the Swiss
and Carinthian Alps.

ja 192. <S. fuscaVa Pursh. The brown-s^(??H??«crf Willow.

Identification. Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 612. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 110.

Spec. Char., SfC. Branches of the preceding year covered witJ) a dark brown or black tomentum.
Leaves obovate-lanceolate, acute, somewhat serrated, glaucous beneath, downy when young.
Stipules minute. Catkins drooping. Scales obtuse, scarcely hairy on the inside. {Pursh.) Found
wild, in low overflowed grounds on the banks of rivers, from New York to Pennsylvania; flower-

ing in March or April. {Id.)

St 193. 5. GLABRA^TA Sc/il. The glabrous WiUow.
Identification. Schleich. Cat. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description, SfC. A shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced^in 1820. There are living plants
in the Hackney arboretum, from which it appears to belong to the group Cinereje.

St 194. S. heterophy'lla Deb. The various-leaved Willow.

Identification. De Bray ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Description, S;c. A shrub, a native of Europe. Introduced into Britain in 1823, and flowering
in April and May. There are plants in the Hackney arboretum.

.** 195. S. HU^MiLis Dec. The humble Willow.

Identification. De Candolle.

Description, Sfc. A low shrub, seldom rising above li in. high. Introduced in 1820, and flowering
in April.

J: 196. S. Jacqui'n// Host. Jacquin's Willow.

Identification. Host Synops., p. 529. ; Wahlenb. Carpat., p. 315. ; Koch Comm., p. 61.

Synonymes. S. fusca Jacq. Austr., t. 409., '/ Hoff. Hist. Sal. ; S. alp'ina Scop. Cam,, 2. 255. t. 61. ; S.

Jac(|uini<jHa Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 692., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 95., Hayne Abbild., p. 239.,

Host Sal. Aust, 1. p. 31.

The Sexes. Both sexes are figured in Hayne Alibild., and both in Host Sal. Aust.

Engravings. Jacq. Aust., t. 409. ; Scop. Cam., 2. t. 61. ; Hayne Abbild., t 181. ; Host Sal. Aust., 1.

t. 102.

Spec. Char., SfC. Leaves elliptic or lanceolate, entire, reticulately veiny on both surfaces, shining,
eventually becoming more or less glabrous, ciliate. Catkins upon a twiglet nearly as long as the
catkin ; leafy in the lower part, leafless in the upper. Capsule (?or ovary) ovate-acuminate, sessile,

woolly, eventually upon a very short stalk, and more or less glabrous. Gland reaching higher than
the base of the capsule. Style elongated. Stigmas linear, bifid or entire. It only differs from
S. J\/yrsinites Koch in having its leaves entire, and mostly, if not always, ciliate at the margin.
? Is it a variety of that species. {Koch.) S. Myrsinites of Koch's Comm. is equal to the S. il/yr-

sinites L., and S, ftetulif 61ia Forster, of this work. S. Jacquinw is indigenous to the highest alpine
chains of Carinthia, Carniola, Austria, Carpathia, and Transylvania. {Koch.) Introduced in 1818.

^ 197. S. Li'viDA Wahlenb. The \ivid-lcavod Willow.

Identification. Wahlenb. Lapp., No. 1169. ; Koch Comm., p. 39.

Synonymes. S. arbuscula y Lin. Fl. Siiec, p. 34S. ; ? S. arbuscula /3 Lin. Sp. PI., p. 1446. ; S. Starke-
dna Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 677., according to specimens from Silesia ; ? S. folioli)sa Afzel. in /'/. Lapp.,
ed. 2., p. 295., IVilld. Sp. Pt., 4. p. 685. ; S. TOalifulia Bess. Galic, p. 313., according to the author
in Enum. PI. Volhyn., p. 37. ; S. bicolor Ehrh. Arb., 118., Fries Novil., p. 58. {Koch Comm.) The
S. livida f/ooi. K. Scot., and Smith Eng. Ft.,i. p. 1999., once supposed identical with S. livida
JVahl., has been since referred, mHook. Br. Fl., ed. Z.,\o S. vacciniifolia Walker.
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Spec. Cfiar.ySfC. Leaves obovate or elliptical, shortly acuminate, entire except the upper ones,
which are serrate with remote blunt teeth

; glaucescent or livid rather than glaucous on the under
surface; when adult, glabrous. Stipules kidney-shaped. Fructiferous catkins pedunclcd ; the
peduncle a short twig bearing one or two leaves. Ca|)sules stalked, tomentose, ovate at the base,
lanceolate and long in the remaining part ; stalk five times as long as the gland. Style very short.'
Stigmas ovate, bifid. {Koch Cumm., p. 39.) Koch compares it to S. aurlta, but says that the male
catkins are more slender, and the female ones thicker, and with looser flowers. Introduced in
ISIH, according to Sweet's Hort. Brit.

-i* 198. S. LONGiFoYiA Muhlcnb. The long-leaved Willow,

Identification. Miihlenb. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. p. 238. t. 6. f. 6.; Willd. Sp. PI., 4.
p. 670. ; Miihlenb. in Sims et Kon. Ann., 266. t. 5. f. 6. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 613.

;
Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 41.

The Sexes. The nule is described.
Engravings. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. t. 6. f. 6. j Ann. of Bot., t. 5. f. 6.

Spec. Char., S,c. Leaves linear, pointed at each end, very distinctly toothed, glabrous, green on both
surfaces. Stipules lanceolate, toothed. Catkins protruded after the leaves. Bracteas rounded,
somewhat hairy, mostly so on the inside. Stamens i. Filaments bearded at the base. (Pursh, .is

quoted by Smith in liees's Cyclo.) Gathered on the banks of the Susquehanna ; flowering in
July. Not above 2 fl. high. Leaves .5 in. to 6 in. long, not i in. wide. The flowering branches
sometimes bear broader and shorter foliage. {Id.) According to Pursh, the branches are brown,
and the branchlets white.

at 199. 5. iVESPiLiFoYiA Schl. The Mespilus-leaved Willow.

Identification. Schl. Cat. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description, Sfc. A shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824 ; flowering in April and
May. There are plants at Messrs. Loddiges's, from which it appears to belong to the group Cinireie.

^ 200. .S". muriNa SM. The Mouse Willow.

Identification. Schl. Cat. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description, ^c. A shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824, and flowering in March
and April. From the plants at Messrs. Loddiges's, it appears to belong to the group Cinlrese.

a^ 201. 5^. myricoi'des Miihlenb. The Myrica-like Willow.
Identification. Miihlenb. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. Berol., 4. p. 285. t 6. f. 2.; Willd. Sp. PI., 4.

p 666. ; Miihlenb. in Sims et Kdnig Ann. of Bot., 263. t. 5. f". 2.; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept, '2.
p. 613. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 29.

The Sexes. The female is noticed in the Specific Character.
Engravings. Nov. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrut. herol., 4. t. 6. f. 2. ; Ann. of Bot, 2. t. 5. f. 2.

Spec. Char., SiC. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, acute, about 4 in. long, and 1 in. broad, bluntly serrated,
glabrous, glaucous beneath, glanded at the base. Stipules ovate, serrated with glanded teeth.
Catkins woolly, about I5 in. long. Ovary lanceolate, glabrous ; its stalk and the bractea remarkably
woolly, and the former longer than the gland. Style the length of the divided stigmas. {Smith.)
Wild in North America, in wet meadows and woods, from New England to Virginia ; flowering
in April. A shrub, from 6 ft. to 9 ft. high. {Pursh and Smith.) According to Pursh, the adult
branches are green, and the younger ones purple, and glabrous. Introduced in 1811.

at 202. S. NERVO'SA Schl. The nerwed-leaved Willow.

Identification. Schl. Cat. ; Lodd. C.it., ed. 1836.

Description, Sjc. A shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824. From the plants in the
Hackney arboretum, it appears allied to S. ciprea.

* 203. S. OBTU^SA Link. The \A\mt-leaved Willow.

Identification. ? Link.

Description, S;c. A low shrub, rarely exceeding 4 ft. high ; a native of Switzerland. Introduced
in 1820, and flov7ering in May.

iaife 204. S. oBTUSiFoYiA Willd. The obtu.se-leaved Lajyland Willow.

Identification. Willd., No. 106. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 131.

Synonyn:es. S. f bliis oblongis, &c., Lin. Fl. Lapp., ed. 2., p. 301. ; S. caprea /3 Sp. PI., 1448. j S.

O lea sylvestris, &c., Rudd. Lapp., 99.

Spec. Char.ffc. Leaves oblong-lanccolate, wedge-shaped at the base. Frequent in the woods and
mountains of Lapland. (Linmeus) A slender shrub, not unfrcqucntly arborescent. Young
branches slender, clothed with long silky down. Leaves rather' more than 2 in. long, f in. wide;
green, shining, slightly downy above, with many curved parallel veins

;
glaucous, and not more downy,

beneath. Footstalks downy. It is very remarkable, that, contrary to the nature of most willows,
the lower blunter leaves of each branch arc fiirni.shed with minute distant teeth, or shallow ser-

ratures; while the upper and pointed ones are quite entire. Except the teeth of the leaves, it come*
nearer to S. Lappbnum than any other kind of willow. {Smith in /lees's Cyclo.)

a 205. 5. OBTu'si-sERRA^A Schl. The obtusely-serrated-Zeawrf Willow.

Identification. Schl. Cat. ; Lodd. Cat.,ed. 1836.

Description, ^c. A shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824. The plants in the Hack-
ney arboretum appear allied to S. caprea.

3fc 20G. S. pallf/sce.ns Schl. The pale Willow.

Identification Schl. Cat. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 18,36.
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Description, SfC. A shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced in 18-23 The plants at Hackney

appear allied to S. cJiprea.

m. 207. S. PALUDo'sA Lk. The Marsh Willow.

Identification. Link Enum. ; Sweet Hort. Brit., No. 73. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description, ^c. From the plants bearing this name in the Hackney arboretum, this kind appears

to belong to the same group as S. pallescens.

^ 208. iS^. PERSiciEFO^LiA IIoH, The Peach-tree-leaved Willow.

Identification. Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description, Sjc. The plant bearing this name in the Hackney arboretum appears allied to S.

r libra.

-* 209. S. PYRENA^iCA Gouan. The Pyrenean Willow.

Identification. Gouan lllust., 77., excluding the synonymes ; Willd., No. 86. ; Smith in Rees's

Cyclo., No. 107.

Spec. Char.,!^c. Stems quite prostrate, branched, and smooth. Leaves lin. long, and nearly § in.

wide ; bright green and shining above ; remarkably woolly about the margin, which gives them a

peculiar and characteristic appearance. When young, they are hairy all over. Footstalks broad,

channeled, rather short, smooth, yellowish, without stipules. Female catkins 2 in. long, slender,

rather lax, on leafy stalks. Scales linear-obovate, long, fringed with copious long hairs. Germens
extending rather beyond the scales, and clothed witli similar hairs. Stigmas long and linear.

{Smith in Rees's Cyclo.) A native of the Pyrenees. Introduced in 1823, and (lowering in May.

3^ 210. S. PYRiFoYiA Sclil. The Pear-tree-leaved Willow.

Identification. Schl. Cat. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description, S/c. A shrub, a native of Switzerland. Introduced in 1824, and, from the plants at

Hackney, apparently belonging to Cinerea^.

3fe 211. 5*. recurvaVa Pursh. The recurved-cfli/iijicrf Willow.

Identification. Pursh Fl. Amcr. Sept., 2. p. 609. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 99.

The Sexes. The female is noticed in the Specific Character.

Spec. Char., §c. Leaves obovate-lanceolate, acute, glabrous, entire ; glandular at the margin, glau-

cous beneath ; the young ones silky. Stipules none. Catkins protruded before the leaves, re-

curved. Ovary ovate, .somewliat stalked, the length of the hairs of the bracteas. Style very short.

Stigmas divided. Wild in .-ihady woods in North America, among the mountains of New Jersey

and Pennsylvania ; flowering in April. A low shrub. Branches brown, glabrous. Buds yellow.

Bracteas tipped with black. (Pursh and Smith.) Introduced in 1811. According to Pursh (p. 612.),

it bears considerable resemblance to S. rosmarinift>lia.

* 212. S. 5ALViiEFo^LiA Link. The Sage-leaved Willow.

Identification. Adopted from Link in Willd Sp. PI., 4. p. 688. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 87.

;

Koch Comm., p. 34.

Synonymes. S. patula Seringe Sal. Helv., p. 11., Sprcng. Syst., Sweet Hort. Brit. ; S. oleifolia Ser.

Sal. cvsiec. No. 1. ; S. olesf61ia I'lll. Dauph., 3. p. 784., according to W'tld. Sp. Pi., 4. p. 709. ;

.S. Fluggeanfl Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 709., according to a specimen from Flugge himself in the her-

barium of Mertens, Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 139.

The Sexes. The female is described in the Specific C/iaracter, and in Willdenow's description of S.

FUigge&na.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves oblong lanceolate, .ncute, tapered to the base, obsoletely denticulated,

hoary and tomentose, and wrinkled with veins on the under surface ; lower ones obtuse. Stipules

half-heart-shaped, acute. Catkins sessile, arched, attended by some scale-shaped leaves at the

base. Capsule ovate-lanceolate, tomentose, stalked ; tloe stalk as long again as the gland. Style

short. Stigmas oblong, nearly entire. {Koch.) Wild in Portugal, the south of France, and Swit-

zerland. In Dauphine, Villars says that it serves as a stock on which to graft .S'. vitellina. Smith
mentions that ihe trunk is about 10 ft. or 12 ft. high ; the leaves about IJ in. or 2 in. long, and some-

what revolute ; and the branches dark brown, hairy when young, and very brittle. Smith describes

S. salvia;f61ia and S. Fluggeimn as distinct species ; but it does not appear that he had seen speci-

mens of either. S. Flugge«rt« Willd. is stated in the Hortus Britanniciis to be a native of the south

of France, and introduced in 1820.

J* 213. '^cm^KDK^iA^NA Willd. Schrader's Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 695. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 104. ; Koch incidentally in

Comm., p. 46.

Synoni/mes. S. discolor Schrad. Hort. Gott. MSS., asquoted by Willd. It is noticed by Koch [Comm.,
p, 46.), as a variety of a kind that is cultivated, in most German gardens, under the erroneous name
of S. bicolor Ehrhart.

Spec. Char., S(C. Leaves elliptical, acute ; finely downy on both surfaces, glaucous on the under one

;

slightly serrated towards tiie jioint. Stipules very small. Catkins protruded rather earlier than
the leaves, ovate, hairy. (Smith.) It approaches, in habit and size of leave.s, .S'. Crowei"m« and S.

bicolor ; but the foliage is always more or less clothed on both surfaces with silky hairs ; and the
two stamens are distinct. The footstalks are slender, elongated, sometimes having two minute
rounded stipules at the base, or, in their stead, a pair of glands, (fd.) Introduced in 1820.

^ 214. S. sEPTENTRiONA^Lis Ho.<tf. The northern Willow.

Identification. Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description, S(c. From the plants in the Hackney arboretum, this kind appears to belong to the
group CinferCEe. Mr. Borrer bad cuttings of S. nigricatis Smith, from Messrs. Loddiges, under the
name of S. septentrionalis.
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SI 215. S. silesi'aca WML The Silesian Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI ,4. p. 6t>0. ; Smith in Reei'sCyclo., No. 17. ; Koch de Sal. Europ. Comm.,
p. 40.

TAe Sc'j-.-i. The female is noticcil in the Specie Character.
Engruv'tng. Hayne AbbiUi., t. Id4.

Spec. Char.,ljc. Leaves obovate, with an acuminate point ; the lowest ones blunt; waved andser.
rated in the margin ; under surface of the same colour as the upper one, and glabrous in adult
leaves. Stipules kidney-shaped, or half heart-shaped. Catkins sessile. Capsule ovate-lanceolate,
glabrous or silky, stalked. .Stalks three to four times as long as the gland. Style of middling
length. Stigmas ovate, bifid. {Kcch.) Wild in woods, in mountainous, and sub.ilpine places, at
the termination of the growth of the .'pruce fir, in Carpathia, in Sweden, and on the Alps of
Croatia {Koch.) Introduced in 181(i, and flowering in May.

a 216. S. Starke.4\v.4 Willd. Starke's Sallow, or the Marsh Silesian Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., No. 46. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 54. ; Hayne Abbild., p. 232.

;

Host's Salix, p. 27.

The Sexes. Tlie female is figured in Hayne Ahbild., and both in Host Sal.

Engravings. Hayne Abbild., t. 174. ; Host Sal., figs. S9. and UO.

Spec. Char., S;c. Leaves elliptical, nearly orbicular, smooth, somewhat serrated in the middle, rather
glaucous beneath. Catkins appearing after the leaves. Capsules ovate.lanceolate, stalked, and
downy. Stipules small, ovate, and toothed. [IVilld. and Smith.) Found in the bogs of Silesia, by
the Rev. Mr. Starke A shrub, growing to the height of 4 ft. ; introduced in IS'iU, and flowering
in April and May. Koch regards it as identical with 5. livida fVahl.

s 217. <S. tetra'ndra Host. The four-stamened Willow.

Identification. Lodd. Cat., ed. 183tl

Description, ^c. From the specimen in the Hackney arboretum, this kind appears closely allied

to £. fragilis.

j» 218. 5'. THYMELiEoi'DEs Host. The Wild-Olive-like Willow.

Identification. Lodd. Cat., ed. 1826.

Description, ^c. There are living specimens of this kind of willow in the Hackney and Goldworth
arboretums. Those in the form.erare dwarf plants, appearing to belong to the group Cinfereae.

^ 219. ^S". Trevira^n^ Lk. Treviranus's Willow.

Identification. Link Enum. ; Sweet's Hort. Brit., No. 19. ; ? Spreng. Syst., incidentally in Koch's
Comm.

Description, ffc. Koch mentions the S. Trevirini of Spreng. in the list at the end of his work, as
one of the kinds which he had not observed with sufticient accuracy to describe ; and states that it

was in the Eriangen Botanic Garden in 1828, but that it had not then flowered. {Comm., p. 64.)

34 220. S. veluti'na JVi/ld. The velvet Willow.

Identification. Willd. Enura. ; Sweet's Hort. Brit., No. 216.

jct 221. 5. VERSiFoYiA Spreng. The twining-leaved Willow.

Identification. Spreng. Syst. ; Sweet's Hort. Brit., No. 117. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Description, Sfc. From the specimen at Messrs. Loddiges, this is a dwarf sallow belonging to the
group Cinere£B.

J* 222. S. FACCiMoi^DEs Host. The Vaccinium-like Willow.

Identification. Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Description, Sjc. The plant bearing this name in the Hackney arboretum, appears allied to S.

fragilis.

^ 223. S. WALDSTEiN/vi'i^^ Willd. Waldstein's Willow.

Identification. Willd., No. 50. ; Smith in Rees's Cycle, No. 61.

•Si/nonyme. S. alpestris Host Sal. Austr., 1. p. 30.

The Sexes. Both are figured in Host Sal.

Engravings. Host Sal. t. PP. and t. 100.

Spec. Char.,SiC. Leaves obovate elliptic, smooth, rather acute, remotely serrated in the middle only ;

shining above, somewhat glaucous beneath. Germen lanceolate, silky, and perfectly sessile.

Anthers yellow. Young branches smooth. {Willd. and Smith.) Found on the Croatian Alps.
Very nearly akin to S. Dickson«"ina, but differing in the smoothness of its branches. A shrub,
about 4 ft. high. Introduced in 1822, and flowering from April to June.

a* 224-. S. \N\:i.v¥.si.i^NA Willd. Wulfen's Willow.

Identification. Willd. Sp PI., 4. p. 660. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 16. ; Host Sal. Austr., 1. p. 29.

Synont/mes. S. hastiU var. Koch Comm., p. 4.5. ; ? .S./jhylicaifblia H'uif in Jacq. Coll., 2. p. 139. ;

Host Syn., 526.

The Sexes. Both are figured in Host Sal.

Engravings. Sal. Austr., t. 9.5., and t, <t6.

Spec. Char., &c. Leaves obovate, bluntish, serrated, smooth, glaucous beneath. Catkins dense with
fringed scales. Germen stalked, awl-shaped, nearly smooth. Style longer than the stigmas.
Smith in Bees's Cyclo.) This is not the .S'. Wulfeniana of Smith in Eng. Fl., described p. 1582.

Mr. Borrer says of this species, " The true S. Wulfetiwnn of Willdenow we have no reason to

believe a British species. We have seen of it several foreign specimens of both sexes ; in all of

5 Ji 2
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which, and especially In those from the younger Jacquin preserveil in the Smithian collection, the

bracteal leaves are large and closely resemble those of the leafy twigs; anrt tlie scales of the

catkin are naked, except a marginal fringe." (Borrer in Eng. Bot. SuppL, t. 265fi.) The S. Wul-
icniiina of Willdenow appears to be a native of Carinthia, where it was found by Wulfen. It

flowers from May to July, and was introduced in 1818.

A]ip. i. Kinds of Sdlix described or recorded i?i Botanical

Works, hut not introduced into Britain, or not hiovon by these

Names in British Gardens.

??^S. drctica R. Br., inhisi^'si of the Plants collected in Ross's Voyage. Koch, in his Comm., p. 61.,

note *, considers this species about intermediate between S. Jacquini/ Host and S. reticulata L. ;
and

he has described it. He states it to be a native of the most northern part of America, Hudson's Bay,

Melville Island, &c. It is also described by Dr. Richardson, in App. to Fra7iklin's First Journey,

p. 7.'J2, 733. According to Dr. Lindley {Kat. Syst. of Bot.), it is the most northern woody plant that is

known. Mr. Borrer considers it to be near .S. cordifblia Pursk.
^ S. desertbrum Rich, and S. rostrata Rich, are mentioned by Dr. Richardson, in App. to Frank-

lin's First Journey, as new species.

^ S. cincrdscens Link MSS. (Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 706. ; Smith in Rees's Cyclo , No. 1.S2.), the ash.

coloured Portuguese willow, has the leaves oblong-obovate, pointed, and serrated ; hoary with down
beneath. Stipules large, lunate, and toothed. (H'l/lci. and Smith.) A native of marshes in Portugal.

This kind is supposed by Koch to be probably identical, or nearly so, with the S. grandiflitia of

Seringe ; and it appears to belong to the group Cinferea;.

Sk S. unindifolia Seringe Sal. Helv., p. 20. ; Koch Comm., p. 36. ; S. stipularis Ser. Sal. exsicc. ; S.

cinerascens li'i/ld. Sp. PI., 4. p. 706. This kind is supposed by Kocli to be tlie same as S. cineratcens ;

and it appears to resemble S. caprea.
Jk S. divarichta Pall. Fl. Ross., 2. p. 80., Wilki. Sp. PI., i. p. 675., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. .52.

This s-pecies is a native of the alps of Daiiria, where it grows among granite rocks, over which it

spreads in a prostrate form. The stem is about as thick as the tinger, very much divided, and forked

from its origin, with short, rigid, depressed, yellowish brown branches. The leaves are crowded
about the ends of the shoots ; in some specimens lanceolate, and nearly entire ; in others obovate-
lancenlate, coarsely serrated, the serratures somewhat wavy and obtuse : both sides are quite smooth.
Pallas stales that this kind resembles the S. ;)hvlicif>Mia of LimiiEUS. (Smith.)

Si, S. hirsuta Thunb. Prod., 6., Fl. Cap., 1. p. 141 ; Willd. Sp. PI., No. eW., Smith in Rees's

Cycle, No. 106. A tree 61t. high, a native of the Cape of Good Hope; with the leaves on the

extreme shoots scarcely 1 in. long, and on very short footstalks, obovate, obtuse, with a point, and
clothed on both sides with white hairs. {Thunb. and Smith.)

? 5^ S. pedicelluta Desf Atlant., 2. p. .362,, Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 706., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No.

133. The stalked Uarbary Sallow. Leaves lanceolate, rugose, downy beneath. Capsules stalked,

and glabrous. Nearly allied to S. caprea, but diffisring in the smoothness of the capsule. {Smith,

adapted.)
aa S. Integra Thunb. Fl. Jap., 24., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 686., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 81. The

entire-leaved Japan Willow. Leaves entire, smooth, linear oblong, obtuse. Gathered by Thunberg
in Japan. {Smith.)

$ S.Japdnica Thunb. Fl. Jap., 24. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 668., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No 34. ;

Rju, vulgo Aujaki, Kwmpfer Amcen. Exot., 908. Leaves serrated, glabrous, lanceolate, glaucous
beneath. Twigs pendulous. A middle-sized tree ; a native of Japan.

at S. mucronata Thunb. Prod., 6., Fl. Cap., 1. 140.; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 685.; Smith in Rees's

Cyclo., No. 74. Leaves entire, smooth, oblong, pointed, and about 1 in. in length. Gathered, at

the Capo of Good Hope, by Thunberg. {Smith.)

Jk S. xhamnifolia Pall. Fl. Ro<s., 2. p. 84., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. .53., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No.
53. ; S. pumila, fbliis ovalibus, &c., Gmel. Sib., 1 t. 35. f. A. A procumbent shrub, a native of
mountain bogs, and the stony banks of rivers, in Siberia. Leaves firm and rigid ; about 1| in. long,
and mostly tapering at the base. [Smith.)
^ S. Serin:.iciina. Gaudin in Serijige's Sal. Helv., p. 37., Koch Comm., p. 33. ; S. lanceolJita Ser.

Sal. exsicc. No. 70. ; S. Kanderi<5?ja Ser. Sal exsicc. No. 42. ; S. longifblia Schleich. Cat.

Spec. Char.,S(C. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, crenulate ; white on the under surface with
white tomentum, and rugose with veins. Stipules ovate, acute. Catkins arched, se.tsile, slender,
bracteated at the base with small leaves. Capsule ovate-lanceolate, tomentose, stalked ; the stalk

twice as long as the gland. Style elongated. Stigmas bifid. (Koch.) It grows wild by rivulets, in
subalpine valleys of Switzerland and Tyrol. {Id.)

St ^ S. serolina Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. p. 2. 77., Itin., 3. 759. t. N. n., Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 83.,

and incidentally in F^ng. Flora, 4. p. 228.; S. No. 19. Gmel. Sib., I. 163.; S. caprea y Lin. Sp. PI.,

1448. ; S. aegyptiaca Willd., so far as relates to the synonyme of Pallas ; S. Gmelinrtn/i Wil'd. Sp. PI.,

4. p. 709.

Spec. Char., SfC. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, entire, often more than a span long ; rather downy on
the upper surface, silky on the under one, revolute in the bud. Stipules lanceolate. Catkins ses-

sile, unattended by leaves, very hairy. Ovaries lanceolate, silky, stalked. {Smith.) Abundant in

the sandy islands and shallows in the southern parts of the Wolga ; not expanding its catkins or
leaves till the beginning of June. In dry ground, it becomes a tree ; but is otherwise shrubby, 6 ft.

high ; with brittle grey or yellowish twigs, glabrous, except when very young. It is distinguished
from S. ciprea, by its broad and serrated leaves, and ovate ovaries. {Id.)

To the names above given many others might be added, and in particular the greater number of
those described in Host's Flora Austriaca, which we have preferred giving in a separate Appendix.
See App. iv.

The plates, which form pages 1603. ^o 16S0., contain figures of leaves, of the
natural size, from the engravings of willows given in the Salictum Woburncnse ;

and against each leaf, or pair of leaves, we have placed the same number, and
the same name, which are given in the Salictum. In App. ii., in p. 1631., will

be found an alphabetical list of all these names, with references to the figures

of leaves in our pages; and the same figures are also referred to, where the
respective kinds are described, in the description of willows in British collec-

tions, contained in the pages between p. 1490. and p. 1595.



CHAP. cm. ^AMCA'cr.-t. s\\a\. 100;3

^ i. Adult IjVdVcs srirulcd, nrarljj smuotli.

OSIUKS AND WILLOWS.

3. 5. Lambei (/.'./m.

i..S. iiioiUndra.
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i. continued.— Adult Leaves serrated, nearly smooth.

OSIERS AND WILLOWS.



CHAP. CIIJ. .^ALJCA Clwli. SAl.W. 1G05

§ i. contiiuied.

—

Adu/t Leaves aerraial, i;eai/i/ fsniovl/i.

OSIEUS AND WILLOWS.

It. .S hiinTolfila.

13. S. uiululatii
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§ i. continued.

—

Adult Leaves serrated, nearly smooth.

OSIERS AND WILLOWS.

21. S. annularis. -0 !> vi;ellm;'.

A

in. S. mont^ua.

n. 5. VUUvs".""'



CHAP. cm. SA-LICX^CEJE. ^a'liX. 1607

§ i. continued.

—

Adii/t I.caces serrated, nearly smooth.

OSIKUS .\ND WILLOWS.
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§ i. continued.

—

Adull I/caves serrated^ nearly smooth.

OSIERS AND WILLOWS.

28. S. Russellj(}«a.

27. A', frftgilis.



CHAP. cm. ^alicaV'Ej^. sa\.ix. 1609

§ i. continued.— Aitiilt Leaves setratcd, ncarlt/ smooth.

WILLOWS.

-T^^^C^-^''
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§ i. continued.— Adidt Leaves serrated, nearly smooth.

WILLOWS.

Zi S lent lira



CHAP. cm. SMACA^CE/E. SA^IX. 1611

j i. contimicd.— Adit/t Leaves serrated, nearly svumtli.

WILLOWS.

S. iuyru-„ii«.
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§ i. continued.

—

Adult Leaves serrated, nearly smooth.

WILLOWS.

.)3. ,S. p'ltoiis



CHAP. CI II. 5ALICA^CE.E. S-A^LIX. 1613

§ i. continued.— Adi'Jl Leaves serratedy nearly smooth.

WILLOWS.

4.3. v">'. I'onIC(ier()Hn

1 1, .S'. Will'.lenoi/on<7.
14. S. Hi tens.
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§ i. continued.— Adult Leaves serrated, nearly smooth.

WILLOWS.

50. S. ter.ui Cilia



CHAP. cm. 5'ALICaY'I:.E. i^A^LIX. IGl,

§ i. continued.— /Unit Leaves serrated, nearly smooth.

WILLOWS.
56. S.prunifblia. 63. 5. polaris. C2. 5. herbJlcea. 54. 5. floribunda.

;'9. .9. carinata. 01. .S. iirocilmben'
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§ ii. Aduli Leaves entire, nearly smooth.

WILLOWS.

G6. .S. myrtilloidcs.

^ iii. heaves all shaggy, ivoolly, or silky.

WILLOWS.



CHAP. cm. 5ALICA CE^. S\ LIX. 1617

^ iii. continued.— Ijcavcs all shaggy, luoolhj, or silky.

WILLOWS.

\™ 75. S. [trotCiefolia.

5 N 2
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§ iii. continued.— Leaves all shaggy, woolly, or silky.

WILLOWS.
76. S. nlaternciides.

i. S. adscdndens.

S+. 5. repeiis.

87. S. rosmariDir61ia.



CHAP. cm. .VALICA^CE^. .9aYiX. 1619

^ iii. coiitiiuiecl.— Leaves all shaggy, woolly, or sil/cy.

WILLOWS.

<i2. S. villftsa. 89. S. liiickris.

95. S. subalplna.
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§ iii. continued.— Leaves alt shaggy, woolly, or silky.

WILtOWS AND SALLOWS.

98. S. Schleichenawa. s.
il7. *. lietrtE a. 3.

99. S. grisoiun.sis. s.

M. i'. peiinsylvAnica.



CHAP. cm. 5ALlCA^CEiE. SA^hlX. 1621

§ iii. continued.— Leaves all n/iaggt/, woolli/, or silhij.

SALLOWS.

102 S nvularis. s.

100. S. strcpida. s.
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§ iii. continued.— Leaves all shaggy, tvoolly, or silky.

SALLOWS.



CHAP. cm. SAIACA^CEM. .VA^LIX. 1623

§ iii. continued.— Leaves all shaggy, ivoolli/, or silky.

SALLOWS.

IIU. S. Forsten,)n(i. s.
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§ iii . continued .— Leaves all shaggy, woolly, or silki/.

SALLOWS.

114. S. cotinifftlia. s,

115. S. crassifdlia. s.



CHAP. CI 11. SALICA^CE^. 5'A'lIX.

§ iii. continued.— Leaves all shaggy y woolly, or silhy.

SALLOWS.

119. S. grisophylla. 8.

1625

118. S. latif'lia. s. I'iO. S. imancsccns. s.
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§ iii. continued.— Leaves all shaggy, luooUi/, or silky.

SALLOWS.



CHAP. cm. .VALICA^CK/K. .VA^JX. 1627

§ iii. continnetl.— Leaves all shaggj/, woollj/, or silky.

SALLOWS.
129. S. geminata.
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§ iii. continued.

—

Leaves all shaggy, woolly, or silky.

SALLOW AND OSIER.

1'32. S. stipularis. s
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(J
iii. continued.— Leaves all shaggy, ivoollj/, or silky.

OSIERS AND WILLOWS.

137. S. c.TrQloa.

134. 5. Sniitli/dH«. o.
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§ iv. Miscellaneous Kinds.

WILLOWS, OSIERS, AND SALLOWS,

138. S. arbuscula. 139. S. retiisa. 143. S. cordifblia. s.

UP. S. alpina.
142. S. cordita.
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App. ii. Kinds of Sdli.v^gured or described i?i the Salictuni

Woburnense.

The preceding Twenty-eight Plates, forming pages 1603. to 1630., contain specimens of the leaves of

most of the kinds in the Woburn Collection, of the natural size ; and references to these figures,

and also to the pages in this work containing the descriptions, synonynies, &c., of the Woburn
.species, are here given. The names are arranged alphabetically for the convenience of reference;

but, in the Salic/um Woburnense, they are arranged in the order in which the leaves are given

in the Twenty-eight pages of Plates.

5ali.x acuminata, f. lol. in p. 1628., and our No. 82. in p. 1553.

adsctndens, f 80. in p. ItilK., and our No. 52. var. l. in p. 1538.

agyptiaca, f. 146. in p. 1630., and our No. 165. in p. 1594.

alaternijldes, f. 76. in p. 1618., and our No. 57. in p. 1542.

alba, f. 136. in p. 1629., and our No. 26. in p. 1522.

alp'ina, f. 149. in p. 1630., and our No. 166. in p. 1.094.

ambigua, No. 154. in Sal. Wob., and our No. 25. (Purshfa/w) in p. 1521.

amygdalina, f. 18. in p. 1606., and our No. 14. in p. 1500.

Andersoniunrt, f. 109. in p. 1023., and our No. 110. in p. 1568.

annultlris, f. 21. in p. 1606., and our No. 19. var. S. (babyl6nica crfspa) in p. 1514.

Ansonj'ana, f. 107. in p. 1622., and our No. 112. in p. 1569.

aqu&tica, f. 127. in p. 1627., and our No. 91. in p. 1559.

arbuscula Smith, f. 86. in p. 1618., and our No. 49. (angustifblia) in p. 1535.

arbuscula /,., f. 138. in p. 1630., and our No. 163. var. 4. in p. 1593.

areniria, f. 70. in p. 1617., and our No. 65. in p. 1545.

argentea, f. 78. in p. 1618., and our No. 52. var. 6. in p. 1539.

atropurpurea. No. 156. in Sal. Ji'ob., and our No. 10/. in p. 1567. '

atrovirens, f. 108. in p. 1622., ani our No. 124. in p. 1575.

aurita, f. 124. in p. 1626., and our No. 95. in p. 1560.

australis, f. 103. in p. 1621., and our No. 99. in p. 1565.

babylonica, f. 22. in p. 1607., and our No. 19. in p. 1507.

berberiihWa, f. 140. in p. 1630., and our No. 167. in p. 1595.

Wcolor, f. 38. in p. 1612., and our No. 131. (/av'irina) in p. 1578.

Bonplandidna, f. 9. in p. 1604., and our No. 30. in p. 1529.

BoTtericLna, f. 45. in p. 1014., and our No. 134. in p. 1579.

Candida, f. 91. in p. 1619., and our No. 72. in p. 1548.

caprea, f. 122. in p. 1626., and our No. 97. in p. 1561.

carin-ita, f. 59. in p. 1615., and our No. 146. in p. 1585.

carpinif&lia. No. 155. in Sal. Wob., and our No. 115. in p. 1570.
cinferea, f. 125. in p. 1626., and our No. 90. in p. 1558.

cjerCdea, f. 137. in p. 1629., and our No. 26. var. 2. in p. 1523.

conformis, f. 24. in p. 1607., and our No. Sb. in p. 1531.

cordata, f. 142. in p. 1630., and our No. 47. in p. 1534.

cordif&lia, f. 143. in p. 1&30., and our No. 160. in 1590.

coriacea, f. 112. in p. 1623., and our No. 108. in p. 1568.

cotinifr)Ua, f. 114. in p. 1624., and our No. 104. in p. 1566.

crassifblia, f. 115. in p. 1624., and our No. 103. in p. 1566.
crispa, f. 42. in p. 1613., and our No. 94. in p. 1560.

Croweana, f. 52. in p. 1615., and our No. 141. in p. 1583.

damascfena. No. 157. in Scil. Jl'ob., and our No. 111. in p. 1569.

Davalh'draa, f. 47. in p. 1614., and our No. 135. in p. 1580.

decipiens, f. 29. in p. 1609., and our No. 20. in p. 1515.

decijmbens, f. 88. in p. 1018., and our No. 50. in p. 1536.

Dicksonj'dnn, {.55. in p. 1615., and our No. 144. in p. 1584.

discolor, f. 147. in p. 1630., and our No. 33. in p. 1530.

Don/ana, f. 85. in p. 1618., and our No. 53. in p. 1540.

diira, f. 105. in p 16,2., and our No. 117. in p. 1571.

flieagnifijlia, f 69. in p. 1616., and our No. 60. (elsagnoides) in p. 1543.

falcata, f. 148. in p. 1630., and our No. 41. in p. 1533.

ferrugfnea, f. 128. in p. 1627., and our No. 81. in p. 1552.

firma, f. 106. in p. 1622., and our No. 114. in p. 1570.

floribunda, f. 54. in p. 1615., and our No. 142. (bicolor) in p. 1563.

Forbyana, f. 5. in p. 1603., and our No. 5. in p. 1492.

Forster/dn«, f. 110. in p. 162.3., and our No. 118. in p. 1571.

fragilis, f. 27. in p. 1608., and our No. 22. in p, 1516.

fusca, f. 83. in p. 1618., and our No. 52. var. J. in p. 1.537.

gemiucita, f. 129. in p. 1627., and our No. 93. in p. 1560.

glauca, f. 68. in p. 1616., and our No. 61. in p. 1544.

grisoncnsis, f. 99. in p. 1620., and our No. 128. in p. 1576.

grisophylla, f. 119. in |). 162,5., and our No. 101. in p. 1565.

ha.'tata, f. 35. in p. 1611., and our No.16,3. in ]>. 15<>2.

.ffelix, f. 2. in p. 1603., and our No. 2. in p. 1491.

herb^ea, f. 62. in p. 1615., and our No. 161. in p. 1.590.

hirta, f. 113. in p. 1623., and our No. 105. in p. 1567.

Hoffmannid»a, f. 16. in p. 1606., and our No. 13. in p. 1500.

Houston/dn«, f. 11. in p. 1604., and our No. 40. in p. 1532.

Humboldt/araar, f. 8. in p. 1604., and our No. 29. in p. 1529.

helvetica. No. 159. in Sal. Wob., and our No. 113. in p. 1570.

incana, f. 90. in p. 1619., and our No. 73. in p. 1548.

incancscens, f 120. in p. 1625., and our No. 87. in p. 1.557.

incubicea, f. 79. in p. 1618., and our No. 52. var. 5. in p. 1.539.

Kitaibeliana, f. 64. in p. 1616., and our No. 157. in p. 1589.

laciistris, f. 116. in p. 1624., and our No. 102. in p. 1566.

Lambert/dn/i, f. 3. in p. 1603., and our No. 3. in p. 1492.

lanfkU, f. 71. in p. 1617-, and our No. 164. in p. 1593.

lanceolata, f. 14. in p. 1605., and our No. 10. var. 3. in p. 1497.

5o
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5alix Lappbnum, f. 73. in p. 1617., ., and our Xo. 63. in p. 1545.

latilblia, f. 118. in p. 1625., and our No. 96. in p. 15G1.

linearis, f. 89. in p. 1619., and our No. 74. in p. 1549.

lucida, f. 32. in j). 1610., and our No. 18. in p. 1504.

Lybn«, f. 10. in p. 1604., and our No. 39. in p. 1532.

macrostipulticea, f. 130. in p. 16'i7., and our No. 86. in p. 1557.

ma\\{b\\a, f. 3i5. in p. 1611., and our No. 163. var. 3. in p. 1593.

Meyenuna, f. 33. in p. 1610., and our No. 17. in p. 1504.

MicheWina f. 135. in p. 1629., and our No. 80. in p. 1552.

monandra, f. 4. in p. 1603., and our No. 4.(Woolgar/nnn) in p. 1492.

Tnontina, f. 19. in p. 1606., and our No. 21. in p. 1515.

monspeliensis, f. 30. in p. 1609., and our No. 23. in p. 1507.

Mijhlenberg/unfl!, f. 145. in p. 1630., ar,d our No. 45. in p. 1534.

mutabilis. No. 160. in Sal. Wob., and our No. 89. in p. 1558.

jVyrsinites, f. 60. in p. 1615., and our No. 154. tftetuliefblia) in p. 1588.

myrtilloides, f. 66. in p. 1616., and our No. 149. (c<E"sia) in p. 1586.

nigra, f. 152. in p. 1630., and our No. 28. in p. 1529.

nigricans, f. 37. in p. 1611., and our No. 109. in p. 1568.

nltens, f. 44. in p. 1613., and our No. 149. in p. 1582.

obov^ita, f. 144. in p. 1630., and our No. 66. in p 1546.

oleifblia, f. 126. in p. 1626., and our 92. in p. 1559.

pallida, t'. E6. in p. 1620., and our No. 83. in p. 1555.

pannbsa, f. 12.3. in p. 1626., and our No. 88. in p. 1,557.

parvifi)Ua, f. 81. in p. 1618., and our No. 52. var^4. in p. 1538.

pitens, f. 39. in p. 1612., and our No. 132. in p. 1j/8.

pennsvlvanica, f. 95. in p. 1620., and our No. 44. in p. 1534.

pentandra, f. 34. in p. 1610., and our No. 16. in p. 1.503.

petrae^a, f. 97. in p. 1620., and our No. 122. in p. 1574.

petiolaris, f. 23. in p. 1607., and our No. 43. in p. 1533.

phvlicifblia, f. 46. in p. 1614., and our No. 133. (radlcan^ in p. 1579.

poferis, f. 63. in p. 1615., and our No. 162. in p. 1591.

pomeranica. No. 153. in Sal. Won., and our No. 9. in p. 1496.

Pontederaraa, f. 43. in p. 1613., and our No. 85. in p. I."i55.

prje^cox, f. 26. in p. 1608., and our No. 8. irfaphnciides) in p. 1494.,

prindldes, f. 40. in p. 1612., and our No. 32. in p. 1.530.

prostrata, f. 82. in p. 1618., and our No. 52. var. 3. in p. 1537.

YiTctecEfolia, f. 75. in p. 1617., and our No. 5S. in p. 1.542.

procdmbens, f. 61. in p. 1615., and our No. 155. in p. 1588.

prunifblia, f. 56. in p. 1615., and our No. 147. in p 1583.

purpurea, f. I. in p. 1603., and our No. 1. in p. 1490.

ramifiisca, f. 5.3. in p. 1615., and our No. 137. in p. 1581.

reflexa, f. 94. in p. 1619., and our No. 37. in p. 1532.

rfepens, f. 84. in p. 1618.. and our No. 52. var. 2. in p. 1537.

reticulata, f. 67. in p. 1616., and our No. 59. in p. 1542.

retOsa, f. 139. in p. 1630., and our No. 156. in p. 1589.

rigida, f. 141. in p. 1630., and our No. 31. in p. 1530.

rivularis, f 102. in p. 1621., and our No. 106. in p. 1567.

rosmarinifblia, f. 87. in p. 1618., and our No. 48. in p. 1535.

rotund-ita, f. 104 in p. 1621., and our No. 116. in p. 1571.

rClbra, f. 6. in p. 1604., and our No. 6. in p. 1493.

rupestris, f. 111. in p. 1623., and our No. 119. in p. 1573.

Kusselli«H(7, f. 28. in p. 1608., and our No. 24. in p. 1517.

Schleicher/ano, f. 98. in p. 1620., and our No. 127. in p. 1576.

ierpyllifulia, f. 65. in p. 1616., and our No. 159. in p. 1590.

Smithi'area, f. 134. in p. 1629., and our No. 77. in p. 1550.

s6rdida, f. 101. in p. 1621., and our No. 126. in p. 1576.

sphacelata, f. 121. in p. 1624., and our No. 98. in p. 1563.

stipulfiris, f. 132. in p. 1628., and our No. 76. in p. 1550.

strepida, f. 100. in p. 1621., and our No. 125. in p. 1576.)

Stuartrtna, f. 72. in p. 1617., and our No. 68. in p. 1546.

subalp'ina, f. 93. in p. 1619., and our No. 71. in p. 1547.

tenuifblia, f. 50. in p. 1614., and our No. 120. in p. 1573.

tetrapla, f. 49. in p. 1614., and our No. 1.36. in p. 1580.

tetrasperma, f. 31. in p. 1609., and our No. 168. in p. 1595.

triandra, f. 15. in p. 1605., and our No. 12. in p. 1498.

tristis, f. 150. in p. 1630., and our No. 46. in p. 1534.

«luiif6tia. No. 158, in Sal. Wob., and our No. 169. in p. 1595.

undulata, f. 13. in p. 160.5., and our No. 10. in p. 1496.

UVa-ursi, f. 151. in p. 1630., and our No. 158. in p. 1590.

tiacciniifblia, f. 57. in p. 1615., and our No. 145. in p. 1585.

vaudensis, f. 117. in p. 1624., and No. 100. in p. 1.56o.

venulbsa, f. 58. in p. 1616., and our No. 148. in p. 1586.

versicolor, f. 77. in p. 1618., and No. Ha. in p. 1541.

Villarswna, f. 17. in p. 1606., and our No. 15. in p. 1502.

villbsa, f. 92. in p. 1610., and our No. 170. in p. 1595.

viminalis, f. 133. in p. 1629., and our No. 75. in p. 1549.

t'iol^cea, f. 25. in p. 1607., and our No. 7. (wol^ceal in p. 1494.

vir(?scens, f. 7. in p. 1604., and our No. 36. in p. 1531.

virgata, f. 12. in p. 1605., and our No. 38. in p. 1532.

vitelUna, f. 20. in p. 1606., and our No. 27. in p. 1528.

Weigeliana, f. 51. in p. 1614., and our No. 138. (Forbesiaraa) in p. 1581.

WilldenoviVma, f. 41. in p. 1613., and our No. 84. in p. 1555.

Wulfenidna, f. 48. in p. 1614., and our No. 139. (Weigebdna) in p. 1582.
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App. iii. Koch's Arrangeme7it of the Species ofSdlix indigenous

to Em-ope ; including, also, some extra-European Species, ivith

references to the pages in this lioork, where each species is de-

scribed. (See p. U87.)

ANALYSIS OF THE GROUPS.
Catkins sessile on the points of the bianchlets. Leaves below thecal- 7 y^y^ Chrysa'xthje

kins, proceeding from the sides of the branchlets - - . . J
'

Catkins originating in terminal Uikis, seated on leafy peduncles, having J Glacia'lesnew buds. Pedinicles permanent, and containing the branchlets - y
'

Terminal bud, and generally several more next the point of the branch-
lets, producing leaves ; the intermeiliate lateral ones, catkins.

Scales of the catkins of one colour, yellowish green ; falling off 7 : Fra'giles
before the fruit is ripe ....---. i '

Scales of the catkins of one colour, yellowish green, permanent - ii. y(.MYGDA'i.iN;r..

Scales of the ca'kins discoloured at the point.

Anthers, after flowering, black ---.-.. iv. Purpu're.*.
Anthers, after flowering, yellow or brown.

Capsules on long stalks, which are at least twice as long as
the gland.

Tall, erect, or arborescent shrubs - . - - . vi. Ca'prEjE.
Low shrubs, with a creeping procumbent stem - - vii. ARGE'NTEiE.

Capsules sessile, or with very short stalks.

Catkins sessile. Leaves cuspidate, acuminate, serrated - iii. Pruino^sm.
Catkins sessile. Leaves entire, or very slightly toothed - v. Vimina^les.
Catkins stalked. Stalk leafy ix. Fri'oid-e.

Group i. FrdgUcs.
Catkins lateral ; the fertile ones on a leafy peduncle. Scales of the catkin of one colour, yellowish

green, falling off before the fruit is ripe. Large trees.

1. S. pentandra L. Syn. : S. polv&ndra Sckrank Baier. Fl. ; S. tetrcindra Willd. Enuin. Suppl. ;

.S'. hermaphroditica Lin. Sp. PI. ; No. liS. in p. 1503.

2. S. cuspidfita S<^/iztltz. Svn. : 5. iMeyericinaWilld. Baum. ; S. tinctbria Smith in Rces's Cyclo. ; S.

pentandra /3 Lin. FL Suec. ; S. hexandra Ehrh. Arb. ; S. Ehrharti()na Smith in Rees's Cycl. ;

No. 17. in p. 1504.

3. S. fragilis L. Syn. : S. decfpiens Hoffm. SaL, Eng. Bot. ; S. fragilis Smith in Rees's Cyclo. ; S.

WargiaHrt Lej. Fl. d. Spa. ; S. fragilis WargjoMo Lej. Revue ; No. 22. in p. 151()., and No.
20. in p. 1515.

4. S. Russelhwa Smith. Syn. : S. pendula Ser. Sal. Helv. ; S. viridis Fries Nov. ; S. riibens Schrank
Baier. Fl. ; No. 24. in p. 1517.

5. S. &lba L. Syn. : S. cajrCilea Eng.Bot. ; S. vitellina Lin. Sp. PI. ; No. 26. in p. 1522. ; and No. 27.

in p. 1528.

To this group belong, also, the following extra-European species :

—

1. S. occidentalis Bosc ; p. 1530.

2. S. nigra Mii/il. Nov. Act. Soc. n. s. Ber. ; S. carolini^na hlickr. Amer. ; No. 28. in p. 1529.
.3. .v. babylonica L. ; S. propendens Ser. Sal. Helv. ; No. 19. in p. 1507.

4. .S'. octandra Sieh.
; p. 1530.

5. S. Humboldtfuna Willd. ; No. 29. in p. 1529.

Group ii. Amygddlincs.
Catkins lateral, the fertile ones on a leafy peduncle. Scales of the catkins of one colour, yel-
lowish green, permanent. Leaves long, serrated, smooth. Tall shrubs, with pliable shoots.

6. S. amvgdSlina L. Syn. : 5. triandra Lin. Sp. PI., Willd. Sp. PI. ; S. VillarsM/ia Willd. Sp. Pl. ;

S. Hoppeano Willd. Sp. ; No. 14. in p. 1500. ; No. 12. in p. 1498. ; No. 15. in p. 1502. ; and
No. 13. in p. 1500.

7. S. undulita Ehrh. Syn. : S. lanceolkta Smith Eng. Bot. ; S. No. 37. and 38., Trevir. Obs. Bot. ;

No. 10. in p. 1496.

8. S. Aippophaefblia Thvil. Syn. : S. undulkta Trev. Obs. Bot, p. 17., Koch in Rcgensb. Bot. Zeit.,

1820, p. 311. ; No. 11. in p. 1498.

Between this and the next group must be placed the three following North American species : —
1. S, Miihlenhergmna Willd. Sp. Pl. ; S tristis MUhl. Nov. Act. Soc. n. s. Berol. ; S. incana

Michx.; Fl. Bar. Amer. ; No 45. and No. 46. in p. 1534.
2. S. grisea K'Uld. .So. Pl. ; S serlcea MUhl. Nov. Act. Soc. Berol., not of Villars, is the

S. petiolaris Smith Fl. Br. ; No. 42. and No. 43. in p. 15.33.

3. 5. cordata Muhl. Nov. Act. Soc. Berol., Willd. Sp. Pl. ; No. 47. in p. 1534.

Group iii. Pruinoace.
Catkins lateral, the fertile ones also sessile. Capsules sessile. Stamens 2, distinct ; anthers, after
shedding their pollen remaining yellow. Scales of the catkins discoloured at the point. Leaves
cuspidate acuminate, serrated, becoming smooth. Inner bark yellow in the summer. Tall shrubs
or trees, of a bright green hue.

9. S, acutiffjlia Willd. Syn. : S. tiiolacea Ander. Rep., Smith in Rees's Cyclo. ; S. c&spica Hort. ;

No. 7. in p. 1494.

10. S. (/aphnoides Villars. Syn. : S. prae'cox Iloppe in Sturm D. Fl., Willd. Sp. Pl. ; S. bigemmis
Hoffm. Fl. Germ., Hist. Sal. ; S. cinerea Smith Fl. Br., Willd Sp. ; S. pomer^nica Willd.
Enum. Suppl. ; 5. pra:'cox gemmJita Ser. Sal. exsicc. No. 83. ; No. 8. in p. 1494., and No. 9. in

p. 1496.

Group iv. Purpiirece.
Catkins lateral, sessile ; their scales dark or purple at the extremity. Stamens 2, united as far as

the middle, or the point ; anthers purple, becoming black after flowering. Inner bark yellow in
the summer. Tall shrubs or trees, with a glaucous or dull green hue.
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11. S. Pontederkrm WiUd. Sp. PI. ; No. 85. in p. 1555.

12. iS. purpurea L. Syn. : S. mon&ndra Hoffm. Sal. ; S. LamberMraa Smith F\. Br. ; S. Hh\ix
fVi'lld. Enum., Link Enum. ; S. monandra serfcea Ser. Sal. Helv. ; No. 1. in p. 1490., No. 4.

and No. 3. in p. 1492., and No. 2. in p. 1491.

13. S. rubra Hudson. Syn. : S. fi'ssa Ehrh., Dec, Hoffm. Sal. ; S. membrani\cea Thuil. Paris., S.

virescens Vill. Delph. ; S. olivJicea Thuil. Paris. ; S. Forby^raa Smith Fl. Br. ; No. 6. in

p. 1493., and No. 5. in p. 1422.

Group V. Vimindles.

Catkins lateral, sessile ; the scales brownish or dark at the point. Stamens 2, distinct, rarely united
at the base ; the anthers yellow as they go oft'. Capsules sessile, or on short stalks, which are not
longer than the gland. Leaves long, entire, or finely toothed; covered on'the underside with a
silky or thick down. Tall shrubs, sometimes arborescent. & viminalis is the tallest and hand,
soraest species, and the most valuable for its twigs for wickerwork, which are longer and.stronger
than those of any other species.

14. S. moUissima Ehrh. and Willd., but not of Smith. Syn. : S. pCibera Koch in Bonning. Fl. Man. ;

No. 78. in p. 1551.

15. S. viminJlIis L. Syn. : S. longiffilia Lam. Fl. Fr. ; No. 75. in p. 1549.

16. S. stipuliris Smith ; No. 76. in p. 1550.

17. S. acuminata Smith, but not of Hoffm., Willd., or any German author. Syn. : S. Smith (dna Koch
in Regensb. Bot Zeit, 1820, p. 276. ; S. moUissima Smith Fl. Br. ; S. lanceolata Fries Fl. Hall. ;

S. moUissima Koch in Reg. Bot. Zeit., 1820, p. 276. ; No. 82. in p. 1553., and No. 77. in p. 1550.

Group vi. CdprecB.

Catkins lateral, in flower sessile supported by a few leaves, in fruit usually placed on leafy stalks

;

scales dark or brownish at the point. Stamens 2, or but little united ; anthers, after bursting,
yellow. Capsules placed on stalks which are at least twice as long as the glands. Tall shrubs
or trees.

18. S. inc^na Schrank. Syn. : S. riparia Willd. Sp. PI. ; S. lavandulEefolia Lapeyr. Arb., Ser. Sal.

Helv. ; S. angustifMia Poir. in Du Hain. Arb. ; S. rosmarinifdlia Gouan Hort., Host Syn. ; S.

£la!agnos Scop. Cam. ; No. 73. in p. 1548.

19. S. Seringedna Gaudin. Syn. : S. lanceolata Ser. Sal. Helv., not of Smith ; S. holosericea Ser.

Sal. exsicc, not of Willd. ; S. longifblia Schleich. Cat., not of Muhl. ; p. 1602.

20. S. .talviffifblia Link. Syn. : S. patula Ser. Sal. Helv. ; S. oleifblia Ser. Sal. exsicc. ; S. oleifblia

ym. Delph. ; S. Fluggeona Willd. Sp. PI. ; No. 212 in p. IfiOO.

21. 5. holosericea mild. Syn. : S. velutlna Schrad. ; No. ? 220. in p. 1601.

22. S. cinerea L. Syn. : S. acuminata Hoff., not of Smith ; S. Hoffmanniana Bluff, et Fing. ; ,S.

aqu&tica Smith Fl. Br. ; S. cinerea S7nith Fl. Br. ; S. Timmii Schkulir ; S. olesfolia Hort. ;

? S. rufinervis Dec. ; S. nigra Fl. Lusitan. ; No. 90. in p. 1558., and No. 91. in p. 1559.

23. S. grandifulia Scringe. Syn. : S. stipularis Ser. Sal. exsicc, not of Smith ; S. cineriscens Willd.

Sp. PI. ; p. 1602.

24. S. caprea L. Syn. : S. tomentbsa Ser. Sal. Helv. ; S. Mlmifblia Thuil. Paris, (see p.l595.). Gaud.
Fl. Fr. ; S. aurigerkna Lapeyr. Hist. ; S. lanJlta Fill. Delph. ; S. sphacel^ta Smith Fl. Br..,

Willd. Sp. PI.; S. caprea /3 Wahl. Carpat. ; No. 97. in p. 1561., and No. 98. in p. 1563.

25. S. aurlta L. Syn. : S. rug6sa Ser. Sal. Helv. ; S. uliginbsa Willd. Enum. ; S. aurita Willd. Enum.

;

S. cladostemma Hayne Dendr. Fl. ; No. 95. in p. 1560.

26. S. h'vida Wahl. Syn. : S. arbi'iscula y Lin. Fl. Succ. ; S. arbilscula /3 Lin. Sp. PL ; S. Starkeand
Willd. Sp. PI. ; S. foliosa Afzel., in ed. 2., Fl. Lapp., Willd. Sp. PI. ; S. ?«alifi)Ua Bess. Galic.

;

S. bicolor Ehrh. Arb., Fries Novit. ; No. 197. in p. 1598.

27. S. silesiaca Willd. Syn. : S./agifblia Willd. Sp. PI. ; No. 215. in p. 1601.

28. S. ;)hylicif61ia Linn. Syn. : S. stylosa Gaud. Fl. Fr. ; S. styl^ris Ser. Sal. Helv. ; S. hastata
Hoppe Fl. Bar. Cent. ; S. hjbrida Hoffm. Deutsch. Fl. ; S. nigricans Smith Br. Fl., Willd. Sp.

Pi. ; S. Ammannrtna Willd. Sp. PI.; S. Andersonjnna Smith Eng. Bot. ; S. spiraseef61ia IKiWrf.

,

according to L/mA's Enum. ; S. rupestris Smith Eng. Bot., Bees's Cyclo. ; S. Forster/araa Sm.
Eng. Bot. ; S. hirta Smith Eng. Bot., Willd. Sp. Pi. ; S. cotinif&lia Smith Fl. Br., Willd. Sp.

PI. ; S. Mlraifblia Hort. Berol., not of Thuil. ; S. Hilleri Ser. Sal. Helv. ; S. carpinifbUa. Schleich.,

Ser. Sal. Helv. A great many of Schleicher's species are only variations of S. johylicifolia.

(See p. 1564.)

29. S. hastata L. Syn. : S. LudwfgzY Schk. Handb. ; ? S. PontedJ^rn Vill. ; S. serruljlta Willd. Sp.

PL; S. »Kalif61ia Smith Fl. Br, Willd. Sp. PI. ; S. arbuscula Wahl. Fl. Dan. ; S. arb&scula/J
Lin. Fl.. Suec. ; S. arbuscula Lin. Sp. PI., Fl. Lapp. ; S. WuUeniAna Willd. Sp. PI. ; S. phy\i.

cifblia Wulf. in Jacq. Coll. ; S. glabra Scop. Cam. ; No. 163. in p. 1592., and No. 224. p. 1601.

30. S. arbuscula Wahl. Syn. : S. arbuscula a, Lin. Fl. Suec, Sp. PI, not of Smith, Vahl, nor Jacq.
;

S. phylicifblia Smith Fl Br. ; S. radlcans Smith Fl. Br., Willd. Sp. PI. ; S. tetrapla Walker,
Link Enum. ; S. humilis Willd. Ber. Baumz., Enum. Suppl. ; S. Dickson/d(i« Eng. Bot. ; S.

myrtilloldes Smith Fl. Br. ; S. Weigelinraa Willd. Sp. PI. ; S. tenuifblia Eng. Bot, not of Fl.

Br. : S. /aurina Sm. Tr. of Lin. Soc, Willd. Sp. PI. ; S. bfcolor S?mth Fl. Br., var. /3,is S.

majalis Wahl. Fl. Lapp. ; S. tenuifblia Smith Fl. Br. ; S. petrje'a Anders. ; S. Crov/e&na
Smith Fl. Br., Eng. Bot., Willd. Sp. ; ? S. discolor Schrad. ; ? S. Schrader/fino WiUd. Sp.

PI. (See p. 1577.)

Group vii. ArgentecB.

Catkins and capsules as in the last, but the stature of the plant is different; for these are dwarf
shrubs, with a subterranean creeping trunk. Stalks of the capsules, in all the species, longer than
the gland, or very rarely, in some varieties, of the same length.

31. S. repens L. Syn. : S. fusca Lin. Sp. PL, Smith FL Br. ; S. depr^ssa Hoff. D. Fl. ; S. ripens
Smith Fl. Br. ; S. argentea Smith Fl. Br. ; S. lantita Thuil. ; S. parvifblia Smith in Bees's

Cyclo., Eng. Bot. ; S. adscendens Smith in Bees's Cyclo. ; S. incubacea Thuil. S. rostrkta

Thuil. and S. polymorpha Ehrh. are intermediate between S. fusca Smith and S. repens
Smith; No. 52. in p. 1536.

32. S. rosmarinifT)lia /.. Syn. : S. incubacea Lin. Sp. PL, Willd. Sp. PL ; S. la;'ta Schultz Suppl.

Fl. Stutgard.; S. heterophyWa Schultz ; S. arbdscula Smith Fl. Br. ; Nos. 48. and 49. in p. 1535.

33. S. ambigua Ehrh. Syn. : S.plicata Fries Fl. Hall. ; S. versifblia .Ser. Sal. Helv. ; S. SchuUziina
Willd. ; S. spathulkta Willd. Sp. PL ; S. prostrata Smith Fl. Br. ; No. 54. in p. 1540.

31. S. finm^rchica Willd. Syn. : S. oniista Besser En. PL Volhyn. ; No.S5. in p. 1541.
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35. S. myrtilluldcs L., not of Willd. nor Smith. Syn. : S. elegans Besser En. PI.' ^olhyn. ; No. 150.
in p. 1587.

Group viii. Chrysdnthcc.

Catkins sessile, with small bract-like leaves at the base ; produced ^tthe ends of the branches of the
previous year, or just below them, and placed above the Icaf-buds.

3fi. S. lanata L. Syn. : S. chrysanthos f'alil Fl. Dan. ; S. dcpr^ssa Lin. Fl. Succ, Fl. Lapp. ; No.
164. in p. 1593.

Group ix. Frigida;.

Catkins lateral, the fertile ones on leafy peduncles ; scales dark or brown at the point. Stamens 2,
distinct, or slightly joined. Anthers, after flowering, yellow or brown. Capsules sessile, or placed
on stalks that are not longer than the gland. Branchy shrubs ; the old branches knotted, and the
younger ones hardly twiggy, or fit for basketwork.

37. S. liinbsa Wahl. Syn. : S. nfvea Scr. Sal. Helv. ; S. helvetica Vill. Delph. j S. brictea Debray.
in den Dcnkschrif. d. Rrgcnsh. Jiol. Ges., 2. p. 43. ; S. areniiria Willd. Sp. PL ; S. leuco-
phylla JVilld. Enwn. Suppl., Serol. liamnz. ; S. aren^ria Sfnith Fl. Br. ; S. canescens Willd.
Sp. PI. ; S. Stuart/dna Smith in Rees's Cyclo. ; No. 67. and 68. in p. 1547.

38. S. glaiica L. Syn. : S. sericea (^ill. Delph. ; S. glai'ica y Lappbnum Wahl. Fl. Lapp. ; S. Lap-
pbnum Lin. Sp. PI., Willd. Sp. PI. ; S. albida Schlcich. Cat. ; 5. daeagnci'ides Schleich. Cat.,
Ser. Sal. Helv. ; S. aj)pcndiculita Fahl in Fl. Dan. ; S. glauca (3 appendicuia.ta Wahl. Fl.
Lapp. ; No. 61. in p. 1544.

39. S. pyreniiica Gouan. Syn. : S. ciliiita Dec. Fl. Fr. ; S. pyren^ica ^ ciMta Dec. Fl. Fr. ; No. 69.
in p. 1.547.

40. S. Waldsteinidna Willd. Syn. : S. arbtiscula Jacq. Aus. ; S. ov^ta Ser. Sal. Helv., Ser. Sal.
exsicc. ; No. 70. in p. 1547.

41. S. prunifblia Smith. Syn. : S. venulftsa Smith Fl. Br. ; S. carinkta Smith Fl. .Br. ; S. formbsa
Willd. Sp. PI. ; S. foe tida Schleich. Cent. ; S. alpina Sut. Helv. ; S. ?;acciniifCilia Eng. Bot.,
liees's Cyclo. ; Nos. 145, 146, and 147. in p. 1585. ; and No. 148. in p. 1586.

42. S. csMa Vill. Syn : S. prostata Ehrh. PI. Select. ; S. myrtilloides Willd. Sp. PI., not of Lin.
nor of Smith ; No. 149. in p. 1586.

43. S. 3/yrsinUes Lin. Syn. : S. arbutif6lia Willd. Sp. PI., Ser. Sal. Helv. ; S. dilbia Sut. Fl. Helv.

;

S. retClsa Dicks. ; No. 153. in p. 1588.

44. S. Jacqufnii Host. Syn. : S. fusca Jacq. Austr., not of Lin. ; S. alpina Scop. Cam. ; S. Jacquin.
iuna Willd. Sp. PI. ; No. 196. in p. 1598. S. arctica R. Br. seems intermediate between S.
Jacqui'nH and S. reticulata

; p. 1602.

Group X. Glacidks.

From the terminal bud of the branches of the preceding year, proceeds a new branch clothed with
leaves, having the buds for a future year in their axils ; and on the top of this is placed a catkin.
The catkins, therefore, are seated upon a leafy permanent peduncle, by which the branch is con-
tinued and lengthened. Very small shrubs, with subterranean creeping trunks, and ascending
branches.

45. S. reticulata Lin. ; No. 159. in p. 1543.

45. S. letisa Lin. Syn. : S. Kitaibeh'^na Willd. Sp. PI., Wahl. Carpat. ; S. ierpyllifblia Scop. Cam.,
WiUd. Sp. PI., Jacq. Austr. ; Nos. 156. and 157. in p. 1589., and No. 159. in p. 1590.

47. S. herbacea Lin. ; No. 161. in p. 1590.

48. S. polaris Wahl. ; No. 162. in p. 1591.

The following species, Koch states, are not suflRciently known to him to be comprehended in any
of the preceding groups : — 6'. tfiolicea Willd. and S. Trevir^nz Spreng., which are in the Botanic
Garden, Erlangen, but have not yet (1828) flowered. The following Koch had not seen : — S. versi.
folia Wahl., S. punctata Wahl., .S;. coruscans Willd., S. cinerascens Willd., S. reflexa Willd., S.
iTjfinervis Dec, S. canaliculata Bess., and S. campestris Fries. Very many ot these are, probably,
either synonymes or varieties of those already described ; as are the following :

—

S. splendens, rObens,
iserana, nepetifblia, and multifl6ra Presl ; and S. reflexa sedinensis and Pseddo-caprea Compend.
Fl. Ger.

App. iv. Kinds of Sdlix described in Hosfs Flora Austriaca, and
Jigured in Host's Salix.

The very few identifications given are those of Host.

Salix &lba, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 638., Sal., t. 32. and 33.

alp^stris, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 6.5;3., Sal., t. 99. and 100. ; S. Waldsteins^fla Willd. Sp.
PI., 4. p. 679. ; S. Hostwna Willd. Mag., 1810, p. 63.

amygdalina, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 634., Sal., 1. 13. and 14.

austriaca, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p.fH6., Sal., t. 64. and 65.

aurlta, m. and f., Fl. Aus., p. 648., Sal., t. 78.

caprea, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 646., Sal., t. 66. and 67., Lin. Sp. PI., 1448.,' Willd. Sp. PI., 4.

p. 703.

carnii'ilica,m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 641., Sal., t. 44. and 45.

cinerea, ra. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 637., Sal., t. 26. and 27. ; S. rfaphnoldes Vill. Delph., 3.

p. 765. t. 5. f. 2. ; S. pra-^cox Hoppc.
c6ncolor, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 639., Sal., t. 34. and. 35. ; S. minima, &c., Baii Syn.,

p. 449., applied by Smith in Eng. FL, 4. p. 192., to S. rubra Huds.
corOscans, m. and f., FL Aus., 2. p. 651., Sal., t. 94., Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 681. ; S. arbCiscula
Jacq. Aus., t. 4^)8., Host Syn., p. 527.

discolor, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 645., Sal., t. 60. and 61.

elegans, m. and f , Fl. Aus., 2. p. 652., Sal., t. 97.

excelsior, ra. and f., FL Aus., 2. p. 638., Sal., t. 28. and 29.

flavescens, m. and f., FL Aus., 2. p. 653., SaL, 1. 101.

fragilis, m. and f , Fl. Aus., 2. p. 635., Sal., t. 18. and 19.

ftagilior, m. and f., Fl. Aus-, 2. p. 636., Sal., t. 20. and 21. ; S. frftgilis Host Syn.,'i>. 527.
fragiUssima, m. and £, Fl. Aus., 2. p. 636., Sal., t. 22. and 23.

3o 3
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Salix glaucescens, m. and f, Fl. Aus., 2. p. 648., Sal., t. 76. and 77.

i/clix, m. and f., Ft. Aus., 2. p. &39., Sal., t. 3d. and 37.

herbi^cea, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 652., Sa/., 1. 104., Lin. Sp. Pi., 1M5., Fl. Lapp., No. 355.,

Fl. Dan., 1. 117., £«g. Bat, t. 1907.

heterophylla, m. and l., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 650., Sal., t. 87. and 88.

intermtdia, m. and f., F/. Aus., 2. p. 644., Sal., t. 56. and 57.

Jacquinja«ff, m. and f'., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 654., Sal., t. 102., Host Syn., p. 529., Willd. Sp. PI., 4.

p. 692. ; .S'. fi'isca Jacq. Aus., t. 409.

/igustrina, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 634., Sal., t. 15. and 16.

litor^lis, m. and {., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 643., Sal., t. 52.

longifblia, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 645., Sal., t. 62. and 63.

menthssfblia, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 649., Sal., t. 79. and 80. ; S. A/yrsinltes fVulfen in Jacq.
Coll., 2. p. 136., Hoffm. Sal., 1. p. 71. t. 17., f. 1., &c.. Host Syn., p. 527.

mirabilis (androgynous) Fl. Aus., 2. p. 641., Sal., t.4fi.

monandra, m. and f. Fl. Aus., 2. p. 647., Sal., t. 71. and 72.

mont^na (androgynous) 1^. Aus., 2. p. 647., Sal., t. 73.

mutabilis, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 640., Sal., t. 42. and 43.

oppo-iitifTilia, rn. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 640., Sal., t. 38. and 39. ; S humilior. Sec, Rait Syn., 44.5.

This name is applied as a synonyme to S. He\ix L., by Smith in his English Flora, i. p. 188.
ovkta, m. and f., Fl. Aus , 2. p. 648., Sal., t. 74. and 75.

palustris, m. and f, Fl. Aus., 2. p. 637., Sal., t. 24. and 25.

parietariaefblia, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 650., Sal., t. 85. and 86.

parvifltlra, m. and f., Fl.Aus., 2. p. 642., Sal., t. 49.

pentandra, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 632., 5a;., t. 1. and 2., Lin. Sp. PI., 1442., Eng.Bot.,
t. 1805., SmUk.

poIym6rpha, m. and f., and with the sexes monoecious, Fl. Aus., 2. p. 646., Sal., t. 68, 69,
and 70.

pratensis, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 642., Sal., t. 50. and 51. ; S. angustifijlia Wulfen in Jacq.
Coll., 3. p. 48. ; S. rosmarinifblia U'ul/., 1. c. ; S. incubicea Host Syn., p. 528.

/jrunifblia, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 649., Sal., t. 83. and 84.

pulchella, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 653., Sal., t. 98.

purpurea, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 640., Sal., t. 40. and 41.

repens, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 6i3.,Sal., t. 53.

reticulata, m. andf., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 655., Sal., 1. 105., Lin. Sp. PI., 1446., Fl. Lapp., No. 559-

t. 78., Fl. Ban., 1. 112., Eng. Bot., t. 1908., Stiiith.

retiisa, m. and f., Fl. Aus. 2. p. 654., Sal., t. 103., Lin. Sp. Fl., 1493., Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 684. ;

S. ierpyllif6Iia Scop. Cam., 2. p. 255. t. 6., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 684. ; S. Kitaibelia?ja Willd.
Sp. PI., 4. p. 684.

ripJlria, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 644., Sal., t. 48. and 59. ; S. inc^na Sckrank Baier., 1. p. 230.
j

S. rosmarinifblia Schrank Sal., No. 38., Host Syn., 529.

rivalis, m. and f., Fl. Aus. 2. p. 649., Sal., t. 81. and 82.

semperflbrens, m. and f.. Ft. Aus., 2. p. 633., Sal., t. 5. and 6.

spectabilis, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 682., Sal., t.3. and 4.

specibsa, m. and f.. Ft. Aus., 2. p. 635., Sal., 1. 17.

Starke««a, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 650., SaA, t. 89. and 90., Willd. Sp. PI., i. p. 6TJ. ; S.

walifblia Besser Ft., 2. p. 313.

sudetica, m. and f. Ft. Am. ,2. p. 651., Sal., t. 91. and 92.

tenuiflura, m. and f.. Ft. Aus., 2. p. 633., Sal., t. 7. and 8.

tenuis, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 642., Sal., t. 47. and 48.

tomentbsa, ni. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 651., Sal., t. 93., Host Syn., p. 528.

varia, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 634., Sal., 1. 11. and 12.

venusta, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 633., Sal., t. 9. and 10.

viminaiis, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 643., Sal., t. 54. and 55., Lin. Sp. PI., 2448. ; Willd. Sp.
PI., 4. p. 706., Hitlfm. Sal., 1. t. 2. f. 1, 2. t. 5., &c., Smitti Fl. Br., p. 1070.

vitellina, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 638., Sal., t. 30. and 31.

Wulfen/ana, m. and f., Fl. Aus., 2. p. 651 , Sal., t. 95. and 96., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 660.; S. phj.
liciRilia Wulfen in Jacq. Coll., 2. p. 139., Host Syn., p. 526.

Genus IL

ffiH
PO'PULUS Touru. The Popl.\r. Lin. Sj/st. Dice'cia Octandria.

Identification. Tourn. Inst., t. 350. ; Lin. Gen., 526. ; Theo. Nees ab Esenbeck Gen. PI. Germ. Illust.

;

Smith's Engl. Fl.,4. p. 242.

Synonymcs. Peuplier, Fr. ; Pappel, Ger. ; Pioppo, Ital. ; Poplier, Dutc/i ; Alamo, Span.
Derivation. Some suppose the word Populus to be derived from palto, or paipallo, to vibrate or

shake ; others, that the tree obtamed its name from its being used, in ancient times, to decorate

the public places in Rome; where it was called arbor populi, or the tree of the people. Bullet
derives the name also from popiilus, but says that it alludes to the leaves being easily agitated, like

the |)eople. From the Spanish name for this tree, alamo, is derived the word atanieda, the name
given to public walks in Spain, from their being generally planted with poplars.

Description. All the species are deciduous trees, mostly' growing to a

large size ; natives of Europe, North America, some parts of Asia, and the

north of Africa. They are all of rapid growth, some of them extremely so;

and they are all remarkable for a degree of tremulous motion in their leaves,

when agitated hy the least breath of wind. The poplar is dioecious; and the

catkins of the males of most of the species are very ornamental, from the red
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tinge of their anthers, and from their being produced very early in spring,

when the trees are leafless, and when flowers are particularly valuable from
their rarity. The catkins are also, in most species, so numerous, that the

effect of the mass of red, when tlie tree is seen from a little distance, and in a

strong light, is very striking. The colour of the anthers of some of the

species is so deep, and their size is so large, that a correspondent of the
Magazine of Kafural Histori/ compares them, when torn off by a high wind,
and lying on the ground, to "great red caterpillars." (8ee vol. vi. p. 198.)

The females of all the species have their seeds enveloped in abundance of
cottony down ; which, when ripe, and the seeds are shed, adheres to every
object near it ; and is so like cotton wool in appearance and quality, that it

has been manufactured into cloth and paper, though it has been found de-

ficient in elasticity. The buds of P. balsamffera, and all its allied species,

are covered with a viscid matter, which is said to be of use in medicine. P.
alba, P. (a.) canescens, and their varieties, are easily distinguishable from all

the other species, even at a considerable distance, when their leaves are

ruffled by the wind, from the thick white cottony down which covers their

under surface. The tremulous motion of the leaves, which is conmion,
in a greater or less degree, to all the poplars, proceeds from the great length

of the petioles, in proportion to the size and weight of the leaves to which
they are attached. Pliny speaks of three kinds of poplar : the black, the

white, and the poplar of Libya. He mentions that the poplar was cultivated

as a prop to the vine (P/in., lib. xvi. cap. 23. and cap. 37.) ; and that the

trees were planted in quincunx, in order that they might obtain more light

and air. He also says that the wood of the poplar, like that of the willow,

and of all the aquatic trees, is particularly* suitable for making bucklers,

from its lightness ; and because, when struck, the blow only indents

the soft wood, without piercing or cracking it. The poplar buckler

thus acted like a shield of Indian rubber, or any other elastic substance,

and repelled the blow. The ancients applied the leaves of the poplar,

macerated in vinegar, to parts affected by the gout ; and they dried thei

young shoots with the leaves on during summer, and laid them by, to

serve as winter food for cattle. The wood of the poplar is soft, light,

and generally white, or of a pale yellow. It is but of little use in the arts,

except in some departments of cabinet and toy making, and for boarded floors;

for which last purpose it is well adapted, from its whiteness, and the facility

with which it is scoured ; and, also, from the difficulty with which it catches

fire, and the slowness with which it burns. In these respects, it is the very

reverse of deal. Poplar, like other soft woods, is generally considered not

durable; but this is only the case when it is exposed to the external atmo-
sphere, or to water ; and hence the old distich, said to be inscribed on a poplar

plank,

—

" Though heart of oak be e'er so stout,

Keep mc dry, and I '11 see him out,"

may be considered as strictly correct. One of the most valuable properties of

the poplar i^, that it will thrive in towns in the closest situations ; and another

is, that, from the rapidity of its growth, it forms a screen for shutting out ob-

jects, and affords shelter and shade sooner than any other tree. The females

of several of the exotic kinds of poplar have never been introduced into

Britain; and, consequently, little opportunity has been found for raising new
varieties from seeds; but all the kinds, whether indigenous or foreign, are

readily propagated by cuttings or layers, and some of tiiem by suckers. They
all like a moist soil, particularly when it is near a running stream ; but none

of them thrive in marshy or undried soil, as is commonly supposed. On very

dry ground, the leaves of the poplar grow yellow, and fall off' much sooner than

when they are planted in a more congenial situation ; but the timber, in dry

soils, is said to be more compact, fine-grained, and durable. P. alba and

its varieties produce their leaves much earlier than P. nigra and its varieties.

The species and varieties belonging to this genus are in a state of confusion,

50 4
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from which it will be impossible entirely to extricate them, till both the male

and female plants of each sort have been cultivated together for a number of

years in the same garden. Judging from the plants in the London nurseries,

and in the arboretums of the Horticultural Society and Messrs. Loddiges, we
tliink that all the kinds now in actual cultivation in Britain may be included

under the heads of P. alba, P. tremula, P. nigra, and P. balsamifera.

Poplars, from their rapid growth and great bulk, are liable to have their

branches broken off by the wind ; in which case, if care is not taken to protect

the wound from the weather, the water enters, and the trunk soon rots and be-

comes the prey^ofinsects, which in their turn are fed on by birds. The larvae of

a number of moths live on the leaves of the poplars, suchas Tortrix populana,

^ombyx populi, Cerura vlnula, Smerinthus populi, S. ocellatus (the eyed

hawk moth), Anacampsis populella, and a number of others, some of which

will be noticed under particular species. The larvae of Cossus Ligniperda

(see p. 1386.), oi Mgex'ia crabroniformis (see Mag. Nat. Hist., iv. 443.), and

of some others, live on the wood. The larva of the puss moth (Cerura vinula)

is one of the few caterpillars that are known to have the voluntary power of

communicating electricity. An interesting account of the manner in which

this was discovered by a naturalist in Selkirkshire, is given in the Magazine of

Natural History, vol. iv. p. 281. The larva of this insect is very common on

poplars and willows in Switzerland, where the pupa often remains two full

years, before it assumes the perfect state. {Ibid., viii. 358.) Pupulus grae'ca

affords food to this moth, to the poplar hawk moth (Smerinthus populi), to

the kitten moth (Cerura fiircula), to the pebble prominent moth (Notodonta

ziczac), and to'various species of Clostera, (the chocolate-tipped moths), which

feed exclusively on the poplar and willow. The lai-va of Smerinthus populi

{Mag. Nat. Hist., viii. 629.) is very common both on poplars and willows,

and often strips them entirely of their foliage ; the moth of this species is

seldom seen, as it flies but little, and only during the night. The larva of

Smerinthus ocellatus is common on willows and poplars from July to the end

of September, and the fly does not usually appear till the following spring.

It is stated of this insect, that a female produced young without having any

connexion with the male ; from which it would appear that in certain Lepi-

doptera a single pairing can render fertile more than one generation, as well

as in the case of the A'phides. {Mag. Nat. Hist., viii. 337.) Trochihum api-

forme (the hornet hawk moth) and JEgeria «silif6rmis feed on the Lombardy
poplar, on which the larva may be found in May and June, early in the morn-
ing ; the fly almost invariably mounts to the top of the trees soon after sunrise.

(Ibid., p. 333.) The splendid European butterfly (not yet detected in Great

Britain), Limenitis populi, frequents the aspen. The caterpillar, also, of the

fine Camberwell beauty, or, as it used to be called, the poplar butterfly, feeds

on the poplar. Both poplars and willows, when the trunks begin to decay,

are attacked by the jet ant (i^ormica fuliginosa), more especially in France,

and on this insect that very shy bird, the hoopoe chiefly lives. Among the

coleopterous insects, Rhynchites populi, Chrysomela populi and C. tremulae,

5aperda populnea, and Orchestes populi, one of the flea weevils, feed on the

leaves of poplars. Notices of all the preceding insects, and of various others

which attack the poplar and the willow, will be found in the Magazine of
Natural History, vols. i. to ix. inclusive. Various epiphytical fungi are found

on the poplar, some of them on the leaves, and others on the bark of the

branches or trunk ; such as Sclerotium joopulinum Pers., £rysiphe adunca
Link and E. populi Link, Erineum aureum Pers., Uvedo ^jopulina Pers.,

and U. ovata Straus. Some others will be noticed under particular species

;

and the greater part are included among the Cryptogamia of our Encyclo-

pcedia of Plants, where several of the species are figured.

It \. P. a'lba L. The white Poplar, or Abele Tree.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1463. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 802. ; Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1618. ; Eng. Fl., 4.

p. 243. ; Hook. Brit. Fl., ed. 2., p. 432. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 254. ; Rail Syn., 446. ; Ger.
Enum., 1486. ; Bauh. Hist, 1. p. 2. fig. 160.

Synonymes. V. &lba latifolia Lob. Ic, 2. p. 193. fig. J, ; Pdpulus No. 1631. Hall. Hist, 2. p. 303. ;

P. major Mill. Diet., 8. No. 4. ; P. nivea Willd. Art., 227.; P. alba nivea Mart. Mill. The name
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of LcukC, given to this species Iiv Dioscoriiics, is still used among the modern Greeks. (Sec Smith
Prud., Sibtk. Fl. Gnrca.) The great white Poplar, great Aspen, Dutch Ueech ; I'euplicr blanc,

Ypreau, Blanc de HoUande, Franc Picard, Fr. ; Auho, or Aoubero, in some provinces; weisse
Pappel, Silber Pappel, weisse Aspe, Wcissalber IJaum, Gcr. ; Abeelboora, Dutch.

Derivation. The specific name of White applies to the under surface of the loaves, which, when
quivering in the wind, give the tree a peculiarly white appearance. The English name of Abelc
is derived from the Dutch name of the tree, Abeel ; and this name is supposed by some to be taken
from that of the city of Arbcla, in the plains of Nineveh, near which, on the banks of the Tigris

and Euphrates, great numbers of these trees grew. It is said to be the same tree as that mentioned
in the Bible as Abel.shittim, Chittini, Shittim-wood, and Kittim. The Dutch Heech is an old

name, given to this tree, as we are informed by Hartlib, in his Complcat Husbtiniiiimn [\i\3\^), on
account often thousand trees of it having been brought over all at once from Flanders, and planted
in the country places ; where the people, not knowing what they were, called them Dutch beech
trees. The French name of Vpr^au alludes to the tree being found in great abundance near the
town of Ypres.

£rtgravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1618. ; Ger. Em., 1488. ; Bauh. Hist., 1. p. 160. ; Matth. Valg., I. p. 123.

fig. ; Cam. Epit., iVi. fig. ; Dod. Pempt., 835. fig. ; Dalech. Hist., 86. fig. ; Hayne Abbild.,t. 202. ;

OUTJig. 1507. : and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.
Tfif Sfjrcs. Both sexes are described in the Fiiglish Flsra, and are not unfrequent in plantations

Trees of both are in the Horticultural Society's Garden.

Spec. Char., S^-c. Leaves lobed and toothed ; some-
what heart-shaped at the base; snow-white, and
densely downy beneath. Catkins of the female

plant ovate. Stigmas 4. (Smith Eng. FL)
Root creeping, and producing numerous suckers.

Branches very white, and densely downy when
young. Leaves angular, and generally with three

principal lobes, variously and unequally toothed,

blunt-pointed, veiny; dark green and smooth
above, and covered with a thick remarkably white

down beneath. The leaves vary very much in

form; and on young luxuriant branches they are

almost palmate. The tree is a native of most
parts of Europe, and is usually found in woods or thickets, in rather moist
soil. It grows to the height of 80 ft. or 90 ft., and flowers in March.

Varieties. These are numerous, but the principal one, P. (a.) canescens,

being generally considered as a species, we shall first give it as such;

and next enumerate the varieties which belong to it and to P. alba.

5! 2. P. (a.) cane'scens Smith. The grey, or common luhitc. Poplar.

Identification. Smith Fl. Brit., p. 1080.; Eng. Bot, t. 1619. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 243. ; Willd. Sp. PI.,

4. p. 802. ; Michx. North Amer. Svlva, 2. p. 245. t. 100.

Synonymes. P. alba Mill. Dict.,eA. 8., No. ]., Jl'ilUt. Arb., 227.; P. alba fiiliis mi-noribus Rati
Syn., 446., Ger. Em., 148. fig.. Lob. Ic.,2. 193. f\g. ; P. alba fblio min5re Bau/i. Hist., v. 1. p. 2.

160. fig. ; P. No. 1634. /3 Hall. Hist., 2. 303. ; Peuplier grisaille, Fr.

The Sexes. Only the female plant is expressly described in the English Flora. The plant in the
Horticultural Society's Garden is the male.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1619. ; Mich.K. North Amer. Sylva, t. 100.; Hayne Abbild., t. 201. ; N.
Du Ham., 2. fig. 52., as P. alba ; and outfig. 1508.

Spec. Char., <.fc. Leaves roundish, deeply waved, toothed ; hoary and downy
beneath. Catkins of the female plant cylindrical. Stigmas 8. (Smith in

Eng. FL) It is essentially distinguished from P. alba, as Mr. Crowe first

discovered, by the stigmas, which are 8, spreading in two opposite di-

rections. The bracteas of the fertile flowers are, also, more deeply and re-

gularly cut. The branches are more upright and compact. The leaves are

rounder, more conspicuously .3-ribbed, and less deeply or acutely lobed.

They are downy beneath ; but the down is chiefly greyish, and not so white

or cottony as in P. alba : in some instances the leaves are glabrous.

(Smith.) Smith has described the root as creeping as extensively as that of

P. alba. P. canescens is found wild in " wet ground in England, France, and

Germany ; sometimes also on open elevated spots, where the soil is loamy."

(Smith in Rees's CycL) It grows to about the same height as P. alba, and

flowers in INIarch. " Mr. Crowe was very instrumental in bringing this tree

into notice in Norfolk. He observed it to be" of slower growth than P.

alba. The wood, though till lately it was but little used or distinguished; is

much firmer than that of any other British poplar ; making as good floors

as the best Norway fir in appearance ; having, moreover, the valuable pro-
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perty that it will not, like any resinous wood, readily take fire." (Smith in

Eng. Fl.)

Varieties referable to one or other of the preceding kinds, most of them to

P. alba.

i P. a. 2 ki/brida Bieb. Fl.Taur. Cauc, 2. p. 423., and Siippl., p. 633.; P.

alba Bieb., 1. c. ; P P. intermedia Mertens ; P. a. crassifolia Alertens;

and P. grisea Lodd. Cat., 1836; appears to be intermediate between
P. alba and P. (a.) canescens. It is plentiful in the neighbourhood
of streams in Taiiria and Caucasus ; whence it appears to have been
introduced into Britain in 1816. There is a female plant of this

kind in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and young plants in

Loddiges's arboretum.

3! P. a. 3 acerifulia; P. acerifolia Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; P. ^'uercifolia Hort.
;

P. palmata Hort.; is a very distinct variety of P. alba, with the

leaves broad, and deeply lobed, like those of some kinds of y^^cer.

^ P. a. 4 arembergica, P. arembergica Lodd. Cat., 1836, seems identical

with P. (a.) «cerif61ia; but the plants in Loddiges's collection, which
were only received in 1835, are so small, that it is difficult to

decide with certainty respecting them. Booth (Gard. Mag., xi.

p. 207.) describes it as growing much more rapidly than the old variety.

i P. a. 5 be/gica, P. belgica Lodd, Cat.,ed. 1836, is also a kind removed
from the Continent in 1835 ; but the plants in Messrs. Loddiges's

collection are too small to admit of our stating anything more re-

specting them, than that they are evidently a variety of P. alba

;

probably identical with P. a. acerifolia.

i P. a. 6 cdndicans, P. candAcans Lodd. Cat.,eA. 1836, is a strong-growing
variety of P. alba

;
probably also identical with P. flcerifolia. This

is the P. tomentosa of the Hawick Nursery, and the hoary poplar of
the Edinburgh nurseries, where it is propagated by layers, which
make shoots 6 ft. or 8 ft. long the first season.

5^ P. a. 7 nivca, P. nivea Lodd. Cat., differs very little, if at all, from the

preceding variety.

5^ P. a. 8 (Egyptiaca Hort., P. a. pallida Hort., the Egyptian white poplar,

is a much weaker-growing plant than any of the preceding varieties ;

though we have received specimens of this kind from the Hawick
Nursery, and seen a tree bearing this name in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, we can say very little about it. Messrs. Archibald
Dickson and Son, of Hawick, state that it is unfit for planting for

forest purposes.

Other Varieties. The late Professor Mertens of Bremen (as M. Fis-

cher of Gottingen informed us in 1835) planted a number of difl^erent

sorts of poplar on the ramparts of Bremen; and, in 1816, specimens
of these were sent to Sir J. E. Smith, which are now in the herbarium
of the Linna;an Society. Of tliese specimens, the most remarkable is

3J P. a. 9 pendula, P. a. var. gracilis rJimis penilentibus Mertens.— The specimens of this va-
riety are of both sexes ; and we may presume, from the pendent shoots, that it would
be a very desirable kind of poplar to have introduced, if it is not already in this country.
There is a pendent-branched tree of P. alba in Lincoln's Inn New Square, which might
probably retain its drooping character, if propagated by cuttings or grafting.

DescrijHion, Sfc. The white poplar, and its different varieties, form trees

from 80 ft. to 100 ft. high, and upwards, generally with a clear trunk to a con-

siderable height, and a spreading head, usually, in full-grown trees, but thinly

clothed with foliage. The roots creep under the surface to a considerable

distance from the tree, and send up suckers in abundance. The leaves of all

the varieties are white underneath; those of P. (a.) canescens least so; and
those of P. a. nivea, and P. a. candicans, so in the greatest degree. The
leaves of the largest-growing varieties of the abele tree, are deeply lobed and
indented ; very dark above, and very white and downy beneath, with foot-

stalks about 1 in. in length. The young shoots have a purplish tinge, and
they are covered with a white down ; but the bark of the trunk and of the
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older branches is ^rey. In tlie beginning of April, tlic

male catkins, whicli arc geiuTally about 3 in. in iengtli,

appear; and, about a week afterwards, the female catkins,

which are shorter, come forth : a week after tiie expan-

sion of the flowers of the female catkins, the males drop

off; and, in five or six weeks afterwards, the seeds will

have ripened and dropped also. The seeds are enclosed

in a hairy or cottony covering : in consequence of which,

tiiey are wafted to a great distance by the wind. The
growth of all the varieties is extremely rapiti ; so that a

tree, 10 years jilanted, in soil moderately good and

moist, will attain the height of 30 ft., or upwards, with

a trunk from Gin. to 9 in. in diameter; as has been the

case with several trees in the Horticultural Society's

(irarden. As a proof of the rapidity of the growth of

the abele tree, Evelyn mentions one of these trees at

ISyon, " which, being lopped in February, 1G51, did, by
the end of October, 1652, produce branches as big as

a man's wrist, and 17ft. in height." Truncheons of the white poplar. Oft.

long, planted on the banks of a stream, some yards from the current, had, in

12 years, trunks nearly 10 in. in diameter; and had heads in proportion. {Bath

Soc. Papers, 1786, vol. iii. p. 90.) The duration of the tree rarely exceeds

two centuries ; but, when it is to be cut down for timber, it should be seldom

allowed to exceed 50 years' growth, as the heart-wood at that period, on most
soils, begins to decay. Mitchell says that, on the banks of rivers, the tree is

at its full value in 40 or 50 years ; but that, in dry situations, it will require

from 50 to 70 years to mature it. (Dendrologia, &c., p. 5 1.) In the Diciionnaire

des Eaux et Forets, it is stated, that a tree planted in a field, and surrounded

by a fence at 25 ft. distance from it on every side, formed by its suckers, in

20 years, a circular clump of wood 50 ft. in diameter; and, consequently,

that 30 or 40 trees would cover an acre with a thick wood in the same space

of time. Hence it follows, that, when the tree is once introduced into woods,

especially where the soil is loamy and moist, it forms a perpetual succession

of young trees, however frequently these may be cut dow-n. When treated

as coppice-wood, the abele is by no means a durable plant; the stools decay-

ing after they have borne three, or at most four, crops of poles.

Geography. The common grey poplar (P. (a) canescens) is generally sup-

posed to be a native of Britain, as well as of France and Germany ; but the

abele tree (P. alba) is thought by some to have been first brought to England
from Flanders. This we think highly probable ; and it is favourable to our
opinion that P. alba and its varieties ought to be considered as cultivated

forms of P. canescens. P. alba and P. (a.) canescens are indigenous to Europe,
as far north as 56^ or 57° ; and they are found throughout the south of Eu-
rope, Caucasus, Persia, and Barbary. They grow in most districts of Britain;

and a few stunted plants of P. alba ace said by M'Culloch to comprise all the

trees in the Island of Lewis. Whether these trees in Le\vis belong to P. alba,

or P. (a.) canescens, may, however, be doubted. Turner, in 15G8, says, "the
white aspe is plentifuU in Germany and Italy;" but that he does not remember
to have seen it in England. Gerard, who wrote 30 years after Turner, found

the white poplar at Blackwall, near London ; at Ovenden, in Essex; and a few

other places. Dr. Walker, writing in 1773, says that it is doubtful whether
the abele is a native of England ; but that it certainly has the appearance of

being indigenous in several parts of Scotland. But it must be recollected

that, in his time, P. alba and /-*. (a.) canescens were considered as synonymous.
He adds, also, that the abele was planted in many places in Scotland about the

end of the seventeenth century; and that it had been afterwards neglected and
despised, in consequence of the great number ofsuckers that it threw up all round
it from its creeping roots. Ilartlib, in his Complcat Husbandman (published in

1659), states that, some years before the time of his writing, there were 10,000
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abeles at once sent over into England from Flanders, and transplanted into

many counties; and Mortimer, writing in the beginning of the eighteenth cen-

tury, says that the best sorts of abele trees come from Holland and Flanders.

Evelyn mentions the tree as being raised in abundance from cuttings, truncheons,

and suckers; adding, that "there is a finer sort of white poplar, which the Dutch

call abeel ; and we have of late much of it transported out of Holland." The
Dutch, he adds, " look upon a plantation of these trees as an ample portion

for a daughter." (Hicnter's Evelyn, vol. i. p. 209.)

History. The abele was known to the Romans, as we have already noticed

when giving the history of the genus. As a road-side tree, it has been much
planted, in modern times, in Holland, Flanders, and in some parts of France

and Germany. In the forests of France, it is so abundant, in some places, as

to form the prevailing tree over extensive tracts of country ; and it furnishes

fuel for the adjoining towns ; more especially for bakers' ovens, those of Paris

being almost entirely heated with the wood of this tree, which is there called

le bois blanc. In Britain, the white poplar has been propagated in nurseries

since the time of Miller ; but it does not appear to have been ever very exten-

sively planted in masses, though there are trees of it to be found here and

there throughout the country. In Scotland, it was a popular tree about the

beginning of the present century ; more especially, as Sang informs us, for

moist situations, which it was not thought advisable to drain. In such

situations, however, though it will grow, it never attains a large size.

Properties and Uses. The wood of the white poplar weighs, when green,

58 lb. 3 oz. per cubic foot ; and in a dried state, 38 lb. 7 oz. : it shrinks and

cracks considerably in drying, losing one quarter of its bulk. The wood of

P. (a.) canescens is said to be much harder and more durable than that of P.

alba; in the same manner as the woodof the Z'ilia europae^a parvifoHa is finer-

grained and harder than that of T. e. grandifolia. The wood is the whitest of

any of the species ; and it is used, in France and Germany, for a variety of

minor purposes, particularlywhen lightness, either ofweight or colour, is thought

desirable ; or where an artificial colour is to be given by staining. It is excellent

for forming packing-cases, because nails may be driven into it without its split-

ting. It is used by the turner and the cabinet-maker, and a great many toys

and small articles are made of it. The boards and rollers around which

pieces of silk are wrapped in merchants' warehouses and in shops are made of

this wood, which is peculiarly suitable for this purpose, from its lightness,

which prevents it much increasing the expense of carriage. The principal use

of the wood ofthe white poplar in Britain is for flooring-boards; but for this pur-

pose it requires to be seasoned for two or three years before using. According

to Mitchell, when felled at the point of maturity (see description above), abele

wood is good for any kind of building purposes, especially on farms, where it

is very suitable for the large folding doors for barns, as it is light, and never

warps. It is also used as a substitute for the wood of the lime tree by musical

instrument makers, and by carvers in wood. In Scotland, it is sometimes

used in mill-work, and by the cabinet-maker and turner ; and it is frequently

used by the cooper, for making wooden dishes and casks. The leaves are

eaten by cattle in Sweden, and are considered wholesome. As an ornamental

tree, it is chiefly to be recommended in scenery on a large scale; since its great

height and ample head overpower most artificial objects, such as buildings

;

and most exotic trees, from the comparative slowness of their growth. The
fittest trees to plant along with the white poplar are other rapid-growing

poplars and willows ; and the fittest situations are the margins of broad rivers,

or that of a large lake. In many situations in England, specimens of this tree

exist, which, though fine in themselves, injure, by their disproportionate size,

the effect of all the surrounding objects. Perhaps the most valuable purpose

to which the tree can be applied in Britain, next to that of planting it by rivers

and lakes, is for planting it in avenues, or by road sides : for the former, it is

recommended on account of the rapidity of its growth; and for the latter, be-

cause its trunk is generally clear of branches to a considerable height, and,
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consequently, the light and air are more freely admitted to the road, than when
the road sides are planted with trees that branch to tiie ground, such as oaks,

elms, or limes. On the Continent, the nakedness of the trunks of road-side

trees is an objection rather than an advantage, on account of the superior

dryness of the climate. In the Nouveau Cuurs iVAgriculture, it is recom-
mended to substitute white poplars, in old elm or oak avenues, for any trees

that may have died from accident or disease, on account of the rapidity of its

growth, and the short time which will be requisite for it to attain an equal
height with the ehiis or oaks remaining.

Poetical, nu/thological, and Icgcndari/ Allusions. According to the ancient

mytholog}', the white poplar was consecrated to Hercules, because he destroyed
Cacus in a cavern adjoining Mount Aventinus, which was covered with these

trees; and, in the moment of his triumph, bound his brows with a branch of
white poplar (that being the only tree near him), as a token of his victory.

When he descended into the infernal regions, he also returned with a wreath
of white poplar round his head. (Stnck//. Comm. de Thcophrast,, p. 217.) It was
this, says the fable, that made the abele leaves of the colour they are now. The
perspiration from the hero's brow made the inner part of the leaf, which
touched his forehead, white; while the thick smoke arising from some parts of
the infernal regions turned the upper surface of the leaves almost black.

Persons oifering sacrifices to Hercules were always crowned with branches of
this tree; and all who had gloriously conquered their enemies in battle wore
garlands of it, in imitation of Hercules. The poets frequently mention the
white poplar. Homer, when describing the shield of Ajax, son of Telamon,
states that it was made by Tychius, a skilful currier of Hyle ; and it is said

that the Tychius thus immortalised was a real person, beneath, the poplar tree

at whose door Homer had often sat, reciting his poems, while the kind-
hearted currier gave him food, and relieved his necessities. In another part

of the Iliad, Homer compares the fall of Simoisius, when killed by Ajax, to

that of a poplar : —
" So falls a poplar, that in watery ground
Raised high its head, with stately branches crown'd."

Ovid mentions that Paris had carved the name of CEnone on a poplar. Virgil,

in his Georgics, gives directions for the culture of this tree, and mentions it in

his Eclogues ; and Horace, in his Ode to Dellius (lib. ii.), speaks of the white
poplar as a tree which delights to grow on the banks of rivers. Modern
poets have also noticed this tree. Cowper sings of

—

" The poplar, that with silver lines his leaf ;"

and Barry Cornwall says,

—

" The green woods moved, and the light poplar shook
Its silver pyramid of leaves."

Sterne, in his Sentimental Journey, represents Maria as sitting under a poplar.

In the Sentiment of Floiveis, it is said that the ancients consecrated this tree

to time, because the leaves are in continual agitation ; and, being of a blackish

green on one side, with a thick white cotton on the other, they were supposed
to indicate the alternation of day and night.

Soil, Situation, Propagation, and Culture. For the abele to attain a large

size, the soil in which it is planted should be loamy, and near water; though
on a dry soil, where the tree will grow slower, the timber will be finer-grained,

and more durable. In France, it is found to grow, not only in marshy places,

but in dry sands; and it is a mistake to suppose that it will thrive in stagnant

marshes in any climate. The French writers recommend it strongly for

avenues, planted at a distance of 24 ft. tree from tree, on the side of a road
from 60 ft. to 100ft. wide; and, for filling up blanks in grown-up avenues, the
white poplar is considered the best tree known. ( See above; and Diet, des Eaux
el Fori'ts, art. Avenue. ) In British nurseries, it is commonly propagated by
layers ; which, as they seldom ripen the points of their shoots, or produce
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abundance of fibrous roots the first season, ought to be transplanted into nur-

sery lines for at least one jear before removal to their final situation. The
tree is admirably adapted for thickening or filling up blanks in woods and
plantations; and, for this purpose, truncheons may be planted 3 in. or 4 in. in

diameter, and 10 ft. or 12 ft. high. These truncheons have the great advan-

tage of not being overshadowed by the adjoining trees, which is almost always

the case when young plants are used for filling up vacancies among old trees.

The truncheons need not be inserted very deeply in the soil, because the roots

which they protrude, like those of all other trees having creeping roots, ori-

ginate in a part of the trunk near the surface. When the white poplar is

planted in masses, with a view to produce timber, the plants ought to be from

15 ft. to 18 ft. apart every way, and they may be most profitably cut down
at the end of 30 or 40 years ; but, when they are only to produce poles of

from 6 in. to 9 in. in diameter, fit for roofing sheds and similar purposes, they

need not be planted at a greater distance than from 6ft. to 9ft. every way;
and, for coppice wood, from 4 ft. to 5 ft. is the proper distance. Owing to the

softness of the wood, and its liability to shrink and crack, it is dangerous to

cut off very large branches ; and, even when branches of moderate size are

cut off, the wound ought always to be covered over with grafting clay, or

some description of plaster, to exclude the air. The tree is considered,

both by French and English authors, as bearing lopping worse than any other

species of the genus; and, when transplanted, the head should never be cut

off, and not even cut in, unless the tree is to be planted in a hot and dry

soil.

Accidents and Diseases. When the tree is either carelessly pruned, or when
a branch is broken off by accident, or a stump suffered to decay, the water

seldom fails to be conducted to the heart of the trunk, and, by bringing on
caries, to rot the timber. The leaves, and also the trunk, of the tree are

liable to be infested by fungi, of which several species are common to the

different species of poplar. (See p. 1638.) The porosity of the trunk, stool,

and roots is favourable to the production of fungi of the larger kinds ; and
the Polyporus igniarius Fries may frequently be seen on the trunk of the

tree, or on the stool of a tree that has been cut down, of gigantic size.

statistics. Recorded Trees. At Strath fieldsaye, at Chalfont House, Bucks, and at Kingston,
Surrey, Mitchell, writing in 1827, says, there are first-rate trees: at Longieat, he mentions some
100 ft. high, with trunks from 3 ft. to 4. ft. in diameter, and with 40 ft. to 60 ft. of clear bole. At
Knowle, he saw one Oft. in circumference, that had been felled and cross cut: the sap-wood
was about 4 in. thick, and the heart-wood spongy, like the inside of an overgrown turnip. At
Wentworth House, Mitchell saw another overgrown abcle, felled and sawn across, which presented
the same appearance as the tree at Knowle. In Scotland, a tree at Drurnlanrig, in Dumfriesshire,
which stood on a dry soil, and was 80 years old, wis, in 1773, 80 ft. high, with a trunk 2ft. 6 in. in
diameter. In the year 1769, a row of abeles, at Stevenston, in East Lothian, contained 122 trees, all

about 80 ft. high, and having clear trunks of from 20 ft. to 30 ft. The trunks were from 5 ft. to 7 ft.

in circumference, and yet the trees stood only 7 ft. distant from each other. They grew in a deep
moist soil, were then 80 years old, and afforded a great quantity of timber, though they had begun
to decay. {JFa/ker's Essai/s, p. i50.) In France, in the years 1804 and 1805, several abeles, which
were planted at Versailles in the time of Louis XIV., and had long been regarded as magnificent
specimens, were cut down ; and, though they had begun to decay, they were cut into planks, and sold
at a high price, for naval purposes.

Vopulus (llba in England. In the environs of London, at Ham House, it is 85 ft. high, with a
trunk 3J ft. in diameter. On the banks of the Thames, between Hampton Court and Chertsey, are
several specimens upwards of 100 ft. high. In Devonshire, at Killerton, 25 years planted, it is 73 ft.

high, diameter of trunk 2 ft. 1 in., and of the head 38 ft. In the Isle of Jersey, 10 years planted, it is

28 ft. high. In Surrey, at Deepdene, 10 years old, it is 27 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 6in., and
of the head 10 ft. In Sussex, at Kidbrooke, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the
head 30 ft. In Wiltshire, at Longford Castle, it is 100 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 6 ft., and of the
head 90 ft. In Berkshire, at Bear Wood, 12 years planted, it is 4U ft. high ; at Ditton Park, 90 years
planted, it is 80ft. high. In Denbighshire, at Llanbede Hall, 50 years planted, it is 63ft. high. In
Herefordshire, at Stoke Edith Park, it is 85 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the
head 60 ft. In Leicestershire, at Belvoir Castle, 26 years planted, it is 60 ft. high. In Northampton-
shire, at Clumber Park, 14 years planted, it is 25 ft. high. In Northumberland, at Hartburn,
83 years planted, it is 82 ft. high. In Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court, 40 years planted, it is 60ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 2Jft., and of the head 28ft. In Shropshire, at Willey Park, 16 years
planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Staffordshire, at Trentham, 26 years planted, it is 35 ft. high ; at Alton
Towers, 6 years planted, it is 20ft. high. In Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, 80 years planted, it is

100ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 6 ft., and of the head 75 ft. In Yorkshire, at Griraston, 14
years planted, it is 70 fl. high.

Vdpulus lilba in Scotland. In the environs of Edinburgh, at Hopetoun House, it is 30 ft. high;
the diameter of the trunk 3ft. lOin., and of the head 30ft. In Haddingtonshire, at Tynningham,
it is 58 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 3 in., and of the head 42 ft. In Roxburghshire, 70
years planted, it has a clean trunk SO ft. in height, averaging for that height 2 ft. in diameter, and
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containing nearly 120 ft. of timber. In Uanirshire, at Gordon Cnstlo, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 3 ft. In Clackmannanshire, in the garden of the Dollar In.<titution, 12 years ])lanted,

it is 50 ft. high. In Forfarshire, at Monboddo, Iti years planted, it is 2.0 ft. high ; at C'uurtachy Castle,

14 years planted, itis 27ft. high. In Perthshire, at Taymouth, it is liO ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 3 ft., and ot the head 25 ft. ; in Messrs. Dickson and TurnbuU's Nursery, 28 years planted,

it is 5411. high.
Yupulus alba in Ireland In the environs of Dublin, in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, .j5 years

planted, it is 60ft. high. In King's County, at Charlcville Korcst, 45 years |>l;inte(l, it is 120 ft. high
;

diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 10 in., and of the head 20 ft. In the County of Down, at Hallyleady, 10

years planted, it is 35 ft. high, diameter of the trunk IJft., and of the head ooft. In Galway, at
Coole, 70 ye.irs planted, it is WIft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2jft.

Vdpiilus alba in Forci-^n Coiinln'es. I n France, at Toulon, in the Botanic Garden, 30 years planted, it

is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft.; at Avranclies, in the liolanic Garden, 4<) years planted, it is

60 ft. high, the dianietur uf the trunk 2^ It., and of the head 4U ft. In Hanover, at Gcittingen, in the
Botanic Garden, 40 vears jilanted, it is from 70 ft. to SO ft. high, the diameter of the trunk.from 2 it. to

3 ft., and that of the head 50 ft. In Saxony, at Wiirlitz, (k) years old, it is 50 ft. high, with a trunk 3^ ft.

in diameter. In Bavaria, in the Botanic (harden, Munich, 21- years old, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 1 ft. ; in the English Garden, 30 years planted, it is .50 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, at

Laxenburg, 80 years old, it is 45 ft. high ; at Kopenzel, 18 years planted, it is 20 ft. high ; in the
garden of Baron Loudon, 30 years plaiAed, it is 3() ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 14in , and
of the head It; ft. ; at Briick on the Leytha, (iO years old, it is 90ft. high, the diameter of the trunk

li ft., and of the head (lO ft. In Prussia, at Berlin, at Sans Souci, 50 years old, it is 60 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 2^ ft., and of the head 28 ft. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 30 years old,

it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 40 ft.

Cummercial Statistics. Price of plants, in the London nurseries, 25*. per

hundred, or, when of hirge size, \s. each ; at BolUvyller, 1 franc each.

$ 3. P. tre'mula L. The trembling-/t'ai'<'r/ Poplar, or Aspen.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., ]4fi4. ; Du Roi Harbk., 2. p. 148. ; Willd. Arb., 228. ; Sp. PI., 4. p. 803.

;

Spreng. Svst. Veg., 2. p. 244. ; Dill. Diet, No. 2. ; Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. p. 65. ; Smith Ene. Bot., t. 1909.

;

Engl. FL,'4. p. 244. ; Hook. Fl. Scot., 289.; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 254. ; Du Ham. Arb.,ed.
nov., 2. p. 183. ; Hoss Anieit., p. 153.

Synonymes. P. No. 1633., Hall. Hist , 2. 303. ; F. libyca Rait Syn. 456. ; P. hyhrida Dod. Pempt.,
S'M., Rait Syn., 446. ; P. nigra Trag. Hist., 1033., tig. ; P. pendula Dit Roi; le Tremble, Fr. ; la

Tremola, Alberalla, Alberetto Ital. ; Zitter.Pappel, Espe, Ger.
Derivation. The English name of Aspen is evidently derived from the German, espe.

The Sexes. Both sexes are described in the English Flora. A male plant was fiowering in the London
Horticultural Society's arboretum in the spring of 1835. The plant growing in the Cambridge
Botanic Garden a few vears ago, and perhaps still growing there, was a male one.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 19t)9. ; T. Nees ab Esenbeck Gen. PI. Fl. Germ., fasc. 1., the catkins of the
female, the flowers of both sexes, and the fruit; Blackw., t. 248. ; Ger. Em., 1487. fig. ; Lob. Ic.,

2. 194. fig. ; Bauh. Hist., 1. 163. fig. ; Matth. Valgr., 1. 12,5. fig. ; Cam. Epit, 67. fig. ; Dod. Pempt.,
836. fig. ; Dalech. Hist, 87. fig. ; Treg. Hist., 1083. fig. ; Hayne Abbild, t. 203. ; our^^. 1509. ; and
the plate in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., S^c. Young branchlets hairy. Leaves having compressed foot-

stalks, and disks that are roundish-ovate, or nearly orbicular; toothed in a

repand manner, downy when young, afterwards glabrous on both surfaces.

Stigmas 4, erect, eared at the base. (^Smith, Willd.. Spreng.) It is a native

of rather moist woods, as well as of various other situations throughout

Europe. (Smith in Rees's Ci/clop.) It flowers in Britain in March and
April.

Varieties. In our opinion, P. trepida, P. grandidentata, and P. grae^ca are

nothing more than different states of P. trtjmula; nevertheless, we have fol-

lowed the authorities, and given them as species, inserting below only what

are considered as varieties of P. tremula. Among the specimens sent by
Professor Mertens to Sir J. E. Smith, before mentioned (see p. 1640.), the

foHowing approximate to P. tremula :
—

5 P. ^ 1 moiiticola, P. monticola Mertens.—The professor seems to think

this the genuine P. tremula of Linnaeus. The specimen is of a male
plant.

1 P. t. 2 parvifoUa Mertens. —There are specimens of both sexes of this

variety.

S P. f . 3 grandifnlia Mertens.— The specimen is of a female plant.

3f P. <. 4 rotunclifblia major Mertens.— The specimen is of a male plant.

t P. t. 5 minor Mertens. — This specimen is of a male plant.

'iV.t.Q oxyodonta, P. oxyodonta lilcrtens. — The professor appears to

doubt whether this is only a variety of P. tremula. Smith de-

scribes the teeth of the leaves of the species as nominally blunt

:

oxyodonta signifies sharj) teeth ; and in the specimen the teeth of
the leaves are rather pointed. It is of a male plant,

i P. /. 7 stricta, P. stricta Mertens.— The professor appears doubtful
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whether this is not also only a variety of P. tremula, though he has

made it a species. The specimen is of a female.

The above varieties, we suppose, still exist on the ramparts of Bre-

men; cuttings of them might, no doubt, be procured through the

Floetbeck Nursery.

^ P. t. Spcndiila, P. pendula Lodd. C'ff^.,1836, and the plate of this variety

in our last Volume, is the only distinct variety of P. tremula

that exists in the neighbourhood of London. The handsomest
specimen is at Kenwood, where a male plant, 8 years planted, is

20 ft. high.

1^ P. ^. 9 siipina, P. supina Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, closely resembles the

preceding sort ; and the plant in the Hackney arboretum is so very

small, that it is difficult to say whether it is really distinct or not.

t P. t. 10 IcEvigdta ; P. laevigata Ait. Hort. Kew., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ;

has shining leaves, rather larger than the species.

Descriptwn. A rapid-growing tree, rather exceeding the middle size, with

a straight clean trunk, tall in proportion to its thickness ; and a smooth bark,

which becomes grey, and cracks with age. The branches, which extend
horizontally, and are not very numerous, become
pendulous as the tree advances in age. The
young shoots are tough, pliant, and of a reddish

colour ; and both the wood and the leaves vary ex-

ceedingly, according to the dryness or moisture of

the soil in which the tree is grown. The flowers

appear in March, before those of any other poplar.

The roots. Sir J. E. Smith observes, creep and emit
suckers ; and these, as well as the young branch-

lets, are clothed with brown prominent hairs : they

are sometimes hoary, but not cottony. The coloui

of the upper surface of the leaves is a fine dark
glaucous shining green, and that of the under sur-

face of a paler shade. The disk of the leaf has a
small point, and 3 ribs; it is somewhat wavy, and
often shorter than the footstalk; which, being vertically compressed in its upper
part in relation to the plane of the leaf, counteracts the ordinary waving
motion of the leaf in the wind, and causes it to quiver with the slightest

breeze; whence has arisen the proverbial theme of comparison, the trembling
of an aspen leaf. {Smith m Eng. Ft.) The leaves, says Dr. Johnston of Ber-
wick, are of a fine smooth dark green, with a narrow yellowish edge, more or
less fringed with soft hairs, and suspended on flattened stalks ; so that

" When zephyrs wake,
The aspen's trembling leaves must shake:"

and, by their friction on one another, they make a constant rustling noise.

(Flora of Berwick upon Tweed, vol. i. p. 220.) The tree, when in a suitable

soil, grows with great rapidity diiring the first thirty years after being planted,

attaining, in that time, the height of from 60 ft. to 80 ft. ; afterwards, the trunk
increases slowly in thickness, and in 60 or 80 years it begins to decay, and can
seldom occupy the ground profitably for a longer period. When cut over
by the surface, the stool sends up shoots more freely than the white poplar,

but much less so than most other trees that stole. The want of shoots from
the stools, however, is amply made up by the abundance of root suckers.

Geograpki/, History, Sfc, The trembling poplar is a native of most parts of
Britain, in wet soils. It is found as far north as Sutherland ; at above 1600 ft.

above the level of the sea, in Braemar, in Aberdeenshire ; and, at an elevation
of 1500 ft., in the Isle of Mull. It is indigenous to Ireland, in the county of
Dublin, and in other places mentioned in Mackay's Flora Hibernica. It is

found, according to Mirbel, in the whole of the south of Europe, Asia
Minor, and Caucasus, and in Lapland to the Frozen Ocean. It is very abun-
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dant in Russia, and particularly so in the woods about Moscow ; and it is,

perhaps, worthy of notice, that, in the year 1813, the year following the fire

which burned down the greater part of that city, seedling plants of the trem-

bling poplar sprang up every where among the ruins. The seeds had, doubtless,

been wafted thither by the winds in the earlier part of the year 1812. Hence,
had that city been descrtetl at that time, it would, in a very few years, have
been one immense forest, the soil being every where rich. In Smith's Pi-o-

droniKs of Sibthorp's Flora Gra'ca, the moist meadows of Boeotia, Mount
Athos, and the neighbourhood of Constantinople, are given as localities

where this tree is found. Among modern botanists, it appears to have been
first recorded by i)odonaeus, who adopts Pliny's name of Populus libyca. It

is mentioned by Gerard, Cook, Evelyn, Villars, and other authors, who all

notice its property of not bearing lopping, which it has in commop with P.
alba, trepida, and grae^ca. *

Properties and Uses. In a natural state, the bark of the trembling poplar
forms the principal food of beavers, where the animal abounds ; and deer, goats,

and other quadrupeds of these kinds, are fonder of the spray and buds, than
they are of those of any other tree. The young shoots and leaves, [-roduced

in the form of suckers from the roots, are greedily eaten by cattle and sheep.

According to Withering, the roots, from their nearness to the surface, im-
poverish the land, and prevent anything else from growing on it luxuriantly

;

and the leaves, the same author observes, destroy the grass. Artificially con-
sidered, the uses of the trembling poplar, like that of all trees having a wide
geographical range, are various. The wood of the trembling poplar weighs,

when green, 5+ lb. 6 oz. ; half-dry, 40 lb. 8 oz. ; and quite dry, 34 lb. 1 oz. : it

consequently loses two fifths of its weight by drying. It shrinks by this

operation one sixth part of its bulk, and cracks and splits in an extreme de-

gree. The wood is white and tender : and it is employed by turners ; by
coopers, for herring casks, milk-pails, &c. ; by sculptors and engravers; and by
joiners and cabinet-makers ; and for various minor uses, such as clogs, butcher's

trays, pack-saddles, ^c. In France, sabots are made of the wood, and also

the bars and pins which serve to keep in their places the bottoms of casks

;

under-pinnings for flooring, laths, and rounds of ladders, and wooden vessels

of different kinds If the tree is cut when the trunk is filled with sap, and
employed green, the wood soon heats, and is quickly destroyed by fungi, under
the appearance of mouldiness. The bark is employed in tanning, in common
with that of P. alba and of P. nigra. It may also be employed in buildings,

in situations where it will be kept perfectly dry ; but, when it is intended for

that purpose, it ought to be cut down in the middle of winter, disbarked im-

mediately, and deprived of its moisture by steaming and drying, or other

means. As fuel, the wood is of feeble quality; and, though its flame is

bright and clear, it gives but little heat, and the fires made of it are of short

duration, the embers soon dying out. On account of the rapidity with

which it gives out its heat, it is preferred for heating ovens and stoves.

Its charcoal is light and soft, and it is employed in the fabrication of
gunpowder. The value of the wood as fuel is to that of the beech as 970
is to 1540; and its charcoal is to that of the same tree as 988 is to 1600.

A thousand pounds' weight of the ashes of the wood produces 61 lb. 4 oz.

of potash; the tree, among a list of 73 plants, occupying only the 71st

place. The leaves are employed, in France, Germany, ami Sweden, as food

for cattle, sheep, and goats, either in a green or dried state ; and they are

cut every two years for that purpose, during summer. Bosc thinks this the

most valuable purpose to which the tree can be applied. Cattle, sheep, and
goats, he says, are passionately fond of aspen leaves, when green ; and like

them very well when dry. The powdered bark, given in doses of half a pound
each, expels the bots and worms from the stomachs of horses ; and in

Russia, Pallas informs us, the bark is used in domestic medicine, in scorbutic

and other cases. In the Highlands of Scotland, and other places, the bark

of young trees is made into torches. In landscape-gardening, the tree has a

5 p
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very fine appearance, either when planted singly, or on the margins ofwoods

;

from its fine, round, and somewhat pendulous head, the beautiful glaucous

green of its leaves, and, above all, by their perpetual trembling. The shade

of all the poplars is considered more wholesome than that of any other tree ;

and that of this species is thought better than any of the others. The great

drawback to the tree, when planted singly on lawns or pastures, or in hedge-

rows, is the number of suckers which it throws up ; and which, if not eaten

down by cattle, or mown, would soon turn a whole country into an aspen

forest. Perhaps it might be grafted on P. nigra, which does not throw up

suckers, or possibly on some kind of willow.

Poetical and legendary Allusions. The constant quivering of the aspen

leaves has rendered the tree a favourite subject of allusion to the modern

poets, and others, who have wished to find a comparison for anything in

constant motion. One of the most curious superstitions respecting this tree

is that of the Highlanders, who believe that the cross of Christ was made of

it, and that, consequently, it can never rest. This, however, as Miss Kent
observes, can hardly apply to the leaves, as the cross could not have been

made of them ; but perhaps, she adds, " they struggle to escape from the

wicked wood on which they grow." {Syl. Sketches, p. 31.) Gerard compares

the leaves to women's tongues, " which seldom cease wagging."

The following are some of the principal poetical allusions to the aspen :
—

" His hand did quake
And tremble like a leaf of aspen green."

Spenser.

" A perfect calm ; that not a breath
Is heard to quiver through the closing woods,
Or rustling turn the many-twinkling leaves

Of aspen tall."

Thompson.

Sir W. Scott has many allusions to this tree
;
particularly in the well-

known lines,

—

" Oh, woman ! in our hours of ease
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,

And variable as the shade
By the light quivering aspen made.
When pain or sicknesss rends the brow,
A ministering angel thou."

Soil, Situation, Sfc. As the roots of this tree chiefly extend close under

the sin-face of the ground, it is not necessary that the soil should be deep

;

but, for the same reason, it ought to be loamy, rich rather than poor, and con-

stantly moist. Hence, also, this tree is better adapted for soils that are con-

stantly wet below, than almost any other tree, since its roots, by keeping so very

near the surface, are never out of the reach of the air, which they would be

if they penetrated into soil perpetually saturated with water. The conditions

which this tree requires in respect to soil are found in moist woods, where
the shade of the tree diminishes evaporation, and where the annual fall and

decay of the leaves produce a constant supply of leaf-mould. The next

most favourable situation is an open moist meadow, in which the tree, being

freely exposed to the light and air on every side, attains its largest size, and
assumes its finest form. In dry soils, the tree will live for many years, but

never either attain a large size, or display its fohage to advantage. When
planted in masses by itself, the trees may be placed at the distance from each

other of 6 ft. or 8 ft. every way ; and- such a plantation, on a suitable soil,

will have attained perfection in 30 or 60 years, and may be cut down as

timber. After felling, the shoots seldom push vigorously; but the abundant

suckers from the roots will produce a second crop of timber, if that should

be considered advisable. Treated as a coppice-wood, it may be cut down
every 7 or 8 years, for faggot-wood; and, for poles, every 15 or 20 years.

When mixed with other trees in a timber plantation, the most suitable sorts

to plant with it are said to be the oak and the beech.
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Propagation, ^c. The trembling poplar may be propagated by cuttings,

but not so readily as most otiier species. VVIierever trees are found, they

generally throw up suckers from which |)lants may be selected ; or cuttings of
the roots may be made use of. In some situations, seedling trembling poplars

are al)undant in the \voo<ls ; and these are sometimes collected by the country
people, and sold to the nurserymen. When it is intended to raise the trem-
bling poplar from seed artificially, the seeds ought to be gathered as soon as

they drop, and inuuediately sown on light, rich, moist soil, and covered with
the same soil as slightly as possible, and shaded by branches, spray, leaves, or

mats. The plants will come up at the end of four or five weeks, and will

grow 1 in. or 2 in. the first summer. In the future culture of the tree very
little or no care is requireil, at least in Britain. On the Continent, and
particularly in Belgiuni, it is very subject to the attacks of insects, and espe-

cially to those of the larv;e of difl'erent kinds of moths, butterflies, and Tbn-
thrediniilae. These are collected in the beginning of summer, by order of the
public authorities ; and payments are made to the collectors in proportion to

the (piantity they bring in. The 7'ipula juniperina L. lays its eggs in the

leaves and leaf-stalks of this species ; in consequence of which circumstance,

red glanduhar substances, about the size of a pea, are produced : but the
injury done by these is trifling, compared with that effected by other insects,

which eat away the disk of the leaf.

statistics. In England, in the environs of London, at Kenwood, Harapstead, P. t. pendula, 8 years
planted, is 20 ft high, in sandy soil ; at Sjon, the species, 70 ft. high ; in the Isle of Jersey, in Saun-
ders's Nursery, 10 years planted, it is -K) ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 14 in., and of the head
44 ft. ; in Staffordshire, at Trentham, 10 years planted, it is 30 ft. high ; in Yorkshire, at Castle Howard,
it is 130 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk ;>ift. In .Scotland, in Renfrewshire, at Bothwell ('astle,

80 years planted, it is 73 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk is 4 ft., and of the head 117 ft. ; in Banff-
shire, at Gordon Castle, 84 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and that of the space covered hy
the branches 60 ft. ; in Forfarshire, at Courtachy Castle, 14 years planted, it is 40 ft. high ; in Perth-
shire, at Taymouth, it is 80 ft. high, diameterof the trunk 2 It. Sin., and of the head 20 ft. ; in Stirling-
shire, at Callendar Park, 10 years planted, it is 30ft. high. In Ireland, in the Cilasnevin Botanic
Garden, 20 years planted, it is 30 It. high ; in Galway, at Coole, it is 70 ft. high, and the diameter of
the trunk is"2 ft. ; in Louth, at Oriel Temple, 40 years old, it is 72 ft. high. In Saxony, at Wiirlitz,
60 years old, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. In Austria, at Vienna, at Briick on
the Leytha, 40 years old, it is 48 ft. high, the diameterof the tnnik 2|ft., and of the head .3fi ft.

In Bavaria, at Munich, in the English Garden, 30 years old, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 10 in., and or the head 15 ft. In Russia, near St. Petersburg, 90 years old, it has a trunk
1 ft. in diameter. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 24 years old, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk li ft., and of the head 26 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Plants are seldom propagated in the London nur-
series ; but, when they are to be found there, the price is similar to that of
P. alba ; and this is the case also on the Continent,

i 4. p. (t.) tre'pid.v Willd. The North American tvemh\mg-Icaved
Poplar, or American Aspen.

Jdentifcation. WiUd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 803. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 618. ; Spreng. Syst. Veg., 2.

p. 244.

Synonyme. P. tremuliiides Mickx. Fl. Bor. Amer.,^ p. 243., Michx. North Amer. Sylva., 2. p. 241.
t. 99. f. 1., N. Du Ham., 2. p. 184.

TTie Sexes. A plant of the female is in the London Horticultural Society's arboretum, where it

flowered in April, 1835, though only 5 ft. or 6 ft. high. The stigmas were 6 or 8.

Engravings. N. Du Ham., 2. t. S3.j Michx. Arb., 3. t. 8. f. 1. ; Michx. North Amer. Sylva, 2. t. 99.
f. 1.; and our Jii;. 1510.

tSpce. Char., Sfc. Disk of leaf suborbiculate, except having an abruptly acumi-
nate point, toothed, having two glands at its base on the up[)er surface,

silky while young, afterwards glabrous. (Pursh.) Disk of leaf white, and
silky on both surfaces when young ; glabrous when adult. Petiole very
long, not compressed. (Willd., from dried specimens.) liud resinous. Pe-
tiole compressed. Disk of leaf toothed with hooked teeth, ciliate. (Spreng.)
Catkins silky. (Michaux,jun.) A tree, from 20 ft. to .30 ft. high ; found in

North America, in extensive swamps, from Canada to Carolina; and found,
also, from Hudson's Bay to the northward of the Great Slave Lake, as far

as lat. 64°. It was introduced into Britain in 1812, and flowers in April.

Its usual period of leafing, in England, is before that of/-*, tremula. There
is a plant of this kind in the London Horticultural Society's (rarden, which,
in 1834, after being eight years planted, was 12 ft. high. On April 20. 1835,

"^ 5p 2
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shoots and leaves had been protruded from this t>J?rs I'SIO

plant, and been blackened by frost ; while in P
tremula and P. canadensis the leaf buds were most
of them unchanged from their appearance in winter,

Michaux states that, in America, the American
aspen blossoms about the 20th of April, and that

the leaves appear in ten days or a fortnight after-

wards. He describes the leaves as small when
compared with those of other poplars, and as being

thrown into agitation by the gentlest breath of air.

The catkins are composed of silky plumes, which are

pendulous, and protruded from the extremity of the

shoots. The bracteas of the male flowers are of a

dark chestnut colour, but are fringed with white

hairs. The perianth is white. The anthers are

numerous, and deep brown ; the pollen is white

The bark is smooth. The wood, according to Bige-

low, is light, fine, soft, and perishable; and the

bark is used as a febrifuge. In the United States, it is scarcely applied to

any useful purpose ; though Michaux was informed that it had been

successfully divided into very thin laminae, for the fabrication of women's

hats ; and that these hats were, for a short time, fashionable in several

towns of the United States. Among the Cree Indians, the wood is esteemed

to burn better, in a green state, than that of any other tree in the country,

(^Franklin's first Journ., p, 753.) In Britain, this tree is in several col-

lections, but is not very common : we believe it to be only a variety of

the European P. tremula. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 2s. 6rf.

each ; and at New York, 20 cents.

'i 5. P. (t,) grandidenta^ta Michx. The large-toothed-Zeflfverf Poplar,

or North Ajnerican large Aspen.

Identification. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amex., 2; p. 243. ; Michx. North Amer. Sylva, 2. p. 243. t. 99. f. 2. ;

Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 619. ; Sprang. Syst., 2. p. 244.

Engravings. Michx. North Amer. Sylva, 2. t. 99. f. 2. ; and our fig. 1511.

The Sexes. The female is represented in Michaux's figure. The plants in the Horticultural Society'*

Garden have not yet flowered.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaf, when young, villous, afterwards glabrous on both

surfaces ; the petiole compressed in the terminal part ; the disk roundish-

ovate, acute, sinuately toothed with large unequal teeth. (Pursh and
Michx. sen.) Wild in Canada, and a

tree, 40 ft. or 50 ft. high, with a trunk

10 in. or 12 in. in diameter. The full-

formed disk of the leaf is nearly round,

and 2 in. or Sin. in width, (Michx. jun.)

P. grandidentata is occasionally met with

in the American woods, but is much less

common than P. trepida. It is easily

distinguished from the various cultivated

kinds of poplar, by the large unequal

indentations of the margins of the leaves.

The leaves, as Michaux observes, are

covered, when young, with a white down,
which disappears as they grow older. In

many instances, the disk is furnished

with a pair of glands at the base. The
catkins appear in May, and are 2 in, or

3 in. long. The wood is much like that

of P. trepida. (Bigelow's Account of " The
Plants of Boston and its Vicinity in 1824,"

p. 369, 370.) There are plants of this
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Coplar in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which, in 1834, were 23 ft.

igh, after being ten years planted. The leaves are remarkable for their fine

rich yellowish red tinge, when they first appear in spring ; and for their

large size, deep indentations, and fine glaucous green during summer : on
which account, this poplar deserves a place in every collection as an or-

namental tree. We consider it as a variety of P. tremula, from which it

is not more distinct than P. ^Iba acerifolia is from P. alba, or T'flia

europas^a grandifolia is from T. e. parvifolia. Plants, in the London
nurseries, are 2s. 6d. each; at Bollwyller, 3 francs; and at New York,
35 cents,

Variety.

i P. (/.) g. 2 pcndida Michx. Flor. Bor. Amer. is said to have pendu-
lous branches. There is a tree bearing this name in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, but its branches are not pendulous.

t 6. P. GR^^CA Ait. The Grecian, or Athenian, Poplar.

Identification. Ait. Hort, Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 407., ed. 2., 5. p. 396. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 80*. ; N. Du
Ham., 2. p. 185.

The Sexes. The female is in the London Horticultural Society's arboretum ; and was, some years ago,
in gardens at Bury St. Edmunds, and in the plantations of O. R. Oakes, Esq., at Newton, near
that town. fVilld.. in his Sp. PL. also mentions the male as the only one that he had seen living.

It is doubtful whether the male is in Britain.

Engravings. N. Du Ham., 2. t. 54. ; OMiJig. 1512. ; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Branch round, glabrous. Petiole compressed. Disk of
leaf rountlish-ovate, having a shallow sinus at the base, and terminating in

an acute point, serrated with equal teeth that are adpressed, glabrous, except
being slightly ciliated on the edge. {Willd. Sp. PL)
Wild in the islands of the Archipelago. {Ibid.)

Cultivated in Britain in 1779, by Hugh Duke of

Northumberland. It flowers in March and April.

(Hort. Kew.) The species is not registered in

Smith's Prodromus of Sibthorjj's Flora Grcecs ; so

that, though named P. graeVa, and the Athenian

poplar, it does not appear to be wild in Greece

;

nor, notwithstanding the statement of Willdenow,

in the Archipelago, According to the Xouv. Du
Hamel, it is stated by some to be a native of North
America, and more particularly of a township there

named Athens. The circumstance of its having

been introduced by Hugh Duke of Northumber-
land is favourable to this opinion ; that nobleman
having been a great importer of American trees.

It is a handsome, vigorous-growing tree, very

interesting when in flower, from its numerous
darkish-coloured catkins, which have the plume-like character of those
of P. tremula, P. trepida, and P. grandidentata. The leaves, in their

form, colour, and general aspect, resemble those of P. trepida, but are
longer. The tissue of the bark of young trees is of a coarsish texture

;

which, by rendering its component parts obvious, makes it an eligi-

ble subject for study to young physiologists. The pith of the youn*
branches, of about 1 in. in diameter, is very small in (]uantity, and green.

The capsules are upon pedicels, and these and the rachis are hairy. It is

propagated by layers, or by grafting on some other s[)ecies of poplar;
more particularly on P. alba canescens. Bosc states tiiat he has seen grafts

produce shoots 8 ft. or 10 ft, long the first season. In the Gardener's
Magazine, vol. iii, p, -tlO., is an account of a number of trees bearing the
name of Populus grae'ca, which were planted at Woodfield, in Monmouth-
shire, which, after being planted ten years, averaged shoots of 3 ft. yearly.

The writer had been induced to plant these trees by a paper on the subject,

hi the Memoirs of the Literary Society ofManchester, vol. v. Though diflTer-r
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ing more from P. tremula than either of the last three sorts described,

still we are very much inclined to think that it is a variety of that species

;

though we do not feel sufficiently sure to venture to indicate this even in

parentheses. The trees in the Horticultural Society's Garden were, in ISSl,

from 25 ft. to 30ft. high, after being ten jears planted. The /*. grae^ca

is very subject to the attacks of the poplar hawk moth (Smerinthus popuH),

the puss moth (Cerura vinula), and sometimes to that of other less common
Phalae^nidge. (See Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. v. p. 48.) Price of plants, in the

London nurseries, \s. each; and at Bollwjller, 1 franc.

Statixtics. In England, in Surrey, at Eagshot Park, 16 years planted, it is 3^ ft. high ; in Durhanfi,

at Southend, 12 years planted, it is 35 ft. high ; in Monmouthshire, at Woodfield, 10 years planted,

it is 35 ft. high ; in Rutlandshire, at Belvoir Castle, 18 years planted, it is .30 ft. high, the diameter of

the trunk 8 in., and of the head 24ft. ; in Suffolk, in the Bury Botanic Garden, 12 years planted,

it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 16 ft; in Worcestershire, at Croome,
40 years planted, it is 60 ft. high. In Scotland, in Perthshire, in Messrs. Dickson and TurnbuU's
Nursery, Perth, 15 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. In Ireland, near Dublin, in the Glasnevin Botanic
Garden, 20 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Saxony, at Wtirlitz, 30 years old, it is30 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 1 ft. In Prussia, at Berlin, in the Botanic Garden,10 years planted, it

is 20 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 6 in., and of the head 4 ft.

5 7. P. Ni^GRA L. The hlack-barked, or common black, Poplar.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1464. ; Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. p. 66. ; Willd. Arb., 229. ; Sp. PI., 4. p. 804.;
Spreng. Syst. "\^cg., 2. p. 244. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2.,5. p. 396. ; Du Roi Harbk., 2. p. 139. ; Rail
Syn., 446.; Mill. Diet., No. 3. ; Smith Eng. Bot., t. 1910.; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 245. : Hook. Fl. Scot.,

289. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., pt. 1. p. 251.

Synoni/7nes. P., No. 1632., Hall. Hist., 2. p. 302.; P. alba Trag. Hist, 1080. fig.; P. vimfnea Du
Ham. Arb.; Aigeiros, Greek ; Kabaki, Modern Greek ; the old English Poplar, Suffolk ; the Willow
Poplar, Cambridges/iire ; Water Poplar; the female of P. nigra is called the Cotton Tree at

Bury St.iEdmunds ; Peuplier noir, Peuplier Hard, Osier blanc, Fr. ; schwarze Pappel, Gfr.
Thii Sexes. Both are described in the Eng. Flora. Numerous male plants of P. nigra grow on the
east confines of Bury St. Edmunds, beside the river Lark, of which that figured in Strutt's Si/lva

(out fig. 1514.) is one. In the male, Smith states that the stamens are " eight, rarely more with
us, though Liimjeus and Leers describe 16." A female plant of P. nigra stood, in 1829, on Hardwicke
Heath, near Bury St. Edmunds, beside the pond ; and it is said another female plant grows upon
the same estate.

Engravings. Eng. Bot, t. 1910. ; Ger. Em., I486., fig. ; and others, quoted in Eng. Flora ; T. Nees
ab Esenbeck Gen. PI. FL Germ. ; ourfig. 1513.; and the plate of this species in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Petiole somewhat compressed. Disk of leaf deltoid, pointed,

serrated with glanded teeth, glabrous on both surfaces. Catkins lax,

cylindrical. Stigmas 4, simple, spreading. (Smith and Sjirengel.) A tree,

from 50 ft. to SO ft. high ; a native of Europe, from Sweden to Italy,, on
the banks of rivers, and in moist woods ; and found, also, in the north

of Africa j flowering in Britain in March and April.

Varieties.

*t P. n. 2 viridis Lindl. ; P. vlridis, Lodd. Cat., ed. 18.36; has the leaves

of a brighter green than the species. It was brought into notice

by a nurseryman of the name of Nurse, of Bealings, near Woodbridge,
in Suffolk, about 1816, or before. There is a plant in the London
Horticultural Society's Garden, and one in the Botanic Garden of

Bury St. Edmunds, and it is propagated in several nurseries.

*t P. n. 3 salicifo/ia; P. .salicifolia Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; has long narrow
leaves, not unlike those of Salix viminalis. Introduced from the

Floetbeck Nursery in 1834.

Description. A tree of the largest size, w ith an ample head, composedofnu-
merous branches and terminal shoots. The bark is ash-coloured, and becomes
rough and deeply furrowed with age. The roots, though they run along the

surface, go deeper into the soil than those of either P. alba or P. tremula,

and do not produce suckers, though the contrary is affirmed by INIiller. The
branches are whitish ; and the branchlets are rarely hairy, but are more robust

than those of P. monilifera, which are glabrous. The leaves are slightly

notched on their edges, of a pale light green ; ami the petioles are yellowish.

The leaves are protruded about the middle of May, much later than those of P.

fastigitita, P. alba, or P. (a.) canescens ; and, when they are first expanded,
their colour appears a mixture of red and yellow. The catkins are shorter

than those of P. tremula or P. alba; they appear before the leaves, in March
and April ; those of the males are of a dark red, and, being prodilced" in
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abundance, have, as before observed

(p. 1637.), a striking effect. The cap-

sules of the female catkins are round

;

and the seeds which they enclose are

enveloped in a beautiful white cotton.

The seeds ri[)en in May, and are soon
disseminated to a great distance by the

winds. The tree is of rapiil growth,
especially in good soil, in moist situ-

ations, or on tile banks of rivers. In
the climate of London, it attains the

height of 30 ft. or 40 ft. in ten years

;

and, when planted for timber, arrives

at perfection in from forty to fifty

years ; beginning to decay when about sixty or eighty years old. It bears
lopping ; and, when treated as a pollard, it produces abundance of shoots.
In moist soil, when cut down to the ground annually, it, throws up numerous
shoots, like willows ; and in that state, Bosc observes, it has been considered
by some as a distinct species, and the name of P. viminea apphed to it.

Gcograpln/, Hiitory, Sfc. P. nigra has nearly the same geographical range
as P. alba ; but it is rather less conunon in the colder parts of Europe than
that tree. It appears to have been known to the ancients, being mentioned
both by Theophrastus and Pliny. In modern times, it was first described

by Bauhin. Gerard mentions it as growing as high as the white poplar,
" and now and then higher." Till about the beginning of the present century,
it was the poplar most extensively introduced into British plantations ; but it

has since given way, first to P. cajiadensis, and, subsequently, to the black
Italian poplar (P. monilffera). In the district of Waas, in Flanders, the
whole of which is distributed into small enclosures, not more than an
acre and a half in extent, great quantities of black and white poplars are

planted in the hedgerows, 16 ft. or 18 ft. asunder. They are not suffered

to grow to any size, but are cut down every twenty or twenty-four years, and
replaced by young plants of the same sort. The largest trees are alwavs
cut down first, to prevent the land from being too much shaded. Fifty trees

are allowed to an acre, ami they are generally sold for seven or eight florins a
piece, for making sabots, of which they not only send a prodigious quantity
into other provinces, but also supply all Holland. (Yotmg^s An7ials, as quoted
in Martt/n's Mill.)

Properties and Uses. In a natural state, the leaves and 30ung shoots are

eaten by cattle, and the wood by beavers. Artificially, the wood is applied

to all the different purposes of that of P. alba. Its most general use, on
the Continent, is for packing-cases, more especially for the transport of
bottled wines. The wood is yellow, soft, and, being more fibrous than
that of any other species of poplar, it splits more readily than the wood of
either P. alba or P. tremula. It weighs, in a green state, 60 lb. 9 oz. per
cubic foot; half-dry, 4-2 lb. 13oz. ; and dry, 29 lb. : thus losing more than
one half its weight by drying; and it loses, by shrinking, more than a sixth

of its bulk. It is more employed by joiners and cabinet-makers than
the wood of P. tremula, because it is softer, and rather easier to work.
The wood never splinters, and is incomparable, according to Evelyn, for

all sorts of white wooden vessels, as trays, bowls, and other turner's ware.
It is used for making clogs, and for the soles, as well as heels, of shoes. It

is employed by the cartwright ; and Vitruvius reckons it among the building

timbers. Planted thick, and cut down for rafters, poles, and rails, kw
trees make a quicker return. It forms a very indifferent fuel, being in

this respect to the beech as 792 is to 1540. The only European tree

which is inferior to it as a fuel is the Lombardy poplar. The bark, in Russia,
is used for preparing morocco leather ; and, when it is pulverised, it is eaten
by sheep. In Britain, it is used, like that of the oak, for tanning leather.
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The bark of the old trunk, being very tliick, light, and corky, is employed by

fishermen to support their nets, and, it is said, is used as corks for bottles.

The buds, macerated in boiling water, and afterwards bruised in a mortar

and pressed, yield a fat substance, which burns like wax, and exhales a fine

odour. The balsamic sap with which the buds are covered forms the basis of

what Gerard calls that" profitable o\ntment,unguentum j]opuleiim,-which\s used

as a soothing remedy against nervous diseases and hemeroides." The young
shoots, especially when the plants are kept low, may be used as a substitute

for those of the willow, in basket-making. When the tree is pollarded, and

lopped every three or four years, it produces a great quantity of fuel, which

can be used green. The shoots, with the leaves on, are formed into brooms.

The cottony substance, or flock, which surrounds the seeds, has been used,

in Germany and in France, as wadding ; and it has also been manufactured

into cloth, hats, and paper ; but the expense of collecting it, and the want
of length and elasticity m the fibre, occasioned the manufacture to be given

up. In Kamtschatka, and in Norway, the inhabitants are sometimes under

the necessity of drying the inner bark, and grinding it, in order to mix it

with their oatmeal. (See Lahig's Xorwaj/.) The flowers, are much sought

after by bees. In landscape-gardening, the tree is valuable for particular

purposes, on account of the rapidity of its growth, the great bulk of its head,

and the striking effect of its dark red flowers in early spring ; but it is unfit

for grounds which are not of considerable extent, unless when treated as a

pollard or dwarf.

Poetical and mythological Allusions. According to Ovid, when Phaethon
borrowed the chariot and horses of the sun, and by his heedless driving set

half the world on fire, he was hurled from the chariot by Jupiter into the Po,

where he was drowned ; and his sisters, the Heliades, wandering on the banks

of the river, were changed into trees ; but, whether these trees were poplars

or alders, the poets do not seem to be agreed. The evidence in favour of the

poplar consists in there being abundance of black poplars on the banks of

the Po ; in the poplar, in common with many other aquatic trees, being

so surcharged with moisture as to have it exude through the pores of the

leaves, which may thus literally be said to weep ; and in there being no
tree on which the sun shines more brightly than on the black poplar, thus

still showing gleams of parental affection to the only memorial left of the

unhappy son whom his fondness had contributed to destroy.

" And eke those trees, in whose transformed hue.
The Sun's sad daughters wailed the rash decay
Of Phaethon, whose limbs with lightnings rent.

They gathering up, with sweet tears did lament." Spenser.

The quivering of the leaves of the black poplar, and the manner in which

the sun dances on their smooth surfaces, have made them afibrd to the

poets joyous images, of activity and beauty. Homer, speaking of Penelope's

handmaids, says :
—

" Some ply the loom ; their busy fingers move
Like poplar leaves when zephyr fans the grove." Pope's Odyssey, book vii.

And a Spanish poet compares the tree to his lady's hair :
—

" Each wind that breathes, gallantly here and there
Waves the fine gold of her disorder'd hair.

As a green poplar leaf in wanton play

Dances for joy at rosy break of day." Wiffen's Garcilasso.

Soil, Situation, Sfc. For the tree to attain a large size, the soil ought to be

good, though it need not be deep ; more especially if it be in the immediate

vicinity of water. In such situations, the black poplar forms a very profitable

pollard tree ; and it is often so planted and treated in France and Italy, for

the purpose of affording props for vines. It is readily propagated by cuttings

or truncheons.

Insects, Diseases, Src The black poplar is famous among naturalists for
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producing a sort of galls, or protuberances, of various shapes and sizes, on
its leaves and brandies, which have been usually mistaken for the lodgments
of worms hatched from the eggs of an ichneumon fly : but they are, in reality,

produced from the operations of a viviparous species of A^phis ( A. populi), for

the bringing up of its offspring. These galls are of the bladtler kind, being
usually skinned over, and more or less hollow within, not woody, as those
of the oak, ttc. They proceed from different parts of the plant, some from
the petioles of the leaves, and many from the young shoots : they are very
various in figure, some being roundish, others oblong, others crooked and
contorted in various directions, and some of them are in the figure of horns,
like those of Pistacia Terebinthus (p. o+T,), and of the same origin. (Rees's
Cyclopcvdia.) L'redo populina Pers., a kind of hypodermous fungus, has been
found on the leaves of this species.

statistics.—Recorded Trees. Evelyn mentions some stately and straight black poplars in Cheshire,
that yielded boards and planks " by some preferred to oak for their whiteness and lasting, where
they lie dry." At Alloa House, in Clackmannanshire, a tree, between 3 ft., and 4 ft. from the ground,
girled 13 ft. or 14ft. ; and at Southfield, in Fife, one about twenty years old, in 1819, measured 7 ft.

1 in. in girt {Sang.) A tree in the garden of Arquebuse. at Dijon, measured, in 1810, '21 ft. in cir-

cumference at 5 ft. from the ground. It had an ample head ; and, though the trunk was ulcerated
in several places, it appeared as if it would live for many years, though it was then of great age.
The same tree, measured in 18o6, by L. W. Dillwyn, Esq., exceeded 20 ft. in circumference, at 4 ft.

from the ground.
Existing Trees. In England, in the environs of London, at Ham House, Essex, it is 74 ft. high,

diameter of trunk 2 ft. 9 in., and of the head 58 ft. ; in the grounds of Lambeth Palace, between 70 ft.

and 80 ft. high, and in vigorous growth, though surrounded by smoke to such an extent as to injure
most of the other trees in the garden. In the Isle of Wight, in Wilkins's Nursery, Newport, 10
years planted, it is 25 ft. high. In the Isle of Jersey, in Saunders's Nursery, 10 years planted,
it is 20 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk R in., and that of the head 12 ft. In Wiltshire, at Wardour
Castle, 50 years old, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the.trunk
5 ft., and of the head 99ft. ; in Cheshire, at Kinmel Park, it

is do ft. high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 45 ft.;

in Herefordshire, at Eastnor Castle, 20 years planted, it is 60 ft.

high ; in Nottinghamshire, at Clumber Park, it is 78 ft. high
;

the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. Sin., and of the head 39 ft. ; in

Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court, 30 years planted, it ie 70 ft.

high; in Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle, 65 ft. high; the
diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 76 ft. ; in Suffolk,

at Bury St. Edmunds, near the old bridge over the river Lark,
is 90 ft high, and the diameter of the trunk is 5 ft, " a noble
and healthy tree " {see Jig. 1514. to aecale of 50 ft. to lin.,

copied from Strutt's Sylvn) ; in Worcestershire, at Hagley, 9
years planted, it is 23 ft. high. In Scotland, in Kirkcudbright,
shire, at St Mary's Isle, it is 75 ft high, the diameter of the
trunk 3| ft., and of the head 40 ft. ; in Haddingtonshire, at

Tynningham, it is 62 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2| ft.,

and of the head 27 ft. ; in Ross-shire, at Brahan Castle, it is

24 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head
30 ft In Ireland, in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 35 years
planted, it is 50 ft. high. In France, at Toulon, in the Botanic
Garden, 30 years planted, it is 50 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft.

in diameter ; at Avranches, in the Botanic Garden, 40 years
planted, it is 40 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of
the head 20ft. In Austria, at Vienna, in the Laxenburg . _. .

Garden, 40 years old, it is 30 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 1314
14 in., and of the head 12 ft. In Bavaria, at Munich, in the English Garden, 50 years old, it is 36 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft , and the head 14 ft In Sweden, at Lund, in the Botanic Garden,
it is 72 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 21 in., and of the head 12 ft. In Italy, in Lombardy, at
Monza, 30 years old, it is 80 ft. high, the diametei* of tlie trunk 2^ ft., and the diameter of head 40 ft.

5 8. P. (n.) canade'nsis Michx. The Canadian Poplar.

Identification. Michx. Arb., 3. p. 298.,; N. Amer. Syl., 2. p. 227.

Synonymes. P. lavigfita Uilld. Sp. PI., 4. p. 803., Piirsh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 619., Spreng. Syst. Veg.,

2. p. 244., but not of Hort. Kew. ; P. monilifera Hort. Par., Nouv. Cciirs, &c. ; Cotton-wood,
Michx. ; Peuplier de Canada, Fr. in \c)uv. Cnurs d'Agri., edit 1822, torn xi. p. 4<l7.

The Sexes. Willdenow has noted that he had seen the male living ; Bosc .says that only the female
is in France.

Engravings. Mich. Arb., 3. t. 11. ; North Amer. Syl., 2. t 95. ; and ourfig. 1515.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Young branch angled. Petiole compressed. Disk of leaf

roundish ovate, deltoid, acuminate, subcordate at the base, where there are

glands, serrated with unequal teeth, glabrous. (Piirs/i.) The branches are

angular, and the angles form whitish lines, which persist even in the adult

age of the tree. Tlie trunk is furrowed, even in old age ; less so than that

of P. angulata, more so than that of P. monilifera. The young buds are

gummy. The catkins of the female are from 6 in. to 8 in. long. (M. de Fou-
cault; and Michx. in N. Amer. Syl.) It is found wild in North America, in
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high rocky places between Canada and Virginia, and

about the western lakes ; where it forms a tree from

70 ft. to 80 ft. high. (Piirs/i.) When introduced is

uncertain; the P^lasvigata of Alton, which is often

confounded with this plant, and of which there are

plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden and in

Loddiges's arboretum, being a variety of P. tremula.

It flowers in March and April. According to Michaux,

the trunk of the Canadian poplar is furrowed, even

in its old age, as well as on its young branches. It is

remarkably hardy, growing in the Atlantic states, on

the river Missouri, 1500 miles from its confluence

with the Mississippi ; while the Carolina poplar (P.

angulata), which is often confounded with it, is not

found above 100 miles from the confluence of the two rivers j and its

annual shoots are frozen, both there and in Europe, by a degree of cold

that does not appear to have the least effect on those of P. canadensis.

In Britain, the Canadian poplar used to be very commonly propagated in

nurseries, and extensively introduced into plantations ; but, within the last

30 years, the black Italian poplar (P. monilifera) has been substituted for it.

Bosc says that the Canadian poplar approaches nearer to P. nigra than

any other species, and that it is the best of all poplars for planting, where

the production of timber, with a view to profit, is the object. This cor-

responds perfectly with the character of P. monilifera in this country,

which we suppose to be an improved variety of P. canadensis. The
natural uses of the tree are the same as those of P. nigra ; the young shoots

being given to horses, as their food, on the banks of the Missouri ; and the

branches being eaten by beavers. The Canadian poplar is propagated by

cuttings of the young wood, about 18 in. long, put in during autumn. " It is

remarkable," Bosc observes, " that the first shoots produced from these

cuttings are always curved at the lower extremity ; though in a few years

this curvature entirely disappears. The same thing," he says, " takes place

with the cuttings of P. monilifera." The fine poplar avenues in the lower

parts of the gardens of Versailles are formed of this species.

statistics. In England, in the environs of London, at Mount Grove, Hampstead, 14 years planted,

it is 30 ft. high ; in Surrey, at Walton upon Thames, 42 years planted, it is 110 ft. high, the diameter

of the trunk 3 ft. 8 in , and of the head fiO ft. ; in Worcestershire, at Hadzor House, i."-' years planted,

it is 55 ft. high. In Scotland, near Edinburgh, at Gogar House, it is lUO ft. high, the diameter of

the trunk 2 ft. 5 in., and of the head 30 ft. In Ireland, near Dublin, in the Cullensviood Nursery,

10 years planted, it is 50 ft. high ; in Fermanagh, at Florence Court, 30 years planted, it is 70 ft.

high. In Belgium, at Ghent, in the Botanic Garden, it is 100 ft. high. In Saxony, at Worlitz,

60 years old, it is 60 ft. high, with a trunk lift, in diameter. In Bavaria, in the Botanic Garden,

Munich, 81 years old, it is 60 ft. high, with a trunk 18 in. in diameter. In Austria, at Vienna,

in the University Botanic Garden, 60 years old, it is 48 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk

17 in., and of the head 24 ft. ; in Rosenthal's Nursery, 20 years planted, it is 53 ft. high, the diameter

of the trunk U ft., and of the head 22 ft. ; at Briick on the Leytha, 40 years old, it is 70fLhigh, the

diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head SG ft.

Commercial Statistics. Price of plants, in the London nurseries, 5.?. per

hundred; or single plants, of some height, \s, each; at BoUwyllei*, H franc

each; at New York, 25 cents.

!£ 9. P. (x.) .BETULiFO^LiA Pursk. The Birch-leaved Poplar.

Jdentification. Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 619. ; Spreng. Syst. Veg., 2. p. 244.

Synonymes. P. nigra Michx. Fl. Amer. Bor., 2. p. 244. ; P. hudsonica Michx. Arb., 3. p. 293. t. 10.

f. 1., North Amer. SyL, 2. p. 230. ; P. hudsonifina Bosc, and Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; American black

Poplar, Amer. ; Peiiplier de la Bale d' Hudson, Fr.

The Sexes. It is uncertain whether it is the male or female plant that is in European collections.

Engravings. Michx. Arb., 3. t. 10. f. 1. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 2. t. 96. f. 1. ; and outJig. 1516.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Young branches yellow. Branchlets hairy when j'oung. Pe-

tioles yellow, and also hairy when young. Disk of leaf rhomboid, but much
acuminated ; toothed in every part of the edge ; hairy on the under sur-

face when young, but afterwards glabrous. (Pursh.) The catkins are

4 in. to 5 in. long, and destitute of the hairs which surround those of several

other species. (Jlich.v, jun.) A tree, growing to the height of 30ft. or
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40 ft., with a trunk 12 in. or 15 in. in diameter; found
by INlichaux on the banks of tlic river Hudson, a little

above Albany ; and by Pursh about Lake Ontario.

Jutii^ing from the plants in the collection of Messrs.
Loddiges, and Michaux's figure, we have no doubt
wliatcver of its being, like /•'. canadensis, merely a variety

of P. nigra. It is, however, tolerably distinct ; and, being

a small, neat, tleep-greeu-leaved tree, well deserves a
place in collections.

statistics. In England, in Devonshire, at Endsleigh Cottage, 16 years
planted, it is ."lO (1. high, the diameter of the trunk 14 in., and of the head
1'-' ft. ; in lUickinghanishire, at Temple House, 4() years planted, it is GO ft.

high, the diameter ot the trunk 2 It., and ot° the head oOtt. Price of plants
the same .xs in P. canadensis.

3f 10. P. bionili'fera Ait. The Necklace-bearing, or Mack Italian,

Poplar.

Identification. Ait. HorL Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 4()fi. ; Willd. Arb., 232., Sp. PI., 4. p. 80i5. ; Pursh Fl.
Amer. Sept., 2. p. t>18. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., t. 102.

Synonymcs. P. virginiana Lin., Dcsf. Hort. Par., Dum. Bot. Cult., torn. 6. p. 400., JVo«i>. Caurs
ti'Agri., torn. xi. p. 4<)7. ; P. glandul6sa Mcench Mcth., p. 339. ; P. caroliiu'nsis Mcench IVcissenst, 81 .,

Burgsd. Anleit., 378.; P. nigra italica Lodd. Cat., edit. 1836; P. nigra americilna Ibid. ; P. acla-
desca l.indl. in Eiic. of Plants, p. 840. ; ? P. marylandica Bosc Nouv. Cuurs, art. Peuplier, p. 409. ;

Virginian Poplar, Swiss Poplar, Canadian, or Bcrry-bearing, Poplar, Mill. ; Peuplier Suisse, Peuplier
triphilon (see ynuv. Cours), PeupUer de Virginie, Dumunt.

Derivation. The epithet necklace-bearing alludes to the shape of the female catkins, which in their
capsules, and the manner in which these are attached to the rachis, resemble strings of beads.
Swiss poplar, and black Italian poplar, allude to the tree being very abundant in Switzerland and
the north of Italy.

The Sexes. Both sexes are frequent in British collections, but the male is most abundant. Both are
in the London Horticultural Society's Garden. The female is figured and described by Watson
(see Dend. Brit., t. 102.), who has figured some parts of the male flower in the same plate. Bosc
remarks that only the n^.ale is cultivated in French gardens.

Engravings. Michx. Arb., t. 10. f. 2. ; N. Amer. Syl., 2. 1.93. f. 2. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., 2. 1. 102.

;

OUT fig. 1517. ; and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., SfC. Shoot more or less angular. Branch round. Petiole
slender, compressed in the upper part ; in some leaves, shorter than the
disk, in others longer. Disk deltoid, glanded at the base, which is sub-
cordate in some leaves, and very obtusely wedge-shaped in others ; tip

acute ; edge serrated all round, except in the central part of the base, and
at the acute tip, the teeth have incurved points ; glabrous, except in the
edge, which, at least when the leaf is growing, is ciliate; edge ultimately,

and perhaps early, gristly. Male flowers about 30. in a catkin, upon pe-
dicels. Bractea glabrous. Stamens 16, a little longer than the corolla.

Female flowers about 40 in a catkin. Stigmas 4, dilated, jagged. {Pursh,
Wats., Mich.v., Sproig., and obs.) It is rather doubtful to what country
this poplar is indigenous : Canada is given as its native country in the
Hortits Kewensis ; but, in the Xouveau Du Hamel, it is stated to be a native
of Virginia. Michaux, jun., states that neither he nor his father ever found
it wild in America; and Pursh adds that he has only seen it in that
country in gardens. According to the Hortus Kewensis, it was introduced
into Britain by Dr. John Hope, in 177-2. It is a tree, accortling to Pursh,
from 60 ft. to 70 ft. high in America; but in Britain it grows to the height
of 100 ft. or 120 ft., or upwards ; flowering in March, and ripening its seeds
about the middle of May.

Varieties.

i P. m. 2 Lindtei/ana Booth ; the new waved-leaved Poplar, Hort. ; has
rather larger leaves than the species, and they are somewhat more
undulated. The plant in the London Horticultural Society's Gar-
den is 13 ft. high.

2 P. )ii. 3fd/iis varicgfifis Hort.— The tree in the Horticultural Society's

(.larden is between 30 ft. and 40 ft. high ; but its variegation is by
no means conspicuous, except in early spring.

Description, ^c. P. monilifera is the most rapid-growing of all the poplars;
and its timber is equal, if not superior, in quality to that of any other species.
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It comes into leaf, in the climate of London, 1517

in the last week of April, or in the beginning

of May; about which time the male catkins

have chiefly dropped off". The cottony seed

is ripe about tlie middle of May, and is so

abundant, even in young trees, as to cover the

ground under them like a fall of snow. When
young, the tree shoots up with a strong erect

stem, which is much less liable to put out

timber-like branches than any other poplar

whatever, except P. fastigiata and P. balsa-

mifera. The rate of growth, in the climate of

London, on good soil, is between 30 ft, and

40 ft. in 7 years ; and even in Scotland it has

attained the height of 70 ft. in 16 years. There
appears to be little doubt of its being a native

of America ; but, as Pursh has only seen it in

gardens there, and neither Michaux nor his

father had ever seen it there at all, we think it probably only a cultivated

variety of P. canadensis ; which, as we have before observed, comes so near the

P. nigra of Britain, as to induce us to think that they are not specifically dif-

ferent. P. monilifera was introduced into England in 1772, from Canada; but,

as it is figured in Abbott and Smith's Natural Histoi-y of Georgia^ vol. ii. t. 71.,

it appears to be also a native of that country. After its first introduction, it

does not appear to have been much cultivated for some years, when it was
brought into notice by Messrs. Archibald Dickson and Co., of Hasendeanbum
Nursery, under the name of the black Italian poplar. Its history under this name
is thus given in Pontey's Profitable Planter : — Messrs. Dickson obtained the

plant from a gentleman in their neighbourhood, who had received it from his

son, then residing in North America. Mr. Archibald Dickson then travelled

for the firm through most of the northern districts of England ; and, having

a high opinion of this poplar, of which he had been the first to procure a

stock of plants, he recommended it every where. The name of the black

Italian poplar he accounted for to Mr. Pontey, by saying that he had learned

that this sort of poplar was common in Italy, as well as in America. Mr.
Pontey adds, in confirmation of Mr. Dickson's statement : " As I can now
recollect his having so recommended the article, and also having bought our
first stock from him, in or about the year 1787, I have, therefore, good reason

to suppose his account is in every respect accurate : indeed, it stands strongly

confirmed by the age of the trees found on the southern verge, and within his

route, as they are much older than those to the south of it ; and, therefore, I

think Messrs. Dickson entitled to the credit of having first recommended and
disseminated a tree, the rapid growth of which, in addition to its being highly

ornamental, will prove of essential benefit to the country." (Pontei/'s Prof.

Planter, p. 218.) This was written in 1813, when Mr, Pontey published

the first edition of his book ; and the black Italian poplar has, since that

period, been far more extensively planted in Britain than any other species

or variety of the genus. Notwithstanding this evidence in favour of its being

a native of North America, we think (as we believe all the white-barked pop-

lars, such asP, nigra, P, canadensis, P. Aetulaefolia, P. fastigiata, and P. angu-

lata, to be different forms of one species) that P, monilifera may have been

originated in Italy or Switzerland, and carried out to North America ; and, if

so, this will readily account for the English name of black Italian, the

American name, mentioned by Michaux and Browne, of Swiss poplar, and the

French name of Peuplier Suisse, We have heard of a plant of P, fastigiata,

which appears to be throwing out a side branch of P. monilifera ; but we are

not authorised at present to state any particulars respecting it. The female

catkins of the two kinds appear so much alike, as to leave no doubt in our
minds of their identity as species.
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Properties and Uses, Soil, Propagation, ^c. The wood may be applied to

the same purposes as that of the species previously described ; but, being of

larger dimensions, it may be considered as better fitted for being used in build-

ings. Pontey observes that the tree is not only an astonishingly quick grower,

but that its stem is remarkably straight ; and that, with very trifling attention

to side pruning, it may be kejU clear of branches to any recjuired height. For
these reasons, he considers it the most profitable of all trees to plant in masses

in a fertile soil, rather moist. Sir J. E. Smith describes the tree as very

hardy in Britain, and valuable for planting in exposed situations, or on poor

sandy soil ; but he adds that the temale tree is objectionable, the down of

the seeds being a great nuisance, particularly near houses ; as it sticks to

clothes and furniture in a most troublesome manner. Hence, the male

trees should be selected, not only for planting near a house, but wherever

ornament is the main object ; as the flowers, which are of a deep red, and

produced in great abundance, are as ornamental as those of P. nigra; while

the female flowers of both species are comparatively inconspicuous, and the

seeds alike cottony and troublesome. Were every cottager to grow his own
fuel, there is, perhaps, no tree that would succeed so well for that purpose,

on a small spot of ground, as P. monilifera. (See Gard. Mag., vol. vi.

p. 146.) Cuttings of the black Italian poplar root more freely than those

of the Canadian poplar; and this, indeed, constitutes, in our opinion, one

of the most important differences between the two trees. The caterpillars

of one of the bombycideous moths, belonging to the genus Cerura, and re-

garded (correctly?) by Sir J. E. Smith as identical with the English C.

furcula, the kitten moth, {^Abb. and Smith, Ins. of Georgia, t. 71., and our

Jig. 1518.) feed on this poplar, both in America and Europe. The cater-

pillar (a), which is green and brown, w hen disturbed, shoots out of the end of

its forked tail two soft orange-coloured threads. Early in August, having

become much larger (5), it sheds its skin, and turns green striped with white.

In a few days, it encloses itself in a case made of chips of the wood (c),

which it attaches to a branch, and which looks somewhat like a slug, out of

which the moth (rf) makes its escape at one end.

Statistics. Recorded Trees. Mr. Pontev, in 181.3, measured a tree growing in the garden of Mr.
Richard Atkinson of Huddersfield, which had been then planted 25 years, and found it 60 ft. high,

and containing 4-R cubic feet of good timber. The soil was light, and only about 1 ft. deep, on a
subsoil of coarse gravel. Mr. Pontey also measiued another tree at Huddersfield, planted by himself
in very wtt soil, 19 years before, which was 64 ft. high, and contained 34 ft. of timber. {Forest Pni-
n<T, 4th edit., p. 219.) Bosc, in 1822, mentions a superb avenue of these trees in the Jardin des
Plantes ; but they have since been cut down.

Existing Trees. In England, at Syon, it is 102 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 5 in., and of the
head 95 ft ; at Ham House, Essex, it is 100 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 8 in., and of the head
68 ft.; at York House, Twickenham, 60 years old, it is 80 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 18 in., and
of the head 40 ft. ; in Devonshire, at Bystock Park, 12 years planted, it is 40 ft. high ; in Dorset-
shire, at Melbury Park, 23 years planted, it is 66 ft. high,' diameter of the trunk 7 in., and of the
head 26 ft; in Hampshire, at Strathfieldsaye, it is 108 ft. high, with a trunk 5 ft. in diameter; in

Somersetshire, at Nettlecombe, 13 years planted, it is 54 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft.

7 in., and of the head 21 ft. ; in Surrey, at Bagshot Park, 22 years old, it is 35 ft. high , in Cheshire,
at Eaton Hall, 17 years planted, it is 50 ft. high ; in Denbighshire, at Llanbcde Hall, 20 years planted,
it is 55 ft. high ; in Lancashire, at Latham House, 28 years planted, it is 77 ft. high, the diameter
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of the trunk S.fL, and of the head 57 ft. ; in Monmouthshire, at Dowlais House, 10 years planted,

it is 20ft. high; in Worcestershire, at Croome, i; years planted, is 90ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 20 in., and of the head 20 ft. In Scotland, in the Experimental Garden, Invcrleith, 9 years

planted, it is 23 ft. high ; in Berwickshire, at the Hirsel, 13 years planted, it is 44 ft. high ; in Lanark-
shire, in the Glasgow Botanic Garden, 16 years planted, it is 60 ft. high ; in Roxburghshire,
near Hawick, one tree, 59 years planted, has a clear trunk of 55 ft., which girts 6 ft. 2 in., and con.
tains 130 ft. of limber; another tree, 63 years planted, has a clear trunk of 55 ft., with a main
girt of 6 ft. II in., and contains 164ft. of timber; in Argyllshire, at Toward Castle, 15 years
planted, it is 36 ft. high ; in Clackmannanshire, in the garden of the Dollar Institution, 12 years
planted, it is 40ft. high; in Perthshire, in Dickson and Turnbull's Nursery, 65 years planted,

it is 73 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2ift., and of the head 42 ft. In Ireland, in the Glasnevin
Botanic Garden, 5 years planted, it is 16 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, in Rosenthal's Nursery,
16 years old, it is S3 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 27 ft. In Bavaria,
at Munich, in the English Garden, 30 years planted, it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
20 in., and of the head 15 fl.

5f 11. P. fastigiaVa. The fastigiate, o;- Lo???5a;-^j/, Poplar.

Identification. Desf Hist. Arb., t. 2. p. 465.

Synmu/mcs. P. dilatata Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 406., ed. 2., 5. p. 396., JVil/d. Arb., 229., Sp.

P/.,i. p. S04., Spreng. Si/.it. Veg., 2. p. 244. ; P. nigra italica Dtc Koi Harbk., 2. p. 141. ; P. it&lica

Mcciich Weissrnst , 79.; P. italica dilatilta JV'illd. \ P. pyramidkta Hort.; P. pannonica Jacq.;
P. italica var. carolinensis Burgsdorf; Cypress Poplar, Turin Poplar, Po Poplar ; Peuplier d'ltalie,

Peuplier pyramidal, Fr. ; Lombardische Pappel, Italianische Pappel, Ger. ; Pioppo Cypresso, Ital.

Tilt' Sexes. Plants of the male are plentiful in England. The female is known to be extant in Lom-
bardy, whence we have received dried specimens and seeds in November, 1836. (See G«)rf. Mag.,
vol. xii.) M. C. A. Fischer, inspector of the University Botanic Garden, Gettingen, found, in

1827, a single plant of the female, after having many years before sought fruitlessly for it, among
many thousands of plants around Gfittingen. (See Gard. Mag., vol. vi. p. 419, 420.)

Engi-avings. Jaume St. Hilaire ; our figs. 1519, 1520. ; and the plates in our last Volume. In

fig. 1520., a represents the female catkins with the blos.-oms expanded ; b, the female catkins with
seeds ripe ; c, a portion of the female catkin of the natural size ; d, a single flower of the natural
size ; and e, a single flower magnitied.

Spec. Char., Sj-c. A very distinct kind, having the form of the cypress tree,

from its branches being gathered together about the stem. {Wilhl.) Petiole

compressed. Disk of leaf deltoid, wider than long, crenulated in the whole
of the edge, even the base; glabrous upon both surfaces. {Ait. Hort. Keiu.,

and Spreng.) Leaves in the bud involutely folded. A tree, growing to

the height of from 100 ft. to 120 ft., and sometimes to 130 ft. Introduced
from Italy into Britain about 1758, and flowering in March and April.

{Ait. Hort, Kew.)

Description, <.^-c. The Lombardy poplar is readily distinguished from all

other trees of this genus by its tall narrow form, and by the total absence of
horizontal branches. The trunk is twisted, and deeply furrowed ; and the

wood, which is small in quantity in proportion to the
,f 1^19

height of the tree, is of little worth or duration, being

seldom of such diiwensions as to admit of its being sawn
up into boards of a useful width. The leaves are very
similar to those of P. nigra, and the female catkins to

those of P. monilifera; the male catkins resemble those
of P. nigra, and have red anthers, but are considerably

more slender. One difference between P. fastigiata and
P. nigra is, that the former produces suckers, though not
in any great abundance; while the latter rarel}' produces
any. P. fastigiata, also, in the climate of London, pro-

trudes its leaves eight or ten days sooner than P. nigra.

The male catkins of P. fastigiata, wetted and laid upon
paper, stain it of a deep green. The rate of growth of
P. fastigiata, when planted in a loamy soil, near water,
is very rapid. In the village of Great Tew, in Oxford-
shire, a tree, planted by a man who, in 1835, was still

living in a cottage near it, was 125 ft. high, having been
planted about 50 years. The Lombardy poplar is but of
short duration ; for, though a tree from one of the original

cuttings brought home by Lord Rochford still exists in a vigorous state at
Purser's Cross, yet the trees at Blenheim, and other places, planted about
the same time, or a few years afterwards, are in a state of decay.

Geography/, History, S^c. The Lombardy poplar is considered, by Signor
Manetti and others, as wild in Italy, particularly in Lombardy, on the banks
oi the Po ; because it has been observed that, when that river overflows its
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banks, and carries off part of the surface soil, so as to expose that wliich has

lain covered for many years, " a great quantity of black poplars always spring

up ; and among them are many of the cypress, or Lombardy, poplars." {Gard.

Mag., vol. xii. p. 569.) Signor Manetti, from whom we quote, adds: " These
seeds have lain buried in the soil for many years, and were, no doubt, produced

by the forests which once covered the banks of the Po, the remains of which

are still to be found in many places." (Ibid.) To us it appears not impro-

bable, that the plants alluded to may have sprung up from seeds distributed

by the winds the same season, as the fresh soil would form a very favourable

nidus for their reception. The Lombardy, or cypress, poplar is said to be also a

native of Persia and tlie Himalajas, and to have been mentioned i)y Avicenna.

Morier found it abundant in Persia ; of which country Bosc and some other

botanists consider it a native, and thence to have been introduced into Ital}'.

The first avenue of Lombardy poplars planted there, Bosc observes, was
between Milan and Pavia; and the date of this avenue could, doubtless, be

obtained from the municipal documents of either or both of these cities. It

is singular, that the Lomliardy poplar was not introduced into Tuscany till

180.3; a circumstance which appears to us strongly in favour of the sup-

position of its not being indigenous to Lombardy, or any part of Italy.

So remarkable a tree could not have escaped the notice of the Roman agri-

cultural writers ; and would, undoubtedly, have been recorded by Pliny, if it

had been known in Europe in his day. Into France it was introduced in
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1749; and, judging from the trees between Carlsruhe and Dur'.ach, it must
have found its way about the same time into Germany. The first trees im-

ported into France were planted on the banks of the canal of Montargis

;

and the first avenue formed in Germany was that between Carlsruhe and Dur-
lach, described in p. 147. Extensive avenues of this tree have since been

planted in France, Belgium, and Germany. Every traveller in Prussia must
have observed those in the neighbourhood of Berlin. According to the Hortus

Kewensis, it was introduced into England about 1758, by the Earl of Roch-
ford, from Turin, where he was ambassador ; and he planted it at St. Osyth's,

in Essex, in which county this poplar is said still to go by his name. Dr.

Walker states that cuttings of the Lombardy poplar were first brought, to

London by the Earl of Hertford, in the year 1763 ; and, according to others,

the plant was first imported as part of the package of some statuary, sent to

Whitton, for the Duke of Argyll, who began to plant in 1720, and died in

1761. (See p. 57.) Cuttings from the trees raised by Lord Hertford were
sent to New Posso, in Tweeddale, in 1765; and the tree was also extensively

distributed in Scotland, some years afterwards, by Lord Gardenstone, who
brought the cuttings direct from Italy (See his Travelling Memorandums.^
The tree has since been generally planted throughout Europe, chiefly as an
avenue, or roadside, tree ; or as an ornamental tree among houses in towns;
but in part, also, for its timber.

Properties and Uses. The wood, according to Manetti, is inferior to that ofP.
nigra ; but it will do very well for packing-cases. The branches, he adds, are

of very little use either for fuel or vine-props ; and, in consequence, its culture

as a useful tree in Lombardy is now very generally abandoned in favour of that of

P. nigra. (Gard. Mag., vol.xii. p. 570.) When Arthur Young travelled in Italy,

he found that the Lombardy poplar grew to the height of 40 ft. in 8 years ; and
that in 12 years it was fit to cut down for building purposes. Rafters, small

beams, studs, boards, &c., brushed over with coal tar and brick-dust, laid on
hot, have stood sixteen years without the least decay. In twenty years, he
says, the tree will produce a trunk 2 ft. in diameter, which, being cut down, is

sawn green into thin board.s, lin. or a ^in. in thickness, for packing-cases,

and similar uses. All the vessels in which grapes were carried home from
the vineyards were formerly made of Lombardy poplar planks, about 2 in.

thick; but they are now formed of the wood of P. nigra. Such vessels

last 30 or 40 years ; and, in consequence of their lightness, are manageable,
however large and long they may be. A 4-wheeled cart is, in general,

covered with one of them; and it contains about 15cwt. of grapes. In

France, both the Lombardy and black Italian poplars are formed into

fences by being planted when the plants are about 6 ft. high, in lines

6 in. apart. The stems are connected by a horizontal rod, about 3 ft.

from the ground ; and a fence is thus produced the first season. After the
trees composing the fence have grown five or six years, they are cut down, and
afford a very considerable bulk of timber, fit for slight agricultural buildings,

fencing, and fuel. In some cases, the trees, instead of being cut down, are

thinned, and those that remain are suffered to attain a timber-like size, not
being cut down till the expiration of eighteen or twenty years ; but this mode
is only followed when the fields enclosed are of such a size as not to be
injured by the shade of the trees.

In Britain, the great use of the Lombardy poplar is as a tree for planting

among houses, and where it is required to form a contrast with round-headed
trees in ornamental plantations. It is admirably adapted for planting in

streets, and among houses in towns and villages ; from the little space occu-
pied by its branches, which are compressed about the trunk, so as not to

interfere with the walls, nor to obstruct the access of light to the windows.
The next best poplars for this purpose are the balsam and Ontario poplars

;

and the observations which we are about to quote in favour of the use of the
Lombardy poplar in scenery will also apply, in some degree, to these two
species. The employment of the Lombardy poplar for contrasting with
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rouiKl-licaded trees has been illustrated by Mr. John Thompson, in the first

volume of the Gardener's Magazine ; of which paper the following is an abs-
tract, with some explanatory additions:— The Lombardy poplar, considered
as a tall conical mass of foliage, becomes of great importance in scenery, when
contrasted with ronml-headed trees. It is a known rule in the comjjosition
of landscape, that all horizontal lines should be balanced and supported by
perpendicular ones; and, hence, the bridge in ^g. 1521., displaying a long and

1.521

conspicuous horizontal line, has its effect greatly increased by the poplars

planted on each side of it. Not only the lines of the bridge are balanced
and supported by the upright poplars, but lengthened and pleasing reflec-

tions from the water are produced ; which, breaking the horizontal gleams
of light, not only produce variety and richness, but, by increasing the length

of the perpendicular lines formed by the poplars, confer a degree of sublimity

on the picture : since it is allowed by all writers on the material sublime,

from Burke to Dugald Stewart, that gradually tapering objects of great height

create the emotion of sublimity. This is admirably illustrated at Blenheim,
where the poplar is an accompaniment to all the bridges, but more parti-

cularly to that viaduct, near Woodstock, where the water first enters the park :

this, seen from the neighbourhood of the great bridge, forms a landscape of
much beauty and purity. On the other hand, the planting of the island in the

lake at Blenheim is as much at variance with good taste as the planting at

the bridge is conformable to it. It is covered with tall poplars, forming a mass
which seems too big for its base; and which, from its stift'and upright form,

is too strongly opposed to the varied outline of the surrounding wood and
water, and destroys all breadth of effect. How much more agreeable it would
have been, to have looked down from the bridge on an island varied with

small groups of well-selected, low, round-headed trees ! Lombardy poplars

may be advantageously planted wherever there is a continuance of horizontal

lines ; but they should be so arranged as to form a part of those lines, and to

seem to grow out of them, rather than to break or opjiose them in too abrupt
a manner. In the case of a stable or other agricultural building, where the

principal mass extends in length, rather than in height, it would be wrong to

plant Lombardy poplars, or other tall fastigiatc trees, immediately before the
building; but they will have a good effect when placed at the sides, or behind
it, as shown in Jig. 1522. This poplar is very generally [jlantcd in front of
the suburban cottages and residences which are to be found within a few

5a
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miles from the metropolis ; six or eight poplar.s, taller than the house, often

obstructing its view, and overpowering and diminishing it by their magnitude

and stiffness ; while a few low trees, such as thorns and laburnums, mixed

with lilacs and other shrubs, would have formed subordinate groups and

masses to the house, and served to increase its effect in the hmdscape. This

poplar, or some equally fastigiate tree, should appear in all plantations and

belts that are made Vv-ith a view to picturesque effect ; as in Jig. 1523., where

1523

*'« ^"^ .A^ >4i4-^'\

the outline is varied as well as the face of the plantation. Masses of round-

headed trees, such as y?g. 152-r., though they might be seen to advantage in

some situations, when grouping with other objects, yet, when contemplated by

themselves, are quite uninteresting, from their dull and monotonous appearance;

but add the poplars, as injig. 1524 a., and you immediately create an interest,

and give a certain character to the group, which it did not before possess.

The causes are these:— The poplars, which are taller than the other trees, are

so distributed as to break the mass into several groups, each terminating in a

point; and the central group, being larger than the others, predominates over

them, and forms the mass into a whole. The pointed heads of the Lombardy

13,-i

poplars also form a pleasing contrast to the round heads of the other trees,

and break the too uniform line exhibited in the sky outline o? j^g. 1524; The
branches of the pojjlars, rising stiflly upwards, contrast with, and render more
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graceful, the horizontal or pendent masses of tiie round-headed trees; and
the stems of the poplars, being clear of branches to a greater height than the

other trees, form an agreeable variety in the lower part of the group. {Gm-d.
Mag., vol. i. p. 19.)

The admirable effect of the Lombardy poplar, when planted so as to contrast

advantageously with horizontal Imes in architecture, may be seen \n /ig.]5-25.,

which is a view of the artificial ruins of a Roman aqueduct, in the gardens of

Schwezingen, in Baden. In this view may be also seen how droopmg trees,

such as the weeping willow, may be harmonised with spiry-topped trees, by
the intervention of round-headed trees and shrubs. Fig. 1526. shows how eas^'

it is to overpower a building by plantmg Lombardy poplars near it ; this being

actually the case at one of the entrances into the town of Carlspjhe, viz., the

Ettlinger Thor, of which ;fg.lj^6 is a portrait. Fig. 1.527., the Tivoli Garden,
at Vienna, shows too many Lombardy poplars, in ()roportion to the round-

i:23

headed trees: and Jig. 1528., the chateau de Neuvillcr, near Nancy, shows
the Lombardy poplar overpowering a mansion ; wliile^g. 1529., a sketch by
Gilbert Laing Meason, from the background of a landscape by Domenichino,
shows two Lombardy poplars, judiciously introduced as a supporting nass to

the tower, which forms the leading feature of the building. Fig. 1530. and

fig. 1531. are views of Pere la Chaise, showing the substitution of poplars for

c}'presses in a cemetery ; and fig. 1532. the entrance to the botanic garden at

5q 9.
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Munich, shows their use in varying the margin of plantations. These examples

may serve to show how easy it is, by means of the Lombardy poplar, to add

to the effect of a landscape, or to destroy the harmony of its different parts.

In short, the Lombardy poplar, like the weeping willow and birch, is a most
dangerous tree in the hands of a planter who has not considerable knowledge

and good taste in the composition of landscape. We have been induced to

enlarge on the subject more than we should have done, from seeing the

frequent misapplication of the tree in the neighbourhood of London, as well

1527

as its good effects in various instances. We should like to see it much more
common in towns, and in churchyards and cemeteries, and much less frequent

in suburban gardens. In the grounds of extensive residences in the country,

it ought to be sparingly introduced, unless the object be to recall the idea of

the metropolis.

The suitableness of the Lombardj' poplar for planting in towns and cities

arises not only from its narrow form and vertical direction, but, also, from its

nature ; which, like its congener the Populus nigra, admits of its thriving

even among coal smoke, where most other trees would die, or become stunted

and diseased. The elevation of the tree is also favourable for inviting and
protecting singing-birds, in proof of which, a writer in the Magazine ofNatural
Historij (vol. i. p. 418.) observes that, in the towns of America, " the song of
the Baltimore oriole (Oriolus baltimorus) is little less remarkable than his

fine appearance, and the ingenuity with which he builds his nest. His notes
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consist of a clear mellow whistle, repeated at short intervals as he gleams
among the branches. There is in it a certain wild plaintiveness and naivete

extremel}' interesting. Since the streets of some of the American towns have
been planted with Lombardy poplars, the orioles are constant visitors,

chanting their native ' woodnotes wild,' amid the din of coaches, wheelbarrows,
and sometimes within a few yards of a bawling oysterwoman."
A curious phenomenon is represented by Mr. Murray as taking place with

this poplar. Speaking of the raining tree in the Island of Hierro, which sup-
plies the inhabitants as well as inferior animals with water, he accounts for
this effect, by stating that a cloud of vapour from the sea is impelled towards
the tree; and, being condensed by its foliage, the rain falls into a large tank,
from which it is measured out by individuals set apart for that purpose by the
authorities of the island. The same effect, Mr. Murray alleges, takes place

with very tall trees of this species surrounded by fog in this country. " In
confirmation of a circumstance prima facie so incredible," he says, " I have
here to record a phenomenon, witnessed by myscli", equally extraordinary. I

had frequently obsened, in avenues of trees, that the entire ground engrossed

by their shady foliage was com[)letcly saturated with moisture ; and that tluring

the prevalence of a fog, when the ground beneath tlicir pale was completely
parched, the wet which fell from their branches more resembled a gentle

shower than any thing else ; and in investigating the phenomenon, which I am
disposed to consider entirely clectriciU, I think the elm exhibits this feature

more remarkably than any other tree of the forest. I never, however, was
more astonished than I was in the month of Se|)tember, 1828, on witnessing

a very striking example of tliis description. I iiail taken an early walk on the

road leading from Stafford to Lichfield ; a dense fog prevailed, but the road
J Q 3
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was dry and dusty, while it was quite otherwise with the line of a few Lom-
bardy poplars ; for from them it rained so plentifully, and so fast, that any
one of them might have been used as an admirable shower-bath, and the con-
stant stream of water supplied by the aggregate would (properly directed) have
sufficed to turu an ordinary mill." (^Mag. Nat. Hist.,\o\. iv. p. 34.)

In British nurseries, hedges for shelter are frequently formed of the Lom-
bardy poplar ; in which case they are cut over at a certain height, and regularly

cut in on each side, so as to form a verdant wall, 8 ft. or 10 ft. high, 18 in.

wide at bottom, and 6 in. wide at top. It is an excellent tree for sheltering

or shading either fields or gardens in a flat country ; but care must be taken
to plant it at a sufficient distance ; and, where shelter is wanted without shade,

not to introduce it on the south side of any garden or orchard, unless at a

distance of at least twice its ordinary height.

The Lombardy poplar, when Gilpin wrote his Forest Scenery, which was
previously to 1780, had been only seen by that agreeable writer as a young
tree. " Within these few years," he says, " the Lombardy poplar, which graces

the banks of the Po, has been much introduced in English plantations. It

seonis to like a British soil, and its youth is promising ; but I have never seen
it in full maturity. Its conic form, as a deciduous tree, is peculiar. Among
evergreens, we find the same character in the cj press; and both trees, in many
situations, have a good effect. The cypress, often, among the ruins of ancient

Rome, breaks the regularity of a wall or a pediment, by its conic form : and
the poplar on the banks of the Po, no doubt, has the same effect among its

deciduous brethren, by forming the apex of a clump : thougii I have been
told that, in its age, it loses its shape, and spreads more into a head. The
oldest poplars of this kind I have seen are at Blenheim. They are not old

trees, but are very tall, and, I believe, still preserve their spiry form. One
beauty the Italian poplar possesses, which is almost peculiar in itself; and
that is the waving line it forms when agitated by the wind. Most trees, in

this circumstance, are partially agitated : one side is in rest, while the other is

in motion. But the Italian poplar waves in one simple sweep from the top
to the bottom, like an ostrich feather on a lady's head. All the branches
coincide in the motion : but, in painting, I knov/ not that I should represent
any kind of motion in a tree, except that of a violent storm. When the blast

continues for some time, when the black heavens are in unison v/ith it, and
help to tell the story, an oak straining in the wind is an object of picturesque
beauty ; but when the gentle breeze, pressing upon the quivering poplar,

bends it only in easy motion, while a serene sky indicates the heavens to be
at peace, there is nothing to act in concert with the motion of the tree: it

seems to have taken its form from the influence of a sea air, or some other
malign impression ; and, exhibiting an unnatural appearance, disgusts. One
thing more I should mention with regard to the Italian poplar ; which is, that,

although it sometimes has a good eftect when standing singly, it generally has a
better when two or three are planted in a clump." {Forest Scenery, vol.i. p. 38.)

The Lombardy poplar. Sir Tliomas Dick Lauder observes, though extremely
fatiguing to the eye when it lines the road for many miles, as it does very
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generally in France, and occasioiiiilly in Italy, is often a very beautiful aticl

natural accompaniment to buildings. " We have observed,"" he says," a very

whimsical effect produced by the long rows of these poplars in France, when
seen crowning a distant elevation, where they have had to us all the appear-

ance of an army drawn up ; and we remarked that this whimsical deception

very frequently occurred." {Lnudcr^s (}iipin, vol. i. p. 1 IG.) Mr. Sang considers

the Lombardy poplar as a "very ugly tree;" a circumstance which we are

rather surprised at in so euligiitened an observer. I'he prevalence of these

poplars in the vicinity of London, and other places in England, he says, he
found tiresome in the extreme. Cobbett asserts the poplars to be a " very

worthless family of trees;" and he adds, " That well-known, great, strong, ugly

thing, called the Lombardy poplar, is very apt to furnish its neighbours with a
surplus population of caterpillars, and other abominable insects." ( Woodlands.)

Poetical and legendari/ Allusions. Some authors make Lombard)' poidars

the trees into which the sisters of Phaethon were changed. The unhappy
virgins, say they, in their despair, clasped their hands above their heads, till

they became fixed, and with the long hair which hung down and covered them
like a veil, changed into leaves and branches, from which their tears stream

incessantl}'. Notwithstanding the poetry of this idea, the Lombardy poplar

could not be the tree alluded to by Ovid ; since it has certainly been either

originated in, or introduced into, Italy at a comparatively modern period, and
consequently was not known to the ancients. The spiral form of this poplar,

and the manner in which it waves in one mass, have been noticed by several

of our modern poets. Leigh Hunt speaks of

-" The poplar's shoot.
Which, like a feather, waves from head to foot;"

and Barry Cornwall says,—
" The poplar there

Shoots up its spire, and eliakes its leaves i'the sun
Fantastical."

The Isle of Poplars, in the Marquis de Girardin's gardens at Ermenonville,

is celebrated for having been the place chosen by Rousseau for his own
grave. The island is about .!>() ft. long, and 30 ft. broad, and is situated

at one end of a large lake. The only trees planted on the island are Lombardy
poplars. A plan ofthe island may be seen in the Enn/clnpccdia of (iardcning, ed.

1835, p. 86.; and a view of the island and the tomb forms the frontispiece

to Girardin's Essnij on Landscape, &c.
5 Q 4
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Soil, Situation, Spc. The Lombardy poplar will only thrive on a tolerably

good soil, and will not attain a large size, except in a situation where to a

good soil is joined proximity to water. In the climate of London, it grows

with such rapidity, that care is required, when it is introduced in ornamental

plantations, to thin it out, or cut it down, so that its form may not prepon-

derate in the landscape. In the north of England, and in most parts of

Scotland, it does not thrive.

statistics. Recorded Trees. Dr. Walker mentions a tree on the borders of a canal, near Brussels,

which, in 15 years, attained the height of 80 ft., with a trunk from 7 ft. to 8 ft. in circumference.

Another tree, at Nisbet, in Berwickshire, had, in 1795, attained the height of 60 ft. in 26 years ; with

a trunk 6 ft. 1 in. in circumference at 4 ft. from the ground. The largest tree that Sir Thomas Dick
Lauder knows of in Scotland stands on the lawn, a little below the Castle of Tarnawa, in Morayshire.

Phillips says the most extraordinary Lombardy poplars which he had seen were on the banks of the

Seine, near Rouen. They had not been planted more than 20 years ; " yet their height is such, as to

make it quite awful to walk in the avenues." {Syl. Flor., vol. ii. p. 133.) We wrote to our friend, the

Abbe Gosier of Rouen, for some account of these trees ; and his answer, dated March 4th, 1837,

states, on the authority of M. Dubreuil, Conservator des Promenades publiques, &c., that they

grow in alluvial soil, and are 150 ft. high. A tree, planted in 1758, in the St. Peter's Nursery, Can.
terbury, was blown down, Mr. Masters informs us, during the hurricane of Nov. 29. 1836. The trunk
was upwards of 5 ft. in diameter at 1 ft. from the ground, and at 6 ft. it was 4 ft. 4 in. in diameter.

It was nearly 100 ft. in height, very symmetrically formed, and from the northern and western
entrances to Canterbury was an object of considerable attraction. The wood of the trunk was in a
complete state of decay, and had produced an abiuidance of Polyporus igniJlrius for several years past.

Existing Trees In England, in the environs of London, at Ham House, Essex, it is 110 ft. high,

with a trunk 3 ft. 10 in. in diameter ; at Gunnersbury Park, 45 years planted, it is 84 ft. high, diameter

of the trunk 2| ft. ; at Whitton, it is 115 ft. high. In Somersetshire, at Netllecombe, 18 years old, it

is 62 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1| ft., and of the head 7| ft. ; in Surrey, at Walton upon
Thames, 52 years planted, it is 110 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 8 in. : in Cambridgeshire,

in the parish of Gamlingay, it is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 10 in. ; in the Cambridge
Botanic Garden, it is 100 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and of the head 30 ft. : in Denbigh-
shire, at Llanbede Hall, 50 years planted, it is 73 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2| ft., and of the

head 12 ft. ; in Durham, at Southend, 18 years planted, it is 45 ft. high; in Gloucestershire, at Dodding-
ton, it is 95ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft.; in Lancashire, at Latham House, 40 years planted, it is

80 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 14 ft. ; in Leicestershire, at Donnington
Park, 60 years planted, it is 88 ft. high: in Oxfordshire, in the Oxford Botanic Garden, it is 80 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk SA ft., and of the head 18 ft. ; in the village of Great Tew are some
trees which are 125 ft. high, planted about 150 years ago, by a labourer who still lives near them :

in Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court, 35 years old, it is 80ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft.,

and that of tlie head 12 ft. ; in Radnorshire, at Belvoir Castle, 18 years old, it is 50 ft high ; in

Staffordshire, at RoUeston Hall, it is 88 ft. high, with a trunk 2i ft. in diameter; in Suffolk, at

Finborough Hall, 80 years planted, it is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head
80 ft.: in Warwickshire, at Coombe Abbey, 70 years planted, it is 85 ft. high, the diameter of the

trunk 3 ft., and of the head 12 ft. : in Worcestershire, at Hagley, 9 years planted, it is 19 ft. high ;

at Croome, 30 years planted, is 70 ft. high : in Yorkshire, at Grimston, 14 years planted, it is 60 ft.

high ; at Knedlington, 11 years planted, it is 34 ft. high. In Scotland, in Lanarkshire, in the Glasgow
Botanic Garden, 16 years planted, it is 65 ft. high ; in Renfrewshire, at North Barr, 30 years planted,

it is 70 ft. high; in Clackmannanshire, in the garden of the Dollar Institution, 12 years planted, it

is 26 ft ; in Inverness-shire, at Cowan, 45 years planted, it is 75 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk

1 ft., and of the head 12 ft. ; in Perthshire, at Taymouth, it is 100 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk

1 ft. 2 in., and of the head 12 ft. ; in Ross-shire, at Brahan Castle, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of

the trunk 2 ft. In Ireland, in Galway, at Coole, it is 30 ft. high, with a trunk 9 in. in diameter. In
the Isle of Jersey, in Saunders's Nursery, 10 years planted, it is 36 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk

1ft., and of the head 19 ft. In France, at Ermenonville, in the Isle of Poplars, are several 80 ft.

high. In Belgium, at Ghent, in the Botanic Garden, 80 ft. high. In Saxony, at Worlitz, 60
years old, it is 60 ft. high, with a trunk 1| ft. in diameter. In Bavaria, at Munich, in the English

Garden, 25 years old, it is 45 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 12 in., and of the head 10 ft. In
Prussia, at Berlin, in the Botanic Garden, 60 years old, it is 60 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. in

diameter. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 40 years old, it is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
2i ft., and of the head 10 ft. ; at Belgiosa, near Pavia, 80 years planted, it is 70ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 2 ft. 7 in.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, from 5 ft. to 6 ft. in height, are Bs. per hun-
dred in the London nurseries ; at BoUwyller, from 50 to 60 cents each.

5^ 12. P. ANGULA^TA Ait. The angled-6mHf/i(?f/, or Carolina, Poplar.

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 407., ed. 2., 5. p. 396. ; Michx. Arb., 3. ; North Amer.
Sylva, 2. p. 224. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 619.; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.
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SuitoiwiMS. p. ;uigul6sa Mic/ix. Fl. Bor. Amcr., 2. p. 243. ; P. heterophylla Du Rot Ilarbk., 2.

p. \50., Ma-nch H'cisscnxt., 80., Wangcyih. Amcr., 85.: /'. macrophflla Lodd. Cat., edit. 183(5;

P. balsamlt'era MUl. Diet., No. 5. ; Mississippi Cotton 'Iree, Amer.

The Sexes. A plant at Anipton Hall, Suflblk, and one in the London Horticultnral Society's arbo.

return, are both of the male sex. Michaux the elder has briefly described the flowers of both sexes,

in his Fl. Bor. Aimr. ; but, as Michaux the son states, in his Nuilh Amcr. Si/lva, that his father

had confounded P. aiigulata and P. canadensis together in his Flora, we cannot be sure that the

part descriptive of the flowers under /'. anguiata relates to this. It is given below, in the supposition

that it may.
Engravings. IMichx. Arb., 3. t. 12. ; North Amer. Sylva, 2. t. 94.; Du Ham. Arb., 2. t. 39. f. 9. ;

Catesb. Carol., 1. t. 39. ; our Jig. 1-533. ; and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char.., Sfc. Biul not resinous, green. Shoot angled, with wings.

Disk of leaf ovate, deltoid, acinninate, toothed with blunt teeth that have

the point incurved, glabrous : upon the more vigorous shoots, the disk is

heart-shaped, and very large. (Piirs/t, and Mic/uv.Jun.) The elder Michaux's

description of the flowers untler F. angiiU\ta is as follows :
—" Male flowers

polyandrous ; female flowers rather distantly placed upon the rachis, glabrous

;

the ovary subglobose." This description is liable to the exception above

noted. In Mart} n's Jli/Zcr, the male catkins are said to be like those of P.

nigra, and the anthers purple. F. angulata, in North America, is, according

to"Pursh,a tree about 80ft. high; its branches are very brittle, and its leaves

are very large. It is wild in morasses on the banks of rivers between Virginia

and Florida, and on the Mississippi. Introduced into England in 1738, and
flowering in March.

Fariedcs.

i P. a. 2 nova Audibert. — The plant of this variety in the London Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden being only 2 ft. high, we are unable to

state in what respect it differs from the species.

5f P. «, 3 Mediisss Booth. — A plant in Messrs. Loddiges's collection,

received under this name, in 1836, from Messrs. Booth of Hamburg,
is not yet quite 1 ft. in height.

Description, S^c. The shoots of this species, when young, are extremely
succulent; and, as they continue growing late in the summer, they are

frequently killed down several inches by the autumnal frosts. After the

tree has attained the

height of 20 ft. or

30 ft., which, in the

climate of London, it

does in five or six

years, this is no longer

the case ; because the

shoots produced are

shorter and less suc-

culent, and, of course, better ripened. According to Michaux, the leaves,

when they first unfold, are smooth and brilliant, 7 in. to 8 in. long on young
plants, and as much in breadth ; while on trees 30 ft. or 40 ft. high they

are only one fourth the size. The petiole, compressed in the upper part,

renders the leaves easily agitated by the wind. " The annual shoots on
young trees are very thick, distinctly striated, and of a green colour spotted

with white; on branches of the second, third, and even of the seventh or
eighth, years, the traces of the furrows are still observable: they are indicated

by prominent red lines in the bark, terminating at the insertion of the young
shoots, which ultimately disappear with the growth of the branches. This
character belongs also to the cotton-wood (/-'. canadensis); but, besides the

difference of their general appearance, the two species are distinguished by
their buds : those of the Carolina poplar (P. angulata) are short, of a deep
green, and destitute of the resinous substance which covers those of the
cotton-wood (/-'. canadensis), and of which the vestiges remain till late in the

season. The wood of P. angulata is white, soft, and considered of little use
in North America. As an ornamental tree, it forms a very stately object;

but, from the brittleness of the branches, they are very liable to be torn off

by high winds. In the climate of Paris, the points of the shoots of the ter-
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minal branches of trees are liable to be injured by severe frost ; but in the

climate of London this chiefly applies to plants in the nurseries. The Caro-

lina poplar roots from cuttings with some difficulty ; and, therefore, in British

nurseries, it is commonly propagated by layers. In ornamental plantations,

it ought always, as Miller advises, to be planted in situations where it will

be sheltered by other trees ; and, where it is wished to attain its full size, it

ought always to be planted in good soil, and near water. In North America,

where it grows in the swamps of Carolina, it is accompanied by the Taxo-

dium distichum, Nyssa biflora, A^cer rubrura, Carya aquatica, Quercus lyrata,

Populus canadensis, and P. heterophjlla.

statistics. Vdpttlus angiMta in Britain. At Syon, it is 83 ft. higli, diameter of the trunk 3 ft.,

and of the head 61 ft. : see the plate of this tree in our last Volume. At Ham House, Essex, it is

70 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2i ft., and of the head 45 ft. In Durham, at Southend, 15 years

planted, it is 65 ft. high. In Suffolk', at Ampton Hall, 57 years planted, it is 64 ft. high ; the diameter

of the trunk 2 ft. 3in., and of the head 95ft. In Yorkshire, at Grimston, 12 years planted, it is 50 tt.

high. In the Experimental Garden, Inverleith, 9 years planted, it is 15 ft. high.

Vdpulus angulata in Foreign Countries- In France, at Nantes, in the nursery of M. De Nerriferes,

60 years old, it is 80 ft. high, with a trunk IJft. in diameter ; in the Botanic Garden at Avranches,

£4 years planted, it is 50 ft. high; the diameter of the trunk 1^ ft., and of the head 30 ft. In

Austria, at Vienna, in the University Botanic Garden, 8 years planted, it is 24 ft. high; at Bruck
on the Leytha, 70 years old, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2| ft., and of the head 48 ft.

Ill Bavaria, at Munich, in the English Garden, 16 years old, it is 15 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are Is. 6(7. each ; at

Bollwyller, 1 franc and 50 cents ; at New York, 20 cents.

5^ 13. P. heteroimiy'lla L. The var\ous-shaped-\eaved Poplar Tree.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1464. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 407., ed. 2., 5. p. 397. ; Michx. Fl.

Bor. Amer., 2. p. 244. ; Willd. Arb., 233., Sp. PI., 4. p. 806. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 619. ;

Spreng. Syst. Veg., 2. p. 244.

Si/noni/mes. P. magna, foliis amplis, aliis cordiformibus, aliis subrotundis, primoribus tomentosii
"
G>-oii. Virg., 194. 157. ; P. cordif6lia Burgsdorf, I.odd. Cat., edit. 1836. ; P. argentea Michx. North
Amer. Sylva, 2. p. 235. t. 97. ; Cotton Tree, Michx. N. A. S.

The Sexes. Michaux the elder has noticed some characters of the flowers of both sexes in his cha-
racter of the species in the Ft. Bor. Amer. ; and they will be found translated in our specific

character. Only the male is in British gardens.
Engravings. Michx. Arb., 3. t. 9. ; Michx. North Amer. Sylva, 2. t. 97. ; N. Du Ham., 2. t. 51. ; and
OUT Jig. 1534.

Spec. Char., ^c. Shoot round, tomentose. Leaf, while young, tomen-
tose ; afterwards less so, or glabrous. Petiole but slightly compressed. Disk

roundish ovate, having a small sinus at the base, and being slightly auricled

there (or, as Michaux, jun., has expressed

it, with the lobes of the base lapped, so as

to conceal the junction of the petiole),

blunt at the tip, toothed; the teeth shal-

low, and having incurved points. Male
flowers polyandrous. Female flowers gla-

brous, situated distantly along the glabrous

rachis, and upon long pedicels. (^Michx,

sen., and Pursh.) A tree, a native of

North America, from New York to Caro-

lina, in swamps, and more particularly in

the country of the Illinois, and on the

western rivers. It grows there to the

height of 70 ft. or 80 ft. ; flowering in

April and May. It was introduced into

England in 1765; but we have never seen

plants of it higher than 5 ft. or 6 ft.

;

though a specimen tree in the Mile End Nursery, and another at Syon,

must have been planted more than 50 or 60 years ; and though it is said by
Bosc to be a lofty tree in the neighbourhood of Paris. It is a very remark-
able species, from the particular character of its leaves, which, though as large

as, or larger than, those of P. angulata, and something resembhng them in out-

line and in position on the branches, yet have nearly cylindrical footstalks,

and their disks hanging down on each side from the midrib in a flaccid manner,

not observable in any other species of the genus. According to Michaux,
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the trunks of trees of this kind, in North America, are covered with a very
thick and deeply furrowed bark. Tlie young branches and the annual
shoots are round, instead of being angular, like those of P. angulata, P.
canadensis, and P. nionih'fera. The leaves, while very young, are covered
with a thick white down, which gradually disappears with age, till the leaves
at last become perfectly smooth above, and slightly downy beneath. They
are borne on long petioles ; the disks are often 6 in. in length, and as much in

breadth ; of a thick nature, denticulateil and heart-shaped, with the lobes of
the base lapped, so as to conceal the junction of the petiole. The catkins
are drooping, and about Sin. long, which is about half the length of those of
P. angulata. " The wood," Michaux adds, " is soft and light, with the heart
yellowish, and inclining to red ; and the young branches are filled with a pith

of the same colour. The tree is said to flourish in France, where, as in

America, its wood is held in little esteem. Both in French and British nur-
series, it is propagated only by inarching and by layers. It well deserves
culture as an ornamental tree, in rich moist soil, in a sheltered situation,

where its large leaves will not be in danger of being torn by the wind. The
male catkins are produced in great abundance ; and, being very thick, though
not very long, they make a fine appearance, from their rich brownish red and
yellow colour. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 2s. 6d. each.; at Boll

-

wyller, 2 francs ; and at New York, 20 cents.

5f 14. P. balsami'fera L. The balsam-bearing Poplar, or Tacamahac
Tree.

Identification. Lin. SystVeg., 45., Mat. Med., 215. ; Pall. Fl. Rosi!., 1. p. 67. t. 41. ; Ait. Hort Kew., ed.
2., 5. p. .597. ; Willd. Arb., 230., Sp. PI., 4. p. 805. ; Michx. Arb., 3. ; North Amer. Sylva, 2. p. 237.
t. 98. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 618.

Synonymes. P. Tticamahica Mill. Diet, No. 6. ; the Tacamahac, Amer. ; le Baumier, Fr. ; Peuplier
Hard, and also Tacamahac, in Canada ; Balsam Pappel, Gei:

The Sexes. Plants of the male are in English gardens. The female is figured in Palla.s's Flora Hos-
sica, 1. t. 41. One or two flowers, clearly bisexual, have been found in a catkin of otherwise male
flowers, borne by a tree in the Botanic Garden at Bury St. Edmunds, previously to 1 830, which
bore, at the same time, other catkins of male flowers. Miller mentions that a tree in the Chelsea
Botanic Garden also produced both male and female flowers.

Engravings. Michx. Arb., 3. t. 1.3. f 1. ; North Amer. Svlva, 2. t. 98. f. 1. ; Du Ham. Arb., ed. nov.,
2. t. 50. ; Pall. FL Ross., 1. t. 41. ; Wangh. Amer., t. 28. f 59. ; Trew Ehret., t. 4(>. ; Catesb. Car.,
1. 1. 34. ; Gmei. Sib., 1. t. S3. ; Pluk. Aim., t. 281. f. 1. ; ourJig. 1535. of the male plant

; Jig. 1536. of
the female ; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., S,-c. Shoot round. Bud very gummy. Petiole round. Disk of
leaf ovate-acuminate, or ovate-lanceolate, serrated with adpressed teeth

;

deep green on the upper surface, whitish on the under one, and tomentose
there, but rather inconspicuously so, and netted with glabrous veins. Sti-

pules subspinescent, bearing gum. Stamens 16, or more. {Willd., Alic/ix.

j««., and obs.) A tree, a native of North America, and in Dahuria and
Altai. It was cultivated in England as early as 1692, in the Royal Gardens
at Hampton Court. {Ait. Hort. Kew.) It flowers in March, in North
America {Pursh); in April, in England {Ait. Hort. Kew.); and the
female, in Dahuria, in May. {Pallas.) In the climate of London, according
to jNliller, the male flowers come out in long catkins in April and May, and
fall off" soon after : their stamens are numerous, irregular in height, and
crowned with bearded anthers of a purple colour. The hermaphrodite
flowers are produced at the end of the shoots, upon long slender peduncles,
in very loose catkins, having a leafy involucre under each, which is oval
and entire; and from the bosom of that arises the peduncle, which is very
short. Upon the top is placed the petal, or calyx (or nectary, according
to Linnasus), shaped like a wide cup, having a style in the centre, and two
stamens on one side, terminated by pyramidal purple anthers. The female
flowers are succeeded by oval capsules, terminating in a point, and en-
closing downy seeds. {Mart. Mill.)

Varieties.

IV. h. 2 viminalis ; P. viminalis Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; P. .valicifolia Hort.

;

P. longifolia Fi.'ichcr, Pall. Ross., t. 41. B; is a native of Altai, with
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slender twiggy branches, and leaves nearly lanceolate. There are

plants in Messrs. Loddiges's arboretum.

5f P. 6. 3 latifolia Hort. has the leaves rather broader than those of the

species. There is a tree of this kind, in the London Horticultural

Society's Garden, 12 ft. high.

3f P. 6. 4 intermedia Hort., Pall. Fl. Ross., t. 41. A, is a native of Dahuria,

with stout, short, thick branches, knotted with wrinkles ; and ovate,

J
long, and rather narrow leaves ; and generally attaining only the

height of a large shrub. There is a plant, in the London Horticul-

tural Society's Garden, 10 ft. high, by which it appears to be quite

distinct from P. b. viminalis.

3e P. i. 5 suaveolens; P. suaveolens JFiwc/ier, and Lodd. 6'a^., ed. 183G. The
new sweet-scented poplar of the nurseries.— The plant in Messrs.

Loddiges's collection is not 1 ft. high ; and we have not been able to

identify it in any other collections ; though it must have been plen-

tiful in 1834, since in the wholesale priced Catalogue of the Ken-
sington Nursery for that year the price of plants is stated to be

105. per hundred.
t P. 6. 6 fdliis variegdtis Miller has varie-

gated leaves. There is a tree of this

kind in the London Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden.

Description. The balsam poplar, in North
America, according to Michaux, attains the

height of 80 ft., with a trunk 3 ft. in diameter,

and roots spreading close under the surface, and
throwing up numerous suckers. In Siberia, ac-

cording to Pallas, it is only a middle-sized tree

;

and in Dahuria and Altai, a low tree, or large

shrub. According to Franklin, in the northern

parts of North America, the trunk of the balsam

poplar attains a greater circumference than that

of any other tree. The head of the tree, in

North America, is conical; but in Russia it is

roundish. The trunk is covered with an ash-^

coloured bark ; and the wood, in Siberia, is said

to be reddish, being closer and a little harder

than that of other poplars. In the moist plains of Dahuria, the tree is

shrubby, because, according to Pallas, the grass is annually fired there ; and
the young shoots of all the trees being thus

injured, they are seldom found rising with a clear

stem. In the spring, the balsam poplar is known
from all other species by the fine tender yellow

of its leaves when they are first developed ; the

abundance of the yellow glutinous balsam with

which the buds are covered, the very strong

odour which this balsam diffuses throughout the

surrounding atmosphere, and the comparatively

rigid and festigiate habit of growth of the tree,

which approaches, in the latter respect, nearer to

P. fastigiata than any other species. When
mature, the leaves become of a deep green colour

above, and of a rusty silvery white beneath.

This is one of the hardiest of poplars, though not
of rapid growth ; except the first three or four
years in the nursery. Bosc observes that bota-
nists often confound this species with P. can-
dicans ; but that cultivators never do so, from
the very different manner of its growth, and from

1536
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the greater difficulty that is found in propagating it. The tree is wild in Lower
Canada, more [larticularly between Quebec anil Iludson's Bay ; and in various

places between lat. +7^' ami 49°. It is not very common about Montreal ; and

is rare on the shores of Lake Chaniplain. Li Franklin's First Journey, it is

stated, that it is found as far north as the Great Slave Lake ; and that Macken-
zie River has been named Kivicre aux Liards, from the abundance of the tree in

that quarter. It also constituted, Captain Franklin observes, " the greatest part

of the drift timber that we observed on the shores of the Arctic Sea. Its Cree

name is Matheh-metoos, which means the ugly poplar." (First Journei/, &c.,

p. 7o3.) The balsam poi)lar was first brought from Canada to the Island of

Jersey, and propagated there. Six of these plants were sent to Caroline,

consort to George II., in the year 1731, under the name of arbre de la reine

One of these was given by the queen to Sir Hans Sloane ; and, being planted

in the Botanic Garden at Chelsea, it soon produced male catkins ; but no

female or hermaphrodite ones, till about the year 17G0. This poplar was
introduced into Scotland, according to Dr. Walker, in 1768, having been

raised in a nursery-ground at Leith, in that year, from seeds sent from

Canatla. The wood of the tree is white and soft, and not used in the arts

by the Canadians, according to Michaux; but Franklin observes that, though
it burns badly, and gives little heat, when green, its ashes yield a large

quantity of potash. The balsam from the buds used formerly to be sent

from Canada, and other parts of North America, in shells, under the name of

baunie focot ; having been collected from the trees in spring, when, in con-

sequence of the heat, it is dissolved, and collects into di'ops on the points of

the buds. It is of a smooth and even texture, and is soluble in spirits of wine.

In Siberia, a medicated wine is prepared from the buds, which is diuretic, and
considered serviceable in the scurvy. Pallas states that the grouse, and
other birds of that famil\', that feed on the buds of this poplar during winter,

have their flesh imbu'ed with a grateful balsamic flavour. In Europe, the only

application of this tree is to ornamental purposes ; and though, when it grows
old and scrubby, it may merit the Cree name of " ugly poplar," yet, when
young, few trees can be compared with it in the beginning of summer, either

for the light rich yellow green of its foliage, or the fine balsamic odour which
proceeds from both the leaves and the buds. In scenery of limited extent,

and when the round-headed trees and buildings are comparatively small, or of
medium size, the balsam poplar may be used for the same purposes as the

Lombardy poplar. (Seep. 1663.) The balsam poplar is readily propagated
by suckers, which it sends up in abundance ; or by cuttings, which, however,
do not strike so readily as those of the other poplars. It will grow in any
soil, but it prefers one moist and rich, and a sheltered situation.

Sfafistics. Recorded Trees. Near Edinburgh, in the pleasure-grounds of Craig Lockhart, a tree,

planted in 1771, was, in 1798, 50ft. high, and had a trunk 4ft. in circumference at 4ft. from the
ground. It was at that time considered the oldest and finest balsam poplar in Scotland. {Walker's
Essays.)

Existing Trees. In England, in Bedfordshire, at .South Hill, it. is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 11 in., and of the head 26 ft. ; in Hertfordshire, at Chcshunt, 6 years planted, it is 23 ft. high :

in Monmouthshire, at Tredegar Park, .50 years old, it is 45 ft. high ; at Dowlais House, 15 years old,
it is 20 ft. high : in Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court, 7 years planted, it is 20 ft. high ; in StaflTord-

shire,at Alton Towers, 4 years planted, it is 16 ft. high ; in Yorkshire, at Hackress, 16 years planted,
it is 14 ft. high. In Scotland, in the Experimental Garden, Inverleith, !l years planted, it is 12 ft. high;
in Banflihirc, at Gordon Castle, it is 56 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. ,) in. ; in Clackman-
nanshire, in the CJardcn of the Dollar Institution, it is 28 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2^ ft., and of
the head 10ft. ; in Fifeshire, at Danibristle Park, 16 years planted, it is 40ft. high ; in Forfarshire,
at Courtachy Castle, 18 years planted, it is 4^5 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head
7 ft ; in Perthshire, in Messrs. Dickson and Turnbull's Nursery, Perth, 26 years planted, it is 48ft.
high. In Ireland, in Galway, at Coolc, it is 36;ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. In the Isle
of Jersey, in Saunders's Nursery, 16 years planted, it is 14 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 7 in.,

and of the head 12 ft. In Bavaria, at'Munich, in the English Garden, 25 years old, it is 20ft high,
the diameter of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 8 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, 4 ft. high, are
8.?. per hundred ; and of the new sweet-scented variety, lO*. per hundred.
At BoUwyller, plants are 1 franc each ; and at New York, 20 cents each.
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1£ 15. P. ca'ndicans Ait. Tlie whitish-lefived balsam-bearing, or Ontario,

Poplar.

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 406., ed. 2., 5. p. 397. ; W'illd. Arb., 231., Sp. PI., 806. ;

Michx. Arb. ; North Araer. Sylva, 2. p. 239. t. 98. f. 2. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 618. ; Spreng.

Syst. Veg., 2. p. 244.

St/nonymes. P. macrop'iflla Lindl. in Encijc. cf Plants, p. 840, and Loitit. Cat , 18.56; P. Iatif61ia

Mcench Mefh., p. 338.; P. ontanensis Desf. Hort. Par., and Lodd. Cat., 1836 ; P. cordSita Lodd.Cat.,

1836; P. canadensis Mo'nch IVeissenst., 81., but not oi Michx. which is P. Isvipata VViiid. ; Balm
of Gilead Tree, Boston, North Amer. ; Peuplier Hard, Canada ; Peuplier a Feuilles verniss^es, Fr.

The Sexes. The male is in the London Horticultural Society's Garden ; the female is in the Duke
of Wellington's garden at Apsley Hou.«e, London.

Engravings Catesb. Car., 1. t. 34. ; Michx. Arb. ; Michx. North Amer. Sylva, 2. t. 98. f. 2. ; and our

fig. 1537.

Spec. Char., S^c. Shoot round. Bud very gummy. Stipules gummy. Pe-

tiole compressed in its upper part, hairy in many instances. Disk of leaf

heart-shaped at the base, ovate, acuminate ; serrated with blunt, unequal

teeth ; 3-nerved ; deep green on the upper surface, whitish on the under

one, on which the veins appear reticulate. Inflorescence similar to that

of P. balsamifera (JMichx. jim., Pursh, Spreng., and obs.) The disk of the

leaf is thrice as large as that of P. balsamifera. (Michx. jiin.) A tree,

attaining the height of 40 ft. or 50 ft., with a trunk 18 in. or 20 in. in

diameter, in the states of Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and New Hamp-
shire ; flowering, with the balsam poplar, in INIarch. It was introduced

into England in 1772, and is frequent in gardens.

Description, S,-c. The Ontario poplar bears a close general resemblance to

the balsam poplar : it has the rigid fastigiate habit of that tree, its fine fra-

grance, and its property of throwing up numerous suckers; but it differs

from it, in having very large heart-shaped

leaves, and in attaining a larger size, both

in its native country, and in British gardens.

The buds are covered with the same balsamic

substance as those of P. balsamifera ; and

the leaves are of the same fine yellow colour

in spring, and, like those of the balsam poplar,

preserve, at all stages of their growth, the

same shape. The foliage, when mature, is

tufted, and of a dark green ; the disposition

of the branches is somewhat rigid and irregu-

lar ; which last circumstance prevents the

foliage from massing well together, and gives

the tree rather an inelegant appearance. The
trunk is covered with a smooth greenish

bark, which becomes darker with age ; the

wood is soft; and, like that of the balsam poplar, is chiefly valuable for

producing potash. Michaux never found the tree in forests in America,

nor was he able to discover where it was indigenous ; but he found it

o-rowing commonly before houses, both in the towns and country. Pursh

mentions New England as the place where he had seen it in a living state. In

British gardens, it has very frequently been confounded with the balsam

poplar ; and the .same thing, Bosc informs us, often happens in France. Bosc

strongly recommends this tree for its shade, and the fragrance with which

it perfumes the air in spring. It is readily propagated by cuttings or suckers,

but will not attain a large size unless on rich soil near water ; though, as the

roots creep along the surface, the soil need not be deep.

Statistics. In England, in Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, 40 years planted, it is 70 ft. high ;

the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 3(1 ft. ; in Durham, at Southend, 7 years planted, it

is 20 ft. high ; in Hertfordshire, at Cheshunt, 18 years planted, it is 4.5 ft. high ; in Nottingham-

shire, at Clumber Park, 10 years planted, it is 48 It. high ; in Warwickshire, at Whitley Abbey,

7 years planted, it is 24 ft. high. In Scotland, near Edinburgh, at the Experimental Garden, Inver-

le'ith, 9 years planted, it is 23ft. high ; in Fifeshire, at Danibristle Park, 9 years planted, it is 23 ft.

high ; in Stirlingshire, at Callender Park, 16 vears planted, it is 70 ft. high In Ireland, at Dublin,

in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 30 vears planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Germany, at Vienna, in

the garden of Baron I-oudon, 30 years old, it is 24 ft. high. Price of plants as in P. balsamftera.
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CHAP. CIV.

OF THE HAHDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER ^ETULA'CEJE.

These are included in two genera, the characters of which are tiius given
by Smith :

—
iJ'LNUs Tourn. Barren flowers numerous, aggregate, in a loose cylin-

drical catkin, imbricated every way. Calyx a permanent wedge-shaped
scale, 3-flowered, with 2 very minute lateral scales. Corolla composed of
3 equal florets, attached to the inner side of every scale, each of one petal,

in 4 deep, equal, ovate, obtuse segments. Filaments 4, from the tube of
the corolla, shorter than its segments, and opposite to them. Anthers of
2 round lobes.—Fertile flowers fewer, aggregate, in an oval firm catkin,
imbricated every way. Calyx a permanent, wedge-shaped scale, 2-flowered.
Corolla none. Germen compressed, of 2 cells. Styles 2, parallel, taper-
ing, a little prominent, deciduous. Stigma simple. Nut ovate, bony,
compressed, angular, without wings, of 2 cells. Kernels solitary, ovate,
acute.—Trees, with leaves alternate, stalked, simple, wavy or cut, decidu-
ous, with twin deciduous stipules. Catkins terminal, panicled, pendulous,
earlier than the foliage. {Eng. FL, iv. p. 134.) Natives of Europe and
North America.

^e'tlla Tourn. Barren flowers. Catkin cylindrical, lax, imbricated all

round with ternate concave scales; the middle one largest, ovate. Co-
rolla none. Filaments 10— 12, shorter than the middle scale, to which
they are attached. Anthers roundish, 2-lobed.— Fertile flowers. Catkin
similar, but more dense; scales horizontal, peltate, dilated outwards, 3-
lobed, 3-flowered. Corolla none. Germen compressed, bordered, of 2
cells. Styles 2, awl-shaped, downy. Stigma simple. Nut oblono-, decidu-
ous, wisged at each side, of one cell, with a solitary kernel.— Trees or
shrubs, very hardy, with round slender branches; scattered, stalked, simple,
serrated, deciduous leaves ; and a hard, often veiny, wood. Bark in
several species, of many fine, soft, membranous layers. (Eng. FL, iv.

p. 153.) Natives of Europe, North America, and Asia.

The alder and the bu'ch were made separate genera by Tournefort, and by
Linnaeus also, in his earlier works; but he afterwards united both o-enera
into one, under the name of i?etulus. Modern botanists, for the most
part, follow Tournefort ; and the following are the distinctive character-
istics of his two genera :— In Z?etula, the female catkins are cylindrical
solitary, on simple peduncles, and bear their seeds furnished with a mem-
brane on each side. In ^I'lnus, the female catkins are oval; and they are
borne on a branchy peduncle, containing seeds which are not bordered
with membranes. As secondary characteristics, the birches prefer dry
places, and the alders moist situations. All the known species of alder
may be reduced to three or four; and all the species of birch which are
hardy in England to four or five. Most of the species of both "enera
flower and fruit freely in the climate of London.

Genus I.

?
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Description, Sj'c. Trees, rarely exceeding the middle size; and some so

low as to be considered shrubs. With the exception of A. glutinosa lacini-

ata and A. cordifoHa, the species are not very ornamental ; nor is the timber

of great value, except for the charcoal which may be made from it. All

the species prefer a moist soil, or one in the vicinity of water. A. glutinosa

ripens seeds freely, as do most of the other sorts ; but all the latter are

generally propagated by layers. The only truly distinct species appear to us

to be, A. glutinosa, A. cordifolia, A. incana, A. oblongata, and J. viridis

;

which last seems an intermediate species, or connecting link, between J'lnus

and ^etula.

% \. A. GLUTINOUS A Gcertn. The glutinous, or commo7i. Alder.

Ideniification. Gjertn., 2. p. 54. ; '."VVilld. Sp. PI., 4. p. 334. ; Comp., ed. 4., p. 155. ; Hook. Lond.,

t 59 Scot., 271. ; Hoss. Anieit., 186. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synmymes. B&tn\\xi A'Xnus Lin. Sp. PI., 1394. a, Ft. Br., 1013., Eng. Bot, 21. 1. 1508. ; B. emar-
ginata Ehrh. Arb., 9. ; A'\rms Ran Si/n., 442. ; Aune, Fr.

;
gemeine Else, or Elser, or Schwartz

Erie Ger '; Elsenboom, Dutch ; Alno, or Ontano, Ital. ; Aliso, or Alamo nigro, Span.

Enerdvings. Eng. Bot, t. 1508. ; Hunt. Evel. Syl., 240. f. ; Ger. Emac, 1477. f. ; Lob. Ic, 2. 191. f. ;

Eoes. Pruss., t. 1. ; Dalech. Hist, 97. f. ; our^^. 1540. ; and the plate of this species in .our last

Volume.

Spec. Char., S^c. Leaves roundish, wedge-shaped, wavy, serrated, glutinous,

rather abrupt ; downy at the branching of the veins beneath. {Eng. FL, iv.

p. 131.) A tree, from 30 ft. to 60 ft. high ; a native of Europe, from Lapland

to Gibraltar ; and of Asia, from the White Sea to Mount Caucasus ; and,

also, of the north of Africa; flowering, in Britain, in March and April.

Vaiieties.

3" A. g. 2 emargindta Willd. Baum., p. 19.,

has the leaves nearly round, wedge-

shaped, and edged with light green.

* A. g. 3 lacinidta Ait. Willd., 1. c, Lodd.

Cat., ed. 1836; A. g. incisa i^or^. ; our

Jig.\53S., and the plate of a fine tree at

Syon, in our last volume; has the leaves

oblong and pinnatifid, with the lobes

acute. Wild in the north of France,

particularly in Normandy, and in the

woods of Montmorency, near Paris.

{N. Du Ham.) Thouin, in the year

1819, in the Nouveau Cours cVAgricul-

ture, states that the cut-leaved alder was

first found by Trochereau de la Berliere,

and planted bv him in his garden near

St. Germain, where the stool still remains from which all the nurseries

of Paris have been supplied with plants, and, probably, all Europe,

i A. g. 4 quercifolia Willd., 1. c, Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.— Leaves sinu-

ated, with the lobes obtuse.

i A. g. 5 oxyacanthcBfdlia ; A. oxyacanthaefolia Lorfrf. Cat.,eA. 1836; and

omfig. 1539.—Leaves sinuated and lobed; smaller than those of the

preceding variety, and somewhat resembling those of the common

hawthorn,
3t A. g. 6 macrocarpa ; A. macrocarpa Lodd. Cat., 1836 ; has the leaves

and fruit rather larger than those of the species, and is also of more

vigorous growth.

* A. g. 7 fdliis variegdtis Hort. has the leaves variegated.

Other Varieties. There are some other names applied to plants in the col-

lection of Messrs. Loddiges, which, we think, can only be considered as

varieties of A. glutinosa; or, perhaps, of A. incana; but the plants are so

small, that we are unable to determine whether they are sufficiently distinct

to be worth recording. Among these names are, A. nigra, A. rafira A
nlicdta, and A. unduldta. A. rubra is said to be a native of the Island ot

Sitcha. {Annal. des Scien. Nat., 3. p. 237.) Some of the sorts treated as
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1539

The bark, at the

species we think only varieties, as we have indicated by

putting the letter g. in parentheses.

Description. The aider, in a wild state, even in favour-

able situations, is seldom seen higher than 40 ft or oO ft.;

but in luicultivated grounds, ami in good soil near water,

it will attain the height of oO ft. or (JO ft., and upwards.

This is not only the case with the species, but with the

variety A. g. laciniata, which forms a handsome pyrainitlal

tree; which, at Syon, has attained the height of C.'Jft.,

and at Woburn F'arm, near Ciiertsey, is still higher. The
bark of the common aliler, in oldish trees, is nearly black,

and full of clefts; the colour of the wood is white before

the tree is cut down ; but, immediately on being cut, the

surface of the wound becomes of a deep red ; soon fading,

however, into the pale flesh-colour, which the whole of

the wood of this tree, when cut down, takes when dry, and
retains ever afterwards. The wood is homogeneous, tender,

and without much tenacity. The branches, when they

are young, and the tree is in a state of vigorous growth,

have a triangular form ; but, when mature, they are round,

rising of the sap, separates from the wood with very great facility. The
leaves, when in the bud, are folded in the manner of a fan, very glutinous
and completely enclosed by two oblong
stipules of a whitish green. They are from
3 in. to 4 in. long, and nearly as broad.

The petiole is about 1 in. long, and pro-

longed on the disk of the leaf, in the form

of a very prominent nerve on the under
side, from which proceed to the right and
left other prominent nerves, in each of the

axils formed by which is a little tuft of

cottony hair. The characteristics of the

leaves of this species, as compared with

those of other species of the genus, and
especially of A. incana, is, that they are

always rounded at the summit, and never

pointed ; though this distinction does not

hold good when applied to some of the

varieties, such as A. g. laciniata. The leaves are of a deep dark green ; and both
the youuK shoots and leaves are covered with a glutinous substance, more espe-
cially in the early part of summer. The male catkins are cylindrical, like those
of the birch, and appear in the autumn ; while the female ones, which are on
branched footstalks, are of a short conical form, like a small fir cone, and
are produced in spring along with the leaves. On Mount Caucasus, Pallas

informs us, the female catkins come out about the end of February; but, in

the north of Russia, in March and April. The rate of growth of the alder,

in a favourable soil and situation, is about 2 ft. or 3 ft. a year for four or
five years; so that a tree 10 years planted will frequently attain the height of
20 ft. or 25 ft. ; and at 60 years the tree is supposed to have arrived at

maturity. The roots are creeping; and sometimes, but rarely, they throw
up suckers. The shade and fallen leaves of this tree are not injurious

to grass.

Geography, History, Sfc. The common alder is the most aquatic of Euro-
pean trees, being found in wet swampy grounds, throughout the whole of
Europe, in situations too moist for even the willow and the poplar. In
meadows, and by river sides in the plains, it becomes a considerable tree; but
on mountains, and in the most northerly parts of Sweden, it diminishes to a
shrub. It is found in the west, east, and north of A sir l^nd in the north of

5 R
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Africa. According to Pursh, the common alder is also a native of North
America ; in the interior of Canada, and on the north-west coast. The alder

was known to Homer and Theophrastus, (See p. 18.) According to Virgil,

it formed the first material for boats; and Lucan recommends it as a wood
proper for ship-building. Virgil describes the proper situation for it, as on
the margin of still waters ; and Vitruvius recommends the wood for piles,

stating that the city of Ravenna was built on it. Aristotle mentions that

the alder was generally barren in Greece, and only fertile in the island of

Crete ; but it may be doubted whether he alludes to the same tree. In the

time of Theophrastus, the bark was used for dyeing leather ; and, in the days

of Pliny, the wood was employed for piles, which he calls " eternal
;

" and for

pipes, for conveying water under ground, as it is at present. The same
author states that the tree was planted along the banks of rivers, to prevent

them, by its numerous roots and suckers, from being washed away during

extraordinary floods. Evelyn tells us that the celebrated bridge of the Rialto,

at Venice, was built on piles of this tree. It is still extensively used in

Flanders and Holland, for the purpose of forming piles. Boutcher, writing

in 1780, informs us that, between 1730 and 1750, "vast quantities of alder

plants were brought from Holland to Scotland, at a considerable price, and
unhappily for the owners, planted in large tracts of moist land, from which
no returns suitable to the labour and expense had been received." He adds

that he would greatly have preferred "poplars and abeles." (Treatise, &c.,

p. 111.)

Properties and Uses, Naturally, the leaves of the alder alFord food to the

larvae of different species of moths, and other insects ; and the leaves and
young shoots are eaten by horses, cows, goats, and sheep, though they are

not fond of them ; and they are refused by swine. Among the lepidopte-

rous insects may be mentioned several species of the genus Hipparchiw
Fab. Saturnia Schrank. (See Magazine of Natural History, vol. viii.

p. 210., and vol. v. p. 251.) Cljtus alni Fab., a coleopterous

insect, is common in the trunks of old alder trees. C.^rietis

Fab., Cerambyx yirietis L., Sam. pi. 2. f. 25., and ourfg. ISll
.,

is also common. The tongues of horses feeding upon the alder,

Linnaeus observes, are turned black ; and, on that account, it

is supposed by some persons to be unwholesome for them.
The uses to which the alder has been applied by .man are

various. The wood, though soft, is of great durability in

water. It weighs, when green, 62 lb. 6 oz. ; half-dry, 48 lb.

8 oz. ; and quite dry, 39 lb. 4 oz., per cubic foot ; thus losing 1541

above a third of its weight by drying, while it shrinks about a twelfth part
of its bulk. In the Dictionnaire des Eaux et Forets, the wood is said to

be unchangeable either in water or earth. It is used for all the various pur-
poses to which soft homogeneous woods are generally applied ; viz. for turnery,
sculpture, and cabinet-making; for wooden vessels, such as basins, plates,

and kneading-troughs ; for sabots, wooden soles to shoes and pattens, clogs for

women, and similar purposes. In France, sabots made of alder wood are
smoked, to render them hard and impervious to the larva of the beetle which
attacks that wood. The French, and also the Highlanders, are said to make
light chairs of the wood of this tree, which have the colour, though they have
not the grain, of mahogany. Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, speaking of the wood,
says, " It is extremely valuable, even when of a small size, for cutting up
into herring-barrel staves; and thus whole banks, in Scotland, have been
denuded every year of this species of timber. The old trees, which are full

of knots, cut up into planks, have all the beauty of the curled maple, with the
advantage of presenting a deep, rich, reddish tint ; and, in this state, they make
most beautiful tables. It must be remembered, however, that the alder tim-
ber is liable to be perforated by a small beetle ; it should, therefore, if possible,

be prepared by immersing the logs in a large hole dug in a peat moss, and im-
pregnating the water of the hole with a quantity of lime. If this be done for
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a few months, and the furniture afterwards well varnished over with what is

called the French polish, it will stand unharmed for generations." (Lauder^s
Gilpin, vol. i. p. 137.) Wood of aliler, which has lain a long time in peat
bogs, becomes as black as ebony ; and as, in a recent state, it readily receives

a black dye, while, from the homogeneousness of its texture, it will take a
better polish than soft woods do generally, it forms a very common substitute

for that wood in small articles ; but it has always a dull hue, being inca-

pable of receiving the lustre of the real ebony. When used in constructions

above ground, it ought only to be placed in situations where it will be kept
perfectly dry : but the great use of the wood, on a large scale, is for piles, as

foundations for bridges and other buildings, water-pipes, barrels of pumps,
and props for mines. The spray is more durable than that of most other
trees, when used for filling drains in moist soil. Dorsetshire woodwards
(woodmen), Mitchell observes, " have nearly the same adage applied to alder

poles, when peeled for rafters, as those of the midland counties have for willows
and poplars (see p. 1637.) j viz :—

" Thatch me well, and keep me dry,

Heart of oak I will defy."

" Stakes of alder," he says, " will not stand twelve months, nor will the timber
do for posts, or anything else, where it is in contact with the ground, except
under water. The wood, however," he adds, " ought not to be entirely re-

jected;" and he recommends it as linings for stone-carts and wheelbarrows,
that are in constant use ;

" because, being soft, though it may bruise, it does
not split by the stones being tumbled in." It makes better weather-boards
than elm or beech, because it does not warp or cast. (DendroL, p. 55.) Alder
hop-poles, according to Cobbett, will only last one year. As fuel, the alder

is to the beech as 985 is to 15-iO : but, like other woods of little value as

fuel for heating dwelling-houses, it is preferred for other purposes, where a
slow and not fierce heat is required ; such as for heating bakers' ovens, for

burning limestone and chalk, for burning bricks, &c. The charcoal is es-

teemed excellent for making gunpowder ; but for domestic uses it is considered
inferior, being to that of the beech as 885 is to 1600. The ashes yield at the
rate of 65 lb. of potash to 1000 lb. of ashes; which ranks it among 73 other
woods that yield this salt, in the 67th degree. The bark on the young wood
is powerfully astringent, and is employed by tanners : and the young shoots
are used both for tanning, and dyeing red, brown, and yellow ; and, in combi-
nation with copperas, to dye black. The catkins dye green; and the female
catkins are used by fishermen to sustain their nets above water, instead of
cork. In Hall's Travels in Scotland, the author says that the country people
in the Highlands make their own shoes; and, to avoid the tax on leather, pri-

vately tan the hides with the bark of birch and alder. {Travels in Scotland,\o\. ii.

p. 401.) The fresh wood dyes a snuff-colour; and the bark, dried and pow-
dered, and mixed with logwood, bismuth, &c., yields the colour called boue de
Paris. It is said that the Laplanders masticate the bark, and, with the saliva

so coloured, stain their leathern garments red. (^Syl. Sketches, p. 9.) In France,
the small roots are split, and worked into baskets ; and the knotty parts of the

larger roots are used for inlaying cabinet-work. Both linen and woollen
cloths are dyed black by boiling them with the flowers, buds, female catkins,

bark, and spray, and afterwards putting them into water which has been used
at a smith's forge for quenching the red-hot iron. The leaves are used in

medicine as detersive ; and they are employed in decoctions and gargles for

diseases of the throat. Among the uses which may be considered obsolete,

are two mentioned by Pennant ; viz. spreading the boughs over the fields

during summer ; leaving them there during the winter to rot ; and, in the fol-

lowing March, clearing off the undecaj ed parts, and ploughing the ground for

a crop of corn. The other use is that of strewing the leaves and young shoots

on the floors of houses to attract fleas, which are said to be entangled in the
" tenacious liquor, as birds are by birdlime."

5 R 2
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The alder is planted to form hedges in moist meadows; and it is planted

along the margins of rivers, to keep up the banks by its numerous creepmg

roots. If the alder be planted in a low meadow, it is said that the surface of

the ground surrounding it will become boggy ; whereas, if ash be planted, the

roots of wiiich also extend a great way in every direction, and run near the

surface, the ground will become firm and dry ; though on what principle these

changes take place, we are not informed; and the statement is therefore, most

probably, a vulvar error. The chief use of the alder is as coppice-wood, to be cut

down every five or six years,and made into charcoal for the gunpowder manufac-

turers. The charcoafis considered the next best for that purpose to that of

^haninus Frangula, the berry-bearing alder, the mine voir of the French (see

p. 537.); and plantations of the common alder are made by the proprietors of the

gunpowder manufactories of Hounslow, and other places, in order to make
sure of a supply. The larger branches are made into charcoal for the coarser

kinds of gunpowder, and the spray for the finer kinds.

As an ornamental tree, much cannot be said in favour of the alder. Du
Hamel remarks that its verdure is agreeable, and its shade dense ; and that

its leaves, like those on all plants which grow by water, remain on longer in

the autumn than those of deciduous trees which prefer dry situations. In shel-

tered places, young alder trees frequently retain their leaves till January.

Du Hamel observes that, as cattle will never touch the leaves of the alder as

long as they can get anything else to eat, it is a good tree for parks, and

also for hedges ; and he adds that it will form very good avenues in situations

exposed to cattle. As an object for the landscape-painter, the leaves of the

alder do not fall into fine masses ; and they appear too uniformly distributed

over the entire head of the tree. Nevertheless, as Gilpin observes, it is a

more picturesque tree than the common willow, both in its ramification, and
in its foliage : perhaps, indeed, he says, it is the most picturesque of any of

the aquatic tribe, except the weeping willow. " He who would see the alder

in perfection, must follow the banks of the Mole, in Surrey, through the sweet

vales of Dorking and Mickleham, into the groves of Esher. The Mole, indeed,

is far from being a beautiful river : it is a quiet and sluggish stream ; but

what beauty it has, it owes greatly to the alder, which every where fringes its

meadows, and, in many places, forms very pleasing scenes, especially in the vale

between Box Hill and the high grounds of Norbury Park. Some of the

largest alders we have in England grow in the Bishop of Durham's park, at

Bishop-Auckland. The generality of trees acquire picturesque beauty by age

:

but it is not often that they are suffered to attain this picturesque period.

Some use is commonly found for them long before that time. The oak falls

for the greater purposes of man ; and the alder is ready to supply a variety of

his smaller wants. An old tree, therefore, of any kind, is a curiosity ; and even
an alder, such as those at Bishop-Auckland, when dignified by age, makes a

respectable figure." (Gi/p. For. Scen.,\. p. 69.) Sir Thomas Dick Lauder
fully agrees with Mr. Gilpin in his commendation of the alder. It is always

associated in our minds, he says, " with river scenery, both of that tranquil

description most frequently to be met with in the vales of England, and with

that of a wilder and more stirring cast, which is to be found among the glens

and deep ravines of Scotland. In very many instances, we have seen it put
on so much of the bold resolute character of the oak, that it might have been
mistaken for that tree, but for the intense depth of its green hue. The Mole
may, doubtless, furnish the traveller with very beautiful specimens of the alder,

as it may also furnish an example of that species of quiet English scenery we
have alluded to ; but we venture to assert, that no where will the tree be
found in greater perfection than on the wild banks of the river Findhorn, and
its tributary streams, where scenery of the most romantic description every
where occurs." {Laud. Gi/p., i. p. 136.) The alder, Boutcher characterises
as " an ugly melancholy tree ;" and, as it is more frequently found by stag-

nant than by running water, an observation as old as the time of Virgil, we
are strongly inclined, though we do not think it ugly, to consider it as one of
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the most melancholy of deciduous trees. The loose negligent manner in

which its dark dull green leaves are distributed over its branches, gives the
tree a dishevelled apjiearance, as if it were careless about itself; and, if the
wec[)ing willow is to be considered as representing outward and simulated
grief, the alder, we should say, forms a good emblem of the grief of the heart.

" O'er the swift waters of the running stream
The willow waves its light and graceful form,

Mingling a transient shadow with the gleam
Of the bright sunshine— like a passing storm :

Emblem of grief, which, elegant, refined,
Is more of outward show than of the mind.

O'er the dark pond, whose sullen bosom shows
No curling waves to greet the passing breeze,

The rigid alder its stiff image throws,
Gloomy and sad, as though it scorn'd to please :

Emblem of woe, loo great to be express'il,

Which bruods in silence, and corrodes the breast."

The motion of the alder tree corresponds with its'form ; being slight and
partial, owing to its rigidity, and not graceful and extending to the whole tree,

like that of the willows and Lombardy poplars. Let the reader only imagine
a pond with its margin varied by alders, and the same pond varied by willows;
and then reflect on the difl^erence in the impressions which the change of each
makes upon his mind. The common alder can never, with propriety, be
planted in artificial scenerj', where the object is to imitate nature in an ar-

tistical manner, or, in other words, so as to preserve the character of art.

The reason is, the alder is so well known as an indigenous tree, that the
artificial scenery in which it appears is immediately lowered to a fac-simile

imitation of, or identification with, nature. Where either the geometrical or
any other gardenesque method of planting is adopted, however, this principle

does not apply ; nor will it hold good in the case of planting any of the
more striking varieties of the species ; for example, the cut-leaved alder, which
forms a very interesting tree, and is very fit for planting in artificial scenery,

because it is never found wild in Britain, and, from its habit of growth, as

well as from the form of its leaves, is in no danger of ever being mistaken foi

the common alder.

Poetical and mytliological Allusions. Homer, Virgil, and other poets )

antiquity, frequently mention the alder. Homer often alludes to it in hi

descriptions of scenery :
—

" From out the cover'd rock,
In living rills a gushing fountain broke :

Around it and above, for ever green,
The bushy alders form'd a shady scene." Odyssey, book ix.

And again :
—

" Where silver alders, in high arches twined,
Drink the cool stream, and tremble in the wind. "

Jbid., book xvii.

Some poets, when treating of the fable of the Heliades, assert that the

sisters of Phaethon were turned into alders instead of poplars. Virgil, in one
his Eclogues says,

—

" The sisters, mourning for their brother's loss,

Their bodies hid in bark, and furr'd with moss.
How each a rising alder now appears.
And o'er the Po distils her gummy tears." Drydk*'* f'trgil, eel. vi,

Cowley has adopted the same fable :
—

" The Phaethonian alder next took place :

Still sensible of the burnt youth's disgrace,
She loves the purling streams, and often laves
Beneath the floods, and wantons with the waves." Plants, book v.

Virgil, in another passage, alludes to the bark of the alder being full of

clefts :
—

" As alders in the spring their boles extend,
And heave so fiercely, that their bark they rend."

Drvden's yirgil, eCl v.

5 R 3
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The alder, it has been already mentioned, was used by the ancients for

boats; and Professor Martyn suggests that a hollow alder, falling into the

stream on the banks of which it grew, may have given the first idea of a boat

to man. Virgil and Lucan both mention this use of the tree. Among the

old English poets, Browne alludes to the shade of the alder not injuring the

grass that grows under it :
—

" The alder, whose fat shadow nourlsheth,

Each plant set neere to him long flourisheth."

And Spenser speaks of the alders on the banks of the Mulla, in his Colin

Cloufs come home again.

" ' One day,' quoth he, ' I sate, as was my trade,

Under the foot of Mole, that mountain hoar.
Keeping my sheep among the cooly shade
Of the green alders on the Mulla's shore.' "

Soil and Sitiuition. It was commonly recommended to plant the alder in

swamps ; and, doubtless, from its roots running near the surface, it will thrive

better in such situations than many other trees ; but it is a great mistake to

suppose that the alder, or any other tree, will either grow rapidly, or attain a

large size, except in good soils, liberally supplied with moisture, but by no
means at all times soaked with it. A little reflection will convince us that, in

all countries, the best soils are on the banks of rivers and lakes; because to

such situations the finer earths have been carried down from the higher

grounds for ages, whether these grounds have been under water, or exposed
to the atmosphere. A good soil, on the margin of stagnant water, the sur-

face of which is some feet below the surface of the ground, promises to be a
more favourable situation than either the banks of a river, where the water
varies in height at different periods of the year, and where there cannot be a
very rich deposition of mud ; or a good soil on the margin of water at, or
nearly on, the same level with it. This is very well proved by two trees of
about the same age : one on the flat banks of the piece of water at Syon, and
the other on the raised bank of an old moat at Woburn Farm. The soil, in

both cases, is equally rich ; but at Syon the main roots of the tree are nearly
on a level with the water, while at Woburn Farm the main roots are some
feet above it. One of the most favourable situations for growing the alder
for poles is, an island the side of which is 2 ft. or 3 ft. above the level of the
water. Such islands, when so planted with alders, are called alder beds

;

as they are called osier holts, when planted with willows. Ten years'

growth in such a bed, Cobbett states, will produce poles 20 ft., or more, in

length ; with but ends of from 4 in. to 6 in. in diameter. The alder,

Mr. Sang observes, is found in the highest perfection in moist soils ; and,
though it will grow freely in light elevated lands, it has a tendency in such
situations to dry and impoverish the soil, not being satisfied unless it can
obtain abundance of moisture. No tree, he continues, is, perhaps, equally
well adapted for upholding the banks of rivers, from the great multiplicity of
its roots. Evelyn is of the same opinion ; and he, and all authors, agree that
it will not even live in dry chalky soil.

Propagation and Culture. Evelyn says that the alder is propagated by
truncheons of the stem or of the root, " set as big as the small of one's leg, and
in length about 2 ft.;" one end of which should be plunged in the mud. " If
we plant smaller sets," he says, " let them be cut at a proper season, and when
the wood is of competent bigness, and mature." The Jersey manner of plant-
ing truncheons, he adds, is by forming them into lengths of 2 ft. or 3 ft. each,
at the beginning ofwinter ; binding them in faggots, and placing the ends ofthem
in water, till towards the end of spring. By that season, they will have con-
tracted a callosity at their lower extremity ; and, " being planted, will, like Gen-
netmoil apple trees, never fail ofgrowing, and striking root." Boutcher says
the alder may be propagated by cuttings of three, four, or five years' growth,
planted in February or March. The Continental authors mention suckers,
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layers, cuttings of the shoots, cuttings of the root, and grafting. Du Ilainel

says that a large stool or stump of alder, split with a hatchet into five or six

pieces, and planted, will form so many trees ; and, also, that if, instead of
splitting this stool, it be covered over 2 in. or 3 in. deep with soil, it will, in

two or three years, throw up shoots, which will become rooted plants. We
have planted with success, he says, trees obtained in this way, of 7 ft., 8 ft., and
10ft. in height, without heading them down; but, in situations exposed to

the wind, they require to be cut down to within 5 in. or 6 in. of the surface

of the ground. Another mode of nmltiplying the alder is, to cut a young branch
half through at the ground, lay it down horizontally along the surface, and
cover it with 2 in. of soil, when almost every bud will produce a shoot, and
every shoot will form roots. We have already described this mode as em-
ployed for raising plum stocks. (See p. 690.) Notwithstanding these different

modes, which are essential for the varieties, all writers agree that the species

is best propagated by seeds. When lai-ge truncheons are made use of, it

would appear that they only succeed satisfactorily in a very moist soil ; for

a writer in the Bat/i Society Papers, vol. vi. (pubhshed in 1792), says, " From
the authority of great masters in their way. Miller, Mortimer, &c., I was
induced to plant a waggon-load of alder truncheons, in ITG^, in boggy places,

and along the banks of a river, as directed. I was flattered, the next summer,
with every prospect of success, their shoots being strong and gross ; but, lo !

the year following one and all perished, not having struck a single root."

The writer was therefore obliged to replant the ground with rooted slips,

taken from old stools, which did very well. The failure may probably have
been owing to the second summer being a dry one ; and, at all events, it

will show the propriety of taking the precaution used in Jersey, when trun-

cheons are employed for propagating this tree.

For raising the alder from seeds, Sang directs the catkins to be gathered
in dry weather, as soon as the seeds are matured (which is easily known by
the scales beginning to open), and carried to a loft, where they should be
spread out thinly. " They are afterwards to be frequently turned, and the seeds
will fall out in the act of turning. They are much more ready to drop out,

if the loft happen to be placed above an apartment where a good fire is kept.

When all the seeds which will readily come out by the above plan have
escaped, and are lying on the floor, gather them up into a bag for spring sow-
ing. The cones are then to be thrashed and sifted. Alder seeds may, like

those of the birch, be sown from the tree; but, like the birch, the germinating
alders are liable to be destroyed by early frosts in the spring." (^Nic. PI.

Kal., p. 482.) The proper time of sowing, the same author continues, " is

March; and the covering, which ought to be of very light soil, should, on no
account, exceed a quarter of an inch in thickness. It being no easy thing to

know the quality of alder seed," he observes, " it is better to sow pretty

thick, and to thin out the plants, if necessary, the following spring." The
seeds are generally collected about the end of October, or the beginning of
November. Where the trees overhang water, it is recommended by the

Continental authors to cut off' the extremities of the branches containing the

catkins, and let them drop into the water, afterwards fishing them out with
nets. The cones may be kept till spring, if in a perfectly dry situation, and
excluded from the air. The seeds may be proved before sowing, by bruising

them on the thumb nail ; when, if they have any kernel, it will show a white
farinaceous substance, and some appearance of oily or watery matter. All

agree that, when sown, the seeds should be very slightly covered with soil.

In loamy ground, one sixth part of an inch of light soil strewed over them
will be found enough ; and in light soils the seeds will be sufficiently covered
by a good watering from the rose of a watering-pot ; or the operation of
covering may be left to the first shower. After the seeds are sown, it is a
great advantage, in dry cUmates, to cover the surface of the bed with pease-

haulm, fronds of firs, moss, or loose leaves; or to stretch over it close

wicker hurdles, supporting them by props at about 2 in. or 3 in. above the
3 R 4
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surface of the soil. Dii H.irnel obtained abundance of plants by strewing soil

over the surface of the ground under a seed-bearing alder tree in autumn, after

the seed had dropped. When the seed is sown in autumn, the plants will

come up the following spring; and, when it is sown in spring, they will gene-

rally come up in the course of five or six weeks after sowing. Spring sowings

should be made much thicker than autumnal sowings ; because many of the

seeds, unless they have been very carefully excluded from the air, lose their

vital power during winter. The plants from spring-sown seeds will attain the

heit^ht of from 3 in. to Gin. the first summer. The second year they will be

double or treble that height ; and in three or four years, ifproperly treated, they

will be 5 ft. or 6 ft. high. The nursery culture and after-management in

plantations have nothing pecuhar in them ; except that, when full-grown

trees are to be cut down, it is advisable to disbark them a year before ; a

practice as old as the time of Evelyn. When alders are cut down as coppice-

wood, in spring, when the sap is in motion, care should be taken that the cuts

are not made later than March ; and that they are in a sloping direction upwards.

If, at this season, the cuts are made downwards, the section which remains

on the stool will be so far fractured as, by the exudation of the sap, and the

admission of the weather, no longer to throw up vigorous shoots, and it will

decay in a few years.

Accidents, Insects, and Diseases. The alder is liable to few accidents from
high winds : but the Adimonia alni Fab. deposits its eggs on the young buds ;

and the larvge are frequently so abundant, as to consume the leaves almost

entirely. There is also a small worm, the caterpillar of some coleopterous

insect, which penetrates through the bark into the wood, and ultimately

destroys the trees. (Diet, des Eaux, &c.) This is probably the Callidium

alni Fab., one of the longicorn beetles. A small species of jumping weevil

(Orchestes alni heacli) also attacks the leaves, as well as Phyllobiusalni Fab.^

belonging to the same family, and Galeruca lirteola Fab. (the Chrysomela
grisea alni, fern., of De Geer). Amongst lepidopterous insects, Cerura vinula,

PygaeVa bucephala, Notodonta f/romedarius, Lophopteryx ramelina, Orgyia
antiqua, Zeuzera ae'sculi, Porthesia chrysorrhce^a, all belonging to the Linnsean

-Bombyces; Apatela /eporina, Acronycta alni and psi (or dagger moths),
belonging to the A-octuidae ; Geometra ulrnaria, Drepana falcataria, and se-

veral [Tortricidse and Tineidae, feed, in the larva state, upon the alder. Some
of these being, however, general feeders, are not so injurious as the others.

Statistics. Recorded Trees. The finest alder trees which Mitchell ever saw were probably the
same as those alluded to by Gilpin (p. 1682.), in the Bishop of Durham's park, at Bishop-Auckland,where
a tree, in 1818, had a trunk which measured 11 ft. in circumference. It grew upon a knoll on a
swamp. The finest alder poles the same author ever ob-
served were in Arnold's Vale, below Shefiield Place, Sussex "^-^^ lo 12
in 1815, these were from 60 ft. to 70 ft. high. The alders on
the banks of the river Findhoni have been already men- »;

tioned. -ijSSr'

Existing Trees. In England, in the environs of London, "^
n,,

at Ham House, Essex, A. g. emarginSita is 15 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 4 in., and of the head 28 ft. ; at
Syon, J. g. laciniata (Jicr. ]542.) is 63 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 63 ft. ; at Kenwood, Hamp-
stead, 60 years planted, the species is 60 ft. high, the diameti'r "

of the trunk 2 ft. 10 in., and of the head 60 ft. In Devon-
shire, at Killerton, it is 56ft. high, with a trunk 3ft. Sin
in diameter : in Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 100 years
planted, the species is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
Sft.,andof the head46ft. ; andyi.g lacini^ta isSOft. high . s-jije- - • ? wfS'. -*=«
in Somersetshire, at Nettlecombe, the species is 35 ft high, -

'^r'^^^^igjy^ji^g^ >-j

the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 10 in., and of the head 32 ft
,

^^"^ " _"'" *"'—_-^^

in Surrey, at Farnham Castle, 50 years planted, it is 50lt ~
high; at Woburn Farm, A. g. laciniiita is 70 ft. high, diameter of ihe trunk 4 ft., and of the head
6o ft. ; in Sussex, at Westdean, A. g. lacini^ta, 12 years planted, is 32 ft. high ; in Berkshire, at Bear
Wood, 12 years planted, the species is 4« ft. high. ; in Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, 40 years
planted, it is Soft, high ; in Cambridgeshire, in the Cambridge Botanic Garden, it is 50ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 2 ft.5 in., and of the head 56 ft ; in Denbighshire, at Llanbede Hall, it is

54 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 34 ft. ; in Herefordshire, at Eastnor
Castle 18 years planted, it is 60 ft. high : in Hertfordshire, at Cheshunt, 8 years planted, it is
oO ft. high

; and 10 years planted, it is 20 ft. high : in Lancashire, at Latham House, 50 years planted.
It IS j8 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 52 ft. ; A. g. laciniata, 20 years
planted, is 36 ft. high : in Leicestershire, at Elvaston Castle, the species is 89 ft. high, with a trunk
2 ft 7 in. in diameter; at Doddington Park, 35 years planted, it is 41 ft. high: in Monmouthshire,
at Dowlais House, 12 years planted, it is 35 ft. high ; in Northamptonshire, at Wakefield Lodge,
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20 years planted, it is 25ft. high ; in Oxfordshire, In the Oxford Botanic Garden, 40 years jilanted,

it is 55(t. high; in Pembrokushiro, at Stackpolc Court, 35 years planted, it is 40ft. high; in

Rutlandshire, at Belvoir Castle, 'itj years planted, it is (iO ft. high; in Staftbrd shire, at Trentham,
20 years planted, it is 20 It. high : in Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, (iO years planted, it is 70 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk .J.i 11., and of the head 42 ft. ; at Ampton Hall, 13 years planted, it is

Siift. high: in Worcestershire, at Hagley, 11 years planted, it is 16ft. high; at Coombe Abbey,
A. g. laciniJlta, 40 years planted, is 71) ft. high. In Scotland, in Berwickshire, at the Hirsel, 12

years planted, it is 24ft. high; in the stewartry of Kirkcudbright, at St. Mary's Isle, 40 years
planted, it is 5.i ft. high ; in Haddingtonshire, at Tynningham, it is 24 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 16 in., and of the head 36 ft. : in Lanarkshire, in the Glasgow Botanic Garden, 16 years
planted, it is 30rt. high; and yi. g. lacinijlta, 16 years planted, is 35 ft. high: in Argyllshire, at

Toward Castle, 12 years planted, it is 23 ft. high ; in Banffshire, at Huntley Lodge, it is 63 ft. high,

the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 3 in., and of the h'ead 60 ft.; in Forfarshire, at Monboddo, 34 years
planted, it is 30ft. high ; in Perthshire, at Taymouth, it is 30ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
1 ft. 4in., and of the head 14ft. ; in Uoss-shire, at Brahan Castle, 45 years planted, it is 40 ft.

high; in Stirlingshire, at Callender Park, 16 years planted, it is 39ft. high. In Ireland, near
Dublin, in the (ilasncvin Botanic Garden, ob years planted, it is 40 ft. high ; at Terenure, 15 years
planted, it is 20 ft. high. In King's County, at Charleville Forest, 8 years planted, it is 18 ft. high ;

in Fermanagh, at Florence Court, A. g. laciniata, 40 years planted, is 60 tt. high ; in Galway, at

Coole, the species is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 32 ft. ; in Louth,
at Oriel Temple, A. g. laciniiita, 34 years planted, is 44 ft. high ; in Sligo, at Mackree Castle, the
species is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 36 ft. ; in Tyrone, at Baron's
Court, 50 years planted, it is 45 ft high. In France, at Nantes, in the nursery of M. De Nerrieres, 50
years old, it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1| ft. ; at-Avranches, in the Botanic Garden,^, g.

laciniata, 20 years old, is 28 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 16 ft. In
Hanover, at Harbeke, 6 years old, it is 8 ft. high, with a trunk 2 in. in diameter. In Austria, at

Vienna, in the garden of Baron Loudon, 14 years planted, it is 16ft. high; at Briick on the
Leytha, ^ g. lacinikta, 24 years old, is 25ft. high. In Italy, in Lorabardy, at Monza, 70 years
old, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 60 ft.

^ ^ 2. A. (g) oblonga^ta Willd. The oblong-leaved Alder.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. oS5. ; Baum., p. 20. ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 215.

SynonyiMs. ^'Inus fol. ohXong., &.c.,Bauh. ; A. fol. ovato-lanceol., SiC, Mill. Did., ed. 7.
i

lang.

liche Else, Ger.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptic, somewhat obtuse, glutinous; axils of the

veins naked on the under sitle. ( Willd. Sjj. PL, iv. p. 335.) A large shrub

or low tree, said to be a native of Hungary, Austria, and Turkey. It was

introduced by Miller, in 1749, who is said to have raised it from seed ; and,

if so, it must be a tolerably distincb kind; which, indeed, it appears to

be, though we are doubtful as to whether it is entitled to rank as a species.

The largest plant of A. oblongata that we have heard of is in the Glasnevin

Botanic Garden, where, in 1834, after being 30 years planted, it is 30 ft.

high ; which confirms Willdenow's conjecture, that, in a mild moist cliinate,

it may become a tree. There are plants in the Horticultural Society's

Gardens, and at Messrs. Loddiges's.

Vai'iety.

St 1 A. (g.) o. 2 Joliis ellipticis Ait,, A. piimila Lodd. Cat., has the leaves

narrower than the species.

1 3. A. INCi^NA

WiUd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 335.
;

Willd. The hoary-leaved Alder.

Baum., p. 20. ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 215. ; Hoss Anleitung,

1543

Identification.

p. 190.

Synonymes. B. A'\n\is var. incana Lin. Sp. PI., 1394. ;

J?, incana Lin. Stipp. ; A. f6lio incano, &c., Bau/i.

i»irt.,428. ; B. viridis /7//. X)o?/pA., 2. p. 789. ; weisse

Erie, graue Else, or weisse EUer, Ger.

Engravings. Hayne Abbild., t. 136. ; and our^. 1543.

Spec. Char., <.^c. Leaves oblong, acute,

pubescent beneath ; axils of the veins

naked. Stipules lanceolate. ( Willd. Sp.

PL, iv. p. 335.) A tree, which grows

in light sandy soil, in Lapland, Sweden,

and Prussia ; and on the hills in Austria,

Carniola, the Ukraine, Tyrol, and Swit-

zerland ; also in North America. This

tree, which Hoss informs us is common
on the banks of the Danube, will attain

a'greater height than the common alder,

or from 50 ft. to 70 ft., even in a toler-

ably dry soil. It differs from the common
alder, in the leaves being pointed, in the leaves and the young wood not
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being glutinous, in their hoary appearance, and in the absence of tufts of hair

in the axils of the nerves of the leaves. It was introduced into England
in 1780, but has not been much cultivated. There are plants at Messrs.

Loddiges's 30 ft. high. It forms a very handsome tree, and well deserves a

place in ornamental plantations.

5f A. i. 2 lacinidta Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.—The leaves are slightly laciniated.

There are trees in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and at

Messrs. Loddiges's.

¥ A. i. 3 glauca; A. glauca Michx. N, Amer. Si/lv., Lodd. Cat., ed. 183G;
^etula incana var. glauca Ait. ; Black Alder, Amer., has the leaves

dark green above, and glaucous beneath : the petioles are reddish.

According to Michaux, this forms a tree, in the United States, from
18 ft. to 20 ft. high. This is one of the most beautiful kinds of the

genus.

t A. i, i anguldta Ait.—Leaves green underneath, with the petioles green.

Other Varieties. A. amencdna Lodd. Cat., A. canadensis Lodd. Cat.,

and A. rubra Lodd. Cat., appear to belong to this species ; but the plants

in the Hackney arboretum are so small, that we have not been able to

satisfy ourselves that they are sufficiently distinct to constitute varieties.

afe 4. A. serrulaVa Willd. The saw-leaved Alder.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., i. p. 336. ; Baum., p. 21. ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 216. ; Pursh FL Amer.
Sept., 2. p. 62.3. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 2. p. 113. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. JS^tula serrulata Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 338. ; B. rugosa £/ir/i. Beitr., 3. p. 21 .; Du
Roi Harh. Baum., 1. p. 176. ; Wang. Amer., p. 86.; ^ A. americana Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; 'HA.

canad<5nsis Lodd. Cat., 1836 ; common Alder, Amer. ; Hazel-leaved Alder.

Engravings. Wang. Amer., t. 29. f. 60. ; Abbott's Insects, 2. t. 92. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., t. V.'i-

f. 1. ; and OUT fig. l.^H., on which are exhibited the larva, pupa, and perfect insect of the A'octua
(Acronycta) hastilifera, Phalaj^na hastulifera Abb. and Smith, the American alder dagger moth,
which inhabits this tree.

Spec. Char., <.fc. Leaves obovate, acuminate; veins and their axils hairy on the

under side. Stipules elliptic, obtuse. ( Willd. Sj}. PL, iv. p. 336.) A shrub.

154.1.

from 6 ft. to 10 ft. high ; a native of North America, in swamps and on river
sides. According to Michaux, it is frequent along the sides of brooks, but
abounds most in places covered with stagnant water. Its leaves are of a
beautiful green, about 2 in. long, oval, distinctly furrowed on the surface,

and doubly denticulated at the edge. The wood, when cut into, is white

;
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but like that of all the alders, it becomes reddish when it comes In contact

with the air. The dwarf stature of this, and all the other American alders,

renders them of no use as timber trees; but, accordmg to Kafinesque, the

leaves are vulnerary and astringent. The bark is styptic, and is used tor

dyeing brown, and, with vitriol, black. The inner bark of the root is emetic,

and dyes yellow. The female catkins also dye black. Plants, in the Lon-

don nurseries, are from Is. to Is. (id. each ; and seeds Is. per oz. At BoU-

wyller, plants are U franc; at New York, 15 cents.

St 5. A. undula'ta Willd. The v/aved-leaved Alder.

lA-nfi/ication WiUd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 336. ; Baum.. p.21. : Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836

i^nnTi^ner'BcixxL crlspa Ail Hort. Kcw., 3. p. 339. ; A ^ Inus var crispa M^cAx. Fl. Bor. Amer.

1;. p. 131. ; A. crispa Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 623., N. Da tiam., 2. p. '2ia

Spec Char., ^c. Leaves oblong, acute, rounded at the base ;
petioles and

veins hairy on the under side ; axils of the veins naked ; stipules ovate-

oblon.'. (
Willd. Sp. PI., iv. p. 336.) A shrub, not above 3 ft. or 4 ft. high

;

a natfve of Canada, and on high mountains in sphagnous swamps in Penn-

sylvania. In the Berlin Botanic Garden, according to Willdenow, it was

15ft. hio-h in 1811. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 2a-. Gd. each; and

at New'York, 20 cents ; and seeds 1 dollar and 25 cents per pound.

1 6. A. cordifo'lia Lodd. The heart-leaved Alder.

Identification. Lodd. Bot. Cab., t. 1231.
r. .j r^ im

Ensravings. Bot Cab., 1. 1231. ; our^g. 1545.; and the plate of this species in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves heart-shaped, acuminate, dark green and shining.

(^Tenore.) A tree of similar magnitude to the common alder; a native of

Calabria and Naples, in woods. Introduced in 1820, and flowering in March

and April, before the developement of the leaves.

" A larf^e and very handsome round-headed tree,

with broad, deep green, shining leaves, deeply

heart-shaped at the base. It grows with rapidity.

and is one of the most interesting ornamental

trees that have of late years been introduced."

{Penny Ci/c, art. Alnus.) It is a most distinct

species ; and, though a native of the kingdom of
^t i i

Naples, it is perfectly hardy. It ripens seeds in the climate of London, and

mi''ht easily be rendered as common as A. glutinosa. There is a very

handsome tree in the collection of Messrs. Loddiges ;
and another m the

Horticultural Society's Garden. Plants, in the London nurseries, are

\s. 6d. each ; at Bollwyller, 2 francs ; and at New York, 50 cents.

St 7. A. vi'ridis Bee. The green-kaved Alder.

Identification. De CandoUe Pi. Fl., 3. p. 304.
- ». x ct,„-j, . WAmia nvj^ti <;rhrank

Synonymes. A. ovata Lodd. Bot. Cab., t. 1141. ; ^'inus fruticft.a SMtj Setula ov^t^ Sckr^k

Sri Ho 159 Fl Bav ,\. p. 419., as quoted in N. Du Ham., ^ P- 2{l6., If iltd. bp. ri.,j>.too.,

?r«;.;flVnrf SW/., t 96.. Host Fl. Aus. 2. p. 6Si5. ; B. A'\no.Betu\^ Ehrh. Bcytr., % p. /2. ;
B.

FJiri'!?^^'"'''bend. Brit t 96 • Bot. Cab., t. 1141. ; Schmidt CEstr. Baum, 3. t 189. ;
and oxxt fi^.

fit? hfwhich "Ts fhe ament or male catkin ; h, the male flower magnified ; c, the stamen magni-

fi"^
;'I riongitudinal section'of the cone or female catkin ; ., and g, transverse sec ions oUhe cone,

to show the position of the scales ; /, the female catkins ; h, the samara, or seed, with it, wings.

Spec Char.,Sfc. Leaves ovate, doubly serrated, glabrous. Peduncles of the

female catkins branched. Scales of the strobiles having equal lobes, trun-

cate-nerved. (
Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 465.) A large shrub or low bushy tree :

a native of the high mountains of Hungary, Styria, and Cannthia; and ot

Germanv, in the neighbourhood of Salzburg. Flowering, in Messrs. Lod-

diges's collection, in March and April ; and ripening its seed in August. It

was introduced in 1820. This plant is considered by many botanists as

intermediate between the alders and the birches. It agrees with the alders

in havin<^ the peduncles of the female catkins ramose ; and in general

appearance it resembles the ^'Inus incana in a young state : but it belongs

to the birches, by the parts of its fructification, and by the number of its
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stamens. The stem of the plant,

in its native habitat, seldom rises

higher than 5 ft. or 6 ft. It di-

vides into smooth branches, an-

gular, furnished with alternate

oval leaves, smooth on both

surfaces, and doubly serrated.

The teeth are sharp, and almost

alternately long and short. The
male catkins are 2f in. long,

slender, cyhndric, with numerous

pediceled flowers. The females

are subcorymbose, elliptic, with

slender peduncles. Watson,

who has given a good figure of ;^|__
this species, says, from the habit ^'f^
and inflorescence of the female,

this plant may be considered

an ^'Inus ; but the fruit, being a (/

samara, " claims it a -Betula."

As the general appearance of the plant more resembles an alder than a

birch, we have placed it under the former genus. It is a very handsome
shrub, and is well deserving of a place in collections. There are plants at

Messrs. Loddiges's, in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and in some of

the nurseries.

App. i. Other Species of k.'Inns.

The genus ^'Inus, Mr. Royle informs us in his admirable Illustrations," has ihe same distribution

in the Himalayas that it has in the northern hemisphere; that is, it occurs in moist situations, and
along the course of rivers. A. obtusifhlia Royle is very abundant on the banks of the Jumna and
Tonce. A. elongata Royle occurs in Cashmere; and A. nepalensis Wall. PI. As. Rar., t. 131., on the
mountains surrounding the valley from which it was named." [Illust., p. 341.) It appears probable,

that, of the above species, at least A. nepalensis, a tree from 30 ft. to 40 ft high, may prove sufficiently

hardy to bear the climate of London ; and we hope it may soon be introduced.

Genus II.

^E'TULA Tourn. The Birch. Lin. St/st. Monoe^cia Polyandria.

Identification. Tourn., t. 360.; Lin. Gen., 485.; Juss., 409.; Fl. Br., 1011.; Comp., ed. 4., 157.;
Lam., t. 760. ; Ga;rtn., t. 90. ; Lindl. Nat. Syst. Bot., p.

Synonymes. Bouleau, Fr. ; Betula, Ital. ; Abedul, Span. ; Betulla, Port. ; Birke, Ger. ; Berk,
Dutch ; Birk, Danish and Scotch ; Bidrk, or Bork, Swedish ; Beresa, Russian ; Brzoza, Polish.

Derivations. From betu, its Celtic name; or, according to others, from the Latin word batuere, to

beat ; from the fasces of the Roman lictors, which were always made of birch rods, being used to
drive back the people. Pliny derives the name from bitumen.

Description, S^c. The species are chiefly deciduous trees, some of which are

of large size ; but several of the species are shrubs. They are natives of
Europe, chiefly in the most northern parts, or in high elevations in the south;
of North America ; and some of them of Asia. They are generally found in

mountainous rocky situations in the middle of Europe j but they grow wild

in plains and peaty soils in the northern regions. The common birch is one
of the hardiest of known trees; and there are only one or two other species

of ligneous plants which approach so near to the North Pole. The common
birch has been known from the earliest ages ; and it has long been the most
useful tree to the inhabitants of the extreme north of Europe ; as the canoe
birch has been to those of the north of North America. The species all ripen

seeds in the climate of London, and are all of the easiest culture in any
ordinary soil ; but, being hair-rooted, they do not grow so well in very strong
clays ; nor do plants of this genus, when raised from layers or cuttings, grow
so freely as in the case of some other genera. The leaves of the birch having
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little succulency, and being astringent and aromatic, they are very rarely sub-

ject to the attacks of insects. The wood of all the species is much less

durable than the bark.

Leaves small. Natives chiefly of Europe.

^ }. B. a'lba L. The white, or common. Birch.

,
4. p. 462. ; FL Br., 1012. ; Engl. Fl., 4. p. 153 Hook.Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., Vrm. ; Wilki.,

Scot.,274. ; Hook. Hr. la.odcd., p. 411. „ , ,

Synonymcs. B. pubi'sccns Ehyh. Arb., 67., PI. Off., 338. ; B., No. 1628., Hall. Hist. ; .Betula

Bail Syn., 445. ; B. setuensis Hnfi., according to Comp. to Bot. Mag., 1. p. 91. j Bouleau commun,
Fr.

;
gi'ineine Birke, Ch'r.

Engravings. Ei.g. Hot., t. 2198. ; Fl. Dan., t. 1467.; Trag. Hist., 1113. f., Baiih. Hist., 1. pt. 2.

p. 149. f.; Matth. Valgr, 1. p. 121. f. ; Cam. Epit., p. 69. f. ; Dod. Pempt., 839. f. ; Get. Emac,
p. 1378. f. ; Lob. Ic, 2. p. 190. f. ; our fig. 1547. ; and fig. 1550., of the entire tree ; and the plate

of this species in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Leaves ovate, acute, somewhat
deltoid, unequally serrated, nearly glabrous.

{Eng. Fl.,'\v. p. 153.) A tree, a native of

almost every part of Europe, but more espe- '

cially of the colder regions. A diminutive

shrub in the extreme north, but a tree from

50 ft. to 60 ft. high in the middle regions ;

flowering, in Lapland, in May; and in the

Apennines, in February and March.

Varieties.

If B. «. 2 pendula Smith, Lodd. Cat., ed.

1836; £. pendula Roth Germ., i. p.

405., 2., pt. 2. p. 476. ; B. verrucosa

Ehrh. Arb., 96., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836,

P/. Of., 328.; B. pendulis virgulis

Loes. Pruss.; the weeping Birch, is a

well-known tree, differing from the

species in having the shoots more slen-

der, smoother, and pendulous. (See the

plate of the young tree in our last Volume.) Some Continental and
English botanists, and, among the latter, Sir J. E. Smith, are inclined

to consider this a variation rather than a variety ; but this opinion

does not prevail among cultivators. Sang states that the weeping
variety is easily known from the common birch, by its attaining a

much larger size; by its main branches being more straight and
upright (though its lateral ones are pendent at their extremities);

and by its leaves being smaller. It attains, he says, the stature of a
timber tree in much less time than the common sort; and is far

handsomer, both when young and when in a mature state. All these

particulars must have been observed by every one who has had much
occasion to penetrate into birch forests ; and the circumstance of

nurserymen collecting the seeds of this variety, and finding that the

majority of the plants produced by them are of the smooth-leaved

and weeping kind, leaves no doubt in our mind that B. a. pendula
is as much a variety as B. a. pubescens. Sir W. J. Hooker says {Brit.

Fl., 3d ed., p. 411.) :
" There is a variety of this tree (5. pendula

Roth, Lindl. Sijn., p. 229.), with remarkably drooping

branches, which are more verrucose than in the

common appearance. It is not unfrequent in the

Highlands of Scotland, and is generally known by

the name of the drooping birch. To this Scott

alludes

:

" ' Where weeps the birch with silver bark.

And long dishevelled hair.'

"

2 B. a. 3 pubescens ; B. pubescens Ehrh. Beitr,, vi. 98.,

Willd., iv. 462., Lodd. Cat., ed. 18.36; and owr flg.

1548. ; has the leaves covered with white hairs ; and, though con-
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sidered by many botanists as a species, and

distinct enough in appearance, we have no

hesitation whatever in pronouncing it to be

merely a variety.

5* B. a. 4 pbntica ; B. pontica Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836

;

and our^g. 1549.; has the leaves somewhat
larger than the species, and appears of more
robust growth. There is a tree of this kind in

the Oxford Botanic Garden, which, 40 years

planted, is 45 ft. high ; the diameter of the

trunk 1 ft. 1 1 in., and of the head .30 ft. At
Croome there is a tree, which, 40 years

planted, is 70 ft. high ; and in the Glasnevin

Botanic Garden, one .35 years old, which is

38 ft. high. The plants in Messrs. Loddiges's

collection are quite young, and not above

3 ft. or 4 ft. in height.

5^ B. a. 5 wticifdlia, B. wrticifolia Lodd. Cat., has

the leaves deeply laciniated, serrated, and hairy.

^ B. o. 6 dalecdrlica L. Siipp., 416., is described by the younger Linnseus, as having its leaves
almost palmate, with the segments toothed ;

" cut like those of hemp," according to
Bosc.

$ B. a. 7 macrocdrpa Willd. has the female catkins twice as long as those of the species.

^ B. a. 8 fbliis varicgatis Durnont has the leaves blotched with yellowish;white.

Other Varieties. B. ^;opulif61ia and B. daurica, given below as species,

are, we think, as much varieties as the preceding sorts; for, though ^.^jopu-
lifolia will come tolerably true from seed, yet it is often produced from seeds

of the common birch. B. daurica appears to be a variety of ^. alba, stunted

from the climate in which it grows ; and the same observation will apply

to B. sibfrica, and some others, enumerated in the Catalogue of Messrs.

Loddiges for 1836. B. excelsa and B. nigra of some of the London gar-

dens are mere varieties of the common birch, and quite distinct from the

species described by botanists under these names, which are natives of
America. (See Gard. Mag,, vol. xi. p. 502. 689.) There are some other
sorts in the collection at Messrs. Loddiges's ; such as B. undulata, B.
Thouinifma and B. Fischerw, which appear to us to belong to B. alba ; but,

the plants being exceedingly small, we are not able to determine this with
certainty. B. laciniata being merely a cut-leaved variety of ^.yjopulifoha, we
have included it under that head ; as we have the sort named B. pendula,
in the collection of the Messrs. Loddiges. We prefer, in this case, as in

similar ones, giving varieties which have been generally considered species

as such, merely indicating our opinion by a letter in parentheses, for the

sake of disposing of the synonymes. There are some varieties of a trifling

nature given by Linnaeus in his Flora Suecica : such as one with a rounder
leaf than the species, and pendent branches ; one with a white, broad, and
acuminate leaf; one with brittle branches, and a blackish woolly leaf; one
{B. saxatilis torminalis) with an oblong leaf; and, lastly, the dwarf birch,

probably the B. pumila of Lodd. Cat. These varieties are recorded in

Martyn's Miller ; but, unless we are right in conjecturing B. pumila to be
the last, we have not seen any of them. Dr. Agardh mentions " three
singular varieties with laciniated leaves (B. hybrida Masnch) near Fahlun.
{Gard. Mag., vol. xii. p. 63.) The birch varies so much from seed, that

scarcely any limits can be given to the number of sorts that might be
selected from a seed-bed. In extensive birch forests, also, whether in the
rocky scenery of Sweden, the bogs in the north of Russia, or on the hills of
Germany, full-grown trees may be seen, as various in their foliage and habit

of growth as the young plants in seed-beds. For this reason, we are in-

clined to think that there are only two European species of birch, B. alba
and B. nana; and four American species, B. papyracea, B. excelsa, B.
lunta, and B. nigra.
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1550Description. The
common birch, when
of a tree-like size, is

known, at first siijht,

by the silvery white-

ness of its outer bark,

the smalincss of its

leaves in comparison
with those of other
timber trees, and the

lightness and airiness

of its whole appear-

ance. The tree, as

comparedwith others,

is of the middle size,

seldom exceeding 30
feet in height, with

a trunk of from 1 ft.

to 18 in. in diameter,

even in the most fa-

vourable situations.

When drawn up in

woods, however, in

good soD, it has been
known to attain the

height of from 60 ft.

to 80 ft., but never,

in such situations,

with a tnmk of pro-

portionate diameter.

In the w oods of Rus-
sia, Pallas observes,

the birch is tall and erect, with a trunk not very thick ; in the groves, the
trunk is thicker, and the head more spreading; and, in the open fields, the
trunk is short, the head broader than it is high, and the branches tor-

tuous. The trunk is, in general, straight and cylindrical, without deformities
and knots. The cuticle is white and scaly in trees from ten to thirteen

j-ears of age ; but in old trees the trunk is covered with deep black clefts

in its bark. The branches proceed chiefly from the summit, and are alter-

nate, frequently subdivided, very pliant and flexible, and covered with a
reddish brown or russet-coloured smooth bark, which, as well as the buds,
is slightly impregnated with a resinous substance. Both the trunk and
branches are occasionally subject to the production of excrescences; the
former as large knots, and the latter as twiggy tufts resembling large birds'

nests. These twiggy tufts are seldom found on the weeping variety, and
abound most on trees of the common sort growing on boggy soil. They
are most probably formed by the extravasation of the sap, occasioned by the
puncture of some insect. The leaves are alternate, bright green, smooth,
shining beneath, with the veins crossing like the meshes of a net ; and the
petioles are ^ in. or more in length. The male catkins appear in autumn,
on the ends of the twigs, but do not expand their flowers till the female cat-
kins appear in spring. On young trees, and on old trees in particular situ-

ations, especially in damp boggy soil, the branches are erect ; but in old trees

and in some young ones more than in others, they are pendulous, and hence
the variety of that name. The roots extend themselves horizontallv, and
divide into a great number of rootlets and hair-like fibres at their extremities •

but they never throw up suckers. The rate of growth is considerable when
the tree is young; averaging from 18 in. to 2 ft. a year for the first 10 years;
and young trees cut down to the ground often make shoots 8 ft. or 10 ft. long
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in one season. The duration of the birch is not great, the tree attaining

maturity, in good soils, in from forty to fifty years ; but, according to Hartig,

seldom lasting in health till it attains a hundred years.

Geos,raphy. The common birch is a native of the colder regions of the

old Continent ; and also, as we think (under the form of i^.^opulifolia,

and other kinds, treated by botanists as species), throughout great part of

North America. It is found in Asia, in Siberia, as far as the Altaic Moun-

tains ; and also in the Himalayas ; but not in Africa. According to Pallas, the

birch is more common than any other tree, throughout the whole of the Rus-

sian empire ; being found in every wood and grove, from the Baltic Sea to the

Eastei-n Ocean; prospering best in a moist alluvial soil {liumoso-limomm)
\

and, as it loves a moderate humidity, it always indicates land fit for the plough.

In some parts of Russia, immense tracts are covered with this tree alone. In

the neighbourliood of Moscow, it forms the prevailing tree in all the woods

belonging to the country residences of the nobles, and it may be seen in the

foreground o'ifig. 1551., which is a view of the Lake of Petrovskoye, which, in

18 14, when we made the sketch, was one of the most celebrated " English

pleasure-grounds " in that part ofthe Russian empire. In Europe, Dr. Agardh
observes, the region of the birch is bounded only by vegetation itself. It

is found from Iceland to Mount Etna : in the Icelandic forests its limits are

only those of vegetation ; but on Mount Etna it is not higher than 5600 ft.

above the level of the sea, its range being about 1 000 ft. It is found on the

whole line of the Apennines, in the kingdom of Naples, (where it commences
at the height of 4761 ft. above the level of the sea,) and at the height of

6100 ft. forms little woods. {Comp. Bot. Mag., 1. p. 91.) It is also found on
most of the high mountains of the south of Europe ; on Mount Caucasus,

in Bucharia, on the eastern shores of the Caspian Sea ; in Kamtschatka,

in forests at lat. 58° N. ; in Dahuria, in Japan, and in West Greenland. (Dec.}

Von Buch considers the birch to require a mean temperature of about
26° of Fahr. In Lapland, according to the same author, the line of buxhes is

1937 ft. below the line of eternal snow, and 802 ft. above the boundary of the

Scotch pine. At Hosperdet, in a bay of the Icy Sea, the common birch is a low
bush; but at Alten it becomes a lofty tree, forming woods. (Schouiu in Gard.

Mag., vol. xii. p. 60.) On the Alps, in Switzerland, it is never found at above

the height of 4400 ft. (AI. Alphonse De Candolle in Gard. Mag., vol. xii. p. 234.)

B. alba appears in North America under the form of B. ^jopulifolia, which,

though by many botanists considered as a distinct species, yet we cannot help

thinking is nothing more than a very distinct variety of the birch of Europe.
(See No. 2.) B. pumila and B. glandulosa, also found in North America, are,

probably, nothing more than varieties of B. alba. In Britain and Ireland, it

is found almost every where on mountains and in poor sandy soils ; reaching
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to the height of 3500 ft. on some of the Highland mountains. According to

Dr. Walker, the birch grows higher on the Highland mountains than any-

other tree except the mountain ash : but in this he must have been mis-

taken ; because the extreme height at which the mountain ash is found in

Forfarshire is, according to Watson, 2500 ft. ; and the birch is found, in various

places, 1000 ft. higher up the mountains. Some of the finest specimens of

the weeping birch grow on tiie banks of rocky s-treams in North Wales. In

England, the birch is supposed to have been once so plentiful in Berkshire as

to have given the name to that county ; though some suppose the name Berk-

shire to be a corruption of Bare-oak, or Berroc, shire.

Historj/. The common birch was known to the Greeks (seep. 18.) and to

the Romans. According to Pliny and Plutarch, the celebrated books which

Numa Pompilius composed 7l)0 years before Christ, and which were buried

-with him on Mount Janiculum, were written on the bark of the birch tree.

In the early days of Rome, the lictors had their fasces made of birch branches,

which they carried before the magistrates to clear the way, beating the people

back with the boughs. Pliny says that the birch was brought to Italy from

Gaul
J
though, considering that it is a native of the Apennines, it is surprising

that it should not have been known to the Romans as an indigenous tree.

The birch was formerly used in England for ornamenting the houses during

Rogation Week, in the same manner as holly is at Christmas, Gerard says

the branches of the birch " serve well to the decking up of houses and ban-

quetting roomesfor places of pleasure, and beautifying the streetes in the Crosse,

or Gang,Week, and such like." The Cross, or Gang, Week, Phillips tells us, was
the same as Rogation Week ; which was called Gang Week from the crowds, or

gangs, of penitents going in that week to confession, before Whitsuntide. It

was called Cross Week, from the crosses carried before the priests in the pro-

cession on Ascension Day ; and Rogation Week, from the Latin verb rogo, to

ask or pray. {Si/l. Flor., i. p. 133.) Coles, writing in 1657, observes that, at

this season, as he " rid through little Brickhill, in Buckinghamshire, every

sign poste in the towne was bedecked with green birch." We have observed

the same custom in Poland, at the same season ; where, also, large boughs are

fixed in the ground, against each side of the doors of the houses. The birch

has been used as an instrument of correction at schools from the earliest ages

Anciently, says Evelyn, " birch cudgels were used by the lictors, as now the

gentler rods by our tyrannical pedagogues, for lighter faults." The sight of a

birch tree, observes the writer of the article Birch in the Nouveau Du Hamel,
" offers a vast subject of interesting meditation : but happy the man to whom
its flexible pendent branches do not recall to mind that they were formerly

instruments of punishment to him !" Gerard observes that, in his time,
•' schoolmasters and parents do terrify their children with rods made of birch."

The use of these rods, however, both in schools and private families, is now
fast passing away, together with many other barbarous practices of our an-

cestors. At present, the tree is planted in Britain in poor soils, and in exposed
situations, for sheltering others ; in copses, for producing brooms, and for many
other valuable purposes; and, in favourable soils and situations, as being or-

namental. On the Continent, and more especially in France and Germany, it

is extensively planted as a fuel tree, on the poorest soils ; and, in good soils,

as a nurse for hard-wooded and resinous trees. In the north of Russia, and
in Sweden and Norway, the natural woods of birch form the principal supplies

of fuel for large towns ; and, in many places, also the principal timber for

buildings, furniture, and rural implements.

Properties and Uses. Naturally, the birch forms the food of various insects,

when in leaf; and the buds and catkins, in the winter season, are eaten by nu-

merous birds. The siskin, or aberdevine (i^'ringilla 5'pinus L.), feeds upon the

seeds, which are its favourite food. The tree, when old, forms the habitat of va-

rious lichens, mosses, and fungi; particularly Daedalea ietulina, and the fungus

(Polyporus fomentarius) that produces the moxa. The leaves and young shoots

are also occasionally eaten bv cattle, sheep, and swine, though they are not fond

5 s
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ofthem. Artificially, the birch recommends itself to the proprietor ofwoods and

to planters, by the" foliowing qualities :— 1st, By the lightness and multiplicity

of its seeds, which it begins to produce at the age of six years; and which,

being spread abroad on every side by the wind, give rise to a great number of

young plants ; thus producing a thick wood, without either care or labour.

2dly, By the rapidity of its growth, and the resistance which it makes to all

the circumstances which usually destroy trees, and eradicate woods. .3dly,

By its power of withstanding a great degree of both heat and cold. 4thly, By
its sufterino- little from the bite of cattle, and being but seldom attacked by

caterpillars, which are said only to have recourse to it after they have de-

stroyed all the succulent leaves in the same forest ; and which, consequently,

beino- then nearly matured, can do it but little harm. 5thly, By its not

requiring the shade or protection of other trees ; while its own shade, from

the lightness and thinness of its foliage, is extremely favourable to the growth

of oaks, beeches, and, above all, the pine and fir tribe, which spring up under

its protection with great vigour. Hence, the value of the birch as a nurse to

hard-wooded trees, which it protects in their youth, but which destroy it

when they acquire strength. 6thly, By its not injuring other trees with its

roots, which run along the surface of the soil, and draw but very little nourish-

ment from it. 7thly, By its succeeding almost every where, and improving

poor soils by the deposition of its leaves. 8thly, By its furnishing useful

products, such as spray for brooms, &c., a very short time after being planted.

And, 9thly, by its producing a wood almost exclusively employed in Sweden,

and other parts of the Continent, for smelting-furnaces ; and in other cases

where a bright clear flame is required. Though all these advantages, says the

author of the article Bouleau,in the Didionnaire des Eaux et ForHs,he\or\g to

the birch, we cannot place it in the first rank of forest trees ; and the oak,

the beech, and other trees of stately growth, are to be preferred to it in good
soils : but the birch cannot be too strongly recommended for light and poor

soils, sands, and chalks. In Prussia, he adds, the birch is planted every

where ; and it is considered to aflbrd security against adearth of fuel, and to in-

sure the prosperity of the woods, by the dissemination of its seeds, which fill

up every blank that occurs.

The wood of the birch is white, shaded with red ; of a medium durability

in temperate climates, but lasting a long time when it is grown in the extreme

north. The grain of the wood is intermediate between coarse and fine. It is

easily worked while it is green ; but it chips under the tool when dry. It

weighs, when green, 65 lb. 6 oz. ; half-dry, 36 lb. 6 oz. ; and dry, 45 lb. 1 oz.

The wood of old birch trees is harder than that of young trees, and it also

weighs considerably more : for it appears, by the experiments of Hartig, that

the wood of a tree of 60 years' growth, weighed, dry, 36 lb. ]3oz. ; while

that of a tree of 25 years' growth, in the same state of dryness, only

weighed 35 lb. 5oz. The wood soon rots when laid on the ground in heaps;

and, therefore, immediately after the trees are felled, they ought to be drawn
out of the wood, and taken into the timber-yard, where they can be exposed
freely to the air. As fuel, birch wood occupies the 12th place among 21

different sorts; and is to the fuel of the beech as 13 is to 15 : but, if the

wood of the birch is to be compared with that of the beech, taken in the

bulk, it is only as 12 to 15 ^ because birch logs, not being so straight as those

of the beech, do not pack so closely together. The wood gives a clear, bright,

and ardent flame, and affords the kind of fuel most generally used in Sweden,
Russia, and France, for smelting-furnaces. Its charcoal remains burning a
long time ; though, compared with that of the beech, its value is only as 14^
to 16. The bark of the birch is remarkable for its durability, remaining un-
corrnpted for ages, even in situations exposed alternately to air and water, cold

and moisture. Pallas refers, in proof of this, to the tombs near Jenisca, in

Siberia ; and to the vaults under the Kremlin, in Moscow. When Mauper-
tuis travelled through Lapland, "to measure a degree of latitude, he was
obliged to pass through vast forests, consisting entirely of birch. The soil, in

some parts of these wastes, being ver}- shallow, or very loose, the trees had
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not a sufficient footing for their roots, and became an easy prey to winds.

In these places, Maupertuis found as many trees blown down as standing. He
examined several of them, and was surprised to see that, in such as had lain

long, the substance of the wood was entirely gone, but the bark remained a

hollow trunk, without any signs of decay "' (Giljnii^s Forest Scenery, vol. i.

p. 71.)^ In the mines of Dworctzkoi, in Siberia, a piece of birch wood was
found changed entirely into stone; while the epidermis ofthebark, of asatiny

whiteness, and shining, was exactly in its natural state, perfectly well pre-

served, and without being coloured by the iron. It would be difficult, says

therelater of this fact in the N'oitveau Du Hamef, to find a more striking proof

of the durability of this thin pellicle, so light and so delicate in appearance, and
which the ancients used with so much propriety instead of paper, before the

invention of that material. The buds and leaves, in early spring, abound in

a resinous matter, an aromatic and agreeable fragrance from which may be

perceived at a considerable distance from the tree ; and the leaves, when
bruised, whether in a recent or dried state, are also bitter and aroma-
tic. The wood is employed by wheelwrights, in France, for the felloes

of wheels ,• and, in the interior of Russia, in the construction of small rustic

carriages .• the felloes of the wheels are sometimes made of one entire stem
of a young birch tree, bent by heat, and retained in its place by ties of the

spray. On the Continent, chairs, and many kinds of furniture, are made of
birch wood ; and many articles of cooperage, turnery, &c. Sabots are also

made of it ; but they are not so good as those made of alder, and several other

kinds of wood, admitting the water when they grow old. For cabinet-making,

the birch is of little use till it has attained the age of sixty or eighty years ; at

which age it is little liable to warp, or to be attacked by worms. The tree oc-

casionally produces knots of a reddish tinge, marbled, light, and solid, but not

fibrous ; and of these, which are much sought after by turners, cups and bowls
are made by the Laplanders with their knives. The young shoots and
branches make hoops, brooms or besoms, and ties for faggots, baskets, wicker

hurdles, and other purposes to which the hazel or the basket-willow is ap-

plied ; and, when peeled, are used for making whisks for frothing up syllabubs,

creams, and chocolate. Birch hoops are very durable, from the conservative

influence of the bark.

In Poland, Russia, Sweden, Norway, and Lapland, small bundles of the

twigs, which have been gathered in summer, and dried with the leaves on, are

used in the vapour-baths, by the bathers, for beating one another's baclis, in

order to promote perspiration. The inhabitants of the Alps make torches of
the branches ; and the Highlanders, candles of the bark, twisted into a rope-

like form. Sandals are also made of it, and thin pieces of the epidermis are

placed between the soles of shoes, or in the crown of the hat, as a defence

against humidity. The bark is used as coping to walls, and is placed over the

masonry of vaults under ground, as lead is in England, to prevent the moisture

from the soil from penetrating through it. It is even wrapped round sills and
the lower parts of posts, and other pieces of wood inserted in the ground, or

resting on it, to preserve them from decay. The charcoal of the birch is much
in demand for making gunpowder, and for crayons. The leaves are bitter

to the taste, and not willingly eaten by any animals, except rabbits and
goats ; but, when they are young and fresh, they may be given to cattle and
sheep ; and they are dried for this purpose throughout a great part of Sweden,
Norway, and Lapland. Medicinally, the leav>.'s are said to be resolvent and
detersive ; and it is added, that persons afflicted with rheumatism, sleeping

on a bed stuffed with birch leaves, experience a perspiration which affords them
great relief. A yellow colour is obtained from them, which is used for painting

in distemper, and for dyeing wool. The buds and the catkins afford a kind of

wax, analogous to that of bees. The ashes are rich in potash : 1000 lb.

weight of wood, burnt green, will give 10 lb. 12oz. of ashes, which will afford

1 lb. 4 oz. of potash. In this respect, the birch occupies the 5.3th place in a

list of 73 trees. In the birch, as in all other trees, the jwtasii is most abun-

5 s 2
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dant in the bark ; and, consequently, the spray always yields more in propor-

tion than the trunk. The bark is much employed for tanning leather, both

in Britain and on the Continent, The birch appears to have been first used

in England for this purpose in Evelyn's time, as he speaks of " Mr. Howard's
new tan, made of the tops and loppings of birch." The bark yields a yellowish

brown dye, and, combined with alum, a brownish red. These may be con-

sidered as the principal uses of the birch tree in central Europe ; but there

are others to be noticed, which are peculiar to Norway, Lapland, Russia,

and the Highlands of Scotland.

In Lapland and Kamtschatka, the huts are constructed with birch branches

covered with turf; and faggots of the spray with the leaves on, in cases formed
of the skins of reindeer, serve for seats during the day, and beds at night.

An interesting view .,^

of some of these

huts is given by Dr.

Clarke in his Scan-

dinavia, of which
our fig. 1552. is a

copy. The bark of

large trees, cut into

lengths of 3 ft., and
about 18 in. or 2 ft.

broad, serves the

Laplanders as a
species of cape, or

cloak, a hole being made it, in the centre, to admit the head. Sometimes
several pieces are used, with the holes only at one end; and these, put over
the head, and hanging down on every side, form as complete a protection

from perpendicular rains or snows as if the man were slated. The same peo-
ple, and also the Russians, make the bark of the smaller trees into boots and
shoes ; the legs of the boots being taken fi-om trees about the same thickness

as the human legs, and, consequently, having no seam. The bark is also made
into baskets, boxes, mats, and cordage for harnessing horses and reindeer,

and the inner bark into thread ; while all the fragments are carefully preserved
for lighting fires, or twisting into candles. Reindeer skins are tanned by
steeping them in a decoction of birch spray, mixed with salt ; and woollen
stuffs, being boiled in the same decoction, without the salt, are dyed yellow
or yellowish brown, according to the length of time which the process is con-
tinued. The Finlanders use the dried leaves as tea. The bark is also exten-

sively used, in Sweden and Norway, in roofing houses. The rafters are first

covered with boards, on which plates of birch bark are laid in the same way
as slates are in England ; and the whole is covered with turf and earth, to the

depth of 1 ft. or more, to exclude the heat in summer, and the cold in winter.

The earth over the bark is sometimes cultivated ; though it is most commonly
kept under grass. Dr. Clarke mentions that, " on some of the roofs of the

Norwegian cottages, after the hay was taken, he found lambs pasturing ; and
on one house he saw an excellent crop of turnips." (See Encyc. o/Agri., ed.

2., p. 1 1 1.) In Kamtschatka, the inner bark is dried and ground, like that of
the Scotch pine, in order to mix it with oatmeal, in times of scarcity. It is

also said to be eaten in small pieces along with the roe of fish. The sap of
the birch is made into beer, wine, and vinegar ; and a sugar is extracted, and
a spirit distilled, from it : 240 bottles of sap give 6 lb. of syrup, which is used
in Russia in that state as sugar, without being crystallised. " During the siege

of Hamburg by the Russians, in 1814, almost all the birch trees in the neigh-

bourhood were destro)'ed by the Boshkirs, and other barbarian soldiers in the

Russian service, by being tapped for their sap." (Pejin?/ Cyclo., art. Betula,
vol. iv. p. 348.) The beer is produced by fermenting the sap with yeast,

hot water, and hops, in the usual manner. The sugar is procured by boiling

and evaporation ; and the wine is made as follows :—
Birch Wine. The sap is first obtained by boring a hole, 1 in. or 2 in. deep, in each tree, near the
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ground, and on the south side of the trunk. In England, several holes are sometimes bored in the
same tree at once ; but, in France, this method is thought to deprive the tree of its sap too suddenly.
Each hole should have a kind of fosset fixed in it, which may be made of a piece of elder wood, with
the pith scooped out, or of a large quill. The outer end of this tube is placed in a vessel or large
bladder, to reserve the sap. In some places, the collectors of the sap cut ort'the extremity of each
branch, tying a bladder or vessel to the end of the wounded part. When a sufficient quantity of sap
has been collected, the hole in the tree is stopped with a wooden peg ; or the end of the wounded
branch is covered with pitch. This operation is always performed in spring ; and most sap is said to be
procured alter a very severe winter. Several trees should be bored at the same time, in order that a
sufficient quantity of sap may beobtaineiiin one day, as it is sjioiled by being kept. It has been observed
that the sap flows in greatest abundance about noon. When the wine is to be made, the sap should
be boiled with moist sugar or honey, in the proportion of four pounds of sugar to every gallon of
liquor. While boiling, the scum is taken off as fast as it rises, till the liquor is quite clear. It is

then worked with yeast in the usual way. The juice and rind (pared very thin) of a lemon, and of a
Seville orange, may be added to every gallon of clear liquor, and will be found a great improvement.
Some persons also put a few twigs of sweet briar into the cask when the wine is tunned, to give it a
perfumed flavour ; and anciently it was the custom to put cinnamon and other spices into this wine.
In Moscow, they add dried sprigs of mint. Tlie wine should be kept three months before it is bottled,

and twelve months before it is drunk. Birch wine has an agreeable flavour, and is considered very
wholesome. That made in Rujsia effervesces like champagne.

Birch Oil is obtained from the bark, by a kind of distillation, v/hich is thus effected :— An excava-
tion is made in the soil, on the side of a bank 10 ft or 12 ft. deep, and in the form of an inverted cone,
like a common hmekiln, which is lined in the inside with clay. The bark, being collected, and placed

in the kiln, is covered with turf, and then ignited : the oil flows through a hole made in the bottom
of the kiln, into a vessel placed to receive it, from which it is transferred to casks for exportation.

The liquor produced consists of oil and pyroligneous acid, and is used for tanning hides, to which it

gives that powerful fragrance, so well known as peculiar to Russia leather. The oil, when purified,

is quite clear, and is used in medicine, both internally and externally ; and the pyroligneous tar-like

liquor, which is separated from it, is used for greasing wheels, and for other purposes.

In the Highlands of Scotland, Sang observes, birch may be said to be the

universal wood. " The Highlanders make every thing of it : they build their

houses of it ; make their beds, chairs, tables, dishes, and spoons of it ; con-

struct their mills of it ; make their carts, ploughs, harrows, gates, and fences

of it ; and even manufacture ropes of it." (P/. KaL, p. 80.) The branches

are employed as fuel in the distillation of whisky ; and they are found to con-

tribute a flavour to it far superior to that produced by the use of fir-wood, coal,

or peat. Birch spray is also used for smoking hams and herrings, for which

last purpose it is preferred to every other kind of wood. The bark is used

for tanning leather, dyeing yellow, making ropes, and sometimes, as in Lap-

land, instead of candles. The spray is used for thatching houses ; and, dried

in summer with the leaves on, it makes an excellent material for sleeping

upon, where heath is scarce. The wood was formerly used in the Highlands

for arrows ; and the bark, it is said, on the sea coast, for making boats, as that

of B. papyracea is in North America.
In addition to the above, we might enumerate a number of minor uses

mentioned by authors, when speaking of the tree as belonging to the most
northern parts of Europe; and some of which, we have reason to believe, are

now become obsolete. Among these are what Evelyn calls " the whitest part

of the old wood, found commonly in doating birches," from which, he says, is

made " the ground of our eft'eminate-formed gallants' sweet powder ;
" and of

the quite consumed and rotten wood," he says, is " gotten the best mould
for the raising of divers seedlings of the best plants and flowers." {Hunter''

s

Eve/j/)i,\o\. i. p. 224.) The u.seof the birch in artificial plantations, in Britain,

is chiefly as an undergrowth, and as coppice-wood. In both cases, it is cut,

every 5 or 6 years, for brooms, hoops, wattle-rods, crateware, &c. ; every

10 or 12 years, for faggot-wood, poles, fencing, and bark for the tanners, the

value of which, in Scotland, is about half that of oak bark ; and not oftener

than once in every 15 or 20 years, when it is wanted for herring casks. In all

these cases, the spray is used for besoms, rods, ties, and similar purposes. In

the Highland districts, standard trees are left to attain a timber size. The
birch, as already observed, is very frequently used as a nurse to other trees

;

and especially to the oak, the chestnut, and other hard woods. Many of the

extensive oak plantations made by the late Duke of Portland in Nottingham-

shire were raised between rows of birch trees, planted two or three years

before the acorns were sown ; as has been recorded in detail by Speechly,

and by Hunter in his edition of Evelyn's St/ha, and in his Gcorgical Essays.

Hedges ai-e, also, frequently made of the birch in poor, mossy, or sandy soils;

the tree bearing the shears as well as any ligneous plant whatever.

The birch, in landscape-gardening, is an interesting tree, from its form, and

5 s 3
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from the whiteness of its bark, which renders it more conspicuous in winter

than in summer. Its stem, as Gilpin olihc-ves, " h lyjiKrall^' marked with

brown, yellow, and silvery touches, which are peculiarly picturesque, as they

are characteristic objects of imitation for the pencil, and as they contrast

agreeably with the dark green hue of the foliage. But only the stem and
larger branches have this varied colouring. The spray is of a deep brown, which
is the colour, too, of the larger branches where the external rind is peeled off.

As the birch grows old, its bark becomes rough and furrowed : it loses all its

varied tints, and assumes a uniform ferruginous hue." (Forest Scenery, vol. i.

p. 70.) The weeping variety, which, Gilpin says, is sometimes called the

lady birch, from " its spray being slender, and longer than that of the common
sort, forms an elegant, pensile foliage, like that of the weeping willow; and,

like it, is put in motion by the least breath of air. When agitated, it is well

adapted to characterise a storm, or to perform any office in landscape which
is expected from the weeping willow." (Ibid.')

The birch, however, being an extremely common tree in various districts,

and never being suffered to grow in any quantity, in its native countries, in

those soils and situations where other trees will thrive, there are certain asso-

ciations connected with it which are unfavourable to its use in gardenesque
scenery. Nevertheless, it must be allowed that these associations can only

be experienced by those who have seen the tree in its native habitats. Natives
of Scotland, North Wales, Sweden, Russia, and Germany would regard the

birch as indicating [joor, sandy, boggy, or rocky soil ; and would not place

it on a lawn ; from the same feelings that would prevent a London planter

from placing there the alder, or any of the common willows. In the gar-

denesque style, therefore, or in that species of picturesque which is an
imitation of nature, and not an identification of her scenery, the birch, in most
parts of Europe, would require to be planted in situations where it would not
be conspicuous ; and never where it would form a leading feature in any
general view. The same principle applies in the case of every indigenous tree

;

and with a force proportionate to the connnonness of that tree in the country
where the gardenesque plantation is to be made. A residence planted in a
style truly gardenesque ought, as we have often observed, to have no indigenous
trees in it whatever.

Where plantations are to be made in the elegant or artistical picturesque
style, and which are intended to form scenes which will be considered
by painters as equally worthy of their study with picturesque natural

scenery, and yet never for a moment be mistaken for it, the introduc-
tion of the birch must be guided by exactly the same principles as in the
gardenesque. It must never be planted in small groups, but always in

groups of such a size as to be only seen in association with other trees.

The exceptions to this last rule are, situations at a distance from scenery
where the birch is indigenous ; and these may be considered as occur-
ring in all fertile valleys and plains. However beautiful the birch tree may
be in itself, and especially when it assumes the weeping form, it would be
inconsistent with sound principles to plant it on lawns either in North Wales
or the Highlands of Scotland ; though in the neighbourhood of London, and
many parts of England, it may be justly admitted, even on lawns, as one of the
most elegant of our ornamental trees.

Where the common birch is so favourite a tree as to make it desired in

considerable numbers, the only mode of introducing it into artificial scenery
in countries where it abounds, is by planting it in avenues, or in geometrical
lines ; or by having a scene expressly devoted to a fac-simile imitation of nature.
Where, in planting a park, the object is to cause it to be mistaken for a
natural forest, then, if the soil is poor, the birch may be planted or sown in im-
mense quantities; the object in this case being fac-simile imitation. In every resi-

dence, also, where there is an arboretum (and we trust that the time will soon
come when there will be no gentleman's seat of any extent without one), the
birch, like every other indigenous tree, will, of course, find a place. In resi-

dences to be formed in hilly or mountainous scenery where the birch does
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not abound naturally, no British tree is more ornamental ; and the common
sort may there be introduced singly, and in groups and masses, along with all
the different species ami varieties of the genus. Sir Tliomas Dick Lauder
observes that some birch trees should always be planted near a house, for
the very purpose of filling the air with their fragrance, which is given out in
great abundance, particularly after rain or heavy dew ; more especially in
spring, when the resinous matter wiiich produces this fragrance is most abun-
dant on the buds and young leaves.

Poetical Allusions. The birch does not appear to have been celebrated by
any ancient writers, though it has been mentioned by most of the modern
poets. Shenstone introduces it in his Schoolmistress", when alluding to the
birchen rods :

—
" And all in sight doth rise a birchen tree,

Which Learning near her little dome did stow
;

Whilome a twig of small regard to see,

,
Though now so wide its waving branches flow,
And work the simple vassals mickle woe :

For not a wind might curl the leaves that blew,
But their limbs shudder'd, and their pulse beat low

;

And, as they look'd, they lound their horror grew.
And shaped it into rods, and tingled at the view."

Pope has also immortalised birch rods in his Dunciad. The beauty of the birch
tree, and the extreme gracefulness of its foliage, render it a fitting emblem
of elegance. Coleridge calls it—

" Most beautiful
Of forest trees— the Lady of the woods."

and Keats describes—
" The silvery stems

Of delicate birch trees."

Professor Wilson, also, gives a beautiful description of a birch tree in his Isle
of Palms.

" On the green slope
Of a romantic glade we sate us down.
Amid the fragrance of the yellow broom

;

While o'er our heads the weeping birch tree stream'd
Its branches, arching like a fountain shower."

Many other modern poets have mentioned this tree, and described its various
uses. Phillips says :

—
" Even afflictive birch,

Cursed by unletter'd idle youth, distils

A limpid cui-rent from her wounded bark.
Profuse of nursing sap."

and Leyden :—
" Sweet bird of the meadow, soft be thy rest

:

Thy mother will wake thee at morn from thy nest

;

She has made a soft nest, little redbreast, for thee.
Of the leaves of the birch, and the moss of the tree.'

Numerous other instances might be given ; but these may suffice to show the
popularity of the tree among the observers and lovers of nature.

Soil, Situation, Propagation, Culture, cfc. In the beginning of the last
century (see p. 102.), tlie Earl of Haddington, who was the greatest and most
judicious planter of his time, called the birch an amphibious plant; as it grows
on rich or poor, wet or dry, sandy or rocky situations, nor refuses any
soil or climate whatever. Though the birch is found in every kind of soil, as
Sang observes, " from that of a deep moist loam in a low bottom, to a poor
sandy, gravelly, or moorish earth;" or, according to Ray, " in turfy soil over
sand, " alike in plains and in mountainous situations

; yet it " luxuriates most
in deep loams, lying on a porous subsoil, or in alluvial soil, by the sides of
rivers, or smaller streams. Even in such situations," Sang continues, " thou'^h
among stones and rocks, as on the River Dee, in Aberdeenshire, in particular,
the birch flourishes most exuberantly. On the sides of hills, in dry soils, it

grows slowly; but on such its timber is most durable." {Plant. Kal. p 54)
5s 4
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Though the birch may be propagated by layers, and even by cuttings, yet

plants are not readily produced otherwise than by seed ; and those of certain

varieties, which are procured from layers, or by inarching, never appear to

grow with the same vigour as seedlings. Birch seed ripens in September and

October ; and may be either gathered and sown immediately, or preserved in

a dry loft, and sown in spring. Sang directs particular attention to be paid

to (fathering the seeds only from weeping trees ; and this we know to be the

dii'ections given to the collectors employed by the nurserymen in the north

of Scotland. If the seeds are to be sown immediately, the catkins may be

o^athered wet ; but, if they are to be kept till spring, they ought not to be

gathered except when quite dry ; and every day's gathering should be carried

to a dry loft and spread out thinly, as they are very apt to heat when kept

in sacks, or laid up in heaps. The seeds should be sown in very fine, light,

rich soil, in beds of the usual width, and very slightly covered. Boutcher

says :— " Sow the seeds and clap them into the ground with the back of the

spade, without any earth spread over them, and throw a little peas haulm over

the beds for three or four weeks, till the seeds begin to vegetate. The peas

haulm will keep the ground moist, exclude frost, and prevent the birds from

destroying the seeds." (^Treat. on Forest Trees, p. 113.) "It is scarcely

possible," Sang observes, " to cover birch seeds too little, if they be covered

at all." The plants, if sown in autumn, will come up in the March or April

following. If sown in spring, they will come up in May or June; which, in

very cold climates, is a preferable season. If any danger is apprehended from
moisture in the soil during winter, the alleys between the beds may be
deepened, so as to act as drains. In the nursery lines, the plants require very

little pruning, and their after-care, when in plantations, is equally simple.

Wherever the birch abounds in woods or coppices, a great many seedling

plants spring up; and these in various parts of England, are collected by the

country people, and sold to the nurserymen. This is, indeed, the mode by
which young trees and hedge plants of every kind were obtained before the

establishment of commercial nurseries. Young birch plants which have been
pulled out of coppice woods, when about tsvo years old, we are informed by
Messrs. Young and Penny, of the Milford Nursery, who adopt the practice

extensively, " are found to root much better than seedlings of the same age

and size taken out of a regular seed-bed ; doubtless because, in the latter

case, a greater proportion of the taproot requires to be cut off. In the case

of the young birches pulled out of the copses, the taproot, which could not

get far down into the hard soil, has its substance in a more concentrated form,

and is more branching; hence, little requires to be cut off it, except the ragged
rootlets, or fibres ; and it may be considered as acting as a bulb to the upper
part of the plant. The tops of these seedling birches are shortened before

planting; and the plants, Mr. Young informs us, make as much wood in one
year as regular nursery-reared birch seedlings will in two. It is found in this

part of the country, that the downy-leaved black-barked seedling birches

{B. a. pubescens) stole much more freely, when cut down as coppice-wood,
than the smooth-leaved white-barked weeping variety {B. a. pendula). (See
Gard. Mag., vol. xi. p. 506.) It appears from Boutcher, that this mode of
obtaining young birch trees, was formerly practised in Scotland.

In France and Germany, plantations of birch are frequently made by sowing
the seed where the trees are intended finally to remain. For this purpose
the poorest soils are harrowed in humid weather, in the month of October, or
of November, and 15 lb. of seed, as it is taken from the catkins along with
the scales, is sown on an acre, and afterwards covered with a bush harrow.
Where the ground is under corn, the seed is sown with the last corn crop, as
clover is in England ; and, where it abounds with weeds and bushes, these are
set fire to, early in tlie autumn, and the seed sown as soon afterwards as it is

gathered from the trees. It is observed by Michaux, that burnt soil is pecu-
liarly favourable to the growth of the birch, which in America reappears,
as if by enchantment, in forests that have been burnt down.

Accidents, Insects, and Diseases. Pallas observes that, in some parts of
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Russia, where whole tracts of forests of different kinds of trees occur, there

is scarcely any tree more frequently struck by lightning than the birch ; which,

he says, refutes the superstitious notion of the Laplanders, who, believing

that the tree is never struck by lightning, seek for shelter under its branches
in a thunder-storm. It has constantly been observed, he says, that the birch

is always struck by the electric fluid transervely, below the top, and shivered

to pieces ; while the pine is ploughed by a deep furrow from the apex to the

ground, tearing off the bark, and leaving the tree entire. The common birch,

Mr. Westwood observes, is a tree upon which a very great number of insects

feed, seldom, however, causing any mischief of importance. Of these, it will be
sufficient to notice a few of the more remarkable ; indicating by a star those
which not only feed on the birch, but on various other trees ; and by a dagger

those which feed on the birch only ; commencing with the Lepidoptera, the

caterpillars of which, either exclusively or partially, subsist upon its leaves.

Amongst the butterflies, the Camberwell beauty (V^anessa Antiopa) is a

partial birch-feeder, whilst the brown hair-streak butterfly (Theclw betulae)

seems to be confined to birch woods ; appearing in the winged state in the

month of August. Amongst the Sphingklce, Smerinthus tiliae (the lime hawk
moth) occasionally feeds upon the birch. Amongst the Linnaean ^ombyces,
the singular lobster caterpillar ( Stauropus fagi) partially feeds upon this tree,

and is met with, though but rarely, at Birch Wood, in Kent. * Leiocampa
dictas^a and ^L. dictseoides, * Lophopteryx camelina, * L. carmelita, * Ptilo-

phora variegata, * E'ndromis versicolor (the rare glory of Kent moth), the

reputed British species *Aglaia tau, *Eriogaster lanestris, *Callim6rpha
miniata, * Lithosia quadra. Amongst the A^octuidae, * Apatela /eporina,

*Acronycta auricoma, -j- Ceropacha fluctuosa, * C. flavicornis (the caterpillar

of which is a leaf-roller), *C6smia trapetzhia, -|- C. fulvjigo, *Brepha notha.
* Catocala fraxini. Amongst the Geometridae, * Hybernia capreolaria,

* H. prosapiaria, *H. defoliaria, *Phigalia pilosaria, *Bisto?j prodromarius,
* B. betularius, * Hipparchus ^japilionarius, f Cabera exanthemata, f Mela-
nippe hastiita, f Emmelesia heparata. Amongst the smaller moths, fPla-
typteryx /acertula, * Drepana falcataria, * D. unguicula, * Pyralis barbalis,

-|- Antithesia betuletiina, f Anacampsis betulea, Mgeria ^pheciformis (one of

the small clear-winged hawk moths), and Zeuzera ae'sculi (J%. 636. in p. 887,),

feed upon the wood of the birch. The coleopterous insects, Balaninus
betulae, Deporaus betulae, Rhynchites betulse, and Chrysomela betulae, also

feed upon the birch in the larva state, and are found upon it when they have
attained their imago form, devouring the tender leaves and young shoots.

Several species of ZfenthredlnidtE, or saw flies, also feed upon the leaves

whilst larvae, including Selandria betuleti, and Ljda betulae. The little flat

hemipterous insect A'radus betulas resides beneath 1553

the bark, whilst A^phis betulae. Coccus betulae, and
Psylla betulae subsist upon the young shoots and
buds. When the birch begins to decay, various fungi

root themselves into its wood. The principal of these

are Daedalea Aetulina Fries (^garicus Aetulinus L.,

and our^g. 1553.), Polyporus 6etulinus Fries (2?oletus betiilmusBu/L t. 312.),

and P. versicolor Fr. (ourJig. 1554.); of these, P. ietulinus generally grows
on the trunks of dead trees, and has white flesh, which has an acid taste

and smell. The epidermis is very thin and delicate, and easily 1554

peels off"; when dry the whole plant is very light, and its tex-

ture is between coriaceous and corky. (Fng. Ft., v. p. 1-10.)

Poljporus fomentarius (see Q.. 7?6bur) and P. nigricans Fries

are also found on the birch. The latter, though called the

black amadou, is quite unfit for making tinder. It is a very

distinct species, and is of a bright shining black, though, when
old, the epidermis becomes cracked, and of a dull ash colour.

Radulum orbiculare Fr. EL, 1. p. 149. (//ydnum radula Fries

Sj/st. j\Ius., 1. p. 423.; //. spathulatum GreL\ Fl. Edin., p. 406.) is found on
the trunks of dead birches. Piilcbia radiata Fries grows on the living birch
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trees. This is a very singular fungus ; it is composed

of folds radiating from the centre, with a beautifully

radiated margin; it was found at Appin, in Argyllshire.

Sphae'ria multiformis Ftiesis also found on the birch.

To this list may be added /igaricus muscarius L.

(Jig. 1555.), the fly agaric, the most poisonous of all

the genus, which is generally found in birch woods.

It is highly narcotic, producing, in small doses, intox-

ication and delirium, for which purpose it is used in

Kamtschatka; and, in larger doses, death. For a de-

tailed account of its poisonous effects, see Roque's

Hist, ik's Champ., p. 123. ; and a paper by Dr. Greville,

in the 4th vol. of the Wernei-ian Trans., from which

an extract is given by Dr. Lindley, Introd. to Nat.

Si/st. of Bot., p. 337. {Eng. FL, vol. v. p. 4.)

statistics. Recorded Trees. A weeping birch, at Ballogie, in the parish of Birse, in Aberdeenshire,
measured, in 1798, 5 ft. in circumference at 4 ft. from the ground. It had a clear straight stem, about
50 ft. high, of nearly equal thickness throughout ; and the total height of the tree was supposed to

be about 100 ft. [Stat. Hist., vol. ix. p. 129.) In the Forest of Tarnawa, in Morayshire, there are
several birches which girt 9 ft, at 4 ft. from the ground. {Ibid.,-eo\. viii. p. 557.) Sir Thomas Dick
Lauder says that there are now many in the same forest which girt 10 ft. and 11 ft. ; and he measured
one which girted 13 ft. at 3 ft. from the ground. {Lauder's Gitpirt, vo]. i. p. 283.) In France, in the
time of Du Hamel, there was a superb weeping birch at Ermenonville, which stood beside the
Temple of Philosophy, in the park, and hung over part of the building.

Existing Trees. In the environs of London, in the Fulham Nursery, 40 years planted, it is 50 ft.

high. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 50 years planted, it is 72 ft. high ; in Wiltshire, at Wardour
Castle, 40 years planted, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and that of the head 30 ft.

In Scotland, in Haddingtonshire, at Yester, 80 years planted, it is 73 ft. high, diameter of the
trunk 4 ft. 6 in., and of the head 78 ft. ; in Forfarshire, at Kinnaird, 100 years planted, it is 70 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 3ft., and of the head .04 ft. ; in Perthshire, at Taymouth, B. alba pendula
is 64 ft. high, thediameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 50 ft. ; in Ross-shire, at Brahan Castle,

the species is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 30 ft. In Ireland, in the
Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is 36 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the
head 16 ft. ; in Tyrone, at Baron's Court, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 4 in., and of the head
50 ft. In France, at Avranches, in the Botanic Garden, 19 years old, it is 49 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 2i ft., and of the head 20 ft. In Bavaria, in the Botanic Garden at Munich, 24 years
planted, it is 28 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, at Laxenburg, 25 years old, it is 20 ft. high. In
Prussia, at Berlin, at Sans Souci, 35 years old, the species is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
2 ft., and of the head 19 ft. In Sweden, at Lund, in the Botanic Garden, 52 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 9 in., and of the head 18ft. In Denmark, at Rosenburg, it is between 70 ft. and 80ft.

high. In Russia, near St. Petersburg, at Rudets, on the estate of Madame Constantinoff, 40 years
old, it is 71 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 15 in. In Lombardy, at Monza, 24 years old, it is

45 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 20 ft.

^ 1 2. B. dau'rica Pall. The Daurian Birch.

Identification. Pall. Ross., 1. p. 60. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 463. ; Baum., p. 57. ; N. Du Ham., 3.

p. 204. ; Hayne Dend., p. 166.

Synonymes. B. excelsa canadensis Wang. Beitr., p. 86.; Bouleau de Siberie, Fr.

Engravings. PalL Ross., 1. t. 39. ; Willd. Baum., t. 1. f. 3. and 4. ; and our Jig. 1556.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate, narrow at the base, quite entire, unequally

dentate, glabrous. Scales of the strobiles ciliated on their margins ; side

lobes roundish. (Jri/W.5;?J. P/.,iv. p. 463.) This spe-

cies, according to Pallas, its discoverer, is closely allied

to B. alba, and is found along with that species in\

Dauria, and part of Asiatic Siberia; but it is not found'

in European Siberia, nor in Russia. It does not grow
so tall as the common birch, and the trunk does not

exceed 1 ft. in diameter. The bark is grey, cleft longi-

tudinally, and divided into brown scales, that have the

appearance of being burnt. The branches are more
subdivided, and more upright, than those of B. alba.

The leaves are broader, commonly smaller, on shorter

petioles, and unequally serrated. The stipules are

lanceolate, grey, subpubescent, and deciduous. The
male catkins are produced at the ends of the twigs of

the foregoing year, two or three together, larger than
in the common birch ; the females are on the same
twigs, lateral, thicker, with larger and more rounded
scales ; the seed, also, is a little longer ; but the mem-
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brane whicli surrounds it is narrower. The wood of the tree is hard,

and yellower than that of the common birch. Pallas says that it differs

from 5. nigra L. (the red birch of America), in having smaller stipules, and
in the leaves being less frequently, and never doubly, serrated; but, as he
had only an opportunity of comparing it with a small dried specimen of

the American species, of which he has given us a figure, we cannot place

much confiilcnce in his opinion. The young plants bearing this name at

Messrs. Loddigcs's have every appearance of being nothing more than a
stunteil variety of the connuon birch ; but these plants are too small and
unhealthy to enable us to determine, with certainty, whether the^' are

really of the kind described by Pallas, or not. This species was introduced

in 179G ; but it is not common in collections. There is a tree at Croonie
bearing this name, which, after being 30 years planted, is 40 ft. high. One
in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, is .30ft. high; and
one in the Botanic Garden at Munich, 25 years planted, is 20 ft. high,

/ 'arie/j/.

at 5f B. d. 2 parvifolia Hayne Dend., p. 167., has the leaves smaller than

the species.

Si 3. B. FRUTico^sA Pall. The shrubby Birch.

Identijicalion. Pall. Ross., 1. p. 62. ; Du Koi Harb. Baura., 1. p. 151. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 466.,

Bauni., p. 61. ; N. Du Ham., 3. p. 208.

Synojiymes. B. hilmilis Schrank Sal., p. 56., Fl. Bavar., No. 305. ; B. quebecctnsis Schrift. der
Gesetls. Naturf. Frcunde, 5. p. 196., as quoted by Willdenow.

Engravings. Pall. Ross., 1. t. 40. ; Dend. Brit., t. 154. ; and^our fig. 1557.

Spec. Char., c'yr. Leaves roundish-ovate, nearly equally serrate, glabrous.

Female catkins oblong. {Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 466.) This species is alway.s

shrubby, and never rises higher than 3 ft. or 6 ft., in moist situations ; but,

on mountains, it grows to a greater size, and

the trunk attains a thickness of 2 in. or 3 in.

The whole plant has a stunted appearance.

The buds are numerous, and come out soon

after those of B. alba. The leaves are small,

and generally two from the same bud. They
are lengthened out, and entu-e towards the

petiole ; and towards the end, which is very

sharp, they are unequally serrated. The
male catkins are sessile at the ends of the

twigs, frequently unaccompanied with any

leaf: they are more than 1 in. in length, and

pendent. The female catkins are lateral from

the leaf buds, solitary, alternate, upright,

small, commonly peduncled, and accompanied

bv a small leaf; and the ripe seeds remain upon them during the winter

;

their form is cylindric, and they are longer than those of B. nana ; the

scales are narrow at the base, three-forked at the end ; and there are three

seeds to each scale, of the same size and form as in B. nana. Pallas found

this species in marshes, and on rocky mountains in the cold .subalpine re-

gions of Eastern Siberia. According to Willdenow, it is also found in

Canada, and in Germany, in Bavaria, and Mecklenburg. About Berlin, it

grows to the height of 4ft. or oft. It was introduced in 1818; and there

are plants at Messrs. Loddiges's, and in some other collections,

^ 4. B. PU^MiLA L. The kauy dwarf Birch.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 467. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 622. ; N. Du Ham., 3. p. 207. -,

Lin. Mant, 124.

Si/nonyme. B. nana Kalm Itin., 2. p. 263.

Engravings. Jacq. Hort. Vind., 1. 122. ; Du Roi Harb., 1. t. 3. ; Wang. Beitr., t. 29. f. 61. ; Dend.
Brit. t. 97, and our Jig. 1558.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Branches pubescent, without dots. Leaves roundish-ovate,

on long footstalks, densely clothed with hairs on the under surface. Female

catkins cylindrical. {Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 467.) A shrub, a native of bogs in
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1558Canada, of high mountains
in New York and Penn-
sylvania, where it does not

grow above 2 ft. or 3 ft. high,

and flowers in May and June.

The root is red, and is used

for inlaying. It was intro-

duced in 1762; and there

are plants at Messrs. Lod-
diges's. It appears but little

different from the preceding ^If^d) ^77^
sort, and both are probably ^^^Q M
only stunted varieties of B. " Mv
alba.

^ 5. B. na'na L. The dwarf Birch.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1394. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 465. ; Fl. Br., 1012. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 154. ;

Hook. Scot, p. 274. ; Dicks. H. Sice, fasc. 8. 16. ; Ehrh. Arb., 18. ; Gagneb. Act. Helvet., 1.

p. 58. ; Lind. Wicksb., 5. ; Hayne Deiid., p. 168. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 262. ; Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836,

B. nJina Suecbrum .Bco^hc/. Chi. Goth., 11., Linn. Act. Suec, 1735, 15. ; B. No. 1629.,

, 2. p. 300. ; B. No. 259., Ainm. Ruth., 180. ; B. palustris pilmila, &c., Cels. Act. Suec,
Synonymes.

Hall. Hist.

1732, 3.

Engravings.
Pall. Ross.

Am. Acad., 1. t. 1. ; Eng. Bot., t. 2326. ; Fl. Lapp., ed. 2., t. 6. f. 4. ; Lightf., t. 25. ;

1. t. 40. f. D. G. ; Fl. Dan., t. 91. ; and our fig. 1.559.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves orbicular, crenate, reticulated with veins beneath.

{Eng. FL, iv. p. ISl.) A bushy shrub, seldom exceeding 2 ft. or 3 ft. in

height; with numerous branches, slightly downy when young, and beset with

numerous, little, round, firm, smooth, sharply crenated

leaves, beautifully reticulated with veins, especially

beneath ; and furnished with short footstalks, having

a })air of brown lanceolate stipules at their base. Cat-
kins erect, stalked, cylindrical, obtuse ; the barren ones
lateral, and the fertile ones terminal. Scales of the

latter 3-lobed, 3-flowered, permanent. Stigmas red.

{Smith''s E7ig. FL, vol. iv. p. 155.) A native of Lap-
land, Sweden, Russia, and Scotland, in Europe; and of

Hudson's Bay, and other parts of Canada, in America;
on mountains, but almost always in boggy places. Ac-
cording to Pallas, it is common in the whole of the
north of Russia and Siberia ; but not on the moun-
tains of Altai or Caucasus. In wet situations, he says,

the shoots grow to the length of 6 ft. ; and, in a state of
cultivation, they grow as high as 9 ft., and assume an erect form. This shrub
is of singular use in the domestic economy of the inhabitants of Lapland.
Its branches furnish them with their beds, and their chief fuel ; its leaves,

with a better yellow dye than that obtained from the common birch ; its

seeds afford nourishment to the ptarmigan, or white partridge (Tetrao
iagopus i.), which supplies a considerable portion of their food, and also

forms an important article of commerce ; and, for their medicine, it produces
the fungus Polyporus fomentarius Mich., respecting which some details will

be found under the head of Quercus, sect. i?6bur, from which the moxa, or
amadou, is prepared, and which the Laplanders consider an efficacious

remedy in all painful diseases. Such is the wonderful power of adaptation
of man, in a country possessing few natural resources. B. nana has been
in cultivation in Britain since the days of Miller, and is by no means un-
frequent in collections. Price of plants, in the London nurseries, is 2s.

each
; and ofseeds, 6i/. per packet. At New York, plants are 25 cents each.

Varieties.

afe B. 11. 2 stricta Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, is somewhat more erect in habit
than the species. There are plants at Messrs. Loddiges's. Pallas men-
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tions that the leaves of B. nana vary exceedingly ; in the marshes of

Siberia, especially near Lake Baikal, and in Lapland and the arctic

regions, they are small, and not an inch in length ; but in Ingria, and
the alpine rocky situations of Dahuria, they are large, and frequently

broader than they are long.

* 6. B. GLANDULo^SA Michx. The g\andu\ar-branchcd Birch.

Identification. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 180. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 4G6. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept.,

2. p. 622. ; N. Du Ham., 3. p. 208.

Spec. Char., S;c. Branches beset with glandular dots, glabrous. Leaves obovate, serrate, quite entire
at the base, glabrous, almost sessile. Female catkins oblong; scales half 3-cleft. Seeds round,
with narrow margins. ( Willd. Sp. PI., iv. p. 466.) A handsome little shrub, ijot above 2 ft. high ;

found in Canada, about Hudson's Bay, and on the borders of lakes on the high mountains of New
Jersey and Pennsylvania ; flowering in May. {Purs/i.) It seems to correspond, in America, with
the S. nana of Europe, and is probably only a variety of that species. It is not yet introduced.

Leaves large. Natives of North America.

2 7. B. (a.) populifo^lia Ait. The Poplar-leaved Birch

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 336. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 463. ; Baum., p. 55. ; N. Du Ham.,
3. p. 204. ; Du Roi Harb. Baum., 1. p. 144. ; Marshal, p. 3S. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., vol. 2.

p. 620. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., vol. 2. p. 97.

Si/nonymes. B. acuminata Ehrh. Beit., 6. p. PS. ; B. lenta Du Roi Hai-b. Baum., ed. 1., p. P2.,

Wang. Beit., p. 45. ; white Birch and Oldtield Birch, Amer.
Engravings. Michx. Arb., 2. p. 139. t. 2. ; Willd. Baum., 1. 1. f. 5. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., vol. 2.

t. 71. ; and our fig. 1560.

Spec. Char.., S^c. Leaves deltoid, much acuminated, unequally serrated, quite

smooth. Scales of the strobiles having roundish side lobes. Petioles

glabrous. (IVi/ld. Sp. PL, iv. p. 463.) A tree, in every respect closely

resembling B. alba, but growing with less vigour, and not attaining so large

a size as that species. A native of North America,

Vaiieties.

^ B. (a.) p. 2 lacinidta, B. laciniata Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, has large,

smooth, shining, deeply cut leaves, and appears to us to belong to

B. (fl.) populifolia, rather than to B. alba.

t B. (fl) p. 3 pcndida, B. pendula Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, has the spray

drooping, like that of the weeping variety of the common birch ; but

whether equally distinct or not, we have been unable to determine,

from the very small size of the plants in the London collections.

Desaiption. The poplar-leaved birch, according to Pursh, is a tree from
30 ft. to 40 ft. high ; but, according to Michaux,
it only attains this height in favourable soils )

and situations. On trees that are fully grown, _i-=^"' ^^
the branches are numerous, slender, and droop- "^^

'S^i

1560
ing. The leaves are smooth on both surfaces,

heart-shaped at the base, very acuminate, and
doubly and irregularly toothed. The petioles

are slightly twisted; and the leaves are thus

rendered more tremulous than those of trees

on which this disposition is not observed. The
buds, a few days after their developement, are

slightly coated with a yellowish odoriferous

substance, hke those of B. alba. The trunk of

this species is clothed in a bark of as pure a

white as that of B. papyracea and B. alba

;

but its epidermis, when separated from the

cellular integument, is capable of being divided,

like that of B. nigra and B. excelsa, into thin

sheets, which constitutes an essential difference.

{Michx. N. Amer. Syl., ii. p. 98.) The tree

is indigenous to barren rocky woods and old

fields, from Canada to Pennsylvania. It is

rare in Virginia, and does not exist in the other southern states. It is

most frequently found in places scantily furnished with wood, where the
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soil is dry and meagre. In such situations, it commonly attains the height

of 20 ft. or 25 ft. ; but single trees, in moist places, grow to nearly double

that height, with ti'unks from Sin. to 9 in. in diameter. It is less com-

mon in America than any other species of birch, being rarely found in

groups; and single trees are met with only at considerable intervals. It is

most common in the district of Maine ; but, even there, it is only seen by the

sides of the highways, and in sandy soils that have been exhausted by cultiva-

tion. The wood is very soft, brilliant when polished, and perfectly white

;

but it speedily decays, and, in America, is employed for no purpose, not even

for fuel. The twigs are too brittle for common brooms. It was first culti-

vated in England by Ai'chibald Duke of Argyll, at Whitton, in 1750; and it

is to be met with in the principal British and Continental nursei-ies. When
the plants are raised from seed, they make very handsome trees ; and, as seed

is freely produced, this mode ought always to be adopted : but plants from

layers seldom attain any magnitude. The largest trees that we know of in

the neighbourhood of London are at Purser's Cross and Syon ; where, how-

ever, they are under 30 ft. in height. In the Fulham Nursery, there is one

30 ft. higii ; and the largest tree of this kind in England, seems to be at Dod-
dington, in Gloucestershire, where it is 60 ft. high. In Ireland, in the Glas-

nevin Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. The price of plants,

in the London nurseries, is from Is. to 1?. 6d. each, and seeds Is. per quart;

at New York, plants are 10 cents each, and seeds 60 cents per pound, or

5 dollars per bushel.

5t 8. B. PAPYRA^CEA Ait. The Paper Birch.

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 337- ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 464., Baum., p. 58. ; N. Du Ham.,
3. p. 205. ; Pursh F). Amer. Sept., 2. p. 621.

Synonymes. B. papyrlfcra Michx. Fl. Bor. Arner., 2. p. 180., Marshal, p. 36. ; B. lanceolilta Hort.;

B. rfibra Lodd.Cat., ed. 1836 ; B. canadensis Lodd. Cat. ; B. nigra of the Paris nurseries j Canoe
Birch, white Birch, Amer.

Engravings. Michx. Arb., 2. t. 1.; WiUd. Baum., t. 1. f. 1. ; our^^. 1561. ; and the plate of this

tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate, acuminate, doubly serrate ; veins hairy be-

neath
;

petiole glabrous. Female catkins on long footstalks, drooping

;

scales having the side lobes short, somewhat orbiculate. {Willd. Sp. PL, i\.

p. 464.) A North American tree, attaining 60 ft. or 70 ft. in height ; and
flowering, in America, in May and June. Introduced in 1750.

yarieties.

5f B. p. Ifusia, B. fusca Bosc.—This variety is mentioned, in the Nouveau Du JiameU as having
been collected by Bosc in Carolina. The leaves are smaller than those of the species,

and less downy. The branches, covered with a short soft down, of a brownish colour,

somewhat resemble those of B. nigra Ait.

5f B. p. 3 trichdclada Hort..has extremely hairy branches, and its twigs in threes. It has heart-
shaped leaves. There is a tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden.

5 B.p. i platyphylla Hort. has very broad leaves.

Description, Sfc. The largest size which this tree attains in North America,

according to Michaux, is about 70 ft. in height, with a trunk 3 ft. in diameter;

but a writer in the Gardener's Magazine mexition^ trees which girt from 18 ft.

to 20 ft. in the settlements of the Hudson's Bay Company. Its branches are

slender, flexible, and covered with a shining brown bark, dotted with white. The
leaves are borne on petioles four or five lines long, and are of a middling size,

oval, unequal ly denticulated, smooth,with scarcely any hairs, and of a dark green.

The catkins are pendulous, and about 1 in. in length : the seeds are ripe towards

the middle of July. On trees the trunks of which do not exceed Bin. in di-

ameter the bark is of a brilliant white ; and is as indestructible as the bark

of B. alba. The heart wood of this tree, when first laid open, is of a reddish

hue ; and the sap wood is perfectly white. It has a fine glossy grain, with a

considerable share of strength; but speedily decays when exposed to alternate

dryness and moisture. Michaux considers it, however, equal in point of useful

properties to the white birch of Europe. A section of the trunk of a full-

grown tree, 1 ft. or 2 ft. in length, immediately below the first ramification,

exhibits very elegant undulations of the fibre, representing bunches of feathers,

or sheaves of corn. These pieces are divided by cabinet-makers into thin
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plates, and are much used by them, in Boston
and in other towns situated farther north, for

inlaying. The tree affords excellent fuel.

The bark, like that of the European s[)ecies,

is, in Canada and the district of Maine, em-
ployed for many purposes. It is placed in

large pieces inunediatcly under the shingles of

the roof, to prevent the water from penetrating

through it. Baskets, boxes, and portfolios

are made of it, which ai'e sometimes em-
broidered witii silk of different colours. Di-
vided into very thin sheets, it forms a sub-

stitute for paper
J

and, placed between the

soles of the shoes, and in the crown ofthe hat

(as the bark of the birch of Europe is in

Lapland), it is a defence against humidity.

But the most important purpose to which it is

applied, and one in which it is replaced by the

bark of no other tree, is the construction of

canoes. To procure proper pieces, the largest and smoothest trunks are

selected. In the spring, two circular incisions are made several feet apart, and
two longitudinal ones on the opposite sides of the tree ; after which, by intro-

ducing a wooden wedge, the bark is easil}' detached. The plates are usually

10 ft. or 12 ft. long, and 2 ft. 9 in. broad. To form the canoe, they are stitched

together with the fibrous roots of the white spruce, about the size of a quill,

which are deprived of their bark, split, and rendered supple by steeping in

water. The seams are coated with resin of the Balm of Gilead fir. Great use

is made of these canoes by the savages, and by the French Canadians, in their

long journeys into the interior of the country : they are very light, and are

easily transported on the shoulders from one lake to another. A canoe calcu-

lated for four persons, with their baggage, only weighs from 40 lb. to 30 lb. ; and
some of them are made to carry fifteen passengers. (Mic/hv. A"". Ame?-. Si//., ii.

p. 88.) A small canoe will carry 20 cwt. In the settlements of the Hudson's
Bay Company, tents are made of the bark of this tree, which for that purpose
is cut into pieces 12 ft. long and 4 ft. wide. These are sewed together by
threads made of the white spruce roots, already mentioned ; and so rapidly is

a tent put up, that a circular one of 20 ft. in diameter, and 10 ft. high, does

not occupy more than half an hour in pitching. The utility of these " rind

tents," as they are called, is acknowledged by every traveller and hunter in the

Canadas. They are used throughout the whole year ; but, during the hot

months of June, July, and August, they are found particularly comfortable.

It has been proposed to introduce this bark into England, and use it for pro-

tecting plants during the winter season, and for various other garden purposes.

(See Gard. Mag., vol. xi. p. 407.) The tree was introduced into Europe,

and cultivated by Archibald Duke of Argyle, in 1750. It flourishes, Michaux
says, in the vicinity of Paris, and is known there in the nurseries under the

name of ^. nigra; we suppose, because the bark of very young trees is ge-

nerally black, and the leaves of a very dark green. In the London nurseries,

it is not very common ; but there are plants of it in the arboretum at Messrs.

Loddiges's; and, in 1834, in the Horticultural Society's Garden, there were
several trees upwardsof 30 ft. high, after being 10 years planted. B. papyracea

requires rather a better soil than the common birch, and it is best propagated by

seeds, which are annually received from New York. The plant usually known
by the name of B. papyracea, in the London nurseries, is the B. rubra of

Michaux, jun., the B. lanulosa of Michaux, sen., and our B. nigra, No. 9.

This mistake has arisen from the bark of B. nigra, even in trees not above

1 in. in diameter, separating from the trunk, and rolling up in very thin

paper-like laminae.

Statistics. In the environs of London, at Syon, it is 47 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 1 in,.
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and of the head 32 ft. In Devonshire, at Endsleigh Cottage, 10 years planted, it is 27 ft. high ; in

Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, 40 years planted, it is 25 ft. high, diameter of the trunk lOin.,

and of the head 16 ft. ; in Staffordshire, at Trentham, 26 years planted, it is Sift. high. In Ireland,

near Dublin, at Cypress Grove, it is 55 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 9 in., and of the head
40 ft. In France, at Paris, in the Jardin des Plantes, 30 years old, it is 32 ft. high, the diameter of

the trunk 2i ft-. an<* °^ 'he head 30 ft. In Hanover, at Gottingen, in the Botanic Garden, 20

years planted, it is 30 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. Price of plants, in the London nurseries, from 1*. to

\s. 6d. each ; and of seeds, Is. per quart. At New York, plants are 25 cents

each, and seeds 1 dollar per pound, or 8 dollars per bushel.

¥ 9. B. Ni^GRA L. The black Birch.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 464., Baum., p. 56. ; Ait. Hort. Kew.,3. p. 336. ; Pursh Fl. Amer.
Sept., 2. p. 621. ; N. Du Ham., 3. p. 203. ; Dend. Brit., t. IB3. ; Lindleyjin Penny Cycl.

Synonymes. B. lanulbsa Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 181., N. Du Ham., 3. p. 206. ; ? B. rubra

Michx. Arb., 2. p. 162. ; B. angulata Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; red Birch, Amer.
Engravings. Dend. Brit., t. 1.53. ; Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. t. 3. ; Willd. Baum., t. 1. f. 6. ; N.
Du Ham., 3. t. 51. ; Bot. Cab., t. 1248. ; ourfigs. 1562., and 1563. ; and the plates of this tree in

our last Volume.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves rhomboid-ovate, doubly serrated, acute
;
pubescent

beneath, entire at the base. Scales of the strobiles villose ; segments li-

near, equal. (Wil/d. Sp. PL, iv. p. 464.) A tree, a native of North America,

from New Jersey to Carolina ; attaining the height of 70 ft. ; and flowering

in May. Introduced as B. nigra, in 1736, by Peter Collinson ; and again,

as B. angulata, in 1817, by Messrs. Loddiges. We have adopted the spe-

cific name of nigra, because it was preferred by Willdenow and Pursh. The
figure in Michaux, of which our^g.1562. is a correct copy, differs so much
from that given in Dend. Brit, (our^g.1563), which we know to be a faith-

ful imitation of the plant which we intend to describe, as it is to be seen at

Messrs. Loddiges's, and in various other nurseries, that we are inclined to

think there must be some error in the application of the name to the figure

in Michaux ; though his description agrees perfectly with our plant— the

difference between the cuts being in the position of the catkins.

Desaiptio7i, ^c. A tree, when full grown, attaining the height of 70 ft., in

Virginia and North Carolina. The trunk and the largest limbs are covered

with a thick, deeply furrowed, greenish bark ; but, on trees with trunks not

exceeding 8 in. or 10 in. in diameter, the epidermis is

reddish, or of a cinnamon colour ; " whence, probably,"

says Michaux, " the appropriate denomination of red

birch. The epidermis of this species, like that of the

canoe birch (B. papyracea), divides itself transversely

into thin transparent sheets, which appear to be com-
posed of a mixed substance, instead of presenting a pure
homogeneous texture. Hence they have not a uniform

transparency, nor a perfectly even surface: compared
with the bark of the canoe birch, they are like coarse

paper compared with fine. When this tree is fully ex- ^^
panded, its summit is^ample; but the uncommon thickness

of its branches prevents it from appearing tufted. The
twigs which form the extremity of the tree are long,

flexible, and pendulous ; and the limbs are of a brown
complexion, spotted with white : their bark is slightly

uneven j while on other branches it is smooth and glossy.

The petioles of the red birch are short and downy ; the vj,/,^
leaves, on young trees, are about Sin. long, and 2 in.

broad, of a light green on the upper surface, and whitish beneath ; though on
old trees they are much smaller : they are doubly denticulated at the. edge, very
acuminate at the summit, and terminated at the base in an acute angle, more
regular than is seen in the leaf of any other tree. The female catkins, in

America, are 5 in. or 6 in. long, straight, and nearly cylindrical ; about London,
they are not half the size. The seeds are ripe in the beginning of June."
(A^. Amer. Syl., ii. p, 101.) " No species," Dr. Lindley observes, " can be better
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marked than this, whicli appears, however, rarely to

have found a place in collections. Its leaves are nearly

as lari,'e as those of the canoe birch {B. p:!|nracea) ;

and they are remarkably angnlar. The stipnles are
unusually large, and more resemble those of the pla-

tan us than the birch." {Pnuu/ Cj/cl.)

The most northerly situation in which this tree

is found in the United States is in New Jersey,

about 10 miles from New York; but it is abundant
in Maryland, Virginia, the upper part of the Carolinas,

and in Georgia. It is not, like the other species,

found growing in the midst of the forest, but only on
the banks of rivers, accompanied by the Platanus
occidentalis, ^-^cer eriocarpum, and some species of
willow. It grows, with the greatest luxuriance, on the

sides of limpid streams which have a gravelly bed, and
the banks of which are not marshy. The « ood of
the red birch is compact, and very nearly white; and
the colour of the sap wood and the heart wood is very nearly the same.
Like that of the juneberry {Anielunchicr Botryapium), it is longitudinalh
marked by red vessels, which intersect each other in different directions. The
negroes make bowls and trays of it, when they cannot procure poplar. The
hoops for rice casks are made of its joung shoots, and of branches not
exceeding ] in. in diameter ; and the spray makes better brooms than that
of any other species of American birch. "Among all the birches," says
Michaux, " this is the onl\' species, the growth of which is invigorated bv
nitense heat." For this reason, he recommends it for cultivation in Italy,

and, we may add, for the temperate regions of Australia. In the climate of
London, it scarcely attains a timber-like size; but there is a tree of it at Syon,
of which we have given a portrait in our last volume, which is 47 ft. high ; one
in the Fulham Nursery, which died in 1834, was 30 ft. high ; and one at Crocme,
40 years planted, is 45 ft. high. In all these places it is known as B.
papyriicea ; which name it has obtained from the paper-like laminae ol' its

epidermis, which separate and curl up for the whole length of the trunk
;

and this not only in old trees, but in plants of three or four years' growth.
From this circumstance, it can never be mistaken for any other species of
birch, either in winter or summer. The bark which comes nearest to it is

that of B. daurica, as represented in the engraving of the trunk of an old
tree of that species in Pallas's Flora Bossica. There are plants at Messrs.
Loddiges's, and in several of the London nurseries. They are generally

raised from imported seeds ; but seeds ripen in this country, when the tree

has attained the age of six or eight years. Plants, in the London nurseries,

are from Is. to Is. Gd, each ; and seeds Is. per quart. At New York, plants

are 25 cents each, and seeds 1 dollar and 50 cents per pound, 50 cents per
quart, or 8 dollars per bushel.

i 10. B. exce'lsa H. Keiv. The tall Birch.

Baum., p. 60. ; Pursh FI.

yellow

Idenlification. Ait. Hort. Kew., .3. p. aS". ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 4<>i.

Ainer. Sept., 2. p. 261. ; X. Du Ham., 3. p. 203.
Synonymes. B. idtea itichx. Arb., 2. p. 152. > f B. nigra jD;* Roi Herb. Baum., 1. p. 148.
Bxxch^Amer.

Engravings. Michx. Arb., 2. t. 5. ; Wats. Dend. Brit., t. 95. ; N. Du Ham., 3. t. 52. ; Willd. Baum.,
t. 1. f. 2. ; and our fig. 15Gi. from Michaux, andj?^. 1565. from the Xouv. Du Ham.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate, acute, serrated
; petioles pubescent, shorter

than the peduncles. Scales of the strobiles having the side lobes roundish.

( Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 404.) A tree, from 70 ft. to 80 ft. high, in North
America; and flowering there in May and June. Introduced about 1767.

Description, Sfc. The specific name of excelsa, Michaux observes, is in-

judiciously applied to this species, as it leads to an erroneous opinion that it

surpasses every other in heigiit. It is a beautiful tree, and its trunk is of
5 T
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1 jG J

nearly a uniform diameter, straight, and destitute

of branches for 30ft. or 40ft. 'it is particularly

remarkable for the colour and arrangement of its

epidermis, which is of a brilliant golden yellow,

and frequently divides itself into very fine strips,

rolled backwards at the ends, and attached in the

middle. The young shoots and leaves, at their un-

folding, are downy. Towards the end of summer,

when fully expanded, the leaves are perfectly smooth,

except the petiole, which remains covered with fine

short hairs. The leaves are about 3i in. long, and

2Ain. broad; oval, acuminate, and bordered with

sliarp irregular teeth. The leaves, the bark, and the

young shoots, have all an agreeable taste and smell,

similar to those of the black birch (^B. lenta),

though they lose it in drying. In its fructification,

this species nearly resembles B. lenta. Tiie female

catkins are borne on short peduncles, and are twelve

or fifteen lines long, and 5 or 6 lines in diameter

;

straight, of an oval shape, and nearl}' cylindrical.

The scales which compose them are trifid, pointed, and about 3 lines in

length ; viewed through a lens, they are seen to be downy. Beneath these

scales are the small-winged seeds, which are ripe, in America, about the 1st

of October. (^N. Amcr. Sj/L, ii. p. 10-t.} It abounds in the forests of Nova
Scotia, ofNew Brunswick, and of the district

of Maine. In New Jersey and Pennsylvania,

it is rare, and only met with in moist and
shady situations. It is confounded by the

inhabitants of these countries with B. lenta,

which is very abundant there, and to which
it bears a striking resemblance. In the dis-

trict of Maine, it is always found in cool and
rich soils, among ash trees, the hemlock
spruce, and the black spruce. It attains the

height of 60 ft. or 70 ft., with a trunk of

more than 2 ft. in diameter. It requires

a moister soil than most of the other Ame-
rican birches. " The wood of the yellow

birch is inferior in quality and appearance

to that of B. lenta, and never assumes so

deep a shade ; but it is strong, and, when
well polished, makes handsome furniture.

In Nova Scotia, and in the district of Maine,
it is found by experience, to be every way
proper for that part of the framework of

vessels which always remains in the water.

In the district of Maine, it is preferred for the yokes of cattle, and for the frames
of sledges ; and, in Nova Scotia, the young saplings are almost exclusively em-
ployed for making the hoops of casks." (N. Amer. S^l., vol. ii. p. 105.) The wood
is excellent for fiiel, and the bark is highly esteemed by tanners. Boards of this

tree were formerly imported into Ireland and Scotland in large quantities, and
were much used in joinery. Michaux considers it better adapted to the soil

and climate ot Germany than to those of France, on account of the moisture
which it requires. Though this species has been in British gardens since 1767,
when it was introduced by Mr. Gordon of the Mile End Nursery, yet it is

not common in collections. There are plants in the arboretum of Messrs.
Loddiges, but they are small ; and to us they appear to bear a close resem-
blance in their leaves to B. lenta. Willdenow mentions that there are no
large trees of this kind about Berlin. Plants, in the London nurseries, are
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from 1*. to 1*. G(l. each, nnd seeds 1*. Gd. per quart ; at Dollvvyller, the young

plants may be obtainetl for 2 francs ; and at New \'()rk, j)laiits arc 25 cents

each, and seeds 1 dollar and .'3.j cents per quart, and +.V dollars per bushel.

i 11. Z?. lk'nta Z>. The pliant Birch.

p. 8. ; PursliIdentification. Willd. Sp. PI., i. p. iCA., Enum., 981., Baum., p. 49. ; Wemi. Coll., ;

Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 621. ; N. Ou Ham., 3. p. 20"..
; Lodd. Cat., ed. 183i).

Synonymes. li. rarpinirulia E/irh. Bcitr., ti. p. iW., ffi/ld. Knum., 981., Baum., p. 49., IVcnill. Coll.,

2. p. 81., Michi. Alb., 2. p. 145. ; B. nigra Du lioi Herb., 1. p. 95., Hang. Bcitr.,\>. 35. The
plant is, under both these names, and also under that of B. K'nta, in Loddigcs's arboretum. Black

Birch, Cherry Birch, Canada Birch, sweet Birch, Mountain Mahogany, Amcr. ; Bouleau Merisier,

Engravings. Wang. Bcitr., t. 15. f. 34. ; Wend. Coll., 2. t. 41. ; Michx. Arb., 2. t. 94. ; and our

Jig. 1.56fi.

Spec, Char., c^-c. Leaves cordate-ovate, acutely serrated, acuminate ; petioles

and nerves hairy beneath. Scales of the strobiles smooth, liaving the side

lobes obtuse, equal, witli prominent veins. {Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 4()4.) A
tree, from 60 ft. to 70 ft. high

_;
a native of North America, from Canada to

Georgia; and flowering there in May and June. Introduced in 1759.

Description, Sfc. According to Pursh, this is an elegant and large tree, the

most interesting of its genus, on account of the excellence of its wood. In

favourable situations, it sometimes exceeds 70 ft. in height, with a trunk 2 ft.

or 3 ft. in diameter. The
outer bark, on old trees, de-

taches itself transversely at

intervals, in hard plates. Gin.

or Sin. broad; but, on trees

with trunks not more than

Sin. in diameter, the bark Jr'j^"

is smooth, greyish, and per- - ^
fectly similar in its colour Vi'

and organisation to that of

the cherry tree. In the neigh-

bourhood of New York, B. ^

ienta is one of the first trees

to renew its leaves. These,

during a fortnight after their

appeara nee, m'e covered with

a thick silvery down, which

afterwards disappears. They
are about 2 in. long, ser-

rated, somewhat cordiform

at the base, acuminate at the summit, of a pale tint, and fine texture. In

general appearance, they are not unlike those of the cherry tree. The
young shoots are brown, smooth, and dotted with white, as are also the

leaves. When bruised, the leaves diffuse a very sweet odour ; and, as they

retain this property when dry if carefully preserved, they make an agree-

able tea, with the addition of sugar and milk. The male catkins are flexible,

and about 4 in. long: the female ones are 10 or 12 lines long, and 5 or 6

lines in diameter; straight, cylindrical, and nearly sessile, at the season of their

maturity, which is about the 1st of November. The tree is of very rapid

growth; as a proof of which, Michaux gives an instance of one, which, in If)

years, had attained the height of 45ft. Sin. Michaux found the cherry birch

in Nova Scotia, in the district of Maine, and on the estate of Vermont. It

is abimdant in the neighbourhood of New York, and in Pennsylvania and

Maryland. Farther south, it is confined to the summit of the AUeghanies ;

and it is found throughout their whole range, to its termination in Georgia.

On the steep and shady banks of the rivers which issue from these mountains,

in deep, loose, and cool soils, it attains its largest size. The wood of B. Ienta,

when freshly cat, is of a rosy hue, which deepens by exposure to the liglit.

Its grain is fine and close : it posses.ses a considerable degree of strength, and
5 T 2
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takes a brilliant polish. The union of these properties renders the wood

superior to that of all the other American birches. In Massachusetts, Connec-

ticut, and New York, the wood of this birch is next in esteem to that of

the wild cherry (6'erasus virginiana). Tables, bedsteads, arm-chairs, sofas.

coach panels, shoe-lasts, and a great many other articles, are made oi' it..

Hunter, in his notes to Evelyn's Sjjlva, vol. i. p. 219., says that the sap of this

tree is used by the inhabitants of Kamtsciiatka without previous fermentation ;

and that the natives strip off the bark when it is green, cut it into long narrow

strips, like vermicelli, and, after drying it, stew it with their caviare. Michaux

strongly recommends the tree for cultivation, on a large scale, in the north

of France, in England, and in Germany ; and to the lovers of curious trees,

" as eminently adapted, from the beauty of its foliage and the agreeable odour

of its flowers, to figure in their parks and gardens." Though cultivated by

Miller as earlv as 1759, it has never been much introduced into plantations,

either useful or ornamental. In the year 1818, it was recommended by a com-

mittee of the Caledonian Horticultural Society, as likely to prove a better tree

than the common buxh for the moist and deep soils of the Highland valleys

of Scotland ; but we have never heard of any of this, or of any other Ame-
rican species of birch being tried there. One reason may be the high price

of these plants in the nurseries, which arises solely from the want of demand,

as all the species are just as easily raised from seed as the common birch.

As these seeds are procurable at very low prices, we repeat our reconnnenda-

tion to private gentlemen to purchase them, and to raise plants in their

own nurseries. There are plants of this birch at Messrs. Loddiges's; and

there is a considerable tree of it at Syon, which ripens abundance of seeds

yearly. In Ireland, at Oriel Temple, 50 years planted, it is 52 ft. high ; di-

ameter of the trunk 1 ft. 9 in., and of the head 42 ft. Plants, in the London
nurseries, are from Is. to Is. 6d. each ; and seeds are \s. per quart. At New
York, plants are 12 cents each ; and seeds 60 cents per pound, 30 cents per

quart, and 5 dollars per busiiel.

App. i. Species of Birch not yet introduced.

In Royle's lUmtrations, several species of bircli are mentioned as occupying the loftiest stations in

the mountains of Nepal, and other parts of the Himalayas, " as might be expected," he adds, " from
this genus extending to tlie highest latitudes." B. Bhojpuftra Wall., the most useful and most gene-
rally known species, is found on Gossainthan, in Kamaon, or Chonr, and in Kedarkanta. B. nitida

and B. cylindrostiichya occur with the former in Kamaon ; the latter extending also to Manma and
Dhunoultee. B. resmUexa, Ruylc, confined to Kunawar, with catkins resembling those of i?. Idtea
Mickx., has leaves something like those of B. papyrSfera. {lllust.. See, p. .j44.) Dr. Lindley has
described four of these species in the Penny Cyclopi^dia ; and, as they are likely to prove hardy, and
will probably soon be introduced, we give the following descriptions from that work, and from the
work of Dr. Wallich :—

B. Bhojpi'ittra IVall. The Indian Paper Birch. Leaves oblong-acute, with nearly simple serratures,

somewhat heart-shaped at the base ; their stalks, veins, and twigs hairy. Female catkins erect, cylin-

drical, oblong. Bracteas smooth, woody, two-parted, blunt, much longer than the fruit, which has
narrow wings. A tree, found on the alps of Gurwal, in Kamaon, where its thin delicate bark fur.

nishes the masses of flexible laminated matter, of which great quantities are brought down into the
plains of India, for lining the tubes of hookahs ; and which is used by the mountaineers, instead of
paper, for writing upon. The Sanscrit name of the substance is boorjee ; a word which Mr. Graves
Haughton considers the root of birch ; and one of many proofs that the Saxen part of the English
language is descended from the Sanscrit. {Wall. Plant. As. Ear., vol. ii. p. 7.) The bark of this

species is of a pale cinnamon colour. It is nearly allied to B. papyr^cea. It would form a beautiful

tree in this country.
B. acuminata Wall, has leaves ovate lanceolate, sharply serrated, taper-pointed, smooth, dotted

beneath ; leaf-stalks and twigs quite smooth ; ripe catkins very long, pendulous, cylindrical, crowded:
the rachis, and the bracte.is, which are auricled at the base, downy. Found on many of the moun-
tains of Nepal, and in the great valley of that country, following the course of rivers. The tiowers

and fruit are produced from Decemb.'?r to April. It forms a very large and noble tree, from 50 ft. to

60 ft. high, of an oval shape, being covered with branches from its base. The wood is stated by Dr.

Wallich to be greatly esteemed by the inhabitants, who employ it for all sorts of purposes where
strength and durability are required. " Prof. Lindley thinks that B. alnijides {Don's Prod. Nep.,

p. .58.) refers to this variety." {Wall. PI. As. Bar., t. 109.)

B. nitida. The shining Birch. Leaves oblong, taper-pointed, with finedoubleserratures, the twigs
and leaf-stalks hairy. Female catkins pendulous, cylindrical, crowded. Bracts three-lobed, hairy,

with the lengthened middle lobe longer than the fruit. A tree, found in Kamaon.
B. cylindrostachya has leaves oblong, taper-pointed, heart-shaped, with fine double serratures

;

twigs, leaf-stalks, and veins downy ; female catkins pendulous, very long, cylindrical ; fruit deeply
tvo-lobed; bracts linear-lanceolate, blunt, membranous, with two teeth at the base, fringed with
hairs. A tree, found in Kamaon.
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CHAP. CV.

OF THE HAUDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER CORYLA^CEA:,
OR cupuli'fer^.

Qve'rcus Lin. Flowers unisexual; those of both sexes upon one plant.

—

Male floweis disposed in long, slender, pendulous catkins; the catkins in

groups. Each Hower consists of 8 or more stamens, and these are attended
by (J—8 bracteas, that are coherent at the base, and resemble a G— 8-

parteil calyx.— Female flowers borne upon erect axillary peduncles ; a
few upon a peduncle. Each flower consists of a pistil, whose ovary, and
the basal part of whose style, are invested with an adnate calyx, that is

toothed at the tip ; and the part of this that covers the ovary is again in-

vested with involucral scales, that are connate with external imbricate
bracteal ones. Ovary with 3 cells (?5 in Q. 7Mex), and 2 ovules in each,
that at first are erect, soon after pendulous. Style short. .Stigma 3-lobed

(y o-lobed in (^. 7 lex.), rather fleshy. — Fruit an acorn, mostly oblong or
ovate ; its lower part invested with an imbricate cup ; its base scarred ; the
rest of its surface invested with the adherent, coriaceous, smooth calyx,

that is separable by art; cell, by abortion, 1 ; seed, by abortion, 1, very
rarely 2.— Species numerous. Trees, chiefly large and deciduous; for the
greater part natives of the temperate zone of the northern hemispheres, but
some of them found on mountains in the torrid zone. Leaves alternate,

annual, or persistent. Scales of the buds imbricated. Leaves conduplicate
in the bud, (T. Xees ah Esenbeck Gen. PI. FI. Germ. Illustr. ; Smith Eng.
JF"/., iv. p. 148.; and observation.)

i^A^GUS Toiirn. Flowers unisexual, those of the two sexes upon one plant.

— Male flowers in stalked drooping heads, or capitate catkins, 3 or 4 in

each, attended by minute deciduous bracteas. Each flower consists of
a 5— 6-cleft bell-shaped calyx, and 8— 12 stamens, that arise from the
bottom of the calyx, and extend beyond its mouth. — Female flowers borne
2—6 together, wkhin a pitcher-shaped indistinctly 4-lobed involucre, con-
stituted of numerous unequal bracteal scales, and interior scales grown
together. Each flower consists of a calyx, lejigthened into a laciniate limb,

and investing the ovary. An ovary of 3 angles, and 3 cells, and 2 pendulous
ovules in each.— Fruit. Nuts as many as, or fewer than, the ovaries, sur-

rounded by the externally echinate involucre, that becomes 4-valved, and
somewhat woody. Nuts upright, having 3 acute corners, crowned at the tip

with the hairy lobes of the calyx: each includes 2—3 seeds, pendulous at

the tip of the partly obliterated dissepiments, where are the remains of the
abortive ovules.— Species i'ew. Trees tall in stature; natives of the colder
parts of Euroj)e and America. Leaves alternate, annual, feather-veined,

j)laited in the bud. (T. Necs ah Esenbeck Gen. PI. Fl. Germ. ; Smith Eng.
F/., iv. p. 150, 1.51.; and observation.)

C'asta'nea Tourn. Flowers unisexual, very rarely bisexual ; those of the dis-

tinct sexes upon one plant.— Male flowers each consisting of a 6-parted
calyx, and 10— 15 stamens, affixed to its bottom, and extended beyond its

mouth. The flowers are sessile, anil disposed in groups along axillary stalks :

each group consists of many flowers, and is involucrated by a bractea and a

bracteoie. — The female flowers consist each of an ovary, tapered to the
tip, clothetl with a calyx, and crowned by its 6—7—8-cleft limb, and bear-
ing as many styles, and having as many cells, with two pendulous ovules
in each. The flowers are disposed 2—3 or more together, within a bell-

shaped, and externally bristly involucre, and the involucred groups are
disposed upon terminal stalks, that are lengthened out as the flowers
advance to the state of fruit ; a few at the base of the stalks that bear
the groups of male flowers, and some solitarily in the axils of leaves.— Fruit. The involucre is 4-valved, and includes 2—3 nuts ; the rest

of the number of ovaries being abortive. The nuts are large, and have
5 T 3
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a large scar at the base: they have 1 cell, and 1, 2, or 3 seeds.

—

Species few. Natives of the temperate zone of the northern hemisphere.

Leaves alternate, annual, feather-veined, plaited in the bud. {T. Nces ah

Esenbeck Gen. Fl. Germ.; Smith Eng. F/., iv. p. 150— 152.; and obser-

vation.)

f'o'rylus Lin. Flowers unisexual ; those of the two sexes in distinct cat-

kins upon the same plant.— Male flowers in cylindrical catkins. Bracteas

sessile, imbricate. Two perigonial scales, that cohere at the base, are

adnate to the under surface of the bracteal scale. Stamens 8, inserted

upon the perigonial scales towards their base, and in about the line of their

cohesion. Anthers bearded at the tip of one cell. — Female flowers in a

bud-like catkin, which is developed into a branchlet : the flowers are borne

at its tip. Bracteal scales ovate, entire. Ovaries many, very minute

;

grouped ; each invested with minute, lacerated, villous, involucral scales,

that cohere at the base ; having 2 cells, each including 1 ovule, and this

apparently erect when young, pendulous when adult. Calyx not obvious

;

formed of a slightly villous membrane, that covers the ovary to the tip, and,

as the ovary progresses to a nut, adheres to it most closely, and becomes

part of the shell. Stigmas 2, long, thread-shaped.—Fruit. Nut ovate

;

included in a large, leafy, tubular involucre, that is lacerate at the tip

;

without valves, or, very rarely, with 2 ; scarred at the base ; by abortion,

1-seeded. Seed adhering to the remains of the dissepiment.— Species

few. Large shrubs and trees, occurring in the colder zones of the

northern hemisphere. Leaves alternate, entire, feather-veined. Flowers

protruded before the leaves. (T. Nee» ab Esenbeck Gen. PL Fl. Germ., and

obseri'ation.)

Ca'rpinus Tourn. Flowers unisexual; those of the two sexes in distinct

catkins upon one plant. — Male flowers. The catkin lateral, sessile, cylin-

drical. The bracteas imbricate. The flower consists of 12 or more sta-

mens, inserted at the base of a bractea. Anthers bearded at the tip, 1-

celled.— Female flowers in lax terminal catkins. Bracteas of 2 kinds,

outer and inner : outer bracteas entire, soon falling off; inner bracteas

in pairs, each 3-lobed, with the side lobes much the smaller, forming an

involucre about an ovary. Calyx clothing the ovary to near its tip, and

adhering to it ; toothed at the tip. Ovary with 2 cells, an ovule in each ;

the ovule early pendulous : one of them becomes abortive. Style very

short. Stigmas 2, long, thread-shaped. — Fruit. Nut attended by the

involucre, and ovate, compressed, ribbed, clothed except at the base, and

tipped with the adnate thin calyx ; woody; including one seed.-^Species

about 3. Natives of Europe, the Levant, and North America. Leaves

alternate, annual, feather-veined, plaited in the bud. {T. Nees ab Esenbeck

Gen. PI. Fl. Germ. Illustr.)

O'sTRYA Miclix. Flowers unisexual ; those of the two sexes in distinct cat-

kins upon the same plant. — Male flowers. The bracteas of the catkin

simple, imbricate. Flower of 12 or more stamens, inserted at the base

of a bractea; filaments branched, each branch bearing an anther; anthers

each of 1 cell. — Female flowers. Bracteas small, deciduous. Involucral

scales in pairs, hairy at the base, the pair growing together at their opposed

edges, and constituting an inflated covering to the ovary, which it conceals.

Calyx investing the whole ovary, and extended at the tip into a very short

ciliate tube. Ovary having two cells, and 1 ovule in each. Style short.

Stigmas 2, long, thread-shaped.— Fruit a nut, minute, ovate, even ; bearded

at the tip ; 1-seeded from abortion ; covered by an inflated, nerved, mem-
branous involucre. The fruits of a catkin imbricately disposed into an

ovate spike.— Species few. Trees, natives of the temperate zones of both

hemispheres. Leaves alternate, annual, feather-veined. ('/'. Nees ab Esen-
beck, and observation.)
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Genus I.

If ¥
QUE'RCUS L. The Oak. Lin. Syst. MonceVia Polyandria.

Iilenlificalion. Lin. Gen., 495. ; Juss., 410. ; FI. Br., 1025. ; Tourn., t. 349. ; Lam., t. 779. ; Ga>rtn.,

t. 37.

Si/nont/nics. /'lex Tourn. ; .Siiber Tvtirn. ; Uerv;, Celtic ; Aaack, or Ac, Saxon; Al, Alon, or AUun,
Hebrew ; Drus, Clreek ; Chene, Fr. ; Eiche, Ger. ; Eik, Dutch

;
Quercia, Ital. ; Encina, Span.

Derivation. From «mc/-, fine, and f»«'2, a tree, Celtic, according to Lepelletier : but, according to

otliers, from tlie Greek word clioir(i.i, a pig ; because pigs feed on the acorns. The Celtic name
for this tree (Derw) is sai<i to be the root of the word Druid (that is, priest of the oak), and of the
(Jrcek name Drus. The Hebrew name for the oak (Al, or Alon) is said to be the origin of the old
English word llan (originally signifying an oak grove, or place of worship of the druids, and after-
wards, by implication, a town or parish), and also of the Irish words clan and dun. In the Book of
Isaiah, xliv. 1+., idols are said to be made of A Hun, or Alon ; that is, of oak. {Luwth's Trans.)

Description. The oaks are trees of temperate climates, mostly of large

size, and, in point of usefulness to man, only to be equalled by the pine and
fir tribe. The latter may be considered the domestic, and the former the

defensive, trees of civilised society, in the temperate regions throughout
the world. The oak, both in Europe and America, is the most majestic

of forest trees. It has been rc[)resented by Marquis {Rech. Hist., &c.)
as holding the same rank among the plants of the temperate hemispheres
that the lion does among quadrupeds, and the eagle among birds ; that

is to sa}-, it is the emblem of grandeur, strength, and duration ; of force that

resists, as the lion is of force that acts. In short, its bulk, its longevity, and
the extraordinary strength and durability of its timber, attest its superiority

over all other trees, for buildings that are intended to be of great duration,

and for the construction of sliips. In one word, it is the king of forest

trees. The trunk of the oak is not, in general, remarkable either for its

length, straightness, or freedom li'om branches, except when it is drawn up
among other trees. In an open situation, the larger species send out nu-
merous very large horizontal branches, so as to form a head broader than the

tree is high. The branches, in many of the species, are tortuous towards
their extremities, and furnished with numerous twigs, or spray. The main
root of the oak, in most species, descends perpendicularly to a considerable

depth, unless the subsoil be unpropitious : but it also extends horizontally as

widel}^ as the branches ; thus taking a firmer hold of the ground than any other

tree, w ith the exception, perhaps, of the walnut, and one or two others. The
surface roots, in only one or two species, throw up suckers. The leaves vary

in ditierent sections of the genus. In what are called oaks by way of emi-

nence, such as (juercus i?6bnr, Q.. rubra, and Q. Ccrvh, which may be con-
sidered as the heads of three great families, they are of a shape which is rarely,

if at all, to be found in any other genus of plants. The lanceolate leaves of
the willow, the cordate leaves of the poplar, and the pinnate leaves of the

ash or the acacia, are to be found in many genera ; but not so the lobed
and sinuated leaves of the oaks of the three sections above mentioned. In

other sections, such as that represented l)y Q. Pliellos and Q. /Mex, the leaves

are entire, and may be considered as exhibiting commonplace forms. In

most of the species, and especially in the larger trees, the leaves are deci-

duous ; but in some sections, as in (^. /Mex and (i. vircns, they are evergreen.

The flowers are in all inconspicuous, without corollas, and, in general, ap-

pearing with, or before, the leaves. The female flowers are, as in most amen-
taceous plants, less numerous than the male flowers ; and, while the male
flowers are, for the most part, on pendulous catkins, the female flowery are in

many cases sessile. The fruit is in all an acorn ; a name in common use, and a

form every where known in the temperate climates of the northern hemis[)ii(Te.

This fruit is as distinct in its character and apjiearance from all other fruits,

as the leaves of the common oaks are from all other leaves. The form and
size of the nut of the acorn do not differ nearly so much as might be ima-

.j T 4
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gined in the different species. Whoever has seen an acorn of the connnon

British oak would be at no loss to detect an oak of any species whatever,

provided he saw its fruit ; whereas in the case of many genera, such as

Fyras, for example, no man, not a botanist, who had seen an apple or a pear,

would recognise as species of the same genus those trees which bore fruit

like the mountain ash. In short, the genus Quercus may be as easily detected

at first sight by its fruit, as the v^bietinae or the Leguminosae are by theirs.

The acorns of different species differ chiefly in the largeness or smallness,

roughness or smoothness, of their calyx, or cup ; and in their being sessile or

stalked. In general, the oaks of Europe haVe stalked fruit, and the oaks of

America sessile fruit. The fruit of most of the species attains maturity in

one year ; but in some two years are required. In all, the vital principle is

but of short duration ; and very few acorns, of any s{)ecies, will germinate

after having been kept a year. The rate of growth of the oak is, in most

species, considered slow ; though this is not the case when it is planted on

suitable soil. The most rapid-growing European species is the Q. 6¥rris;

and of the American species, in America, the Q. alba. The highest-growing

species of oaks belong to the groups ^obur, A'ibse, and t'erris ; but full-grown

trees belonging to these groups, which have reached 100 ft. in height, are rare.

The general height of what are considered large British oaks varies from 60 ft.

to 80 ft.; and large American oaks, from 70 ft. to 90 ft. The smallest Eu-
ropean oak is the Q. humilis, which is seldom found higher than 3 ft. or 4 ft.,

and, according to Marquis, is often in the Landes, near Bordeaux, not more

than I ft. high when it has attained its full growth ; and the smallest American

oak is Q. pumila, which is seldom, if ever, higher than 20 in. in a wild state.

The oak wiiich attains the greatest magnitucle is (2. pedunculata; and this

species also appears to be of the greatest duration, both in respect to its

life, and to its timber. In ordinary soils and situations, no species of

oak attains to maturity in much less time than a century. There are, also,

few trees which, when raised from seed, are so long in producing fruit;

though there are some exceptions among the European oaks ; and Q.

lanata, a native of Nepal, we have seen in a pot, bearing acorns, at the

age of three or four years. In general, how ever, the oaks that attain the size

of large trees do not produce fruit till they are between 15 and 18 years

old. Like most other trees, the oak seldom bears an abundant crop of

fruit for two years in succession; and it increases in productiveness with age.

All the spscies of oak push up shoots from the collar when cut down, but

only one or two species from the root. In North America, Michaux observes,

dwarf, stoloniferous, or creeping oaks occur, the multiplied shoots of which

cover immense tracts of land. The meadows situated in the midst of the

forests of America are burned annually, either by the Indians or the settlers
;

who endeavour by this practice to produce a new herbage, not only with a view

of feeding their cattle on it, but to attract fawns and other animals from the

forests. During these annual conflagrations, the trees often take fire, and

whole tracts of forest are destroyed. The roots of the trees, however,

generally remain uninjured ; and those of the oaks, which spread hori-

zontally, frequently send up shoots which produce acorns, when only two

or three feet above the ground. These miniature oaks have been found by

travellers, who, unable otherv.'ise to account for their appearance, have

fancied them distinct species ; but as their acorns, when sown, Michaux ob-

serves, " have produced a taproot, like common acorns, without suckers or

stoloniferous roots, it is not likely that there are any oaks in America

which have naturally trailing stems." (Hist, des CJihies, p. 5.) We have

observed above, that oaks are generally considered of slow growth ; but

this chiefly applies to young plants, and as compared with the rate of growth

of soft-wooded trees. After oaks have stood in good soil, and a suitable

climate, for five or six years, they grow with rapidity till they have at-

tained the age of 30 or 40 years, after which, most of the species live, and

continue to increase in size, for centuries. The life of some species ol

oak extends to upwards of 1000 years. There are some oaks in Britain
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wliicli are believed to have been old trees in the time of William the Con-
queror; and Pliny mentions a (^nerciis 7iex which was an old tree when
Rome was foundetl, anil which was still living in his time.

Geoiirr/])//!/. The oak belongs exclusively to climates temperate either by
their latitude or their elevation ; the heat of the torrid zone, and the cold of
the frozen zone, being eiiually uni'avourable to its growth. The common
British oak, after being a long scries of years in the Botanic tJarden at St.

Vincent's, never attained a greater height than a shrub, having to contend
with the sultry climate of that island. It never shed its leaves till they were
replaced by others, and had, in effect, become evergreen. A plant of the

cork tree, in the same botanic garden, remained stationary for 12 years.

(L. Guilding in Mag. Xat. Hist.) The oak grows naturally in the middle and
south of Europe, in the north of Africa; and, in Asia, in Natolia, the Hima-
layas, Cochin-China, and Japan. In America, it abounds through the greater

part of the northern continent, more especially in the United States ; and
upwards of twenty species are found in Mexico. No species of Quercus has
hitherto been found in Australia, or in any other part of the southern hemi-
sphere, except Java and some of the adjacent islands. In Europe, the

oak has been, and is, more particularly abundant in Britain, France, Spain,

and Italy. In Britain, two species only are indigenous ; in France there are

four or five sorts; and in Italy, Greece, and Spain, six or seven sorts. The
deciduous oaks are the most prevalent in both hemispheres ; and the ever-

green kinds are almost exclusively confined to the south of Europe, and to

the temperate regions of Asia and Africa. The number of sorts described by
botanists as species, and as natives of Europe, exceed 30 ; and as natives of

North America, 40. The latter are all comprised between 20'^ and 48° n.

lat. In Europe, Asia, and Africa, oaks are found from 60° to 18° N. lat.,

and even in the torrid zone, in situations rendered temperate by their eleva-

tion.

In Britain, the oak is every where indigenous. In Norway it is found at

N. lat. 60°; in Finland, in N. lat. 60° 27"; in Livonia, x.lat. 36" 30" and
59° 30"; and in Russia, n. lat. oO°. The species found in these countries is

exclusively Q. /lobur L., including under this name Q. pedunculata and Q. sessi-

liflora. In the north of (Termany, and in the north of France, this is also the
only species; but in the south of Germany, as in Austria, and in the centre of
France, Q. C'erris abounds ; and in the south of France, Q. /Mex, Q. 5uber,

and some other evergreen species, are found. In Spain, as Captain S. E. Cook
informs us, Q. Rohuv is the most abundant, and almost the only species in

nearly the whole of the northern district of the country ; extending through
Navarre, Guipuscoa, Biscay, maritime Castile, and Asturias; but it is never

found in the middle region. Q. /'lex is the leading tree tln-oughout the whole
of the middle and southern districts of Spain ; and the next abundant is

Q. gramuntia, which requires a drier climate than the former. Q. gramun-
tia produces edible acorns, which Cook states are as good as, or superior

to, a chestnut. These, he says, were' the edible acorns of the ancients, which
they believed fattened the tunny fish on their passage from the ocean to the

Mediterranean. " These are the bellotas v/liich Teresa, the wife of Sancho
Panza, gathered in La Mancha, where they still grow in the greatest perfec-

tion, and sent to the duchess." (Cou/c's Sketches hi Spain, vol. ii. p. 243. to 232.)

In Italy, Q. C'erris and Q. /lex are the prevailing species in the middle

states, Q. pedunculata in the more northern, and (i. sessiliflora in the king-

dom of Naples. In Greece and Asia Minor, we have Q. E'scvXns, with the

others before mentioned; antl Q.. yK'gilops, Q. Tauzin, Q. infectoria, and some
other comparatively rare species, are also found there and in the south of

France, Spain, Portugal, and Italy.

The oak is never found in perfection except in a good soil, and in a tem-

perate climate. Like ahiu^st all other plants, it will thrive in a deep sandy

loam, or in vegetable soil ; but to attain its full size, and to bring its timber

to perfection, it requires a soil more or less alluvial or loamy ; and the

European oaks arc always most luxuriant, and produce the best timber, on a
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soil more or less calcareous. No oak in the temperate climates is found of a

large size at a great elevation above the level of the sea ; or where the climate

is very severe in spring. In the Himalayas, and in Mexico, oaks are found
of large size on mountains ; but then the climate, naturally hot, is only ren-

dered temperate by elevation. All oaks whatever are impatient of spring frosts.

History. The oak, from the earliest ages has been considered as one of the

most important of forest trees. It is celebrated, Burnet observes, " in story

and in song, in the forest and in the field, and unrivalled in commerce and
the arts." It was held sacred alike by the Hebrews, the Greeks, and Romans,
and the ancient Britons and Gauls ; and it was " the fear of the superstitious

for their oracle, at the same time that it was the resort of the hungry for their

food." The earliest histories that exist contain frequent references to this

tree. The grove planted by Abraham, at Beersheba, was of allun, which
Hillier considers to have been Quercus JS'sculus; and he translates the

words elon Mamre (Gen., xviii. 1.) the oak grove of Mamre, instead of the

plane or terebinthine tree, as elon or ailon is sometimes rendered. In the

like manner, " the plane of Moreh" (Gen,, xii. G.) is said to signify the oak
of Moreh ; and the plane of Mamre, wherever it occurs, the oak tree, or oak
grove, of Mamre. ( See Hicrophyticon,&.c.) According to Jewish traditions, the

oak of Mamre (Gen., xviii. 1.), under which Abraham stood when the angels

announced to him the birth of Isaac, long remained an object of vene-

ration ; and Bayle {Diet. Hist, et Crit.) says that it was still in existence in

the reign of the emperor Constantine. This tree, or rather the grove of

Mamre, is frequently alluded to in the Old Testament ; and in Eusebius's

Life of Constantine we find the oaks of Mamre expressly mentioned, as a [)lace

where idolatry was committed by the Israelites, close to the tomb of Abraham,
and where Constantine afterwards built a church. The first mention of

the word oak in the English version of the Bible appears to be in Gen.,

xxxv. 8. : — " But Deborah Rebekah's nurse died, and she was buried beneath

Bethel under an oak : and the name of it was called AUon-bachuth :" literally,

the oak of weeping. Numerous other instances of the mention of oaks occur
in the Holy Scriptures, particularly in the case of Absalom, whose hair was
caught " by the thick boughs of a great oak." ( Second Book of Sam., xviii. 9.)

Joshua, before his death, made a solemn covenant with the peo{)le in

Shechem, and, after writing it in the Book of the Law of God, " took a great

stone, and set it up there under an oak that was by the sanctuary of the Lord,"
as a witness unto them, lest they should deny God. (Joshua, xxiv. 26.)
Among the Greeks, the Arcadians believed that the oak was the first created

of trees, and that they were the first people; but, according to others, the

oaks which produced the acorns first eaten by men grew on the banks of
Achelons. Pelasgus taught the Greeks to eat acorns, as well as to build huts.

The oak groves of Dodona, in Epirus, formed the most celebrated and most
ancient oracle on record ; and Pliny states that the oaks in the Forest of
Hercynia were believed to be coeval with the world. Herodotus, and
numerous other Greek writers, speak of celebrated oaks ; and it was an oak
that destroyed Milo of Croton. Pliny states that oaks still existed at the

tomb of Ilus near Troy, which had been sown when that city was first called

Ilium. Socrates often swore by the oak ; and the women of Priene, a mari-

time city of Ionia, in matters of importance, took an oath by the gloomy oak,

on account of a great battle that took place under an oak between the Prie-

nians and other lonians. On Mount Lycaeus, in Arcadia, there was a temple of
Jupiter with a fountain, into which the priest threw an oak branch, in times of
drought, to produce rain. The Greeks had two remarkable sayings relative to

this tree, one of which was the phrase ;
" I speak to the oak," as a solenm asse-

veration ; and the other, " Born of an oak," applied to a foundling ; because,
anciently, children, when the parents were unable to provide for them, were
frequently exposed in the hollow of an oak tree.

Frequent reference is niade to the oak, by ancient writers, on account of
the use made of the acorns in feeding swine. In the Bible, the woods of
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Bashan are nientionctl as fit for rearing cattle and feeding swine (Nunibcrs,
xxxii.) ; and it is supposed to liave been from this district that the great herd
of swine were driven by our Saviour into the Sea of Gennesareth. (Spreng.

Spec. Bot. Ant., 17.) The Romans used acorns for the same purpose. In

Strabo's time, Rome was chiefly supplied with hogs which were fattened on
mast in the woods of Gaul. This mast is supposed to have been the acorns
of the common and the Turkey oaks, and of the /Mex ; but the word mast is

supposed by Burnet, in this case, to have included the mast of the beech, and
the nuts of the chestnut. Many laws were anciently enacted relatively to

acorns. The Romans expressly provided by the laws of the Twelve Tables,

that the owner of a tree might gatiier up his acorns, though they should have
fallen on another man's ground. {PUni/ Kat. Hist., xvi. G.) In more modern
times, acorns appear to have been used as a common fooii for man, as well as

for swine. " Little as we now depend for sustenance on the fruits of our forest

trees," Burnet observes, " and great as is the value of their wood, the reverse

was formerly the case : oak corn, that is, ac-cern, or acorns, some centuries

ago, formed an important food both for man and beast." (Aiiian. Quer., fol. 1.)

In the present day, the native oak of Tunis, ^uercus pseudo-coccf fera, is called

the meal-bearing tree; probably, as Smith observes, from the use of the acorns
as food; and F. A. Michaux mentions that the American Indians obtain an oil

from the acorns of the live oak, which they use in cookery. Pliny tells us
that, in his time, acorns fonned the chief wealth of many nations ; and that,

in time of scarcity, mast was sometimes ground into meal, tempered with

water, and made into bread. He also informs us that, in Spain, acorns w ere

then brought to table to eat ; and Strabo states that, in the mountainous parts

of that country, the inhabitants ground their acorns into meal. (See Cliuiil De
Var. Qua: Hist.) During the war in the Peninsula, both the natives and the

French frequently fed on the acorns met with in the woods of Portugal and
Spain. The numerous herds of swine, which still constitute the chief terri-

torial riches of Spain, are fed. Captain S. E. Cook informs us, on the acorns of
the evergreen oaks, which abound in almost every part of the country. In the

Morea and Asia Minor, acorns are still sold as food. Desfontaines seems to

have relished those of the Qucrcus Bal/ota, which are sold in the public mar-
kets of Morocco and Algiers, and eaten by the Moors, both raw and roasted.

Michaux ate acorns in Bagtiad, ami speaks with particular praise of those
which grow in Mesopotamia and Kurdistan, which, he says, are as long as the
finger. He also ate and relished the acorns of Spain. {Miclix. Hist, des Ckenes.)

The antiquity of oak forests is attested by the numerous trees which have
been dug out of bogs, or raised up from the beds of rivers, after having lain

there apparently for many centuries. Fossil oaks, which are particularly

abundant in the Isle of Portland, in the limestone known as Portland stone,

and of which there is a fine specimen in the front of the magnificent conser-

vatory at Syon House, also aftbrd proof of the great antiquity of this

tree. An immense fossil oak was raised from the neighbourhooil of the
salt pits in Transylvania, in which the woody matter appeared to have been
in great part converted into hard salt. Abundance of subterranean oaks
iiave been dug up in Pembrokeshire; and, in the Philosophical Tmnsnctiom,
an enormous oak is said to have been iliscovered in Hatfield Bog in York-
shire, which was 18 ft. in circumference at the upper end where broken off^

and 36 ft. in circumference at the lower end ; and, though but a fragment,

it measured 1-20 ft. in length. The timber was perfectly sound; though,
from some of the coins of the Emperor Vespasian being found in the bog
near it, it is conjectured to have Iain there above a thousand years, and may
possibly have remained there ever since the great battle fought in Hatfield
Forest, between Ostorius and Caractacus, a.d. 52.

The hutanical Histori/ of the oak may be considered as commencing with
the time of Bauhin, who described more sorts than Linnasus. The latter, in

his Species Plntitarum,(ii\. 3., published in 174-t, described 14 species; Will-

denow,in his edition of the same work, described 76 ; Persoon, in the Sijiiopsis
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Plantarum, 82 ; and about the same number are described in the Nouveau
Du Hamel, and by Smith in the article Quercus in Rees's Cyclopcedia. Ac-
cording to the Dictionnaire Classique d'Histoire Naturdle, the total number of

species described by botanists up to 1823 was 130 ; of which one half belonged

to America, and of these upwards of 40 to the United States. Humboldt
and Bonpland collected 24 species in Mexico ; Dr. Wallich and Dr. Royle
have found nearly half that number in the temperate regions of India; and

Blume found 16 species in Java. If, therefore, we take the number of oaks

which have been described by botanists at 150, we shall probably not be far

from the truth. Of these, the number indigenous to, or introduced into,

Britain is, according to our HoHus Britannicus, 62 ; so that there remain

to be introduced nearly 100 sorts. When it is considered that all the oak
family are decidedly trees of temperate regions, and would probably all live

in the open air in the climate of London, their introduction seems one of

the most desirable objects of arboricultural exertion.

The economical Historij of the European oaks may date from the days of
Theophrastus and Pliny ; the importance of the genus, and the various uses to

which the different species are applied, having been treated of in every work on
planting or forest culture since the time of the Greek naturalist. Secondat,

in his ilft';». sur r Hist. Nat. du Chene, published in 1785, was the first writer

who showed the different qualities of the wood of Q.. pedimculata, Q. sessili-

flora, and Q. Tauzin ; he also made various experiments to ascertain the

strength of the different kinds of oak wood ; and endeavoured to prove that

Q. sessiliflora was the Q. i?6bur of the ancients. Fougeroux and Daubenton,
both professors, and members of the Academie Ro>ale des Sciences, first

pointed out the common error in considering the wood of Q. sessiliflora, which
is common in the old ecclesiastical buildings in France, as the chestnut. (See
Mem. dc I'Acad, des Scien. for 1781, p. 49. and p. 295. The first work on
the American oaks which treated of the uses of the timber was that of the

elder Michaux, entitled Histoire des Chencs de rAmeriqiie, publisheil in 1801

;

and the best modern account of them is in the North American Si/lva of his

son, in 3 volumes, 8vo, the English edition of which was published in 1819.

Bosc has also published what maybe called the popular and economical history

of tiie oak, which is entitled, MemoircH sur les dlffcrentes Espccct de Chene

qui croissent en France, ct sur ces E'trangers a I'Emjnre qui se cultivent dans

les Jardins et Pepinieres des Environs des Paris, Sec, in the Mem. de I'Instit.

National de France, \^^ Seme.' Ire, for 1807, p. 307. In this work 50 species

are described, of which 14 are considered natives of France. The Kecherches

Historiques sur les Clienes, and the Essai sur les Harmonies Vegctales et

Animates du Chene, both by Marquis, contain some curious information on
the subject. The elder Michaux's work has been translated, and some
additions made to it, by Dr. Wade, in his Quercus, published in 1809. It is

remarkable, that, in Martyn's edition of Miller's JDictionari/, the part of which
treating of Quercus was published in 1807, no notice whatever is taken of
the oaks of America, except those which had been described in the Hortus

Keivensis, though Michaux's Histoire des Chencs, &c., was published six years

before. The Amcenitates Querciiiece, by the late Professor Burnet, published

in Nos. 5. and 6, of Burgess's Eidodendron, 1833, and which occupies 25 folios

of the immense pages of that work, is one of the latest essays on the subject,

and, like all works that have been written by that learned author, is a very curi-

ous and elaborate production, though not so well known*as it deserves to be.

Poetical and mythological Allusions. The oak was dedicated by the ancients

to Jupiter, because it was said that an oak tree sheltered that god at his birth,

on Mount Lycaeus, in Arcadia; and there is scarcely a Greek or Latin poet,

or prose author, who does not make some allusion to this tree. Herodotus
first mentions the sacred forest of Dodona (ii. c. 57.), and relates the traditions

he heard respecting it from the priests of Egypt. Two black doves, he says,

took their flight from the city of Thebes, one of Which flew to the temple of
Jupiter Amnion, and the other to Dodona ; where, with a human voice, it
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acquainted the inhabitants that Jnpittr had consecrated the ground, which
would in future give oracles. All thu trees in the grove became endowed witli

the gift ot" jirophecy ; autl the sacred oaks, not only spoke and delivered oracles

while in a living state, but, when some of them were cut down to build the
ship Argo the beams and mast of that ship frequently spoke, and warned
the Argonauts of approaching calamities. (8ee Honi. Oc/i/n, xiv. ; Lucaii, \\.

427. ; ApolL, book i., &.c.) After giving the account above related, Herodotus
adds what he calls the explanation of it. tie says that some Phoenician
merchants carried off an Egy|)tian priestess from Thebes into (ireece, where
she took up her residence in the Forest of Dodona, and erected there, at the
foot of an old oak, a small temple in honour of Jupiter, whose priestess she
had been at Thebes. The town and temple of Dodona are said by others to

have been built by Deucalion, immediately after the great fiood, when, in grati-

tude for his preservation, he raiscil a temple to Jupiter, and consecrated the
oak grove to his honour. This grove, or rather forest, extended from Dodona
to Chaonia, a mountainous district of Epirus, so called from Chaon, son of
Priam, who was accidentally killed there by his brother Helenus. The forest

was, from this, sometimes called the Chaonian Forest; and Jupiter, Chaonian
father. (See Virgil, Ovid, &c.) The oracle of Dodona was not only the most
celebrated, but the richest, in Greece, from the offerings made by those Vv'ho came
to it, to enquire into futurity. The prophecies were first delivered by doves,
which were always kept in the temple, in memoi'y ofthe fabulous origin assigned

to the oracle : but, afterwards, the answers were delivered by the priestesses ; or,

according to Suidas, Homer, and others, by the oaks themselves ; hollow trees,

no doubt, being chosen, in which a priest might conceal himself. During the
Thracian war, a deputation of Boeotians consulting the oracle, the |jriestess

told them that, " if they would meet with success, they must be guilty of an
impious action:" when, in order to fulfil the oracle, they seized her, and
burnt her alive. After this, the Dodonian oracles were always delivered to

the Boeotians by men. The oracular powers of the Dodonian oaks are fre-

quently alluded to, not only by the Greek and Latin poets, but by those of
modern times. Cowper says, addressing the Yardley Oak, —

" Oh ! couldst thou speak
-" As in Dodona once thy kindred trees

Oracular, I would not curious ask
The future, best unknown ; but, at thy mouth
Inquisitive, the less ambiguous past !

By thee 1 might correct, erroneous oft,

Tile clock of history ; facts and events
Timing more punctual, unrecorded facts

Recovering; and misstated, setting right."

And Wordsworth, in his lines addressed to a Spanish oak, celebrated as

having been the place of meeting of the ancient lawgivers of Biscay, exclaims,

—

" Oak of Guernica ! tree of holier power
Than that which in Dodona did enshrine
(So faith too fondly deem'd) a voice divine,
Heard from tlie depths of its aerial bower,
How canst thou flourish at this blighting hour?
Stroke merciful and welcome would that be
Which would extend thy branches on the ground.
If never more within their shady round
Those lofty-minded lawgivers shall meet.
Peasant and lord, in their appointed seat

;

Guardians of Biscay's ancient liberty."

Milo of Croton wa^ a celebrated athlete, whose strength and voracity

were so great, that it was said he could carry a bullock on his shoulders, kill

it with a blow of his fist, and afterwards eat it up in one day. In his old age,

Milo attempted to tear an old oak up by the roots; but the trunk split, and
the cleft part uniting, his hands became locked in the body of the tree; and,

being unable to extricate himself, he was devoured by wild beasts. (Ovid
Met., XV. ; Strrib., xvi. ; Pans., vi. c. 1 1., &c.)
The oak was considered by the ancients as the emblem of hospitality ; be-

cause, when Jupiter and Mercury were travelling in disguise, and arrived at
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the cottage of Philemon, who was afterwards changed into an oak tree, they

were treated with the greatest kindness. Philemon was a poor old man, who
lived with his wife Baucis in Phrygia, in a miserable cottage, which Jupiter, to

reward his hospitality, changed into a magnificent temple, of which he made
the old couple priest and priestess, granting them the only request they made
to him ; viz. to be permitted to die together. Accordingly, when both were
grown so old as to wish for death, Jove turned Baucis into a lime tree, and

Philemon into an oak ; the two trees entwining their branches, and shading

for more than a century the magnificent portal of the Phrygian temple. The
civic crown of the Romans was formed of oak ; and it was granted for eminent

civil services rendered to the state, the greatest of which was considered to be

the saving of the life of a Roman citizen, Scipio Africanus, however, when
this crown was offered to him for saving the life of his father at the battle of
Trebia, nobly refused it, on the ground that such an action carried with it its

own reward, Lucan alludes to this custom in his Pharsalia.

" straight I.elius from amidst the rest stood forth.

An old centurion of distinguish 'd worth ;

An oaken wreath his hardy temples bore,

Mark of a citizen preserved he wore." Rowe's Lucan, book i.

Shakspeare, when making Cominius describe the merits of Coriolanus, men-
tions this crown, as having been won by that hero.

-" At sixteen years,
When Tarquin made a head from Rome, he fought
Beyond the mark of others : our then dictator.
Whom witli all praise I point at, saw him fight.

When with his Amazonian chin he drove
The bristled lips before him ; he bestrid

An o'erpress'd Roman, and i' the consul's view
Slew three opposers : Tarquin's self he met.
And struck him on his knee : in that day's feats.

When he might act the woman in the scene.
He proved best man i'the field, and for his meed
Was brow-bound with the oak." Coriolanus, act. ii. scene 2.

Acorns having been the common food of man till Ceres introduced corn

(^Lucretius, v, 937,, &c,), boughs of oak were carried in the Eleusinian Mys-
teries,

" Then crown'd with oaken cha|)Iets march'd the priest

Of Eleusinian Ceres, and with boughs
Of oak were overshadow 'd in the feast

The teeming basket and the mystic vase." Tiohe.

Virgil, in the first Georgic, says,-

" Bacchus and fostering Ceres, powers divine!
Who gave us corn for mast, for water wine." Duyden's Virgil.

And Spenser alludes to this fable in the following lines :
—

" The oak, whose acorns were our food before
That Ceres' seed of mortal man was known.
Which first Triptolemene taught to be sown."

Boughs of oak with acorns were carried in marriage ceremonies, as emblems
of fecundity, (^^r/^cr-o/. Attic, 1G7.) Sophocles, in the fragment of 7^//ico/ow/,

describes Hecate as crowned with oak leaves and serpents. Pliny relates of

the oaks on the shores of the Cauchian Sea, that, undermined by the waves,

and propelled by the winds, they bore off with them vast masses of earth on their

interwoven roots, and occasioned the greatest terror to the Romans, whose
fleets encountered these floating islands. {Hist. i\W., xvi, ].) OftheHer-
cynian Forest he says, " These enormous oaks, unaffected by ages, and coeval

with the world, by a destiny almost immortal, exceed all wonder. Omitting

other circumstances, that might not gain belief, it is well known that hills are

raised up by the encounter of the jostling roots; or, where the earth may not

have followed, that arches, struggling with each other, and elevated to the

very branches, are curved, as it were, into wide gateways, able to admit the

passage of whole troops of horse," \lbidr, xvi. 2.) This forest is described
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by Cnesar {Bell. OalL, vi.) as requiring sixty clays to traverse it; and the re-

mains of it are supposed by some to constitute tiic Corost on the mountains of

the Ilartz ; and by others, to be tiie Black Forest of the Tyrol.

The beautiful fiction of the Hamadryads is frecjuently referred to by the

Greek poets. The Hamadryads were nymphs, each of whom was

" Doom'd to a life coeval with her oak." Pindar.

Callimachus, in the Ili/mn to Dclos (v. 80.), represents Melie as "sighing

deeply for her parent oak ;" and adds,

—

" Joy fills her breast when showers refresh the spray :

Saiily she grieves when autumn's leaves decay."

In ApoUonius Rhodius, book ii., we find one of the Hamadryails imploring a

woodman to spare the oak to which her existence was attached :
—

" Loud through the air resounds the woodman's stroke.

When, lo ! a voice breaks from the groaning oak.
' Spare, spare my life ! a trembling virgin spare !

Oh, listen to the Hamadryad's prayer !

No longer let that fearful axe resound ;

Preserve the tree to which my life is bound !

See, from the bark ray blood in torrents flows,

I faint, I sink, I perish from your blows.' "

Among the Celtic nations, the god Tent was worshi[)ped under the form

of an oak, or, according to others, Tarnawa, the god of thunder; but these

legends, together with the superstitions of the druids, belong rather to the

British oak, than to the genus generally.

Properties and Uses. The wood of most of the species of oaks is, compara-

tively with that of other trees, hard, compact, heavy, tough, and durable; and, in

most, the entire plant, and more especially the bark, leaves, and fruit, abound

in astringent matter, and in tannin. The wood of the larger-growing Eu-
ropean kinds, and more especially of the group 7?obur, is considered superior

to all other European or American woods for ship-building. The wood of Q.

alba, and that of Q. virens, are most esteemed for the same object in America.

The wood of the group Cerris is also employed in ship- building in Turkey and

Greece; more especially, as Olivier informs us, at Constantinople. The wood
of the group 7Mex is very heavy, hard, compact, and durable, and fit for

various uses in mechanics and joinery. In America, the wood of Q. obtusiloba,

the post oak, is considered as one of the best kinds for most purposes of

construction. The wood of Q. rubra and Q. coccinea has a reddish tinge, but is

coarse-grained, porous, and not durable. In general, the evergreen oaks have

wood of the finest grain; and the deciduous kinds of the group Riibrae that

of the coarsest grain. There is no purpose in the arts to which the wood
of most of the species of oak is not applicable, when it can be obtained

of sufficient dimensions ; and the durability of the wood of the group liohur

is thought to exceed that of the wood of every other tree used in ship-build-

ing, the teak alone excepted. Throughout Europe, and more especially in

- Britain, oak timber was used for every purpose, both of naval and civil

architecture, till the wood of the pine and fir tribe came to be generally

imported from the Baltic and North America, about the beginning of the

last century. Since that period, the use of oak timber has given way to that

of pine and fir in house-buililing ; but it still maintains its superiority in the

construction of ships, and various kinds of machines ; and even in house-

building, where great durability is required. Oak wood is also still employed

in joinery and cabinet-making.

The bark of all the species of oak abounds in tannin and gallic acid, and is,

or may be, used in tanning; but, in Europe, more especially that of the sec-

tion /?6bur, and, in America, the bark of Q. falcata, Q. rulira, Q. tinctoria,

and Q. Prinus montlcola, are most esteemed for this purpose. The bark of

Q. tinctoria also furnishes a yellow dye, much used in dyeing wool and silk,

and considered preferable to that of the woad. Medicinally, the bark of some

of the species affords a substance which may be used instead of quinine.
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The bark of Q. Suher furnishes suberine, the suberic acid, and a product

by far more important than that of any species of the genus, cork ; a substance

which is not produced by any other tree whatever, in sufficient quantities to

be applied to any useful purpose.

The leaves, the flowers, and the fruit, according to Bosc, afford nourish-

ment to more than 200 species of insects, even in the neighbourhood of Paris

;

and some of these insects are either valuable themselves in the arts, or they

are the cause of excrescences, such as oak galls, which are valuable. The
leaves of Q. coccifera afford nourishment to tlie Coccus iiicis, a hemipterous

insect, which is used in medicine under the name of kermes, and has been

employed in d}eing scarlet, from the remotest antiquitj-, under the name of

scarlet grain. This insect is produced, and cultivated for commerce, in the

south of France, and in various parts of the south of Europe, and of the East.

Oak galls, which are much in demand for the manufacture of ink and for dyeing

black, are produced on most of tlie deciduous European species, and are very

abundant on the section Z^obur ; but the galls of commerce are chiefly pro-

duced by the Q. infectoria, a native of Asia Minor and the aiijoining countries.

All the smaller parts of oaks, such as the spray, buds, leaves, flowers, and

fruit, may be employed in tanning ; and, accordingly, the cups, or calyxes, of

some species are in use for this purpose, more particularly those of the valonia

oak (Q. yE'gilops), a native of the Archipelago. The leaves of the section

i?6bur are used as a substitute for spent tanner's bark in hot-houses ; and

being slow in decomposition, are Found to retain the heat for a longer period

than those of any other European trees.

The acorns of all the species are edible ; and, in every country where the

oak abounds, they form the most important part of the food of wild quadru-

peds of the fructivorous or omnivorous kinds, and of some birds. The wild

animals most useful to man, which are nourished by them, both in Europe
and America, are the wild boar, the stag, and the goat. In Asia, pheasants

and pigeons, with other birds in a wild state, eat acorns, no less than M'ild qua-

drupeds. In North America, cows, horses, swine, bears, scjuirrels, pigeons,

and wild turkeys devour them. Among the domestic animals which eat and

thrive on acorns, the principal is the swine ; but there are few animals and

birds, in a state of domestication, Bosc observes, that may not be made to

live and thrive on them, however unwilling they may be to touch them at

first. In the earlier ages, there can be no doubt that acorns, in the countries

where they were produced, were the food of man ; and they are still, as we
have seen, eaten in some parts of the south of Europe, the north of Africa,

and the west of Asia. The kinds which produce the acorns most valued

for eating are, Q. /'lex, Q. Ba/lofa, Q. gramuntia, and Q. i^'sculus. The degree

of bitterness in acorns, produced by the same species, varies exceedingly on
different trees ; and were any kind of oak to be introduced into orchards as a

fruit tree, it would be advisable to select only the best varieties of particular

species, and propagate these by grafting. There are even varieties of Q.

J^obur which produce acorns much less bitter than others ; and we have

received some from a tree of this species, in the south of France, which ac-

cording to Dralet, are so sweet as to be eaten by the inhabitants. (See Be-
cherchcs sur les Chenes a Glands doux; p. 178.)

The entire tree or shrub, in the case of every species of oak, may be con-

sidered as highly ornamental : the least so are the willow-leaved oaks, and
the most so the lobed and deeply sinuated leaved kinds. The foliage, even,

of the same species, and more especially of the deciduous kinds, varies ex-

ceedingly ; not only on different individuals, but on the same individual at

different seasons of the year. In spring, the leaves of many of the decidu-

ous kinds are small, dehcate, and beautifully tinged with yellow and red ; in

summer, they are broad and green ; and in autumn, coriaceous, and of a

russet brown, scarlet, or blood-red colour. Nothing can be more remarkable

than the variation in the forms of the leaves, in the same individual, in some
of the American species ; those of the tree, when young, being sometimes
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lobed or notched, while those of the mature tree are entire ; and the contrary.

The greatest variations in point of form arc, perhaps, to be fonnd in imlivi-

dnals of the group Nigra; ; and the greatest in point of colour, in the group

llubrae. As a painter's tree, valued for its [)icturesque effect, when near the

eye, no species equals the Q. |)eilunculata ; but for general effect, at a dis-

tance, at least in America, the American oaks, the leaves of which die oft"

ofa deep red or fine scarlet in autunui, exceed all others. As a botanist's

tree, perhaj)s Q. Cerris is the most interesting European species, from the

very great variety of forms which its leaves assume ; and from their being, in

some varieties, persistent in a dried or withered state ; and in others, remaining

on green throughout the winter. The dwarf oaks, both of Euro|)e and

America, are curious miniature trees or shrubs. Q. /^lex has many interesting

associations connected with it j and Q. yZ!,"gilops, from its remarkable foliage

and calycanthus-like cups, is a most singular and beautiful tree. For the

purposes of naval or civil construction and tanning, no species is at all to

be compared with those belonging to the group i?6bur.

Comparing the forms and outlines of oaks with the forms and outlines of

other trees, we shall find that they have greatly the advantage in point of

character and variety. The forms of all the pine and fir tribe, more especially

before they begin to decay, are monotonous ; and the same may be said even

of the forms of the cypress, the Lombardy poplar, and the weeping willow.

If we imagine ourselves in a forest of pines, firs, Lombardy poplars, or

weeping willows, it is easy to conceive the melancholy impression that the

scenery would produce on us ; and hence, perhaps, the suitableness of these,

and other uniform regulai-headed trees, for cemeteries. But let us imagine

ourselves in a forest of oaks, either of one kind, or of several kinds; and
how different will be the ideas that will arise in cur minds, and the effect

that will be produced on our spirits ! Oaks, then, not only stand alone in

regard to the form of their leaves, and that of their fruit, but even, in a great

measure, as to their general shape.

Soil, Situation, and Climate. The oaks, both of Europe and America, to attain

their full size, require a deep loamy soil, a situation low rather than elevated

and a climate not liable to late spring frosts. It is remarkable that, even in

countries where the oak is indigenous, both its blossoms and young leaves are

frequently injured by the frosts of spring. The oaks which flourish on the

worst soils are the low-growing kinds belonging to the section /^lex, and
some of the American oaks, especially those belonging to the group T^hellos;

and those which require the best soil are, the Q. sessiliflora, the Q. Cerris,

and most of the sorts composing the American group Riibrae. In elevated

situations, or in the extreme north, those species which under favourable

circumstances form the most magnificent trees become, as in the case of every

other tree, mere shrubs.

Propagation and Culture, Transport of Acorns, S(c. The oak is propagated
with difficulty by every other mode except from seed; and, generally, time will

be gained when the acorns are sown where the plants are intended finally to

remain. It is only, therefore, when peculiar varieties are to be continued, that

the process of grafting is resorted to ; and the mode by approach is almost the

only one that is certain of being attended with success. There are instances,

however, of whip-grafting succeeding with some species ; as, for example, with

Q. iS'nber, Q. Cerris, and Q. C. \,\icomhcdna. (See Gard. Mag., vol. xii.

p. 698.) When any of the common methods of grafting is adopted, by far

the best stock is Q. Cerris ; on which, also, many of the sorts may be suc-

cessfully budded; a practice which, we are informed by M. Rosenthal, is

general in the Vienna nurseries.

As the mode of raising oaks from the acorn is the same in all the species,

we shall here, once for all, give what we consider the necessary details. The
acorns need not be gatiiered from the tree, but may be collected from the

ground immediately after they have dropped ; and, as in the case of other tree

seeds, they may be either sown then, or kept till the following spring. If they

5 u
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are to be kept, they should be made perfectly dry in the sun, or in an airy

shed, mixed with dry sand, in the proportion of three bushels of sand to one

bushel of acorns, or with dry moss; and then excluded from the air and

vermin, by being put into barrels or boxes, or laid up in a cellar, or buried in

heaps, and covered with a sufficient thickness of earth to exclude the weather.

If the acorns are to be transported from one country to another, the same

mixing with dry sand or dry moss, and exclusion from the air, is adopted

;

but the more certain mode of retaining the vital principle in acorns is, to mix

them with moist earth, or with moist live moss (Sphagnum) : in either of

the latter mediums, they will germinate during along voyage; but no evil will

result from this, provided they are sown immediately on their arrival. When
acorns are to be sown in a nursery, the soil ought to be thoroughly prepared

and rendered fine ; and, after the earth is drawn off the beds, or the drills

opened, the acorns may either be scattered over the beds, or along the drills,

so that the nuts may be about 2 in. apart; and, to regulate this distance

with greater certaint}'^, the sand may be separated from the acorns with

a sieve. In either case, the acorns, before covering, must be patted down
with the back of a spade in the beds, and with the back of a wooden-headed

rake in the drills. The covering, which ought to be of well-broken soil,

should vary in depth, according to the size of the acorn ; H in. being enough

for those of the largest size, such as those of the groups ^obur, A'lbae, &c.

;

and lin. for those of the smallest size, such as those of the groups Plex,

Phellos, &c. No mode of depositing acorns in the soil can be worse than

that of dropping them in holes made by a dibble. The acorn drops into

the hole, and becomes wedged by its sides before it gets to the bottom ; and,

if the upper extremity of the acorn should be downwards instead of upwards,

it can hardly be expected to grow. For this reason, the dibber should only

be used in pulverised soils ; and the point of the instument should be of a

diameter greater than the length of the largest acorn which has to be dropped

into the hole. As acorns are greedily devoured by vermin, and especially by

land rats and mice, they ought to be sown in an open part of the nursery, not

near hedges, ditches, or houses; and where, whether in nurseries, or in fields

intended to become oak wootls, much danger is apprehended from vermin,

they ought not to be sown till late in March, so as to lessen the period be-

tween the depositing of the acorn and its becoming a plant.

As all oaks, when young, are remarkable for throwing down long and vigo-

rous taproots, and producing few lateral ones, they ought to be sown where

they are finally to remain, especially if the subsoil be good, and other cir-

cumstances not unfavourable ; but, as this cannot always be the case, it is

customary among nurserymen to transplant the oak at one or two years'

growth, removing great part of the taproot; some of them, however, shorten

the taproot without removing the plant, by inserting the spade obliquely

in the soil, so as to cut through the roots, at from 6 in. to 8 in. beneath

the surface ; an operation most conveniently performed when the oaks are

sown in drills ; because in that case the spade can first be inserted all along

one side of the drill, and then all along the other. The French nurserymen,

when acorns, walnuts, and other tree seeds which send down very long tap-

roots, are to be reared with a view to being transplanted, sometimes germinate

them in moist earth, or in sawdust, placed in a temperature of 50^ or 60°
;

and, after the radicle has been protruded two or three times the length of the

acorn or nut, pinch off its extreme point before the seed is committed to the

soil. This treatment, which is applicable, as we have seen in the case of the

horsechestnut (see p. ^GG.), to most large-seeded trees, has the effect of im-

mediately causing the taproot to throw out numerous lateral fibres ; which

is highly favourable for transplantation, though it is not so for the rapid

growth of the tree for the first year or two afterwards. To counteract its

effect in this respect, when the tree is planted where it is finally to remain, and

has grown there two or three years, it ought to be cut down to the ground
;

after which it will throw up vigorous shoots, and send down perpendicular
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roots ; and if from the shoots one is selected to form the future tree, and the

others carefully rubbed off, the tree will advance at as rapid a rate as if it

had been sown where it was intended finally to remain ; and, in cases where
the subsoil is bad, much more so.

In the future culture of the oak, the trees generally requii'e side i)runing

when the object is a straight clean trunk. As most of the species grow erect,

the hardier deciduous kinds are well adajjted for hedgerows ; but, as many
of the American kinds are comparatively tender, they are most advantageously

cultivated in masses. The group /Mex forms excellent evergreen hedges,

and most of the species belonging to it endure the sea breeze. The Nepal
species, as far as they have hitherto been introduced, require, even in the cli-

mate of London, the protection of a wall.

Accidents, Diseases, Insects, parasitic Plants, Sfc. None of the oaks are so

liable to have their branches broken by high winds as most other large

trees ; but, on the other hand, they are said to be more frequently struck by
lightning than other broad-leaved trees of the same size, or than needle-

leaved trees of any height. The oak is subject to few diseases, notwithstand-
ing the many kinds of insects that live upon its leaves. As the greater part

of our knowledge respecting the insects which feed on the oak relates to those
which infest the species comprising the group i?obur, and those which pro-

duce the galls of commerce and the scarlet grain, we shall defer what we
have to say on this subject till we come to treat of the species alluded to.

The fungi and lichens which live on the oak will be found noticed under
the group /?dbur; and others which are common to trees generally will be
treated of in a separate chajjter, in Part IV. of this work. Fortunately, though
the insects infesting the oak often destroy, injure, or disfigure the leaves, yet
there are but very few kinds which attack the solid wood till it is in a state

of decay; in which respect the oak differs widely from the elm, which, as

we have already seen (p. 1387.), is liable to have its wood destroyed by the

^colytus at every period of its existence.

Study of the Siiecies. Till the oaks of America began to attract the notice
of botanists, the European species occasioned comparatively little difficulty.

The American sorts, however, vary so exceedingly in their leaves at different

seasons of the year, in different stages of their growth, and in different lo-

calities, that it is next to impossible to fix on a specific character, taken from
them, which shall remain constant. The descriptions of the American oaks
which have been published are, consequently, of very little use, without
figures ; and even the figures differ exceedingly in different authors : for

example, in the works of the younger and elder Michaux, in Abbott's Insects

of Georgia, in Catesby's Carolma, and in Audubon's Birds of America-, not to
speak of the figures in the Nouveau Du Hamel, and other works published on
American oaks by botanists who have not been in America.

All the species of oaks hitherto described by botanists have been arranged
in sections founded on a single character taken from the leaves. Willdenow,
for example, has arranged them in the five following sections : such as, 1.

Leaves entire ; 2. Leaves toothed ; 3. Leaves lobed ; 4. Leaves sinuate, with
the lobes mucronate ; and, 5. Leaves sinuate, but the lobes without any
mucros. This arrangement, which has been followed by Smith, and in the
KoureaulJu Hamel and other works, has, like all others of the kind, the dis-

advantage of bringing together species which are not allied in perhaps any
other [jarticuiar than that which characterises the section. Thus, in all

Willdenow's sections, evergreens are indiscriminately mixed with deciduous
kinds ; large-leaved, rapid-growing, lofty trees, with small, slow-growing, bushy
trees; and so on. We do not mean to say that this arrangement is without
its use ; but we think it decidedly inferior to one in which the species are
thrown into groups according to a totality of characters. Such a classification

cannot, in the case of this genus, in our opinion at least, be effected satisfac-

torily either from dried specimens or drawings ; and, therefore, till the whole
of the species have been seen in a growing state by one botanist, it cannot

5\i 2
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be rendered complete. After duly considering all the materials of which we
have been able to avail ourselves, we have thought it best to throw into

groups those species which we have seen in a living state in the neighbourhood

of London or elsewhere ; and to place the remainder in Appendixes, ac-

cording to their native countries. In characterising our groups, we have

followed Scopoli and Michaux, in paying particular attention to the fructifi-

cation and the bark, as well as to the leaves ; and, with regard to the latter,

noticing not only their form, but, in the deciduous kinds, the colours which

they assume in autumn before dropping oif, because we find this a very con-

stant character. Our groups are the following :
—

A. Leaves deciduous.

a. Natives of Ewoj)e.

^ i. i?o^BUR. British Oaks. Leaves lobed and sinuated; dying off of a

yellowish or russet brown. Bark rough. Buds ovate. Fructification annual.

Cups imbricate.

(J
ii. Ce'rris. Turkey Oalcs. Leaves lobed and sinuated, or dentated ; in

some varieties subevergreen ; always dying off a dii-ty white. Bark rough.

Buds furnished with linear stipules. Fructification biennial. Cups echi-

nate, ramentaceous, or scaly-squarrose.

b. Natives of North America.

§ iii. A'lb.e. White Oaks. Leaves lobed and smuated ; dying off more or

less shaded with a violet colour. Bark white, and scaling off in thin laminae.

Fructification annual. Cup imbricate, or echinate. Nut oblong, generally

large.

(J
iv. PrTnus. Chestnut Oaks. Leaves dentate ; dying off of a dirty white,

or of a rich yellowish orange. Bark white, rough, and scaling off. Fructifi-

cation annual. Cup imbricate. Nut ovate, rather large.

^ V. Ru^BR.'E. Red Oaks. Leaves lobed, sinuated, and deeply cut, mucro-
nated ; dying off of a deep red, scarlet, or purple. Bark blackish ; smooth or

furrowed, but never scaly. Fructification biennial. Nut ovate, and with a

persistent style. Cup imbricate, large in proportion to the nut.

$ vi. Ni^GR^E. Black Oaks. Leaves obtusely and very slightl}' lobed ; with

mucros, which generally drop off when the leaves have attained their full

size; leaves dying off of a blackish green, or very dark purplish red, and
in America frequently persistent. Bark quite black, smooth, or furrowed

;

but never scalj'. Fructification biennial. Cup imbricate. Nut with a per-

sistent style, and sometimes marked with dark lines.

§ vii. Phe'llos. Willow Oaks. Leaves quite entire ; dying off without

much change of colour ; but in America sometimes persisting during two
or three years. Young shoots straight and wand-like. Bark very smooth,
black, and never cracked. Fructification biennial. Cup imbricate and
shallow. Nut roundish and very small.

B. Leaves evergreen.

a. Natives of Europe.

$ viii. Z^LEX. Holm, or Holly, Oaks. Leaves ovate or oval, entire or ser-

rated, with or without prickly mucros. Bark smooth and black, or rough

and corky. Fructification biennial. Cup imbricate. Nut ovate, acuminate ;

sometimes very long in proportion to the cup.

b. Natives of North Avieriea.

§ ix. Vire'ntes. Live Oaks. Leaves oblong-lanceolate ; dentate and variously

cut when young, but on full-grown trees quite entire. Bark smooth, black.

Fructification biennial. Cup imbricate. Nut long.

c. Natives of Nepal.

§ X. Lana^TjE. Woolly-leaved Oaks. Leaves oval, oblong, or lanceolate ;

serrated or dentate; woolly beneath.
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A. Leaves deciduous.

§ i. l^bbur. British Oaks.

Sect. Char. Leaves lobcd and serrated ; d} ing off of a yellowish or russet

brown. Bark rouiiii. Buds ovate. Fructification annual. Cups imbricate.

Trees from 30 ft. to above 100 ft. high.

t I. Q. pedunculaVa Wi/ld. The common, or pedunclcd, -BrtVw/i Oak.

Idcniification. Willd. Sp. PI., No. 65. ; Ehr. Arb., 77. ; PI. Off., 169.

Sj/noiii/tncs. <l A'bbur Lin. Sp. PI., 1414., Sm. Fl. Br., No. 1., Eng. Hot., t. 1342., Woodu. Med. Bol

,

t Ijli.; Q. n. peiluiiculiitum Marl. Fl. Rust., t. 10. ; Q. f'oe'mina Roth Germ., 1., p. 408., 2. p. 2.488.,
Fl. Dan., t. 1180. ; <i. racfemosa A'. Du Ham., 7. p. 177., I.am. Did., 1. p. 715. ; Q. cum longo
pedunculo Rauli. Pin., 420. ; Q. /ii'mcris Dalt-c/i. Hist., 4. ; QutTCUS Fuc/ls Hist., 229., Mattli. fatgr.
1. p. 184., Talion. Krcutcrb., 1374. ; ii iiavalis Burnet; Cheiie blanc Sccondat, p. 16. t. 3. ; Chene
a Grappcs, C'liine femelle, Gravclin, Fr. ; Stiel Eiche, friih Eiche, Thai Kichc, Lohe Eiche,
Walil Kithc, Gn:

Derivation. The French and German names signify the white oak, the bunch-fruited oak, the female
oak, the stalked oak, the early oak (alluding to the production of the leaves), the valley oak, the
tanning oak, and the wood oak.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1;H2. ; Woodv. Med. Bot., t. 126. ; Mart. Fl Kust., t. 10. ; Fl. Dan.,
t. 118(». ; Du Ham. Arb., 2. t. 47. ; Hunt. Evcl. Syl., t. in p. 6<j. ; N. Du Ham., 7. t. 54. ; WUld.
Abbild., t. 140. ; ourJig. 1567. ; and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves deciduous, oblong, smooth,
dilated upwards; sinuses rather acute; lobes

obtuse. Stalks of the fruit elongated. Nut
oblong. (Willd.) A tree, from 50ft. to above
100 ft. high, with sjjreading tortuous branches
and spray, and, when standing singly, with a head
often broader than it is high. It flowers in

April, and ripens its fruit in the September
following.

Varieties.

t Q. J}. 2 i^ithescens Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

—

Leaves downy beneath. There are plants

at Messrs. Loddiges's, with downy leaves,

and the acorns on long footstalks ; which
shows that they cannot belong to the Q..

pubescens of Willd.

'i Q. ]). 3 fastigidta ; Q. fastigiata Lam. Diet.,

i. p. 7-io., X. Du Ham., vii. p. 178. t. 35., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836;
Q. pyramidalis Hort. ; Chene Cypres, Chene des Pyrenees, Fr.

;

and the plate of this tree in our last Volume. — This is a hand-
some tree, resembling in general form the Lombardy poplar. It

is found in the valleys of the Western Pyrenees, aiul in the Landes,
near Bordeaux, though but sparingly. "According to Janme Saint-
Hilaire {Trade des Arb. For.), though it is found in the Pyrenees,
the Basse Navarre, and the neighbourhood of Bordeaux, it is

thought to be originally from Portugal. Capt. S. E. Cook found
it in the Pyrenees, ni the line to Bayonne, but rarely, lie describes
it as having a trunk rising only a little way above the roots, and
then spreading into a head composed of small branches, as nu-
merous and as vertical as those of the cypress. Bosc (Mem. sar /es

Cliincs) describes it as the handsomest of all the oaks for orna-
mental landscape; in our opinion an error in taste which he has
fallen into from the novelty of its form in the oak family, since it is

without either the grandeur or the beauty of the common species. In
the Xouveau Du Hamel, a tree of this variety is mentioned, which had
been sown in 1790 ; and, though it was twice afterwards tran.sjilanted,
was, in 1819, upwards of 40 ft. high. There are plants at Messrs.'
Loddiges's, and a tree in the Horticultural Society's (iarden, of which
latter the plate in our last volume is a portrait. A tree at Carlton,
near Darlington, in 1835, was 20 ft. high, after being twent\ \ears

5 u 3
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planted. From the circumstance of this variety generally coming
true from seed, which, from what is stated in tlie Noiiveau Du
Hamel, it would appear to do, it is doubtless very distinct ; and hence

the circumstance of De Candolle and others treating it as a species.

t Q,. J). 4 2}t:ndula; Q. pendula Lodd. Cat., 1836; the Weeping Oak; has

branches decidedly pendulous. The largest tree of this variety that

we know of, in England, stands in the park at Moccas Court, Here-
fordshire, and is, perhaps, one of the most extraordinary trees of the

oak kind in existence. It was first pointed out to us in 1806 ; and
we have lately had the following account of it sent to us by Mr. J.

Webster, who was then, and is still, gardener and forester at Moc-
cas:— "The tree is in vigorous health. The height ofthe trunk to the

first branch is 18 ft.
;

girt, at 9 ft. from the ground, 13 ft. 2 in. ; total

height of the trunk, 75 ft., with branches reaching from about the

middle of its height to within 7 ft. of the ground, and hanging down
like cords. Many ofthese branches are 30 ft. long, and no thicker in

any part of that length than a common waggon rope. The entire head
of the tree covers a space 100 ft. in diameter. The tree bears acorns

every year, from which many plants have been raised, all ofwhich par-

take more or less of the weeping character of the parent ; and many
so much so, that, when they are young, they are obliged to be sup-

ported by props. Many of the trees raised from this oak at Moccas
are twenty years before they show much in-

clination to hang their branches like cordon

,

others begin to do so when they are quite

young. There are plants at Moccas, raised

from the parent tree, which are 50 years old
"

(Gard. Mag., vol. xii. p. 368.) Fig. 1568. i-,

a portrait of this tree to the scale of 1 in. to

50 ft., which has been reduced from a drawing
made for us, in September, 1836, by G. R
Lewis, Esq. Owing to the smallness of the

scale, the weeping character is not very obvious

in the figure ; but it is very striking in the tree

As the tree stands on a steep bank, and the
^ ^

spread of its branches is np and down the ^r,ra
slope, our portrait, which is a front view,

does not show so great a diameter of head as it would have done,

if a side view had been taken. There is a tree of this kind at

Messrs. Loddiges's, which was procured from the Lewisham Nursery,
where it is supposed to have been discovered in a seed-bed about

1816; and there is one in the Horticultural Society's Garden, raised

from an acorn of the Moccas tree, which has not yet become pendu-
lous. There is also a tree of the weeping oak in the neighbourhood of

Wisbaden, a portrait of which was kindly lent to us by Lady Wal-
singham ; but we are not certain to what species the tree belongs.

*l Q. p. 5 lieterophi/lla, Q. salicifolia Hort., Q. laciniata Lodd. Cat., Q.fWi-
ci folia Hort., and Q. Fennessi Hort.— In this variety the leaves vary

exceedingly in magnitude, in shape, and in being lanceolate and entire,

cut at the edges, or deeply laciniated. Fig. 1569. shows four leaves,

which were sent to us by the Rev. W. T. Bree, from a tree growing

in a hedge-row at AUesley, near Coventry. One of these leaves («) is

very long and narrow, and quite entire ; b and c are much indented ;

and d approaches to the usual form of the leaf of the British oak. Mr.
Bree remarks that those which are first expanded bear the greatest

resemblance to the ordinary foliage. There are entire shoots on
the tree with foliage of the common kind ; and others with narrow
foliage, either entire, or denticulated. The tree, at the height of 5 ft.

from the ground, had, in 1832, a trunk 3ft. in circumference; and
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I66i)

is f=;upposed to be of spontaneous growth. There is a similar tree at

Mill Hill, in Middlesex, on entering that village from the London side.

(See Gard. Mag., vol. xii. p. 376) There is another tree of this

kind at Munches, in Dumfriesshire ; and in Irving's Nursery, Dum-
fries, there were, in 1831, some scores of seedling oaks of the same

kind. Indeed, we have no doubt that in all extensive oak woods, or

1-570
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countries where the oak abounds, similar varieties might be detected
;

and, farther, that acorns collectetl from these varieties would occa-

sionally, if not freciuentlv, produce trees with the sanie character

of foliage; in the same manner as acorns from a weeping oak will

produce weei)in!,' trees, or from a fastigiatc oak fastigiate trees.

Fiii. 1570., to a scale of 1 in. to + ft., is a specimen of an oak of this

kind, recently brought into notice by Messrs. Fennessey and Son,

nurserymen, Waterford. It came up from seed accidentally, about

1820; and the parent tree was, in 1836, 15ft. high. Some of the

leaves are quite entire, and otiiers deeply and curiously cut, as exhi-

bited in Jig. 1571., drawn of the natural size.

* Q. /». /"o/iw I'firicgalk Lodd. Cat. has the leaves variegated with white,

with some streaks of red ; ami, when finely grown, is a very orna-

mental tree. We have never seen it worth looking at in the neigh-

bourhood of Loudon ; but at White Knights there are very handsome

specimens, between 20 ft. and .SO ft. high.

!t Q. p. 7 purpurea, Q. purpurea Lodd. Cat., has the young shoots, and the

footstalks of the leaves, tinged with purple. The young leaves,

when they first come out, are almost entirely purple, and are very

striking. There are plants of this variety at Messrs. Loddiges's, and

a young tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden.

1 Q. p. 8 Hodginsii Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.— From the plants of this variety

in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and at Messrs. Loddiges's, it

appears to be of a more fastigiate habit ofgrowth, and to have much

smaller leaves, than the species.

^ Q p 9 iliUcis Chcne a Feuilles cactuques presque sessiles, Dra/et. —This variety exists in
-^

France on the borders of tlie Mediterranean Sea, in the Departments dn Gard, de V au-

cluse des Bouches de Khi'.nc, and du Var. The leaves arc divided nito seven very open

lobes' of which the middle one is the largest. The acorns are large, and, accordnig to

IVL Dralet very handsome; he adds that they are sweeter than those of a variety ot Q.

/'lex which, from his description, appears to be Q. I. Ballhta. M. Dralet mentions two

forms of <l V dulcis : one having the leaves thin, with acute lobes, and slightly downy

beneath • the acorns being so large as to measure 2i in. in circumference : and the other

having coriaceous glaucous leaves, with obtuse lobes ; and the acorns rather smaller,

and borne on peduncles U in. in length. These two forms do not differ from the species

in rate of growth, magnitude, or quality of the timber. M. Dralet strongly recommends

the propagation of this variety in France, with a view to the employment ot the acorns

as food The tree, he says, is planted in avenues, in the department des Bouches du

Rhone -, and he adds that he gave acorns to the Botanic Garden at Toulouse in 181 1,

from which young plants were raised. [Traite de l'Jnienage})icni des Bois el Forets, ^c,

suivi de Hcclierches sur Ics ChSnes a Glands doux, p. 180.) Through the kindness of M.

Vilmorin, we received some acorns of this variety in 1836, which we roasted and en-

deavoured to eat ; but we cannot recommend them from our own experience. The
variety, however, ought by all means to be introduced.

OtJicr Varieties. The varieties of British oaks which might be selected

from extensive woods of that tree, are without end ; but, as these oaks are

exceedingly difficult to propagate by any other method than from the acorn,

they have been in a great measure neglected by cultivators. The time of leaf-

ing and of dropping the leaves varies exceedingly ; some oaks retaining their

fofiage of a deep green for a month or six weeks after others ; others, after their

leaves have withered, and become of a russet colour, retaining them through-

out the winter, like the hornbeam ami the beech. Some oaks bud at Christ-

mas, like the Glastonbury thorn ; as, for example, tlie Cadenham oak in

the New Forest, near Lyndhurst, mentioned by Piu-kinson, and by various

writers down to the time of Gilpin ; and one, that we have heard of, in the

Vale of Gloucester. The forms of the trees also vary : some being much

more fastigiate than others ; and the heads of some approaching to the

globular, or rather domical, form ; while the heads of others are more

conical. The ditlerence in the size of the acorns, and in the length of

their footstalks, is as great as the ditlerence in the size of the leaves, and in

the length of their footstalks ; and wherever Q sessiliflora is found growing

along w'ith <2. pedunculata, there are, or a[>pear to be, numerous hybrids

prod"iceil between these two kinds. The Wyre Forest, near liewdley, con-

tains upwards of 1200 acres, the greater part of wiiicli is the property of

W. L. Childe, Esq., whose gardener, Mr. John Pearson, informs us that
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both species abound in the forest ; and that he could collect a bushel of oak

leaves, that would vary in breadth from that of a finger to that ofa hand ; and

from being perfectly sessile, to having a footstalk 2 in. long. He finds

hundreds of very distinct varieties ; and Mr. Childe's wood-cutter informed

him that, in regard to the qualities and appearance of the wood, there

are three very distinct sorts, which are called the black, the red, and the

white oak. The black oak produces the hardest, and the white oak the

softest, timber. Specimens of these three kinds of timber have been sent

to us ; and though they are taken from trees of not more than a foot in

diameter, the difference of the colour of the heart wood is obvious, though

certainly not so much as we expected to see it.

1 2. Q. sEssiLiFLO^RA Sal. The sessile-flowered Oak.

Identification. Sal. Prod., 392. ; Smith Fl. Br., No. 2. a ; Eng. Bot., t. 1845.

Synonymes. Q- Mbbur VVilld., No. 64., Ait., No. 23., Lain. Diet., 1. p. 717., N. Du. Ham., 7.

p. 176. ; Q. R. var. sessile Mart. Fl , Rust., t. 11. ; Q, s^ssilis Ehrh. Arb., 87. ; Q.platyphyllos, mas
et foera., Dalech. Hist., 2. 3. ; Q. latifolia mas, &c., Bauh. Pin., Rati Syn., 440. ; Q. regSilis Bur-
net; Chene male, Secondat, t. iv. f. 1, 2. p. 18. ; Chestnut Oak, Bay Oak ; Chene roure or rouvre,
Durelin, Fr. ; Stein Eiche, gemeine Eiche, spat Eiche, Winter Eiche, diirr Eiche, roth Eiche,
Berg Eiche, Ger. ; Querela vera, Ital. ; Roble, Span.

Derivation. The name of Chestnut Oak is given to this species, because its wood is said to resemble
that of the sweet chestnut. Bay Oak, from some fancied resemblance of the leaves to those of the
laurel bay. The French names imply the male oak, the red oak, and the hard oak. The Ger-
man names, the'stone oak, the common oak, the late oak, in allusion to its lateness in leafing

;

the winter oak, from its frequently keeping on its leaves during winter ; dry oak, probably from the
leaves remaining on the tree after they have become dry and withered ; red oak, from the colour of
its wood; and hill oak, from its being more abundant on hilly ground than the Q. pedunculata.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 1845. ; Mart. Fl. Bust., t. 11. ; N. Du Ham., 7. t. 52. ; Willd. Abbild.,

1. 130. ; our^":. 1572. ; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves on longish footstalks, deciduous, oblong, smooth ;

sinuses opposite, rather acute ; lobes obtuse. Fruit sessile. Nut oblong.

(Smith.) Leaves, when young, pubescent beneath. (Willd.) A tree, readily

distinguished from the preceding species, even
at a distance, by the less tufted appearance,

and generally paler green, of its foliage during

summer; and, in winter, by its less tortuous

spray and branches, by its lighter-coloured bark,

by its large buds, and by its frequently retaining

its leaves, after they have withered, till the fol-

lowing spring. There are trees of this species

at Kenwood (which takes its name from the

oaks there, being originally Kern Wood, the

acorn, or oak, wood); one in the grounds of

the Protestant Dissenters' School at Mill Hill,

formerly the residence of Peter CoUinson

;

some, according to Martyn, at Norwood, in

Surrey ; and numerous others at Woburn Ab-
bey, and at AUesley ; besides those in Wyre
Forest, and in many other places which will

be hereafter mentioned. There are also speci-

mens at Messrs. Loddiges's, and in the Horticultural Society's Garden ; and,
in 1834, there were thousands of young plants in the Milford Nursery. Ac-
cording to Secondat, who wrote in ] 785, the kingdom of Naples then boast-

ed of a great many oaks of this species, where it was known under the name
of Querela vera.

Varieties.

tSf Q. s. 2 jjubescens ; Q. s. var j3 Stnifh Eng. FL, vol. iv. p. 130. ; Q. pu-
bescens Willd.Sp. PL, iv. p. 450., Abbild., t. 141., and ourfig. 1573.,

Q.J?.lanugin6sumZy«?w.i)ic/., i.p.717,; the Durmast, Mart. Fl. Rust.,

t. 12.— Leaves downy beneath. Fruit sessile, but sometimes subses-
sile. The flowers appear in May, and the fruit ripens in October.
Found occasionally in most of the oak woods of Ein'ope ; and, ac-
cording to Willdenow, having the same general appearance, attaining
the same height, and living to the same age, as Q. sessiliflora. In

1572
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the Coiiipaniun lo the Butanical jMagazlne, it is j-,

stated that the forests ot" Mount Etna consist ^ ta^ ^n'"':,,

chiefly of this tree, which also forms some of tlie '^. ! C '^

woods of the Apennines, at least in the north
of Italy. It is easily distinguished at first sight

from the common oak, by its inferior dimensions
and less twisted stem. Travellers who climb

Mount Etna by the usual road from Nicolsi

see scarcely any other tree. It is found at an
elevation of from about 3200 ft. to 5000 ft. above
the level of the sea ; and on the eastern side, 1j73

in the Val del Leone, to 5100 ft. {Comj). Sfc.,'\.9\.) Martyn gives

the Chene noir of Secondat, pi. 5., as a synonyme to this variety ;

but we have satisfied ourselves, from examining the plates in

Secondat, that his Chene noir is the H. Tauzin of Persoon, and
Bosc is of the same opinion. Willdenow quotes the Chene
noir of Secondat as a synonyme of his Q. pubescens in his Ber-
Iwische Baumzucht, ed. 1811, p. 349.; but not in his Abbildung, &c.,

published in 1819. Professor Burnet falls into the same error as

Professor Martyn, in considering the Q. pubescens of Willdenow to

be the Chene noir of Secondat, and the ^uercus cum longipediculo
(alluding to the leaves) of Fougeroux; adding, with Martyn, the
synonyme of the Durmast oak ; and stating that he thinks the ap-

pellation .ffobur undoubtedly belongs to this species or variety.

Whether Q. pubescens Wi/ld, and the Durmast oak are synonymes,
we are not (juite certain, though we have very little doubt on the
subject. There is a tree with this name in the Horticultural So-
ciety's Garden, which scarcely differs from the species. According
to Martyn, there are trees of the durmast oak in the New Forest

;

and, according to Borrer, also in Sussex.

Other Varieties. Bosc mentions, 1. le Chene a Trochets^ or Chene a petits

Glands, which has the leaves velvety beneath ; 2. le Chene a Feidlles decou-

pees, which has the leaves deeply lobed,and very small; 3. le Chene laimnix, or
Chene des Colliiics, which has alsothe leaves deeply lobed, velvety beneath, and
pubescent above ; 4. le Chene noirdtre, which has the acorns very large, and
almost solitary; and the leaves large, and pubescent beneath. This last variety

must not be confounded with the Q. nigra of America, or the Chene noir of
Secondat, which is the Q. Tauzin. Bosc also mentions that " he thinks

the Chene nu'de of Secondat, the Quercus latifolia mas qufe brevi pediculo est

of Bauhin, different from the chene male, or Q. sessiliflora, of the neighbour-
hood of Paris." It seems that this variety is known in the Landes under
the name of Auzin, or Chene de malediction ; because the country people
there believe that any one who cuts down one of these trees, or who sleeps

in a house built with any of the timber, will die within the year. Bosc had
never seen this variety, though he had traversed the country where it is said

to grow. It is described as a low spreading tree, with tortuous branches,

of great toughness, and well adapted for ship-building ; weighing 75 lb.

per cubic foot, and consequently sinking in water. From the name auzin

had not Bosc described Q. Tauzin separately, we should have supposed this

kind to be that species. Le Chene de Haies is also mentioned by Bosc,
under the head of Q. sessiliflora, as common on the Jura, and in the moun-
tains of the Vosges, where it is planted for hedges, seldom growing above
the height of 6 ft. or 8 ft. The shoots are used for basket-making and
tying bundles. The leaves are like those of Q. pedunculata, but the acorns

are sessile. It is said not to change its nature by transplantation ; and
hence Bosc thinks that it may be a distinct species. {Nouv. Coiirs d'Ag.,

art. Chene.)
In Britain, the varieties are very numerous, though none has hitherto

received a technical designation, except the durmast, just described; respect-
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I think

in'^ which name Mr. Atkinson observes {Ilort. Trans., 2d s., vol. i. p. 336 ),

that the woodmen in the New Forest call all the oaks that have dark-

coloured acorns dunmast (of which word durmast is supposed to be a cor-

ruption)- and that dun-coloured acorns are found both on Q. pedunculata

and Q. sessiliflora. A variety of Q. sessiliflora was found by Mr. Borrer

in North Devon, with large leaves, oblique at

the apex, as shown mfig. 1 574-. These leaves

are not quite so long as those of one of Mr.

Bree's varieties (j%. 138-i.), which differ from

Mr. Borrer's in being pointed at the apex.

The only account which we are aware of, that

has been given of other British varieties of Q.

sessiliflora, is that by the Rev. W. T. Bree,

in the Gardener''s Magazine, vol. xii. p. 57 1

.

The varieties there mentioned were all found

at Corley, in the parish of AUesley. Mr.

Bree's communication was accompanied by

15 dried specimens, 5 of which we have

figured, and the rest shortly described.

" When you examine these specimens," Mr. Bree observes,

you will come to the conclusion that our two so-called species of oak are

mere varieties; but, though there are sessile oaks bearing fruit on pe-

duncles, and pedunculated oaks bearing almost sessile fruit, there is yet

a certain undescribable something about the trees, by means of which I can

always distinguish each, without minutely examining either the acorns or

the leaf-stalks. There is little difference in the general form and outline of

tiie two trees when full grown ; but young seedlings of Q. sessiliflora bear

their leaves close to the stem, and not on footstalks ; so that, in this stage

of their o-powth, it is difficult to distinguish them from Q. pedunculata.

Q,. sessiliflora generally bears small acorns ; but it sometimes produces very

fine lar^e ones. The acorns, when ripe, have very generally a red or pinkish

tin'>e ; so that, in nine cases out of ten, they are distinguished by looking at

the fallen acorns only." The specimens which accompanied Mr. Bree's

connnunication are thus described :
—

"Q. s. 1. Acorns large, ovate, quite sessile, ami growing in clusters of four or five. Leaves
from 5in. to 5| in. in length.

" O. s. 2. Acorns large, quite sessile, and growing singly, or in clusters of two or three, as in
" the preceding specimen, but closer together on the branches.

" Q. s. 3. Very large leaves, and very small long acorns ; one of the latter sessile, and the other

with a footstalk, of about 3-Sth in. in length
" o. s. 4— Acorns of three times the diameter of

those of the last specimen, and about twice

their length.
" y. s. 5.— Acorns with a short peduncle. Two

specimens from the same tree. In one
specimen, the peduncles are 1 in. long ;

in the other, scarcely i in. The form of

the leaves, their yellowish green and long

footstalks, and the large buds in their

axils, leave no doubt whatever of these

specimens belonging to Q. sessiliflbra.

" (>. s. 6. Acorns single, or in clusters of from
~ two to five, on peduncles varying from

i in. to 1 in. in length. One of the pc-

cluncles has an abortive sessile acorn at

its base; two acorns, about § in. from

each other on its length ; and its extremity

terminates in a large well-formed leaf-bud.

The acorns are long, and very mucli re-

semble those of Q. peduncul.ita.

"O. s. 7 Acorns small and round, sessile in

some cases, but with short footstalks in

others ; the leaves of a darker green, ap-

proaching nearer to those of Q. peduncu.

lata than in the case of any of the pre-

ceding specimens ; though, from their

ap|iearancc, long footstalks, and large

buds, there can be no doubt of their be-

longing to U. sessilifliJra.

" o ;. 8.—Leaves but little laciniated, and re-

sembling those of Q. pedunculata ; broad,

with long footstalks, pale green. (See//;. 13
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s- a— Acorns on a very short |iO(iunrlc. Leaves with an unusually lonp; petiole, of a darker

green, much narrower in proportion to their length than in any ol the prece<ling varieties

(SeeyiV. If)?!).)
, , , .

s. 10.—Leaves regiilarly and deeply laciniatcd, regnlarly notched, and almost serrated. A
difl'ercnt specimen from any of the preceding ones. (.Scey(>. 1577.)

«• Q s 11 —The peduncles 1 in. in length, in some cases clothed with acorns on the sides, and

with a terminal one ; some solitary and quite sessile. A very handsome and remarkable

specimen. The acorns long, like those of «. peduncul^ta.
, , ,. ,, j

" Q. X. 12.— Acorns on peduncles J in. in length ; the acorns long, hut the foliage and buds

decidedly those of Q. sessiliHbra. , , , .u
"
Q. s. 13.— Acorns very long and pointed, sessile. Leaves numerous, of a darker green than

usiiaL A very remarkable variety. [Scejig. 1578.)
^ „ • ,« Q X U — 'Vcorns round, and on short peduncles. Leaves broad, and yellowish green.

" Q. s. lo fipb/ida—Acorns on very short peduncles, and petioles longer than usual; thus

approaching to (2. sessiliflftra, yet reseir.bling a true Q. pedunculiMa. There is something

in the leaves, in their rather long petioles, and in the large buds in their axils,

which reminds us of Q. sessilitlbra ; but still, taking the slciiderness of the wood, the

colour of the leaves, their form, their number, the .small buds, and the great length of

the acorn, the specimen appears to belong to Q. pedunculi\ta. This specimen, Mr. Bree
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informs us, is from a genuine tree of Q. pedunculhta, although in so'-Tie of its characters

it apparently approaches Q. sessilifl6ra. Perhaps it may be a hybrid between the two
species ; for which reason we have called it U. s. hjbrida. {SeeJig. 1579.)

Some other remarkable varieties, mentioned by Mr. Borrer as having been

seen by him in Devonshire, will be found in a succeeding page, under the

head of Geographt/.

Q. pedunculata and Q. sessUiJlora, though sufficiently distinct to be consi-

dered species, yet, being very generally found growing together in a wild state,

and being used indiscriminately for all the purposes to which the oak is ap-

plicable, may be most conveniently treated of together. We might, indeed,

in giving their description and geography, treat of them separately ; but, in

the history and statistics of the two trees, this woidd be impossible ; since

it is not known, at this moment, whether the largest and the oldest oaks

of Britain belong chiefly to Q. pedunculata or to Q.. sessiliflora. We shall

first notice the doubts which exist among botanists as to the species to

which the term i?6bur was applied by the ancients j and then proceed to

treat of Q. pedunculata and Q,. sessihflora conjointly, under the name of the

British Oak.

Q. 'Rbbur. The word ^obur, according to some, is taken from robus, the

obsolete form of ruheus, red ; which, as Burnet observes, would seem a fit

name for the red-wooded oak. Festus Pompeius says (lib. i.), " Materiam
quae plurimas venas rufi coloris habet rohur dictam." According to others,

i?6bur is applied to the oak from rohur, strength, in allusion to the quality

of the wood ; and this we think the more probable derivation. Much doubt
has been entertained by botanists as to what species or variety the term
iPobur was applied to by Pliny. That author saj's (lib. xvi. c. 8.) : —
" Glans optima in quercu, atque grandissima, mox esculo ; nam roboris parva

;

cerro tristis, horrida, echinato calice, sen castaneae :" that is, " the largest and
best acorn is that of the Quercus, next that of the ^'sculus ; for that of the

iJobur is small; and then that of the 6'erris, rough, and covered with a bristly

calyx, like the chestnut." From this passage Secondat arrives at the follow-

ing conclusion : that the Quercus of Pliny is the chene blanc (Q. pedunculata
Willd.) ; the J^'sculus, the chene male (Q. sessiliflora Sm.) ; and the i?6bur, the

chene noir (Q. Tauzin Pers.). Willdenow, and most other Continental bota-

nists, suppose the iJobur of the ancients to have been Q. sessiliflora; but Smith,
and other English botanists, consider Q. pedunculata to be the tree referred to.

Linnaeus included both sorts under the specific name of /i?6bur ; seeming to

regard them as varieties of each other. His definition is so framed that it will

include both species : — " Q. Robur, foliis deciduis, oblongis, superne la-

tioribus : sinubus acutioribus : angulis obtusis." The distinctive characters

of petiolated and subsessile leaves, of pedunculated and sessile acorns,

&c., are entirely omitted ; and, when the more acute observations of subse-

quent botanists again led to their separation, the subspecific synonymes,
longo pediculo, and brevi pediculo vel sessiliflora, by which as varieties they
had been previously known, became the specific names of Q. pedunculata and
Q. sessiliflora. The classic adjunct i?6bur, under which Linnseus included
both species, was restrained by Smith to the first, and was by Willdenow
given to the second ; and while Willdenow has been followed by the Con-
tinental botanists. Smith has been followed by those of Britain. The wood
of Q. pedunculata is whitish, varying to drab ; that of Q. sessiliflora, whitish

brown, varying to amber ; while that of Q. Tauzin is much darker than either,

so much so that the French call it chene noir. Burnet, confounding the

wood of the Q. Tauzin with that of Q. sessiliflora var. pubescens, says :
—

" The wood is of a deep reddish brown, very like that of old chestnut.

Hence I cannot but agree with Martyn, that this is the true i?6bur of
the ancients ; and, if the Linnaean varieties are to be elevated to the rank
of species, to this the appellation J?6bur undoubtedly belongs." (Amarn.
Quer., fol. 3.) Burnet, finding that Pliny describes the quality of the wood
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of the iJobur as corrupting and rotting in the sea, concUidcs that the

term never can apply to our Englisii oak. He sujjposes that it belongs

to Q. s. puhesccus, confounding, as Martjn does, that variety with Q.
Tati.zin, which is not even a native of Britain, and is by no means conunon
on the Continent ; but, as the wood of Q. sessiliflora approaches nearer to

that of Q. Tauzin than the wood of Q. pedunculata, our own o|)inion is,

that Willdenow and Burnet have approached nearer to tlie truth than

Smith.

We have, however, deemed it most convenient to follow Linnaeus, in adopt-

ing the term i^obur to designate a group of closely allied species, or perhaps

only varieties.

Dt'ncripfion. According to most authors and observers, there is little or no
difference in magnitude or general appearance between the entire full-grown

trees of Q. pedunculata and Q. sessiliflora; though some affirm that the former
is a low spreading tree, and the latter a tall conical one. Fig. 1580. is given

I08O

..-^^
J.O.S TRVTT^

by that eminent artist J. G. Strutt, as characteristic of the general form

of both species. Both are described by Smith as large trees; and by

Willdenow as trees growing from 30 ft. to 50 ft. high, and as enduring for

500 years. According to JBosc (Mnii. sttr Ics CAenes, &c.), Q. sessiliflora

may be known by its spreading branches, and Q. pedunculata by its com-
paratively fastigiate branches and pyramidal form. Some, on the contrary,

assert that Q. sessiliflora becomes a loftier and more pyramidal tree than

Q. pedunculata; and this is said to be particularly the case in Wyre
Forest, where, it is stated by Mr. Pearson, gardener to W. L. Childe, Esq.,

one of the principal proprietors of the forest, to be almost as different (n

appearance from Q. pedunculata, as /^opulus fastigiata is from P. monilifera.

At Ken Wood and Woburn Abbey, it cannot be said that the difference in

magnitude and general form is remarkable. We are strongly inclined to be-

lieve that there is no important and constant difference between the mode
of growth of the two species; because we have found individuals of the one
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1581

Q. peduncvlafn at Siiidley Park.

Height 80 ft.
;
girt of the trunk 24 ft. 6 in. ; diameter of the head 91 ft.

species as pyramidal, fastigiate, or orbiciilate, as ever we have found any of the

other. Ill proof of this, we may refer to fig,. 1581. and fig. 1382., which are

portraits, by that accurate and able artist H. W, Jukes, Esq., of two of the

largest trees of Q. pedunculata in Studley Park, Yorkshire, drawn to a scale

Q. pedunculata at Studlci/ Park.

Height 78 ft ; girt of the trunk 29 ft. ; diameter of the head 87 ft.
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The difference in the leaves

of 1 in. to 39 ft. ; and to fg.
1585. and^fig. 1586, portraits of
two of the largest trees of Q.
sessiliflora in the same park,

drawn to the same scale, and by
the same artist. The difference

in aspect, however, both when
the trees are clothed, and when
they have lost their leaves is considerable,

will be rendered obvious by comparing /g. 1583., which represents Q. pe-

dunculata, with /g. 1584., which represents Q. sessiliflora. The branches

and spray of Q. sessiliflora are somewhat less tortuous and gnarled than

those of Q. pedunculata; the bark is whiter, the shoots of the year rather

thicker, and the buds decidedly larger. Q. pedunculata comes rather earlier

into leaf than Q. sessiliflora : the flowers appearing in the former in the

beginning of May, and the fruit ripening in the beginning of October ; while

in the latter the flowers appear in the middle of May, and the fruit ripens

in November. The leaves of Q. sessiliflora are said by some to be more fre-

quently retained on the tree through the winter than those of Q. pedunculata;

and hence, it is alleged, the German name of winter eiche for the former, and

sommer eiche for the latter : but Willdenow truly observes that trees may
frequently be found among both species which retain their leaves, in a withered

state, during the winter. The taproots in both, when young, and in good,

deep, loamy or sandy, soil, have been traced to a depth nearly as great as the

height of the tree. {Hnnbury and Marshall.) The lateral roots do not run

so near the surface of the ground as those of many other kinds of trees,

unless the soil is thin and bad. They may sometimes be found several feet

under ground, attaining a great thickness, and extending to a much greater

length than the branches. The roots of the British oaks never throw up

suckers. The rate of growth of the two species does not appear to be very

5 X
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1585

Q. sessilifldra at Studley Park.

Height 118 ft. ; girt of trunk 33i ft. ; Jiameter of the head 96 ft.

different, though it is generally alleged that plants of Q. sessiliflora grow

faster, and they certainly have a more robust appearance, than those of Q.

pedunculata, when of six or eight years' growth ; for which reason Mr. Bree

considers it the best species for copse wood. (See Gard. Mag,,\o\. xii.

p. 572.) Willdenow observes, also, that Q. pedunculata is the tenderer

of the two when young, which may result from its coming earlier into leaf.

The growth of both species, in about 10 years from the acorn, in good soil, in

the climate of London, may be stated as from 15 ft. to 18 ft., or even more, if

extra preparation were given to the soil. Both will attain the height of 50 ft.

in 30 years, which may be considered the average height of the species in

ordinary soils in England ; but, in deep loamy soils, both attain the height of

100 ft. and upwards. The stem of the oak, Marshall observes, is naturally

short ; and, if left to itself, the tree, in an open situation, will generally feather

to the ground. It has not the upright growth of the ash, the elm, and the

pine tribe : nevertheless, by judicious training, or by planting in close masses,

the oak will acquire a great length of stem ; in this case, however, it rarely

swells to any considerable girt. There are many hundreds of oak trees, we
are informed, in the government plantations in the Forest of Dean, which
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Q. sessiliflbra at SludUy Park.

Height 95 ft. ; girt of the trunk 16 ft. 1 in. ; diameter of the head 82 ft. 9 in.

have been planted in masses within the present century, and never in the

slightest degree pruned, and which have yet straight stems, upwards of" 60 ft.

high. The largest tree of Q. sessiliflora now standing in England, that we
have had any account of, is that in Studley Park, Yorkshire, of which^g. 1585.

is a portrait, to the scale of 1 in. to 30 ft., and which is 118 ft. high. The
highest existing tree of Q. pedunculata, that we have heard of, is one at

Tibberton Park, in Herefordshire, of which Jig. 1587. is a portrait, to the

scale of 1 in. to .50 ft., and which is 108 ft. high. We have accounts of several

other oaks, upwards of 100 ft. high ; but we know not to which species they

belong. It is not known that there is any difference in the longevity of the

two kinds ; there being examples of both which must be upwards of 200 or

.300 years old. There are several oaks in England which are from 500 to

1000 years old, or upwards ; but, in most cases, we have not been able to

ascertain to which species they belong.

Geography. The British oak is a native of most parts of Europe, from

Sweden to the Mediterranean ; of the north of Africa ; and of the west of

Asia: and Q. pedunculata appears to be the more prevalent species ; especially

in the middle and northern regions. In Britain, the Q. pedunculata is by far

the more common : but Q. sessiliflora is found in various places throughout

the island; for example, in addition to those already mentioned (p. 1736.),

near Cuckfield, at Cowfold, and in different parts of St. Leonard's Forest,

at Coalhurst near Horsham, and at Goodwood, in Sussex. Mr. Borrer,

who has given us these localities, adds :
" There is abundance of it about

Tunbridge ; and I particularly recollect it near Dalgelly ; and in profusion,

and varying much in its foliage, in some parts of Devonshire, and espe-

5 X 2
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cially along the Torridge, from Torrington to

Bideford ; and about Clovelly. In those parts

is a variety with the leaf of a very large size

(see fig. 1574. in p. 1738.); and I recollect

a tree in Clovelly Park with all the leaves oddly

recurved at the edges, so as to have a convex

disk. I recollect, also, some very ancient pol-

lards, with leaves of great size, near Inver-

castlie, on the Ross-shire side of Strath Oikell

I think the species is common in Scotland. I

presume an oak with a long, narrow, ragged

leaf, which I happen to have seen only at Chep-
stow Castle, where there are several trees, pro-

bably all planted, and where it is called Maiden
oak, is a var, of Q. sessiliflora." {W. B. Jan.

18.37.) Mr. Bree says that in some parts of
North Wales, and in the neighbourhood of the
lakes in the north of England, Q. sessiliflora is

the more prevailing kind of oak ; constituting,

as it were, the staple growth of the country, almost to the exclusion of

Q. pedunculata. Great part of the Forest of Ardennes, in Warwickshire,
he says, consists almost entirely of Q,. sessiliflora, of which there are

specimens which exhibit marks of great antiquity. {Gard. Mag., vol. xii,

p. 572.) Q. sessiliflora is said by Bosc to be the more abundant species

in the forests in the neighbourhood of Paris, where it forms a lower and
more spreading tree than Q. pedunculata; which, however, is said to be
the more common oak of France. In Germany, if we may judge from the

name for Q. sessiliflora, gemeine eiche, it would appear to be the more com-
mon ; and we are informed by German gardeners that this is the case. We
have seen both sorts in the Black Forest, in the neighbourhood of Donaues-
chingen. Mr. Atkinson states that he received acorns of three varieties of

oaks from a botanist who collected them in the Black Forest; and that he
had, in 1833, plants of them 6 ft. high, which did not exhibit any difference

from Q. pedunculata and Q. sessiliflora. The oak is never found of any
size except in deep loamy soil ; and in a low, or only moderately elevated,

situation. It never grows in marshy soil. In gravelly or sandy soil, or in

shallow soil on rock, it forms a small stunted tree, and on mountains a

shrub. In England, it is found on soils superincumbent on chalk, sandstone,

and limestone ; thriving equally well on each, according to the depth and quality

of the surface soil. In Scotland, it is found in the clefts of granite rocks,

basalt, sandstone, and every other description of native rock, where the soil

over it is of any depth, and not saturated with water. In Germany, it has

been observed by Willdenow that Q. pedunculata requires rather better soil

than Q. sessiliflora.

History. The earliest notices which we have of the oak in Britain are in

the Saxon Chronicles, from which it appears that oak forests were chiefly valued
for the acorns which they produced, which were generally consumed by swine and
other domestic animals,but, in years of great scarcity, were eaten by man. "Fa-
mines," Burnet observes, " which of old so continually occurred, history in part

attributes to the failure of these crops. Long after the introduction of wheat
and oats and rye, nay, little more than 700 years since, when other food had
in a great measure superseded the use of mast, considerable reliance was still

placed thereon, and oaks were chiefly valued for the acorns they produced.
In the Saxon Chronicles, that year of terrible dearth and mortality, 1 1 16, is de-

scribed as ' a very heavy-timed, vexatious, and destructive year,' and the failure

of the mast in that season is particularly recorded :
—

' This year, also, was
so deficient in mast, that there never was heard such in all this land, or
in Wales." (^Amcen. Qiier., fol. 1.) About the end of the seventh century,
King Ina, among the few laws which he enacted to regulate the simple
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economy of our Saxon ancestors, gave particular directions relating to the
fattening of swine in woods, since tlien called pannage, or pawnage. (^Mart.
Mill.) The same king made injuring or destroying trees penal; and those
who did so clandestinely were fined thirty shillings, the very sound of the
axe being sufficient conviction ; and the man who felled a tree under whose
shadow thirty hogs could stand incurred a double penalty, and was mulcted
to sixty shillings. {Hunter's Evcli/n.) In a succeeding century, Elfhelmus
reserves the pannage of two hundred hogs for his lady, in part of her dower

;

and mast is particularly mentioned, about the middle of the eleventh century,
in a donation of Edwanl the Confessor. It appears from the Domcsdai/ Book,
that, in William the Contjucror's time, oaks were still esteemed principally

for the food they afforded to swine; for the value of the woods, in several

counties, is estimated by the number of hogs they would fatten. The survey
is taken so accuratelt, that in some places woods are mentioned of a single

hog. (Alarf, j\Iill.) The rights of pannage were greatly encroached on by
the Norman princes, in their zeal for extending forests for the chase ; and this

was one of the grievances which King John was obliged to redress in the
charter of the liberties of the forest. (C'Jiron. Sajc.)

The number of oak forests which formerly existed in Britain is proved by
the many names still borne by British towns, which are evidently derived
from the word oak. " For one Ash-ford, Beech-hill, Elm-hurst, or Poplar,"
Burnet remarks, " we find a host of oaks, Oakleys, Actons, Acklands, Aken
hams, Acringtons, and so forth. The Saxon ac, aec, aac, and the later ok,
okes, oak, have been most curiously and variously corrupted. Thus we find

ac, aec, degenerating into ak, ack, aike, ack, acks, whence ax, exe ; often, also,

aspirated into hac, hace, and hacks. In like manner, we trace oak, oke, ok,
oc, ock, ceck, ocke, oks, ocks,ockes, running into oax,ox, oxes, for ox, oxs, with
their farther corruptions, auck, uck, buck, hoke, and wok. As an example
of this last extreme, the town Oakingham, or Ockingham, is at this day
called and spelt indifferently Oakingham, Okingham, or Wokingham ; and
Oaksey or Oxessey are two common ways of writing the name of one
identical place. Oakham, Okeham, Ockham, and Wockham, Hokenorton on
the river Oke, Woking in Surrey, Wacton in Herefordshire and Norfolk, Okey
or Wokey in Somersetshire, Oakefield or Wokefield in Berkshire, and Old
or Wold in Northamptonshire, with the provincial Whom or Wlioam, are

other similar corruptions." (Amaen. Qner,, fol. 11.)

The history of the use of the British oak in building, carpentry, and for

naval purposes, is necessarily coeval with that of the civilisation of the British

islands. The timber found in the oldest buildings is uniformly of oak. Pro-
fessor Burnet possessed a piece of oak from King John's Palace at Eltham,
perfectly sound, fine, and strong, which can be traced back upwards of 500
years. The doors of the inner chapels of Westminster Abbey are said to be
coeval with the original building ; and if by this is meant Sibert's Abbey of
Westminster, which was founded in 611, they must be more than 1200 years

old. The shrine of Edward the Confessor, which must be nearly 800 years

old, since Edward died in 1066, is also of oak. One of the oaken corona-
tion chairs in Westminster Abbey has been in its present situation about 540
years. " In the eastern end of the ancient Chapel of St. Stephen, in the Castle

of Winchester, now termed the County Hall, is Arthur's round table, the chief

curiosity of the place. It bears the figure of that Prince, so famous in the old

romances, and the names of several of his knights, Sir Tristram, Sir Gawaine,
Sir Gerath, &c. Paulus Jovius, who wrote between 200 and 300 years ago,

relates that this table was shown by Henry VIII. to his illustrious visiter

the Emperor Charles V., as the actual oaken table made and placed there

by the renowned British Prince, Arthur, who lived in the early part of the

sixth century; that is, about 1030 years ago. Hence the poet Drayton
sings, —

'And so great Arthur's seat ould Winchester prefers,

Whose ould round table vet she vaunteth to be heis.'

5x3
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Some antiquarians, however, state that the tabulae rotundae were introduced

into this country by Stephen, and believe that the table in question was
made by him, which in that case would diminish its age 600 years ; leaving

it, however, above seven centuries to boast of; enough to render it a most
valuable and interesting monument. It has been perforated by many bullets,

supposed to have been shot by Cromwell's soldiers. (Grose and Hutch'ms.)

The massive tables, paneled wainscots, and ceiling of Morton Hall, Cheshire

;

the roofs of Christ-Church, Oxford, and Trinity College, Cambridge, are fine

specimens of old oak. In Gloucester Cathedral, also, are thirty-one stalls of

rich tabernacle work on either side, little inferior in point of execution to the

episcopal throne at Exeter, or to the stalls at Ely ; erected in the reign of

Edward III., and allowed to be among the finest pieces of carving in wood
now remaining in England of that early date. (Britton.) Of about equal age

were the carved figures of Edward III. and his Queen Phillippa, in the colle-

giate church and hospital of St. Catherine, lately removed from the tower to

St. Catherine's newly built church and hospital, in the Regent's Park. The
screens, stalls, seats, &c., in the old church were all of oak, beautifully carved,

and very ancient ; the old oaken pulpit, also, which now adorns the new
structure, was the donation of Sir Julius Cassar, a.d. 1621. The rich carvings

in oak which ornamented the King's room in Stirling Castle were executed

about 300 years ago, and are many of them still in good preservation in the

collections of the curious. In digging away the foundation of the old Savoy
Palace, London, which was built upwards of 650 jears since, the whole of

the piles, many of which were of oak, were found in a state of perfect

soundness, as, also, was the planking which covered the pile heads, (Treclgold.)

Buffon mentions the soundness of the piles of the bridge which the Emperor
Trajan built across the Danube ; one of which, when taken up, was found
to be petrified to the depth of three quarters of an inch, but the rest of the

wood was little different from its ordinary state. And of the durability of oak
timber, the oldest wooden bridge of which we have any account, viz. that one
famous from its defence by Horatius Codes, and which existed at Rome in

the reign of Ancus Martins, 500 years before Christ, might be given as

another example. The piles •which supported the buttresses, and immense
uncouth starlings which confined the waterway and so greatly disfigured

old London Bridge, were some of them of oak ; and I [Professor Burnet]
have a specimen of one, which is far from being in a rotten state : and the

still older piles on which the bridge piers rested were also in a very strong

and sound condition : nay, those stakes which it is said the ancient Britons

drove into the bed of the Thames to impede the progress of Julius Caesar,

near Oatlands, in Surrey, some of which have been removed for examination,
have withstood the destroyer time nearly 2000 years." (Avicen. Qjter., fol. 7.)

In Cambden's time, the place where these stakes were found was called

Cowey. Stakes. In the Vetusta Monumenta, vol. ii. pi. 7., is a sketch of
an old wooden church at Greenstead, near Ongar, the ancient Aungare, in

Essex. The inhabitants have a tradition, that the corpse of a dead king once
rested in this chiu-ch ; and it is believed to have been built as a temporary re-

ceptacle for the body of St. Edmund (who was slain a. d. 946), and subse-

quently converted into a parish church. The nave, or body, which renders

it so remarkable, is composed of the trunks of oaks, about 1 ft. 6 in. in dia-

meter, split through the centre, and roughly hewn at each end, to let them into

a sill at the bottom, and a plank at the top, where they are fastened by wooden
pegs. The north wall is formed of these half oaks, set side by side as closely

as their irregular edges will permit. In the south wall there is an interval left

for the entrance ; and the ends, which formerly were similar, have now to the

one a brick chancel, and to the other a wooden belfry, attached. The original

building is 29 ft. 9 in. long, by 14 ft. wide, and 5 ft. 6in. high on the sides, which
supported the primitive roof. The oaks on the northern side have suffered

more from the weather than those on the southern side ; but both are still

so strong, and internally so sound, that, although " corroded and worn by
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time," having been beaten by the storms for nearly a thousand winters, they

promise to endure a thousand more. {Ibid.)

The ancient Britons appear to have first used the oak for ship-building
;

the alder (see p. 1G80.), the cypress, the pine, &c., having been previously

used for that purpose by the Romans. The Britons, indeed, appear to

have possessed a species of navy almost from the earliest i)eriod of their

existence as a nation. The ancient name of Britain, according to the

Welch bards, was Clas Merddin, " the sea-defended green spot ;" and we read,

that, before the invasion of Britain by Julius Caesar (52 B.C.), a naval engage-

ment took place between the Romans and the Veneti, aided by the Britons,

or Cymry, in which the vessels of the latter are said to have been so firmly

constructed, that the beaks of the Roman ships could with difficulty make any

impression on them. These vessels were built of oaken planks, their sails

were made of skins, and their anchors were attached to iron chains, or cables.

Tlie Saxons, who settled in Britain about the middle of the fifth century, were

famed for their piracies at sea, and seem to have kept up a formidable marine.

Their vessels, we are told by Aneurin,a Welch bard, " were single-masted,

carrying one square sail. They had curved bottoms, and their prows and poops

were adorned with the heads and tails ofmonsters." (See Sahirday Magazine,

vol. iv. p. 73.) King Alfred, who ascended the throne in 872, had nume-
rous vessels, some of which carried sixty oars ; and his enemies the Danes
were also celebrated for their ships. The English vessels, at this period, are

known to have been of oak ; and that the Danish ones were built of the

same timber is extremely probable. Professor Burnet, writing on this sub-

ject, says, " An ancient vessel was discovered, some years ago, in a branch of

the river Rothen, near the west end of the Isle of Oxney, in Kent, and about

two miles from the spot where formerly stood the Roman city of Anderida.

The timber of which this vessel was constructed is oak, perfectly sound, and

nearly as hard as iron ; and some persons believe it to be one of the fleet

abandoned bv the Danes after their defeat in the reign of Alfred. This, how-
ever, is but conjecture : still, whether it be so, or whether it be a wreck of

some Danish pirates, it must have lain there many centuries. {Lit. Reg.)

Sir Joseph Banks records, in the Journal of Science (vol. i. p. 244.), the fol-

lowing account of an ancient canoe found in Lincolnshire in April, 1816, at

a depth of 8 ft. under the surface, in cutting a drain parallel with the river

Witham, about two miles east of Lincoln, between that city and Horsley

Deep. It seems hollowed out of an oak tree : it is 30 ft. Sin. long, and mea-
sures 3 ft. broad hi the widest part. The thickness ofthe bottom is between 7 in.

and Sin. Another similar canoe was discovered in cutting a drain near

Horsley Deep ; but it was unfortunately destroyed by the workmen before it

was ascertained what it was. Its length was nearly the same as the former,

but it was 4^ ft. wide. Besides these, three other canoes, resembling the above

in construction, have been found in the same county : one in a pasture near

the river Trent, not far from Gainsborough ; and two in cutting a drain through

the fens below Lincoln. One of these is deposited in the British Museum.
Conjecture alone can be indulged with regard to the probable age of these

three canoes ; but the fact of their being hollowed out of the trunks of old

trees must carry them back to a very early date, and establish their extreme

antiquity. Long before the time of Alfred, the Britons were familiar with

ships regularly built : vessels such as these are found only amongst the rudest

people, and in the earliest stages of society ; and the epoch when any of the

European nations used such canoes must be remote indeed." (Anioen. Quer.)

The fleet of King Edgar, however, appears to have consisted chiefly of boats

;

and, though that of William the Conqueror, amounting to 900 vessels, with

which he invaded England in 10G6, is said to have consisted of ships, the

representations extant of them bear but little resemblance to our men-of-

war. William set great value on his navy, and was the monarch who first

gave exclusive privileges to the Cinque Ports. John was the first who as-

serted the exclusive right of the English to the dominion of the seas ; and, in

5x4
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1 2 14, issued a mandate to his chief admiral, ordering him to arrest, seize, and
make prizes of all ships whatever found therein. In the reign of Edward I.,

the first admiral was appointed ; and, about 1380, cannons were first used on
board ships. The first three-masted vessel was built by Henry VII. ; and
Henry VIII. not only built many fine ships, but established the royal dock-

yards of Woolwich, Deptford, and Portsmouth ; and made laws for the planting

and preservation of oak timber. He was also the last English monarch who
employed foreign hired ships of war. Elizabeth and James greatly encouraged

the navy, and the planting of oak timber j and Charles I., in 1635-37, built

a magnificent vessel, called the Sovereign of the Seas, an oak used in con-

structing which produced four beams, each 44 ft. in length, and 4 ft. 9 in. in

diameter. This ship, which was afterwards called the Royal Sovereign, was
destroyed by fire at Chatham in 1696, after having been upwards of sixty years

in the service. (See Sat. Mag. for 1834.)

It is difficult to assign any exact date for the period when oak planta-

tions were first made for profit. According to popular tradition, William

Rufus was the first who is recorded to have planted oak trees, when, in 1079,

he formed the New Forest in Hampshire. But Gilpin appears to think that

it is much more probable that he merely thinned out chases in the woods
already existing, than that he planted fresh trees. The district of Ytene, in-

deed, appears to have been a forest in the time of the Saxons ; and, from the

poorness of its soil, to have been thinly populated. Henry of Huntingdon,
and the other monkish writers, who relate that William destroyed about fifty

parish churches, and as many villages, extirpating their inhabitants to make
this forest, were therefore probably guided more by their hatred to the Nor-
man monarch, than by a strict adherence to truth. Henry I. enlarged the New
Forest, enacting severe laws for securing the timber in that and other woods

;

and he appointed proper officers to enforce these laws, and to preserve the

royal forests from decay. In Henry II.'s time, England appears to have been
nearly covered with wood, consisting principally of oak trees ; and Fitzstephen

tells us that a large forest lay round London, " in the coverts whereof, lurked

bucks and does, wild boars and bulls." As civilisation advanced, these woods
became partially cleared away ; and those which remained were called the

Royal Forests, and were retained for the purpose of sheltering game for the

diversion of the kings. Henry II. gave a right to the Cistercian Abbey of
Flaxley, in the neighLourhood of the Forest of Dean, to erect an iron forge,

together with liberty to cut two oak trees weekly, to supply it with fuel. But
Henry III, revoked this latter grant, as being prejudicial to the forest; and a

wood, called the Abbot's Wood, was gifted to the abbey in lieu of it. (See
Lauder^ Gilpin, vol. ii. p. 67.) An inquisition was held, in the reign of
Henry II., respecting Sherwood Forest, by which it appears that the right of
hunting in it was then considered of great importance ; and an act was passed,

in the reign of Henry HI. (1231), to define its boundaries. The Forest of
Salcey was also formerly one of great importance, and it is frequently men-
tioned in the forest laws of different Enghsh kings. The forest of Norwood,
and several others, were entirely of oak, and, of course, valuable as producing
naval timber ; but the two great forests for this purpose were the New Forest
and the Forest of Dean. Among all' the laws that were passed at different

times for regulating the forests, as late as the reign of Henry VII., there ap-

pears to have been none enjoining planting ; the cares for the preservation of
the forests being chiefly confined to directions as to the proper age and season
for felling the trees. Forests, indeed, were so abundant, even in the reign of

Henry VII., that we are told by Polydore Virgil that they covered one third

part of all England ; and the efforts of the people must have been rather

directed towards clearing away trees than planting them. About the time of
Henry VIII., when, as we have already seen, the use of hired foreign ships of
war was discontinued, and several English vessels were built of large size,

the first fears respecting a scarcity of oak timber appear to have been felt.

Tusser, who wrote about 1562, complains that "men were more studious to
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cut down than to plant." The statute of Henry VIII., c. 35., appears to be
the first on record which enjoins the " replantation of forest trees, to cure the

spoils and devastations that have been made in the woods j" and the plant-

ations thus made appear to have been enclosed, as Tusser says in his directions

for April,—

And again,

—

' Fence coppice in,

Yer hewers begin."

Sow acornes, ye owners that timber do love ;

Sow hay and rie with them, the better to prove :

If cattle or coney may enter the crop,

Young oak is in danger of losing his top."

In the reign of Elizabeth, a work was published on Forest Law ; in which its

author, Manwood, tells us that " the slender and negligent execution of the

forest law hath been the decay and destruction (in almost all places within

this realm) of great wood and timber ; the want whereof, as well in this

present time as in time to come, shall appear in the navy of this realm."

(Alanwood on Forest Law, c. ii. G.) In consequence of this, or some previous

representations, fresh laws were enacted (13 Eliz.) for the preservation and
restoration of the ro^al woods. In the reign of James I. (in 1611), Arthur
Standish published his celebrated Commons^ Complaint, wherein is contained two
special Grievances ; the first of which is, " the generall destruction and waste of

woods in this kingdome, with a remedy for the same ; also, how to plant wood
according to the nature of any soyle," &c. To this work is appended a kind

of mandate:—"By the king, to all noblemen, and other our loving subjects

to whom it may appertain. Whereas, Arthur Standish, gentleman, hath taken

much pains, and been at great charges in composing and publishing in a book
some projects for the increasing of woods, the decay whereof in this realm is

universally complained of; and, therefore, we would be glad that any intention

might further the restoring thereof; we have therefore been pleased to give

allowance to his book, and to the printing thereof. And if the same shall be
willingly received of such of the gentlemen, and others of ability, who have
grounds fitting for his projects, it shall much content us; doubting not but
that such as shall think good to make use of the book will deal worthily with

him for his pains. And we are also pleased, for the better encoiu'agement of
the said Standish, hereby to declare, that our pleasure is, that no person or

persons whatsoever shall print any of the said books, but for and to the use

of the said Standish, and none others. Given under our signet at Andover,
the first day of August in the ninth year of our reign of England, France, and
Ireland, and of Scotland the five-and-fortieth. God save the king."

In the same reign (1612), another book was published, entitled "An Olde

Thrift newly revived; wherein is declared the manner ofplanting, preserving, a;id

husbanding young trees of divers Kindes for Timber and Fuell; and of sowing

Acornes, Chesnuts, Beech-mast, the Seedes of Elmes, Ashen-keyes, &c." In

this work are given directions for planting acorns, and rearing and protecting the

young trees ; and the abuses in the management of the royal woods are pointed

out. The necessities of Charles I. induced him to make ruinous grants of

the royal woods to any person who would supply him with money ; and, in

the civil wars which followed, many of the forests were nearly destroyed. In

the reign of Charles II., an order was issued under the king's " sign manual to

Sir John Norton, woodward of the New Forest, to enclose 300 acres of waste,

as a nursery for young oak ; the expense of which was to be defrayed by the

sale of the decayed wood. This order bears date December 13. 1669. But,

though the enclosure here specified was trifling in itself, yet it had the merit

of a new project, and led to farther improvements." (Gilpin''s For. Seen.,

vol. ii. p. 29.) These improvements, however, are not stated ; and no per-

manent regulation appears to have been made till the reign of William III.,

when a statute was passed (Will. 10.) empowering certain commissioners to

enclose 2000 acres in the New Forest for the gi-owth of naval timber ; and

200 more every year for the space of 20 years. From this period, go-
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vernment plantations of about 6000 acres of young trees have always, nomi-

nally at least, been kept up ; new pieces of ground being enclosed as the part

already planted became sufficiently advanced to be thrown open to the forest.

An act passed in 1800 remedied many previously existing abuses; and the

plantations are now in a flourishing state. (See Part IV.)

In France and Germany, the oak is one of the principal trees that have

been subjected to cultivation ; and, in the oldest accounts on record respecting

artificial plantations, the oak is mentioned as the object of especial attention.

In France it is more attended to than in Germany, on account of the fleet

which that country has possessed for many centuries. The timber for the

French navy has not only for many centuries been obtained from the oaks in the

national forests, but even to the present day there is a law by which every

private individual who possesses an oak tree of certain dimensions, considered

to be fit for constructing the larger kinds of ships of war, is obliged, when he
intends to cut it down, to make the first offer of it to government. In

Baudrillart's Dictionnaire des Eaux et Forets will be found numerous regu-

lations respecting the common oak, all proving how much its timber is valued

beyond that of all other trees in France. After having thus given what may
be called the economical history of the common British oak, we shall next

say a few words respecting its legendary history in the British Islands, and
its biography.

Legendary History. The oak appears to have been an object of worship

among the Celts and ancient Britons. The Celts worshipped their God Teut
under the form of this tree ; and the Britons regarded it as a symbol of their

god Tarnawa, the god of thunder. According to Professor Burnet, from Hu
(the Bacchus of the druids) came the word Yule ; but others derive it from

Baal, Bel, or Yiaoul, who was the Celtic god of fire, and was sometimes

identified with the Sun, and was also worshipped under the form of an
oak. Baal was considered the same as the Roman Saturn, and his festival

(that of Yule) was kept at Christmas, which was the time of the Satur-

nalia. The druids professed to maintain perpetual fire; and once every

year all the fires belonging to the people were extinguished, and relighted

from the sacred fire of the druids This was the origin of the Yule
log, with which, even so lately as the commencement of the last century, the

Christmas fire, in some parts of the country, was always kindled ; a fresh log

being thrown on and lighted, but taken off" before it was consumed, and re-

served to kindle the Christmas fire of the following year. The Yule log was
always of oak ; and, as the ancient Britons believed that it was essential for

their hearth fires to be renewed every year from the sacred fire of the

druids, so their descendants thought that some misfortune would befall them
if any accident happened to the Yule log. (See Irving's Bracebndge Hall.)

The worship of the druids was generally performed under an oak ; and a heap

of stones was erected, on which the sacred fire was kindled, which was called

a cairn, as Professor Burnet says, from kern, an acorn. The mistletoe was
held in great reverence ; and, as it was not common on the oak, solemn cere-

monies attended the search for it. The druids fasted for several days, and
offered sacrifices in wicker baskets or frames ; which, however, were not made
of willow, but of oak twigs, curiously interwoven ; and were similar to that

still carried by Jack in the Green on May-day, which, according to Professor

Burnet, is one of the relics of druidism. When all was prepared for the

search (the mistletoe having been, no doubt, previously found by some of the

assistants), the druids went forth, clad in white robes, to search for the sacred

plant ; and, when it was discovered, one of the druids ascended the tree, and
gathered it with great ceremony, separating it from the oak with a golden

knife. The mistletoe was always cut at a particular age of the moon, at the

beginning of the year, and with the ceremonies already detailed under the head
of riscum (see p. 1022.); and it was only sought for when the druids had
had visions directing them to seek it. When a great length of time elapsed

without this happening, or if the mistletoe chanced to fall to the ground, it
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was considered as an omen that some great misfortune would befall the

nation. According to Davies's Celtic Rescarcltcs and Inqidrij into the Mytho-
logy of the Druids, the ap[)le tree was considered as the next sacred tree to

the oak, and orchards oi' it were always planted near a grove of druids' oaks.

This was also favourable to the production of the mistletoe, as it grows abun-

dantly on the apple tree, and might be easily propagated by birds, or any other

accidental mode of transporting the seed. The well-known chorus of *' Hey
derry down," according to Professor Burnet, was a druidic chaunt, sig-

nifying, literally, " In a circle the oak move around." Criminals were tried

under an oak tree ; the judge being placed under the tree, with the jury beside

him, and the cul[)rit placed in a circle made by the chief druid's wand. The
Saxons also held their national meetings under an oak ; and the celebrated

conference between the Saxons and the Britons, after the invasion of the

former, was held under the oaks of Dartmoor. The wood of the oak was
appropriated to the most memorable uses : King Arthur's round table was
made of it, as was the cradle of Edward III., when he was born at Caernarvon

Castle; this sacred wood being chosen, in the ho{)e of conciliating the feelings

of the Welch, who still retained the prejudices of their ancestors, the ancient

Britons. It was considered unlucky to cut down any celebrated tree : and
Evelyn gravely relates a story of two men who cut down the Vicar's Oak, in

Surrey ; one losing his eye, and the other breaking his leg, soon after.

JSiography of the Oak. Several individual oak trees are connected with

historical facts or legends, or are remarkable for their age, size, or other cir-

cumstances ; and we shall now give a short account of the most celebrated in

each county, arranging the counties in alphabetical order.

Bedfordshire. The Abbot's Oak, at Woburn Abbey, which may be called an
English dool tree, is a low pollard-like tree, with nothing remarkable in its

appearance, though the associations connected wi'A it are extremely interest-

ing. On the branches of this tree, according to Stowe and other historians,

exactly three centuries ago, the abbot and prior of Woburn, the vicar of

Puddington, and " other contumacious persons," were hanged by order of

Henry VIII. Dodds, in his Church History of England, states that Roger
Hobbs, the abbot of Woburn at that time, " nobly disdaining to compromise his

conscience for a pension, as most of his brethren did, and as many others who
do not wear a cowl do at the present day, resolutely denied the king's supre-

macy, and refused to surrender his sarcedotal rights. For this contumacious
conduct, he was, in 1537, together with the vicar of Puddington, in this county

[Bedfordshire], and others who opposed the requisition, hanged on an oak
tree in front of the monastery, which is standing in the present day [1742].

He was drawn to the place of execution on a sledge, as is the custom with
state prisoners." We saw this tree in September, 1836, and found it in perfect

health, though with few arms that would be considered large enough for the

purpose to which the tree was once applied. On a board nailed to the tree

are painted the following lines, written by J. W. Wifhn, Esq. :
—

" Oh ! 't was a ruthless deed ! enough to pale

Freedom's bright fires, that doom'd to shameful death
Those who maintain'd their faith with latest breath, j

And scorn'd before the despot's frown to quail.

Yet 'twas a glorious hour, when from the goal
Of papal tyranny the mind of man
Dared to break loose, and triuraph'd in the ban
Of thunders roaring in the distant gale !

Yes, old memorial of the mitred monk.
Thou liv'st to flourish in a brighter day.
And scem'st to smile, that pure and potent vows
Are breathed where superstition reign'd : thy trunk
Its glad green garland wears, thougli in deray.

And years hang heavy on thy time-stain'd boughs."

The Leaden Oak, in Ampthill Park, so called from a large piece of lead having

been fixed on it many years ago, is remarkable for having been one of the

oaks markeil in a survey made of the park in the time of Cromwell, as being

then too old for naval timber. It is 67 ft. high ; its trunk is 30 ft. in. in
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circumference ; and the diameter of its head is 85 ft. The species is Q. sessi-

liflora.

Berkshire. Chaucer is said to have planted three trees, that formerly grew in

Donnington Park, near Newbury. The largest, or King's Oak, had an erect

trunk, 50 ft. in height before any bough or knot appeared, a very unusual cir-

cumstance in the oak ; and, when felled, cut 5 ft. square at the but end, all

clear timber. The second, or Queen's Oak, gave a beam 40 ft. long, of excellent

timber, perfectly straight in growth and grain, without spot or blemish, 4 ft. in

diameter at the stub, and nearly 3 ft. at the top ; "besides a fork of almost

10 ft. clear timber above the shaft, which was crowned with a shady tuft of

boughs, amongst which were some branches on each side curved like rams'

horns, as if they had been industriously bent by hand. This oak was of a

kind so excellent, cutting a grain clear as any clap-board, as appeared in the

wainscot that was made thereof, that it is a thousand pities some seminary of
the acorns had not been propagated to preserve the species." (Eveli/n's Sylva,

book iii.) Chaucer's oak, according to Evelyn, was somewhat inferior to its

companion ;
" yet was it a very goodly tree." It has been confidently as-

serted, that the planter of these oaks, or, at least, one of them, was Chaucer

;

but Professor Burnet thinks " their size renders it more probable that they

owned a much earlier date ; and that, as then fine trees, they were the favourite

resort of the pilgrim bard." This opinion is corroborated by the legend told

by the country people, that Chaucer wrote several of his poems under the

oak that bears his name ; and the fact, that Chaucer actually spent several of
the latter years of his life at Donnington.

In Windsor Forest, there are several celebrated oaks : one of these, the
King Oak, is said to have been a favourite tree of William the Conqueror,
who made this a royal forest, and enacted laws for its preservation. This oak,

which stands near the enclosure of Cranbourn, is 26 ft. in circumference at

3 ft. from the ground. It is supposed to be the largest and oldest oak in Wind-
sor Forest, being above 1000 years old. It is quite hollow : the space within

is from 7 ft. to 8 ft. in diameter, and the entrance is about 4^ ft. high, and 2 ft.

wide. " We lunched in it," says Professor Burnet, " September 2. 1829 -.

it would accommodate at least 20 persons with standing room ; and 10 or 12
might sit down comfortably to dinner. I think, at Willis's and in GuUdhall,
I have danced a quadrille in a smaller space." {Amoen. Quer., fol. x. ; and Eido-
dendron, pi. 29.) Queen Anne's Oak, says Professor Burnet, " is a tree of
uncommon height and beauty, under which tradition says that Queen Anne,
who often hunted in Windsor Forest, generally came to mount her horse."

The tree is marked by a brass plate ; and there is an engraving of it in Bur-
gess's Etdodendron, pi. 25. " Pope's Oak, in Binfield Wood, Windsor Forest,

has the words * Here Pope sang' inscribed upon it. Queen Charlotte's

Oak is a very beautiful pollard, of prodigious size, which stands in Windsor
Forest, in an elevated situation, conmianding a fine view of the country round
Maidenhead. It was a favourite tree of Queen Charlotte's ; and George IV.
had a brass plate with her name fixed on it." (Amcen. Quer,, fol. x. ; and Eid.,

pi. 26.) Heme's Oak, in Windsor Park, has been immortalised by Shakspeare;
and the remains of its trunk were lately 24 ft. in circumference. Heme was a
keeper in the forest some time before the reign of Elizabeth, who hanged him-
self on this oak, from the dread of being disgraced for some offence which he
had committed; and his ghost was believed to haunt the spot. The following

account of this tree is given in that very entertaining work, Jesse''s G/emiings :

" The next interesting tree, however, at Windsor, for there can be little doubt
of its identity, is the celebrated Heme's Oak. There is, indeed, a story pre-

valent in the neighbourhood respecting its destruction. It was stated to have
been felled by command of his late majesty, George III., about fifty years

ago (1784), under peculiar circumstances. The whole story, the details of
which it is unnecessary to enter upon, appeared so improbable, that I have
taken some pains to ascertain the inaccuracy of it, and have now every reason

to believe that it is perfectly unfounded. Heme's Oak is probably still stand-
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ing ; at least there is a tree which some old inhabitants of Windsor consider

as such, and which t!ieir fathers did before them — the best proof, i)erhaps,of

its identity. In following the footpath which leads from the Windsor road

to Queen Adehiidc's Lodge, in the Little

Park, about half way on the right, a dead
tree (of which fg. I088. is a portrait) may be

seen close to an avenue of elms. This is

what is pointed out as Heme's Oak ; I can

almost fancy it the very picture of death. Not
a leaf, not a particle of vitality appears about
it. The hunter must have blasted it. It

stretches out its bare and sapless branches, is_s "^A
like the skeleton arms of some enormous ^2i^^^
giant, and is almost fearful in its decay. None v;?^^

of the delightful associations connected with -

it have however vanished, nor is it difficult to

fancy it as the scene of Falstaft's distress, and
the pranks of the ' Merry Wives.' Among
many appropriate passages which it brought
to my recollection was the following :

—
' There want not many that do fear

In deep of night to walk by this Heme's Oak,'

Its spectral branches might indeed deter many from coming near it, * 'twixt

twelve and one.'

" The footpath which leads across the park is stated to have passed in former
times close to Heme's Oak. The path is now at a little distance from it, and
was probably altered in order to protect the tree from injury. I was glad to

find ' a pit hard by,' where ' Nan and her troop of fairies, and the Welch devil

Evans,' might all have ' couch'd,' without being perceived by the ' fat Windsor
stag' when he spake like ' Heme the hunter.' The pit above alluded to has

recently had a few thorns planted in it, and the circumstance of its being near
the oak, with the diversion of the footpath, seems to prove the identity of the
tree, in addition to the traditions respecting it :

—

' There is an old tale goes, that Heme the hunter.
Sometime a keeper here in Windsor Forest,
Doth all the winter time, at still midnight,
Walk round about an oak, with great ragg'd horns,
And there he blasts the tree.'

The last acorn, I believe, which was found on Heme's Oak was given to the

late Sir David Dundas of Richmond, and was planted by him on his estate

in Wales, where it now flourishes, and has a suitable inscription near it. I

have reason to think that Sir David Dundas never entertained

a doubt of the tree I have referred to being Heme's Oak, and
he had the best opportunities of ascertaining it. In digging
holes near the tree lately, for the purpose of fixing the pre-
sent fence round it, several old coins were found, as if they
had been deposited there as future memorials of the interest

this tree had excited." (Jesse's Glenn, in Nat. Hist., 2d s.,

p. 117.) By others another tree was said to be Heme's Oak,
of which/j^. 1589. is a portrait taken from nature some years ago. This tree,
which no longer exists, had been in a decaying state "for more than half a
century before our drawing was made.

Buckinghamshire. The large oak at Wootton {Jig. 1590.) is, probably, one of
the handsomest in England. Its trunk measures 25 ft. in circumference at I ft.

from the ground ; and at the height of 12 ft. it divides into four large limbs,
the principal of which is 15 ft. in circumference. It is above 90 ft. hif^h, and'
covers an area of 150 ft. in diameter with its branches. The great beauty
of this tree is the breadth of its head, occasioned by the enormous size
of its limbs ; which gives it so completely the character of the oak, that
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not even the most
superficial observ-

er could ever for d

moment mistake it

for any other tree

The Chandos Oak
(see fig. 1601., in

p. 1763.), though
it has nearly as

large a head, has

more the charac-

ter of a spreading

beech tree ; and
theTibberton Oak
(see fig. 1587. in

p. 1745.), though
higher, is more like

an English elm. The Wootton Oak has all the attributes of beauty, dignity,

and majesty, usually given to the oak tree; it once formed part of the ancient
forest of Bern Wood, which was a favourite hunting ground of Edward the
Confessor. " This forest was at that time infested by a wild boar, which was
at last slain by a huntsman named Nigel, whom the king rewarded for this

service by the grant of some lands, to be held by a horn ; a mode of livery

common in those days." {Lauder's Gilpin, vol. ii. p. 69.) This horn is still

in the possession of the Aubrey family, to whom it has descended by the female
line from that of Nigel. " The Chenies Oak," Professor Burnet (Eidoden-
dron, pi. 2.) tells us, "is an old tree, which was going to decay in the reign
of Queen Elizabeth ; but, a farm-yard being established in its vicinity, it has
revived, from the manure having sunk down to its roots, and has now several
healthy and flourishing branches. Tradition traces it beyond the Norman
Conquest." {Amcen. Qiier., fol. 2.)

Cheshire. The St. James's Chronicle, No. 5038., states that an oak was felled,

a few days before, at Morley in Cheshire, which produced upwards of 1000 ft.

of measurable timber. It girted 42 ft., and one branch contained 200 ft. of solid

timber. Its existence could be traced back for 800 years ; and it was supposed
to be one of the largest trees in England. As a proof of this, it may be added,
that the hollow trunk had, for some years before it was cut down, been used for

housing cattle. It is said that Edward the Black Prince once dined beneath
its shade. {Mart. Mill., art. Quercus.) The Forest of Delamere, in this county,
contains many fine oaks. In this forest " Edelfleda, a Mercian princess,

founded a little town for her retirement, which obtained the title of the
Happy City. The site is still known by the name of the Chamber of the
Forest." {Giljmi.) The Combermere Oaks, at Combermere Abbey, near Nant-
wich, are very fine old trees. One of these (Q. pedunculata) is 71 ft. high,

and the trunk girts 37 ft. at 3 ft. from the ground ; and another {Q. sessili-

flora) is 65 ft. high, and has a trunk 28 ft. in circumference at 3 ft. from the

ground. The latter is quite hollow ; and the inside, which is fitted up as a
room, will hold twelve people. Both these trees were described as old trees

when the abbey and demesne were granted to an ancestor of the present Lord
Combermere, Sir G. Cotton, who was steward of the household to Henry
VIII., in 1633. There is another old tree on an island in the lake, which
is still in a growing state, and which is 80 ft. high, girting 24 ft.; and the dia-

meter of the head is 75 ft.

Devonshire. The Forest of Dartmoor was formerly of great extent ; and in

it, at Crockern Tor, was the seat of the Parliament of the Stanneries. The
forest has now nearly disappeared, but the moor still extends about 20 miles

by 11 miles, and wolves were found on it as late as the reign of Queen Eliza-

beth. The appearance of Dartmoor is rendered very picturesque, from the

abrupt eminences, crowned with huge piles of stones, and called Tors, which
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are found in iliHtrt'iit parts of it. Crockcrn Tot, wliicli we have mentioned
above, is one of the most remarkable of them, ami is thus describeil by Car-
rington :

—

-" Not always thus
Have hover'il, Crockcrn, o'er thy leafless scalp
The silence and the solitude which now
Oppresses the crush'd spirits ; tor I stand
Where once the fathers of the forest held
(An iron race) the parliament that gave
The forest law. Ye legislators, nursed
In laps of modern luxury, revere
The venerable spot, where simply clad,

And breathing mountain breezes, sternly sate
The hardy mountain council."

Near this spot, tradition says, were anciently some old oaks, under which
the Britons held their courts of judicature previously to the invasion of the

Romans ; and under which the conference between the Saxons and the Britons

took place, after which the latter gave up the kingdom, and retired into

Wales. The oak trees, though the place is still called Wistman's, or Welch-
man's, Wood, have long since been cut down, though there are still some
huge gnarled stumps amidst loose rocks of granite ; and on their decayed tops,

thorns, brambles, &c., are shooting forth, forming altogether a most grotesque
appearance. (See Mart. Mill., art. Woods.) These distorted and stunted

remains, we are informed by Mr. Borrer, are all Q. pedunculiita j and some
idea may be formed of their appearance from the engraving given of them by
Burt, in his notes to the second edition of Carrington's Dartmoor. The trees

in this wood are now none of them above 7 ft. high, though their trunks are

more than 10 ft. in circumference. For the following account of this remark-
able wood we are indebted to W. Borrer, Esq. :

—" Wistman's Wood is still

in existence. It is something more than a mile north of Two-Bridges, near
the centre of Dartmoor, where it forms a narrow stripe, a quarter of a mile at

least in length, along the Western slope of a hill, at the foot of which runs a

mountain brook, one of the branches of the West Dart. On the ridge of
the hill are the Little Bee and the two Longaford Tors (the Great Longaford
being a building-place of the raven); and the Crockern Tor, interesting to

antiquaries, is on a lower part a little to the south-east. A few of the trees

are scattered ; but by far the greater part are packed, as it were, among the

low blocks of granite that lie in abundance on the hill side ; the gnarled and
twisted stems reclining in the spaces between the rocks, and formed into an
undistinguishable mass with them by a thick mat of mosses and lichens, of
which the Anomodon curtipendulum, bearing its very rare capsules in profu-

sion, contributes a large proportion. I did not observe stems of any large

size, but they display incontestable marks of great antiquity. The branches
rise a very few feet above the rocks, and \5Q\
their twigs are very short, yet I found on
them a tolerably vigorous crop of leaves

and acorns." ( JF. B.) Meavy's Oak {Jig.

1591.) is also on Dartmoor. Our en-

graving is taken from a drawing (kindly

lent to us by W. Borrer, Esq.) which was
made in 18.3.3. The tree (which is stag-

headed) is about 50 ft. high ; the trunk, %^^
which is 27 ft. in circumference, is ^^M*^'

hollow, and it has held nine persons

at one time. This oak is supposed
to have existed in the time of King ~"^^^''i!^®t1..i»^^^*

John. The Flitton Oak {fg- 1592.) stands singly on a spot where three
roads meet, on an estate belonging to the Earl of Morley, in the parish

of North Molton. It is supposed to be 1000 years old; and, within the
memory of man, it was nearly twice its present height, which is now about
45 ft. It is 33 ft. in circumference at about 1 ft. from the ground ; and at

about 7 ft. it divides into eight enormous limbs. The species is Q. sessiliflora.
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The Staple Hill Oak, in the same
county, on the property of the

Duke of Somerset, is of great age,

and has a trunk 37 ft. 6 in. in cir-

cumference. " At Weare GifFord,

there is a curious old oak, the cir-

cumference of which, at 1 ft. from

the ground, is 27 ft. 9 in. ; and the

head of which covers a space the

diameter of which is 9.3 ft. The
height is now between 30 ft. and

40 ft. ; but, as the top has been broken off by storms, this affords no criterion

as to its original height. The trunk is hollow at the bottom ; and the tree

appears some centuries older than any other near it." (E.)
Dorsetshire. Not far from Blandford, Gilpin observes, there " stood very

lately a tree known by the name of Damory's Oak. About five or six centuries

ago, it was probably in a state of maturity." It measured 68 ft. in circum-

ference at the ground, and 17 ft. above it was 16 ft. in girt. As this im-

mense trunk decayed, it became hollow, forming a cavity 15 ft. wide, and 17 ft.

high, capable of holding 20 men. During the civil wars, and till after the

Restoration, this cave was inhabited by an old man, who sold ale in it. A
violent storm, in 1703, greatly injured this venerable oak, and destroyed many
of its noblest limbs ; however, 40 years after, it was still so stately a ruin, that

some of its branches were 75 ft. high, and extended 72 ft. from the bole. " In

1755, when it was fit for nothing but fire-wood, it was sold for 14/." (See
Hutchins's Account of Dorsetshire, vol. i., with a print of the tree.) In this

county was White Hart Forest, so called from Henry III. having here hunted

a beautiful white hart, and spared its life. The forest was afterwards called

Blackmoor ; and Losel's Wood, mentioned by Gilbtrt White in his History of
Selbome, which, he says, was on the Blackmoor estate, probably formed part

of it. Most of the oaks in this grove (Losel's Wood) were of peculiar growth,

and, for some purposes, of great value. They were tall and taper, like firs ; but

standing close together, they had very small heads, only a little brush, without

any large limbs. Many of these trees were 60 ft. long, without any bough, and

only 1 ft. in diameter at the smallest end. In the centre of this grove grew
the Raven Oak, " which, though shapely and tall on the whole, bulged out into

a large excrescence about the middle of the stem. On this oak a pair of

ravens had fixed their residence for such a series of years, that it was distin-

guished by the title of the Raven Iree. Many were the attempts of the

neighbouring youths to get at this eyry : the difficulty only whetted their

inclinations ; and each was ambitious of surmounting the arduous task ; but,

when they arrived at the swelling, it jutted out so in their way, and was so

far beyond their grasp, that the most daring lads were awed, and acknow-
ledged the undertaking to be too hazardous. So the ravens built on nest

after nest in perfect security, till the fatal day arrived when the tree was to be

felled. It was in the month of February, when the ravens usually sit ; and
the dam was upon her nest. The saw was applied to the but ; wedges
were inserted in the opening ; the woods echoed to the heavy blows of the

beetle and the mallet, and the tree nodded to its fall : yet still the dam sate

on. At last, when the tree gave way, the bird was flung from her nest ; and,

though her maternal affection merited a better fate, she was whipped by the

boughs which brought her dead to the ground." (Brown's edit, of Whitens

Selborne, p. 6.)

The Great Oak at Stockbridge stands on part of ihe estate of Robert
Gordon, Esq., of Leweston, within a few yards of the turnpike-road. This

oak, though it has stood there several centuries, is in perfect health, with a

well-formed head. The trunk is 22 ft. in circumference, height 52 ft., and
diameter of the head 95 ft. One of the branches has been broken about 10 ft.

from the bole, apparently many years ago ; and the extremity, about 25 ft. or
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soft, from the tree, now lies completely buried in the ground. The tree

stands singly in a very conspicuous situation, on rising ground, and attracts

the notice of" travellers. At Mclhury Park, there is an old oak, called Billy

Wilkins, which is 50 ft. high, spreads (iO ft., and has a trunk S ft. high bef'urc

it breaks into branches, which is HO it. in circumference at the smallest part,

and .'37 ft. at tiie collar. It is a remarkably gnarled knotty tree, and is called

by Mitchell, in his Dcndroloiiia, " as curly, surly, knotty an old monster as can

be conceiveil ;" though for marble-grained furniture, he adds, it would sell at

a guinea per foot.

Essex. The Fairlop Oak stood in an open space of Hainault Forest. " The
circumference of its trunk, near the ground, was 48 ft. ; at .3 ft. high, it measured
3G ft. round ; and the short bole divided into 1 1 vast branches, not in

the horizontal manner usual in the oak, but rather with the rise that is more
generally characteristic of the beech. These boughs, several of which were
from 10ft. to fift. in girt, overspread an area .300 ft. in circuity and for

many years a fair was hekl beneath their shade, no booth of which was al-

lowed to extend beyond it. This celebrated festival owed its origin to the

eccentricity of Daniel Day, commonly called ' Good Day,' who, al)out 1720,
was wont to invite his frientis to dine with him, the first Friday in July, on beans
and bacon, under this venerable tree. From this circumstance becoming known,
the public were attracted to the spot; and about 1725 the fair above mentioned
was established, and was held for many years on the 2d of July in each year.

Mr. Day never failed to provide annually several sacks of beans, which he
distributed, with a proportionate quantity of bacon, from the hollowed trunk
of the oak, to the crowds assembled. The project of its patron tended
greatly, however, to injure his favourite tree ; and the orgies annually cele-

brated to the honour of the Fairlop Oak, yearly curtailed it of its fair pro-

portions. Some years ago, Mr. Forsyth's composition was applied to the

decayed branches of this tree, to preserve it from future injury
;
probably by

the Hainault Archery Society, who held their meetings near it." {Li/sons.)

At this period, a board was affixed to one of the limbs of this tree, with this

inscription : — " All good foresters are requested not to hint this old tree, a
plaster having been lately applied to his wounds." (See Gent. Mag. for

1793, p. 792.) Mr. Day had his coffin made of one of the limbs of this tree,

which was torn off in a storm; and, dying in 1767, at the age of S-i,

he was buried in it in Barking churchyard. The persons assembled at the

fair frequently mutilated the tree ; and it was severely injured by some
gipsies, who made its trunk their place of shelter. But the most fatal injury

it received was in 1805, from a party of about sixty cricketers, who had spent

the day under its shade, and who carelessly left a fire burning too near its

trunk. The tree was discovered to be on fire about eight in the evening, two
hours after the cricketers had left the spot; and, though a number of persons,

with buckets and pails of water, endeavoured to extinguish the flames, the

tree continued burning till morning. (Gent. J\f(ig., June, 1805, p. 574.)
" The high winds of February, 1820," Professor Burnet informs us, " stretched

this forest patriarch on the ground, after having endured the storms of per-

haps 1000 winters. Its remains were purchased by a builder; and from a

portion thereof the pulpit and reading-desk in the new church, St. Pancras,

were constructeil : they are beautiful specimens of British oak, and will long

preserve the recollection of this memorable tree." {Aman. (iitcr.,io\. 15.)

In Hatfield Broad-Oak, or Takely, Forest, near j. .^^-tA-^-.

the village of Hatfield, stand the remains of an '^^f;^'^^' '^0^'-vi>.
old oak, from which the village and forest derive '^^^^^ ^^''^M^^'^W^
their name of Hatfield Broad-Oak. This tree ^^^'^^^ S^^y^^^w
( ^g. 1593.), in its present state, measures 42 ft. in ^^**^^^W*^^
circumference at the base; but, in 1813, before a •iiwll^^^^w^
large portion of the bark fell in, it was upwards of **^\|^^iT
60 ft. It seems to have been one of those stag-

''•?^^"Htir'rJrt.

headed trees, which are remarkable for the com- 1593

5 V
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parative shortness of their trunk and branches, when compared with their

amazing strength and thickness. The exact age of this tree is not known

;

but it cannot be less than seven or eight centuries. (See Young's Essex,

vol. ii. p. 136.)

The Hempstead Oak, near Saffron Walden, is a pollard of great age, and

has a trunk from 50 ft. to 53 ft. in circumference.

Flintshire. The Shordley Oak {Jig. 1594'., from a

drawing sent to us by W. Bowman, Esq.) is a magni-

ficent ruin. It is evidently of very great age, and ap-

pears to have been at some time struck with lightning.

It is quite hollow ; and its bare and distorted branches

have completely the air of a " blasted tree." Its cir-

cumference, at 3 ft. from the ground, is 40 ft.; and at

5 ft., 33 ft. 9 in. It is 51 ft. high.

Gloucestershire. The most celebrated oak in this

county was the Boddington Oak. This tree grew in

a piece of rich grass land, called tiie Old Orchard 159^

Ground, belonging to Boddington Manor Farm, lying near the turnpike

road between Cheltenham and Tewkesbury, in the Vale of Gloucester.

The sides of the trunk were more upright than those of large trees generally

;

and at the surface of the ground it measured 54 ft. in circumference. The
trunk began to throw out branches at about 12ft. from the ground; and

the total length of the tree was 45 ft. In 1783, its trunk was formed into a

room, which was wainscoted. Marshall, writing in that year, states that

it appeared to have been formerly furnished with large arms, but that then

the largest limb extended only 24 ft. from the bole. The trunk, he adds, " is

" about 12 ft. in diameter; and the greatest height of the branches, by estima-

tion, 45 ft. The stem is quite hollow, being, near the ground, a perfect shell,

and forming a capacious well-sized room, which at the floor measures, one

way, more than 16 ft. in diameter. The hoUowness, however, contracts up-

wards, and forms itself into a natural dome, so that no light is admitted except

at the door, and at an aperture, or window, at the side. It is still perfectly

alive and fruitful, having this year (1783) a fine crop of acorns upon it. It is

obser\'able in this (as we believe it is in most old trees), that its leaves are

remarkably small ; not larger, in general, than the leaves of the hawthorn."

{PL and Bur. Or., ii. p. 300.) This oak was burnt down, either by accident or

design, in 1790; and in 1807 there was only a small part of its trunk remain-

ing, which had escaped the fire. (See Budgets Survey of Gloucestershire,

p. 242.)

At Razies Bottom, near Ashwick, says Professor Burnet, were growing, a

few years ago, three fine oaks, called the King, the Queen, and the Duke of

Gloucester. The King Oak was 28 ft. 8 in. in circumference at the collar ; and

about 18 ft. as the average girt to the height of 30 ft., where the trunk began

to throw out branches. The Queen Oak, which girted 34 ft. at the base, had

a clear cylindrical stem of 30ft. high, and 16ft. in circumference all the way;

bearing two tree-like branches, each extending 40 ft. beyond the bole, and

"irtino- at the base 8 ft.; containing in all 680 ft. of measurable timber. The

Dake of Gloucester had a clear trunk, 25 ft. high, averaging 14 ft. in girt.

Hamj)shire. Gilpin gives the following account of some celebrated trees in

the New Forest. The first of these was the tree near which William Rufus

was slain, and from which, according to the legend, a druid warned him, some

years previously, of his fate :
— " Leland tells us, and Camden after him, that

the death of Rufus happened at a place called Througham, near which a

chapel was erected." The chapel has perished, and the very name of the

place is not now to be found within the precincts of the New Forest. The

tree has also decayed ; but, about the middle of the last century, to preserve

the memory of the spot, a triangular stone was erected on it by Lord Dela-

ware, who" lived in one of the neighbouring lodges ; on the three sides of

which were the following inscriptions :
—" Here stood the oak tree on which
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ail arrow, sliot by 8ir Walter Tyrrell at a stas;, glanced and struck King
William II., surnamcd Rntiis, on the breast, of which stroke he instantly

died, on the 'Al of August, 1100." "King William II. being thus slain,

was laid in a cart belonging to one Purkess, and drawn from hence to Win-
chester, and buried in the cathedral church of that city." " That the spot

where an event so memorable happened might not hereafter be nnknown,
this stone was set up by John Lord Delaware, who has seen the tree growing
in this place." {Gilpin's Forest Seen., i. p. 1G7.) This stone was erected in

1745 ; and it is said that, in the reign of Charles II., the oak was paled round
by that monarch's command, in order to its |)reservation. This tree appears to

have blossomed at Christmas, like the Cadenham Oak, mentioned below.

The Cadenham Oak, about three miles from Lyndhurst, is another of the

remarkable trees of the New Forest. This tree, which buds every year at

Christmas, is mentioned by Camden. " Having often heard of this oak,"
says (iilpin, " I took a ride to see it on the 29th of December, 1781. It was
pointed out to me among several other oaks, surrounded by a little forest

stream, winding round a knoll on which they stood. It is a tall straight

plant, of no great age, and apparently vigorous, except that its top has been
injuretl, from which several branches issue in the form of pollard shoots. It

w as entirely bare of leaves, as far as I could discern, when I saw it, and un-
distinguishable from the other oaks in its neighbourhood ; except that its

bark seemed rather smoother, occasioned, I apprehended, only by frequent

climbing. Having had the account of its early budding confirmed on the spot,

I engaged one Michael Lawrence, who kept the White Hart, a small alehouse
in the neighbourhood, to send me some of the leaves to Vicar's Hill as soon
as they should appear. The man, who had not the least doubt about the

matter, kept his word, and sent me several twigs on the 5th of January, 1782,
a few hours after they had been gathered. The leaves were fairly expanded,
and about I in. in length. From some of the buds two leaves had unsheathed
themselves, but, in general, only one." {For, Scen.,\. p. 171.) One of the

young trees raised from this oak at Bulstrode was not only in leaf, but had
its flower buds perfectly formed, on December 21. 1781; so that this property
of coming early into leaf had been conununicated to its offspring. " The
early spring of the Catlenham Oak," Gilpin continues, " is of very short du-
ration. The buds, after unfolding themselves, make no further progress, but
immediately shrink from the season, and die. The tree continues torpid, like

other deciduous trees, during the remainder of the winter, and vegetates
again in the spring, at the usual season." When " in full leaf in the middle
of summer, it appeared, both in its form and foliage, exactly like other oaks."
{Ibid., p. J74'.) Another tree, with the same property of early germination,
has been found near the spot where Rufus's monument stands. This seems
to authenticate Camden's account of the death of that prince ; for he speaks
of the premature vegetation of the tree against which Tyrrell's arrow
glanced; and this may be one of its .descendants. (See Camden's Account of
the New Forest.)

The Bentley Oak, in Holt Forest, according to a letter from R. Marshani,
Esq., in the Bath Society's Papers, was, in 1759, 34 ft. in circumference at

7 ft. from the ground, and was found, 20 years afterwards (viz. in 1778), to
have increased only half an inch. Mr. Marsham accounts for taking the

measure so far from the ground, by mentioning that there was an excres-

cence about 5 ft. or (ift. high, which would have rendered the measure unfair.

At Beaulieu Abbe}', Gilpin observes, there was, some years ago, " a very
extraordinary instance of vegetation. The main stem of an oak arose in

contact with a part of the wall, which was entire, and extended one of its

principal limbs along the summit of it. This lia)b, at the distance of a few
yards from the parent tree, finding a fissure in the wall, in which there might
probably be some deposit of soil, shot a root through it into the earth.

Thence shooting up again through another part of the wall, it formed a new
stem, as large as the original tree; and from this proceeded another horizontal

5 Y 2
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branch like the former. In a great storm, on the 27th of February, 1781, both

the wall and the tree were blown down together." (Gilpin.)

Mr. South, in the Bath Society Papers, tells us that in the New Forest there

was an oak, which was felled in 1768, called the Langley Oak, the trunk of

which, after it was cut down and barked, measured 36 ft. in circumference at the

base, and 18 ft. in circumference at the height of 20 ft., which was the length of

the bole. The head was all knees and crooks, and the branches extended

about 40 ft. from the tree on every side. The timber was perfectly sound, and

the tree was in a growing state when it was cut down.

Isle of Wight. Nunwell Park affords examples of several oaks which

are supposed to have flourished, where they are now in a state of decay, at the

time the grant of the park was made by William the Conqueror to the ances-

tor of Sir William Oglander, one of the Norman in-

vaders, and from whose family the possession has never

lapsed, (Ainasn. Quer., fol. 18.) ^-,

Herefordshire. The Moccas Park Oak (7%. 1595.),
"'

on the banks of the Wye, is 36 ft. in girt at 3 ft. from

the ground. It is hollow in the trunk ; but its head,

though much injured by time and storms, is bushy and

leafy.

Hertfordshire. The Great Oak, at Panshanger (fig. 1596.), growing on the

estate of Earl Cowper, is, as Strutt observes, a fine specimen of the oak tree

in its prime. Though upwai'ds of 250 years old, and ^. ;'

s

though it has been called the Great Oak for more
than a century, it yet appears " even now to have

scarcely reached its meridian : the waving lightness of

its feathery branches, dipping down to the very ground,

the straightness of its stem, and the redundancy of its

foliage, give it a character the opposite of antiquity,

and fit it for the sequestered and cultivated pleasure-

grounds in which it stands." (St/lv. Brit., p. 7.) The
huge oak near Theobald's, commonly called GofF's

Oak, is 32 ft. in circumference close to the ground.

It gives its name to an inn close by, from the door of which it assumes a

most imposing appearance. In one of the rooms there is the figure of this

oak, and stuck thereon the following printed account :
— " This tree was

planted a. d. 1066, by Sir Theodore Godfrey, or Goft'by, who came over

with William the Conqueror." (See Amcen. Quer., fol. 18.)

Kent. There are three fine oaks at Fredville, in the parish of Newington,

in this county. The Majesty Oak (fg. 1597.), at 8 ft. from ground, exceeds

28 ft. in girt ; and it contains above 1 400 ft. of timber. Stately ^^^

(fig. 1598.) has a clear stem 70 ft. high, and 18 ft. in girt at

4 ft. from the ground. Beauty
is not so high, and is only

16 ft. in girt at 4 ft. from the

ground. Fisher's Oak, about
17 miles from London, on the

Tunbridge Road, is said by
Mai'tyn to have been of enor-

mous bulk. The part of the

trunk now remaining is 24 ft.

in compass. When King James made a progress that way,

a schoolmaster in the neighbourhood, and all his scholars,

dressed in oaken garlands, came out of this tree in great
'^'^'^f^

numbers, and entertained the king with an oration. There is a tradition at

Tunbridge Wells, that 13 men, on horseback, were once sheltered within this

tree. Sir Philip Sydney's Oak, at Penshurst (fig. 1599.), is thus mentioned

by Ben Jonson :
—

" That taller tree, of which the nut was set

At his great birth, where all the Muses met."

1596
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A report existing that this tree liad been cut tlown,

we wrote to Lord Do L'Isle on the siil)ject, and
are informed by His Lordsliip that the tree is in

nearly the same state as when drawn by Strntt

(from whose plate our //if. lo99. is a reduced '^

copy), with the exception of the loss of a large

bough. The circumference, at .'3 ft. from the
ground, is 30 ft. Lord Ue L'Isle adils that he
has no doubt " that the date of the tree is anterior

to the birth of Sir Philip Sydney, although it is

certain that this oak (which goes by the name of the Bear's Oak, from the
family bearings) is the one alluded to by Waller."

AIcrio)wtlisliire. The Naunau Oak, which was blown down in 1813, measured
27 ft. 6 in. in circumference, and had for centuries been celebratetl among the
Welsh as the Hobgoblin's Hollow Tree, " Dderwn Ceubren yr Ellyll." This
.celebrated tree was also known by the names of the Spirit's Blasted Tree,
and the Haunted Oak. The legend respecting it is, that Howel Sele, a
Welsh chieftain, and Lord of Nannau, was privately slain in a hunting
quarrel by his cousin Owen Glentiower, and his friend Maddoc. The body,
in which life was not yet extinct, was hidden in the hollow trunk of this tree
by the murderers. Owen returned in haste to his stronghold, Glendewwrdry.
Howel was sought for, but in vain ; and, though groans and hollow sounds
were heard proceeding from the tree, no one thought of looking in it. After
a lapse of years, Owen Glendower died, and on "his deathbed enjoined his
companion Maddoc to reveal the truth : he did so, and the skeleton of Howel
was discovered upright in the hollow of the tree, and still, according to the
legend, grasping a rusty sword in its bony hand. A ballad on this subject,
by Mr. Warrington, is printed in the notes to Scott's
Alarmion. This celebrated oak " stood on the estate of
Sir Robert Williams Vaughan, of Nannau Park, who, after

its fall, had a variety of utensils manufactured from its

wood, which was of a beautiful dark colour, approaching to
ebony ; and there is scarcely a house in Dolgelly that does
not contain an engraving of this venerable tree, framed in

its wood." {Sat. Mag., 1S32, p. 30.) Fig. 1600. is a re-

duced copy of the engraving of this tree in the Saturday
Magazine, which is there said to have been taken from a
drawing made of it by Sir Richard Colt Hoare, only a kv/
hours before it fell.

Anddlcscx. The Chandos Oak {Jig. 1001.) stands in the pleasure-grounds
at Michendon House, near Southgate, and is about GO ft. high. The head
covers a space the diameter of ^^^s

which measures about 118 ft,;

the girt of the trunk, at 1 ft.

from the ground, is 18 ft. 3 in. :/?

It has no large limbs; but, when
in full foliage, " its boughs
bending to the earth, with

almost artificial regularity of

form, and equidistance from
each other, give it the appear-

ance of a gigantic tent." It r

forms, indeed, " a magnificent

living canopy, impervious to the day." {Strutt.)

Norfolk. The Merton Oak (fg. 1602.) stands on the estate of Lord Wal-
singham. It is 66 ft. high, and, at the surface of the ground, the circumference
of the trunk is 63 ft. 2 in. ; at I ft. it is 46 ft. 1 in.; the trunk is 18 ft. 6 in. to
the fork of the branches; the largest limb is 18ft., and the second 16ft. in

circumference. The Winfarthing Oak is 70ft. in circumference; the trunk
o V 3
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quite hollow, and the cavity large enough to

hold at least 30 persons. An arm was blown

off'in 1811, which contained 2 waggon loads

of wood. (Anueii. Qner., fol. 14.) A drawing

of this tree, of which^cr. 1603. is a copy, was

sent to us by Samuel Taylor, Esq., of Whit-

tington, near Stoke Ferry, Norfolk, accom-

panied by the following observations :— "Of
the age of this remarkable tree I regret to be

unable to give any correct data. It is said to

have been called the ' Old Oak' at the time

of William the Conqueror, but upon what
authority I could never learn. Nevertheless,

the thing is not impossible, if the speculations

of certain writers on the age of trees be at all correct. Mr. South, in one of

his letters to the Bath Society (vol. x.), calculates that an oak tree 47 ft. in

circumference cannot be less than 1500 years old ; and Mr. Marsham calcu-

lates the Bentley Oak, from its girting 34 ft., to be the same age. Now, an

inscription on a brass plate affixed to the Winfarthing

Oak gives us the following as its dimensions :
—" This

oak, in circumference, at the extremities of the roots,

is 70 ft.; in the middle, 40 ft. 1820." Now, I see no

1602

reason, if the size of the rind is to be any criterion of

age, why the Winfarthing should not, at least, equal the

Bentley Oak ; and, if so, it would be upwards of 700 ~

years old at the Conquest ; an age which might very well loO.i

justify its then title of the * Old Oak.' It is now a mere shell— a mighty

ruin, bleached to a snowy white ; but it is magnificent in its decay ; and I do
wonder much that Mr. Strutt should have omitted it in his otherwise satis-

factory list of tree worthies. The only mark of vitality it exhibits is on the

south side, where a narrow strip of bark sends ibrth the few branches shown
in the drawing, which even now occasionally produce acorns. It is said to

, be very much altered of late; but I own I did not think so when I saw it

about a month ago (May, 1836); and my acquaintance with the veteran is of
^

more than 40 years' standing ; an important portion of mi/ life, but a mere
span o(Us own." (^Gard. Mag., vol, xii. p. 586.)

Northamptonshire. This county is celebrated for its forests, which are said

to be sufficient in themselves to build more than twice the number of ships

which now compose the British navy. There are, also, a great number of old

trees in this county
;
probably because the inland situation of it rendered the

conveyance of timber to the coast too expensive. Some of the most inte-

resting of these trees stood in Yardley Chase, which was once a part of Salcey

Forest, though it has been long disforested, and is now the property of the

Marquess of Northampton. In Hayley's Life and Posthumous Writings of
William Cowper, at the end of the third volume, there is an interesting

poetic fragment, entitled "Yardley Oak," of which the following explanation

is given in a letter from Dr. Johnson,a kinsman of the poet :
—"Among our dear

Cowper's papers, I found the following memorandum :— ' Yardley Oak, in

girt, feet 22, inches 6i. The oak at Yardley Lodge, feet 28, inches 5.' As
to the Yardley Oak, it stands in Yardley Chase, where the Marquess of North-

ampton has a fine seat [Castle Ashby]. It was a favourite walk of our dear

Cowper ; and he once carried me to see that oak. I believe it is five miles, at

least, from Weston Lodge. It is indeed a noble tree, perfectly sound, and

stands in an open part of the chase, with only one or two others near it, so as

to be seen to advantage. With respect to the oak at Yardley Lodge, that is

quite in decay ; a pollard, and almost hollow. I took an excrescence from

it in the year 1791 ; and, if I mistake not, Cowper told me it is said to

have been an oak in the time of the Conqueror. This latter oak is in the

road to the former, but not above half so far from Weston Lodge, being
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only just beyond Killick and Dinglederry. This is all I can tell you aliout

the oaks : they were old acvjuaintanccs, and great favourites, of the bard.

How rejoicetl I am to hear tiiat he has immortalised

one of them in blank verse! Where could these IGl

lines be hid ? Till this very day, I never heard of their

existence, nor suspected of it." (See Monlhly Review

for July 1H0+, p. 2+9.) The noble oaks, Gog and Magog
ijigx. 1604-. and IGOj.), stand in the same denie.'^ne, and
are also the property of the Marquess of Northampton,
through whose kindness they were measuretl for us, in

August, 18.'3G, by Mr. Munro, His Lordship's forester.

" Gog is a straight handsome tree, measuring, at 1 ft.

from the ground, 33 ft. 1 in., and at G ft., 28 ft. 5 in., in circumference. The
iieight is 72 ft., and the diameter of the head 83 ft. 1 in. Magog is 46 ft. G in.

in circumference at 1 ft. from the ground, and 30 ft. 7 in. at 6 ft. It is 66 ft.

8 in. high, and the head is 78 ft. in diameter. The
form of the head in both trees is irregular and much
dilapidated, particularly that of Magog. Some idea

may be formed of the size of the original head by the

fact, that, a few years ago, one of the branches ex-

tended horizontally 57 ft. from the bole of the tree.

Great part of this branch is now broken off. The
trunk of Magog is much thicker, in proportion to the

general size of the tree, than that of Gog, and it is

not so straight : indeed, Magog ' wreathes his old

fantastic roots so high,' that it is difficult to distin-

guish them from the trunk. Both trees are still in a growing state, and,

though they have manj' dead branches, are yet nearly covered every year with

healthy deep green foliage." At the extremity of some of the living branches,

Mr. Munro found the average length of the current year's wood to be about
.3iin.; and from one of th£ excrescences (conmionly called warts) on the

trunk of Magog he took a one year's shoot 12 in. long. Both the trees are

of the same species (Q. pedunculata). Mr. Munro adds that he does not
think that Mr. Strutt has done justice to Magog {fig. 1604.}, which, he says, is

quite as vigorous a tree, and nearly as large, as Gog {fig- 1605.). Cowper's
Oak, or Judith, as it is sometimes called, from a legend that it was planted by
Judith, the niece of Wilham the Conqueror, " stands close by the side of the
princii>al carriage drive round Yardley Chase, and must have been a favourite

with Covvper on account of its grotesque figure, rather than from its size or
beauty. Like many other old oak trees in this neighbourhood, it exhibits a huge
misshapen mass of wood, swelling out, here and there, in large warty tumours.
Its girt, at 1 ft. from the ground, is 30 ft., and at 6 ft., 24 ft. 1 in. ; height, 31 ft.

;

diameter of t)ie head, 38 ft. ; length of last summer's young wood, 7 in., 8 in.,

and 10 in." The trunk leans so much to the south, Mr. Munro informs us,
" as almost to admit of a person walking up, with very little aid from the
hands, to the point where the branches diverge ; or, I rather should say, to

the point from which the branches did diverge, which maybe about 1.3 ft.

from the ground. Here the remains of three huge branches are seen extend-
ing in opposite directions, to the length of about 10 ft. or 12 ft. from the
trunk, jfot a vestige of bark is upon them, they are quite hollow, and, in

some parts, half of this crust has wasted away. On the south side, the trunk
has the appearance of having been cleft down the middle, from top to bottom

;

here is an aperture, or doorway, 9 ft. high, 2\ ft. wide at the bottom, and 3 ft.

wide at the top, which admits the visitor into the interior, or chamber, an
apartment extending from north to south 6 ft. 6 in., and from east to west 4 ft.

in one place, and 2 ft. 6 in. in another place. The remaining crust of the tree

is but a few inches thick in some places ; the wood, although it has been
dead probably for centuries, retains an astonishing degree of hardness, and is

thicklv perforated by insects. There are only ten live boughs in the head, all
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which are of small dimensions, and apparently of very recent growth ; the

longest, probably, would not Tneasure 8 in. in circumference. Visitors having

been in the habit of cutting out and carrying away small blocks or slices of the

sounder part of the wood as relics, or to manufacture into snuffboxes ; to prevent

these depredations, Lord Northampton caused the following notice to be painted

on a board, and nailed to the tree:
—

' Out of respect to the memory of

the poet Cowper, the Marquess of Northampton is particularly desirous of pre-

servino- this oak:' since which, very little damage has been done." T'hp

Salcey Forest Oak (fig. 1606.) Sir Thomas Dick Lauder

describes as " one of the most picturesque sylvan ruins

tliat can be met with any where." It is supposed to

be above 1300 years old; and its trunk is so decayed,

as to form a complete arch, which is 14ft. Sin. high,

and 29 ft. in circumference, inside. The tree is 33 ft.

3 in. high, and about 47 ft. in circumference on the

outside near the ground. (Slruit.) This fine ruin is still

standing; and, though it has latterly become much
wasted, it annually produces a crop of leaves and acorns.

At Pilckley, in this county, there was formerly an old oak, a large fork in

which had been the resting place of a pair of ravens for several generations

;

and near Benefield there is a large stone set up, with an inscription on it,

" Near this place stood Bocawse Oak." (Gent. Mag., Dec. 1791, p. 179.)

Nottinghamshire. The most remarkable oaks in tliis county are those in

the Duke of Portland's park at Welbeck ; an excellent account of which was
published by Major Hayman Rooke, in 1790. The
Duke's Walkingstick (^g.l607.), the first mentioned

of these trees, was, in 1790, 111ft. 6 in. high, the

trunk rising to the height of 70 ft. 6 in. before it

formed a head. The circumference of the trunk, at

the ground, was 21 ft. ; and at 3 ft. high, 14 ft. This

tree, we are informed by Mr. Mearns, the duke's

gardener, " was cut down soon after Major Rooke
published his description of it; but there is an oak
at Welbeck, called the Young Walkingstick, about
110 years old, as clean nearly, and as straight, as the

mast of a ship ; and as perpendicular as if grown to a

plumb-line. It is about 95 ft. high ; or, the woodman
thinks, if nicely measured, it is quite 100 ft., and
girts, at 3 ft. from the ground, 3 ft." The Two
Porters are on the north side of Welbeck Park.

They are called the Porters, from a gate having been
formerly between them. The height of the Large
Porter, in 1790, was 98ft. 3 in.; but it is now (18.37)

only 73 ft. The circumference of the trunk, at the

surface of the ground, is 38 ft. ; and at 3 ft., 27 ft. :

the extent of the branches is 93 ft. The Little Porter,

in 1790, was 88ft. high, but is now only 74 ft. ; the circumference, at the ground,

is 34 ft. ; and at 3 ft. high, 27 ft. " At some far distant period," continues Mr.
Mearns, " they have been spreading, lofty, and noble trees ; and, as well as

many others at Welbeck, they are still grand in decay." Another remarkable
oak at Welbeck, mentioned by Major Rooke, was called the Seven Sisters,

from its having anciently had seven trunks issuing from a stool. These trunks

were all nearly of the same height; and the tallest, in 1790, measured 88 ft.

7 in. The Gamekeeper's Tree is quite hollow, and is remarkable for having,

notwithstanding, a flourishing and vigorous head. " In this tree," says

Major Rooke, " the gamekeeper secretes himself when he shoots the deer

;

and there are small apertures on the side opposite the entrance for his gun :

on the inside is cut the date, 1711." The Greendale Oak (fig. 1608., from
Strutt, and^g. 1609., from Hunter''s Evelyn) has long been a very celebrated
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tree, and is probably but little altered during the last century.

The difference between the two en£;ravin<:;s of it was so great,

that we wrote to tlie Duke of Portland to ascertain the pre-

sent state of tiiu tree; and we liavc been informed by His Grace,

that Major Kooke's portrait still affords a correct representa-

tion of it. "In 17-i4, a roadway was cut through its vene-

rable trunk, higiicr tiian the entrance to Westminster Abbey,
and sufficiently capacious to permit a carriage and four horses to pass through
it." (S/nil/\s Si//va.) The dimensions of this tree are thus given by Major
Rooke:— "Circumference of the trunk above the arch, 35 ft. 3 in.; height of
the arch, 10ft. 3 in.; width of the arch about the

middle, 6 ft. 3 in.; height to the top branch, 5+ ft."

Major Rooke's drawing, which is the same view of
the tree as that in Hunter's Kvcli/n, which we have
copied \n fg. 1609., was made at the same time as

that of the Gamekeeper's Tree, viz. in 1779. Ac-
cording to Hunter's Evc/t/n, about 1646 this oak was
68 ft. high, with a trunk girting 33 ft. 1 in. ; the dia-

meter of the head 81 ft. " There are three great arms
broken and gone, and eight very large ones yet remain-

ing, which are very fresh and good timber."

The Parliament Oak (Jig. 1610.) grows in Clip-

stone Park, and derives its name from a parliament

having been held under it, by Edward I., in 1290. The girt of this tree is

i^8ft. 6 in. Clipstone Park is also the property of the Duke of Portland, and
is supposed to be the oldest park in England, having been a park before the

Conquest, and having been then seized by
William, and made a royal demesne. Both
John and Edward I. resided, and kept a

court, in CUpstone Palace. In Birchland,

in Sherwood Forest, there is an old oak,

which measures, near the ground, 34 ft. 4 in.

in circumference; and at 6ft., 31ft. 9 in.

" The trunk, which is wonderfully distorted,

plainly appears to have been much larger;

and the parts from which large pieces have
fallen off are distinguishable. The inside

is liecayed and hollowed by age ; and 1

think," adds Major Rooke, " no one can
behold this majestic ruin without pronouncing it to be of very remote an-
tiquity; and I might venture to say that it cannot be much less than 1000
years old." (p. 14.)

In Worksop Park, according to the record quoted in Hunter's Evelyn,
there were some noble trees about 1646. One of these, when cut down,
measured from 29 ft. to 30 ft. in circumference throughout the bole, which
was 10 ft, long. Another tree had a head 180 ft. in diameter, and was com-
puted to cover half an acre of ground. Other trees, 40 ft. in the bole, gave
2 ft. square of timber at the upper end. The Lord's Oak girted 38 ft. 4 in.

The Shire Oak, wiiich is still standing, had then a head 90 ft. in diameter, which
extended into three counties (York, Nottingham, and Derby), and dripped over
777 square yards.

Oxfordshire. Of the Magdalen, or Great, Oak of Oxford, Gilpin gives the
following interesting notice:— " Close by the gate of the water walk of Mag-
dalen College, Oxford, grew an oak, which, perhaps, stood there a sapling
when Alfred the Great founded the university. This period only includes a
space of 900 years, which is no great age for an oak. It is a difficult matter
to ascertain the age of a tree. The age of a castle or abbey is the object of
history : even a common house is recorded by the flimily who built it. All
these objects arrive at maturity in their youth, if I may so speak. But the

1610
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time ^^adually completing its growth is not worth recording in the early part

of its existence. It is then only a common tree ; and afterwards, when it be-

comes remarkable for age, all memory of its youth is lost. This tree, however,

can almost produce historical evidence for the age it boasts. About 500

years after the time of Alfred, William of Waynfleet, Dr. Stukely tells us, ex-

pressly ordered his college [Magdalen College] to be founded near the Great

Oak {Itin. Curios.) ; and an oak could not, I think, be less than 500 years of

ao-e to merit that title, together with the honour of fixing the site of a college.

When the magnificence of Cardinal Wolsey erected that handsome tower

which is so ornamental to the whole building, this tree might probably be in

the meridian of its glory; or rather, perhaps, it had attained a green old age.

But it must have been manifestly in its decline at that memorable era, when

the tyranny of James gave the fellows of Magdalen so noble an opportunity of

withstanding bigotry and superstition. It was afterwards much injured in the

reign of Charles II., when the present walks were laid out. Its roots were

disturbed ; and from that period it declined fast, and became reduced to a

mere trunk. The oldest members of the university can hardly recollect it in

better plight ; but the faithful records of history have handed down its an-

cient dimensions. ( See Dr. Plofs History of Oxfordshire.) Through a space of

16 yards on every side from its trunk, it once flung its boughs ; and under its mag-

nificent pavilion could have sheltered with ease 3000 men. In the summer
of 1788, this magnificent ruin fell to the ground. It then appeared how
precariously it had stood for many years. The grand taproot was decayed,

and it had a hold of the earth only by two or three rootlets, of which none ex-

ceeded a couple of inches in diameter. From a part of its ruins a chair has

been made for the president of the college, which will long continue its

memory." (^For. Seen., i. p. 140.)

Shropshire. The Shelton Oak {fig. 161 1.), growing near Shrewsbury, mea-

sured, in 1810, as follows :— Girt, close to the ground, 44 ft. 3 in.; 5 ft. from

the ground, 25 ft. 1 in. ; 8 ft. from the ground, 27 ft. 4 in. ; height to the prin-

cipal bough, 41ft. 6 in. (Gent. Mag., Oct. 1810.) The
tree was very nuich decayed in 1813, and had a hollow at

the bottom sufficient to hold with ease half a dozen persons.

(Beauties of England and Wales ; Shropshire, 179.) This oak

was celebrated for Owen Glendower having mounted on it

to observe the battle of Shrewsbury, fought on June 21.

1403, between Henry IV. and Harry JPercy. The battle had

commenced before Glendower arrived ; and he ascended , „ .

,

the tree to see how the day was likely to go. Finding that

Hotspur was beaten, and the force of the king was overpowering, he retired

with his 12,000 men to Oswestry. We have received the following account

of the present state of this remarkable oak from John F. M. Dovaston, Esq.,

M.A., of Westfelton, near Shrewsbury :
—

" To the numerous descriptions and histories of this venerable and venerated

tree there remains little more necessary to add, than that, of late years, it has

shown but slow tendency to farther decay ; and that it is now somewhat pro-

tected by having been taken within the grounds of a very chastely ornamented

house, built in the ancient fancy Gothic, by Robert Burton, Esq., whose very

pure taste, and extensive improvements, have made the elevated and conspi-

cuous village of Shelton one of the most beautiful in a county eminent for

the beauty of its villages. With regard to the far-famed tree itself, however,

there may be some who will think it has lost much of its grotesque and com-
manding wildness, now surrounded with shrubberies, dressed grass-plots, and

gravel walks ; since it towered with rude but majestic grandeur over groups

of gipsies, cattle, or casual figures, amid the furze, bushes, and wild-flowers

of a rough uncultured heath." It has lately received a poetical inscription

from the pen of Mr. Dovaston.
Staffordshire. The Royal Oak of Boscobel, in which Charles II. took re-

fuge after the battle of Worcester, was prematurely destroj'ed bj' an ill-judged
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passion for relics ;
" and a huge bulk of timber, consisting of many loads, was

taken away m handfuls. Several saplings were raised, in diflerent parts of
the country, from its acorns, one of which grew near St. James's Palace,

where Marlborough House now stamls ; and there was another in the Botanic
Garden, Chelsea. The former has been long since felled ; and of the latter

even the recollection seems now almost lost." (Alarf. Mill.)

The Swilcar Lawn Oak (Jig. 1612.), in Needwood
Forest, measures 34- ft. in circumference near the ground,
though it is supposed to be 1000 years old, and is known
by historical documents to have been a large tree more
than GOO years : it is still in a growing state. Strutt

states that, about 1830, it measured, at (i ft. from the
ground, 21 ft. 47^ in. in circumference ; and that 51 years
before, when measured at the same height from the
ground, it girted only 19 ft. This oak is celebrated in

Mundy's poem of Needwood Forest, and by Dr. Darwin.
In Bagot's Park, near Blithefield, about four miles from Lichfield, there

are several very remarkable trees. Bagot's l*ark is the seat of Lord Bagot,
who may be regarded as one of the greatest planters of oaks " in the kingdom ;

haviuii planted two millions ofacorns on his estates in Staffordshire and Wales."
(Stnill.) The Squitch Oak (fg. 16.13.) has a

clear trunk 33 ft. high, which contains GOO
cubic ft. ; one limb, 44- ft. long; and 14 other
limbs containing altogether 3o2 cubic feet;

making a total of 1012 cubic feet of timber.

The total height is 61 ft.; the circumference, near

the ground, is 43 ft. ; and at 5 ft., is 21 ft. 9 in.

The Rake's Wood Oak is a very old tree, and
has lost many of its branches, and several feet

of its height. It is now about 55 ft. high, and
pretty nearly 30 ft. in circumference at 5 ft. from
the ground. The Long Coppice Oak is rather

smaller than the last : it is very old and un-
sound, and has lost many heavy branches, and many feet of its height. Bett's

Pool Oak is a bull oak ; that is, it is hollow, and open on one side. The
hollow is 9ft. in diameter; but the trunk is only about 8ft. high. The
Lodge Yard Oak is an old hollow tree,

capable of holding a dozen people,

33 ft. 6 in. in circumference at 3 ft.

from the ground. The Beggar's Oak

(fig. 1614.) is also in Bagot's Park,

and has a trunk 27 ft. 3 in. in circum-

ference at 3 ft. from the ground : the

height is about 60 ft. " The roots rise

above the ground in a very extra-

ordinary manner, so as to furnish a
natural seat for the beggars chancing
to pass along the pathway near it;

and the circumference taken around
these is 68 ft. The branches extend about 50 ft. from the trunk in every
direction. This tree contains 877 cubic feet of timber ; which, including the
bark, would have produced, according to the price offered for it in 1812,
202/. lis. 9f/." (Lauder's Gilpin, i. p. 254.) We have been favoured with the
dimensions of the above trees by Messrs. Thomas and George Turner,
through the kindness of Lord Bagot. In Beaudesert Park there is a very
large oak, the trunk of which is' now a mere siiell, sufEiciently roomy to allow
eight people to stand within it. The late Lady Uxbridge often sat within this

tree ; and there is a circular hole in the bark, through which she used to

place a telescope, in order to amuse herself bv looking at objects in the sur-

IGlt
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rounding country. Near Newee gate, in the same park, stands the Roan Oak,

the branches of \vhich are ahnost all partially decayed, and distorted and twisted

into the most fantastic forms. One of these resembles a wnthnig serpent,

and another forms no bad representation of a lion cowenng, and just ready to

sprincTonhis prey. The trunk of this tree is 26 ft. 3in. m circumference.

The Magii Oak, which is supposed by the country people to be haunted by

evil spirits, has a hollow open trunk, and is nearly 30 ft. m cnxumference.

Another, situated in a ravine, called the Gutter Oak, is also hollow, and has a

trunk nearly 40ft. in circumference. (See Gard. Mag., vol. xu. p. 312.)

Siiffo/k. The Huntingfield Oak. The following account of Queen Ehza-

beth's Oak (fig. 1613.) is copied from A Tojiogmphical and Historical Be-

scription ofSuffolk, published in 1829 : — " Huntingfield. An oak injhe park,

which Queen Elizabeth was particularly pleased with,

afterwards bore the appellation of the Queen's Oak.

It stood about two bow-shots from the old romantic

hall ; and, at the height of nearly 7 ft. from the ground,

measured more than 1 1 yards in circumference ; and ^1
this venerable monarch of the forest, according to all

"

appearance, could not be less than 500 or 600 years

old. Queen Elizabeth, it is said, from this favourite 1615

tree shot a buck with her own hand. According to the representation of its

appearance in Davy's Letters, the principal arm, ' now dry with bald antiquity,'

shot up to a great height above the leafage ; and, being hollow and truncated

at the top, with several cracks resembling loopholes, through which the light

shone into its cavity, it gave an idea of the winding staircase in a lofty Gothic

tower, which, detached from the ruins of some venerable pile, hung tottering

to its fall." Mr. Turner, curator of the Botanic Garden, Bury St. Ed-
mund's, w^ho sent us the above extract, has also obtained for us the following

statement of the present appearance of this venerable tree from his friend

Mr. D. Barker, florist, Heveningham Hall : — "It is decidedly Q. peduncu-

liita i and, according to a historical account in my possession, it is now be-

tween 1000 and 1 100 years old. At this time (November, 1836), some parts

of the tree are in great vigour, having healthy arms 10 ft. in circumference,

and one even larger. The boughs cover a space of 78 yards ; but the trunk

has long since gone to decay, it being now quite hollow in the interior.

The circumference of the trunk is 42 ft. at 5 ft, from the ground ; and the

height 75 ft." The great hall of the mansion, within " two bow-shots " of

which this oak grew, according to Davj^'s Lettei-s, was remarkable for being

"built round six straight massy oaks, which originally supported the roof as

they grew. Upon these the foresters and yeomen of the guard used to hang

their nets, crossbows, hunting-poles, great saddles, calivers, bills, &c. The
roots had been long decayed," continues Davy, writing in 1772, " when I vi-

sited this romantic dwelling ; and the shafts, sawn ofl' at the bottom, were

supported either by irregular logs of wood, or by masonry." {Letters, &c.,

i. p. 240.) No trace of this old hall is now remaining, the ruins having been

taken down about the end of the last century.

Surrey. The Grindstone Oak, near Farnham, was once an enormous tree.

Its circumference, near the ground, is still 48 ft. ; and at 3 ft. high, 33 ft. It is,

however, fast waning to decay. {Aman. Qiier.)

Sussex. The venerable oak at Northiam,

famed for its size, and for having given shelter to

Queen Elizabeth, who once breakfasted under its

extensive branches, on her way through the village ^,^ j^
to London, was partially blown down in a storm ^^^fy^^^^^S^^M^SP'i^**^'^'

in 1816. (Ge7it. Mag., Suppl., 1816, p. 619.) ^"^^^^^^^^m^-m^-^-t^
Warwickshire. The Bull Oak, in Wedge- ^^^tSf^^^^

nock Park {fig. 1616.), is a remarkable spe-

cimen of an oak of this kind. It measures at

1ft. above the ground 40 ft., and 6 ft. from the 1616
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ground 37 ft., in circumference. The height of the trunk is

about 17 ft before it throws out br.inches. The inside is

quite decayed ; and, being open on one side, cattle are ge-

nenilly found sheltering in it. Tiie heatl is still in a vigorous

and flourishing state. The Gospel Oak {fii:. 1617.) stands

near tStoneleigh Abbey ; and it derives its name from the

custom which formerly prevailed, when the minister and
other officers of the parish went round its boundaries in

Rogation Week, of stopping at remarkable spots and trees, to

recite passages of the Gospel.
Westmorelmid. The Earl of Thanet's Hollow Oak, in Whinfield Park,

measured, in 1765, 31ft. 9in. in circumference. (Bath Sue. Papers, vol. i.

p. 66.)

WUtsliire. In Savernake Forest there are many
^ L- fa^ large and noble oaks. The

King Oak {fg. 1619.) has a

trunk which is 24' ft. in cir-

cumference, and is hollow

:

this tree is very picturesque.

The Creeping Oak, in the same
forest (7%. 16 18.), is also a very

remarkable tree.

Yorkshire. The Cowthorpe
Oak {Jig. 1620.) is a very remarkable tree. The following are the dimensions
of this tree, as given in Hunter's Evelyn :— Close to the ground, it measured
78 ft. in circumference ; and at 3 ft. from the ground, 48 ft.

account was sent to us by a correspondent

in Yorkshire, in October, 1829:—"Cow-
thorpe is a small village on the right bank
of the river Nidd, in the wapentake of

Clare, in the West Riding of the county

of York, and about a mile and a half on
the right of the great road from London
to Edinburgh, where it crosses the river

by Walshford Bridge. This stupendous

oak stands in a paddock near the village

church, and is the property of the Hon. <«

E. Petre of Stapleton Park, near Ferry- ^

bridge. On a stranger's first observing

the tree, he is struck with the majestic

appearance of its ruined and riven-look-

ing dead branches, which in all directions appear above the luxuriant foliage of
the lateral and lower arms of the tree. In 1722, one of the side branches was
blown down in a violent gale of wind ; and, on being accurately measured,
was found to contain upwards of five tons of wood. The largest of the living

branches at present extends about 48 ft. from the trunk ; and its circum-
ference, at about one yard from the giant bole, is 8 ft. 6 in. Three of the
living branches are propped by substantial poles, resting upon stone pedestals.

The diameter in the hollow part, at the bottom, is 9 ft. 10 in. : the greatest

height of the dead branches is about 56 ft. It is evidently of very great anti-

quity, as all tradition represents it as a very old tree."

The Wellbred Oak, on Kingston Hill, near Pontefract, is supposed to be
800 years old. Its height is 70 ft., and its trunk 33 ft. in circumference : it

is Q. pedunculata. The trunk is quite hollow, and open on one side ; and
the asses and other cattle grazing on the common often shelter in it.

Scotland.— Dumfriesshire. An oak at Lochwood, in Annandale, is men-
tioned by Dr.Walker, in his Essays, etc., as measuring, in 1773, 60ft. in height

;

with a trunk 14 ft. in circumference, at 6 ft. from the ground ; and a fine, spread-
ing, circular head, about 60ft. in diameter. Through thckindness ofHope John-
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Stone, Esq., we are enabled to give the dimensions of this tree, as taken in No-
vember, 1836. Height, 49 ft.; circumference of the trunk, 16 ft. ; diameter of

the head, 68 ft. "This tree stands in a wood of oaks, in which the Castle of

Lochwood (the original residence of the Johnstone family) is situated. It is

quite vigorous ; but most of the other trees are in a state of decay. There are

the remains of larger oaks, the diameter of the trunk of one of which is 6 ft.

;

but little of its head remains." An oak at Barjarg, in Nithsdale, in 1796, mea-

sured 17 ft. in circumference. In the year 1762, Lord Barjarg was informed

by some very old people, that, about 90 years previous to that date, the tree

had been bored, with a view to ascertain if it were sound, which it was ; and

from the margin of the hole bored some branches proceeded, one of which

was then (1762) a considerable bough. (Walker's JEssat/s, p. 6.) The Blind

Oak of Keir, on the estate of W. H. Hunter, Esq., is mentioned in the title

deeds of the estate, about 200 years ago. In 1810, it measured 17 ft. 2 in. in

circumference, at 4 ft. 6 in. from the ground.

Inverness-shire . In a very old oak wood on the north of Loch Arkeg, in

Loehaber, Dr. Walker mentions a tree which measured 24 ft, 6 in. in circum-

ference at 4 ft. from the ground. In the same county, Sir Thomas Dick
Lauder found the remains of a " magnificent oak forest, not, as is commonly
the case, embedded in peat earth, but lying on the surface of the solid ground,

as trees would do that had been newly thrown down. Many years must have

elapsed since these trees were laid prostrate ; for there is now a very old and
beautiful birch wood growing on the ground they formerly occupied. We
measured one of these trunks, and found it to be 23 ft. long, without a branch;

16 ft. round the but end ; and 1 1 ft. in circumference towards the smaller end,

under the fork. With the exception of an inch or two of the external part,

which was weather-wasted, it appeared perfectly fresh. It lay within a yard

of the root on which it grew; but it was not easy to determine, from appear-

ances, how it was severed from it. The stump remaining in the ground was
worn away in the centre, and hollowed out ; so that it now encircles a large

birch tree of more than 1 ft. in diameter, self-sown, and growing vigorously,

within the ancient shell of the oak." (Lauder''s Gilpin, i. p. 253.)

Renfreivshire. The Wallace Oak. (/g. 1621.) At
^g^^

Ellerslie, the native village of the hero Wallace,

there is still standing " the large oak tree," among
whose branches it is said that he and 300 of his

men hid themselves from the English. Its cir-

cumference at the base is 21ft.; and at 15 ft.,

13 ft. 2 in. : its height is 67 ft. ; and the expanse of

its boughs is, e. 45"ft., w. 36 ft., s. 30 ft., n. 25 ft.

;

thus spreading over an extent of 19 English, or

15 Scotch, poles. This oak, we are informed by
Alexander Spiers, Esq., the proprietor of Ellerslie,

is still in the same state as when Strutt's drawing

was made, of which ours is a reduced copy. Ac-
cording to another legend, Wallace hid himself

among the boughs of this oak when his enemies were sacking his house at

Ellerslie. (See Miss Porter's Scottish Chiefs, &c.)

Roxburghshire. Near Jedburgh, on the estate of the Marquess of Lothian,
stands a remarkable oak, called the King of the Woods, " It is now (January
19. 1837) 16 ft. 6in. in circumference, at 1 ft. from the ground ; its whole height
is 73ft. ; the height of the trunk, before it forms branches, is 43 ft.; and it is as

straight as, and something of the form of, a wax candle. It is, perhaps, the
finest piece of oak timber in Scotland ; and its beauty has probably saved it

from the axe, for it, and its neighbour, the Capon Tree, seem to be a century
older than any of the other old trees in the county. The Capon Tree is also

an oak ; but it possesses quite a different character from that of the King of the
Woods; the trunk, and every branch of it, being excessively crooked. At one
time, it must have covered an inunense space of ground ; but, from being long
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neglected and ill pruned, tlie size has been for many years diminishing, though

the marquess is now having every possible care taken to keep the tree alive.

The circumference of tiiis tree, at 2 it. from the ground (for it is all root uuiier

that height), is -^4: ft. in. ; and the whole height is 5(i ft. : the space the

branches overhang is above 92 ft. in diameter. This last tree is said to have

been the place where the border clans met in olden times ; and hence the

name of Capon, from the Scotch word kep, to meet. It stands in a haugh
(meadow) close by the side of Jcdwater; and the King of the Woods on the

top of a bank, about 300 or 400 yards south of it, and both near the old Castle

of Ferniherst, and about a mile and a half above the burgh of Jedburgh."

We are indebtctl for the above account to Mr. Grainger of Harestanes, through

the kindness of the IMarcpiess of Lothian, to whom he is agent.

Stir/iiigs/iirc. Wallace's Oak, in Tor Wood, the dimensions of which are

given by Dr. Walker, is said by some to have been the tree under the branches

of which Wallace and 300 of his men concealed themselves, instead of the

oak at Ellerslie ; while others assert that Wallace concealed himself, after a

lost battle, among its boughs. Even in 1771, when Dr. Walker saw it, this

tree was in a state of great decay. It had separated in the middle, and one
half had mouldered entirely away. " The other half," continues Dr. Walker,
" remains, and is in one place about 20 ft. high." The whole of this remnant.

Dr. Walker adds, was red wood, from the heart to the very bark, and was
" so hard, even in its putrid state, as to admit of a polish. In this ancient

Tor Wood it stands, in a manner, alone." Compared to it, even the oldest

tree near it " is but of very modern date. The memory of its having saved

Wallace has, probably, been the means of its preservation, when all the rest of

the wood, at different times, has been destroyed." Dr. Walker concludes by
stating his opinion, from the remains that existed in 1771, that the Wallace
Oak had once been about 22 it. in circumference at 4 ft. from the ground.
" Its trunk has never been tall ; for at about 10 ft. from the ground it has

divided into several large arms. The tree stands in coarse land, in a deep

wet clay soil." (^Essays, Sec, p. 9.)

Irelund. There are no very old trees in this country, though there are

some very large ones in a state of vigorous growth, as will be seen by our
Stathilics. On the subject of the old or celebrated trees of Ireland, we have
received the following communication:— " Generally speaking, no timber is

suffered to attain any tolerable age now in Ireland; which is much to be re-

gretted, as, judging from the remains found in great abundance in the bogs,

which now occupy the place of the ancient forests, the oak and Scotch pine

formerly grew to an enormous size here. I have been assured, by a person of

credit, that he has repeatedly found them 8 ft. in diameter, and hopes soon

to obtain a specimen of that size."

Celebrated Oaks in France. The Chapel Oak .ii^^l.j& . tj^- .

of AUonville {Jig. 1022.) measures, just above the J .ji>-

roots, Soft, in circumference; and at 5ft. or 6ft, ,,:.'

26 ft. A little higher up, it extends to a greatt
'

''^4^^'

size; and at 8 ft. it throws out enormous brancht

which cover a great extent of ground with their shad;

The trunk is low, and (|uite hollow ; but the brancliL

produce abundance of leaves and acorns. The lower ^ -

part of the trunk has been, many years since, trans- 1622

ibrmeil into a chapel, carefully paved and wainscoted, and closed with
an iron gate. Above is a small chamber, containing a bed; and leading to it

there is a staircase which turns round the body of the tree. At certain

seasons of the year, divine service is performed in this chapel. The summit
of the tree has been broken off" many years; and over the cavity is a pointetl

roof, covered with slates, in the form of a steeple, which is surmounted by an
iron cross. The cracks which occur in various parts of the tree are also

covered with slates. Over the entrance to the chapel there is an inscription,

stating that it was formed by the Abbe du Detroit, curate of AUonville, in the
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year 1696; and over the door of the upper room is a label, dedicating it to

" Our Lady of Peace." Allonville is about a mile from Yvetot, on the road

between Rouen and Havre.

The following information we have received from our friend, the Abbe
Gosier of Rouen. In the first volume of the Archives annnelles de la Nor-

mandie, printed at Caen in 1824, there is an article on the oaks of Fournet,

in which, after mentioning that several of these oaks were of enormous size, the

following particulars are given of some of them :— The Goulande Oak near

Dourfront is about 30 ft. in circumference. The two oaks of Mayior, in the

canton of Calvados, are of very great size. The largest is above 42 ft. in cir-

cumference at the surface of the ground, and above 30 ft. in circumference at

the height of 6 ft. All these oaks have lost their leading shoots, and have

their trunks hollow. The oak called La Cave is a very remarkable tree. It

stands in the Forest ofBrothone. The trunk is 26 ft. in circumference in its

smallest part ; it is hollow ; and at a few feet from the base it divides into five

large branches or rather trees, which rise to a considerable height. The
trunk from which they spring has the appearance of a large goblet ; it is

hollow, cup-shaped, covered with bark inside, and nearly always filled with

water, which is seldom less than 5 ft. deep. " I visited this tree," says M.
Deshayes (v/ho wrote the account which has been sent to us by the Abbe
Gosier), "on July 30th, 1825, and, though it was a season of extraordinary

drought, I found the water in the tree was 2 ft. 6 in. deep. I visited it some
months afterwards, and found the basin full." At Bonnevaux is an oak, in

the hollow trunk of which there is a circular table, round which 20 persons

have sate to dinner. {Letterfrom PAhbe Gosier.)

A large oak in the Forest of Cerisy, known under the name of the Quenesse,

at a little distance to the i-ight of the great road to St. Lo, is supposed, by
comparing various data, to be 800 or 900 years old. In 1824, it measured
.36 ft. in circumference just above the soil, and was about 55 ft. high. The
trunk is now hollow, and will hold 14 or 15 persons. (AtheiKSum, Aug. 20.

1836.)

An immense oak was, in May, 1836, felled on the road from Vitre to

Fougeres. It was 22 ft. in circumference, had a straight trunk 30 ft. long, and
weighed 24 tons. Ten pair of oxen and twenty horses were required to carry

it away. (Galignani.)

Large Oaks in Germany. The ancient Germans, history informs us, had
oak castles. In the hollow of one, we read that a hermit built his cell and
chapel ; and of some oaks of almost incredible bulk, which Evelyn says in

his time were " lately standing in Westphalia," one was 130 ft. high, and re-

ported to be 30 ft. in diameter; another yielded 100 loads of timber ; and a

third " served both for a castle and a fort." {Amaen. Quer.) The following

extract is from Googe's Four Bookes of Husbandrie (1586) :
—" We have at

this day an oke in Westphalia, not far from the Castle of Alsenan, which is

from the foote to the neerest bowe, one hundred and thirtie foote, and three

elles in thickness ; and another, in another place, that, being cutte out, made
a hundred waine load. Not farre from this place there grew an other oke of

tenne 3'ardes in thicknesse, but not very hie." (p. 101. b.)

Having now given what may be considered a county biography of cele-

brated British oaks, and enumerated a few remarkable foreign ones, we shall

next collect together, without reference to locality, the names of a few re-

markable for some peculiarity in their trunks or branches ; in their origin ; the

trees with which they grow ; for the quantity of timber they have produced,
or their rate of growth ; and which, for the sake of distinction, may be called

the comparative biography of celebrated oaks.

Oaks remarkablefor their Age, " If we consider," says Marshall {Plant, and
Rur. Orn.) " the quick growth of the chestnut, compared with that of the oak,
and, at the same time, the inferior bulk of the trunk of the Tortworth Chestnut
to that of the trunk of the Cowthorpe, the Bentley, or the Doddington Oak,
may we not venture to infer that the existence of these truly venerable trees
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commenced some centuries prior to the era of Christianity ?" We can readily

subscribe to this doctrine," says a writer in the Mcif^azinc of Natural Ilistun/,

vol. iii. p. 379., " and t'cei, indeed, quite at a loss to set limits, under favourable

circumstances, to the natural duration of this monarch of the forest." Those
oaks in England which are reputed to be the oldest are, the Parliament Oak
(p. 1767.); Cowper's Oak (p. 1705.); the Winfarthing Oak (figAii^'i.), which

is said to have been an old oak at the time of the Conquest (p. 17Gi.) ; the

Nannau Oak, which was a hollow oak in the reign of Henry IV. (see p. 1763.) ;

tile ISalcey Forest Oak (see p. 1766.) ; and the Bull Oak in Wedgenock
Park, which was made a park about the time of Henry I. (see p. 1770.). To
these might be added several others, perhaps of equal age, such as the Flitton

Oak (see p. 1757.), but which have not attracted public attention, in that

particular, so much as those above enumerated.
Tlic largest Oaks on Record. The Rev. Abraham De la Pryme records, in

the Philosophical Transactions for 1701, that his friend Mr. Edw. Canby found
within his moors, beneath the level of Hatfield Chase, in Yorkshire, the solid

trunk of an oak tree, 120 ft. long, 30 ft. in circumference at the but end, 30 ft. in

circumference at the miildle, and 18 ft. at the small end, where the trunk was
broken off; so that, by moderate computation, he says, this tree may have
been 240 ft. in height. Dr. Plot mentions an oak at Norbnry, which was of
the circumference of ^oft. ; an oak at Rycote, under the shade of which 4374
men had sufficient room to stand. The lioddington Oak, in the Vale of Glou-
cester (seep. 1760.), was 54 ft. in circumference at the base; and Damory's
Oak, in Dorsetshire (sec p. 1758.), was 68 ft. in circumference within the

iiollow.

The largest Oaks still e.visting. These appear to be, the Salcey Oak, in

Northamptonshire, with a trunk 46 ft. in circumference ; the Grindstone Oak,
in Surrey, 48 ft. ; the Hempstead Oak, in Essex, 53 ft. ; the Merton Oak, in

Norfolk, 63 ft.; and the Cowthorpe Oak. in Yorkshire (fig. 1624.), 78 ft.

Oaks remarkablefor their htirizoi/al Expansion. The Thrce-shire Oak, near
Worksop, was so situated that it covered |)art of the three counties of York,

5 /.
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Nottingham, and Derby, and dripped over 777 square yards. An oak
between Newnham Courtney and Clifton shaded a circumference of 560
yards of ground, under which 2420 men might have commodiously taken

shelter. The immense Spread Oak in Worksop Park, near the white gate,

gave an extent, between the ends of its opposite branches, of ISO ft. It drip-

ped over an area of nearly 3000 square yards, which is above half an acre ; and
would have afforded shelter to a regiment of nearly 1000 horse. The Oakley
Oak, now growing on an estate of the Duke of Bedford, has a head 110 ft. in

diameter. The oak called Robur Britannicum, in the park at Rycote, is said

to have been extensive enough to cover 5000 men ; and at EUerslie, in Ren-
frewshire, the native village of the hero Wallace, there is still standing " the
large oak tree" (see p. 1772.), among the branches of which it is said that he
and 300 of his men hid themselves from the English.

Size of Oaks, as compared ivith that of other Objects. " The circle occupied
by the Cowthorpe Oak," says Professor Burnet, "where the bottom of its trunk
meets the earth, exceeds the ground plot of that majestic column of which
an oak is confessed to have been the prototype, viz. Smeaton's Eddystone
Lighthouse. Sections of the trunk of the one would, at several heights, nearly

agree with sections of the curved and cylindrical portions of the shaft of
the other. The natural caverns in Damory's and other oaks were larger

than the chambers alluded to, as horizontal slices of the trunk would be con-
siderably too large to floor any of them. The hollow space in Damory's Oak
was, indeed, 3 ft. wider than the parish church of St. Lawrence, in the Isle of
Wight. Arthur's round table would form an entire roof, or projecting capital,

for the lighthouse : indeed, upon this table might be built a round church, as

large as that of St. Lawrence, in the Isle of Wight, before alluded to, and
space to spare; so that, if the extent of the sap wood be added, or the ground
plot of the Cowthorpe Oak be substituted for Arthur's table, there would be
plenty of room, not only to build such a parish church, but to allow space for

a small cemetery beside it. Indeed," continues Burnet, " with reference to
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this last-named oak, ami also to the (icrman tree castles, and hermit's cell and
chapel, 1 would merely observe that St. Bartholomew's, in the hamlet of
Kingsland, between London and Hackney, which, beside the ordinary furni-

ture of a place of religious worship, viz. desks for the minister and clerk,

altar, staircase, stove, &c., has pews and seats for 120 persons (upwards of
100 have been in it at the same time; and, a few weeks ago, the author
(writing in 1829) nuule one of a congregation therein assembled of nearly

80 : 7(i or 77 were counted ; when the pews were by no means crowded, and
plenty of room left vacant): still this chapel is nearly 9 ft. less in width, and
only 17 in. more in length, than the ground plot of the Cowthorp Oak. In

fact, the tree occupies upwards of 30 square feet more ground than does the

chapel. The J3uke's Walkingstick, in Welbeck Park, was higher than the roof
of Westminster Abbey. The long oaken table in Dudley Castle (a single

plank cut out of the trunk of an oak growing in the neighbourhood) n)easured

considerably longer than the bridge that crosses the lake in the Regent's Park ;

and the famous roof of Westminster Hall, the span of which is among the

greatest ever built without pillars, is little more than one third the width of
the Worksop Spread Oak ; the branches of which would reach over West-
minster Hall, placed on either side of its trunk, and have nearly 32 ft. to spare ;

and its extent is nearly 30 ft. more than the length, and almost four times the

width, of Guildhall, in the city of London. The rafters of Westminster Hall

roof, though without pillars, have massive walls on each side to support them
;

but the tree boughs, of 16 ft. more extent, are sustained at one end only.

Architects, who know the stress a staircase of even 8 ft. or 10 ft. in width has

upon the wall into which the side is built, can alone fairly estimate the excessive

purchase which branches on either side, spanning from outbough to out-

bough 180 ft., must have on the central trunk." {Burgesses Eidodcndron.) In

Hunter's Evelyn is mentioned, " the strange and incredible bulk of some oaks

growing in Westphalia, whereof one served both for a castle and a fort; and
another there, which contained in height 130 ft., and, as some report, 30 ft. in

diameter." (vol. ii. p. 18o.)

Timber produced by single Oak Trees. Bridge, in his History of Kortliamjjlon-

sliire, records that one of the rooms in the house of Sir John Dryden, at

Ashby Canons, 30 ft. long and 20 ft. wide, was entirely floored and wains-

loted from a single oak ; and the same is said to have been the case with a

lOom, 42 ft. long and 27 ft. broad, in the mansion at Tredegar Park. These
must have been noble trees, yet still inferior to the large Gelonos Oak, felled

in Monmouthshire, a.d. 1810; and which has been often cited as an example
of vast ligneous production. The bark, Burnet says, he has been informed

from a memorandum furnished to Mr. Burgess (the artist, and author of

Eidodendron), was sold by the merchant for the scarcely credible sum of

200/. This oak was purchased by Mr. Thomas Harrison for 100 guineas, as

stated in the Gentleman's Magazine for 1817, under the apprehension of its

being unsound; but Burnet tells us that it was resold, while still standing, for

405/.; and that the cost of converting it was 82/.; amounting altogether to

487/. : it was subsequently resold for 67o/. There were at least 400 rings,

or traces of annual growth, within its mighty trunk. The above far exceeded

the contents of the oak felled in Lord Scarsdale's park, at Kedleston, in 1805

(an account of which is given in Farcy's Derbyshire Reports) ; although that

was a very fine tree, containing 550 ft. of timber, and sold, with its 9 tons of

bark Cgreen), top and lop, roots, &c., for upwards of 200/. And even the

great Middlesceugh Oak, the property of Sir F. Vane, Bart., was far inferior.

This tree was felled in 1821, and contained 670 ft. of solid wood : it yielded

a ton of bark, and was said to have required 13 waggons to move it." (Auiam,

Qner., fol. 15.) The (ielonos Oak mentioned above, which was cut down in

1810, grew about four miles from Newport, in Monmouthshire. The main
trunk was 10 ft. long, and produced 450 cubic feet of timber; I limb, 355 ft.

;

1 ditto,472 ft. ; 1 ditto, 1 131t. ; and 6 other lunbs, ofiuferior size, avera^jed 93 ft.
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each ; making a total of 24;26 cubic feet of convertible timber. The bark was

estimated at 6 tons ; but, as some of the very heavy body bark was stolen out

of the barge at Newport, the exact weight is not known. Five men were

20 days stripping and cutting down this tree ; and two sawyers were 5 months

converting it, without losing a day, Sundays excepted. The main trunk was

9i ft. in diameter ; and, in sawing it through, a stone was discovered 6 ft. from

the ground, above a yard in the body of the tree, through which the saw cut.

The stone was about Gin. in diameter, and was completely shut in ; but around

it there was not the least symptom of decay. The rings in the but were care-

fully counted, and amounted to upwards of four hundred in number ; a con-

vincing proof that this tree was in an improving state for upwards of four

hundred years ; and, as the ends of some of its branches were decayed, and

had dropped off, it is presumed that it had stood a great number of years after

it had attained maturity. (Literari/ Panorama for August, 1815; and Genf.

Mag. for October, 1817, p. 303.) The Northwick Oak, Blockley, Worces-

tershire, which, when felled, was about 300 years old, had a girth, at 3 ft.

from the ground, of 21ft.; its smallest girth was 18 ft.; height to the

branches, 30 ft.; solid contents of the body, 231ft.; and of the arms, 200 ft.

(Gent. Mag., 1791, p. G12.) The oak which was felled in Withy Park, near

Wenlock in Shropshire, in 1697, spread 1 14 ft. : the trunk was 9 ft. in diameter,

exclusive of the bark. " It contained 24 cords of yard wood, IH cords of

4 ft. wood; 232 park pales 6 ft. long ; 1 load of cooper's wood; 6i tons of

timber in the boughs • 28 tons of timber in the body; and all this besides fag-

gots, notwithstanding several boughs had dropped off in Mr. Wilde's father's

and grandfather's time. The stem was so wide, that two men could thrash on it

without striking each other. Several trees which grew at Cunsborough were

bought by a cooper at 10/. per yard, for 9ft. or 10ft. high; and Ralph

Archdall felled a tree in Sheffield Park of 13 ft. diameter at the kerf; and

there was another, standing near the old ford, of 10 yards in compass." (Hunt.

JSveL, ii. p. 1 94.) In the hall in Goodrich Castle, Herefordshire, there is, says

Grose, a beam of oak, without a knot, 66 ft. long, and near 2 ft. square the

whole length. Evelyn mentions a large oaken plank, cut from a tree felled by

his grandfather's order, at Wootton, 3 ft. wide, 9 ft. 6 in. in length, and 6 in.

thick, all entire and clear ; and Dr. Plot notices a table in Dudley Castle hall,

already mentioned (p. 1777.), which was cut out of a tree which grew in the

park, all of one plank, above 73 ft. long, and 3 ft. wide throughout its whole

extent ; and which, being too long for the castle hall, 7 yards 9 in. were obliged

to be cut off. The muinmast of the Royal Sovereign, built in Charles I.'s time,

was 100 ft. long, save one, and within 1 in. of a yard in thickness, all of one
piece of oak : several of the beams of the same ship were 44 ft. in length, 4 of

which were cut from an oak which grew in Framlingham, in Suffolk. Marcen-
nas states that the great ship called the Craven, which was built in France, had
its keel timbers 120 ft. long, and the mainmast 83 ft. high, and 12 ft. in diameter

at the base. An oak is mentioned as fallen in Sheffield Park, of so great a

girth, that, when the trunk lay flat on level ground, two men on horseback, on
opposite sides, could not see the crowns of each other's hats. Dr. Plot records

a b'imilar circumstance as noticed of another immense oak at Newbury, which,

he says, was 13 yards in girth. The Lord's Oak, at Rivelin, was 12 yards

about, and the top yielded 21 cords of wood ; its diameter, 3 yards 28 in.

The Lady Oak was 3 ft. square for 40 ft., contained 42 tons of timber, and
its boughs gave 23 cords of fuel ; and another, in the Hall Park, close by, gave
18 yards, without bough or knot; being 3 ft. 6 in. square at top, and not much
bigger near the root. Arthur's round table must, as Gilpin observes, have
been cut from a tree of immense girth, as it measures, according to Grose,
18 ft. in diameter. Now, this is 18ft. of solid heart wood ; and, if the depth of
sap wood, in which it must have been environed, be taken into the account,

we shall have the dimensions of a most enormous tree. Out of such oaks as

the^e must those ancient canoes, described by Sir Joseph Bankes as exhumed
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in Lincolnshire, have been excavated. {Aimvn. Qticr.) " It is recorded in the

Animal lici^islcr for 179(i, that some labourers, while digging for a fisli-|)ond

in the groumis of Lord (irenville, at Dro[)niore, discovered a great number of

oaks buried 10 ft. or 12 ft. deep in the earth, and averaging 50 ft. long, all

perfectly sound timber. At Litchett I'ark, in 1740, an oak was discovered

3 ft. under ground, which measured .3.3 ft. in lengtii, and gave 4ft. at the side

of the square : there were 'S'.i ft. more of top rai.sed afterwards ; so that the

whole oak was 8(5 ft. long. In the year IS 1.5, there was a part of an oak

drawn out of the Thames, near the ferry at Twickenham, with great ilifficulty,

by 24 horses. It measured 20ft. in circumference; and Piiilips says, it is

known to have lain in the river upwards of 150 years. Among the vast

quantities of bog timber annually raised out of the fens in Lincolnshire, a few

years ago one log was taken up, near Sleaford, that contained 300 solid feet of

timber ; and, in the year 18 11, one was dug up that contained 400 solid feet."

(jj»w«. (2ucr., fol. 15.)

Bu// Oaks. These are all very old trees, and hollow ; and they are called

bull oaks, from bulls taking shelter within them, which they effect, not by

going in and turning round, but by retreating backwards into the cavity till

the head alone projects at the aperture. Mr. South,in the Bath Societt/'s

Papers, 1783, describes an ancient hollow tree, in the middle of a pasture,

and bearing the most venerable marks of antiquity, which gives the name,

compounded of itself and its situation, to the farm on which it grows, viz.

Oakley Farm. The hollow part of this tree was long the favourite retreat of

a bull ; and 20 people, old and young, have crowded into it at one time.

A calf being shut up there for convenience, its dam, a two-years-old heifer,

constantly went in to suckle it, and left sufficient room for milking her. It is

supposed, adds he, to be near 1000 years old : the body is nothing but a shell,

covered with burly protuberances. The upper part of the shaft is hollow, like

a chimney. It has been mutilated of all its limbs ; but from their stiunps arise

a number of small branches, forming a bushy head, so remarkable for fertility,

that, in years of plenty, it has produced two sacks of acorns in a season. It

measured in the middle, round the burls, 29 ft. 3 in. ; round the stumps of the

old arms, 3 1 ft. 6 in. ; and in the smallest part, between 2 ft. and 3 ft. from the

ground, it is 2G ft. in circumference. The aperture into the tree is a small

ill-formed Gothic arch, which appears to have been originally " hewn out or

enlarged with an axe ; and the bark," continues Mr. South, " now curls over

the wound ; a sure sign that it continues growing." (Bath Soc. Papers, vol. vi.

p. 45.) There are many bull oaks in different parts of the country; but that

in Wedgenock Park {fg. 1625.) is, probably, one of the largest. It has been

long since fenced round with substantial posts and rails, and has had the two
extremities of its projecting limbs supported from beneath by strong pieces

of timber. (See Alag. Xat. Hist., vol. iii. p. 553.)

Boundary Oaks. Several of these might be mentioned. The Border Oak,
which stands on the confines of Wales and England, is more remarkable for

its situation than for its size: it forms the boundary between Shropshire and

the Piincipality, as the County Oak, about 30 miles from London, does

between Surrey and Sussex. The last-named tree is hollow, and contains

within it scats for nine persons. The Gospel Oak, 7?^. 1G28., is a boundary

oak dividing the parish of Stoneleigh in Warwickshire, from the parish of

Baginton. There are many Gospel ()aks in different parts of England, relics,

as the Rev. W, T. Bree observes {Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. iii. p. 533.), of the

religion of our ancestors :
—

" Relligione patrum multos servata per annos." ViRGll,.

The custom, says Mr. Strutt, " of marking the boundaries of parishes, by the

inhabitants going round them once every year, and stopping at certain spots

to perform different ceremonies, in order that the localities might be imi)resscd

on the memories of both young and old, is of great antiquity, and may be
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traced back to the time of the Romans, who observed a similar custom at

the annual festivals called Terminalia, held in honour of the god Terminus
who was considered as the guardian of fields and landmai'ks, and the promoter
of friendship and peace among men. It was introduced among Christians

about the year 800, by the pious Avitus, bishop of Vienna, in a season of

dearth and calamity, and has been continued since his time by the diiferent

clergy ; the minister of each parish, accompanied by his churchwardens
and parishioners, going round the bounds and limits of his parish in Rogation
Week, or on one of the three days before Holy Thursday (the feast of our
Lord's Ascension), and stopping at remarkable spots and trees to recite

passages from the Gospels, and implore the blessing of the Almighty on the
fruits of the earth, and for the preservation of the rights and properties of the
parish." (Mag. Nat. Hist., iii. 558.) The Plestor Oak, described in White's
Selborne, was also a boundary tree, used to mark the extent of the Pleystoiu,

or play-place for the children of the village. This oak is described by White
as having " a short squat body, and huge horizontal arms extending almost to

the extremity of the area; surrounded with stone steps, and seats above them,
the delight of old and young, and a place of much

resort in summer evenings ; where
" the former sate in grave debate,

while the latter frolicked and
danced before them."
Oak Trees with conjoined Trunks.

The following instances of this

singular conformation are from
trees growing in Ryton Wood,
Warwickshire, the property of W.
Dilke, Esq. ; and we are indebted /
for them to the Rev. W. T. Bree. '^'

Figs. 1626. and 1627. are illustrative of only four trees ; a and aa being two

1627
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views of the same trunk. A smaller tree, growing near this one, and repre-

sented by b, has the junction of the trunks nearer the ground. Another spe-

cimen, growing near a farm-house, is represented b}' d; and a fourtli one by c
All these oaks are within a short distance of each other; and Mr. Bree thinks

the trunks were probably joined artificially by some one who had a fancy for

such experiments. They are all of the species Q. pedunculata. The figures

are to a scale of 1 in. to 12 ft.

Oaks conjoined ivith other Trees. The oak being a tree of great duration,

and its trunk, in the course of years, spreading wider than that of many
trees, not unfrequently grows round the stems of trees which grow close by

it; or, its trunk becoming hollow, and the head being broken off' by storms,

other trees frequently spring up within it, and produce a flourishing head en-

cased with an oak trunk. Hence, we have an oak conjoined with an ash near

the lake at Welbeck, figured in Rooke's Remarkable Oaku, &c,, pi. G. This ash

grows out of the bottom of a large oak, " to which it adheres to the height of

about 6 ft. ; it there separates, and leaves a space of nearly .3 ft. in height.

Here, as if unwilling to be disunited, it stretches out an arm, or little protube-

rance, to coalesce again with the fostering oak." At Bearwood, near Reading,
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the seat of John Walter, Esq., M.P., there is a large oak with a beech growing

from its root. In Needwood Forest, there were, in 1806, many large hollies

growing out of oaks ; and nothing is more common in the New Forest, than

to see oaks and thorns growing apparently from the same root. In Kinniel

Park, Denbighshire, there is a sycamore, a large tree, growing out of a hollow

oak : and at Ribbesford, near Bewdley in Worcestershire, there is a yew tree,

with a ttamk 2 ft. in diameter, completely cased in the trunk of a pollard oak ;

the hollow cylinder of the oak being filled up with the body of the yew tree,

to the heio-ht of 18 ft. or 20 ft.; after which the two trees entwine their

branches in the most friendly manner possible. On the river Loddon,

in Berkshire, not far from Forest Hill, there was, in 1818, a handsome oak

tree growing out of a pollard willow. Elders growing out of decaying oaks,

and also mountain ash, and other trees and shrubs which spring from berries

eaten by birds, are common. Dr. Plot mentions a thorn enclosed in an oak

at Drayton Basset, the branches of which seemed to pass through the trunk

of the oak in several places.

Oaks of remarkable Origin. In Deene Park, Northamptonshire, the seat of

the Earl of Cardigan, there is an oak growing in the pleasure-ground, which

was produced from an acorn found in the middle of a large piece of oak

timber, sawn in Woolwich dockyard; and which was planted here, in 1737,

by the late Dowager Duchess of Buccleugh, when Lady Elizabeth Montague.

This tree, though nearly 100 years old, is of small dimensions, in consequence

of the very bad situation in which it is planted ; being near a sheet of water,

and on a sandy rock full of springs. Its extreme height is 55 ft., and the

diameter of the trunk, at 3 ft. from the ground, is 1 ft. 4 in. The species is

Q. sessiliflora.

Curious Circumstances connected ivith Oak Trees. Major Rooke mentions

that, in cutting down some trees in the wood of Birkland, or Birchland, in

Sherwood Forest, letters, &c., were found within the wood of several oaks,

marking the king's reign. In one tree, cut down in 1786, were found J. R.,

supposed to signify James Rex ; and in another, W. M., with a crown, for

William and Mary ; and in a third, Jo^. Rex, with several marks something

like the old crown in prints of King John ; but Major Rooke observes that

the crown is not sufficiently made out for him to insert it as a fact. The
letters were about 1 ft. within the tree, and above 1 ft. from the centre. Cruci-

fixes, images, &c., have been found in similar situations, enclosed in the like

manner. Often dead branches of trees, when small, are thus enclosed, and
grown over by the parent trunk. Professor Burnet observes that " Queen
Anne's and Queen Charlotte's Oaks in Windsor Forest, both of which have
had brass plates, with commemorative inscriptions thereon, fixed to them,

might be given as further illustrations. Over the edges of these plates the

yearly increasing bark has already made considerable encroachments, and, in

due course of time, will progressively enclose the whole. To this process do
we owe that more noted and variegated texture of the central parts of planks,

on which much of the beauty of heart wood depends ; for the small branches,

knots, and nodes of young trees, which detruded themselves near the ground,

being, in process of growth, broken off or destroyed, their relics or rudiments
are in like manner enclosed, and thus buried in the heart of aged trees. Sir

John Clarke mentions that the horn of a large deer was found embedded in

the heart of an oak, which was discovered on cutting down the tree ; and that

it was found fixed in the timber by large iron cramps : it seems, therefore,

that it had been first fastened on the outside of the tree, which, in growing
afterwards, had enclosed the horn." {Amocn. Quer.)

Raining Oak Trees. All trees, especially those of great height, in insulated

situations, condense the watery vapour of the atmosphere; and, when this

is very abundant, it falls from the leaves in drops like rain. The elm and the
poplar (as already mentioned, p. 1667.), being tall trees, afford familiar illustra-

tions of this ; but the oak, also, occasionally exhibits the same phenomenon.
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White, in his Xatural History ofSclbonw (sec Brown's edit., p. 195.), mentions,
in a letter to Mr, Pennant, an oak in Newton Lane, which, on a misty ihiy in

October, 1775, droppcil so fast, tliat the cartway stood in puddles, and the
ruts ran water, though the ground in general was dust}'.

Fro^rcss ofOak xfrom the Acorn, An oak, sprung from an acorn set by Robert
Marsham, Esq., at iStratton .Strawlcss, near Norwich, a. d. 1719, measured, in

the spring of 174.3, when '24- years old, 1 ft. 7 in. in girt at 5 ft. from the ground
;

and in 1758, when 41 years old, its girt at the same height was 2 ft. 8i in.

;

having increased 1 ft. \\ in. in girt, and something more than 2ft. 3 in. in solid

contents, during 15 years. This oak,we are informed by Robert Marsham, Escj.,

the grandson of the |)lanter of the tree, was, in December, 1 H'.IC^, 1 3 ft. in circum-
ference at 5 ft. from the ground, and 17 ft. at 1 ft. ; with a trunk 19 ft. long clear

of branches, and a remarkably handsome head; it was 64 ft. high. Two oaks,
planted by Mr, Marsham in 1720 and 1721, in 1743 measured 2 ft. 9|in., and 2ft.

1 lA in. in circumference at 5 ft. high ; and had increased 1 ft. 11^ in. and 2 ft.

2 in. respectively in girt, and 9 ft. 1 in. and 10ft. Sin. in solid contents, during
15 years ; while two oaks, about GO or 80 years of age, which, in 1743, girted

'

6 ft. 3|in. and 9 ft. 4^ in., measured, in the autumn of 1758, 7 ft. 8^ in., and
10 ft. 1 in. ; having increased only 1 ft. 5 in. and 8^ in., in their respective cir-

cumferences, in 15 years ; although their solid contents exceeded in increase
the younger trees, being, in the sixty-year oak, 12 ft. 1 in., and in the eighty-

year oak, 16 ft. 1 in. and upwards; the height of this tree in February, 1837,
Mr. Marsham inform us, was exactly 92 ft. An acorn, writes Dr. Plot, which
was set in a hedgerow, between Colton and Blithfield, by Ralph Bates, grew
to a stout oak, being 2 ft. square at the but end, within the life of its planter,

who outlived its felling. The first 10 ft. were sawn into boards, and used for

building: it contained nearly a ton of timber. An oak which was planted at

Denham Rectory, Bucks, in 1750, girted, at its smallest part, 8 ft. in 1817,
being then but 67 years of age : the total height was 50 ft., and the diameter
of its head about 70 ft. In the garden at Sheffield Place, Sussex, stands a
fine oak, which was set in the year 1745; and in 1815, when 70 years old, its

trunk was 12 ft. in circumference, its clear bole 10 ft.; at which height it

divitled into branches that overspread an area of 75 ft. in diameter. An
acorn was sown at Rickett, the seat of Lord Barrington, on the day of his

birth in 1717. In November, 1790, it contained 95 ft. of timber, which, at 2s.

per foot, would sell for 9/. \0s. The top was valued at about 1/. 15*. The
girt, at 5 ft. from the ground, was about half an inch more than 8 ft. The
increase of the girt, in the two last years, was 4| in. It grows in rich land,

worth 1/. bs. an acre. {Bath. Soc. Pap., &c.)
Rate of Growth of the Oak. An oak, in a good soil and situation, will, in

75 years from the acorn, contain a ton of timber. (South in Bath Soc. Pap.,
vi. p. 37.) The same oak, at 150 years of age, will contain upwards of 8 tons
of timber, or about 12 loads of square timber. {Id., p. 38.) An oak, planted
by Mr. Marsham in 1720, was, in 1794, 74 years afterwards, about 8 ft. in

circumference at 14 ft. from the ground. The soil had been prepared and
manured. In the first 36 years of its growth, this tree gained \}/m. in cir-

cumference yearly. The growth of a middle-aged oak is generally from 1^ in. to
1 in. in circumference yearly ; between its twentieth and its hundredth } ear, it

.sometimes exceeds this measure, and, in its second century, falls within it;

but, as the solidity of the shaft consists less in its length than in the square
of diameter in the girting place, a small addition to the diameter there en-
larges the square abundantly. Wherefore, though the circumference from the
100th to the 150th year may not increase so fast as it did to the 100th,

the solid contents will be increasing faster ; for, as the square of the diameter
(40= 1600) exceeds the square of 24=576, so will the contents in the 150th
year exceed the contents in the 100th, when its annual enlargement was |^in.

greater. {Id., p. 50.) According to the Rev. Richard Yates, writing after
" a sedulous and active experience of 50 years," by choosing a deep loamy
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So many British poets have celebrated the oak; and its beauty, dignity, and
strenjjth have afforcled so many fine similes; that we are compelled to make a
selection, and shall first give extracts from three of our oldest and most
popular poets; viz. Chaucer, Spencer, and Shakspeare.

" And to a pleasant grove I 'gan to passe,
Long er the bright sunne uprise was

;

In which were okes great, straight as aline,
Uiuicr the which the grasse, so fresh of how,
Was newly sprong, aiui an eight foot, or nine,
Every tree well fro his fellow grew.
With branches broile, laden with leves new,
That sprongoii out agen the sunne shine

;

Some very red, and some a glad bright green." Chaucer.

" There grew an aged tree on the green ;

A goodly oak some time had it been.
With arms full strong, and largely display'd.
But of their leaves they were disarray'd:
His body big, and mightily pright,
'J'horoughly rooted, and of wond'rous height :

Whilome had been the king of the field.

And mochel masts to the husband did yield.

And with his nuts larded many swine;
But now the grey moss marr'd his rine;
His bared boughs were beaten with storms.
His top was bald, and wasted with worms.

For it had been an ancient tree.

Sacred with many a mystery." Spenser's Shejihcrd's Calendar.

" Under an oak, whose antique root peeps out
Upon the brook that brawls along this wood

;

Whose boughs'were moss'd with age.

And high top bald with dry antiquity." Shakspeare.

To these we add extracts, relating to trees we have already described, from

Covvper's Yardlcy Chase, Mundy's Needwood Forest, and Carrington's Dart-

moor. For the Yardley Oak, see p. 176-t.

" Thou wert a bauble once, a cup and ball.

Which babes might play with ; and the thievish jay

Seeking her food, with ease might have purloin'd

The auburn nut that held thee, swallowing down
Thy yet close.folded latitude of boughs,

And all thy embryo vastness, at a gulp.

Time made thee what thou wert — king of the woods !

And time hath made thee what thou art —a cave

For owls to roost in ! Once thy spreading boughs

O'erhung the champaign, and the numerous flock

That grazed it stood beneath that ample cope

Uncrowded, yet safe-shelter'd from the storm.

No flock frequents thee now : thou hast outlived

Thy popularity, and art become
(Unless verse rescue thee awhile) a thing

Forgotten, as the foliage of thy youth I

Embowell'd now, and of thy ancient self

rossessing nought but the scooped rind, that seems

A huge throat calling to the clouds for drink.

Which it would give in rivulets to thy roots :

Thou temptest none, but rather much forbid 'st

The feller's toil, which thou couldst ill requite.

Yet is thy root sincere, sound as the rock :

A quarry of stout spurs and knotted fangs,

Which, crook'd into a thousand whimsies, clasp

The stubborn soil, and hold thee still erect.

Thine arms have left thee— winds have rent them off

lyong since ; and rovers of the forest wild

With bow and shaft have burnt them. Some have feft

A splinter'd stump, bleach'd to a snowy white;

And some, memorial none where once they grew.

Yet life still lingers in thee, and puts forth

Proof not contemptible of what she can.

Even where death predominates. The spring

Finds thee not less alive to her sweet form,

Than yonder up.-Urts of the neighbouring wood.

So much thy juniors, who their birth received

Half a njilleiinium since the date of thine." Cowpeu's Yurdlctj Chase.
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The lines from Needwood Forest allude to the Swilcar Oak. (p. 1769.)

' First blush the hills with orient light,

And pierce the sable veil of night

;

Green bends the waving shade above,

And glittering dew drops gem the grove :

Next shine the shelving lawns around.

Bright threads of silver net the ground ;

And down, the entangled brakes among.
The white rill sparkling winds along :

Then as the panting zephyrs breathe

The billowy mist recedes beneath ;

Slow, as it rolls away, unfold
The vale's fresh glories, green and gold ;

Dove laughs, and shakes his tresses bright.

And trails afar a line of light :

High midst the trees, with many a frown.
Huge Swilcar shakes his tresses brown ;

Outspreads his bare arms to the skies.

The ruins of six centuries." MuNDY's Needwood Forest.

The following lines are descriptive of Wistman's Wood. See p. 1757.

" How heavily

That old wood sleeps in the sunshine— not a leaf

.

Is twinkling— not a wing is seen to move
Within it ; but below, a mountain stream,
Conflicting with the rocks, is ever heard.
Cheering the drowsy noon. Thy guardian oaks.
My country, are thy boast— a giant race.

And undegenerate still ; but of this grove.
This pygmy grove, not one has climb'd the air

So emulously that its loftiest branch
May brush the traveller's brow. The twisted roots

Have clasp'd in search of nourishment the rocks.

And straggled wide, and pierced the stony soil

In vain : denied maternal succour, here
A dwarfish race has.risen. Round the boughs
Hoary and feeble, and around the trunks.
With grasp destructive, feeding on the life

That lingers yet, the ivy winds, and moss
Of growth enormous. E'en the dull vile weed
Has fix'd itself upon the very crown
Of many an ancient oak ; and thus, refused
By nature kindly aid— dishonoured— old—
Dreary in aspect — silently decays
The lonely wood of Wistman." Caruington's Dartmoor, p. 56.

Through the kindness of His Grace the Duke of Bedford, we have re-

ceived the following additional information respecting this remarkable wood,
from Archdeacon Froude, vicar of Darlington, near Totness :— "I have been

told that there is an ancient record in the Duchy Office, which probably

refers to their existence, not long after the Conquest. On the bottom stock

of one of them, cut down partly for the purpose, I counted upwards of 250
concentric rings, when the farther evidence of annual formations in the exterior

circumference was too indistinct to be noticed. When first felled, the specific

gravity of the wood was more like that of tropical than English growth. The
extent of Wistman's Wood is about two acres."

Properties and Uses. In comparing the wood of Q. pedunculata and Q.

sessilifldra, the former is found the most easy to split, and the stifTest and the

easiest to break, and yet the most difficult to bend ; while the latter has the

advantage over the other in toughness and weight. The following comparative

view is from Hartig, as quoted in the Dictionnaire dcs Eaux et Forets.

Q. PEDUNCtlLA'^A.
lb. oz.

76 13
65 9
52 13

The wood, when green, weighs
— half-dry .

— perfectly dry -

Its heating properties are, to the
beech, as - - . . 1440 is to 1540

Its heating properties, compared
with those of the Q. sessiliflbra,

are as 1440 is to 1497
Its charcoal is, to that of the

beech, as 1459 is to 1600

Q. sessiliflo"'ra.

lb. oz.

80 5
67 12
51 10

The wood, when green, weighs
— half-dry
— perfectly dry -

Its heating properties are. to the
beech, as - - - - - 1497 is to 1540

Its heating properties, compared
with those of the U. peduncu-
Ikta, are as .... 1497 is to 1440

It thus appears that the wood of both species loses above a third of its

weight in drying ; but, as in the case of every other wood, that of the oak is
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and the leaves sit close to the twig, without the intervention of any foot-

stalks." (p. 66.) This was published in 1793, a circumstance which we con-

sider worthy of notice, as proving that the superiority of the timber of Q.

pedunculata was known to practical men before that period. In 1827, an

experiment was made in the New Forest, Hampshire, with a piece of the best

oak timber grown in the forest that could be procured. It was reduced to

the dimensions of 5 in. square, and 11 ft. long, placed on two firm supports,

exactly 11 ft. apart; and it was found that 4| tons 3 qr. 171b. were required

to break the beam. The experiment was performed in the presence of Lord

Lowther, at that time First Commissioner of Woods and Forests, and other

government officers ; and an account of it was laid before the Royal Institu-

tion in June, 1827.

Whatever may have been established theoretically respecting the compara-

tive properties of the wood of the two species, yet, practically, they are al-

most alike employed both in territorial and naval constructions and machinery.

The wood of the oak is more durable, in every state in which it can be placed,

than that of any other tree which abounds in large quantities in Europe. It is

hard, tough, tolerably flexible, strong, without being too heavy, not easy

to splinter, and not readily penetrated by water; and hence its value in ship-

building. Some woods are harder, but they are more fragile ; and others are

more flexible, but do not possess so much toughness, hardness, and durability.

Where the grain is twisted, no timber is so well adapted for posts, either in

house-building or in setting up mills, engines, or large machines. No wood
lasts longer where it is subject to be alternately wet and dry; and oak piles

have been known to endure many centuries. Shingles, pales, and laths

last longer of this wood than of any other; and casks, and every other descrip-

tion of cooper's work, are most durable, and best adapted for containing wines,

ales, and other liquors, when they are made of oak. Oak timber is particu-

larly esteemed for the spokes of wheels, for which the small slow-growing

oak of mountainous districts is greatly preferred to the more rapid-growing

and larger oak of the valleys. Oaks of from 15 to 30 years' growth make
the most durable poles. The young tree, when from 3 ft. to 10 ft. high, makes

excellent hoops, which, Evelyn says, we ought to substitute for those ofhazel

and ash, as they are six times more durable : it also makes the very best walk-

ingsticks, and very good handles to carters' whips. Of the roots, Evelyn says,

were formerly made hafts to daggers, handles to knives, tobacco-boxes, mathe-

matical instruments, tablets for artists to paint on instead ofcanvass, and elegant

camleted joiners' work. Oak wood, every one knows, is preferred before all

others for ship-building, in the temperate regions of both hemispheres. The
Q. pedunculata (the chene blanc of the French), from its toughness, does not

splinter when it is struck by a cannon ball, and the hole made by a ball is con-

sequently much easier to plug up ; but it is said, on the other hand, that this

species, when it is grown in good soil, somewhat moist, contains a great deal of

white or sap wood, which soon begins to decay, and, proceeding rapidly, ulti-

mately destroys the heart wood. (Nick. Obs., &c., p. 44.) Secondat ( -Mem, du

C/ieiie, ip. 3.) attributes the property of not splintering, when pierced with

bullets, to the wood of Q. sessihflora ; which, he says, the English had a great

deal of formerly, and valued highly for the construction of ships, and which he

describes as a tree attaining a prodigious size and height, and only succeeding

in good soil : but, as these characters belong more to Q. pedunculata than to

Q. sessiliflora, at least according to Willdenow, Bosc, and other authors,

we conclude that Secondat has here mistaken the name of the kind to

which he has assigned these properties. The best oak for ship purposes,

according to Jaume St. Hilaire, is that which is grown in the south of

France ; and the best ships in the world, he says, are built in Toulon, or in

Spain. The worst oak for ship-building, according to this author, is that sent

to Britain from Dantzic, and other ports of the Baltic. The bark of both

species is mdiscriminately used for tanning, though that of Q. sessiliflora is
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said to be the best. The bark of either species affords a substance which has

been substituted for quinine ; and, according to Cullcn and others, a decoc-

tion of oait bark has been used for diseases of the throat, &c. The bark which
contains the greatest quantity of tannin is obtained from those parts of the

branches or trunks which are of from 20 to 30 years' growth ; and hence the

bark of an oak coppice of 20 or 30 years' growth is worth more to the tanner,

than the same weight of bark taken from the trunk and branches of old trees.

Every part of the tree, however, abounds in astringent matter ; and even the

leaves and sawdust will tan leatlicr, linen cloth, netting, or cordage, which
is to be nnich exposed to the weather. An infusion of the bark, with cop-

peras, dyes woollen of a purplish blue. The Highlanders, according to Light-

foot, dye their yarn of a brown colour with oak bark ; and the same thing is

practised in Swetlen, and other countries, where, like the bark of the birch

and some other trees, it is made to perform the office of tanning and dyeing

at the same time. The acorns of both species are alike sought after for feed-

ing swine; but, according to the French authors, they are produced in the

greatest quantities by the sessile-fruited oak, and of the largest size from the

pedunculated species. According to Evelyn, a peck of acorns a day, with a
little bran, will make a hog increase a pound weight per day for two months
together. Cato recommends acorns to be given to oxen, mixed with beans and
lupines. In British parks, acorns form an important part of the winter food of
deer ; and, were the tree substituted for the elm, the ash, and a number ofothers

which arc planted in hedgerows, there would be a general supply throughout
the country for pigs, and also for game ; since it is certain that they are eaten

both by pheasants and partridges in England, and by turkeys in America.
Acorns are given raw or boiled to poultry ; and it is said to be easy to accus-

tom horses, cattle, and sheep to eat them. Acorns, roasted and treated like

coffee, are said to afford a liquor which closely resembles that beverage ; and
when sprouted acorns are treated like malt, they afford a liquor from which a
very strong spirit may be distilled. According to Bosc, this is practised in

various parts of the north of Europe. The leaves of both species, gathered

green, and dried, are said to furnish an excellent winter forage for sheep, goats,

ileer, &c. The leaves, after they have dropped from the tree, are swept up,

and used in gardening as a substitute for tanner's bark, in producuig heat by
fermentation in hot-houses, pits, &c.

T/ie Uxe of the Oak in Landscape has been pointed out by Gilpin with his

usual force and effect. " It is a happiness," he says, " to the lovers of the

picturesque, that this noble plant is as useful as it is beautiful. From the
utility of the oak they derive this advantage, that it is every where found.
Many kinds of wood are harder, as box and ebony ; many kinds are tougher,
as yew and ash ; but it is supposed that no species of wood, at least no species

of timber, is possessed of both these quaHties together in so great a degree as

the British oak. Almost all arts and manufactures are indebted to it; but
in ship-building, and bearing burdens, its elasticity and strength are applied

to most advantage. I mention these mechanical uses only because some of its

chief beauties are connected with them. Thus, it is not the erect stately tree

that is always the most useful in ship-building ; but more often the crooked
one, forming short turns and elbows, which the shijjvvrights and carpenters

commonly call knee-timber. This, too, is generally the most picturesque.

Nor is it the straight tall stem, the fibres of which run in parallel lines, that

is the most useful in bearing burdens ; but that which has its sinews twisted

and spirally combined. This, too, is the most picturescjue. Trees, under
these circumstances, generally take the most pleasing forms. We seldom see
the oak, like other trees, take a twisted form from the winds. It generally pre-

serves its balance; which is one of the grand picturesque beauties of every
tree. The oak, like other trees, shrinks from the sea air [see p. 195. fig. I.] :

but this indicates no weakness ; for the sea air, like a pestilential disease,

attacks the strongest constitutions. A second characteristic of the oak is the
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Stoutness of its limbs. We know tree, except, perhaps, the cedar of Leba-

non, so remarkable in this respect. The limbs of most trees spring from the

trunk : in the oak they may be rather said to divide from it ; for they gene-

rally carry with them a great share of the substance of the stem. You often

scarcely know which is stem and which is branch ; and, towards the top, the

stem is entirely lost in the branches. This gives particular propriety to the

epithet ' fortes,' in characterising the branches of the oak ; and hence its

sinewy elbows are of such peculiar use in ship-building. Whoever, therefore,

does not mark the ' fortes ramos' of the oak, might as well, in painting a Her-

cules, omit his muscles. But I speak only of the hardy veterans of the forest.

In the effeminate nurslings of the grove we have not this appearance. There

the tree is all stem drawn up into height. When we characterise a tree, we
consider it in its natural state, insulated, and without any lateral pressure. In

a forest, trees naturally grow in that manner. The seniors depress all the

juniors that attempt to rise near them ; but in a planted grove all grow up
together, and none can exert any power over another. The next character-

istic of the oak is the twisting of its branches. Examine the ash, the elm, the

beech, or almost any other tree, and you may observe in what direct and

straight lines the branches in each shoot from the stem ; whereas the limbs

of an oak are continually twisting here and there in various contortions, and,

like the course of a river, sport and play in every possible direction; sometimes

in long reaches, and sometimes in shorter elbows. There is not a characteristic

more peculiar to the oak than this.

" Another peculiarity of the oak is its expansive spread. This, indeed, is a

just characteristic of the oak ; for its boughs, however twisted, continually

take a horizontal direction, and overshadow a large space of ground. Indeed,

where it is fond of its situation, and has room to spread, it extends itself"

beyond any other tree ; and, like a monarch, takes possession of the soil.

The last characteristic of the oak is its longevity, which extends beyond that

of any other tree : perhaps the yew may be an exception. I mention the

circumstance of its longevity, as it is that which renders it so singularly pic-

turesque. It is through age that the oak acquires its greatest beauty ; which

often continues increasing even into decay, if any proportion exist between

the stem and the branches. When the branches rot away, and the forlorn

trunk is left alone, the tree is in its decrepitude— in the last stage of life,

and all beauty is gone." Gilpin concludes this characteristic description with

the following words : — "I have dwelt the longer on the oak, as it is confess-

edly both the most picturesque tree in itself, and the most accommodating in

composition. It refuses no subject either in natural or in artificial landscape.

It is suited to the grandest, and may with propriety be introduced into the

most pastoral. It adds new dignity to the ruined tower and Gothic arch : by

stretching its wild moss-grown branches athwart their ivied walls, it gives

them a kind of majesty coeval with itself; at the same time, its propriety is

still preserved, if it throw its arms over the purling brook, or the mantling

pool, where it beholds

• Its reverend image in th' expanse below.'

Milton introduces it happily even in the lowest scene ;
—

* Hard by, a cottage chimney smokes
From between two aged oaks.' "

Some valuable remarks on the picturesque beauty of the oak, and on its deli-

neation, will be found in the Magazine of Natural Histori/, comnnmicatcdby Mr.

Strutt, unquestionably the best delineator of trees in this or any other country.
" European trees," he observes, " may by the painter be divided into four

classes ; the round-topped, as the oak, chestnut, elm, willow, ash, beech, &c.

;

the spiry-topped, as the different species of the fir tribe ; the shaggy-topped,

comprehending those of the pine ; and the slender-formed, as the Lombardy
poplar and the cypress. In the first of these classes, foremost in dignity and

grandeur, the oak stands preeminent, and, like the lion among beasts, is the
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undoubted lord of the forest. Beauty, united with strength, characterises all

its parts. The leaves, elegant in their outline, are strongly ribbed, and firmly

attached to the spray, which, although thin and excursive, is yet bold and de-

termined in its angles ; whilst the abrupt and tortuous irregularity of its mas-
sive branches admirably contrasts with the general richness and density of its

clustered foliage. Even as a sapling, in its slender gracefulness it exhibits

sufficient firmness and indications of vigour to predicate the future monarch
of the wood ; a state, indeed, which it is slow to assume, but which it retains

per scccula longa ; and when at length it is brought to acknowledge the in-

fluence of time, and becomes * bald with dry antiquity,' no other production

of the forest can be admitted as
. _^ 1630

its rival in majestic and venerable

decay. The general form of the

oak is expansive, luxuriant, and
spreading. Its character, both

with respect to its whole and
to its larger mi.sses of foliage, is

best expressed by the pencil, in

bold and roundish lines, whether
as single trees, as groups (Jig.

1630.), or as forming the line of
a distant forest {figs. 1629. and
1631.) ; although, when growing
more closely together, they assume a loftier and less spreading appearance
than the more solitary tree, such as Mason has so beautifully described in

his Caractacus : —
' Behold yon oak,

How stern he frowns, and with his broad brawn arms
Chills the pale plain beneath him !

'
"

, 1631

The sketches figs. 1632. and 1633., which are also drawn by Mr. Strutt,

will more distinctly exemplify his position ; exhibiting, in distinct distances,

the same general appearance in the contour of the trees. Of these sketches,

6 A
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1632

fig. 1632. is a scene in Savernake Forest, near Marlborough, in wiiicli the

Creeping Oak (see p. 1771.) is shown in the foreground; and /?g. 1633. is

another scene in the same forest, in wiiich the King Oak (see p. 1771.) forms

lfi33

the principal object. Fig. iGS't. is a sketch of a singularly picturesque oak,
adopted by Mr. Strutt as a vignette to his elegant work, Deliriet Syhartiyn.
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" But while," continues Mr. Strutt, " as an entire object, these curved lines

are sufficient to express the general peculiarity of the outHne of the oak, as

well as the larger masses of its foliage, when we come to examine the tree

more closely, and in detail, we find that a greater variety of line must be

adopted to display its singular proportions, so indicative of energy and bold-

ness. The trunk and limbs are characterised by their amazing strength, and
by their comparative shortness and crookedness ; and the branches, by their

numerous contortions and abrupt angles, and by the great variety which they

exhibit of straight and crooked lines ; and by their frequent tendency to a

horizontal direction. These striking peculiarities are exemplified iny?g. 1635."
" Not unfrcquently, however, the forms of the limbs and branches are en-

tirely concealed by the exuberancy of foliage, as is the case in the Bounds
Park Oak, and more particularly in that magnificent living canopy

—

nu/li

penctrahilis astro, impervious to the day, — the Chandos Oak, at Southgate,

[see p. 1763.], which, although not exactly a painter's tree, is unquestionably

unrivalled for regular beauty and plenitude of shade. The oak, also, is oc-

casionally found to present an extremely graceful and pleasing figure, as is

6 A 2
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remarkably the case with the celebrated oak at Lord Cowper's [shown in^g.
1480. in p. 1741.]. This tree, above a century ago, was well known as the
Great Oak at Pan-

^^^^ ,^ 1636
shanger. There is

also a beautiful tree

{fig- 1636.), of the
same description, at

Lord Darnley's seat

at Cobham, which,
being protected from
the depredations of
cattle, enjoys the
most perfect free-

dom of growth, ex-

tending its latitude

of boughs in every

direction,and droop-
ing its clustered fo-

liage to the very

ground." (Strutt in

Mag. Nat.^Hist., vol.

i. p. 42.)

Tlie Spray of the Oak has been described and illustrated by Gilpin, with his

usual felicity. " In the spray of trees," he remarks, " nature seems to observe
one simple principle ; which is, that the mode of growth in the spray corre-

sponds exactly with that of the larger branches, of which, indeed, the spray is

the origin. Thus, the oak divides his boughs from the
stem more horizontally than most other deciduous trees.

1637 The spray makes exactly, in minia-

ture, the same appearance. It

breaks out in right angles, or in

angles that are nearly so, forming

its shoots commonly in short lines

[see figs. 1637. and 1638., from Gil-

pin; and^g. 1639., from Strutt];

the second year's shoot usually

taking some direction contrary to

that of the first. Thus the ru-

diments are laid of that abrupt mode of ramification, for which the oak is

j.G.srKvn:
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remarkable. [Seefg. 1640., from Gilpin; and /g. 1641., from Strutt.] When
two shoots spring from the same knot, they are commonly of unequal length

;

and one with large strides generally takes the head. Very often, also, three
shoots, and sometimes four,
spring from the same knot.
Hence, the spray of the oak
becomes thick, close, and in-

terwoven ; so that at a little

distance it has a full rich ap-
pearance, and more of the
picturesque roughness than
we observe in the spray of
any other tree. The spray
of the oak also generally
springs in such directions as give its branches that horizontal appearance
which they generally assume." (Gilp. For. Seen., vol. i. p. 111.)

In Jig. 1639., Strutt observes, " it will be seen that the spray seldom shoots
from the lower or under side of the branches ; which, added to the roughness
and strength of their component parts, enables the branches to stretch out
and maintain their horizontal position, not unfrequently even to the very last
twig

;
although sometimes, from the great weight of foliage, and, perhaps, from

some difference in the species of the tree, an oak may be found with pendent
boughs.

" The ramification of trees is of great importance to the painter. As well, it

has been observed by Gilpin (see p. 1790.), might an artist attempt to deli-
neate the figure of a Hercules without expressing any of the muscles in his
body, as to give the drawing of an oak tree without a scientific regard to the
anatomy of its form, in a just display of the various angles and tortuous irregu-
larities of its branches. The example shown infg. 1641. is sketched from the
denuded boughs, to give a more uninterrupted view of their peculiar character.
; " The foliage of the oak is particularly suited to the pencil. In those por-
tions which are brought nearer to the sight, the form of the individual leaves
(Jig. 1642. a) may here and there be expressed, as shown in the sketch, which
also exhibits what is technically called the touch (6) necessary to express its

character as it recedes from the eye.
" The colouring of the oak, and, indeed, of all natural objects connected with

landscape, admits of so great a variety, that it is impossible to give any precise
rules on the subject : a diligent attention to nature will alone, in this respect,
avail ; for, besides the ordinary varieties induced by change of season, from
the tender and emerald hues of spring to the deeper bloom of summer, and
the rich and glowing tints of autumn, an astonishing diversity of colour is

6 A 3
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effected by accidental circumstances, dependent on the different aspects of
morning, noon, and evening ; on sun and on shade ; on the colours of the sky
and the clouds ; on the clearness or haziness of the atmosphere, and its con-
sequent powers of refraction; on opposition of colour; on the situation of
the spectator ; and on many other contingencies, all independent of the local

colour of the object, yet ali strongly affecting it. It is impossible, therefore, I

repeat, to give in any written description, with tolerable conciseness, sufficient

instruction for selecting the colours necessary to depict objects so constantly

liH2

varying in their hues. A few simple tints on the pallet, and an hour's study
in the forest, will be more instructive than a volume of remarks. The atten-
tion and minuteness with which a lover of nature will examine a favourite
object, and the truth with which he will consequently be enabled to describe
It, are strongly evidenced in the following passage, extracted from Gilpin's
ForestScenert/:—' I have often stood,' says Gilpin, 'with admiration before
an old forest oak, examining the various tints which have enriched its furrowed
stem. The genuine bark of an oak is of an ash colour, though it is difficult to
distmguish any part of it from the mosses that overspread it; for no oak, I
suppose, was ever without a greater or less proportion of these picturesque
appendages. The lower parts, about the roots, are often possessed by that
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green velvet moss, which, in a still greater degree, commonly occupies the hole

of the beech, though tlie beauty and brilliancy of it lose much when in decay.

As the trunk rises, you see the brimstone colour taking possession in patches.

Of this there are two principal kinds; a smooth sort, which spreads like a
scurf over the bark ; and a rough sort, which hangs in little rich knots and
fringes. I call it a brimstone hue, by way of general distinction ; hut it some-
times inclines to an olive, and sometimes to a light green. Intermixed witii

these mosses you often find a species almost perfectly white. Before I was
acquainted with it, 1 have sometimes thought the tree whitewashed. Here
and there, a touch of it gives a lustre to the trunk, and has its effect : yet, on
the whole, it is a nuisance; for, as it generally begins to thrive when the other

mosses begin to wither (as if the decaying bark were its proper nutriment), it

is rarely accompanied with any of the more beautiful species of its kind ; and,

when thus unsupported, it always disgusts. This white moss, by the way, is

esteemed a certain mark of age, and, when it prevails in any degree, is a clear

indication that the vigour of the tree is declining. We find, also, another
species of moss, of a dark brown colour, inclining nearly to black ; another of
an ashy colour ; and another of a dingy yellow. We may observe, also, touches

of red, and sometimes, but rarely, a bright yellow, which is like a gleam of
sunshine ; and in many trees you will see one species growing upon another,

the knotted brimstone-coloured fringe clinging to a lighter species, or the

black softening into red. All these excrescences, under whatever name dis-

tinguished, add a great richness to trees ; and, when they are blended harmo-
niously, as is generally the case, the rough and furrowed trunk of an old oak,

adorned with these pleasing appendages, is an object which will long detain

the picturesque eye.' " (Stnitt in Afag. Nat. Hist,, vol. i. p. 246.)

The beauty of oak foliage is universally allowed ; but that of Q. sessiliflora

may be said to be most admired in single leaves, and that of the other species

in tufts of leaves. The difference between the two species, in this respect,

was first pointed out by the Rev. W. T. Bree. " The leaves of Q. pedunculata,"

he says, " are of a dark deep green ; and, though rather small (and small leaves

combine better than large ones), they are numerous, and grow close to the

spray, clustered together in dense masses, forming those lovely tufts, or ro-

settes, which constitute one of the characteristic beauties of oak foliage. When
the wind blows gently, it partially turns up, and displays their glaucous under
surfaces in harmonious contrast with the deeper tints of those above, and pre-

sents a study worthy of the pencil of Gainsborough. The leaves of Q. sessili-

flora, being of a large size, are fewer in number, and less thickly set ; consequently

they do not mass so well. One of the specific distinctions of Q. sessiliflora

is, that it bears its leaves on footstalks ; and this circumstance gives to the

foliage a loose and straggling appearance, and a want of depth and solidity,

which greatly detract from its general effect. For the same reason it is that

many of the fine American species of oak, beautiful as they are, must yield the

palm, in point of foliage, to the monarch of our British forests, Q. pedunculata."

(Gard. Mag.,vo\. xii. p. 5.34.)

Soil, Src Oaks, according to Nichols, " flourish best, and grow the quickest,

in a rich deep loamy soil ; and I have found by experiments and general

observations, for more than 30 years, that the wood of such trees is of the

firmest and best texture, and I believe it will be so found in all the different

species of trees that grow the fastest." He agrees with Buffon in ascribing

this to the increased thickness of the annual layers of fast-growing trees, in

comparison with those that grow slower. (Obs.,&c., p. 41.) Monteath, in his

Forester's Guide, 2d edit., has " observed that the oak grows fastest, and

makes the best hearted-timber, in strong good clay soils." In proof of this,

he refers to oak trees on the estates of Alloa, Airthrey, and Alva, the two
latter on the face of the Ochil Hills. The trees on these estates, he says,

although " very rapid in growth," produce " most excellent timber. In a

tree from 2 ft. to .3 ft. in diameter, there will not be above three quarters of

an inch of white or sap wood ; and in the very heart of the topmost branch
6 A 4
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there is little or no white wood." (p. 363.) The oak, Sang observes, " will

grow, and even become timber of considerable size, in soils of very opposite

natures. It thrives best, however, in strong deep loam, incumbent on gravel

or dry rock ; but in all soils in which there is any considerable proportion of

loam it will thrive in a greater or less degree. In low situations, where the

soil is deep and moist, it grows rapidly, and attains a great size ; but in such

places it is found to decay sooner than it does in a more elevated situation,

with a drier soil. In light soils of little depth, although it grows slowly, it

becomes firm in texture ; and the timber, though smaller in size, acquires a

state of maturity sooner than that grown on more cool and retentive soils.

In deep cool sand, it will root firmly, and arrive at a great size. In clay,

incumbent on till, to which all other trees, except the beech and the sycamore

have an aversion, the oak will grow and produce useful timber." (Plant. Kal.,

p. 62.) Sir T, Dick Lauder, havingquoted the above passage, adds, " Our own
experience teaches us to corroborate Mr. Sang's opinion as to the variety of soil

in which the oak may be seen to thrive. As one example, we find it growing

vigorously on the banks of the river Findhorn, in every possible variety of soil,

and equally well in soil superincumbent on the stratified and on the primitive

rocks. It roots itself in the very face of the gneiss and granite precipices,

whence it shoots forth, in the wildest and most picturesque forms, over the

roaring rapids or deep abysses of the mountain stream ; and every now and
then we see that the slow but certain operation of the growth of its roots

within the fissures of the rock detaches huge masses of it, and hurls them into

the gulf below." (Laud. Gilp., vol. i. p. 63.) " It is wonderful," says Evelyn,
" to consider how strangely the oak will penetrate to come to a marly bottom ;

so as where we find this tree to prosper, the indication of a fruitful and ex-

cellent soil is certain, even by the token of this natural augury only. Thus, by
the plantation of this tree and some others, we have the advantage of profit

raised from the pregnancy, substance, and depth of our land ; whilst by the

grass and corn (whose roots are but a few inches deep) we have the benefit

of the crust only." (Himt. Evel., p. 91.) In Hampshu-e, in that part of the

New Forest called the Woodlands, wherever the oak tree clay, or yellow wood-
land cla)', exists, its presence is more or less indicated by a spontaneous growth
of oak wood. " In all such situations," Vancouver observes, " this timber
may be cultivated to advantage ; but, where the natural soil of the oak tree

does not occur, it is as idle to attempt its cultivation, as to divert the laws of
nature in any other respect." (Agric. ofHamp., &c., p. 308.)

Situation. Upland situations are generally considered the best for oak to be
grown in for ship-timber ; and hedgerows better than close woods for the same
purpose. The reasons, it is generally considered, notwithstanding the opinions
of Nichols and Monteath, above given, are to be found in the comparatively
slow growth of trees in dry soils fully exposed to the weather ; and to the
greater degree of perfection to which the timber of every tree must arrive,

when its leaves are exposed to the influence of the sun and air on every side,

and from the summit of the tree to its base. Oaks, says Pliny, grown in

valleys are more stately, tall, and spreading, than those grown on mountains

;

but the timber of the latter is far better and finer-grained, and, consequently,
more durable. Mitchell is of opinion that the best oak for ship-building is

produced from a calcareous soil, in rather an upland situation, such as the
Sussex chalk. (Dend., p. 31.) Indeed, it is generally considered that the best
oak timber in England is produced in the county of Sussex. (See p. 614.)

Projjugation and Culture. The propagation and nursery culture of the oak have
been already treated of in our introduction to the genus (p. 1727.). The after-

culture of the common oak embraces the subjects of artificial shelter, pruning,
thinning, training, &c. No specific mode of pruning is apphcable to the oak ;

except that, where the object is ship timber of the crooked kind, the trunks
ought not to be freed from branches for more than 12 ft. or 15 ft. in height, in

order to throw strength into the larger limbs. It may also be advisable, in

some instances, to stop the leading shoot for the same purpose. ' In general.
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however, the oak, if planted in open situations, and if the stem be divested of

its side shoots only to a moderate height, will produce a sufficient number of

crooked arms and branches for every purpose in naval architecture. It is

almost unnecessary to observe, that, when the object is ship-timber, and timber

fit for making furniture, the acorns and plants of Q. pedunculata should be

chosen, in preference to those of Q. sessiliflora.

Eli^nUty of the Oak for planting tmth a View to Profit, as compared with

other Trees. The slow growth of the oak is by many alleged as a reason

why plantations of it will prove less profitable than tliose of other trees. In

answer to this it may be stated, 1st, that, as the oak is almost in every case

planted among nurse trees, which are not cut down till they are of some value

as poles or tmiber, there can hardly be said to be such a thing as a young oak

plantation; and, 2dly, that though the oak, in ordinary circumstances, is of a

slow growth while young, yet, after the trunk has attained a diameter of Gin.

or 8 in,, the oak grows as fast as almost any other hard-wooded tree, and cer-

tainly faster than some ; such as the beech and the hornbeam. The value of

the timber of the oak, even when of small size, the value of the bark, and, as

Matthew observes, the slight comparative injur}' of its shade to coppice-wood,

hedge-plants, grass, com, or other crops, " should give a preference to this tree

for planting, wherever the climate and soil are suitable, over every other kind,

with the exception of the larch and willow, which, in particular soils, will pay

better."

For Hedgerow Timber, it is agreed by most writers that the oak is superior

to all other trees. It produces the most valuable timber and bark in that

situation, and does less injury to the hedge, and to the herbage or corn be-

neath it, than any other species, unless, perhaps, as Matthew observes, the

apple and the pear be excepted ; because the horizontal roots do not run

near the surface, and the buds come later into leaf than those of any other

British tree. The general form, and the great variety of outline, of the

oak, as well as its colour, both in spring and autumn, also harmonise in a

superior manner with the general scenery of an enclosed country. To be

convinced of this, we have only to reflect on those parts of the country

where larches, pines, and Lombardy and other poplars prevail in hedgerows,

in which they are as bad in an agricultural, as they are in a picturesque, point

of view. " The disadvantages," Matthew observes, " attending the planting of

hedgerows with oaks are, that the removal of the oak, when young, is not in

general so successful as that of other trees, especially in this exposed dry si-

tuation ; also, that the progress of the plant, for a number of years, is but slow,

and that it is thus for a longer time liable to injury from cattle. Fair success

may, however, be commanded by previously preparing the roots, should the

plants be of good size ; transplanting them when the ground is neither too

moist nor too dry ; and, in autumn, as soon as the leaves have dropped or

become brown, particularly in dry ground
;
performing the operation with the

utmost care, so as not to fracture the roots, and to retain a considerable ball

;

opening pits of considerable size for their reception, much deeper than the

roots ; and should a little water lurk in the bottom of the pit, it will be highly

beneficial, provided none stagnate so high as the roots ; firming the earth well

around the roots, after it is carefully shaken in among the fibres ; and, espe-

cially, keeping the surface of the ground, within 4 ft. of the plant, friable and

free from weeds, by repeated hoeings during the first two or tliree summers.

Of course, if the plant is suffered to waver with the wind, or to be rubbed and

bruised by cattle, or by the appendages of the plough, it is folly to expect

success. On this account, stout plants, from 8 ft. to 12 ft. high, the branches

of which are more out of the way of injury, may, in sheltered situations, under

careful management, be of the most proper size. Much also depends on pro-

curing strong plants from exposed situations. We have," continues Matthew,
" experienced better success with hardy plants from the exposed side of a hill,

having unfibred carrot roots, much injured by removal, than with others from

a sheltered morass, having the roots most numerously fibred, and well extri-
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cated." {Matthew oti Naval Timber, p. 38.) The experience of Mr. Matthew

agrees with that of Mr. Webster (Gard. Mag., vol. xii. p. 368.), and is, indeed,

consonant to reason. Several planters of experience have stated to us, that

they have found oaks of ten or twelve years' growth, taken up without any

preparation, and the heads closely cut in when transplanted, succeed much

better than oaks one, two, or three years from the seed bed, or even smaller

transplanted trees, in the same soil and situation. Alexander Milne, Esq.,

one of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, informs us that this

was the case several years ago, when a number of oaks, from 15 ft. to 20 ft. in

heif^ht, were thinned out of a government plantation in the Forest of Dean,

closely cut in at root and top, and planted in the open common or forest,

being only guarded from cattle by a few thorn bushes tied round their stems.

The late Sir Uvedale Price was equally successful in transplanting oaks in

this manner, at Foxley.

Artificial Shelter, it is allowed by almost all writers on the culture of the oak,

is essentially necessary to insure the rapid progress of a young plantation.

This arises from the natural tenderness of the young shoots and early leaves

of the oak, which, even in the south of England, are frequently destroyed or

much injured by frost in May ; while, in elevated situations, it is found that

even the bark does not so easily separate from the wood of standing trees

after a cold night. Modern planters seem to be all agreed, that the best mode
of producing shelter for the oak is, by first covering the surface with Scotch

pine, larch, or birch ; the first being greatly preferred. After the nurse trees

have grown to the height of 4 ft. or 5 ft., openings should be cut in the plant-

ations thus formed, at the rate of from 300 to 500 according to some, and of

60 to 100 according to others, to the acre ; and in each of these openings an

acorn, or an oak plant should be inserted, the soil having been duly pre-

pared. This practice seems to have originated at Welbeck, in Nottingham-

shire, in the plantations made by the Duke of Portland, and to have been

first described by Speechly in Hunter's edition of Evelyn's Si/lva ; but it

has since been recommended by Pontey, in his Profitable Planter (4th. ed.,

p. 213.); by Sang, in his edition of Nicol's Planter''s Kalendar (p. 294.); by

Billington, in his Series of Facts, &c.; by Cruickshanks, in his Practical Planter;

by Davis, in communications to the Bath and West of England Society ; and

by various others. It has also been extensively employed in the government
plantations in the New Forest, Hampshire, under the care of Mr. Robert
Turner, who, in 1819, was deputy surveyor of the New Forest; and to whom
the merit is due of having first applied this method systematically, and shown
the superiority of the Scotch pine, as a nurse plant for the oak, to all other

trees. The poplar is universally rejected as a nurse for the oak, on account

of the rapidity of its growth, and the very short period that elapses before it

fills both soil and subsoil with its roots ; and either covers the surface with its

branches, or, if these are pruned off, raises its head to such a great height, that

no plant of slower growth than itself can thrive near it. The elm, from the

rapidity of its growth, is almost as objectionable as the poplar ; and the same
may be said of the willow. The pine and fir tribe supplies by far the best nurses

for the oak, and, indeed, for all other hard-wooded timber trees ; not only

producing the most effective shelter, but the most profit when cut down. The
Scotch pine and the spruce fir are preferable to any other pines or firs, and

to the larch, because they are hardier, and grow more erect ; whereas the

pinaster and the maritime pine, though they will both stand the sea breeze,

and the larch, though it grows with great rapidity even on barren soils and
on mountains, almost always lean over to one side.

Speechly, in the extensive oak plantations made for the Duke of Portland
in Nottinghamshire, on the exposed hills of what was formerly Sherwood
Forest, found the birch the most suitable tree for shelter ; chiefly, we believe,

because it springs up every where naturally in that part of the country, and
seems to thrive in the light sandy surface soil there better than any other tree.

Mr. Speechly also found that sowing the poorer parts of the hills with furze was
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a very effective mode of sheltering the oak ; for though, he says, " it seems to

choke and overgrow the oaks for some time, yet after a few years we com-
monly find the best oak plants in the strongest beds of furze." {Hunt. Evel.,

p. 93., note.) Marshall prefers broom to the furze, as, being less disagreeable to

work among. In the Welbeck plantations, the Scotch pine, and several sorts

of fir trees, were tried, as well as the birch and the furze ; but in that soil and
situation they did not grow so fast as the birch ; and, being evergreen, the

young oaks did not thrive under them so well as they did under the deciduous
trees. Mr. Speechly observes that he found that the seedling oaks were not

injured, but rather improved, by tall grass and large weeds growing among
them ; which seems contrary to the nature of plants, and is certainly a practice

that ought not to be generally followed, since these tall weeds and grass must
prevent the sun and air from producing their full influence on the leaves of
the seedling oaks. In this, as in similar cases, it may be laid down as a prin-

ciple, that, in all cultivation, every step in the process ought to be regulated

according to art and design, and nothing whatever, or, at least, as little as

possible, left to unassisted nature.

Pontey advises planting only 300 oaks on every statute acre, by which the

plants would stand at 12 ft. apart every way. He plants in rows, somewhat
irregular, at 4 ft. apart ; every third plant, in each row, being an oak, and the

others being larches, spruces, and Scotch pines ; giving the preference to the

larch.

Sang first plants the ground all over with larches, at 3 ft. or 3 ft. 6 in. apart.

After these have grown 2, 3, 4, or even 5 years, pits are formed from 4 ft. to

7 ft. apart, in which acorns are inserted. {Plant. Kal., p. 195.) In this case,

the object is to produce an oak copse; which, however, if thought desirable,

may at any future period be so thinned out as to produce an oak wood.
^^Billington and Cruickshank proceed on the same principles as these planters ;

that is, they provide the shelter previously to planting the trees. All these

writers agree in thinning out the sheltering trees gradually, and in regulating

the number of oaks which are to stand on the acre by the fitness of the soil

to produce oaks, and by the relative value of oak copse and the wood of
larches and firs in a young state. Billington defers the thinning out of his

nurses as long as possible ; preventing them from whipping or shading the
young oaks, by shortening the side branches of the nurse trees which protrude
towards them.

Cruickskank's " new method of rearing the oak" differs in nothing of im-
portance from that recommended by Mr. Sang ; as, indeed, the author ac-

knowledges (p. 209., note). He directs the ground to be first " well filled with
Scotch pmes or larches

;
" and, after these have risen to the height of about 4 ft.

from the ground, which, in Aberdeenshire, he says, will require from 4 to 7

years, he digs patches on which to sow acorns, at the rate of 400 patches to
a statute acre ; the object being, of course, an oak copse, similar to that of
Mr. Sang, at least in the first instance. The patches are prepared by digging
and manuring with lime ; and each is planted with 5 acorns, one in the centre,

and four around it. After 2 years' growth, all the plants are removed but one,
by cutting through their roots, 2 in. or 3 in. below the ground, with a sharp
chisel-like instrument with a long handle, made on purpose ; the plants re-

moved not being intended to be replanted. As soon as the nurses over-
shadow the oaks, the plants that do so, or their branches, are to be removed

;

but " all the Scotch pines and larches that will require to be taken out before
they are 16 years old," this writer says, " will not render the plantation

thinner than a thriving one of the same kind of trees would, for its own sake,

need to be at 20 years after planting." (p. 234.) When the oaks are 3
years old, they are to be pruned for the first time, by cutting off the lower tier

of branches close to the stem ; and this operation is to be repeated every 2
years, till the oaks are between 30 and 40 years old. Two thousand of the
Scotch pines and larches," Cruickshank adds, " may be allowed to remain, not
only without injury, but with advantage, to the oaks, till they are 16 years
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old." Half of them may then be cut down, one half of the remaining 1000 at

25 years old, and the remaining 500 at from 30 to 35 years old. " To plant

nurses, therefore, is attended with very great pecuniary advantage. It will

not only return the whole expense laid out in making the plantation, but pro-

duce a very high rent for the land during the first 30 or 35 years ; whereas,

if oaks alone were planted, nothing could be gained during this period, ex-

cept by cutting them down when between 20 and 25 years old, for the sake

of their bark." (Pract. Plant., p. 225.) The most valuable part of this writer's

observations is what relates to the nature of the benefit to be derived from

the nurses in such a climate as that of Aberdeenshire ; which is, by preventing

the first rays of the sun from suddenly thawing the frosts which have fallen

perpendicularly on the young oaks. " The deleterious effects of spring and

autumnal frosts arise chiefly from the leaves being subjected to a sudden

change of temperature, from the chills of the night to the strong rays of the

morning sun. When the thaw takes place gradually, the injury done is com-
paratively insignificant." (p. 222.) " If we wish, then, to preserve oaks from
frost, we can do nothing better than to shade them from the morning sun.

This we cannot do more effectually than by planting them, as above directed,

among trees that have already made some progress. By such management
the rays of the sun will not touch them till it has risen to a considerable

height above the horizon ; and thus time will be allowed for the frost to dis-

sipate, and the night dews to evaporate, by a slow and gradual process ; so

that the pernicious consequences arising to the young oaks from a sudden
change of temperature will be entirely prevented. It is not too much to say

that a plantation of young oaks, thus sheltered from the outset, will make
more progress in 5, than an unsheltered one will do in 10, years." These
observations may be considered as principally applicable to cold districts,

whether from elevation or latitude; but they are also judicious even with

reference to plantations in the comparatively warm climate of the south of
England, as is evident by the practice of sheltering with Scotch pines in the

plantations made in the New Forest, where the oak is indigenous, and where
the soil is particularly well adapted to it.

Cobbett would plant oaks in rows 25 ft. apart, and 25 ft. apart in the row ;

placing the plants of one row opposite the middle of the intervals between the

plants in the next row. Then, he says, " I would have four rows of hazel at

5 ft. apart, and at 5 ft. apart in the row, between every two rows of oaks ; and
four hazel plants between every two oaks in the row itself. The hazel would
rather, perhaps, outgrow the oaks ; but it would shelter them at the same time

;

and where the hazel interfered too much with the oaks, it might be cut away
with the hook. By the time that the hazel coppices were fit to cut for the first

time, the oaks would have attained a considerable height ; perhaps 8 ft. or 10 ft.

This would give them the mastership of the hazel ; and, after the second cut-

ting of the hazel, there would begin to be an oak wood, with a hazel coppice

beneath ; and in the meanwhile the coppice would have produced very nearly

as much as it would have produced if there had been no oaks growing among
it. By the time that four cuttings of the hazel would have taken place, the

coppice would be completely subdued by the oaks. It would produce no
more hoops or hurdles ; but then the oaks would be ready to afford a profit."

( Woodlands, p. -tSi.)

Mr. Yates, a planter who received a premium from the Society of Arts,

having fixed on a proper soil and situation for a plantation of oaks, trenches

strips of 3 ft. in width, and 30 ft. apart centre from centre, from 3 ft. to 6 ft. in

depth ; it being his opinion that the oak derives its chief nutriment and strength

from the taproot. The intermediate space between the trenches may either be
employed for the growth of sheltering trees, pines or firs, or for hazel, or other
underwood, or kept in grass. A row of acorns, 2 in. apart, is dibbled in along
the centre of each trench ; the plants produced by which are thinned out in the
autumn of the year in which they come up, and every year afterwards, till they
stand at 30 ft. apart. Pruning goes on every year, by removing, " close to the
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main stem, one year's growth of side branches, till the plants are arrived at a
stem of +0 ft., 50 ft., or 60 ft. ; and they may then be permitted to run to head
without further pruning." The thinnings, till the plants attain the height of
5 ft. or 6 ft., may be used for transplanting ; after that they may be sold for

walkingsticks, hoops, or crate-ware ; at the next thinning, they may be cut
down in spring, and barked, and sold as poles and for fence-wood ; and, lastly,

they may be cut down in spring, and barked, and sold as small timber for making
posts and rails, for gates, and for various country purposes.

As the Ultimatum on the Subject ofplanting and sheltering Oaks, we give the
following abstract of the practice adopted by the government officers in the
national forests, and more especially in the New Forest, where, as we have
already observed, it was introduced by Mr. Turner. This abstract was pre-

pared by Alexander Milne, Esq., in answer to a question by Lord Hatherton,
who intended to" plant oaks extensively, as to the best mode of proceeding

;

and a copy of it was kindly presented to us by Mr. Milne :— " When the new
plantations in the royal forests (now exceeding 40,000 acres) were first under-
taken, the opinions of the most extensive owners and growers of oak timber,

and of the most experienced nurserymen in various parts of the kingdom, were
resorted to, as to the most advisable methods of planting, and especially as to

the expediency of mixing Scotch pines in plantations the ultimate object of
which was oak ; and it is rather extraordinary, that the majority of the opinions

received were against such mixture. Accordingly, in the most favourable

soils and situations, oaks only were planted at first : but in spots where it was
thought doubtful if oaks would grow, Scotch pines were planted with a small

proportion of oaks intermixed; and it was soon'found that in many of those

spots, even under the disadvantages of inferior soil and greater exposure, such
was the benefit derived from the warmth and shelter of the pines, that the

oaks far outgrew their neighbours planted in more favourable soils, but
without the same protection. After this, the use of Scotch pines became
more general : strong belts were planted on the most exposed outsides of the

plantations, and also across, at intervals, in lines, towards the most prevailing

winds, and from these great benefit was found ; but in all cases where oaks
were planted actually amongst the pines, and surrounded by them, the oaks
were found to be much the best. The plan next pursued was to plant an
equal quantity of oaks and pines, planting both at the same time : the con-
sequence of which was, that the pines got on immediately, but the oaks
remained stationary for a few years, until the pines got sufficiently advanced
to afford them shelter ; and, in the intermediate time, a portion of the oaks
died, and some were choked by the high grass, briars, &c., with which they
might happen to be surrounded. For several years past, the plan pursued
has been, to plant the enclosures with Scotch pines only, as soon as they are
fenced in and drained (if draining is required) ; and when the pines have got
to the height of 5 ft. or 6 ft., which they will do in as many years, then to put
in good strong oak plants of about 4 or 5 years' growth, among the pines, not
cutting away any puies at first, unless they happen to be so strong and thick
as to overshadow the oaks. In about 2 years it becomes necessary to shred
the branches of the pines, to give light and air to the oaks ; and, in about 2 or
3 more years to begin gradually to remove the pines altogether, taking out a
certain number each year, so that, at the end of 20 or 25 years, not a single
Scotch pine shall be left ; although, for the first 10 or 12 years, the plantation
may have appeared to contain nothing else but pines. The advantage of this
mode of planting has been found to be, that the pines dry and ameliorate the
soil, destroying the coarse grass and brambles which frequently choke and
injure oaks ; and that no mending over is necessary, as scarcely an oak so
planted is found to fail. It is not an expensive method of planting, especially
if the plants are raised on the spot. The pines are planted by raising the turf
with a Scotch planting spade. [See Part IV.] A man and boy may plant 500
in a day. For the oaks, good-sized holes must be made, and the making of
these will cost from is. to \s. 6d. a hundred, according to the soil.

—

Office of
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Woods, <^c., Dec. 1836." ( See also the Bafk Society's Papers, vol. xv. p. 41—67,

;

and an article entitled " Minutes on the Method adojtted by Mr. Robert Turner

of raising Oaks, Sfc," by T. Davis of Warminster, and G, Sturge of Bristol, in

the 13th volume of the Gardener's Magazine.)

Whether Oak Plants or Acorns ought to be used informing Oak Plantations is a

question, respecting the answer to which planters are not fully agreed ; though,

upon the whole, we believe, plants are preferred. A doubt, it is probable, would

never have been raised on the subject, had it not been found that, under ordinary

circumstances, the oak suffers more by transplanting than the elm, the ash, the

beech, and other similar trees ; which is partly owing to its natural delicacy, and

partly to its depending, when young, chiefly on its taproot, and from its not

producing, for some years, many lateral roots, unless forced to do so by art.

When, however, the oak has been two or three times transplanted in the nur-

sery before its final removal, it will produce a sufficient number of lateral roots

to insure its growth, if carefully removed; and, for this reason, we should, in

almost every case, prefer using strong transplanted plants to -acorns. We
have already remarked that oaks, after they have attained a certain size, are

more successfully transplanted than seedlings of one or two years ; a fact

which will be found to hold good with all trees whatever which have taproots

of extraordinary dimensions when young. One reason which some give for

preferring acorns is, the alleged injury which oak plants sustain by the loss

of the taproot, which, it is said, they never regain. This opinion, however, is

well known to be erroneous ; it being as natural, in the case of seedling

oaks, for that part of the plant which is under ground to reproduce a leading

or tap root when that has been cut ofT, as it is for the part above ground to

reproduce a leading shoot after that has been removed. It is also equally well

known, that the taproot is only found, in oak and other trees, when in a young

state ; and that no oak or other tree, when cut down, was ever found to have

anything like a perpendicularly descending main root in any way comparable

to the perpendicularly ascending trunk of the tree above ground. The con-

sequence of sowing an acorn where it is to remain, and not cutting through

the taproot, is, that it remains a longer period before putting out any lateral

roots ; but whether these lateral roots are put out sooner or later, can have

very little influence on the growth of the tree under ordinary circumstances,

and certainly none on the value of the timber which it produces. It is easy to

conceive that, if the surface soil on which an acorn is planted is much richer

than the subsoil, something in rapidity of growth will be gained by cutting off

the taproot, so as to force the plant to send out lateral roots sooner than it

otherwise would do ; but, though something is gained by this, something, also,

will be lost ; because the supply of water, so essential to all plants which

have naturally taproots, in a very young state, will be considerably diminished.

In warm climates, therefore, and in all cases where a saving of first cost is an

object, we should prefer acorns to plants ; but in tolerably moist climates, and

in deep alluvial or marly soils, or where the surface soil is rich, and where the

object is to produce oak trees as soon as possible, we should recommend strong

plants.

The following judicious observations on the subject of the taproot were

communicated to the Bath and West of England Society by a planter and

manager of timber of very great experience, Thomas Davis, Esq., of Portway,

near Warminster, The taproots of young oak trees, Mr, Davis says, support

the trees during a given period, which may vary in the number of years from

various circumstances, soil, situation, &c., but is limited in effect by the ne-

cessities of the plant ; and so soon as as the lateral roots take firm bold of

the land, and are enabled to undertake the duty of support, from that time the

taproot ceases to be useful, and at no distant subsequent period ceases to in-

crease, and is very soon not distinguishable from the other roots. Mr. Davis

therefore concludes,— " 1st, That an oak seedling, or sapling, from 3 to 5

years old, planted out with the taproot cut off, will again root downwards

;

sometimes singly, sometimes forked. 2dly, That the practice ofcutting off the
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taproot gives the plant new vigour, and enables it, after a few years, to exceed

in growth the native tree. And, 3dly, That large oak trees, whether native

or transplanted, do, long hefore they become fit for naval purposes (I may
say before they are |)ropcr for carpenter's uses), lose their taproots altogether.

In short, I would contend that all small oak trees have taproots, and all large

oaks have no taproots. I nuist, of course, be understood to speak in general

terms." (^Bath Soc. Papers, vol. xv. p. 51.)

Sowing the Acorns where the Plrtnts arc finally to remain. Several writers

recommend sowing acorns broadcast, and along with them hazel nuts, haws,

&.C., and allowing the whole to grow up together. The undergrowths, in

this case, shelter the young oaks during the requisite period ; after which they

cease to increase in height, and are by degrees gradually choked and destroyed

by the shade of the oaks. This, however, is merely growing oaks among
weeils of a larger and more permanent kind, and cannot be recommended as a

scientific mode of raising oak woods, or woods of any other kind ; though it

may be advisable to resort to it under circumstances where plantations of any
kintl are better than none, and where there may be capital enough for pro-

curing the seeds, and committing them to the soil, though not enough for doing

so in a proper manner. This mode was also recommended by Sir Uvedale
Price, because, if no more oaks were sown than can stand on the ground as

full-grown trees, no thinning or future care of the plantation will ever be re-

ipiired by the planter. With a view to picturesque effect, such a mode is

judicious; but it is not so when either rapid growth or profit is the main
object.

NichoU, writing in 1793, says he finds by experience that bushes of white

and black thorns, hollj', and brambles, are the best nurses and protectors of

young timber trees, especially oaks. He, therefore, invented a dibble, which
will be found described in the EnryclopcEclia of Arboriculture, m the chapter

on implements for dibbling acorns and other seeds into the heart of bushes,

and among underwood. He planted many acorns with this instrument, he
says, with the greatest success; and he strongly recommends this mode as

better than any other for raising oak woods in the New Forest. (Methods,&c.,

p. 64.)

Marshall gives directions for raising oak woods; " oak," as hejustly observes,
" being the only tree admissible in a wood, because no other tree will allow

copse to grow under it on land sufficiently sound and sufficiently level to

be cultivated conveniently with the common plough." (Planting and Rnr.
Or., 2d cd., p. 128.) He pre|)ares the ground by a naked or a turnip fallow,

as for wheat. At the proper season, he sows over the whole surface of the

futiu'e wood with corn or pulse broadcast, but rather thinner than usual. The
acorns he sows in drills across the lands, with intervening drills of temporary
trees and shrubs, to be removed as they advance in size, so as ultimatelj' to

leave the oak trees 33 ft. apart every way. The details of this mode, being

applicable to the chestnut and other trees, as well as the oak, will be given in

the Encyclopcedia of Arboriculture.

To raise a grove of oaks, Marshall proposes to sow drills of acorns alter-

nately with ash keys, treating the [tiants produced by the latter as under-
growths, till the oaks have attained a sufficient size, when the ash trees are to

be grubbed up.

Billingtons opinion on this subject is decidedly in favour of using plants

rather than acorns. He says, the raising of oak woods from sowing the

acorn in the place it is to remain till the tree comes to matuiity has been

a favourite theory with speculative men for ages. The plan has been tried

upon an extensive scale in the Forest of Dean, and in the New Forest in Hamp-
shire, and in some other smaller forests belonging to government in different

parts of the kingdom. As the experiment was made upon an extensive scale

in these two principal forests, ami was found impracticable, it may be useful to

those persons who still think that the oak will make a tree sooner or better from

the aconi tiian from a transplanted plant, to point out the reasons of the failure
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of that method; and the probability, or rather certaint)', of a transplanted oak

making a tree as large or larger, and in less time, than a tree from the acorn

sown or planted in the place where it is intended finally to remain. In the

forests mentioned, the short-tailed, or field, mouse, the rooks, and various

vermin, took the acorns out of the holes, and caused a great deficiency in the

plants at first coming up ; but the destructive ravages of that little animal the

field mouse were not fully known till the third year from the commencement

of planting the acorns. Great quantities of the small oak plants from the

acorn were then found barked and bitten off, particularly where the grass was

thick; and nearly all the ash that had been planted in the wet and moist grounds

were barked all round the stem in the same manner as the oaks ; only more

so, as the mice seemed to be fonder of the ash than of the oak bark. The hares

were first supposed to have done the mischief; but, on examining the plants

more minutely, quantities of the excrement of the field mouse were found near

every plant that had been barked or nibbled, except in the case of those

plants which were not surrounded by grass or herbage of any kind. All such

plants remained untouched by the mice ; and the reason is, that, where the mice

had not the shelter of grass and herbage, they were exposed to their natural

enemies, the hawk, the owl, &c. Attempts were made to catch the mice by
" cats, dogs, owls, poison, traps, baits," &c., but with very little success ; till

at length it was discovered by accident that, when a mouse had got into a hole

in the ground with perpendicular sides, it could not get out again. In con-

quence of this discovery, holes about 18 in. deep, and somewhat wider at bot-

tom than at top, were dug, at 20 yards apart each way, over a surface of about

3200 acres. " The holes were made from 18 in. to 2 ft. long, 16 in. or 18 in. deep,

about 10 in., or the breadth of a spade, wide at the top, 14 in. or 15 in. wide at

the bottom, and 3 in. or 4 in. longer at the bottom than the top : if the ground
was firm, so much the better. Some holes were made in a circular form ; but

this was only a work of fancy, which cost more trouble than the oblong holes,

as either sort answered, provided they were well made, the sides firm and even,

and that they were 3 in. or 4 in. wider every way at the bottom than at the top;

otherwise the mice would run up the sides, and get out again, if they could find

any footing. But, if the holes were well made, when the mice were once in,

they could not get out again ; and, what is very extraordinary, they would
really eat each other when left long in the holes." (Facts, &c., p. 42.) In wet
or stormy nights, the mice got into the holes in the greatest numbers; but in

calm, dry, or frosty nights, very few entered them. New holes were more
attractive to the vermin than old ones. Baits of various kinds were put into

them ; but the baited holes were never found to contain more mice than the
unbaited ones. Fifteen mice have been taken in a hole in one night. " Some-
times the holes were made in the bottoms of the drains, where there was not
a constant run of water, as the mice appeared to run along the drains ; and a
great many were caught in these holes. The people who made the holes, of
course, looked after the mice, and were paid for them by the dozen. They
were obliged to attend to the holes to take the mice out very early in the
mornings, otherwise the crows, magpies, hawks, owls, weasels, and other ver-
min, attended very regularly, and made the first seizure. Several of these
depredators were caught in the fact, by the men dropping on them suddenly.
We soon caught upwards of 30,000, that were paid for by number, as two per-

sons were appointed to take an account of them, and see them buried or made
away with, to prevent imposition." (p. 43.) Mr. Billington found oak trees

cut down by the mice of 7 ft. and 8 ft. high, and 1^ in. in diameter at the place
bitten off, which was just at the root, within the ground, and, as it were, between
the root and the stem : in short, at what botanists call the collar. " When
examining for the thick part of the root, below where it was bitten off," he
says, " I never could find any part of it left ; so that it is very probable it must
have been eaten by them." (p. 43.) Mr. Billington also found the mice
pretty numerous, and very troublesome, in the royal forest at Chopwell; more
especially before the great snow in 1823, which destroyed many of them, and
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no large oaks were bitten off for two years afterwards. From this relation of
what occurred in a place where mice were so abundant, it does not appear to
us that any general conclusion can be drawn against the use of acorns instead
ot plants

;
because, accordmg to the same writer, the mice were equally effec-

tive m gnawing through trees 6 ft. or 8 ft. high, which, by a parity of reasoning,
would afford an argument against the use of oak plants. The relation, however
IS of great importance, as showing the numerous natural enemies of the seeds of
trees, and also of young trees, which the cultivator requires to guard agaisst.
As neither the mice nor the other vermin mentioned are peculiar to the oak
tree, we shall not here enter on the different modes of deterring vermin from
injuring trees, or of destroying them, but refer our readers to this subject in
the EncyclopcBdia oj Arboriculbire.

Pruning and Training. The common oak, in the nursery, will not bear severe
pruning; nor is this of much use with a view to training the plant to a single
stem, because, m almost every case of transplanting the oak to where it is finatly
to remain, it is found to make the clearest stem, and the most rapid proo-ress,
by cutting it down to the ground after it has been some years established! In
plantations, or in smgle rows, the oak, even when a considerable tree, does
not bear pruning and lopping so readily as the elm; but still it maybe trained
to a single stem, which should be of considerable height when the object is to
produce plank timber; but short, when the object is to throw strength into
the head, in order to produce crooked pieces for ship-building. These crooked
pieces for ship timber are generally the result of accident; but there seems
to be no reason why trees should not be trained by art to produce crooked
stems, as well as straight ones. We are informed that, in the government
plantations, m the Forest of Dean, there are some hundreds of acres ofplanted
oaks, which have never been pruned in the slightest degree, that have per-
fectly clear trunks from 30 ft. to 60 ft. in height. These trees were planted
thick, towards the end of the last century, and were gradually thinned out
as they advanced in size; and their side branches have died off, beint^
suffocated by the surrounding trees. We shall notice here the modes which
have been adopted or recommended for producing crooked, or what is called
knee, timber, in the case of the oak; and, in our chapter on training trees ge-
nerally, in our EncT/clopcedia of Arboriculture, we shall go into details.

Training the Oakfor crooked, or Knee, Timber. Various schemes of training
and pruning the oak, so as to produce crooked limbs of large dimensions have
been proposed by Marshall, Pontey, Billington, Matthew, and other writers.
South, m the Bath Sociefi/'s Papers, thus accounts for the production of
crooked timber by natural means :— " Trees," he says, « dispersed over open
commons and extensive wastes, have hitherto produced the choicest timber "
Whoever traverses a woody waste, " with the eye of curiosity awake, must
remark that almost every thorn becomes a nurse for a timber 'tree. Acorns
or beech mast, or somethnes both, dropped by birds or squirrels, ve-^etate'
freely under the shade and protection of the bushes, till they rise above the
bite of cattle. Small groups and single trees are thus produced; their (Guar-
dian thorns when overpowered, perishing. Then the timber trees havin^^
open space for their roots to range in, their growth becomes rapid, their bodies
bulky, their limbs large and extensive ; cattle resort to them for shelter, enrich
the ground with their droppings ; and the timber, deriving advantao^e from the
manure, becomes productive of knees, crooks, and compass pieces, the chief
requisites m naval architecture." The French, this writer observes, have
endeavoured to form kneed timber artificially, " by suspending weights to the
heads of tender saplings, bowing them hastily to the ground; which is not only
an expensive, but an inefficacious method ; for it injures the plant, by strainino'
the bark and rupturing the sap-vessels." (Bath Soc. Papers, vol. vi. p. 54.1
Preferring the natui-al method of producing crooked timber, Mr. South' con-
tinues,—" Parks and pleasure-grounds might be rendered enchantingly beautiful
by being planted with clumps of quicksets, black thorns, hollies, &c., inter-
spersed here and there, for the protection of acorns purposed to be sown

6 ij
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among them. Under their protection, oak saplings, which delight in sheltered

places, would thrive exceedmgly ; be safe from the browzing of cattle, without

the expense of fencing; and the lawns would become wooded with stately

timber. When oaks are planted in groups, one or other often gains the mas-

tery, or forces the rest to bend forward till they have room for ascent. Trees

in groups, when few in number, enjoy a liberty nearly equal to single ones

:

each tree has a space where its roots may draw nutrition ; and, as these and

the branches usually follow the same direction, the leading roots of the exte-

rior trees will tend outwards ; and, finding nothing to obstruct their passage,

will furnish supply sufficient to keep their trunks thriving, notwithstanding

superiority of their antagonists. Hence it is manifest, that any quick-growing

trees of small value may be used as instruments for forcing seedling oaks out

of their upright line. Cuttings of coppice withy (^alix caprea) will, by the

freedom of their growth, overpower the saplings, bearing them down almost

to the ground for a tune ; and, the purpose being effected, may, for relief of the

oaks, be cut down as often as requisite; till, as the oaks gain power, the withies,

in their turn, give way. Plants like these, which extract nutrition of a dif-

ferent nature, though they promote a crook, will not starve or check the oaks

beneath them. Trees growing out of a bank frequently take a favourable

turn : such are accepted by the king's purveyors as compass pieces, which

gain admission into the dockyards, though of less dimensions, and at a higher

price than straighter timber. It may be proper, therefore, in new enclosures,

to throw up the banks high and broad; to plant quicksets on the outer slopes,

and on the tops^ withies ; and, at due distances near the base of the inner

slopes, to dib in acorns, which in their future growth must incline forwards,

to avoid the projecting withies, and be some years before they can attempt a

perpendicular growth. In such cases the crook will be near the but end, in

the stoutest part of the timber, and the curve, thus formed in infancy, will

retain its shape as long as the tree endures." (Ibid., p. 59.)

Marshall has the following judicious observations on this subject :— " In

forests and other wastes, whether public or appropriated, especially where the

soil is of a deep clayey nature, oaks will rise spontaneously from seeds that

happen to be dropped, if the seedling plants should be in situations where they

are defended by underwood or rough bushes from the bite of pasturing ani-

mals ; and some few of the plants thus fortuitously raised may chance to take

the form desired by the ship carpenter; but this is all mere matter of accident.

By freeing the stems of young trees from side shoots, and by keeping their

leaders single, a length of stem is with certainty obtained ; and, by afterwards

checking their right growth, and throwing the main strength of the head into

one principal bough (by checking, not removing, the rest), a crookedness of

timber is with the same certainty produced ; and, what is equally necessary in

ship timber, a cleanness and evenness of contexture results at the same time.

The dangerous, and too often, we fear, fatal, defect caused by the decayed

trunks of dead stem boughs being overgrown and hidden under a shell of sound
timber (a defect which every fortuitous tree is liable to) is, by this provident

treatment, avoided: the timber, from the pith to the sap, becoming uniformly

sound, and of equal strength and durability." {Pl.andRur. O?-., vol. i. p. 141.)

Billington produced crooked timber, in His Majesty's wood at Chopwell, in

Durham, by fastening oak trees, that were not too strong to be hurt in bending,

to larch trees, and keeping them " in a bent position for about two years."

He tied the oaks to the larches with twisted withs, tarred twine, or matting

;

but, as he does not inform us in what state the trees were eight or ten years

after having been subjected to this operation, his experiment may be considered
as having been only commenced. He gives directions, illustrated by wood-
cuts, for pruning off the smaller branches from the larger ones, so as to leave

the head of the tiee with only three or four large arms, instead of a multitude
of branches ; and this operation, if commenced in time, and the side branches
cut oif when not above 1 in. in diameter, promises to be of use. We have
heard nothing of these trees since, finding, on enquiry at the Otfice of Woods
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and Forests, that the plan was merely a scheme of Mr. Billington's, carried

into execution on a limited scale, in the way of experiment.

Matthew says, " The easiest way to procure good oak knees is to look out

in hedgerow and open forest for plants which divide into two or four leaders,

from 5ft. to 10ft. above ground; and, should the leaders not diverge suf-

ficiently, to train them as horizontally as possible for several feet, by rods

stretching across the top, or by fixing them down by stakes." (0« Naval
Timber, &c., p. 2G.

)

That timber trees should be trained according to the kind of timber which

it is desirable that they ought to produce, is as correct, as a general principle,

as that the different kinds of fruit trees ought to be trained in a manner the

most suitable for producing their respective kinds of fruit ; but the subject of

training forest trees is as yet in its infancy, and the circumstance that iron and
other metals can be substituted for crooked pieces, as Mr. Snodgrass, Sir

Robert Seppings, and others have shown, is at present rather against the pro-

gress of this department of the forester's art.

The Age at which Oak Timber ought to be felled, with a View to Profit,

must depend on the soil and climate in which the tree is grown, as well as on
other circumstances. Whenever the tree has arrived at that period of its

growth, that the annual increase does not amount in value to the marketable

interest of the money which, at the time, the tree would produce if cut

down, then it would appear more profitable to cut it down than to let it stand.

Perhaps it would not be difficult to construct a table, to show the proportion

between the annual increase of the trunk at a certain distance from the ground,

and the annual amount of timber added to the tree ; and, the price of timber

and bark being known, a calculation might thus readily be made of the total

value of the tree, and the total value of the annual increase. We are not

aware, however, that any such table has been calculated ; but the idea of it

may be useful to proprietors of trees, with a view to felling them. A writer in

the Gardener's Magazine states that Mr. Larkin, an eminent purveyor of

timber for ship-building, stated, when examined before the East India Shipping

Committee, that, in situations the most favourable for ship timber (the Weald
of Kent, for example), the most profitable time to cut oak was at 90 years

old; as, though the largest scantlings were produced at 130 years' growth, the

increase in the 40 additional years did not pay 2 per cent. (Gard. Mag.,

vol. xi. p. 690.) In Lord Melville's Letter to Siyencer Perceval, Esq., when the

latter was prime minister, he says that, " for naval purposes, oak trees require

to be from 80 to 150 years of age, according to the quality of the soil in which
they are grown." {Letter, &.C., p. 3.) The Rev.W.T. Bree observes that, as the

oak, like all other trees, varies exceedingly in its growth, according to soil and
situation, &c., no one fixed period can be given for cutting it down, applicable

to all, or even to the generality of cases. A practised eye, he says, will be able

readily to decide when a tree is ripe for the axe. " There will no longer be any

vigorous shoots in the extremities of the branches; but, instead of this, a curling

or crinkling of the spray, with scarcely any perceptible growth : dead branches

or small ones will occasionally be seen towards the top ; and, above all, the

bark will cease to expand, and, of course, will no longer exhibit those light

red or yellow perpendicular streaks in its crevices, which are a certain

proof of its expansion, and of the consequent growth of the wood beneath."

As to the question at what age oaks should be cut down, so as to make the

best return in point of profit, this will depend mainly on the demand for oak
timber of this or that particular size and quality in each neighbourhood.

{Gard. jMng., vol. xi. p. 550.)

Felling the Oak for Timber. On account of the great value of oak bark, the

operation of felling is generally performed in spring, when the sap is up, in

order to admit of the bark being readily separated from the wood. It is

commonly alleged, that felling, at this season, must be highly injurious to the

timber ; but, when it is considered that the sap ascends only in the soft, or out-

side, wood, and that it may be evaporated from it by sufficient exposure to the
6 B 2
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atmosphere after the bark is removed, the injury to even the sap wood must

be trifling if this evaporation is allowed to take place, and the hard wood can

sustain no injury at all. It has also been recommended to bark oak trees

before cutting them down, and to leave them standing for a year afterwards;

but this can be attended with no other advantage than that of evaporating the

sap from the outside wood more rapidly than would otherwise be the case

;

and this rapid evaporation is, in some seasons and situations, and especially in

warm climates, apt to produce rents and clefts in the trunk and boughs of the

trees. Nichols, who had great experience as a purveyor of oak timber for

the navy, found that, by divesting trees, before they are fully seasoned, of

their sappy coats, the exterior parts of the wood, or heart, by exposure to

the ail', suddenly contract, and shut up their pores, so as to prevent the escape

of the internal juices : hence a fermentation soon begins, and rottenness is

the certain consequence. This does not happen when timber is seasoned

with its sap on ; the outward parts of the wood not being then suddenly con-

tracted, on accounted of being sheltered from the sun and wind by the coats

of sap which surround it, and the juices freely evaporating through the spongy

substance of the sap. (Metk., &c., p. 45.) *' Oak timber, cut into lengths, and
sided ("squared on the sides), soon after it is felled," he says, *' and laid

up in piles till wanted for use, is often found, in the dock-yards, very defec-

tive and rotten, particularly at the heart. The annual coats of wood of

which trees are composed, and which encompass them like hoops, and hold

them together, are in part cut off; and the juices flying off very quick, fre-

quently cause them to split or crack, and the cracks or fissures receive the

wet, which soon bring on rottenness." (Ibid.) " By long experience," he
continues, " it is unequivocally proved, that the best way hitherto known of
keeping or seasoning oak timber, previously to its being used in ship-building,

is in a rough hewed state, with its sap on ; not only on account of applying

it, when wanted, to the most profitable uses, but by lying in the sap for two,

three, or more years, it seasons gradually, and never splits or opens, as it

frequently does when the sap is taken off, by siding or cornering it when green,

and laying it in piles, and whereby it receives very considerable damage, and
very often is entirely spoiled. This is never the case if it be suffered to

season in the sap : for, though the sap is certain to perish and moulder away
in a few years, let it be treated in whatever manner it may with a view to

prevent its perishing, still the heart will be greatly improved by this mode of
treatment, and, I believe, will endure many years longer for it ; and certainl}',

when it is connected, it will have the great advantage of not twisting and flying

about, as when worked green." (Ibid., p. 43.) With respect to the practice

of stripping oak trees standing, Mr. Nichols is clearly of opinion that it is of
little or no use in rendering the sap wood as good as heart wood. He relates

an instance of an oak which was stripped of its bark in the spring of 1784, and
felled in the spring of 1788. "The tree," he says, " appeared, by the num-
ber of its annual coats, to have been 110 years old at the time of its being
stripped; it contained 21 coats of sap, which were in a perishing state; so
that the notion which some have entertained, that the sappy parts of oak trees

become as hard or equal to the heart for strength and durability, by the ope-
ration of stripping them standing of their bark, and letting them remain till

^they die before they are felled, is chimerical." (p. 7.3.) " The Count de
Biiffon has incontestably proved, by his experiments, that, by stripping oak
trees of their bark standing, and letting them remain till they die, before they
are felled, the heart, or perfect wood, thereof will be considerably increased
in strength and density ; and it is also proved by experience, that the sappy
part, or imperfect wood, will not be much altered thereby ; at first, and while
it is green, it will be found harder and stronger than the "sap of trees felled in
the usual way ; but after a little time, and as the juices evaporate and fly off,

it will perish and moulder away, as the sap of oak trees always will do, let

them be treated in whatever manner they may with a view to prevent it.

Evtry experienced ship-builder or carpenter well knows that wherever any
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sap is worked witli the heart of oak (as it sometimes is), it will ultimately

tend to weaken and injure the building wherein it is used ; for, however fair

and well it may appear at first, it will most assuredly decay in a short time."

(p. 75.) " For want of examining the original thickness of the sap [wood] of

oak trees, and the jirogress of its decay, and from finding so much of young trees

wasted by the decaying of their sappy coats (which generally occupy a consi-

derable space, particularly if the trees were very vigorous at the time of their

being felled), some have been led to imagine that, by trees lying for any

length of time, the sap [wood] increases in its thickness, or that part of the

heart is transformed into sap again, which is by no means the fact ; and, if any

part of the heart were subject to such change by so lying, there can be no
reason assigned why, in the process of time, the whole should not undergo

the like change : but this is absurd, and contradicted by experience ; for, after

the sappy parts are once formed into perfect wood, it ever remains in that

state until it naturally decays." (p. 76.)

In felling oak trees the heads of which contain crooked pieces fit for par-

ticular purposes in ship-building, care should be taken either to cause the tree

to fall on a side that will not injure the crooks, or to separate the branches

containing these before cutting down the trunk. South mentions the Langley

Oak, which was felled in 1758, in the New Forest, and which had a large head,

full of knees and crooks. He thus describes the mode in which these were
preserved :

— " The knees and crooks were cut off, one by one, whilst the tree

was standing, and lowered by tackles, to prevent their breaking. The two
largest arms were sawed off at such distances from the bole as to make first-

rate knees ; scaffolds were then erected, and two pit-saws being braced toge-

ther, the body was first cut across, half through, at the bottom, and then

.sawed down the middle, perpendicularly, between the two stumps of arms that

had been left, at the end of one of which stood a perpendicular bough, bigger

than most timber trees. To prevent this being injured, a bed was made of

some hundreds of faggots, to catch it when it fell." {Bath Societi/'s Pcqiersy

vol. vi. p. 8.)

Oak Copse is cut down at various periods between J.5 and 30 3ears ; the rule

being, that the principal stems of the plants, at 1 ft. from the ground, should

not be less than 6 in. in diameter. In favourable soils in the south and west

of England, this size will be obtained in from 12 to 15 years ; as, for example, at

Moccas Court ; but in the colder climate, and in the inferior soil, of the High-
lands of Scotland, from 25 to .30 years are requii'ed. The cutting over of
copse is performed at the same season as that in which full-grown trees are

felled, when in both cases the bark is an object as well as the timber ; but, in

the cutting over of coppice trees, it is necessary to bear in mind, that the stools

are intended to shoot up again, so as to produce another crop. To facilitate

this, they require to be cut over smoothly, so as not to lodge water ; and close

to the ground, in order that the shoots for future branches may proceed at

once from the roots, and not at some distance over them ; in which case they

would be liable to be blown off. (See the chapter on coppice wood, in

the Encyclopccdia of Arboriculture.)

Dhharking the Oak. The season for disbarking the oak for the tanner is later

than that for disbarking the birch, the larch, the willow, or any other tree

the bark of which is sufficiently valuable to be taken off. In most of the trees

mentioned, the sap will be found sufficiently in motion towards the end of

April : but the oak, relatively to these trees, will always be found a month
later. As the mode of performing the operation, and managing the bark

afterwards, till it is sold to the tanner, is the same in all trees, we shall defer

giving it till we treat on the subject of ai'boriculture generally.

Accidents, Diseases, Insects, Epiphytes, ^c. The British oak is not subject

either to many accidents, or to many diseases ; but, like every other plant,

it has its parasitical and epiphytical vegetation ; and it is infested by numerous
insects.

Accidents. Oaks are said to be more frequently struck by lightning than
6b 3
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Other trees, which Professor Burnet thinks may be owing to the imperfectly

conducting power of the dense mass which composes the head of this tree ;

for, though pines and firs grow higher, yet they are of lighter forms, and their

inferior conductibility, from the resinous nature of their wood, may in some

measure protect them. Some very remarkable instances of oaks being struck

by lightning are recorded in the Philosophical Transactions by Sir John Clark,

who thus writes :— *' Being lately in Cumberland, I there observed two curi-

osities in Winfield Park, belonging to the Earl of Thanet. The first was a

huge oak, at least 60 ft. high, and 4 ft, in diameter, on which the last great

thunder had made a very odd impression ; for a piece was cut out of the tree,

about 3 in. broad and 2 in. thick, in a straight line from top to bottom ; and

the second was, that, in another tree of the same height, the thunder had cut

out a piece of the same breadth and thickness from top to bottom, in a spiral

line ; making three turns about the tree, and entering into the ground about

6 ft. deep." Professor Burnet saw, in July, 1828, the ruins of a very fine

oak at Pinner, Middlesex, which had the whole of its arms severed from

the trunk at their junction with it, and scattered on the ground. The
trunk, which was about 10 ft. in girt, was completely stripped of its bark,

and shivered from the summit to the root. Perpendicular clefts passed

into the heart wood, and rent through the trunk in many places, so that

splinters of 6 ft., 8 ft., or 10 ft. long, and 3 in. or 4 in. thick, might be pulled

out; "one of which," adds the Professor, " I have." (^Amcen. Qucr., fol. 9.)

The same year, and in the same month, we observed, close by St. Albans,

an oak tree by the road side, which had been struck by lightning the night

before, and from the trunk of which a narrow strip of bark had been torn

from the summit to the root ; the trunk being not otherwise injured, though

several branches were broken oiF. An oak in the New Forest " had nearly

one quarter of the tree forced away from the body, and several of the massive

limbs of the upper part driven from their sockets a distance of several feet."

(Brandos Journal.') " It is not improbable," says Professor Burnet, " that

the liability of the oak to be struck by lightning may have led to the dedica-

tion of that tree to the god of thunder."

i^ig. 1643. represents an oak, growing in the parish of Weston, in Nor-
folk, which was struck by lightning on the 26th of September, 1828. The
drawing was taken immediately after the accident, and represents correctly

the damage sustained, as it appeared at that time : but since then the

standing bough has fallen, and the tree is otherwise fast going to decay.

Not the slightest portion of bark was left upon the trunk, although not a

single bough was stripped, nor were the leaves torn off. The fissures

reached from the top to the ground, but not in connexion ;
gradually

decreasing downwards, except the lowest, which decreased upwards. Pieces

of bark were thrown to the distance of 90 yards. This was one of six trees

standing in a line, and not the tallest. In the summer of 1822, a fine oak
was struck by lightning, which was growing on Scottow Common, in the same
county ; but which, so far from being killed, continued to grow and flourish

till 1828, when it was felled, and proved to be a sound and good tree in most
parts. This tree was large and wide-spreading, affording shade in summer,
and shelter in the winter, to the stock turned out to pasture on the common ;

and, before it was injured by the lightning, often attracted attention from the

number of animals which were collected under it, and which it covered. From
the time of its being struck, however, not a head of cattle was ever seen near

it; the animals not only refusing to avail themselves of its shade, but obviously

avoiding the tree, as if it were disagreeable to them. The above facts were
first communicated to the Magazine of Natural Histoiy (vol. ii.), by the Rev.
T. W. Salmon of Weston Rectory, and have been since sent to us, for this

work, by Mr. Girling of Hovingham, Norfolk.

The roots of the oak not being so liable to rot in the ground as those of the

elm, the beech, and other trees, full-grown oaks are, consequently, not so liable

to be blown down by high winds as the elm. The height of the oak being less
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The stems of many trees were torn off within a few feet of the ground ; and

others merely had the head or branches broken, without being entirely

detached. (See^g. 16W.) Whole trunks, huge limbs and branches, with

immense masses of earth, were mingled on the ground in such a manner as to

give the idea of a battery of heavy artillery having been directed against the

trees in that part of the park. In some instances the stems exhibited " the

appearance of having been cut off, and in others they are rent from top to

bottom, or have had their giant limbs twisted off. as ifthey had been but so many
twigs." Lofty oaks were struck near their summits, and immense portions

of their upper limbs and branches were torn down, but not quite severed from

the trunk, and, with their heads resting on the ground, formed " a sort of tent of

foliage upwards of .30 ft. high .... Several oaks had at least a dozen immense
branches torn off, while the bare and desolate-looking trunk was left standing

;

and, in many instances, the limbs and branches of standing trees were twisted
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and interlaced in a variety of fantastic shapes. More than 300 trees were
torn up, or shattered so much as to render it necessary that their remains

should be felled. This park, during the war, furnished some of the finest

naval timber that could be procured in the kingdom." (Mag. Nat. Hist.,

vol. vi. p. 107.) We have also received from Henry Lee Warner, Esq., of

Tibberton Court, Herefordshire, an account of a hurricane which occurred there

in December, 1833, which destroyed a magnificent oak standing on his lawn.

This noble tree had a trunk 31 ft. high to the fork, where it divided into 12

large limbs, and 1-1 somewhat smaller branches; altogether forming an enormous
head. The circumference of the trunk was 19 ft. 8 in. at 4 ft. from the ground,

and 15 ft. 4< in. at the height of 2G ft. The tree was stag-headed, and appeared

to have been for some time in a state of decay. After the tree had fallen, the

roots, on examination, were found in a decayed state. " The trunk, or body,

which, 20 years before, was perfectly upright, had been gradually losing its

perpendicularity, inclining more and more to the south-east, tUl it got without

the line of direction ; and then with its immense head it fell by its own weight.

It is a curious fact, that, although the greater part of the roots had perished,

and the tree was stag-headed and the boughs without leaves, yet the body was
perfectly sound. The boards and quarters which the sawyers cut from it ai'e

of the firmest and most beautiful texture.

—

H. L. IV."

Diseases. There are few or no diseases peculiar to the British oak. The
honey dew, though very frequent on young oaks, is not peculiar to that

tree. The punctures of certain insects, which produce galls and other ex-

crescences, and which may be considered as diseases, will be hereafter

mentioned.
Vermin and Insects of different Kinds ivhich feed upon the Oak. The wild

animals which live upon acorns, we have already observed (p. 1789.), are

numerous; but those which are chiefly injurious to man are such as eat the

acorns after they have been planted, or the young trees. The insects which
live upon the oak are all more or less injurious to it ; and these are very

numerous.
Vermin. The most general enemy to planted acorns, and also to young oak

trees, is the field mouse, an account of the ravages of which in the Forest of

Dean has already been given (p. 1806.). The water rat is also believed to

feed on the acorn, and the squirrel is known to depend principally on it for

its winter provision. Neither of these two animals, however, are generally

in sufficient numbers near nursery gardens, or extensive grounds about to be
planted, to be productive of any serious injury ; for the squirrel is never

found at a distance from full-grown trees, nor the rat from the banks of rivers

or streams. The mode of entrapping mice in the Forest of Dean has already

been given, and other modes of catching these, and other animals considered

as vermin relatively to trees, will be found in the EncyclopcBdia ofArhoricultnre.

Insects. The British oak, probably both on account of its large size, and
the peculiar nature of its juices, is attacked by a far greater number of insect

enemies than any of the other trees of this country. Many of these insects

are, of course, confined to this tree, but many feed indiscriminately upon the

beech, birch, and hazel, as well as upon the oak : thus, as it would seem, says

Mr. Westwood, to whom we are indebted for this article, clearly proving, not

only the very natural character of the order Amentaceje, but also the equally

natural distributioa of the insects themselves into genera, consisting of spe-

cies, all of which are either generally amentaceous in their food, or are con-

fined to the oak or the birch alone. With respect to the number of species

which are found upon the oak, we have the authority of Mr. Stephens (who
must be considered as the most general practical collector of English insects)

for stating that nearly half the phytophagous insects of England are either

exclusively, or partially, inhabitants of the oak. Messrs. Kirby and Spence
have given a calculation, from which they adduce i\\e opinion, that the

phytophagous and carnivorous insects are nearly equal in point of number of

species ; which would give about 2500 as half of the Phytophaga : but to this
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number, as inhabitants of the oak, must be added the vast quantities of

/chneumonidae, and other parasites, which feed upon the phytophagous species

themselves. Perhaps the estimate here given may be found to be too great,

although every one accustomed to collecting knows that the oak furnishes by

far the greatest portion of his captures. Perhaps, if we give 2000 as the num-
ber of oak-feeders and their parasites, we shall scarcely run the risk of over-

rating the quantity. Lesser long ago said, " Le chene suffit a en Clever

plusieurs centaines d'especes difFerentes." (Theologie des Insectes, torn. i.

p. 199.)

The solid Wood of the oak serves for the food of various insects, chiefly

whilst in the larva state. Amongst these, the goat moth (Cossus Ligni-

perda, p. 1386. fig. 1233.), the wood leopard moth (Zeuzera te'scuh, p. 887.

and fig. 636.), the small stag beetle (Z)6rcus parallelopipedus, p. 886.

fig. 635.; Gyll. Ins. Succ, i. p. 67.), and the Sinodendron cylindricum

(p. 1223. fig. 1048.), are occasional inhabitants of the oak. Several other

species of lamellicorn and longicorn beetles are also inhabitants of this tree

:

of these, the great stag beetle (Luciinus C'6rvus, Jig. 1643.) is the most abun-
dant, as well as the largest. The larva of this insect (a) feeds upon the putrid

wood of the oak, (^Gyllenhal Ins. Suec, i. p. 63.) It is a large, whitish, fleshy,

grub, like that of the cockchafer (ilfelolontha vulgaris); and it is furnished

with three pairs of legs, attached to the three anterior segments. In general, it

lies on one side, with the body curled up, so that the tail nearly touches the

head. The structure of the jaws of this larva is very similar to that of the

caterpillar of the Cossus ; although, in the perfect state, it is impossible to

discover two insects more completely unlike each other. When it has attained

its full size, it constructs a cocoon of chips of wood, agglutinated together,

within which it assumes the pupa state, in which the immense mandibles of
the imago are distinctly visible (bY The female pupa is, of course, destitute of
these large jaws, these organs bemg but of comparatively small size in that

sex when arrived at the perfect state (c). The beetle seems to subsist entirely

upon fluids, which it laps up by means of its long pencil-like lower jaws
and lip.

Trlchius variabilis is another lamellicorn beetle, the larva of which feeds upon
the wood of the oak. It is occasionally found in Windsor Forest, but is of great

rarity in this country. Its larva is very similar to that of the cockchafer.

A beautiful figure of the perfect insect, which is also found upon, and within,

the stumps of rotten oaks, is given by Curtis. (Brit. Ent., pi. 286.)
The larvae of the longicorn beetles, on account of their generally large size,

are destructive to trees ; but they are comparatively of rare occurrence in this

country, if we except the musk beetle, found in willows. In tropical climates,

where the perfect insects attain a gigantic size, they must be as injurious as
the C6ssus larva. These large wood-feeding larvae, or some of them, at least

(and it is not clearly proved which), were considered by the Romans as great
dainties, and are still greedily devoured by the negroes in many tropical

climates. We will not quarrel with the tastes of these Acriddphagi and
Campophagi, because there can be no reason why a larva, which feeds upon
wood, should not be as nutritious as an oyster or a shrimp ; but we will

quote a short passage relative to the subject, from the observations of the
celebrated African traveller, Smeathman :

— "The larvae of all the beetles that
feed on decayed wood seem to be rich and delicate eating ; so that every forest

in the torrid zone affords a man plenty of very wholesome and hearty nourish-
ment, who has an instrument strong enough to cut in pieces the decayed
trees. This knowledge might have saved the lives, perhaps, of many seamen
who have been shipwrecked on desert equinoctial shores, which are generally
covered with thick woods. The very best kind of vegetable food is but poor
nourishment for the labouring Europeans, if not accompanied with animal
flesh, or, at least, with animal or vegetable oils ; and such food as seamen in
distress meet with, as above mentioned, have oftentimes very acrimonious
quahties, and are dangerous, even in small quantities, to those who eat them
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at intervals ; whilst these kinds of insect foods, abounding with a very rich

and delicious oil, are, consequently, the most wholesome and nutritious which

men in the situation above described could possibly procure ; requiring no

other preparation than roasting in any manner." {Drury Introd., vol. iii.)

Of these longicorn beetles, several British species inhabit the oak, especially

Prionus coriarius, which is the largest species found in this country, and of

which the larva is not much smaller than that of the Cossus, The body is long,

fleshy, and of a pale whitish colour ; the head is rather small and flat ; the

anterior segments of the body the broadest, the remainder becoming gradually

narrower to the tail ; the legs are very minute; the body is not bent in the

same manner as that of the larva of Zucanus. Clytus arcuatus and Leptura

scutellata are also found upon the oak, as well as several species of the coleop-

terous fomilies Elateridae and Tiilidse, including Aplotarsus quercus and Elater
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sanguineus. In the Alagazine of Natural History (i\. p. 265.), Mr. Dale states

that he found the latter insect " in plenty, both in larva and pupa, on rotten

oak stumps, in the New Forest. Tillus unifasciatus and ambulans also feed,

in the larva state, on the rotten oak ; and the latter was captured and bred

by Mr. Dale. (See Mag. Nat. Hist., iv. p. 266.) But the most destructive

insects to oak timber are the species of the family Lymexylonidae, which,

although common in Sweden and some other parts of the Continent, are,

fortunately, of great rarity in this country. Lymexylon </ermestoides is about

i in. in length, and is found in the trunks of the oak, and some other

trees; whilst Lymexylon nasale Fab. (C'antharis navalis

Limi., and our Jig. 1646.) appears to be exclusively

confined to oak timber, which it perforates, and com-
pletely destroys. (^Gyllenhal Ins. Siiec, i, 317.) So
great, indeed, was the injury caused in the royal dock-

yards of Sweden by this insect, that the greatest alarm

was entertained for the safety of the shipping ; nor did it 1646

subside until Linnaeus, at the desire of the king of Sweden, had traced out the

cause of the destruction ; and had, having detected the lurking culprit under
the form of the beetle above mentioned, by directing the timber to be immersed
during the time of the metamorphosis of the insect and its season of oviposi-

tion, furnished a remedy which effectually secured the wood from its future

attacks. (Smithes Introduct. to Bot., pref., p. xv., quoted by Kirby and Spence

Intr., I. p. 237. ; Bechstein and Scharffenburg Forstins., vol. i.)

Tinea ramella Liti. feeds within the branches of the oak. (^Si/st. Nat., ii.

p. 887.)
Insects which live under the Bark. There are also many species of insects

(chiefly small Coleoptera) which reside beneath the bark of the oak, without
. boring into the solid wood. Of these, the Scolytus pygmae^us, already alluded

to in p. 1390., as having recently caused the destruction of .50,000 young oaks

in the Bois de Vincennes, near Paris, is the most redoubtable. (Annates de la

Soc. Entomol. de France, 1836, p. xxx.) Tomicus villosus, /'ps 4-guttata,

Hypulus quercinus, Cerylon pilicorne, Rhyzophagus dispar, Silvanus uniden-

tatus, and Bitoma crenata, are also subcortical beetles, the first-named species

being one of the typographer beetles. (See Pinus.)

Insects xohichfeed on the Leaves. It is, however, upon the leaves of the oak
that the greatest proportion of its insect population finds its support ; and it

is chiefly amongst the caterpillars of lepidopterous insects that the greatest

number of the leaf-feeders

are found. Of these, the

Tortrix viridana Itin. {fig.

1647.), a very small, pretty,

green species, is by far the

most obnoxious ; entirely

stripping the oaks of their

foliage, as we have more than

once observed at Coombe
Wood, in Surrey. " Even
the smaller sorts of cater-

pillars become, from their

multiplicity, sometimes as

destructive as those which
are of considerable magni-
tude. During the summer of 1827, we were told that an extraordinary
blight had suddenly destroyed the leaves of all the trees in the Oak of
Honour Wood, Kent. On going thither, we found the report but little

exaggerated
; for, though it was in the leafy month of June, " there was

scarcely a leaf to be seen on the oak trees, which constitute the greater
portion of the wood. But we were rather surprised when we discovered, on
examination, that this extensive destruction had been effected bv one of the

1647
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small solitary leaf-rollers (TSrtrix \mdma HawoM) : for one of this sort
seldom consumes more than four or five leaves, if so much, during its exist-

ence. The number, therefore, of these caterpillars must have been almost
beyond conception ; and that of the moths, the previous year, must also have
been very great; for tlie mother moth only lays from 50 to 100 eggs, which
are glued to an oak branch, and remain during the winter. It is remarkable,
that, in this wood, during the two following summers, these caterpillars did not
abound." (Insect Transform., p. 203.) The moth (c) varies in the expansion of
its wings from 7 to 13 lines : the antei'ior wings are pale green, with a whitish
margin in front ; and the posterior wings brownish. It is so extremely abun-
dant, that, towards the end of the month of June, when it first appears, it

may be shaken from the trees in perfect showers. The caterpillar («) of this

moth rolls up the oak leaves in^a very ingenious manner, so as to form a very
commodious retreat j in which, indeed, it ordinarily resides, the centre of the
roll being open : its diameter is proportionable to that of the body of the
insect; and the roll is secured by various little packets of silk attached to the
body of the leaf, and to the adjoining part of the I'oU, as represented in

Jig. 1647. at b. Reaumur, in the second volume of his Memoires, has given a
very detailed account of the manoeuvres employed by the caterpillars in the
construction of these leafy rolls. These caterpillars were so numerous in

Kensington Gardens in May and June, 1832, that "the excrementitious matter
from them kept falling and tinkling on the grass below, so frequently as to
give the idea of a sprinkling of rain being then falling." {Mag. Kat. Hist., v.

p. 671.) Millions of small lead-coloured caterpillars, tinted with green, and
slightly hairy, were then some of them half an inch long, and depending on
threads stretching to the length of 7 ft. or 8 ft. In some cases, a colony of
fifty or a hundred of these insects appears to set off all at once from some point
in a branch, and each to make the best of his way to the earth, the threads
diverging into numerous different lengths, apparently according to the age and
vigour of the caterpillar. At Haslemere, in 1830, 1831, and 1832, the ravages

committed by this insect were so great, that whole woods of oaks were stripped

of their leaves, and looked as if blighted by lightning. Each tree was " covered
with the remains of skeleton leaves, curled up, and surrounded with a filmy

web : its trunk and branches had a misty appearance, as if enveloped in white
gauze; while here and there hung suspended a long web, or a caterpillar that

had not yet found a habitation for itself in which to undergo its final change."
(Ibid., p. 670.) This insect is the same as that noticed in Brown's edition

of U7iite^s Selborne, p. 311., in a note of the late Mr. Markwick. In the
Gardener's Magazine for 1829 (vol. v. p. 610.), a writer, describing the ravages
of this insect on the oak woods in Wales, says the coppices appeared to be
all alive with them, so immense were the masses they formed. These insects,

notwithstanding their numbers, appear, in their moth state, to have many
enemies. White says that he saw a flight of swifts busily employed in
" hawking them ;" and, in the Magazine of Natural History (vol. v. p. 670.), it

is stated that the ^'nipis livida, an insect of something less than their own size,

fixes on them, " something in the manner that a stoat would on a hare or rab-

bit," and flies about with its victim, but never lets it go till it has destroyed it.

Amongst the Butterflies, Theclrt qu6-cus, or the purple hair-streak, is the
only species which feeds upon the oak in the larva state : its caterpillar is

small, and bears considerable resemblance to a woodlouse, being one of the

onisciform larvae. One which M. Lyonnet {Rechereh. sur I'Anat., 4'c., de differ,

EsjH-ces d'Insectes, 2"^^ part. pi. 36.) reared ceased to eat on the 1st of June;
it then assumed a rounded form, and in three days arrived at the chrysalis

state, without spinning any cocoon ; and on the 27th of the same month
the butterfly appeared. In its final state, it is an active elegant insect,

sporting about the highest twigs of the oak. It is about 1^ in. in the

expansion of the wings, which are of a bluish black on the upper side in the

males ; but in the females they are black, with a rich glossy blue disk. Owing
to their smaller size, and more briUiant colouring, the females have been by
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the majority of authors mistaken for individuals of the opposite sex ; but Dr.

Horsfield {Lepid. Javanica) detected the error, by carefully investigating the

structure of the insects. In the sixth volume of the Magazine of Natural

History, p. 227., are several notices of this insect. Mr. Conway observes that,

in Monraouthshu-e, individuals of this species present a very beautiful sight,

while sporting about the tops of the oaks just at sunset, the brilliant blue of

their beautiful wings catching the light as they fly, and then the whole
disappearing among the foliage. These insects are very pugnacious, and
frequently destroy their beauty by pursuing each other through the trees.

They are, however, easy of capture ; for, when once they alight on the

foliage, they may be approached closely without being disturbed. (Ilnd.,

p. 544.) Before appearing in their pupa state, they are said to retire into the

earth. (Ibid., p. 189.) A correspondent of thg same magazine (vol. v. p. 67.),

speaking on the planting of certain trees, as a means of attracting the insects

and birds which feed on them, mentions that, having made some oak plant-

ations near his dwelling, he was agreeably surprised to find near them Thecla
quercus, and Melitas^« Euphrosyne", pearl-bordered fritillaryj insects which
he had previously never seen within some miles of the spot.

In the following list, the lepidopterous insects marked thus* feed on
other trees as well as upon the oak ; and the lepidopterous insects marked
thusf feed exclusively on the oak.

Amongst the Sjikingldx, the caterpillar of *SmerInthus tllige Linn., or lime

hawk-moth occasionally feeds upon the oak; but amongst the Linnsean
Hombi/ces, the number of oak-leaf feeding species is very considerable, in-

cluding *PygaeVa bucephala (the buff-tip moth), *Stauropus fagi (which,
from the singular form of its caterpillar, has been named the lobster-moth),

*Loph6pteryx camelina, the species of Chaonia Stejik., including fC. roboris,

•{-dodonea, and f quernea, all of which feed exclusively upon the oak;
*Petasia cassinea (the sprawler), fPeridea serrata, *Saturnia Pavonia (the

emperor moth), and * S. tau (the tau emperor), *Lasiocampa quercus, and
*r6boris. -(-Cnethocampa processionea (or processionary moth) is a very
interesting species, common in France and Germany, but not yet ascer-

tained to be an inhabitant of this country. The larva; construct a common
temporary nest upon the branches of the oak, the situation of which they
change from time to time, until they are about two thirds grown. They are
hairy, and varied with grey and ashy brown stripes, and yellow spots on the
back, and are nearly allied to the caterpillar so common upon fruit trees,

the moths of which, from the striped appearance of the caterpillars, have been
called lackey moths ; some time before they attain their full size, they unite,

and construct a general nest upon the trunk. " This nest, when completed, is

about 1 ft. 6 in. long, 6 in. broad, and composed of a grey silk, resembling
the surface of the tree ; but the most curious fact in their history is, the extra-
ordinary regularity with which the larvae proceed, towards sunset, in search of
food. At their head is a chief, by whose movements the procession appears
regulated ; and he is followed by three or four in a single line, the head of the
second touching the tail of the first, &c. Then comes an equal series of pairs,

next of threes, and so on as far as fifteen or twenty, forming a band several feet

in length. Sometimes the order is rather different, the leader being followed
by two, then three, and so on ; but at all times the procession moves on with
an even pace, each file treading upon the steps of those which precede it,

through all the sinuosities made by the chief. They do not invariably return
to their nest before morning, but may sometimes be found during the day
assembled in irregular masses, heaped upon each other." {Stejjh. Ilhist.

Haust., ii. p. 47. note; Reaumur Mi-moires, tom. ii. mem. 4., with 2 plates;
Nicholai Die Wander oder Prozessions Raupe, &c. Berlin, 1833, 8vo.) Accord-
ing to Reaumur, it is dangerous to approach the nests of this insect, especially
at the period of the moulting of the caterpillars, on account of the irritating

effects of the hairs, which at that time float about in the atmosphere. Some
ladies who accompanied Reaumur in his observations were much affected,
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and found their necks full of troublesome tumours ; whilst he himself suffered

for several days from having handled them. In these respects, tliey are very
similar to the celebrated Z-'ityocampa of the ancients, and which is the cater-
pillar of another species of this genus, which feeds upon the fir. *Pcecilo-
campa populi, *Hypogymna dlspar (the gipsy moth), *Psilura monacha
(the black ai'ches), *Dasychira fascelina (the dark tussock), *Psych6' fusca,

and fLimacodes Zfcstudo. Amongst the Lit/iosUclcE, *Callim6rpha miniiita,

*Lith6sia complana (the common footman), *L. quadra (the four-spotted
footman), *Gnuphria rubricollis.

Amongst the Noctiddci; * Semiophora gothica, f Orthosia instabilis, *0.
graciUs, *0. munda, *0. cruda, •O. stabiiis, *Glas'a satellitia, fAmphipyra
pyramldea, f Xylina rhizolitha, *X. petrificata, *Miselia aprilhia (the beau-

leucomelas, *Catocala fraxini (the great blue under-wing moth, similar to
C. elocata, p. 1484. fig. 1293., but 4 in. in expanse, and having the ground
of the under wings blue instead of red), f Catocala pacta,

-f
C. sponsa,

and f C. promissa, three very beautiful, but small, species of this genus, with
the ground colour of the under wings scarlet), and *Brepha notha.

Amongst the Geomctridce are, f Anisopteryx leucophearia, *Hybernia capreo-
laria and *H. defoliaria (which are occasionally very destructive in oak copses),
*Phig;ilia pilosuria, *Bist07z prodromai'ius (the great oak beautj'), * B. betu-
larius (the peppered moth), * Himera pennaria, * CrocaUs elinguaria, several
species of thorn moths (several of which are figured in all their states, and
in a most admirable manner, by M. Lyonnet, in his Posthmous Memoirs,
recently published), including

"f
Geometra quercinaria, f G. quercaria, f G.

angularia, *G. iilunaria, * G. illustraria, &c.
; f Cleorfl bajularia, Cleora cinc-

taria. (See Mag. Nat. Hist., v. p. 265.) * A'lcis roboraria, A'lci^ consonaria,
and A. consortaria (Li/onnet Mem. Posth.,, pi. 29. f. 20—27.), f E'phyra
punctaria, * Eurymenc dolabraria. Amongst the Platyjjtericidce, VyraUdcB,
Tortricidce, Tineidce, and other remaining lepidopterous families, composed
of insects of small size, a vast number of species are oak feeders, including
•Drepana falcataria, f D. hamula, *Pechip6gon barbaiis, *Hyl6phila prasinana
{Reaumur Mem., tom. ii. pi. 39. f. 13, 14.), * H. quercana, f Lozotte^nia robo-

interesting geometrical construction, described in detail by Lyonnet.
Amongst the Leaf-feeding Species, the majority are external feeders, neither

concealing themselves in cases, nor rolling themselves up in leaves ; but some,
especially amongst the smaller species, do not agree with these in their habits,

and adopt various methods of defence, which render an examination of the
different inhabitants of this tree an object of the greatest interest. Of these
some roll up several leaves into a ball of considerable size ( Reaum. Man., tom. i.

pi. 15. f. 3., and pi. 32. f. 4, 5.), which latter represents the habitations of
the scarlet under-wing moths above mentioned ; others, again, construct their
boat-shaped cocoons of strips of oak leaves {Ibid., pi. 38. fig. 7.) ; others,
again, roll up the leaves in various directions (as T'ortrix viridana, above men-
tioned, p. 1818.; Rcaum., tom. ii. pi. 13, 14, 15, 16.); others feed upon the
parenchyma of the leaf, raising, as it were, large circular blisters, the upper
and under surfaces of the leaf remaining unconsumed. {Reaum., tom. iii. pi. 3.)
Some form tortuous labyrinths within the leaf, similar to those of the rose-
leaf miners ; and some live in little cases of leaves, or silk, which they carry
about with them. {Reaum,, tom. iii. pi. 7.)

Amongst the Coleopterous Insect.;, the common cockchafer (<S'carabae^us

il/elolontha Lin.,Me\o\6ni\\a vulgaris Fab.,fg. lG48.a), is the most obnoxious
of the leaf-eating species. The egg of this terrible devastator is white, and is

deposited in the ground, where it soon changes into a soft whitish grub with
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a red head, and about liin.

long. In this state it con-

tinues four years, during

which- time it commits the

most destructive ravages on

the roots, not only of grass,

but of all other plants and

young trees. When full k 1648

grown, the larvae dig in the

earth to the almost incredible depth of 5 ft. or 6 ft., spin a smooth case,

and then change into a chrysalis. In this state they remain till the fol-

lowing spring, when the perfect insect comes from the ground, and com-

mences an immediate attack on the leaves of trees; and, according to

SaUsbury, the leaves of the oaks in Richmond Park were, during one sum-

mer, so eaten by it, that scarcely an entire leaf was left. The most remarkable

account of the ravages of these insects is, however, given by Molyneux, in

one of the early volumes of the Philosophical Transactions, in which their ap-

pearance in the county of Galway, in L-eland, in 1688, is narrated. They

were seen in the day-time perfectly quiet, and hanging from the boughs in

clusters of thousands, clinging to each other like bees when they swarm ; but

dispersing towards sunset, with a strange humming noise, like the beating of

distant drums ; and in such vast numbers, that they darkened the aii- for the

space of two or three miles square ; and the noise they made in devouring the

leaves was so great, as to resemble the distant sawing of timber. In a very

short time the leaves of all the forest trees, for some miles were destroyed,

leaving the trees as bare and desolate in the middle of summer as they would

have been in winter : they also entered the gardens, and attacked the fruit

trees in the same manner. Their multitudes spread so exceedingly, that they

infested houses, and became extremely offensive and troublesome. They were

creedily devoured by the swine and poultry, which watched under the trees

for their falling, and became fat on this unusual food : even the people adopted

a mode of dressing them, and used them as food. Towards the end of the

summer they disappeared suddenly, and no traces were perceived of them the

ensuing year. {P/iil. Trans., xix. p. 743., &c.) About the middle of the last

century, 80 bushels of these beetles were gathered on one farm near Norwich.

(See Encyc. of Agri., ed, 2., p. 1116.) The best method of destroying these

insects is to shake the branches on which they hang at noonday, when they

are in a state of stupor, and then to sweep them up and carry them away; or,

torches may be held under the trees, which will stupify the beetles, and

occasion them to fall. Birds are very useful in destroying these noxious insects.

In the Magazine of Natural History, vol. v. p. 65., a story is told of a gentle-

man, who, finding his oak trees stripped of their leaves in the middle of sum-

mer, suspected some rooks of having destroyed them. " That the oaks were

nearly bare was beyond dispute ; and he had himself seen the rooks settling

on them, and pecking away right and left with their bills. Wai- was therefore

declared against the rooks; but, fortunately, before hostilities were commenced,

the gentlemen was convinced, by some one who knew more of natural history

than himself, that the rooks were not in fault : on the contrary, they had only

flocked to the trees for the sake of devouring the myriads of cockchafers, and

of the larvae of moths, which were the real depredators," Blackbirds act in

the same manner ; and the Rev. W. T. Bree relates an instance of these birds

stocking up the grass to find the larvae of the cockchafer, in a garden where

there was plenty of ripe fruit. ( See Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. vi. p. 518.) The leaves

are also devoured by the larvae of one of the species of flea weevil (Orchestes

quercus). A'grilus viridis, Cryptorhyncus quercus, and Acalles roboris are also

coleopterous insects found among the. leaves of the oak. Aleyrodes proletella,

a minute but very interesting homopterous insect, also feeds upon the leaves

of the oak. (^Reaumur, Memoires, tom.ii. pi. 25.)

The young Stems and Buds of the Oak are also infested by various species of
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insects, chiefly belonging to the order Hemfptera of Linnaeus (Ilonioptera
Latr.), and furnished with an elongated rostrum, which they introduce with-
out difficulty into the soft substance of the young parts, and thereby imbibe a
sufficient supply of nourishment. Amongst these arc to be mentioned, Psylla
quercus, Eriosonia quercus, A^phis quercus, and A^phis roboris. Coccus
quercus Linn, is a species about the size of a pea, which attaches itself

to the branches at the base of the young stems. Another insect of the
same genus, of a species not yet determined, is more injurious, as we learn

from a communication made by M. Victor Audouin to the Entomological
Society of France, on the 6th of April last (1836), by whom a portion of the
bark of an oak, of about thirty years' growth, was exhibited, entirely covered
with specimens of a coccus about the size of a pin's head. These insects were
of a greenish or orange yellow colour, and were females, destitute of motion,
adhering to the tree by means of their rostrum, whi^h had pierced the bark.

The oak had been in a languishing state, and was condemned to be cut down
by the director of the Bois de Bologne, having, as M. V. Audouin judges,

been brought into this state by the presence of many millions of these insects,

which covered the entire trunk from 6 in. above the ground to the top,

completely altering the natural colour of the tree, as from 50 to 100 might be
counted in the space of a square inch.

The Acorns are devoured by the larvae of a small weevil belonging the genus
Balaninus (B. glandium), and very nearly related to the nut weevil ; as well

as by the larva of T'inea Pomonella (according to Geoffroy).

Galls. The various parts of the oak are also subject to the attacks of dif-

ferent species of hymenopterous insects belonging to the Linneean genus Cy-
nips (fam. Cynipidae Westtv.), Diplolepis Oliv. and Leach, or gall flies, so named
from the various excrescences which they produce upon theleaves, stems, &c.;
and which are designed by nature to protect the delicate ova and larvae of
certain insects. Entomologists say that the tumours on the leaf stalks, and
those on the fruit stalks, are produced by different species of Cynfpidae ; that

the galls on the branch are produced by a distinct fly from that which pro-

duces the gall on the leaf; and it has also been ascertained, that the gall flies

on the oak leaf are of at least three diflferent kinds. There are also distinct

kinds of gall flies for the root, bark, bud, and acorn cup, independently of the

kermes and gall nut. The various species have been named, C. quercus folii

Linn., C. q. baccarum Linn., C. q. inferus Linn., C. q. petioli Linn., C q.
ramuli Linn., C, q. corticis Linn., C. q. gemmae Linn., C. q. pedunculi Linn.,

C. q. calycis, C. q. terminalis Fab., &c. (See also M. d'Anthoine's Cynipedo-

logie du Chene rouge in the Noiiv. Journ. de Physique, t. i. p. 34—39.)

There is another circumstance, also, connected with this subject, of con-
siderable interest in a physiological point of view (independently of the man-
ner in which the gall, consequent upon the puncture of an insect is formed),
and which is thus alluded to by Dr. Johnston of Berwick :

—" We observe that

the irritation caused by the deposition and evolution of the egg will produce
growth of the most curious kind ; and diflferences in the irritation, too slight

to be traced, \\\\\ occasion very remarkable diflerences in the appearance of
the growth. Thus, in the oak leaf, one insect irritation produces a globular

smooth ball ; and another, a depressed tumour, covered with a hairy scarlet

coat. The first is seated on the substance of the leaf, and cannot be removed
without destroying the texture of the part; the other seems almost placed on
the leaf, and can be detached with facility. Examples equally remarkable
will occur to every one who has paid any attention to this curious subject;

and the growths appear to be not less uniform, and not less organised, than

many parasitical fungi." (Flora of Berwick upon Tweed, vol. ii, p. 108.)

Tlie Britisii oak does not bear a gall nut of such powerful qualities as that

of ^2. infectoria; but, like the galls of commerce, those British galls are said to

be the best from which the insect has not escaped. The largest species of
British galls is generally called the oak apple, or oak sponge (i'pongia (/uercina

of the ancients). These are produced by C. q. terminalis Fab. {Rectum.

6 c
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Man., torn. iii. pi. 41. f. 1—3.) : they are astringent, like the gall nuts, and may

be used, like them, for dyeing black ; but the colour produced, though more

beautiful, is said to be less durable. These oak apples are much sought after

annually on the 29th of May, that day being the anniversary of the Resto-

ration of Charles II., and commonly known about London as Oak Apple

Day. In Yorkshire, it is kept as a half-holiday at the schools, and is known

by the couplet, —
" Twenty-ninth of May,

Royal Oak Day."

The oak apples are, also, still occasionaliy consulted as auguries by the

superstitious, as they were in the time of Gerard, who says, " The oke apples

hem" broken in sunder about the time of their withering, doe foreshew the

sequell of the yeare, as the expert Kentish husbandmen have observed by the

living things found in them ; as, if they finde an ant, they foretell plenty of

graine to ensue ; if a white worm, like a gentill or magot, then they prognos-

ticate murren of beasts and cattell ; if a spider, then (say they) we shall

have a pestilence, or some such like sickenesse to follow amongst men. These
things the learned, also, have observed and noted ; for Maithiolus, writing

upon Dioscorides, saith that, before they have an hole through them, they

containe in them either a flie, a spider, or a worme : if a flie, then warre

insueth ; if a creeping worme, then scarcitie of victuals ; if a running spider,

then followeth great sickenesse or mortalitie." (Herb., IS+l.)

Extravagant as are the inferences deduced, the observations of Gerard, for

the most part, are correct ; for diversity of season will affect the developement

of these excrescences ; and, if it be retarded, the egg, the larva, or perfect

cynips, may be detected ; and often, instead of the true gall insect, the larva,

pupa, or imago, of an ichneumon (or, more commonly, one of the family

Chalcididae belonging to the genus Callimome Sjxhiola) is found within the

tumour : not that this fly has subsisted on the substance of the gall, but the

parent ichneumon, or callimome, having deposited an egg within the gall

while soft, the egg, or larva, of the cynips is preyed on by the parasite, and
the interloper becomes possessed of the other's abode. When full grown, the

oak apple is nearly as large as a moderate-sized dessert apple, and is of a

pretty appearance, ornamented with yellow and pink. It is not quite spherical,

but is irregularly depressed in various parts. Its surface is smooth and shining

;

and, when broken open, in its interior are found a great number of cells, each

containing a fleshy grub, pupa, or perfect insect, according to the period of

the year; the substance of the gall being fleshy, with numerous fibres running

in the direction of the stems. The perfect insect is of a pale reddish buff

colour, with immaculate wings. It is figured

by Panzer Faun. Lis. Germ., 88. t. 13.;

and, notwithstanding the large size of the

gall, is much smaller than some other oak

Cynlpidae.

Besides the oak apple, and that species

emphatically styled " the gall," or " gall

nut," several other excrescences on the

oak, from their beauty, or their partial pre-

valence, deserve enumeration. The small

round currant gall {fig. 1649.), of which
several are frequently scattered through-

out the length of the anient thread, or
rachis, giving it the appearance whence
they derive their name {Reaum. Mem.,
torn. iii. p. 40. f. 1—6.), is produced by
the C . quercus pedunculi; the perfect ^^^^

insect of which is of a greyish colour, the wings being marked with an
elongated cross. " There is a remarkable fact accompanying the deposition
of the eggs on the dangling stalk of the catkins. The male flowers are
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destined to wither and (!r()[) oft' as soon as their office of shedding the pollen

is terminated ; but if, before they have done so, they are seized and appro-
priated by the fly, they become permanent, and remain so until the maggot
within the gall ceases to feed. From this circumstance, it is evident that the

flow of the sap is in the proportion to its consumption; that ' bursting buds,

lengthening shoots, expanding leaves, swelling fruit,' or swelling galls, equally

attract currents of sap, and, in the last instance, even into a foreign channel
;

proving what Du Petit Thouars, and other botanists, have long ago advanced
as their opinion; viz. that the growth of a tree is not caused by the motion
of the sap, but the movement of the latter

is caused by the distension of the various

members." (/. Jllain in Gat-ci. Mng., vol.

xii. p. 708.) The artichoke gall, or oak
strobile {Jig. 1650.), is probably the *' oak
nut " of the ancients : it is about the size of

a filbert, and, from its closely imbricated

scales somewhat resembling a fir strobile or

an artichoke, it has so been termed. {Reaum.
Mem., torn. iii. pi 43. f. 1—12.) It is

produced by the Cynips quercus gemmae,
and is a most beautiful folioso gall ; for the

developeinent of the bud, althougli per-

verted, not being wholly prevented, the

leaves are gradually evolved. " These galls,"

says Professor Burnet, " throw much light

upon the natural metamorphoses of plants,

especially on the transition from leaves to flowers, b} the abortion of
the axis of the bud, and the leaves hence becoming whorled; and, when
the axis of each leaf (that is, its petiole and midrib) becomes in like manner
curtailed, the gall assumes a still more florid form. Occasionally, in the
oak, but more frequently in the willow, the gallic acid changes the "ordinary
green colour of the abortive leaves into a bright red, giving the preter-
natural growth very much the appearance of a rose ; and hence S'alix fTelix,
in which this occurs, has been not inaptly called the ' Rose Willow.' The
bedeguar, or hairy gall (Galla capilluris of the ancients), is a peculiar and
very beautiful species, though rather scarce, for which reason it was formerly
much esteemed. In structure it is very similar to the bedeguar of the rose

;

and it is usually situated in the axils of the leaves. It is considered excellent
as a styptic. Whether the ' oak woo!,' flocks of which were once so famed
as wicks for lamps, but which, as Parkinson shrewdly observes, will not burn
' without oyle or other unctuous matter, as Pliny saith it will,' was the same
as our cottony or woolly gall, the description of the ancient Gaila laniita

renders doubtful ; for the flocks of wool are said to have been enveloped in a
hard case; which structure is rather more analogous to that of our clustered
galls, usually about six or seven in a group, and each tlie habitation of a
separate grub ; as in them the little hard galls containing the insects are
included in a soft and spongy, though not woolly, material, and are defended
externally by a hard ligneous case: these may by some, however, be es-

teemed the oak nuts, rather than the strobile one before alluded to." (Aniccn.

Quer. in Eidoden.)

The oak berries, described as " sticking close to the body of the tree,"

were, doubtless, the galls produced by the Cynips quercus ramuli, or C. q.
corticis ; and the UVeb quercinae, or oak grapes, were, not improbably, the
aggregation of similar galls, which are occasionally found upon the roots, or
at the line of demarcation between root and stem, and which are produced by
the Cynips quercus radicis. We have been favoured by the Rev. W. T.
Bree with a very fine specimen of this gall, which he discovered, on the 22d
of February, 1837, on the root of an oak tree (just at the surface), and which
was at that time inhabited by a number of the Cynips quercus radicis in the

6 c 2
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winged state, ready to take advantage of the first warm day to burst forth

from their prison. This gall, which is the largest excrescence that we have

hitherto seen formed by any cynipideous insect, is irregularly oblong, and nearly

5 in. in length : it is 1 Jin. in diameter in the thickest part, the general thickness

being about 1 in. : its appearance is that of a piece of very fine-grained sponge.

On making a section ]iin, long by 1 in. broad, between 60 and 70 cells,

closely packed together, and of an oval form, were discovered, each containing

a single cynips. Taking the size of the entire gall into consideration, it

must contain, at the lowest calculation, upwards of a thousand individuals, the

produce, probably, of a single female cynips. The perfect insect is of a pale

brownish colour, with a shining red abdomen, having two small dorsal black spots

at the base. This gall was unknown to Reaumur, having been first described and

figured by Bosc. (Journ. de Physique, ITQ^.) A figure, apparently of the same

gall, is given in the Insect Architect., p. 38.5. ; but it is there erroneously

stated that the inhabitant is identical with the cynips of the oak apple (C.

quercus terminalis) ; and this is supposed to be accounted for by the observa-

tion, that the root galls are " probably formed at a season when the fly

perceives, instinctively, that the buds of the young branches are unfit for the

purpose of nidification." Numerous other excrescences, and some most
curious distortions, seem to be the result of the attacks of insects on the

buds or branches of the oak in their embryo or infant state, of which the

coadunate stems and witch knots are among the most remarkable ; but it is

doubtful whether many of these monstrosities are not idiopathic diseases of

the tree.

The oak leaves, also, are occasionally observed covered with numerous
galls of small size, and evidently belonging to different species, being of dif-

ferent forms, of some of which the insect has not

yet been discovered. Several of them are figured

by Reaumur. (Memoires, tom. iii. pi. 35. fig. 3,

4. and 6., pi. 40. f. 13—13.) Some of these

are of a larger size (Jig. 1651.); not more than

three or four being found upon a single leaf

(^Rosel Ins. Belust. Supjjl., tab. 69.) ; whilst

others, which are as large as a boj^'s marble,

and perfectly globular, are often found singly

upon the leaves ; the last being produced by C.

quercus folii. (Reaian. Mem., tom. iii. pi. 39.

fig. 13—17., pi. 37. fig. 10, 11., pi. 40. fig. 8.)

It is a curious circumstance connected with

these large globular galls (and which is also

observed in the gall nut), that, notwithstanding

the large size of the galls, only a single insect is

enclosed therein; so that a very small portion

only of the centre of the gall is consumed, the

cynips arriving at its perfect state within its

small central prison, out of which it has to cut

its way through a great portion of the solid sub-

stance of the gall. The surface of the majority of these galls is smooth

;

some, however, are imbricated, and others are clothed with a woolly kind of
down, similar in its nature to the outside of the bedeguar of the rose. A gall

ofthis kind is figured in the Lisect Architecture, p. 388., found upon the twig of
an oak ; and in Dr. Nees von Esenbeck's collection of minute Hymenoptera,
at present in Mr. Westwood's possession, there is a similar gall, of small size,

upon an oak leaf, with the cynips by which it is produced (C. quercus lanata
Necs MSS.).

Oak Spangles. Amongst the excrescences found upon the leaves of the oak,
are to be noticed the reddish insular scales on the under side of the oak leaves
mentioned by Mr. Lowndes (Card. Mag., vol. xi. p. 691.), and supposed by
him to be parasitic plants. When full grown, they are about one eighth of an
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inch in diameter, smooth on the surface next to the leaf, but hirsute and red
on the outside : they are nearly flat, the thickest portion being the centre,

where the point of attachment to the leaf is placed on the inside. This stalk,

or funicular attachment, as it may be called, is very short, so that the excres-

cence nearly lies flat upon the leaf. (See^g. 1652. fl.) The Rev. W. T. Bree
(Card. Mag., vol. xii. p. 496.) calls them oak spangles, considering them to be
tile work of an insect. They are mentioned by several authors; but Mr.West-
wood cannot find that their history has been satisfactorily traced by any writer

upon the economy of insects. Nees von Esenbeck observes of these oak
spangles, " Mirum tamen, gallas esse, quas etiamsi frequentissimas omnium,
nemo hucusque incola sua faetas invenerit, vel quomodo oriantur cognoverit."

{Hymen. Monogr., ii. p. 266.) Reaumur has described and figured them
{Mem., torn. iii. mem. 12. pi. 42. f. 8. 10.) under the names of galles en
champignon, from their resemblance to a flat mushroom. He was never,

however,able to discover any appeai'ance ofan internal cavity ; but he adds, " II

faut pourtant qu'il y en ait dans le milieu de quelques unes, car M. Malpighi
assure I'avoir observe." He, however, discovered that the space between the

under side of the excrescence and the leaf was the residence of a small worm,
of an oblong form and yellowish amber colour, with two small points on the
front of the head. Under some of these galls one or two only were found,
but as many as a dozen under others. Fabricius, without alluding to these

worms, gives the excrescences as the galls of Cynips longipennis, or Diplolepis

lenticulatus of Olivier, with the observation, " Habitat in galla parva depressa,

monothalama Galliae. Mus. Bosc. ;" and Coquebert has figured this species of
cynips from the Boscian cabinet with two specimens of the galls, which are,

however, represented so small, and so unsatisfactorily, that it is doubtful

whether they be identical with Reaumur's galles en champignon. But in

the collection of Chalcididse formed by Dr. Nees von Esenbeck, above
mentioned, are contained specimens of this excrescence, accompanied by a
specimen of the Eurjtoraa signata ; and in this author's Alonog. Hymen. Ichn.

Affin., vol. ii.p. 43., is the remark :
" Observavi etiam, Septembre mense, hujus

speciei feminam, cum gallam illam orbiculatam depressam lenticularem umbo-
natam basi arete appressam rubram hirsutam, quae in pagina foliorum quercus
inferiori frequens occurrit, ictu vulneraret. Non causa igitur hujus speciei,

sed parasita incolae ejus, videtur." This inhabitant, on the authority of
Geoffroy (who is, however, silent on the subject) and Fabricius, he doubt-
ingly considers to be the Cynips longipennis Fab. But the real habit of this

Eurytoma, as he had previously ascertained, is to deposit its eggs in the gall

produced by Cynips quercus gemmae above described. The puncturing of
the gall by the parasitic Eurytoma is not a proof of there being any internal

inhabitant ; because, as we learn

from Reaumur, one or more
worms take up their abode be-

neath the excrescences ; and it

might be these which the Eury-
toma endeavoured to pierce

with its ovipositor Mr. West-
wood has, at the end of the

month of September, disco-

vered many of the minute larvjE

mentioned by Reaumur, but
never more than a single spe-

cimen under each. \njig. 1652.

b shows the insect of the na-

tural size; c,rf,thegalls reversed,

and rather magnified, with dif-

ferent-sized larvae ; e, larva

magnified. It was chiefly under the larger-sized and more hairy excrescences,
the margins of which were deflexed, that he discovered these larvae, which
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varied in size : it did not, however, appear that they had eaten any part of the

under side of the excrescence. The larvae found beneath the excrescence

were destitute of legs, slightly hairy at the sides, and narrowed towards the

head : they were depressed and fleshy, with two points at the mouth and at

the extremity of the body : they were evidently the larvae of some dipterous

insect ; and it does not appear that they had any actual connexion with the

origin of the excrescence in question. At the same time, he opened some of the

same excrescences, which seemed younger, without pubescence, and of a green

colour, with the margins reflexed, and found in the centre a minute fleshy

white mass, of a thickened and curved form, and without any appearance of

articulation, which he is inclined to regard as the young embryo of one of

the Cynipidje. *

Ot//er Insectsfound on the Oak. It still remains to notice the attachment of

several species of insects to the oak, which do not obtain subsistence therefrom,

but take up their abode either from some partiality to the tree itself, or for

the purpose of feeding upon the different insects which live on it. The
purple emperor butterfly (Apatur« Vris Fabr.) belongs to the former class.

The caterpillar of this most splendid of the English Lepidoptera feeds upon
the broad-leaved sallow ; but the purple emperor himself " invariably fixes his

throne upon the summit of a lofty oak, from the utmost sprigs of which, on
sunny days, he performs his aerial excursions ; and in these ascends to a much
greater elevation than any other insect I have ever seen, sometimes mounting

higher than the eye can follow; especially if he happens to quarrel with

another emperor, the monarch of some neighbouring oak : they never meet
without a battle, flying upwards all the while, and combating with each other

as nmch as possible; after which they will frequently return again to the

identical sprigs from which they ascended." {Haworth Lep. Brit., p. 19.) Of
the latter class, the numerous tribes of /chneumonidae, C'halcididaj, and other

parasitic Hymenoptera, which keep in check the hosts of oak-feeding cater-

pillars, are especially to be mentioned ; but it would be impossible to enter

into any detail of their individual habits, or to enumerate the species. Some
of the lace-winged flies (Hemerobii) which feed upon the A'phides are also to

be found upon the oak ; as well as their curious eggs, placed in clusters at the

extremity of long and very slender footstalks, giving them the appearance of
minute fungi. .Silpha 4-maculata, a coleopterous insect, also frequents the

oak, in order to feed upon caterpillars; as do also s[)lendid, but rare, species

of Calosoma, C. inquisitor and C. sycophanta, the latter of which, both in the

larva and perfect state, is especially observed, on the Continefit, to attack the

larvai of the processionary moths described above. M. Bosc has observed

{Diet. (TAgricult., art. Chene), and the observation affords an example of

many admirable compensations so common in the economy of the animal

kingdom, that this beetle is always more abundant in those seasons when
the processionary caterpillars (which are extremely destructive to the oak)

are also most abundant. (Marquis, Essai sur les Harmonies Vegetates et Ani-

niales du Chene ; Magas. Encyelop., 1814-, tom. v.) Dr. H. Burmeister has

published a valuable memoir upon the natural history and anatomy of the

larva of Calosoma sycophanta, in the first volume of the Transactions of the

Entomological Society ofLondon. *

Oak Barnacles. Among the many curious opinions entertained by the

ancients respecting the oak, those relating to the oak barnacle are, perhaps,

the most extraordinary. The following quotation, from Professor Burnet's

elaborate article on the oak in Burgess's Eidodendron, contains some of the

fables believed by the ancients respecting them ; and we shall add all that we
have been able to collect from other sources. " The word bairnaacle

is from hairn, a child or offspring, and aacle or acle, the aac, or oak

;

signifying the child or offspring of the oak. Munster, in his Cosmography,

* Since this sheet was prepared for press, a memoir has been read at the Entomological Society, by
Mr. W. Smith, giving an account of the discovery of wingeil specimens of a species of Cynips in these
oak spangles. It is not, however, until the month of Marrli, and longafter theoak leaves have fallen
to the ground, that the develiipemeiit of the Cj>nips takes place, which accounts for the previous
non-observance of the economy of the species by which the spangles are produced.
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states ' that certain trees grow in Vonionia, near Scotlantl, towards the
north, whose fruit, falling into the water, is turned into a bird.' Guadaguigua,
an Italian author, affirms the like of the leaves of another tree; and Ruillius,
in the 38th chapter of the 12th book of his History of Plants, mentions trees
that ' bear cockles of which birds are produced.' This fable has been va-
riously reported ; and, among the Philosophical Co72ferences of the Virtuosi of
France, the subject is formally discussed, and many authorities cited, ' con-
cerning those trees of the Hebrides ; the wood whereof, being rotted in the
sea, is turned into birds like ducks.' -(Eneas S}lvius, in his History of Eu-
rope, says that he asked ' James VI. of Scotland touching those tree birds
reported to be bred there ; and learned from word of mouth of that learned
king, that those trees grew not there, but in the Orcades ; whereupon Mneas
truly and handsomely replied, Miracula fugiunt.' Our countryman, Gerard,
however, gives an excellent version of this story; and his testimony shall be
preferred, as being that of an eyewitness ; for his statement, he expressly
declares, was drawn up in chief part from actual observation." (Ama-n. Quer.,
fol. 20.) The quotation from Geriird is as follows:—"There are found in the
north of Scotland, and islands adjacent called Orchades, certain trees whereon
do grow certain shells tending to russet, wherein are contained little living

creatures ; which shells, in time of maturitie, do open, and out of them do ^row
those little living things, which, failing into the water, do become fowles,
which we call bamakles ; in the north of England, brant geese ; and in Lanca-
shire, ^?-ee ge-e.jd' ; but the other that do come fall upon the land, perish, and
come to nothing. Thus much from the writings of others, and also from the
mouths of people of those parts, which may very well accord with truth."
He then subjoins the following account of what he solemnly affirms he had
not only seen, but touched :— " There is a small island in Lancashire, called
the Pile of Foulders, wherein are found the broken pieces of old and bruised
ships, some whereof have been cast there by shipwracke ; and also the trunks
and bodies, with the branches, of old and rotten trees, cast up there likewise;
whereon is found a certain spawn, or froth, that in time breaketh into certain
shells, in shape like those of the muskle, but sharper-pointed, and of a whitish
colour, wherein is contained a thing in form like a lace of silke, finely woven
as it wei'e together, of a whitish colour, one end whereof is fastened unto the
inside of the shell, even as the fish of oisters and muskles ; the other end is made
fast unto the belly of a rude mass, or lumpe, which in time cometh to the
shape and form of a bird. When it is perfectly formed, the shell gapeth open,
and the first thing that appeareth is the foresaid lace, or string; next come
the legs of the bird hanging out ; and, as it groweth greater, it openeth the shell

by degrees, till at length it is all come forth, and hangeth only by the bill

:

in short space after it cometh to full maturitie, and falleth into the sea, where
it gathereth feathers, and groweth to a fowl bigger than a mallai-d, and lesser
than a goose, having black legs, bill, or beake, and feathers black and white,
spotted in such a manner as our magpie; called in some places a pie-annct

;

which the people of Lancashire call by no other name than a tree goose ; which
place aforesaid, and the parts adjoining, do much abound therewith, that one
of the best is bought for three halfpence. For the truth hereof, if any doubt,
let them repaire to me, and I shall satisfie them
by the testimonie of good witnesses." (i/tr-

ball, p. 1588.) Gerard -gives a curious cut of
the barnacle, with the head of the goose peep-
ing out. This extraordinary fable took its

rise from a mollusc (Lepas anatifera,^g5. 1053.

and 1654.) being frequently found attached

to pieces of oak wood that had fallen into

the sea, and which animal had a kind of HHHIl 16.53

fibrous beard, something like the feathers of a
bird. Fig. 1655., which represents a species of
i>epas, supposed to be new, that was taken

G c 4
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from a log of wood washed on shore near Liverpool, in November, 1830, shows

the manner in which the shells are found attached to the pieces of wood- In

the A»iulet for 1830 is a very interesting paper by Dr. Walsh, in which he

speaks of the goose, which was
anciently supposed to be pro-

duced from the Lepas wnatlfera.

" This bird, which is commonly
called the barnacle goose (.4'nser

Bernicla Willd.), is found in great

abundance on the coast of Ire-

land, and particularly in the Bay
of Bannow. It feeds on the tu-

berous roots of an aquatic grass,

which is full of saccharine juice

;

and from this food, instead of

the rank taste of other sea-fowl

which feed partly on fish, the

bird has a dehcate flavour. The
strange story of its springing

from the shell of the iepas was
first broached by Giraldus Cam-
brensis, who accompanied the

early invaders to Ireland ; and
who, finding abundance of these

delicate-tasted geese on the coast,

and also seeing abundance of
shells, attached at one end by
a fleshy membrane to a log of
wood, and having at the other a
fibrous beard, like the feathers of a fowl, curling round the shell, fancied the
rest of the story, which was readily believed from that natural appetite for

the monstrous which prevails wherever the great mass of people are in a state

of ignorance." Before the Reformation,
Dr. Walsh tells us, the fishy origin of
this bird was so firmly believed, that the
question was warmly and learnedly dis-

puted as to whether it might not be
eaten in Lent.

Parasites aiid Epiphytes. The enume-
ration of the parasitic and other plants
which live on the common oak, and
which cease to exist when the tree

ceases to live, would form, says M.Mar-
quis (Essai siii' les Harmonies Vegetales

et Animales du Chene), "a long cata-

logue." Besides these, there are many
which grow on the ground near the tree,

and which are nourished by its decay-
ing leaves. Among the plants which are

found on the trunk and branches of the

common oak, are various fungi, and nu-
merous lichens, which cover the trunk
with green, brown, white, or yellowish
spots, till it often happens that, at a
little distance, it resembles mai-ble. Va-
rious kinds of ferns also grow upon the
base of the trunk ; and mosses, and
other terrestrial plants, grow in the de-
caying bark.

The terrestrial plants, which are found rooted into the decaying bark of old

1655
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oak trees, are chiefly mosses ; and, in very moist climates, folypodiiini vuigiire,

and some other ferns. It is proper to state, however, that these plants can-

not be considered as peculiar to the oak ; but that they are merely found on
that tree more commonly than on any other, on account of the denseness of its

shade during summer. Some oak trees, among the hills

of Westmoreland and Cumberland (for example, in Leven's

(irove, and in the grounds of the poet Wordsworth at

Rydal), have the trunks and main branches quite green,

with the foliage of P. vulgare ; and others covered with a

mossy envelope of diiferent species of //ypnum. The
mosses most commonly found on trees are, i/ypnum den-

ticulatum Eng. Bof.,t. 1260., and our Jig. 1656, H. tenel-

lum, H. serpens, H. lutescens E)ig. Bat., t. 1301., H.
PohU, H. curvatum, H. confertum, and H. cupressiforme

E7ig.Bot,,t. I860., and our ^g. 1658., Leskea incurvatn,

L. ^richomanoides, and L. complantita -E??g. Bot., t. 1192., and ouvJig. 1657.,

Daltonz'a heteromalla, Neckera cribpa, N. pinnata, and various others ; but
none of these can be considered as exclusively confined

to the oak.

The mistletoe is the only truly parasitic plant which

grows on the oak ; but it is so rarely found on it in Eng-
land, that many persons have doubted the fact of that

tree ever having been its habitat.

The mistletoe ofthe oak is, how-
ever, so intimately connected

with all the traditions of the

druids, that we cannot doubt
the fact of its having been ac-

tually found by them ; especially

as we are told that its being discovered was so rare an

occurrence, as to be attended by rejoicings. We also

find that the apple tree was considered a sacred tree, and
that apple orchards were always appended to the oak
groves of the druids. (See Davis's Celtic Researches, &c.)

that the mistletoe grows very freely on the apple tree, the seeds of the mistletoe
might very naturally be conveyed from the apple orchard to the adjoining
oaks, and some might vegetate on them. After numerous enquiries on this

subject,we succeeded in March, 1837, in learning from Mr. D.Beaton, gardener
at Haffield, near Ledbury, that Mr. Pitt, a small farmer in that neighbourhood,
recollected seeing it on an oak tree near Ledbury, adjoining to which there
was a willow tree loaded with mistletoe, from which the oak was supposed to
have been supplied. This oak was cut down in 1831. Through the kindness
of Mr. Moss, gardener to Earl Somers, at pastnor Castle, Mr. Beaton received
an account of an oak tree growing near the castle, on which there are several
plants of mistletoe, one of which is of great age, and its branches occupy a
space nearly 5 ft. in diameter. The mistletoe on the oak grows with greater
vigour, and has broader leaves, than that which has grown on the apple ; and
its stem does not form that swelling at its junction with the oak, that it does
on most other trees. Of these facts we had ocular demonstration from a
large and handsome specimen of mistletoe growing from an oak branch, sent
to us in March, 1837, by Mr. Beaton ; and which, in order that the fact of
the mistletoe growing on the oak might no longer be doubted by botanists or
gardeners, we exhibited on April 4th, 1837, at the meetings of the Horticul-
tural Society, and of the Linnaean Society, held on that day. (See Gard. Mag.,
vol. xiii. p. 206.) Subsequently, Mr. Brackenridge, a Scotch gardener, who
is just returned from Berlin, has informed us that he saw the mistletoe on
several oak trees, neai- Lobsens, in the Duchy of Posen, about 1 1 miles on
the south side of the town of Posen, near to an old cloister, the property of
M. Ebers, to whom Mr. Brackenridge was, for a short time, gardener. Lo-
ranthus europaeus, a [)arasite closely resembling the Fisciim album, is fre-

laos

Now, as we know
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quently found on the oak in the neighbourhood of Vienna, and is supposed

by some to be the mistletoe of the druids. (See our art. Tiscum, p. 1021.)

The principal Lichens that are found on the oak are what are vulgarly called

the lungs of the oak, and its moss. The lichens sold under the name ofthe lungs

of the oak are, Sticta puhnonjicea and S. scrobiculata; 1659

and they are still much in demand in Covent Garden

market," and other places, as a cure for consumption,

and all disorders of the chest. S. pulmonacea Ach.,

syn. Lichen pulmonarius Sow. Eng. Bot., t. 372.,

and onv Jig. 1659., is most plentiful in the northern

or mountainous countries, where it clothes the trunks

of old oaks " with a rich leafy garment. The fronds

grow a little imbricate, but are considerably raised

from the bark, into which their leaves are inserted.

They are leathery, green, deeply divided, irregularly and bluntly lobed, strongly

pitted ; the interstices forming a kind of network, which, towards the margin

of the frond, is powdery or woolly." The under side is downy, blistered, and

pale, with a corresponding network of brown veins. The shields are, " for the

most part, marginal, but not always : they are nearly sessile, flat, chestnut-

coloured, with an elevated, smooth, green border. They are found at all times

of the year, and in tolerable plenty." {Eng. Bot., t. 572.) A decoction of

this lichen is used with milk, to cure all diseases of the lungs. It is bitter,

astringent, and mucilaginous, and promotes expectoration. It was first em-
ployed to cure coughs, Sowerby tells us, because its figure resembled that

of the lungs. It is supposed to possess nearly the same properties as the

celebrated Iceland moss (Cetraria islandica Ach.^. The
name of Sticta (that is, dotted) was given to this genus

from the numerous little pits that are found on the

under surface of the fronds. S. scrobiculata Jc/^., syn.

lyichen scrobiculatus Sow. Eng. Bot., t. 497., and our

Jig. 1660., is found on the trunks of oaks in the

mountainous parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland,

but not frequently. " The fronds spread loosely over

each other, and are rather leafy than coriaceous, cut
into round lobes, and obtusely notched. Their upper
side is glaucous, full of irregular pits, smooth towards the base or centre ; but
towards the margin they are sprinkled with grey mealy warts. The under
side is downy, brown, paler towards the edge, and spotted all over with

irregular bare white spots. The shields are so rare, that Dillenius never saw
them, but copied them from Micheli, in whose figure (t. 4-9.) they are drawn
without any margin. After the examination of many humlred specimens,"
continues Sowerby, " we have found only two in

fructification. In these the shields are about the

size of mustard seed, of a tawny brown, flat, with

an elevated, inflexed, downy (not mealy) margin,

of the colour of the frond." {E7ig. Bot., t. 497.)

The lichen figured by Gerard, as the " oke and
his mosse," is U'snea plicata Ach. : syn. Lichen
plicatus Lin.Sp.Pl., 1622., Sow., Eng. Bot., t.257.,

and our Jig. 166 1.; il/uscus arboreus, &c., Rail

<Sj/«., 64. ; U'snea vulgaris. Sac, Dill. Mnsc, 56. J!'-i-'/'^^o:J.('>C>-

t. 11. f. 1. ; Usnee, Fr. " The whole plant is from ''^-''^^^^'^^'M^H'^^i^

I ft. to 2 ft., or even more, in length, forming a ^^V/Pi)^^^^
thick entangled mass of branching fibres, which \^;^>l^%iO>^
are cylindrical, all more or less divaricated and -K^jU^'^'^h
undulated, none of them straight. They are of
a uniform greenish freestone colour ; the surface 1'

very smooth at first, but in the older parts rough with minute warts, supposed
to be the male flowers. The main stems often crack here and there, discover-

^^
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ing ill the interstices a very tough white
central fibre, which pervades the whole
plant. The shields (a) are now and then
to be found at the divarications of the
principal branches, and nearly of the -iaine &gssi
ct)lour : their margins radiate with, rigid

pointed fibres. This moss was formerly
used as a styptic." {Eiig. But., vol. iv.)

The other lichens that grow on the oak,
says Mr. Borrer, are generally those that

occur on other trees under similar circum-
stances of age, size, and situation. If a few of them have been observed on
the oak, or on oak wood only, they are among the most obscure, and on that
account extremely liable to have been overlooked elsewhere : such as Calicium
niicrocephalum I^ng. Bot,, t. 1865. ; C. hype-
rellum Ac/i., Eng. Bot,, t. 1832.; Spiloma /-'^"-^-©•"^/^f?'^ -A P
puncttitum Eng. But.,t.2An2.; S. fuliginosum K"^' ^^-^'^^iff^eJ'-i
Brit. Fl., syn. S. microclonum Eng. Bot., < ''^--s^^^^iMi
t. 2150,, and oiw fg. 1G62, but not of Acli.i

Lecidea cornea Brit. FL, syn. Z/ichen corneus
Eng. Bot., t. 965., and our Z^-. 166-i. ; Ope-
grapha lyncea 5/7/. FL, syn. Ziehen lynceus Eng. Bot., t. 809.; and the
doubtful Opegrapha microscopica Eug. Bot , t. 1911. ; and Verrucaria ana-
lepta Ach., syn. Z/ichen analeptus Eng. Bot., t. 1848., and our fig. 1663.

Fungi. Among those that are found on the wood are : yigaricus fusipes

Bail., syn. J. crdssipes Sow., t. 129.; A. erinaceus Fries, syn. A. lanatus

1665 ..,!^^m!ii\'''^'"''^ ,

HI, "" 1667

Sow., t. 4^17.; A r/ryinus Pers., syn. A. dimidiatus iS'c/z^^/f!, t. 233., and our

Jig. 1665.; yl. palniutus £«//., <S'o«'., t. 62., and ouv Jig. 1666.; A. ostreatus

Jacq.y Sow., t. 241., and our.^g. 1667.; A. stipatus

Pers.; y/. papyraceus Pe»\s., syn. J. membranaceus
Bolt. Fun., 1. 1 1

.
; Meridius la-

crymans Sc/tuni., syn.Z?oletu5

lacrymans Sow., t. 113., the

dry rot; Z?. arboreus Sow., t.

346.; Daedalea^nercinaPers.,

Grev. Cri/pt., t. 238., Sow.
t. 181., and our Jg. 1668. ;

D. biennisF/-.,i?oletus biennis

Sow.,t. 191.; Polyporussqua-

Crj/pt., t. 207., and our _/?if. 1669.; P. lucidus Fr., syn.

Soletus lucidus Sow., t. 134.; P. sulphureus Fries, Gieo. Crypt., t. 113.;

P. hispidus Fries, Grev. Crypt., t. 14., syn. boletus ^ ^

velutinus Sow.., t. 345., and our fg. 1670. ; and P.

dryadeus Pers., syn. boletus pseudo-igniarius Bull.,

t. 458., the false amadou. This species is not common
in England ; but it has been founcl on oak trees in Rag-

ley Park near Alcester, at Himley near Dudley, and

in Rockingham Forest. It is of a cinnamon colour

wiien young, and whitish when old, changing, when
bruised, to a reddish brown. When fresh, it distils drops ui moisture from the

1668

niosus Fries, Grev.
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P. fomentarius

edge, which are sometimes glutinous.

{Eng. FL, V. p. 144.) It was from this

species that Bracconet obtained the bo-

leticacid. {^ee Encyc. ofPlants, p. \007.)

P. fomentarius Fries, syn. B. fomentarius

L.y and our fig. 1672. ; and P. igniarius

Fries, syn. B. igniiirius L., and our Jig.

1671. ; are both used for making amadou,

or vegetable tinder ; the former being considered the best,

is also the agaric de chene, or agaric des chiriirgicns, of the French drug-

gists. To make the amadou, the outer covering is peeled off, and the

interior part, which is soft and full

of fibres, is boiled in a lie of wood-

ashes. It is then dried, and beaten

with a hammer till it becomes flat

;

after which it is again boiled in a

solution of saltpetre. In this state,

it makes excellent tinder, igniting

with the slightest spark. The agaric

des chirurgiens is prepared in the same

manner, but not boiled in the solution

of nitre. ( See Marquiss Essai, Sec. ; Diet. Classique d'Hisf. Nat. ; Thiekness's

For. Veg.') The Laplanders are said to cure a violent pain in any part of the

body by laying a piece of P. fomentJirius on the part, and igniting it. (Eng.

FL, vol. V. p. 4.) P. vulgaris Fr. and P. molluscus Fr. are common on

fallen branches. An account of a curious deformed fungus (fig. 1673.),

apparently a species of Polyporus, was sent to us in the year 1828. This

_,^>^ fungus grew for 10 years on the oak

Kt^p^fi^; from which it was taken, and was
composed of an aggregate mass of

^
:^^^^.H,Ty tubercles, disposed in an irregular

Mi'4^^4^^d ^"^"""^ • *^^ pores were oval. (Ma^.

^^^^^^P Nat. Hist., i. p. 289.) Fistulina

1673

.J,
hepatica With., Grev. Cri/pt.,t.2iO.,

"9\ and our fis- 1674., is an eatableand our /ig. 1674.,
^'^* ^^ fungus; and it is much esteemed in

Austria as an article of food ; though the taste is rather acid, and the texture

tough. It is sometimes found ofenormous size. Mr. Graves found a specimen

upon an ash pollard that weighed 30 lb. On the oak it 1677

is generally very small, i/ydnum
J5^rinaceus Bull., t. 34., and our

fig. 1673., is found occasionally

upon the oak ; but it is rare in

Britain. Thelephora rubiginosa ^

Schrad., syn. Auricularia ferru-

invfi ginea Sow., t. 26. ; T. spadicea

Pers., syn. Auricularia tabdcina Sow. T. ^uercina Pers. Syn., p. 573.,

Grev. Crypt., t. 142., and ovx fig. 1676., syn. Auricularia corticalis ^m//.,

ear. It is generally found on fallen oak branches, ^.-^^^^aasate^ luso

in woods, and is very common. T. hirsuta W.

1678 1679 Sig£4(:(.,;,^„ ;*>.,;

t. 436. f. 1., was formerly called oak ear, or oak- -2*^^^^^^^^|
bark ear, from some fancied similarity to the human

^

{fig. 1677.) is an allied species, and is equally common. Peziza aurantia Pers.

Syn., p. 637., Grev. FL Ed., p, 418,, syn. P. coccinea Soiv., t. 78., and our
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Jig. 1678., is of a beautiful clear orange-
colour within. It grows generally on tlie

stumps of fallen oaks. P. bfcolor £ii//.,

t. 410. f. 3., and P. cae'sia Pers. Si/ii.,

p. 657., are found on fallen oak branches
;

and P. acicuVM'is Pers., syn. P. ogaricifor-

mis, and our fig. 1679., grows in old hol-
low trees. Bulgaria inquinans Fries, Pe-
ziza inquinans Pers. Si/n., p. 631., P.

polymorpha Sow., t. 428., and our Jig. 1680., is a curiously shaped fungus,
and of a pitch-black colour. It is not uncommon on old stumps and pollard
oak trees ; and is very tough and elastic. B. sarcoides Fries, and our^'g. 1681.,
is also found on old stumps. Cenangium ^uercinum ^

Fries, syn. Hysteriuni ^uercinum Pers. Syn., p. 110., ...wISm;^^:
and our^g.1682., is extremely com-
mon on the small dead branches

^^ which remain attached to the tree.

,^ When young, it bears a close re-

.'^ semblance to a worm burrowing
beneath the smooth bark. (Fug. io'~"+

F/.,v. p. 212.) Stictis radiata Pers. Syn., p. 674., and our Jig. 1683., is

found occasionally on the bark. Tremella mesenterica Retz, and our^g. 1684.,
of a bright orange colour; and T. intumescens Smith Eng. £ot., t. 1870.
and our^g. 1683.; are found on trunks and branches.

The latter is " in perfection in very wet weather onl}',

when it forms numerous soft and pulpy clusters, twisted

and twined like the intestines of some animal ; of a
darkish dull brown, but with a shining surface, obscurely

dotted." (Smit//.) Exidia auricula Juda; Fries, Peziza
auricula Lin., and our Jig. 1686., grows on living trees.

The "upper surface is corrugated ; and the plants branching from the middle
part, where they are strongest, are somewhat convoluted, so as to give the
idea of a human ear. When the plant grows on a perpendicular stump or
tree, it turns upwards." (SmH//.) This fungus is found on the ir^na

oak, the elder, and many other trees. Exidia glandulosa Fries,

syn. Tremella flaccida Fng. Bot., t, 2452., and our Jig. 1687.,

vulgarly called witches' butter, is a curious drooping fungus,

found on the bark. Sclerotium guercigenum Berk, grows on
felled oaks; Sphag'ria botryosa Fries, on hard oak wood; S.

mutabilis Pers., on indurated stumps tossing about in woods ; S. aspera Fries,

on oak branches ; S. uda Pers., on oak wood in moist places ; S. coronata

Hqfi"., S. taleola Fries, and S. ^uercina Pers., on living branches ; and 8.

leiphae'mia Fries, on dead branches. S. uiicula Fries, axid

Hysterium CaxxmchaeMdnum Berk., syn. H. varium Grev.,

are found on oak bark. H. rugosum Fries is produced on
the smooth branches of the oak, and a variety occurs on
the beech ; H. pulicare, on the rotten wood of the oak

;

and Helminthosporium subulatum Kees on oak branches.

Oidium aureum Link, of a beautiful golden orange colour,

was found in the lioUow of theFairlop Oak; and Psilonia

gilva Fries, more frequent on the stems of the larger herbaceous plants,
growing on the flat surface of a felled oak.

Besides these, which all grow on the trunk and branches of the trees, the
following are found on the roots: — yJgaricus aiirantiaco-ferrugineus With.;

and Polyporus frondosus Fries, Schrejf'., t. 127., which is reported excellent for

food, sometimes attains the weight of 30 lb. ; and, in Hungary, has been found
2 ft. high, and 3 ft. broad. When gathered, it smells like mice. Scleroderma
citrinura Pers., Bolt. Fun., t. 116., and ourJig. 1688., also grows on the roots.

Amongst the fungi which grow on the ground under the shade of the oak
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are the eatable boletus and the truffle (the latter of which ^'^^

we shall treat of under the art. Kin;us), both of which are

excellent in cookery. The eatable boletus, or cepe, or ceps,

comprises three species, viz. : — -Z?oletus edulis Bull. t. CO.

and t. 495., Bee. Ft. Fr., p. 3:iO.,Sou<.,t. HI., Roquas's Hid.

des Champ., p. 61. t. 4. f. 2. and t. 5. f. 1, 2, and 3., and our

fig. 1689., syn. B. esculentus Pen. Ohs. MycoL, i. p. 23.,

the ceps ordinaire of the French markets ; B. ae'reus Bull.,

t. 375., or ceps noir ; B. aurantiacus Bull., t. 236., the gt/role rouge, or ronssile,

of the French, a variety of B. scaber Bui/., t. 132. Besides these names,

the different kinds of ceps are called, in the different provinces of France,

hrtiquct and potiron ; and in Italy, porcino and ceppatello

bitono. The ceps resembles a mushroom in appearance,

with a large pileus, or cap, covered with a yellowish or

brownish skin: and the lower surface consisting of slightly

attached half-round tubes, in the same situation as the

gills are in the common mushroom. These tubes, which

are, in France, vulgarly called lefoiu, are removed with the

skin and stalk, and only the solid part of the cap is eaten.

(See Diet. Classique d'Hist. Nat., tom. ii. p. 390.) The
flesh of the solid part is white, firm, and extremely de-

licate, particularly when young ; and it is applied in cookery,

not only to all the purposes of the common mushroom, but it is eaten raw

with salt and [)epper, or made into soup. In Roques's Histoire des Champignons,

4to, several receipts are given for preparing it ; and the following observations

are added on its history and culture :
—

All the varieties of ceps are delicate. The flesh is fine, of a delicious

flavour, an agreeable smell, and snowy whiteness ; particularly in the young
plants, which ought always to be preferred. A great quantityof this fungus

is consumed in the south of France, particularly at Bordeaux and Bayonne,
where it is frequently called chamjiignon Polonais, the Polish mushroom

;

" because it was the Poles in the suite of Stanislaus Leczinski who taught

the French that it might be eaten without danger." It is also much used in

Hungary, and other parts of central Europe, and in Russia. " The best ceps

grows on the banks of copse woods, planted with the oak or sweet chestnut;

or an heathy ground, rather hilly, and shaded with oak trees. In the south

of France, the first gathering of this fungus is in May, when the skin of the

ceps is yellowish, and the flesh white, with a faint tinge of rose colour, and
extremely delicate. The second gathering is in July, August, and Septem-
ber, when the skin becomes of a dark brown, and the flesh acquires a

higher flavour. The last gathering is in November and December, if the

weather continues open ; but the flesh has then become soft, and nearly

insipid. These fungi, which are extremely wholesome and nutritious, grow
sometimes so large, that one or two will suffice for the repast of several

persons." (Hist, des Champ., p. 61.) The Rev. M. J. Berkeley, speaking

of this fungus, in the fifth volume of the English Flora, says :
" Though

neglected in this country, it appears to be a valuable article of food. It

resembles in taste the common mushroom, and is quite as delicate ; and it

might be used to much advantage, as it abounds in seasons when a mush-
room is scarcely to be found. Like that, it can be cultivated, but by a

much more simple process ; as it is merely necessary to moisten the ground
under oak trees, with water in which a quantity has been allowed to ferment.

The only precaution requisite is, to fence in the portion of ground destined

for the production of the fungus, as deer and pigs are very fond of it."

(Eng. FL, V. p. 153.)

Several fungi grow on the leaves, some of the most remarkable of
which are: .'Igaricus r/ryophyllus Sow., t. 127., very fragile, and difficult to

gather without breaking, or rubbing off" the skin; A. y;6rreus Fr., syn.

A. rdliaceus Sow., t. 81., remarkable for its strong and abiding smell of
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garlic ; ^. pelidnthiniis Fr., syn. .1. clcnticul;\tus Z?o/^, t. 4. f. I.,

distinguished by tlic purple s|)icul3e scattered over and fringing

the gills, like those on the lip of O'rchis fusca; v^l. findrosa-

ceus L., Bolt. Fiaig., t. 32., Stnv., t. 94., and our _/%. 1690.;

A. /Jterigenus Fries, a variety of the fern agaricus, with a

lemon-coloured stem ; Clavariay .^ncea Fi:, syn. C. fistulosa

Bull., t. 46.3. H., an interesting species, lately discovered in

Northamptonshire; SphoeVia bitrons Schmidt, Sow., t. 373.

f. 4. ; S. punctiformis Pcrs. ; Phacldium coronatum Grci\ 1690

Ciypt., t. 52., and our ^g. 1692. ; P. dentatum Schmidt ; Phonia pustula

Fries ; Hysterium foliicolum y maculare Berk., syn. H. maculare Grcr.,

iRcii t. 129. f. 2., not H. maculare Fr.; 1692

Sclerotium <7uercinum Pers., Grev.

Crypt., t. 77., and our^i,^ 1691.; Fu-
sidium candidum Lih. ; Diderraa glo-

bosum Pers. ; D. dej^lauatum Fries ;

and fredo Quercus Brondeaii, which

appears to be very rare in this country.

It has hitherto been found only in the

neighbourhood of Bungay, by Mr. D.
Stock, in a single locality. .^

Statistics. The British Oak in the Environs of London. At Whitton Place, Twickenham, it is

75 ft. high, with a trunk 15 ft. in circumference. At Ham House, Essex, it is 70ft. high ; the dia-

meter of the head is 77 ft. ; and the trunk is 1-t ft. 6 in. in circumference. On Ijalcham Common,
about half-way between that village and Ashford Brook, near two large elms called the Brothers,
stands a sound, vigorous, and noble oak. The girt, at 1ft. from the ground, is 22 ft. 10^ in. ; and at

3ft., 16ft. (See Burnet's Amicn. Qucr.,io\. 14.)

The British Oak South of London. In Cornwall, at Pcnllergar, there are two oaks ; the largest of
which measures about 60 ft. in height : it has a trunk IS ft. high before it throws out branches, and
girts 13 ft, 6 in. at 4 ft. from the ground. It contains about 514 cubic feet of timber. The other is

12 ft. 9 in. in circumference at the same height from the ground, and contains about 366 ft. of timber.
In Devonshire, at Bicton. it is 102 ft. high, the diameter of the head 97 ft., and the trunk girts

nearly 20 ft. ; at Lucombe, 33 years planted, it is 51 ft. high ; at Endsleigh Cottage, 15 years planted,

it is 35 ft. high ; at Stevenstone Park it is 80 ft. high, the diameter of the head 71 ft., and the cir-

cumference of the trunk 16 ft. 6 in. ; .at Grilston, near South Molton, it is 64 ft. high, with a pyra-

midal head 58 ft. in diameter, the trunk is 9 ft. 1 in. in circumference, and the trfe is in a growing
state. The Ashton Oak (Jig. 1693.) stands about four miles from Chudleigh. The beautiful drawing
from which our engraving was made, was taken for us by J. Gendall, Esq., artist, Exeter, who
observes that "the Ashton Oak has more the appearance of an ash than an oak, from the extra-
ordinary cleanness of its trunk and limbs. It stands at the foot of a bold slope, which seems to have
been a copse wood for many years. About 30 ft. from the lower roots of the tree, on one side, there
is a considerable brook, and the limbs on this side have a tendency downwards, whilst on the othr-r

side, towards the slope, they all turn up. Beyond the brook is the village of Ashton, backed by
Haldon Hill." {J. Gendall. Cathedral.yard, Exeter, April 3. 1837.) The height of the tree to the
fork, where there is a decayed branch, is 75 ft. ; and the trunk, at 4 ft. from the ground, measures
17 ft. 6 in. in circumference. We received the first account of this tree through the kindness of
John Collier, Esq , M.P., who forwarded to us the following extract from a letter which he had
receiveti respecting it :

— " In the year 1805, while on a visit at Chudleigh, I was induced to walk to

Ashton, about 4 miles, to see the celebrated oak, from which I had heard that a plank 60 ft. in length
could be cut. We measured the tree at 4 ft. from the ground, and found its girt to be 16 ft., and at

the surface of the ground 20 ft. From its loftiness and its being devoid of lateral branches, I believe
that the information I had received was correct, and that a plank of 60 ft. in length might have been
procured from it The Ashton estate was part of the property of Sir Johii Chudleigh, of

Haldon House, who was of the same family as the celebratc<l Duchess of Kingston, she, I believe,

being his niece. On the death of Sir John his property was divided among his four sisters, and the
Ashton estate was afterwards sold to Lord Exmouth, who had property on the other side of the
river ; but some disputes as to the title threw the affair into Chancery." [James White. Dec. 5. 1836.)

In March last (1837) our attention was directed, by His Grace the Duke of Bedford, to a
paragraijh respecting this tree in the Western Times, from which it appears that this oak, " which
is considered the finest in the county, has been sold for 60 guineas, and will be felled as soon
as the barking season commences. About 30 years since it was sold for 100/., but a chancery
suit saved it from the feller till the present period. 70/. were offered for it several years back."
The oaks known as Wistman's Wood, of which fig. 1694. is a portrait copied" from Carrington's
Dartmoor, have been long celebrated, as already noticed (p. 1757. and p. 1786.) In Dorsetshire,

at Melbury Park, 300 years old, it is 60ft. high, the diameter of the head 68ft., and the girt of
the trunk 35ft.; at Compton House, 200 years old, it is 80ft. high, and the girt of the trunk
21ft. In Hampshire, at Strath tieldsaye, it is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the head 89 ft., and
girt of the trunk 19 ft ; at Hursley Park are many fine specimens, one of which contains nearly

14 loads of timber ; at Hackwood Park, three oaks were felled in 1836, which measured 101 ft., 115 ft.,

and 116 ft. in length, and 8 ft. 4 in., 9 ft. 4 in., and 10 ft. 4 in., in girt; at Shartield, near Basingstoke,

on another e.-itate of Lord Bolton's, there is a tine growing oak, 12 ft. in girt at 3 ft. from the
ground, 80 fr. high, and with branches projecting 30 ft. from the trunk ; in the New Forest there are

12 oaks, called theTwelve Apostles, which are finesoiuid trees, though somewhat stag-horned in the
branches, the largest has a trunk measuring 22 ft. 6in. in circumference. In Kent,at Cobham Hall, are
many fine specimens, with trunks 24 ft. in circumference. The Bounds Park Oak, near Tunbridge
Wells, is figured in the folio edition of Strutt's Sylva Britannica :—" At 2 ft. above the ground, it is

22 ft. in circumference ; its trunk is straight and uniform ; it throws out a great number of limbs, and
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bears a grand head
; it is 69 ft. high

; and the extent of its boughs, from east to west, is 114 ft
"

(Lauder's Gilpin, u. p. 256.) There are several fine oaks in the park of Karl Stanhope at Chevening,
near beven Oaks. One of these is 14 ft. 6 in. in girt at .3 ft. from the ground : and the diameter of the
nead is 84 ft. From a leaf of this tree sent us by Earl Stanhope, it would appe.ir to be Q. sessilifl6ra

;

Dut ot this we are not certain. In Somersetshire, at Biockley Had, it is 80 ft. high, with a trunk
above 36ft. in circumference ; at Nettlecombe, 220 years old, it is 100 ft. high, the diameter of the
nead SOft., and circumference of the trunk 20ft. In Surrey, at Claremont, it is 76ft. high, the
diameter of the head SOft., and girt of the trunk 13ft. 6 in. In Sussex, at Cowdray, it is 60 ft. high,

^,
® °V'.™,f'e"; of the head 103ft,, and girt of the trunk 16 ft. 6in. ; at Kidbrooke, 100 vears old, it is

Wttt high, the diameter of the head 88 ft., and girt of the trunk 21ft. The Rookery Oak, at
Kidbrooke, the seat of Lord Colchester, is 90 ft. high ; the circumference of the trunk, at 1 ft. from
nie ground, IS 18 it., and the diameter of the head 70 ft. : the species is Q. pedunculata. The Sussex
i'arm lard Oak, on the same estate (Q. sessiliflora), is 70ft. high, with a trunk 21ft. in circum.
ler&nce^ and a head 90ft. in diameter. In Horstield's History, ^c. of Sussex, Append. II., Botany,

fi ;
\^"°PS''' Esq., F.L.S., p. 6., published 183S, is an account of " a very fine oak, perhaps the

nnest in the county, which grows in the pleasure-grounds of ShefheUl Park. The but or bole, in
neignt 22 »t., measures 15 ft. 5 in. in circumference ; and, as the tree is in a most thriving state, it will
attain a much larger size. The amount of timber now contained in the tree is more than 11 loads,
ineoak in the kitchen-garden is also a beautiful tree, although not solarge as the other: it measures
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1j ft. Sill, in circumference, and has attained a good height; the branches sjjread in the form of a dome
and nearly touch the ground, in all parts of the circle sheltered by the luxuriant foliage of this

splendid specimen ; the diameter of this circle is 95 ft." In Wiltshire, at Longleat, 250 years old,

it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the head 75 ft., and girt of the trunk 19 ft. 6 in. ; at Wardour Castle,

200 years old, it is .Wft. high, the diameter of the head 45 ft., and girt of the trunk 25 ft. ; at Long,
ford Castle it is 60 ft. high, thcdiameter of the head 80 ft., and girt of the trunk 15 ft. ; in Savernakc
Forest there are many large and noble oaks, besides those mentioned in p. 1771. and p. 1792.

The British Oak North of London. In Bedfordshire, at Woburn Abbey, Q. peduncul^ta is 75 ft.

high, and the circumference of the trunk is 18 ft. 6 in. ; Q. scssiliflbra is 90 ft. high, the diameter of
the head is 63 ft., and the girt of the trunk 21 ft. 6 in. Near Bedford, on an estate also belonging to

the Duke of Bedford, stands a remarkably fine growing tree, called the Oakley Oak, which girts 15 ft.

9 in. at 2 ft. from the ground ; the height is 75 ft., and the diameter of the head, from the extremities
of the branches, is 116 ft. In Howe's Park, Q. pedunculktais 85 ft. high, and the girt of the trunk
15 ft. ; and Q. sessiliflfira is 90 ft. high, and the circumference of the trunk 29 ft. At Flitwick House
there is an old oak 60ft. high, which girts 18ft. ; it has a straight trunk about 35ft. high before it

forms any branches ; there is also a young oak, planted in 1818, which, in 1836, was 30 ft. high, and
2 ft. 5| in. in circumference. At Ampthill Park there are two fine old oaks : the first (Q. peduncul^ta)
is 59ft. high, and the trunk girts 25 ft.; the second (Q. sessiliflbra) is 60ft. high, girting 24ft.,

and with a head 100 ft. in diameter. In Breconshire, the largest oak is one (now in a state of decay)
which girts 25 ft. at 5 ft. from the ground : it grows with some other fine trees near the old mansion
of Pantycored, near Brecon, and belongs to Dillwyn Llewelyn, Esq. In Buckinghamshire, at Claydon
House, the seat of Sir Harry Verney, are two very fine oaks : the circumference of the trunk of the
largest is 27 ft., and thediameter of the head 120 ft. : the circumference of the trunk of the other tree,
at the smallest part, is 21 ft. At Harleyford is an oak 16 ft. in girt, and dividing into two enormous
limbs, each from 9 ft. to 12 ft. in circumference. Waller's oaks, near Beaconsfield, are about 100 ft.

high, and 8ft. in circumference: they were planted by Waller in 1730. In Caermarthenshire, at
• iolden (irove, are many fine oaks, supposed to be about 300 years old, above 80 ft. high, and with
trunks from 15 ft. to 18 ft. in circumference. In Cambridgeshire, at Wimpole, is an oak 75 ft. high,
with a trunk 13ft. in girt, which is clear to the height of 50 ft. In Cheshire, at Coinberniere Abbey,
there is a pollard oak 80 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 24 ft., and diameter of the head
75 ft. ; there are also some oaks in a growing state, about 70 ft. high, with heads from 75 ft. to 80 ft. in
diameter, and trunks girting about 12 ft. (For other oaks at Combermere see p. 1756.) At Buckland
Hill, according to Mitchell, there is an oak with a trunk 24 ft. in circumference at 5 ft. from the
ground, and which, at 8 ft., branches out into four large limbs, about 60 ft. high, and spreading over
a diameter of 120 ft. In Derbyshire, the ajjproach to Kcdleston House, the seat of Lord Scaisdale,
is through one of the finest oak groves in the kingdom. We have received the following account of
these trees from the Honourable and Reverend Frederick Curzon :

—" The largest oak, called, jmr
excellence, the ' King Tree,' measures in girt, at 6 ft. from the ground, 24 ft. ; it has a noble trunk
of 60 ft. without a single branch, and appears in a healthy and growing state. The late Lord Scars-
dale refused 300 guineas for it about 20 years ago, when he sold a tree standing near it for 204
guineas. There are about a dozen more trees in the same grove, with trunks girting from 19 ft. to
20 ft. each." In Durham, at Ravensworth Castle, there is an oak which is supposed to be the largest
in the county : it is 70ft. high, with a trunk 18 ft. 4 in. in circumference at 1 ft. from the ground,
and 17 It. at 9 ft.; the head is 80 ft. in diameter. In Essex, the Lawn Oak, at Writtle Park,
according to Burnet, is 25 ft. in girt at 5 ft. from the ground ; and the great Northfield Oak, in
the same park, girts 31 ft. 6 in. at the same height. At Hempstead, near Saffron Walden, is an old
oak, the trunk of which, we are informed by J. Pease, Esq. M.P., girts from .50ft. to 53 ft. In
Flintshire, at Gredlington, the scat of Lord Kenyon, there are two oaks, one of which is 96 ft. high,
and girts 13 ft. 9 in. ; and the other is 83 ft. high, and girts 15 ft. In Glamorganshire are several
fine trees ; and among others the Sketty Oak. We have received the following account of this tree
from that excellent British botanist and ardent lover of trees, I,. W. Dillwyn, Esq., M.P. :

—" This
tree grows at Lower Sketty, about 2 miles from my house. When I first came into this neigh-
bourhood, in 1802, it was a magnificent tree ; but, a few years afterwards, it was much damaged by
lightning ; and one of the main branches, within these 3 or 4 years, has been torn off by a storm.
The trunk is quite hollow, with a circumference of 37 ft. 9 in. at the base; and it measures 24ft. 2 in.

at 4 ft 6 in. from the ground, before any of the enlargement occasioned by the branches begins."
We have received the following account of the Lanelay Oak, also, from Mr. Dillwyn: — " It grows
about a mile and a half from Lantrissant ; and my friend the Rev. J. M. Traherne has sent me its

dimensions as follows :
—

' 38 ft. 6 in. round the base, and 27 ft. 2in. at 3 ft. from the ground.' This
tree is in a much more shattered state than the one at Lower Sketty : one side of the hollow trunk
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is greatly decayed, if not altogether dead ; and the few remaining branches on the other side are so

overloaded with ivy, as greatly to endanger their safety in every storm."* At Aberpergwm, the

seat of Wm. Williams, Esq., there is a fine growing tree, 25 ft. in girt near the ground, and 15 ft.

at the height of 3 ft. In Gloucestershire, at Doddington Park, is a growing tree 75 ft. high, with a

trunk 12 ft. in girt, and a head 90 ft. in diameter. In Herefordshire, at Croft Castle, it is li;()ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 75 ft. ; another is 75 ft. high, diameter of the trunk

S ft., and of the head 9fi ft. ; another, a remarkably regular and handsome tree, 72 ft high, diameter

of the trunk l()ft.,and of the head 104 ft. ; and another, an old pollard, 56 ft. high, diameter of the

trunk 12 ft. 8 in., and of the headSl ft. At Eastnor Castle, 18 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. AboutS,

miles from Moccas Court is the Eardisley Oak, a fine old tree, having an immense head, wider than

that of the Cowthorpe Oak : the trunk is 18 ft. high, and 30ft. in girt at 3 ft. from the ground ; with a

hole at the ground, which, in warm weather, serves as a retreat for pigs and sheep. The Nun-Apton
Oak, near BrinefieUi, has a trunk 33 ft. in girt at 5 ft. from the ground. The Moccas Court Weeping
Oak {Jig. 15fi8. in p. 1732.) is 75 ft. high ; the circumference of the trunk i.slSft. fiin.,and the diameter

of the head, in one direction, is 100 ft. In Tibberton Park there is an oak {Jig. 1587. in p. 1746.) which,

as we are informed by its proprietor H. Lee Warner, Esq., has reached the astonishing height of 127 ft.

;

the trunk 27 ft. 6 in. in height before it divides into branches ; its circumferences averages about 18 ft.

In Hertfordshire, at Hatfield, are many line specimens: one, with a trunk 36ft. in circumference,

and clear to the height of ,30ft., contains 270 cubic feet of timber. In Lancashire, at Holker Hall,

there is an oak 75 ft. high, with a trunk girting 21 ft. : the diameter of the head is 66 ft. The Broad
Oak, atWinwick Hall, is only 30 ft. high ; but the circumference of the trunk, at 1 ft. from the ground, is

17 ft., and the diameter of the head 90 ft. : at 10 ft. from the ground, there are 8 branches, which grow
in a horizontal direction ; and at 10 ft. from those are 6 more branches, spreading in a similar manner.
In Leicestershire, at Donnington Park, 80 years old, it is 68 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk

12 ft., and the diameter of the head 81 ft. ; another, very old, is 61 ft. high, the diameter of the head

66 ft., and the trunk 33 ft. in circumference. At Gopsall, at the seat of Earl Howe, U. pedunculata is

70 ft. high ; circumference of the trunk 18 ft., and diameter of the head 77 ft. In Montgomeryshire,
in the park at Powis Castle are many tine o.iks : one of these is 9"J ft. high, with a trunk girting

21 ft. at 3 ft. from the ground ; the diameter of the head 93 ft. : it contains about 1335 cubic feet of

timber. "The handsomest oak I ever saw," says Marsham, " was in the Earl of Powis's noble park,

by Ludlow, in 1757 ; though it was but 16 ft. 3 in. in circumference at 5 ft from the ground ; bift it

ran quite straight and clear of arms (I believe, full 60 ft high), and had a large fine head." {Bath

Soc. Papers, vol. i. p. 66.) Possibly this may be the tree mentioned above. In Monmouthshire, at

Tredegar Park, 175 years old, it is 85 ft. high; the circumference of the trunk is 18 ft, and the

diameter of the head 75 ft. In Norfolk, at Merton Hall, is an oak with a trunk 63 ft. 2 in. in gilt

{See,fig. lt)02. in p. 1764). It is said that, some years ago, a still larger oak, in the same park, was
blown down. Another oak at Merton measures 25 ft. in circumference at 5 ft from the ground.

There arc many oaks in the wood with trunks varying from 12 ft. to 24 ft. in circumference. One of

these has a clear trunk 22 tt. 10 in. in height, averaging a girt of about 13 ft, and perfectly straight.

This is a magnificent tree, with a very handsome head. In Northamptonshire, at Shipley House, it

is 350 years old, the circumference of the trunk 27 ft., and the diameter of the head 171ft.; at

Easton Park is one 26ft in girt at 1ft. from the ground; and in Chase Park is one26tt Sin. in

girt at 1 ft. from the ground. In Yardley Chase are many fine oaks, besides those already mentioned
in p. 1765. : one, a growing tree, is 70 ft. high, with a trunk 12 ft in circumference, and 28 ft high to

the first branch ; another has a trunk 26 ft. 3 in. in circumference ; and several have trunks varying
from 15 ft. to 20 ft. in circumference. At Strelly Hall, the seat of Thomas Webb Edge, Esq., is the

Strelly Broad Oak, which w^as measured in 1739, after its main arms had been blown off; when it

contained 560 cubic feet of timber, and its head was 180 ft. in diameter. It is now a mere shell

;

but its trunk still measures, at 3 ft. from the ground, 18 ft in circumference. At Deene Park, the
seat of the liarl of Cardigan, there are several large old oaks, one of which is 45 ft. high, with a trunk
girting about 14 ft. 6 in. at 3 ft. from the ground, and a head 81 ft. in diameter. A pollard oak, in the

same park, has a trunk which girts 17 ft. Sin. at 3 ft. from the ground. In a wood at Corby is

an oak 70 ft high, with a trunk girting 16 ft. An oak on the Pascoe estate, \» the same county, has

a trunk 25 ft. 6 in. in girt, which rises (averaging about 15 ft.) to the height of about 22 ft or 24 ft ;

when it forms what may be called an apple-tree head. In Northumberland, at Hartburn, 83 years

planted, it is 74 ft. high ; the circumference of the trunk is 12 ft., and the diameter of the head 60 ft ;

this trunk is without boughs to the height of upwards of 50 ft In Nottinghamshire, at Clumber
Park, it is 58 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 13 ft. 6 in., and the diameter of the head 72 ft :

at Thoresby Park, it has a trunk, clear of branches, 45 ft. high, though only 7 ft. 6 in. in circumference,
and is a fine younir tree. In Cxfordshire, at Blenheim, is a fine oak, nearly 30 It in girt. In Cornbury
Park, Q. pedunculata is 48 ft. high, with a trunk 34 ft 3 in. in circumference near the ground, and
22 ft 3 in. at the height of 17 ft.: the diameter of the head is about 60ft. In Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole
Court, Q. sessiliflbra is 100 ft. high, with a head 60 ft in diameter, and a trunk 13 ft. 6 in. in circum-
ference. At the height of 13 ft., it divides into three branches, forming a handsome and well-pro-

portioned head. It is difficult to name the age ; but 150 years ago it was designated the Large Oak
at Stackpole. In Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle, it is 50 ft. high ; the diameter of the head is

97 ft., and the circumference of the trunk 17 ft. 3 in. In Rutlandshire, in Normanton Park, there is

an oak 65 ft high, diameter of head 90 ft., girt of the trunk, at 3 ft. from the ground, 14 ft. 3 in.

:

the species is (i. pedunculata. Another oak, in the same park {Q. se.ssiliflbra), measured 16 ft. in

circumference at 3 ft. from the ground. Its height, and the diameter of its head, are nearly equal to

the preceding. They are standing some 30 yards distant from each other, and within 50 yards of a
bog. The latter is widely different from the former in its general appearance ; and its straggling

branches and pallid leaves give it a very naked aspect. The other, on the contrary, with its deeply

jagged dark green leaves, and robust habit, has a sombre appearance. In Shropshire, at Porkington,
is an oak 50 ft. high, with a trunk nearly 20 ft in circumference, and a head 90 ft. in diameter ; and
another, in the same park, 100 ft. high, has a trunk 18 ft. in girt to the height of 18 ft., and a head
65 ft in diameter : at Hardwicke Grange, 10 years planted, it is 25 ft. high : at Willey Park, 15

years planted, it is 39 ft high ; at Kinlet there is a growing oak 112 ft high, the girt of the trunk
16 ft.6 in., and the diameter of the head 84 ft ; also many fine specimens, from 80 ft. to 100 ft high, with
trunks from 15 ft. to 24 ft. in circumference, and the branches extending from 80 ft to 110 ft In the

natural woods adjoining Kinlet are numerous trees both of Q. pedunculfita and of Q. sessiliflbra.

In Staffordshire, at Trentham, there is an oak 6Uft. high, the circumference of the trunk 21 ft, and
the diameter of the head 70 ft. At Bagot's Park, there is a twisted oak, about 56 ft. high; circumference
of the trunk, at 3 ft. from the ground, 27 ft. 2 in., and containing 720 cubic feet of nearly all crooked
timber. This is an old tree, and has lost much of its height and many of its boughs. In the same
park are six noble trees, called the Cliff Oaks, in a healthy growing state, and perfectly sound. The
largest of these, which is called the King Tree, is 100 ft. high, with a trunk 18 ft. 7 in. in circumference
at 3 ft from the ground, and containing 620 cubic feet of timber: the others vary in height from
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80 ft. to iiO ft,, and the circumference of the trunk from 15 ft. to 18 ft. : only one ol' these is showing any
symptoms of decay. For the other remarkable trees in Bagot's Park, .see p. 17C9. In Suffolk, in the
Bury Botanic Garden, 8 years i)lanted, it is from 20 ft. to 00 fl. liigh ; at Finborough Hall, 100 years
old, it is 75 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 18 ft., and the diameter of the head 82 ft.

In Warwickshire, at Coombe Abbey, tiOO years old, it is 70ft. high, the circumference of the trunk
21 n., and the diameter of the head 101 ft.: at Springfield, 20 years planted, it is 35 ft. high : at
Allesley Rectory, Q. pedunculiita, 26 years planted, is 32 fl. high ; and Q. sessilifl6ra, of the same age, is

39 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. 3 in. in circumference at 2 ft. from the ground : at Merivale is a mag-
nificent forest of oaks, many of which have trunks 60 1\. high, and of nearly the same diameter at

the top as at the bottom. In Worcestershire, at Hagley, is a noble oak, with a trunk 22 ft. 9 in. in

circumference, and the extent of the branches 105 tt. : at Cioome, Q. pedunculita is 85 ft. high, with
a trunk 19ft. in circumference, and ahead 105ft. in diameter: another tree has a head 11411. in

diameter; Q. sessililiora is 80ft. high, with a trunk 18ft. in circumference. There are numerous
other oaks at Croome, of both species, varying from 70 ft. to 80 ft. in height, and with trunks
from 15 ft. to 18 ft. in diameter. In Yorkshire, at Castle Howard, it is 90 ft. high, the circum-
ference of the trunk 15 ft, and diameter of the head 90 ft. ; at Ackworth, Q. pedunculata is

120 ft. high, circumference of the trunk 11 ft, diameter of the head 74 ft. ; at Woodthorpe, an oak,
supposed to be 1000 years old, is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 33 tt., and of the head 66 ft.,

the trunk of this tree is a mere shell. At Hovingham Hall, the King Oak is 91 (t. high ; the circum-
ference of the trunk, at 1 ft. from the ground, is 24ft. ; and at 32 ft., where it breaks in branches,
12 ft. 9 in. the diameter of the head is 71 ft. The ^ueen Oak is about 70 ft. high, and 24 ft. in cir-

cumference at 1 ft. from the ground : the diameter of the head is 94 ft. Both are sound trees, from
250 to 300 years old. In Studley Park, in this county, are some of the noblest oaks in Europe, per-

fectly sound, and most of them in a growing state. The largest of these (Q. sessilifl6ra) is 118 ft.

high, with a trunk 33 ft. 6 in. in circumference at 1ft. from the ground, and 20 ft. at 5 ft. from the
ground ; and a head 96 ft. in diameter, {'^eejig. 1585. in p. 1744.) The largest Q. pedunculata is 94 ft.

high, with a trunk 22 ft. 4 in. in circumference, and rising 21 ft. to the fork ; another Q. pedunculata
{^ecjig. 1581. in p. 1745!. ; which is a portrait by H. W. Jukes, Esq., made, along with those of above
twenty other trees figured in this work, at the expense of Mrs. Lawrence), is 80 ft. high, with a trunk
24 ft. 6 in. in girt at 1 ft. from the ground, and 22 ft. 8 in. at the smallest part ; and a head 91 ft. in

diameter. There are many other fine oaks in Studley Park, varying from 80 ft. to 90 ft. high, with
trunks from 20 ft. to 30 ft. in girt, and clear of branches to the height of from 20 ft. to 4() ft.

The British Oak in Scotland. In the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, there is an oak, in Dalmeny
Park, 70 ft. high, with a trunk 15 ft. 6 in. in circumference, diameter of the head 96 ft. ; another oak,
70 ft. high, has a trunk only 6 ft. Sin. in circumference, but carries nearly that thickness to the
height of 30 ft. before it throws out branches. At Barnton Hall is an oak 80 feet high, with a trunk
11 ft. in circumference, and a head 82 ft. in diameter : the trunk is sound, and without branches to

the height of 2uft.; but the head is stag-horned and much decayed. At Hopetoun House is a
growing tree, 75 ft. high, with a trunk lift, in circumference. At Melville Castle is an oak, 70 ft.

high, with a trunk 18 ft. in girt at 4 ft. from the ground, and a head 90 it,, in diameter. — South of
Edinburgh. In Ayrshire, at Kilkerran, it is 50 ft. high ; the girt of the trunk is 12 ft. 6 Iti., and the
diameter of the head is 90 ft. In Haddingtonshire, at Yester, is an oak 89 ft. high, with a trunk
12 ft. in girt, and a head 70 ft. in diameter. In Renfrewshire, at Bothwell Castle, is an oak .Wft.

high, with a trunk 14 ft. in circumference, and a head 98 ft. in diameter. In Roxburghshire, at Minto,
are several oaks, about 200 years old, which are 70 ft. high ; the girt of the trunk about 12 ft., and
the diameter of the head 63 ft. For other n.markable trees in this county, seep. 1772. — North of
Edinburgh. In Aberdeenshire, at Fintray House, are four oaks, with trunks varying from 5 ft. 6 in.

to 5 ft. 10 in. in circumference. The oak does not ripen its acorns, and rarely its young wood, in

this county. In Banffshire, at Gordon Castle, is an oak 66 ft. high, with a trunk about 10 ft. in

girt, and a head 66 ft. in diameter. In Cromarty, at Coul, there is an oak 162 years old, which
is SO It. high ; the circumference of the trunk 12 ft, and diameter of the head 60 ft. In Fifeshire,

at Danibristle Park, it is 70 ft. high, with a trunk about II ft. in girt, and 40ft clear of branches
;

diameter of the head 45 ft At Largs is an oak 100 ft. high, with a trunk 9 ft 6 in. in circumference,
and 35 ft. clear of branches ; and a head 53 ft. in diameter. In Forfarshire there is an oak, on the
estate of Lord Gray, at Gray House, which was 68 ft high, the circumfeience of the trunk 17 ft. 6 in.,

and the diameter of the head 90 ft, when it was measured, in June, 1836, by Mr. Robertson, His Lord.
ship's gardener. The same oak, when measured in 1821, was, we are informed by Mr. Robertson, then
only 16 fl. in circumference; and, consequently, it has gained 18 in. since that period : it is Q. pedun-
culata, an<i is in great health and vigour. In Perthshire, at Taymoiith, is a growing oak, 45 ft high,
with a trunk 14 ft. in girt, and a head 72 ft. in diameter. The tree stands in the park, in a loamy
soil on a dry subsoil, and is about 100 years old. In Ross-shire, at Brahan Castle, is an old oak, SO fl.

high, with a long straight trunk 12 ft in circumference, and a head 90 It. in diameter. In Stirling-

shire, at Blair Drummond, is a growing oak, 120 years old, 86 ft high, with a trunk 20 ft. in the bole,
and 14ft. in circumference; diameter of the head 60ft. There are many fine oaks at Blair Drum-
mond, from 15 ft. to 50 ft. in the bole, but no other is quite so much in circumference. In Callender
Park, (I scssilirtbra is 50 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 15 ft. 6 in., and diameter of the head
.58 It In Sutherland, at Dunrobin Castle, is an oak 80 ft. high, the diameter of the head 47 ft., and
the girt of the trunk about 11 ft.

The British Oak in Ireland. Near Dublin, at Cypress Grove, it is .50 ft. high ; girt of the trunk
7 ft., and the diameter of the head 50 ft— South of Dublin. In the county of Carlow, at Oak Park,
the seat of Colonel Bruen, is an oak 58 ft. high, with a trunk 23 ft. in girt, and a head 90 ft. in

diameter; also another, at Garry Hudon, 75ft. high, diameter of the head 85ft, and girt of the
trunk 22 ft : both are single trees, growing in a loamy soil. At Borris House it is 61 ft. high, with a
trunk 12 ft. 6 in. in girt, and a head 83 ft in diameter. In the county of Cork, at Moor Park, the seat

of the Earl of Mount Cashel, y. pedunculJitais76ft. high, girt of the trunk 18 ft., and diameter of the
head 65 ft. ; and Q. sessilifliira is 96 ft. high, with a trunk 24 ft. in circumference, and a head 85 ft. 6 in.

in diameter. In King's County, at Charleville Forest, it is 110 ft. high, the girt of the trunk 18 ft,

and diameter.of the head 128 ft. This noble tree grows on the lawn, in a brown loamy soil on a
calcareous gravelly subsoil : it is a young tree in a growing state. Another is 85 ft. high, with a
clear trunk 28 ft high, and averaging 16 ft. in circumference ; diameter of the head 102 ft. At 28 ft.

from the ground, the tree divides into 11 large arms, which rise nearly in a perpendicular direction ;

and from these spring 135 smaller arms, or branches, some of which droop within 4 ft. of the ground.
A beautifully spreading oak, in the same forest, is only 56 ft high, with a trunk 16 ft. in circum-
ference, and a head 115 ft. in diameter. This tree begins to throw out branches, or rather large

horizontal limbs, at 2 ft. from the ground, terminating in a kind of sugarloaf head. There are many
other fine oaks in Charleville Forest, but these are the most remarkable. In Kilkenny, at Mount Juliet,

the seat of the Earl of Carrick, it is 60 ft. high, with a trunk 25 ft. clear of branches, but only 7 ft. in

circumference North of Dublin. In the county of Antrim, at Bclvoir Park, near Belfast, stands
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the ground, and a head 8* ft in diameter ; and Q. sessihflura is 68 ft. high, 16 ft. bin. in girt, and

the head 90 ft. in diameter. Both are young trees in a healthy growing state ; and Q. sessihflora,

in particular, in the years 1835 and 1836, made a general growth throughout its branches of trom

9in to 1ft Sin. In the county of Down, at Hillsborough Castle, it is 70 ft. high, with a trunk

nearly 22 ft. in circumference, and clear of branches to the height of 25 ft. ; at Moira, it is 60 ft. high,

with a trunk about 16 ft. in circumference, and a head 68 ft. in diameter. In Fermanagh, at

Florence Court, it is 70 ft. high ;
girt of the trunk 15 ft. and diameter of the head 80 tt. : at

Castle Coote, a young oak is 75 ft. high, with a trunk 12 ft. 8 in. in girt, it is a thriving tree ;

another, much shattered bv lightning, is 90 ft. high, with a trunk 10 ft. 6 in. in circumference. In

Louth, at Dundalk, is an oak 60 t^. high ; circumference of the trunk, at 1 ft. from the ground, lo ft.
;

ham Hall, the seat of the Earl of Longford, Q. peduncul&ta is 80 ft. high, with a trunk perfectly

clear from knots or branches for 31 ft. ;
girting 12 ft. at 1 ft. from the ground, and 6 ft. at 31 ft.,

just below the swelling of the branches. The trunk is perfectly straight, and the tree, which is in

a healthy and growing state, is about 96 years old.

T/ie British Onk in Foreign Countries. In France, at Toulon, in the Botanic Garden, 48 years

planted, it is 60 f^. high ; the girt of the trunk 12 ft. In Brittany, at Barres, on the estate of M.

Vilraorin, 9 years planted, it is 15 ft. high. In the Botanic Garden at Avranches, Q. sessilifblia,

40 years planted, is 39 ft. high ; the circumference of the trunk 8ft., and the diameter of the

head 28 ft. In Saxony, at Worlitz, Q. sessilifolia, 330 years old, is 70 ft high, with a trunk 27 ft. in

circumference. In the Grand-Duchy of Nassau,
near Weisbaden, is a very remarkable weep-
ing oak, of which we have been furnished with
a sketch (from which our fig. 1695. is reduced),

by the Honourable Mrs. Wrightson, of Wams-
worth Hall, near Doncaster, daughter of Lord
Walsingham : — " It is a large handsome tree,

the great peculiarity of which is, that all the lower
branches are very long, slender, and pendulous,
more like those of a weeping birch than of oaks in

general. It is a solitary tree, with no other oaks
near it ; and it stands on grass by the side of the
road. There is a legend attached to the tree, that

two lovers, while taking shelter under it, were
struck by lightning, and that the tree has wept
ever since." In Bavaria, at Munich, in theEnglish
Garden, 200 years old, it is 40ft. high, circum-
ference of the trunk 7 ft. 6 in., and diameter of the
head 40ft.; in the Botanic Garden, another [Q.
pedunculkta), 84 years old, is 20 ft. high, and
the girt of the trunk 24 in. ; and 0. sessilifliira,

also 84 years old, is 18 ft. high, and the circumference ot the trunk 1ft. 6 in. In Austria, near
Vienna, at Briick on the Leytha, ISO years old, it is 84 ft. high, with a trunk 15 ft. in circumference,
and a head SOft. in diameter. In Prussia, at Berlin, in the Pfauen Insel, 100 years old, it is 80ft.

high, with a trunk 12 ft. in circumference, and a head 36 ft. in diameter. In Sweden, at Lund, in

the Botanic Garden, it is 56 ft. high ; ;the circumference of the trunk 4 ft. 6 in., and the diameter of
the head 36 ft. In Russia, in the Government Garden at Odessa, 12 years planted, Q. sessiliflura is

16ft high, and the girt of the trunk 15 in. ; and Q. pedunculata is 17 ft. high, girt of the trunk
12 in. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 50 years old, Q. sessilifl6ra is 65 ft high, the circumference
of the trunk 7 ft., and the di.imcter of the head 44 ft. ; and Q. pedunculata is 60 ft high, girt of the
trunk 7 ft, and diameter of the head 40 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Acorns, in London, are from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6(1. per

bushel. Plants (two-years-old seedlings), 10s. per thousand; transplanted,

and from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, 40*. per thousand. At Bollwyller, acorns of the

species are from 2 to 3 francs per bushel ; and plants of the varieties are from
1 franc to 3 francs each. At New York plants are 50 cents each.

It 3. Q. pyRENA^iCA JVil/d. The Pyrenean Oak.
Identification. Willi, No. 67. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 179. ; Rees's Cyc!., No. 75.
Synonymes. Q. Tauzin Pers. Syn., 2. p. 571. ; Q. nigra T/iore Chlor. Lund., 381. ; Q. Tosa Bosc

Journ. Hist Nat., 2. p. 155. ; Q. stolonifera Lapeyr. PI. Pyr., 582. ; Chene noir Secondat.
Engravings. Secondat Mem. du Chene, t. 2. and t 5. ; N. Du Ham., 7. t. 56. : Bosc Journ. Hist.
Nat, 2. t 32. f. 3. ; and our fig. 1696.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves oblong, pinnatifid, stalked ; downy beneath ; some-
what heart-shaped and unequal at the base; lobes obtuse, slightly toothed.
Fruit stalked. (IVi/ld.) A low tree, a native of the Pyrenees. Introduced
in 1822. This species forms a smaller tree than Q. pedunculata or Q.
sessiliflora; from both of which it is distinguished by its roots, which run
chiefly near the surface, and throw up suckers. The trunk seldom r.uains

a greater circumference than from 6 ft. to 9 ft. The bark is dark-coloured
and chapped. The leaves are petiolated ; and the acorns are borne on
short peduncles, generally two together. The tree is readily known, from
its infancy upwards, from every other oak, in spring, by the dense covering
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of woolly down that is spread over its young leaves,

which, on their first appearance (in the climate

of London, three weeks later than those of the

common oak), are of a reddish tinge. The tree is

found, in France, in the Lower Pyrenees, and in

every part of the west, as far as Nantes, almost

always on poor sandy soil. Li the Landes, it is

known under the name of chene noir, tauzin, or

tauza. At Angers, and at Nantes, it is called

chene doux ; at Mons, chene brosse ; and among
the nurserymen in these countries, chene Angou-
mois. The Basques call it amenza, or ametya.

Bosc says that there is a plantation of it in the

Parkof Daumont,atthe back of the Forest of Mont-
morency, some of the trees in which ripen acorns

annually ; and that he had sown a great many of them in the government
nurseries at Versailles. Secondat, who appears to have been the first to

bring this species of oak into notice, considers it as the true Qu^rcus ^6-
bur of the ancients, as already noticed, p. 1722. He says that this oak grows
well in the poorest soil, in which its roots extend close under the surface to

a great distance, here and there throwing up suckers. The wood is of great

hardness, toughness, and durability; and it is chiefly used for the construction

of wine casks. Bosc adds that the wood weighs 60 lb. per cubic foot,

and that it is very apt to warp; but that the bark furnishes the best of all tar.

In the Journal (THist. Nat., tom. ii. pi. 32., he has figured a gall fly (Diplole-

pis umbraculus 0/iv., Cy nips quercus tqjae Fab.), and the gall produced by it,

peculiar to this tree. The gall (^g. 1697.) is spheroidal, fungous within, and

1696

almost ligneous without; smooth, but crowned with from 8 to 12 tubercles,

separated by indentations. The gall fly resembles the Cynips glechomas

Lin. ; but differs from that species in having the abdomen as downy as the

thorax. In the Nouveau Diet. d'Agric, it is said that, in the Landes, the

acorns of the Q. Taiizin are much more sought after for feeding swine, than

those of Q. sessiliflora or Q. pedunculata. The young shoots of Q. pyre-

naica are more flexible than those of Q. sessiliflora and Q. pedunculata, and,

consequently, make better hoops. The leaves and young shoots are much
more bitter than those of the other species, and are often rejected by cows

6 D 3
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and sheep ; while those of the common species, in the same pasture, are

eaten. The wood makes excellent fuel. There are plants in the Horti-

cultural Society's Garden, which, in spring, when their leaves are expanding,

are of very great beauty and singularity ; and the species, on that account,

well deserves culture as an ornamental tree. There are some small trees,

in the Horticultural Society's Garden, 6ft. or 8 ft. high. In France, in

Brittany, at Barres, 8 years planted, it is 10 ft. high. In Germany, at

Briick on the Leytha, near Vienna, 15 years from the acorn, it is 6 ft. high.

In Italy, at Monza, 16 years planted, it is lift. high. There are some
plants at Messrs, Loddiges's ; and, in the catalogue of the Kensington Nur-
sery for 1834, seedling plants are marked at 50s. per thousand. At present

we are not aware of plants being in any nursery, except a few at Messrs.
Loddiges's ; but acorns may be had from Paris or Bourdeaux in abundance

;

and there is scarcely a species of the genus more deserving of culture, for

the beauty of its spring foliage.

Varieties. In the Nouveau Du Hamel three are mentioned: — 1. With large

acorns, on peduncles, axillary and terminal ; 2. With axillary acorns of a
middle size ; and, 3. With small acorns, on long racemes. Desvaux, in the
Journal de Botaniqiie for 1808, mentions Q. Tauztn laciniata, having jagged
leavesj and Q. T. digitata, having digitate leaves. Bosc speaks of a dried
specimen in his possession, which he thinks may belong to the true chene
Angoumois; which, he says, is often confounded with Q. Tauzin and Q.
Cerris. To this specimen he has given the name of Q. Llgeris, or chene
ligerien. In the London Horticultural Society's Garden there is an oak
which was received from M. Schammes of Pesth, in Hungary, under the
name of Q. conferta, which appears to belong to Q. pyrenaica ; but, not
having seen the fruit, we cannot be quite certain of this.

t 4. Q. apenni'na Lam. The Apennine Oak
Identification. Lam. Diet. Encycl., 1. p. 725. ; N. Du Ham.,

7. p. 177. ; Bosc M^m. eur les Cl)6iies.

Synony7nes. Q. conglomerita Pers. ; Ch&ne hivernal, Fr.
Engravings. N. Du Ham., 7. t. 53. ; and our Jig. Ifi98.

Spec. Char., S[C. Leaves oval-oblong, petiolated, siniiated, pu-
bescent beneath, bordered with obtuse lobes, somewhat
angular. Acorns oval, disposed along a short peduncle.
(Lam) The leaves are exceedingly woolly beneath ; the
acorns small, almost globular, and sometimes borne to the
number of 8 or 10 on one peduncle, not above 1 in. in
length. The tree does not attain a large size, seldom ex-
ceeding the^height of 20 ft. According to the Nouveau Du
Hamel, it is intermediate between Q. sessilifldra pubescens
and (i. peduncutata. Bosc says it is very distinct from Q.
pedunculata, and from every other species of au^rcus. He
found it in abundance, he says, on the mountains in the
neighbourhood of Lyons ; and it is also indigenous to Italy
and to the Levant. It is always found in dry places, on
sandy or stony soils. There are plants in Paris and at
Versailles, and in the Bois de Boulogne. The name is in
B'itish catalogues; but no year is given for its introduction,
nor have we ever seen or heard of a plant of it. Acorns
might, doubtless, be obtained through M. Vilmorin ; and,
being of small size, it would appear to be a most desirable
tree for a suburban garden, or to represent the European
diviiiion of the genu8 Qu^rcus in a miniature arboretum.

i 5. Q. ^'scuLus L. The Esculus, or Italian, Oak,

"cycf^N^TO
^'"' ^''' ^^' ^*^*'

'

^"'''' ^°' ^' '^"' ^°- ^-
'
^- °" "*"•• '• P- ^"'^-

'
^^^''

Synonytnes. Phigus £'sculus, mas et'foem, Dalech. Hist, 5. Chene grec Fr
Derivation From esca, food. The £'sculus of the classics is by some taken for the beech tree: but

saysls'f kind"of''oa^'""*"'
'^ """^ believed to be thePhigos of Theophrastus, which he expressly

Engravings. Our Jigs. 1699. and 1700.; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves ovate-oblong, sinuated, smooth
;
paler beneath

;

segments bluntish, somewhat angular at the base. Fruit nearly sessile.
Calyx scaly, hemispherical. (Smith.) A native of the south of Europe;
from 20 ft. to 30 ft. high. Cultivated by Miller, in 1739; and flowering in
May. Acorns have been produced on the trees of Q. £:'scidus in the Hor-
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1699

1700

ticultural Society's Garden. " So little attention,"

says Sir J. E. Smith, " has been paid to this species

by botanical writers, that we can find no certain de-

scription or figure of it, except in Dalechanip's Hist.

Plant. We even doubt whether the plant intended

in the first edition of the Hortus Keivcnsis be the true

one; yet this seems what Willdenow describes as

such. What Linnasus briefly describes, in his Man-
/wsa(496.), under the name of .(E'sculus, seems to be
Q. Cerris ; with which latter the description copied

by Willdenow, and the specific character extracted

therefrom, well agree ; but not at all with the original

and authentic specimen of Q, -(E'sculus in the Lin-

naean herbarium." (^Rees's Cycl.) Sir James next describes the Linnaean spe-

cimens ; and his descriptions agree remarkably well with the trees bearing
this name in the Horticultural Society's Garden : — " The branches angular,

furrowed, and smooth. Leaves scattered, aggre-

gate at the top from 2 in. to 3 in. long, and
1| in, at most in breadth. Footstalks nearly

I'in. long; destitute of the long, linear, tufted,

stipulaceous scales, or ramenta, found in Q.
Cerris, Q. ^'gilops, and Q. austriaca. Young
acorns axillary, nearly sessile, solitary, or in

pairs; the cup scaly; the size of small peas.

Dalechamp represents the full-grown acorns as

about 1 in. long, embraced by a hemispherical

scaly cup, about one third that length. He
says that they are sweet and eatable ; and that

they are brought to table roasted by the Spa-
niards, as well as by the rustic Italians ; but
that they are sometimes found to affect the
head like darnel." (Ihid.) It is singular, that

very little is known respecting this tree even in

France. Bosc says that it is cultivated in the

garden of the Museum ; but that, as far as he
knew, it had never produced fruit. The tree

in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which
is upwards of 20 ft. high, has produced fruit

three or four seasons. The tree in the Hackney arboretum has also, we
believe, produced fruit. Figs. 1699. and 1700. are sprigs taken from the
tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden. Plants, in the London nur-
series, are 35. 6d. each.

Varieties. The leaves of this species vary considerably (see/g. 1701., all of
which grew on
the same tree)

;

and, if it were
desirable, several

varieties might be
selected from a
bed of seedlings,

and continued by
grafting. There is a tree in the Fulham Nursery with decidedly pendulous
shoots, which, being a free grower, forms a very ornamental object.

oo«"'"'i"ri" ^}^^ «"Y'/P"s Of London, at Ham House, it is 15ft. high ; the diameter of the head
2ift.,and of the trunk 11 in. In Staffordshire, at Trcntham, it is 26 ft. high ; the diameter of the head
23 ft., and of the trunk 13in. In Ireland, in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is
30 ft. high

;
the diameter of the head 18 ft., and of the trunk 1 ft. In Germany, at Bruck on the

Leytha, W years planted, it is 34 ft. high ; the diameter of the head 15 ft., and of the trunk 9 in

6 n 4
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§ ii. Chris. Mosst/-cuppcd, or Turkey^ Oaks.

Sect. Char, Leaves lobed and sinuated, or dentated; more or less persistent;

in some varieties, subevergreen, or evergreen ; always dying off of a dirty

white, or i)aper brown ; never with any tinge of red or yellow. Buds
furnished with linear stipules. Fructification generally biennial. Cups
echinate, ramentaceous, or scaly, squarrose.

3t 6. Q. Ce'rris L, The bitter, or mossy-mppedy Oak.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1415. ; Willd., No. 75., Baumzucht, p. 350. ; Ait., No. 28. y. ; N. Du
Ham.,?, p. 182. ; Rees's Cycl., No. 83.

Synonymes. Q- crinlta a. and ^, Lam. Diet., 1. p. 718. ; Q. //alipliloe^os Juss. in Hort. Par.s Q.

burgundiaca, &c., Bavh. Pin., 420. ; Q. Cerris Plln?V, &x., Lob. Icon., 2. 150., Dad. Pempt., 831.,

Gcr. Emac, 1345. ; CiTrus Dnlech. Hist., vol. 1. p. 6. ; the Turkey Oak; the Iron, or Wainscot,
Oak : Chene Cerris, Chene chevelu, Chene de Bourgogne, Fr. ; Burgundische Eiche, Cerr-eiche,

Gcr.
Derivation. The specific appellation Haliphloeos was applied by Pliny to an oak with very bitter

acorns : but it may he derived from /lalis, enough, and phloios, bark ; in reference to the tendency
to corkiness in the bark. The Iron Oak alludes to the weight of its wood, which is much heavier
than that of the common oak. The term Wainscot Oak refers to its suitableness for lining the
walls of rooms, from the Dutch words, ivard, a wall ; and schortcn, to suspend.

Engravings. N. Du Ham., 7. t. 57. ; our^^. 1702. ; and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves on very short stalks,

oblong, deeply and unequally pinnatifid
;

hairy beneath ; lobes lanceolate, acute,

somewhat angular. Stipules longer than

the footstalks. Calyx of the fruit hemi-

spherical, bristly. (Smith.) A tree attain-

ing the same height as the British oak,

but of much more rapid and vigorous

growth. A native of France, Italy, Spain,

Austria, and the Levant. Introduced

into Britain in 1735, and not uncommon
in plantations. It flowers in April, and
ripens its acorns, in the climate of London, in October of the second year,

and sometimes in the autumn of the first year.

Varieties. There is a great tendency in this species to sport ; so that many
varieties may be selected from every bed of seedlings. It also appears to

hybridise with facility, especially with Q. iSiiber ; and from this cross the

numerous race of varieties known as the Lucombe, or Exeter, oaks have
been raised. There are also some varieties of Q. Cerris which appear to

owe their origin to geographical circumstances ; such as Q. C. austriaca,

and Q. C. crinita. The varieties cultivated in British nurseries may, for

practical purposes, be arranged as deciduous, subevergreen, and evergreen.
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* Foliage deciduous.

a. Leaves pinnatijid or sinuated. Cups of the Acorns mossy.

Q. C. 1 vulgaris, Q. C. frondosa Mill.

Diet., ed. 5. (see Jig. 1702., and the

plates of this tree in our last Volume),
has the leaves pinnatifidly sinuated, and
the cups covered with soft moss. Of
this variety there is an endless number
of subvarieties. Fig. 1 702. may be con-

sidered as the normal form : ^g. ) 704.

has the leaves more deeply sinuated

:

^g. 1703. is from a specimen of great

beauty, sent us by Thomas Brooks,
Esq., of Flitwick House : and fig. 1705.,

copied from the figure given in Olivier's -ii^k^v^
Travels, is the Q. crinita var. i. Lam. ^'" *" "

'

Diet., i. p. 718., Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 82.; Q. Tournefortii

Willd., No. 74., N. Du Ham., vii. p. 183.; Q. orientalis latifolia, &c.,

Tourn. Cor., 40., Voi/.,i\. p. 172.; Q. 6'erris Oliv. Voy.,\. p. 221.,

Eng. ed., ii. p. 5. and t. 12.; and Q. i/ali-

phlcE^os Bosc Mem. sur les Chencs. This
oak was originally gathered by Tournefort
in valleys and plains near Tocat, in Armenia.
Olivier says it is met with throughout great

part of Asia Minor and Syria. The timber

is brought to the arsenal of Constantinople
from the southern shores of the Black Sea,

and is commonly employed in ship-build-

ing, and also for the framework of houses. ^:x^

The tree grows to a considerable height, and
furnishes excellent wood. In British plant-

ations, it is one of the most ordinary forms
in which the species rises from seed. From
the acorns of any one of these subvarieties, all the others, and many
more, will seldom fail to be produced in the same seed-bed, and,
indeed, sometimes on the 2706
same tree, or even on the

same twig. i^/g. 1706. shows jv,

portraits of three leaves, S\j\
taken from a specimen of
Q. Cerris vulgaris, gathered
in the arboretum at Milford,

in 1833, and there errone-

ously named Q. lusitanica.

We have observed a similar

diversity of appearance in the leaves of an old tree of Q. Cerris in
the grounds at Buckingham Palace.

Q. C. 2 pemlula Neill in Lauder's Gilpin, vol. i. p. 73. The pendulous,
or weeping, Turkey Oak.— There is a specimen of this variety
in the experimental garden of the Caledonian Horticultural Society,
which was procured from the Botanic Garden, Amsterdam ; but the
handsomest tree of the kind in Britain, or perhaps in Europe, is pro-
bably that at Hackwood Park, from a specimen of which fig. 1707.
was taken. This tree, which was planted in 1800, was, in 1836, nearly
40 ft. high, with a trunk clear of branches to the height of 8 ft. 9 in.,

which, at the surface of the ground, was 2ft. 9Jin. in circumference.
The branches not only droop to the ground, but, after touching it,

they creep along the surface to some distance, like those of Sophdra
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japonicapendula. The largest

branch is about 17 ft. in length

to where it touches the

ground, and it extends about

4 ft. or 5 ft. more along its

surface. This variety seems

remarkably distinct, and well

deserving of culture. The

1707

to us by Lady Bolton, which

we have distributed.

Q. C. 3 variegdta Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836, only differs from

the species in havingthe leaves

variegated.

^iF^il

b. Leaves dentate. Cups of the Acorns bristly.

5 Q. C 4 austrlaca ; Q. austriaca Willd., No. 76., N. Du Ham., vii. p. 183.,

Bees's Cycl., No. 84. ; Q. Cerris Host Syn., 320. a and )3 No. 28.

;

Q. crinita y Cerris Lin., Lam. Did., i. p. 718.; Q. calyce hispido,

&c., Bauh. Pin., 420. ; Cerrus Clns. Hist., i. p. 20.; Cerri minoris ra-

mulus cum flore Ger. Emac., 1340, with Clusius's figure; Cerris

Plinij minore glande Lob. Ic., ii. p. 156., Ger. Emac., 1345.; ^'gilops

minore glande Dod. Pcmpt., 831.; Haliphloe^os, Cirrus foe'mina

Dalech. Hist., i. p. 7. ; onrJig. ] 708. ; and the plate of this tree in our

last Volume.— Leaves on longish stalks, ovate-oblong, slightly, but

copiously, sinuated; downy and hoary beneath ; lobes short, ovate,
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acute, entire. Sti|)ulcs shorter than the footstalks. Calyx of the

fruit hemispherical, bristly. (Smit/i.) Sir J. E, Smith observes that

this tree is " generally mistaken for Q. Cerris, from which nothing can

be more certainly distinct;" we admit their distinctness, but no one

who has seen the two trees together in the Horticultural Society's

Garden can, we think, doubt their being only different forms of the

same species. This variety is a native of Austria, Hungary, Carniola,

Italy, and other parts of the south of Europe, in stony mountainous

places. It forms the common oak of the indigenous woods in

the neighbourhood of Vienna, where it is considered by M.Ro-
senthal, an excellent practical botanist, as nothing more than a

variety of Q. Cerris. The tree from which our portrait is taken

is in the arboretum of the London Horticultural Society. In the

University Botanic Garden at Vienna there is a tree, GO years planted,

which is 40 ft. high,

i Q. C. 5 cchia major; Q. cana major ,Q^ -v/^ 1709
Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 (/^. 1609.) ; the

^^"

'

hoary-leaved bitter, or Turkey, Oak; ^,
resembles Q. austriaca in the form '-

of its leaves; but they are much •--

more downy beneath. There is a

vigorous-growing handsome tree of

this variety in the arboretum of

Messrs. Loddiges, which, in 18.36,

was 33 ft. high. The name cana
(hoary) was originally given to this

variety in the Hammersmith Nur-
sery, but whence the tree was ob-

tained is uncertain.

If Q. C. 6 cana minor, Q. cana minor Lodd. Cat.,ei\. 1836, resembles the
preceding kind, but has narrower leaves. There is a tree at Messrs.
Loddiges's, 25 ft. high.

¥ Q. C. 7 Rdgnal; Q. Ragnal Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836. The Ragnal Oak.
— This variety has rather narrower and more deeply cut leaves

than Q. C. cana major ; but, in other respects, scarcely differs from
that variety. It is a tree of remarkably vigorous growth ; but we
have only seen one plant, which is in the arboretum of Messrs.
Loddiges. Miller mentions a large tree of this variety growing at

Ragnal, near Tuxford, in Nottinghamshire, " which makes a most
elegant appearance; the leaves being shaped like those of the common
oak, but ash-coloured underneath, which renders it very beautiful.

It produces acorns, some years, in great plenty; but, unless the

autumns prove favourable, they do not ripen so as to grow." {Mill.

Diet., ed. 3., App., No. 12.) We have written to a number of per-

sons in Nottinghamshire respecting the Ragnal Oak ; and we find

that the tree was cut down upwards of 50 years ago, but what be-

came of the timber is unknown. There are trees bearing the name
of the Ragnal oak in the plantations at Welbeck Abbey, of which
His Grace the Duke of Portland has kindly sent us specimens

;

but, as the plants have probably been seedlings, they are very dif-

ferent in foliage from the tree bearing the same name at Messrs.
Loddiges's. There was a tree of the Ragnal oak for many years in

the Fulhara Nursery ; but the late Mr. Whitley, a very short time
before his death in 1835, told Mr. Osborne, jun., that it had died a
few years before. Judging from the trees at Messrs. Loddiges's, we
have no hesitation in saying that Q,. C. cana major and minor, and
Q. C. Ragnal, are merely slight variations of the same form. They
all differ, however, from the Fulham oak, and from what is called

the old Lucombe oak, in not being in the slightest degree sub-
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evergreen ; though the leaves, after withering, generally remain on

the tree through a great part of the winter. However slight the

difference may be between these subvarieties, those who collect

oaks cannot do wrong in procuring plants of each of them ; ail of

them forming trees of free growth, and of very great beauty, as may
be seen by the speimens referred to in the arboretum of Messrs,

Loddiges.

** Foliage subevergreen. Leaves dentate. Acorns with bristly Cups.

The leaves remain on the tree through a great part of the winter, retain-

in<f their vitality and greenness. In mild winters, the leaves do

not begin to drop till March or April ; and even in severe winters,

a part of them, on the sheltered side of the tree, continue green till

near the end of that month.

5f Q. C. 8 fulkamensis ; Q. C. dentata Wats. Demi. Brit., t. 93. ; Q. C.

hybrida var. dentata 5if<. The Fulham Oak. Seefig. 1710., and

the plates of this tree in our last Volume.—
Leaves alternate, ovate-elliptic, largely dentated;

the dents obtuse-angular, their sides excurved, and

their vertices shortly mucronate. (Wats.) This

is a fine broad-leaved subevergreen variety, of

which there is a magnificent specimen in the Ful-

ham Nursery. The plates of the Fulham oak in our

lastVolume are portraits of this tree ; the one

taken in November, 1836, and the other on May
1. 1837. It is 75ft. high; the diameter of the

space covered by the branches 54 ft., ard the

diameter of the trunk, at 3 ft. from the ground,

3 ft. 10 in. There is a tree of the same variety

at Mamhead, near Exeter, planted by Mr. Lu-

combe (the originator of the Lucombe oak, and

the grandfather of the present Mr. Pince of the

Exeter Nursery), when he was gardener at Mam-
head, which is 80 ft. high, with a trunk 4 ft. 6 in. in diameter at 1 ft.

from the ground. (See Gard. Mag., vol. xi. p. 128.) There is a

great similarity between the foliage of this tree and that of the Ful-

ham oak, as will be seen by fig. 1711.; in which the right-hand

figure is a fac-simile outline, of the natural size, of a leaf ofthe Fulham
oak ; and the left-hand figure is the outline of a leaf of the Exeter, or

old Lucombe, oak, also of the natural size. But, however alike the

trees may be in foliage, they are very different in their habits of

growth ; the Fulham oak being a branching tree, with a round head,

and a comparatively smooth, though still somewhat corky, bark; and
the old Lucombe oak growing with a straight erect trunk, regularly

furnished with branches, and forming, both in its young and old

states, a conical spiry-topped tree, with a more rough and corky bark

than the other. In the Fulham Nursery there is a full-grown tree

of the old Lucombe oak, as well as one of the Fulham oak, of both

of which portraits are given in our last Volume, which strongly dis-

play the characteristic difference between the two trees. The age

and origin of the Fulham oak are unknown; but Mr. Smithers, an

old man who has been employed in the Fulham Nursery from his

youth, and who remembers the tree above 45 years, says that

it always went by the name of the Fulham oak, and that he under-

stood it to have been raised there from seed. We have examined
the tree at its collar, and down to its main roots, several feet under

ground ; and, from the uniform texture, and thick corky character

of the bark, we feel satisfied that it is not a grafted tree. In fine

seasons, this variety produces abundance of acorns, from which many
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plants have been raised. These plants, though they have the leaves

more frequently broad and dentate, than narrow and sinuate, or

pinnatifid, yet vary so exceedingly, that they could hardly be sold

as the genuine Fulham oak. Hence, that variety can only be pro-

pagated by grafting ; and the stock ordinarily used is the common
oak, on which the Fulham oak takes as freely as the apple does on

the crab. Messrs. Osborne have lately selected a seedling with

leaves broader and less dentate than usual ; and this they are now
propagating under the name of Q. C. fulhanicnsis latifolia. We
prefer the designation of Q. C. fulhamensis to Watson's name of

Q. C. dentata; because the latter will apply equally to several

varieties, and is as characteristic of the Lucombe oak as of the Ful-

ham oak.

t Q. C. [) Lucombeiind ; Q. LucombefiH« Swt.;Q. exoniensis LofW. Cat.,

ed. 1836. The Lucombe Oak, the evergreen Turkey Oak, the Devon-

shire Oak, the Exeter Oak. (fg. Mli-, and Jigs. 1712, 1713.)—
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Quirctis Cerris Lucombckna, in its deciduous state, in the Exeter Nurseri/.

Height 75 ft. ; diameter of trunk 6ft. ; diameter of the head 65 ft.

This variety is subevergreen : it was raised by Luconibe, nurseryman
at Exeter, from seeds of the species, sown about 1762. The acorns

had been saved from a tree of Mr. Lucombe's own growth ; and,

when the plants came up, he observed one amongst them that kept

its leaves on throughout the winter, to which he paid particular

attention, and propagated some thousands of it by grafting. In an
account of this variety published in the 62d volume of the Philo-

sophical Transactions, dated 1772, it is described as " a tree,

growing as straight and handsome as a iw, with evergreen leaves,

and wood in hardness and strength exceeding that of all other

oaks. It makes but one shoot in the year, viz. in May ; but this

continues growing throughout the summer, not being interrupted,

about midsummer, by the pause which occurs between the produc-

tion of the first and the second shoots, in the case of the com-
mon oak. The tree grows so rapidly, that the original specimen,

at 7 years old, measured 21 ft. high, and 1 ft. Sin. in circumference: at G

years old, a grafted tree was 23 ft. high; and a tree 4 years grafted was
\(i ft. high." The shoots are, in general, from 4 ft. to 5 ft. in lengtli;
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Qiit'rcvs Ct')r/s Ljtcombckna, in fullfoliage, in the Exeter Nursery.

and the tree, in Devonshire, Cornwall, and Somersetshire, where
great numbers of'it have been planted, attains the height of from 60 ft.

to 80 ft., or upwards, in from 30 to 40 years. Hayes, in 1 794, found,

by an accurate measurement of a Lucombe oak, made in the 27th
year of its growth from the graft, its height to be GO ft. : its trunk, at

4 ft. from the ground, was 4ft. 6^ in. in circumference; and, at the

place of grafting, 6 ft. in circumference. The " fairness " of the

growth of this tree, he says, and the verdure and long continuance
of its leaves, are sufficient motives to induce every planter to wish
for some plants of it on his demesne :

" but the goodness of the

timber yet remains to be proved." (Prar. Treat., p. 172., note.)

From a specimen of the wood sent to us by Mr. Pince, which we have
compared with the wood of the British oak, and also of the Fulhani

oak, it appears decidedly closer-grained and heavier tiian that of either.
On writing to Messrs. Lucombe and Pince of the Exeter Nursery
for the history of the old Lucombe oak, wc received the following an-
swer. We may premise that the present Mr. Lucombe is in his 85th
year, and that he perfectly recollects his father raising the Lucombe
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oak in his own nur-

sery, as described

above from the Phi-

losojih. Transactions,

in 1772. "Quercub
Lucombeowfl," Mr.
Pinceinformsus,"is

a hybrid produced

between Q.iSuberand

Q. Cerris ; the latter

species being the

female parent. It

was raised by the

late Mr. Lucombe,

,

who was founder of-

the Exeter Nursery,

from seeds gathered

by him off a speci-

men tree of Q.. Cer-

ris, which grew in his

nursery, near to one
of Q. 5'iiber, which
accounts for its hy-

brid origin; the blos-

som of the Turkey
oak having doubtless been impregnated by tiie farina of the cork tree.

Mr. Lucombe first noticed it about 75 years ago, and extensively
propagated and sold it all over the kingdom. When the original
tree had attained 20 years' growth, and was about 3 ft. in circum-
ference, Mr. Lucombe, being then far advanced in years, had it cut
down, for the purpose of making his coffin out of it. He, however,
lived so much longer than be had anticipated, that several \ears be-
fore his death, he had another much larger and older tree cut down,
sawn into planks, and carefully deposited under his bed, in readiness
for the above purpose ; and inside those planks, over which for many
years he had reposed, he was at last put to rest, at the advanced age
of 102 years. The largest and finest specimens of the old Lucombe
oak now existing are growing at Killerton, the beautiful residence
of Sir Thomas D. Acland, Bart., near Exeter, where, in 1834, a
tree, 80 years planted, was 73 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 5 in.,

and of the head 62 ft. At Castle Hill, the splendid demesne of Eai-1

Fortescue, near South Molton ; and at Carclew, the seat of Sir
Charles Lemon, Bart., near Falmouth, in Cornwall; are other very
fine trees : one at the latter place, in 1834, 70 years planted,
being 82 ft. 4 in. high ; diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 3 in., and of the
head 40 ft. The old Lucombe oak differs most materially from the
Fulham oak ; more especially in the general outline of the tree, and
Its habit of growth, as will be seen by the accompanying sketches.
(/g.?.1712. and 1713.). Its bark is also much more corky than that of
the Fulham oak. The old Lucomhe oak cannot be propagated, with
any degree of certainty (being strictly a hybrid), from acorns, al-

though these are produced rather freely sometimes, and vegetate
well ; but the produce differs entirely from the parent ; and we there-
fore perpetuate it by grafting it upon stocks of the Quercus Cerris,
to which it freely unites, and flourishes amazingly ; frequently mak-
ing shoots from 5 ft. to 6 ft. high the first season from grafting.
The wood is of a close texture, and beautiful grain. The growth of
the tree is rapid, and its whole appearance extremely beautiful.
Sketch No. 1., by Mr. Tucker {fig. 1712.), represents the old Lu-
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combe oak in the Exeter Nursery, as it appears in its decitluous

state, from January to May ; showing faitlifully the stately erect

growth of the bole, and the graceful disposition of the branches.

This tree has been only 33 years planted : its height is 30 ft. ;

the circumference of the trunk, at 1 ft. from the ground, is 8 ft. 6 in.,

and the diameter of the head is 38 ft. Sketch No. 2. (ourfg. 1713.)

represents the same tree in full foliage, as it appears from May to

January.

—

Robert T. Pince. Exeter, April 4. 1837."

statistics. Q. C. Lncombeana. In the environs of London, in the Fulhain Nursery, it is

60 ft ti in high ; at Syon, it is ti5 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 7 in., and of the head

37ft. ; in the Mile End Nursery, it is 45 ft. high, with a trunk .0 ft. 6in. in girt.—South of Lon-
don. In Cornwall, at Carclew, near Penryn, it is 82 ft. high, thediameterof the trunk 3ft.,

and of the head 40 ft. In Devonshire, at Killerton, 80 years planted, it is 73 ft. high, the

diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and of the head 62 ft. ; at Bystock Park, 24 years planted,

it is 40 ft high ; in the Exeter Nursery, 52 years planted, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the

trunk 3 ft 6 in., and of the head 4;) ft. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 25 years planted,

it is 55 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 25 ft. In Somersetshire,

at Leigh Court, 50 years planted, and 80 ft. high ; 14 years planted, it is no less than 50 ft.

high, circumference of the trunk 3 ft 6 in., and diameter of the head 20 ft.: at Nettle-

combe, 80 years planted, it is 59 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft, and of the

head 46 ft. : at Hestercombe, it is SQ ft high, and the trunk 6 ft. 10 in. in circumference.

In Wiltshire, at Wardour Castle, 40 years planted, it is 50 ft high, the diameter of the

trunk 2 ft 6 in., and of the head 54 ft. — North of London. In Berkshire, at White
Knights, 26 years planted, it is 27 ft. high, with a trunk 5 ft. In circumference. In

Cheshire, at Eaton Hall, 13 years planted, it is 20 ft high. In Essex, at Audley End,

68 years planted, it is 40 feet high, the circumference of the trunk 6 ft. 6 in., and diameter

of the head 51 ft. In Lancashire, at Latham House, 27 years planted, it is 43 ft. high, the

diameter of the trunk 13 in., and of the head 32 ft. In Nottinghamshire, at Clumber
Park, it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft 10 in., and that of the head 50 ft

In Oxfordshire, in the Oxford Botanic Garden, 30 years planted, it is 30ft. high. In

Norfolk, at Merton Hall, it is 66 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and that of the

head 46ft. In Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court, 30 years planted, it is 48ft. high, the

diamcterof the trunk 1ft. 6in., and that of the space covered by the branches 30 ft In

Warwickshire, at Berkswell, 50 years planted, it is 48 ft high, the diameter of the trunk

3ft 9 in., and of the head 22 ft In Worcestershire, at Croonie, 55 years planted, it is

79ti;. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 50 ft. ; another tree, 30 years

planted^ is 45 ft. higli, the diameter of the trunk is 2ft, and of the head 30 ft—In Scot,

land, in Ayrshire, 'at Doonside, 40 years planted, it is 40 ft Ihigh, the diameter of the

tnuik 2 ft., and of the head 39 ft In the Stewartry of Kircudbright, at St Mary's Isle,

it is 49 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 36 ft In Renfrew-

shire, at Erskine House, 23 years planted, it is 28 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk

7 in.
'

In Cromarty, at Coul, 20 years planted, it is 32ft high, the diameter of the trunk

13in., and of the head 18 ft In Forfarshire, at Kinnaird Castle, 55 years old, it is 45 ft.

highj'the diameterof the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 36 ft. In Perthshire, in Dick-

son a'nd Turnbull's Nursery, 40 years old, it is 54 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft

,

and that of the head 26 ft.— In Ireland. In the environs of Dublin, at Castletown, 50 ft

high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and that of the head 38 ft In the county of

Cork, at Castle Freke, it is 39ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head

30 ft. In Fermanagh, at Castle Coole, it is 46 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft

6 in., and that of the head 57 ft In Louth, at Oriel Temple, 60 years planted, it is 67 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 46 ft.

*** Foliage evergreen, or very nearly so. Leaves varying from dentate

to simiate. Cups of the Acorns bristly.

This section consists entirely of subvarieties of the Lucombe oak,

which differ from the parent in being nearly evergreen ; and respecting

which the following observations have been obligingly sent to us by

Mr. Pince :
— " These subvarieties were all raised by the present Mr. Lu-

combe, from acorns gathered from the old Lucombe oak, about 45 years

ago (1792). Of the first three of these, there are large specimens in the

Exeter Nursery ; being the original trees selected by Mr. Lucombe, and

from which the plants exposed for sale are propagated. These fine

trees," Mr. Pince continues, " which are the admiration of all who visit

the Exeter Nursery, differ in many very material respects from their

parent, but in nothing so much as being evergreen. There is a peculiarity

in these trees, however, as evergreens, which deserves to be noticed. It

is, that in the month of May, when the young leaves burst forth, the old

ones, whicli are still quite fresh and green, are entirely and simul-

taneously cast off, so that the tree appears bare ; but so rapid is

the change, that a kvr days suffice to clothe it afresh in full verdure.

Therefore, although these varieties are, to a great extent, decidedly

evergreen, they cannot strictly come under that denomination. The
bark is very corky, and the leaves are of a glossy blackish green

6 E
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colour. The new evergreen Lucombc oaks are exceedingly rapid in

their growth, and very hardy: they are most ornamental trees; and,

for producing an immediate and permanent effect in parks, and on

lawns, &c., they have no equal. 1 have seen several instances of their

growing vigorously in bleak exposed situations, where the common oak

and elm will not succeed : in the vicinity of the sea they grow with

great luxuriance ; and, in such situations, are equally valuable with the

Q. P\ex. I send you dimensions and specimens of our large trees of

each of the three varieties. We propagate them by grafting, in the same

manner as we do the old Lucombe oak,— Robert T. Pince. Exeter

Nui-sery, April 4. 1837."

Mr. Pince remarks, in a subsequent letter, which accompanied some
specimens of bark of all these varieties:—"I wish particularly to call your

attention to the specimens of bark of the varieties of the new evergreen

Lucombe oaks, which I send you herewith. You will observe that they

are very corky. The produce of hybrids often assimilates to one parent

more than to another : and thus, in the varieties of the new Lucombe
oak alluded to, there is a great assimilation to the male parent, Q. iS'uber, in

the thickness and texture of the bark, the density of the wood, and the

dark green, almost black, evergreen foliage; whilst, in the conical shape

of the tree, and its rapid growth, the habits of the female parent are

retained. — Id. April 20."

} Q. C 10 L. crispa, Q. hucomhedna
crispa Hort., the new Lucombe Oak,

(^g' I7I5.)ha3 the leaves somewhat
curled at the edges, and the bark

1715

1716

corky. Fig. 1717. c shows the form

of the leaf, in its natural size ; and

^g. 1718. is a portrait, by Mr. Gcndall

of Exeter, of the specimen tree in the

Exeter Nursery ; which, 45 years planted, is 63 ft. high ; and the

diameter of the trunk, at 1 ft. from the ground, is 3 ft. The bark,

from the specimens sent to us, bears a close external resemblance to

that of the cork tree, and is above 1 in. thick.

i Q. C. 11 Z>. suberom, Q. L. suberosa Hort., (Jig. 1717. «) has the leaves

somewhat longer, and the bark double the thickness of the preceding

variety ; the specimen sent us measuring 2 in. in thickness. The
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specimen tree in the Exeter Nursery is 45 ft. higii; and the trunk, at

the base, measures 7 ft. 6 in. in circumference.

I Q. C. 12 L. iticha, Q. L. incisu HorL, (Jig. 1717.6) has the leaves

longer, and somewhat more deeply cut, than those of the preceding

varieties. The tree in the Exeter Nursery is 43 ft. high ; and the

circumference of the trunk, at the base, is 7 ft.

I Q. C. 13 L.dentdta, Q. L.dentata Hurt., {fig. 1716.) is a fine large-leaved

evergreen variety, lately raised in the Exeter Nursery, and of which
there will be plants for sale in the autumn of 1837.

i. Q. C 14 livtcropliijlla, Q. L. heterophylla Ilort., (fig. 1719.) has very

variable foliage, and is also a recent production of the Exeter Nur-
sery. 0( these two new seedlings, Messrs. Lucombe anil Pince inform

us that they have a great opinion.

Ol/ier Varieties. Q. C. biilldla, the blistered, or rough-leaved, Turkey
oak, is mentioned by Miller; and he probably meant it to apply to Q.. C. cana,

which has rougher leaves than any other variety that we are acquainted

with. In the F"ulham Nursery there is a variety of the Fulhani oak pro-

pagated, Q. C'. deiitdia pcndula, which is said to have pendulous shoots

;

but we have never seen a [)lant large enough to enable us to determine

whether it is sufficiently distinct to be recorded as such. To the varieties

mentioned above some dozens might be added, by selecting specimens with

widely ditierent-shaped leaves, and continuing them by grafting. In short,

6 E '2
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Qiidrcus Corn's Lvcombeknii crispa, in the Exeter Nursery.

Height 63 ft.
;

girt of tlie trunk 9 ft. ; diameter of the head 48 ft.

with the exception of the Lucombe and the Fulham oaks, and the pendu-

lous-branched Turkey oak, we think that the varieties of Q. Cerris are

scarcely worth keeping apart, since equally interesting ones may at any time

be obtained by raising a number of plants from the acorn. In proof of this

we may refer to any plantation containing a number of Turkey oaks which

have been raised from seed ; and one that just occurs to us is a small

avenue of these trees in the Zoological Gardens in the Regent's Park.

Dcxn-iptioji, ^c. The Turkey oak is a free-growing tree, with straight vigo-

rous branches, which take a much more upright direction than those of the

British or common oak ; and both branches and twigs are, in every stage of

the tree's growth, wholly free from the tortuous character of those of that

species. The trunk is also straighter ; but the branches, at their junction
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1719with it, being remark-
able for an uimsual
degree of expansion,

as shown in ^g.
1720., the trunks of

middle-aged trees, as it

is observed in the Dic-
tionnaire des Eau.v et

Forcts, often appear

gibbous, Tlie bark is

comparatively smooth
and dark when young,
but corky as it grows
old; and it is reckoned
less liable to chap and
crack than that of the

commonoak. Theleaves
are of a beautiful bright

shining green,somewhat
glaucous or hoary be-

neath ; and they vary

so exceedingly in size

and shape in different

trees raised from seed,

that almost every in-

dividual, if described

from the leaves alone, might be constituted a distinct species : they have
short footstalks, and are most readily distinguished from those of oaks of every
other section by their small buds, and the numerous linear persistent stipules

which proceed from them. The acorns are sessile,

or on very short footstalks ; and they are easily

known by the bristly or uiossy clothing of their

cups. They are remarkably bitter and austere; a

circumstance noticed by Pliny, who says, "Glans cerro

tristis, horrida, echinato calice, seu castanege." (See
Secondat, &c., p. 15.) In the climate of London, young
plants make shoots, in one season, of from 1 ft. 6 in.

to 3 ft. or 4 ft. in length ; and, in ten years from the

acorn, in good soil, they will attain the height of from 25 ft. to 35 ft. Even
in the comparatively cold climate of Knedlington, near Howden, in Yorkshire,

plants, seven years from the acorn, have attained the height of 12 ft. (See
Gard. Mag., vol. xi. p. 251.) The duration of the tree does not appear to

be nearly so great as that of the British oak ; and the timber, after 50 or 60
years' growth, is apt to get shaky. There are very fine specimens of this

tree in the neighbourhood of London, at Syon, Muswell Hill, and Fulham
Palace; of the first two of which there are portraits in our last Volume.

Geography, History, Sfc. The range of the Quercus Cerris, as we have seen

under the head of Specific Character, is limited to the middle and south of

Europe, and the west of Asia. The tree, though known to Pliny, has been

very little noticed by modern botanists, even on those parts of the Continent

where it is indigenous ; and in England, Sir J. E. Smith, only a few years

ago, had never seen the acorns. In the catalogues, it is indicated as having

been brought into cultivation by Miller, in or before 1735, as it is first

mentioned in the Appendix to the third edition of his Dictionary, published

in that year. It had existed in the country, however, long before that period;

because, in the same edition of the Dictionary, the Ragnal Oak, already noticed

among the varieties (p. 184-9.), is described as a large tree.

Properties and Uses. The wood and bark of the Turkey oak are by some
considered as having the same properties as those of the British oak ; but, as it

6 E 3
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is only about a century since the tree was introduced into this country, very

few specimens have attained a sufficient size to be cut down for timber, and

very little experience has been obtained on the subject. One of considerable

dimensions, felled, a few years ago, in a part of the Mile End Nursery which

was given up for building on, and employed as posts and boarding in a stable,

is said to have decayed with extraordinary rapidity. Mr. Atkinson, who has

made several experiments with the wood of the common oali (see p. 1787.),

wished to try some with that of Q. Cerris, but was only able to obtain one

specimen of sufficient age grown in England. This was about 1826, when

two trees were cut down at East Ilampstead, in Berkshire, a seat belonging

to the Marquess of Downshire ; and the wood was made into doors for the

principal rooms of the mansion. The wood of this tree, Mr. Atkinson says, " is

much finer in the grain than that of our British oak, or foreign wainscot : it

takes a better polish, and is more beautiful, than any other oak that I have

ever seen. From only a single specimen, which I had broken, it was not so

strong as our native oak, but equal in toughness ; but my specimen being

rather cross-grained, it was not a correct experiment, and I suspect it is

equal in strength to our oak. For all ornamental purposes, where the

wood has to be polished, it is superior ; and must be a profitable tree to

plant, as it grows much quicker than our common oaks; and I have seen it

thrive rapidly in poor land." (Hort. Trans., 2d series, vol. i. p. 338.) On
application to the Marquess of Downshire, in March, 1837, to ascertain the

present opinion entertained at East Hampstead respecting the wood of the

Turkey oak, we have been informed that the wood is not much inferior to

that of the English oak if kept quite in the dry; but that it will not stand in

water, or in situations where it is alternately wet and dry, so well as that spe-

cies : that if the tree is allowed to grow to the ordinary age at which the

British oak is felled, the wood is very apt to get shaky at the heart : and
that Turkey oaks require to be felled as soon as any dead twigs are seen in

the topmost boughs ; or in about 60 or 80 years after planting. Mr. Richard-
son, who has witnessed the rapid growth of the Q. Cerris at Lady Tankerville's

villa at Walton on Thames, where he has been gardener for upwards of 40
years, says that, in deep sandy soil, it grows much faster, and makes a taller

straighter tree, with more timber in the trunk in comparison to what is con-
tained in the branches, than either the common oak, or any other species of
the genus. ( See Gm-d. Mag., vol. x. p. 336.) In the Dictionnaire des Eaux
ct Forcts, the wood is said to be very solid, and very good both for civil and
naval purposes ; more especially that which is grown in the south of France;
which, from the warmth of the climate, is found to be harder and more durable
than that grown in the north. Bosc, and also the writers of the article on
Quercus in the Nouvcau Dii Hamel, say that the wood is preferred for ship-

building in the south of France ; and also that the tree attains a larger size on
poor sandy soil than the common oak. In Olivier's Travels, it is stated that
the wood of Q. Cerris is brought to Constantinople from the southern shores
of the Black Sea, and employed both in ship-building and in the framework
of houses. Whatever may be the properties of the wood of the Turkey oak
in the south of Europe or the Levant, the experience of it in Britain, hitherto,

can hardly justify our recommending it for other purposes than those of
cabinet-making and joinery, The tree, however, is one of very great beauty,
both in point of form and foliage; and, being of great rapidity of growth, it is

equalled by few for ornamental plantations. The foliage of some varieties is

persistent, like that of the beech and the hornbeam : and of others, supposed,
as we have seen (p. 1835.), to be hybrids, it is subevergreen, or so near being
completely evergreen, as to be retained on the trees till May.

Propagation and Culture. The species, and most of the varieties, ripen
acorns in England, from which plants are raised with great facility; but the
varieties, like those of every other oak, being very liable to sport, can only
be continued by grafting or by layers. The stocks employed may be either

those of Q. Cerris, or of the common British oak ; and the grafting may be
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performed in the whip manner, with as great certainty of success as in graft-

ing common fruit trees. Some nurserymen find the new evergreen varieties

of the new Lucombc oak to take by grafting more readily than the old Lu-

combe oak ; and others prefer stocks of Q. pedunculata to those of Q. Ccrris.

In the nursery, the plants ought to be annually removed ; because scarcely

any species of oak suifers so much from transplanting as the different varieties

of Q. C'erris. Purch:i.sers of these varieties, therefore, would do well to

bespeak them from the grower a year before they require them to be taken

up ; or to purchase them in spring, on condition of their being immediately

taken up, pruned, and replanted, preparatory to their being taken up and re-

moved to their final destination in the succeeding autumn. It is much better

for a purchaser to pay double the usual price for plants properly treated in

the nursery, than to have one half, or, as we have known sometimes, two

thirds, of them entirely fail from nursery mismanagement.

statistics. In the environs of London, at York House, Twickenham, 50 years planted, it is 50 ft.

hieh, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. fi in., and of the head '20 ft. ; at the Priory, at Stanmore it is 53 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 10 in., and of the head 32 ft. ; at Syon, it is 70 tt high, the dia-

meter of the trunk 2 ft. 8in , and that of the head 73 ft. ; at Muswell Hill, 72 years old, it is 62 ft.

high, the diameter of the head 50 ft. — South of London. In Cornwall, at Carclew, it is 7i ft. high,

the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 9 in., andof the head 64 ft. In Devonshire, at Mamhead, there are three

trees, the largest of which is 100 ft. high, and the others 90 ft. and 80 ft. respectively; the circum-

ference of the trunk of the first is 12 ft., of the second 15 ft., and of the third 14 ft 1 in. ; the probable

age of these trees is between 70 and 80 years, having been planted by Mr. Lucombe : at Killerton,

Si vears planted, it is 67 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 43 ft. : at Bystock

Park, 18 vears planted, it is 50 ft. high ; and at Endsleigh Cottage, 15 years planted, it is 40 ft. high.

In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 44 years planted, it is 70ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft.

9 in., and of the head 40 ft. In the Isle of Wight, in Wilkins's Nursery, 30 years planted, it is 4<)tt,

high. In Kent, at Cobham Hall, 13 years planted, it is 36 ft. high. In Somersetshire, at Nettle-

combe, 68 vears planted, it is 74 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft, and that of the head 71 ft.

In Surrey, 'at Deepdene, 10 years planted, it is 24 ft high. ; at Nutfleld Blechingley, 21 years planted,

it is 34 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk is 2ft lOin., and of the head 27 ft. In Wiltshire, at

Longleat, 50 years planted, the species is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6in., and of the head

40 ft. ; at Longford Castle, it is 60 ft high, diameter of the trunk 3ft.6in., and ofthe head 66 ft—North
of London. In Bedfordshire, at Woburn Abbey, specimens 24 years old are from 30 ft to 40 ft. high

;

at Ampthill, 85 years planted, it is SO ft high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft, and of the head 50 ft. In

Denbighshire, at Kinmel Park, 20 years planted. It is 32 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the

head 18 ft.; at Eaton Hall, 14 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Lancashire, at Latham House,

27 vears planted, it is .37 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 16 in., and of the head 32 ft. In Leices-

tershire, at Whitton House, 30 years planted, it is 46 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 10 in.

In Nottinghamshire, at Clumber Park, it is oS ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft 10 in., and of

the head 52 ft. In Northamptonshire, at Wakefield Lodge, 10 years planted, it is 26 ft high. In

Shropshire, at Hardwicke Grange, 10 vears planted, it is 32ft high, the diameter of the trunk Sin.

In Warwickshire, at Allesley, 26 years planted, it is 48 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 17 in. ; at

Springfield, 30 years planted, it is »4ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 11 in. In Worcestershire,

at Croome, it is SO ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 9 in., and of the head 80 ft. In Yorkshire, at

Kiplev Castle, 16 years planted, it is 34 ft high, the diameter of the trunk lOin., and ofthe head

12 ft. ; at Knedlington, 7 years from the acorn, it is 12 ft high,—In Scotland. In the environs of Edin-

burgh, at Hopetoun House, it is 50ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. Sin., and of the head
52 ft. — South of Edinburgh. In Renfrewshire, at Erskine House, 25 years planted, it is 36 ft. high,

the diameter ofthe trunk II in.— North of Edinburgh. In Cromarty, at Coul, 20 years planted, it is

38 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 13 in., and of the head :J) ft. In Ross-shire, at Brahan Castle,

it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and that of the head 35 ft—In Ireland. In the

environs of Dublin, in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is 35 ft high, the

diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 4 in., and of the head 25 ft ; at Cypress Grove, it is 70 ft. high, the dia-

meter of the trunk 2ft., and of the head 50ft. In King's county, at Charleville Forest, 10 years

planted, it is 24ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 14 ft In Fermanagh,
at Florence Court, S8 years planted, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft 6 in., and of the

head 56 ft.

In Foreign Countries. In France, in Brittany, at Barres, 12 years planted, it is SO ft. high. In

Hanover, at Giittingen, in the Botanic Garden, 25 years old, it is SO ft high, the diameter of the

trunk 8 in., and of the head 20ft. In Bavaria, in the Botanic Garden, Munich, 20 years old, it is

15 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 6 in. In Austria, at Vienna, in the University Botanic

Garden, 20 years old, it is 25 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 12 ft. ; at Briick

on the Lcytha, 50 vears old, it is 36ft high. In Prussia, at Berlin, at Sans .Souci, 50 years old, it is

40 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 18 ft. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Moiiza,

£4 years planted, it is 35 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk I ft 8 in., and of the head 22 ft

Commercial Siathtics. Acorns, in London, 105. per bushel; one year's seed-

ling plants, \0s. per thousand; two years' seedlings, 50s. per thousand; two
years' seedlings, one year transplanted, 20s. per thousand. The Lucombe
and Fulham oaks, from 2s. 6(1. to .3*. 6^/. each. Q. t'erris, at Bollwyller, is 2

francs a plant; at New York, 30 cents, and the Lucombe oak 1 dollar.

5 7. Q. yE'oiLOPS L. The iEgilops, or Valonia, Oak.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1414. ; Willd., No. 61. ; Ait, No. 20.; Mill. Ic. t. 215.; Oliv. Trav.

Eng ed vol. 2. p. 44. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 17.5. ; Smith in Kees's Cycl., No. M.

Si/noiiymes. Q. orientalis, &c., Tount. Cw., 40.; -E'gilops sive Ccrrus mas C. Bauhin, Sccomfat

;

() E 4
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Vel&ni Tourn. Voy., 1. p. 128. ; Glins Cerri Dalech. His/., 1. p. 7., the great prickly-cupped Oak ;

Cheiie Velani, Fr. ; Chene Velangde Susc; Knopper Eichc, Ger.

Engravings. Mill. Ic, 2. t. 215. ; Oliv. Travel., t. 13. ; N. Du Ham., 7. t. 51. ; our fig. 1721. ; and the

plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves ovate-oblong, with bristle-pointed tooth-like lobes

;

hoary beneath. Calyx of the fruit very large, hemispherical, with lanceo-

late, elongated, spreading scales, {Smith.') A tree, a native of the islands

of the Archipelago, and throughout all Greece ; at-

taining, according to Tournefort, the dimensions of

the common oak, in favourable situations in the Le-

vant; but not growing even so high as the Turkey
oak, according to Olivier. It was introduced in

1731, but has never been extensively cultivated.

Leaves stalked, about 3 in. long, bright green ; a little

downy at the back ; their edges very coarsely and

acutely serrated, rather than lobed; each tooth tipped

with a bristly point. Acorn large, short, and a little

hollow at the top. Cup sessile, woody, 2 in. or 3 in. in

diameter, from the projection of its numerous, long,

oblong, reflexed, petal-like scales. The tree, accord-

ing to Olivier, is not so lofty as the Turkey oak; nor

is the wood much esteemed, except in cabinet-work.

Miller observes that this is " one of the fairest 1721

species of oak in the world ;" that it thrives very well in the open
air in England, and is never injured by frost. The fruit, according to

Martyn's Miller, is called velani; and the tree, velanida, by the modern
Greeks ; but, according to Olivier, the name velani is applied to the tree,

and velanida to the fruit. The cups and acorns are annually brought to

Europe, where they are in great demand for tanning, being said to contain

more tannin in a given bulk of substance than any other vegetable. Ac-
cording to M'CuUoch, these acorns, which are commonly called valonia,

form a very considerable article of export of the Morea and the Levant

;

averaging, in 1831 and 1832, nearly 150,000 cwt. a year, and being sold at

from 12/. to 15/. per ton. " The more substance there is in the husk, or

cup, of the acorn, the better. It is of a bright drab colour, which it pre-

serves so long as it is kept dry ; and dampness injures it, as it then turns

black, and loses both its strength and value. It is principally used by tan-

ners, and is always in demand. Though a very bulky article, it is uniformly

bought and sold by weight. A ship can only take a small proportion of her

register tonnage of valonia; so that its freight per ton is always high."

(APCull. Diet., p. 1203.) We agree with Miller in considering Q. ^'gilops
as one of the most splendid species of the genus, and we would strongly

recommend it to every lover of fine trees. A kind of gall is found on this

tree, somewhat similar to that found on Q. infectoria, and which is employed
in the same manner. These galls are rugose, and of an angular form ; and
are either the fruit itself, distorted by the puncture of the insect, or merely
the scaly cup, which is enlarged into a gall. The insect which pierces it is,

according to M. Van Burgdorf, Cynips quercus calycis. It is found in

Greece, and in the islands of the Mediterranean Sea. {Btirmeister Handb.
dcr Ent., sect. 310.) In British nurseries, Q. yjG'gilops is not very common,
though there can be no difficulty in procuring acorns from the Continent.
There is a tree at Syon, 22 ft. high, which bears fruit annually, and even
the small tree at Messrs. Loddiges's, of which a portrait is given in our last

Volume, bears fruit.

Varieties.

t Q. M. 2 jjendula has drooping branches. There is a small tree of this

variety in the Fulham Nursery.

i Q. JE. 3 lafifolia Hort. has leaves rather broader than the species.

There is a tree of this variety in the Horticultural Society's Garden.
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Siathtics. In tlie environs of London, at Syon, It is 22 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of
the head 24ft. : in Dcnbighsliire, at Llanbcde Hall, 20 years planted, it is 35 ft. high, the girt of
the trunk 2rt. 8in., and the diameter of the head 14 ft. : in Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, ol) years
planted, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 8 in., and of the head .'JOft. In Ireland, in
Louth, at Oriel Temple, GO years |ilanted, it is 55 ft. high. In France, at Toulon, in the Botanic
Garden, 10 years old, it is 19 ft. high. In Bavaria, at Munich, in the English Garden, ;>0 years old,
it is 10 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 in., and of the head4 ft. In Italy, at Monza, 24 years olii,

it is 2oft. high, the diameter of the trunk 6in., and of the head 18 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 7*. Gd. each ; of
the pendulous-branched variety, 3s. 6d. each: at Bollwyller, plants are 3 francs

each.

Q. Tunier'i, Q. austrdlis, and some other sorts, may possibly belong to the
section 6'erris; but, as there are great doubts on the subject, we have thought
it better to include them in an Appendix.

§ iii. A'lbce. White American Oaks.

Sect. Char. Leaves lobed, and sinuated, not mucronated; broadest at the

upper extremity; dying off more or less shaded with a violet colour. Bark
white, or whitish brown, cracking and scaling off in thin laminds. Fructifi-

cation annual. Cups imbricate or echinate. Nut oblong, generally large.

The American oaks being generally propagated in Europe by acorns im-
ported from America, we shall here give a comparative view of the acorns of
some of the common kinds. Fig. 1722. represents acorns of the natural size,

of all the kinds that were imported by Mr. Charlwood, seedsman, of London,
in the year 1836 ; but that year being unfavourable for the ripening of acorns
in America, fewer sorts were imported than usual, and the nuts of these few
are under the average size. In this figure, a is the acorn of Quercus alba

;

b, that of Q. macrocarpa, with the cup on ; c, that of Q. obtusiloba ; d, Q.
Prinus tomentosa ; e, Q. P. pumila

; /, Q. tinctoria
; g, Q. nigra; h, Q. Phellos;

and /, Q. palustris.

We may here observe that most sorts of the American oak in Messrs.
Loddiges's collection (the most complete in Europe) can be propagated by
grafting on the common oak, close to the ground ; and largely earthing up
the grafts afterwards, so as to leave only the points of the scions exposed to

the air. This earthing up not only preserves a uniform degree of moisture
round the graft; but the earth employed being taken from the adjoining sur-

face, and consequently having been heated by the sun, produces an inmne-
diate increase of temperature round the graft, which gives an impulse to the
rising sap, and so accelerates vegetation.

It may be proper to notice that the specimens of American oaks in the
Horticultural Society's Garden are in general stunted, and by no means ex-
hibit the average growth of such trees in the climate of London. The reason
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is, they have for the most part been planted in chimps along with elms ; which,

being vigorous, rapid-growing trees, have robbed the soil of moisture, and

overshadowed and stunted the oaks. In any of the London nurseries where

the American oaks have been allowed to stand 6 or 8 years in the same place,

they will be found of twice the height of those in the Chiswick Garden

;

and, instead of being crooked, stunted, and unhealthy, they are straight and

vigorous. We may refer to a few which are generally to be found in the

Hammersmith andFuIham nurseries j but we wish, in a particular manner, to

direct attention to the specimen ti'ees of American oaks in Loddiges's arbo-

retum, and to some hundreds of plants which they have for sale in their

adjoining nursery ground. Among the latter, we observed on May 5th, 1837,

above 100 plants of Quercus palustris, the hardiest, the most rapid-growing,

and, in our opinion, the most beautiful, of all the American oaks ; which, at

7 years from the acorn, were from 15 ft. to 20 ft. in height. In the Leyton
Nursery, near Stratford-le-Bow, there were, till the sale of the stock of that

nursery in the autumn of 1836, a great variety of American oaks, selected by
the late INIr. Hill from seed-beds, and planted across the nursery in rows in

different directions, for shelter. The variety and beauty of these oaks ex-

ceeded anything of the kind we ever before saw: in spring, w^hen they were

coming into leaf; in summer, when they were in full foliage; and in autumn,

when they were dying off of every shade of brilliant scarlet, yellow, red, and

purple. The plants were mostly from 10 to 12 years from the acorn; were
transplanted into these rows, after making 2 years' growth in the seed-beds ;

and, with the exception of Q. Banisten', and two or three other low -growing

kinds, they were all from 20 ft. to 30 ft. in height. The portrait of Q. palustris

in our last Volume, taken from a tree in the Leyton Nursery, will give an idea

of the progress made by that species there. In the London Horticultural

Society's Garden, though about the same age, it is not half that height. (See

Q. palustris.)

5f 8. Q. a'lba Lin. The American white Oak.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1414; Banist. Cat. Stirp. Virg. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 449. ; Pursh, vol. 2.

p. 633. ; Michx. Quer., No. 4. t. 5. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 175. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 69.

Si/nont/t)!fS. Q. &lba virginiana Park. Thcat. Hot., Cat. Carol., 1. t. 21. f. 2. ; Q. a. pinnatffida

Walt.\Cnrul., p. 230., No. 10., Michx. Ft. Boi: A7tier.,'i. p. 195. ; Q. paliustris Marsh., p. 120. No. 3.;

Chene blanc de I'Amerique, Fr. ; weisse Eiche, Ger.
Engravings. Cat. Carol. ,:i. t. 21. f. 2. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., vol. 1. 1. ].; ourfigs. 1723. and 1726.;

and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Src Leaves oblong, pinnatifidly serrated ; pubescent underneath ;

lobes linear-lanceolate, obtuse, entire, attenuated at the base. Fruit pedun-
culated. Calyx somewhat cup-shaped, warty, and flattened at the base.

Acorn oval. (^JVil/cl.) A native of North America, where it grows to the

height of 60 ft., or upwards, and flowers in April. Introduced in 1724.

Varieties. The elder Michaux gives the two following forms of this species,

the leaves of both of which are shown in Jig. 1723. copied from Michaux's
Histoire des Chenes Ameriques : —
f Q. o. 1 jnnnatifda Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., ii. p.

1723

\95.,Hist. des C/ienes Amer., t. 5. f. 1., and our

fg. 1723. a; Q. alba Ban. Cat. Stirp. Virg.; Q.
virginiana Catesb. Carol., i. p. 21. t. 21.; and
Q. a. palustris Marsh., p. 120. No. 3.—This is

the usual form of the species, and is common
in North America, from Canada to Florida.

Fig. 1726. is a sprig and acorn of Q. alba pin-

natifida, taken from Michaux's North American
St/Iva, vol. i. t. I.; and the acorn without its

calyx is shown mjig. 1 722. at a.

$ Q. rt. 2 repdnda Michx. 1. c. Hist, des Chenes, t. 5. f. 2., Du Roi, t. 5. f. 5.,

and ouv fig. 1723. b, which is found wild in the forests of Carolina,
and which sometimes occurs in seed-beds of Q. alba in Europe. Fig.
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1724. is from a sprig apparently of this variety, grown in the Hor-

ticultural Society's (larden, under the name of Q. alba. In Messrs.

Loddiges's arboretum is an oak named Q. squamosa, from a spe-

cimen of which Jig. 1725. was taken. This tree, which is 20 ft.

high, has exactly the appearance, bark, and habit of growth of Q.

alba, and as it only differs from it in the shape of the leaves, it may

probably be a variation of this variety.

Description. The American white oak, according to Michaux, bears most

resemblance to Q. pedunculata, which is sometimes called the white oak m
Europe. Q. alba, in the American forests, is often 70 ft. or SO ft. high, and

with a trunk 6 ft. or 7 ft. in diameter ; but its proportions vary with the soil

and climate. Cobbett says that it is " amongst the least curious and beautiful

of the American oaks." The leaf, he adds, " is small, and the shape and colour

not ver\ handsome." According to Michaux, the leaves are regularly and ob-

liciuely divided into oblong rounded lobes, destitute of points or bristles ; and

the indentations are the deepest in the most humid soils. " Soon after their

unfolding, the leaves are reddish above, and white and downy beneath ; when

fully grown, they are smooth, and of a light green on the upper surface, and

glaucous underneath. In the autumn they change to a bright violet colour."

(.V. Amcr. Si/L, i. p. 19.) Michaux adds that this is the only American oak

that retains some of its withered leaves till spring The acorns are large, oval,

and very sweet; and they are contained in rough, shallow, greyish cups. They

are borne singly, or in pairs, on long peduncles," attachetl, as in all the species

with annual fructification, to the shoots of the season." The fruit is rarely
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abundant; and sometimes not above a handful of

acorns can be found in a large forest. The acorns

have a very thin and brittle shell: they ripen

early, and, according to Cobbett, germinate so

easily, that, " if warm rains come on in the month

of November, which they very frequently do in

America, the acorns still clinging to the trees

actually begin to sprout before they are shaken

down by the winds." (Woodlands, § 542.) Some
trees produce acorns of a deep blue colour ; but

Michaux had seen only two specimens of this

variety ; one in the grounds of Mr. Hamilton, ^=
near Philadelphia, and the other in Virginia. The
bark of this tree is white (whence the species de-

rives its name); and, though it is often variegated

with large black spots, it has such a silvery hue,

that the tree may be easily distinguished by it

even in winter. The bark is scaly ; and, on young

trees, it appears divided into squares, but, on old trees, into plates laterally

attached. The wood is reddish, somewhat resembling that of the British oak,

but lighter, and less compact. The rate of growth of this tree, in British gar-

dens, where the soil is good and the situation sheltered, may be considered as

nearly equal to that of the common oak ; but without shelter, even in a good
soil, the tree has a stunted appearance for many years, as is evident from a

tree of 20 years' growth in the Hackney arboretum, and several in the Horticul-

tural Society's Garden, oftwo ofwhich^g. 1727. presents portraits. The largest

172

trees that we know of are between 60 ft. and 70 ft. high ; and, both at York

House near Twickenham, and at Muswell Hill, they have ripened acorns.

Geography. Q. alba is found as far north as Canada, N. l. 46° 30'; and

thence it was traced by the two Michaux, as far as Cape Canaveral, N. L. 28°

;

and westward, from the ocean to the country of Illinois ; a distance of above

1200 miles from north to south, and nearly as much from east to west. It

is not, however, equally distributed over this extensive tract of country, being

found either in very dry and sandy, or in very rich, soils. The \yhite oak is

in the greatest abundance in those parts of Pennsylvania and Virginia that lie
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between the Alleghany Mountains and the Ohio, in a yellow soil, composed
ot" clay with a mixture of calcareous stones, which produces excellent wheat.

History. The white oak, according to the elder Michaux (Hist, dcs Chcnes),

was the first American oak known in Europe ; and it is not only mentioned,
but a figure of a single leaf of it is given, in Parkinson's Herbal, printed in

16-iO. Parkinson having just described Q. ii"sculus, adds," They have in

Virginia, a goodly tall oke, which they calle the white oke, because the barke
is whiter then others ; whose leafe, because it so neerely resenibleth this

sweet oke, I have joyned with it. The ackorne, likewise, is not only sweeter
then others, but, by boyling it long, it giveth out an oyle, with which they
keep supple their joynts." (p. 1387.) The leaf figured bears a very close re-

semblance to those of the Q,. alba given by the two Michaux. Catesby, writ-

ing, probably, about 1728, says that the Q. tilba virginiana of Parkinson closelv

resembles the common British oak. He adds that the bark is white, and that

the grain of the wood is very fine; also, that there is a variety of it called the scaly

white oak, which is found in Virginia. (Catcsb. Carol., i. p. 21.) Kalm, in his

Travels, about the year 1740, says that the white oak is the kind of tree
which is found in greatest abundance in good ground near Philadelphia. It

is stated in the Hortus Kewemis to have been introduced in 1724; and it is

not only included in the list published by the Society of Gardeners, in 17.30

(see p. 77.), but is one of the oaks enumerated by Catesb}', as being " then
growing at Mr. Fairchild's." (Catcsb. Carol., p. 22.) The tree has never been
much planted in Britain, from the difficulty of bringing over the acorns.
About the year 1820, when Cobbett returned from America, and commenced
nurseryman, he strongly recommended the tree, and raised and sold several
thousand plants of it, though he acknowledged that he had great difficulty in

bringing the acorns in a sound state to England.
Properties and Uses. Pursh calls the white oak one of the most abundant

and useful of its genus in America. The elder Michaux states that it is pre-

ferred to all other oaks, both for house and ship building, in that country ; and
Michaux the younger informs us that, in Philadelphia, Baltimore, and nearly
all the towns in the middle states, the framework of all the well-built houses,
whether of wood or brick, is of the timber of this tree. It is seldom, however,
he adds, used for the floors or outer covering of wooden houses, from its lia-

bility to warp and split. The wood of young trees is very elastic, and capable
of such minute division, that it is used for many of the purposes of the willow
or the bamboo, or even whalebone ; such as basket-making, carpet-brooms,
seats and backs for chairs, the rims of sieves, the bottoms of riddles, and
carter's whips, which are made in the following manner :

—" A tapering piece
of the wood is cleft in nine, from the small end to within 1 ft. of the other end,
which is left solid for the hand. These nine spleets are then twisted by threes,
and the threes again twisted together; the whole is then sewed in a case of black
leather, and a silken thong added, which completes the whip." (Birkbeck's
Notes, &c., p. 7 1 .) The wood is also used, in America,for milk-pails, the handles
of axes, and numerous other rural purposes. " Of all the species," says the
younger Michaux, " that grow east of the Mississippi, the white oak alone
furnishes staves for casks, proper for containing wines and spirituous Hquors.
The domestic consumption for this purpose is immense ; and vast quantities are
exported to the West Indies, Great Britain, and the Islands of Madeira and
Teneriffe." (X. Amcr. Si/l., i. p. 22.) The bark is employed for tanning the
leather for saddles, and other articles which require to be of a fine texture

;

but the bark of the white oak is so much thinner than that of the red, that it

is rarely used for the purposes of ordinary tanning. The acorns are sweet
and are eaten by the Indians.

Propagation and Culture. (See p. 1727.) We may here repeat, as applicable
to all the oaks of this and the succeeding sections, that the acorns may be
brought over with perfect safety, if bedded in moist live moss (.Sphagnum).
They will require no attention during the voyage; but, as they will have ger-
minated by the time of their arrival in Britain, they should be immediately
planted, with or without pinching off the extremities of such of the radicles as
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may have pushed above 1 in. in length. Cobbett recommends gathering the

acorns before they are quite ripe, drying in the sun, and packing in dry sand

;

but by this mode, we think, the vital prmciple would not be so well preserved

asby packing them in Sphagnum.

Insects. In America, the white oak is infested with numerous insects, some

of which' are fif^ured i'n Abbott and Smith's Insects of Georgia. Phalfe'na

(? PygEeVa) albifrons (t.80., \
1728

and our/g. 1728.), the white-

tip moth, is by no means a

common kind. The cater-

pillar, which is of a pinkish

colour, striped with yellow,

white, and black, has a fine

polish, as if glazed or var-

nished. The whole brood

feeds together, especially

when small. One observed

by Abbott spun itself a thin

white web,between the leaves

of the oak, on October 28th,

and came out on the 18th of

February. The chrysalis is

of a reddish brown, and the

perfect insect ofa dull brown,

tinged with yellow. Phalae'^na

(Notodonta) Aurora (Abb.

and Smit/2, t. 87., and our Jig.

1729.), the pink and yellow

prominent moth, was taken

by Abbott on the white oak. " The caterpillar went into the ground,

and enclosed itself in a thin case of dirt, on July 15th, appearing on the wing

on August 7th. Sometimes this species buries itself in the autumn, and remains

till spring, at which season the moth may now and then be observed sitting

on the oak branches."

Sfatistfcs In the environs of London, at Fulham Palace, a tree bearing this name, between 100

and 120 years old, is 60 ft. high, but it appears to us to be nothing more than Q. pedunculfita ; at

York House, Twickenham, it is 50 ft. high; at Muswell Hill, 72 years old, it is 61 ft. high, the

diameter of the trunk fi ft. 6 in., and of the head 70 ft. In France, in Brittany, at Barres, 8 years

planted, it is 9 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, in the park at Laxenburg, 10 years planted, it is

20 ft. high. In Bavaria, at Munich, in the English Garden, 10 years old, it is 7 ft. high. In

Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 24 years planted, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 8 in., and

of the head 10 ft.

Commercial Statistics. The name of the white oak does not occur in any

of the London nui-sery catalogues of the present day, with the exception of

that of Messrs. Loddiges; neither is it in the Bollwyllet- catalogue. In that
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of Prince, of New York, for 1829, Fox's white oak (a variety of wiiich wc
know notliing) is mentioned as being 37^ cents a plant.

It 9. Q. oliv^fo'rmis J^Tichx. The 01ive-shape^ri«'/<?<f American Oak.

Identification. Michx. Arb., 2. p. 32. ; N. Amer. Syl., 1. p. 32. ; Pursh Fl. Amcr. Sept., 2. p. 632.

N. Du Ham., 7. p. LSI.; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 81.

St/nonynie. The mossy-cup Oak, Amer.
Engravings. Michx. Arb., 2. t. 2. ; N. Amer. Syl., 1. t. 3. ; and our fig. 1730.

Spec. Char., i"J-c. Leaves oblong, smooth
;
glaucous beneath ; deeply and un-

equally pinnatifid. Fruit elliptic ovate, on short footstalks. Calyx cup-

shaped, fringed, and nearly covering the acorn. {Mic/i.v., adapted.) This

tree grows, in America, to the height of from
60 ft. to 70 ft. ; and, according to Michaux,
it has a spreading head, and an imposing

aspect. " The bark is white and laminated
;

but the tree is chiefly reniiu-kable for the form
and disposition of its secondary branches,

which are slender and flexible, and always
inclined towards the earth. This peculiarity

alone," continues Michaux, " would render

it a valuable acquisition for parks and gar-

dens." (iV. Amcr. S>/L, i. p. 33.) The leaves 1
are of a light green above, and whitish be- jjr^

neath : they resemble those of the white oak ^"^^

in colour, but differ from them in form ; being

larger, and very deeply and irregularly lacini-

ated, with rounded lobes, so ditferent in

shape, that it is impossible to find two leaves

that are alike. The acorns are of an elon-

gated form, and are about three parts en-

closed in deep oval cups, the scales of which
are prominent and recurved, except near the

edge, where they terminate in slender flexible filaments. From this pe-
culiarity, iNlichaux called the species the mossy-cupped oak. This oak
is very rare in America, being only found, according to Michaux, on the
banks of the Hudson above Alban}-, and in Genessee : but Pursh found
it on iron ore hills in Pennsylvania and Virginia. Pursh adds that, in

general appearance, it resembles Q. macrocarpa. Michaux thinks that

the wood, though " not better than that of Q. alba, is far superior to that of
Q. riibra ;" but it does not appear that it has been yet applied to any econo-
mical uses. It was introduced into England in 1811, but is seldom found
in plantations, or even in the nurseries. There are seedling plants of it in

the Horticultural Society's Garden ; and in some private collections.

t 10. Q. macroca'rpa Wi/ld. The large-fruited American Oak.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 433. ; Pursh, 2. p. 632. ; Michx. Quer., No. 2.; N. Du Ham., 7,
p. Ih2. ; Smith in Uees's Cycl., No. SO.

Synonymcs. The over-Cup white Oak, Bur Oak, Amcr. ,• Cher.e S gros Gl.mds, Chcne frisc, Fr.;
gross.fruchtige Eichc, Ger.

Engravings. Michx. Quer., No. 2. t. 2,3.; N. Amer. Syl., 1. t. 4. ; oux fig. 1731.; and the plate
of this tree in our la^t Volume.

Spec. Char., S^c. Leaves downy beneath, lyrate, deeply and sinuately lobed; the
lobes obtuse and spreading, and the upper one much dilated. The calyx deep,
cup-shaped, scaly, and fringed with bristles. Acorns thick and ovate. (IViUd.)

This, according to Michaux, is " a beautiful tree, more than GO ft. high, laden
with dark tufted foliage. The leaves are larger than those of any other oak
in the United States, being frequently lo in, long, and 8 in. broad : they are
notched near the summit, and deeply laciniated below. The acorns, which
are also larger than those of any other American species, are oval, and en-
closed for two thirds of their length in a thick rugged cup, which is generally

bordered along its upper edge with fine, long, flexible filaments. The bark
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of the young branches is frequently

covered with a yellowish corky

substance, like that which is found

on the liquidambar, and some
kinds of elm." This oak is found,

according to Michaux, in the great-

est abundance beyond the AUe-

ghanies, in the fertile districts of

Kentucky and West Tennessee;

and in Upper Louisana, near the

Missouri. According to Pursh,

it is found within the mountains,

on dry slate or limestone hills ; and
in Kentucky, Tennessee, and the

country of the Illinois; and also on
the banks of the Mississippi and the

Missouri. The wood, according

to Michaux, is inferior to that of the white oak, and is little esteemed in

the United States ; but, according to Pursh, the wood is excellent. There
are trees in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and at Messrs. Loddiges's.

The portrait in our last Volume is from the latter.

^ 11. Q. obtusi'loba Michx. lLY\eh\\xnt-\ohe(}i-leaved,orPost,Oak.

Identijication. Michx. Quer., No. 1. t, 1. ; Pursh, 2. p. 632. ; Michx. Arb. Am., 2. p. 36. ; Smith
in Kces's Cycl , No. 78.

Synnnijmes. Q. stellata IVilld. Sp. PI., t. p. 452., Alt., No. 26., Wangh. Amer., 78. t. 6. f. 15., N.
Du Ham., 7. p. 180., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; Iron Oak, Box white Oak, American Turkey Oak (so

called, because the acorns, which are sweet, are eaten by the wild turkeys), upland white Oak,
Atner.

Engravings. Michx. Quer., No. 1. t. 1. ; Arb. Amer., 2. t. 4. ; N. Amer. Syl., 1. t 9. ; Wangh.
Amer., t. 6. f. 15. ; our Jig. 1732. ; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char.y Sfc. Leaves oblong, slightly pubescent beneath, sharply wedge-
shaped at the base; lobes obtuse, the lower ones deeply sinuated, and the

upper ones dilated, and slightly bilobed. Calyx hemispherical. Fruit oval,

and rather smal 1. {Michx., adapted

The height of this tree, according to

Michaux, rarely exceeds 40 ft., with

a trunk not more than 15 in. in dia-

meter, and a head disproportion-

ately large ; owing to the " early

division of the trunk into limbs,

with which the secondary branches

form more acute angles than is

usual with other trees. The
branches are, also, bent into elbows

at certain distances, which renders

the tree easily distinguishable, even

when the branches have fallen."

The bark is thin, and of a greyish

white. The wood is yellowish, and
with no tinge of red. The leaves

are on short petioles, and so deeply lobed as to have almost a star-like shape,
whence Wangenheim called it Q. stellata. The upper lobes are much broader
than the lower ones ; and the leaf is attenuated at its base. The texture is

coriaceous, and the colour is a dusky green above, and greyish beneath.
In autumn, the ribs assume a rosy tint, but never that purphsh red which is

observable in those of the scarlet oak. The acorns, which are produced
in abundance, are small, oval, and three parts covered with a slightly rugged
greyish cup : they are very sweet, and form a delicious food for squirrels
and wild turkeys ; whence the tree is, in America, often called the turkey
oak, " In New Jersey, near the sea, and in the vicinity of Philadelphia,"
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says Michaiix, "' this species is thinly disseminated in the forests, ami lias

liithcrto been considered as a variety of the white oak. In Maryland, and
a great part of Virginia, where it abounds, it is called the bo\ white oak, and
sometimes the iron oak, and the post oak. The last denomination only is

used in the Carolinas, Georgia, and East Tennessee." The steej) banks of
the Hudson, near New York, form its most northern boundary ; and even
here, INIichaux observes, it is only preserved by the influence of the sea air,

which somewhat moderates the severity of the winters. It thrives but in a

dry, sandy, or gravelly soil, not far from the sea; but it attains its largest size

nem- Baltimore. The farthest point at which it was found to the west, was
about 150 miles from Philadelphia, on the road to Pittsburg. It is most
abundant in Virginia and Maryland, between the Alleghanies and the sea.
" Growing in a less humid soil, its timber is less elastic, but finer grained,

stronger, and more durable, than that of the white oak : hence it is pre-

ferred, in America, for posts, and is used with advantage by wheelwrights
and coopers." (Mic/ix.) In ship-building, it is employed principally for the

knees, as it seldom produces planks large enough for the sides. The pre-

ference given, in the West Indies, to the staves for casks procured from
Baltimore and Norfolk is due, in a great measure, to their being made, in

those districts, of the post oak. (Mic/u\) Pursh calls this species the

upland white, or iron, oak ; and says that it is a spreading tree, from
50 ft. to 60 ft. high, the timber of which is of great value in ship-building.

It was introduced into England in 1819; and there are plants of it in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, and at Messrs. Loddiges's.

5^ 12. Q. LYRA^TA Walt. The lyrate, or over-Cup, Oak.

Identification. Walt. Carol., 235. ; WiUd., No. 72. ; Ait., No. 27. ; Pursh, 2. p. 632. ; Michx. Quer.

,

No. 3. t. 4. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 181. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 79.

Synonymes. Swamp Post Oak, Water white Oak, Amcr.
Engravings. Michx. Quer., No. 3. t. 4. ; and our Jigs. 1733. and 1734.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves subsessile, glabrous, ly-

rately sinuated ; much contracted in the middle,

but dilated at the summit, and attenuated at the

base; lobes angular; the upper part of the IciJ

divided into three lobes, which are tricuspidatc

at their extremities. Calyx globular, rough, and

almost covering the acorn. {Mic/ix.) The over-

cup oak, according to the younger Michaux,
forms a noble tree, of which he has seen spe-

cimens, on the banks of the Savannah, more than

80 ft. high, with a trunk from 8 ft. to 12 ft. in

circumference. The elder Michaux, however, states its ordinary height to

be between 50 ft. and 60 ft. The leaves are from 6 in. to 8 in. long, smooth,
narrow, lyre-shaped, deeply sinuated, and
borne on short petioles. The lobes, espe-

cially the upper ones, are somewhat trun-

cated; and, from the resemblance in this

respect to those of the post oak, this species

has obtained the name of the swamp post oak.

The foliage is thick, and of a light agreeable

tint ; and the bark is white. The acorns are

broad, round, and depressed ; and the cups,

which are nearly closed over them, are thin

and scaly, each scale being terminated by a

short firm point, or bristle. {Michx.) Pursh,

speaking of this tree, says that it is only from

8ft. to 15ft. high; but, as all the other

writers who have mentioned it describe it as

a large tree, with a majestic appearance, and
most luxuriant vegetation, Pursh's account of its height is probably a mis-

6 F
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take. Indeed, the tree of this species in Loddiges's arboretum was upwards

of 15 ft. high in 1834. Q. lyrata is a native of the southern states of

North America; where, according to the younger Michaux, " it is never seen

in the long narrow marshes which intersect the pine barrens, but is found

exclusively in the great swamps on the borders of the rivers, which are often

overflowed at the rising of the waters, and are inaccessible during three

quarters of the year." It is not mentioned by Catesby, and appears to have

been first described by Walther, in his Flora Caroliniana. It was introduced

into Eno^land in 1786, but is seldom met with in collections. The wood,

though inferior to that of the white and post oaks, is more compact than

would be supposed from the swampy nature of its native habitat : it will,

however, grow on dry soil ; and the elder Michaux states that, even in loose

sandy soil, it grew faster than any other oak in his nurseries. (Hist, des

Chenes, No. 3.) The younger Michaux says that "this species is the largest

and most highly esteemed among the oaks that grow in wet grounds. The
acorns I sent to France, though sown on uplands, have produced flourishing

plants, which bear the winter of Paris without injury." (North Amer. Syl.,

i. p. 42.)

§ iv. Vrhius. Chestnut Oaks.

Sect. Char., ^c. Leaves dentate, dying off' of a dii'ty white, or of a yellowish

orange. Bark white, rough, and scaly. Fructification annual. Cup im-

bricate. Nut oblong, generally large.

3? 13. Q. Pri^nus L. The Prinus, or Chestnut-leaved, Oak.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1413. ; Willd. Sp., 4. p. 439. ; Ait. Hort. Kew.,5. p. 290. ; N. Du Ham.,
7. p. 164. ; Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 195.

Spec. Char., 6fc. Leaves oblong-oval, more or less pointed, nearly equally

toothed. Cup somewhat scaly; nut ovate. (Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., ii.

p. 195.) Trees, varying in height from 20 ft. to 90 ft.; and one of the

varieties a low shrub. In the climate of London the trees grow freely,

and promise to attain a considerable size. In general form, they are as

handsome as any of the American oaks ; but their foliage dies off' with very

little colour, what there is being generally of a whitish or brownish yellow.

Varieties. These are by some authors treated as species; but they are so

obviously alike in their leaves and bark from their infancy upwards, that

there does not remain a single doubt in our minds of their being only

varieties. However, for the sake of those who think otherwise, and also to

mark the peculiarities of each variety, we shall give the identifications,

synonymes, and descriptions to each.

5? Q. P. 1 palustris Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., ii. p. 196., Quer., No. 5. t. 6.,

Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; Q. P. palustris Michx. N. Amer. Si//., i. p. 46.

t. 8., ourJig. 1735., and the plate of this tree in our last Volume ;

Q. Princs L. Sp. PL, 1413., Willd. Sp. PL, p. 439., AiL Hort.

Kew., V. p. 290., Pursh FL Amer. Sept., ii. p. 633., N. Du Ham., vii.

p. 164., Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 47. ; Q. castaneaefoliis, &c., P/w^.

Ahn., 309., Phyt., t. 54., Cat. Carol., i. t. 18. The Swamp Chestnut

Oak, the Chestnut white Oak ; and, near Philadelphia, the white

Oak.— Leaves on longish footstalks, obovate. Fruit very large. Cup
moderately hollow, distinctly scaly. (A. Michx.) This tree, accord-

ing to the younger Michaux, is, in the southern states of North
America, generally from 80 ft. to 90 ft. high, with a straight trunk,

rising clear of branches, and of nearly the same thickness to the

height of 50 ft. ; then spreading into a broad tufted head ; and
forming altogether one of the most beautiful and majestic trees of

the American forests. The leaves of Q. P. palustris are of a shining

green above, and whitish and somewhat wrinkled underneath; they

have rather long footstalks; and are from 8 in. to 9 in. long, and from

4 in. to 5 in. broad ; obovate, and terminating in an acute point.
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They are somewhat wedge-

shaped, and are deeply den-

tated with blunt lobe-like

teeth from the summit to

the base. The acorns are

of a bright clear brown,

oval, and larger than those

of any other kindof Ameri-

can oak, except Q, macro,

carpa : they are borne on

very short peduncles, and
' are contained in shallow

scaly cups : they are sweet,

and are sometimes pro-

duced in great abundance. The swamp chestnut oak is found occa-

sionally within a few miles of Philadelphia ; but it is in the greatest

abundance in the maritime parts of the Carolinas, Georgia, and East

Florida. It grows only in the large swamps which border the rivers,

or that are enclosed in the forests, and " always in spots that are rarely

inundated, and where the soil is loose, deep, constantly cool, and luxu-

riantly fertile." (N. Amer. Syl.) In the Carolinas and Georgia, it is

usually accompanied by U'lmu?, americana and U. alata, MagnohVz

grandiflora and M, trip^tala, the beech, poplar, hickory, &c." It was

the first of the chestnut oaks observed by European botanists,

being supposed to be that described and figured by Plukenet in 1691,

and by Catesby in 1731. There appears, however, some discre-

pancy between their descriptions ; Plukenet stating that his oak had

red veins to the leaves, which Catesby says his oak had not. It was

introduced before 1730, as it was included in the catalogue of the

gardeners published in that year (see p. 68.); and it was one of

the oaks stated by Catesby to be, in his time, " growing at Mr. Fair-

child's." There are trees of this oak at Messrs. Loddiges's, and in

the Horticultural Society's Garden. The wood of this tree is

considered, in America, to be inferior to that of Q. alba, Q. obtusiloba,

and even Q. macrocarpa, though it is superior to the wood of the

American oaks comprised in the division Rubrae. It is too porous

for casks to contain wine or spirituous liquors ; but it is used by

wheelwrights, and for other works which require strength and some

durability. " As it splits in a straight line, and may be divided into

fine shreds, it is chosen by the negroes for baskets and brooms."

As posts and rails, it will last about 12 or 13 years, which is one

third longer than the wood of the willow oak will remain unde-

cayed, when applied to similar purposes. In Georgia, the wood of

the swamp chestnut oak is considered to make the best fuel. The

acorns are extremely sweet, and, in the American woods, are

greedily devoured by deer, cows, horses, and swine. The principal

merit of the tree, however, according to the younger Michaux, con-

sists in its noble and majestic appearance, and in the extraordinary

beauty of its foliage.

Q. P. 2 mont'icoIaM\ch\. Fl. Bor. Amer.,ii. p. 196.,Quer., No. 5. t. 7.,

andour/g. 1736., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; 4 P. monticola Michx.fl.

N. Amer. Syl., i. p. 49. t. 9., Q. montana Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 440.,

Pursh FL Amer. Sept., ii. p. 631., N. Du Ham.,vi\. p. 165., Smith in

Rees's CycL, No. 49., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; Q. Prinus Smith in Abb.

Ins. ofGeor., ii. p. 163. t. 82. The Rock Chestnut Oak. — Leaves

on short footstalks, rhomboid-oval. Fruit rather large ; cup toj)-

shaped and rough ; nut oblong. (Michx.) The beautiful appearance

of this tree, according to the younger Michaux, " when growing in a

fertile soil, is owing equally to the symmetry of its form and the

6 F 2
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luxuriance of its foliage." It

is sometimes found 60 ft. high,

with a trimk about 3 ft. in

diameter ; but, as it generally

grows in poor rocky soil, it

very seldom attains these di-

mensions. In open elevated

situations, it spreads widely,

and forms a head like that of •

an apple tree. The bark on
old trees is hard, thick, and
deeply furrowed; and the

outer bark is equally good for

tanning as the inner bark.

The wood is reddish, like that

of the white oak; and, though its pores are more open, its specific

gravity is greater, a piece of its v/ood sinking in water, while a piece

of the same size of Q. alba will swim. The leaves, in America, are

5 in. or 6 in. long, and Sin. or 4 in. broad; oval, and uniformly den-

tate, with the teeth more regular, but less acute, than those of Q. P.

palustris ; the leaf terminating in a point. When beginning to unfold

in spring, the leaves are covered with a thick white down, and they

appear somewhat wrinkled ; but, when fully expanded, they are per-

fectly glabrous, smooth, and of a delicate texture. The petiole,

which is rather short, is yellow, and the colour becomes brighter

and more conspicuous in autumn. The acorns are long, of an
oblong-oval shape : they are produced in pairs, on a short peduncle,

and are enveloped for about one third of their length in pear-shaped

cups, covered with loose scales. They are sweet, and of a clear

light brown colour. This oak, according to the younger Michaux,
is not one of those which grow promiscuously with other trees in

forests ; but it is found in small patches, in particular habitats, only

on high grounds, thickly strewed with stones, or covered with rocks.
" Thus it is often seen on the steep and rocky banks of the Hudson,
and on the shores of Lake Champlain ; and still more frequently on
the Alleghanies, in Pennsylvania and Virginia." On these moun-
tains, it is sometimes found where the soil is so meagre, that the

trees do not exceed 20 ft. or 25 ft. in height, and their trunks 8 in.

or 10 in. in diameter. In Pennsylvania, Vii-ginia, and Maryland,
this species is known by the name of the chestnut oak ; while pn
the banks of the Hudson it is called the rock oak; and the younger
Michaux, combining the two names, calls it the rock chestnut oak.

It was introduced in 1800; and there are trees in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, and at Messrs. Loddiges's. The wood, though
too porous to be used as staves for casks to contain spirituous

liquors, is esteemed, in New York, next to that of the white oak for

the construction of ships. It is employed for the knees and frames

;

pieces adapted for which are rarely to be obtained from the white

oak; while the rock chestnut oak, "growing up," as Michaux says,
" in a continual controversy with the winds," produces a great

number of twisted and crooked branches, or large limbs, perfectly

well adapted for the purpose. It is also considered superior to any
other species, except the live oak, for fuel. The bark, at New York
and in Pennsylvania, is esteemed the best for tanning; but only that

of the secondary branches, and of the trunks of young trees, is em-
ployed. Michaux suggests that the tree might grow in exposed
rocky places in Europe, where the acorns might be dropped in

crevices in tlie rocks, or planted in barren places, where the soil

appears incapable of other cultivation.
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The leaves are lanceolate,

i Q P. 3 acuminataUichx. Fl.Bor. Amer., ». p. 196., Quer., No. o. t. 8

and our fin. 1737.; Q. P. acuminata Michx. fit. N. Amer. Syl., i

p. 31. t. 10?; a. Castanea Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 441., Pitrsh Fl. Amei

Sept., n. p. 634., N. Du Ham., vii.

p. 167., Smith in Recs's Cycl, N. 51.,

Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836. The yellow

Oak.— Leaves on long footstalks ;

obtuse at the base, sharply serrated.

Fruit of moderate size ; cup hemi-

spherical. i^Mchx.) The yellow oak,

according to the younger Michaux,

is a fastigiate-growing tree, from

70 ft. to 80 ft. high, and with a trunk

about 2 ft. in diameter. The bark is

whitish, very slightly furrowed, and

sometimes divided into plates. The

wood is yellowish; but the tint is

not sufficiently bright to entitle it

to rank among the ornamental woods,

obtuse at the base, and ending in a sharp point, regularly toothed,

of a litfht green above, and whitish beneath. The acorns are small,

roundish-ovate, and contained in shallow slightly scaly cups :
they

are considered sweeter than those of any other kind of oak in the

United States. It is generally found in the middle and western

states, taking the banks of the Delaware for its northern boundary,

and those of the Savannah for its southern. It is, however, very

thinly disseminated, and is frequently lost sight of for several days'

journey, even in those states where it is most plentiful. From its

comparative rareness, it does not appear to have been applied to any

uses in the arts; and Michaux says that the pores in its wood are

so irregularly disposed, and so numerous, that the wood would pro-

bably possess very little of either strength or durability. The tree

is however, very ornamental from its beautiful foliage, and fastigiate

habit of growth. It was introduced in 1822; and there are plants at

Messrs. Loddiges's.
__ ^r r r^ c ^

5f Q P A^piimila Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., u. p. 196., Quer., No. 5. t. 9. t. 1.;

Q P Chinquapin Michx. fil. Arb., ii. p. 65. t. 10., N. Amer. Syl.,

i. p. 55. 1. 11., and our fig. 1738.; Q. Chinqmjnn Pursh Fl. Amer.

Sept. ii. p. 634., Smith in Rees's Cycl., No.

481; Q. prinoides Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 440.,

N. Du Ham., vii. p. 166. The Chinquapin,

or Dwarf Chestnut, Oak.— Leaves on shortish

petioles; somewhat lanceolate; glaucous be-

neath. {Michx.) The dwarf chestnut oak is

one of the smallest of the genus, as, according

to the younger Michaux, it rarely exceeds

30 in. in height ; though Pursh says it grows to

the height of 3 ft. or 4 ft. The leaves are oval-

acuminate, regularly, but not deeply, dentated,

of a light green above, and whitish beneath.

The acorns are enclosed, for about one third of

their length, in scaly sessile cups: they are of
,

,
. . ^,^

the middle size, somewhat elongated, similarly rounded at both ends,

and verv sweet. Nature seems to have sought to compensate tor the

diminutive size of this shrub by the abundance of its truit
:
the stem,

which is sometimes no bigger than a quill, is stretched at full length

upon the ground by the weight of its thickly clustering acorns.

(N. Amer. Syl., i. p. 56.) This shrub grows most abundantly m the

northern and middle states of North Amcnca, and is usually found

6p 3
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in particular districts of very poor soil, where, alone or mingled

with the bear oak (Q. Banisteri), it sometimes covers tracts of more
than TOO acres in extent. It was introduced in 1823; but is rarely

to be met with in plantations. Pursh states that it is highly orna-

mental when in full bloom; and Michaux observes that it might

probably be cultivated along with Q. Banisteri for its fruit, which,

as before observed, is very sweet. From the small size of the plant,

this variety is well deserving of culture for suburban or small

villa gardens, and miniature arboretums.

1? Q. P. 5 toinentosa Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., ii. p. 1 96., Quer., No. 5. t. 9.

f. 2. ; Q. P. discolor Michx. Jil. Arb., ii. p. 4G. t. 6., N. Amer. Syl.,

i. p. 43. t. 7., and our fig. 1739., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; Q. blcolor

Willd. Sp. PI., iv. p. 440., Piirsk Fl.

Amer. Sept., ii. p. 633., M. Du Ham., ^
"^^

vii. p. 165., Smith in Rees's Cycl., No.
50.; Q. MichauxiNutt. The Swamp
white Oak.—Leaves almost sessile,

obtusely oval, bluntly toothed;

downy beneath. (Michx.) The
swamp white oak, in America, says

the younger Michaux, is a beautiful

tree, more than 70 ft. high, of a

vigorous habit of growth, and with

luxuriant foliage. The leaves are

from 6 in. to 8 in. long, and 4 in.

broad ; entire towards the base,

which is attenuated and wedge-
shaped; but dilated and coarsely

toothed for two thirds oftheir length.

The tree is distinguished, when full grown, by the remarkable
appearance of its leaves, which are on the under side silky, and
and of a silvery whiteness; while the upper side is smooth, and of a
bright green. It was from this striking contrast that Dr. Miihlen-
berg gave this tree the specific name of dfscolor. The acorns are
sweet, but seldom abundant; they are long, of a clear chestnut
brown, and contained in rather shallow scaly cups, edged with
short slender filaments. These cups are " more downy within than
those of any other oak;" and they are borne in pairs, on peduncles
of from 1 in. to 2 in. in length. The bark is scaly, and of a greenish
white. With the exception of the district of Maine, and the mari-
time parts of the southern provinces, Michaux informs us that this

oak is diflTused throughout the whole of the United States. " In
comparison, however, with several other species, it is not common,
being found only on the edges of swamps, and in wet places exposed
to inundations, and not in the forests at large." It generally grows in

company with Q. palustris, A^cer rubrum, Nyssa aquatica, and Carya
alba ; and, in British plantations, would thrive in the same situations

as the alder and poplar. This species appears to have been dis-

covered by the elder Michaux, who has figured a leaf of it under
the name of Q. P. tomentosa; but when it was introduced into

Britain is uncertain, though, in all probability, it would be about the
same time as Q. P. monticola, viz. in 1800. The wood is strong,

elastic, and heavier than that of the white oak. In full-grown trees,

the grain is fine and close, and the pores are not visible to the naked
eye : it splits easily, and in a straight line ; and, according to Michaux,
it is esteemed next in quality to the American white oak, though,
from its rareness, it is but seldom employed for economical pur-

poses. There is a tree of this species in the arboretum at Messrs.
Loddiges's, and one in the Horticultural Society's Garden, under
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the name of Q. bicolor, of which the phite of this tree in our hist

Volume is a portrait.

§ V. Ruhrcc. Red American Oaks.

Sect. Char. Leaves deeply lobed, sinuated, multifid, and mucronated. Bark
dark, and not scaling oft". Fructification biennial. Nut ovate, with a per-

sistent style. Cup imbricate, large in proportion to the nut. Trees, varying

from 80ft. or 90'ft. to 15ft. or 20ft. in height; remarkable for the bright

red, deep scarlet, or dark purple, of their foliage, when it dies off in autumn.
Perhaps most of the kinds in this section might be reduced to two or three

species ; but, as they come up tolerably true from seed, we have considered
it more convenient for the cultivator to treat them as distinct. The har-

diest and most rapid-growing, and at the same time the most elegant and
ornamental, tree of the section is Q. palustris, which, with its spreading

drooping branches, and its straight erect trunk and spiry top, is, indepen-
dently of its lively scarlet, orange, and red colours in spring and autumn, in

our opinion, the most graceful of all oaks, either European or American.

t 14. Q. KU^BRA L. The red, or Champion, Oak.

Jdentification. Lin. Sp. PI., H13. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 445. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., 5. p. 'i92. ; Pursh
Fl. Amer. Sept., i. p. 630. ; Michx. Quer., No. 20. ; Smith in Abb. Ins., 2. p. 105. ; N. Du Ham., 7.

p. 170. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 60.

Si/noni/me. Q. £^'sculi divisura, &c., Pluk. Fhyt., t 5+. f. 4.

Engravings. Pluk. Phyt., t. 54. f. 4. ; Michx. Quer., t. 35, .36. ; North Amer. Syl., 2. t. 28. ; our figs.
1740. to 1744. ; and the plates of this species in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves smooth, oblong, sinuated, on long stalks ; lobes acute
sharply toothed, bristle-pointed. Calyx of the fruit flat underneath.

Nut ovate. {Willd.) A tree 80 ft. or 90 "ft. in height. Introduced in 1739.

Varieties. Alton, in the Hortits Keivensis, 2d ed., mentions two varieties : Q.
rubra latifolia, the champion oak, which is the Q. rubra of Linnaeus ; and Q.
rubra montana, the mountain red oak.

Description, 4'c. The red oak is, in America, a tall widely spreading tree,

frequently more than 80 ft. high, and with a trunk 3 ft. or 4 ft. in diameter.

The bark is comparatively smooth, of a dark colour, very thick; and, though in

old trees it cracks, yet it never scales off' as in the sections A'ibaeand Prinus.

The wood is reddish and coarse-grained ; and its pores are often so large as

to admit the entrance of a hair. The leaves, when they first come out in .spring,

are of a fine sulphur colour ; when fully expanded, they are smooth and
shining on both sides, large, deeply laciniated, and sometimes slightly rounded
at the base, especially on old trees ; and, before they fall, they turn of a

deep purplish red. According to the younger Michaux, the leaves on old

-^^W
trees often nearly resemble those of Q. falcata. The leaves of Q. falcata

are, however, always downy beneath; while those of Q. rubra are smooth.
6 F 4
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The leaves of Q. rubra die off of a more purplish red than those of most of

the other kinds in this section ; but they often become yellow before they fall.

They vary much in shape, from the age of the plant, or the soil and situation

in which it has grown. Fig. 1740., copied from the elder Michaux's Histoire

des C/ie7ies, shows the leaves of a seedling a year o\d; Jig. 1741,, from the

same work, those of a tree bearing acorns ;.;%. 1742. shows several leaves

gathered from trees in England of four or five years' growth; fig. 1743. is

drawn from a specimen taken from a tree in the Horticultural Society's

Garden ; andfg. 1 744. is a leaf from the splendid full-grown tree in the Fulham
Nursery, of which there is a portrait in A j^^^
our last Volume. By comparing the

plates of the trees of this species in

our last Volume, it will be seen how
exceedingly the leaves vary. The
acorns are sessile, or on very short
peduncles ; they are large, and are produced in great abundance ; they are
rounded at the summit, and compressed at the basej and they are contained in

flat very shallow cups, covered with narrow compact scales.' The red oak is

one of the most common species in Canada, and the whole of the north of the
United States. In the states of New York, New Jersey, part of Philadelphia,
and along the whole range of the Alleghanies, it is nearly as abundant as Q.
coccinea and Q. tinctoria; but it is much less common in the more southern
states, its perfect developement requiring a cool climate and a fertile soil.

The red oak was introduced into France about 1740, and was first planted
on the estate of Du Hamel, at Pittrivicrs. In England, the first notice that
we find of the red oak is, that it was cultivated'^ by Miller in 1739. Since
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that time it has, perhaps, been more generally planted than any other of the
American oaks, though full-grown specimens of it are not very numerous.
The largest which we know of near London, is at Syon, where it is 37 ft.

high ; and the largest in England is at Strathfieldsaye, where it is 100 ft. high.

Several trees in the neighbourhood of London, and particularly one at Purser's

Cross which is upwards of 40 ft. high, ripen acorns, from which young plants

have been raised. The wood is so coarse and porous as to be of scarcely any
use in the arts. It is, however, employed in America for the staves of flour and
sugar casks, or to contain

any kind of dry goods. The
bark contains a large pro-

portion of tannin, and is

very extensively used by
tanners in the United
States. The acorns are

voraciously eaten by wild

animals, and also by the

cows, horses, and swine that

are allowed to range in the

woods after the herbage has
perished. Papllio (Thecla)
FavoniusAbb.and Smith, t.

14., and our^^. 1743., the

brown hair-streak butterfly,

feeds on the leaves of this

species.

statistics. In the environs of London, at Syon, it is 57 tl. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft.,

and of the head 55 ft. ; in the Fulham Nursery, and at Purser's Cross, it is 40 ft high. There are

various other trees of nearly similar dimensions ; but as, from the description sent to us, we have
been unable to determine whether the tree belongs to Q. rObra or Q. coccinea, we have not

inserted them under the statistics of either species. In Hampshire, at Strathfieldsaye, it is above
JOO ft. high, with a trunk 3 ft. 6 in. in diameter ; it grows in a deep rich loam, on the fiat bank of

the river Loddon : in Wiltshire, at Longleat, 70 years planted, it is 50 ft. high ; the diameter of the

trunk 2ft. 2 in., and of the head 54ft.: in Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle, 44ft. high; the

diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 45 ft. In Scotland, in Aberdeenshire, at Gordon Castle,

20 ft. high, with a trunk 6 in. in diameter. In Ireland, at Castletown, 30ft. high, the diameter of
the head 38 ft. ; in Fermanagh, at Florence Court, 30 years planted, it is 32ft. high, the diameter

of the head 30 ft. In France, at Rambouillet and other places, are many fine trees, varying

from 40 ft. to 60 ft. in height, both of Q. rtibra and Q. coccinea. (See Garii. Mag., vol. xi. p. 42.)

Bosc mentions a superb tree at the Petit Trianon, of which, however, we have not been able to

procure the dimensions. In Brittanv, at Barres, 14 years planted, it is 14ft. high; near Nantes,

90 years old, it is 40ft. high, with a trunk 4 ft. in diameter. In Saxony, at Worlitz, 60 years old,

it is 50 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. 6 in. in diameter. In Austria, at Vienna, at Laxenburg, 26 years

old, it is 25 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 10 in., and of the head 18 ft. In Prussia, at Berlin, in

the Botanic Garden, 50 years old, it is 60 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head
28 ft. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 24 years planted, it is 50 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk
6 in., and of the head 24 ft.

1 13. Q. cocci'nea IVilld. The scarlet Oak.

Identification. Wang. Forst., p. 44. ; Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 199. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. 446.;

Ait. Hort. Kew., 5. p. 292. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 630. ; Michx. Quer., No. 18.; N. DuHam.,
7. p. 171. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 61.

Synonyme. Q. rubra /3 Ait., ed. 1., 3. p. 357.

Engrauings. Wang. Forst., t. 9. ; Michx. Quer., t. 31, 32. ; N. Amer. Syl., 1. t. 25. ; our figs. 1746,

1747, and 1748. ; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char. Sfc. Leaves smooth, oblong, deeply and widely sinuated, on long

stalks ; lobes divaricated, acute, sharply toothed, bristle-pointed. Calyx of

the fruit turbinate, half as long as the nut. (Willd.) A tree, 80 ft. high.

Introduced in 1691.

Description, Sfc. The scarlet oak is, in America, a tree of mere than 80 ft.

high, with a trunk 3 ft. or 4 ft. in diameter. The tree is of a more rigid habit

of growth than Q. rubra, the branches of which are very flexible. The bark

is dark-coloured, entire, and very thick ; and the wood is reddish and coarse-

crained, with very open pores. The leaves, which have long petioles, are

of a beautiful green, shining on both sides ; and, on old trees, laciniated in

a very remarkable manner, having usually four deep sinuses on each side, very

broad at bottom. The leaves begin to change with the first cold, and, after
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several successive frosts, turn to a brilliant scarlet,

instead of the dull red of those of Q. rubra. These

leaves differ very greatly

in shape at different stages

in the growth of the tree.

When quite young, they

are scarcely lobed at all,

as may be seen by fig.

1746., which is taken from
Michaux's Histoire des

Chines, and represents a

seedling a year old. Fig.

IT-iT. is a leaf taken from

a tree in the Horticultural

Society's Garden ; and

fig. 1 748., a sprig and acorn

from an old tree copied

from Michaux. Amidst
all the varieties, however,

in the shape of the leaf of

the scarlet oak, it may always be distinguished from that of Q. rubra by the

different hue which it assumes in autumn ; the colour of Q. coccinea being

always a bright scarlet, or yellowish red, of more or less intensity; and that of

Q. rubra a dull crimson, or purplish

red. The leaf is also larger, and the

indentations in old leaves rounder.

The acorns are large, somewhat
elongated, similarly rounded at both

ends, and half-covered with scaly

top-shaped cups. As the fruit of

this tree varies in size with the

quality of the soil, it is difficult to

distinguish it from that of Q. tinc-

toria : the only constant difference

is, that the kernel of the nut is

always yellowish in Q. tinctoria, and
always white in Q,. coccinea. The
difference between the scarlet oak
and the red oak appears to be about
as great as that which exists between
two very distinct varieties of apple and |)ear : for example, the nonpareil and
the golden pippin, or the jargonelle and the summer bergamot. These oaks
are not, however, on that account the less worthy of being kept quite distinct

;

for it must always be recollected, that some of the finest plants in every de-

partment of culture are the varieties of species, and not the species themselves.
The scarlet oak, in the climate of London, and in Europe generally, may be
considered as of equal hardiness and rapidity of growth with the red oak.
The largest tree of it which we have seen, and know to be certainly of the
scarlet oak, is at Syon, where it is 77 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. 9 in. in

diameter.

Geography, History, ^c. The scarlet oak, says the younger Michaux, is first

seen in the vicinity of Boston; but it is most abundant in New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, and the upper part of the Carolinas and Georgia. In the northern
states, it is often confounded with Q. riibra, and in those of the south with Q.
falcata. The scarlet oak was one of those discovered by Banister, and included
in his catalogue dated 1680. It was probably sent here by him to his patron,
Bishop Compton (see p. 44.) ; as we are informed, by the Hortus Ketvensis,

that there was a plant of it in the bishop's garden in 1691. It was, at first, sup-
posed to be only a variety of Q. rubra, and it is mentioned as such in the first
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edition of the Hortus Kewcnsis (iii. p. 337.). Wangenheim was the first author
who distinguished it as a species. It was one of the plants sent to France by
the elder Michaux in 178G, and formed part of the plantations at Ranibouillet

;

where, we are informed by the younger Michaux, there was a tree of it which,

about 1819, was 43 ft. high. (See p. 141.)

Properties and Uses. The wood of the scarlet oak is of very little value in

the arts, and it makes very poor fuel. It decays rapidly, and is too porous to

contain wine or spirits. The principal use made of it in America is for staves to

make casks for dry goods. The bark is employed in tanning, but is not equal to

that of the Q. rubra. This tree produces galls, which, in America, are applied

to the same purposes as the European galls of commerce. In landscape-gar-

dening, the scarlet oak, like most of the other kinds of this section, is parti-

cularly adapted for planting in the margins of woods or groves on a flat sur-

face ; or for scattering in irregular masses throughout a wood on a declivity,

the surface of which is seen fi'om below. For small groups near the eye it is

also well adapted; though the beauty of the foliage of young trees must be
acknowledged to be inferior to that of Q. rubra and Q, falcata. The long

footstalks of the leaves, and the absence of deep sinuosities in the leaves of
young trees, give, with reference to picturesque effect, Q. coccfnea the same
relation to Q. rubra that Q. sessiliflora has to Q. pedunculata,

Statistfcs. In the environs of London, at Syon, 77 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 9 in,,

and of the head 41ft. ; at Kenwood, Harapstead, 38 years planted, it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 1 ft. 11 in., and of the head 40 ft. In Devonshire, at Bystock Park, 22 years planted, it is

25 ft. high : in Hampshire, at Strathfieldsaye, it is 90 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 4 in., and
of the head 54 ft. : in Somersetshire, at Hurton House, 15 years planted, it is Soft, high ; at Mam-
head, 30 ft. high, with a trunk 52 ft. Sin. in diameter ; some leaves of this tree which were sent to us
measured 8|in. across, and 14in. in length : in Surrey, at St. Ann's Hill, 30 years planted, it is 56ft.
high, the diameter of the trunk 7 ft., and of the head 48 ft. ; at Oakham, 42 years planted, it is 60ft.
high ; and at Deepdene, 10 years planted, it is 18 ft. high: in Sussex, at Kidbrooke, 25 years planted, it

is 14 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 6 in., and of the head 16 ft.: in Wiltshire, at Wardour
Castle, 30 years planted, it is 45 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 30 ft. ; at Long-
ford Castle, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and of the head 77 ft. : in Hertfordshire,
at Oldenhara, 34 years planted, it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the head 20 ft. : in Lancashire, at
Latham House, 30 years planted, it is 36ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 16 in., and of the head
36 ft. : in Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court, 30 years planted, it is 20 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 1ft. 6 in., and of the head 15 ft. : in Warwickshire, at Combe Abbey, 60 years planted, it is

70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 9 in., and of the head 61 ft. ; at Springfield, 30 years
planted, it is 29 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 7 in. ; and at AUesley, 26 years planted, it is 40 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. : in Worcestershire, at Croome, 75 years planted, it is 90 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 30 ft. : in Yorkshire, at Ripley Castle, 16 years planted'
it is 28 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 10 ft. ; at Knedlington, near Howden'
10 years from the acorn, it is from 14 ft. to 16 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the
head 11 ft. In Scotland, in Ross-shire, at Brahan Castle, it is 55 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
1 ft. 8 in., and of the head 30 ft. In Gei-many, in Cassel, at Wilhelmshoe, 50 years old, it is 6 ft. high.
In Austria, at Vienna, in Rosenthal's Nursery, 17 years old, it is 24 ft. high ; the diameter of the
trunk 11 in., and of the head 23 ft. In France, at Rambouillet, it is 50ft. high. In Italy, in Lom-
bardy, at Monza, 16 years planted, it is 16ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 in., and of the
head 10 ft.

$ 16. Q. ambi'gua Willd. The ambiguous, or grey. Oak,

Identification. Michx. Arb., 2. p. 120. ; North Amer. Syl., 1. p. 98. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2.

p. 630,, not Humboldt
Syiwnyme. Q. borealis Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1. p. 98.

Engravings. Michx. Arb., t 24., N. Amer. Syl., 1. t 26. ; our fig. 1740. ; and the plate of this tree
in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sj'c. Leaves sinuated, glabrous, acute at the base ; sinuses some-
what acute. Cup somewhat shield-shaped. Nut roundish-ovate. (Michx.)
A tree, varying from 40 ft. to 60 ft. high. Introduced in 1800.

Description, Sfc. The grey oak, according to the younger Michaux, forms, in

America, a tree from 40 ft. to 60ft. high, and with a trunk 1 ft. 6 in. in diameter.

It bears a close analogy to the red oak in its foliage, and to the scarlet oak
in its fruit ; whence Michaux has given it the specific name of ambigua. It

has also another peculiarity, in blossoming every year, though it takes two,
three, and, in very cold climates, four years to mature its fruit. The leaves

are large, smooth, and deeply sinuated ; the indentations being sharper and
more angular than those of the leaves of Q. coccinca. The acorns are of
the middle size, rounded at the end, and contained in scaly top-shaped cups.

The grey oak is found farther north than any other American species. The
elder Michaux found it on the 8t. Lawrence, near Quebec, in n. lat. 47° 30'.
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Under that parallel, and at Halifax, in Nova Scotia, it is only 40 ft. high

;

but it increases in size as it gets farther south, till, on the shores of Lake
Champlain, it often attains the height of 60 ft. It was first described by the
younger Michaux, and was introduced into England by the Messrs. Fra&er,
in 1800. From its geographical range, it is evidently fitter for the colder
parts of Europe than either the preceding or following sorts. Plants, in the
neighbourhood of London, grow vigorously; and, from their very large foliage,

make a fine appearance, even when young. This kind must not be confounded
with the Q. ambigua of Humboldt, which is a native of Mexico, and a totally

diiFerent plant (see App. viii. Mexican Oaks) ; nor with a tree marked (in 1836)
Q. ambigua in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which is intermediate be-
tween Q. sessiliflora and Q. pedunculata, and may be called Q. i?6bur am-
biguum, as this may be called Q. rubra ambigua. There are trees of the true
North American kind in the Horticultural Society's Garden, of one of which
the plate of this species in our last Volume is a portrait. The wood is as
coarse and open in its pores as that of the red oak ; but it is stronger and
more durable ; and, though unfit for wine casks, it is sometimes employed,
in Canada, for the knees of schooners, and other small vessels, and by
wheelwrights. As a tree to introduce occasionally in hanging woods in the
Highlands of Scotland, along with the British oak, no species can be more
desirable than Q. ambigua.

1 17. Q. falca'ta Michx. The sickle-shaped, or Spajiish, Oak.
Identification. Michx. Quer., No. 16.; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 631. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 169.

;

Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.
Synonymes. Q. discolor Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 358. ; Q. elongata Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 444.,

Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 291., Sinith in Rces's Cycl., No. 57. ; 6. lyrata hodd. Cat., 1836; Q.
cuneata Wang. ; Q. triloba Wil/d. Sp. PL, 4. p. 4i3., Michx. Quer., 14. No. 26. ; Q. cune^ta
Wang. Forst. ; the downy.leaved Oak.

Engravings. Michx. Quer., t. 28. ; N. Amer. Syl., 1. t. 23. ; and our.fes. \19a. and 1751.

Sjiec. Char., Src. Leaves downy beneath, sinuated, with three or more some-
what falcate bristle-pointed lobes; the terminal one elongated and jagged.
Calyx hemispherical. (Willd.) A tree, varying from 30 ft. to 80ft. high.
Introduced, under the name of Q. elongata, in 1763 ; and again, under that
of Q. triloba, in 1800.

Description, Sfc. This oak is a very remai'kable one, from the great differ-

ence which exists in its leaves and general appearance, in different climates.
This difference is so extraordinary, that nearly all the botanists who have
written on the American oaks have supposed it to be two species. In the south-
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"^s;

ernstates, it forms a noble tree, 80 ft. high, with .<. 1750

a trunk 4ft. or 5ft. in diameter; while in New
Jersey the tree is never above 30 ft. high, with

a trunk only 4 in. or 5 in. thick. The bark is

thick, black, and deeply furrowed ; and the

wood is reddish and coarse-graiued, with open
pores, like that of the red oak. The leaves are

also extremely different : on the trees in the

south, they are falcate, like those in^g. 1750.,

copied from the plate of this tree in the North

American Sylva, i. t. 23. In New Jersey, the

leaves are three-lobed (like those shown in_y?g.

1751., from the Histoire des Ckcncs), except a

few on the summit, which are slightly falcated.

Generally, the lower branches of all trees of
this species, growing in moist and shaded situations, have their leaves tnlobed

;

while those on the upper branches are falcated, with their lobes even more

arched than those shown in/g. 1750. This remarkable difference led the elder

Michaux to describe the specimens which he

found growing in very cold bad land as Q.

triloba ; and on the young shoots of these spe-

cimens he frequently found leaves deeply den-

ticulated or lobed, like those of Q. rubra or

Q. coccinea, as represented at a mfg. 1751.

The stumps oftrees that have been felled, also,

frequently send up shoots bearing leaves deeply

denticulated at right angles to the main rib.

Amidst all these changes, however, the leaves

of Q. falcata preserve one striking character-

istic ; which is, that there is always " a thick

down upon the under side of the leaves, and
upon the young shoots to which they are

attached." The acorns are small, round, brown,
and contained in slightly scaly, shallow, top-

shaped cups, supported on short peduncles :

they resemble those of Q. Banisten', and, like

them, preserve the power of germination for a

long time. The growth of this tree, according

to the elder Michaux, is extremely rapid and vigorous, even on the worst
soils. The most northern boundary of Q. falcata is the neighbourhood
of Allentown, in New Jersey, about 60 miles from Philadelphia. Even at

this distance, says the younger Michaux, the leaves are smaller than in the

imuiediate vicinity of the city, where they begin to assume their appropriate

form. Farther south, Q. falc£ita is constantly found among the most com-
mon trees in the forests ; but it is less frequent near the mountains, and
in the country beyond. " In Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia, it is known
by the name of the Spanish oak ; and, in the Carolinas and Georgia, by that

of the red oak." Michaux adds that, in an old English work which he found
in " the library at Charleston, it is said to have been called the Spanish oak
by the first settlers, from the resemblance of its leaves to those of Q. Vcldni,

which grows in Spain." If Q. ^'gilops is the oak meant, the resemblance

must have been very slight. The name of the red oak was probably derived

from the great analogy between the wood of this species and that of Q. rubra.

The wootl of the Spanish oak is, however, better than that of the latter, though

it is, also, too porous to contain wine or spirits; and, from its want of dura-

bility, it is considered greatly inferior to that of the oaks belonging to the

section Albae. " The principal merit of the Spanish oak," says the younger
Michaux, " consists in its bark. This is preferred for tanning coarse leather,

which it renders whiter and more su|)ple; it is consequently sold, at Phila-
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delphia and Wilmington, a fourth dearer than that of either the red or the

scarlet oak : the leather is said to be improved by the addition of a small quan-
tity of the bark of the hemlock spruce." (N. Amer. Si/L,i. p. 80.) This species

of oak is used in New Jersey to form hedges. The elder Michaux says that, for

this purpose, the acorns are sown on a raised bank ; and that they must be

carefully defended, during the first winter, from rats and moles, which are fond

of them. The young plants must be kept clear of weeds, and earthed up
during the two following years ; and, in the course of the fourth, they will

form a very thick and strong hedge ; the young shoots and branches crossing

and intertwining with each other. If kept properly pruned and weeded,
and the gaps filled up by young plants raised in boxes, a hedge of this kind

will last more than a century. (Hist, des C/ienes, No. 14.) This species ap-

pears from the Hortus Kewensis, 2d ed., to have been introduced, under the

name of Q.. elongata, by Mr. Murdock Murchison, in 1763; and to have been

reintroduced, under the name of Q. triloba, by the Messrs. Fraser, in 1800.

There are plants at Messrs. Loddiges's, under the name of Q. lyrata, as well

as that of Q. falcata ; and there is a tree at Trentham called Q. falcata, which
is 20 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 1 in., and of the head 18 ft. Phalae^na

(Drj'ocampa Harm) stigma Abb. and Smith, t. 36. and our j*?g. 1752. ; ^ombyx
stigma Fab. Ent., 4. p. 424. ; the orange white-spot moth ; feeds upon the

leaves of this oak and Q. tinctoria. In a young state the whole brood of cater-

pillars keep together, but disperse as they grow larger. It is very seldom
seen on the wing. One observed by Abbott went into the ground on the 20th
of September, and came forth on the 16th of June. Both the larva and imago
are of a bright orange colour.

t 18. Q. TiNCTO^RiA WiUd. The Quercitron, or Dyer's, Oak.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 444. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., 5. p. 291. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2.

p. 629. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 170. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 58.
Synonymes. Q. virginiana, &c., Fluk. Vhyt., t. 54. f.5. ; Q. discolor WiUd. Arb.,97i., Smith in Ahh.

Ins., 2. p. 111. ; the black Oak, Amer. ; Chene des Teinturiers, Fr.
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M.y.i

1754

Engravings. Michx. Quer., t. 34. ; N. Aracr. Syl., I. t. 24. ; our figs. 17.W. and 1754.
;
and the plate of

this tree in our last Vdluine.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves downy beneath, obovate-oblong, dilated, widely

siiiuated; lobes short, obtuse, "sliphtly toothed, bristle-pointed. Calyx of

the fruit flat underneath ; nut globose. (
Willd.) A tree, varying from

80 ft. to 100 ft. high. Introduced in 1800.

Varieties. Michaux, in his Flora Borca/is Americana, gives

the two following forms of this species :

'—
i Q. /. 1 angulosa Michx.; Q. nigra Pursh Arh. Am.,

p. 120. ; Q. americana Pluk. Aim., p. 309.;

Q. velutina Lam. Bid.; Q. tinctoria Barf.
^^,%o/«5r;vy

Trav., p. 37. ; and ouv Jig.'i. 1753, 1754-.—
V'.\ '3K__^

Leaves smooth, lobed with angular lobes. N^t^^^^ .

.i--

Cup top-shaped. Nut globose, and de-

pressed at the summit. A native of the

shoresof Lake Champlain, in Pennsylvania,

and of high mountains in Carolina and ""0
'"

Georgia.
'^

i Q.t. 2 simiosa Michx.; Q. nigra Wang.; and our /g.?. 1755, 1756,

and 1757.— Leaves deeply sinuated. Cup flat and turbinated.

Nut ovate'. Native of South Carolina and Georgia.

Description, Sfc. This

oak, according to the

younger Michaux, is the

loftiest oak in America,

being from 90 ft. to 100

ft. high, with a trunk

from 4 ft. to 5 ft. in dia-

meter. The trunk is

straight, and is covered
with a deeply furrowed
bark of middling thick-

ness, but always black,

or of a very deep brown
colour ; whence, pro-

bably, the tree derives

its common name in

America; viz. the black

oak. The dark hue of

the bark easily distin-

guishes this tree from Q.
riibra, Q. coccfnea, and
Q. ambigua, in the

northern provinces; but,

in the southern ones,

Q. falcata having bark of the same colour, Q. tinctoria can only be dis-

tinguished by its buds, which are longer, more acuminate, and more scaly,

than those of the former species. The inner bark of Q. tinctoria, if chewed,

is very bitter, and gives a yellow tinge to the saliva, which is not tlie case with

the bark of Q. falcata. The wood is reddish, coarse-grained, and porous,

like that of all the red oaks. The leaves are large, deeply laciniated, and

resemble those of Q. coccinea, but they have fewer lobes, never exceeding

four or five ; while the leaves of the old trees of Q. coccinea have from five

to seven : they are also less openly and roundly sinuated, less shining, of a

duller green, and, during a part of the summer, have their surfaces roughened

with small glands, which are visible to the eye and sensible to the touch ; and

which are also found on the young shoots. In autumn, the leaves of young

trees turn to a dull red ; but those on old trees become yellow, or of a yel-
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lowish brown, beginning with

the petiole. This oak is nearly

as extensively distributed in

North America as the white

oak ; and, except in the district

of Maine, and the northern

1756

part of New Hampshire, Ver-

mont, and Tennessee, this spe-

cies is found throughout the

United States, on both sides

ot the Alleghanies ; and it is

everywhere called the black

oak, except in some parts of

New England, where, according to Dr. Brown {Si/l. Amer.'), it is called the

yellow oak. It flourishes in Maryland, and in some parts of Virginia, where
the soil is lean, gravelly, and uneven ; and it generally will grow in a poorer soil

than the white oak. This oak was one of those enumerated by the elder

Michaux, as being advisable to introduce into France, and of which he sent

seeds to that country in 1786 (see p. 142.); notwithstanding which, it does

not appear that there are any large specimens in France; and the plants

raised by Michaux were probably lost during the revolution of 1789, when
a great part of the plantations of Rambouillet were destroyed. It was in-

troduced into England in 1800, by the Messrs. Eraser, but has been but very

little cultivated, though it is a tree of great regularity and beauty, and, even in

this countr}', might possibly become of use for its bark.

Properties and Uses. The wood, though coarse-grained and porous, is

much more esteemed for strength and durability than that of any other Ame-
rican oak of biennial fructification. In Philadelphia, it is employed in building

;

and, in most parts of the northern states, it is used as a substitute for the

white oak, whenever that tree is scarce ; and a large proportion of what are

called the best red oak staves, which are used, in Canada and the West Indies,

to form casks for flour, salted provisions, and molasses, are made of the wood
of this tree. The bark is extensively used in tanning ; for which it is well

adapted, as it is produced in great abundance, and is rich in tannin. The only

inconvenience is, that shoes made of leather tanned with it are apt to impart

a yellow tinge to the stockings. This colour, however, may be discharged by
subjecting the leather to a particular process, when it is thought worth while

to incur the expense. The most useful product of this oak is the quercitron,

which is much used in both America and England for dyeing ; and which is

not only equal to woad in the brilliancy of the yellow produced, but is so much
stronger, that Dr. Bancroft states that one part of quercitron yields as much
colouring matter as 8 or 10 parts of woad. The colouring matter is con-

tained in the inner bark, a decoction of which forms a brownish yellow dye,

which may be rendered deeper by alkalies, and lighter by acids. A solution of

alum causes a small portion of the colouring matter to fall in a deep yellow
precipitate ; and solutions of tin afford a more abundant precipitate, of a

brighter huei To dye wool, it is sufficient to boil the quercitron with an equal
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weight of alum : to dye silk, the proportion is 1 lb. of the quercitron to 12 lb. of
silk. The quercitron is chiefly exported from Philadelphia. According to

M'Culloch, the average quantity imported for three years, ending in 1831, was
25,015 cwt. a year ; and the price of this varied, according to the quality, from
12*. 6rf. to 15.V. per cwt., including Is. each for duty. Dr. Bancroft first dis-

covered and applied the dyeing properties of the quercitron ; and he obtained

a patent for his invention in 1775 ; but, the American war breaking out soon
after, he reaped little profit from his discovery, though it has been of great

advantage to the arts and manufactures of both England and America. (Co7n.

Diet., art. Bark.)

statistics. Ill England, in the environs of London, the largest plant we know of is at Messrs. Lod-
diges's, where there is a tree 20 ft. high, of which a portrait is given in ourjlast Volume. In Stafford-
shire, at Trentham, 26 years planted, it is 2-tft. high, the diameter of the trunk 8 in., and of the
head 10 ft.; in Worcestershire, at Croome, 40 years ]jlanted, it is iS ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 20 in., and of the head 40 ft. In the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, 10 years planted, it is 10 ft.

high. In France, in Brittany, at Barres, 8 years planted, it is 12 ft. high. In Austria, at Briick on
the Leytha, 30 years old, it is 12ft. high. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Moiiza, 6 years planted, it is

10 ft. high.

S 19. Q. PALu'sTRis Willd. The Marsh, or Pin, Oak.

Identijicaiion. Du Roi Harbk., 2., t. 5. f. 4. ; Wang. Amer., t. 5. f. 10. ; Michx. Quer., No. 19.;

Arb., 2. p. 123. t. 25. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 446. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., .5. p. 192.; Pursh Fl. Amer.
Sept., 2. p. 631. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 172. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 63. ; Lodd. Cat., «d. 1836.

Synnnymes. Q. mont&.na Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; Q. Banister/ Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Engravings. Michx. Quer., t. 33, 34. : N. Amer. Syl., 1. t. 27.; our Jigs. 1758. and 1759. ; and the
plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., i^c. Leaves smooth, oblong, deeply and widely sinuated, on long

stalks ; lobes distant, parallel, acute, sharply toothed, bristle-pointed ; forks

of the veins densely woolly beneath. Calyx of the fruit flattened; nut

nearly globose. {Wil/d.) A tree, 80 ft. high. Introduced in 1800.

Description, ^c.

The pin oak, accord-

ing to the younger

Michaux, is a tall

tree, rising, in marshy
ground, to the height

of 80 ft., with a trunk

3 ft. or 4 ft. in diame-

ter. " Its secondary

branches are more
slender and numerous
than is common on so

large a tree, and are

intermingled, so as to

give it,at a distance,the

appearance of being

full of pins. This sin-

gular disposition ren-

ders it distinguishable

at first sight in winter,

and, is perhaps, the

cause of its being call-

ed the pin oak." (N.
Amer. Syl., i. p. 101.)

The tree,when young,

assumes an agreeable pyramidal shape; and its far-extending drooping
branches, and light and elegant foliage, render it, in our opinion, the most
graceful of all oaks. The bark on the oldest trees of Q. palustris is scarcely

ever cracked : on young trees it is perfectly smooth. The wood is coarse-

grained, and resembles that of the red oak. In the climate of London, the

tree is remarkably hardy; and its rate of growth is much more rapid than that

of every other American oak, with the single exception of Q.ambigua. This may
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be rendered obvious at a glance,

by inspecting the line of oaks at

Messrs, Loddiges's, where there

are three trees, marked Q. palus-

tris, Q. Banlsteri, and Q- montana,
(all of which are the Q. palustris of

Michaux,) which are above 30 ft.

high, which is several feet higher

than all the others, with the single

exception of Q. ambigua. A tree

(,/%. 17G1.) of this species in the

Horticultural Society's Garden,
which had been overtopped with

elms, in the manner already men-
tioned (p. ISGi.), has lost its

leader, and has more the appear-
ance of a stunted bush than a tree.

It is not one third of the size of
those at Messrs, Loddiges's, of one
of which the tree in our last Vo-
lume is a portrait. The leaves are

much smaller than those of all the
other species of this section : they
are smooth, of a pleasing green,

supported on very long petioles, and, on old trees, are very deeply laciniated.

On young trees, they are much less so, as will be seen by Ji^^. 1760, copied
from Michaux's Histoire des Chenes, in which « is a seedling of one year old,

and b a leaf from a tree two years old. The acorns are small, round, and
contained in flat shallow cups,

of which the scales are closely ?-, "'^jt^'^'f^
applied one upon another. The

1761

1760

It is used for the axles of mill-

wood, though stronger and more
tenacious than that of either the
red or the scarlet oaks, has the
pores still larger and fnore open
than those of either of these woods
wheels, when white oak of sufficient dimensions cannot be procured ; and
sometimes, though rarely, it is made into staves for casks for dry goods.
For small groups, and especially in moist rich soil, we cannot sufficiently
recommend this tree. Its growth is rapid, and the disposition of its branches
IS smgularly graceful from its infancy upwards. A few years ago, there were
a great many trees of it in the Leyton Nursery, which were \aken up and
burnt for want of sale. The most beautiful small specimen we know is in the
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Goldworth Arboretum. The specimen trees at Messrs. Loddiges's, and one
in the Milford Arboretum, were equally beautiful before they were severely

cut in, to give more room to the surrounding plants.

It 20. Q. Catesb^'/ Willd. The barren Scrub Oak.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 446. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 630. ; Michx. Quer., No. 17. ;

N. Du Ham., 7. p. 172. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 62.

S!/nony7nes. d rQbra /3 Abb. and Smith Ini.,\. p. 27. ; Q. £'sculi divisOra, &c.. Cat. Car., 1. t. 23.

Engravings Michx. Quer., t. 29, 30. ; Cat. Car., 1. t. 23. ; and our^gs. 1762, 176a

Spec. Char., i.fc. Leaves smooth, oblong, wedge-shaped at the base, deeply

and widely sinuated, on short stalks ; lobes 3 or 5, divaricated, acute, 2- or

3-cleft, bristle-pointed. Calyx of the fruit turbinate, half as long as the

nut. (JViUd.) A shrub or low tree, from 15ft. to 30ft. high. Introduced

in 1823.

.Description, c^c. The general appearance of this tree is stunted : its trunk

is crooked, dividing into branches at 2 ft. or 3 ft. from the groimd, and covered

with a thick, blackish, deeply furrowed bark. The foliage is open, and its

leaves are large, smooth, thick, and cori-

aceous towards the close of summer,
deeply and irregularly laciniated, and
supported on short petioles. " With
the first frost, they change to a dull red,

and fall the ensuing month. The acorns

are pretty large, of a blackish colour,

and partly covered with a fine grey dust,

which is easily rubbed off between the

fingers : they are contained in thick

cups, swollen towards the edge, with the

upper scales bent inwards. The oldest

trees alone are productive, and their

fruit never exceeds a few handfuls."

(N, Amer. Si/L, i. p. 86.) According

to the younger Michaux, this oak is confined to the lower part ot the

Carolinas and Georgia. It grows in soils too meagre to sustain any other

vegetation, where the light movable sand is wholly destitute of vegetable

mould. It is the only species multiplied in the pine barrens ; and from this

circumstance, and its scrubby habit of growth,

it has probably obtained the name of the barren

scrub oak. The elder Michaux says that it is

sometimes found from 30 ft. to 40 ft. high.

The leaves vary very little, as will be seen by

,y%. 1763., in which a represents a seedling of

one year's growth, and b a leaf from a plant

two years old. This oak, though not intro-

duced till 1823, is supposed to be the one V
figured in Catesby's Carolina, which he calls the ^^
red oak with small pedunculated acorns, and x"

describes as follows :— " Bark dark, thick, and
strong, preferable for tanning. Wood coarse

and spongy. The acorns vary much in shape
;

and the leaves retain no certain form, but sport

into various shapes, more than those of other

oaks." (Catesb. Carol., i. p. 23.) He adds that the wild pigeons assemble

in such numbers on this oak, that they sometimes break down the branches,

and leave their dung some inches thick under the trees. The elder Mi-
chaux says that Catesby has confoundetl this tree with Q. rubra ; which
is probably the case, as his description accords much better with that species,

than this tree. The wood of Q. Catesbcc^' is considered excellent as fuel ; and
it bears a higher price than that of any other oak in America for that purpose.

6g 2
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We are not aware of there being any trees of this oak in the neighbourhood

of London; but we believe there are plants of it in the Edinburgh Botanic

Garden, raised from acorns brought over by Mr. M'Nab, jun., in 1834. (See

p. 18-2.)

§ vi. Nigrce. Black America?! Oaks.

Sect. Char., ^c. Leaves wedge-shaped, or imperfectly lobed ; mucronated, but

the mucros generally dropping off when the leaves have attained their full

size. Leaves dying off of a blackish green, and in America frequently per-

sistent. Bark black, and not scaling off. Fructification biennial. Nut
ovate, with a persistent style, and sometimes marked with dark lines. Trees,

from 20 ft. to 40 ft. high ; and one of them, a miniature tree, often not

exceeding 3 ft. in height. Rate of growth less rapid than in the preceding

sections.

'i 21. Q. ni'gra L. The Black Jack Oak.

Identification. Cat. Carol., 1. 19. ; Lin. Sp. PI., 1413. ; Willd. Sp. Pl.,4. p.442. ; Ait. Hort. Kew.,
5. p. 291. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 629. ; Sm. and Abb. Ins., 2. p. 115. ; Michx. Quer., No. 12. ;

N. Du Ham., 7. p. 168. ; Sm. in Rees's Cycl., No. 53.

Synonymes. Q. maryl&ndica, &c., Raii; Q. ferruginea Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1. p. 79. t. 20. ; Q.
aquatica Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; Barrens Oak, Amer.

Engravings. Abb. Ins., t. 58. ; Michx. Quer., t. 22, 23. ; Cat. Carol., 1. 19. ; and our^^. 1764.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves wedge-shaped, somewhat heart-shaped at the base ;

dilated, abrupt, ai)d very slightly 3-lobed at the end ; the middle lobe shortest,

smooth above, rusty beneath. Calyx hemispherical, with membranous
scales. Nut roundish-ovate. ( Willd.) A tree, 20 ft. or 30 ft. high. Intro-

duced before 1739.

DescnjHion, S(c. The Black Jack oak, according to the younger Michaux,
is sometimes 30 ft. high, and Sin. or 10 in. in diameter, but commonly does not

exceed half these dimensions. Its trunk is generally crooked ; and it is co-
vered with a very hard, thick, and deeply

furrowed bark, which is black on the

outside, though the inner bark is of a

dull red. The head of the tree is broad

and spreading, even in the midst of the

woods. The leaves are of a very re-

markable shape, being dilated towards
the summit, like a pear, and armed,
when young, with .3 or 5 bristle-like

points, which fall off when the leaf has
attained its full size. Fig. 1765., from
Michaux's Histoire des Chenes, shows
these mucros on seedUngs of one year's

and two years' growth. The leaves are
yellowish, and somewhatdowny, at their

first unfolding in spring; but, when fully

expanded, they become of a dark green
above, and rusty beneath : they are also
thick and leathery in their texture. In autumn, they turn of a blackish red,
and fall with the first frost. The oldest trees bear only a few handfuls of
acorns, which are large, and half-covered with very scaly cups. Michaux
observed this species for the first time in some forests in New Jersey, about
60 miles east of Philadelphia. It is commonly found upon soils composed
of red argillaceous sand, mingled with gravel, and so meagre as scarcely
to bear cropping. The greater part of Maryland and Virginia, from Balti-
more to the borders of North Carolina (a distance of 400 or 500 miles), is,

according to the younger Michaux, composed of this kind of soil ; and here the
Black Jack oak is found in the greatest abundance. The whole of this in-
terval, vyith the exception of the valleys and the swamps, with their surround-
mg acclivities, is covered with forests impoverished by fire, and by the cattle
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which subsist in them during the greater part

of the year. They are composed principally of

the finus paliistris, (^uercus obtusiloba, Q.

nigra, Q. tinctoiSa, and Q. coccinea. In the

Carolinas and (ieorgia, wiiere the soil gradually

improves in retiring from the shore towards the

mountains, the Black Jack oak forms a band

lo or 20 miles broad, between the pine barrens

and the forests of nobler trees. In Kentucky
and Tennessee, the Black Jack oak is only seen

in the savannahs, where it is widely diffused
;

and where, preserved by the thickness of its

bark, and its insulated position, it survives the

conflagrations that almost every year consume
the grass ; the fire, driven forward by the wind,

having only time to devour its foliage. In the

pine barrens, this oak grows chiefly on the

edges of the branch swamps, where the soil is

little stronger than is necessary for the pines. With Q. cinerea and Q. Cates-

hce'i/it possesses itself of the pine lands that have been cleared for cultivation,

and afterwards abandoned on account oftheir sterility ; and in these situations it

becomes larger than in the forests. (N. Amer. Syl., i. p. 80.) In New Jersey

and Philadelphia, this species is called the barrens oak ; and in Maryland and

the more southern states, the Black Jack oak. The specific name of nigra was
given to it by Linnaeus, from the blackness of its bark and general appearance;

but Michaux preferred the name of ferruginea, not only because the under

surface of the leaves is of a rusty brown, but because Q. tinctoria, in America,

is generally known by the name of the black oak. The wood is heavy and

compact; hut it decays so rapidly, when exposed to the weather, that it is not

used in the arts : it makes excellent fuel, and is sold in Philadelphia for only

a little less than hickory, and for one third more than every other kind of wood.

Notwithstanding the

leathery texture of

the leaves of this

tree, they are attacked

by the larva of Pha-
lae^na lucida Sm. and
Abb. Ins., t. 58., syn.

Dryocampa lucida

Harris, P. virginiensis

Dm. Ins., 2. t. 13. f.

2., and our^g. 1766.,

the transparent-wing-

ed white-spot moth.
The caterpillar of this

moth is pink, streak-

ed with a yellowish

green; and the perfect

insect pink, brown,
and yellow. The ca-

terpillar buries itself

in the ground, but
remains there only a

short time ; one ob-

served by Abbott bu-
ried itself on the 12th

of July, and the moth
appeared on the 26th. The larva of P. quernaria Sm. and Abb. Ins., t. 93.,

the American oak beauty, also feeds on the leaves of this species. There are

6 G 3
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plants of the Black Jack in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and a tree

in the arboretum of the Messrs. Loddiges, under the name of Q. aquatica.

5 22. Q. aqua'tica Solarid. The Water Oak.

Identification. Soland. in Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. I., 3. p. 357., ed. 2., No. 11. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 441.;

Pursh FI. Anier. Sept., 2. p. 628. ; Michx. Quer., No. 11. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 167. ; Smith in

Rees's Cvcl No 52
Synonymes. Q. f61iis cuneiformibus, &c., Gron. Virg. ; Q. fi)Uo non serrito, &c., Cat. Carol., l.t. 20. ;

Q. nigra IVilld. Sp. PL, 1413. ; Q. uliginosa Wangh. Amer., t. 6. f. 18.

Engravings. Michx. Quer., t. 19, 20, and 21. ; Cat. Carol., t. 20. ; and our^^. 1767.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves wedge-shaped, smooth ; tapering at the base ; dilated

and obscurely 3-lobed at the end; the middle lobe largest. Calyx nearly

hemispherical. Nut roundish. (Willd.) A tree, from 40 ft. to 60 ft. high.

Introduced before 1 723.

Vmieties.

± Q. a.2 nana ; Q. aquatica SmiiJi and Abb. Ins., ii. p. 117, t. 59. ; Q. a.

elongata Ait. Hort. Keiv., v. p. 290. ; Q. dentata Bart. Trav., p. 14.

and 28. ; Q. nana Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 443., Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., ii.

p. 628., iV. Du. Ham., vii. p. 169., Smith in Rees's CycL, No. 53. ; the

Dwarfjagged Oak ; is of much lower stature than the species, and
has the leaves nearly sessile, and more distinctly lobed.

^ Q. ff. 3 maritima Michx. Quer., No.
11. t. 20. f. 2.; Q.hemisphieVica

Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 443., Bart.

Trav., p. 320., Pursh Fl. Amer.

Sept., ii. p. 628., N. Du Ham.,
vii. p. 169., Smith in Rees^sCycL,

No. 63. ; has persistent leaves.

Other Varieties. There is no Ame-
rican oak, not even Q. falcata, of which
the foliage is so variable as of this tree.

On full-grown trees, the leaves are

smooth, shining, and heart-shaped ; or

broad and rounded at the summit, and

terminating in a point at the base, as

in Jig. 1767.; and on young trees, or

on shoots from the root of old trees,

the leaves are oval, toothed, oblong,

and, in short, of all the different forms
shown in Jig. 1768., taken from the Histoire des Chenes. In the Hortus
Keivensis, five varieties are enumerated, only differing in the shape of the
leaves ; but the elder Michaux as-

serts that they cannot be propagated
with certainty even by grafting ; and
that all the different kinds may be
found on one tree. Even the two
we have given under distinct names,
though they are made species by some
authors, are rather variations than
varieties.

Description, Sfc. The water oak
rarely exceeds 40 ft, or 43 ft. in height,

with a trunk from 1 ft, to 1 ft. 6 in. in

diameter ; though it is sometimes found
30 ft. or 60 ft. high. The bark, on the
oldest trees, is smooth, or very slightly

furrowed. The acorns, which are of a
dark brown, and are small and ex-
tremely bitter, are contained in shallow
slightly scaly cups. They are not
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abundant, as the larsest tree seldom yields more than a few pints. This oak

varies very much from soil and climate. In Virginia, which is its most

northern habitat, the tree is only 40 ft. or 45 ft. high; and its leaves, which

vary exceedingly, but are generally wedge-shaped, drop at the first frost. In

the inland parts of the southern states, the tree attains its largest size ; but

on the sea coast it becomes dwarfish, and the leaves persistent ; they frequently

remaining on the tree for two or three years. In the Carolinas, (leorgia, and

East Florida it is most abundant ; and it is always found in the stagnant pools

and narrow swamps enclosed in the pine barrens. It is one of the Ame-

rican oaks mentioned by Catesby, and was cultivated in Fairchild's Nursery

before the year 1723. As a

useful tree, it has no recom-

mendations : the wood is

tough ; but it decays so soon,

that it is never used in Ame-
rica, where it is not esteemed

even for fuel. The bark con-

tains some tannin ; but it is

considered so inferior to that

of other oaks, that it is never

used by the tanners ; and the

acorns are so bitter, that even \^

pigs will not eat them. When
young, the tree is frequently

attacked by the larva of a

moth, considered by Abbott

and Smith as identical with

the English Phalae'na (Clisio-

campa) neiistria L. Syst.Nat.,

818., Smith and Abb. Ins., t.

59.; and ourJig. 1769. This

insect is extremely abundant

both in Europe and America

;

and in the latter country it is often found in such quantities in the larva state

as entirely to strip the oak on which it feeds of leaves. There are trees of Q.^

aquatica in the Horticultural Society's Garden ; and numerous young plants for

sale in the nursery ground occupied by Mr. Charlwood of Covent Garden
Market.

a 23. Q. zlicifo'lia JVang. The Holly-leaved, or Bear, Oak.

Identification. Wang. Amer., 79. t. 6. f. 17. ; Willd. Sp PL, 4. p. 447. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5-

p. 292. ; Smith in Kees's Cycl., No. 66.

Synonymcs. Q. Banister* Michx. Quer., No. 15., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 173., Pursh Fl. Amcr. Sept.,

2. p. 631. •; ? a. aquatica Abbott and Smith Ins., 2. p. 157. ; Black Scrub Oak, Dwarf red Oak, Atin-r.

Engravings. Wang. Amer., t. 6. f. 17. ; ? Abb. Ins., 2. t. 79. ; N. Amer. Syl., 1. p. 21. ; and our
fig. 1770.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves obovate-wedge-shaped, with 3 or 5 deep bristle-

pointed lobes, entire; downy beneath. Fruit stalked, in pairs. (Willd.)

A shrub, or low tree, from 3 ft. to 10 ft. high. Introduced in 1800.

Description, Sfc. This very remarkable little tree is generally found about

3 ft. or 4 ft. high ; but, in favourable situations, it is sometimes found to reach

the height of 8 ft. or 10 ft. " It usually grows in compact masses, which are

traversed with difiiculty, though no higher than the waist. As the individuals

which compose them are of a uniform height, they form so even a surface,

that, at a distance, the ground appears to be covered with grass, instead of

shrubs." (xV. Amer. Si/I., i. p. 83.) The trunk, which is much confined, is co-

vered, like the branches, with a polished bark. It has more strength than

would be supposed from its size, which is rarely more than 1 in. in diameter.

The leaves are of a dark green on the upper surface, whitish beneath, and
regularly divided into 3 or 5 lobes. The aconis are small, blackish, and lon-

6 G 4
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gitudinally marked with a few reddish lines; and

they are so abundant as sometimes to cover the

branches. The bear oak is common in the northern

states, also in New Jersey, New York, and Pennsyl-

vania. It is never found insulated, or mingled with

other trees and shrubs in the forest; but always in

tracts of several hundred acres in extent, which it

covers almost exclusively, a few specimens of the

chinquapin oak (Q. Priniis pumila) only breaking its

uniformity. The presence of this oak is considered

a sure indication of a barren soil ; and it is usually

found on dry sandy land mingled with gravel. This

oak was first observed by Banister, after whom it

was named by some authors ; it was not, however,

till 1800, that it was brought to this country by the

Messrs. Fraser, to whom we owe the introduction

of many species of American oaks. The tree is too

small for the wood to be of any use ; but the acorns

afford an abundant supply of food to deer, bears, and

swine, which, from the low stature of the plant, can " reach them by lifting their

heads, or rising on their hind feet." The younger Michaux saw it used for

hedges ; and he suggests that it might be planted as copse-wood, as it would

afford food, as well as an excellent shelter, for game ; also, that, as it will grow

in the most sterile soil, and resist the most impetuous winds, it might serve as

a nurse to plantations in exposed situations, such as the dykes in Holland.

The larva of Phalae'na (Orgyia) leucostigma Sin. and Abb. Lis., t. 79., the pale

vapourer moth, feeds on the leaves of this species.

"t 24. Q. heterophy'lla Michx. The various-leaved, o>.Brt?-^ra?M'5, Oak.

Idetitification. Michx. Amer. Syl., 1. p. 75. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 627.

Engraving. Michx. Amer. Syl., t. 18.

Spec. Char. Leaves on long footstalk.s, ovate-lanceolate or oblong, entire or unequally toothed.

Cup hemispherical. Nut roundish. (Michx.) A tree, 30 ft. high.

Description, S^c. It is a remarkable fact, that, notwithstanding the apparent distinctness of this

oak, only one specimen of it has been found in a wild state, and that was discovered by Michaux, in

a field belonging to Mr. Bartram, on the banks of the Schuylkill, 4 miles from Philadelphia. This

was a flourishing tree, 30 ft. high, with a trunk 12in. in diameter. The leaves are of an elongated

oval form, coarsely and irregularly toothed, smooth above, and of a dark green beneath. The acorns

are round, of a middle size, and contained in shallow cups, lightly covered with scales. It is said to

have been introduced, but we do not know where it is to be obtained.

34 23. Q. AGRiFO^LiA WUld. The prickly-leaved American Oak.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI, 4. p. 43+. ; Nees in Ann. des Scien. Nat., ,3. p. 271. ; Fisch. Misc. Hisp.,

1. p. 108.; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. fi27. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 156. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl.,

No. 29.

Engraving. ? Pluk. Phyt., t. 196. f. 3.

Spec. Char., S(c. Leaves roundish-ovate, somewhat heart-shaped ; smooth on both sides, with spinous

teeth. Fruit axillary, sessile. Scales of the calyx lax. Nut ovate. {Willd.) A native of the

western coast of North America, near Nootka Sound. It has not been introduced.

§ vii. Fht'llos. Willoiso Oaks.

Sect. Char., Sfc. Leaves quite entire and lanceolate, dying off without much
change of colour, in England ; but, in America, sometimes persistent for

two or three years. Young shoots straight, spreading, and wand-like.

Bark very smooth, black, and never cracked. Fructification biennial. Cup
imbricate. Nut roundish, and very small. Large trees and shrubs, the least

beautiful in their foliage of the oak family.

t 26. Q. Phe'llos L. The Willoiv Oak.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1412. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 423. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., cd.2., 5. p. 287."; Pursh
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Fl. Amcr. Sept., 2. p. 625. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 150. ; Smith and Abb. Iiks., 2. p. IHI. ; Michx. Quer.,
No. 7. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 1.

Synoni/»i,:i. H. virgini.\na, *tc., P/iik. Aim., p. ISO. ; Q. Tlex mnrytiindica /{nil Hist. PI.

Engravings. Catesb. Carol., 1. t. Iri. ; Xhb. Ins., 2. t. 91.; Michx. Quer., t. 12. ; I'lnk. Ahn., t. 441.

f. 7. ; ourJig. 1774. ; and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Clinr., Sfc. Leaves nienibranaceoiis, linear, lanceolate ; tapering at eacii

end, entire, .smooth, %vitii a small point. Nnt romulisli. (Siiiif/> and Willd.)

A tree, (iO it. or 70 ft. high, in some soils and situations ; and in others a

shrub of ihminutive growth.

Varieties.

* Q. P. 1 sylvaticus M\ch\. Hist, des Chenes, No. vii. t. 12,; Wang.
Anier., t. 3. f. 11.; and ourJig. 1774.; has the

leaves long and narrow on old trees, and tri-

lobed on seedlings, as in fig. 1771. ; and persis-

tent, or deciduous, according to soil and situ-

ation. A tree, growing to the height of about
60 ft. Introduced in 1723. There is a tree in

the Hackney arboretum 22 ft. high.

'it Q. P. 2 latifolim Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; and the

plate of this tree in our lastjVolume.—A tree,

with the leaves rather broader than those of
the preceding form. There is a plant at Messrs. Loddiges's 15 ft.

high.

* Q. P. 3 fiUmiiis Pursh F). Amer. Sept., ii. p. C25., Catesb., i. t. 22., Wangh. Amcr., t. 5.

f. 12., has shorter leaves, which are deciduous. A shrub of low straggling growth.
J* Q. P. 4 scriccus ; Q. Phellos .'imith and Abh. Ins., ii. t. 51. ; Q. P. pamilus Michx. Hiit. des

C/iencs, t. \S. f. 1. and 2. ; (i, humilior salicis foliisbrevior ; the Highland Willow Oak

;

a. sericea fl^illd. Sp. PI., iv. p. 424., Purs/i Fl. Amcr. Sept., ii. p. 62ti. ; N. Du Ham., vii.

p. 150., Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 3. ; Q. pClmila Michx. N. Amer. Syl., i. t. 17. ; and
OMxHg. 1772. The running Oak. — This curious little oak is. the smallest of the genus,
being only 20 in., or at most 2 ft., in height. The leaves are entire, smooth, or of an
elongated oval shape, and about 2 in. long : they are of a reddish tint in spring, turning
green as the season advances, and are deciduou.s. The acorns are small, and round ;

and they are few in number, because the stem of the plant is burnt down to the ground
almost every spring, by the fires kindled in the forests to consume the dead grass ; and,
as this oak belongs to those whose fructification is biennial, the acorns are destroyed
before they reach maturity. This plant is confined to the maritime parts of the Caro-
linas, Georgia, and the Floridas ; and it springs in the pine liarrens, amid the numerous
varieties of whortleberry and other plants which overspread the ground, wherever there
is a little moisture in the soil, and the layer of vegetable mould is a few inches thick.

^ Ste Q. P. r>cinheus; Q. P. y Lin. Sp. PI., 1412. ; Q. P. fi cinereus /lit. Hort. Kew., ed. 1.,

iii. p. 354.; d hiimilis JValt. Carol., 234. ; Q. cinferea jyilld. Sp. PI., iv. p. 425., Ait. Hort.
Keiu., ed. 2.,v. p. 288. , Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., ii. p. 626., N. Du Ham., vii, p. 151., S>nifh

1773

in Rees's Cycl., No. 6., Michz. N. Amer. Syl., L 1 16. : and onrJig. \Tio. The Upland
Willow Oak—This kind varies so much, both in height and general appearance, that
individual plants have freiiucntly been taken for distinct species. It is only found in the
maritime parts of the southern states, where it is little multiplied in comparison with
many other species; and is dispcrsctl in small groups in the forests of white pine
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(flnus Str^bus). It is found also upon the sea shore, and in the pine barrens. In the

latter situation, it is frequently from 18 ft. to 20 ft. high, with a trunk 4 in. or 5 in. in dia-

meter; with entire leaves, 2 in. or Sin. long, silky, and whitish beneath. In dry or

sandy; places, it is only 3 ft. or 4 ft. high, with denticulated leaves only 1 in. in length,

which persist for 2 years. These changes are, however, notpermanent, as F. A. Michaux
found both kinds of leaves on the same tree. The upland willow oak is also often

found in pine forests that have been cleared for cultivation, and afterwards abandoned
on account of their sterility. In these places, as in the pine barrens, it is about 20ft.

high ; and its trunk, crooked, and covered with a thick bark, begins to ramify at about

a third of the height of the tree from the ground. In spring, it is distinguished by the

reddish colour of its leaves and male catkins. The acorns, which are contained in shal-

low cups, are round and blackish, with the base of a bright rose colour, when freshly

exposed.' It is rare to meet with a tree that yields a quart of fruit. {Michx.) The baric

of this tree, like that of Q. tinctftria, dyes yellow ; but the tree is so rare in America,
that no use is made either of its bark or wood.

Q. P. 6 maritmius'^ichy^. Quer.,No. 7. ; Q. maritima Willd. Sp. PI., iv. p. 424., Pursk
PI. Amcr. Sept., ii. p. 625., N. Du Ham., vii. p. 150., Smith in Pees's Cycl., No. 2. —A
low shrubby plant, from 3 ft. to 8 ft. high, according to Pursh ; a native of the sea coast

of Virginia and CaroUna. The leaves are shorter than those of the species, and are per-

sistent. It is sometimes called the evergreen willow oak.

Descriptmi, ^c. Q. Phellos, in America, is seldom found above 50 ft, or

60ft. high, with a trunk 2ft. in diameter; but in England, according to our

Statistics, it attains the height of 70 ft. and upwards. The trunk, even at an

advanced age, is covered with a smooth bark.

The leaves are 2 in. or Sin. long, of a light

green, smooth, narrow, entire, and very similar

to those of the willow ; whence the name of the

willow oak, by which this species is known
throughout the greater part of America. The
shoots are straight, long, slender, wand-like, and

not crossing one another so much as in most of

the other kinds of oaks ; so that the tree is almost

as much like the willow, in its shoots as its leaves.

The acorns, which are rarely abundant, are

small, round, bitter, and of a dark brown co-

lour: they are contained in shallow cups, slightly ^^
coated with scales ; and, if kept in a cool place,

they will preserve the power of germination for

several months. The most northern boundary

of the willow oak is Philadelphia; but it is

more common, and of a larger size, in Virginia,

the Carolinas, and Georgia, where the mild-

ness of the climate is evidently favourable to

its growth. " It is seen, however, only in the

maritime parts of these states, and is a stranger to the inland districts, where

the surface is mountainous, and the climate more severe." {Michx.) The

willow oak generally grows in cool moist places ; and, with Njssa aquatica,

Magnolia glauca, A^cer rubrum, Laiirus carolinensis, and Quercus aquatica, it

borders the swamps in the lower part of the southern states. But, though

the willow oak generally grows in moist places, it is sometimes found, along

with the live oak, " near the sea, in the driest and most sandy soils. At a

distance, it resembles the live oak in its shape and in its foliage, which, in those

situations, persists during several years ; but, on a closer examination, it is

easily distinguished by the form of its leaves, which are shorter and narrower,

and by the porous texture of its wood." {Id.) Catesby calls this oak Q.

/Mex marylandica, after Ray; and mentions that, in 1723, it was growing in

the garden of Mr. Fairchild. He adds that this tree is the favourite resort

of the large white-billed woodpecker, which feeds upon the insects found in

its bark, and injures the tree so much in dislodging them, that the ground

under the tree is often covered with small chips. From this circumstance,

the Spaniards call the birds carpenteros. (Catesb. Carol., i. p. 16.) Michaux

adds that the wood is reddish and coarse-grained, and so porous, that its

staves are classed with those of the red oak. From the comparative rareness

of the tree, however, they are seldom in the market. In some of the lower

parts of Virginia, the wood of Q. Phellos is found to possess great strength
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and tenacity, and to split less easily than that of the white oak ; hence, after

having been thoroughly seasoned, it is employed for the felloes of wheels. In
Georgia, fences are sometimes nuule of this oak; but they do not last longer

than eight or ten years. As fuel, the wood of this tree sells at the lowest
price. Several of the varieties mentioned have been introduced into Britain

;

but we have never seen any of them except one, which has the leaves rather

broader than those of the species, but which is hardly worth keeping distinct.

It is highly probable that, in our soil and climate, all those differences in the

magnitude of the plant, and in the character of the foliage, produced by the
geographical and geological circumstances by which the tree is accompanied
in America, disappear, or, rather, are never produced. The tree, in England,

is one of the hardiest and most rapid-growing of American oaks ; and it

may be also characterised as the least beautiful, its foliage being light in

colour, thinly spread over the tree, and dying off, in autumn, with very little

change.

Statistics. In the environs of London, at Syon, it is 64 ft. high, the diameterof the trunk 2ft. 6in.,
and of the head 47 ft. (see the portrait of this tree in our last Volume) ; in the Mile.End Nursery it

is 34 ft. high; at Whitton Place it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk S ft. (iin. ; at Ken-
wood, Harapstead, 60 years planted, it is 40 It. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 4 in., and
of the head 44 ft. In Devonshire, in the Exeter Nursery, 53 years planted, it is 26 ft. high, with
a trunk 1ft. 6 in. in diameter ; in Surrey, at Pepper Harrow, it is 70ft. high; in Wiltshire, at
Longleat, 65 years planted, it is 38ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 7 in., and of the head
14 ft; in Worcestershire, at Croome, 40 years planted, it is 35 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
10 in., and of the head 15 ft. In France, at Toulon, in the Botanic Garden, 36 years planted, it is

20 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 7 in. In Austria, near Vienna, at Briick on the Leytha,
20 years old, it is 7 ft. high. In Lembardy, at Monza, 24 years planted, it is 44 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 20 ft

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 2s. 6d. each,

and acorns 5s. per bushel. Seedling plants of one year are 10^. per hundred;
one year transplanted, 25s. per hundred. At BoUwyller plants are 3 francs

each ; and at New York plants are 37i cents each.

i 27. Q. (P.) iAURiFoYiA Willd. The Laurel-leaved Oak,

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 427. ; Ait., Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 627. ; Michx. Quer.,
No. 10. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 153. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 14.

Synanymes. The Laurel Oak, Swamp Willow Oak.
Engravings. Michx. Quer., t. 17. ; and ourfig. 1776.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves obovate, entire, smooth, nearly sessile ; tapering at

the base. Nut roundish, even. (Smith.) A tree, 30 ft. or 60 ft. high; a

native of South Carolina and Georgia. Introduced in 1786.

Variett/.

$ Q. (P.) 1. 2 h^brida Michx. Quer., No. 10. t. IS., and our Jig. 1775.; Q. I. 2 obtiisa Ait.

Hort. Kem., ed. 2., v. p. 288., Purs/i Fl. Am^r. Sept., ii. p. 627. ; has rather more obtuse
leaves than the species. This variety is supposed, by the elder Michaux, to be a hybrid
between Q. aquatica and Q. /aurif6lia

;

because the shape of its leaves resembles .^
the former species, while the general cha- |-4,

racter and habit of growth of the tree £^'^11 y^yl
resemble those of Q. /aurifdiia. It grows h\ E^llH/iil \i^[

on the banks of the rivers in the pine
barrens, where the soil, at a little distance
from the water, is only a dry sand.

Description, Sfc. This oak, which rises

to the height of 30 ft., or 60 ft., is said by

the elder Michaux to be very nearly allied to Q . Phellos. He adds that its timber

is very valuable, resembling that of the live oak, which is considered preferable
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to that of any other American oak for ship-builduig. According to the second

edition of the Hortus Keivensis, it was introduced by Mr. John Fraser, in 1786.

It is not mentioned by the younger Michaux, probably, as Pursh conjectures,

because he considered it only a variety of Q. imbricaria, from which it differs

principally in the value of its wood. As, however, the American oaks are

found to vary very much, according to the soil and climate in which they

grow, these two kinds may possibly be the same ; Q. /aurifolia being only

found in South Carolina and Georgia, and Q. imbricaria on the Alleghany

Mountains. The whole of the American oaks belonging to the section Phel-

los are remarkable for retaining their leaves, in particular soils and situations,

for two, three, and in some cases even four, years, without their changing

colour ; differing in this respect, both from evergreens, which change their

leaves in the spring of every year ; and from those deciduous trees which re-

tain their leaves in a withered state during winter. There is a tree of the

species in the Hammersmith Nursery, which is upwards of 20 ft. high ; and,

from its habit of growth and wand-like shoots, independently of any similarity

in the leaves, we are strongly inclined to believe it only a variety of Q. Phellos.

3f 28. Q. imbrica'ria Willd. The Shingle Oak.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 428. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., 5. p. 288. ; Pursh Fl. Amer., Sept., 2.

p. 627. ; Michx. Quer., No. 10. ; N. Du Ham. ; 7. p. 154. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 15.

Synonymes. Q. latif61ia Hort. ; Laurel Oak, Filed-Cup Oak, Jack Oak, Black Jack Oak, Amer. ;

Chene a Lattes, Fr.
Engravings. Michx. Quer., 1. 15, 16. ; N. Amer. Syl., 1. t. 15. ; and our fig. \Tn.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves elliptic-oblong, acute at each end, entire, almost

sessile ; downy beneath. Nut nearly globose. (Smi/k and Willd.) A tree,

a native of the Alleghanies, 40 ft. or 50 ft. high. Introduced in 178G,

Description, ^c. The shingle oak is from 40 ft. to 50 ft. high, with a trunk

from 1ft. to 1 ft. 3 in. in diameter. Its trunk, even when old, is covered with

"a smooth bark; and, for three fourths of its height, it is laden with branches.

It has an uncouth form when bare in winter,

but is beautiful in summer, when clad in its

thick tufted foliage. The leaves are long, lan-

ceolate, entire, and of a shining green." (N.
Amer. Syl., i. p. 70.) Michaux adds that the

trunk is branching, and often crooked; and
the wood, though hard and heavy, has open
pores, like that of Q,. rubra. East of the Alle-

ghanies, this species is rare ; but west of the

mountains it is more multiplied, and better

known. Its most northern boundary is the

neighbourhood of Philadelphia ; but it is found

in the greatest abundance in Kentucky and
Tennessee; also in the country of the Illinois,

where it is called by the French chene a latU s,

or the lath oak. " In the western parts ot

Pennsylvania and Virginia, small lawns, covered

only with tall grass, are frequently seen in the

forests, around which this oak forms entire

groves : insulated trees are also found in cool

humid situations. It is, probably, from its

flourishing in open exposures, that it is most abundant in the country of the

Illinois, which consists ofimmeasurable savannahs, stretching in every direction,

to which the forests bear no sensible proportion." (Michx.) This tree was
brought to England in 1786, by Mr. John Fraser, but is rare in collections.

According to the younger Michaux, it has no merit but in its foliage, the wood
being even inferior to that of the willow oak, which it greatly resembles ; and
so crooked, as to be fit only for fuel. The elder Michaux, however, says
that, in the country of the Illinois, it is used for shingles. There is a tree

of this species in the Horticultural Society's Garden

f-

/
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B. Leaves evergreen.

§ viii. Vlex. Holm^ or Holly^ Oaks.

m
a. Natives of Europe.

Sect. Char. Leaves ovate or oval, sometimes lanceolate, entire or serrated
;

with or without prickly macros; downy beneath. Bark smooth and black,

or rough and corky. Fructification biennial. Cups imbricate. Nut ovate,
acuminate ; sometimes very long in pro[)ortion to the cup. Low trees, or
shrubs, of" great commercial interest, i'roni including the oaks which produce
cork, the kermes insect, and edible acorns.

1 29. Q. 7^LEX L. The common evergreen, or Holm, Oak.
Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., U12. ; Willd. Sp. PI., i. p. 433.; Ait. Hort Kew., 5. p. 289 ; N Du
Ham., 7. p. 156. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 32.

Synonijmcs. /Mex arbbrea Bauk. Hist., 1. p. 95. ; I'Veuse, or Chene vert., Fr. ; Stein Eiche, Ger. •

Elice, Ital. ; Encina, Span. '
'

'

Engravings. Blackw. Herb., t. 186.; N. Du Ham., t 43, 44.; Dend. Brit., t. 90.; our fig. 1781.-
and the plates of the tree in our last Volume.

'

Spec. Char., ^-c. Leaves ovate-oblong, acute, coriaceous, entire or serrated
;

hoary beneath. Bark even. 'Nut ovate. (Wil/d, and Smith.) A large shrub,
or low or middle-sized tree, according to soil and situation ; a native of
the south of Europe, the north of Africa, and of Cochin-China, and other
parts of Asia ; in cultivation in British gardens from a very remote period;
flowering in May, and ripening its acorns the second year.

Varieties. These are very numerous, and
frequently very distinct ; and, as in the

case of every species of oak, they might

be greatly increased by selecting from
beds of seedling plants.

1 Q. L 1 integrifolin Lodd. Cat., ed.

1836; 5'ni'ilax Dalech., Bauh.
Hist.,\. p. 101.; .Suber secun-

dus Mafth. Valgr., i. p. 188., as

to the figure ; has the leaves

lanceolate, entire.

t Q. L 2 serratifolia Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836; /Mex Matth. Va/gr.,

i. p. 186., Du Ham. Arb., i. t.

123., and our^^. 1778.; has the
leaves lanceolate, serrated.

I * Q. L 3 Wigifolia Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; Phellodrys Matth. Valgr.,

i. p. 189., as to the figure; Tlex, No. 3., Du Ham.,
Arb.,i. t. 224., and ourfg. 1779. ; has broader and
less rigid leaves, which are more or less undulated,
and sometimes slightly serrated.

f i Q. L 4- cri.y)a Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, has the leaves
wrinkled at the edges.

f '^ Q. L 5 lalifo/ia Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; Q. I. oblonga
'

Hort.; and ourfg. 1780.; has broad leaves, nearly
entire. There is a magnificent specimen of this

variety at Purser's Cross, some of the leaves of
which, on the lower part of the tree, are upwards
of .3 in. long, and nearly 3 in. broad. The leaves

of Q. /./agifolia often attain nearly the same size;

but they differ in being undulated, and sometimes slightly serrated at
the edges.
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tmQ.1.6 lotigifilia Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; Q.

I. salicifolia Hort. ; has long and very narrow

leaves. There is a fine tree at Sawbridge-

worth, fi-om which plants have been pro-

pagated in the nursery of Messrs. Rivers.

I ait Q."l. 7 variegdta Hort. has the leaves va-

riegated vvitli white. This variety was

brought into notice in 1836, by Mr Veitch

of the Killerton Nursery.

Olher Varieties. Q. I. lus'ddnica Lodd. Cat., ed.

1836, we have not seen, the plant being dead. Q.

lusitanica Lam. is thought by Captain S. E. Cook
to be identical with the Q. Ballota of the nurseries

;

and, if so, these two alleged species must be only

varieties of Q. 7'lex ; which, indeed, we believe to be the case. Q. rigida

Wilid. is probably also a variety of Q. /Mex ; as appear to be Q. castilidna

Cav., Q. pi-dsina Pers., Q. rotundifolia Lam., and some others ; but, not feel-

ing perfectly confident on the subject, we shall treat them as uncertain kinds

in our Appendix of European Oaks. Messrs. Lucombe and Pince inform

us (while this is going through the press), that they have a new variety,

which they call Qiicrcus V/ex ilicifulia ; but we have not seen a specimen.

Descr'rption. In favourable situations, in the south of France, Spain, and

Italy, and also in the warmest parts of England and Ireland, the Q. /^lex

forms a bushy evergreen tree, exceeding the middle size. The trunk is

generally furnished with branches from the ground

upwards ; and, being concealed by the dense mass of

foliage borne by these branches, the general character

of the species, even when fully grown, is that of an

immense bush, rather than that of a timber tree.

When judiciously pruned, or drawn up by other

trees, however, it forms a handsome well-balanced

head on a straight trunk, and with graceful pendent

branches. The roots descend to a very great depth,

altogether disproportionate to the height of the

trunk ; for which reason this oak is never found indi-

genous to soil with a wet bottom. The bark is

black, thin, hard, and even ; sometimes slightly fur- ^"^

rowed, but never corky. The leaves vary exceedingly in shape and size,

from 5 in. in length and nearly 3 in. in breadth (as in Q. I. latifolia and Q,.

/./agifolia), to 1 in. in length and i in. in breadth (as in Q. I. crlspa) ; or i in. in

breadth and 3 in. in length, as in Q,. I. salicifolia. In some plants, the leaves

are prickly, like those of the holly ; and, when this is the case, the most prickly

are nearest the ground ; a circumstance beautifully exemplified in a fine tree at

Purser's Cross. The colour of the leaves is a dark green; and, being convex
above, and quite smooth, they have a fine shining appearance. Their edges

are either revolute and entire, irregularly notched and serrated, furnished

with mucros, or wavy and spiny-toothed, like the holly. Beneath, they are

more or less hoary or downy ; and in some varieties, such as Q. /. /agifolia,

they are on the under side very distinctly feather-nerved. The footstalks

are from J in. to J in. in length, and generally downy. The male flowers are

disposed in catkins 1^ in. in length, which come out from the axils of the leaves

of the preceding year, and towards the extremities of the branches. The
calyx is campanulate, and the stamens 6, with filaments twice the length of
the divisions of the calyx. The female (lowers are from 4 to 8, sessile, and
scattered along a common peduncle, which is from 1 in. to 2 in. in length, and
is placed in the axils of the leaves of the current year. They are succeeded
by acorns, which are oval, smooth, and contained in a cup of from a third to

a half of their length, covered with very slender scales, very closely imbricated.
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and downy. It seldom happens that more than one or two of these acorns

arrive at perfection on one peduncle. Some trees of this species produce
acorns which are sweet and eatable; others produce only such as are bitter.

Both bitter and sweet acorns are sometimes found on the same tree : and this

important difference in taste and quality is accompanied by no difference

whatever in their external appearance. According to the observation of M.
De la Peyrouse, the sweetest acorns are found on trees which grow in warm
dry situations. In the climate of London, seedhng plants grow with consi-

derable rapidity ; attaining, in good loamy soil, from 15 ft. to 20 ft. in height

in 10 years from the acorn. As they become larger, they grow slower; and,

after they have attained the height of 30 ft. or 40 ft., they increase in width
nearly as much as in height. The tree attains a great age, remaining in a
growing state for several centuries. Bosc states that, when this species is cut
down, it never grows up again as a tree, but forms a bush ; which corresponds
very well with the habit and character of the plant : but art, in the case of this

tree, as in that of every other that stoles, might, doubtless, form a tree from a
shoot produced by a stool, by bestowing proper attention on the selecting of
a leading shoot, and on its future pruning and management.

Geography. The (^uercus 7Mex is a native of the south of Europe and the
north- of Africa. It is very common in Spain and Italy ; and is indigenous,

to France, as far north as Nantes and Angers. According to Bosc, it never
grows in masses like forests ; but it is dispersed here and there among other
trees, more especially on hilly grounds, and near the sea. Captain S. E.
Cook says that it grows in the first, or low and humid, region of Spain ; and,
alone, serves to indicate the difference of climate of that part of the Peninsula.

In Sicily, it abounds on the hills all along the coast, and ascends Mount Etna
as iiigh as the Rocca dello Capre, which is 3200 ft. above the level of the sea,

and within 800 ft. of the height to which Q,. t'erris is found. {Covip. to Bot,
Mag., i. p. 91.) Both in its native country, and in Britain, it grows remarkably
well close by the sea shore, where no other European oak will thrive.

History. This tree was well known to the ancients. Pliny mentions some
holm oaks in existence when he wrote, which, according to his statement,
must have then been, at the lowest computation, 1400 or 1500 years old.
One tree, he says, grew in the Vatican, and was older than Rome itself. It

had brazen letters, in the ancient Etruscan characters, fixed upon its trunk

;

from which it would appear, that, before the city was founded, or even
the Roman name was known, this oak was a sacred tree. Three other ilexes,

he records, were also then extant on the site of the ancient city of Tibur.
The Tiburtincs, he adds, were a more ancient people than the Romans, and
their city, Tibur, was founded ages before Rome : yet these oaks were older
even than Tiburtus, who built it ; for tradition asserts that they were the
sacred trees on which that hero beheld an omen, which he regarded as a warrant
from the gods as to the spot on which to found his city. Now, Tiburtus
was the reputed son of Amphiaraus, who died at Thebes 100 years before
the Trojan war ; and how long these oaks outlived Phny, who flourished in
the latter half of the first century of the Christian era, we have no record.
(See Ama-n. Quei:, fol. 18.) The ilex is frequently mentioned by Virgil',

who, in the third Gcorgic, introduces a whole grove of them :—
" Aut sicubi nigrum

Ilicibus crebris sacra nemus accubet umbra."

He also mentions the acorns in the fourth Gcorgic, p. 81. Horace also speaks
of the "iligna nutritus glande." (Lib. ii. sat. 4. 1. 40.) Cato and Columella
reconunend the leaves of the ilex as a litter for sheepcotes, when straw cannot
easily be procured; and Pliny states that the Romans sometimes made their
civic crov/ns of it. Tiie earliest notice which we have of the Q.. /'lex in Bri-
tain is by Gerard, who, writing in 1597, says that "it is a stranger in England,
notwithstanding there is here and there a tree thereof that hath been procured
from beyond the seas." Johnson, in his edition of (Jerard, published in 1636,
says that Clusius, in 1581, " observed two trees ; one in a garden about the
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Bridge, and the other in the private garden at Whitehall, having lesser leaves

than the former. The latter of these," he adds, " is yet standing, and every

year bears small acorns M^hich I could never observe come to any maturity."

(^Ger. Emac, p. 1343.) Parkinson, in 1640, mentions the same tree as

standing " in the king's privie garden at Whitehall;" and Evelyn, in 1678,

speaks of it as a " sickly imp of more than fourscore years' growth." Gerard

calls it the great skarlet oke ; but Parkinson corrects him, and applies the

name of the scarlet holm oke only to the true species, Q. coccifera, or, as

he calls it, Q. coccigera. Q, P\ex was called the holm oak on account of

the resemblance of the leaves of some of the varieties to those of the holly

;

though this term is more applicable to Q. gramuntia. Evelyn seems to have

been one of the first to recommend the planting of this tree generally for

hedges and standards ; but the most extensive planter of the ilex was, doubt-

less, "that curious gentleman, Robert Balle, Esq., F.R.S., of Mamhead, in

Devonshire," who raised some thousands of these trees from acorns, and

transplanted them with so much success and judgment, that Bradley, writing

about the beginning of the last century, says that some of them, in a few

years, " had grown to a considerable greatness of stature." Some account of

these trees will be found in the Gardener''s Magazine, vol. xi. ; by which it

appears that the largest of them, which grows in a red loamy soil, on a sub-

stratum of redstone conglomerate, about 600 ft. above the level of the sea,

was, in 1833, 85ft. high, with a trunk lift, in circumference; another

was 70ft. high, with a trunk 14ft. in circumference; and a third was 55ft.

high, with a trunk 22 ft. in circumference. The Q. /4ex has ripened fruit

at Marino, and other places, in the vicinity of Dublin ; and it has attained

a considerable size in Scotland, as will appear by our Statistics' It is much
planted in France ; and is by far the commonest evergreen in Italy, where the

monotonous character which it gives to many of the celebrated gardens in

the neighbourhood of Rome and Florence has obtained for it from Forsyth

the appellation of " the eternal ilex." In the north of France, and in Ger-

many, it is seldom met with except in green-houses ; and it is also a green-

house shrub in New York.
Poetical and historical Allusions. Most of the ancient writers, as well sacred

as profane, appear to make a difference between the ilex and the common
oak. According to Lowth, the teil tree mentioned by Isaiah (vi. 13.) was an

ilex. Goodwyn, in his Jewish Antiquities, p. 75„ observes that the holm

oak was an object of worship among the Etruscans. Modern poets, particu-

larly those of the south of Europe, also make occasional allusions to this

tree. In Spain, Garcilasso says,—
—— " Hast thou forgotten, too,

Childhood's sweet sports, whence first my passion grew
;

When from the bowery ilex I shook down
Its autumn fruit, which on the craig's high crown
We tasted, sitting chattering side by side ?

Who chnib'd trees swinging o'er the hoarse deep tide.

And pour'd into thy lap, or at thy feet,

Their kernel'd nuts, the sweetest of the sweet ?" Wiffen's Garcilasso, p. 216.

Garcilasso, in another poem, mentions both the oak and the ilex :
—

" But, in calm idlesse laid.

Supine in the cool shade
Of oak or ilex, beech or pendent pine.

Sees his flocks feeding stray,

Whitening a length of way,
Or numbers up his homeward tending kine." Ibid., p. 198.

Proj)erties and Uses. The sap wood of the Q. P\ex is whitish ; but the

heart, or perfect, wood, is of a brown colour, very close-grained, heavy, and

very hard ; so much so, indeed, that, according to Parkinson, it is " not easie

for an axe, but for a saw, to cut it." ( Theat. Bot., p. 1394.) It weighs 70 lb. to

the cubic foot, and takes a fine polish ; but twists and splits a great deal in

drying, like most other hard and heavy woods. It is of great duration, and

also of considerable flexibility ; for which reason, in Languedoc, helves of

hatchets and other instruments are made of it, and are found to preserve their
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flexibility, even when dry. Du Hamel observes that the great weight of

this wood ought not to be considered a defect, even in the construction of

vessels ; because, if it is employed in the bottoms, it will serve instead of

ballast; and, if it is employed on the upper parts, as it is much stronger than

the common oak, it may be used of small dimensions. He recommends using

it in preference to that of every other species of oak, wherever it can be ob-

tained of sufficient size ; more especially in cases where it has to resist friction.

Evelyn says the wood of the ilex is serviceable for many uses ;
particularly

for handles to tools, mallet heads, mall-balls, chairs, axletrees, wedges, beetles,

pins, and palisadoes in fortifications. It supplies almost all Spain with the

best and most lasting charcoal. Bradley and others recommend the wood for

knee-timber for ships ; and it has been strongly recommended for all these

purposes, in a pamphlet by Isaac Weld, Esq. (See Gai-d. Mag., vol. vi.

p. 580.) Boutcher recommends the tree for making warm and lofty hedges,

40 ft. or 50 ft. high, in a short time ; but he does not approve of planting them
near a house, on account of the litter made by the leaves, when these

are dropped in April and May. In Cornwall, Q. Plex is considered preferable

to every species of the genus for planting near the sea coast, either as an
ornamental tree there, or for sheltering plantations of the common, or of the

mossy-cupped, oak. The ilex has been strongly recommended for both these

purposes by Mr. Rutger (see Gard. Mag., vol. ix. p. 544'.), who refers to St.

Michael's Mount (Jig. 1782.), which was planted with pinasters, and clothed

with those trees for about 30 years, when they all began to decline ; and, at

40 years from the time they were planted, there was scarcely a vestige of them
left. About this time, plants of Q. I\ex were substituted for the pines;

and these, which have now been planted about seven years, make a very fine

appearance. In Spain, Captain S. E. Cook informs us, the encinas, or

evergreen oaks, produce the best timber in the southern and middle regions

of the Peninsula; but it is, he says, heavy, and unfit for most uses. " It is

now, unfortunately, the only fire-wood in most parts of Castile, which is hourly

diminishing the scanty stock that yet remains. The mode of cutting increases

the evil ; the practice of the peasantry being almost invariably to level the

whole tract which they attack. The consequence is, that there is a tolerably

vigorous spring from the stocks. This is soon cut, when a more feeble spring

6 H
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takes place j after which operation being repeated a few times, every remnant

is annihilated, and the comitry reduced to the open waste it now exhibits."

{Sketches in Simin, vol. ii. p. 251.) In landscape-gardening, the ilex is of the

greatest value, both as a tree and a shrub : in both characters, it forms very

handsome single objects, or small groups ; and, in both, it is a most desh-able

underwood in plantations of European oaks. It thrives better than most

other evergreen trees in the immediate vicinity of cities, even where coal

smoke abounds ; and hence it is a most desirable tree for public parks and

gardens, though there is not one in Hyde Park, the Regent's Park, or Green-

wich Park. (See Gard. Mag., vol. xiii. p. 155.)

Soil, Situation, Sfc, A dry deep soil, calcareous or sandy rather than

clayey, and a situation low rather than elevated, best suit the ilex. It is

exceedingly difficult to propagate, otherwise than by the acorn ; and no tree,

according to Boutcher, is more difficult to transplant ;
" as the roots of it,

when not interrupted, run as straight down into the earth as a carrot, and

with as few fibres ; so that for hedges, or large plantations," Boutcher recom-

mends the acorns " to be put into the places where they are designed to re-

main." (Treat., Sec, p. 168.) We agree in this advice ; but, as it cannot

always be followed, the next best mode is, to have the plants raised in small

pots, one in a pot, as is generally practised in the London nurseries. So

reared, the plants might be sent to any distance without the slightest injury

;

and, when they are turned out of the pot into the open ground, if the soil

and situation be suitable, they will grow with amazing rapidity. In the year

1824, we turned a one-year's seedhng out of a pot No. 60. into our garden

at Bayswater, and it is now upwards of 20 ft. high, and has for three years

past borne acorns.

Accidents and Diseases. The toughness and solidity of the wood of this

tree, with the compact form of its head, render it less liable to be injured by

wind or lightning than any other species of oak ; while its coriaceous leaves

are very seldom attacked by insects, at least in Britain,

Statistics. In the environs of London, at Fulham Palace, 150 years old, it is 45 ft. high, the dia.

meter of the trunk 3 ft. 9 in., and of the head 40ft. ; at Syon it is 67 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
2 ft. 1 in., and of the head 26 ft. A great many seedlings appear to have been planted here about the
middle of the last century ; and these now exhibit so great a diversity in their foliage, that many
persons have been, till lately, in the habit of considering them as distinct species. At the Priory, at

Stanmore, it is 44 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 32 ft. ; and at Mount Grove,
18 years planted, it is 28 ft high, the diameter of the head 20 ft.— South of London. In Cornwall,
at Carclew, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 7 in. In Devonshire, at Bicton, 25 years
planted, it is 14 ft. high ; in the Exeter Nursery, 60 years old, it is 34 ft. high^ the diameter of the
trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and that of the head 44 ft.; at Killorton, 70 years planted, it is .50 ft high, the dia-

meter of .the trunk 3 ft, and of the head 52 ft : at Mamhead, it is 85 ft high, circumference of the
trunk 11 ft ; another is 55 ft high, with a trunk 22 ft. in circumference : in Bystock Park, 22 years
I)lanted, it is 20ft high ; at Endsleigh Cottage, 18 years planted, it is 30 ft. hig"h. In Dorsetshire, at

Melbury Park, 40 years planted, it is 30 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft, and of the head 27 ft.

In the Isle of Wight, in Wilkins's Nursery, 10 years planted, it is 20 ft high. In Kent, at Cobham
Hall, it is 60 ft high, with a trunk 3 ft 6 in. in diameter. In Somersetshire, at Leigh Court. 14 years
planted, it is 28 ft high ; at Nettlecombe, 40 years planted, it is 31 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
2 ft, and of the head 32 ft. ; at Hinton House, 20 years planted, it is 27 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 1 ft 6 in., and of the head 20 ft. In Surrey, at Farnham Castle, 50 years planted, it is 35 ft.

high; at Oakham, 30 years planted, it is 30 ft high. In Wiltshire, at Wardour Castle, .50 years
planted, it is 50 ft. high, the diameterof the trunk 2 ft. 10 in., and of the head 51 ft.— North of London.
In Berkshire, at Ampthill, 16 years planted, it is 36 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 8 in., and of the
head 24 ft. ; at Bear Wood, 12 years planted, it is'l ft 6 in, high. In Cambridgeshire, in the Cam-
bridge Botanic Garden, it is 35ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6in., and of the head oS ft
In Cheshire, at Tabley Hall, 70 years old, it is 36 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the
head 132 ft In Denbighshire, at Kinmel Park, 24 years planted, it is 20 ft. high, diameter of the
trunk 1 ft., and of the head 24 ft. In Lancashire, at Latham House, 60 years planted, it is 31 ft high,
diameter of the trunk 2 ft 6 in., and of the head 54 ft. In Middlesex, at Harcfield Place, are some
remarkably large trees, supposed to have been planted in the days of Evelyn, and by his suggestions.
(See (iard, Mag., vi. p. 580.) In Northamptonshire, at Wakefield Lodge, 14 years planted, it is

20 ft high. In Nottinghamshire, at Wollaton Hall, are several immense ilexes, one has the trunk
15 ft 6 in. in circumference at 1 ft from the ground, and the diameter of the head is 67 ft ; there are
two others, of nearly the same size : they are supposed to bo of the same age as Wollaton Hall,
which was built by Thorp in the time of Elizabeth, and consequently to be nearly 300 years old. (See
an engraving of this remarkable mansion in Gard Mag., vol. ii. fig. 130. In Oxfordshire, in the
Oxford Botanic Garden, 12 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. In Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court,
100 years old, it is 78ft high, Uie diameter of the trunk 2ft 6in., and of the head 50ft. In
Kadnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle, 50 years i)lanted, it is 36 ft. high the diameter of the trunk.
1 ft. 9 in., and of the head 34 ft. In Staffordshire, at Trentham, 15 yearsiplanted, it is 29 ft.

high. In Suffolk, in the Bury Botanic Garden, 60 years planted, it is 45 ft high ; at Bungay,
it is .50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 60 ft. ; at Great Livermere, 9 vears
planted, it is 15 ft. high. In Westmoreland, at Holker Hall, it is .08 ft high. In Worcestershire,
at Croome, 80 years planted, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft, and of the head
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90 fl.—In Scotland, In tho environs of Eclinburgh, at Newbattle Abbey, it is 4Cft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 4 ft. 9 in., and tho head 70 tit. ; at Hopctoun House, it is U) ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 'J ft. 3 in., and of tho head .'!() ft. ; at Dalhousie Castle, 15 years planted, it is 11 ft. hifih, raised
from acorns gathered by Lord Dalhousie, while he rode over the field of battle at Salamanca

; and
sent home in ISl'J.— South of Kdinburgh. In Ayrshire, at Kullerton, it is 40 ft, high, the diameter of
the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 26 (t. ; another, lai years old, is 40 ft. high, and the diameter of the
trunk is 3 ft. In the stewartry of Kirrudbright, at St. Mary's Isle, it is 48 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 1 ft, 9 in., and of the liead .lOft. ; at IJargally is one with a trunk II ft. Sin. in circumference-
at Cassincarrie, it is 40 ft. high, with a trunk Oft. fiin. in circumference.— North of Edinburgh. In
Aberdeenshire, at Gordon Castle, it is 32 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 39 ft.
In HanfFshire, at CuUen House, it is 37 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. (J in., and of the head
soft. In Crom.arty, at Coul, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 10 in. In Fifeshire, at Uaitli
House, it is .35 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 23 It. In Ross-shire, at
Brahan Castle, 20 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 10 in. In Stirlingshire, at Braham Castle,
26 ft. high, the girt of the trunk Gtt.li in., and the diameter of the head 20 ft In Ireland, in the environs
of Dublin, in tlie Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is 24 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 1 fl. ; at Castletown, it is 3;j ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. (i in., and of the head .04 ft.— South of Dublin, in the county of Cork, at Castle Freke, 26 years planted, it is 36 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and that of the head 33 ft. In Kilkenny, at Borris, it is 49 ft. high^ the
circumference of the trunk 11 ft., and the diameter of the head 54 ft. — North of Dublin. In thelcounty
of Antrim, at Echlinville, 37 years planted, it is 39 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk y ft., and
the diameter of the head 4,5 ft.. In Down, at Moira, it is 45 ft. high,thediamcter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in.,
.and that of the head 35 ft. In Fermanagh, at Castle Coole, 33ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
1 ft., and of the head 21 ft.—In France, in the .Tardin des Plantes, 40 years planted, it is 24 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 20 ft. ; another, 130 years old, is 42 ft. high, with a
trunk 5 ft. in circumference ; at Sceaux, 30 years old, it is 30 It. high, with a trunk 1 ft. 6 in. in diame-
ter, and the diameter of the head 20 ft. ; in the Botanic Garden at Avranches, 40 years ])lanted, it
is 39 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 28 ft.— In Austria, near Vienna,
at Kopenzel, 30 years planted, it is 25 ft. high.

Recorded Trees. At Wilton House, Q. Tlex, in 1R16, had a trunk 10 ft. in circumference ; and one
at Chichester, planted by Colonel Brereton, in 1766, had a trunk 7 ft. high, and 7 ft. 6 in. in circum.
ference. Goodwood Park Lodge, near Chichester, is covered by a screen of evergreen oaks, in the
form of a square, 10 ft. thick, and 30ft. high, (ilifc/i. Dcnd., p. 224.) In Scotland, at Bargally in
Galloway, Q. /"lex, measured in 1780, was 50 ft. high, with a clear trunk of 12 ft., which measured
6ft. 3 in. in circumference at 4 ft. from the ground : it had at that time many acorns on it. ( Walker.)
In Ireland, at Mount Asher, there we>-e some evergreen oaks, which, in 1794, had trunks from 6 ft. to
8 ft. in circumference. At Kilruddery, the (i. /Mex grows as well as in Italy; and there are very
large trees of it. (Id., p. 124. and 132.)

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, from 1 ft. to 2 ft.

high, in pots, are 75s. per hundred ; or single plants from Gd. to 2s. each,

according to their size ; and acorns are 20s. per bushel. At Bollwyller, where
it is tender, plants are 1 franc and 50 cents; and at New York, where they
are 1 dollar each, they are noticed in Prince's Catalogue as requiring protec-
tion in winter.

« 30. Q. Ballo^ta Desf. The sweet Acorn Oak.

Identification. Desf. Atl., 2. p. 350. ; Hist, des Arb., 2. p. 506. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 432. ; N. Du
Ham., 7. p. 1.'57. ; Smith in Recs's Cycl., No. 31.

Si/nonymes. 'i /^lex mcijor Clus. His/., 1. t. 23. ; Chene a Glands doux, Chene Ballote, Fr.
Derivation. The term Ballbta seems to be a modification of the Spanish word lellota, which means

acorns generally.
Engravings. Oxirfigs. 1783. and 1784., the latter being a sprig, and the former a leaf of the natural

size, both taken from a specimen of the original tree, planted by Desfontaines iii the Jardin des
Plantes, at Paris.

Spec. Char,, SfC. Leaves elliptical, coriaceous, denticulated, or entire; downy
beneath. Bark even. Nut cylindrical, elongated. (Desf. and Smit/i.) A
tree, growing 20 ft. or 30 ft. high, with a trunk from 3 ft. to 6 it. in circum-
ference. The branches are covered with a bark

somewhat furrowed, of a brownish grey ; and the

general form of the head of the tree is oval, or
roundish. The leaves are coriaceous, with short(

footstalks, generally rounded at the summit, rarely

pointed ; smooth above, and cottony and white be-

neath ; entire or denticulated in their margins. The
female flowers are sohtary, or in clusters, in the

axils of the young shoots. The acorns are sessile,

or on .short peduncles ; the fruit is from 8 to 20 lines

in length, and from 4' to C lines in breadth. The
nuts are enclosed at the base in a hemispherical cup, covered with obtuse
scales, which are cottony, numerous, and very closely imbricated. This
oak was discovered by Desfontaines, in Barbary, and it is said to be closely

allied to Q. PXcx ; from which, however, it differs in its leaves being more
white and cottony beneath, and of a more coriaceous texture ; and in its
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1784
acorn beins of double the length of that of Q. Ilex, and in

having a mild and agreeable taste. The tree varies much,

according to the soil and situation in which it grows. In

some individuals, the leaves are small and orbiculate; and

in others elliptic ; and sometimes they are lanceolate and

pointed. It flowers in May, and ripens its fruit in the

autumn of the second year. (N. Du Ham., vii. p. 157.) Q.

Ballota, according to Desfontaines {Jour, de Physique, torn,

xxxviii., for 1791), grows in great abundance in the kingdoms

of Algiers and Morocco. There are vast forests of this

tree on the mountains ; but it is only found in small quanti-

ties on the plains. The Moors eat the acorns raw, or roasted

in ashes : they are found very nourishing, and are not bitter. They are

regularly sold in the market-places; and, in some districts, an oil is ex-

pressed from them, which is nearly as good as that of the olive. We have

no doubt that this kind of oak is merely a variety of Q. Tlex,

though the specimen sent to us from Paris shows it to be very

distinct. Indeed, if we were to judge entirely from that specimen,

we should say that Q. Ballota was much more likely to be a

variety of Q. gramuntia than of Q. Tlex ; and, in short, it may

be identical with it, because Q. gramuntia is not described by

Desfontaines. Captain S. E. Cook, who paid great attention to

the oaks of Spain, mentions only the term bellotas as a name

for acorns generally ; and he considers the Q- Ballota of the nur-

series to be the Q. valentina of Cavanilles, which has

bitter acorns. The Q. Ballota of the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, and of some of the British nurseries (see

our^g.1785), of which a leaf of the natural size is shown

in Jig. 1786., is a totally different plant from either the

Q. Ballota of Paris, or the Q. valentina of Cavanilles,

and in short, is nothing more than a Q. P\ex ; so that the

true Q. BalPota of Desfontaines may be the Q. gramuntia, 1786

which we suspect it is. Bosc observes that, in the Paris gardens, it requires

to be taken into the conservatory in winter : but it is to be recollected that

the Q. IHex requires similar protection in that part of France ; and, there-

fore, there can be little doubt but Q. Baltuta, if it is diiferent from Q.

gramuntia, would be hardy in the neighbourhood of London.

1 • 31. Q. gramu'ntia L. The Holly-leaved Grammont Oak.

Identificalion. Lin. Sp. PI., 1413. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 432. ; Ait. Hort Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 289.

;

N Du Ham., 7. p. 138. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 30.

Sunom/mcs. ?7Mex fbliis rotundiSribus, &c., Magn. Monsp., 140. ; Chene de Grammont, Fr. ;
Wel-

lenbliittrige Eiche, Ger. ; Encina dulce, and (louetta. Span. Captain S. E. Cook suggests that

Q hispanica would be the most suitable name for this species, which may be considered as forming

the natural oak of Spain ; whereas the term gramuntia was applied to it by Linnaeus, from its having

been found in the remnant of a wood on the estate of Grammont, near Montpelier, where, ac-

cording to De CandoUe, the species no longer exists.

Eneravini'S. Om Jig. 1787., from the tree at Purser's Cross ; fig. 1788., an acorn of the natural size,

traced 'from one that was sent to us by Capt. Cook ; and the plate of the tree at Purser's Cross in

our last Volume.

Spec. Char., ^-c. Leaves roundish-elliptical, nearly sessile, undulated, with

deep, spinous, divaricated teeth ; densely downy beneath ; heart-shaped at

the base. Native of the wood of Grammont, near Montpelier ; and of Spain.

Cultivated in England in 1730. It blossoms in June, and ripens its fruit in

the autumn of the following year. This is rather a small straggling tree, with

numerous round grey branches, downy when young. Leaves scarcely 1 in.

long, rigid, broadly elliptical, often nearly orbicular ; very much undulated

at the margin, their deep, broad, spinous teeth pointing every way, like those

of the hoily ; the upper surfece dark green, rather glaucous, besprinkled

with minute stai'ry hairs ; the under surface densely clothed with white

entangled down. (Smith.) In the N'ouveau Du Hamel, great doubts are

expressed as to whether this species is identical with the Q. rotundifolia of
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Lamarck ; and whether both sorts may not be
merely varieties of Q. Plex. Sir J. E. Smith
says LinnfEus confounded a variety of Q. /Mex,
which he had received from Mai^nol's herba-

rium, with Q. gramuntia, which Smith, as quoted
above, has correctly described, apparently from
a living plant. From a tree bearing this name at

Purser's Cross, which produces fruit annually,

this oak certainly appears to be closely allied to

Q. P\e\ ; but it is, nevertheless, very distinct, and
is, doubtless, as well entitled to be considered a
species as many others recognised as such by
botanists. Captain S. E. Cook, who paid great

attention to this oak when in Spain, has the

following remarks on it :
— " This species is

quite distinct from the Q, Plex, its nearest con-
gener. The leaves are thicker, more rounded at

the point, of a dull glaucous green, and the tree

altogether is of a more compact and less grace-

ful form than the Italian ilex. The great and essential difference, however,
consists in the acorns, which are edible, and, when in perfection, are as good
as, or superior to, a chestnut. To give this sweetness, they must be kept

;

as, at first, they have a considerable taste of the tannin, like those of the
otlier species, which disappears in a few days, and accounts
for the scepticism of some writers, who assert that both
sweet and bitter are the produce of the same tree, and that

their sweetness is no character. These are the edible acorns
of the ancients, which they believed fattened the tunny fish

on then- passage from the Ocean to the Mediterranean ; a
fable only proving that the acorns grew on the delicious

shores and rocks of Andalusia, which, unhappily, is no longer
the case. Remains of them may, however, still be traced in

the west ; and they fattened the swine which produced the
celebrated salted meats of Malaga and that vicinity. These
ai'e the bellotas, which Teresa, the wife of Sancho Panza,
gathered herself in La Mancha, where they grew in the
greatest perfection, and sent to the duchess, wishing, instead
of their being only the best of their kind, they were the
size of ostrich eggs. I have frequently seen them produced
by individuals, and offered to the company, as bon-bons are in some
countries, with a sort of apology for their small intrinsic value, from their
size and flavour. This species is, beyond question, very hardy ; I believe
even more so than the ilex of Italy. It ascends the sides of the sierras
in the inclement region of the centre of Castile; and, in Arragon, is seen
within the limits of the Pinus sylvestris and P. uncinata; as also in the
cold and wintry valley of Andorre. The widest forests of it are now in
Estremadura, where the best sausages, and other salted meats, are made
from the vast herds of swine which are bred in them. This species ought
to be denominated Q. hispanica, instead of a weak and obscure name from
a wood (which, 1 have heard, no longer exists), where the tree may possibly
not have been a native, although the climate and soil of Lower Languedoc
very much resemble that of the two regions of Spain to which thisltree is

confined." {Sketches in Spain, \o\. ii. p. 246.) As a proof of the hardiness
of this tree, Dralet mentions that he found it growiu" on the crest of the
mountains of the Andorras, where the snow covers the surface for several
months during the year ; and this circumstance, he says, explained to him
the reason why the kings of Spain had succeeded in getting it to grow in
the park at the Prado, near Madrid, where they had tried in vain to cultivate
the olive. (See Traite, &c., p. 17G.; see, also, Gard. Mas'., vol. iv. n. 69.)
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In the climate of London, this tree is perfectly hardy ; as a proof of which it

may be mentioned that the specimen already referred to, at Purser's Cross,

which is upwards of 40 ft. high, and of which the plate in our last Volume
is a portrait, ripens its fruit every year. From the leaves of this tree, and
those of the specimen of Q. Ballota sent to us from Paris, we are strongly

inclined to think, as we have already stated (p. 1906.), that the latter was a
variety of Q. gramuntia, rather than of Q,. 7Mex; and this is also the

opinion of M. Dralet. The rate of growth of Q. gramuntia is much slower
than that of Q. /Mex. There are plants in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, at Messrs. Loddiges's, and in the London nurseries. Small plants,

in pots, are from \s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. each.

• 32. Q. cocci'fera L. The Kermes, or berry-bearing. Oak.
Identiflcation. Lin. Sp. PI., 1413. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 4o3. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 289.

N. Du Ham., 7. p. ItiO. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 34. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.
Sijtionymes. /-lex coccifera Cajn. Epit., 774. ; /. aculeata cocciglandifera Garid. Aix., p. 245., Nis-

solle in Mhn. Acad.Scien. for 1714, p. 435. ; /. coccigera Gcr. E?nac., p. 1342., farkinson Theat.
But., p. 1395. ; Chene aux Kermes, Fr. ; Kermes Eiclie, Ger.

Eniiravines. Garid. Aix., t. 53. ; Mem. Acad. Scien., 1744, t. 17, 18.; N. Du Ham., 7- t. 46.;
Wats. Dend. Brit,, t. 91. ; and our Jig. 1789. from the N. Du Ham., J¥^. 1790. from Watson, re-
duced to the usual scale, wnAJigs. 1791. and 1792. of the natural size.

Spec. Char.,<$'c. Leaves elliptic-oblong, rigid; smooth on both sides, with
spreading, bristly, spinous teeth. Fruit on peduncles ; nut ovate. Calyx
with spreading, pointed, somewhat recurved scales. (N. Du Ham.) A low
bushy shrub, a native of the south of
Europe and the Levant; flowering in

May. The whole plant resembles a
holly in miniature ; but the leaves, are

of a paler green. It varies exceedingly
in the magnitude of the leaves, as may
be seen by comparing7?g.l79L with^g.
1792., both of the natural size; the
former from a plant in the Goldworth
Arboretum, and the latter from one in

the Epsom Nursery. The leaves in the
one specimen are nearly four times the
length of those in the other. This oak was cultivated in Britain previously
to 1683, and is well known as producing the kermes, or scarlet grain, of com-
merce. This shrub divides at the ground into a great number of tortuous
spreading branches, so as to form a bush of from
3 ft. to 5 ft. in height. The leaves are oval, on ^
short petioles, coriaceous ; shining above, glabrous
on both sides; sometimes quite entire on their

margins, but more frequently bordered with scat-

tered spiny teeth, like the leaves of the common
holly. The male flowers are on long slender
peduncles: the female flowers are sessile, from
3 to 7 in number, on a rachis from 8 to 15 lines

in length : only two or three of these flowers come
to maturity. The fruit is but of a very small size

the first year, and does not attain maturity till the
end of the second. The nuts are oval, and are
enveloped for half their length in a cup furnished
with rough scales terminating in rough points,
which are almost woody, spreading, and a little recurved. (Id., vii. p. 160.)
Bosc, in his Memoire sur les Chenes, says that he has seen this species cover-
ing entire hills in Leon and Old Castile, and in other parts of Spain, where
it greatly injures the cattle, and especially the sheep, which can only eat
the very young shoots. The bushes, he says, arc only employed as fuel,

though they would be useful in the tannery, or for dyeing. There is now,
he says, little demand for the kermes, because it cannot be ailbrded so
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cJieap as the cochineal ; and, therefore, only very small quantities of it are

brought to market. This species is riot unfrequent in British collections,

where, however, it is somewhat tender, and of very slow growth. It is

propagated from the acorns, which are received from the Continental nur-

serymen; and small plants, in pots, are from 1*. Gd. to S*. 6(/. each.

T/ie Kermes. The specific name of coccifera has been applied to this species

in consequence of its affording nourishment to a species of Coccus, or scale

insect (Coccus ilicis Lin. Si/st. Kat., 2740., No. 6.) ; though the student of the

Systema KaturcB will at once perceive the impropriety of the Linnaean applica-

tion of these names, Coccus and Chermes, the latter being applied to another

totally distinct genus of minute homopterous insects allied to the plant lice, to

which, from their saltatorial powers, Geoffroy gave the name of Psylia, with

much greater propriety ; employing, however, both Coccus and Chermes as

generic names of insects belonging to the family Coccidae. The insect in

question is also known under its

Ai-abian name, Chermes or Kermes
;

8charlachbeeren, Ger. ; Grein Schar-

lakbessen, Dutch; Grana Chermes,
Cremese, or Cocchi, Ital. ; Grana
Kermes, or Grana de la Coscoja,

Span. ; and Alkermes, Persian

;

"*^^fc^ IMll M ""^^rK^ *"^vi
and, previously to the discovery of
the New World, was employed to a

very great extent in dyeing, pro-

ducing a very permanent and rich

blood-red colour. It will be seen,

from the accompanjing figure {Jig.

1793.), that this parasitic insect has

all the appearance of a berry or

seed, affording not the slightest indi-

cation of its insect nature; being

immovably affixed in clusters to the

branches of the oak, upon which it

subsists, by introducing into the

substance of the stem a long and delicate haustellum. It is only, however, at
the close of its existence that it assumes the form of a seed. Mr, M'Culloch,
indeed, states that it is in the process of drjing that this form is acquired ; but
this is not correct, since, although the insect is provided with legs, and, when
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young, possesses locomotive powers, yet, after impregnation, it greatly increases

in size, and the eggs are deposited beneath the body ; so that, by degrees, as the

eggs are excluded^ the two surfaces of the body come together, and form a

covering for the eggs : hence, it will be observed that it is only the females

which are collected ; the males, in the perfect state, being minute, active, two-

winged flies, totally unlike their inert partners. This production has been

in use amongst the Eastern nations from the earliest ages. It was known
to the Phoenicians, before the time of Moses, under the name of tola, or

thola (yVm) ; to the Greeks, under that of coccus (KOKKog) ; and, to the

Romans, under that of coccum, or coccus baphica; whence the origin of the

terms coccus and coccinum, which were given to cloth dyed with kermes

;

whilst persons wearing this kind of cloth were said by the Romans to be

coccinati (Mart., lib. i. epig. 97. lin. 6.) From the peculiar character of

this production, it is not surprising, that its real nature was long unknown.

By some of the early naturalists, it was regarded as the fruit of the tree upon
which it was found ; and by others, who discovered the real organs of fructifi-

cation of the tree, that it was a vegetable excrescence similar in its nature to

the galls caused by the punctures of the Cynipidge. This opinion was main-

tained even in 1711, by M. De Marsigli, in a dissertation written at Bologna,

and addressed to M. Vallisnieri. In 1714, however, M. Cestoni addressed a

letter to the same philosopher, in which he clearly traced the identity of the

nature of the kermes, and that of the scale insects of the orange and other

trees. This letter is printed in the collection of the works of Vallisnieri,

with a short preface by the latter, who appears to have hesitated in adopting

the opinion of M. Cestoni. Very shortly afterwards, however, the entire

history of the insect was traced by Messrs. Garidel and Emeric, correspond-

ents of the Academy of Paris ; who, prompted by M. Tournefort, by

daily examinations of branches infected with the kermes, made themselves

fully acquainted with its history, and proved it to be a species of Coccus.

(Garid. Aix. Env., 230., t. 53. and 2.) Reaumur has also given a full account

of it in his Memoires, tom. iv. mem. 1. pi. 5. In its natural state, the

kermes is of a shining appearance, and of the colour of a plum covered with

a whitish bloom. In the state in which it is brought into the market, it

appears of a dull reddish brown ; which is not, of course, the natural colour

of good kermes, but is imparted to it by steeping it in vinegar. The inha-

bitants of the countries where the kermes is obtained, distinguish three

different stages in its existence. In the Provencal language, they call it

" le ver," and say of it, when it is in its earliest state of activity, " Le ver

couve;" subsequently, in the month of April, when the kermes becomes
stationary, and begins to attain its fullest size, they say, " Le ver commence
d'eclore ;

" and, in its last state, in the middle or towards the end of May, the

insect is found reduced to a skin, covering its brood of eggs, to the number of
1800 or 2000. The crop of kermes is more or less abundant, according to

thg state of the preceding winter ; when, therefore, there has been no frost,

and the weather has been generally mild, a good crop is expected, which is not

obtained every year ; and, as there is no trouble in planting or attending to

the growth of the kermes, and as no other instruments are required than long

nails to the fingers, it may be easily supposed that the harvest is a very unex-

pensive one. Females are employed in collecting the kermes in the morning,

before the dew is off the ground; at which time the leaves and the prickles of

the plants are less to be dreaded. Experienced persons will thus collect a

couple of pounds' weight per diem. Belon (Observations des Singu/aiites, liv. i.

p. 19.) has given considerable details respecting the gathering of the crops of
kermes ; and states that the price decreases considerably during the gather-

ing, in consequence of the latest-collected kermes being lighter than those

first obtained, owing to the young ones having escaped. The merchants who
purchase the kermes immediately steep them in vinegar, and then expose
them to the action of heat sufficient to destroy any remaining vitality in

the young -. this process considerably alters the colour of the insect, and
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gives it that red hue for which it has been so long celebrated ; and which is of

so very permanent a nature, that, according to M'Culloch {Diet., art. Kermes),
the old tapestries of Brussels, and other parts of Flanders, although manu-
factured more than a couple of centuries, have lost none of their richness of

tint. Beckmann has introduced in the account of this production given in his

History of Inventions, vol. i. p. 171— 191., first edit, trans., all that was known
of it in his time. Since the discovery of America, the Coccus cacti (or co-

chineal) has, however, in a great degree supplanted the Coccus llicis. Mr.
M'Culloch erroneously states that the kermes is of the same species as the

true Mexican cochineal. The kermes, nevertheless, is still extensively pre-

pared in some parts of Spain, India, and Persia; and Dr. Bancroft {On Per-

vianent Colours, i. 303—409.) states that, with the solution of tin, which is

used with the cochineal, the kermes is capable of imparting a scarlet quite as

brilliant as that dye ; and perhaps more permanent. At the same time,

however, as 10 or 12 pounds contain only as much colouring matter as one
of cochineal, the latter, at its ordinary price, is the cheaper.— J, O. W.

i- •SS. Q. pseu^do-cocci'fera ZJf"*/". Thefalseberry-bearing Aerwi^s, or Oak.

Identification. Desf. Atl., 2. p. S19. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 432. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 160. ; Smith in

Rees's Cycl., No. 35.

Synony7nes- Chcne k faux Kermes, Fr. ; Stechernde Eiche, Ger.
Engravings. N. Du Ham., t. 48. f. 1. ; and ourfig. 1794.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves elliptic-oblong, rigid, smooth on both sides, with spiny serra-

tures. Nut ovate. Calyx with flat slightly spreading scales. (Desf.) " Observed by
Desfontaines at Algiers and about Mount Atlas. At Tunis it is called the " meal-
bearing oak," probably from the use of the acorns as food. It forms a tree from 15 ft.

to soft, high, with round branches, clothed with rusty down when young. The leaves

are twice or thrice as long as those of Q. coccifera, thicker, and less wavy, with much
smaller and shorter spinous serratures, rather than teeth. Calyx clothed with nume-
rous, flat, short, slightly spreading scales. Nut ovate, pointed. In the Nouveau Du
Hamcl, it is supposed to be a native of Provence, as well as of Algiers. From the
engraving in that work, of which yfg. 1794. is a reduced copy, it appears to be interme-
diate between Q. />lex and Q. coccifera. A plant bearing this name in 1837, in the
Horticultural Society's Garden, is considered by Dr. Lindley as a diSerent species. uv*
[See App. i.)

1 31. Q. 5'u'ber L. The Cork Tree.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1413. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 433. ; Ait. Hort. Kew, 5. p. 289. ; N. Du
Ham., 7. p. 159. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 33.

Synonymes. Sfiber Cam. Epit., 115. ; S. Prinus Matth. f'algr., 1. p. 127. ; S. latifGlium, &c., Z)m Ham.
Arb., 2. p. 291., Ger. Emac., 1347. ; Chene Lifege, Fr. ; Kork Eiche, Ger. ; Alcornoque, Span.

Engravings. Hunt. Evel. Syl., t in p. 362.; N. Du Ham., 7. t. 45.; Dend. Brit., t. 89. ; our
figs. 1797. and 1798. ; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spce. Char., ^-e. Leaves ovate-oblong, blimtish, coriaceous ; entire, or

sharply serrated; downy beneath. Bark cracked, fungous. {Willd.) A
tree, growing to the height of 20 ft. or 30 ft. in the south of Europe and
north of Africa ; well known as being the only tree producing that impor-

tant article, cork, in sufficient quantities for commerce. It was introduced

in or before 1699, by the Duchess of Beaufort; and, being readily pro-

pagated by acorns, which are received from France and Spain, and some-
times ripened in England, it is not unfrequent in collections ; and, in some
gardens, it forms a very handsome tree.

Varieties, These, we have no doubt, are as numerous as the varieties of Q.
r\cx, in countries where the tree is indigenous. None are in cultivation

in British gardens under any particular name : but their leaves, in different

places, the cork trees having been all raised from seed, will be found to vary

in magnitude, in length relatively to breadth, and in the chai-acter of their

margins, which are either wavy, serrate, or dentate. The most striking

variety which we have seen is at Muswell HiU, and is represented atJig.

1796. of the natural size ; Jig. 1795. representing a specimen of the species,

also from a tree at Muswell Hill. This variety differs so remarkably from

the species, that some consider it as Q. Pseudo-iSuber : but that species,

according to Bosc, the Xouveau Du Ilamel, and the plants in the Horticul-

tural Society's Garden and at Messrs. Loddiges's, is decidedly deciduous ;

and, ill its buds and mossy cups, has more the character of Q. C'erris than of

(2. Subcr. We acknowledge, however, that the leaves of the plant at
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1795

Muswell Hill bear a considerable resemblance, both in form and size, to the

figure of Q. Pseudo-(S^uber given in the Nouv. Du Hamel, and ofwhich^g.
1801. is a reduced copy. The tree at Muswell Hill has ripened acorns, but

not lately, and the character of their cups is forgotten ; otherwise we should

at once be able to decide to which section it belongs. The trunk is covered

with a corky bark, which has exactly the appearance of that of the

true cork tree in the same garden ; but the cork is only 2 in. or 2\ in. in

depth, while in the true cork tree it is more than 3 in. deep. "Whether this

is a variety or a species, it is, at all events, so decidedly distinct in the

foliage, and, as the plate in our last Volume will show, forms such a very
handsome evergreen tree, that it well merits a place in collections. When
we saw the trees (May 3. 1837), both were in full foliage; but we were
informed that the variety lost its leaves generally before the other. Our
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drawings of the two trees were taken nearly a month afterwards, when they

had exactly the appearance shown in our last Volume. In order that the

variety may be kept distinct by propagators, we have given it a name among
the others, as below.

t Q. S. 2 latifulmm, Suher latifolium, &c., Bank. P/7J.,424, Du Ham. Arb.

2. p. 291. t. 80., has the leaves rather broader than the species, and
either serrated or entire. The tree at Muswell Hill, between 30 ft.

and 40 ft. high, figured in our last Volume, we may suppose to be of

this entire-leaved subvariety.

I Q. S. 3 angustifolium, Sixher angustifolium Bauh. Pin., 424., Du Ham.
Arb., 2. p. 291. t. 81.—The portrait in our last Volume of a tree in

the Fulhani Nurserj-, 27 ft. high, and of which there is a botanical

specimen given in Watscn's Dend. Brit., t. 89., and our ^g. 1798.,

may be considered as belonging to this variety.

I Q. S. 4 dcntatinn, the Q. Pseudo-iSuber of Muswell Hill, has the

leaves large, and variously dentate, as in fig. 1797. The tree of

this variety at Muswell Hill, figured in our last Volume, is between
50 ft. and 60 ft. high.

Description, S^c. The cork tree bears a general resemblance to the broad-

leaved kinds of Q. /Mex ; of which species some authors consider it only a

variety : but, when full grown, it forms a much handsomer tree; and its bark

alone seems to justify its being

made a species. It would appear

to be rather more tender than the

ilex; since the severe winter of

1709 killed to the ground the

freater part of the cork trees of

'rovence and Languedoc ; and the

frost of 1739-40, one of the original

trees in the Chelsea Botanic 'Gar-

den. Like the ilex, it varies ex-

ceedingly in the magnitude, form,

and margins of its leaves, and also

in the size of its fruit. The nut,

according to Bosc, is more sweet

than that of the ilex, and may be

eaten as human food in cases of

necessity. Swine, he says, are exceedingly greedy of these acorns, and get
rapidly fat on them, producing a firm and very savoury lard. The Spaniards
eat the acorns roasted, in the same manner as they do those of Q. gramuntia,
and as we do chestnuts. The outer bark, the great

thickness and elasticity of which is owing to an
extraordinary developement of the cellular tissue,

forms the cork ; which, after the tree is full grown,
cracks and separates from it, of its own accord.

The inner bark remains attached to the tree, and, I

when removed in its young state, is only fit for tan-

ning. Both outer and inner bark abound in tannin

;

and the former contains a peculiar principle called

suberine, and an acid called the suberic. The tree

is found wild in dry hilly places in the south of
France, in Italy, in great part of Spain, and in the

north of Africa. In Spain, according to Captain
S. E. Cook, it is most abundant in Catalonia and
Valencia. The wood of the cork tree, which weighs 84 lb. per cubic foot, is

used for the same pm-poses as that of Q,. /Mex ; but it is never found of suffi-

cient size to be of much consequence. By far the most important product,
however, which this tree yields, is its outer bai'k. This, which is the cork of
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commerce," appears to have been applied to useful purposes, even in the time

of the Romans ; since Pliny mentions a kind of buckler lined with cork,

and that the Roman women lined their shoes with it ; the latter being a

practice which is common all over the civilised world at the present day.

Both Greeks and Romans appear to have used it occasionally for stoppers to

vessels, " cadorum obturamentis " (Plin. Hist. Nat., lib. xvi. cap. 8.) ; but it was
not extensively employed for this purpose till the 17th century, when glass

bottles, of which no mention is made before the 15th century, began to be

generally introduced, (See Bechnann's Hist, of Invent., vol. ii. p. 114— 127.,

Eng. ed.) In modern times, besides the employment of cork for stoppers

to bottles, and bungs to vessels of various kinds, and for lining the soles of

shoes, and sometimes other articles, it is used by fishermen for supporting

their nets, and by anglers for trolling and other kinds of fishing. It is em-
ployed in the construction of life-boats, and also for what are called life-

jackets, to enable those to float who cannot swim. In Evelyn's time, cork

was much used by old persons for linings to the soles of their shoes; whence
the German name for it, pantoffelholtz, or slipper-wood. The Venetian

dames, Evelyn says, used it for their choppinges, or high-heeled shoes ; and
" the poor people in Spain lay planks of it by their bedside to tread on, as

great persons use Turkey and Persian carpets, to defend them from the floor.

Sometimes, also, they line the inside of their houses built of stone with this

bark, which renders them very warm, and corrects the moisture of the air."

This last use may afford a valuable hint to the constructors of covered seats,

water-closets in the open air, summer-houses, or fishing-houses. In Spain, and
also in Barbary according to Desfontaines, and in the Canary Isles according

to Webb and Berthelot, it is used for making bee-hives. For this purpose,

the bark of young trees is chosen, rolled into a cyhnder, and made fast by
sewing, or by hoops. There are various other uses to which the bark of the

cork tree is applied in its organic state; and it is burned in close vessels, to

make the powder which is sold in the colour-shops under the name of
Spanish black. At the celebrated Cork Convent at Cintra, several articles of
furniture are made of this tree, which strangers who visit the convent are

requested to lift, in order that surprise may be excited at their extraordinary

lightness. The most valuable property of the cork, and that which is almost
pecuhar to it, is its imperviousness to any common liquid; while, at the same
time, it is light and porous, and, consequently, one of the best non-conductors
of heat. Add to these properties its compressibility and elasticity, and we
have a substance which can scarcely be equalled either in nature or by art.

Its non-conducting properties, flexibility, and elasticity render it suitable for

lining articles of dress, or the walls or floors of rooms; its lightness, and its

imperviousness to fluids, fit it in a superior manner for life-preservers, either

in the form of boats, or articles,to be attached to the body; and its compressi-
bility, joined to its elasticity, taken in connexion with its imperviousness to

liquids and its great durability, render it the best of all known substances
for forming stoppers to bottles. For this latter purpose, as Bosc observes, it

forms an article of commerce throughout the civilised world. There is

nothing pecuhar in the culture of the cork tree, except that young trees

should be pruned, so as to have a clear stem of 10 ft. or 12 ft. in height, on
which the cork is to be afterwards produced.
Mode of detaching and prejiaring the Cork. It is observed by authors, that

the bark of the cork tree which separates from it naturally is of little value
compared with that which is removed by art ; and the reason, doubtless, is, that
in the latter case it has not arrived at that rigid, contracted, and fractured
state, which is the natural consequence of its dropping from the tree. When
the cork tree has attained the age of about 15 years, according to Du Hamel,
or of about 20, according to Bosc, the bark is removed for the first time

;

but this first bark is found to be cracked, and full of cells and woody
portions, and is therefore only fit for burning, or being employed in tanning.
The bark is separated by first making a circular ait round the trunk, imme-
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diately under the main branches, and another at a few inches above the sur-

face of the ground. The portion of bark intervening between the two cuts is

then split down in three or four places ; care being taken, both in making the

circular cuts, and also the longitudinal ones, not to penetrate the inner bark.

This operation is conunonly performed in July, or in the beginning of August,

when the second sap flows plentifully. The tree is now left for 8 or 10 years,

when it is again disbarked as before ; but the bark has not even now attained

the desired perfection for the manufacture of corks; and, therefore, it is sold to

the fishermen for their nets, and for different other inferior uses. At the end

of 8 or 10 years more, a third disbarking takes place, when the cork is found

to have the requisite thickness and quality. From this time, while the tree

exists, which, according to Bosc, may be two or three centuries, and, according

to Du Hamel and Poiret, 150 years or more, its disbarking takes

place regularly every 8, 9, or 10 years; the quality of the bark im-

proving with the increasing age of the tree, which is not in the

slightest degree injured by its removal. {Nouv. Du Hamel, vii. p. 188.

;

and Poiret's Hist. Phil, des Plaiites, vii. p. 419.) The instrument by

which the bark is cut and separated from the tree is a sort of axe

(jftg. 1799.), the handle of which is flattened into a wedge-like shape

at the extremity; and this serves to raise the bark after it has been

cut : in short, the instrument is not unlike that used in Britain for

taking the bark off" the common oak. The cork, when first removed
from the tree, is in laminae, more or less curved, according to their

breadth, and the diameter of the tree from which they have been<

taken. To make them lose this curved form, after being scraped

on the outer surface to remove the coarser parts of the epidermis, ^^^^

and any epiphytes or other extraneous substances, they are held over a
blazing fire till the surface becomes scorched; after which they are laid

flat on the ground, and kept in that position for some time by large stones.

This gives them a set, or form, which they retain ever afterwards ; and thus
they become in a fitter state, not only for packing and transportation, but for

being manufactured. The slight charring which the scorching produces has
the effect of closing the pores of the cork, and giving it what the cork-cutters

call nerve. The best cork is not less than Ijin. in thickness: it is supple,

elastic, neither woody nor porous, and of a reddish colour. Yellow cork is

considered of inferior quality ; and white cork, which has not been charred
on the surface, as the worst. The duty on manufactured cork, M'CuUoch
tells us, is prohibitory ; and on the raw material it is no less than 8/. a ton.

The average annual importation is from 40,000 cwt. to 45,000 cwt. ; and the
price, including duty, is from 20/. to 70/. per ton. It is imported from the
south of France, Italy, and Barbary, as well as Spain ; but Spanish cork is

the best, and fetches the highest prices. If the cork which is removed from
trees at the first and second disbarkings were admitted duty free, it would be
found of great use in lining the walls and roofs of cottages, and for covering
their floors, and various other uses, which would contribute much to the com-
fort of the poorer classes, independently of lining the summer and fishing

houses of the rich, as already suggested.

The tree attains as large a size in Britain as it does in Spain, and might
probably produce cork for the above purposes, if it were fairly tried, in the
warmest parts of England. Michaux strongly recommends its introduction
into the United States, observing that it could not fail to thrive wherever
Q. virens exists ; as, for example, on the southern coast, and its adjacent
islands. Captain S. E. Cook laments the destruction of the cork trees in

Spain, as Bosc does their neglect in France. A contract, Captain Cook
observes (writing in 1834), has lately been made for the extraction of a quan-
tity of the finest bark from the Sierra di Morena, in the neighbourhood of
Seville ; and the contractors were compelled to take the inner bark as well

as the outer, the stripping off" of which is known to kill the tree. The inner
bark, being of no use but for tanning, was found an incumbrance to the con-
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tractors, who had no demand for it. Thus the government, for a temporary

gain, occasioned a national loss of a prodigious number of valuable trees.

{Sketches, &c., vol, ii. p. 248.) The oldest cork tree in the neighbourhood

of London is in the grounds of the Fulham Palace ; one of the handsomest,

though a much smaller tree, is that in the Fulham Nursery, of which the

en<Traving in our last Volume is a portrait. In the garden of the London
Horticultural Society, the rate of growth may be stated as 6 ft. or 8 ft. in 10

years ; but, with extraordinary preparation, it would grow with double that

rapidity. The largest cork tree in Britain (perhaps in the world) is one in

Devonshire, at Mamhead, about 8 miles from Exeter. In ISSi, the circum-

ference of the trunk of this tree, at 1 ft. from the ground, was 12 ft. 6 in. The
height of the trunk, before it branched off, was 10 ft., and the total height of

the^tree about 60 ft. It stands in the middle of the park, quite detached and

exposed, at an elevation of about 450 ft. above the level of the sea, in a soil

of fine rich red loam, on a substratum of red stone conglomerate. It is only

3 miles distant from the sea, and is exposed to the sea breeze from the east.

The head is oval and compact, and its grand massive branches, each of which

would form a tree of noble dimensions, are covered with rugged corky bark,

resembling richly chased frosted silver, which is finely contrasted with the

dark creen luxuriant foliage. Near this tree stands another, 50 ft. high, with

a trunk 11 ft. Sin. in circumference. (Gard. Mag., vol. xi. p. 127.)

In Ireland, in the neighbourhood of Cork, on the estate of Sammerstown
there is a cork tree of unknown age, and which is thought by some to have

stood there for several centuries. Several generations ago, it must have been

a remarkable tree, for the then proprietor, when letting the land on which the

tree stands, introduced a clause into the lease, by which the tenant incurred

a penalty of 20/., if he cut down or injured the tree. Fig. 1800. is a portrait

.-"'^^- t

of this tree, to the scale of 1 in. to 10 ft., which waa sent to the Magazine of
Natm-al History in 1828 ; and the following are the dimensions of the trunk and
principal branches :— Girt of the trunk at 3 ft. from the ground, 8 ft. 10 in.

;

height of the trunk before it divides, 9 feet
;

girt of each of the two principal

branches, 6 ft. lOin.; girt of the second-rate branches, 5 ft. 4 in. ; diameter of
tlie head, 36 ft. ; the thickness of the cork, or outer bark, on the trunk, is

about 3 in. The height of this tree was not sent to us ; but, judging from
the drawing, it appears to be between 25 ft. and 30 ft.
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Poetical Allusions. There arc very few. Lord Byron epcaka of

" The cork trees hoar that crown the shaggy steep,"

in his ChUde Harold; and Southcy describes their appearance in the gleam of
a traveller's fire, in his Roderick, the Last of the Goths :—

" Bright rose the flame replenish 'd : it illumed
The cork tree's furrow'd rind, its rifts and swells.
And redder scars, and, where its aged boughs
O'erbower'd the travellers, cast upon the leaves
A floating, grey, unrealising gloom."

Statistics. In the environs of London, at Ham House, Essex, the cork tree is 27 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 10 in., and of the head 2o ft. ; at Kenwood, Hampstead, fiO years planted,
it is 3.T ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 40 ft. ; at Fulham I'alace, 150 years
old, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. fi in., and of the head ^4 ft. ; in the Mile End
Nursery, it is 28 fL high, the circumference of the trunk 4 ft. 4 in South of London. In Devonshire,
at Killerton, ,'54 years planted, it is 57 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 41 ft.

;

at Urochill, 4;'> ft. high, the diameter of the trunk oft., and of the head 4.^ ft. In .Somersetshire,
at Nettlecombe, tiO years planted, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 10 in., and that
of the head 28 ft. In Suflblk, at Campsey Ash, it was 2t)ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. 3 in. in
diameter. This tree, we are informed, is since dead. In Surrey, at Farnham Castle, 50 years
planted, it is 30 ft high ; at Claremont, it is 40ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and
that of the head 50 ft.—North of London. In Cheshire, at Eaton Hall, 8 years planted, it is 10 ft. high.
In Denbighshire, at Llantode Hall, 15 years planted, it is 22 ft. high. In Pembrokeshire, at Stack,
pole Court, 100 years old, it is 40 ft. high, the di.imeter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 40 ft. In
-Suffolk, at Finb'orough Hall, 16 years planted, it is 12 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk 8 in., and
of the head 10 It. In Warwickshire, at Coombe Abbey, GO years planted, it is 64 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 2ft. Sin., and of the head 20 ft. In Worcestershire, at Croonie, 40 years
planted, it is 35 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 10 in., and of the head 15 ft.— In Ireland, in the
Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 30 years planted, it is 15 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 10 in., and of
the head 12 ft. ; at Cypress Grove, it is 45ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. Bin., and of the
head 27 ft. ; at Castletown, it is 28 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 8 in., and of the head 24 ft.—In Switzerland, at the scat of SI. Gaussen, Bourdigny, near Geneva, it is 3 ft. 4 in. in circumference.—In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 14 years planted, it is 12 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk
1 ft., and' the diameter of the head 10 ft.

i. 35. Q. PsEu'D0-<yu'BER Dcsf. The False-Cork Oak.

Tdfntification. Desf. Atlan., 2. p. 348.; Spreng. Antiq. Bot., p. 16. t. 1. ; N. Du Hart., 7. p 174
Willd., No. 60. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 67.

'

Sunonymes. Chene faux Lifego, Chcne de Gibraltar, Ft:; UnHchte Kork-Eiche, Ger. Bosc states
that he possesses a leaf of ^^. Turner;', which was brought to him from Kew by L'Heritier, and
that it is identical with Q. Pseildo-Suber ; but the leaves of Q. Ti'irnerj are not in the slightest
degree hoary or glaucous beneath, nor has it a corky bark.

En^avings. Sant, Viagg., t, 4. ; Spreng. Antiq. Bot, t 1. ; N, Du Ham., 7. t. 48. f. 2. : and'ourM 1801.

Sjiec. Chart, Sfc, Leaves ovate-oblong or lanceolate, sinuated, dentated or
serrated ; hoary beneath. Bark fungous, cracked. Nut ovate. Calyx niu-

ricated, with lax, recurved, linear scales. {Dcsf.) Native of the mountains
of Tuscany, Spain, and Barbary. Desfontaines ga-

thered it on Mount Atlas, and the Abbe Diirand, near v -^^\ i^^V^-n
Tangier. A tree, 50ft. or 60ft. high; the bark of ^

^ -.- ;-
•'<

which is corky, though less so than that of Q. Shhcv.
Young branches downy or hoary ; sometimes smooth,
striated. Desfontaines describes the bark as fungous
as very thick, and as being, without doubt, capable of
replacing the cork of Europe. The leaves are oval-
oblong, dentated or serrated ; smooth above, and pu-
bescent beneath. He adds that the leaves do not
drop during winter ; while in the Nouveau Du Hamcl, in Bosc, and under
the article Q. Pseiido-iSTiber in Rcess Ci/clojuedia, they are described as
dccithious. Bosc, indeed, states that the leaves remain green a part of
the winter ; so that the tree may be considered as forming the connect-
ing link between the evergreen oaks and the deciduous ones. A tree of
Q. Pseudo-^uber was planted in the garden of M. Lemonnier, near Ver-
sailles, by M. A. Richard, in 1754, which is stated to have proved nuite
hardy, and of vigorous growth, though, in 1820, it had not produced truit.

We have not been able to get any account of the present .«tate of this tree;
but we can easily conceive that it may be evergreen on the shores of the
Mediterranean, ami only subevcrgreen in the neighbourhood of Paris or
London. The specimens of this tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden
(lately, 1837, dead), and at Messrs. Loddiges's, have always appeared to us
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to be closely allied to Q. Turnen : but, the leaves of the former will always

be found to be somewhat downy beneath ; while those of Q. Tiirneri are

perfectly smooth, and of the same colour on both sides. Neither sort

appears to show the least indication, at present, of corkiness in the bark
;

though trees of Q. Saber in both places, standing near them, have the

bark decidedly corky. Unless, therefore, we could ^ee the tree at Versailles,

we cannot decide whether the plant in British gardens is that discovered

by Desfontaines, or not. If it is, it certainly appears much more nearly

allied to the group Cerris than to that of /Hex. The tree in Loddiges's

arboretum is 7 ft. high, and, in February, 1837, had lost every leaf; as had,

with the exception of a very few, that in the Horticultural Society's Garden,

in 1835, when it was of about the same age and size. After all, we
think it extremely probable, that the tree at Muswell Hill is the Q. Pseiido-

Suher of Desfontaines ; but as we have not seen the acorns, either of that

tree, or of the Q. Pseudo-iSuber in the Horticultural Society's Garden, or

at Messrs. Loddiges's, we should not consider ourselves justified in deciding

on the point. We may possibly be able to do so in our Supplement.

b. Natives of North America.

§ ix. Virmtes. Live Oaks.

Sect. Char. Leaves oblong-lanceolate ; dentate, and variously cut when
young; but, on full-grown trees, quite entire. Bark smooth, black. Fruc-

tification biennial. Cup imbricate. Nut long. Low trees, or shrubs; rather

tender in Britain, and not attaining a timber-like size north of London.

1 36. Q. vi^RENs Ait. The green, or Live, Oak.

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 356,, ed. 2., 5. p. 287. ; N. Du Ham. 7. p. 151. ; Willd.
Sp. PI., 4. p. 425.; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., p. 626. ; Michx. Quer., No. 6. ; Smith in Rees's Cycl.,
No. 5.

Synonymes. Q, i'h^llos /3 Lin. Sp. PI., 1412. ; Q. sempervirens Banister and Walt. Car., 234.

Engravings. Michx. Quer., 1. 10, 11. ; N. Amer. Syl., 1. t. 12 ; our Jigs. 1802. and 1803 ; and the plate

J of this tree in our last Volume.

S2)ec. Char., c^-c. Leaves coriaceous, elliptic-oblong, revolute, entire, point-

less; obtuse at the base; clothed with starry down beneath. Fruit stalked.

Nut oblong. ( WiM. and Smith.)

Description. The live oak is commonly 40 ft. or 45 ft. high, with a trunk
from 1 ft. to 2 ft. in diameter; but it is sometimes much larger; and a hollow
tree of it was felled at Charleston, which had a trunk 24 ft. in circumference.
*' Like most other trees," says Michaux, " it has, when insulated, a wide and
tufted summit. Its trunk is sometimes undivided for 18 ft. or 20 ft. ; but it

often ramifies at half this height, and, at a
distance, has the appearance of an old apple
or pear tree." (N. Amer. Syl., i. p. 58.) The
bark is blackish and hard. The wood is

heavy, compact, fine-grained, and of a yellow-
ish colour, which deepens as the tree advances
in age. The number and closeness of the
concentric circles evince the slowness of its

growth, and the probability of its great dura-
tion, from the much larger proportion of
fibrous than of cellular tissue in its compo-
sition. The leaves are oval, coriaceous, of
a dark green above, and whitish beneath

:

they persist during several years, but are par-
tially renewed every spring. On old trees,

growing wild in the forests, they are always
entire, as shown in Jig. 1802. ; but, on seed-
lings of 2 or 3 years old, they are very dis-
tinctly toothed, as mfg. 1803" On trees growing in cool soils, or reared in
glantations, they are one half larger than those on the trees usually found in a
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wild state, and are often denticulated

even on old trees. The acorns are of
an elongated oval form, nearly black,

and are containeil in greyish pedun-
culated cups. The fruit is sometimes
very abundant, ami it germinates with

such ease, that, if the weather is rainy

at the season of its maturity, many
acorns are found on the trees with

the radicle unfolded. In British gar-

dens, this tree is no where found
higher than a large shrub, it recjuiring

rather a warmer climate to attain a

timber-like size. There is a tree at

Kew, between 40 ft. and oO ft. high
;

and a handsome small tree at the

Duke of Devonshire's, and some in

the Hackney arboretum. In the '

neighbourhootl of Paris, the live oak and Q. aquatica, Bosc informs us, are
the only two American species that are found to be tender.

Geography and History. The live oak is confined to the maritime parts
of the southern states of North America, where it is known by the name of
the live oak. Its most northern boundary is Norfolk, in Virginia. " From
Norfolk it spreads along the coast for a distance of 1500 or 1800 miles, ex-
tending beyond the mouth of the Mississippi. The sea air seems essential to
its existence; for it is rarely found in forests upon the mainland, and never
more than 15 or 20 miles from the sea." (Afic/ix.) It is most abundant, and
of the best quality, on the shores of the bays and creeks of the southern
states ; and on the fertile islands, which lie in great numbers scattered along
the coasts for several hundreds of miles. " I frequently saw it," says Michaux,
" upon the beach, or half-buried in the movable sands upon the downs, where
it had preserved its freshness and vigour, though exposed during a long lapse
of time to the fury of the wintry tempest, and to the ardour of the summer's
sun." {N'. Amer. SyL, i. p. 58.) The live oak was one of those discovered
by Banister, and it was by him called Q. sempervirens. Catesby, in his

Natural History of Carolina, p. 17., describes it as a pyramidal tree, 40 ft. hi^h,

in the salt marshes of Carolina. He adds that the acorns are remarkably
sweet, and were used by the Indians to thicken their venison soup, and for

expressing an oil, which was very much like the oil of sweet almonds. The
first record of this tree that we have in England is, that it was in cultivation

by Miller in 1739 ; but it does not appear to have been much planted, as we
have not received an account of any old trees of this species now existing in

England, In America, there is said to be a very large live oak at Goose
Creek, near Charleston, which measures 45 ft. in circumference close to the
ground, and 18 ft. 6 in. at its smallest part: its largest limb is 12ft. 6 in. in

girt. A modern traveller, Mr. Stuart, in his Three Years in North America,
published in 183.3, thus speaks of the live oak, whilst describing his journey
from Georgetown to Charleston :— "On this day's journey, I first saw, and
in great numbers, the most valuable of the American trees, the Quercus
virens, the most durable of oaks. It flourishes most on lands adjacent to salt

water. It is almost as heavy as lignum vitae {Giuiiacum officinale). Its trunk
is generally not long; but its crooked branches frequently spread over more
than a quarter of an acre of ground. The wood of this tree is almost incor-

ruptible. It was on account of the abundance of this tree in Florida, fit foi

building ships of war, that the Americans showed the great anxiety, which
was at last gratified in 1819, to add Florida to their extensive territories, and
which has led the general government, since its acquirement, to lay out very
large sums in the preservation and establishment of live oak plantations in

Florida. Indeed, I have heard of the formation of plantations on a large scale
6 I
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nowhere but in Florida." The object of the American government being to

provide for the estabhshment and maintenance of a powerful navy, the culti-

vation of the live oak, which is almost the only oak they have suitable for

ship timber, is an object of national importance.

Properties and Uses. According to Michaux, and all authors who have

written on the oaks of America, the wood of the live oak is much stronger,

and incomparably more durable, than that even of the white oak, and is more
esteemed for ship-building than any other wood in the United States. " From
its great durability, when perfectly seasoned, it is almost exclusively employed

for the upper part of the frame. To compensate its excessive weight, it is

joined to the red cedar (Juniperus virginiana), which is extremely light, and

equally lasting. The live oak does not afford large timber ; but its wide and

branching summit makes amends for this disadvantage, by furnishing a great

number of knees." {Michx.) " The vessels built at New York and Philadel-

phia, with the upper frame of red cedar and live oak, and the lower timbers

of white oak, are as durable as those constructed of the best materials in

Europe." {Id.) The best trenails used formerly to be made of the wood
of the live oak ; but they are now made of locust wood, and of the heart wood
of Pinus palustris. In the southern states, the live oak is used for the naves

and felloes of heavy wheels, and for screws and the cogs ofmill-wheels ; for all

which purposes it is far superior to the white oak. The bark is excellent for

tanning ; but it is so hard and thin, that it is seldom found in sufficient quan-
tities. From the acorns, which, though not sweet, are eatable, Michaux says

that the Indians still extract an oil which they use in cookery. A great

many trees of this species were raised and sold by Cobbett; the acorn not

losing its vitality during the voyage from America to Europe ; but we never
hear of the trees attaining any size ; and, as we have already observed, the

climate is against them. As a low evergreen tree or large shrub, the live oak
well deserves a place in collections, forming an interesting bush, as shown in the
portrait, given in our last Volume, of the tree at the Duke of Devonshire's villa

at Chiswick. In France, near Nantes, 80 years planted, it is 40 ft. high ; the
diameter of the trunk being 4 ft. In Lombardy, at Monza, 20 years from the

acorn, it is 20 ft. high; diameter of the trunk 5 in., and of the head 14 ft.

Abundance of young plants and of acorns may be had from Mr. Charlwood,
at 105. per hundred, or 5*. per bushel. At BoUwyller, plants are 5 francs per
dozen ; and at New York, where, according to Prince's Catalogite, it requires

protection during winter (a fact that speaks volumes against its ever becoming
a profitable timber tree in this country), plants are 50 cents each.

? i 37. Q. myrtifo'lia Willd. The Myrtle-leaved Oak.
identification. Willd., No. 4. ; Pursh, No. 4. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 151. ; Rees's (^ycl, No. 4.

Spec. Cfia>:,S(C. Leaves coriaceous, oblong, entire, smooth ; acute at each end. A native of Carolin.a,
according to Willdcnow, who alone has noticed this species. Pursh has admitted it into his work.
The branches are round and brown ; the leaves 1 in. or more in length, coriaceous, evergreen,
oblong, somewhat acute at the base ; entire and slightly revolute at the margin; shiny above;
opaque, but smooth, beneath ; on short footstalks. The form of the leaves is much like those of the
common broad-leaved myrtle. The flowers and fruit are unknown. (JTO/rf., as quoted in /?fci's
Cyc/.)

c. Natives of Nepal.

§ X. Latidtce. Woolly or dow7iy-leavcd Oaks.

Sect. Char. Leaves oval-oblong or lanceolate, serrated or dentated, but
not sinuated or lobed; woolly beneath. Trees, natives of Nepal ; and only
half-hardy in the climate of London. They may be propagated by cuttings,

which root without much difficulty ; and the plants require the protection
of a wall.

? 38. Q. LANA^TA Smith. The -wooWy-leaved Nejml Oak.
Identification. Rees's Cycl., No. 27.
Sijnuny7/ie.i. Q. lanuginosa 1). Don Prod. Fl. Nep., p. 57., and Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; Q. Ednja
Ham. M.SS.

; ? «. oblongata D. Don, I. c. ; ? Q. incSna Ruijle Must., p. 341.
Engraving. Onrfig. 180+., from the tree at Kew.
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Spec. Char., ^-c. Leaves elliptic-oblong, siiarply serrated, coriaceous ; densely

woolly beneath. Fruit in axillary solitary spikes. Calyx scaly, without

prickles. {SniUh.) " Native of the mountains of Upper Nepal; flowering

in April. {Buchanan.) The Parbutties call it L'anza, or Banja ; the

Nawars, Soshi stringa/i. This is a

tree of vast dimensions, with a

scaly bark, and rigid, brown, warty
branches, clothed, when young, wilh

dense white down. Leaves alter-

nate, somewhat 2-ranked, stalked,

elliptic-oblong ; sometimes rather

obovate, pointed ; from 3 in. to

5 in. in length, and 2 in. or more
in breadth ; strongly and sharply

serrated, except at the very base,

which is more or less rounded, and occasionally unequal ; the upper surface

green, shining, and naked (except when young), but not quite smooth to the

touch ; the under clothed with fine, dense, uniform, brownish, woolly pubes-

cence, and marked with prominent, parallel, but not very crowded,
obliquely transverse veins. Footstalks stout, downy, scarcely 1 in. long.

Stipules ovate, membranous, deciduous. Male flowers in short, dense,

hairy spikes, at the base of the young shoots, as they protrude from the bud.

Calyx with 5 or 6 teeth. Anthers about 6, sessile. Female flowers, as

far as Dr. Buchanan could observe, on a separate tree, in very short, soli-

tary, axillary spikes. Acorns either solitary, or several crowded together

;

small, ovate, hairy, half-covered by their scaly unarmed cups." (Smith in

Rees's Cycl.) Professor Don, in his Prodronius Florce Nejialensis, had de-

scribed Q.. lanuginosa and Q. oblongata as two species ; but he has since

informed us that the specimen which he had of Q. oblongata being very
imperfect, he is now disposed to refer it to Q. lanata. Dr. Royle, in his

Illustrations of the Botany, S^-c, of the Himalayas, observes that the lofty

sunmiits of these mountains are covered with snow until May and June.
" The snow not melting until the sun has reached its most northern limit,

the increase of temperature is great and sudden, and the vegetation propor-
tionably rapid." (p. 20.) " In ascending the Choor Mountain, on the 9th
of May, at first the ordinary Himalajan trees, such as i^hododendron arbo-
reum and Quercus lanata, were met with ; the pines then made their appear-
ance. Every thing looked hke the revival of spring: some of the trees and
shrubs were putting forth new leaves, and others were in full flower. Higher
up, patches of snow were seen; and beyond this every thing had a wintry
aspect : the snow lay in masses, though detached, having melted away from
round the trunks of many trees and the blocks of gneiss rock. At first, the
Coniferae and other trees were intermixed with oaks ; but, latterly, the oak
grew alone. Q. semicarpifolia formed the forest. On emerging from this, there
is only a short ascent to the peak." (p. 21.) Q. lanata was introduced about
1818, and was first planted at Kew. There are now (1837) plants of it

10 ft. high against the walls in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and in

front ofone of the stoves at Kew, which produce acorns. In the arboretum
of Messrs. Loddiges, and in that at Flitwick, plants of this species have
stood out, without any protection, in the open garden for several years;
but they are annually killed down within a short distance of the ground.
There are small plants in pots, at Messrs. Loddiges's, which bear acorns.

I 39. Q. ANNULA^TA Smith. The Y\ng-ciip2)ed Oak.
Identificalion. Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. '^2.

Si/nnni/7)h-s. Q. Phiilh'da Ham. MSS., D. Don Prod. Fl. Nep., p. 57. ; ? Q. Kaniro6p« D. Don, I. c.

;

Q. glauca Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; 'i Q glaiica Thunb. ; ? Q. acuminata Hort.
Engraving. OurJig. 1SU5.

Spec. Char., c^-c. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, pointed ; dentatel\ -serrated, except
towards the base; somewhat glaucous and downy beneath. Fruit spiked.
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Nut oblong. Calyx furrowed concen-

trically. (Smith and Don.) " Gathered by

Dr. Buchanan (who afterwards took the

name of Hamilton), at various places in

Upper Nepal, bearing fruit, in December,

1802. A very large tree, whose wood is

excellent. The branches, 2 or 3 together,

smooth. Leaves evergreen, rigid, exactly

like those of Q. glauca Thunb., but some-

what silky beneath, and less glaucous;

the young ones very silky. Stipules

linear, hairy, longer than the footstalks,

deciduous. Male flowers in pendulous,

hairy, yellowish, shortish spikes, spring-

ing from the buds below the leaves,

whose scales are imbricated in 5 rows.

Female, from 3 to 6, in solitary, axil-

lary, upright, stalked, smooth spikes,

about the length of the footstalks. Calyx

of the female flowers globose, smaller

than hempseed ; composed of several

concentric imbricated layers, of which

the outermost is smooth and notched, the rest downy and entire. Germen
globose. Style very short and thick. Stigmas 3, obtuse. Acorns quite sessile

on the common flower stalk. Cup rather smaller than that of our British

oaks; entire and even at the edge; composed of 7 or 8 concentric, annular,

imbricated, crenate scales, externally silky. Nut ovate, acute, smooth, and

even, twice as long as the cup. The Parbutties call this tree Phullaat ; the

Nawars, Guski, or Faca stringali. We find great reason to think it may be, as

Dr. Buchanan suspected, the same species with Thunberg's Q. glauca. The
leaves of his specimen show a slight degree of pubescence about the veins,

but have not the minute silkiness of ours." (Smith in Rees^s Cyclopcedia.)

Professor Don has given us the same information respecting Q. Kamroopei

(which he is now disposed to refer to Q.. annulata) as he did respecting the

referring of Q.. oblongata to Q. lanata. In both cases, his specimens were
imperfect. He had named Q. Kamroopji in honour of " Kamroop, or, more
properly, Kamrup, a Brahmin, and a zealous collector for Dr. Wallich in

Gurwhal, or Garnwhal, a country situated to the north-west of Nepal."

There are plants of this species 10 ft. high, against a wall in the Horticul-

tural Society's Gardens, and also in the front of a stove at Kew ; and,

under the name of Q,. glauca, at Messrs. Loddiges's. Mr. Smith of Kew
informs us that it is decidedly hardier than Q. lanata.

App. i. Oaks in British Gardens^ not referable^ *iSoitli certainty^

to any of the above Sections.

t 40. Q. Tu'rner/ Willd. Turner's Oak.

Identification. Willd. Enum., 975. ; Baumz., p. 339.

Synonymes. Q. h^brida /fort. ; Chene de Turner, i^>-. ; Turnersche Eiche.Ger.
Engravings. Willd. Baumz., t. 3. f. 2. ; and our^g. 1806., from a specimen taken from the tree in

the Horticultural Society's Garden.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves oblong, mucronate, dentate; glabrous on both sides;

somewhat wedge-shaped at the base. Branchlets hairy. (Willd.) A tree,

growing to the height of 40 ft. or 50 ft. in 40 years, and retaining its foliage

till April or May, like the new Lucombe oaks. It is stated in Willdenow's

Baumzucht to be a native of Thibet ; but we have ascertained from Messrs.

Loddiges that it is a hybrid, which was raised about 1795, or before., by
Mr. Spencer Turner, in the HoUoway Down Nursery, Essex, which was
founded by him about 1787, and which now no longer exists; and that the

plant at Berlin, which is kept in the conservatory there, was sent to Will-
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denow by the late Mr. Conrad Loddiges,

under the name of Q. Turner/. It appears

to be a hybrid between Q. pedunculata and
Q. r\e\; and, indeed, the leaves of some va-

rieties of /Mex, such as Jig. 1807., which is

from a plant in Messrs. Loddiges's collection,

have exactly the same bluish green colour

as those of Q. Turner?, and are nearly equal

to those of that species in length, as is shown
by^g. 1808., which is from the tree at Messrs.

Loddiges ; both figures being of the natural

size. The leaves vary considerably in size

(see^g. 1809., to our usual scale), but not
much in form, or in the character of their

margins, Mr. Rivers, jun., of Sawbridgeworth,
whose father recollects the tree being originated by Mr. Turner, and who
has propagated it extensively, says, " It takes readily by grafting on the
common oak, from which, in summer, it can scarcely be distinguished, as
its branches and leaves are so similar ; but, in winter, its thick, glossy, and
strictly evergreen foliage has a fine effect," On the whole, it is an exceed-

ingly distinct and very handsome species, by no means liable to vary in the
form of its foliage, like what may be called the natural species of European
and American oaks. It is rather more tender than Q. Cerris Lucombeawa,
but, nevertheless, it retains its foliage nearly as long as that species ; and, as
it appears from a tree of each, of the same age and size, and planted at the
same time, perhaps thiity years ago, in the Hammersmith Nursery, it grows
with nearly equal rapidity. At the same time, it is right to state that Mr.
Rivers, jun,, considers it rather slow-growing; a tree in the Sawbridge-
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worth Nursery, which has been 40 years planted, being only

from 22ft. to 25ft. high, with a trunk 1 ft. Sin, in circum- ^
ference at 5 ft. from the ground. Two trees in the Hammer- ^Ih f,

smith Nursery, about the same age, are rather higher. Trees ^Y/j v>.;

in nurseries, however, are seldom fair specimens, as they vX/
are kept there for the purpose of supplying scions for bud- Ny
ding or grafting. The tree in the Horticultural Society's "^ ^^^^

Garden has attained the height of 12ft. in 10 years; and one at Ham
House was, in 1834, 42 ft. high; the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and
of the head 18 ft. Neither this tree nor that in the Sawbridgeworth Nursery,

nor any other that we have heard of, has yet flowered.

1^ 41. Q. hy'brida na^na. The dwarf hybrid Oak.

Synomimes. Q. h^brida Lod(f. Cat., 1836; Q. "a hybrid between Q. pcduncuVita and Q. I^\e\, in

the Horticultural Society's Garden ;" Q. hClmilis Hort. ; Q. nana Hurt.
Engravings. Ourjigs. 1810. and 1811.

Spec. Char,, Src Leaves ovate or oblong, obtusely dentate, smooth, and of the

same colour on both sides. Footstalks short. Found about 1825, in a bed of
seedling oaks in the Bristol Nursery, where the original plant, in May, 1837,
was between 8 ft. and 9 ft. high, with a trunk 8 in. in circumference at 1 ft.

from the ground. Propagated by grafting on the common oak. It is a

1812

decidedly subevergreen bush, and not a tree ; whence has arisen the

popular name of humilis. In summer, the leaves, at a distance, bear a

considerable resemblance to those of the common oak; but, on a nearer

inspection, they appear as in^g. 1811. or in ^g. 1810.: the first from the

specimen tree in the Hackney arboretum, and the second from the arboretum
at Milford. Towards the autumn, those shoots which have continued

growing, exhibit leaves on their extremities so exactly like those of Q.

Turneri, that it is altogether impossible to make any distinction between
them This is so very strikingly the case

at Messrs. Loddiges's, that, if it were not

from the totally different habit of Q.
Turneri and Q. hybrida nana, we should,

from the appearance of the leaves, which
remain on, in both species, at the points

of the shoots, after all the others have
dropped off, consider them to be the same
species. Fig. 1812. exhibits leaves taken
from the extremities of the shoots, in different parts of the same plant,

in the Horticultural Society's Garden, in May, 1837.

^.,.m
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3f 42. Q. Fontanels// Guss. Desfontaine's Oak.

Iiicntljication. A drieil specimen, named by Gusson himself, in Dr. Lindley's herbarium.

Si/nonymc. Q. pseCldo-coccifera of Catros of Bordeaux, and of the Hort. See. Garden, in May 2837.

Engraving. OurJig. 1813.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves oval; obtusely sinuated, and bluntly dentate;

downy beneath. Fruit on peduncles. This oak was received from M.
Catros of Bordeaux, under the name of Q. pseudo-

coccifera, but it does not at all agree with the de-

scription given of that species in the Nuuvcau Du
Hamel, where it is said to be evergreen, with leaves

resembling those of Q. cocclfera ; while the plant in

the Horticultural Society's Garden is deciduous.

Dr. Lindley informs us that it is the Q. Fontanes/j

of Gussone ; a native of Calabria, and also found in

Palestine ; it being identical with a specimen in the
doctor's herbarium, named by Gussone himself.

Gussone considers it as identical with the Q. Pseudo-
5'uber of Desfontaines; which is somewhat singular, as

Desfontaines describes his plant as an evergreen.

The tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden is

12 ft. high, and the bark and buds are like those of Q. Cerris.

1 43. Q. ? austra'lis LinJc. The Southern Oak.

Description. "A noble species of oak," Captain S. E. Cook observes,
" is associated with the Q. Suher in the neighbourhood of Gibraltar ; wiiere
I met with it in ascending through a forest to the left of the common
route to Cadiz, above Los Barrios. This species," he continues, " which is

one of the finest of European trees, and which has not found its way into
our nurseries, was pronounced by Dr. Lindley to be the Q. austriilis of Link.
The leaf is very large, and
ovate [Captain Cook, who
has seen this account of his

oak since it was in type,

says it should be " obo-

vate "], with small inden-

tures. The acorns might

be easily procured, in Oc- t?5^4<|^l|
tober or the beginning of "^^<ll^^^'|

November, from Gibral- -^f^lV
tar." (S^cic/ics, &c., vol.

ii. p. 249.) The acorns

were so procured for the

London Horticultural So-
ciety, through the influence

of government, and plants

were raised from tiiem, in

] 835, in the garden of the

Society. Fig. 1814. is a re-

presentation of part of one
of these plants of 2 years'

growth, taken in March,
1837. The species appears

to be a decided evergreen ;

and we think it is allied

to Q. scssiliflora. The
Q. australis of Link, as

quoted by Sprengol, Si/s(.

Veg. Qucr., No. 59., which Ts the Q. hybrida of Brotero, is thus described :— Leaves ovate-elliptic, somewhat obtuse, sinuated, toothed, coriaceous;
shining above, pubescent beneath. Fruit almost sessile. Scales of the cup
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closely adpressed. (Spreng.) " A tall tree, a native of Portugal, in the south

of Beira, and on the hills near Coimbra ; flowering in May. It appears to

be a hybrid between Q, i?6bur and Q. pubescens. It is not found in any
of the mountainous parts of the north of Portugal; but there it is probably

changed to Q. i?6bur." (Brotero's Fl. Lus., ii. p. 31.) The Q. australis of

the Horticultural Society's Garden has the leaves glaucous beneath. What-
ever species this oak may turn out to be, it promises to be a very handsome
evergreen, as hardy as Q. /^lex ; and we hope it will soon be generally in-

troduced into collections.

1 M. Q. Coo^K/7. Captain Cook's Oak.

Description. Leaves evergreen ; oval or lanceolate-elliptic ; dentate,

with recurved teeth ; sessile, and green and glabrous on both sides. ( See

Jig. 1815.) Among the acorns procured by the Horticultural Society

from Gibraltar appear to be some of a

species different from Q. australis j or,

possibly, it may be only a variety of

Q. gramuntia. As there are only two-

years' seedling plants in the country, very

little can be said about it ; but we have

ventured to apply to it the specific name
above given, in honour of Captain S. E.

Cook of Carlton, near Darlington, who
was the means of its introduction, who
is an enthusiastic arboriculturist, and
who has kindly and liberally supplied us

with valuable information respecting

Qu^rcus, Pinus and other genera.

2 45. Q. FALKENBERGENsis Booth. The Falkenberg Oak.

Desaiption. Allied to the section ffobur, but with leaves short, and ser-

rated like those of Q. Cerris. Fruit small and roundish, and reproducing
plants with the same characters as the parent. Discovered about 1832, on
the Falkenberg in Hanover, near Hamburgh, and introduced into England
by the Duke of Bedford in 1837. (^Booth, in letter; and Forbes's Hori. Tour.,

p. 5.)

App. ii. Europea7i Ki?ids of Oaks not yet introduced.

Q. taginea Lam. ; Q. t^gilopifblia

Diet., 1. p. 725., Willd., No. 68., N.
DuHam., 7. p. 179., Rees's Cycl. No.
76. ; Phellodrys &lba angustifblia, &c.,

Daleck. Hist., 25. ; and our Jig. 1816.,

from the specimen in the Linniean
herbarium. Leaves on short downy
footstalks, obovate, with numerous uni-
form shallow lobes ; downy beneath ;

somewhat heart-shaped and unequal at
the base. Fruit sessile. [Smith.) Native
of Spain and the south of France.
Leaves small, 1* in. long, deciduous,
obovate, very slightly sinuated, or,

more properly speaking, coarsely tooth,
ed ; the lobes being very short, equal,
and obtuse ; the upper side polished
and smooth ; the under white and
downy. Footstalks downy. Fruit ses-
sile. {H'illd.) In the Linnxan her-
barium are specimens ^gathered by
Baron Alstroemer in Spain, which ^^

answer extremely well to the above
description, and not amiss to the figure
of Dalechamp, which Lamarck cites with hesitation. In these, however, the lobes, or teeth, are
acute, and the upper surface covered with minute starry hairs. There are also long, linear,
recurved, ramentaceous stipules, that are soon deciduous. We do not scruple to consider this
Lamarck's plant at least, and probably Willdenow's. {Smith in Rees's Cycl.)
Q. esgilopifdlia Pers. Syn. 2, p. ,570. ; N. Du Ham., 7. p. 174. ; Q. hispanica /3. Lam. Did. Ency.,

1. p. 72a. ; Chene k FeuiUes d'Egilops, Rose ; has oval, sinuated, and dentated leaves, the teeth of

VrT^'
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which are close together and almost obtuse; green above, and downy beneath. The acorns are
pedunculated, and halt-enclosed in a smooth cup. The bark is cracked, but not corky. It is a native
of Spain; and, according to Bosc, there is a plant at Trianon, raised from seed brought from Gib-
raltar by M. Kichard in 17.')4.

Q. Brossa Busc M^m. sur tes Chhies, p. 319.; Chene Brosse at Nantes ; Chene nain Bonatni ; bears
so great an analogy to Q. pyren^ica (see p. 1842), that, according to Bosc, it may possibly be only a
variety of that species : the leaves are, however, smaller and less velvety; the divisions are larger, wider
apart, and more obtuse ; and the margins are less frequently denticulated. The leaves are cordiform,
and slightly unequal at the base. The acorns (which Bosc had only seen when young) are borne five

or six together on a long peduncle: the scales of their cups are broad and long. Bosc found this oak
in great abundance between Perigueux and Bordeaux. De Candolle found it near Mons, Angers,
and Nantes, where it was known by the name of Chene Brosse. It grows in the most arid soil, where
it is a low shrub, and appears to be the same that Bonami called the chene nain. In good soil it

grows much larger, and, Bosc observes, has probably been confounded with a variety of Q. sessiliflbra,

and Q. apennuia, under the name of chene i trochets.

Q. vimindlis Bosc Mem. sur les Chenes, p. 316. ; Chene Saule, Chene Osier, Chene de Haie, Fr.
(see p. 1737.) ; is found in the departments in the east of France. It is common on the Jura, and on
the mountains of the Vosges. It seldom grows higher than 6 ft. or 8 ft., with a grey bark ; leaves
resembling those of Q. pedunculJlta, but much smaller, of a brighter green, and always very smooth.
The fruit is sessile, and the nut is deeply buried in the cup. The wood is white, and so pliant, that it

is extremely difficult to break it. Excellent hedges are made of this species in the countries where it

is indigenous, because it produces its shoots constantly from the collar, and, consequently, forms a very
thick mass of branches, which cross each other, and often form natural grafts. When those hedges
are cut down, the larger pieces of the wood are used for fuel, and the smaller shoots made into baskets,
which are of very great duration. The stools throw up strong, straight, flexible shoots, .Oft. or 6 ft.

In length, which are excellent for all the purposes of wickerwork. According to Bosc, this species
does not change its nature by transplanting ; as a tree at Versailles has exactly the same aspect which
those have which grow between Langres and Dijon, where, he says, the species is well known to the
inhabitants as being quite distinct. So desirable a kind ought certainly to be introduced into Britain

;

and plants may, doubtless, be obtained from Dijon, or from Messrs. Audibert, at Tarascon.
Q. lispera Bosc Mem. sur les Chenes, p. 328. ; le Che'ie apre, Fr. ; has the leaves petioled, cori-

aceous, of a medium size, elongated irregularly, but not deeply lobed ; the lobes broad, pointed, and
mucronated. The upper surface of the leaf is studded with small tubercles, beset with stiff' bristle-

like hairs, disi)Osed in stars, which are very rough to the touch ; the under surface is downy. This
species does not attain any great height. Bosc states that this oak stands the open air in the neigh-
bourhood of Paris ; from which circumstance it may possibly not belong to (i. /'lex, which requires
protection there during winter.

Chene Le'zer?)iien Bosc Mem. sur les Chenes, p. 328., is nearly allied to the preceding kind ; but
the leaves are sessile, oval, and simply, though broadly, dentated : they are mucronated and rough
above, and downy beneath. Bosc does not mention any Latin name to this oak, but states that he
gave its French name in honour of the director of the nursery in which it grew. He adds, " I have
received a specimen of this species under the name of chene Turner ; but, as I have stated before,
I think that name belongs to the chene de Gibraltar ((i. PseCldo-Suber)." Like the preceding sort, the
chene Lezermien is said to be hardy in the neighbourhood of Paris.

Ch^ne Caslillan Bosc Mem. sur les Chines, p. 328., has the leaves oval, pointed, slightly to-
mentose beneath, with unequal teeth, each terminated by a sharp turned up point. The acorns
are borne three or four together on short peduncles. Bosc found this oak in great abundance in
Spain, on the sandy mountains of Old Castile. He observes that it has been probably confounded
with Q. aspera and the chene Li^zermien, to which it is very nearly allied ; and adds, " I have
never seen specimens of it more than 10 ft. or 12 ft. high. Its wood appears to be very hard. Its

acorns are eaten both raw and cooked, as are those of the two above-named kinds. Their taste is very
inferior to that of the chestnut ; but it is not disagreeable. The consumption of these acorns in Spain
is considerable, if I may judge from the quantities of them that I saw in the market at Burgos, when
I passed through that town. This oak grows in the poorest soils." From the above description, it

appears to us not improbable that the chene Castillan may be the Q. grami'intia L.
Q. lusitdnica Lamb. Diet., 1. p. 719., Willd., No. 32., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 162., Smith in Rees's

Cycl., No. 39. ; Q. valentina Cav. Ic, 2. p. 95. t. 129., and o\ii fig. 1817. ; TJbbur 4., Clust. Hist., p. 18.,

and flobur 5. p. 19. ; Galla, sive /f6bur majus Ger.
Emac, 1348., and G. minor Gcr. Emac, p. 1349. ; the v-" ~x *"W.V
Portuguese Gall Oak ; Chene du Portugal, Fr. ; has / \ -^S"
the leaves elliptical, with deep pointed serratures ; / a. '^^^CasI
downy beneath. Fruit racemose. Calyx hemi.

'

spherical. Nut oblong. {Willd.) A shrub, or low
tree, somewhat resembling Q. infect6ria ; a native of
Portugal, said to have been introduced Into England
in 1824. Lamarck says that this species consists of
several varieties, all very low shrubs, subject to bear
galls ; their branches copious and slender ; their
leaves small, intermediate in form between the ever-
green and the ordinary oaks of Europe. Willdenow
describes the leaves as 1 in. long, oblong, obtuse, and
rigid ; their serratures somewhat pointed ; the upper
surface polished and smooth ; the under hoary with

"'"

slender, starry, crowded hairs. Footstalks short. Fruit racemose, or, rather, on a sort of spike.
Willdenow adds that the figure of CavaniUes scarcely answers to the plant in question ; and, indeed,
that author describes his species as a tree taller than Q. /'lex, with deciduous leaves, and large
solitary acorns. [See fig. 1817., reduced from the figure of CavaniUes, and which shows a gall on one
of the leaves.) Bosc says that this species is cultivated in the Pepiniere du Roule, where it was a
shrub from 5 ft. to 6 ft. in height, and retained its leaves till the end of winter. It flowered freely,
but did not produce any fruit, and could only be propagated by inarching. Capt. Cook, as we have
seen p. 1906. thinks this species the Q. Ballhia of Valencia, and the same as the Q. Eallhta of
which he saw plants some years ago at Messrs. Malcolm's.

Q..pr//Vna Pers. Syn., 2. p. 568., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 161. t. 44. f. 1., and our fig. 1818.
; Q. glauca

Bosc Mim. sur les Chenes, p. 26. ; has the leaves persistent, oval-oblong, dentated, and rather spiny
;

very smooth, and glaucous; acorns on peduncles. This oak does not attain a great height; but,
according to the Nouveau Du Hamel, it partakes more of the character of a tree than of a shrub.
From a specimen in the Jardin des Plantes, it appears that the full-grown tree would probably be
about 15ft. Of 20 ft. high, with numerous, slender, spreading branches, perfectly smooth. The leaves
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are of a glaucous green, quite glabrous on botli sides ; on rather long
footstalks, of an oblong oval form, with the indentations generally ter-

minating in a short bristly spine. The flowers are generally produced
two or three together at the extremity of the branches, on a peduncle
about 6 lines long. This oak is said to be a native of Portugal.

Q. calycina Poir. Diet. Encyc. Suppl., 2. p. 216., N. Du Ham. 7. p.

159., has oval-elliptic leaves, cottony and yellowish beneath. Nuts
ovate-oblong, in a long pubescent calyx. This oak, according to M.
Poiret, greatly resembles the ilex. It is of middling size, with nume-
rous unequal branches, covered, when young, with an ash-coloured
down. The leaves are oval, and slightly pointed at the apex ; about
1 in. long, entire, or slightly dentatcd with a few small teeth ; smooth
and shining above, except when quite young; cottony and rather
yellowish beneath, with downy petioles. The acorns are oval, very
long, and borne on short, thick, axillary peduncles. The nut is en.
veloped for three quarters of its length in a very deep pubescent calyx,
often 8 or 9 lines long, covered with very closely set scales, and warty.
This tree is a native of France, having been found near Orange, in

the department of Vaucluse, by M. De Bressieux, who sent specimens of it to M. Poiret.
Q. expdnsa Poir. Diet. Encyc. Suppl, 2. p. 217., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 158., has the leaves oval, and

slightly dentated ; white and cottony beneath ; acorns oval on peduncles, with very large, pubescent,
bell.shaped calyxes. This oak differs very slightly from Q. calycina, and is a native of the same
habitat. It is about 12 ft or 15 ft. high ; dividing into numerous branches, which are downy when
young. Its leaves closely resemble those of Q. calycina,' except in being rather shorter, and that
their downy pubescence beneath is white, instead of being yellowish. The acorns are shorter, and
thick ; and the calyx is nearly flat, and bell-shaped. Poiret mentions two forms of this species
differing slightly in the calyx.

(J. rotuniti/dtia Lara. Diet., 1. p. 723., Willd. Sp. PI., i. p. 434., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 158., Rees's
Cycl., No. 37. ; the round-leaved Spanish Oak ; Chene a Feuilles rondes ; has persistent leaves, which
are obovate-oblong, with spinous teeth, heart-shaped at the base, smoothish above, and downy
beneath. This oak is very imperfectly known, as neither Lamarck nor Willdenow had seen either
its flowers or fruit. The acorns are said to be sweet and eatable. It is a native of Spain, whence it

was brought to France; and there is a small plant in the Jardin des Plantes. In the Nouveau Du
Ha?>u'/, it is said to be possibly a variety of/^lex; but Bosc supposes it to be either closely allied
to, or identical with, Q. gramiintia. There are numerous plants of it, he says (writing in 1806), in
the Paris gardens.

Q. htlmilis Lam. Diet., 1. p. 719., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 435., Ger. Emac, 1340., N. Du Ham., 7.

p. 161., Rees's Cycl., No. 38. ; Q. pfedem vix sOperans Bauh. Pin., 420.; /i6bur 7.,sive Q. ptimila,
Clus. Hist., 1. p. 19. ; the dwarf Portuguese Oak ; Chene pygmee, Fr. ; lias the leaves obovate, with
spiny teeth at their apex, and rather heart-shaped at the base ; downy beneath. Calyx of the fruit
flattened. Nut oblong. This curious little shrub was found by Clusius, in barren sandy ground near
Lisbon, very abundant. The whole plant is rarely more than 1 ft. high when wild ; though
Lamarck says that, by cultivation, it may be made to attain the height of 3 ft. or 4 ft. The leaves
strongly resemble those of the ilex. They are about 1 in. or li in. long, on very short footstalks

;

smooth and shining above, downy and hoary beneath ; the larger veins straight and parallel, and
the smaller ones reticulated. The acorns are sessile; the nut is oblong, and more bitter than that
of the common British oak, with a very shallow, and rather flattened, calyx. This is still common
in sandy soil in Portugal. The Q. hClmilis of the London gardens, noticed in p. 1924., is a very
different plant from that here described.

App. iii. African Oaks nsohich have not yet been introduced.
Q. obUcta Poir. Diet. Encyc. Suppl., 2. p. 218., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 163., has the leaves nearly oval,

slightly toothed, glabrous, shining. Acorns on jieduncles, nearly solitary. Nut hidden in the cup.
The branches of this species are ash-colourcri, glabrous, and extremely flexible. The leaves are
entire, or bordered with a few spiny teeth. The cup only opens a little at the extremity, and is
closely imbricated ; the upper scales being looser than the others, and somewhat recurved at the
point.

App. iv. Oalcs of Asia Minor and Persia not yet introduced.

Q.mfectoria Oliv. Voy. dans I'Emp. Ottom., 1. p. 253. t. 14, .t/\

15., Oliv. Trav., Eng ed. 2., p. 42. t. 14. and 15., N. Du Ham., k rt-!|'\${\. ,1/1!
7. p. 162. t. 49. f. 1., Willd., No. 53., Rees's Cycl., No. 40. ; S\A «/7<iijVJ
Q. cariensis Willd. ; Chene k Galles,i^r. ; Farber Eiche, Ger. ;

andour/gx.l819. and 1820.; the first

f om Olivier, and the second from «;^-i:^

Du Hamel. Leaves ovate-oblong, Sl>
very smooth on both sides, deeply
t lothed, somewhat sinuated, decidu-
ous. Fruit sessile ; ripening the
fe:'ond year. Calyx tessellated. Nut
elongated, nearly cylindrical. {Sm.
and IVUld.) This oak, according to
Olivier, seldom attains the height

.
of 6 ft. ; and the stem is crooked,

with the habit of a shrub, rather than that of a tree. The
leaves are about 1 in. or IJ in. long, deciduous, bright green,
smooth on both sides, but paler beneath ; their serratures are
deep and broad, not acutely pointed. Fruit solitary, nearly ses-
sile. Cup slightly downy

; its scales not very distinct. Acorn two or three nines longer than the
cup, smooth, nearly cylindrical. Olivier observes that this plant, besides producing the galls of
commerce, bears a number of different kinds of this excrescence, which are neglected as useless.
JLiie tree, according to Bosc, has been long in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris, where it bears the
winters quite well in the open air, losing its leaves in the autumn. He has no doubt that it may

propagated in abundance in the south of France ; but considers it doubtful whether the insectcoum ue introduced and multiplied there with equal facility. According to the catalogues, this
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species was introtluced into England in 1S22 ; but wc liave never seen it, and wc are not aware that

there is a living plant of it in the neighbourhood of London.

Tlie gall Jly of Q. infectoria

belongs to the family Cjni-

pidae Wcstw. (Diplolepariae

Latreille.) Amongst the

excrescences, or galls, pro-

duced by the punctures of

the different species of this

family of insects, the galls, or

nut galls, of commerce (in

French, galles and 7ioix de

galle; in (ierman, gall-apfel;

in Italian, galle and galluzze ;

in Latin, galla; in Arabian,

ajis; in Hindostanee, mayu-
j)hal ; and in Persian, maycr)

are by far the most valuable, being much employed in the manufacture of ink,

as well as occasionally for medicinal purposes. These galls, which, when full

grown {fig. 1S21.), are of the size of a boy's marble, of

a rounded form, and rather uneven surface, are at-

tached to the slender stems of the branches of Q.. in-

fectoria, and are produced by the Diplolepis, or, more
properly, Cynips Gallae tinctoriae Oliv. Enc. Mcth.,

vi. p. 281.; Cynips scriptorum Kirby and Spence Intr.,

i. p. 319. This insect
{fig. 1822. d) is of a pale

brown colour, and may often be found enclosed in the
galls sold in the shops of the druggists, &c.; these
galls having been collected before the insect had made
its escape. Fig. 1822. a is a section of one of these

galls. The natural history of this family of insects

may be stated in a very few words, although the phy-
siological nature of the changes which take place in

the action of the juices of the plants attacked by them, whereby galls of a
very great diversity of form are produced, has not been ascertained. The
female Cynipidse are furnished with an instrument, or ovipositor, of a curved
form, and, for the most part, concealed within the abdomen, the extremity only
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being slightly exposed. After impregnation, the eggs are deposited by means
of this boring instrument, which is exsertile, within the leaves or twigs of

various plants ; shortly after which the galls are formed on the outside of the

attacked part, the eggs being forced from the place where they were originally

deposited, and occupying the centre of the newly formed gall, which is gene-

rally of a fleshy nature, and serves as food to the young grub {Jig. 1822. 6),

when hatched ; the pupa state {fig. 1 822. c) succeeds, and is passed either

within the gall, as in the insect now under consideration, or in the earth ;

the larva having previously to its change eaten its way out ; soon after which,

the insect assumes its imago state. Hence, it will be at once obvious, that a

gall, from which the insect has escaped, must necessarily contain less astringent

principle than one which has its interior less consumed by the insect, which

still remains enclosed therein; and hence it is that there are two kinds of gall

nuts known in commerce : those which still contain the insect, and which are

known in the trade under the names of black or blue galls and green galls, and

termed yerii by the natives of the countries where they are collected ; and

those from which the insect has escaped, and which are called white galls.

The latter contain not more than two thirds of the astringent qualities of the

former, and are of a pale brown or whitish colour, less compact, and not so

heavy. (Oliv. Voy. dans PEjupire Ottoman; and Travels in Egypt, vol. ii. p. 61.)

Mr. M'Culloch states that these galls "are principally exported from Aleppo,

Tripoli, Smyrna, and Said : those brought from the first come chiefly from

Mosul, on the western bank of the Tigris, about 10 days' journey from Aleppo.

The real Mosul galls are unquestionably the best of any : but all that are

gathered in the surrounding country are sold under this name. Those from

Caramania are of very inferior quality. The gall nuts met with in India are

carried thither from Persia by Arabian merchants." {Com. Diet., p. 595.)

General Hardwicke, however, states that he discovered the tree upon which
they are found in the neighbourhood of Adwuanie. {Asiat. Rep,, vol. vi.

p. 376.) " The price of galls, in the London markets, varies from 65^. to

85*. per cwt. The duty is 5*. per cwt." {M'Cull. Com. Diet., art. Gall.) The
white and blue galls are generally sold mixed together in about equal propor-

tions, and are then called galls in sorts ; and occasionally fraud is attempted

by dyeing the white galls with a blue dye, but their lighter weight will render

it easy to detect them at once.

The chief use made of these galls is in the manufacture of common writing

ink, which is made by adding an infusion of the gall nut to sulphate of iron dis-

solved in water. A very fine precipitate is thrown down, the speedy subsidence

of which is preveHted by the addition of a proper quantity of gum arabic. This
is usually accounted for by the superior affinity of the gallic acid ; which, com-
bining with the iron, takes it from the sulphuric acid, and occasions it to fall

down. Logwood is also a useful ingredient in ink, its colouring matter uniting

with the oxide of iron, and rendering it not only of a very dark colour, but less

liable to change from the action of acids, or the external air. The application

of heat is also necessary ; because by its action the galls are almost entirely

soluble in water, which is not the case when they are simply macerated.

Gallic acid may be obtained from the infusion, merely by sublimation. The
solution also contains a large quantity of tannin, as it gives a very copious

precipitate with solution of gelatine. The proportion of these ingredients in

815 grains of solid matter are, according to Sir Humphry Davy, as follows :
—

130 of tannin, 31 gaUic acid, 12 saline and earthy matter, and 12 supposed to

be mucilage and extractive matter. Gall nuts are also very extensively used
in dyeing ; and, being the most powerful of vegetable astringents, " they are fre-

quently used with great effect in medicine, both externally and internally, in

the form of powders, infusions, tinctures, or ointments ; as in long protracted

and obstinate diarrhoeas, intestinal haemorrhages, and intermittents; and,

when judiciously combined with tonics and aromatics, have been found useful.

Much caution is, however, required in administering so powerful a medicine

;

and the dose should not exceed 10 grains or a scruple three times a day. An
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infusion, made with 2 drachms of bruised galls to 12 ounces of boiling water,
may be used as an injection ; and, in conjunction with a small |)ortion of spirits

of wine, forms a gcxni gargle for relaxation of the uvula." {Stephenson and
Churchiirs Medical Botany, vol. iv. pi.

162.) M. Robiquet (as quoted in the

Alhenivum^ov K\^x\\ 15. 1837) has been
making various experiments on the tan-

nin and gallic acid contained in gall

nuts. One of the most remarkable re-

sults obtained by him is, a knowledge
of the great difference of time which it

takes to transform pure tannin into

gallic acid, and to produce it from the

entire nut. Eight months will not com-
plete the former operation, while one
month is sufficient for the latter ; a
proof that the gall nut contains princi-

ples, perhaps gum or rather mucilage,

which facilitate fermentation. Another
important result is a confirmation of the opinion of M. Polonger, that gallic

acid is to be derived from tannin.

The Dead Sea Apple. Olivier informs us that Quercus infectoria also pro-

duces another sort of

gall {fig. 1823. from

copy furnished us by
Mr. Westwood; and

/g. 1824. from the fi-

gure given by Oliver,

1. 1 o.),ofa much larger

size than the common
gall nut, of a spongy
substance, very light,

of a brownish red

colour, covered with

a resinous coat, and
furnished with a cir-

cular row of tuber-

cles, placed round
the centre. Olivier

does not, however,

appear to have been
aware of the identity

of these galls with the

far-famed apples of

the Dead Sea, the

nature of which has

so greatly perplexed

naturalists,and which
are mentioned, both

by Tacitus and Jose-

phus, as being beauti-

ful to the eye, but crumbling at the touch to dust and bitter ashes. By some
writers, the existence of these vegetable productions has been entirely doubted.

Pococke supposes them to be pomegranates left for two or three years upon
the tree; Hasselquist pronounced these " Poma sodomitica," as they have

been called, to be the fruit of the ^olanum Mclongcna (the egg plant, or mad
apple) ; Seetzen considered them to be the fruit of a species of cotton tree

;

Chateaubriand the fruit of a shrub; and Captains Mangles and Irby have no
doubt that they have discovered them in the oskar plant, Mr. Conder, how-
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ever, (Mod. Trav. : Palestine.) who has collected the opinions of all these

authors, doubts the correctness of all of them; observing, " If it be anything

more than a fable, it must have been a production peculiar to that part of

Palestine, or it would not have excited such general attention. It is possible

that what they (Tacitus and Josephus) describe may have originated, lilce the

oak galls in this country, in the work of some insect." A. B. Lambert, Esq.,

having received some of these far-famed apples (" Mala insana") from the

mountains east of the Dead Sea, whence they had been brought by the Hon.

Robert Curzon, read an account of them before the Linnsan Society, proving

them to be galls of a species of oak containing an insect. No description is

given by Mr. Lambert of the insect; but Mr. Westwood, who furnished this

article, states that it belongs to the family Cynlpidae, and is infested para-

sitically by a species of the family /chneumonidEe. Mr. Lambert, by some

accident, was led into the supposition that the Dead Sea apples are identical

with the galls of commerce (Linn. Trans., xvii. p. 446.) ; but

this is not the case. Olivier, in speaking of this insect, and the

gall produced by it, says that both differ from those of the

tauzin oak (Q. pyrenaica: see fig. 1697. p. 1842.); and that 1825.

the insect (^g. 1825.) has a body of brown and fawn-colour mixed, with the

antennae blackish. (Trav., Eng. ed. 2., p. 43.)

Q. Libchii Oliv., t. 49. f. 2., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 167. t. 49. f. 2., and
OUTJig. 1826., has the leaves on petioles, oblong, smooth, shining, and den. Jry 1 a26
tated, with mucros at the points of the teeth. The acorns are of a round-
ish oval, a little hollow at the summit. The scales of the calyx are placed
close together, and scarcely imbricate. The branches are of a reddish

brown, and perfectly glabrous. This oak, which bears some resemblance
in its leaves to those of the chestnut, was discovered on Mount Lebanon by
Olivier, who sent home specimens of it to Desfonlaines. The leaves are
perfectly glabrous on both sides, shining, and of a lively green above;
and the teeth are distinctly marked by a sharp and conspicuous mucro.
The acorns are sessile, or on very short peduncles ; the nut is large, de-
pressed, rather hollow at the summit, and enveloped for more than
half its length in a cup, the scales of which are rather soldered together
side by side, than imbricated : the centre of each only is a little pro-
minent, like those of the cones of some kinds of pine. {N. Du Ham.)
It does not appear that living plants of this species have ever been
brought to Europe. The figure in the Nouveau Du Hmnel, of which
ours is a reduced copy, was taken from a dried specimen in the herbarium of Desfonlaines.
From the appearance of the cup, this would seem a very distinct species.

Q. rigida Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 4^., N. Du Ham., 7. p. Ifil., Kees's Cycl., No. 36. ; ? 7'lex acu-
leata, &c., Toum. Cor., 40. Leaves oblong, undivided, with spinous serratures, smooth ; glaucous
beneath ; heart-shaped at the base. Footstalks bearded at the summit. Scales of the calyx rigid,

spreading. {Willd.) A native of the coast of Caramania, in Asiatic Turkey. The branches are
pale brown, dotted. The leaves are oblong, 1 in. or more in length, rigid, with spiny serratures

;

deep green and shining above; glaucous beneath ; heart-shaped at the base. Footstalks very short,
smooth, but furnished on each side with a line of brownish hairs, which is carried on up the midrib
of the leaf. The acorn is sessile ; and the calyx is beset with rigid, woody, lanceolate, spreading scales.

Q. ibc'rica Stev. in Mem. Soc. Imp. Nat. Mosc, 4. p. 70. M. a., Bieb. Fl. Taur.-Cauc, 2. p. 402.
No. 1913., 3. p. 620. Leaves ovate-oblong, downy beneath, sinuated ; lobes short, blunt, somewhat
serrated ; serratures blunt. Fruit almost sessile. Scales of the cup mucronate. {Eichwald flanta;
Cnspico-CaucasiciE, 2. p. 40. t. 38.) A native of Georgia and Imiretia. Bark smooth, not corky,
greyish. Petioles 2—4 lines long, somewhat downy or glabrous, semicylindrical. Leave-s from
1 in. to !| in. long, and fr(mi 2 in. to 3 in. broad ; obovate-oblong, acute ; truncated at the base, some-
what arrow-shaped

;
glabrous above ; densely covered with white tomentum beneath ; sinuated ; lobes

short, somewhat ovate, obtuse, or rather acute, somewhat serrated ; serratures blunt. Male flowers
disposed in aggregate catkins, 2—5 springing from one bud; lateral, slender, interrupted. Rachig
thread-like, pubescent. Perianth deeply 5—b-cleft; the divisions linear, ciliated. Stamens 5—10.
Female flowers unknown. {Ibid., 2. p. 41.)

Q. castaneceftilia C. A. Meyer. Bark smooth. Leaves on footstalks, oblong-lanceolate; hairy
beneath; thickly serrated ; serratures somewhat mucronate. Cups sessile, solitary, hemispherical.
Scales linear-lanceolate, thickly imbricated the contrary way. Nut oblong-cyhndrical. A tree, a
native of Mazanderan, near the town of Balfrush. A very distinct and beautiful species. Bark of
the branches and twigs membranaceous (never corky), yellow, warted. Petioles i in. to 1 in. long,
slender, somewhat glabrous ; flat above, convex beneath. Smaller leaves 2^ in. long, and 9 to 10 lines
broad ; larger ones 4 in. to 4J in. long, and li in. to U in. broad ; all of them oblong-lanceolate, round,
and frequently unequal, at the base, more or less ponited, thickly serrated ; serratures blunt, pointed
with small mucros (scarcely | a line long) ; shining above, rarely covered with stellate down ; hairy
beneath from minute stellate down, ash-coloured ; veins parallel, prominent, having long hairs at
their axils. Male flowers not seen. Cups lateral or terminal, sessile, hemispherical, 8 to 10 lines In
diameter ; clothed in the inside with copious, soft, simple hairs ; externally, with numerous, downy,
linear-lanceolate scales, about 3 lines long; and, towards the base, Uine broad, all of them more or
less pointed, rigid, imbricated the contrary way Nut 1^ in. long, cylindrical, 3 or 4 times as long as
the cup; thickish at the base, blunt at the apex; mucronate, smooth, reddish brown. {Eichwald
Planta: Caspico-Caucasicie, 1. p. 9. t. 1. ; and our J?g. 1827.)

Q. mongolica Fisch. A rare species, indigenous to the banks of the Argun in Tartary, and
apparently of diminutive growth. There have been plants since 18.'35 in the Flcitbeck Nurseries,
which appear jjerfectly hardy. {Booth.) We trust that in 1838, or even before, this species will be
introduced into England.
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App. V. Himalayan Oaks not yet introduced.
It is observed by Dr. Royle, that the Himalayan oaks vary much in appearance, and that, in all

probability, tlic number of kinds at present enumerated as species will hereafter undergo "some
reduction." It has also been suggested to us by Professor Don, that several of the Nepal and Japan
oaks described by authors under dift'erent names are probably the same.

Q. spicata Smith in Kees's CycL, No. 12., D. Don in Prod. l"l. Nep., p. 5d., \\'aUich PI. As. Rar.

Catkins lone and slender, erect, axillary, solitary, in terminal fascicles. Fruit in fascicles, upon a very
long spike. Nut roundish, smooth, terminated by a point. Cups very small, lamellar. {H'allich.
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t. 46., and our fig. 1828.; Q. squamkta Rox. Hort. Seng., p. fiS. ; Q. A'rcula Ham. MSS. Leaves

elliptic-lanceolate, quite entire, very sharply pointed ; acute at the base; sometimes obtusej smooth.
" This is one of the largest, as well as the commonest, sorts of oak in Nepal, where it attains the most

gigantic size. The wood is exceedingly like the English oak in colour, and, most probably, equals it in

other respects ; but the mountaineers do not esteem it much, owing, as they say, to its speedy decay
;

a circumstance owing, no doubt, to their employing it in its green state. A similar prejudice

prevails in that country against the other species. I am unable to distinguish it," Dr. Wallich adds,
" from Dr. Roxburgh's Q. squamata, whicli is a native of the mountains bordering on the district of

Silhet. It flowers in April and May, and the fruit is ripe in October." (Wall.) " Female flowers on

a separate tree [probably accidentally], crowded 3 together in sessile groups along the spikes. Acorns

eatable, but not very good ; the size and shape of a large filbert, even-pointed, dark brown ; their cups

short, scaly." (Smith in Rees's Ci/cl.)

O. obtusifblia D. Don Prod Fl. Nep., p. .')(5. Leaves heart-shaped, oblong, quite entire ; tomentose

beneath, rounded at the apex. Cups urceolate, campanulate, nearly sessile, extremely scaly, lomen-
tose. Nuts globose, blunt. A tree, a native of Nepal.

Q.grandi/dlia D. Don, Lamb. Gen. Pin., 2. t. 8., and our fig. 1829. The Magnolia.leaved Oak.

Branchlets round, glabrous. Leaves obovate.oblong or elliptic, quite entire, almost sessile ;
naked and

shining on both sides ; auriculate at the base. Fruit terminal, in clusters. Cups sessile, rugged. Nuts

roundish, having small mucrones. (D. Don.) A native of the woods of Nepal, where it was diseovered

by the collectors sent out by Dr. Wallich. A large tree. Leaves from 9 in. to 1ft. 6 in. long, and

from 4 in. to 6 in. broad above the middle ; its fine green foliage (vying, in this respect, with the

American magnolias), and sessile glomerated
fruit, distinguish it from every other known
species. (Lamb. Gen. Pin., t.8.)

Q. veluDna Lindl. in Wall. PI. As. Rar., t. 150.,

and our fig. 1830. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, ser-

rated, glabrous, shining; of the same colour on
both sides ; quite entire and wedge-shaped at the
base ;

petioled ; veins disappearing in the mar-
gin ; veinlets inconspicuous. Cups solitary, on
short peduncles, somewhat top-shaped, velvety

;

composed of scales forming closely imbricated
concentric layers, which surround the nut. Nut
velvety, having 6 styles, depressed, bossed, a little

longer kthan the nut. Branches covered with
small glands. (Lhidl. MSS.) A native of Tavoy,
on the shore of Tenasserim ; and bearing fruit
in October. Branches slender, cylindrical, densely
marked with innumerable callous dots

; yellow,
shining, and glabrous. Buds small, roundish,
villous. I-eaves about 4 in. long, approximate
towards the point of the branchlets. Inflores-
cence not seen. Fruit axillary, solitary, almost
sessile. (JVall. PI. As. Rar., t. 150.)

Q. lamellosa Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 23.,
Wall. PI. As. Rar., t. 149, and ourfig. 1831.; Q. im-
bricata Ham. MSS., D. Don Prod. Fl. Nep., p. 57.
Leaves elliptic or ovate, serrated, flat, glabrous,
acute, on long footstalks; obtuse at the base;
glaucous beneath ; the veins continued to the ser-
ratures ; veinlets raised. Cups solitary, sessile,
depressed, downy ; composed of scales forming
loosely imbricated, undulated, concentric layers,
which surround the nut. Nut tomentose, bossed,
depressed, shorter than the cup. (Lindl. MSS.) A
native of the mountains of Nepal ; ripening its
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fruit towards the end of the year. The following are Dr. Wallich's observations on this species :—" This noble oak has been so well described by Sir J. E. Smith in lices's Cyclopadia, that I have
very little to add .in this place. "^^=>^''~-a^

^pl
-^•r^

The young branches are thick,

cylindric, and glaucous. Buds
terminal, fascicled, or axillary

and solitary ; ovate, obtuse, with
many rounded, villous, ant^

silky scales. Leaves very hand,
some, of a firm and leathery
texture, sometimes Ift.long, and
as much as 5 in. broad ; smooth
and glossy above ; more or less

mealy, sometimes nearly white,
underneath. The fruit is re-

markably large, being as much
as 2 in. in diameter." {Wall.
Plan. As. liar., t. 149.) Smith
mentions that it was discovered
by Dr. Buchanan (Hamilton)
in the remote woods of Nepal,
bearing fruit, in December, 1802.

Q. semicarpifolia Smith in

Kees's Cycl., No. 20., Wall. PI.

As. Ran, t. 17-i. ; and our Jig.

1832. ; Casstna Ham. MSS., D.
Don Prod. Fl. Nep. Leaves
ovate-oblong, blunt, undivided,
entire, undulated, retuse at the
base ; covered with starry down
beneath ; the nerves and the
midrib very prominent. Fruit
axillary, terminal, solitary or
in pairs, almost sessile. Nut
ovate, bossed, smooth. Cup scaly, imbricated, half the length of the nut. iWallich.) A native
of ^epal, flowermg ni April, and producing its fruit in September. This tree, Dr. Wallich observes
mhabits the summit of lofty mountains, constituting, together with the common Nepal rliodo-'

dendron, the chief forests of the country, and jattaining a gigantic size. It measures frequently
from 80 It. to KX) ft. m height, with a girt of the trunk, at 6 ft. above the ground, of ll ft to 18 ft
I have met with individuals of far greater ^ ..i

dimensions on the summit of Sheopur.
^

The wood is much esteemed by the natives,
who employ it for various purposes of build,
ing, and for making bedsteads. The acorns
are axillary and terminal, mostly solitary,
though sometimes geminate, oval, shining
brown, smooth, about 1 in. long, termi-
nated by a short columnar style, and sup-
ported by hemispherical cups, about half
their size ; each having a sharp and entire
circular orifice, with the outer surface
densely tomentose, and covered with nu-
merous, small, lanceolate, acute, imbricate
scales. All the young parts, as well as the
male inflorescence, the under surface of
the leaves, and the cup, are covered with a
copious, stellate, loosely attached tomen-
tum. The leaves, in young trees, are more
or less spinous-dentate." {Wall. Plan. As.
Bar., t. 174.) This oak would be a most
desirable species to introduce, as it appears
from Dr. Royle's Illustrations of the Bo-
tany of the Himalayas, to be much hardier
than Q. lanata. (See p. 1921.) He adds
that a. semicarpifblia generally forms the
forests at their highest limits, at from
10,000 ft. to 12,000 ft. of elev.-ition : it is
found higher than any of the pines. At
about 10,(X)0 ft. on the mountain of Kedar-
kanta, the encampment was formed in " an
open glade, surrounded with magnificent
trees of /^'bies (ficea) Wehhictna, and
QutTcus semicarpifblia ; among which Rho-
dodendron cainpanulatura formed a large
straggling shrub, in full flower, even in the

II!n'!fnf^fnc''ff Tlh''^^
'"""''^ (/''«*'•' Pj 22.) Dr. Roylc also mentions that the inhabitants of themountains stack the leaves of Grfewi«, ^/'Imus, and Quercus, as a winter food for cattle (p. 19.) ; and

that he found a new Quercus in the valleys of the mountains, at an elevation of about 12,000 ft.

App. vi. OaJcs ofjapcm. Cochin- China, and China, which have
not yet been introduced.

Q. W»4r« Thunb. Jap., 175., Willd. .Sp. PI., 4. p. 427., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 152., has the leaves ob-
long.lanceolate, glabrous, acuminate, narrowed at the base, and yellowish beneath. A tree a native
of Japan, with rugged, knotty, slightly.spreading branches, generally growing two or three t'oKCther
with alternate leaves, entire on the margin, and feather-nerved

; glabrous on both sides; shining
6 K
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above, and yellowish beneath. The flowers are disposed in two or three cottony spikes at the ter-

mination of the branches.

Q. concdntrica Lour. Coch., 2. p. 572., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 427., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 153., Smith in

Rees's Cycl., No. 10. Leaves lanceolate-ovate, pointed, incurved, entire. Calyx lax, very short,

furrowed concentrically. {IVilld.) A large tree, a native of the lofty forests of Cochin-China; with

ascending branches, and comparatively few leaves, which are stalked, and smooth on both sides.

The acorns are oblong-ovate, and borne on peduncles ; the nuts are smooth, red, pointed ; and the cups

short and lax, marked externally with several parallel circular furrows.

Q. acftta Thunb. Jap., 175., V\ illd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 429., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 154., Smith in Rees's

Cycl., No. 17., has the leaves oblong, entire, and terminating in a sharp cuspidate point; rounded

at the base ; glabrous above, but downy beneath when young. The branches of this oak are knotty,

smooth, except near their extremities, which are downy. The under sides of the leaves are, also,

covered with a ferruginous down, when young, as are the si)ikes of flowers. A n.Htive of Japan.

Q. s«-»-uto Thunb. Jap., 17G., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 431., N. Du Ham, 7. p. 155., Smith in Rees's

Cycl., No. 25., has the leaves oblong, serrated, velvety, and downy beneath, when young, with parallel

veins. The trunk of this oak is divided into alternate, and rather knotty, branches, which are of a

greyish colour, with white spots. Found on the mountains of Japan.

Q. glauca Thunb. Jap., 175., Banks Ic, Kannpf , t. 17., Willd. Sp. PI, 4. p. 427., N. Du Ham., 7.

p. 1.59., Itees's Cycl., No. 21. ; Kas no Ki, KiEmjif. Amwn., p. 816. ; has the leaves obovate, pointed,

serrated towards the extremity, and glaucous beneath. The nuts are roundish and pointed ; and
the calyx, which is shallow, is marked with concentric lines. Ka?mpfer calls this oak an " ilex, with

short thick acorns, of which there are two kinds." Thunberg found it near Nagasaki, in Japan. He
describes it as a very large tree, with spre.iding branches, somewhat resembling the ilex, or cork tree ;

but with very large, broad, pointed leaves, smooth above, and very glaucous or mealy, and feather-

nerved beneath. Smith supposes it to be the same as his Q.annul^ta, Q. PhitUata Don. (See p. 1922.)

Q. cuspitli'ita Thunb. Jap., 176., Willd. Sp. PI., p. 4d0., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 159., Smith in Rees's

Cycl., No. 24. ; Siii, vulgb .Ssi no Ki, Kcempf. Amccn., 816. Leaves ovate, pointed, serrated, smooth.
Calyx prickly. {Thunb.) Kaempfer calls this " Fugus f61io fraxini," a beech, or beech-like oak, with

the leaves of an ash : but Thunberg describes it as only diftering from Q. coccffera in its leaves being
cuspidate, and their teeth not spiny. The leaves are small, and very glabrous; and the acorns,

which are as large as a common walnut, have bri.stly cups. A native of Japan.
Q. dentata Thunb. Jap., 177., Willd. Sp. PI,, 4. p. 452., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 180., Rees's Cycl.,

No. 26. ; Koku, Kcempf. Amoen., 816. Leaves ovate-oblong, obtuse, deeply toothed ; downy beneath.

{Thunb.) A tree, with thick, erect, furrowed, knotty branches ; cottony at the summit of the tree.

The leaves are produced in tufts at the extremity of the branches, on very short petioles : they are

soft to the touch, very lax and pliable, velvety on the upper surface, and covered with a very white
cottony down beneath. Kampfer calls this tree the white ilex, and says that the wood is also

white. Thunberg states that it is a native of the hills of Japan.
The oaks of China have been enumerated, as far as they are known, in p. 177. The following have

been described :

—

Q. chinensis Bunge Mem. Acad. Scien. Petersb., 2. p. 1.35. Leaves ovate-oblong, elongated, acumi-
nated, mucronato-serrate ; hoaiy beneath. Cups axillary, twin. Scales lanceolate, hoary ; exterior

ones squarrose, longer than the globose nut. A tree, a native of mountainous places in China ; flower-

ing in April, and ripening its fruit the following year. It has exactly the habit and leaves of
Castanea v^sca, and is probably the C. chinensis of Sprengel, with 1-seeded fruit. C. vesca is a very
common tree in the north of China, with fruit always 2—3-seeded, and very like those of Europe; and
the Chinese deny that there is any other species.

Q. obovuta Bunge Mem. Acad. Scien. Petersb., 2. p. 1.36. Leaves obovate, nearly sessile, thickly

sinuated ; lobes round, quite entire, covered with rough dots above ; tomentose beneath, as are the
young branches. Fruit terminal, aggregate, sessile. Outer scales of the cup ovate-oblong, blunt,

silky ; inner ones elongated, linear, acute, bent back, longer than the roundish nut. A tree, a native
of mountainous places near Pekin ; flowering in March and April. Bunge observed a third species,

on the mountains in Pan-Schan, very similar to Q. inongolica Fisch. (see p. 1932
;

; but nothing
ccrtain.can be determined respecting it, from the imperfection of the specimens.

vii. Odks of Javay Siimatra, and the Molucca Isles, not yet

introduced.

Q. sundaica Blume Fl. Jav., t. 2. and 3. ; and our figs. 1833. and 1834. The Sunda Oak. Leaves
elliptic, acuminate; narrowed towards the base ; glabrous above, somewhat glaucous beneath ; veins

App.

eovered with down. Catkins sohtary A tree, attaining the height of SO ft. and upwards, with
smooth bark. It is not unfrequent in the woods of Western Java, in low grounds, and on the
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banks of rivers. It is nearly allied to Q. moliicca Rumph. The wood, although more tibrous and
less compact than that of the common oak of Europe, is fit for building, more particularly when
in water. (Ji/umc.)

Q. p)-uiiii)sa Blume Fl. Jav., t. 1. ; and our^i'^. 183fi. The frosty Oak. Leaves ovate or oval-

oblong, acuminate ; roundish at the base. Branchletsand leaves covered beneath with small yellowish

scales. Fruit aggregate, in short spikes. Cup concave, covered with small scales. Nuts roundish-

ovate. A beautiful tree, from 50 ft. to t)0 ft. high, with a thick bark. A variety of this species has

the leaves oval-oblong, and .acute at each end ; and the midrib and branchlets downy. Common
in woods upon mountains. {Blume.)

Q. angusid/a Blume Fl. Jav.,t. 7. ; and our ^g-. 1835. The narrow-Zcni'^rf Oak. Leaves oblong,
lanceolate ; acute at each end ; shining above, glaucous beneath. Catkins axillary, terminal,
elongated. Cups flattish, rough with small scales. Nuts roundish-ovate. A large spreading tree,

80 ft. high, with compact wood. Common in the mountains of Gedc?, at elevations of 4000 ft. and
5000 ft. {Blume.) A most desirable species, which would probably prove hardy in the climate of
London.

Q.pdWirf.j Blume Fl. Jav.,

t. 4. and 5. ; and our Jigs.

1837. and 1838. The pale

Oak. Leaves oval. oblong,
very much pointed ; acute
at the base, quite entire

;

glabrous; pale-coloured be-
neath. Catkins terminal,
dioecious ; ihe male catkins
branched, fastigiate ; the
female ones simple. A tree,

from 50 It. to tiO ft. high
;

flowering in June and July.
Found by Blume near the
sources of the river Tji-

barrum, in the mountains
of Gedi'. [Blin>ic.)

Q. clfgans Blume Fl. Jav.,

t. 1(1. ; and our Jig. 1839.

The elegant Oak. Leaves
obovatc, or oval oblong,
bluntly acuminate, narrow-
ed intothepetiole, glabrous.
Fruit in long spikes. A
magnificent tree, with a
thick trunk, frequently at-

"^

taining the height of tjO ft.

A native of the woods of
the province of Bant-iin, and in mountainous jilaces. {Bltitnr.)

O. jilareiiliiria Blume Fl. Jav., t. 9. ; and ourJig. 1N40. 'I'hc p^accntz-cupprd Oak. Leaves ovate-
oblung, bluntly acuminate; roundish at the ba»e ; coriaceous, glabrous. Fruit in clu.sters. Cup
covered with small tubercles. Nuts roundish, depressed. A tree, about 40 ft. high, found on the
volcaTiic mountain of Cede, at an elevation of COOOft. The wood is rarely used, although very hard,
and lapable of taking a fine polish. [Blume.) This species would probably bear the climate of
London.

n K 2
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\i- gl"l>^rri»ia Blume Fl. Jav., t. 8. ; and our fig. 1842. The Binootliest./fauerfOak. Leaves elliptic-

oblong, bluntly acuminate; obtuse at the base; very glabrous. Fruit in dense oval or roundish
spikes. A beautiful tree, from C") ft. to 30ft. high, with leaves from 4 in. to 7 in. long, and from
l|in to 3 in. broad. It is lound upon the volcanic mountain of Gedt^, as well as on those surrounding
it, at elevations of 40UI) ft. or SCKJO ft. It is somewhat allied to Q. squamata Smit/i ; which, however,
has the spikes much more elongated. {Blume.) This appears also a desirable species for introduction.

Q. costata Blume Fl. Jav. t. 13, 14.; and oux figs. 1841. 1843. The r'lhb^A-cupped Oak. Leaves
oblong, acuminate ; acute at the base ;

glabrous
;
glaucous beneath. Catkins branched. Fruit

peduncled. Nuts flat above, round beneath, immersed in the cup. Cups without teeth, surrounded
by circular ribs. A tree, 70 ft. high, found in mountainous places. It is easily distinguished from
all the others by the singular form of its cup.

Q. rotunduta Blume Fl. Jav., t. 11.; and our fig. 1844. The xonnd-fruited Oak. Leaves ob-
long, acuminate; attenuated at the base; glabrous"; glaucous beneath. Fruit in short one-sided
spikes. Cups hemispherical, scaly at the margin, but without teeth at the base. Nuts plano-convex
on their upper part, rounded beneath. A tree, 70 ft. high, with compact heavy wood. It is found
on high mountains, and flowers in August. {Blu7>w.)

Q. plafijcdrpa Blume Fl. Jav., t 15. ; and our fig. 1846. The broad-fruited Oak. Leaves oval-
oblong, acute; somewhat wedge-shaped at the base; glabrous; shining above, glaucous beneath. Fruit
peduncled, in short spikes. Cups surrounded beneath by hollow rings. Nuts round, depressed. A
large tree, a native of the woods in the south of the province of Bantam. {Blume.)

Q. Aaphnoidca Blume Fl. Jav., t. 16. ; and our^^. 1845. The Daphne-like Oak. Leaves oblong-
lanceolate ; sharp at both ends, quite entire, smooth ; somewhat glaucous beneath. Fruit in long
slender catkins, almost solitary. Cups surrounded by concentric rows of tubercles. Nuts ovate,
sharp-pointed. A tall tree, a native of Bantam. {Bluinc.)

Q. racemhsa W. Jack. Hook. Comp. Bot. Mag. 1. p. 255. ; Punning Punning Buukars, Malay.
Lea\ es broad lanceolate, quite entire ; glabrous. Male sjukes panicled. Fruit spiked. Nut umbili-
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cate, depressed. Cup tuberculated. A large tree, witli brownish bark ; a native of Sumatra.
Branches smooth. Leaves alternate, short-petioled, acuminate, attenuated to the petiole ; nerves
well marked, and reddish beneath, 6 in. to 8. in. long. Stipules small, linear. Male spikes numerous
panicled, terminal ; and, from the axils of the upper leaves, which are crowded round the thickened
extremity of the branch, slender, hoary; flowers sessile, aggregated. Female spikes at first termi-
nal, becoming afterwards lateral by the shooting up of the branch : flowers numerous, dense, sessile.
Males : calyx 6-parted, segments acute; stamens 15—20. The centre of the flower is occupied by
a densely villous disk. Female : calyx rugose, turbinate, innbilicate ; ovarv 3-5 celled ; each cell con-

taining 2 ovula, attached by a thread to its summit. Acorns large, depressed, umbilicate, with a
short mucro. Cup flat, embracing the nut for about half its height ; nearly 1 in. in diameter ; rough,
with angular imbricated tubercles, which are large towards the bafe, and become sn-.all towards

6 K 3
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the edge. This is a very splendid species, from the great size of its racemes and acorns. Punning
Punning is the generic appellation of the oak in Malay : in the Rajang dialect it is called

Pasang.
Q. gemelliflhra Blume Fl. Jav., t. 17. ; and our^g. 1847. The twin-flowered Oak. Leaves oblong-

lanceolate, sharp at both ends, remotely serrated, glabrous ; glaucous beneath. Female peduncles
generally 2-flowered. A middle-sized tree, a native of the lofty mountains of Salak and Kandang.
The wood is very compact, and excellent for building purposes. (Blume.)

1847

Q. indkta Blume Fl. Jav., t. 12. ; and our fig. 1848. The cXoth-cupped Oak. Leaves oval-oblong,
acuminate ; acute at the base ; glabrous ; downy beneath. Cups tubercled, without teeth. Nuts de-
pressed and hemispherical. A handsome tree, 100ft. high, found on Mount Gede. {Blume.)

(2- uTceolaris W. Jack. Hook. Comp. Bot. Mag., i. p. 2.06. Leaves elliptic-oblong, long and slender
at the point, quite entire, glabrous. Fruit spiked. Cup somewhat hemispherical, with a spreading
limb. A tree, with rough bark, a native of Sumatra. Leaves alternate, petiolate, terminated by a
long slender acumen ; coriaceous, pale beneath ; 8 in. to 9 in. long. Fruit.on lateral racemes. Acorns
rounded and flattened at top ; umbilicate in the centre, and mucronate' with the three persistent
styles

;
rather perpendicular at the sides, half-embraced by the calyx, which is cup-shaped, marked

on the outer surface with small acute scaly point.s, concentrically arranged, and whose margin expands
into a spreading, nearly entire, waved limb. The ovary is three-celled, each cell containing two
ovula, and is lodged in the bottom ot the large funnel-shaped calyx, 'i'lie acorn contains a single
exalbuminous seed, placed a little obliquely. The spreading limb of the cups forms a good distinctive
character, and renders this a very remarkable and curious species.

Q. Psehdo-molucca Blume Fl. Jav., t. 6. ; and
our /g. 1849. The false Molucca Oak. Leaves 184-0
elliptic-oblong, acuminate ; acute at the base ,

glabrous ; shining above, glaucous beneath. Cat
kins almost terminal. Cups not much hollowed,
covered with small scales. Nuts hemispherical
A very branchy tree, found in the forests of the
west of Java. (Blume.)

Q. moluccaUn. Sp. PI., 1412., Willd., No. 11 ,

Rumph. Amb., 3. p. 85., N. Du Ham, 7. p. 153
Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 11. The Molucca Oak
Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, entire, acute at each
end, smooth. Nut roundish, furrowed. {S??iith )

" Native of the Molucca Isles. A large and lottv
tree, the wood of which is hard and heavy

,

lasting long underwater. Leaves fiin. orS in. long,
and 3 in. broad, on short stalks, with 8 or 10 irrt
gular lateral veins. Acorns short and roundish,
furrowed in their upper part ; the cup short,
warty. By Rumphius's account, there seem to
be more species than one comprehended undei
the chapter above cited; but he does not gi\e
u.s sufficient marks to define them specificallj
(Smtf/i in Rees's Cyct.)

Q. turhinita Bkime Fi. Jav., t. 18. ; andourA?- 1850. Tlietop.shaped-cKmvrf Oak. Leaves oblong-
lanceolate, sh.irp at both ends, sharply serrated towards the apex, glabrous. Cnp.s top-shaped. A
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handsome tree, from 40 ft.

to 50 ft. liigli ; found on
the mountain of Sulak. It

is nearly allied to Q. glai'ica

Thunb. ; but the leaves
are broader, less acute at

the base, and not glau-
cous beneath. yjilinnc.)

The acorns arc of a very
singular shape, and are en-
closed in the cuj).

Q. lineata Blume Yl.

Jav., t. 19. ; and our Jig.

18,51. The parallel-veined
Oak. Leaves oblong-lan-
ceolate, sharp at both
ends, serrated or entire

;

glabrous above, glaucous
and downy beneath. Nuts
small, scarcely reaching a
line above the cup; crown-
ed at the tip by a long
umbo. A large tree, at-

taining the height of 80 ft.

and upwards. A native of
the west of Java, in woods,
at elevations of 5000 ft. to

(iOOOft. {Blume.)

App. viii. Mexican Oaks not yet introduced.

The first 22 of the following oaks are described and figured in Humboldt and Bonpland's magni.
ficent work on the plants of Mexico, entitled Plantce 3^quinoctiaIes. The 14 that follow these are
taken from Nees, as quoted in lires's Cyclopcedia ; and many of them are probably indentical with
those of Humboldt.

Q. lalapinsis Humb. et Bonp. PI. JEquin., t. 75., and our fig. 1852., Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1.

p. 109. ; Roble de Duela, Spnti. Leaves on long footstalks, oval-lanceolate ; acute at each end,
remotely toothed with bristly teeth, quite glabrous. Fruit almost solitary, sessile. (Humb. et Bonp.)
A tall tree, glabrous in every part, except the cup. Branches alternate

; younger ones covered with
round tubercles. Leaves crowded towards the tips of the branches, 3 in. to +in. long, somewhat
leathery. Petioles 1 in. or H in. long; a little thickened towards the base, slender. Female
flowers axillary, almost solitary and sessile. Cup goblet-shaped, closely imbricated. Scales oval,
membranaceous; covered on the outside with a peculiar down, scarious on their margins, and
blunt at their apex. Nut ovate, obtuse, terminated by the persistent style. Very common in the
forests near Xalapa, in New Spain, at an elevation of about 4000 ft. (677 toises). From the wood,
which much resembles that of Q. /i6bur, the Spaniards have given it the name of Bobh' fie Duela,
that is, the Timber Oak ; a name which indicates that this oak is applied to the same uses as

(i. /?obur. This is a valuable tree, and it will one day become of such great importance in Mexico,
that the inhabitants ought to take more pains to increase it. Michaux describes it as a very lofty

tree, with a trunk 2 ft. in diameter. It bears abundance of acorns, which, though they soon ger-
minate, might, with proper care [packed in moist 5phagnum], be sent to England.

%i

"^ 1853

Q. glauc^scens Humb. et. Bonp. PI. jEquin., t. 78., and our^g. 1853., Michx. N. Amer. Syl,
p. HI. Leaves on ehort footstalks, wedge-shaped, obovate; entire at the base ; slightly repand an'd

6 K 4
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toothed towards the top ; glaucous, and quite glabrous. Fruit racemose. {Hunib. ct Tlonp.) A very tall
straight tree, quite glabrous ; younger branches angular. J^eaves 3 in. to 4 in. long, membranaceous.
Petioles about j in. long, tliickish. Male flowers beneath the female, in aggregate axillary catkins.
Female racemes axillary. Flowers sessile. Male flower : calyx bell-shaped, hairy on the outside
limb unequally dentate ; stamens 5 to 8. ; anthers S.celled, erect, opening longitudinally. Female
tlower

: ovary globose, small; style], very short; stigmas 3, spreading, thickish. A native of
the warm parts of Mexico, between La Venta de la Mojonera and La Venta de Acaguisocla

;

where it forms forests, at an elevation of above 2300 ft. (397 toises) above the level of the sea.
The wood is of great value to the inhabitants, from its supplying the greatest part of the charcoal
consumed in Mexico.

Q. ohtusata Humb. et Bonp. PI. iEquin., t. 76., and our fig. 1854., Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1. p. 112.
Leaves oblong; blunt at each end, unequal at the base, wavy at the margin, very veiny beneath,
and somewhat downy. Fruit race-
mose [Humb. et Bonp.) A native of
New Spain, near Ario, at an ele.
vation of about 6000 ft. (994 toises).

A lofty tree, with a trunk from 3 ft.

to 4 ft. in diameter, covered with
a very thick deeply cracked bark.
Branches covered with tubercles

;

younger ones leafy, downy. Leaves
from 5 in. to 6 in. long, leathery,
glabrous and shining above. Petioles

\ in. long. Cups somewhat globose.
Scales closely imbricated. Nut sphe-
rical, nearly covered by the cup.
This oak is called Q. obtusJita, be-
cause the base, the tip, and the di-
visions of the leaves are blunt, and
without any point. The wood is

very compact, susceptible of taking
a fine polish, and of resisting a great
force. The tree is remarkable for
its height, the thickness of its trunk,
the glaucous colour of the scales of
the cup, and, above all, by the scales
being imbricated the contrary way

;

that is to say, the point of each
scale is turned towards the ijcduncle.
This and Q. lanceolkta are the only
Mexican species that are known to
have all the scales in the cup of
the acorn imbricated from the nut
to tlie peduncle. According to Michaux, tins specie^ ib \er> tall, with i rcmarkiblj straight trunk

;

and is found in the elevated and dry parts ot New Sjiain, near Auo, wliere it flowcis in September.
Q. pandtiraia Humb. etBonp. Pl.jEquin.,t. 77.,

and OUT figs. 18o.'5. and 1856., Michx. N. Amer.
Pyl., 1. p. 111. Leaves oval-oblong, somewhat
fiddle-shaped ; acute at the point, unequally cor-
date at the base, wavy and slightly sinuate on the
margin, downy beneath. Fruit racemose. {Hiirib.
ct Bonp.) Found in the same habitat as the pre-

ceding. A tree, from 18 ft.

to 24 ft. high. Branches
alternate, glabrous ; the
Jyoiingeronescoveredwith
short hairs, visible to the
naked eye. Leaves alter-
nate, from 3 in. to 5 in.

long
; glabrous above,

downy beneath. Petioles
1 in. long. Scales of the

1855 cupclosely imbricated, ex-
ternally convex, glaucous.

Nut ovate, half-covered by the cup. This oak is
closely allied to Q. obtusata, but differs in size,
in (he form of the leaves, and the disposition
of the scales of .the cup. Humboldt is of opinion
that the wood is lighter, and less compact, than
that of Q. obtusata.

Q. repdnda Humb. et Bonp. P). ^quin., t. 79., and our fig. 1857. , Michx. N. Am. Svl., 1. p. 108.
Leaves oblong.oval, on short footstalks; downy beneath, glabrous above; slightly repaiid ; recurved
at the margin. Fruit racemose. {Humb. et Bo7ip.) A shrub, 2 ft. high, branched from the very base,
procumbent or erect. Branches alternate, round, quite smooth

; younger ones covered with white
down. Leaves 1| in. long, leathery

;
younger ones lanceolate, downy on both sides, quite entire.

Stipules linear awl-shaped, persistent, downy. Male flowers inferior, in aggregate axillarv catkins.
Female flowers superior, axillary, and sessile. Male flower : calyx campanulate, limb unequally den-
tate

; stamens 5 to 7, three times as long as the calyx, erect. A native of New Spain, in moist shady
places, between Real del Monte and Moran, at an elevation of above 7700 ft. (1291 toises). It is the
smallest of all the species of oak in Mexico, forming extended masses, and having the branches
of one interlaced with those of another. The young shoots of Q. repanda agree with the description
of Q. microphylla given by Nees in the Anales dc las Cienc. Nat., iii. p. 264. ; but Humboldt had
not seen Nees's plant, and, therefore, could not determine whether the\ were the same.

Q. \aurina Humb. et Bonp. PI. ^quin., t. 80., and our^^. 1858., Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1. p. 108.
Leaves oval-lanceolate, sharply acuminated, quite glabrous: some area little 3-poiiited at the tip.
Fruit axillary, almost sessile. {Humb. et Bonp.) A tall tree, with the habit of /.aurus nobilis,
glabrous in all parts. Leaves 2 in. to Sin. long, leathery. Petioles about i in. in length. Female
flowers axillary, almost sessile, and solitary. Scales of the cup ovate, obtuse, membranaceous,
covered externally with a peculiar down, like powder. A native of the woods in the temperate parts
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of New Spain, near Moran. It was only found by Humboldt on the mountain Cerro de las Nahajas,
at an elevation of 4800 ft. (800 toises). It is on this mountain that the stones (obsidians) are found, in
great quantities, of which the Mexican Indians make the heads of their arrows ; and they are said,

also, to make razors and knives of them. The wood is very hard, and much esteemed by the Mexicans.
O. sidcrdxyla Humb. ct Konp. PI. ^quin., t. S.")., and our y(V. I860., Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1.

p. 109. Leaves wcdge-sliaped, oblong ; obtuse at the base ; mucronate and dentate towards the tip

;

white with down beneath. Fruit sessile. {Hinnb. rt Boup.) A lofty tree, with thick rugged bark,
and very hard wood. Leaves crowded, on short footstalks ; Ij in. long, rigidly coriaceous

;
glabrous

above. Female flowers generally twin, upon very short footstalks, in the axils of the leaves. Cups
globose, closely imbricated. Scales membranaceous, roundish-oval, obtuse ; covered externally with
powdery down ; scarious and naked on the margin. Nut ovate, twice as long as the cup. A native
of the temperate regions of New Spain, near Villalpando, in dry and arid places, at an elevation of
8600 ft. (UW toises). This is one of the most valuable species of oaks furnished by New Spain. It

attains a great height; its wood is very compact, and capable of taking a tine polish ; and it has
another property, as rare as valuable, viz. that of hardening when exposed to moisture, or entirely
plunged in water, and never decaying in such a situation. For this reason, it is preferred for subter-
raneous works, by the miners, to every other.

Q. mexicana Humb. et Bonp. PI. .i;quin., t. 82., and our fg. 1861., Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1.

p. 107. Loaves oblong, blunt, with a very minute point ; somewhat wavy on the margin
;downy beneath. Acorns slightly stipitate. A tree, from 18 ft. to i;0 ft. high. Younger branches

downy. Leaves about Sin. long; white beneath with stellate down, glaucous above, shining,
leathery

; younger ones lanceolate, downy on both sides, quite entire. Male flowers inferior, in
axillary aggregate catkins ; female nearly sessile, in the axils of the leaves, almost solitary. Male
flower : one concave roundish scale, instead of a calyx ; stamens constantly 7, very short. Cup
goblet-shaped. Scales oval, obtuse, flat, membranaceous ; covered externally with a powder-like
down. Nut ovate, terminated by the persistent style. Very common in Mexico. The wood is

w hite, and neither strong nor compact ; but it is much sought after for making charcoal. The young
leaves have all the characters of Q. microph^ila. [Xees.)

Q. crdssincs angustifvlia Humb. et Bonp. PI. vEquin., t. 84., and our^. 1859., differs from Q. crSs-
sipes, in the leaves being narrowed, and more diminished towards the point. Found, along with
Q. crassioes, near Ario, in the interior of Valladolid.

Q. criissipes Humb. et Bonp. PI. iEquin., t. 83., and our fig, 1862., Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1.
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p. 107. Leaves somewliat lanccolate-oblong ; obtuse at the base, quite entire ; downy beneath. Fruit
on siiort thick stalks. (Hittiib. et Bonp.) A tree, from 25 ft. to 30 ft. high. Branches round, rovered
with minute tubercles

;
younger ones somewhat hairy. Leaves about 2 in. long, leathery

;
glabrous

above ; covered with pale down lieneath. Petioles about 2 lines long. Female flowers in the axils

of the leaves, almost solitary, on short thick pedicels. Cups somewhat top-shaped, closely imbricated.
Scales oval, covered externally with a powdery down, acute. Nut ovate, terminated by the elongated
style. A native of the low mountains of New Spain, near Santa Rosa. Humboldt called this species

Q. crassipes, from the extreme thickness and shortness of the stalks of the acorns. Its leaves ter-

minate in a mucro.
Q. lanceoliita Humb. et Bonp. PI. ^quin., t. 81., and our fig. 1863., Michx. N. Amer. Syl, 1.

p. 107. Leaves lanceolate, quite entire, wavy ; the axils of the veins bearded beneath ; shining above.
J-'ruit sesiile. Scales of the cup turned backwards.
{Humb. et Bonp.) A tree, from 30 ft. to 40 ft. high.
Branches alternate, covered with small tubercles,
glabrous

;
younger ones, and the petioles, clothed

with stellate down. Leaves 2 in. to 3 in. long, and
1 in. broad ; shining on both sides, leathery. Petioles

about iin. long. Female flowers axillary, nearly
sessile, and solitary. The cup is in the shape of a
goblet, with the scales turned the contrary way ; oval,
glabrous, and convex on the outside. Nut ovate,
twice the length of the cup. A native of the tem-
perate regions of New Spain, between Moran and
Santa Rosa : where it forms immense forests, at an
elevation of 5400 ft. (900 toises). The wood is very
hard, and will last a long time when driven into the
earth, or exposed to wet ; on which account it is

murli esteemed by the Mexicans, and is used in the
works of the mines. This oak is remarkable for its

leaves, which are entire and wavy on tlie margin ; for
the goblet-shaped cups of its acorns, the scales of
which all point towards the tree, instead of from it

;

and the property which is possessed by its wood of
resisting decay in water.

Q. reticulata Humb. et Bonp. PI. iEquin., t. 86.,

and our fig. 1865., Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1. p. 110.

Leaves oboval ; emarginate at the base ; slightly

toothed towards the tip, rugged ; reticulately veined
and minutely downy beneath. Fruit sessile, on a
pedunculated raceme. [Humb. et Bonp.) A very lofty
tree; younger branches downy. Leaves 2 in. long, a
little emarginate at the base. Female flowers in ax-
illary solitary spikes, about the length of the leaves
Cup campanulate, closely imbricate. Scales membranaceous, lanceolate, externally downy, attenuated
on both margins, somewhat recurved. Nut ovate, twice as long as the cup ; terminated by the per-
sistent style. A native of arid mountains in New Spain, between Guanajuato and Santa Rosa,
formmg considerable forests, at an elevation of about 6700 ft. (1450 toises). It attains a great height,
and the trunk is straight, and of great diameter. The wood is used in building.

Q. chrysophylla Humb. et Bonp. PI. ^quin., t. 87., and our fig. 1864., Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1.

p. 108. Leaves oblong; obtuse at the base; 3— 5-pointed at the apex
;
yellow beneath. Feraaleflowers

in many-flowered pedunculated clusters. {Himib. et Bonp.) A tall tree
;
younger branches furrowed,

as if with a powdery down. Leaves alternate, on long footstalks, 2 in. long, membranaceous ; shining
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above, covered witli fine yellow foment um beneath. Male catkins afrgregate, situated beneath the
female flowers. Male flower: calyx ."i-toothed, stamens fi, anthers ovate, pollen vellow. Fe-
male flowers 4-(i, sessile, on the apex ot'a peduncle about \ in. long. Female flower : ovarv globose

;

styles or stigmas 5, red, thick. A native of New Spain, between Moran and Pacluica. Q. chryso.
ph^lla, as well as the preceding species, is found forming entire forests between Mcran and Pa-

1865

Xl 111. IL/llgy KJH ll^llglOl
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chuca, at an elevation of 8400 ft. (1-K)0 toises). It is re-

markable, on account of the position of its female flowers,

which are placed under the male flowers ; and also for the
beautiful golden colour of the under surface of the leaves

;

a peculiarity which distinguishes it from every other de-
scribed species of oak. Michaux mentions that this tree
is remarkable for the thinness of its foliage.

Q. pulchilla Humb. et Bonp. PI. iEquin., t. S8., and
our fig. 18(;i>., Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1. p. 110. Leaves
oblong, obtuse; emarginate at the base; covered with
white down beneath; teeth short, mucronate. Fruit ses-

sile, almost solitary. {Humh. et Bonp.) A shrub from 12 ft.

to 18 ft. high, with a trunk about 'ift. in circumference, and a smooth bark. Branches alternate,
round, covered with tubercles, or callous dots. Leaves crowded towards the tips of the branches ;

li in. to 2 in. long, on longish footstalks, leathery, wavy on the margin ; shining above, reticu-
lately veined and co-
vered with white
down beneath. Fe-
male flowers axil-
lary, solitary,or twin.

' Cup spherical. Scales
roundish-oval, close-
ly imbricated; ex-
ternally downy on
the back, membrana-
ceous. Nut ovate,
scarcely longer than
the cup. A native of
the mountainous re-
gion of New Spain,
between Guanajuato
and Santa Rosa, at

an elevation of 8400
ft., (1400 toises). It

has considerable af-
finity with Q, side-
roxy'la (p. 1943.1; but

.
it differs in its height

and habit ol growth; in the form and consistency of its leaves •

in their being cut in their petioles, and, la-tlv, in the size of
its fruit, which are larger than in Q. sider6xyla.

1 «» t
Q. spichtii Humb. et Bonp. PI. .^(juin., t. 89., and our fie

^ *

1867., Michx. N. Amer., 1. p. 111. Leaves elliptic or
obovate, emarginate at the base, remotely toothed, downy be-
neath. Female spike on a long footstalk. (Humb. et Bonp )A tall tree, from Soft, to 40ft. high. Branches and youn'o

-

leaves covered with clusters of down. Leaves on short foot"
stalks, somewhat wedge-shai)ed, oboval, or for the most part
elliptic ; roundish. obtuse

; glaucous and shining above, to-
mentose beneath ; and, in some, reticulatelv veined, downy
racemes, distinct Cup hemispherical. '

' '

downy. Nut ovate.
'

866

Female flowers in spikes or sessile
Scales closely imbricated, oblong, blunt, externally convex.
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the under surface with woolly tomentum. Stipules persistent. Fruit sessile, almost solitary. (Humb.
el Bonp.) A tree, about 50 ft. high. Branches downy ;

younger ones brownish. Leaves'about 3 in.
long

;
younger ones downy above ; adult ones thick and rigidly coriaceous

;
glabrous above, covered

with yellow down beneath ; obtuse and somewhat emarginate at the base, acute at the apex ; distinctly
toothed on the upper part. Petiole j in. to | in. long, thick, tomentose. Stipules linear-lanceolate,
persistent. Female flowers axillary, sessile, solitary or twin. Cup composed of roundish, membrana-
ceous, downy scales. A native of the mountains of Mexico, near Actopan ; forming entire forests,
at an elevation of 7900 ft. (13.30 toises). It has a great affinity with Q. magnoU>/6/iVz Nee, and Q.
lutea AVf (see p. 1949.) ; but differs in the fruit being sessile, and disposed singly or in pairs in the
axils of the leaves; while, in Q. magnd\ic£f'olia and Q. liitea, thefruit is in racemes. It is easily known
from every other species of oak by its large persistent stipules. Michaux describes it as remarkable
for the thickness of its foliage.

^

^-^

Q. crassifolia Humb. et Bonp. PL .j;quin., t. 91., and
our fig. 1869., Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1. p. 110. Leaves
wedge-shaped, oboval ; emarginate at the base, remotely
toothed, repand ; downy beneath. Peduncles short, bear-
ing 1-3 acorns. {Humb. el Bonp.) A tree, from 40 ft. to

50ft. high. Branches downy, angled. Leaves from Sin.
to 4 in. long, thick, and rigidly coriaceous ; covered with '

yellow down beneath ; teeth blunt, terminated by a mucro.
Cups sessile on the tips of short thick peduncles. Scales ^
roundish, downy. Nut spherical, very small, covered by „., ycf£
the cup. A native of New Spain, near Chilpancingo. It 1869 M^^r
is closely allied to Q. magnolitpfolia and Q. lutea Nee; '^L/«>'

which two kinds Humboldt considers as forming only one species. Michaux mentions that it has
very thick heavy-looking foliage: and that it is found in stony and mountainous places.

Q. depressa Humb. et Bonp. PI. iEquin., t. 92., and our fig. 1871., Michx. N. Amer. Syl, 1.

p. 108. Leaves oblong-oval, acute, entire, rarely mucro-
nate ; dentate, evergreen, quite glabrous. Fruit nearly
sesssile, and solitary. (Humb. et Bonp.) An evergreen
shrub, from 1ft. to 2 ft. high. Branches alternate, ap-
proximate, about the thickness of a goose.quill

;
younger

ones covered with a peculiar powdery down. Leaves 1 in.

to li in. long; glabrous on both sides, shining, rigid, on very short petioles. Catkins downy. Calyx
small, 4—5-toothed, downy. Stamens 7—11, three times as long as the calyx, erect. Anthers ovate.
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;n»nriui, nr!r ".V""'
axillary, nearly solitary, sessile or on very short stalks. Scales of the cm.

Mexico 'in nS "^h '', ^"Z'^'"''^
'^"''"-

.

"^"^ S"'""*''- ^^'^'^^ ' ^ "^''^^ »'' '"^ moun ai^^'of

tni,pii'u,hL^ .' ^'''^'^5' situations, and frequent near Moran, an elevation of ISOWft (30W

S'ca kins of'^ri: h"""'"'
'""'„ '' r r"'^'^'^^^

'"'• its ''™a" size, evergreen leaves, and long

dole toThe ground
""'• ""™^°" '^"''' '' " "'^P'^'^''' '"^""^'^ ''^ ''^^'"^"«« «^'-- a'^^vt

Q. ambigua Humb. et Bonp.
PI iEquin., t. 93., and our Jig.
1870., Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 1.

p. 111. Leaves oblong-oboval,
wavy ; obtuse at the base

;

rcticulately veined beneath,
somewhat hairy. Female
spike pedunculated. {Huinb.
et Bonp.) A tree, 40 ft. high.
Branches and twigs round,
glabrous. Leaves Sin. long,
on short footstalks, somewhat
membranaceous ; sometimes
emarginate

; glabrous and
shining above, green and
downy beneath. Spikes of fe-
male flowers axillary, often
twin, on long stalks, ,5—6-
flowered. Flowers downy. A
native of Mexico, near Moran,
at an elevation of above 9000

„• . » . ,. „, . ,, ft- (1500 toises.) It is closely
allied to «. ellfptica Nee. (See p. 1918.) It differs very little
from Q. elhptica Nee, and Q. spicJita Humb. et Bonn., but its
leaves are narrower towards their lower extremity, slightly
sinuated on the margin, glaucous, and alwavs reticulatelv
vemetl and hairy beneath ; and the spikes of female flowers
are generally axillary, and in pairs. Our readers must not confound this Q ambieua with the ,„>„in cultivation in British gardens, described p. 1881. Doubtless this plant as havinAIrt fh

"

re^v^selhegenu""
''"^ ''"'-• -" --'- - ""appropriated ^Aat^ F^o^^^.V^S-Jf^X''Cv

p. 106. Leaves evergreen, linear-lanceolate, mucronated, recurved at the maroon ^^i?I' ^}-'
'•

downy beneath. Fruit sessUe. {Humb. et Bonp.) An evergreen shrub from Tfft S^on f?>''^^^Branches short, crowded, and leafy. Leaves 3 in long on short stilkr^nmlT.f-/;), ~^
t*'

'"^''•

the base, surrounded with a cartilaginous recurved line" glXrou' anHiiw' rove''ri?>-
' ^^^

ransversely ve ned beneath. Fruit sessile on the branches^^eCthrieave often twiViTca^eTofthe cup oval, closely imbricated, membranaceous. A native of the temDeratP Lh ll^'^,,! f
•

regions of New Spain, between the town of Guanajuata and Santa Ros^ This evertZh!'""'low tree, would be a great ornament to our gardens, where it would form rnnst-fntyv £- '''I"?'",''
masses of foliage

;
and, from the temperate Ld mountah>ous d^mate of which'ft 'afiativV U ^^probably stand in the open air perfectly well in the climate of London

is a native, it would

Q. ^jjrft'niHumb. et Bonp. PI. jEquin.,t.9a, andour^>. 1873.. Michx N Amer Svl i imLeaves oblong, retuse at the base, generally broader towards the apex 3-dentate tmh eVmi'^A !iby bristly points
; downy beneath. Spikes of female flowers almost sessifef^,/,,,*!^

terminated
shrub, about 10 ft. high, with round smooth branches. Stipules SuousnarrmriVnllf°T^ ^
about II in. long, membranaceous

;

oupuies aecmuous, narrow, linear. Leaves
downy and slightly tomentose beneath,
covered with stellate down above, some-
times entire ; narroweii towards the base.
Male flower: calyx 6—7-parted, sta.
mens 8. Spikes of female flowers axil-
lary, almost sessile, 3—5-flowered. A
native of New Spain, and common in the
vicinity of Moran. The name Q. tridens
has been applied to this species, from
the circumstance of the leaves being al-
most constantly furnished with 3 teeth at
the apex, although otherwise entire. It
is found at an elevation of 7800 ft. (1300
toises.) F. A. Michaux mentions that it
is sometimes found 20 ft. high.

Q. acuti/dlia Willd., No. 57., Nee in
Anal. Cien. Nat., 3. p. 267., Fisch. Misc
Hisp., 1. p. 102., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 173.,
Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 64., Humb et
Bonp. PI. ^Equin., t. 95., and our fig. 1874 ;

Michx. N. Amer. Syl, 1. p. 109! Leaves
cordate, lanceolate, very finely pointed

;

beset on the margin with large inucronate
teeth ; brownish beneath ; tomentose near
the veins. Spikes of female flowers on
short peduncles. {Humb. et Bonp.) A tall
and valuable tree, with a trunk about the
thickness of a man's body, covered with
cracked bark. Leaves on longish foot-
stalks, blunt; somewhat lobed at the
base; glabrous above; covered beneath
with brown woolly tomentum ; 5 in. to 6 in.
long, and 1 in. to 2 in. broad. Calvx of the
male flowers constantly 3-toothed, exter-
nally downy. Stamens 5-7, twice as long as the calyx. Female flowers in a spike, upon a short
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peduncle. Calyx 5—8-parted. Ovary globose. Style very short. Stigmas 3—4, spreading and
recurved. A native of New Spain, between Venta de Acaguisocla and Mojonera, on the road from
Acapulco to Mexico. Nee states that it is considered one of thp largest oaks in New Spain ; and that
it has a dense head of innumerable branches. The acorns are s arcely bigger than a pea, and nearly
covered by the cup, which is clothed with blackish scales. (Acf, as quote( in Rees's Cycl.) Hum-
boldt calls it one of the most majestic trees of New Spain ; and it if as remarkable for the
beauty and singularity of its leaves, as it is for the grandeur and nobleness of its general appearance.

Q. elliptica Willd., No. 14., Nee in Anal. Cicn. Nat., 3. p. 278., Fisch. Misc. tHisp., 1. p. 117.,

N. Du Ham., 7. p. 154., Smith in Kees's Cycl., No. 16. Leaves ellip' cal, entire, coriaceous, nearly
sessile; rounded at each end; roughish beneath. {Willd.) Gathered by Louis Nee, but without
flowers or fruit, in the kingdom of Mexico, by the road from Ixmiquilpan to Cimapan, as well as

between Tixtala and the river Azul. The trunk is thick, 12 ft. high, with a grey bark. Branches
horizontal ; the smaller shoots erect ; all very leafy. Leaves .'3 in. long, and I in. broad ; slightly revo-

lute ; smooth above, roughish and veiny beneath ; the veins forked. Footstalks thick, and very short.

{Nee, as quoted in Rees's Cycl.) Humboldt considers this species as allied to his Q. spic&ta (p. 1945.)

and Q. amWgua (p. 1947.) ; but differing from both principally in the leaves.

Q. mucronata Willd., No. 34., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 162., Smith in Kees's Cycl., No. 41 ; Q.. Castanea
Nee in Anal. Cien. Nat., 3. p. 276., Fisch. Misc. Hisp., 1. p. 114. Leaves oblong, lanceolate, with
pointed awned serratures

;
polished above, downy beneath; heart-shaped at the basfe. {Willd.)

Found by Louis Nee, without Howers or fruit, in New Spain, between Ixmiquilpan and Cimapan.
This tree is 12 ft. high, with a straight trunk, covered with a brittle dark-coloured bark. Branches
erect, alternate, smooth, much subdivided. Leaves 3 in. long, and 1 in. broad, acute ; abrupt and
heart.shaped at thu base ; their serratures awned ; the upper surface green and smooth, the under
clothed with fine yellow down. Footstalks 2 lines long. Stipules none. [Nee, as quoted in Rees's Ci/cl.)

Q. tomenthsa Willd., No. 35., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 163., Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 42 ; Q. peduncu'lkris
Nee in Anal. Cien. Nat., 3. p. 270., Fisch. Misc. Hisp., 1. p. 106. Leaves oblong-ovate,with tooth-like
notches ; densely downy beneath. Fruit racemose. Nut globose, nearly covered by the calyx. ( Willd.)

Native of New Spain, in the road from Mexico to Acapulco, beyond the river Mescala. A tree, 20 ft.

high, with an upright trunk, and grey brittle bark. Branches numerous, alternate, clothed with
dense reddish wool. Leaves 5 in. long, hardly 2 in. wide, crowded ; obtuse at the base

;
pointed at

the end ; bordered with tooth-like notches ; green and smoothish above, downy with prominent
veins beneath. Footstalks downy, very short. Female flowers on an axillary solitary stalk, 3 in.

or 4 in. long. Acorns but little bigger than peppercorns, each almost concealed in its scaly, downy,
reddish cup. {Nee.)

Q. circinata WWld., No. 36., Nee in An. Cien. Nat, 3. p. 272., Fisch. Misc. Hisp., 1. p. 109.,

N. Du Ham., 7. p. 163., Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 43. Leaves ovate, crenate, undulated ; acute
at each end ; downy beneath. Nut scarcely larger than the calyx. {Ji'illd.) Native of New Spain,
between Tintala and Chilpancingo. A tree, 20 ft. or 2.5 ft. high. Trunk erect. Bark brittle, ash-
coloured. Branches horizontal ; the young ones erect, furrowed, villous. Leaves alternate, from
5 in. to 7 in. long, and 3 in. broad ; green and shining above ; more or less downy, and flesh-

coloured or reddish brown, beneath; their edges turned towards the point of the leaf. Fruit sup-
ported bya very short common stalk. Calyx hemispherical, the size of chick peas (Clcer arietinum)

;

its scales acute at the point. Nut but little larger than the calyx. Plukenet's t. 53. (. 4. in some
measure resembles the species before us; but is said to have a large fruit, and is quoted by authors
as Q. /"rinus. (Nee, as quoted in Rees's Cycl.)

Q. sp/e'nderis Willd. No. 37-, Nee in An. Cien. Nat., 3. p. 275., Fisch. Misc. Hisp., 1. p. 113., N.
Du Ham., 7. p. 164., Rees's Cycl., No. 44. Leaves oblong.ovate, bluntly toothed ; slightly downy above

;

densely silky beneath. {IVilld.) Native of New Spain, near Taxala. Trunk erect, much branched,
15 It. high. Branches partly horizontal, partly erect, clothed with red shining down. Leaves
scattered, crowded, 3 in. long, 1 in. broad; green, with a thin downy coat, above ; thickly clothed
beneath with shining pubescence, the midrib only being prominent ; the edges bluntly and unequally
toothed. Footstalks very short, with an awl-shaped villous stipule at each side. Flowers and fruit not
observed. {Nee, as quoted in Rees's Cycl.)

Q. rugdsa Willd., No. 38., Nee in An. Cien. Nat, 3. p. 275., Fisch. Misc. Hisp., N. Du Ham., 7.

p. 164., Rees's Cycl., No. 45. Leaves ovate oblong, coriaceous, rugose ; toothed towards the end;
heart-shaped at the base ; downy and rusty beneath. ( Willd.) Native of the woods of HuifquiUca and
Ociula, in the way from Mexico to Santo Christo de Chalma. A middle-sized tree, having numerous,
alternate, round, grey branches, rough with minute prominent points. Leaves 3 in. in length, hardly
2 in. in breadth ; thick and coriaceous ; rugged, green, and shining on the upper side ; brown and
downy at the back ; heart-shaped at the base; the margin toothed from the middle to the extremity.
Footstalks 2 lines long, thickened at their base. Female flowers in scaly axillary clusters. {Nee, as
quoted in Rees's Cycl.)

Q. macropkylla WiUd., No. 39., Nee in An. Cien., Nat, 3. p. 274. Fisch. Misc. Hisp., 1. p. 111.,
N. Du Ham., 7. p. 164,, Rees's Cycl., No. 46. Leaves obovate, crenate; tapering and heart-shaped at
the base; downy beneath. Fruit spiked. {Willd.) Found by Louis Nee in the districts of Chilpan.
cingo and La Curva, and on the mountain of Quirapon, in New Spain. This is a tree, 30 ft. high, with
an upright trunk, and dense head. The principal branches are horizontal ; the rest upright, furrowed
when young. Leaves 1 ft long, and 7 in. or 8 in. broad ; rounded at the end, gradually tapering
down to the emarginate, or heart-shaped, base, where they measure only 4 lines across; their upper
surface green and shining ; the under yellowish, clothed with very minute down ; the margin crenate
and wavy. Footstalks very short and thick. Female flowers sessile on a common stalk, and encom>
passed with downy bracteas. [Nee, as quoted in Rees's Ci/cl.)

Q. divcrsrfblia Willd., No. 21., Nee in An. de las Cien. Nat, 3. p. 270., N. Du Ham., 7. p. 155., Rees's
Cycl., No. 28., Fisch. Misc. Hisp., 2. p. 107. Leaves ovate, undivided or deeply toothed ;

yellow and
downy beneath. Fruit spiked, globose. [Smith.) Found by Louis Nee between the villages of Chalma
and Santa Rosa, in New Spain. A shrub, from 10 ft. to 14 ft high ; its trunk seldom straight ; the
bark cracked, dark-coloured ; the branches alternate. Leaves l|in. long and undivided orSJin., and
deeply toothed; smooth and shining above; downy and dull yellow beneath. Footstalks hardly a
line in length. Stipules oblong, reddish, membranous, contracted at the base, deciduous. Acorns 4
or 5, sessile, on a thread-shaped axillary stalk, 2 in. long. Cup the size and shape of a pea, covered
with scales. Nuts scarcely projecting above a line beyond the cup. (Nee.)
^cdndicans Willd., No. 58., Nee in An. de las Cien. Nat., 3. p. 277., Fisch. Misc. Hisp., 1. p. 115.,

N. I'u Ham., 7. p. 173., Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 6.5. Leaves ovate, sinuated ; white and downy
beneath

; \r,bes toothed, bristle-pointed. {Willd.) Native of New Spain, in sandy ground near Tixtala.A treeot mmdUngsize, with a dense head of upright branches. Leaves 9 in. long, 4 in. wide; tapering
at each end, sinuated, with bristle-pointed teeth; green and smooth above; white and downy
unclerneath fotitiuiks 4 lines in length. Flowers and fruit not observed. (Nfc, as quoted in
Rees's Cycl.) \ •

i
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Q. tnicrophylla Willd. No. 7., Nee in An. Clen. Nat., 3. p. 2(54., Flsch. Misc. Hisp., 1. p. 99.,
N. Du Ham., 7. p. 152., Rees's Cycl., No. 7. Leaveslanceolate, pointed, entire, villous; downy beneath.
Calyx of the fruit villous. Nut roundish. ( IVilld.) Found by Louis Nee in the hills of Arambaro, in
New Spain. A shrub, from 3 ft. to a ft. high, with a rough ash-coloured bark. Leaves on short
stalks, scattered, numerous, from 4 to G lines long, scarcely 2 lines broad ; veiny, revolute, wavy,
pointed, reddish grey ; villous above, densely downy beneath ; those about the extremities of the
branches opposite. Stipules awl-shaped, falling off at the end of summer. Acorns in axillary pairs
about the ends of the branches, ovate, the size of a large pea, halt-covered by the villous cup, which
is invested with unequal sides. {Nee, as quoted in Uees's Cycl.) Humboldt compares the young leaves
of his Q. mexicana to this species. (See p. 1943.) He also states that the young shoots of Q. rep&nda
(p. 1942.) agree with the description of those of U. microph^lla ; but he adds that he had not seen

g. lobdta Willd., No. 70., Nee in Ann. Cien. Nat, 3. p. 237., Fisch. Misc. Hisp., 1. p. 116., N.
Du Ham., 7. p. 180., Rees's Cycl., No. 76. Leaves obovate, wedge-shaped, sinuated, smooth ; lobes
toothed. (/r/Z/rf.) Native of New Spain. Branches furrowed, alternate. Leaves 4 in. long, 2| in.

wide, smooth, alternate; orbicular towards the extremity ; wedge-shaped at the lower part; sinuated
;

the lol^es rounded, obtuse, toothed. Footstalks slendar, 3 or 4 lines in length. (AVc, as quoted in
Hees's Cycl.)

Q. magnori!£fh\\a. IVilld., No. In., Nee in An. Cien. Nat., 3 p. 268., Fisch. Misc. Hisp., 1.

p. 103., N. Du Har?i., 7. p. 154., Smith mRees's',Cycl.,^o. IS. Leaves ovate-oblong, coriaceous, entire,
shining; downy beneath ; somewhat emarginate at the base. Fruit racemose. {IVilld.) Found by
Louis Nee in the kingdom of Mexico, between Chilpancingo and Tixtala, and about the river Azul.
This is an elegant tree, 20 ft. or more in height. Trunk thick, with a dark-coloured bark, full of
fissures. Branches horizontal ;

younger ones furrowed, and dotted with white. Leaves 6 in. or 8 in.

long, and 3 in. broad ; ovate, rigid ; sometimes emarginate at the base ; green and shining above
;

downy beneath, with the larger veiTis prominent, and tlie smaller reticulated. Footstalks thick, a
line in length. Stipules crisped, downy, deciduous. Female clusters solitary, axillary, 2 in. long ; the
lower ones alternate, upper opposite. Acorns ovate, halfcovered by a hemispherical cup, which is the
size of the seed of Cicer arietinum, and has its scales scarcely at all imbricated. [Nee, as quoted in
Rees's Cycl.) This is closely allied to Q. liitea, which, indeed, Humboldt considers as the same species

;

and to ii. crassifr)lia Humb. ct Bonp., p.l946. It has also a great affinity with Q. stipularis (p.l945.)

;

butdiflers in the disposition of its fruit.

Q. Iktea Willd., No. 17., Nee in An. Cien. Nat, 3. p. 269., Fisch. Misc. Hisp., 1. p. 10.5., N.
Uu Ham., 7. p. 155., Smith in Rees's Cycl, No. 19. The yeWovi.leaved Mexican oak. Leave.s obovate,
entire, shining ; somewhat heart-shaped at the base ; downy and yellow beneaih. Fruit racemose.
(fVilld.) Native of Mexico. This agrees with Q. magno\i,pfdlia in its growth and fructification

;

insomuch that it may be thought a variety : yet the leaves are very different. They are of a larger
size, broader towards the end, and contracted towards the footstalk ; as well as more deeply emar-
ginate at the base ; and their under side is covered with ochry yellow pubescence. {Eees's Cycl.)
Humboldt considers this the same species as Q. m-dgnoMafilia, and very closely allied to his Q.
crassifi)lia (p. 1940.).

Q. salicifdlia Willd, No. 8., Nee in An. Cien. Nat, 3. p. 265., Fisch. Misc. Hisp., 1. p. 101., N.
Du Ham., 7. p. 152., Rees's Cycl., No. 8. The Willow-leaved Mexican Oak. Leaves oblong-lanceolate,
entire, smooth ; the forks of the veins villous and brown beneath. Nut oblong. (IVilld.) Found by
Louis Nee in the kingdom of Mexico, near Acapulco. A tree, 28 ft. high, with alternate branches

;

the young ones somewhat furrowed, and clothed with brownish red hairs. Leaves from 5 in. to 7 in.
long, 1 in. wide, scattered on short stalks, rather coriaceous, smooth, veiny, entire, wavy, pointed

;

reticulated and green above
;
yellowish beneath, with tufts of hairs, as big as a pin's head, in the

forks of the veins. Acorns nearly sessile, in axillary pairs, the size of a hazel nut; downy, half-covered
by the hemispherical, greyish, villous cup; beset with very thin scales. {Nee, as quoted in Rees's
Cycl.)

Genus II.

i^A'GUS L. The Beech. Lin. Si/st. MonoeVia Polyandria.

IdeiUijication. Lin. Gen., No. 1072.; Reich., 1170.; Schreb., 1448.; G^rtn., t 37. ; Juss., 409.

;

Tourn., 351 ; Willd. Sp. PI., 1694 ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 79. ; Ait. Hort Kew., 5. p. 297.
Synotiymes. According to Bauhin, the Fagus of the Romans, and the Oxua of the Greeks ; Castinea

Tourn., 352., Mill. Diet., f. 84. ; Hetre, Fi: ; Buche, Ger. ; Beuke, Dutch ; Bog, Dan. ; Bok, Sived.
;

Buk, Buss, and Pol. ; Faggio, Ital. ; Haya, Span. ; Faya, Port.
Derivation. From phago, to eat ; because the nuts were used as food in the early ages.

Description, c^-c. Large and handsome deciduous trees ; natives of Europe,
and of North and South America, and Australia. The wood is used for

various purposes ; hut more especially in cabinet-making, joinery, and turnery.

The fruit affords food for swine, and supports stjuirrels and various wild ani-

mals : it also yields a valuable oil. Plants are almost always raised from
seed, except in the case of varieties. Linnicus united the genus 6'astanea with

i^gus, which was not done by any botanist before his time, and which has

not been adopted by many of the moderns. The distinctive characteristics of

the two genera are, that Castanea has the male flowers on very long cat-

kins, with the seeds farinaceous ; while Fagus, on the contrary, has the male

flowers on globular catkins, and the seeds oily. M. Mirbel, who has revised

the generic character of the beech, so as to include in it the South Ameri-
can and Au.stralian species, has arranged them in two sections, which arrange-

ment wc shall here adopt.
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A. Cupide muricate, cajjsiiliform. Ovaries included. Young leaves j)licate.

Natives of Europe, and of North and South America.

a. Species in Ctdtivation in British Gardens.

*t 1. F. sylva'tica L. The Wood, or common, Beech.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1416. ; Hort. Cliff., 447. ; Fl. Suec, 785. 871. ; Roy. Lugdb., 79. ;' Mat.
Med., 203. ; Du Roi Harbk., 1. p. 203. ; Pollich. Pall., No. 910. ; Willd. Arb., 113. ; Willd. Sp. PI.,

4. p. io9.; Hoffm. Germ., 339. ; Roth.-Germ., 1. p. 409., 2. p. 489 ; Pall. Ross., 2. p. 5. ; Vill. Dauph.,
3. p. 796. ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 79. ; Br. Fl., 1. p. 408. ; Eng. Bot., t. 18J6 ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 152.

;

Hook. Br. Fl., ed. 3., p. 411. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., p. 254. ; Lindl. Synop., p. 239.

Si/noni/mes. Castanea i^agus Scop. Cam., No. 1188.; Fagus Bau/i. Pin., 419, Cam. Epit., 112.,

Maiih., 205., Dod., 832., Ger., 1255., Ger. Emac, 1444., Park. Theat., 1403., Bauh. Hist., 1.

p. 118. Rail Hist., 1381., Synop., 439.; F. sylvestris Michx. N. Amer., 3. t. 107., O.xya, Greek;
Fagus, I.at. ; Hetre commun, Fr. ;

gemeine Buche, Ger. ; Rood-beuke, Dutch.
Engravings. Eng. Bot., L 1846. ; N. Du Ham., t. 24. ; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., l^c. Leaves ovate, glabrous, obsoletely dentate ; ciliate on their

margins. (Willd.) A tree, varying from 60 ft. to 100 ft. in height; wild in

various parts of Europe ; and one variety in North America.

Varieties.

t F. s. 2purpiirea Ait. Hort. Kew., v. p. 297.,Lodd. Cat.,ed. 1836; F.
s. 2 atro-riibens Du Hoi ; Hetre noir Fr. ; the purple Beech ; has the

buds and young shoots of a rose colour. The leaves, when half-de-

veloped, are of a cherry red ; and, when full}' matured, at midsummer,
of so dark a purple, as to appear almost black. It is to be observed
of this variety, that the bark, not only of the young shoots, but even
of the old wood, and of the trunk of the tree, partakes strongly of the

same dark colour as the leaves. In early spring, when the leaves of the
purple beech are agitated by the wind, during bright sunshine, their

clear red gives the tree the appearance of being on fire ; an effect,

Bosc observes, so truly magical, that it is scarcely credible by those
who have not seen it. The red or purple colour of this variety

varies in degree of intensity in different individuals
;
partly from these

having been raised from seeds, and partly from the influence of soil

and situation. The purple beech is a native of Germany, where it

was discovered by accident in a wood, according to some, between
the middle and the latter end of the last century ; and the original

tree is said to be still standing. From this tree all the purple beeches
in Europe have been produced

j
partly from seeds (see Gard. Mag.,

vol. X. p. 180.), but chiefly by grafting. The seeds, in general, come
up tolerably true ; though in some the shade of purple is very faint,

and in others the leaves are quite green. The different shades of
purple have given rise to several subvarieties, which are kept distinct

by some nurserymen ; but none that we have seen are worth notice,
except what is called the copper-coloured beech. In general, the
purple beech is propagated by budding or grafting on the common
beech ; but sometimes it is increased by layers, which require two
years to become properly roqted, and, it is said, never make such
vigorous trees as grafted ones ; doubtless, from the greater vigour of
the stock in the latter case. Michaux the younger informed Bosc
that there was a purple beech in Belgium which ripened seeds, and
that from these seeds several subvarieties had been produced, and,
among others, the copper beech, before mentioned. The largest
specimens of the purple beech are, probably, in Germany; though we
have not been able to hear of any on the Continent higher" than
between 30 ft. and 40 ft., with the exception of two ; the one at
Harbke, in Brunswick, which, in 1835, was 70 ft. high, with a trunk
2 ft. 6 in. in diameter, and had been planted upwards of 60 years.
It produces on an average, 20 lbs. of mast yearly, which sells at 2
dollars per lb. The other tree is near Antwerp, in the garden
of M. Smetz, at Deurne, and is thus described in Neill's Hor-
ticultural Tour, as seen by the Deputation of the Caledonian
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Horticultural Society, in the autumn of 1817. This tree had been
grafted on a common beech stock, about 3 ft. from the ground.
The place of grafting is marked by the stock being larger than the
graft on every side; so that the stem of the purple beech seems as if

it had been merely set down flat on the stock. " At 1 ft. from the
ground, the trunk of the stock, or common beech, measures 10 ft.

10 in. in circumference j and, immediately at the place of grafting,
the trunk of the purple beech measures only 9ft. Gin. in circum-
ference." From the ground to the first branch is about 12 ft. The
total height of the tree is between 50 ft. and 60 ft., and the diameter
of the head is 45 ft. It was planted in 1752, and was, consequently,
when seen by Dr. Neill, about 65 years old. It is altogether, says
the doctor, " a very handsomely formed well-balanced tree. To a
spectator standing directly under it, the leaves appear nearly of the

.
usual greeu colour; and they are but slightly tinged with purple as
far as they are excluded from the sun : as they approach outwards,
they get a stronger purplish hue ; and on the very exterior they are
of a deep purple ; insomuch that the tree, when seen from a dis-
tance, appears clothed in black;" and hence the name which it bears
in Belgium, oiswartze beeckeiiboom, the black beech tree. This tree
every year ripens seeds, from which numerous young plants have
been raised, the greater part of which have purple leaves ; and, in a
young hedge in M. Smetz's garden formed of seedling plants from
this tree, the deputation " observed every variety of hue in the
foliage, from green to purple; yet no individual was completely green,
and none completely purple." (p. 107.) This tree, in all probability,
is the same as that alluded to by Bosc. On wi-iting to Dr. Somme,
Director of the Botanic Garden at Antwerp, in May, 1837, he
informs us that the trunk, at 7|in. above the graft, is 15 ft. 10 in. in
circumference ; but that at 6 ft. 7 in. above the graft the circumfe-
rence is 3 ft. 10 in. less. The diameter of the head is 72 ft., and the
total height of the tree is 72 ft. The handsomest purple beech in
England is at Enville; and, when we saw it in 1831, it was between
60 ft. and 70 ft. high, clothed with branches to the ground, where
it extended oyer a space above 60 ft. in diameter. It stands on
a small lawn in the pleasure-grounds, and is, consequently, pro-
tected from cattle. Tlie loftiest purple beech in England is at Syon,
where, in 1834, it was 71ft. high; the diameter of the trunk 2 ft.

10 in., and of the head 61 ft. It flowers, and occasionally ripens seed,
from which, however, we believe, no plants have yet been raised.

t F. s. 3 atprca Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, t//e copper-coloured Beech, above
alluded to, as a subvariety of F. s. purpurea, has the young shoots
and leaves of a paler colour than those of the purple beech. It
makes a splendid appearance in the sunshine, and when the leaves
are gently ruffled with the wind ; but, in a state of repose, and on a
dark cloudy day, it can hardly be distinguished from the common
green-leaved beech.

5? F. s. 'ifoliis variegdtis Lodd. Cat,, ed. 1836, has the leaves variegated
with white and yellow, interspersed with some streaks of red and
purple. This variety is handsome in spring, when the leaves first

make their appearance ; but, in the course of the summer, their
variegation is in a great measure lost, and the leaves assume a dirty
unhealthy aspect. There are also varieties with the leaves striped or
blotched with white only, and others with only golden-striped leaves.

i F. s. 5 heterophylla ; F. s. laciniata Z,orW. Cat., ed. 1836 ; F. s. r/spleni-

folia Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; F. s. incisa Hort.; F. s. salicifcblia Hart.;
Hetre a Feuilles de Saule, Fr.; the various; or cut, /eaved Beech; has the
leaves variously cut, as mfg. 1875.; sometimes in narrow shreds, so
as to resemble a fern, as injfig. 1876.; and, at other times, in shreds of

6 L
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greater breadth, like the leaves of a willow. This variety, which may
be designated as more curious than beautiful, is very apt to return to

the normal form. There were, in 1834, handsome small trees of

this variety in the Horticultural Society's Garden; and there are

plants at Messrs. Loddiges's, and in other London nurseries. In

Berkshire, at White Knights, this variety, 25 years planted, is 22 ft.

high; in Durham, at Southend, it is between 40ft. and 50ft. high.

In the Perth Nursery, 20 years planted, it is 22 ft. high. At Oriel

Temple, in Ireland, 20 years planted, it is 22 ft. high.

F. s. 6 cristdta Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; F. s. crispa Hort. ; Hetre Crete

de Coq, Fr. ; the crested, or curled-leaved, Beech ; our Jig. 1877.

;

and the plate of this tree

in our last Volume.— This

variety is a monstrosity,

with the leaves small, and

almost sessile, and crowded
into small dense tufts,

which occur at intervals

along the branches. The
tree never attains a large

size, as may be expected

from its deficiency in foli-

age. The wood of this va-

riety, as shown in Sepps's

Iconcs Lignoruvi, t. 3. t. 2.,

is quite different from that

of the common beech;

being dark, and curiously

curled and veined. There

is a specimen of this variety

in the Glasnevin Botanic

Garden, 31 years planted,

which is 20 ft. high.

f V. i.l pcndnla Lodd. Cat., ed.

1836; Hetre Parasol, Fr.; the weeping Beech. (See the plate of

this tree, which is a portrait, taken in 1835, from one still standmg

in the Kensington Nursery, in our last Volume.)—When this

variety is grafted standard high, it forms a very singular and highly

beautiful object, well deserving a place in collections of weeping
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trees. There is a specimen at Oriel Temple, in Ireland, 33 ft. high,

diameter of the head 24 ft. The Rev. M. J. Berkeley informs us,

in a letter dated June 2. 1837, that in "one of the plantations

bordering Milton Park, the seat of Earl Fitzwilliam, in Northamp-
tonshire, there is a beautiful accidental weeping variety of the beecli.

The trees have been cleared round it, and it is a very flourishirig

young tree. The branches are beautifully pendent, and even the

last six feet of the top bend down. Mr. Henderson, the very in-

telligent gardener, has propagated it by grafts. The height is 50 It.,

and the girt 3 ft. at 1 ft. from the base, by measurement just made
for the purpose." So splendid a variety will, we trust, soon find its

way into the public nurseries.

Other British Varieties or Variations. In some beech woods, trees are

found with a rough and somewhat chapped bark ; and these are called the

hay beech by the woodmen in Buckinghamshire and Gloucestershire
;

but we have not heard of the kind having been propagated either by seeds

or grafting. There is also what joiners call the red, or the yellow, beech,

and the white beech; the former having dark-coloured wood, and the latter

having the wood white. These two varieties are commonly considered as

being produced by the locality', the darker wood growing in the better soil.

According to Mathews, '* the yellow beech grows faster and straighter, and
is cleaner and freer of black knots, and also more pleasantly worked than
the white; but it corrupts much sooner in the bark when cut down. This
variety of beech, when properly trained," he continues, " is, probably, the
most profitable hard wood that we can raise : when planked, it bends plea-

santly under the shipwright to the curvature of the vessel's side. The tree

is also much superior in size and grace of outline to the white." {On Kav.
Tim., p. 49.) This variety ought to be sought out in beecii woods, or in

plantations, and the mast collected from it for propagation : it ought also

to be propagated by grafting or budding, as an experiment to try whether
the colour of wood can be continued without reference to the soil on which
the stock grows. Mitchell says there are two sorts of beech, the black and
the white wooded ; but he knows no sort of botanical distinction between
them. He never met, he adds, " with five trees of the black beech on any
estate," and, therefore, concludes that the colour of the wood is merely a
variation resulting from soil.

5f F. *. 8 americdna ; F. sylvestris Michx. K. Ainer. SijL, 3., t. 107. ; white
Beech, Amer,; is generally considered by botanists as identical with the
common European beech. This it very probably is ; but, from the
figure in Michaux, and the description given by him of the wood, it

appears to us somewhat different from the species. In North Ame-
rica, it forms one of the tallest and most majestic trees of the forest,

abounding in the middle, western, and southern states ; but "lost

abundant in the middle and western states, and coniposi"iC large

masses in Genessee, Kentucky, and Tennessee, in deep i>'o\st soil,

and in a cool atmosphere. The trunks of the trees ^'t-' frequently

8 ft., 9ft., and 11 ft. in circumference, and more th'" 100 ft. high.

The tree is less branchy than the F. ferruginea. ^^' red beech of

America ; and the perfect wood bears but a smal' proportion to the

sap, frequently occupying only 3 in. in a trunk ' 't. 6 in. in diameter.

The wood of the white beech is little value-^ ''} America, even for

fuel; and the bark is used for tanning, buf '^ little esteemed; and,

therefore, in point of utility, the tree c"'"/^t be recommended for

culture in Europe: but, if it should prr'^^ distinct from the common
beech, it well deserves introduction p-^ 'i" ornamental variety.

Description. The European beech is a h-indsome umbrageous tree, com-
bining magnificence with beauty; and bei"t?> as Mathews observes, at once

the Hercules and Adonis of our sylva. it has a smooth thin bark, which is

'G' 2
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white when fully exposed to the air. The leaves are shining, thin, changing

to a brown or russet colour in autumn; and, on soil somewhat moist, or in

wet autumns, remaining on the tree throughout the winter. On young trees,

and on trees planted in hedgerows and pruned, the leaves are more certain

of remaining on during the winter, than on large, old, and detached trees.

The head of the beech is, in general, so dense, that plants do not readily grow

under it ; which is also partly owing to the leaves requiring a long time to

decay after they fall. The branches of the beech, whether in old or young

trees, generally take an upright direction, and form acute angles with the

stem; though, in old trees, the lower branches are often horizontal, and some-

times bent down in the middle, and curving upwards at the extremity. The
branches are very numerous, and the smaller shoots much divided ; but the

direction both of the branches and spray is always more or less straight, as

compared with that of the branches and spray of the oak, the ash, and some
other trees. The roots do not descend deeply into the soil, but extend to a

considerable distance close under the surface. The rootlets and fibres are

not nearly so numerous as in the ash and the elm. The barren flowers are

in round, stalked, drooping heads, or catkins, of a light brown colour,

and 3 or 4 in each head. The fertile ones are placed above them on the

branch, and are solitary, and on stouter stalks than the male catkins. The
calyx of the fruit is 4-cleft, clothed with simple pliant prickles. The
stigmas are 3 in each flower; spreading, acute, and downy. Nuts 2, with 3

equal very sharp angles, and crowned with the inner calyx. The flowers

appear in May, and the fruit ripens in October. The fruit, when ripe, opens

at the upper extremity, in four divisions; and, after a short time, the nuts

frequently drop out, leaving the calyx, or cup, which contained them, attached

to the tree. The nut contains a white oleaginous substance, agreeable to eat.

The seedlings of this tree. Sir J. E. Smith observes, when newly sprung up,

with their pale cotyledons, look not unlike some kinds of fungus. The
plants, under nursery culture, do not grow so rapidly as those of the ash and
the elm ; but, under favourable circumstances, they will attain the height of
10 ft. in 5 years, and 20 ft. or 25 ft. in 10 years. The height of the tree, when
full grown, and in a situation where it is allowed to spread, may be considei'ed

as from GO ft. to 80 ft. In Germany, according to Willdenow, it is from 50 ft.

to GO ft. ; but, when drawn up by other lofty-growing trees, it sometimes
attains the height of from 100 ft. to 120 ft., as may be seen in the figures of the
King and Queen Beeches, at Ashridge, given in our Statistics, in a future page.

A spreading beech, at Studley Park, of which fig. 1878. is a portrait to a
scale of 30 ft. to 1 in. (drawn for us by H. W. Jukes, Esq., by the permission
Mrs. Lawrence), is 114 ft. high, and exhibits, in respect to general form
>and ramification, the common character of the tree when growing detached
**om all others. The life of the beech tree, in its native habitats in Ger-
niat\y^ according to Willdenow, extends to 200 years, and upwards. The
oltlest beech tree in England is probably that in Windsor Forest, which
is supposetl to have been in existence before the Norman Conquest, and
will be hexeafter figured and described. In general, the tree attains its

full growth, \iv England, in GO or 80 years, when it is fit to be cut down for
timber purposes, and, on good soils, it is more than doubtful whether it will
live much more t\mn 100 or 150 years. When the tree is cut, the wounds
heal quickly over, st» as to leave but very slight scars ; and, when branches are
cut off close to the ttv^nk, it is not liable to throw out fresh shoots. Accord-
ing to German authors, vfae beech, when treated as coppice-wood, will continue
to send up shoots till it has attained the age of 30 or 40 years, but seldom to
a greater age; and, hence, «; is not well adapted either for coppice or under-
wood. The tree, when undei a course of nursery culture, and before it is

removed to its final destination, ^ufFers severely from the removal of any of its

branches
; but, when once established as a hedge, it bears pruning as well as

any other tree. The branches of the beech, i)articularly in woods, "being much
crowded, and having a smooth bark, are particularly liable to cross and grow
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into each other, and, as it vvere inosculate ; and hence, accordino- to some, itwas this tree that gave the first idea of grafting. A cnrious exa>nple w,ll befound under the head of Accidents and Dkcnscs.
Gcogmphi,. The common beech is a native of the temperate parts d'Europe from the sontli of Norway to the Mediterranean Sea, and fn-ni

h,ngland to Constantmople. It is al.o found in Palestine, Asia M'lor,
Armenia and Mazanderan. In Norway, it is found as far north as J9^ in
favourable situations

; and, in Sweden, to 58°. According to P.//as, it is
plentiful in the southern provinces of Russia, and in Caucasus • hat it is not
common in the plains

; and it is nowhere to be found in the "orthcrn pro-
vinces. It abounds in the forests of Poland, and in Lithuan^'- The line of
beeches on the Alps rises to the elevation of 5132 ft., bef^^en lat. 45i° and
46*

;
the snow line being 384Sft. higher. (Von Bucli, .'.^ quoted in"//. C.

Watson) In Switzerland, the beech occupies the sov'l^ s'des of the moun-
tains where it rises as high as the Faccfnium Titis id^r'", and where the silver
fir clothes the north side. (Nat. Hist. Jordt., vol. '• P- 9-) In France, it is
found on the sloping sides of mountains, and on -alcareoiis hills; but almost
always on the south side. According to some, ^'-e European beech is also a
native of America, where it is known under th^ name of the white beech ; but
as we are inclined to doubt whether this mr^y not be somethinjr different from'
the European beech, we have treated it a- a variety, and i,nven its geooraphy
when speaking of it, as such. (See p. l".i-3.) In Great Britain, the beech 'is

found in forests, supposed to be indite "0''s, in various parts of the central di'-
), L 3
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tricts of England, especially on chalky hills. Some, as we have seen (p, 2 1.),

are disposed to consider the tree as not aboriginal ; but with this supposition

we cannot agree. It abounds on the great ridge of chalk hills which passes

from Dorsetshire through Wiltshire, Hampshire, Surrey, Sussex, and Kent ;

branching out into Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, and Hertfordshire ; and it is

also found on the Stroudwater and Cotswold Hills in Gloucestershire, and

on the bleak banks of the Wye in Herefordshire and Monmouthshire. It

is particularly abundant in Buckinghamshire, where it forms extensive forests,

of great magnificence and beauty. It is seldom found mixed with other trees ;

its own dense head suffocating most other species, even when they are coeval

with it in point of age. Nothing, says South, will grow under the beech but

the holly and the truffle. It is rarely found in soil that is not more or less

calcareous; and it most commonly abounds on chalk. In some parts of

Hertfordshire, where the soil is a calcareous clay full of flints, the beech

attains a large size. The tree is not indigenous to Scotland or Ireland.

History. The beech was known to both the Greeks and Romans ; though

some doubts have arisen as to the names by which it was designated by these

nations. By Theophrastus it was called Oxua, and by Dioscorides Phegos.

Theophrastus also describes a tree under the name of Phegos; but he places

it among the oaks ; and it is now generally supposed to be the Quercus E's-

culus L. Doubts have also arisen as to whether our beech was the Tragus of

the Romans, from the assertion of Caesar, in his Commentaries, that he found

no J^iigiin Britain (see p. 21.) ; but that the i^agus of Pliny and Virgil was the

same as that of Linnasus, is thus proved by Fee, in his Flore de Virgil. " Pliny

(lib. xvi. cap. G.) says, ' Fagi glans, nuclei simihs, triangula cute includitur.'

(The mast of the beech is like a nut, included in a triangular case.) The
epithets applied to this tree by Virgil are all applicable to our beech. It is

spreading:— ' Tityre, tu patiilce recubans sub tegmine fagi.' (^Ecl. i. 1.)

It has dense tufted foliage ; and, consequently, its branches aflford a shade im-

pervious to the rajs of the sun :
—

' Tantum inter densas, timhrosa cacuvmia,

fagos' {Eel. ii. 3.) ; and, as it lives nearly as long as the oak, it is well

entitled to the epithet of old : Aut hie ad veteres fagos. {Eel. iii. 12.) It is

also one of the loftiest trees of the European forests :
—

' Ceeditur et tilia

ante jugo laevis, altaque fagus.' (Geor. i. 17.3.) It thus appears that the

i<'agus of Virgil agrees in every respect with the beech tree of the moderns."
(Fl. de Virg., p. 54.) The ancients seem to have set considerable value on the

beech mast as an article of food. Pliny speaks of the mast (glandem) of the

beech as being the sweetest of all (dulcissima omnium) ; and states that, at

the siege of Chios, the besieged lived for some time entirely on beech mast.

Vessels made of beech wood were used in the Roman sacrifices ; and the nut
"^fas in repute as a medicine. Pliny and Virgil both tell us that the beech
was grafted on the chestnut ; a circumstance which has called forth much
discussion among commentators. Servius thinks it absurd that a barren
beech, as he calls it, should be engrafted on a fruitful chestnut ; and fancies
that there is an error in the text. Grimoaldus thinks that the poet means a
wild sort oi chestnut, which might be used as a stock on which to graft the
beech

; and I)r. Trapp highly approves of this reading. These, and other
commentators, Martyn observes, proceed on the supposition that chestnuts
were esteemed, it\ Virgil's time, as much superior to beech mast as they are
now ; the contrary to which, he says, might easily be proved. Pliny men-
tions chestnuts as a very inferior kind of fruit, and seems to express surprise
that nature should take such care of the nuts, which he calls " vilissima,"
as to defend them with a^^rickly husk ; while the mast of the beech was reck-
oned a very sweet nut, and was in use both as food and medicine. Pliny
frequently mentions the beechin his Natural History. In one place, he says
that " there was a little hill calVl Corne, in the territory of Tusculum, not
far from the city of Rome, that was clad and beautified with a grove and tufts
of beech trees, which were as even »nd round in the head as if' they had been
curiously trimmed with garden shears." He adds :

—" This grove was, in old
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times, consecrated to Diana, by the common consent of all the inhabitants of

Latium, who paid their devotions to that goddess there. One of these trees

was of such surpassing beauty, that Passienus Crispus, a celebrated orator, who
was twice consul, and who afterwards married the Empress Agrippina, was so

fond of it, that he not only delighted to repose beneath its shade, but fre-

quently poured wine on the roots, and used otten to embrace it." Beechen cups

were used by the Latin shepherds ; and this custom is frequently alluded to

by the poets. The oldest British writers on rural affairs mention the beech
as one of the four indigenous timber trees of England. Its timber, however,
was considered inferior to that of the three other timber trees, viz. the oak,

the ash, and the elm. The mast of the beech has been, from the earliest times,

valued as food for swine; and, in some parts of Buckinghamshire, where the

tree abounds, swine are still driven into the beech woods in autumn. About
17'21, Aaron Hill, the poet, proposed a scheme for pa}ing off the national

debt with the profits of the oil to be made from beech nuts; but his

scheme fell to the ground. Other plans for making beech oil have been sug-

gested, but always without success. Indeed, it is probable that the mast
requires to be ripened in a warmer climate than that of Britain to make it

produce oil in sufficient quantities for profit; as Linna;us expressly states

that, in Sweden, scarcely any oil at all can be expressed from it. The useful-

ness of the beech, at the time when forests were chiefly valued for the number
of swine that they could support, together with the facility with which the

tree is raised from seed, must have rendered it one of the first trees propagated
and planted by art. Accordingly, Gerard, in 1597, speaks of the excellent

effect which the nuts had in fattening swine, deer, and pigeons ; and Par-
kinson, writing in 1640, says that the beech is planted in parks, forests, and
chases, to feed deer ; but, in other places, to fatten swine, " whose fat," he adds,
" will be softer than theirs that are fattened with acorns." The beauty of this

tree, the density of its shade, and the classical associations connected with it,

independently altogether of the uses of its fruit, occasioned it to be early

planted as an ornamental tree, both in Britain and on the C'ontinent. We
find both Evelyn and Cook recommending it for shady walks, avenues, and
hedges ; for which latter purpose, where it is desired to enclose and warm
gardens, Boutcher observes, this tree has hardly an equal. Between 1790 and
and 1800, some trunks of beech trees were found at a considerable depth
below the surface, in St. Leonard's Forest, Hampshire. They had evidently

been squared with proper tools ; and are supposed to have lain there eve

since the time of the Romans. The beech. Dr. Walker observes, was -^^

much planted in Scotland till between 1540 and 1560; and many of the '^f^

then planted at Hopetoun House, Arniston, Inverary, and Nevvbat^"' ^.

exist, and are the oldest in the country. The beech was probably .-''"'ed in

Ireland about the same time that it was introduced into Scotlr' ' ^r, .,,

attains an enormous size on the calcareous loams and the slopiu'
^^"^^^

of that country. The first planted beeches in Ireland are behc *^^
*^,

those

at Shelton Park; but the largest is in Charleville For'^^-
,

^
p.?/*^

extensive planter of the beech tree in Scotland has been '"^ ^^'"^
? i k

who, in the latter half of the last century, planted r'".V thousand beech

trees in the county of Moray, for which he receiv^* ''^^ S"''^ medal of

the Society of Arts. In England, after the Re-''ution of 1688, when

William lil. introduced the Dutch style of gardr''ng> the beech was much

planted for hediies, both for shelter in gardens p'^' nurseries, and for form-

ing the clipped ^sides of alleys in geometrical r^antations. Extensive plant-

ations of beech for timber were made, betwee- ^"'^^ and 1788, at Belmont m
Staffordshire, and by the Bishop of Llanda<-near Ambleside. Ihe tree still

continues to be planted ; but, now, more pr ornamental purposes than for the

valueofeitherits timber or its fruit. B.-tween 1680 and 1690, Lord Scar-

borough, according to Mitchell, had ?-' avenue cut through Slan stead Porest,

in Sussex; and within the Park, op each side of the entrance of the avenue,

there were about 10 acres nlantpJ with beech, which, m 1827, were from

6 L 4
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80 ft. to 90 ft. high, with clear trunks of from 30 ft. to 40 ft. ; and from 8 ft.

to 14 ft. in circumference at 4 ft. from the ground. We saw some of these

magnificent trees in 1831, and can bear testimony to the amplitude of their

cUmensions, and to their being apparently in good health ; though, we believe,

some of those alluded to by Mitchell have been cut down since his time.

Poetical and legendary Allusions. The poetical allusions to the beech,

among the Latin poets, are very numerous : Virgil frequently mentions it,

several instances of which have been quoted in p. 1956. ; but, among the most
celebrated, are the well-known lines,—

" Tityre, tu, patute recubans sub tegmine fagi,

Sylvestrem tenui musam meditaris avena.".

" Beneath the shade which beechen boughs diffuse,

You, Tityrus, entertain your sylvan Muse." Dryden's Virgil.

And the following :
—

" Or shall I rather the sad verse repeat
Which on the beech's bark I lately writ ?" Dryden's Virgil.

In the third Eclogue, Virgil makes his shepherds boast of their beechen bowls.

Tibullus says,

—

" No wars did men molest,
When only beechen bowls were in request."

In more modern times, we may quote the well-known lines from Tasso's

Gerusalemme Liberata :—
" Nella scorza de' faggi e degli allori

Segno 1' amato nome in raille guise."

" On the smooth beechen rind the pensive dame
Carves in a thousand forms her Tancred's name.'' Hoole's Tasso.

Garcilasso, the Spanish poet, has several allusions to this tree : —
" Under the branches of the beech we flung
Our limbs at ease, and our bent bows unstrung.
Thus idly lying, we inspired with zest

The sweet fresh spirit breathing from the west." Wiffen's Garcilasso.

" The sun, from rosy billows risen, had ray'd
With gold the mountain tops, when at the foot

Of a tall beech romantic, whose green shade
Fell on a brook, that, sweet-voiced as a lute,

Through lively pastures wound its sparkling way.
Sad on the daisied turf Salicio lay." Ibid.

,\

" Not a beech but bears some cipher.
Tender word, or amorous text

:

If one vale sounds Angelina,
Angelina sounds the next." Don Luis de Gongora.

Amoh^ the English poets, we may find numerous allusions to, and descrip-
tions of, fti^ beech ; and of these we shall give a few. Milton says,—

\ " In beechen goblets let their bev'rage shine.
Cool from the crystal spring their sober wine."

Beaumont and I^^tcher, in the Faithful Shepherdess., allude to Pan,—
" That sleeping lies in a deep glade.
Under a broad beech's shade.

"

Leigh Hunt, in a translation from Theocritus, says,—
" p'^^'^to meet you, as the traveller

Gets Ixgrn the sun under a shady beech."

The most generally quoted lin^ in English, on the beech tree, are, however,
those of Gray, Campbell, and Vordsworth, all of which we shall give below.
Gray says,—

" '^I^ ^' ^^^ ^°°^ °^ y>oder nodding beech,

T
T']?' "''^^''"es^ts ol^fantastic roots so high.

His listless length at noovtide he would stretch,
And pore upon the broii^ that bubbled by." Gray.

Campbell's lines are entitled " The Beech Tree's Petition ;"

\

\
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" Oh, leave this barren spot to me !

Spare, woodman, spare the beochen tree!
Tliougli bud and flow'ret never grow
My dark unwarniing shade below ;

Nor summer bud i>crfume the dew,
Of rosy blush, or yellow hue

;

Nor fruits of autumn, blossom born.
My green and glossy leaves adorn

;

Nor murmuring tribes from me derive
Th' ambrosial amber of the hive

;

Yet leave this barren spot to me :

Spare, woodman, spare the beechcn tree

!

" Thrice twenty summers I have seen
The sky grow bright, the forest green ;

And many a wintry wind have stood
In bloomless, fruitless solitude.

Since childhood in my pleasant bower
First spent its sweet and sjiortive hour ;

Since youthful lovers in my shade
Their vows of truth and rapture made,
And on ray trunk's surviving frame
Carved many a long forgotten name.
Oh ! by the sighs of gentle sound,
Fiist breathed upon this sacred ground ;

By all that love has whisper'd there,
Or beauty heard with ravish'd ear;
As Love's own altar, honour me :

Spare, woodman, spare the beechen tree!" CAftrpBELL.

The lines of Wordsworth are the following :
—

" A single beech tree grew
Within the grove of firs ; and in the fork
Of that one beech appear'd a thrush's nest

;

A last year's nest, conspicuously built.

At such small elevation from the ground.
As gave sure sign that they who in that house
Of nature and of love had made their home,
Amid the fir trees all the summer long.
Dwelt in a tranquil spot."

The finest beech trees in Britain are said to grow in Hampshire ; and there
is a curious legend respecting those in the Forest of St. Leonard, in that
county. This forest, which was the abode of St. liConard, abounds in noble
beech trees ; and the saint was particular!}' fond of reposing under their shade;
but, when he did so, he was annoyed during the day by vipers, and at night
by the singing of the nightingale. Accordingly, he prayed that they might be
removed ; and such was the efficacy of his prayers, that, since his time, in

that forest,

" The viper has ne'er been known to sting.
Or the nightingale e'er heard to sing."

Propert'ws and Uses. The beecii, in a state of nature, affords foor' ^^ yv\\d.

pigeons and other birds, and to squirrels, deer, wild swine. ''"'' other

animals, in autumn ; but, in spring and summer, its leaves r-
c eaten but

by very few insects. It affords shade to cattle, who do "ot readily eat

either its leaves or branches ; but, by the density of its f'liage, it destroys

the grass, and almost every other plant that grows Jeneath its shade,

except the holly, and sometimes the box, and the trufflri\n(l some other fungi.

Subjected to man, the beech is chiefly valued for if'
timber, which is ap-

plied to a great variety of purposes, though to none -"^ much importance either

for house or ship building. The wood, which, »v'hen green, is harder than

that of any of our British timber trees, weighs, when in this state, G5 lb.

13 oz. per cubic foot ; half-dry, it weighs 5G lb 6 oz. ; and quite dry, 30 lb. .3 oz.

The wood, when the tree has grown in gpjd soil, and on plains, has a some-

what reddish tinge ; but in poor soils, P'ld on mountains, it is whitish. Its

transverse fibres are very obvious ; sf^metimes forming distinct and rather

dark lines, and at other times showing shining dense laminae, of a darker

colour than the rest of the wood, in quality, it is hard, brittle, and very apt

to be devoured by insects ; and, though in beech forests, where the trees have

been drawn up by one another, beams may frequently be had 100 ft. in length,

they are seldom, if ever, employed in carpentry. The durability of the wood
is said to be increased by steeping it in water ; and, according to some, by dis-
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barking the tree while standing. Mathews, who always writes from experience,

says that the timber of the beech " soon corrupts, if it be not speedily dried,

or kept in water after being cut down ;

" and that it is equally liable to cor-

ruption in the tree, when deprived of life by wounds or other injury. The
beech has, he says, " a matured and a sap wood, although they are not very

distinguishable, being nearly of one colour. The former has considerable

durability when kept dry ; but the latter is speedily consumed by worms."
(On Naval Timber, &c., p. 49.) Mathews recommends the beech with yellow-

coloured wood, found on good soil, as superior in durability to that vvith white

wood, which is only to be found on light soils. The grain of the wood is not
sufficiently homogeneous to receive a very high polish. The uses of the wood
of the beech, notwithstanding all its faults, are more extensive than those of

almost any other tree. The keels of vessels are often made of it ; and Mathews,
as we have seen (p. 1 953.), says that a tree, when properly trained, affords,

probably, the most profitable hard wood that we can raise for planking the

sides and bottoms of vessels. Beech wood is employed in making piles,

ringing mill-wheels (in which situation, according to South, it has stood un-

injured for more than 40 years), for weirs, sluices, flood-gates, and, in general,

for all works which are to be constantly under water. Before cast-iron wheels

and pinions became general, beech was much used for making the cogs of

wooden wheels. In England, at the present time, the beech is principally

employed in making bedsteads and chairs; and it is also in great demand for

panels for carriages, and for various purposes in joinery, cabinet-making, and
turnery. Screws, wooden shovels, peels for bakers' ovens, and rims for

sieves, are also made of it. In Scotland, the branches and spray are distilled

for producing the pyroligneous acid ; and the wood is used there not only for

the same purposes as in England, but also for making herring barrels; and
the wood, the branches, the chips, and the spray are much used for smoking
herrings, in the Highlands, along the sea coast. The bedsteads, and other
articles of furniture, made of the beech, are stained in imitation of mahogany;
and the chairs are either stained or painted. For various minor uses, such

as handles to jugs, teapots, &c., it is stained in imitation of ebony; and, ac-

cording to Evelyn, it is blacked and polished with a mixture of soot and urine,

to imitate the walnut : but the colour thus produced does not last. In
France, it is used as a substitute for walnut as gun stocks. In Germany,
^e carriages of cannon are frequently made of it, particularly at sea ports

;

It Uing found to last longer where the atmosphere is humid and saline, than
the W'^od of the elm. It is also used there, and in many other parts of the
Contmfait, for the felloes of wheels, and for bowls, porringers, salt-boxes,
screws, spiajles, rollers, spinning-wheels, pestles, presses, and bellows. It is

m very comn<,i-, use for tables, and for the framework and boards of beds ;

for wardrobes, tliests of drawers, desks, hames for horses' collars, frames for
saddles, hoops fo? sieves and riddles, bushel and other measures, cases for
drums, and for a gri^at variety of other purposes. Sawn into thin boards, it

forms a great variety of boxes and packing-cases, also scabbards for swords,
and cases of various kiivds. It is used by the German bookbinders, instead of
pasteboard, for forming \.he sides to thick volumes, which were originally
called books, from the Gttman name of this wood, buch. According to
Bory St. Vincent, it is the b«st of all wood for forming the upper board of
that kmd of press (for pressing and drying plants) which, in France, is called
a coquette, (See JOict. Class. (VR^t. NaU^axt. Metre; and Annates des Scien.
Nat., t. iv. p. 504.) It is used for making cricket-bats both in France and
Germany, as the willow is in England; and in both countries, also, the socks
of the old heavy wooden ploughs are made of it. Baudrillart informs us that,
in some parts of France, little boats are \iollowed out of the trunks of large
beech trees, for using in small rivers, and iiv fishing-ponds ; and he adds that
It is preferred to all other woods for the oars of galleys. But the most im-
portant manufacture of beech wood on the Continent, and especially in France,
IS that of the wooden shoes called sabots. These sabots are rather more
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brittle than those of the wahiut and of alder ; but they have the property
of not absorbing water, and surpass the sabots of all other wood, except
only those made of the walnut, which are, of course, much dearer, from the
demand for tliat wood for other purposes. The consumption of beech sabots
in the mountainous districts of France, according to Bosc, is immense. " They
are made of wood which has been cut only a few months, and is, consequently,
nearly green ; but which the manufacturers dry rapidly, with the smoke pro-
duced by burning the chips which are formed in making the sabots. This
smoke, containing a great deal of moisture, or steam, along with the heat, does
not crack the sabots which are exposed to it ; while the pyroligneous acid

which is evolved (and which is produced in a greater quantity by the wood of
the beech than by that of any other tree) penetrates the sabot, and renders
it not liable to be attacked by insects. The sabots so treated are always of
a brownish colour, the effect of tliis process. Bosc suggests the idea of im-
pregnating rafters and planks, to be used in house-building, with pyroligneous
acid, by smoking them with the spray and chips of the beech, so as to in-

crease their durability ; an operation which is found to have that effect on
the rafters of all kinds of wood used in those cottages in Scotland and Ireland

which are without ceilings. At St. E'tienne, in France, the wood of the
beech is used to make the handles to those cheap knives that are sold all over
France at 2 sous a piece, and which are called Eustache Dubois, from the
name of their inventor ; but for this purpose the wood is hardened after it has
been formed into the handles, and attached to the blade, by being powerfully
compressed into a mould of steel, previousi}' rendered almost red-hot. The
chips of beech wood are considered preferable to all others for clarifying wine.
To render the wood of the beech more durable, and to prevent it from being
attacked by the worm, it is recommended by some authors to fell the tree

in the commencement of summer, while it is full of sap ; to allow it to re-

main untouched one year ; and afterwards to cut it up into planks or beams,
and to immerse these for several months in water. The French allege that it

is by these means that the English are enabled to use the beech so exten-
sively in planking ships, and in forming their keels. It is difficult to reconcile

this recommendation to allow the tree to remain one year after it has been
felled with what we before stated from Mathews (p. I960.), and which is, doubt-
less, the result of his own experience; viz. that the timber of the beech soon
decays, if it be not immediately dried, or immersed in water on its being cut

down. Baudrillart states that, in England, the beech, after being cut in the

beginning of summer, and suffered to lie a year, is sawn into planks, &c. ; and
that these are submitted to the flame of the chips and faggot-woodof the tree,

till the surface of the wood is somewhat charred ; and that after this it is im-

mersed in water for 4 or 5 months. The cabinet-makers, the same author
states, prevent it from being attacked by worms, by varnishing it, or by keeping
it for a certain time in boiling water, or in boiling oil. On enquiry in various

directions, we have not been able to have the French reports of the English
practice confirmed ; but we find that there is at present a very great demand
for beech, as sleepers or bearers for the rails of the numerous railways that

are now existing. The beech used in this way in England is Kyanized ; but
the practice has not yet found its way into Scotland. In Hampshire, we are

informed by Mr. Davis, the beech is a good deal used for barn floors ; and,

where these are kept free from damp, by a thorough ventilation underneath
them, they are said to last many years.

As Fuel, the wood of the beech is superior to that of most other trees. It

is consumed to an immense extent for this purpose both in France and Ger-
many ; but more especially in Paris, where there are more open fires than in

any other Continental city. It is considered to burn rather rapidly ; but it

throws out a great deal of heat, and makes a clear bright flame. The green

wood is generally preferred to that which is dry, because it burns slower,

though it does not give out so nnich heat ; and hence, in many places, the tree

is frequently cut down in the summer season. According to the experiments
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of M. Hartig, there are only the sycamore, the Scotch pine, and the ash, which

produce more heat and Hght in burning than the beech. It is superior to the

oak in this respect, in the proportion of 1540 to 1497; and its charcoal is

superior to that of the oak, as 1600 is to 1459. Charcoal is made in great

quantities from the beech, in Buckinghamshire, for the manufacture of gun-

powder. The beech, burnt green, produces heat and light relatively to the

beech burnt dry, as 1181 is to 1540. These experiments of M. Hartig are,

however, considered by some as not quite correct. The ashes of the beech

are said by Bosc to be rich in potash ; but this is doubted by Baudrillart.

Werneck found experimentally, that, out of 73 species of trees, there were 47,

the ashes of the wood of which yielded more potash than the ashes of that of

the beech. He found that 100 lb. of beech wood, burnt green, gave 1 lb. 4 oz.

7 grains of this salt; but that 100 lb. of the bark and spray gave 1 lb. 10 oz.

The bark, both in America and in Britain, is used for tanning, though it is con-

sidered of no great value for that purpose. Monteath ranks it in the fifth place,

along with that of the birch ; both of which, he says, are considerably weaker
than that of the Spanish chestnut, and not nearly equal to that of the oak.

Evelyn says, " Of old, they made their vasa vindemiatoria and corbes messoriae,

as we our pots for strawberries, with the rind of this tree. Nay," he adds,
" and vessels to preserve wine in ; and that curiously wrought cup, which the

shepherd, in the BucoUcks, wagers withall was engraven by Alcimedon upon
the bark of the beech." (Himt. Evel., i. p. 135.) The leaves, gathered green,

and dried, were formerly used in Britain, and still are in various [jarts of the

Continent, for filling beds. Evelyn says that, " being gathered about the fall,

and somewhat before they are much frost-bitten, they afford the best and the

easiest mattresses in the world, to lay under our quilts, instead of straw ; be-

cause, besides their tenderness and loose lying together, they continue sweet for

seven or eight years long; before which time, straw becomes musty and hard: they
are thus used by divers persons of quality in Dauphine ; and, in Switzerland, I

have sometimes lain on them to my very great refreshment. So as, of this tree it

may properly be said, ' Silvadomus, cubiliafrondes.' Jiiv. The wood as house,

the leaves a bed." (Ibid.,\.p. 137.) "We can," says Sir Thomas Dick Lauder,
after quoting this passage, " from our own experience, bear testimony to the truth

of what Evelyn says here, as to the excellence of beech leaves for mattresses.

We used always to think that the most luxurious and refreshing bed was that which
prevails universally in Italy, and which consists ofan absolute pile of mattresses
filled with the elastic spathe of the Indian corn ; which beds have the advantage
of being soft, as well as elastic ; and we have always found the sleep enjoyed on
them to be peculiarly sound and restorative. But the beds made of beech
leaves are really no whit behind them in these qualities, whilst the fragrant

smell of green tea, which the leaves retain, is most gratifying. The objection

to them is the slight crackling noise which the leaves occasion, as the indivi-

dual turns in bed : but this is no inconvenience at all, or, if so in any degree,
it is an inconvenience which is much overbalanced by the advantages of this

most luxuriant couch." (^Laud. Gil})., i. p. 103.) As beech leaves are very
long in decaying, they are valuable in gardening, for protecting herbaceous
plants from frost, or mulching round the stems of half-hardy trees and
shrubs.

The Catkins of the male Flowers, after they have dropped from the tree,

are, at Claremont in Surrey, and some other places where the tree abounds,
gathered by gardeners, dried, and laid up in a dry loft for packing fruit in, which
is to be sent to a distance. They are also used for stuffing pillow-cases,

cushions, &c.
The Fruit, the nut of which is called beech mast in England, and la faine in

France, has a taste somewhat approaching to that of the hazel nut. It forms
an excellent food for swine ; but the flesh of those that have been fattened on
it does not keep so well as that of swine which have been fed on acorns. The
fat, also, is more oily, and, when boiled, is apt to waste in the pot. Beech mast
is much sought after by wild animals, particularly by badgers, which it fattens
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in a most extraordinary manner; and by squirrels and dormice, wliich last,

Evelyn says, " harbouring in the hollow trees, grow so fat, that, in some
countries abroad, they take infinite numbers of them, I suppose to eat. What
relief they give to thrushes, blackbirds, fieldfares, and other birds, every body
knows." (Hunt. Eve/., i. p. 137.) It is said greatly to improve the flavour

of wild pigeons. In France, beech mast is much eaten by pheasants and
partridges ; and tiu-keys and other kinds of poultry are fattened by it in a

very short time. In Britain, the onlj' use, at present, made of this mast is

by turning swine, deer, and poultry, into beech woods, to pick it up ; but, in

France, it forms a most important article of domestic consumption, for

making oil. Beech oil is considered not only excellent for burning in lamps,

but also for cooking, and especially for frying fish. The French cooks put a

crust of bread into the pan with the oil, which they take out when it is suffi-

ciently hot to put in the fish. The oil fries a fine brown; and, if it burns, does
not produce a disagreeable smell, like that of other oils. The forests of Eu
and of Crecy, in the department of the Oise, it is stated in the Noiiveau Du
Hamel, have yielded, in a single season, more than 2,000,000 bushels of mast

;

and Michaux adds that, in 1779, the forests of Compiegne near Verberie,

department of the Somme, alForded oil enough to supply the wants of the

district for more than half a century. In some parts of France, the nuts are

roasted, to serve as a substitute for coffee.

Mode of making Beech Oil. When required for the table, this oil is pre-

pared with great care, and is thought very little inferior to that of the olive.

The nuts are first cleared from their shells by shaking them in sieves, and
then winnowing them : they are next spread out to dry in some airy place, as

the least mouldiness or appearance of germination in the nut will spoil it.

The best time for extracting the oil is between December and March. The
nuts are separated from their outer brown skin by heating in an oven, or

before the fire, and then rubbing them with the hands ; or by slightly bruising

them in a mill, and then winnowing them. If labour is cheap, they may also

be deprived of their inner skin, a very thin pellicle, which is very acrid. When
blanched, they should, as soon as possible, be reduced into a paste by pound-
ing them in a mortar, or by grinding them in a mill made on the principle of
a coffee-mill. In either case, the implements employed must be perfectly

clean, as the least particle of rancid oil will spoil the whole. Hot water is

not sufficient to clean them, but alkaline ashes must be employed; after which
they must be rinsed several times with pure water. When the nuts are reduced
to a paste, a little water is put to them, which may be either cold or warm,
according to the quality of the oil required; and they are then put into per-

fectly clean linen or hair cloths, and pressed very slowly, to prevent the oil

from becoming clogged. W hen a very fine oil is wanted, cold water is used,

and a low temperature ; but, where it is wished to obtain a greater quantity,

warm water is used, and the press is kept in a moderately warm temperature.

After the first pressing, the mass, or tourteau, as it is called in France, is

again bruised, and, more water being added, it is again pressed. The oil pro-
duced by the process of warm extraction is about a tenth part of the weight of
the nuts : this oil is rendered very nearly, if not quite, equal in quality to that of
the olive, by putting it into casks, or unglazed earthen vessels, and placing them
in a cool cellar. At the end of two or three months, the oil is examined, and
drawn off into fresh casks or vessels, leaving a considerable quantity of muci-
lage at the bottom. This process is repeated three times during the first year;

after which the oil is put into Florence oil flasks, and buried in sand in a
cellar. The flasks should be always kept upright, and the oil drawn off from
the mucilage which it will deposit into fresh flasks every year. Thus treated,

it will keep 10 years, and improves by keeping, at least during the first 3 or

6 years ; beech oil, about G years old being reckoned the best. The toiirtemix,

or remains of the nuts, from which the best oil has been extracted, are given

to swine, cows, and poultry, which fatten rapidly on them. A coarser oil, for

burning, is made by grinding the mast without taking off the shells ; and the
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toiirteaux from this oil, which are too hard and husky to be eaten, are used

for making torches; and hence the name of toiirteau, which is generally

applied to a torch, or link, in France. In those districts of England where
the beech tree abounds in natural forests, it might, perhaps, be worth while

to make beech oil for private use, both as a substitute for olive oil, and for

lamp oil. By steeping the mast in water for several hours, and afterwards

kiln-drying them, both the outer husk and inner skin would probably be easily

removed in a common flour-mill, or in some coarse portable mill ; and the

kernels might be ground in a finer mill previously to expressing the oil from

them. To prevent disappointment, however, as to the quantity of oil pro-

duced, it must be recollected that the summers of England are less favourable

to the oleaginous secretions of plants than those of France.

For useful Plantations, the beech is not highly prized ; the tree not being of

much value when young, not forming a permanent coppice-wood, and the

bark being of little value. Beech of small size, or of short and crooked stem,

Mathew observes, is the least valuable of all timber. On dry chalky soils, it

may be planted as a timber tree ; but here, as in many other cases where a

straight clean trunk is wanted, the plants require to be drawn up, either by

other trees of their own species, or by trees of a diiferent species, which
advance at nearly the same rate of growth ; such, for example, as the sweet

chestnut. The beech, however, succeeds best in plantations by itself; and,

perhaps, there is no membranaceous-leaved tree which, in a wild state in

forests, is found so little intermixed with other species. It is one of the

worst of all trees for hedgerows, not only injuring the fence and the adjoining

crops by the density of its shade ; but its trunk, when grown in this situation,

being neither long, clean, nor straight, is of little value except for fuel.

Another disadvantage attending the beech, in hedgerows, is, that it does not
resist the sea breeze ; though, after a certain period of time, the beech tree, like

most others in which the head has grown all to one side, has the power of

throwing out branches on the opposite side ; as has been beautifully illustrated

by Mr. Davis of Portway, in the Gardener's Magazine, vol. iii. p. 256.; and
the rationale of the process will be found generalised in our Encyclo-pcBdia of
Arboriculture. In Normandy, Bosc informs us, it was formerly the custom to

plant the beech round villages, in order to shelter them from storms ; the

tree, from the upright tendency of its branches, aftbrding less leverage to the

wind, and, by the bulk and compactness of its head, opposing a greater body
to its progress, and thus producing more shelter.

As Undergrowth, the beech is not of long duration, seldom pushing from
the stools after 40 or 50 years ; owing, as it is supposed, to the extreme hard-

ness which the bark acquires during that period. Even to preserve a beech

coppice in vigour for any length of time, it is necessary to cut it more fre-

quently than in the case of almost any other tree. In Buckinghamshire,

which is almost the only county in England where there are extensive beech

coppices, they are cut every sixth or seventh year, and the wood burned into

charcoal, which is sold to the gunpowder manufacturers. In Germany, M.
Hartig has found that the beech does not push nearly so well from the stool in

rich as in poor soil ; which, he conjectures, may be owing to the extraordinary

thickness and hardness of the bark, produced by the exuberance of sap, which,

as it were, prevents the bud formed by the germ from penetrating through it

;

in the same manner as a seed, when sown, if covered by a lump of hard soil,

is prevented from coming up. For this reason, Hartig recommends beech

coppices, on rich soils, to be cut when the sap is in motion ; because the quan-

tity of sap being diminished by the loss that is then sustained, the stool becomes
more marly in the situation which it would be in if growing in a poor soil.

For Hedgerows for Shelter, and especially for those lofty narrow hedges
which were formerly much in use for enclosing and sheltering gardens, or-

chards, and small fields for affording early grass, the beech has no equal

among deciduous trees ; for, as Boutcher observes, by retaining its withered

leaves all the winter, it affords the same protection as an evergreen. A beech
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hedge may be trained to a great height (even 30 ft. or 40 ft.), and still be kept
quite narrow at the base, like tiie hornbeam : but beech is greatly superior to the
hornbeam, in the richer colour of its foliage. In Belgium, particularly in the
village of St. Nicholas, between Ghent and Antwerp, very close and handsome
hedges are made with young beech trees, planted 7 in. or 8 in. apart, with
their heads inclining in opposite directions, at an angle of 45°, so as to cross
one another at right angles, and thus form a wall of trelliswork, the open
squares of which are 5 in. or Gin. on the side. During the first year, the
plants are bound together with osiers at the points of intersection, where they
finally become grafted, and grow together. Dr. Neill found a hedge of this

sort 3 ft. high, between Conti and Mechlin, in 1817. (See Joum .Hort. Tour.,

p. 270.)

As an ornamental Tree for the park and the lawn, especially near the man-
sion, the beech has many important advantages. Though its head is more
compact and lumpish than that of the oak, the elm, or the ash, yet its lower
branches hang down to the ground in more pliant and graceful forms than
those of any of these trees. The points of these branches turn up with
a curve, which, though not picturesque, has a character of its own, which will

be found generally pleasing. The leaves are beautiful in every period of their

existence : nothing can be finer than their transparent dehcacy when expand-
ing, and for some weeks afterwards. In summer, their smooth texture, and
their deep yet lively green, are highly gratifying to the eye; and the warmth of
their umber tint, when they hang on the trees dm-ing the winter season, as con-
trasted with the deep and solemn green of pines and firs, has a rich, striking,

and most agreeable effect in landscape. Hence a few beech trees are very
desii-able on the margin of pine and fir woods, or among evergreens generally;
more especially when the soil is somewhat good and moist; under which cir-

cumstances alone will full-grown beech trees retain their leaves during the
winter. So desirable is the effect produced by the beech with its leaves on
in the winter season, that when the trees, from age or any other cause, drop
their leaves in autumn, we would recommend the substituting of young trees,

which seldom fail to retain their leaves during winter, till they approach
towards a timber size. It is certain, however, that some individual beeches
are much more apt to retain their leaves through winter than others; for

which reason a sufficient number of young trees ought to be planted, to allow
of the rooting out of those which do not answer the end in view. Beech
trees under 30 or 40 years' growth, when cut down to the ground, push up
again ; and the leaves on the shoots so produced seldom fail to remain on
during the winter. Low growths of this sort will, in many cases, produce the
desired effect as well as trees ; a circumstance which may afford a useful hint
to the possessors of grounds of Innited extent.

The leaves of the beech are less liable to be eaten, either by insects or by
cattle, than those of almost any other tree. The first circumstance renders
the beech very desirable for situations near the eye, and for avenues artd
hedges; and the second renders it one of the best park trees, since its

branches, though they are injured by cattle, are far less so than those of the
oak and the elm. Two other circumstances which render this an excellent
park tree are, the food which its mast affords to deer and squirrels, to pea-
cocks and other ornamental poultry, and to pigeons, thrushes, blackbirds,
and other birds. The density of its head makes it an excellent nightly
shelter for singing birds. The smoothness and light colour of the bark, and
the circumstance of the trunk being clothed with branches to within a short
distance of the ground, render it a desirable tree to place a seat under;
the eye feeling the light colour of the smooth bark to be more enlivening
than the dark rough-furrowed bark of the oak or English elm, the dark
smooth gloomy bark of the Scotch elm, the lichen-covered hoary bark of
the ash, or the reddish brown, cracked, and scaly bark of the Scotch pine.
The only tree which can be compared to the beech, as one to sit under, is the
platanus ; but the shade of this last tree is much less dense. The ancients
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supposed the shade of the beech to be as wholesome, as that of the wahiut
was the reverse.

The purple beech, and the other varieties, are trees of singularity, which
produce a striking effect when judiciously introduced among other scenes

composed of foreign trees, and mark in an especial manner, wherever they are

seen, the hand of art and refinement.

For the ficttLresque Properties of the Beech, we shall resort to our usual au-

thority,Gilpin. "After timber trees," this author observes, " the beech deserves

our notice. Some, indeed, rank the beech among timber trees; but, I believe,

in general it does not find that respect, as its wood is of a soft spongy nature,

sappy, and alluring to the worm. In point of picturesque beauty, I am not

inclined to rank the beech much higher than in point of utility. Its skeleton,

compared with that of the trees we have just examined, is very deficient. Its

trunk, we allow, is often highly picturesque. It is studded with bold knobs
and projections, and has sometimes a sort of irregular fluting about it, which
is very characteristic. It has another peculiarity, also, which is sometimes
pleasing,— that of a number of stems arising from the root. The bark, too,

wears often a pleasing hue. It is naturally of a dingy olive ; but it is always

overspread, in patches, with a variety of mosses and lichens, which are com-
monly of a lighter tint in the upper parts, and of a deep velvet green towards
the root. Its smoothness, also, contrasts jigreeably with those rougher appen-
dages. No bark tempts the lover so much to make it the depository of his

mistress's name. It conveys a happy emblem:— 'Crescent illse; crescetis

amores.' In a chequered grove, we sometimes see very beautiful effects pro-

duced by the brilliant sparkling hghts which are caught by the stems of beeches :

but, having praised the trunk, we can praise no other part of the skeleton.

The branches are fantastically wreathed, and disproportioned, twining awk-
wardly among each other, and running often into long unvaried lines, without
any of that strength and firmness which we admire in the oak, or of that easy

simplicity which pleases us in the ash : in short, we rarely see a beech well

ramified. In full leaf, it is equally unpleasing : it has the appearance of an
overgrown bush. Virgil, indeed, was right in choosing the beech for its shade :

no tree forms so complete a roof. If you wish either for shade or shelter,

you will find it best 'patulae sub tegmine fagi.' This bushiness gives a great

heaviness to the tree, which is always a deformity. What lightness it has
disgusts. You will sometimes see a light branch issuing from a heavy mass

;

and, though such pendent branches are often beautiful in themselves, they are

seldom in harmony with the tree. They distinguish, however, its character,

which will be seen best by comparing it with the elm. The elm forms a
rounder, the beech a more pointed, foHage ; but the former is always in har-

mony with itself. Sometimes, however, we see in beeches of happy com-
position the foliage falling in large flocks, or layers, elegantly determined

;

between which the shadows have a very forcible effect, especially when the

tree is strongly illumined. On the whole, however, the massy, full-grown,

luxuriant beech is rather a displeasing tree. It is made up of littlenesses,

seldom exhibiting those tufted cups, or hollow dark recesses, which disport in

the several grand branches of the beautiful kind of trees. Contrary to the

general nature of trees, the beech is most pleasing in its juvenile state, as it

has not yet acquired that heaviness which is its most faulty distinction. A
light, airy, young beech, with its spiry branches hanging, as I have just de-

scribed them, in easy forms, is often beautiful. I have seen, also, the forest

beech, in a dry hungry soil, preserve the lightness of youth in the maturity of
age. After all, however, we mean not to repudiate even the heavy luxuriant

beech in picturesque composition. It has sometimes its beauty, and oftener

its use. In distance, it preserves the depth of the forest; and even on the

spot, in contrast, it is frequently a choice accompaniment. We call a forest

deep when we cannot see through it ; so that, at a distance, a thin wood of
beeches will have the effect of a large one. In the corner of a landscape,

when we want a thick heavy tree, or a part of one at least, which is often
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necessary, nothing answers our purpose like the beech. But, at present, we
are not considering the beech in composition, but only as an individual ; and
in this light it is in which we chiefly conceive it as an object of disapprobation.

" We should not conclude our remarks on the beech without mentionino- its

autumnal hues. In this respect it is often beautiful. Sometimes it is dressed
in modest brown, but generally in glowing orange ; and in both dresses its

harmony with the grove is pleasing. About the end of September, when the
leaf begins to change, it makes a happy contrast with the oak, whose foliao'e

is yet verdant. Some of the finest oppositions of tint which, perhaps, the
forest can furnish arise from the union of oak and beech. We often see a
wonderful effect from this combination : and yet, accommodating as its leaf is

in landscape, on handling, it feels as if it were fabricated with metallic rit^our.

In its autumnal state, it almost crackles :
—

' Leni crepitabat bractea vento."
For this reason, I suppose, as its rigour gives it an elastic quality, the common
f)eople in France and Switzerland use it for their beds. I have dwelt the
onger on the beech, as, notwithstanding my severity, it is a tree of picturesque
fame ; and I did not choose to condemn it without giving my reasons. It has
acquired its reputation, I suppose, chiefly from its having a peculiar character

;

and this, with all its defects, it certainly has. I may add also, that, if objects
receive merit from their associated, as well as from their intrinsic, qualities, the
dry soil and salubrious air in which the beech generally flourishes, give it a
high degree of estimation." (Gilp. For. Seen,, vol. i. p. 50.)

" The spray of the beech," Gilpin continues, " observes the same kind of alter-
nacy as that of the elm; but it —^^^^ '^^>v
shoots in angles still more acute _

^^^ ^^^ io79

(7%. 1879.); the distance between
each twig is wider ; and it forms
a kind of zigzag course. We
esteem the beech also, in some de-

gree, a pendent tree, as well as the ash ; but there is a wide difference between
them. The ash is a light airy tree, and its spray hangs in loose elegant fo-
liage; but the hanging spray of the beech (fg. 1880.), in old trees especially,
is often twisted, and intermingled
disagreeably ; and has a perplexed
matted appearance. The whole
tree gives us something of the idea
of an entangled head of bushy hair,

from which, here and there, hangs a
disorderly lock ; while the spray of
the ash, like hair neither neglected
nor finically nice, has nothing squa-
lid in it, and yet hangs in loose and easy curls." (Ibid., p. 114.) If an ordi-
nary old beech tree gives the idea of an entangled head of hair, the inoscu-
lated beech at Westbury (fgs. 1881. and 1884.), may be compared to a
head of hair affected with the plica polonica.
On Gilpin's observations on the beech, Sir T. D. Lauder justly observes

that they afford « one of the instances in which the author's love" for the art
of representmg the objects of nature with the pencil, and his associations wit'i
the pleasures of that art, have very much led him astray. We are disposed to
go along with him in a great measure, so far as we, like him, draw our asso-
ciations with this tree from the same source. But we conceive we have much
the advantage of him, in being able to indulge in the pleasures arising from the
contemplation of a noble beech as one of the most maijnificent objects of
God's fair creation. Some of the very circumstances which render it un-
picturesque, or, in other words, which render it an unmanageable subject of
art, highly contribute to render it beautiful. The glazed surface of the leaf
which brightly reflects the sun's rays, and the gentle emotions of li^rht if we'may venture so to express ourselves, which sometimes steal over the s'urface
o( its foliage with the breathing of the balmy breeze, although difficult or

6 m
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rather almost impossible, to be represented by the artist, are accidents which

are productive of very pleasing ideas in the mind of the feeling observer of

nature. ' They make spreading trees and noble shades,' says old Evelyn,
* with their well-furnished and glittering leaves, being set at 40 ft. distance.

But they grow taller, and more upright, in the forests, where I have beheld

them, at 8 ft. and 10ft., shoot into very long poles; but neither so apt for

timber nor fuel. In the valleys, where they stand nearest in consort, they will

grow to a stupendous procerity, though the soil be stony and very barren j

also upon the decHvities, sides, and tops of hills.' We remember to have been

much gratified with the effect of this tree, where all other trees were absent

:

it was in Italy, on the very summit of the Valombrosan Apennine. During our

progress through the scorching plains of Italy (nay, we may safely say, after

bidding adieu to England), we had seen nothing to resemble the green sward
of a British lawn. What was our agreeable surprise, then, when, on emerging

from the upper boundary of those forests of chestnut and other trees which
there cover the declivities of the mountains, we entered at last on a beautiful

sloping and undulating lawn, composed of shaven turf of the richest possible

verdure, every where surrounded by fine spreading beeches, running into the

open ground in irregular promontories, and receding in bays, in which the

velvet surface of the pasture stole gradually into the cool shade ! The whole
was like a scene of magic. It was like a perfect and well-kept English park

;

and this produced by the enchanting hand of nature, on the summit of the

Apennines. We selected the most pleasing spot we could find on the very

top ; and there, under the umbrageous cover of one of the largest trees, we eat

our well-eai'ned meal, where the boundless prospect gave to our wondering
and delighted eyes, the view of the waters of the Mediterranean on the one side,

and those of the Adriatic on the other. We must confess, that we have
hardly ever seen a beech tree since, without its bringing to our recollection

the enjoyments of that most celestial day; and the reader will easily be able

to trace the combination of pleasing associations which made it so." (Lan-
der^s Gilpin, vol. i. p. 101.)

Soil and Situation. The beech will grow on dry soils, including sand, gravel,

and chalk, more freely than most other trees ; though it is found in the

greatest perfection in sandy calcareous loam or in fresh sandy loam on clay or

rock. On both sandy and clayey soils, it sometimes becomes a tree of great

magnitude, as in the case of the beech at Knowle, in Kent, which grows in

pure sand, and which is 105 ft. high, with a head 123ft. in diameter; and the

avenues at Panmure, in Forfarshire, on clayey loam, where, Mr. Sang informs

us, there are specimens 90 ft. high, with clear trunks of upwards of 50 ft.

Among rocks, crags, and where there is little or no soil to be seen, and in

low situations by the banks of streams, Sang informs us that the beech will

grow to a vast and very uncommon size. It will thrive in elevated situations,

but is not found at so great a height as the sycamore, or even the oak. (See
Geography, Sfc, p. 1955.)

Propagation and Culture. The species is universally propagated by seed,

and the varieties by budding, grafting, or inarching. The seeds or nuts,

which are commonly called mast, begin to drop from the husks in the

months of October and November; and this process may be accelerated

by shaking the tree. The nuts may then be gathered up, and dried in the

sun, or in an airy shed or loft; after which, they may be mixed with sand
that is perfectly dry, at the rate of three bushels of sand to one of mast.

French authors direct that the sand in which the mast is kept should be
slightly watered once a month; which shows in a striking manner the dif-

ference as to dryness between the climate of France and that of England.
By some, the mast is spread in a thin stratum on a loft floor, without any
sand ; where it remains, being occasionally turned over, till the following
spring, and being covered with straw to exclude the frost. The mast only
retains its vital properties for one year; and, therefore, it must be sown, at the
latest, during the following spring. The common time is from the beginning
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of March till the beginning of April. Autumn might be adopted for sowing,

were it not that the nuts are greedily sought after, through the winter, by mice

and other vermin. One bushel of seed, according to Mitchell, weighs Si lb.

unheaped, and contains 58,656 seeds. From H bushel of seeds, the produce

of the year 1786, kept in sand till the following spring, not less than 150,000

plants were raised, and planted on the Muirland Hills, at Dillorn, Stafford-

shire, by J. Halliday, Esq., who received a gold medal for so doing. {Trans.

Soc.Arts,\'o\.\.,iov 1792, p. 18.) The soil in which the nuts are sown
ought always to be light, and more or less rich, as the plants are rather tender

when young. They may either be sown in beds, or in drills, with the usual

covering of soil, being about I in. The seeds should not He nearer to one
another, when sown, than 1 in. Mast, sown in the autumn, will come up
in April ; and that sown in spring, seldom later than the beginning of Maj\
Boutcher sows in the beginning of March, in thin shallow drills, about 1 ft. 6 in.

asunder ; watering, if the season is dry, frequently, but moderately, from the

plants beginning to appear above ground, till the middle of August; which, he

says, greatly forwards their growth. " In March, next season, with a spade

made very sharp for the purpose, undermine the roots as they stand in the

drills, and cut them over between 4 in. or 5 in. under ground. The following

autumn or spring, you may either raise the whole, or give them another cut-

ting below ground ; when, gently raising such as are too thick, leave the re-

mainder, at proper distances, to stand another season. This manner of cutting

the roots dexterously has, in a great measure, the same effect as trans-

planting." {Treatise, &c., p. 22.) After the plants have stood 2 years, or, if

in poor soil, 3 years, they may be transplanted in lines 2 ft. asunder, and

9 in. or 10 in. in the line. A great error in treating the beech tree at this age,

Boutcher observes, is trimming off all its side branches, and planting only the

bare stem. This, he says, is doing the greatest violence to the plants, as no
tree admits of being less pruned at transplanting than the beech, especially

when young; the plants "constantly turning hide-bound and stunted when
that is severely done;" therefore, nothing but " very cross ill-placed branches,

and even these very sparingly, are to be touched at this time." After the

plants have remained in these lines 2 years, they are to be removed into

other lines, 3 ft. 6 in. asunder, and at 1 ft. 6 in. apart in the line ; whence, after

remaining in good soil 3, but in poor land 4, years, they may either be

removed into a general plantation, where they are to remain permanently, or,

if they are to be transplanted from the nursery of a large size, they must
undergo the further discipline of being once, twice, or thrice transplanted, till

at last they stand 10 ft. asunder every way. During the whole of this treat-

ment, they must scarcely receive any pruning, except in the season before

final removal. At their removal they must not be pruned at all ; but, when
once established, they may be pruned at pleasure, as every beech hedge and

beech coppice shows. In respect to the latter, indeed, a common expres-

sion in Buckinghamshire is, " Cut a beech, and have a beech."

Final Culture in Plantations. The beech, after being transplanted where it

is finally to remain, if in masses, and the plants not above 3 ft. or 4 ft. high,

may be cut down to the ground, and the leading shoot produced the following

year selected, and trained so as to form a clear stem. It has been found, from

experience, that trees of 20 years' or 30 years' growth, when transplanted, suffer

much by pruning at that time, and cannot have their heads cut in, like the oak,

the elm, and almost every other species of deciduous membranaceous-leaved

trees, when they are transplanted of large size. They may, however, be cut

in a year or two years before removal, and will, in that case, transplant with

a much better chance of success. Where a beech wood is to be formed

on a light poor soil, provided the surface admits of being pulverised by

the plough and harrow, or of being trenched, it may be sown with mast in

drills, without the admixture of the seeds of any other tree. The ground may
be cultivated, for two or three years, between the rows, by horse-hoeing ; and

the plants may be thinned out the secontl year, so as to stand at 6 ft. apart in

6 M 2
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the row. If the rows are 6 ft. asunder, the plantation will form a very suitable

coppice for cutting every seventh year ; or, if every tenth plant be permitted to

become a timber tree, the result will be a beech wood, with ample spaces

between the trees for the growth of coppice.

Felling the Beech for Tiviber, the successional Trees, Sfc. As full-grown

trees do not stole, they are generally taken up by the roots. The usual season
is winter; though some French authors assert that the English practice is to

fell beech trees in the beginning of summer, when the sap is in full motion.
In Buckinghamshire, beech woods have been succeeded by beech woods from
time immemorial ; the mast which has dropped from the trees springing up,

and supplying the place of those that are removed. In artificial culture, how-
ever, a different natural order of trees, it would seem, ought to be made to

succeed the beech ; though, on very thin soils on chalk, it would be difficult, if

not impossible, to name a tree that would produce an equal bulk of timber in

the same number of years, independently altogether of the value of its timber.

It is certain, that none of the poplars, beeches, or willows, would do this ; nor
will any of the pines or firs thrive where the subsoil is chalk. Where, how-
ever, the soil is deeper than it is in Buckinghamshire, the theory of a succes-

sion of a timber crop may, perhaps, be advantageously carried into execution ;

but the beech, on a thin surface of vegetable soil on chalk, seems to be an
exception : or, perhaps, several crops may be taken on such soils, and, con-
sequently, several generations elapse, before a change of crop is required.

Accidents, Diseases, Sfc. The full-grown beech, from the acuteness of the

angle which the branches form with the trunk, presents, as we have already

mentioned (p. 1 QS^.), less leverage to the wind than the branches of many
other trees, and is, consequently, liable to few accidents from storms. Large
detached trees, when of a great age, are, like all others under similar circum-
stances, liable to be blown down ; but, in general, few trees are seen more
perfect in their form than the beech. It is subject to few diseases, unless we
except that tufted appearance named Erfneum /agineum Pers., Grev. Crypt.,

t. 230., which is sometimes found on the leaves, and which some botanists con-
sider to be a fungus ; but which the Rev. M. J. Berkeley considers a disease

produced by a surorganisation of the cellular tissue. The trunk and branches
of the beech are subject to nodosities, seldom above 1 in, or 2 in. in diameter,
but which sometimes are much larger. These are probably originated by the
puncture of some insect, and are to the wood of the beech what the galls of
the oak are to the leaves of that tree. The branches from their number,
proximity, and liability to cross each other, may occasionally be found inos-

culated ; and a remarkable example of this occurs in a wood called West Hay,
between Cliff and Stamford, belonging to the Marquess of Exeter. We are

indebted, for a knowledge of this tree, to the kindness of the Rev. M. J.

Berkeley ; and to Mrs. Berkeley for the very beautiful and accurate drawings
from which Jigs. 1881. and 188't. are engraved. Fig. 1881. is to our usual
scale for full-grown trees of 1 in. to 12 ft. ; and fig. 1884. in p. 1972., which
shows a portion of the trunk, is to a scale of 2 ft. 6 in. to 1 in.

The only quadrupeds that we are aware of, that do much injury to the beech,
are deer and cattle pasturing round them, which, however, as before observed,
crop their branches much less than they do those of most other trees ; and
the squirrel, which, however, is most injurious to young beech trees, by feeding

on the inner bark. These animals appear to prefer the bark on the lower
part of the tree, as, indeed, do rats, mice, and most animals that gnaw through
stems of young trees. The squirrel, however, when pressed for food, will

attack both the beech and hornbeam, when the trees are of considerable size,

stripping off the outer bark in pieces of from Sin. to 6 in. in length ; and then
feeding on the inner bark and the soft wood. It has been found that coating
the stems of trees for 5 ft. or 6 ft. in height, with a mixture of tar and grease,
will deter the squirrels from attacking them.

Insects. Comparatively few insects attack the beech, and those which do
chiefly belong to the order Lepidoptera, and are in the caterpillar state. Of these
the following are the most interesting species :— Stauropus fagi (the lobster),
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Notodonta r/romedarius, Lophopteryx camelina, Petasia cassinea, E'ndromis
versicolor (Glory of Kent moth), Aglaia tau ; all belonging to the Linnaean

^ombyces. Amongst the A'octuida; are, Orthosia: stabilis, Miselia aprilina,

Catocala fraxini ; and, amongst the Geometridae, Himera pennaria, Epion?
vespertaria, Lobophora hexapterata, together with Drepana ungiilcula and
Hylophila prasinaria. One of the gall flies, also, (Cynips fagi) attacks the leaves

of i^agus sylvatica, forming galls upon them ; and Psylla fagi Linn., also, feeds

upon the leaves, occasionally in such numbers as to cause them to appear covered

with white flakes of wool or cotton; the larvas and pupae being clothed with a

long downy secretion, perfectly white. {Reainn. Mem., torn. m. pi. 26. fig. 1—6.)

The Vungi which grow upon the Beech, in Great Britain, are rather nume-
rous, and the following list of them has been kindly sent to us by the Rev.
M. J. Berkeley :

—
Those upon the Bark, Wood, or

fallen Branches.,2ire: y/garicusmucidus
Schrad., syn. A. nitidus Fl. Dan.,t.
773., and onr fig. 1893.; A. .salignus

Pers.; A. raastrucatiis Fr., syn. A.
1882 echinatus Sow., t. 99., and our _/?g.

A. leoninus Schceff., t. 4-8.; A. phlebophorus Ditm.,

t. 173., and ourji?g. 1885.; A. adiposus Batsch, a

most splendid speci es, the pileus of which, in fine speci-
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mens, bciirs a strong resemblance to a well-grown pine-a|)ple;
A. bombvcinus Schocff., t. 98,, is also found on the beech,
though this species is most fi'etjuent, in

England, on the ash; Dsedalea gibbosa
Pcrs., syn. -Boletus sinuosus Sow., i.

194., and our /«:. 188G.; D. latfssima

7'V., syn. -ffoletus resupinjitus Sow., t.

i^l'. ; Polyporus brumalis Fr., Hd-
vella plleus Scha:ff,,t. 281., and our

fig. 1887.; P. giganteus F/-., syn. -Bo-

letus inibriciitus Sow., t. 8G., and our

fig. 1888., forming masses 2 ft. or 3 ft., or more, across, at the base of the
trunks; P. cristiirus Fr. ; P. spumeus F/-., syn. boletus spiimeus Sow., t. 21 1.,

and P. conchatus Fr. (which last,

though found on the beech, is more
common on the sallow), //ydnum
coralloides Scop., Sow., t. 252., and
our fig. 1889., is one of the most
beautiful of T^ungi, resembling,

according to some authors, a cauliflower : like

//ydnum Erinaceus, it is esculent. Phlebia me-
rismoides Fr., Grev., t. 280. ; Peziza repanda
H'a/i/., Grev., t. 59.; P. melastoma Sow., t. 149., syn. P. atro-rufa Grev.,

t. 315., and our fig. 1890.; P. anomala Pers., P. rugosa Sow., t. .369.; P.
aurelia Pers., Grev., t. 139., and P. aeruginosa Pf?-.?.

Grev., t. 24!., syn. //elvella aeruginosa Soio., t. 347.
and ourfig. 1901. "The wood
on which it grows is almost al-

wa}s stained with the same
green colour as the fungus."
(Sow., 1. c.) Cryptdmyces versf-

color Bcr/c., syn. Stictis versi-

color Fr. ; Sclerotium truncorum
yW^", forming a nidus to ylg. tuberosus ; Sphaj'ria
fragiformis Pers., syn. Stromatosphae'ria Grev., t.

I3G., Lycoperdon variolosum Sow., t. 271., and ourfig. 1902.; S. cohge'rcns
Prrx.

; S. nifa Per.s., S. deusta Hofi^m., syn. StromatosjjhEeVia deiista Grev.,
t. 324., and our /i/. 1 903. ; S. maxima ,
Sow., t. 338; S. disciformis Hofi'm., syn.
Stromatosphae'ria disciformis Grev,, t.

314., and our fig. 1894.; S. depressa
Sow., t. 216. ; S. aspera Fr.; S. angulata
Fr.-, S. turgida Per.^.; S. quaternata

1891
Pers.; S.gyrosa Sr/iwehi., syn. S. fluens ^^^^

Sow., t. 423. ; S. melogramma Pe7s.
;

S. tristis Tode; S. Peziza Tode, Grev., t. 186., and our ^g.
1895.; Peziza hydrnphora Sow., t. 23.; Hysterium rugosum
Fr., syn. Opegrapha epii)hcga F. B. t. 2282." and our fig. 1897. ; Reticularia
maxima Fr., syn. Lycop. echiniformis Sow., t. 400. f. 1. The sporidia, when

subjected to considerable heat by Dr.
WoUaston, produced a phosphoric glass.
(F»g. FL, vol. V. pt. 2. p. 308.) Stilbum
turbinatum Tode, S. vulgare Tode, and
°."''7%- 1896.; Coryneum macrospo-
rium Berk. ; Naemaspora crocea Pers.;

'^^" .Stilb6spora asterosperma Pers.
The Fungi on t/ie Leaves of the Beech are : y^aricus ca-

^\\\-Ar\s Schum.; A. setosus Sow., t. .302. ; Peziza epiphylla
Pers.; Sphae'ria artocreas Poo'^'; Craterium leucocephalum
Difm., Grev., t. 65., and ourfig. 1898.
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The Fungi growing on Beech Mast
are: y^garicus balaninus ^«-A;. ; Peziza

fructlgena Bull., Soiv., t. 117. and our

fig. 1900.; SphaeVia carpophila P«-s.

:

and, of those found attached to the

root, Mr. Berkeley only mentions Ela-

phoniyces muricatus, syn. Lycoperdon

Tuber i."
1896

Tlie most remarkable Fungi groiving beneath the Beech Tree, or among its

fallen leaves, in British woods, are: Geoglossum viride Fr., Grev., t.

211., and our fig. 1899.; A'nthina flammea Fr., .-^—=- i«y'

found abundantly in Rockingham and Sherwood
Forests, in 1836 ; Morchella esculenta

Pers., Grev., t. 68., syn. //^elvella escu-

lenta Soiv., t. .51., in part, and our ^^.
1902.; and 7^uber cibarium Sibth., Sow.

t. .309., and ow fig. 1901. Of these the

last two are celebrated luxuries for the table. Morchella escu-

lenta Perjf., the common morel, is a mushroom-like fungus, grow-

ing in great abundance in the woods of Germany and France,

particularly after any of the trees have been burned down. This

having been observed, led, in Germany, to the burning of the

woods, in order to produce morels ; and, consequently, great numbers of trees

were destroyed, till the practice was forbidden by law. This fungus is much
used, also, in a dried state, for giving a flavour

to made dishes; and, in the countries where it

abounds, many persons gain their livelihood by
finding and drying the morels, which they do
by running a thread through their stalks, and
hanging them in an airy place. In England,
morels are comparatively rare ; but Mr. Berke-
ley informs us that he has known them to be

1899 so abundant in Kent, as to be used for making '^"

'

a sort of catsup. There are many variations of form and size observable in

this fungus; but M. esculenta Pers. (fig. 1902.) and il/. patula (fig. 1903.)
are generally considered the best. When young and fresh, the morels are of a

greyish brown, and have an agree- ^^(©hssn 1902

able smell; but, when old, they
become nearly black, and lose

their fragrance. In the latter

state they are not fit for the ta-

1901 ble; because the cup is generally

found much perforated, and full of the larvae and eggs of
insects. When dry, morels will keep good, and retain

their flavour, for many years. The morel is always found
in the spring, and is thus easily distinguished from the
helvella, which is often used as a substitute for

it, but which is generally found in autumn. Hel-
vella esculenta (our ^g. 1904.) has a good flavour, but is far inferior to the
genuine morel : it is, however, often confounded with it in Sweden, under
the name of stenmurkla, and, in Germany, under those of gemeine morchel,
stumpf morchel, and stock morchel. (See Diet. Class., &c., and Nouv. Cours
iVAgri., art. Morille.) Tuber cibarium (fig. 1901.), the common truffle, is, if

possible, even more highly prized in cookery than the morel : it is also more
difficult to find, as, instead of appearing above the surface, like a mushroom,
it is buried in the ground, like a potato. It is black, covered with tubercles,
and possesses a very strong but agreeable smell. When ripe, its flesh is brown,
veined with white. It is generally found by dogs or pigs, trained to search
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for it; but, in those countries where truffles abound, in the

month of October (which is their season for ripening), all the

inhabitants repair to the woods, slightly stirring, or rather

scratching, the ground in those places which experience points

out to them as the most likely to contain the tubers. The high

price of, and constant demand for, truffles, both in France and
other countries, render this a very lucrative employment ; and
experienced hunters are rarely deceived in the places where
they make their search. Nees von Esenbeck relates an instance

of a poor crippled boy who could detect truffles with a cer-

tainty superior even to that of the best dogs, and so earned a

livelihood. (Eng. FL, vol. v. p. 288.) Truffles are generally

found, in France, in light dry soils, and particularly in forests on mountains.

They are most abundant in the vicinity of Grenoble, Avignon, Perigueux, and
Angouleme ; and on the mountains of Vivarais, Cevennes,
and Jura. In England, they are tolerably abundant in

beech woods on light soil ; but they are very rare in Scot-

land. The truffles of commerce are generally those of

Angouleme and Perigueux, The signs which are con-

sidered, in France, to indicate the habitats of truffles

are : 1. The absence of plants on the surface of the

ground ; the quantity of nourishment required by the truffle generally famish-

ing their roots. 2. The cracking and undulations of the surface of the soil,

which appears as though it had been slightly raised by moles, or some
other animal under ground, in little hillocks, which are generally very small,

being seldom larger than a common hen's egg ; where they are much raised,

the truffle is generally found only 2 in. or 3 in. below the surface. 3. The
appearance of numerous columns of small flies, which are attracted by the

smell of the truffle, and seek it in order to deposit their eggs. Pigs are

so fond of truffles, whenever they have once tasted them, that, when they find

them, though they are muzzled, they keep rooting up the earth with their

snouts, and are quite insensible to the calls of their masters, to whom they are

perfectly obedient at all other times. Many persons have attempted to pro-

pagate truffles artificially ; and Bulliard and Baril have, to a certain extent,

succeeded, but not sufficiently to make the culture of the root become
general. The mode of propagation employed was, taking the earth up in

places where truffles were generally found, in the month of May, when the

first traces of them were discoverable; and, after placing this earth in a
garden, covering it with decayed beech leaves, which were shaded and kept

moist, in order to imitate the temperature of the natural habitat of the tuber.

In this manner truffles were produced, but neither in greater abundance, nor
of better quality, than in their native woods ; and the trouble and expense of
rearing them was considerable. Other methods have been tried in Germany,
as noticed in Bornholz's Trufflebau, &c. (see Gard. Mag., vol. ii. p. 480.)

;

and the culture has even been undertaken in England, though without
success. (See Gard. Mag., vol. iii. p. 102.) Truffles are often preyed upon
by a species of Leiodes. They are very difficult to keep, and they are seldom
good more than ten days or a fortnight. The best way of keeping them entire

is, to leave them in the earth in which they are found till they are wanted for

the table, or to bury them in sand immediately on taking them out of the

ground ; by which last method it is said to be possible to keep them two or

three months. The most general way of keeping them is, however, to cut

them into very thin slices, and either to dry them in an oven, or fry them in oil,

and then preserve them in waxed paper or glass bottles. Truffles are never
eaten raw : when fresh, they are cooked like mushrooms ; or capons or turkeys

are stuffed with them : but they are principally used dry for flavouring ragouts,

and other made dishes. It is said that a spirituous liquor may be extracted

from them. (See Nouv. Cours d'Agri., art. Truffle noire ; Fischer's Anieit. zur

Tr'nffiejagd, &c. ; Bornholz Der Trufflebau, &c.; Bidliard's Hist, des C/iawj). dt
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France : Roque's Hist, des Champ.; &c.) Rhizo-

pogon albus Fr., Berk. Eng. F/., v. part 11. p. 229.

syn, Tuber album BulL, t. 404<., Sow., t. 310., and

our /g. 1815.; T. albidum Caisalji.; Lycoperdon

gibbosum Dicks. Crijft., ii. p. 26. ; Truffle blanche,

Fr. ; the White Truffle; is also eaten. It is rare both

in France and England ; but is sometimes found, in

both countries, in sandy woods, and is common in

Germany. It has occurred in the Botanic Garden

at Glasgow. .

The price of morels, dry, in Covent Garden market, varies h-om 165. a pound

to 20s. ; and in Paris the fresh morels are from 50 to 60 cents the pottle.

Truffles, when dry, are about 14*. a pound in Covent Garden market ;
and

fresh English truffles are from .3^. Q>d. to 5*. a pound. Fresh truffles vary in

Paris, according to their quality, from 50 cents to 3 francs per pound.

Lichens. We are informed by W. Borrer, Esq., tht

the only lichens known to him,as peculiar to the beech,

are, Opegrapha venosa and Parmelia speciosa. O. ve-

nosa Evg. Bot., t. 2454., and our fg. 1816., is found
liBfl:<^j^';<i:yM /^mT^,

on the trunks of beech trees in the New Forest,

Hampshire. Sir J. E. Smith describes the ramifica-

tions of this lichen as being " deeply sunk into the

crust, but convex above, and intensely black, with ob-
j,,^^

tuse terminations." (See F7ig. Fl.,\.p\. 1. p. 148.)

The name of Opegrapha alludes to the supposed resemblance of the lichens

which compose this genus to Hebrew characters inscribed on the wood.

P. speciosa Ac/i. Si/n., p. 221., Z-ichen speciosus Wulf. Eng. Bot., 1979.,

the elegant garland parmelia, is usually found on rocks; but Mr. Borrer

informs us that it is also found on the beech. " The fructification of this

lichen has not been found in Great Britain ; but it is described from specimens

gathered in North America." {Eng. FL, v. pi. 1. p. 202.) Dr. Taylor, how-
ever, finds it "not very rare near Dunkerron, county of Kerry." (Fl. Hib.,

pt. ii. p. 149.) ; and a single specimen has occurred in St. Leonard's Forest,

Sussex.
statistics. Recorded Trees. Tlie Great Beecli, in Windsor Forest, of which an engraving is given

by Strutt in his Sylva Britannica, and of which our^^. 1907. is a copy, reduced to a scale of 1 in. to

50 ft, is evidently of very great antiquity. It is supposed to have existed before the Norman Con-
quest; and it is mentioned by Cambden as " standing on a high hill (Sunning Hill), and overlooking

a vale lying out far and wide
;
garnished with corn fields, flourishing with meadows, decked with

groves on either side, and watered with the Thames." According to Jesse, the trunk of this tree

measures, at 6 ft. from the ground, 36 ft. round. " It is now," he says,

"protected from injury, and Nature seems to be doing her best to-

wards repairing the damage which its exposure to the attacks of man
and beast had produced. It must once have been almost hollow

;

but the vacuity (as shown in fi;^. H'OS.), has now been nearly filled

up. One might almost fancy that liquid wood, which had afterwards

hardened, had been poured into the tree. The twistings and dis-

tortions of this huge substance have a curious and striking effect

;

and one might almost imagine them to have been produced by a
convulsive throe of nature. (See fig. 1907. in p. 1977., on a larger

scale, copied from Jesse's Gleanings.) There is no bark on this .extra-

neous substance ; but the surface is smooth, hard, and without any
appearance of decay." {Jesse's Gleanings in Nat. Hist, 2d s.,

p. 112.) A beech at Bicton, in Devonshire, blown down in 1806, had
a trunk which measured 29 ft. in circumference, and a head which
was 103ft. in diameter. The Burnham Beeches stand in a tract of

woodland above 4 miles from Stoke Pogis, in Buckinghamshire,
which is celebrated as the scene of Gray's poetic musings. " Both vale and Wll," says Gray,

"are covered with most venerable beeches ;" and in his A7r|fi/ he particularly mentions " the nod-
ding beech, that wreathes its old fantastic roots so high." In Scotland, a very large beech stood atNew-
battle Abbey, in Mid-Lothian. It was measured by Dr. "Walker, in 1789 ; when the trunk was found
to be 17 ft. in circumference, and the diameter of the head 89 ft. It contained upwards of lOt'Ofl.

of timber. It was blown down by a gale of wind about 1809. Dr. Walker thinks it must have
been planted between 1.040 and 1560. A beech tree at Preston Hall, Mid-Lothian, at I ft. from the
ground, measured 17 ft. 3 in. in circumference; and at 4 ft., 14 ft. 6 in. A beech at Taymouth,
seemingly coeval with that at Newbattle Abbey, was blown down when its trunk was above 16 ft.

round. A number of other fine beech trees, which existed in Scotland in the time of Dr. Walker,
are noticed in his Essays on Natural History, to which Mr. Sang and Sir T. Dick Lauder have added
several other remarkable examples. In Ireland, there are a number of large beech trees, the dimen-
sions of which have been recorded by Hayes. At Shelton Abbey, near Arklow, there are 7 beech
trees, the trunks of which measure from 13 ft. 9 in. to 15 ft. in circumference ; and there are upwards
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of 60 trees with trunks between 10 ft. and
1(5 ft. in circumference, cairyinp the above
girts for more than 4011. At Tiny Park
there are 3 beech trees, with trunks 14 ft.,

15 ft. 6 in., and 14 ft. 8 in. in circumference
at the ground. The last, at 7 ft. from the
ground, measures 1(5 ft. 3 in. round, and
continues nearly of the same dimensions
for oi5 ft. The dimensions of various
other tine trees might be added from the
same authority. In France, a beech is

recorded by.\rthurYoung {Travti.i, p. 7.)

as standing at Chantilly, and the finest,

he says, that he ever saw : its trunk was
as straight as an arrow, not less than Sdft.

or <H)rt. high, 4t)ft. to the first branch,
and 12 ft. diam. at 5 ft from the'ground.
Hemarkahle existing Trees. The largest

beeches now existing in England are, the
Studlev Beech {see/ig. 1S78.), the Knowle
Beech'(,«ee p. 1W5S.), 85 ft. high, diameter
ot the trunk S ft. 4 in., and of the head
352 tt., and the Ashridge Beeches ; of
which the Oueen Beech (yiij. 1909.) is

110 tt. high, the trunk is 10 ft. in circum-
ference at i; ft. from the ground, and at the heiylit of 74 tt. from the ground, to which height the trunk
is without a single branch, it is 6 ft. 3in. in circumference. The King Beech, also in the park at
Ashridge, and which is represented by the central tree in the group {Jig. 1920.), is 114 ft. high, with
a clear trunk of 75 ft, which, at 2 tX. from the ground, is 9"ft in circumference, and at 75 ft., 5 ft 6 in.
A spreading beech at .Ashridge {^fig. 1911.) is 70 ft high,
with a trunk 1811. 4 in. in circumference, and a head
114 ft. in diameter. The drawings from which our en-
gravings of these trees are taken were made for us in

October, 1836, by the permission and at the expense of the
Countess of Bridgewater. The celebrated beech at Wo-
burri Abbey, commonly known as Pontey's Beech, wliich
was measured for us by the direction of the Duke of
Bedford, in February, 1837, is 100 ft. high, with a clear

trunk of 50 ft : the circumference of the trunk, at 4 ft
from the ground, is 12 ft 6 in. j and the cubic feet of tim-
ber which it contiins are, by measurement, 317 ft.; and that
in the head, by computation, is estimated at .50 It. ; giving
a total of 367 ft. of useful timber. This tree was measured
in lS'i9 ; since which period it has increaseil in circum-
ference, at 4 ft. from the ground, 6 in. ; and in cubic feet

of timber in the trunk, 5 It. A silver tir, in the park at
Woburn, 114 ft high, and containing .;.0O cubic feet of tim-
ber, exclusive of the head, had increased in circumference,
in the same period, 12 ft. 6 in. at 4 ft. from the ground

;

and, in the cubic feet of timber in the trunk, no less than
lift.; thus showing the much greater rapidity of growth
in the silver fir than in the beech. The highest beech in
Raywood, at Castle Howard, was, in 1834, 110 ft. high,
and it contained 940 cubic feet of timber ; the circum-
ference of the trunk, at 5ft from the ground, was 14 ft.

2 in., the length of clear bole was 70 ft., and the diameter
of the head was 96 ft. A spreading l)cech at the same
place was 80 ft. high, and contained 964 cubic feet of
timber; the diameter of the head was 105ft; the cir-
cumference of the trunk, at 5 ft. from the ground, was
17 ft. 10 in., and the length of clear bole 40 ft. (See Gart/.
Mag., vol. xi. p. 18.) At Bicton, in Devonshire, is a beech tree 104 li. lugh, wuh a trunk 18 ft.

in circumference ; diameter of the head 87 ft. In Somersetshire, at Nettlecombe, is a l)eech 100 tt.

high, with a trunk 24 ft. in circumference. In Wiltshire, in the grounds of A. B. Lambert, Esq.,
at Boyton, is a celebrated tree, called the Corton Beech, which measures 13ft. 9J it:, in circum-
ference, at 4 ft. from the ground ; the trunk contains nearly 8 tons of timber, and the whole tree
upwards of 11 tons. Mr. Lambert's father, about the beginning of the present century, betted this
tree, every circumstance considered, against any tree of t>ie same species in England, and won a
pipe of wine by it Mr. I.^mbert has three other beech trees of nearly equal dimensions, close
adjoining this remarkable one. The subsoil is chalk. In Worcestershire, on an estate belonging
to Lord Lyttelton, are the Frankly Beeches, which are of great antiquity. Standing on a hill,
they can be seen to a great distance; and they are mentioned in old leases as laud-marks. The
largest was blown down some years ago ; but those still standing have been measured for us through
the kindness of Lord Lyttelton, and their dimensions are as follows:—The upper beeches are now
reduced to four in number. The one blown down in 18.'53 was a noble tree, and considerably larger
than any of the others ; being about 20 ft. in circumference, with a proportionate height and head.
The largest now standing is 14 ft. in circumference at 1 ft. from the ground, and is 70 ft. high.
The lower beeches compn-se five large, and six or eight smaller, trees ; the largest measuring about
14 ft. in circumference. One of these was blown down in ]8>6, and was foimd much decayed. They
are very handsome trees j and, from their mode of growth and comnian<iing situation, they have
a very striking effect. In Derbyshire, at Keddleston, the seat of Lord Scarsdale, is a beech tree
which was removed about 70 years ago, when the present mansion was built, and which was then a
large tree. It has now a trunk 12 ft. in circumference, and a head 52 ft. in diameter, touching the
ground on every side. In Scotland the most remarkable beeches are, one at Newbattle Abbcv
XH ft. high, diameter of the trunk 9 ft. and of the head 100 ft. ; one in Dumfriesshire, and two i'ri

Morayshire. The Eccles Beech [Jig. 1912.) stands near Baitfnrd, in Dumfriesshire. The trunk is
18 ft. in circumference, where it begins to throw out the branches, which extend over a space 95 ft
in diameter. An account and drawing of this tree has been sent to us by Mr. fJrierson, secretary to
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the Horticultural Society of Dumfries,
who adds, " The late proprietor of this

tree, Mr. Maitland, used to bring his

friends to sit beneath its shade to take
their wine after dinner." The Earl's

Mill Beech, in Morayshire (,fi^. 1913.),

is 50 ft. high, with a trunk 17 ft. in

circumference at 3 ft. from the ground,
and a head 93 ft. in diameter. The
Grange Hall Beech (fig. 1914.), in the
same county, is only 3fift. high, with a
trunk about 14 ft. in circumference at

5 ft. from the ground, and a head 95 ft.

in diameter. The roots rise up all

round the trunk to the height of 2 ft.

or 3 ft. from the ground, and form a
natural seat, to which the immense and
umbrella-like head affords an agreeable

shade. The drawings of these last two
trees were made for us by Mr. Stephens,
artist, of Elgin, at the request, and ex-
pense of Macleod, Esq.

Tagus sylvdtica in England. In the
environs of London, at Gunnersbury
Park, are many fine beeches, 90 ft.

high, with trunks about 9 ft. in circum-
ference.—South of London. In Devon-
shire, at Killerton, a beech tree, 160
years old, is fi8 ft. high, diameter of the
trunk 7 ft., and of the head 97 ft. In
Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 200 years 1910

1911

old, it is Si ft. high, diameter of the trunk 7 ft., and of the head 96 ft. In Somersetshire, at Cothel-
.stone, it is 85 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 5ft., and of the head 84 ft. In Surrey, at Claremont,
it is 90 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 5 ft. In Sussex, at Kidbrooke, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 7 ft., and that of the head 87 ft. In Wiltshire, at Wardour Castle, 100 years old, it i.« 60ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft

6 in., and that of the head 82 ft.

;

and at Longford Castle, it is 70 ft

liigh, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft.,

and that of the head 50 ft.—North
of London. In Berkshire, at Bear
Wood, 16 years planted, it is 80 ft

high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft.,

and that of the head 18 ft. ; at High
Clere, it is 67 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 3 ft, and of the head
28 ft. In Denbighshire, at Llanbede
Hall, it is 71 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head
47ft. In Derbyshire, at Foston Hall,

100 years old, it is 78 ft. high, the
circumference of the trunk 12 ft.,

and the diameter of the head 60 ft.

In Essex, at Audley End, 80 years
planted, it is 80 ft. high. In Glou-
cestershire, at Chipping-Cawdor, it

is 85 ft. high, with a trunk 6 ft 6 in. in diameter; at Doddington, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 3 ft., and that of the head about 70 ft. In Herefordshire, at Croft Castle, are several trees, from
80 ft to 85 ft. high, with trunks about 20 ft. in circumference, and the branches extending over a space
from luOft to 120ft in diameter; at Eastnor Castle, 14 years planted, it is 40 ft high, the diameter
of the trunk 1 ft., and that of the head 32 ft In Leicestershire, at Donnington Park, 100 years old,

it is 96 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 7 ft., and
that of the head 100 ft. Mr. Donaldson, the steward
at Donnington, who had this tree measured for

us, states that when he sent the man up into the

tree, there was a squirrel in it, which, not ven-
turing to comedown, as Mr. Donaldson was stand-

ing close by, mounted before the man to the very
summit of the tree, from which immense height
it leaped to the ground, and, falling on a tuft of
beech leaves, ran away uninjured. In Notting-
hamshire, at Worksop Manor, it is 90 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 5 ft, and that of the head
117 ft In Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle, it is

70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 6 ft, and
that of the head 90 ft In Shropshire, at Willey
Park, it is 25 ft. high, after being 9 years planted.
In Staffordshire, at Trentham, it is 70 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and that of the head 102 ft. In Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, 80 years
planted, it is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft. 6 in., and that of the head 80 ft In War-
wickshire, at Combe Abbey, 60 years planted, it is 54 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in.,

and that of the head 77 ft ; at Edgbaston, near Birmingham, it is 115 ft. high, with a trunk 4 ft in
diameter. In Worcestershire, at Croome, 65 years planted, it is 95 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 4 ft 6 in., and that of the head 60 ft. In Yorkshire, the immense trees at Studley, and at
Haywood, have been already mentioned. (See p. 1977.)

Fitgus si/lvatica in Scotland. In the environs of Edinburgh, at Cramond House, it is SO ft. high,
the circumference of the trunk 13 ft, and the diameter of the head 111ft.; at Dalmeny Park it is
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"Oft. high, the circumference of the trunk 10ft., and
the diameter of the head (>0 tt. ; at Barnton House it

is 90 ft. high ; at Gogar House it is 60 ft. high, diameter
of the trunk 3 ft., and of the liead 90 ft. ; at Hatton
House it is 90 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk
12 ft. 6 in., and the diameter of the head 60 ft. ; at Hope-
toun House, 100 years old, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 4 ft. 8 in., and of tlie liead 60 ft. ; at More-
dun Park it is 85 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
6 ft., and of the hcad73fl.—South of Edinhurgh. In
Ayrshire, at Dalquharian, it is 90 ft. high, the circum-
ference of the trunk 16 ft., and the diameter of the liead

96 ft. ; at Kilkerran, KiO years old, it is 75 ft. high, the
circumference of the trunk '.^4 ft., and the diameter of
the head 96 ft. In Dumfriesshire, at Jardine Hall, are
the remains of an avenue of beech trees, planted in 1708, some of the trees of which have trunks
from 10 ft. to 15 ft. in circinnference, and one, which is 73 ft. high, covers a space 73 ft. in diameter.
In the stewartry of Kirkcudbright, at St. Mary's Isle, it is 63 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft.

6 in., and that of the head 51 ft. In Haddingtonshire, at Tyningham, it is 6+ ft. high the diameter of
the trunk 5ft. 6in., and that of the head 57 ft.—North of Edinburgh. In BanfTshire, at Gordon
Castle, it is 87 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. iyj4
6 in., and that of the head (iO ft. In Cromarty, at Coul,
162 years old, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
3 ft , and that of the head 63 ft. In P'ifeshire, at Dani-
bristle Park, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the head
82 ft. In Forfarshire, at Kinnaird Castle, 200 years old,

it is 90 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 6 ft., and of the
head 105 ft. ; at Courtachy Castle, 102 years old, it is

78ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 18ft., and
the diameter of the head 60 ft. In Perthshire, at Tay-
mouth, it is 96 ft. high, and has a trunk 17 ft. in cir-

cumference, and the diameter of the head 96 ft.; in Messrs. Dickson and Turnbull's nursery,
Perth, 60 years planted, it is 66 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and that of the head 42 ft. In
Ross.shire, at Brahan Castle, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and that of the
head 80 ft. In Stirlingshire, at Airthrey Castle, it is 136 years old, and 90 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 5 ft., and of the head 92 ft. ; at Callendar Park, 200 years old, it is 70 ft. high, the circumfe-
rence of the trunk 17 ft., and the diameter of the head 86 ft.

Fdgus sylvdtica in Ireland. In the environs of Dublin, at Cypress Grove, it is 96 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 3ft. lOin., and that of the head 66 ft.— South of Dublin. In the county of
Cork, at Castle Freke, it is 53 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 15 ft., and diameter of the
head 30 ft. In Kilkenny, at Woodstock, 95 years planted, it is 91 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
5 ft., and that of the head 48 ft. ; at Borris it is 90 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 18 ft., and
the diameter of the head 96 ft. In King's County, at Charleville Forest, is a birch, whjch,
though only 60 years planted, is 110 ft. high, with a trunk 17 ft. in circumference, and a head
90 ft. in diameter. In Limerick, at Mount Shannon, are many noble specimens. — North of
Dublin. In Down, at Moira, it is 110ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4ft. 6 in., and that of the
head 80 ft. In Fermanagh, at Florence Court, 38 years old, it is 65 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
2ft., and that of the head .Wft. In Sligo, at Mackree Castle, 73 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
3 ft. 6 in., and that of the head 54 ft.

Yagus sylvdtica in Foreign Cotmtries. In France, near Nantes, it is 100 years old, and 90 ft. high.
In the village of Laulnay, parish of St. Aubin-du-Perron, near the oratory of that name (Manche),
which was possessed' before 1791 by the Eudistes of Coutances, a birch tree was felled on the 27th of
January, 1837 ; when a man who was splitting the wood, found in one of the branches a cross, 9 in.

and 9 lines high, with cross bars of 1 in., and a pedestal of 1^ lines high, and 5 lines broad, which
was perfectly regular {L'Hermks). A similar example is recorded in the Magazine of Natural
History, vol. i. p. 471 , as having been seen by us at Metz, in 1828. In Switzerland, the largest
specimens of beech are two at the entrance to the Abbey of Pommiers, near Salene, each being
15 ft. in circumference at 2 ft. from the ground. In Austria, at Vienn,i, in the University Bo-
tanic Garden, 60 years old, it is 50ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 30 ft.;

at Kopenzel, 60 years planted, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1ft. 6 in., and of the
head 24 ft. In Prussia, in Berlin, at Sans Souci, 60 years old, it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 3 ft, and of the head 28 ft.; in the Pfauen-Insel, 40 years planted, it is 36 ft. high. In
Sweden, at Lund, in the Botanic Garden, 59 years old, it is 56 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 36 ft. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 24 years planted, it is 32 ft. high,
the circumference of the trunk 3 ft., and the diameter of the head 39 ft.

Vtigtis sylvdtica purpiirea. The largest in England is that at Enville, in Staffordshire, which, as
already mentioned, is about 70 ft. high, with a head 85 ft. in diameter; the longest branch measuring
42 ft. in extent from the tree. In the environs of London, is one at Syon, 71 ft. high, circumference
of the trunk 8 ft. 6 in., and diameter of the head 61 ft. ; at Kenwood is one, 2fi years planted, which
is 48 ft. high, circumference of the trunk nearly 6 ft., and diameter of the head 40 ft.; at Muswell
Hill it is 62 ft. high, circumference of the trunk 14 ft., and diameter of the head 39 ft. ; at Claremont,
in Surrey, it is 50 ft. high, diameter of the head 40 ft. In Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, it is

50 ft high, diameter ofthe head 20 ft. ; in Cheshire, at Kinmel Park, it is 24 ft high, diameter of the
head 32 ft ; in Durham, at Southend, are several between 40 and .50 ft. high, after being only IS years
planted ; in Gloucestershire, at Doddington, 30 years planted, it is 40 ft. high, diameter of the head
33 ft. ; in Nottinghamshire, at Clumber Park, it is 42 ft. high, diameter of the head 52 ft. ; in Oxford-
shire, in the Oxford Botanic Garden, it is 55 ft. high, diameter of the head 40 ft. ; in Pembrokeshire,
at Stackpole Court, it is 3o ft. high, diameter of the head 27 ft. : in Suffolk, in the Bury Botanic
Garden, it is 5o ft high, diameter of the head 42 ft ; at Great Livermere,it is 35 ft high, diameter of
the head 40 ft. : in Worcestershire, at Croome, .38 years planted, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the
head 40 ft; in Yorkshire, in the nursery of Messrs. Backkou.^e, at York, it is about 80 years
old, 10ft. 4in. in circumference, 31ft. high, and diameter of the head 44ft. In Scotland, in
Banffshire, at Gordon Castle, it is 56 ft. high, diameter of the head 54 ft. ; in Fifeshire, at Kaith
House, it is 45 ft. high, diameter of the head 40 ft.: in Perthshire, at Inverary, 50 years old
it is 40ft high; and at Messrs. Dickson and Turnbull's Nursery, Perth, 40 years planted, it

is 48ft. high, diameter of the head 40ft. In Ireland, at Cypress Grove, it is 40ft high, dia-
meter of the head 40 ft. ; in Kilkenny, at Borris, it is 56 ft. high, diameter of the head 59 ft.; in
Waterford, at .Salterbridge, it is .50 ft. high, diameter of the head .56 ft. ; in Louth, at Oriel Temple,
it is 54ft high. In France, at Sceaux, near Paris, 45 years planted, it is 70ft. high ; at Metz, it is

99 ft. high, diameter of the head 49 ft. In Germany, at Harbke, in Brunswick, it is 70 ft. high;
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this tree produces about 201b. of mast every year, which sells at 2 dollars (9s.) per lb. {see Card.

Mae vol viii p. 445.) : at GiJttingen, in the Botanic Garden, 26 years planted, it is between 30 ft. and

40 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, at Laxenburg, it is 25 ft..high. In Prussia, at Berlin, at Sans

Souci, it is 18 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. In the London nurseries, mast is 10s. per bushel;

two years' seedlings are 85. per thousand ; transplanted plants, from 2 ft. to

3 ft. hi^h iOs. per thousand. Plants of the purple-leaved variety are from 9d.

to 1*. 6rf. each ; of the fern-leaved, from \s. 6d. to 2s. 6d.; and of F. s. pen-

dula from 3s. 6d. to 35. At Bollwyller, plants of the different varieties are

from' 2 to 3 francs each ; and, at New Yorfe, the species is 25 cents per plant,

and the varieties 1 dollar each.

'i 2. F. ferbugi'nea Ait. The American hrvngmous-iuoodcd Beech.

Identification Ait. Hort. Kew., S. p. 362. ; Abbott Ins., 2. p. 149.; Willd. Arb., 112.; Michx. N.

Amer 3 p. 21.; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 460.

Synonymes. F. americJina latifblia D« Roi Harbk., 1. p. 269. Wang., Amer., p. 80. ; red Beech,

EngrZings. Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. t. 106. ; Wang. Amer., t. 29. f. 55. ; and our^^. 1917.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate, acuminate, thickly toothed ; downy beneath

;

ciliate on the margin. {Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 460.) A North American

timber tree, so much resembhng the common European beech, as by some

to be considered only a variety of it. It was introduced in 1766, and is

not unfrequent in collections. The American beech is easily known from

the European one by its much shorter obtusely

pointed buds, with short, roundish, convex scales,

which terminate almost abruptly, and are enclosed

in numerous, short, loose scales.
^

Varieties.

i F. /. 2 carolinidna ; F. caroliniana Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836; and ^g. 1915.; has leaves some-

what cordate at the base, ovate, slightly

acuminate, obsoletely dentate, and some-

what mucronate. The colour is a very dark

green, somewhat tinged with purple when

fully mature. The veins of the under side

of the leaf are somewhat hoary.

5 F. /. 3 latifolia; J^. latifolia of Lee's Nursery; and our fg. 1916.—

Leaves lanceolate, acuminate ; tapering at the base, feather-nerved,

much longer than those of the preceding vai'iety in proportion to

their length, and of a lighter green. It differs from the plant marked

F. carolinianain the Hack-

ney Arboretum; but, as

the latter is very small, and

the Hammersmith plant is

growing in a better atmo-

sphere, perhaps it is not

worth keeping distinct.

Description, Sfc. The red beech,

Michaux observes, bears a greater

resemblance to that of Europe than

to the American white beech. It

equals the latter in diameter, but

not in height ; and, as it ramifies near

the ground, it has a more massive

head, and a more tufted foliage. Its

leaves are equally brilliant with

those of the white beech, a little

larger and thicker, and more deeply

serrated. Its fruit is of the same

form, but only half as large ; while

the prickles of its calyx are less

numerous, but firmer. The wood
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is somewhat red, or of a rusty hue, when mature; whence the name. A trunk

of this species, 1 ft. 3 in. or 1 ft. ti in. in diameter, commonly consists of .3 in.

or 4 in. of sap, and 1 ft. 1 in. or 1 ft. 2 in. of heart wood ; the inverse of which

proportion is commonly found in the wood of the white beech. The distribu-

tion of this tree in the United States is almost 1917

exclusively confined to the north-eastern pro-

vinces, and Canada, Nova Scotia, and New
Brunswick. In the district of Maine, and in the

states of New Hampshire and Vermont, it is so

abundant, as often to constitute extensive forests,

the finest of which grow on fertile, level, or gently

sloping lands, which are proper for the cultivation

of corn. The wood of this species is considered

stronger, tougher, and more compact than that

of the American white beech; and, in the district

of Maine and in British America, where the oak
is rare, it is employed with the sugar maple and
yellow birch, or Betu\a excelsa, for the lower

|

part of the frame of vessels. As it is extremely

liable to injury from worms, and speedily decays when exposed to alternate

dryness and moisture, it is seldom used in the construction of houses ; but,

where nothing better can be procured, it is selected for making hoops. Shoe-

lasts are made of it, and other minor articles ; because, when perfectly sea-

soned, it is not liable to warp. On the whole, the wood is inferior in compact-

ness and solidity to the European beech, though planks of it, about 3 in.

thick, are sometimes exported to Britain, The tree was introduced into

England by Messrs. Lee and Kennedy ; and its foliage makes a very fine

appearance, both in the Hammersmith Nursery and at Messrs. Loddiges's.

Though the leaves do not differ materially from those of the common beech

during summer, yet, in autumn, they become decidedly darker, and die off of

a rusty green, approaching, in F. f. caroliniiina, to black. In America, this

species is subject to the attacks of Phalte^na tessellaris (Abb. and Smith Ins., ii.

t. 75. ; and our fg. 1918.), the cream-barred, or beech, tussock moth, which

devours the leaves. The caterpillar of this insect is brown, and the imago

pale buff: it is most common in Georgia. On the whole, both the species and

its varieties well deserve culture as ornamental trees of the middle size. They

1918

arc propagated by layers and grafting ; and plants, in the London nurseries,

are bs. each ; at New York, 2j cents.
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b. Species not yet introduced,

t 3. F. obli'qua Mirb. The oblique-leaved Beech,
Identification. Mem. Mus., H. p. 466. ^j-*' '

'"^s IQIQ
Engravings. Mem. Mus., H. t. 23.; and .'"^x \ \ ^^ l»J»
OUT fig. 1919.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves ovate-oblong
oblique, somewhat rhomboid ; blunt,

doubly serrated, entire at the base ; at-

tenuated into the petiole, somewhat
downy. Perianth of the male flowers

solitary, hemispherical, sinuated. Anthers
20—40. Cupules capsuliform, muricate,
4-partite; segments ovate, obtuse. Ova-
ries included, 3-sided ; angles winged.
(Mirbel.) A tall tree, a native of Chili,

and found by Dombey near Concepcion
;

flowering in September. In Chili, it is

known by the name^ of Roblt-. Leaves
alternate, from 1 in. to 2 in. long, and
from 4 lines to 8 lines broad. Stipules
deciduous, membranaceous, lanceolate, , ^

linear ; about the length of the petioles. "^"S
{Mirb. M^m. Mus., xiv. p. 466.)

B. Cupule involucriform ; Segments narrow, laciniate. Ovaries laterally inserted.

Yoimg leaves not plicate.

a. Species introduced into Britain.

i. 4. F. ^ETULoi^DES Mirb. The Bh'ch-like, or evergreen, Beech.

Identification. Mirb. in Mem. Mus., 14. p. 470. ; Hook, in Bot. Mag.
Synonyme. .Betula antarctica Foist, in Comm. Goett., 9. p. 45., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 466.

Engravings. Mem. Mus., 14. t. 25. ; and outfig. 1920.

Spec. Char., S(C. Leaves ovate-elliptic, obtuse, crenulate, leathery, shining, glabrous ; round at the
base, on short footstalks. Perianth of the male flowers solitary, turbinate, 5—^7-lobed. Anthers
10—16. Cupnies involucriform, smooth, 4-partite ; segments nearly linear, laciniate. Ovaries
3-sided, laterally exserted ; angles marginate. (Mirbel.) An ever-
green tree, a native of Terra del Fuego.where it forms vast forests.

Branches divaricate, tortuous, brownish ; young ones pubescent.
Leaves ciliate, alternate, from 4 to 10 lines long, and from 3 to

8 lines broad. Flowers axillary. The structure and disposition
of the male flowers, as well as many other characters of vegetation,
resemble those of F. antarctica Forst. ; but, according to this i^

botanist, the leaves of F. antarctica' are plaited in the bud; and i^

the disk is less prolonged on one side of the petiole than on the
other, which characters do not exist in F. ietulciidcs. [Mim. Mus.,
xiv. p. 470.) The evergreen beech grows at Port Famine, Straits

of Magellan, and in its neighbourhood, in the greatest abundance.
It attains a very large size ; trees of 3 ft. in diameter being common,
and there being many with trunks 4 ft. in diameter. There is one
tree (perhaps the very same as that mentioned by Commodore
Byron), the trunk of which averages 7 ft. in diameter to the height
of 17 It., and then divides into three large limbs, each of which is

3 ft. in diameter. (See Journ. of Geo. Soc, and Bot. Mag. for June,
1836.) This beech is also a native of Van Dieman's Land, where
it is called the myrtle tree by the colonists. It generally grows
in the western part of the island, where an esculent fungus is

found in clusters around the swollen parts of its branches. This
fungus varies in size from that of a marble to that of a walnut:
when young, it is whitish, and covered with a skin like that of a
young potato. This skin is easily taken off; and the remaining
portion, when raw, tastes like cold cow-heel. When this fungus
is matured, the skin splits, and exhibits a sort of network of a
yellowish white colour. (See Backhouse in Gard. Mag., vol. xi. -.~v-»»

p. 3+0.; and Comp. to Bot. Mag., vol. ii. p. 340.) F. ietuloides 1920

is said to have been introduced in 1830; but we have not seen the plant.

t 5. F. anta'rctica Forst. The antarctic Beech.

Identification. Forst. in Comment. Goett., 9. p. 2-1. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 460.

Spec. Char.,S(C. Leaves ovate, blunt, glabrous; attenuated at the base; doubly dentate; their margins
naked. ( Willd.) A native of Terra del Fuego, and introduced in 1830. Branches rugged, tortuous.
Leaves alternate, petiolate, l|in. long; plicate; veins on the under side somewhat downy ; the
teeth roundish, blunt. (Willd. Sp. PI., iv. p. 460.) We have never seen the plant.

b. Species not yet introduced into British Gardens,

t 6. F. DoMBE^YZ Mirb. Dombey's, or the Myrtk-leaved, Beech.
Identification. Mem. Mus., 14. p. 468. ; Comp. Bot. Mag., 1. p. 301.
Engravings. Mem. Mus., 14. t. 24. ; and our^ir- '921.
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n named. It isj

by the name >-

rnishes excel- \^'

f<pec. CAar.fSfC. Leaves ovate-lan-
ceolate, somewhat rhomboid,
pointed ; serrated, coriaceous,
shining, j^labrous ; wedge.
shape<l, and oblique at the base, i ngg
on very short footstalks. Peri- U**
anth of the male ternate, cam-
panulate, 4—.5-lobed. Anthers
8— 10. Cupules involucriform,
smooth, 4-partitc ; segments al-
most linear, laciniate. Ovaries
laterally exserted, o-sided ; an-
gles marginate. {Mirb.) A tall
tree, a native of Chili, where it
was found, along with F. ob-
llqua, by the botanist after
whom it has been named,
is known in Chili _

of Coigue, and furni ...^^.-
lent wood for the purposes of
construction. Young branches
downy, glutinous. Leaves al-
ternate, from 5 to 10 lines long,
and from 3 to 5 lines broad, on
the flowering branches, and
about double the size on the ste-
rile branches. Stipules oval, de- a

vuluous, about tlie length of the petiole. Fruit unknown. (Mem. Mus., xiv. p. ioS.)

1 10. F. DU^uiA Mirb. The dubious Beech.
Identification. Mem. Mus., 14. t. 26.

Engravings. Mem. Mus., 14. t. 26. ; and our^^. 1932.

Spec. Char., l^c. Leaves ovate, bluntish, doubly serrate, coriaceous, shining, glabrous ; round at the
base, on short footstalks. I'erianth of the male solitary, turbinate, 5—7-lobed. Anthers 10— 16.

{Mirb.) It is extremely probable that the F. dilbia is nothing more than a variety of /•'. ietuloides.
The branches are smoother and more elongated; the leaves larger, oval, and not elliptic; and den-
tate, nut creiiulate ; all which ditt'ercnces maybe the result of a more vigorous growth. The dried
specimen in other respects perfectly resembles that of F. ietultiides ; and Commerson, who gathered
it at the Straits of Magellan, had placed it along with that species, under the name of^ctula
antarclica. As Mirbel had not seen the female flower, he thought it better not to confound it

with F. fietulciides.

Genus III.

CASTA'NEA Touni. The Chestnut. Lin. Syst. Monoe'cia Polyandria.

Identification. Tourn., 352. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 4G0. ; N. Du Ham,, 3. p. 65.

Si/noni/mes. Fkgus Lin. and others; Chataignier, Fr. ; Kastanie, Gft'j-. ; Castagno, 7/a/. ; Castano,
Span. ; Castanheiro, Port. ; CastanietriE, Sued, and Van. ; Keschton, Bus.s.

Derivation. From Castanca, a town in Thessaly, or from another town of that name in Pontus.

Description, Sfc. Deciduous trees, with nearly the same geographical dis-

tribution as the oak, but more tender. There is only one European species,

which is chiefly valuable as a fruit tree, and as coppice-wood ; the timber of
full-grown trees being brittle, and of short duration. The foliage is large and
ornamental ; and, in this and its fruit, it bears a close analogy to the beech.
The botanical difference between the two genera has been noticed in p. 1949.

2 1. C ve'sca Gccrln. The eatable, fwe*?/, or 5/;rtH«//, Chestnut.
Identification. Ga;rtn. Sem., 1. p. ISl. ; Michx. Amer., 2. p. 193. ; WiUd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 460. ; Lindl.

Synop., p. 171.

N. Du Ham., 3. p. 66., Fng. JJot., t. S86., Eng. Fl, 4. p. 151., Huok. Br. Ft., ed. 3., p. 411.
Mackaij FL Hibern., p. 251.

'

Derivation. The term Sweet Chestnut is applied with reference to the fruit, in contradistinction to
the fruit of the horsechestnut, which is hitter. It is called the Spanish chestnut, because the best
chestnuts for the table, sold in the London markets, are imported from Spain.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 88a ; Blackw., t. 330. ; Hunt. Evel., 1. p. 152. ; N. Uu Ham., 3. 1. 19. ; and
the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., <^-c. Leaves oblong-lauceolate, acuminate, nuicronately serrated;
glabrous on each side. {IVilld.) A stately tree, rivalling the oak in size

and longevity ; but, in regard to its timber, comparatively worthless. A
native of Asia Minor; but cultivated in the temperate parts of Europe
from time immemorial.

6 N
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Varieties. These may be arranged in two classes; those which are considered
botanical varieties, and those which are cultivated on account of their fruit.

A. Botanical Varieties.

i C. V. 2 aspIcnifuHa Lodd. Cat., 183G ; C. heterophylla Hort. ; C. laciniata

Hort.; C. 5alicif61ia Hort., hay the leaves cut into shreds, regularly,

or irregularlj', and sometimes so as to appear like linear-lanceolate

leaves ; and hence the epithet of Aalicifolia.

1* C. I'. 3 cochledla Lodd. Cat., 1836, has the leaves cuculate, or hooded,
with a diseased stunted a[)pearance.

t C. V. A^ glabra Lodd. Cat., 1836 ; C. v. foliis lucidus Hort.; has the leaves

rather thin, and more shining than those of the species.

'i C. V. 5 glauca, C. glauca Hort., has the leaves somewhat glaucous.
It C. V. 6 variegdta; C. v. foliis aureis Lodd. Cat., 1836; has the leaves vari-

egated with yellow, with some streaks of white; and the tree, when
of a larger size, makes a sj)lendid appearance in spring, and is admi-
rably adapted tor planting among evergreen shrubs, along with the
balsam poplar ; the colour of which, when the leaves first expand,
has ail the rich yellow of this variety, with the ailvantage of being
associated in the mind with ideas of health ; whereas variegation is

known to be generally the effect of disease.

5? C. V. 7 americdna ; C. vesca Miclix. N. Amer. Si/l., iii. p. 9.—This variety

has broader leaves than the European chestnut.

13. Fruit-bearing Varieties.

In tlie French catalogues these are very numerous ; and in De ChabroPs
Statisliqucs de Savone, &c., it is stated that between 40 and 30 varieties are

cultivated in the province of Mondovi, in Piedmont. ( See Gard. Mag., vol. i.

p. 322.) There are upwards of 20 sorts cultivated in the London Horti-
cultural Society's (lartlen, of which Mr. Thompson considers the four fol-

lowing as ilcserving the preference for ornamental cultivation : — Cha-
taignier prime, C. Rallr.e, the Downton Chestnut, and Prolific Chestnut.
Besides these there arc the following English sorts :—Devonshire, Lewis's,

Lisbon, Masters's, Canterbury, Knij^lit's Prolific, and the New Prolific.

The nurserymen in the south of Devonshire, and in Jersey, generally pay
more attention to the sweet chestnut, as a fruit tree, than the nurser3'men in

the neighbourhood of London. There is said to be a tree of a very superior

variety in a garden in St. Peter's parish, Jersey, from which, it is believed,

plants are projiagated in Saunders's Nursery, in that island. (See Gard.
Mag., vol. vii. p. 101.)

The varieties cultivated in France for the table are divided into two kinds,

viz., les chdtaignes and les marrons ; the former being to the latter what the
crab is to the apple. The latter are, of course, much preferred, being larger,

more farinaceous, and sweeter. When roasted, they have also a rich creamy
flavour, and an aromatic odour, in which the common chestnuts are quite

deficient. The best marrons sold in Paris are the marrons de Lyons; and
the best kinds of the conmion chestnut are : — La chataigne de Bois, the

fruit of which is small, will not keep, and is of little flavour; and the tree

forms the principal coppice-wood in the neighbourhood of Paris : la Cha-
taigne ordinaire, of which the fruit is rather better, and the tree more
vigorous, and a greater bearer : la Chataigne pourtalonne, the fruit of which
is very fine, ami produced in great abundance : la Chataigne printaniere,

the fruit of which has no other merit than that of being produced very early

in the season : la Chataigne verte du Limousin, which produces very large

excellent fruit, which will keep a long time, and the tree of which preserves

its leaves green much longer than' any of the other varieties: and la Cha-
taigne exalade, the fruit of which is the best of all the common chestnuts
for the table; but the tree, which is low, with spreading branches, is such
an abundant bearer, that it soon exhausts itself. {Le BoiiJard. 1837.)

Desai]>lioH, t^c. The diLStiuit, under favourable circumstances, is a mag-
nificent tree, thougli it never attains a height, or diameter of head, equal to
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the British oak ; ami it dirt'ers essentially from that tree, in its timber not in-

creasin<; in value as it increases in age. The trunk, in deep free soils, and in

situations sheltereil rather than exposed, rises erect, and forms a massive

cohnnn of wood ; but, in unsuitable soils, and in elevated exposed situations,

and in cold climates, it ramifies at the height of 10 ft. or 12 ft., and the tree

assumes the character of a large jiollaril. In all cases, the diameter of the

trunk is very large, in proportion to the diameter of the head, or the height of

the tree. The branches form nearly the same angle with the trunk as those

of the oak ; though in thriving trees the angle is somewhat more acute. They
spread widely, autl are rouml, and smooth when young. The bark is remarkable

for its deep wide clefts, which, Sir J. E. Smith says, " seem to have furnished

ideas for some ornaments in Gothic architecture ;" alluding, we suppose, to

some kinds of tracery in the upper parts of windows in the florid Gothic style.

The leaves on old trees are from -tin. to Gin. long; but on young and vigo-

rous shoots they are often nearly 1 ft. in length, and from 3 in. to 4 in. in

breadth. In France, the leaves of the chataigniers are narrower than those

of the n)arroniers, and those of both are narrower than the leaves of wild

and cultivated chestnuts in England ; which diiFerence may be observed in

the two climates to be the case more or less with all broad-leaved trees.

The leaves are elli[)tic-lanceolate, acute, smooth, with many transverse veins,

terminating in sharp serratures ; often, but not always, terminating in

mucros. They are of a rich shining green above; and paler, and some-
times rather glaucous, beneath. The barren catkins are numerous, axillary,

solitary, yellow, and pendulous ; almost as long as the leaves, and decidu-

ous. The flowers are produced on the wood of the current year, and are

ranged along the common stalk, in lateral sessile tufts. The stamens are

numerous and spreading. The fertile flowers are nuich fewer than the barren

ones : they are placed on terminal stalks, which are lengthened out as the

fruit advances. The styles are about 6, with long, smooth, upright stigmas.

Giertner detected about 12 scarlet rudiments of stamens among the wool at

the base of the styles. Nuts large, broaiUy ovate, generally 2 ; flat on the

inner side, and each attached by a broad scar to the bottom of the greatly

enlarged outer calyx, the outside of which is copiously armed with complicated

clusters of sharp prickles. (S»iit/i.) The root descends perpendicularly, like

that of the oak, but not, as it is alleged, to quite so great a depth. The rate

of growth of young trees, in the neighbourhood of London, averages from 2 ft.

to 3ft. a year for the first 10 or 12 years. The tree will attain the height of

from GO ft. to SO ft. in from 50 to 60 years ; before which period its timber is

generally in the highest degree of perfection ; but the tree will live for several

centuries afterwards, and produce abundance of fruit ; its timber, in the mean
while, beginning to decay at the heart, or become brittle, and fit only for fuel.

In Germany, acconhng to Willdenow, the height is from 20 ft. to 30 ft., and
the duration of the tree from 50 to 100 years. In America, according to

Michaux, the chestnut, in favourable situations, commonly attains the height

of 70 ft. or soft., with a circumference of 15 ft. or IG ft. The oldest chestnut

in England is that at Tortworth, supjjosed to have been planted before the

Conquest; and the largest which we have ever heard of is a tree in Studley

Park, of which /fi,'. 1923. is a portrait, to the scale of 1 in. to 30 ft.; and
which is 112 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk, at 1 ft. from the ground, 7 ft.

4A in., and of the head 91 ft. G in. By far the handsomest tree of tliis s[)ccies

in the neighbourhood of London, is that at Muswell Hill, figured in our last

V^olume, which is 66 ft. high, with a trunk 6 ft. in diameter at a foot from the

ground, and the diameter of the head nearly 70 ft. This tree has been planted

between 70 and 80 years. No tree stoles more freely than the sweet chest-

nut, at whatever age it maybe cut over.

Gcograpiiy. The sweet chestnut is found in the east and west of Asia,

in the north of Africa, and in North America. In the Old World its coun-
tries are more particularly Asia Minor, Armenia, and Caucasus ; but it is

also found in tlie Canaries, and in Tcnerifle. It does not grow sponla-

neouslv to the north of Tereck, in the Russian empire; and it docs not ripen

6 N 2
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its fruit any where except in a climate that will ripen the grape also in the

open air. There are several species found in Java, Japan, Cochin-China, China,

and the Himalayas ; and one of these is supposed to be identical with C. vesca.

(^Mirbel.) In Britain, the sweet chestnut is by some considered to be indi-

genous ; but, notwithstanding the great age of some specimens, it appears to

us more than probable that they have all been planted. This doubt is noticed

by Ray and Evelyn, and was warmly taken up by Daines Barrington, about

the middle of the last century ; and the discussions which took place between
that gentleman, M. Ducarel, and some others, will be found in the Philosophical

Transactions, vols. lix. and Ixi.; and in the Gentleman^s Magazine^ for 176G.

(Seep. 23.) In the English Flora, the chestnut is stated to be "found in

woods ; and it appears to be wild in the south and west of England." It has

been planted in Scotland, and sometimes ripens a few fruit in the warmest
districts of East Lothian. It grows vigorously in Ireland, but never ripens fruit

there. In Scandinavia it is unknown. It is apparently wild in some parts of

France, and still more so in Spain and Italy ; though it is most probable that

it was originally planted in these countries by the Romans. It abounds in

the neighbourhood of Nice, and in the kingdom of Naples. It is particularly
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abundant on the Apennines, especially at Valombrosa, and also between
Florence and Bologna , and we cannot help noticing a circumstance mentioned
by Sir T. D. Lauder, as having struck him when in Italy, and with which wj
were ourselves very much pleased when there; viz. that these chestnut tries

on the Apennines are generally scattered over a surface resembling the green-

sward of a British lawn. According to Dr. R. A. Philippi, C'astunea vesca

does not appear to be wild in any part of Etna, but always to be cultivated.

" We noticed it," he says, " on the sides of Mount Zoccolaro, at a height of

3900 ft.; and (lemmcUaro is said to have traced it as high as 5100 ft.; but

this is probably a mistake, arising from an erroneous calculation of the altitude.

On the south side of the Alps, the chestimt trees reach to '2500 ft., and on the

Pyrenees to 2800 ft. Etna is celebrateil for the great age and colossal dimen-
sions of its chestnut trees : the noted Castagno di Cento Cava'.li has a cir-

cumference near the root of ISO ft. ; the Castagno di Santa Agata, 70 ft.; and
the Castagno della Nave, 64 ft. Their stems, however, attain no great height,

but soon branch off above the ground; and, in regard to the first-mentioned

one, it seems probable to me that not one stem, hut many, shoot from the

same root ; for there are now 5 individual trunks separate tiom each other

;

and it is a general custom in Sicily, when these trees attain a diameter of about
1 ft., to cut them down just above the root, when a number of new shoots

are thrown out, which shortly become trees again. M. Brunner is of the

same opinion, as is stated in his Excursion t/irong/i the East of Liguria, Elba,

Sicili/, and Malta." (See Comp. to But. Mag., vol. i. p. 90.) In North Ame-
rica, the sweet chestnut is found as far as kit. 44° n., in New Hampshire

;

where, however, it is less common than in Connecticut, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania. It is most abundant in the mountainous districts of the Caro-
linas and of Georgia, and abounds on the Cumberland Mountains, and in East
Tennessee

;
preferring, in all these countries, the sides of mountains, or the

fertile gravelly soils in their immediate vicinity.

History. The sweet chestnut is generally said to have been brought to

Europe by the Greeks, from Sardis, in Asia Minor, about 504 b. c. It was
first called, in Greek, Sardianos Balanos, the Sardis nut ; afterwiU'ds Dios
Balanos Lopimon, from its being considered to bear some resemblance to the

walnut, except in the smoothness of its inner bark. The name of Castanea was
given to it from Kastanea, the name of a city in Pontus, in Asia ; and also

of one in the Vale of Tempe, near the river Peneus ; in both which places

the chestnut grew in great abundance, being a native of the former locaUty,

and having been first planted in Greece in the latter, whence it was sent,

in the reign of Tiberius Caesar, to Rome. It is evident that the Romans
received the chestnut from the Greeks, as they called it both Castanea and
Glans Sardiana. Theophrastus mentions that, in his time. Mount 01}mpus
was nearly covered with chestnut trees; and Phny enumerates eight kinds that

were known to the Romans in his day. Pliny adds that chestnuts were ground
into meal, and made into bread, by the poor. These were of an inferior kind,

to which he gives the name of pojJidares ; and he adds that there was another
sort, which were generally boiled, and which were called codivce. He like-

wise says,— " Under the common name of nuts, we comprehend, also, chest-

nuts, though they partake rather of the nature of acorns ; except that they
have a larger and more prickly covering. It is surprising that we set so little

value upon a fruit which nature has taken so much pains to preserve from
injury. Sometimes three nuts are found in one of these prickly covers. The
first skin of the nut is flexible; but the second has a bad taste in the mouth,
like the skin of the walnut : therefore care should be taken to remove it.

Chestnuts are better roasted than cooked in any other manner." {Nat. Hist.)

One of the largest and oldest chestnut trees in the world is that on Mount
Etna, above mentioned, and which is called Castagno di Cento Cavalh,

because, as it is said, Jean of Arragon, on her road from Spain to Naples,

visited Mount Etna, attended by her principal nobility, and was caught in a

heavy shower; when the queen, and a hundred cavaliers, took shelter under
the branches of this tree, which completely covered them, and saved them

*G N 3
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from the rain. {Houel, Voyage en Sidle, torn. ii. p. 79.) The author adds,

however, that the Spanish queen's visit is somewhat apocryphal. The tree

itself, when visited by M. Houel, was in a state of decay : it had lost the
greater part of its branches, and its trunk was quite hollow. A house was
erected in the interior, with some country people living in it, with an oven, in

which, according to the custom of the country, they dried chestnuts, filberts,

and other fruits, which they wished to preserve for winter use ; using as fuel,

when they could find no other, pieces cut with a hatchet from the interior of
the tree. In Brydone's time, in 1770, this tree measured 204 ft. in circum-
ference. He saj-s that it had the appearance of five distinct trees; but that he
was assured that the space was once filled with solid timber, and that there

was no bark in the inside. This circumstance of an old trunk, hollow in the •

interior, becoming separated, so as to have the appearance of being the
remains of several distinct trees, is frequently met with in the case of very old
mulberry trees in Britain, and olive trees in Italy. Kircher, about a century
before Brydone, affirms that an entire flock of sheep might be enclosed within
the Etna chestnut as in a fold. The sweet chestnut was, in all probability,

introduced into Britain in the time of the Romans, for the sake of its fruit

;

and, being a tree of great duration, and ripening its fruit, it could hardly
fail to become a permanent inhabitant. The old chestnut tree at Tortworth

>^:'^ 1924

( fig. 1924., to a scale of I in. to 12 ft.) may, indeed, possibly have been one
of those planted by the Romans. The oldest chestnut tree in the neigh-

bourhood of London is that at Cobham, in Kent, of •which, fig. 1925. is a

portrait, to a scale of 1 in. to 12 ft. Cambden mentions that Cowdray Park,

in Sussex, was famous in his time for its chestnut trees ; and the town of

Cheshunt, in Hertfordshire, is supposed to have derived its name from the

number of chestnut trees that formerly grew there. Old Tusser, in 1362,

enumerates chestnuts, in his list of fruit trees which may be transplanted in

January; and Lord Bacon mentions the chestnut in his Essay on Plantations.

The tree, however, if once plentiful, appears soon to have become compara-
tive scarcely ; for the author of a tract entitled An old Thrift neiuly revived,

published in 1612, recommends planting the chestnut as a "kind of timber

tree of which few grow in England;" and which, he adds, will not only pro-

duce " large and excellent good timber," but " good fruit, that poore people,

in time of dearth, may, with a small quantitie of oats or barley, make bread of"
He also says that a chestnut tree, " when you begin first to plant it, will grow
more in one yeare, than an oake will doe in two." (p. 7.) Mr. Samuel Hartlib,
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who wrote some years afterwards, says, " In divers places of Kent, as in and
about Gravesend, in the countrey, and elsewhere, very many prime timbers of
their old barns and houses are of chestnut wood ; and yet there is now scarce

a chestnut tree within 20 miles of the place, and the people altogether ignorant

of such trees. This sheweth that in former times those places diti abound
with such timber." (Legaci/, &c., p. 18.) A proof how early the idea pre-

vailed of the wood of Quercus sessiliflora being that of the chestnut. In

the year 1676, an ancestor of the family of Wyndham of Felhrigg, in Nor-
folk, was said to be a great planter of chestnuts ; and some account of his

trees will be found in a succeeding page. The tree, however, was compara-
tively neglected, till towards the latter end of the last century ; when the

Society of Arts, reviving the idea (which, as we have seen above, was cur-

rent as long ago as the time of Henry Vlll.), that the carpentry of many of
our old buildings consisted of chestnut wood, offered rewards for planting the

tree ; and these were given to a number of individuals who made plantations

of it. The tree is now chiefly planted as coppice-wood and for its fruit in

England, and as an ornamental tree in Scotland and Ireland. In England, it

is chiefly planted in hop countries, and on the margins of orcliards, as a fruit

tree. There are considerable plantations of it in Devonshire, from which large

quantities of fruit are sent to the London market.

In France, as in Britain, it was formerly believed that the timber in the

roofs of the oldest cathedrals, and in the Louvre and other buildings, was of
chestnut ; and it was thought, in consequence, that the tree had, in former
times, been much more abundant in France than it now is in that country.

Buffbn, however, demonstrated that oak wood, after a great number of years,

puts on the ap[)earance of that of the chestnut; and, afterwards, Daubenton,
as we have seen (p. 1787.), set the question at rest, by showing that what had
been taken for chestnut was Q. sessiliflora. At the same time, it is observed
in the Dictlonnain: den Eaux ct ForCts, that chestnut trees must formerly have
been much more common in France than at present ; because orchards of
them are often referred to under the name of chataigneraies in ancient writings

;

and Acosta reports that the groves of chestnut trees in France were almost
totally destroyed in 1709, by a very severe frost, which followed suddenly after

heavy rains. In the. Dictioitnaire C^i/wsr/ (publisheil at Lyons in 1791, art.

Chataignier), it is stated, from the records of the city of Orleans, that " the

Forest of Orleans has been observed to change altern;itely the species of its

timber j to have been for a space of time in oak, then in chestnut, and after-

C N 4
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wards in oak again. In the woods of oak many young chestnut trees are found

intermixed, which, being overpowered, make but small progress. When the

former are felled, the latter, enjoying a freer current of air, grow \igorously,

choke the young shoots of the oak, and assume their situations: the same has

been remarked in other forests." ( See Trans. Soc. Arts., xii. p. 1 13.) At present,

the chestnut abounds in France, on the borders of the Rhine, in Dauphine
and the Vosges, Limousin, and a great many other places. It is common in

the neighbourhood of Paris, especially as coppice-wood ; but the fruit is small,

and of little value. The chestnut is cultivated, in the south of Germany, chiefly

as undergrowth, for fence-wood, hop-poles, and vine-props. In Spain, the

chestnut tree is grown chiefly for its fruit; which is produced in such abun-

dance, as to be not only a common food of the peasantry, but an article of

exportation ; the best chestnuts of the London markets being always from

Spain; and hence, as before observed, the name of " Spanish chestnut."

According to M'CuIloch, " chestnuts from Spain and Italy are frequently

kilndried, to prevent germination on their passage. During the three years

ending in 1831, the entries of foreign chestnuts for home consumption ave-

raged 20,948 bushels a year. The duty of 2s. per bushel produced, in 1832,

a sum which proved that the consumption in that year must have amounted
to 23,216 bushels."

Poetical Allusions, Virgil frequently mentions the chestnut in his Eclogues,

for its fruit ; and in his Georgics, as a tree. In the latter, he calls it the lofty

chestnut :
" Ut altae castaneae." In the first Eclogue he says,—

" Sunt nobis mitia poma,
Castanets moUes, et pressi copia lactis."

" Ripe apples and soft chestnuts we have there.
And curd abundant to supply our fare."

In the second Eclogue, the chestnut is again mentioned, in a passage which is

thus rendered by Dryden :
—

" Myself will search our planted grounds at home,
For downy peaches and the glossy plum

;

And thrash the chestnuts in the neighbouring grove.
Such as my Amaryllis used to love."

And Martial says :
—

' Et, quas flocta Neapolis creavit,

Lento castanetE vapori tostse." Lib. v. epig. 79.

• For chestnuts, roasted by a gentle heat.
No city can the learned Naples beat."

The old English poets frequently allude to the chestnut. Herrick says :

—

" Remember us in cups full crown'd.
And let our city health go round ;

Quite through the young maids and the men.
To the ninth number, if not ten ;

Until the fired chestnuts leap
For joy to see the fruits ye reap
From the plump chalice and the cup.
That tempts till it be tossed up."

Ben Jonson speaks of the " chestnut whilk hath larded many a swine ;"

Shakspeare, in ilfarZ»e^/z, of a " sailor's wife with chestnuts on her lap;" and
Milton alludes to the custom of roasting chestnuts :

—
" While hisses on my hearth the pulpy pear,
And blackening chestnuts start and crackle there."

In Catalonia, Philips tells us, a custom prevails of people going from house to
house on All Saints' Eve, believing that by every chestnut that they eat in a
different house they will free a soul from purgatory. {Pom. Brit., p. 96.)

Properties and Uses. In a wild state, the nut of the chestnut affords food
to many animals, though its leaves and wood feed but few insects ; nor does
it support many parasitic or epiph) tic plants. Subjected to man, notwithstand-
ing its near alliance to the oak, it is, both in the Old and New World, more
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useful as a fruit tree than for its timber. The wood of the chestnut, how-
ever, has the remarkable proj)erty of being more durable when it is young
than when it is old ; the sap or outer wood very soon changing into heart

wood ; and hence the great value of this tree for posts, fencing-poles, stakes,

hoops, &c. The wood, when green, weighs 68 lb. 9 oz. per cubic foot ; and
when dry, 4-1 lb. "ioz. According to some authors, however, it weighs, when
dry, 4-8 lb. The wood is easily distinguished from that of the oak, by the

transverse fibres being more confused, and much less evident to the naked eye,

more especially in a section newly cut ; so that, to ascertain whether a plank

of timber is oak or chestnut, it is only necessary to saw oft" a thin slice at one
of its extremities. Bosc agrees in this, and di'aws as a conclusion from it,

that the aimual layers of the wood not being freely united together by trans-

verse fibres, must necessarily be liable to separate, and to become subject to

the disease which is called, in France, cadranitrc (literally, dialling). This
disease cannot be discovered till the tree is cut down ; when it is found to be
open at the heart, with rents radiating from its centre towards the circum-

ference ; in consequence of which the wood is unfit for being sawn into either

planks or beams, and can only be employed for laths or fencing. Bosc found
that of the trunks of 30 chestnut trees, about 1 ft. in diameter, which he hati

seen cut down and squared in the forest of Montmorency, there were 20 in

the diseased state above described. Hence, he says, we seldom find any trunks

of old chestnut trees, because this peculiarity in their organisation not only

unfits them for every purpose of carpentry or joinery, but occasions them to

decay from the centre outwards. To us it appears probable that this organ-

isation, by lessening the communication of the juices of the tree in a horizontal

direction, may also be the cause why the sap wood so soon becomes heart

wood. Be that as it may, it is clear that all that has been said in favour of
planting the chestnut for its timber can only rank, in point of authority, with

what has been said respecting [)lanting the locust for the same purpose. The
French writers state that chestnut wood is a good deal used for making wine-

casks; a circumstance noticed by Rapin, in his poem entitled The Garden:—
" With close-grain'd chestnut, wood of sov'reign use,

For casking up the grape's raost powerful juice."

Wine is said to ferment in chestnut casks more slowly, and be less likely to

evaporate : it also does not contract any unpleasant taste. There is scarcely

any wood, according to Du Hamel, which makes better hoops, as these resist

the dry rot in cellars where every other kind of wood decays. Du Hamel
observes, at the same time, that chestnut wood decays speedily, when it is

subjected alternately to dryness and moisture. (Exploit de Bois, p. 296.)

Varennes de Fenille, on the other hand, states that, in La Bresse, posts of
chestnut ai'e preferred to those of every other wood for forming the supports

of huts, notwithstanding these posts are subjected to the action of alternate

humidity and dryness. The wood of the chestnut is not much approved of
as fuel : it throws out sparks, and smoulders in the fire rather than flames ;

though it gives out a great deal of heat. The charcoal, though good, is not

of the first quality : it is inferior to that of the oak for domestic purposes, and
for iron founderies; but, according to Bosc, and most other Continental writers,

it is superior to that of oak, or any other wood, for forges; and it is much
used for that purpose in Biscay and in Spain. In Switzerland, chestnut wood
is equally valued for forges ; but, the tree being rare there, the charcoal is very

dear. (Hist. Kat. du Jordt, i. p. 9.) The same thhig, Michaux informs us, is

the case in North America. The ashes of the wood of the chestnut furnish

a great deal of potash. The bark, especially of young trees, is used for tan-

ning ; but it only sells for half the price of that of oak. The leaves, in country

places in France, are used as litter for cattle; and, when dried, they are em-
ployed, like those of the beech, b}' the poor, for stuffing mattresses. " But
those leafy beds," Evelyn observes, " for the crackling noise they make when
one turns upon them, the French call /iris de parliament." (^Hiint. Evel., i.
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p. 163.) Such are the uses of the'cliestnut tree on the Continent; from which,

we think, it will not be wondered that Emmerich {Culture of Forests, S:c.), and

German authors generally, should consider the chestnut as not ranking as a

forest tree.

We shall now take a short view of the uses of the chestnut tree in England

from the time of Evelyn. This author commences by saying, that " the chest-

nut is, next the oak, one of the most sought after by the carpenter and joiner.

It hath formerly built a good part of our ancient houses in the city of London,

as does yet appear. I had once a very large barn near the city, framed entirely

of this timber ; and, certainly, the trees grew not far off, probably in some woods

near the town ; for, in that description of London written by Fitz Stephens,

in the reign of Henry IL, he speaks of a very noble and large forest, whicli

wrew on the boreal part of it, and which was well stored with all sorts of good

timber." {Hunt. Eve/., i. p. 161.) It is evident that Evelyn here falls into

the common error, already noticed, of confounding the chestnut with the oak.

He <Toes on to say that the chestnut affords the best stakes for palisades, props

for vines and hops, and is good for mill timber and water-works, or where it may
lie buried ; " but if water touch the roots of the growing tree, it spoils both fruit

and timber." It does well, he says, if kept dry, for columns, tables, chests,

chairs, stools, and bedsteads ; and, for tubs and wine-casks, " which it pre-

serves with the least possible tincture of the wood of any whatsoever. If the

timber be dipped in scalding oil, and well pitched, it becomes extremely dur-

able ; but, otherwise, I cannot celebrate the tree for its sincerity, it being

found that, contrary to the oak, it will make a fair show outwardly, when it

is all decayed and rotten within : but this is in some sort recompensed, if it be

true that the beams made of chestnut tree have this property ; that, being

somewhat brittle, they give warning, and premonish the danger by a certain

crackling; so as, it is said, to have frighted those out of the baths at An-
tandro, whose roof was laid with this material, but which, Plinj says, was of

hazel, very unlike it. Formerly, they made consultary staves of this tree

;

and the variegated rods which Jacob peeled to lay in the troughs, to impress

a fancy in his father-in-law's conceiving ewes, are said to have been of this

material. The coals are excellent for the smith, being soon kindled, and as

soon extinofuished ; but the ashes of chestnut wood are not convenient to

make a lee with, because it is observed to stain the Unen." {Hunt. F.vel. Si/!., i,

p. 162.) Cook, who may be considered as Evelyn's contemporary, recom-

mends the chestnut for coppice-wood, and says the timber is very useful.

Miller falls into the error of his time, in considering the old roofs of oak as

being formed of chestnut ; and hence he recommends the latter, as being a

very valuable kind of timber; though, in the edition by Martyn, this author

states that he thinks the timber supposed by Miller and other writers to be

chestnut, in our old buildings, is only oak of a dift'erent grain, and of an inferior

quality. Marshall says, " The uses of the chestnut have been highly extolled,

and it may deserve a considerable share of the praise which has been given to

it. As a substitute for the oak, it is preferable to the elm ; but it is liable to

to be shaky; and there is a deceitful brittleness in it." This property is also

mentioned in White's Selhorne ; and with the addition, that " towards the heart

the wood is cup-shaky; that is to say, apt to separate into small pieces like

cups, so that the inward parts are of no use. They are bought for the pur-

poses of cooperage, but must make but ordinary barrels, buckets, &c. Chest-

nut sells for half the price of oak; but has sometimes been sent into the king's

dock, and passed off" instead of oak." In another place, he observes that " the

timber and bark" of old chestnut trees "are so very like oak, as might easily

deceive an indifferent observer." I^ontey says that the wood and bark of the

chestnut are known to possess the same valuable properties as those of the oak.

Mitchell says that the wood of the chestnut is preferable to that of the oak,

either in buildings or fences, and particularly for park poles. Mathew seems
to confound the wood of the chestnut with that of the.oak, observing that, in

England, "many of the largest of our ancient piles are wooded of it." Its
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decrease, he thinks, may he owing to a slight rcfriircration of climate; but, as

the climate is rather improved, anil the spirit ot" plantini; hecome more general,

this, he thinks, may give cncogragement to more extended planting of the
chestnut. There is one circumstance, he says, connected with tiie timber of
the chestnut, in Scotland, wdiich must prevent its general use in sliip-building;

and that is, that few trees of it of any size are found without the timber being
shaky or split ; some to such a degree, that the annual rings, or concentric

growths, have separated from each other. Mr. Mathew, who is evidently an
original observer, though, in this case, he has mixed up facts that have come
under his own observation with the current opinion respecting the use of
chestnut timber in old buildings, and in the Spanish navy, remarks, with Bosc,
that the timber, though a good deal similar to that of the oak, is not "quite
so reedy and elastic, but is destitute of the large lamina;, or plates (flosh),

which, radiating from the pith to the outside, become so prominent to view in

the oak, when the longitudinal section is parallel to the plane of the lamina-."

(iVffi'. Tim., p. 47.) We have quoted these diiferent opinions, for the purpose
of showing that the ground on which British authors hitherto iiavc recom-
mended the culture of the chestnut as timber is the erroneous supposition

that tiie roofs of many of our ancient buildings are formed of it; and that, on
the faith of this, Evelyn, and others of them, appear to have argued in its

favour, contrary to their own experience.

The following remarks on the properties and uses of the chestnut by Mr.
Nathaniel Kent, a well-known and highly respected land and timber surveyor,

are dated 1792, and were published in the tenth volume of the IVaiixac/ioi/.s

of the Societi/ of Arts. The}' seem to us to contain all that can be said, from
practical experience, in favour of the chestnut as a timber tree in Britain. " In

1G76," Mr. Kent observes, " an ancestor of the present Mr. Windham of
Felbrigg, in Norfolk, had the merit of being a considerable planter of chestnut.

In the space of 50 years, it is presumed, these plantations required thinning,

as his successor, about that time, began to apply this timber to useful purposes
upon his estate. The first account is of the branch or limb of a chestnut, about
13 in. square, which, in the year 1726, was put down as a hanging-post for a

gate, and carried the gate, without alteration, 52 years ; when, upon altering

the enclosures of the farm where it stood, it was taken up under my direction,

and appearing to be perfectly sound, was put down for a clapping-post in

another place. In 1743, a large barn was built with some of this timber, and
is now (1792) as sound in every part, beams, principals, and spars, as when
first the barn was luiilt. About the same time, several chestnut posts and rails

were put down, which I have since seen removed ; and, after standing 30 or -10

years, tiiey generally appeared so sound, as to admit of being set up in some
other place. The last instance I shall mention, though not of long date, will

show the great superiority of this timber over oak in fences. In the year 1772,

the present Mr. Windham made a large plantation in his park, wiiich was
fenced with posts and rails, converted from yotnig oaks and chestnuts of the

same age and scantling, such as were picked out of a place where they stood

too thick. Last year, \\\)o\\ Mr. Windham's enlarging this plantation, it was
necessary to remove this fence ; when the chestnut posts were found as sound
as when they were first put down ; but the oak were so much wasted just below
the surface of the ground, that they could not be used for the same purpose
{igain without the assistance of a spur to support them." ( Trrni.i. Soc. Arts,

X. p. 31.) " When the chestnut is suffered to stand beyond its fidl growth,"

Mr. Kent continues, " it is the worst of all timber, being more brittle and
more apt to crack and fly into splinters, tlian any other : but I have never
known this to be the case with young chestnut." Hence, he directs the tree

to be cut when it is in a growing or healthy state; because it is "so early

useful, that, if it be cut when it squares only G in., it will be as durable as an oak
of six times, its size and age. This is in a great measure accounted for by its

having so little sap wood in proportion to other trees, as it will seldom
exceed in thickness the breadth of the bark ; whereas the sap wood of an
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oak will often be from 1 in. to 2 in. thick ; which is not only useless, but, if

suffered to remain, tends very much to tlie destruction of the timber : in other

respects, the duration of the chestnut may be accounted for from its being less

affected by worms or insects than other timber." (Ibid., p. 34.) He concludes:
" Let no one be afraid of cutting it too young ; for, let this tree be ever so

small, if it is large enough for the purpose for which it is wanted, it will be the

less liable to decay, from its youth ; and, if underwood be the object, the pro-

verb in beech countries will be fully verified :
' Cut wood, and have wood.' "

(Ibid., p. 35.) In some parts of Essex, the wood of the chestnut is preferred

to that of the oak, for making gates, stiles, and hurdles ; both of which last

from 15 to 25 years. Chestnut piles are much used there for embankments
against the Thames or the sea. They are made 5 ft. long, and 10 in. in

diameter, and driven 3 ft. into the earth. In a cohesive oozy soil, their

duration is almost without end ; but, in sand, they do not last longer than the

oak. The embankment is formeil by heaping up earth on both sides of, and
over the row of piles, and sometimes branches are interwoven with them. In

the south and west of England, Mr. Davies informs us, the chestnut becomes
shaky, even when the trunk is only 6 in in girt ; but the stools, he says, by
their numerous shoots and large broad leaves, afford excellent shelter for

game. In every part of the country where hops are grown, the most durable

poles are those of the chestnut; and in Kent, it is well known, this tree is

more extensively planted for furnishing hop-poles than any other, unless we
except the ash.

Chestnut timber, in North America, Michaux observes, " is strong, elastic,

and capable of enduring the succession of dryness and moisture. Its durability

renders it especially valuable for posts ; which should be made of trees less

than 10 in. in diameter, and charred before they are set in the earth. In

Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and part of Virginia, it is also prefeiTcd for I'ails,

and is said to last more than 50 years. For shingles, this wood is superior

to any species of oak, though it has the same defect, of warping. It is not

extensively used for staves ; and its pores, like those of the red oak, are so

open, that it is proper only for dry wares ; though the European species," he
adds, " which is more compact, is employed in Italy to contain wines and
brandy." The chestnut of Europe is considered to make excellent hoops ; but
Michaux was informed by the coopers of New York and Philadelphia, that

the American chestnut is too brittle for that purpose. A more probable reason,

however, he observes, is, that, when bent, it is not strong enough to remain
firmly attached, like the hoops of the hickory, by crossfng the ends, but

requires to be bound with osier, which is an additional labour and expense.

The wood is little esteemed in America for fuel, as, being filled with air,

it snaps as it burns ; but it is much esteemed for the forge j and, in the

neighbourhood of Pennsylvania, native chestnut woods have been turned

into coppices, which are cut every 16 years for making charcoal.

Uses of the Fruit. Chestnuts are comparatively little used as food in Eng-
land, as they are seldom eaten except roasted at dessert. They are, however,
sometimes stewed with cream, and made into soup, either with milk or gravy.

They are also occasionally used as stuffing for fowls and turkey ; or stewed, and
brought to table with salt fish.

Speaking of the chestnut as an article of food, Evelyn says, "We give that

fruit to our swine in England, which is amongst the delicacies of princes in

other countries ; and, being of the larger nut, is a lusty and masculine food for

rustics at all times, and of better nourishment for husbandmen than cale and
rusty bacon

;
yea, or beans to boot. How we here use chestnuts in stewed

meats, and beatille pies, our French cooks teach us ; and this is, in truth, their

very best use, and very commendable ; for it is found that the eating them raw,
or in bread, as they do in the Limousin, is apt to swell the belly, though
without any other inconvenience that I can learn : and yet some condenm
them as dangerous for such as are subject to the gravel in the kidneys ; and,

however cooked and prepared, flatulent, offensive to the head and stomach.
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especially to those who are subject to the cholick. The best way to preserve

them is to keep them in earthern vessels in a coltl place. Some lay them in

a sinoak-loft, others in dry barley straw, others in sand, &c." (Hunt. Evel,,

vol, i. p. Ki.'i.)

The princi|)al countries where the chestnut is employed as an important

article of food are, the south of France and the north of Italy ; where it serves,

in a great measure, as a substitute for both the bread and potatoes of more
northern nations. In these countries, it becomes a matter of importance to

preserve the chestnuts during winter; and, accordingly, great care is taken in

gathering, keeping, and drying them, so as to insure a constant supply.

When the chestnuts are ripe, those that are to be preserved are collected every

day from the ground on which they have fallen from the tree; and spread out
in a dry airy place, till the whole is gathered together. But, as it is often a

considerable time before the chestnuts are all ripe enough to fall from the tree,

if the season be so far advanced as to be in danger of snow or heavy rains,

after the fallen chestnuts have been collected and set on one side for drying,

the tree is beaten with long poles, to knock off the remaining fruit. This
operation is called gaulcr Ics chutaignes. But the fruit thus collected is only con-
sidered fit for immediate use ; and the greater part of it is carried to the local

market, or sent to Paris. The husks of the chestnuts beaten off the trees

being generally attached to the nuts, they are trodden oif by peasants furnished

with heavy sabots, when the nuts are wanted for innnediate use ; but, when the

chestnuts are to be preserved a few moutiis, they are generally ke[)t in their

hu'sks in heaps in the open air, or in barrels of sand, which are sometimes
actually sprinkled with water in very dry seasons, in order to preserve the full

and plump appearance of the nuts.

One of the modes of drying chestnuts, in order to preserve them for several

years, is, to place those which have been collected from the ground on coarse

riddles, sieves, or hurdles, in a dry airy place, and afterwards to expose them
to the sun ; or to boil them for a quarter of an hour, and then dry them in an
oven. In Limousin and Perigord, where the chestnut flour is used for making
the kind of cake called la galettCy and the thick porridge called In poloita, which

are the common food of the peasantry, the chestnuts are dried with smoke.
A thin layer of nuts, which have been deprived of their outer husks, is laid on
a kind of kiln pierced with holes ; and a fire is made below with the husks, and
jjart of the wood of the tree, which is only permitted to smoulder, and is not

suffered to burst into a flame. In a short time, the chestnuts begin to sweat

;

that is, their superabundant moisture oozes out through their skins. The fire

is then immediately extinguished, and the chestnuts are suffered to become
quite cold. They are then thrown on one side, and a fresh layer is spread out,

and subjected to the same process. When a sufficient quantity of chestnuts

is thus prepared, to cover the floor of the kiln at least 1 ft. deep, they are

laid upon it, and a gentle fire is made below, which is gradually augmented
tluring 2 or 3 days, and is then continued during 9 or 10 days, the chest-

nuts being regularly turned, like malt, till the nuts part readily from their

skins : they are then put into sacks, which have been previously wet, and
thrashed with sticks, or rubbed upon a large bench or table; after which, they

are winnowed, and are then ready for the mill. During the process of drying,

the fire is watched night and day; and the under side of the floor of the kiln

(or hurdles, if these have been used as a substitute for a paved floor) must
be frequently swept, to clear it from the soot. The dust which escapes from

the chestnuts, when they are wimiowed, together with the broken nuts, are

carefully preserved for feeding cattle, and are called in France hhcat.

The most general modes of cooking chestruits in France are, boiling them
in water, either simply, with a little salt, or with leaves of celery, sage, or any

herbs that may be approved of, to give them a flavour; and roasting them,

either in hot ashes, or in a cofltc-roaster. They are also occasionally roasted

before the fire, or on a shovel, as in England ; but, when thus prepared, they

are thought not so good. In whatever way the chestnuts are roasted, the
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French cooks always slit the skin of all except one; and, when that cracks and

flies off, they know that the rest are done. Chestnut flour is kept in casks,

or in earthen bottles well corked ; and it will remain good for years. La galette

is a species of thick flat cake, which is made without yeast, and baked on a

kind of girdle, or iron plate, or on a hot flat stone. It is generally mixed with

milk and a little salt, and is sometimes made richer by the addition of eggs and
butter ; and sometimes, when baked, it is covered with a rich custard before

serving. La polenta is made by boiling the chestnut flour in water or milk,

and continually stirring it, till it has become quite thick, and will no longer stick

to the fingers. Wlien made with water, it is frequently eaten with milk, in the

manner that oatmeal porridge is in Scotland. Besides these modes of dressing

chestnuts, which are common in Italy as well as in France, many others might

be mentioned ;
particularly a kind of himilli, called cliatigna, which is made

by boiling the entire chestnuts, after they have been dried and freed from
their skins, in water with a little salt, till they become soft, and then breaking

and mixing them together like mashed potatoes; and a sweetmeat, called

luarrons g/ace5, which is made by dipping the marrons into clarified sugar, and
then drying them, and which is common in the confectioners' shops in Paris.

(See Parmentier's Traite de la Chdtaigne ; Mem. de Dcsviarets m Journ. de

Physique for 1 77 1 and 1 772 ; Du Ham. Arb., i. p. 13G. ; X. Du Ham. iii. p. 65.

;

Diet. Class., &c., art. Chataignier; Noiiv. Cuurs, &c.) On the foreign modes
of dressing chestnuts in Evelyn's time, that author says, " The best tables

in France and Italy make them a service, eating them with salt, in wine,

or juice of lemon and sugar, being first roasted in embers on the chaplet.

In Italy, they boil them in wine, and then smoke them a little. These
they call anseri, or geese : I know not why. Those of Piedmont add fennel,

cinnamon, and nutmeg to their wine; but first they peel them. Others mace-
rate them in rose-water. The bread of the flour is exceedingly nutritive:

il is a robust food, and makes women welUcomplexioned, as I have read in a

good author. They also make fritters of chestnut flour, which they wet with
rose-water, and sprinkle with grated parmigans, and so fry them in fresh

butter for a delicate." {Hunt. Evel., i. p. 1G2.) Evelyn also says that "the
flour of chestnuts made into an electuary with honey, and eaten fasting, is an
approved remedy against spitting of blood and the cough; and a decoction of
the rind of the tree tinctures hair of a golden colour, esteemed a beauty in

some countries." {Ibid., p. 163.) Sugar is said to have been obtained in

France from chestnuts by the same process as is used for the extraction of
the sugar from beet, and at the rate of 14 per cent ; which is more than the
average produce of the beet-root. {Bon Sens, as quoted in the Atlienceum of
Feb. 25. 1837.)

As a Tree for useful Plantations, the chestnut is chiefly valuable as under-
wood, and for its fruit. As underwood, as already mentioned, it is grown, in

England, for hop-poles, fence-wood, and hoops. The poles last as long as

those of the ash, and longer ; but they do not grow so fast, and they are apt
to send out stout side shoots, which, if not checked, either by pruning or by
the closeness of the plantation, cause, Cobbett observes, " the upper part of the

pole to diminish in size too rapidly. To get a chestnut pole any where between
1 2 ft. and 20 ft. in length, there will also be a disproportionate but ; a dis-

advantage that none but skilful hop-planters can know. The vines of the hop
(and it is the same with all other climbing plants) do not like to have a big

thing to go round at starting." {JVoodlands.) Hence intelligent hop-planters,
" in order to obviate the injury arising from large-butted poles, stick in little

rods as leaders, to conduct the vine to the jjole at 2 ft. or 3 ft. from the ground.
{Ibid.) For this reason, the plants, in a plantation of chestnuts for under-
growth, ought not to be farther apart than 5 ft. every way; in which case they
will require very little pruning, but will become drawn up of a proper size.

When the tree is planted for timber, its properties suggest the propriety of
cutting it down when the trunk is under 1 ft. in diameter, and for using it

chiefly in rustic structures, gate-posts, and fencing. As a fruit tree, we have
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already observed that the chestnut, in Britain, is chieHy planted on the margins
of oreluirds, for the pur|)ose of slieltering thejn. It is also oeeasionally [jlantetl

in hedgerows; but, from the density of the head, the early appearance of the
foliage, and its long continuance before it drops, the tree is injurious both to
the hedge antl to the grass below.

As an ornaincnlal Tree, Sang observes that many chestnuts should not be
planted near a residence ; because " the flowers emit a very powerfid and dis-
agreeable odour, which is oifensive to most people." Gilpin consiilers the
chestnut, in maturity and perfection, as a noble tree, which " grows not unlike
the oak. Its ramification is more straggling ; but it is easy, and its foliage loose.
This is the tree which graces the landscape of Salvator Rosa. In the moun-
tams of Calabria, where Salvator painted, the chestnut flourished. There he
stiulied it in all its forms, breaking and disposing it in a thousand beautiful
shapes, as the exigences of his composition required. I have heard, indeed,"
continues Gilpin, " that it is naturally brittle, and liable to be shattered by
winds, which might be one reason of Salvator's attachment to it ; but, althoufh
1 have many times seen the chestnut, in England, old enough to be in a fruk-
bearing state, yet I have seldom seen it in a state of full picturesque maturity."
{For. Seen.) Bosc says :

" As an ornamental tree, the chestnut ought to'be
placed before the oak. Its beautiful leaves, which are never attacked by in-

sects, and which hang on the trees till very late in autumn, mass better than
those of the oak, antl give more shade. An old chestnut, standing alone, pro-
duces a superb effect. A group of young chestnuts forms an excellent back-
ground to other trees ; but a chestnut coppice is insupportably monotonous."
(Nouv. Cours, Sec, art. Chiitaignier.) In IBrilish parks, the chestnut is dis-

played to most advantage when standing singly, or in scattered groups alon"-
with the oak; and the gradation in the foliage and manner of tufting formed by
Q. sessilifloi'a, between the chestnut and Q. i)edunculata, forms a pleasing har-
mony, interesting both in a botanical and a picturesque point of view. In hilly

grounds, the allusion which the chestnut creates to the Apennines affords a
pleasing argument for planting it in such situations.

Soil and Situation. The chestnut, like the beech, prefers a deep sandy loam.
It will not thrive in stiff tenacious soil ; and, in a rich loam, its timber, and
even its poles and hoops, are brittle, and good for nothing. In loamy soils at
the bottom of mountains, as at Aloa, in Stirlingshire; in loam incumbent on
clay, as at Brechin Castle, in Forfarshire; and in similar soils and situations;
it attains a large size, and in so short a time, that, according to Sang, wherever
the chestnut is planted in its proper soil and situation, it will outgrow any other
tree in the same length of time, oxce|)t, perhaps, the larch, the willow, and
some of the poplars. According to Bosc, it will not thrive in calcareons soil

;

but clayey and sandy soils, and those lying over granite, gneiss, and schistus, and
which are composed of the debris of these rocks, appear particularlv suitable for
it. It thrives well among rocks where there is apparently very little soil ; in-

sinuating itself among their fissures and chinks, and attaining a larire size.
" Wherever I have seen chestnut trees," observes the same author, " and I
have seen them in a great many different localities, the}' were never in soils

or on surfaces fit for the i)roduction of corn. On mountains in France, Swit-
zerland, and Ital\', the chestnut begins where the corn leaves off; and, in

climates suitable for corn, the tree is only found on rocky and flinty soils." In
Britain, the tree will not attain any height, unless in sheltered situations, and
where the soil is free and of some de{)th; but in poor gravelly soil, where its

roots will only run along the surface, it will attain a very considerable dia-

meter of trunk, and be of great longevity, though its heatl nmy never be larger
than that of a pollard. Of this, the chestnut trees in Greenwich Park and
Kensington Gardens may be cited as proofs.

Propagation and Culture. The species is propagated by the nut, which may
be treated exactly in the same manner as the acorn ; and the varieties are
perpetuated by grafting. The nuts, when they are to be sent to a distance,

should, according to Parmentier, be gathered in bright sunshine, and exposed
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to the full action of the sun's rajs, on riddles, for seven or eight days. The
effect of this will be to cause the fruit to shrink, and become somewhat fur-

rowed ; but it will retain its vital properties for planting, as well as its agree-
able flavour as an article of food, for a much longer period than if it had not
been dried. The nuts of the American chestnut are commonly sent over to the
British seedsmen in dried moss; but those of Spain and France, sent over for

the table, being generally smoked and kilndried, are seldom found to vegetate.

Du Hamel directs the nuts intended to produce young plants to be germinated
in sand, and the point of the radicle to be pinched off before planting; because
by these means the nuts are kept out of the ground till late in the spring, and
are in less danger of being eaten by vermin than if they were sown earlier.

Boutcher proves the seeds by throwing them into a tub of water, preserving

those which sink in dry sand till the beginning of March. He then sows
them in drills 1 ft. 2 in. apart, and the nuts 6 in. asunder in the drill, covering

them with soil to the dejith of Sin. Sang gives a covering of only 2 in. The
nursery culture of Boutcher consists in taking up the plants at the end of the

first season, and replanting them in lines at 2 ft. 6 in. asunder, and at 1 ft. dis-

tance in the line. Here they remain two years ; after which, he again removes
them (shortening the taproots which they will have formed) into lines 4 ft.

asunder, and 2 ft. distant in the line, where they are to continue 3 years;
after which they may be transplanted to where they are finally to remain.

The grafting of the chestnut, according to Du Hamel, is most successful

when performed in the flute manner. Knight (Hart. Trans., vol. i. p. G2.)

found the chestnut succeed readily when grafted in almost any of the usual

ways ; and, when the scions are taken from bearing bi-anches, the young trees

afford blossoms the succeeding year. It has been said that the tree is propa-
gated by grafting in some of the Devonshii-e nurseries; but we have ascer-

tained that this is not the case either in the Exeter Nursery, or in any of the
nurseries in the Isle of Jersey, where, as already observed, the chestnut is

much esteemed for its fruit. In pruning the chestnut as a fruit tree, it must
be borne in mind that the blossoms ap[)ear on the young wood of the current
3'ear, which is produced at the extremity of the preceding year's shoots;

and hence the necessity of keeping the head open, in order to give

a greater surface for the annual production of young wood. In France, the

chestnut is very apt to produce those large shoots of one season, called

gourmandes, which are easily known on the chestnut, as on all other trees, by
their vigour, anil by their proceeding from the trunk or the principal branches,
and never from the smaller branches. The usual remedy for this over-luxu-

riance in the tree is to shorten or remove these branches ; but Mr. D. Beaton,
in the Gardener's Magazine, vol. xiii. p. 203., has suggested a better mode ; viz.

allowing the gourmandes to exhaust themselves, and thus carry off the super-

flous vigour of the tree, only cutting out all the buds which they form ; in

consequence of which, the following year, the shoot becomes so weak as to

admit of its being cut out without incurring the risk of forcing the tree to

throw out other shoots of the same kind. Chestnut trees, whether grown
for fruit or timber, at a certain stage of their growth, Bosc says, when they
are from 200 to 300 years old, begin to decay at top ; their branches dying
back, and the leaves and fruit produced being much smaller than before.

When this is the case, the w hole of the branches forming the head are cut in

to within 2 ft. t)r 3 ft. of the trunk, which invigorates the tree for a consider-

able period, and occasions it to produce remarkably large fruit. After this,

when the trunk of the tree has become hollow, and there is danger of its

being blown down by storms, it is pollarded, and in that state it forms a fine

globular head, and continues to produce fruit and faggot-wood for many
years.

Felling the Chestnut. As timber, the chestnut can hardly be allowed to

stand with safety for more than 50 or 60 years ; and, even at that age, on
tolerably good and somewhat moist soil, it will be found shaky within, and
fit only for fuel. A more profitable time, probably, for felling it would be when
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the trunk averaged from 9 in. to 1 ft. in diameter, and then to use it as gate-

posts, or posts for supporting shed roofs. As coppice-wood, the common
period at which it is felled is about every 16 years ; though in some places, as

about Maidstone, in Kent, the poles are cut every 12 years, and even every

10 years. For hoops, they may be cut every 4 or 5 years.

Accidents, Diseases, cj-c. The timber of the chestnut being brittle, and the

branches spreading obliquely from the trunk, it is much more liable to be

injured by storms than either the beech or the oak. The wood is also subject

to become shaky, and cup-shaky in the interior (see p. 1992.); and to that

peculiar disease, already mentioned (p. 1991.), which the French call dial-

ling. The decay of the heart wood is also technically considered a disease

named caries ; and Chaptal informs us that, when he was travelling in dif-

ferent parts of France, and particularly in Cevennes, in the department of
AUier, he observed a great number of chestnut trees with their trunks quite

hollow, and charred over the whole of their interior surface. The inhabitants

of the country explained to him that this operation was necessary to check
the progress of the caries, or decay, which would otherwise speedily consume
the entire tree. Hence, when they observe the disease beginning to spread,

they cut the whole of the rotten wood out of the trunk, and then collect

heath and other combustible plants, which, when thoroughly dry, they burn
in the hollow of the tree, till the whole surface of the interior is completely
charred. This is found effectually to stop the progress of the disease j and
the operation is performed so dexterously, that it is very rare to find a tree

destroyed by it. (^Bulletin des Sciences, an 7, as quoted in N. Du Ham., tom. iii.

p. 79.) The leaves are liable to be attacked by few or no insects ; and it is

said that the wood never becomes worm-eaten. Tlie nuts, however, in some
seasons, are attacked by a kind of weevil, the Pyrale Pflugione of Fab. (see

Mem.de Reaum., tom. \\. pi. 11. No. 19.), which is in its imago state when the
chestnut trees are in flower. To prevent it from depositing its eggs in the
incipient fruit, the inhabitants of Cevennes, where it is most common, make
fires to attract and burn the insect. When the germ of the fruit has been
pierced, the nut never attains its full size, but drops off before it is half ripe.

Sometimes these weevils are found in the perfectly ripe fruit ; and care must
be taken, in selecting chestnuts for seed, to observe whether they have been
pierced on the side. We have twice had chestnuts sent to us for seed from
the celebrated tree at Vermont, planted by the hands of Washington ; but in

both cases they had been pierced by some insect, and never vegetated.

Statistics. Recorded Trees. The Tortworth Chestnut has been already mentioned. Lord Ducle,
the proprietor of the estate on which it stands, had a portrait taken of it, from which an etching
was made in 1772; and under it is the following inscription: — "The east view of the ancient
chestnut tree at Tortworth, in the county of Gloucester, which measures 19 yards in circumference,
and is mentioned by Sir Robert Atkins, in his History of that county, as a famous tree in King John's
time ; and by Mr. Evelyn, in his Si/lua, to have been so remarkable for its magnitude in the reign of
King Stephen (1135), as then to be called the Great Chestnut of Tortworth ; from which it may
reasonably be presumed to have been standing before the Conquest {Ktefi)." {Mart. Mill.) At the time
this etching was made, it appears that the tree was barely included within the garden wall, which
bore hard upon it ; but this wall has since been removed, and a top dressing of fresh soil applied to
the roots, which seems to have invigorated the tree. 'J'he native soil in which it grow.s is a soft clay,
somewhat loamy; and the situation is on the north-west side of a hill. Sir Robert Atkins is of
opinion that it was originally several trees ; and Marshall thinks that it is two trees grown together.
In 1791, Mr. Lysons found it 44 ft. 4 in. round in the thickest part; which is considerably less than
the dimensions given by Sir Robert Atkins, who makes it 19 yards (57 ft) ; or by Bradley, who
makes it 51 ft. at G ft. above the ground. An engraving of this tree by Strutt will be found in his
Sy/im Britannica, of which our fig. 1924. in p. 19S8. is a copy, reduced to the scale of 1 in. to 12 ft. Its
present measurement, at 5 ft. from the ground, Mr. Strutt observes, writing in 1820, is 52 ft. ; which
shows an increase of 2 ft. since 17G6, when, at the same height, it measured only 50 ft.

" The body is
10 ft. in height to the fork, where it divides into three limbs ; one of which, at the period already men-
tioned, measured 28 ft. 6 in. in girt, at the distance of 50 ft. from the main trunk. The solid contents
of the tree, according to the customary method of measuring timber, are 1965 ft. ; but its true geome-
trical contents must be much more. Voung trees have been raised from the nuts which it bore about
S years ago." [Sylv. Brit., p. 85.) Lord Duiie informs us, in a letter dated 1836, that the tree is still
much in the same state as it was when drawn by Mr. Strutt ; and the Rev. W. T. Bree, who .saw it
in the September of that year, characterises it as "a tine and most interesting relic. I wish-
he continues, "that Strutt had given us a figure of the whole tree, instead of the lower part only"
for, though the perfect head is but a modicum, or perhaps no part at all, of the original head it yet
makes a beautiful object altogether." In the park at Cobham, in Kent, is a chestnut, called the
Four Sisters, figured by Strutt ; the remains, as he states, " of a most magnificent tree (.See
our fig. 1925. in n. 1989.) Its trunk is 35 ft. 2 in in circumference at the ground, avoiding the
spurs; 29 ft. at 3 ft. from the ground, S3 ft. at 12 ft. from the ground, and Wft. at the point wliere

n
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the trunk divides. A liumber of tender shoots spring out annually from its topmost branches,
and still give it, by the brightness of their foliage, an appearance of freshness altogether unex-
pected in such a ruin." Not far from this tree, in the same park, is the Fallen Chestnut, also

figured by Strutt. Gilpin mentions some fine chestnuts on the banks of the river Tamar, in Corn-
wall, at an old house belonging to the Edgecumbe family ; and also 70 or 80 trees at Beechworth
Castle, in Surrey, with trunks measuring from Tift, to 18 ft, and even 20 ft., in girt. One of these
trees was measured by Mitchell, and found to be 18 ft. in circumference, and 90 ft. high. At Win-
ley, near Hitchin Priory, in Hertfordshire, a chestnut, in 1789, girted upwards of 14 yards (42 ft.)

at 5 It. from the ground : its trunk was hollow, and in part open ; but its vegetation was vigo-

rous. At Great Canford, in Dorsetshire, there were four large chestnut trees in the,time of Grose

;

one of which measured 37 ft. round, and bore fruit plentifully, though the tree was much shivered
and decayed by age. In Martyn's Miller it is stated, on the authority of Ord's MS., that the stem of an
old chestnut near Fraiting, in E.ssex, yielded 30 loads of logs ; and another is mentioned in Glouces-
tershire, which contained within its hollow trunk " a pretty wainscoted room, enlightened with
windows, and furnished with seats." In Greenwicli Park there are some large and old chestnut
trees; oneof which, in 1795, measured 17 ft. 6 in. in girt. At Shelford Lodge, Hampstead, in the
same year, a chestnut measured 15 ft. in girt at 5 ft. from the ground —In Scotland, a number of
large chestnut trees are mentioned by Dr. Walker, Mr. Sang, and Sir T. D. Lauder. The latter ob.

serves, that the chestnut is found near all the old aristocratical residences in Scotland. He mentions
a magnificent group of these trees at Winton, in East Lothian ; and has given a figure of one at

Riccarton, in the county of Edinburgh, the trunk of which measures 27 ft. in circumference, and the
head covers a space 77 ft. in diameter. " A Spanish chestnut at Preston Hall measures, at 1 ft. from
the ground, 18 ft. 'n girt ; and at 10ft., 19 ft." A chestnut at Kinfauns Castle, in Perthshire, which
was cut down in 1760, had a trunk which measured 22ft. Sin. in circumference; and, though
it was hollow, all the branches had leaves and fruit upon them the year it was cut down It was
supposed to be above 200 years old. The groat chestnut that stood at Finhaven, in Forfarshire, was
long accounted the largest tree of the kind in Scotland. We have given some account of it in our
General History, p. 90. At Levenside, in Dumbartonshire, a chestnut of surprising bulk was thrown
down by a hurricane, January 13th, 1739. Sang has given the dimensions of 17 large chestnuts, the
smallest of which measured 8 ft. 6 in. in circumference at 4 ft. from the ground, with a trunk jfi ft.

in length, and stands at Leslie House, in Fife; and the largest, which was blown down about the
end of the last century, had a trunk which measured 17 ft. in circumference, and was 22 ft. in height.
This chestnut, along with several other very large ones at the same place, is supposed to have been
upwards of 300 years old.— In Ireland, there have been many line chestnuts in ditferent parts of the
country. An avenue at Duganston, cut down in 17!)3, contained trees which measured from 14 ft.

to 16 ft. 6 in. in circumference, with trunks, some of them 24 ft., and others 36 ft. in length. At
Cranmore, near Belfast, is a very large chestnut tree, already mentioned, p. 112. At Bellione, trees
planted 27 years had trunks 5 ft., and one 7 ft., in circumference at 1 ft. from the ground, and could
nave afforded planks 16 ft. long, and 12 in. broad. They grew in a strong loam on ahmestone rock."
{Hayes's Treat., p. 162.)—In France, near Sancerre, M. Bosc saw a chestnut 32 ft. 6 in. in circuni.
ference at 6 ft. from the ground, which, 600 years before, was called the Great Chestnut of Sancerre.
It was supposed to be 1000 years old, notwithstanding which its trunk looked perfectly healthy on its

exterior ; and it bore every year an immense quantity of fruit. Near Bode, where there are still some
very large chestruit trees, there was one which fell in 1807, and which produced 18 cords of wood of
144 French cubic feet, 2500 poles 8 French feet long each, 90 stakes, and 300 faggots. At Plessis,
near Bechcrel, there is a chestnut, the trunk of which measured above 30 ft. in circumference at
about 4ft. from the ground; but its roots, which ri.se up out of the earth, would give it a much
greater extent if it were measured at the surface. Tiie English prisoners of war, who were confined
at Bechcrel, frequently visited this tree ; and, from their report, few, English travellers pass any where
near it without turning out of their road to see the celebrated chestnut of Plessis. (Bosc.) Near
Paris, at La Celle, Dr. Neill mentions, in his Horiiculliiril Tuur,an ancient \)\aiitation oi' marronicrs,
or cultivated chestnuts. Most of them, he says, are grafted trees ; and, in some instances, the graft
had greatly overgrown the stock. One aged tree measured, at the place of grafting, unless than 22 ft.

6 in. in circumference ; while, immediately below the graft, the stock was only 15 ft. 6 in in circum-
ference. In the|Forest of St. Germain en Laye, the deputation, of which Dr. Neill is the organ, found
chestnuts [chutaigiiiers, not marroniers,) scattered up an<i down as singletrees, and in small separate
plantations. They were frequently of great age and large dimensions; the bole sometimes measur-
ing 13 ft., 14 ft., and 15 ft. in circumference, and being sometimes quite hollow, though the head was
vigorous, (p. 365.) In Tuscany, the chestnut trees of Valombrosa are celebrated for their size, the
abundance of their leaves, and the deepness of the shade which they produce. (See j). 1987.) The
expression, " Thick as the leaves of Valombrosa," h?s, indeed, almost passed into a proverb. (See
Lauder's Gilpin, vol. i. p. 101.) In Sicily, the chestnuts of Mount Etna have been already men-
tioned. The dimensions of the 3 largest (Castagno di Cento Cavalli, Castagno di Santa Agata, and
Castagnodella Nave) have been already given (p. 1987).
Existing Trees of Castunea v^sca. The oldest trees in the immediate neighbourhood of l.,on-

don are in Greenwich Park and Kensington Gardens ; but they are, for the most part, hollow
trunks, with pollard-like heads. At Muswell Hill is the old chestnut figured in our last Volume,
which is 66 ft. high ; at Mount Grove, Hampstead, it is 57 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in.,

and of the head 44 ft ; near Richmond, in the grounds of the Countess of Shaftesbury, it is 60 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 11 ft. 6 in., and of the head 60 ft. — South of London. In Devonshire,
at Bicton, it is 28 ft. 6 in. high, diameter of the trunk 7 ft. ; at Killerton, 34 years planted, it is 56 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 57 ft. ; at Endsleigh Cottage, 22 years planted,
it is 50 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 5 in., and of the head 14 ft. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury
Park, JOO years old, it is fioft. high, diameter of the trunk 9ft., and of the head 60 ft. ; at Coinpton
House, 60 years planted, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 4 in. In Hampshire, at .Strath-
fieldsaye, it is 98 ft. high, with a ttunk 4 ft. in diameter. In Kent, at Cobham Hall, 10 years planted,
it is 30 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 9 in. (for the old trees at Cobham, see p. 1999.) ; at Walder-
share is a fine old tree {fig. 1926.), 91 ft. high, with a trunk 24 ft. 10 in. in circumference at 1 ft. from
the ground, and 15 ft. 10 in. at the height of 28 ft. The trunk is 51ft. high before it divides into
branches, and the diameter of the head is 65 ft. It grows in a sheltered situation, in loam on gravel.
In Somersetshire, at Nettlecombe, 120 years old, it is 60 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 6 ft., and of
the head 72 ft. (iin. In Surrey, at Betchworth Castle, are some remarkably large chestnut trees.
One measured for us in May, 1837, was 80 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk, at 1 ft. from theground,
8 ft., and of the head 222 ft. The timber contained in this tree was estimated at 14 loads 25 ft.

Another tree at the same place was 65 ft. high, the trunk 6 ft. (iin. in diameter, and was estimated
to contain 13 loads 8 ft. of tnnber. At Farnh.im Castle are some remarkably fine old chestnuts: one is

76 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 7ft 6 in., and of the head 60 ft. ; ami another 65 ft. high, diameter
uf the trunk 7 ft., and of (he head 60 ft. In Sussex, at Cowdvay, there is a magnificent avenue,
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In Nottinghamshire, at Thoresby

upwards of a mile long, consisting of 300 chestnut trees,

which average JSU. In height, with trunks about i! ft. in

diameter. In Wiltshire, at Wardour Castle, H) years
planted, it is .OO ft. high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and
of the head SGtI.—North of Ix>ndon. In Berkshire, at

Bearwood, IG years planted, it is ."j ft. high, diameter of
the trunk !i in., and of the head 18 It. In Denbighshire,
at Kinmel Park, it is -K) ft. high, diameter of the trunk (i ft,,

and of the head jtift. In Ulouccstershirc, at Chipping
Campden, it is 77 ft. high, diameter of the trunk (i ft.

10 in. ; at Norton House, it is ^Htft. high, with a trunk 8 ft.

in circumference. In Ilerefonishire, at Croft Castle, arc
some very remarkable chestnuts; one of which is 80ft.
high, diameter of the trunk S ft. (iin., and of tlie head
Il'2ft. ! This is probably tlie largest chestnut in England.
There is another chestnut at Croft Castle, which is 78 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 8 ft., and of the head 81 11.,

and others of nearly equal dimensions. At Stoke Edith
Park, in the same county, is a chestnut fiO ft. high, dia-
meter of the trunk o ft. In Hertfordshire, at Chcshunt,
the sweet ehcstiuit, only G years planted, is IG ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 10 ft. In
Leicestershire, at Belvoir Castle, 21 years planted, it is

40 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head
I'j ft. ; at Doddington Park, 70 years planted, it is 77 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 7 ft. 6 in., and of the head 13 ft.

Park, is a very remarkable tree, 100 years old, and 70 ft. high, with a trunk only lift, in circum-
ference at the ground, but with a clear upright bole, perfectly free from branches, to the height of
50 ft. In Oxfordshire, at Tew Park, IG years planted, it is 44ft. high. In Staflbrdshire, at Teddesley
Park, 14 years planted, it is 30 ft, high, diameter of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 14 ft. In Suffolk,
at Shrubland Park, it is Giift. high, diameter of the trunk lift. 4 in., and of the head 6G ft. In
Yorkshire, at Grimston, 11 years planted, it is 4j ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 7 in., and that
of the head 18 ft.

Castiinca vesca in Scotland. Near Edinburgh, at Gosford House, .30 years planted, it is 20 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 4 in., with a widely spreading head ; at Ncwbattle Abbey it is 60 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 7 ft., and that of the head 70 ft. ; at Barnton House, 90 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and that of the head 48 ft. ; at Hopetoun House, 100 years planted, it is

75 it. high, the diameter of the trunk:4 ft. 4in., and that of the head 50 ft. ; at Moredun, it is 70 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and of the head 58 ft.—South of Edinburgh. In Ayrshire, at
Doonholm, 70 years planted, it is 55 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 32 ft ; at
Blair, 100 years old, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and that of the head 22 ft. ; at
Auchincruive, ISO years old, it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft. In the Stewartry of
Kirkcudbright, at St. Mary's Isle, it is 48 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and of the head
60 ft In Haddingtonshire, at Tynningham, it is 49 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 8 in., and
that of the head 60 ft In Renfrewshire, at Erskine House, it is 60 ft. h gh, the diameter of the
trunk 3 ft. 2 in. ; at Bothwell Castle, it is 68 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and that of the
head 60 ft — North of Edinburgh. In Banffshire, at Gordon Castle, it is ()4 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 2 ft. 8 in., and that of the head 40 ft. In the Isle of Bute, it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 4 ft., and that of the head 70 ft. ; at C'ullen House, 80 years old, it is 51 ft. high, the dia-

meter of the trunk 3 ft 4in., and of the head 56 ft In Cromarty, at Castle Send, 200 years old, it is

iKJ ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 8 It. 6 in. and that of the head 180 ft. : by far the largest chest-

nut tree in Scotland. In Forfarshire, at Co,urtachy Castle, 102 years old, it is 45 ft high, the dia-

meter of trunk 3 ft., and of the head 48 ft. In Perthshire, at Kinfauns Castle, it is 68 ft. high, diameter
of the trunk 5 ft. 6 in. and of the head 45 ft. This tree has a clear stem of 30 ft. ; and is one of the
chestnuts mentioned by Dr. Walker in an early statistical account of Scotland. At Taymouth, SO
years planted, it is 50 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 5 ft. 6 in., and of the head 50 ft. ; at Lawers, it

is 71ft. high, and the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 6 in. In Ross-shire, at Brahan Castle, it is 55 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 6in., and that of the head 50ft. ; at Castle Head, it is 18ft. in

circumference. In Stirlingshire, at Airthrey Castle, it is 70ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft,

and that of the head 39 ft ; at Bannockburn Wood, 120 years old, it is 76 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 6 ft, and of the head 70 ft ; and at Sauchie, 90 years old, it is 93 ft. high, diameter of the
trunk 4 ft, and of the head 60 ft.

Castdm:a Vcsca in Ireland. In the environs of Dublin, in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, S5 years

planted, it is 35 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1ft. Gin., and that of the head 30 ft — South of
Dublin. In the county of Cork, at Castle Frcke, it is 44 ft. high. In King's County, at Charleville

Forest, 45 years planted, it is 85 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 8 in., and of the head 30 ft

In Kilkenny, at Borris, it is 53 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 6ft., and that of the head 70 ft —
North of Dublin. In Down, at Ballyleady, 60 years planted, it is 38 ft. high, diameter of the trunk
2 ft. 4 in., and of the head 51 ft In Fermanagh, at Florence Court, 45 years planted, it is 50 ft. high,

the diameter of the trunk 7 ft., and of the head 20 ft. ; another, 160 years old, is 83 ft. high, diameter
of the trunk 4 ft., with a clear bole 28 ft high. In Sligo, at RIackree Castle, it is 50 ft. high, the

diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and that of the head 41 ft ; in Tyrone, at Baron's Court, 40 years

planteil, it is 35 ft high, the circumference of the trunk 6 ft. 9 in., and the diameter of the head

30 ft.

Cnstflnca visca in Forcij^n Ccntntrics. In France, near Nantes, it is 100 years old, and SO ft. high
;

at Colombe, near Metz, 60 years old, it is 39 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and that of the

head 50 ft. ; in the Botanic Garden at Avranches, 22 years planted, it is 40 ft high, the diameter of

the trunk 1ft 3in., and that of the head 29ft. In Hanover, in the GGttingcn Botanic Garden,

20 years planted, it is from 20 ft. to 25 ft. high. In Cassel, at Wilhelmshoe, 40 years planted, it is

only 16 ft. high, with a trunk 1ft. in diameter. In Austria, at Vienna, in the University Botanie

Garden, 36 vears old, it is 24ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 20ft. In

Bavaria, at Munich, in the English Garden, 30 years old, it is 20 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
4 in., and of the head 8ft. In Prussia, in Berlin, at Sans Souci, 45 years old, it is 40 11. high, the

diameter of the trinik 9 in., and of the head 7 ft. In Sweden, at Lund, in the Botanic Garden, it

is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft 6 in., and that of the space covereti by the branches

36 ft. In Italy, in Lombardy , at Monza, 50 years old, it is 84 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk

7 ft. 6 in., and the diameter of the head 45 ft.

6 (> 2
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t A 2 C. PU^MiLA Willd. The Dwarf Chestnut, or Chincapin.

JdenHftcation. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 461. ; Michx. Amer., 2. p. 193. ; Mill. Diet, No. 2. ; N. Du
Ham., iii. p. 79.

Synonymes. i^gus ptirnila Lin. Sp. PI., 1416., Gron. Virg., 150., Du Roy Harbk., 1. p. 275.,
Wang. Ayner., 57. t. 19. f. 44., Abbott Insect., 2. p. 113. t 57. ; Castanea pilmila virgin! Jlna, &c.
Pluk. Aim., 90., Cat. Car., 1. p. 9. t. 9., Du Ham. Arb., 3. ; Chataiguer Chincapin, Fr. ; zwerch
Kastanie, or Castanje, iSer.

Engravings. Wang. Atner., 57. t. 19. f. 44. ; Abb. Ins., 2. t. 57. ; Cat. Car., 1. t. 9. ; Pluk. Aim.,
90. t 156. f. 2.; Michx. N. Amer. Syl, 3. t. 105.; our j%. 1927. from Michaux; andjSg. 1928.
ftom the tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden.

S])ec. Char., Sfc. Leaves oblong, acute,

mucronately serrated ; covered with

white tomentum beneath. (Wit/d.)

A shrub, 7 ft. or 8 ft. high, but some-
times attaining the size of a tree

30 ft. or 40 ft. high. It is a native

of North America, where it forms a

shrub rarely exceeding the height of

7 ft. or 8 ft. in New Jersey, Delaware,
and Maryland ; though in South Ca-
rolina, Georgia, and Lower Louisi-

ana, it is sometimes 30 ft. or 40 ft.

high, with a trunk from 12in.to loin,

in diameter. The leaves are Sin.

or 4 in. long, sharply toothed, and
similar in form to tho.«e of the C. v.

americana; from which they are dis-

tinguished by their inferior size, and
the whiteness of their under surface.

The fructification also resembles that

of C, V. americiina in form and arrangement ; but the flowers and fruit are

only about half as large, and the nut is convex on both sides. (Michaux.)
The chincapin is bounded to the northward, in America, Michaux adds,

by the eastern shore of the river Delaware, on which it is found to the
distance of 100 miles from ^
Cape May. It is more com-
mon in Maryland, and still

more so in the lower part of
Virginia, in the Carolinas,

Georgia, the Floridas, and
Louisiana, as far as the river

Arkansas. In West Ten-
nessee, it is frequent in the
prairies enclosed in the
forests ; and it abounds
throughout the southern
states, wherever the common
American chestnut is wanting.
The wood, Michaux informs
us, is more compact, heavier,

and finer-grained, than that
of the American chestnut

;

and, as posts, it will last in

the earth more than 40 years. The saplings, however, become loaded
" with branches while they are no thicker than the finger, and are thus
rendered too knotty for hoops." The fruit, which is about the size of the
wild hazel, is brought to market in America, and is eaten raw by children.
The tree requires a cool and fertile soil, with a mild climate j as, even in
the south of the United States, it becomes stunted when it grows in arid
land, and does not exceed the height of 6 ft. or 7 ft. ; it is, however, one of
the most common shrubs in the southern states of North America, as it

-"3
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sprlnj^s up spontaneoTisly wliercver the ground is not covered with water.
It wTis one of the earliest-imported American phints, havinj^ been intro-

duced by the Duchess of Beaufort in 1699. In British nui-serics, this

species is pro|)agated by inarching on the common chestnut, or by hiyers.

There are handsome small bushes of it in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, and at Messrs. Loddiges's ; and it is occasionally met witli in col-

lections. Seeds are also sometimes imported.

App. i. Species of Castdnea not yet introduced into European
Gardens.

Several species of chestnuts have been discovcrecl in Neiial and Java ; some of which were, at first,

supposed to Iwlong to the genus ^^uercus, but which have been separated from that genus, and referred
to Castilnca, by Dr. Lindley; and others, which have been described and figured by Blumc, in his
splendid work on the plants of Java, Dr. Lindley has given a synoptical list of the Indian CasLanea;
in Dr. Wallich's Pi. As. Har., in which he enu-
merates eight difft-rent s|iecies, all of which we
shall shortly notice below.

C. ifulica Rox. Hort. lieng., p. 68 , Lindl. in
Wall. PI. As. Kar., Koyle lllust., p. .SU., is a
native of the mountains of Nepal and Silhet.

C. IloxbuijihW Lind., I. c. ; yu^rcus castanicarpa
Rox. Hurt. Bc-ng., p. 68., Sprcn-g. St/st. f'rg., 3.

l>. 856. ; is a native of Chittagong.
C sphcerocdrpa Lindl., 1. c. ; Qui'rcus arm&ta

Hox. MSS. : is a native of the mountains near
Silhet

C. tribiUo'idcs Lindl., I. c., Royle lllust., p. 341 ; i

^uercus ^ribuloTdes Sniith in Iioes'.<iCi/c/., No. 13.,

D. Don. in Prod. Kep., p. 56., Hn/l in Litt. ; Q.
CatJingea Hani. MSS. ; Q. t'trox Rox. Hmt. Bnig.,
p. 68. This S|>ecies, according to Sir J. E. Sniitn,
was discovered by Dr. Buchanan (Hamilton) in

the forests of Upper Nepal, flowering and fruiting
at various seasons. Dr. Buchanan supposed it to
be an oak ; and he describes it as being a tree with
smooth branches, and leaves on short footstalks,

lanceolate, more or less ovate, entire, taper-pointed,
somewhat unequal at the base, about 4in. long,
li in. broad ; rigid, and rather coriaceous, with ir-

regular, distant, slightly curved veins ; the upper
surface polished, and the under one paler, and opaque. The flowers are generally inonnecious (though
Dr. Buchanan observed one tree with only female flowers'!, in slender, downv, clustered, axillary, or
terminal spikes ; the male spikes being most numerous. Stamens about S, with a dotted central disk.
The calyx of the fruit is armed with very numerous, rigid, prominent, sharp thorns, a fourth of an inch
or more in length, spreading in every direction. This
species is called Cattisn, or Cattumje, in the Parhatty
language ; Shingali, or Catu-Shingali, by the Nemours.
(See Rces's Ci/cl., art. Quercus.) Sir J. E. Smith adds
that Dr. Buchanan found the flowers " agree with
Quercus; to which genus he referred this remarkable
plant ;" though the " strongly muricated calyx," wbirJi,
in some of his specimens, seemed to " split into 'J or 3
valves," approached "the nature of the chestnut."
It is now generally allowed to belong to the genus
CastAnex

C. nwr/nhdnica Wall. PI. As. Rar., t. 107., and our
Jig. ig'Jy., has the leaves lanceolate-oblong, acuminate,
quite entire, smooth, on short footstalks, acute at the
base, silvery beneath. Catkins downy, densely clothed
with palmate branchy si>ifies, divaricate. {li'nU.) A
native of Martaban, near Amherst Dr.Wallich "only
observed this fine large species of chestnut in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of Amherst. It was covered
with a profusion of fruit in the^month of rebruary.
The seeds had an astringent taste. Professor Lindley
thinks that there is no difference between C. argi'ntea of
Dr.Blume's superb /-Vorrt Javw and my (Dr. Wallich's)
tree, except that the former is depicted with weak
spines ; acircumstance,nodoubt,due to the fruit, which
was described as having been unripe. I venture to
dissent from my highly respected friend. Dr. lilume's
tree ai)|)ears to me to differ in tlie following points :

—

Its leaves are more acuminate at the apex, and sharper
at the base; and their petioles lonjicr. The fruit is

;

smaller, and its spines much shorter and less com.
pound. Besides, the locality seems to indicate a diver-
sity : the Java tree grows on mountains, where;is mine
occupies low grouml, on the sea shore of .Martaban."
(Ifail. PI. As. Rar., t. 107.):

Castuncaarg^utca Blume Fl. Jav t 21., and ourfig ]p,-, ,,as i|,e leaves oblong-lanceolate, muchacum.uaUHl, narrowetl towards the base, glabrous a.ul silvery beneath. Catkins silky A tall tree.
G o 3
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with a thick trunk ; a native of mountains in the west of Java. The wood is used for beams and the

axletrees of waggons ; and the acorns are eaten when boiled or roasted. {Blw)ie.)

C. Tungurrut Blmne Bjdr., Fl. Jav., t. 22., and onrfig. 1930., has the leaves elliptic-oblong, acute,

and ash-coloured beneath. The veins and catkins are downy. It is an immen.se tree, 150 ft. high ;

and is found in the province of Bantam, at an elevation of from 4flOO ft. to 6000 ft. above the level of

the sea The natives call it Tungurrut, or Tungerreh. {Blume Fl. Jav.)

C.javdnica Hlume Fl. Jav., t. 23, 24, and our fl^. 1932 , has the leaves falcate, oblong.lanceolate,

sharp at both ends, glabrous, ochreous beneath ; the younger ones streaked underneath with dark

yellow. A lofty tree, attaining the height of 120 ft., with a trunk 7 ft. in girt. Common in the woods

of the volcanic mountain of Gede. Blume mentions two varieties: C. j. montina, C. montana

Blume BJdr., 10. p. 526. ; and C. j. fucescens. (Blume.)

C. inirmis Lindl. in Wall. PI. As. Rar. is a native of Singapore.

C. chirUnsis Spreng. is mentioned in our Hortus Britannicua.

Genus IV.

6'A'RPINUS L. The Hornbeam. Lin. Syst. MonoeVia Polyandria.

IdenMcalion. Lin. Gen., 497. ; Juss., 409. ; Fl. Br., 1029. ; Tourn., t. 348. ; Lam., t. 780. ; Oartn.,

t. 89. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 467. ; N. Du Ham , 2. p. 197.

Synoni/tncs. Charme, Fr. ; Haynbuche, or Hainbuche, Ger.

Dcrivaliun. According to some, from car, wood, and pix, the head, Celtic ; from the wood being

used to inake the yokes of oxen : and, according to others, from the Romans using the wood for

making a sort of chariot, which they called carpentum, and which the Swedes still call karm. The
French name, Charme, is evidently from the same origin. The English name of Hornbeam alludes

to the horny texture of the wood ; and the German one of Hainbuche, to the use of the wood for

making groves in the geometric style of gardening.

Description, ^c. Deciduous trees, mostly of the middle size ; natives of

Europe, Asia, and America; little valued either for their timber or orna-

mental effect ; but one species valuable as a garden hedge plant.

"i \.C. .Be'tulus L
Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1416.

The Birch, or common, Hornbeam.

Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 467. ; Fl. Br., 1029. ; Eng. Bot., t. 2032. ;

Hook. Scot., 274. ; Fl. Dan., t. 1345. ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 198. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 156. ; Hook. Br.

Fl., p. 405. ; Mackay FL Hibern., p. 2.W. ; Lindl. Synop., p. 240.
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Synonymcs. Carplnus AAiZ/A. I'als:)- ,\ \\\M., Cam. I\j)if.,~l., Pod. I'nnpt., Si'i., Hall Hist , 2
p. ays. No. ]a>7. ; O'.strv.i f}(ui/i. /'/«., 4i>7.. ftaii Syn., 451.; O'rnu.s Tiag. Hist., UO'.l. ; Klcus
Baiili. Hht., 1. p. 2. 14(i. f. ; 7.Vtulus Lol>. Ic, 2. 1!X). f.

Eiigravin/js. Fug. IJot., t. 2032. ; V\. Oaii., t. 1345. ; Lob. Ic, 2. p. 190., f. ; N. Dii Ilam., 2. t. .08. ;

and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Sjjcc. Char., Sfc. Bractcas of the fruit flat, oblong, .serrated, witli two lateral

lobes. (Smith.) A decicluous tree, a native of Britain, and of various part.s

of Europe, in magnitude and general character resembling the common
beech.

Varieties.

t C. B. 2incl<tn Lodd. Cat., 183G; C. v. ^uercifolia Desf.; C. v. hetero-

ph< 11a Hurt. ; has the leaves deeply cut. There are plants in the
Horticultural Society's Garden, and in the arboretum of Messrs,
Loddigcs ; one at Cheshunt, G years planted, and 17 ft. high; and
one at Kinfaiuis Castle, 1.5 ft. high, with a trunk 2i in. in diameter.

3? C. B. 3 variegdla Lotld. Cat., 1836, has the leaves variegated.

I)escriptio7i, ^c. The hornbeam, according to Sir J. E. Smith, is generally

a " rigiil tree of humble growth ;" but one which " when standing by itself,

and allowetl to take its natural form, will make a much handsomer tree than
most people are aware of." {Eng. FL, iv. p. 156.) Miller says that, when
growing under favourable circumstances, it will attain the height of GO ft.

or 70 ft., with a tolerably straight trunk, and bushy head, particularly on cold

stiff clay ; but it is very seldom allowed to become a timber tree. Being ex-

1933

tremcly patient of the knife, and forming excellent hedges, it is generally cut

in when young; so that the few old trunks yet remaining in the country, of any

size, are |)ollards. The trunk is generally flattened or irregular in its shape,

being very rarely, if ever, round ; and it seldom measures more than from 6 ft.

G o 4
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to 9 ft. in circumference, even in the largest trees ; it is also generally much
thicker at the base than at 1 ft. or 2 ft. from the ground. The head is large,

tufted, and consists of a confused mass of branches, among which it is almost
impossible to trace the leader. The leaves somewhat resemble those of the
elm, but are smoother : they are doubly serrated, pointed, plaited when young,
and have numerous parallel, transverse, hairy ribs; their colour is a darkish

green, changing to a russet brown in autumn ; and they remain on the tree,

like those of the beech, till spring. The buds are rather long and pointed.

The flowers appear at the same time as the leaves. The male catkins are loose,

scaly, of a yellowish colour, and about 2 in. or 3 in. long ; the female catkins

are much smaller, and, when young, are covered with close brownish scales,

which gradually increase, and form "unequally 3-lobed, sharply serrated,

veiny, dry, pale green bracteas, each enveloping an angular nut, scarcely bigger

than a grain of barley." (Smith.) These nuts ripen in October, and fall with
the capsules. The branches of the hornbeam, says Marshall, "are long,

flexible, and crooked ; yet in their general appearance they very much resem-
ble those of the beech : indeed, there is so great a likeness between these two
trees, especially in the shrubby underwood state, that it would be difficult

to distinguish them at a first glance, were it not for that glossy varnish with
which the leaves of the beech are strongly marked." (Plant, and Rur. Oni.,

vol. ii. p. 51.) The wood is very tough and horny, and the bark smooth and
whitish, or light grey spotted with white ; and on old trees it is generally
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covered with a lirownish moss. The 10:?

tree is extremely patient of the knife

;

anil the wood unites readily when two
branches are bound together. The
hornbeam never grows very fast, but

still more slowly when it becomes old.

In the neighbourhood of London, the

rate of growth may be considered from

1 ft. to 18 in. a year for the first ten

years, and the tree will attain its full

size in between 50 and 60 yeai's : its

longevity may be considered as equal

to that of the beech. There is a hand-

some tree in the grounds of the Duke
of Devonshire's villa at Chiswick, of

which a portrait will be found in our
last Volume; and fgs. 193.3. to 1935.

are portraits of trees at Studley Park.

Fig. 19.33. shows the natural form of the

head of the tree, where it has room to

expand. Fig. 1934. shows a beech

on the right hand, which is 85 ft. high,

and a hornbeam on the left, which is

73ft. high. Fig. 1935. shows two horn-

beams, one of which has a compound inosculated trunk, and is introduced to

show that the hornbeam partakes of the liability of the beech to inosculate.

The latter are between 50 ft. and 60 ft. high, with handsome well-shaped

heads. The roots of the hornbeam are numerous, and not only extend far,

but penetrate deeply into the soil; though the plant cannot be called tap-

rooted.

Geography. The common hornbeam is indigenous in France, Germany,
Italy, and throughout the whole of Central Europe; in Norway and Sweden,

as far as 55° and 56°, but not to the north of Scania ; in the south of Russia,

and in Caucasus, Armenia, Asia Minor, and all Western Asia ; but not in

Africa. The general range of the hornbeam is in tiie temperate climates, as

it seems alike averse from extreme heat and cold. It is a native of England

and Ireland, and the south of Scotland. According to Watson, it is parti-

cularly abundant in Kent, Norfolk, Caernarvon, Chester, and Lancaster;

{Outlines, &c., p. 255.); and Sir J. E.Smith informs us that it forms " a prin-

cipal part of the ancient forests on the north and east sitles of London ; such

as Epping, Finchley, &c." {Eng. Flora, iv. p. 156.) It is always found in

cold, stiff, clayey, moist soils, where scarcely any other timber tree will grow

;

and in situations bleak, but seldom or never mountainous.

History, Sfc. The Greeks supposed the hornbeam to be a kind of maple,

and called it Zugia, or the yoke tree, in common with the maple ; from the use

made of the wood of both trees for yokes for cattle. The Latins called it

Carpinus ; and under this name it is spoken of by Vitruvius, lib. ii. c. ix.

Pliny classes it with the maples; though he adds that many naturalists sup-

pose it to be a genus by itself. He says less about it than about any other

forest tree ; and only remarks that it will thrive equally well on the mountains

and in the plains. Virgil does not mention it. Some of the old English

writers considered it a kind of elm. Gerard calls it Betulus sive Carpinus ;

and his description of it is so curious, that we copy it below. He says that

" it growes great, and very like unto the elme or wich-hasell tree ; having a

great body, the wood or timber whereof is better for arrowes and shafts,

pulleves for mils, and such like devices, than elme or wich-hasell ; for, in time,

it waxeth so hard, that the toughness and hardnes of it may be rather com-

pared to horn than unto wood ; and therefore it was called hornebeam or

hard-beam. The leaves of it are like the elme, saving that they be tenderer .
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among these hang certain triangled things, upon which are found knaps, or little

buds of the bignesses of cichcs, in which is contained the fruit or seed. The

root is strong and thicke." He adds, that " it growes plentifully in North-

amptonshire, and in Kent, by Gravesend ; where it is commonly taken for a

kinde of elme " {Herball, p. 1479.) : and concludes by saying that he con-

siders it as a kind of elm himself; and that it is called, in England, horn-

beam, hard-beam, or yoke-elm, and in some places, witch-hazel. It was also

sometimes called horse-beech. " This tree," says Parkinson, in his Theatre

of Plants, " hath found about as many names as there have been authors that

have written of it ; but, by the judgment of the best, it is the Ostrya of

Theophrastus, which he describeth so plainly in his 3d bookeand 10th chapter,

that it is a wonder so many learned men as have called it otherwise, should

not better heede it ; but, led by tradition or conceit, have rather taken it to

be any other thing than what it is. Pliny (lib. iii, c. xxii.) describeth it; but

maketh it like to Fraxinus, when he should rather have set Fagus ; for it no

way resembleth the ash, but very much the beeche. Tragus taketh it to be

Ornus ; and saith that he cannot agree to Ruellius, who said that Ornus was

a species of Fraxinus. Matthioliis called it Carpinus. Dodongeus, in his

Dutch book, maketh it his third kinde of elme, and doubteth if it be not the

Ulmus sylvestris of Pliny. Lugdunensis giveth us the figure of it for Ulnms
attinia ; but Cordus or Dalechampius, I take it, first tooke it be Ostrya.

Gesner, in i/o?-iM, calleth it Fagus sepiaria; L'Obel, Bctiilus; and Clusius,

Fagulus herbariorum." ( Parkinson''s Theat. Bot., p. 1400.) Parkinson him-

self calls it Ostrya. The author of An Old Thrift newly revived classes the

"hornebeame" among the British timber trees. It "doth much," he adds,
" resemble the beech tree in qualitie ; and desireth the same kind of ground,

husbanding, and dressing, as the beech tree doth ; but it is a more firme and

solide kinde of wood." (p. 39.) The hornbeam was always a favourite tree

for forming hedges and labyrinths ; and, as these last appear to have been in -

troduced at a very early period, it was, doubtless, among the first indigenous

trees planted for garden purposes. In the Retired Gardener, and in James's

Gardening, both of which are translations of French works published during

the reign of Louis XIV., long details are given on the art of forming groves,

labyrinths, alcoves, arcades, and " various other devices " of hornbeam ; of

which, the author adds, " Nature, of herself, hath provided enough for us to

make what compartments we please with it in our gardens." (^Ret. Gard., ii.

p. 740.) Evelyn speaks quite in raptures of the hornbeam hedges in the

garden of London and Wise at Brompton ; and of " the admirable espa-

lier hedge in the long middle walk of the Luxembourg Garden at Paris (than

which nothing is more graceful), planted of this tree ; and so is that cradle,

or close walk, with the perplexed canopy, which lately covered the seat in His

Majesty's garden at Hampton Court." {Hunt. Evel., i, p. 140.) With the

decline of the geometric style of planting, the lofty hedges and alleys with

clipped sides, of hornbeam, fell into disrepute ; and the tree was chiefly used

to form garden and nursery hedges for shelter and for coppice-wood. In the

present day, the tree is little used for either of these purposes ; beech, or

some species of evergreen, being found to grow more rapidly as a hedge ; and
undergrowth of hornbeam only being planted in the worst soils.

Poetical Allusions. The hornbeam does not appear to have been mentioned

by Virgil, or any of the other Latin poets. It is also very seldom alluded to

by any of either the French or English poets of the middle ages. Rapin, in

iiis Latin poem, entitled The Gardens, speaks of the use of this tree for laby-

rinths :
—

" Let beauteous hornbeams one fair part adorn
;

Another, cypresses with judgment shorn :

These mazy windings form a wilderness.
Which hornbeam hedges in trim neatness dress.

Along the alley sides their boughs expand :

Like verdant walls the firm espaliers stand ;

And, while the eyes their various forms delight.

To private walks and shady bowers invite." Book ii.
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FawkoB, also, mentions them in his Bmmhmn Park :—
" Here hornbeam hedges regularly grow.
There hawthorn whitens, and wild roses blow."

Properties and Uses. The wood of" the hornbeam is white, hard, heavy,

tenacious, and very close-grained ; but it will not take a good polish. Ac-
cording to Varennes de Fenille, it shrinks a great deal in drying, and loses

considerably in its weight. Some German authors, however, deny that it

loses either more bulk or more weight in drying than the oak. According to

the table given in the Dictionnalrc cles Ecnw et Forcts, it weighs, when green,

6+ lb. ; half-dry, 57 lb. ; and quite dry, 51 lb. It is very seldom used in con-

struction
;
partly because it is seldom found of proper dimensions, and partly

because, when the tree attains a large size, the wood is apt to become shaky,

like that of the chestnut. On this subject, Varennes de Fenille observes :

" The trunk is rarely well shaped, being scarcely ever round ; the arrangement
of the fibres is singular, the annual layers never showing a regular circular

line, like the layers of other trees, but being undulated and zigzag; and the

transverse fibres, or medidlary rays, stronger and wider apart than in most
other trees. It is consequently very difficult to work : it is what the

workmen call cross-grained, and is apt to rise in splinters under the work-
man's tool, peeling off in flakes, and rendering it very difficult to obtain a
smooth section." These objections do not apply to the hornbeam in its

young state. Its toughness and hardness (though the latter quality makes
it difficult to work) render it excellent for all sorts of wheelwright's work,
and other kinds of rural carpentry ;

particularly for the yokes of cattle, to

which use the wood was applied (as we have already seen) by the Romans,
and, since their time, in almost every country of which the tree is a native.

It is particularly well adapted for mill-cogs, for which, according to Evelyn,
"it excels either yew or crab." It is exceedingly strong ; a piece 2 in.

square, and 7 ft. 8 in. long, having supported 228 lb. ; while a similar beam of
ash broke under 200 lb. ; one of birch, under 190 lb. ; of oak, 185 lb. ; of beech,

165 lb. ; and of all other woods, very much less. Notwithstanding its powers
of resistance, the hornbeam has very little flexibility ; it having bent, before it

broke, only 10°; while the ash bent 21°, the birch 19°, the oak 12°, &c.
Linnaeus observes that the wood is very white and tough, harder than haw-
thorn, and capable of supporting great weights.

As Fuel, the wood of the hornbeam should be placed in the highest rank.

In France, it is preferred to every other for apartments, as it lights easily, and
makes a bright flame, which burns equally, continues a long time, and gives

out abundance of heat; but, though its value in this respect surpasses that of
the beech in the proportion of 1655 to 1540, yet the shape of the logs of

hornbeam is so irregular, that a cord of it, measured as they measure willows

(see p. 1470.), is not worth more, in Paris, in proportion to a cord of beech,

than 1486 to 1540. In England, the hornbeam is considered to make lasting

firewood ; and, according to Boutcher, it burns as clear as a candle. {Treat.,

&c., p. 58.), Evelyn, also, says " it makes good firewood, where it burns like

a candle ; and was of old so employed :
' Carpinus taedas fissa facesque dabit.'

"

And Miller speaks of it as excellent fuel. Its charcoal is highly esteemed,

and, in France and Switzerland, it is preferred to rnost others, not only for

forges and for cooking by, but for making gunpowder ; the workmen at the

great gunpowder manufactory at Berne rarely using any other. The inner

bark, according to Linnaeus, is used for dyeing yellow. The leaves, when
dried in the sun, are used in France as fodder ; and, when wanted for use in

winter, the 30ung branches are cut off' in the middle of summer, between the

first and second growth, and strewed or spread out in some place which is

completely sheltered from the rain, to dry, without the tree being in the

slightest degree injured by the operation. (Sec Diet, cles Faux ct Forets, art.

Charme.)
For a Xurse Plant, and for Hedges, the hornbeam is particularly well

adapted. The real " excellency of the hornbeam," says Marshall, " lies in its
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fttness for screen fences for sheltering gardens, nurseries, and young planta-

tions from the severities of the winter season. It may be trained to almost any

height ; and, by keeping it trimmed on the sides, it becomes thick of branch-

lets, and, consequently, of leaves ; which being by their nature retained upon
the plant after they wither, a hornbeam hedge occasions a degree of shelter

nearly equal to that given by a brick wall." {Plant, and Rur. Orn., ii. p. 52.)

Boutcher also recommends it as a nurse, for its hardiness ; and because

he does not know " any useful timber tree that defends itself so stoutly

against the winds ; so that, being of quick growth, and clad in its numerous
leaves all the winter, it is certainly one of the fittest plants to nurse and rear

up other valuable or delicate trees." (Treat., Sec, p. 58.) Hanbury says that

horses and rabbits are so fond of it, that they will never bark other trees till

the hornbeams are entirely destroyed. Evelyn recommends it to be planted

in deer parks, as he says that deer will not touch it, and will not even rub

their young horns against it.

Hornbeam Hedges. In France, a trained hornbeam hedge, or charmille, as it

is called in that country, is formed in the following manner :—The ground is

trenched one or two months beforehand. The plantation may be made either

with plants 3 or 4 years old, or 6 or 7. The first method is the least expensive,

and the most certain of success ; but the latter soonest produces an effect.

The plants, whether they are large or small, have their side shoots severely

cut in ; and they are planted in a single line, 6 in. or 8 in., or even 1 ft.,

apart, according to the height which it is intended the hedge should be. The
plants are left to themselves for the first year. The second year, any strag-

gling shoots are shortened, and the vacancies are filled up, if any plants have

failed. The third year, if the plants were tolerably large when put in, the

hedge may be regularly clipped, or sheared ; but, if they were small, the chp-

ping should not take place till the fifth year. In general, when the hedge is

wanted of a considerable height, the clipping should be postponed longer than

when it is wished to be kept low. With regard to the after-treatment, M.
Bosc recommends clipping the hedge only once every year, at midsummer,
for the same reasons which we have already given respecting clipping the

box. (See p. 1340.) A charmille, or clipped hornbeam hedge, 8ft. or 10 ft.

high, should never be less than 8 in. or 1 ft. thick; and in some cases they

may be 2 ft. thick. When the hedge becomes old, it is cut in to the stem, or

completely down to the ground j but the best way is to remove the plants,

and trench the ground to the depth of 3 ft. or 4 ft., filling up the trench with

fresh earth, before replacing them with young ones. In Westphalia, and other

parts of the north of Germany, Dr. Hunter, quoting from the German author

Agricola, tells us that the hornbeam is in great repute as a hedge plant :

—

" When the German husbandman erects a fence of hornbeam, he throws up
a parapet of earth, with a ditch on each side, and plants his sets (raised

from layers) in such a manner as that every two plants may be brought to

intersect each other in the form of a St. Andrew's cross. In that part

where the two plants cross each other, he scrapes off the bark, and binds

them closely together with straw. In consequence of this operation, the

two plants consolidate in a sort of indissoluble knot, and push from thence

horizontal slanting shoots, which form a living palisade, or chevaux de frise

;

so that such a protection may be called a rural fortification. These hedges,

being pruned annually, and with discretion, will, in a few years, render the

fence impenetrable in every part." (Hunt. Evcl., i. p. 141.) Layers are recom-
mended by Agricola in preference to seedhngs, because the former are sup-

posed not to grow so high, and to be more bushy.

In geometric Gardening, the uses made of the hornbeam appear to have
been very numerous. The principal was, to form high hedges, or palisades,

for dividing the garden into compartments ; which compartments were after-

wards diversified " into the star, the goose-foot, and walks winding variously for

the greater ornament of parks, labyrinths, and groves." {Ret. Gard., ii.

p. 741.) For the palisades, London and Wise direct the hornbeam plants to be
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put into prepared grouml, mid treated as for the channille ; adding :
—" That the

hornbeam may grow to 30ur liking, you must dig it four times a year, in

March, May, July, and September. According as it conies up, you should
keep it sheared, that it may grow in the form of an even palisade ; and when
it is of a good height, you make use of a hook. If the palisade runs very
high, you should get a cart made on purpose; and the man who shears it

gets up in it, and is drawn by one or two horses, according as the workman
advances in his work." (Ibid.) A star consisted of five broad paths, with grass

in the middle, and gravel on each side, cut through a wood of hornbeam, and
radiating from a round grass-plot, surrounded by a ring of gravel. The wood
was generally formed entirely of hornbeam; but sometimes the wood was of
other trees, and only the avenues or alleys were lined by high hedges or pa-

lisades of hornbeam. The goose-foot may shortly be described as half a
star; three walks or alleys, corresponding to the three large ribs in the foot

of a web-footed fowl, radiating from one side of an oval or circle. " A laby-

rinth," says the author of the Retired Gardener, " is a place cut into several

windings, set off with hornbeam, to divide them one from another. In great
gardens, we often meet with them, and the most valuable are always those
that wind most ; as that of Versailles, the contrivance of which has been won-
derfully liked by all that have seen it. The palisades of which labyrinths

ought to be composed should be 10 ft., 12 ft., or 15 ft. high i some there are
no higher than one can lean on, but they are not the finest. The walks of a
labyrinth ought to be kept rolled, and the hornbeams in them sheared in the
shape of half-moons." (Ibid., p. 743.) " Bosquets, or groves, are so called

from bouquet, a nosegay; and I beHeve that gardeners never meant anything
else by giving this term to this compartment, which is a sort of green knot,
formed by the branches and leaves of trees that compose it, placed in rows
opposite to each other. A grove, in this sense, is a plot of ground more or
less, as you think fit, enclosed in palisades of hornbeam ; the middle of it filled

with tall trees, as elms or the like, the tops of which make the tuft or plume.
At the foot of these elms, which should grow along the palisades at regular

distances, other little wild trees should be planted ; and the tuft that will by
this means be found in the inside will resemble that of a copse. There are
several ways of drawing out these groves ; some in regular forms, the plots

being answerable to one another ; and some in irregular, or the meer effect of
fancy." (Ibid.,p. 744.) The paths in these groves were of gravel, well rolled,

and kept very smooth ; or of grass, well rolled, and closely shaven, "after the
manner of green plots." The author of the Retired Gardener then adds: "I
have named a great many sorts of compartments in which hornbeam is made
use of; yet, methinks, none of them look so beautiful and magnificent as a

gallery with arches." He then gives long details for executing this work ; but
what we have already extracted will suffice to give an idea of the use that was
made of the hornbeam in geometric gardening.

Suit and Situation. The hornbeam will succeed in any soil not too warm
and dry. It is naturally found on cold, hard, clayey soils, in exposed situa-

tions ; but it attains its largest dimensions on plains, in loams, or clays that

are not too rich. On chalk it will not thrive, in which respect it is directly

the reverse of the beech.

Propagation and Chdture. The seeds of the hornbeam ripen in October;
and they are produced freely in England, but seldom in Scotland ; the bunches,

or cones, as they are called, which contain them, should be gathered by haml,

when the nuts are ready to drop out ; or they may be left on the tree till they

drop ; when, though a part of the seed will have fallen out, there will, in all

probability, be enough left for future use, the tree being at present but very spar-

ingly propagated in Europe. The nuts sejiarate readily from their envelopes
;

and, if they are sown immediately, many of them will come up the following

spring, and all of them the second s[)ring. If they are preserved in dry sand,

or in their husks, and sown the following spring, they will come up a year

afterwards : the usual covering is % in. The plants may remain in the seed-
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bed for two years ; after which they may be planted into nursery lines, and
undergo the usual routine treatment. The varieties are usually propagated

by layers ; and, according to Sang, the species was formerly propagated in this

manner in large quantities ; but, the plants so raised never arriving at great

stature as timber trees, the hornbeam came to be considered more as a shrub

than as a forest tree, and its planting was neglected, except for hedges. It is

now, however, never propagated otherwise than by seeds.

Accidents, Diseases, Insects, and jxirasitic Fhints. The hornbeam, from the

toughness of its branches, and the tenacity with which its roots take hold of

the soil, is scarcely ever injured by high winds 5 it is, however, very liable to be

barked, and sometimes entirely destroyed, by mice, when the seedling plants

first appear above the ground ; and afterwards, till the tree is five or six years

old, by hares and rabbits, neither of which will touch any other kind of tree

in the same plantation, till they have stri[)ped the hornbeam of every particle

of its bark within their reach. It is liable to few diseases; but, when pruned

or otherwise wounded in spring, it bleeds freely ; sometimes, also, a kind of

gum, in filaments, oozes out of the fissures of the bark. This genus is red-

dish, easily dissolved in spirits of wine, and analogous to lac. (See Diet, des

HaiLvet Furets,Si.c.) The hornbeam does not appear to be much subject to

the attacks of insects. *Hybernia prosapiaria, *Hirnerapennaria, -f-Geometra

carpiniaria, *Camp0e^a margaritata, Clorlssa putataria, are lepidopterous in-

sects, which, in the larva stat^, either entirely or partially subsist upon the

leaves. Cicones carpini is a small beetle found under the bark ; Coccus car-

pini is found upon the stems, with the ordinary habits of the scale insects ; and
one of the saw-flies, Zfenthredo carpini, is thus named from its feeding upon
this tree. The fungi that are found on the hornbeam are : Polyporus adustus

Willd. var. carpineus ; Sphae^ria decipiens Dec. ; and Stilbospora magna Berk.,

syn. S. Carpini Soiu., t. 376., and fig. 16613. in the Encyclopa'dia of Plants,

singular for the large tendrils which are formed by the oozing sporidia.

Sphae^'ia fimbriiita Pers. and Sphae^ria carpinea Fr. on the leaves, and S.

Carpini Pers. on the twigs, have not yet been observed in this country ; but

there is little doubt that they will rev.ard the research of some botanist, in

countries where the hornbeam is prevalent.

Statistics. Recorded Trees. Miller speaks of some hornbeams that he had seen in woods, 70 ft.

high ; but he does not give their circumference. Marsham mentions a hornbeam in Lord.Petre's park
atWrittle, in Essex, which, in 1764, measured, ati5ft. from the ground, above ISi ft. in circumference.
{Bath Soc. Pap., i. p. 66.) Evelyn mentions the hedges at Hampton Court as being from 15 ft. to

20ft. high. Dr. Walker, in his Essays, &c., mentions a hornbeam at Bargally (see p. 95.) which mea-
sured, in 1780, 6 ft. 2 in. in circumference, had 20 ft. of clear trunk, and was 70 ft high. In France,
the hornbeam is so generally uscil for garden hedges, that there does not appear to be any large old

trees ; but Evelyn informs us that, in Germany, it was formerly the custom to plant a clump of these
trees " before the entries of most of the great towns; to which they apply timber frames for the
people to sit and solace in. Scamozzi, the architect, says that in his time he found one whose
branches extended 70 ft in breadth : this was at Vuimfen, near the Necker, belonging to the Duke
of Wirteraberg." (Hunt. Evel., i. p. 144.)

Existing Trees uf Cdrpiiius Be/u/its. South of London: in Devonshire, at Endsleigh Cottage, 12
years planted, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft, and of the head 10 ft. ; in Dorsetshire,
at Melbury Park, 60 years planted, it is 72 ft high, girt of trunk 7 ft., and diameter of the head 60 ft

;

in Hampshire, at Alresford, HI years planted, it is 66 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of
the head 31 ft. North of London : in Denbighshire, at Llanbede Hall, 50 years planted, it is 56 ft

high, girt of the trunk 8 ft 4 in., and diameter of the head 36 ft ; in Lancashire, at Latham House,
60 years planted, it is 48 ft. high, diameter of trunk 2 tt. 6 in., and that of the space covered by the
branches 51 (t; in Northamptonshire, at VS'akefield Lodge, 15 years planted, it is 22 ft high, the
diameter of the trunk 5 in., and of the head S ft ; in Oxfordshire, in the Oxford Botanic Garden,
40 years planted, it is 25 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft, and of the head 20 ft. ; in Pem.
brokcshire, at Stackpole Court, 50 years planted, it is 53 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in.,

and of the head 50 ft. ; in Shropshire, at Willy Park, 9 years planted, it is 25 ft high ; in Suflblk, at

Finborough Hail, 60 years planted, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft 3 in., and of the
head -U) It. ; in Warwickshire, at Combe Abbey, 60 years planted, it is 42ft high, the diameter of
the trunk 2ft, and of the head 42 ft. : in Worcestershire, at Hadzor House, it is 33ft high, with a
trunk 5 ft. 4 in. in girt ; at Croomc, 20 years planted, it is 30 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 10 in.,

and of the head 15 ft. : in Yorkshire, in Studley Park, there are several trees from 50 ft. to 60 ft high,
three of which have been already figured.—In Scotland, near Edinburgh, at Hooetoun House, it is

40 ft. high, the diameter of trunk 1 ft 10 in., and of the head 35 ft South of Edinburgh : in the
Stewartry of Kirkcudbright, at St. Mary's Isle, it is 48 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft, and of
the head 47 ft ; in Haddingtonshire, at Tynningham, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 10 in., and that of
the head 36 ft. North of Edinburgh : in Argyllshire, at Toward Castle, 15 years planted, it is 20 ft.

high, diameter of trunk 6 in. ; in Banffshire, at Gordon Castle, it is 54 ft. high, diameter of trunk
2ft. 9in., and of the head 30 ft ; in Clackmannanshire, in the garden of the Dollar Institution,
12 years planted, it. is 30 ft high ; in Perthshire, at Taymouth, 40 years planted, it is 60 ft. high, dia-
meter of trunk 8 in., and of head .30 ft.; in Renfrewshire, at Polloc, it was in 1836 6 ft. fiin. in circum-
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ference at 5a. from the ground, having increased 18 in. from 1H12. ^^hcn it measured 5 ft in Kirt

_In Ireland, at Cypress tirove, it is !10 ft. high, diameter of trunk 2 11. h i.l aiiil ol the head KW rt. ,

in kng-s Co nty at CharleVille Forest,
^

'years planted, it '^ IVS '''^^^r^ 'lli ^hTSof of
Florence Court. 35 years planted, it is 4011, high ; in Galway, at Cool it is ..(.t. high, ^\^.^^^icr of

trunk 1 a. J in., and of the head i.'Ott.; in Sligo, at Mackrec Case, .t '^
^ , ,J f,^, r^X hLh

the trunk S ft and of the head +H ft. ; in the county Tyrone, fcO years I' ' fd 't is 50 ft Iugh,

girt of trunk ti ft., and the diameter of head 40 ft.-Tn France, near Nantej,, '''

J'^f^^''
"'''•'*

,,f'-
high, with a trunk Hit. in circumference.-In Belgium, m the wood belonging ["'he v,lU ot M
Meuiemeester, near (ihent, is a serpentine walk about 300 "^'°>>b^™^'^^JP,'',^YemS^^l boner o^^
to a vaulted treillage. This leads to an artilicial cave, which is paved 7'*''

^^''^

J^^^^cUtarsa bone^^

sheep. We afterwards come to Fan's Theatre, this is wholly tormed of h""^l^^?"V'ff-".^"f, ^\\X^'f
which the shears have curiously tortured into the appearance of

^,^\=>g'l,,^'J'' f' ''-^^'^f"''^!.^''/ i°tl

front and side boxes, and parterre, or pit. [Noil Hurt. Tour., p. ^^'-^-^'^ "?""'^^;^; '"; *
(^ar 1n

tingen Botanic Garden, -0 years planted, it is L'Ott. high.-In Bavaria, n the Bota,^^^^^

at Munich, 24 years old, it is 18 ft. high.-In Austria, at Vienna, .n he Umj',^ 'V
'"V"!'LVe'bur,

'

40 years old, it is 48 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 3 in., and o t?f,
•i'^^^';'

'

" A '^^VKone, /cV
60 years planted, it is 38 It. high, diameter of the trunk 1 It. 1 in., and ol the head

If '»; '
^t ^opui^cl

40 years planted it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk on. and of the lead ,]^"- "^^

garden of Baron Loudon, 20 years old, it is 25 ft. high, J'a™'^''^^of .*'^" l.VVVhe^rmfk 2 ft
head 16 ft. ; and at Briick'ou the Leytha, 60 years old it is 48 ft. high, diameter of 'he runk 2 ft

and of the head o'i ft.-ln Prussia, near Berlin, at Sans Souci, 35 years o'^' ^^ '»/'"• ^'^''L^'f'^^^^
of trunk 1ft. 4 in., and of the head ^''ft•-In Sweden, at Lund in the Botanic Garden, ft

high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the space covered by the branches .8 '^-l"
,\^ y- \"A^^^^^

bardy, at Hlonza, 40 years old, it is 45 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 It. oin.. and ot the nead

30 ft. The var. inclsa, 24 years planted, is 14 ft. high.

1 2. C. (B.) america'na MicLv. The American Hornbeam.

Identification. Michx. Amer., 2. p 201. ; WiUd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 468. ;
Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., p. C23. ;

Dcnd. Brit., t. 157.

Sunonyme. t". virginifina WcA.f. Wj-6., t. 8.
, » ,ao „,„i r>Mr H<r m^fi

Engravings. Dend. Brit., t. 157. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. t. 108. ;
and our Jig- ly-^C-

Sm-c. Char., &c. Bracteas of the fruit 3-partite ; middle division oblitiue,

ovate-lanceolate, 1 -toothed on one side. {WiUd.) A low tree, generally

from 12 ft. to 15ft. hi^h, but sometimes from 2o ft. 6in. to 30 ft.; a native

of North America. Introduced in 1812. The American hornbeam is

smaller than that of Europe ; as, though under

peculiarly favourable circumstances it sometimes

attains the height of 25 ft. or 30 ft., these instances

are of rare occurrence, and its ordinary stature is

that of a large shrub. The trunk is rather thick

in proportion to its height, and frecjuently oblitjuely

and irregularly fluted. "The branches are numerous,

siiort, and thickly set, so as to give the whole tree

a dwarfish and stunted appearance. The bark is

smooth, and spotted with white. The leaves are

oval, acuminated, and finely dentated. The female

flowers are collected in long, loose, pendulous cat-

kins, like those of the European hornbeam ; and,

like that species, the bracteas expand, with the pro-

gress of the fruit, into a kind of leaf, furnished at

the base with a small, hard, oval nut. The catkins

often remain attached to the tree after the leaves

have fallen. The tree prospers, in North America,

in almost every soil and situation : it is found, ac-

cording to Michaux, as far north as the provinces

of Nova Scotia; and, according to Pursh, as far

south as Florida. The wood is white, and exceed-

ingly fine-grained and compact. Accoriling to Michaux, " the dimensions

ot°the tree are so small as to render it useless even for fuel ; but young

trees are employed for hoops in the district of Maine, w hen better kinds

cannot be procured." {N. Amer. Si/L, iii. p. 29.) It was introduced by

Pursh, in lb 12; and there are [ilants of it in some of the London nurseries.

It is propagated by layers, and sometimes by imported seeds.

Qt„i!.i;^. In Sussex, at West Dean, 15 years planted, it is 21 ft. high. In Staffordshire, at Trent-
- "• ' • ' ' ^ .. - .

,.- .1 In Scot-
20
the

l!».i5
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y a 3. C. (B.) ORiENTA^Lis Lam. The Oriental Hornbeam.

Identification. Lam. Encyc, 1. p. 700. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 468. ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 199.

Synonyme. C. duinensis Scop. Corn., t. 60.

£ngravings. Scop. Cam., t. 60. ; Dend. Brit., t. 98. ; and o>ir

J%. 1937.

Spec. Char., ^c. Bracteas of the fruit ovate,

unequal at the base, undivided, somewhat

angular, unequally serrated. {Willd.) A
low tree or shrub, growing to the height

of 12 ft. ; a native of Asia Minor and the

Levant. Introduced in 1739. The Eastern

hornbeam is a dwarf tree, rarely rising

above 10 ft. or 12 ft. in height. As it

shoots out into numerous widely spreading,

horizontal, irregular branches, it cannot be

readily trained up with a straight clear

trunk. The leaves are much smaller than

those of the common hornbeam, and the

branches grow closer together ; so that it is

even still better adapted for forming a

clipped hedge than that species. It was

introduced by Miller, in 1739; but, though

it is very hardy, and easily propagated by

layers, it has never been much cultivated

in our nurseries. There are plants at

Messrs. Loddiges's.

Statistics. In Yorkshire, at Grimston, 14 years planted, it is 25 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna,
in Rosenthal's Nursery, Ifi years planted, it is 12 ft. high. In Bavaria, at Munich, in the English
garden, 14 years planted, it is 1") ft. high. In Italy, at Monza, 24 years old, it is 26 ft. high, diameter
of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 20 ft. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 24'. 6rf. each.

App. i. Species or Varieties of Q,arpinus not yet introduced into

JLuropean Gardens.

Cdrpinus (B.) Carplnlzza Hort. Fl. Aust., 2., p. 626. Leaves crcnately serrated; scales of the
strobiles revolute, 3-cleft ; the middle segment the longest, and quite entire. A native of the woods
of Transylvania. TheTransylvanians distinguished this sort from C. .BOtulus, and call it Carpinizza.

C. vimlnea Lindl.,Wall. PI. As. Kar., t. 106.,
,
q,,„

Royle Illust., p. 341., and our Ji<r. 1938., has '"^^^

the leaves ovate-lanceolate, much acuminated,
doubly serrated ;

petioles and branchlets gla-

brous ; bracteas fruit-bearing, ovate.oblong,

laciniateat the base, somewhat entire at tlie

apex, bluntish. (Liiidl. MSS.) A native of

the mountains of Nepal, in Sirmore and
Kamaon ; and, according to Royle, on Mus-
souree, at the height of 6500 ft. above the level

of the sea ; flowering and fruiting from Janu-
ary to April. " This fine tree is very like the

common alder. Its wood is considered dur-

able, and is used for ordinary building purposes

by the natives of Nepal. The slender pendu-
lous branches are frequently attacked by a sort

of coccus, which produces numerous elevated

tubercles, or warts. The structure of the nut
resembles that of C. .Betulus, as described and
figured by Ga>rtner, except in the following

respect:—The cavity is filled with what ap-

pears to me an entire and homogeneous, fleshy,

almost colourless substance, exceedingly like a

perisperm ; in which are suspended, towards
the apex of the seed, two minute embryones.
It is possible, that, notwithstanding the most
careful and repeated examination, I may have
mistaken the cotyledons of the ripe seed for a perisperm ; but I have invariably seen two minute
embryones lodged within the upper end of the fleshy substance which fills the nut." {IVall. PI. As.
Rar., t. lOfi.) From the elevation at which this tree grows, it will probably be found hardy in

British gardens.
C. taginea Lindl., Wall. PI. As. Rar., 2. p. 5., has the leaves ovate-oblong, acute, sharply serrated,

and glabrous
; petioles and branchlets downy ; bracteas fruit-bearing, somewhat rhomboid, with

large teeth, acute, reticulated. It is nearly allied to C. orientalis, but differs in the form and margin
of the leaf, and in the bracteas. ( If'all. PI, As. liar., 2. p. 5.)
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Genus V.

2015

^im 3\
O'STRYA IVilhl. The Hop Hornbeam, Lin. St/st. Monoe'cia

Polyandria.

Synonynics. Oarplnus Lm. and others ; Hopfeiibuche, Gcr.
Derivation. From ostryos, a scale ; in reference to the scaly catkins.

Description, c^c. Low deciduous trees, natives of North America ;
pro-

pagated, in British nurseries, by layers, but sometimes by imported seeds.

t \. 0. vuLGA^Ris JVilld. The Hop Hornbeam.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 469.

Syrumymes. Carpinus O'strya Hort. Cliff:, 447., Roy Lugdb, 80., Mill. Did., No. 2., Du Roy Harbk.,
1. p. 127., Lam. Encyc, 1. p. 700., N. Du Ham., 2. p. '200. ; O'strya carpinif6lia Scop. Cam., No.

1191. ; Ostrya Bauh. Pin., 427., Du Hatn. Arb., 5. ; 0. italica, &c., Mic/ix. Gen., 223. t. 104.

f. J, 2.

Engravings. Michx. Gen., t 104. f. 1, 2. ; Dend. Brit., t. 143. ; N. Du Ham., 2. t. 59. ; our^^. 1939. ;

and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Strobiles ovate, pendulous. Leaves ovate, acute. Buds
obtuse. ( JFil/d.) A tree, from 30 ft. to 40 ft. in height ; a native of Italy

and the south of Europe. It was introduced into England before 1724,

as it is mentioned in Furber's yurseri/ Catalogue, published in that year.

The hop hornbeam, in its general appearance,

bark, branches, and foliage, bears a great re-

semblance to the common hornbeam ; but is

at once distinguished from it by its catkins of

female flowers. These consist of blunt scales,

or bracteal appendages, which are close, and
regularly imbricated, so as to form a cylindrical

strobile, very like the catkin of the female

hop ; whereas in the common hornbeam the

bracteas are open and spreading. The tree

has a very handsome appearance when in fruit

;

and, in favourable situations, it will attain

nearly as large a size as the common horn-

beam. The finest specimen, probably, in Eng-
land is in the Botanic Garden at Kew, of which
a portrait is given in our last Volume. There
ai'e young trees in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, and at Messrs, Loddiges's. The hop hornbeam is commonly
grafted on the common hornbeam ; but, as the growth of the former is more
rapid than that of the latter, unless the graft is made immediately above

. the collar, the trunk of the scion becomes too large for that of the stock,

and the tree is liable to be blown down, or broken over by the wind.

Propagating by layers, or by seeds, is therefore a preferable mode.

Statistics. In Scotland, at Bargally, was a tree which, in 1780, measured 4 ft. 1 in. in circum-
ference, and was 60ft. high. Dr. Walker adds that it was about 60 ft. high, healthy and vigorous,

and had ripe seeds on it, in September, when he measured it I iln France, in the Jardin des Plantes,

55 years old, it is 37 ft high, the girt of tiie trunk 3 ft., and the diameter of the head 23 ft. ; at

Sceaux, 10 years planted, it is 20 ft. high ; at Colombe, near Metz, 60 years old, it is 40 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 1 in., and of the head 40 ft. In Germany, in Hanover, in the Giittingeii Bo-
tanic Garden, 'JO vears planted, it is 'JO ft. high, diameter of the trunk Sin, and of the head 10 ft.

In Cassel, at Wil'helmshoe, 15 years planted, it is 6 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, in the Univer.
sity BoUnic Garden, 18 years old, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5 in., and that of the
head I'J ft. ; in the garden of Baron Loudon, 30 years old, it is 18 ft. high,diameter of the trunk 14 in.

and of the head 16 ft. ; at Briick on the Levtha, fW years old, it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 2 ft., and of the head .3(3 ft. In Italy,' in Lonibardy, at Monza, 24 years old, it is 30 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 24 ft. The price of plants, in the London nurseries, is 2s.

each. Seeds are sometimes ripened in the Kew Gardens, and sometimes imported, and are sold at

Is. a packet.

It 2. O. (v.) viRGi'.MCA Wil/d. Tiie Virginian llo[) Hornbeam.

lUcHtfficalion. Willd. Si). Pi., 4. p. 469. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., 5. p. 302.

6 P
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Syncmymes. Carplnus virgini&na Abb. Ins., 2. p. 151., Lam. Encyc, \. p. 700., Vi'illd. Arb., 53.,

Plulc. Aim., 7. t. 156. f. 1., N. Du Ham., 2. p.20O. ; C&rpinus O'strya virgini^na Michx. Fl. Bor.

Amer., 2. p. 202. ; C. O'strya Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 30. ; Iron Wood, Lever Wood, Amer. ; Bois

dur, Illinois.

Engravings. Abb. Ins., 2. t. 75. ; Pluk. Aim., t. 156. f. 1. ; ? N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 109. ; and our

fig. 1940.

Spec. Char., ^c. Strobiles ovate-oblong, erect. Leaves ovate-oblong, acu-

minate. Buds acute. (Willd.) A tree, from 15 ft. to 40 ft. high; a native

of North America. Introduced in 1692. The Virginian hop hornbeam, or

iron wood, generally forms a tree about 30 ft. high, growing more rapidly

than O. vulgaris, and differing from that species, according to Willdenow

and Pursh, chiefly in the position of its female catkins, which are upright,

instead of being pendulous. The tree, according

to Michaux, is easily known, in winter, by its

smooth greyish bark, which is finely divided, and
detached in strips of not more than a line in breadth.

The wood is perfectly white, compact, fine-grained,

and very heavy. The concentrical layers are closely

compressed, and their number, in a trunk only

4in. or5in. diameter, evinces the length of time

which it requires for the tree to attain even this

inconsiderable size. The leaves are alternate,

oval-acuminate, and finely and unequally denticu-

lated. " The small, hard, triangular seed is con-

tained in a species of oval inflated bladder, covered,

at the age of maturit}', with a fine down, which
causes a violent irritation of the skin if carelessly handled." (Michx.) The
iron wood is distributed through all North America, from New Brunswick
to Florida. It is, however, never found in masses, but is loosely dis-

seminated through the forests, and only found in cool, fertile, shaded
situations ; and Michaux adds that he never saw it more vigorous than
in Genessee, near Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. In consequence of the

small size of the tree, the wood is but little used ; though Michaux in-

forms us that levers are made of it, with which the trees are raised that

have been felled in clearing the ground, and transported to the pile where
they are to be burned. " Near New York, brooms and scrubbing-brushes

are made of it, by shredding the end of a stick of suitable dimensions."
It was introduced into France by the elder Michaux ; and some trees of
it, planted on the estate of Du Hamel, at Monceau, have ripened seed,

and sown themselves; so that there is now a young wood of it growing up.

The Virginian hop hornbeam was introduced into England by Bishop
Compton, in 1692 ; and there are plants of it in some collections, as, for

example, in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and at Messrs. Loddiges's.

The tree bears so close a resemblance to the European hop hornbeam,
that, in all probability, it is not specifically different, though it appears to

be somewhat more tender.

Genus VI.

M ii
C'O'RYLUS L. The Hazel. Lin. Syst. MonoeVia Polyandria.

Identification. Lin. Gen., No. 1074.; Reich, 1172.; Schreb., 1450.; Gaertn., t. 89. ; Tourn., 347.;
Malp., 220, 221, 224. ; Juss., 410. ; N. Du Ham., 4. p. 17. ; W'illd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 470.

Synonymes. Coudrier, Ft. ; Haselnuss, Ger.
Derivation. According to some, from koriis, a helmet ; the fruit, with its involucre, appearing as

if covered with a bonnet ; and, according to others, from the Greek word karuon, a nut.

Description, Sfc. Deciduous shrubs or low trees, natives of Eiu-ope, Asia,
and Ameiica; one of them, C. Colurna, a timber tree of middle size.
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afc I.e. ^VELLA^NA L. The common Hazel Nut.

IdnUiflcation. Hort. Clifl:, 448.; Fl. Suec., 787. 873.; Mat. Med, .204. ; Hort. Ups., 286. ; Uoy
Lugdb., 81. ; Dalib. Paris., at4. ; Gmcl. Sib., 1. p. 150. ; Mill. Diet., No. 1. ; Scon. Carn No 1192
Du Uoy Harbk., 1. p. 173. ; Omel. lb., 1. No. 6f>. ; Pollich Pall., No. 912. ; Blackw., t. 293 • Kniph'
Cent., 1. No. 19. ; Hoffni. Germ., 3:J9. ; Koth Germ., 1. p.

409., 2. p. 490.; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 470. ; Eng. Flor., 4.

p. 1J7. ; Eng. Bot, t 723. ; Brit Fl., 1. p 410. ; Hook. Br.

Fl., p. 40;j. ; Mackay Fl. Hibern., p. 25(;. ; Lindl. Synop.,
p. 240. ; N. Du Ham., 4. p. 19. : Lodd. Cat., cd. 1830".

Eugravinas. Blackw., t. 293. ; Eng. Bot , t. 723. ; N. Du
Ham., 4. t. 5. ; and our fig. 1941., in which a is a sprig in

blossom ; b, one in fruit ; c, the nut without its calyx ; and
rf, the kernel

Syiionytncs. Coudrier Noiseticr, /^r. ; Haselstrauch, Nuss-
baum, Ger. ; Avellano, Nocciolo, Itnl. ; Avellano, Span.

Derivation, .^vell&na is derived from Avcllino, see p. 2020.
Hazel is from the Anglo-Saxon woiAhiesU, which signifies

a head-dress. Noisette signifies a small nut; and Nuss-
baum, a nut tree.

Spec. Char. ,Si-c. Stipules oblong-obtuse. Leaves
roundish, cordate, pointed. Involucre of

the fruit campanulate, rather spreading, torn

at the margin. {Willd.) A shrub or low
tree j a native of Europe and the east and
west of Asia; growing to the height of 20 ft.

and upwards ; but commonly found in the

character of a bush, as undergrowth in

woods, especially of the oak.

Varieties. These are numerous ; and they may be divided into two clds&es

;

viz., botanical or ornamental varieties, and those cultivated for their fruit.

A. Botanical Varieties.

St C. A. 1 sy/vestris Ait. Hort. Kew., v. p. 303. ; C. Avellkna Svenslc

Bot., t. 139., Eng. Bot., t. 723. ; C. sylvestris Bank. Pin., 418., Bai/,

439., Willd. Abbild., t. 151., and our fig. 1941. The common Hazel
Nut, in a wild state.

a C. A. 2 pinnilii^ ; C. pumilus Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; is rather dwarfer
than the species.

* C. A. 3 heterophylla ; C. heterophylla Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; C. laci-

niata Hort. ; C. ?<rticif61ia Hort. ; the various, or nettle, leaved. Hazel

;

has the leaves variously cut, and thickly covered with hairs,

at C. A. 4 purpitrea ; C. purpurea Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; C. atro-pur-

purea Hort. ; has the leaves of a dark red or purple, and is a very
striking variety. If grafted standard high on C. Colurna, this would
make a most singular and beautiful small tree.

B. Varieties cultivatedfor their Fruit.

The cultivated hazels are of two kinds ; viz., nuts and filberts. The
former are distinguished by the shortness of their calyxes, or husks, and
the latter by their length ; but, in consequence of the numerous crosses

between these two classes of varieties, the distinction can scarcely now
be kept up. The term filbert, is supposed, according to some, to be a

corruption of full beard, alluding to the husk; but the old Enghsh poet
Gower assigns the name a different and more poetical origin ; which is

rendered plausible by the fact of the old English name being philberd.

" Phillis
Was shape into a nutte tree,
That all men it might see

;

And after Phillis, Philberd
This tree was clcped." Confessio Amantis.

In the Horticultural Society's Catalogue of Fruits, 31 sorts are enume-
rated ; but the kinds best deserving of culture for their fruit, and also as

ornamental shrubs or low trees, are considered by Mr. Thomson to be
only 5, which we have distinguished among those hereafter enumerated
by a star.

<) p 2
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Si * C. A. btubulosa; CtubulosafFiZ/rf.

Sp. PL, iv. p. 470., Abbild., t. 152.,

and OUT fig. 1942.; C. maxima
Mill. Diet., No, 2., I)a lioyHarbk.,

i. p. 176., Lam. IlIusL, t. 780. f. q. ;

C. sativa Bauh. Pin., 417.; C s,

rubra Ait. Hort. Keiv., 1. c; red

Filbert, Hort. Soc. Cat., No. 18.;

Langbartnuss, or Larabertsnuss,

Get: ; Noisetier franc k Fruit

rouge, Poit. et Tiirp. Arb. Fruit.,

11.; has a long tubular calyx,

contracting so much beyond the

apex of the fruit, as to prevent

its falling out. It has a middle-

sized ovate-oblong nut, the kernel

of which is of excellent flavour for

the table; and has a red pellicle,

which was anciently used in medicine as a powerful astringent.

Miller and Willdenow considered this as a species ; the former
stating that it comes true from seed.

>Si * C. A.Gtubuldsaalba; C. sat\va.a\ba. Ait. Hoii. Kew.,\.c.; C. A. alba Lodd.
Cat., ed. 1836; white Filbert, Hort. Soc. Cat., No. 19.; weisse Lang-
bartnuss, Ger. ; only differs from the preceding variety in having the
pellicle of its kernel white. It is mentioned by Miller (ed. 1739), as

a variety of the preceding.
att * C. A. 7 crisjya Encyc. of Plants; the frizzled

Filbert, Pom. Mag., t. 70., Hort. Soc. Cat.,

No. 16.; and our ^g. 194.3.— A most re-

markable variety, and well deserving of
cultivation as an ornamental shrub, from
the singular appearance it presents in its

greatly laciniated calyx. The nuts are
rather small ; but they are produced early,

and in great abundance.
3i * C. A. 8 tenuis Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; the

thin-shelled, or Cosford, Nut, Pom. Mag.,
t. 53., Hort. Soc. Cat., No. 12.; has a nut
with a thin shell, beautifully striated longi-

tudinally. The kernel is of good quality,

and the tree is a great bearer.

^ C. A. 9 glomerdta Bauh. Pin., 418., Ait. Hort. Kew., iv. p. 303. ; C. A.
glomerata Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; Cluster Nut, Hort. Soc. Cat., No. 6.;

Noisetier a Grappes, Fr. ; has the fruit produced in clusters.

^ * C. A, 10 barcelonensis Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; C. sativa grandis Bank.
PiH., 418., Ait. Hort. Kew., v. p. 303.; C. A. grandis Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836 ; the Cob Nut, syn. the Barcelona Nut, Downton large Nut,
&c., Hort. Soc. Cat., No. 8. ; forms a tree of upright growth, with a

short, ovate, slightly compressed nut, having a thick and very strong

hard shell, well filled by the kernel. This variety was introduced by
Kay, iVom Barcelona, before 1663.

t£ C. A. 11 Lambcrt'i; C. Lamberti Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; the Spanish

Nut, syn. large Bond Nut, Lambert's Nut, Lambert's large Nut,
Toker Nut, &c., Hort. Soc. Cat., No. 29. ; has a large oblong nut, with

a very thick shell. The name of Lambert's Nut we suppose to be
a corruption of the German word Langbartnuss; literally, the long-

bearded nut, or filbert.

Other Varieties. In the selection made by Mr. Thomson for our Suburban
Gardener, he recommends, besides those marked with a star in the above
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list, the following :— The great Cob Xut, Hort. Soc. Cat., No. 9, The nut
is roundish, with a thick shell, and one of the largest in cultivation.— YV/r

Doioiton large xijtiarc Xii/, Hort. Soc. Cat., No. 13. The fruit is large, short,

antl obtusely 4-sitlecl.

—

T/ir Xorthmujiton Nut, Hort. Soc. (^at , No. 2.').

Oblong fruit, very good.

—

The Xortha)ii))ton.sliire Prolific, Hort, Soc. Cat.,

No. 27., an oblong nut, niiddle-sizeil, with a thick shell, and very early.

Description, c^-c. The common hazel nut is a large shrub, with numerous
stems rising from the root ; or a small bushy tree, with copious branches,

which are hairy or glandular when young. The bark is ash-coloured, and
sometimes cloven on the trunk, but of a clear bright brown, frequently spotted

with white on the branches. The leaves are rounch'sh, stalked, and alternate :

they are of a darkish green, and slightly down}' above ; but paler, and more
ilowny beneath. The male catkins are terminal and clustered; they are long
and pendulous, greyish, and oi)ening in early spring, before the appearance of
the leaves. " The ovate scaly buds, containing the female flowers, become
conspicuous, at the same time, by their tufts of crimson stigmas. The nuts,

two or three from each bud, are sessile, roundish-ovate, and half-covered by the

jagged outer calyx of their respective flowers, greatly enlarged and permanent."
(^Si)iifh.) The rate of growth, under favourable circumstances, is from 1 ft. 6 in.

to 2 ft. for the first tsvo or three years after planting; after which, if trained

to a single stem, the tree grows slower; attaining the height of 12ft. in 10
years, and never growing much higher, unless drawn up by other trees. It

grows remarkably well under the shade of other trees, but not under their

drip. Its shoots are completed early in the season ; and its leaves take their

rich yellow autumnal tint early in the autumn, remaining on a long time, and
only dropping oif after a severe frost. Hence the great beaut}' of hazel cop-
pices, especially when mixed with a few evergreens, such as the holl}', the

yew, and the box. Left to itself, it generally forms a huge bush, with num-
berless sucker-like branches proceeding from the root. When cut down to

the ground, it stoles with great luxuriance, forming shoots from 3 ft. to 6 ft. in

length the first season ; and its duration, -svhen so treated, exceeds a century.
When treated as a tree with a single stem, it will probably live much longer.

The largest nut trees which we recollect to have seen in England are in

Eastwell Park, Kent ; where, drawn up among thorns, crab trees, and common
maples, they are upwards of 30 ft. high, with trunks 1 ft. in diameter at the
surface of the ground.

Geographi/. The hazel is a native of all the temperate climates of Europe
and Asia. In Great Britain, it is found from Cornwall to Sutherlandshire :

in the north of England, it attains to the elevation of 1600ft. {Winch); and
it is found at about the same height on the hills of Forfarshire and Aberdeen-
shire. (JVatson's Outlines, &c.) In Lochiel, Argyllshire, between 700 ft. and
800 ft. above the sea, there was, in 1832, a small wood of nut trees, producing
abundance of fruit, and some of them with trunks of above I ft. in circumfe-

rence. (Ibid.) The line of nuts on the Alps, between 4o° and 4G^, is statetl by
H. C. Watson to rise to 3798 ft., the snow line being 9080 ft. In Sweden,
according to Professor Schouw, the hazel is found on the west siile of He-
ligoland, in lat. 60° ; while on the eastern side of the great mountain range
it reaches to lat. 60— 61°; and, though met witii more to the northward,
in the Gulf of Bothnia, yet it does not there go beyond 63°. In short, it is

considered as not extending beyond the region of the beech. ( See Gard. Mag.,
xii. p. 60.) Evelyn observes that the hazel " artects cold, barren, dry, and
sanci}' groiuids ; mountainous, and even rocky, soils produce them ; they
|)rosper where quarries of freestone lie underneath, as at Hazelbury in Wilt-
shire, Hazelingfield in Cambridgeshire, Hazelmere in Svn-rey, and other places

;

but more plentifully if the ground be somewhat moist, dankish, and mossy,
as in the fresher bottoms and sides of hills, holts, and in hedgerows."
{Hunt. Evel., i. p. 215.) In Kent, where the hazel abounds in all the native

woods, and where the cultivated varieties are to be found in most orchards,

6 1' 3
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the tree thrives best on a calcareous loam on chalk or rock ; but in Scotland

it is found on granite, basalt, and freestone.

History. The first mention that we find of the hazel tree is in the Bible

;

where, in Genesis (c. xxx. v. 37.), we are told that " Jacob took him rods of

green poplar, and of the hazel and chestnut tree, and pilled white strakes in

them, and made the white appear which was in the rods," in order to make
the cattle under his care conceive streaked young. This has excited much dis-

cussion among commentators ; and the general opinion seems to be, that

luz (Heb.) is rightly translated hazel ; though great doubt exists as to the tree

there designated the chestnut; which most commentators suppose to be the

plane. (See p. 1992.) The hazel nut was known both to the Greeks and

Romans : the latter especially frequently mention it. The filbert is said to

have been brought originally from Pontus ; whence it was called by the Romans
Nux Pontica. The hazel, or Nux Avellana, we are told by Virgil, in the

Georgics, was considered by the Romans to be as injurious to the vines, on

account of its spreading roots, as the goat was for its propensity to browse on

the young shoots ; and the keepers of the vineyards used to sacrifice the goat

to Bacchus, and roast its entrails on hazel spits. Virgil also mentions that

they used hazel twigs to bind their vines. The common hazel was called by

the Romans Nux Avellana, from Avellino, a city in Naples ; where, Swinburne

tells us, in after times, nuts were cultivated in such abundance, as, in favourable

seasons, to produce a profit of 11,250/. " I do not," says Evelyn, " confound

the filbert Pontic, or filberd, distinguished by its beard, with our foresters, or

bald hazel nuts, which, doubtless, we had from abroad, and bearing the names
of Avelan, Avelin, as I find in some ancient records and deeds in my custody,

where my ancestors' names were written Avelan, alias Evelin, generally."

In the dark ages, the hazel was highly valued for its supposed divining powers.

The following passage from Evelyn shows the popular belief in his time on
this subject : — " Lastly, for riding-switches and divinatory rods, for the de-

tecting and finding out of minerals (at least, if that tradition be no impos-

ture) ; it is very wonderful, by whatever occult virtue, the forked stick (so

cut, and skilfully held) becomes impregnated with those invisible steams and
exhalations, as, by its spontaneous bending from a horizontal posture, to dis-

cover not only mines and subterraneous treasure, and springs of water, but

criminals guilty of murder, &c. ; made out so solemnly, and the effects

thereof, by the attestation of magistrates, and divers other learned and cre-

dible persons (who have critically examined matters of fact), is certainly next

to a miracle, and requires a strong faith. Let the curious, therefore, consult

the philosophical treatise of Dr. Vallemont {Physique Occult, on Traite de

la Baguet divinatore), which will at least entertain them with a world of sur-

prising things." The belief that certain gifted persons possessed the power of
discovering hidden water or metal, by means of a divining-rod, is as old as

the time of the Romans ; but the virgula Mercurialis was not always made of

hazel, or even of wood, but sometimes of brass or other metal. About the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the art was called rhabdomancy; and persons

naturally gifted for practising it were called rhabdomists. The diviner took

a hazel rod, which was either curved or forked, and held it by the two ends,

so that its curvature was inclined outwards. If the person who held the rod
possessed the power of rhabdomancy, and approached any metallic vein, or

other magnetic substance, or came near them, a slow rotatory motion of the

rod ensued in different dii'ections, according to particular circumstances. (See
Physical and Historical Researches into Rhabdomancy, &c. ; Elementi di Elettro-

metria Animate, &c. &c.) In other cases, the rod was peeled, and then laid

on the palm of the hand, with the but end of the twig on the pulse of the

wrist; and the diviner moved slowly along, till the rod pointed to the desired

place ; the rhabdomist feeling, at the same time, either a violent acceleration

or retardation of the pulse, and a sudden sensation of great heat or great cold.

(See Heinskingla, eller Suorro Stnrleson^s Nordl'dnske Komiga Sagor., p. 1. c. vii.

;

Martin and Rio's Disqidsiiorum Magicornm lihri sex.^ Sir Walter Scott makes
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Doustcr Swivel, in the Aiiti(/iinri/, use a hazel twig as a divining-rod ; and se-

veral instances are mentioned, in ditibrent volumes ofthe Gentleman's Magazhie,
of divining-rods iiaving been in use in England as late as the beginning of
the eighteenth century. The following passage, quoted in the Alh-ror {\o\. xxi.

p. 58.), and saiil to have been found written in an old edition of Ovid's Alcta-
moi-jj/ioses, published in 1G40, will show the manner in which the divining-

rod was used about that period : — " The finding of gold which is under the
earth, as of all other mines of metal, is almost miraculous. They cut up a
grouml hazel of a twelvemonth's growth, which divides above into a fork,

holding the one branch in the right hand, and the other in the left, not held
too slightly, or too strictly. When passing over a mine, or any other place
where gold or silver is hidden, it will discover the same by bowing down vio-

lently ; a common experiment in Germany,— not proceeding from any incan-
tation, but a natural sympathy, as iron is attracted by the loadstone." The
rods of Saracens and magicians, according to the Diclioimaire des Eaux et Foretn,

were also of hazel. Numerous other virtues were anciently attributed to hazel
rods. The ashes of the shells of its nuts, applied to the back of a child's head,
were supposed to turn the child's eyes from grey to black ; and Parkinson
says, " Some doe hold that these nuts, and not wallnuts, with figs and rue, was
Mithridates' medicine, effectuall against poysons. Theoyle ofthe nuts is effec-

tuall for the same purposes." He also says that, " if a snake be stroke with
an hasell wand, it doth sooner stunne it, than with any other strike; because
it is so pliant, that it will winde closer about it; so that, being deprived of their

motion, they must needs dye with paine and want ; and it is no hard matter,
in like manner, saith Tragus, to kill a mad dog that shall be strook with an
hazel sticke, such as men use to walke or ride withall." {Theat. of Plants,

p. 1416.) Evelyn says that the " venerable and sacred fabric of Glastonbury,
founded by Joseph of Arimathea, is storied to have been first composed of a
few hazel rods interwoven about a few stakes driven into the ground." The
nut has been cultivated for its fruit since the time of the Romans ; who,
according to Sir William Temple, called Scotland Caledonia, from Cal-Dun,
the hill of hazel. On the Continent, the hazel is grown in large quantities

in Spain, and in some parts of Italy; and the fruit from the former country
is celebrated throughout Europe. In Great Britain, it is most extensively
cultivated in Kent ; and, the produce being easily sent every where, and not
suffering either by carriage or keeping, the tree is not much grown for its fruit

in private gardens.

Poetical and legendary Allusions. Virgil alludes to the hazel in his Georgics,

as we have before mentioned (p. 2020.) ; and again in his Eclogues, giving it

the epithets of hard and dense. The hazel, however, was not nearly so great
a favourite with the Latin poets as with those of the middle ages. The trou-
badours, and old French romance writers, have scarcely a song that does not
allude to the hazel bush or hazel nut. Our own poets have also been lavish

on the same theme. Cowley mentions that the hazel is the favourite resort
ofthe squirrel :

—
" Upon whose nutty top

A squirrel sits, and wants no other shade
Than what by his own spreading tail is made.
He mils the soundest, dext'roiisly picks out
The kernels sweet, and throws the shells about."

Thomson, in his Spring, describes birds as building

" Among the roots

Of hazel, pendent o'er the plaintive stream ;"

and, in his Autumn, the lover searching for " the clustering nuts" for his fair

one ; and, when he finds them,

—

" Amid the secret shade ;

And where they burnish on the topmost bough.
With active vigour crushes down the tree ;

Or shakes them ripe from the resigning husk,
A glossy shower, and of an ardent brown." Seasons.

6 p 4
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Gray, in his Shepherd's Week, alludes to the magic powers supposed to be

possessed by the hazel nuts :
—

" Two hazel nuts I threw into the flame.

And to each nut I gave a sweetheart's name.
This, with the loudest bounce me sore amazed,
That with a flame of brightest colour blazed.

As blazed the nut, so may thy passion grow :

p'or 't was thy nut that did so brightly glow."

From the custom of burning nuts in this manner on All-Hallows Eve, that

day (the 31st of October) has received, in some parts of the coimtry, the

vulgar appellation of Nutcrack Night. Burns alludes to this custom in his

Hnlloiveen :
—

" Amang the bonny winding banks
Where Doon rins wimpling, clear,

Where Bruce ance ruled the martial ranks,

An' shook the Carrick spear,

Some merry, friendly, countra folks

Together did convene.
To burn their nuts, an' pou their stocks.

And baud their Halloween
Fu' blythe that night."

The following pretty lines on this subject were published in a Collection of
Poems, printed at Dublin in 1801 :

—
" These glowing nuts are emblems true

Of what in human life we view :

The ill-matched couple fret and fume.
And thus in strife themselves consume

;

Or, from each other wildly start.

And with a noise for ever part.

But see the happy, happy pair.

Of genuine love and truth sincere;

With mutual fondness, while they burn.
Still to each other kindly turn

;

And, as the vital sparks decay,
Together gently sink away

;

Till, life's fierce ordeal being past,

Their mingled ashes rest at last."

Many other quotations might be given, but we shall content ourselves with

only one more, from Wordsworth :
—
" Among the woods

And o'er the pathless rocks I forced my way ;

Until at length 1 came to one dear nook,
Unvisited, where not a broken bough
Droop'd with its wither'd leaves, ungracious sign

Of devastation ! But the hazels rose
Tall and erect, with milk-white clusters hung,

—

A virgin scene! A little while 1 stood.

Breathing with such suppression of the heart
As joy delights in ; and with wise restraint.

Voluptuous, fearless of a rival, eyed
The lianquet. Then up I arose,

And dragg'd to earth each branch and bough with crash,

And merciless ravage ; and the shady nook
Of hazels, and the green and mossy bower,
Deform'd and sullied, [latiently gave up
Their quiet being : but, unless I now
Confound my present feelings with the past,

Even then, when from the bower I turn'd away
Exulting, rich beyond the wealth of kings,

I felt a sense of pain when I beheld
The silent trees, and the intruding sky."

Properties mid Uses. The hazel, in a wild state, affords, by its numerous
branches, protection to various small birds : its nuts afford food to the squir-

rels, and some other quadrupeds ; to some of the larger birds ; and to man
in a wandering and half-civilised state ; but there are a few insects that live on
its leaves. Considered as a timber tree, the wood is never of a sufficient size

for building purposes; but it is used in cabinet-making, and for various smaller

and more delicate productions. It weighs, dry, 49 lb. per cubic foot. It is

tender, pliant, of a whitish red colour, and of a close, even, and full grain
;

but it does not take a very bright polish. The roots, when they are of suf-

ficient size, afford curiously veined pieces, which are used in veneering
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cabinets, tea-chests, Ac. The great use of the hazel, however, is for uiuler-

growth. Being extremely tough and flexible, the root shoots arc used ibr

making crates, hurdles, hoops, wattles, walkingsticks, fishing-rods, whip
hanilles, ties for faggots, springes to catch birds, and for fastening down the

thatch, and for withs and bands for general purposes. A strong fence is made
by driving stakes into the ground, and wattling the space between them with
hazel rods. Evelyn tells us that ont-houses, and even cottages, were some-
times made in this manner. In the county of Durham, particularly in the

Vale of Derwent, hazel coppices arc grown extensively for what are called

corf rods, and hoops for coopers. The corf rods are from | in. to J in. in

diameter, and are used for making the baskets called corves, employed for

drawing coals out of the pits. {Bailey s Survey of Durham, p. 187.) It is much
grown, in Staffordshire, for crates for the potters ; but, generally speaking,

(though, if left a sufficient time, it will afford poles 20 ft. in length), it is found
so inferior to other undergrowths, that Farey, in his excellent Derbyslnre Re-
port, advises the grubbing of it up, and replacing it with ash and oak. He
also objects to it for hedgerows, on account of the temptation it offers to boys
to break the hedges, in order to get at the nuts ; and because the leaves and
young shoots are said to be injurious to cattle if eaten by them, and to pro-

duce the disease called the red water. (^Gen. View, &c., vol. ii. p. 91.) Hazel
rods, cut as nearly as possible of the same size, and varnished, form an admi-
rable material for constructing rustic garden seats, like that shown mfig. lOW.,

' '*'--?^'^#?.'.)j

and flower-baskets {fig. 1945.). An agreeable variety may be produced by
using the rods alternately peeled, and with their bai-k on ; or by mixing them
with rods of some other kind of wood. Unpeeled hazel rods are, however,
both handsomer and more durable than similar rodsof any other kind of tree;
and a variety may be produced in them by choosing them with bark of dif-

ferent shades ; or even staining them with a decoction of logwood, or other
dye, and then arranging them in a pattern, as sliown in the arbour fig. 194G.
Mr. Matthews, a carpenter resiiiing at Frimley in Berkshire, has carried this
idea still further, and, by an ingenious arrangement of different-coloured hazel
rods, he produces a complete landscape, which, seen at a little distance, has a
very striking effect. (SeeGarcl. Mag., vol. ix. p. 078.) Faggots of hazel are
in great demand for lieating ovens ; and the charcoal, which is very light, is
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considered excellent for gunpowder

;

it is also used for making crayons

for drawing, being, for that purpose,

charred in closed iron tubes. The
principal use of the hazel in England,

at the present time, is as a fruit tree

;

and a great quantity of the nuts, both

of the wild and cultivated kinds, are

sold in the English markets. "Be-

sides those raised at home," says

M'CuUoch, " we import nuts from

different parts of France, Portugal,

and Spain, but principally from the

latter. The Spanish nuts in the

highest estimation, though sold under

the name of Barcelona nuts, are not

really shipped at that city, but at

Tarragona, a little more to the south.

Mr. Inglis says that the annual average

export of nuts from Tarragona is

from 25,000 to 30,000 bags, of four

bags to the ton. The cost was, free

on board, in autumn, 1830, 17s. 6d. a

bag. (S2Knn in 18.30, vol. ii. p. 362.)

The entries of nuts for home con-

sumption amount to from 100,000 to

125,000 bushels a year; the duty of

2.?. a bushel producing froxn 10,000/.

to 12,550/. clear." {Diet, of Com.,

p. 853.) Mr. M'CuUoch adds, « The
kernels have a mild, farinaceous, oily

taste, agreeable to most palates. A
kind of chocolate has been prepared

from them ; and they have been sometimes made into bread. The expressed

oil of hazel nuts is little inferior to that of almonds." Evelyn tells us that hazel

nuts, though considered unwholesome to those who were asthmatic, were, in

his " time, thought to be fattening ; and, when full ripe, the filberts especially,

if peeled in warm water, as they blanch almonds, make a pudding very little, if

at ail, inferior to what our ladies make of almonds." (vol. i. p. 217.) The oil

made from hazel nuts, which is usually called nut oil, is best made in the

middle of winter ; as, if made sooner, the nut yields less oil ; and, if later, it is

apt to become rancid. It is extracted in the same manner as the walnut oil.

(See p. 1429.). It is never made in England, and but rarely in France.

As an ornamental tree, the hazel, when trained to a single stem, forms a

very handsome object for a lawn, near a winter's residence; because it not

only retains its leaves a long time in autumn, after they have assumed a rich

yellow colour, but, as soon as they drop, they discover the nearly full-grown

male catkins, which often come into full flower at the end of October, and

remain on the tree in that state throughout the winter ; and, in days of bright

sunshine in February and March, when slightly moved by the wind, they have

a gay and most enlivening appearance. The length of time the leaves remain

on the tree, and their rich yellow, render the hazel, as we have already ob-

served (p. 2019.), one of the most ornamental of all deciduous shrubs as

undergrowth ; it ranking, in this respect, with the oak and the beech. The
foliage of the birch and the willow, two of the commonest undergrowths in

indigenous woods, is meagre, and drops off suddenly; while the leaves of the

ash and the chestnut drop off early, when they have scarcely changed colour;

and, hence, these trees, as undergrowths, are far inferior to the hazel in woods
which form conspicuous features in the view from a mansion, or where orna-
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ment is at all taken into consideration. The purple-leaved hazel is a very

handsome tree, and, with the common, may be very fitly associated in a group
with the cut-leaved hazel ; and, as an evergreen to contrast with them, may be

added (iarry« elHptica, the male catkins of which are often nearly 1 ft. in

length, and appear at the same time, and continue as long, as those of the

hazel. In many parts of France, bosquets, or small groves, and also arbours

and covered walks, of the hazel are often found near old chateaux ; and the

same practice appears to have been followed in this country, if we may judge
from the remains of covered nut walks yet existing in some old gardens.

In shrubberies, the hazel gives rise to many interesting associations in the

minds of those who have been brought up in nut countries. The
writer of the article on forylus, in the Xoiivcati Du Hamel, is eloquent

in praise of the hazel on this account ; and Sir Thomas Dick Lauder
says : " The hazel, besides making up a prominent part of many a grove

in the happiest manner, and tufting and fringing the sides of many a ravine,

often presents us with very picturesque stems and ramifications. Then,
when we think of the lovely scenes into which the careless steps of our youth

have been led in search of its nuts, when autunm had begun to brown tlie

points of their clusters, we are bound to it by threads of the most delightful

associations, with those beloved ones, who were the companions of such

idle, but happy days." {For. Seen., i. p. 197.)

Soil and Situation. The hazel, according to Cobbett, " grows best upon
what is called a hazel mould ; that is to say, mould of a reddish brown : but

it will grow almost any where, from a chalk or gravel, to a cold and wet clay

;

but the rods are durable in proportion to the dryness of the ground on which

the hazel grows, and they arc particularly good where the bottom is chalk."

{Woodlands, § 28.3.) The situation most favourable is on the sides of hills,

for it will not thrive in a soil where water is stagnant ; though, like all trees

and shrubs that grow in dense masses, it requires a great deal of moisture

;

and, indeed, it will always keep the ground moist under it by the denseness

of its shade.

Propagation and Culture. The species is propagated by nuts, which, from

the common wild filbert, are, in plentiful years, from 20.?. to 30^. a sack of

three bushels. These may be dried in the sun, and preserved in a dry loft,

covered with straw, or in sand, till the following February; when they may be

sown, and treated in the same manner as mast or chestnuts. After remaining

in the seed-bed two years, they may be transplanted into nursery lines ; antl in

one or two years more they will be fit for removal to their final situation.

Where a hazel copse is to be formed, the nuts may be sown in drills, on

plougheil ground, early in spring, and a crop of oats taken the first year; but

this method cannot be recommended, as the nut, when joung, is, as Cobbett

observes, as tender as a radish, and easily injured by weeds. Plantations,

therefore, are best made by planting; and the plants may be set in rows at 5 ft.
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distance, and at 5 ft. apart in the row ; the plants in one row alternating with

openings in the other. When an oak wood with hazel coppice is to be

formed'^' the mode of proceeding has been already given (p. 1802.). Hazel

coppice, for the ordinary purposes of hurdle wood, hethers or wattles, crate-

ware, hoops, &c., is generally cut every seven or eight years. The hurdles

are sometimes manufactured on the spot; and, the other articles being selected,

the remaining shoots and branches are made up into faggots.

The varieties, whether botanical, or valued for their fruits, are propagated

by layers ; though the purple hazel, being as yet rare, might be budded or

grafted.

The hazel, as a fruit tree, is most commonly propagated by suckers, more

especially in the neighbourhood of Maidstone, where the nuts are grown to

greater perfection than anywhere else in England. Plantations are generally

made in autumn, in soil which has been well trenched and manured. The
plants are placed in rows, at from 10 ft. to 20 ft. distance from each other,

and at 10 ft. apart in the row; while between the rows hops are frequently

grown for a few years ; but, after the filberts have attained a sufficient size to

nearly cover the ground, tiie hops are destroyed. Filberts are also frequently

planted in rows, in the intervals between larger fruit trees, such as apples,

pears, cherries, &c. ; but, though they grow very well in such situations, yet,

from being shaded, and sometimes partially under the drip of the larger trees,

they seldom, if ever, bear so well as in plantations by themselves. The prin-

cipal art in the culture of the filbert, as a fruit tree, consists in training and

pruning it properly, as the blossom is produced upon the sides and extremities

of the upper young branches, and from small young shoots which proceed from

the bases of side branches, cut off the preceding year. The tree requires to be

kept remarkably open, in order that the main branches may produce young
wood throughout the whole of their length. In the filbert orchards about

Maidstone, the trees are trained with short stems like gooseberry bushes, and

are formed into the shape of a punch-bowl, exceedingly thin of wood. William-

son, who has written on the subject in the Horticultural Transactions, advises
" to plant the trees where they are to remain ; to suffer them to grow without

restraint for three or four years ; and then to cut them down within a few

inches of the ground. They will push five or six strong shoots, which, the

second year after cutting down, are to be shortened one third ; then place a

small hoop within the branches, and fasten the shoots to it at equal distances.

In the third year, a shoot will spring from each bud. These must be suffered

to grow till the following autumn, or spring of the fourth year, when they are

to be cut off nearly close to the original stem, and the leading shoot of the

last year shortened two thirds. In the fifth year, several small shoots will

arise from the bases of the side branches, which were cut off the preceding

year : from these the fruit is to be expected ; and the future object of the

pruner must be directed to produce an annual supply of these, by cutting out

all that have borne fruit. The leading shoot is to be shortened every year

two thirds or more ; and the vv-hole height of the branches must not be suftered

to exceed 6 ft. Every shoot that is left to produce fruit should also be

tipped, which prevents the tree from being exhausted in making wood at the

end of the brancli. Observe, in jiriniing early in sj)ring, to have a due supply

of male blossoms, and to eradicate all suckers." Such is the Maidstone prac-

tice, " which has been long celebrated," by which 30 cwt. of nuts per acre

have been grown on particular grounds, in particular years: but 20 cwt. is

considered a large crop, and rather more than half that quantity the usual

one, with a total failure three years out of five ; so that the average produce is

not more than 5 cwt. per acre. Williamson thinks " the failure happening so

often may be owing to the excessive productiveness of the successful years,

owing to the mode of pruning, by which the whole nourishment of the tree is

expended in the production of fruit ;" and he recommends having the trees

rather more in a state of nature. (Hort. Trans., \ol. iv. p. lo-t.)

If, at any time, there should appear to be a deficiency of male catkins in a
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filbert orchard, the defect can readily be supplied, when the female blossoms
(which are easily known by being sessile and solitary, or in small dusters, and
of a bright scarlet colour) are expanded, by collecting male blossoms from
wilil trees, or any others where they can be spared, and suspending them on
the upper branches of the tree. The Rev. G. Swayne has proved the utility

of this practice, both in his own case, and in that of some of his neighbours.

(Ibid.,vo\.v. p. 316. ; and Encyc. of Gard,, ed. 1835, p. 944.) Rogers remarks
that the kind of pruning which is found the best for the currant is also the

best for the filbert. Filberts intended for long keeping, this author observes,
" should remain on the tree till they are thoroughly ripe ; which is easily

known by their rich brown colour. They should be laid on a dry floor for a

few days, and afterwards stored in jars of dry sand, where they will keep
sound for a great length of time." (Fruit Cultivator, p. 190.) Filberts are

always kept in the husk, and sold by the pound ; while nuts are kept with-

out the husk, and sold by the peck or bushel. The Barcelona nuts are im-
ported in boxes, and kept in them till sold ; while the English nuts are

brought to market in sacks, and kept in them, or on the floors of lofts, or in

dry cellars, till they are taken out to be exposed for sale. Filberts are

brought to market, by the growers, in boxes ; and are preserved, by the fruit-

erers, in layers in lofts, or in dry sand in cellars. After some time, the husks

lose their colour, and appear black and mouldy; when they are slightly fumi-

gated with sulphur, till their colour is restored. This operation is performed

by putting them on trays, pierced with holes, and holding them over a chafing-

dish of charcoal, on which a little powdered sulphur had been thrown when
the charcoal was red-hot. The tray should be gently shaken, and the filberts

spread on it very thinly, that the fumes of the sulphur may penetrate all

round them.
Insects. The conmion nut is attacked by numerous species of insects, es-

pecially by the caterpillars of various moths and butterflies, which feed upon
its leaves. Amongst these are to be mentioned, as partially (indicated by a

star), or entirely (indicated by a dagger), feeding upon this tree, *Vanessa
C. album (or small tortoiseshell butterfly),* Stauropus fagi (the lobster

moth, so named from the remarkable form of the caterpillar, the fore legs

of whicli are greatly elongated, and the front part of the body generally car-

ried erect), * Notodonta Z^romedarius, * E'ndromis versicolor (the rare glory

of Kent moth), * A'glae tau (the tau emperor), f Demas coryli (the nut

tree tussock), * Cosmia trapezina, * Brepha notha, * Hipparchu.v ^japili-

onarius, * Cabera pusaria, * Harpalyce corylata, * Lozotse^nia cor3'lana,

* Roxana arcuiina L. (Tortrix),
-f

Semioscopis avellanella ( Tinea //. C).
The coleopterous insects are confined to the famiUes Curculionidae and Chry-

somelidaj. Amongst the former is especially to be noticed the Balaninus

nucum Germar (Curculio nucum Linn.), the larva of which is the white fleshy

maggot so often found feeding upon the kernel of the nut. (See ^/ig. 1947.)

The perfect insect is a pretty beetle, about a quarter or a third of an inch

long, with a very long and slender black horny beak, having the elbowed an-

tennae inserted near the middle. The body is, or, rather, the elytra, when shut,

are, somewhat of a triangular form ; and the general colour of the insect is

fine greyish brown, with deeper shades, and irregularly waved bands. The
female beetle deposits its eggs in the nut whilst in a young and immature

state, the wound soon healing. This accounts for the larva being found within

the shell, without any hole being seen by which it might have entered. It

is said that the passage for the introduction of the egg is made by the female

drilling through the rind with its rostrum. A single egg, of a brown colour,

is introduced into each nut, from which the grub is hatched in about a fort-

ni'fht; but it does not attain its full size until the whole of the interior of

the nut is consumed ; the kernel being the last part which it attacks. At this

time the shell is found to be filled with black powder, which is nothing but

the excrement of the larva. When full grown, the time for the fall of the

nut is arrived ; and the larva then, or sometimes while the nut remains on
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the tree, eats a hole through the shell with its strong jaws, and pushes itself

through the aperture thus made ; although it appears too small to admit

the body, which contracts itself to get through, and then falls to the ground,

having no legs to support itself on the husk. Legs, however, would be an

incumbrance to the insect, as it is born in the midst of its food ; and when
this is consumed its feeding time has terminated, and it is ready to make its

way into the earth ; where it forms an oval cell, and changes into a pupa

;

soon after which the perfect insect

makes its appearance. InJig. IQiT.,

a shows the wound made by the

introduction of the egg into the

young fruit ; b, the hole in the

mature fruit, by which the larva

has made its exit; c is the larva;

d, the pupa ; and e, the perfect in-

sect (these last three figures being

represented about one third larger

than the natural size). The tip of

the rostrum, magnified, is shown at

/; g being the jaws, and h a side

view of a single jaw. In addition

to this insect, Orchestes avellanze

(one of the small flea weevils),

btrophosomus coryli, Apoderus
coryli, Jttelabus curculionides,

Troplderes niveirostris, Rhyn-
chites Bacchus, and Polydrusus

argentatus, are found in the nut

;

as well as the following, belonging to the Chrysomehdse :— Chrysomela
coccineaandhemisphas'rica; Clythral6ngipes,4-punctata,tridentata,andaurita;

Cryptocephalus bipunctatus, cordiger, coryli, and C-punctatus ; and Hispa
pectinicornis. Amongst the Linnaean Hemiptera are : 6'imex coryli, avellana?,

and annulatus Linn ; Cicada aurita, bicordata, and coryli ; A^phis coryli ; and
Coccus coryli. Hemerobius hirtus, amongst neuropterous insects; and
Allantus coryli, amongst the saw-flies, complete the list of the chief species

of insects which feed upon the common nut.

Fungi on the Hazel. On the wood and fallen branches : Jgaricus galeri-

culatus Scop,, Sow. t. 165., and fig. 15883. in the Encyclopcedia of Plants

;

A. polygrammus Dec., syn. A. fistulosus, Bull. t. 518., and fig. 15884. in

the Enct/clopcBdia of Plants ; and A. striatulus Pers., a minute resupinate
species; Thelephora rugosa Pers., syn. T. corylea Pers., remarkable for its

blood-stained hue, when rubbed or scratched ; T. ^vellanae Fr.; Clavaria Arde-
nia Sow. t. 215-, and fig. 16171. in the Encyclop(Edia of Plants ; Peziza
furfuracea Fr. ; SphaeVia fusca Pers. ; S. verrucaeformis Ehrh. ; S. dece-
dens ; Dematium griseum Fr. ; Torula antennata Pers. On the roots, ^ga-
ricus radicatus Relh. On the leaves : S. Jvellanas Schmidt, a highly curious
species which has, in the present year, occurred abundantly in Northamp-
tonshire, but appears not to have been found before, since its first detection

by Schmidt; SphaeVia gnomon Tode ; £rysiphe guttata Schleclit. On the nuts,

jPeziza fructlgena Bull., already noticed under the beech, fig. 1900. p. 1974.

Commercial Statistics. The price of plants, in the London nurseries, is : one-
year's seedlings, 10s. per thousand; two-years' seedlings, 15*. per thousand;
transplanted, from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high, 305. per thousand ; transplanted, from
2 ft. to 3 ft. high, 50*. per thousand. Plants of the different varieties are 1*.

each. Price of English nuts, in Covent Garden market, from 2s. to Ss. per peck

;

of Barcelona nuts, from 5s. to Qs. per peck ; of English filberts, from 4/. IDs.

to 5/. per 100 lb. Price of plants, at BoUwyller, of the varieties, from 2
francs to 5 francs each ; at New York, the varieties are from 25 cents to

.50 cents each.
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S 2. C. Colu'rna L. The Constantinople Hazel.
Identification. Hort. Cliff., 44S. ; Koy. LuKdb.,81. : Mill. Diet.. No. 2. : WilUl. Sp. PI , 4. n 470 .

N. Du Ham., 4. p. 20. ; Lodd. Cat., 1836.
f '->

Synoniimrs. C. byzantina Henii. Lugilb., 91., Seh. Mus., 1. t. 27. ; /^veliaiia peregrlna hOmilis
liau/i. Pin., 418.; A. pumila liyzantlna Cliis. Hist., 1. p. 11.: C. arborca Hurt.; le Noisetier de
Bizance, Fi: ; Byzantinische Haselnuss, Ger.

Engravings. Seb. Mus., 1. t. 27. f. 2. ; Dend. Brit, t. 99. ; our fc. 1948. ; and the plates of this tree
111 our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Stipules lanceolate, acuminate. Leaves roundish ovate,
cordate. Involucre of the fruit double ; the exterior many-partite, the in-
terior 3-partite ; divisions palmate, ( Willd.) A tree, 50 ft. or CO ft. high ;

a native of Turkey and Asia Minor. Introduced in 1665.
y^ariclics.

t C. C. 2 intermedia: C. interm.cdia Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; is probably a
hybrid between C. Colurna and C. AveWixna.

5f C. C. oarborcscens Fisch., and c\\\r Jig. 1949., differs from the species, chiefly in the calyx
of the nut being cut into shreds.

Description, S(c. The Constantinople nut forms
a handsome somev,hat pyramidal tree, 50 ft. or
60ft. high; with a whitish bark, which peels off in
strips. The branches spread out horizontally ; the
leaves are more angular, and softer, than those of the
common hazel; and the stipules are linear. The nuts
are small, round, and almost covered with the cal\x,
which is double, and deeply laciniated, or fringed, wit!i
the points recurved. The tree grows rapid!y,'and with
great vigour, in the climate of London. It was at first

supposed to be a dwarf shrub, and is described as such
in the old books relating to trees ; but it was soon dis-
covered to be a lofty tree. It is a native of Asia
Minor and Turkey; but it bears the climate of both
Paris and London without the slightest injury.
Desfontaines tells us that Clusius first "cultivated the
C'orylus Colurna; and that it was sent to him from
Constantinople in 1582 {Hist, des Arbrcs, ii. p. 540.) ; and Prof. Martyn tells
us It was reintroduced four years afterwards by " David Ungnad Baron in
Zorneck." It appears to have been
first cultivated in England by Rea, a
florist, who, in his Flora, pubHshed in

1665, says that he had then " many
goodly plants of the filbeard of Con-
stantinople."

( p. 224.) It is also
mentioned by Ray, the celebrated bo-
tanical author, in his Historia Planta-
ruin, published in 1686, among " the
rare trees and shrubs " which he saw
a short time previously in the Palace
Gardens at Fulham. (See p. 41.)
Notwithstanding its beauty, and the
ease with which it is cultivated, the
Constantinople nut has never been
much in demand in English gardens.
It will grow in alniost any soil, but does best in one similar to that adapted
for the common hazel. It is easily propagated by seed, grafts, or layers.Gniftmg on the common hazel is, however, the' most general way, as the
nut often proves abortive, both in French and English gardens. The largest
tree in the neighbourhood of London is that at Syon, of which a portrait is
given in our last \ olume There are also large trees at Ham House, Purser's
Cross, and in the grounds of Farnham Castle, which bear fruit most years.
Price of plants, in tlie London nurseries, U. Gd. each ; at Bollwyll^r, 50
cents ; and at New York, 50 cents.

.r
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Sfe 3. C. ROSTRA^TA Alt. The beaked, American, or CucJiold, Hazel.

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 364. ; ed. 2., 5. p. 303. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 471. ; Michx.
Amer., 2. p. 201 ; N. Du Ham., 4. p. 21. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymcs. C. sylvestris, &c., Gron. Virg., 151. ; C. cornilta Hort.

Spec. Char., (^c. Stipules linear-lanceolate. Leaves ovate-oblong, acumi-

nate. Involucre of the fruit tubular, campanulate, larger than the nut, 2-

partite; divisions inciso-dentate. (JVilfd.) C. rostrata is a bushy shrub,

seldom exceeding 4 ft. or 5 ft. in height, resembling the common European
hazel, but distinguished from it by its fruit being covered with the calyx,

which is prolonged in the form of a long very hairy beak ; and hence the

name. The kernel is sweet, but not worthy of cultivation for the table.

The plant is found, according to Pursh (ii. p. 635.), on mountains, from

Canada to Carolina ; but is not common on the plains, and rarely occurs

so far south as Boston. The American hazel was introduced into Eng-
land, in 1745, by Archibald Duke of Argyll, but has never been much cul-

tivated. Plants, in the London nurseries, are l*. each ; at Bollwyller,

2 francs; and at New York, 25 cents.

^ 4. C. AMERiCA^NA Michx. The American Hazel.

Jdentificallon. Michx. Amer., 2. p. 210.; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 471. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Synonymes. C. am. hilmilis IVang. Amer., 88. t. 29. f. 63. ; Dwarf Cuckold Nut, wild Filbert, Amer.
Engraving. Wang. Amer., 88. t. 29. f. 63.

Spec. Char., ^c. Leaves roundish, cordate, acuminate. Involucre of the

fruit roundish, campanulate, longer than the nut ; limb spreading, dentately

serrated. {Willd.) The American hazel is a shrub, growing, according to

Pursh, to the height of from 4 ft. to 8 ft. It differs from C. rostrata about

as much as the filbert from the European hazel. The calyx is larger than

the included nut, the flavour of the kernel of which is said to be very fine.

It is found in low shady woods from Canada to Florida. It was intro-

duced, in 1798, by the Marchioness of Bute Plants, in the London
nurseries, are 2s. each ; at Bollwyller, H francs ; and at New York, 25 cents.

App. i. Species ofQoryliis

not yet introduced.

Cf&rox Wall. PI. As. Rar., t. 87., and

OMXfig. 1950., in which a is the nut with

its deeply laciniated calyx ; b the nut

;

c the kernel ; and d a longitudinal

section of the nut, with the kernel en-

closed. The leaves are oblong, and
much pointed. Stipules linear-lanceolate.

Nut compressed, and half the length of

the villous, 2-parled, ragged, and spinous

involucre. (IVall.) " A native of the top

of the mountain Sheopur, in Nepal
;

flowering in September, and bearing

fruit in December. A tree, 20 ft. high,

with a trunk sometimes 2 ft. in circum.
ference, and somewhat glabrous ash-
coloured bark. Branches twiggy, smooth

,

cylindricai, brownish, dotted ; the young
ones silky. Buds conical-oblong, co.

vered externally with soft down. Leaves
3in. or 4 in. long, covered on both sides

with adpressed down ; dark green above

;

rough, and of a pale colour, beneath.
The wood of this tree is light, compact,
and of a pale tinge. The nut is small,

and precisely like the common hazel nut
in taste. The shell is exceedingly hard
and thick." {Wall. PI. As. Ear., t. 87.)

This species has not been yet intro-

duced ; but, from the elevation of its

native habitat, it would doubtless prove
hardy. From the laciniated calyx of
this nut, it appears nearly allied to

C. C. arborescens Fisch. (See p. 2029.)
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